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HealthCare Law Is Burgeoning
.11,3.z

.

Two "lfos A l(eles firms - Memel,
J acobs, Pierno and Gc rsh and
Musick, Peeler a nd Garrett - both
significa nt a mount of
d«:'vote
their busin ess to he, Ith care la w.
In Sa n Di ego J e nnin gs,
Engstrand a nd He nrikson a lso
docs a fair amounl.
But it's a nother Los Angeles
firm - Weissburg a nd Aronson which has developed their o'A n

within the hospital?
In California, according t.o Root,
if a hospital denies or takes away a
doctor's medica l staff privileges
" you have lo give them the right to
a hearing."
At a n admin istrative-like hearing the hospital presents its case to
a three to fiv(;•member tribunal
compo,;ed of physicians not involved in the particular case. The doc-

,
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writing," explai ned Blacker. "I' m
really buggy about short, si mple
sentences. You lead the reader by
the hand."
The articles are all done in house
- such titles as " Recent Develop·
ments in Directors' and Officers'
Liability Insurance" and "Financing of Patient Charges by Health
Care Providers."
"I'm constantly working on it,"
said Blacker.

Law Briefs

• • •

On The Rise: Jay Davis, a
graduate of .!!SD Law School, has
been elected a partner of Macdonald, Halsted & Laybourne. He
joined the firm a fler serving as
senior vice president, secretary and
general counsel for Mitsui Manufacturers Bank since 1977 .
• • *

by Martin Kruming

tor can be represe nted by counsel.
ni che m this a rea Hince it was
If the finding goes against the
fo rm d 11 yea rs 0l(0.
it can be appealed to the
doctor
" About 95 perce nt of our work is
hospital 's board of directors. The
for health care cl1e nls," said
Richard Blacker, a UCLA La w next re medy is a lawsuit.
"The re is a rather low percentNews Media Watch: Justice
School grndua le who~;i; the
(of suits);" said Root. "It's an
age
Edward Butler of the Fourth Dis•
firm 's business depm t111e nt.
emba rrassing kind of lawsuit. This
t rict Court of Appeal will be Pam
In October 1985 the 75-altorney
busiof
kind
service
personal
a
is
Plotkin's guest on Channel 5l 's
fi rm opened up a Sa n Diego office
ness a nd there's all t he notoriety
" At the Bar" program this Saturwhich now has six lawyers.
that comes out of a suit."
day at 2:30 p.m.
Clients incl ude the Palomar• * •
Besi d es , a docto r m a y be
P o mera do H os pital Distr ict,
associated with more than one
osp1tal, T riScri pps Mem ·
Mulvaney and Kahan will be
hospital so he may only lose his
Ct y ospita l, Mercy and Grossmoving into larger offices in the
facilithat
at
practice
to
privilege
mont hospitals, as well as a ll the
First ational Bank Buildin .
t).
P"Ychmtri c hospita ls in an Diego
* * •
may
attorney
an
way
Another
except Harbor View and Paradise
Court Committee
ederal
f
The
get involved wi th the medical staff
.____
Valley.
and the U.S. Attorney's office are
the
of
writing
he
t
is
initially
--neo m:;---ca rP law is rapidly
co-sponsoring a brown bag lunbylaws which regulates this "se lfbecoming one of the more complex
cheon at the county law liorary on
.
entity."
ng
governi
areas of the law today and poses
the new federal drug Jaws. It'll be
course,
of
this,
of
ll
a
Overseeing
some of t he more intriguing issues.
Friday at noon in the reading
Medical
of
Board
California
the
is
For i n sta nee, alternative
r oom.
handles
which
Assurance,
Quality
de live ry systems, malpractice,
-+: * *
licensing and d iscipline, much li ke
reimburseme nt, termination of life
If you want to send or receive a
Bar.
State
the
support systems, discrimination
copy of a document the county law
After graduati ng from Syracuse
agai nst AIDS victims and hospital
library can now do it by phone.
University, Root served in the
contracti ng.
Documents can be sent anywhere
a
including
years,
six
for
Navy
"It is an area that you really do
in the world to anyone who has a
32nd
at
officer
discipline
a
as
stint
have lo specialize in lo feel comfortelefacsimile machine.
Street Naval Station here. During
table in all these areas," says
The cost in the U.S. is $9 for 1-5
w
~
t
went
he
time
that
George Root, Jr., a Weissburg
pages ($1 for each additional page)
·
School.
and Aronson partner here who did
and the charge for receiving docuHe was in-house counsel for the
a great deal of health care law durments is $2.50 for 1-5 pages (50
two
for
Foundation
Hill
Vista
ing his seven years with Jenni ngs,
cents for each additional page).
m 1978 joined Jennings,
and
years
Engstrand.
For more information call 236Engrstrand, which at the time was
But the term health care law can
1
2292.
along
firm
Diego
San
only
the
be misleading.
* * •
with Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye Hospitals are also businesses so
County
Diego
San
doing health care related law, acthere are contracts, labor negotia
Bar Association
ed
join
He
Root.
to
cording
tions, real estate acquisitions,
Meetings, Jan. 1-7
mergers, taxes and even joint ven- Weissburg and Aronson in No1985.
vember
turing between doctors and
Tuesday, Jan. 6
Last July the firm produced its
hospitals.
Bridging The Gap Series - 5:30
Law
Care
Health
monthly
first
"There's the opportunity to deal
p.m., Rm. 2-B, Cal Western.
Newsletter for Matthew Bender,
with the CEOs and the nurses,"
Legislation Committee (Subad400
about
to
goes
which
says Root, whose wife, Sharon, is a
committee) - 5:30 p.m., Con•
and
attorneys
CEOs,
ministrators,
trauma nurse at UCSD Medical
ference Rm., 19th Floor, 530 B. St.
health professionals and consulCenter. "My sounding board" as he
Wednesday,Jan. 7
tants around the country.
calls her.
Probate, Trust & Estate Plannundergradan
has
who
Blacker,
Root noted that hospitals are one
ing Subcommittee . for Legisla- ·
uate degree in chemical engineer•
of the " heaviest regulated" with a
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in
masters
a
medical staff that is a "self gov- ing from Cornell and
St.
editor
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ern ing entity" generating a variThe Law Week Committee newsletter.
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SAN DIEGANS
TO WATCH
INV o
Tomorrow s
most \ikely
newsmakers
1

~7.i/o
SrffLDON KRANTZ
With a vision beyond that of
many academics. Sheldon
Krantz. dean of the US D
Law School. hasbeena driving torce in establishing
community legal program s
that become models for the
nati on. In 1987, he'll be
working with the San Diego
Law Center on the amnesty
provision in the new immigration law. altemauve dispute resolution programs and
a new county agency that
will provide total services for
indigent defendants in criminal cases. Last year he
hosted top justice official s
from China; this June he ' II

lead a delegation of American juvenile-justice experts
to China. He's also chairin g
an American Bar Associati~n
commi ttee that will look into
national prison and jail problems including overcrowding,
electronic devices to imprison inmates at home and
the national shift toward
harsher sentences that eliminate the opportunity for parole . He 's currently hard at
work on an ambitious Studs
Terkel-like book that he's
calling The Future of che
Legal Professio11. Oxford
Press has contracted to
publish it.
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Thompson a titan in Toreros' romp over Colorado

By Kirk Kenney /Ja rL°
Tribune Sportswriterpv':J':'/

Scott Thompson couldn't explain it.
Colorado couldn't stop it.
And the J J ~ s couldn't help but defeat
the Colorado Buffaloes 61-51 last night before a
crowd o~575 at the USO Sports Center.
Some of Thompson's finest performances
throughout his four-year career at USO have been
against tall teams. Colorado qualified in that department last night with 6-foot-9 center Scott
Wilke and 6-10 forward Matt Bullard listed amonr
the starting five.
So what did Thompson do? He played perhaps
his finest game since scoring a career-high 31
points in the Toreros' season-opening win at Utah.
The 7-foot USD center was unstoppable during
one seven-minute stretch in the first half, scoring
12 straight pomts for the Toreros and grabbing
four defensive rebounds. The effort enabled USO
(8-3) to turn an 8-5 deficit into a 17-10 advantage
with 7:20 remaining in the half against Colorado

(3-5).
USO never looked back as Thompson finished
with a team-high 23 points, a game-high 11 rebounds and dished out a game-high six assists.
Included in those figures was a 7-for-7 performance at the free-throw line, giving Thompson 32
straight over the past five games.
"I like playing against bigger guys," said
Thompson, whose numbers have been down

against smaller competition the past few games.
"I couldn't tell you why."
Colorado coach Tom Miller knew one reason
why Thompson was successful against the Buffaloes. But he couldn't do anything about it.
"They're a very patient team and they get the
ball into the big guy well," Miller said. "He's probably the best post player we've played against."
USO coach Hank Egan provided another perspective.
"I think Scott plays better the tougher the opponent," Egan said. "I don't care about their size.
nd he plays better in big games. That's one of his
assets. He really played well tonight."
Thompson is hoping for a repeat performance
when the Toren>S play their final pre-conference
game tomorrow night at 7:30 against Division III
Ohio Northern (7-5) at the Sports Center.
Egan would like to see another fine defensive
performance. USD's first-half defensive play also
contributed to last night's win, enabling the
Toreros to take a 30-14 halftime lead.
It wasn't so much USO limiting Colorado's
shooting percentage - the Buffaloes hit 41. 7 per·
cent to the Toreros' 36.7 - as their shooting. Colorado attempted just 12 shots in the first half.
Twelve. USO tried 30. In addition, the Toreros
forced 13 turnovers while committing three.
"I thought we played very well defensively,''
Egan said. "I told the team after the game that I
thought we won it with defense and rebounding in

key situations."
Said Miller: "I think they're a very fine team.
But when you make 13 turnovers to three . . .."
One player who was able to hold onto the ball
for the Buffaloes was Bullard, who was also able
to shoot it. He scored 10 of the team's 14 first-half
points.
Bullard was even more impressive in the second half with 20 points - including two threepointers - for a game-high 30. The trouble was he
had little support.
Thompson effectively shut down Wilke, who
fouled out with seven minutes remaining with no
points, one rebound and six turnovers to show for
his 23 minutes on the floor.
"I thought he would play more physical myself,"
Thompson said. "I saw him play on ESPN a couple
times and he was pretty physical. He got in foul
trouble and I think that prevented him from being
more physical."
While Bullard carried the load for Colorado,
Thompson was assisted in the scoring column with
nine points each from starting guards Danny
Means and Paul Leonard and eight points apiece
from starting forwards Mark Manor and Nils
Madden.
The Toreros came out in the second half with
seven straight points for their biggest lead of the
game at 37-14 with 16:23 remaining. USO still had
a 20-point lead at 46-26 when Bullard hit a 12-foot
jumper with 8:40 remaining.
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USD., pp__ats,.Colorado

Scott Thompson sco~ed 23 points,
had 10 rebounds and six assists Wednesday mght to propel
the University of San Diego to a 61-51 college basketball
· t
victory over Corormm:The Toreros, now 8-3, opened up a 27-14 advan_tage Jus
before halftime, and Colorado couldn't catch up m the se1d d
.
cond half.
own
Nils Madden added eight points and also pul e
,
eight rebounds for San Diego.
The loss wiped out a fine performance by the Buffalos
Matt Bullard, who scored 30 points and had 11 rebounds ~

s~t;'oi AP) -
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~ ducation called key to Mexican success
By Arlene~~mS"

s1• rr w,11.,

u{

The "love/hate relationship"
between the U.S. and Mexico will
continue, but Mexico must accept
the technology and financial
a i~tance Americans can offer.
That is the conclusion of Dr.
Jorge Vargas, director of the
Mexico-U .S. Law In titute at the
Univcrsit of San Dic.8.Q_. Speaking at the new Otay Mesa Library
on Coronado Avenue, Vargas
aid that American influence and
intervention has bred resentment
in Mexico but Mexicans must
realize the value of American
know-how.
"The more critical the
economic ituauon in Mexico i ,
the more intense the reaction 1s,"
Vargas aid. "Suggestions that
affect the political tructure in
Mexico evoke a very intense

reaction."
Education is one of his highest
hopes for the future of Mexico.
Vargas, a native of Mexico who
attended Mexican National
University in Mexico City, called
education today at all levels "less
than mediocre" and advocated a
more aggressive approach to
vocational training and preparation for graduation.
Massive numbers of undocumented aliens crossing the
border will continue as long as
agriculture in Mexico remains ine ff i c i en t , Vargas said .
Agriculture in the south, in
Sonora and Sinaloa, is more efficient but the crops are exported
to the U.S. and" do not respond
in any way to Mexican needs."
"In the rest of Mexico,
agriculture is a total failure,"
Vargas said. "If we analyze the
country from a scientific view-

point, it is not a country destined
to succeed. It is covered with very
rugged territory and it has no
water."
Agrarian reform measures
were ineffective and politicians
and ideologues did not
acknowledge that two-thirds of
the country is arid or semi-arid,
Vargas said.
Instead, Mexico should make
the most of marine assets, particularly oil deposits, natural gas,
minerals, and wind off the Gulf
of California, Vargas said. The
country already has the secondlargest tuna fleet in the world and
is a leader in shrimp production.
The potential for industrial
development exists in Mexico but
an foreign technology and investors will be needed.
"There is tremendous comption at the private and the official
level," Vargas said. "It will be

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Co)

Daily Californian
(Cir. D 100,271)
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Dr. Jorge Vargas

quite a challenge for the Mexican
government. But Mexico has to
clean its own house and behave in
an honest and uncorrupt w a /
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To ros to v1cto
First haH binge cam~·es

e Universio/ of San D1_ego
For the second time in ei h
ponent to 14 pomts or less m the
men's basketball team helf
first half en route to an easy victory. On Wednesday, the Toreros
opened a 31-14 halftime advantage, an~ w~nt on t<? beat ~olorado
61-51 at the USO sgo~Center for their th1~d stra1g_ht tnu':llph.
Senior center Scott I ompson scored 23 p01~ts, wh1!e add1~g 10 d
rebounds and six assists. Nils Madden contnbuted eight po1!1ts an
aJso pulled down eight rebounds for the Toreros. The loss wiped out
a fine performance by Matt Bullard of the ~uffalo~s (3-5), who
scored 30 points and had 11 rebounds. Earlier dunng the current
four-game homestand, Coach Hank Egan:s club h~ld Rice
University to a mere 13 points in the opemng 20 mmutes of play•
USO now 8-3 will close out its non-conference schedule today, .
entertaining Ohio Northern, starting at 7:_30 p.m. The ~orer_os will
open West Coast Athletic Conference action at the Umvers1ty of
Portland on Jan. 8.

c. 8

~liens: Diocese ready
Big role seen for
Catholic Church
under new law

By Ed Jahn

Staff Wrlttr

The application forms are still to
be written. but the Roman Catholic
Diocese of San Diego is already signing up people ii will help to become
legal U.S. residents when the new immigration reform law takes effect
this May
The diocese doesn't even have a
contract yet with the Immigration
and Naturalization Service to provide the screening and processing of
the expected hundreds of thousands
of applications in San Diego County.
But even before the landmark reform bill was signed last November,
it wa a foregone conclusion that the
Roman Catholic Church would be the
major non-profit provider of assistance to the estimated 5 million people nationwide who will soon seek
legal status.
"First, we believe it is a service
we've been involved with for many
years in connection with refugees
and now we feel it should be expanded to immigrants," said the Rev.
Douglas Regin, exerutive director of
Catholic Community Services (CCS)
in San Diego, the main proposed contractor for the local amnesty program.
CCS will subcontract with the Migration Refugee Service of the U.S.
Catholic Conference, an organization
of the various dioc1>ses and an admini trative arm of the U.S. bishops
in programming and policy implementation Regin said.
"Also, it i an opportunity the
Hispanic community has and we
want to avail the church as a natural
entity th people feel comfortable
with. We hope they will feel they
have acces with u more readily
than the INS," he added.
"When it comes to contracting
w, h ,ion-profit agencies to provide
legali.tation ervice.~. we will first
have a proven
look to the people
See ALIENS o Page B-2
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to aid in legalization
~'j
l\, Conlmued from B-1

S. Fourth St., El Centro.
"We're doing some informal things
track record of successful work,"
but some people are anxious to get
said E.B. Duarte, national director of started," Plank said. "Many of the
ones who have already registered
the INS Outreach Program, which is
aimed at encouraging as many peo- haye qualified through other proas possible to participate in the grams and are very aware of this
legalization process. "All along, the one."
Catholic Church has been right at the
Plank said the Roman Catholic
Church has naturally taken the lead
top of the list."
The fact that the vast majority of in the new immigration reform law
the applicants will be Hispanics with because of its existing national and
roots in the Roman Catholic faith "is statewide net work for screening and
something that has not consciously processing immigrants.
been staled since we got involved in
"We've had accredited counselors
the reform in 1979," Regin said.
working with Vietnamese, Cambodi"This is something the church is ans, Laotians, Eastern Europeans,
committed to and something we Ethiopians. We've had people from
would be involved with regardless," Afghanistan, war refugees from Iraq
he explained. "We have been in- and Iran, and certain cases from
volved in the legislation and the de- Cuba and El Salvador. This is not
sign of the implementation. It is an strictly a prr.gram for people from
extension of our involvement with Mexico," she said
She added that religious affiliation
the needs of the people."
"The commitment of the church to is not a consideration for application.
immigrants in the United States, a~d The diocese will be given $15 for
in particular to the undocumented, 1s each person it processes, Regin said.
a long-standing one," Bishop Leo T. All non-profit providers will meet
Maher said last week in a prepared and settle on a fee they will charge
statement. "The trust that immi- with the stipulation that the fee can
grants have in the church is a valu- be adjusted downward if the appliable asset, not only for evangeliza- cants are indigent, he added.
lion but also for offering assistance
In addition, the INS will be chargin a sensitive and confidential area ing somewhere between $150 and
$200 to administer each legalization
such as legalization."
Maher said the church is attempt- request. Law firms, profit-making
ing to alleviate the historic distrust immigration agencies and notaries
,nany undocumented aliens feel also will be processing_ applicants
toward the INS, an agency whose job and the Universit of San Die o may
it is to arrest and deport persons who process some applicants throu its
are in this country illegally.
law clinics, Regin said.
"The one thing we fear is that
Regin said it will take about 200
many, many people may get impatient and get taken in by unscrupu- volunteers to staff the four CCS lelous 'agents.' I am sure that certain galization centers in the South Bay,
people will try to take advantage of North County and San Diego. About
this situation for their own, personal 10 will be INS-trained counselors and
several will legal advisers, he said.
gain," Maher said.
"We will also be speaking at the
Patience continues to be the
watchword at the CCS Refugee Off- parish level, letting people know
ice at 4643 Mission Gorge Place, al- what the procedure will be and when
though people already have started we can come to their location to
making appointments to begin the help," Plank said. "We have to get
application process, according to out there because some people don't
have transportation. We've found
Gwen Plank, office director.
that some are also hesitant to come
diocesan
Vally,
In the Imperial
programs will be conducted by the out at this time and make it known
Centro de Asuntos Megratorios at 527 they need to become legalized.''
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US.0_1aw School, wi conduct a
·nar Thursday on the Ralph M.
seB mwn1 Act and an amendment that
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"
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teeth in the open meetings laws.
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oreros, Toreras record doub &-header wins
5

trouble for a J?ai~ of
The Uni~rsity of San Qi
ports Center. In their first
opponents Friday night at the US
double-header of the season, the men smashed Ohio Northern
University 54-28 as all 12 Toreros in the lineup scored at least two
points. The win, USD's ninth in 12 games, include~ a 10:57 shutout
streak over the Division III Polar Bears (7-6) to begm the second
half. In the women's game, the Toreras spanked Idaho State 79-53,
with Kelly Schroeder leading the way with 15 points and nine
rebounds. Freshman guard Paula Mascari, a graduate of Monte
Vista Hi~h. scored her first three points in a USO uniform. The
Toreras increased their record to 4-6 while Idaho State fell to 5-5.
The women play at home again tonight at 7:30 against the
University of Idaho.
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/ Po a,,r Bears 'iced'
hr7far-taller USD
Mueller

Local CPA firm ad.ds
four professionals
Calderon Jaham and Osborn,
Certified Public Accountants with
offices in El Centro and Brawley, has
added four profes ionals to its staff
to specialize in business taxation and
auditing. The firm employs more
than 50 professionals and paraprofessional.
The new professional staff additions to the i':I Centro office are
Louis Almeida, Duane V. Corby and
Caroline Sheehan. Rosemary Muellar
has.joined the Brawley professional
taff.
Almeida , from San Diego, is a
recent graduate of the University of
San Diego, where e received his
ba~of science degree in accounting . His studies al ·o focused on
areas of business management and
computer science. While completing
his tudies he was employed by a
major retail company, where he
assisted in the development and
implementation of a check collection
center. Almeida is a staff accountant
Corby, originally from Los Angeles, is a recent graduate of n
Diego State University, where he
also received his bachelor of science
degree in accounting. He will specialize in auditing. He served as vice

president and director of membership for SDSU's chapter of National
Association of Accountants and active in the Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance program as a tax
preparer. In 1983 he was named to
Who's Who Among Students in
American Junior Colleges.
Sheehan, from West Covina, graduated from California State University
at Northridge with a bachelor of
science degree in business administration. She is also one of the firms'
staff accountants . Experienced in
bookkeeping, she previously was
employed as manager of a retail gift
store.
Mueller has been added to the
professionals at the Brawley office
as a staff accountant. From North
Dakota she graduated from Mary
College is Bismark with a bachelor of
science degree, majoring in business
administration and minoring in accounting. She has extensive experience in all aspects of bookkeeping but is particularly familiar
with accounting and office
procedures relating to agricultural
and livestock operations as well as
educational institutions, according to
David Jaham. the firm's chairman.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)

·Division III Ohio Northern loses
infrequent recruiting-tool trip, 54-28

By Hank Wesch

Slaff Writer

The U n ~ ot..£an_Diego 54-28
basketball victory over Obio Northern last night at the USO Sports Center, was, as the score would indicate,
a mismatch.
But it served its purpose.
"We beat this team by a lot of
points, but they made us work hard
for them," said USO coach Hank
Egan. "If they had more size and
speed, they would have been extremely tough. They're a fundamentally sound, well-coached team and,
If you've got some weaknesses,
they'll show you where they are."
The visitin Pola Bears an NCAA
sc oo rom da, Ohio,
Division
are coached by Gale Daugherty, a
long-time acquaintance of Egan's
dating back to years when Daugherty
was a Bobby Knight assistant at
Army and Egan was an Air Force
Academy assistant.
Ohio Northern. Daugherty said,
makes it a practice to play one Division I school a year and "fly once
every three or four years."
"I've got a couple kids on my team
who had never been in an airplane
before or been west of the Mississippi," he said. "This is a real educational experience for them and coming
out here is a big thing and good recruiting tool for a non-scholarship
program.
"We couldn't have beaten this
(USO) team with clubs. But our guys
played hard."
Defensively, Ohio Northern (7-6)
battled admirably against a bigger
USD team, but had no means of stopping the Toreros' front line of 7-0
Scott Thompson, 6-8 Nils Madden or
6-6 Mark Manor.
Thompson and Madden accounted
for USD's first 11 points, just one less
than Ohio Northern managed in the
first hall. The Toreros (9-3) big men

got 10 more line, building a 21-12
lead, before their backcourt scored.
Ohio Northern took a second less
than six minutes to get its first points
of the game The Polar Bears were
also shut out for a period of 14:31,
from the closing minutes of the first
hall until 9:03 remained in the game.
"We've played some good Division
I teams over the years, but I like this
(USO) team as well as any,"
Daugherty aid. "They play good deferue, and they'll win some games
when their offense is off on their defense alone
"A lot of times, we couldn't get a
shot gainst them."
I\ anor led USO scorers with 11
·n , aljden had 10 and Thompson
7. Thompson's 28 minutes of playing
time topped the Toreros. Egan substituted freely after Ohio Northern
finally scored in the second-half shutout.
All 12 Toreros scored, another
item that pleased Egan in his last
game before entering West Coast
Athletic Conterence play Thursday
at Portland.
"We wanted to get some playing
time for as many players as we
could," Egan said. "When we look at
the tapes, we'll find out about some
of the rough spots we still have to
work on for the conference. I have to
wait for tl:e films. I sound like a football coach, don't I?"
Thompson, whose eight rebounds
was second to Madden's 10 for USO,
extended a consecutive free throw
streak to 33 by making his lone attempt.
Guard Craig Cottrell's six points
was tops among the scoring by the
Torero reserves.
Steve Pohlman and Bob Burden,
The San Diego Union/Dave Siccard1
both 6-4 forwards, topped Ohio
Northern's scoring with six points
USD's Scott Thompson puts up a hook shot over the deeach.
/
fense of Ohio Northern's Brent Schroeder.
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; USD puts Polar Bears in a deep freeze
By Kirik'~r?n: f
Tribune Sportswriter

-

The USO baskethall team dominated an opponent last mght like it has no other this season.
Then, agam, Ohio Northern is unlike any team the
Toreros play this season.
Ohio Northern is a Division III entry, the only
non-Division I team on USD's schedule. The result
was predictable, a lopsided 54-28 victory for the
Toreros before a "crowd" of 510 at the USO Sports
Center.
USD statisieally dominated Ohio Northern in
the first half, claiming a 26-12 lead against the
Polar Bears. The Toreros, who prevented Ohio
Northern from scoring in the game's first six minutes, held an 18-6 rebounding advantage, had a 7-0
edge at the free-throw line and shot 50 percent
from the field to the Polar Bears' 30 percent.
In the second half, Ohio Northern went 11 minutes before scoring. The Polar Bears (7-6) were
able to close the statistical gap when USD(9-3)
went to its reserves midway through the second
half.
"We couldn't have beaten them with a club,"
Ohio Northern coach Gale Daugherty said.
That was beside the point, though. Daugherty
had a far better reason for scheduling USO, just as
Toreros coach Hank Egan agreed to the game for
reasons other than recording an easy win.
Daugherty has scheduled one Division I school
each of his 15 seasons at Ohio Northern. It's a
chance for a challenge. It's also a great recruiting
tool for a school that does not offer basketball
scholarships.

How big was this game in the Polar Bears'
eyes? Big enough to list the date of the game on
the front of the Ohio Northern yearbook along
with the line 'California, Here We Come!'
Imagine what hopping a plane bound for San
Diego means to a team based in Ada, Ohio. From
an Ohio winter to four days in sunny San Diego.
C'mon.
"It's a big thing for our kids," Daugherty said.
"It's a big thing for our program. I had about four
kids who had never been on an airplane. Only two
had been west of the Mississippi. It was an experience"
Said Egan, who knows Daugherty from his days
at the Air Force Academy: "This was done because we know somebody. I've been on the other
side of that so I know what it means for them.
They plan their whole season on this. They go out
and raise some money to do this thing.
"I've seen his teams play before, so I knew it
wouldn't be a cakewalk. They made it such a
struggle. We ended up beating them by a lot of
points, but it was not done easy. If they had a little
more size (the Polar IJears gave away four inches
across the front line) and speed they would play us
pretty tough."
As it was, Egan believed the Toreros benefited
from the contest, which was thPir final preconference test before TIJursday's West Coast Athletic
Conference opener at Portland.
"We still have some things we have to clean up
before conference," Egan said. "This gives us
some things to look at. They took some of the juice
out of us. They made us really work in our of-

fense."
Added Toreros forward Nils Madden, whose 10
points were second to teammate Mark Manor's
game-higb 11: "I thought it was going to be easier
than it was. I thought they did a good job of fronting the inside post. We didn't get it inside too
much."
Indeed, Ohio Northern didn't make things easy.
Although the Polar Bears didn't score until senior
guard Stan Reineke hit an eight-foot jumper at the
14:02 mark, the Toreros were not exactly running
away with the game at that point. The basket
made it 4-2. However, USO scored nine of the next
11 points for a 13-4 led. The Toreros also scored
the halfs final seven points. The Polar Bears managed just one offensive rebound in the game's first
20 minutes.
USO scored the first 12 points of the second half
before Ohio Northern's Mike Bertke hit a free
throw with 9·03 remaining. Less than a minute
later, USD had its biggest lead of the game at 4214 when reserve center Jim Pelton scored on a
layup.
The Polar Bears narrowed the margin to 42-18
with four straight free throws by Bob Burden, who
tied Sjeve Pohlman with a team-high six points.
Ohio Northern played USO virtually even the remaining seven minutes, with most of its scoring
coming at the free-throw line.
The Polar Bears scored 10 of their 16 secondhalf points at the line, hitting just three of 24 shots
from the field. The Toreros shot 55 percent from
the field while the Polar Bears managed 20.5 percent.

Tribune photo by John Gibbins

USD CENTER SCOTT THOMPSON DRIBBLES DOWNCOURT
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g~: Benke is on the way

up rlor Court Judge Patricia Benke of San Diego rexe on he beach In Santa Barbara with her husband,

Don, and two sons, Mike (standing) and Peter. She is
being considered for the state's highest court.

Benke judged to e on the way up
By L ri

San Diego
news aker
Patricia Benke
ousted from office in November.
Benke is in competition with five other California judges, all with years more of judicial
expcnence and decades more of life experience.
If appointed, she wou d be among the court's
youngest justices ever, and only the second from
1lliam A. Sloane, first
San Diego County
presiding justice of the 4th Court of Appeal m
San Diego, was elected the high court in 1920.
both on the
Benke's limited experience
bench and m private le I practice - has drawn
sorn cr1t1c1srn, mostly fr m local attorneys who
ould prefer to remain onymous.
ed disappointment
One civil lawyer ex
that the governor had no chosen someone better
tramed to deal with pres ng tort issues like the
insurance cost cr1Sis th, prompted passage of
Propos1t1on 51 in June. Others questioned her
interest in research.ng Ile law and in following
precedent.
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Continued from 8-1j..,CJJ)C;
One defense attorney said he did
not believe Benke had been one of
the outstanding appellate lawyers in
the state attorney general's office.
Her rulings from the Municipal
Court bench, he said, were prosecution-oriented.
"I question whether she's seasoned
enough to make that kind of leap," be
said. "She's a nice person, polite. She
has good judicial temperament, but
that's just not enough."
However, of about 20 judges and
attorneys practicing civil, domestic,
criminal and appellate law who were
questioned, nearly all gave Benke
high marks for being industrious and
a quick study in areas of the law outside her expertise. She was called
personally compassionate and gracious.
Several lawyers also remarked on
Benke's refreshing sense of humor,
specifically recalling a panel discussion on domestic law not long ago
when she kept the audience in
stitches with a 20-minute monologue
about her perception of lawyers and
their clients.
Stanford likened Beoke's potential
appointment to that of Judith Keep,
who was looked upon with some
skepticism by the local legal community when she was elevated from San
Diego Municipal Court to the U.S.
District Court in San Diego by former President Jimmy Carter. Keep
has since then been rated highly by
her colleagues.
Richard Benes, an appellate specialist in San Diego, said he bas
heard comments questioning Benke's
experience, but he contended that
her years of practicing criminal appellate litigation were essential.
"I know that the experience is
more valuable than a lot of people
think," Benes said. "She's had a lot
more appellate experience than
other lawyers appointed to the appellate bench."
Edward Huntington, a family law
attorney who knows Benke's work in
the domestic division of Superior
Court, said: "She's a good, competent,
thorough lawyer.'
As a judge, Huntington said, she
became quickly familiar it.h recent
sweeping changes in family law.
"She follows the rules, rnd if she
doesn't know what they are, she goes
and finds out," he said.
Huntington said Benke's short
term in the domestic division would
be an asset to a Supreme Court that
is "ignorant when it comes to family
law." Her one year, he said, "is more

'She is scholarly,
extraordinarily able. Her
work and her abilities are
well-known personally to
the governor.'

- Larry Thomas

than they've got now - by at least a
year."
Taking critics' comments about
her short judicial career in stride,
Benke said: "rm a self-confident person ... I hope to win them over regardless of where I am. If I remain
in Superior Court, that's my goal
too."
Benke's legal ability and political
associations in San Diego County are
no secret. Good, hard work combined
with the right friends seem to have
made her past goals all the more attainable.
She was an undergraduate at San
Diego State University, and earned
her law degree from the University
of San Diego 12 years ago. bad even passed the
Befo
State Bar exam, she went to work for
then state Attorney General Evelle
Younger. It was not long before her
work in criminal appellate litigation
captured the attention of Younger's
successor, George Deukmejian.
"She is scholarly, extraordinarily
able," said Larry Thomas, Deukrnejian's chief spokesman and a longtime friend of Benke. "Her work and
her abilities are well-known personally to the governor."
Benke worked in Pete Wilson's
mayoral campaigns in San Diego and
ran for election to the Municipal
Court bench in 1982, but lost.
The next year, however, newly
elected Gov. Deukmejian appointed
her to the Municipal Court. Benke
was the first woman Deukme11an
chose for the bench and was a ong
his first judicial appointments.
Almost exactly two years later,
Deukmejian promoted her to the Superior Court in San Diego, and he
considered her for the 4th District
Court of Appeal after the retirement
of Robert 0. Staniforth. For the second time, though, Benke lost a judicial contest.
Now she is looking at an even
greater prize.
Benke said she did not apply for
the Supreme Court position, but Marvin Baxter, the governor's appointments secretary, has said few people
are presumptuous enough to do that.
She was surprised to get the call

C;nly days before Christmas, Benke
said on Friday, but after having had
some time to adjust to the idea, she
feels comfortable.
As a lawyer, Benke said, "I worked
within in the courts of appeal, the
California Supreme Court and the
U.S. Supreme Court. In some ways I
feel at home. The appellate process
is my home process."
She said she considers herself "a
solid Republican." Although she is
reluctant to label herself a conservative, Benke said she is not a judicial
activist, one who prefers to make
law rather than interpret it. "I have
a healthy respect for precedent," she
said.
Benke declined to say whether she
was a proponent of capital punishment, the volatile election issue that
was instrumental in removing Bird,
Grodin and Reynoso from a Supeme
Court that reversed 58 of 61 death
penalty appeals it reviewed.
However, Benke, a prosecutor for
nine years, said she has argued for
affirming death sentences. She handled several highly publicized cases,
including the appeal of Rodney Alcala, whose death sentence was reversed by the high court and figured
prominently in anti-Bird Court campaign advertising in November.
"It's the law of the state," Benke
said of capital punishment. "There
certainly have been cases in which I
feel it was appropriate.''
She is highly rated by former colleagues in the San Diego office of the
attorney general.
Presiding San Diego Appellate
Justice Daniel Kremer, once Benke's
boss in the attorney general's office
and recently rumored as a candidate
for the Supreme Court, said that
when .Benke temporarily sat on the
4th District Court of Appeal last
summer, he found her to be "very
bright, exceptionally diligent, almost
too hard-working, and an excellent
writer."
Deputy attorney general Michael
Wellington called Benke a "firstclass choice," contending that her
maturity and judgment exceed her
years.
"She's a woman, a (former) prosecutor, a Republican," Wellington
said. "She's young. I think Deukmejian would be crazy not to appoint
her."
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Corby

Sheehan

Mueller
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president and director of membership for SDSU's chapter of Nationai
Association of Accountants and active m the Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance program ,is a tax
preparer. In 1983 he was named to
Who's Who Among Students in
American Junior Colleges.
Sheehan, from West Covina, graduated from California State University
at Northridge with a bachelor of
science degree in business administration. She is also one of the firms·
stall accountants. Experienced in
bookkeeping, she previously was
employed as manager of a retail gift
store.
Mueller has been added to the
professionals at the Brawley office
as a staff accountant. From North
Dakota she graduated from Mary
College is Bismark with a bachelor of
science degree, majoring in business
administration and minoring in accounting. She has extensive experience in all aspects of bookkeepmg but is particularly familiar
with accounting and office
procedures relating to agricultural
and livestock operations as well as
educational institutions, according to
David Jaham, the firm's chairman.
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Toreras streak stop

ped at three games

. b ketball team had its
The Uni¥etsity of Sa_n. Diego womens ga University of Spok~ne,
ports Center. qonzaga s
three-game win streak ~napped
ercome the 12-pomt
Wash 64-60 Monday mght a_t
Tam~y Tibbles sco~ed 29 point~ t~i~s Burke. The Toreras. now
performances of Juhe Evans anThe Toreras next play at home
/
5.7, were hurt by 21 turno~~~nesday at 7:30p.m.
. /__
against Texas-El Paso on

Local CE1\ firm adds
four professionals

Calderon, Jaham and Osborn,
Certified Public Accountants with
offices in El Centro and Brawley, has
added lour professionals to its staff
to specialize in business taxation and
auditing The fmn employs more
than 50 professionals and paraprofessional.
The new professional staff additions to the El Centro office are
Louis Almeida, Duane V Corby and
Caroline Sheehan Rosemary Muellar
has joined the Brawley professional
staff
Almeida, from San Diego, is a
recent graduate of the University of
San Diego, ~lie, e he received his
bachelor of science degree in accounting. His studies also focused on
areas of business management and
computer science. While completing
his studies he was employed by a
major retail company, where he
assisted in the development and
implementation of a check collection
c nter. Almeida is a staff accountant.
Corby, origmally from Los Angeles, 1s a recent graduate of San
Diego State Urnvers1ty, where he
also rtceived his bachelor of science
degree in accounting. He will special~ze in auditing H served as vice
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UNIYERSl"J;Y OF SAi( DIE.GO- USO
Founder's GaUery, San Diego. 260-4682.
An _art exh1b1t1on entitled "Corita Kent,serigraphs," featuring 20 prints depicting
ave, hope and optimism. This artist has.
of art , her most
numerous
created
. works
fa mous one
"LOVE " d .
being
, ep1cted on
u·s · postage stamps. Noon
to 5
/ "
weekdays ;)..y 5?

-Encinitas, Calif.
Coast Dispatch
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D IEGO- USO
UNlVER~ SAN _
Founder's Gallery. San Diego. 260-4682.
An art exhibition entitled "Canta KentSengraphs," featuring 20 prints depicting
love, hope and optimism. This artist has'
created numerous works of art, her most
famous one being "LOVE," depicted on
U.S. postage stal'l)ps. Noon to 5 p.m ..
/'
weekdays. ?- c 7 '.:}
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oreras win close basketba~Iecision

The Universit~ San Diego w ~ ' asketball team received
p, but it was her last
27 points ft om J 1or forward K~,
point that counted most Wednesday night. Skemp's free throw with
14 seconds remaining put the game out of reach and gave USD an
82-79 victory over Texas-El Paso at the USD Sports Center Torera
Jane Gilpin added 15 points, with Julie Evans scored 14 and
Candida Erhevenia chipped in with 12. USD raised its record to 6-7
while UTEP fell to 2-10. The Toreras close their pre-season schedule
Friday night at home against New Me;,c.i.co at 7:30. They begin West
Coast Athletic Conference play at Nevada-Reno on Jan. 17.

Del Mar, CA
(San Diego Co.)
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It's easy to overlook the
Monte Vista High graduate.
She stands just 5-foot-4 and
doesn't ha~e a stereotypical
athletic build. But the all-time
greats overcome that sort of
stuff with desire.
Mascari, competing in the
etball,
difficult ,port of b
mad up for n
Louisiana Tech University
freshm n Stefani Olow, a
Mount Ma~ I High graduate,
made a quick imp re 10n on the
NCAA softball coaches. She
made second-team AllAmerica honors as the Lady
Techsters finished No. 2 in the
nation. Olow, despite splitting
time between left field and
second base, led the team with
30 RBI and four home runs.
Grossmont High graduate
Michelle Hansen won the "I'll
show you" award. Snubbed by
everyone in the All-Grossmont
League player-of-the-year
voting despite having four
01;1tstanding seasons on the
f'oothiller varsity, and snubbed
again by college recruiters,
Hansen walked on at
perennial-power Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo, made the starting
lineup at outside hitter, won a
scholarship and helped the
Lady Mustangs to a national
Top 20 ranking.
Eileen Maul kept adding to
her list of accomplishments in
both diving and gymnastics.
The Santana High junior won
second-straight CIF titles in
both diving and all-around
gymnastics - as a freshman
and sophomore.
She also shared the
Grossmont League diving
champion hip with Monte
Vista freshman Kristen Walls
man event that wound up one
of the biggest girls' athletics
stories of the year.
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Bill Ott's treasu, d
Chrn .mas gifts 1s
handsome, coffee-table book,
in the Life of America." The 1;
tome features photos taken a(
the br adth of the U.S., by 200
p c ographers, during a 24 hour
But as
period, or.
photos arc, Ott
enhghte
am more from th
figure
ynght page -0
small p
.\merica" It
"A Day n t
says: Pnnted m pan '
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/ Hearings begin
on consolidation
of 2 L~cas rials

DEBORAH A. WOLFE

Expertise in civil :itigation, personal injury and
Chamber Music Quartet of San
Diego 111 1983
"We are ve11 pleased to have
a 'awycr of Deborah's quality
jorn our firm. aid Dwight Worden. a resident of Del Mar and a
principal in the firm. "Deborah's considerable skills and
experience as well as her commitment to her commu111ty and
her clients will be a real asset
to the firm.''
The Law Offices of D. Dwight

r

ge William H.
Superior C
hearings on a
Kennedy h
lengthy consolidation motion that
could result in a joint trial of both
three-murder cases against David
Allen Lucas.
Deputy District Attorney Daniel
Williams is expected to call more
than 30 witnesses, primarily investigators, in an attempt to convince
Kennedy that the circumstances of
the six killings and one attempted
murder are similar enough to warrant a single trial.

,duct liability

ENTRE NEWS: The Institute of
tablished two ye
the America
ago at UCSD with a •~ million
Gildred Foundation grant to
promote Latin American studie•
in a bit of a pinch, appealing for
commumty contributions. But it
president Joseph Grunwald, isn'
baekmg off from future planning
Grunwald says he's negotiating \I
Raul Alfonstn, the Argentina
president, to keynote a scheduled
meeting here next summer of
"demO<'ratically elected former
chiefs of government of the
Americas." Among the invitees
expected: former U.S. Presidents
Ford and Carter and ex-Venezuelan
Pres. Rafael Caldera .... Ferd
Fletcher this week became the last
of the founding partners to retire
from th<.' old-line law firm of Higgs,
Fletcher & Mack. But retirement
doesn't me,m abandonmen,. He'll
continue "of counsel" to the firm be
started mr 50 years ago....
Yachtmg, terday joined the ranks
of commercialized American sports.
Wendy's signed on a the "official
liamburger o Stars & Stripes." (Our
answer to shrimp on the barbie?)

Lucas' attorneys, Steven Feldman

Worden is wcated at 740 Lomas
Santa e Drive, Suite 102 in
Solana Beach The firm served
as City Attorney for the city of
Del Mar from 1977 until 1983
and currently represents a
number of government agencies and elected officials. With
tne addition of Wolfe, the firm
now has five lawyers- Worden.
\\ Scott Williams, Tracy R.
Richmond and James H Ellis.
III.

and Alex Landon, are opposing the
consolidation.
In one case, now before Kennedy,
Lucas, 30, is charged with murdering
Suzanne Jacobs, 31, and her son,
Colin, 3, on May 4, 1979, in their Normal Heights home; and murdering
real-estate saleswoman Gayle Garcia, 29, on Dec. 8, 1981. in a Spring
Valley home she was showing to pro-

spective renters.

In the other case, Lucas is charged

with murdering Rhonda Strang, 24,

L

and a child she was baby-sitting,
Amber Fisher, 3, on Oct. 23, 1984, in
Strang's Lakeside home; murdering
Uni~rsit,Jul! San Diego student Anne/
Catherine Swanke, 22, who was last
seen alive Nov. 20, 1984, walking
toward her disabled vehicle carrying
a can of gasoline on Parkway Drive
in La Mesa; and kidnapping and attempting to murder Jody Santiago,
34, a Seattle woman who survived a
throat slashing, skull fracture and
/
stab wounds June 9, 1984.

Staff writer

Vince Denny
~ca.

u.

4
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At the other end of the
volleyball spectrum, Grani e
Hills graduate Leisa Hage and
Christian High alumna Heidi
Bruning, both of whom enjoyed
excellent high-school careers,
scraped the bottom with the
Uniyersit~· ef San Diego. The
Toreras struggled to an 0-21
finish
The YSD.lmlleyball plight
wasn't the saddest story
involving the East County. The
girls' soccer scene was hit hard
in only its third year of CIF
competition.
El Capitan High forfeited five
wins and a tie and Granite Hills
lost eight wins and two ties to
forfeiture due to the use of
ineligible players.
The most tragic moment of
the entire year came when 16year-old Eagle soccer player
Laura Herron and her 13-yearold brother passed away in a
car accident near the end of the
season.
Grossmont College had
upbeat news. The Griffins are
on the ver~e of starting
traditions m two women's
sports.
The Fletcher Hills college, for
the first time, had softball. And
The Lady Griffins made an
immediate impression despite
playing most of the season with
nine players. They finished
second in the Pacific Coast
Conference and made the state
playoffs, ending their debut

it quits as vo le all coach after
12 years. In her tenure, Mitchell
built the most successful of all
sports programs at El Cajon .
Valley.
Monte Vista High coach Pat
Forsberg rolled up her
volleyball net for the last time,
announcing an end to her 21year career. She won a pair of
league championships there,
and masterminded a 34-match
consecutive league winning
streak from I 979-81 that still
stands as a record today,.
though Grossmont could topple
that mark next fall.
University of San Diego
basketball star Debbie
Theroux concluded her career
by scoring her l,0OOth point the first Torera ever to do it.
And she claimed the honor in
only three seasons, playing her
freshman year at Grossmont
College.
It was a pretty good ye!lr for
basketball players. Theroux
fared well at USD. Santana
graduate Missy Rand
concluded a good four-year
career with nationally ranked
Long Beach State and now is a
graduate assistant coach there.
And Grossmont College
graduate Laura Mars, who at
one time seemed to have
finished her career with a
serious knee injury, made a
comeback with 25 points per
game for the Griffins. She now
participates at Point Loma
Nazarene College.

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Co)
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A anorama
in '86
of stars
.,
.._
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W omen

As most of us dismantled our
Christmas trees. this week and
hummed Auld I!,ang Syne, we
bid farewell to L'986, a year that
in athletics brought an end to
several distinguished careers
and either extended or ended
several of the all-time best win
streaks.
Though people usually open
the sports pages to locate news
of their favorite football or
baseball teams, girls' sports did
not go unrecognized. Many alltime performances occurred in
the previous 12 months.
The top performance in
terms of "all-time" was the
tremendous success of Paula

Mascari.
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~VEASIT_)' OF SAN DIE
Founaei'"i, Galle,ry,_~~~. 2€0-4682
An art exhibition e i a ·co,ita KentSerigraphs," featuring 20 pnnts depicting
love, hope and optimism. This artist has•
created numerous works of art, her most
famous one being "LOVE," depicted on
U.S. postage stamps. Noon to 5 p.m.,

a---- Beac firm add
associate attorney

cl orah A. Wolfe has joined
the Law Offices of D.
Dwt(ht W 1rr)e J.lS an associate
attorney . he will be practicing
in the arl·o~ of ct vii litigation.
perwnal i11jury and product
liability Wolfe, who received
her juri doctorate degree from
the Univ.£rs1ty of San DJ.ego
Low School in 1980, received
her undergraduate degree from
Texa Christ1;in University in
1977.
Wolfe h.1 extensive expericnC'c as a sole praC'titioner in
San Diego' Ga lamp Quarter in
the field of crim111al defense
law, personal injury law, product l1abil1ty and civil litigaho11 From 1983unt1l November
1986, sh was a partner in the
law fmn of K1 emcr & Wolfe.
Wolfe :n re ulesTn"iht• Talmadge arcu of San Diego.
Wolf. , am mber of the San
Dae o ountv Bar As ociation,
th San Diego County Trial
Lawyc1 Association. the California Tnal Lawyer~ Associal10n, and the American Trial
Lawyer A socrnt1on. She is coch, tr of he Community Relation ('omm1ttec of the San
Die o I awyers Club and is invotv •d 111 the career awareness
program on behalf of the Boy
couts of America.
She has been listed the .\ ho's
Who of AmPrican Womer since
1984 and . an accomplished
nauti ta, a member of the San
Diego City Guard Band from
1981 a a member of the Grn
mont .Sinfonia in 1982-83, and as
a 111cm bcr of the Classical
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SAN DIEGO SHUFFLE: Council
members come and go, but there's
continuity m the Dist. 8 office.
Natalie Crosthwaite, aide to rookie
Councilwoman Celia Ballesteros,
joined the office in 1975 and has
served under four council members,
two of whom resigned under fire in
criminal c,1ses.... Two fellows who
ought to be able to find some
grounds for convefsation: Watergate
felon G. Gordon Liddy chatting this
morning with Roger Hedgecock on
his radio show .... San Diegans with
long memories who've been
wondering if La Jolla's Top O' the
Cove might ever make a comeback
can stop. On a strip of real estate
(Prospect Street) gaining a
reputation as "Slaughter Alley" for
struggling restaurants, owner Ron
Zappardino has turned the trick
(with a handsome assist from new
chef Julius Seman).
FOR A SONG: Julie Bowler, a
talented country-western warbler,
writes, too. She's looking for a
publisher·for her newest effort: "You
· May Be Winnin' that Game of Pool,
but You're Losin' Me." The song is
only semi-autobiographical. Her
husband, Atty. Mike Bowler, is the
title character. But he managed to
win at pool and win her, too. During
breaks from law classes at USD,_he
says, be bought Julie a wedding ring
with winnings from pool games at
the old Dutch Mill bar.
LIFE IN THE CITY: Besides a
major story on San Diego's "twincity" relationship with Tijuana, the
Dec. 29 New Yorker has a piece on
the Marine Corps' refusal to give its
imprimatur to Clint Eastwood's
"Heartbreak Ridge," and its decision
not to use the film as a recruiting
tool, as "the Air Force (sic)" used .,....,
"Top Gun." (Don't tell the Navy
pilots at Miramar.) . .. Meanwhile
it's o!Pcial: "Top Gun," filmed on '
location here by Paramount, was the
top grossing film of 1986 with
receipts of $170 million. (There's no
official word from the studio, but
there is serious talk of a "Top Gun
II," which likely would be filmed
here, too.)

BO'M'OM LINE: Tom Sbess tells
of the La Jolla matron who took ill
over the holidays and feared it
might be a common cold. "She was
relieved," says Shess, "to discover it
was a more La Jolla malady:
Conspicuous consumptiqn."
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/ Egan expects· wide-open WCAC as Toreros open in Portland
6'S

By Kirk Kenn y /JrA
Tribune Sportrmter
I

U D
Scott Thomp
was
settling in front of the telev · ion set
the other night with s three
te mmates/roommate eagerly
awaiting Sylve ter Sta ne's inter•
pretation of the gre,t American
hero.
Even th pro peel of watching
Rambo In action couldn't get Thompson's mind off ba e all, however.
"Just waiting for First Blood to
come on," 1d Thompson after answering the phone. "It's gomg to be a
war - ju t lik our conference, I
gu ,,
The first battl is torught at th
Earl A Chiles Center m Portland,
wh r the Portland Pilots will ho 'l
th Torero in the West Coast Athletic Confer nee op ner for both teams
Many of th ' conference's coaches
have 1
Hod u O a the favorite to
un eat two-time defen mg
p
Pepperdine However, Toreros coach
Hank Egan sees it differently.
"I've talked to a lot of people and
the f ling is that there's no prohibitive favorite, ' said Egan, whose
team rm hed third in conference
with a 9-5 record Ia t season. ''The
feeling is there are some teams who
could win it, and we're one of tho e
teams."
Another contender is Loyola Mar;1T1ount, which finished second last
season. Egan caution d not to overlook Pepp<>rdin
p tc the fact the

Waves are the conference's only
team to play less than .500 ball this
season.
"They've played some awfully
good teams like they always do to
get ready," Egan said. "They're losing to the DePauls and those kinds of
teams. Plus, they're fitting some new
people in."
The continued improvement of the
programs at Gonzaga and Portland
and the re-emergence of San Francisco make for the kind of war
Thompson described. Be prepared
for the big guns, but watch out for
snipers as well.
USO also hopes to improve its
record m close games this season.
Last year, three of the Toreros' conference losses were by two points or
less. Two of the losses came on shots
at the buzzer against - who else? Pepperdine and Loyola Marymount.
' y freshman year, we won the
close gam
a we woo leag ,"
said Thompson, who leads the
Toreros with 17 points a game and
6.8 rebounds. ''The past two years,
we've lost them. It seems like whoever wins the close ones, wins the
league. That's what we have to do.
We have to make our free throws
down the stretch, use our heads and
not get frustrated."
USO (9-3) enters conference play
with a four-game winning streak.
With four seniors in the starting lineup, the Toreros will have the confer-

ence's most seasoned team. Thompson is aided offensively and on the
boards by senior forward Nils Madden (11.4 ppg, 6.8 rpg).
Senior point guard Paul Leonard
quarterbacks the offense and is also
averaging in double figures at 10.2.
Senior forward Mark Manor (7.2 ppg)
and sophomore guard Danny Means
(6.8 ppg) round out the starting five.
Means and Leonard are the conference's leading shooters from threepoint range.
One of Egan's concerns has been
developing bench depth, but he feels
comfortable with the progress made
by junior Marty Munn and freshman
Craig Cottrell. Senior Steve Krallman has been a steady replacement
on the front line and senior guard
Eric Musselman has helped out in
the back court.
In addition, the Toreros bench was
strengthened by the return of sophomore transfer Mike Haupt.
o Jowtng1s a. glance at the other
WCAC teams with last season's conference record and finish in parenthesis:
Gonzaga (8-6, 4th) - The Bulldogs
(8-4) enter conference play with a
five-game winning streak, having
won seven of their past eight games.
Gonzaga's biggest wins this season
have been one-point victories against
Washington State and Boise State.
Gonzaga's 6-4 sophomore forward,
Jim McPhee, has overcome a preseason bout with mononucleosis to be

the team's leading scorer with 16.8
points a game. Senior center Dale
Haaland (10.7) is the only other player averaging in double figures.
Loyola Marymount (10-4, 2nd) The Lions (7-5) feature five players
averaging in double figures and lead
the conference in a number of statistical areas. The Lions lead the conference in free throw percentage
(73.6), assist average (18.6) and rebounding average (46.8). Loyola Marymount is among the nation's scoring
leaders with 93.3 points per game,
but the Lions are also yielding 91.9
points per game. Junior forward
Mike Yoest leads the conference
with 22.5 points a game. Senior Vic
Laz:r.aretti, a 6-8 forward/center who
transferred from Marquette, has
averaged 17.3 points and 12 rebounds
the past four games since returning
from an injury.
Pepperdine (13-1, 1st)- Call them
the Waves of th& fu r
ne. .are
Dwayne Polee and Grant Gondrezick. Pepperdine (4-8) is led by twotime AJI-WCAC forward Eric White,
perhaps the conference's best player,
. whose 18.2 points a game rank second-best in the conference. But White
is the only senior on a team that bas
won the conference the past two seasons. This could be the year Pepperdine can he had, although freshman
Dexter Howard, who leads the conferenre in field goal percentage,
would like to help White prove otherwise.

San Francisco (2-12, 8th) - USF
(10-3) has also turned things around
this season. The Dons were 7-21 last
season, but were 4-0 when guard
Rodney Tention was lost for the season with an elbow injury. Tention,
who played at Grossmont College
during the 1984-85 season, is back this
season and among the league leaders
in steals and assists. He has steadied
the team in the back court while junior forward Patrick Clardy (15.8 ppg)
and sophomore forward Mark
McCathrion (14.0 ppg the past four
games) have supplied offensive support.
Santa Clara (7-7, 5th) - The Broncos' (9-5) scoring load is shared by six
players who are hitting 50 percent of
their shots from the field and a veraging at least eight points each, led by
6-9 sophomore Jens Gordon's 10.l average. Gordon is also averaging 7.1
rebounds for the WCAC's second-best
defensive team. Santa Clara has limited opponents to 41.8 percent shooting from the field, with just one team
- Wake Forest - hitting at least
half its shots against the Broncos _- ,

Portland (4-10, 6th) - The Pilots'
(7-5) back court is gaining a reputation as the GA-GA twins. Junior Greg
Attaway leads Portland with 16.1
points a game followed by freshman
Greg Anthony at 13.7. One key for
Portland will be the return to form
of 6-9 sophomore center Rieb Antee,
who is attempting to play himself
back into shape after dislocating a
kneecap in the preseason. Junior forward Adam Simmons is averaging
11.3 points and leads the team in rebounding with 8.0 a game.
St. Mary's (3-11, 7th) - With all of
their starters back, it's not surprising
that the Gaels (9-5) are just one win
away from tying last season's victory total. One change in the lineup is
the role of All-WCAC junior guard
Paul Robertson, who is now coming
off the bench. Robertson improved
his scoring average to 13.6 in that
role with 35 points in wins against
Seattle and Montana State last week.
Junior Ezra "Sly" Hunter, who can
play both guard spots and small forward, bas replaced Robertson in the
starting lineup and is shooting 53.7
percent from the field.
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At the Dec. 3 meeting, the
Kiwanis Club installed three new
members: Major O.D. Hill,
Guillermo Reza and David N.
Reynolds.
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Dr. Patrick Lowry from the
Universit of San Diego will be
guest speaker at t e Kiwanis Club
meeting on Wednesday, Jan. 14
at 7 a.m. in th<' Naval Amphibious Base Sandpiper's Club.
Lowry will speak on the history
of San Luis Rey. for more information, contact Jack Viele at

C SD's T O re r o s basketba 11
t e ~ the r oad this ,~ eek
for a C'ouplC' of WCAC games.
Tonight the team plays U.
of Portland at Earle Ch ilC'S
C enter. Sat u r day the h oopstet s move on to Gonzaga U.
in Sp okane a t the Martin Center .
Hank E g;m is in his 3rd season ~ith the T oreros and is
9.3 this season. H e has a 11 -23
( 65r,; l r ecord since h is arriYal
at Alcala P a rk in 198 4.
Last y ear he guided the
Tor eros to a 19·9 r ecord, USD's
b est finish ever at t h e Div. 1
le,·el.
Along with his 9-5 finis h last
year (3rd place) in the W C AC ,
hP was named West Coast Ath letic Confere.1ee [;?a.ch of t he

professor of law~~~~iversity of
San Diego School of Law, has been
presented the Distinguished Eagle
Scout Award. The award is given to
Eagle Scouts who after 25 years have
distinguished themselves in their careers. The La Jolla resident has a
long history of dedication to community and professional organizations.
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On Road for Two

Jl.lfen's p c. 8 1 r •BBK
/ * c. Hugh Frio,1111,Q~orney and

aining in the overtime that
clinched the victory.
n·
Leonard, a guard, led San ,ego
with BlX a 1 ts as the _To~eros, now
10-3, pu hed their wmmng streak
to five games.
h
The Pilots, now 7-~, lost ~or t e
first time in seven outmgs th1s year
on their home court.
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PORTLAND, Ore.-If the J.!!!!:.._
1 v ~ of San Diego wins the West
Cf>:¥t Alhleuc Conference basketball championship, the Toreros will
point to Thursday night's 61-59
ovei-Ume Victory over Portland as a
big reason why.
1 San Diego guard Paul Leonard
caused a turnover and scored on a
lay-in with 34 aeconds remaining in
overtime. Leonard, who had 18
~~ts in the second half, then

forced Portland's Greg Anthony to
throw the ball away with two
seconds left to ensure the victory.
USD (1-0, 10-3) didn't play well,
yet came away with a road victory.
In recent year;,, winning away
from home du,ring the conference
seasonhasbecomealmostimpossible.
.
"We struggled with 9ur defense
and on the boards," Leonard said.
"We hung in there tonight. That's

w~~t first-place teams jU'e made
o(.
. ,
Portland was able to stop Scott
Thompson, San Diego's 7-foot center, who scored 11 points, well
below his season average of nearly
18.
_
But the Pilots couldn't stop
Leonard, at least in the second half.
Leonard hit 9 of 11 shots during the
second half arid overtime. He finIs~~ withagame-high22points.
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, "Coach [Hank Egan] told us in
consecutive three-point baskets by. Adam S_immons tip~ in a .misstji .
the locker room at halftime to shoot Mark Manor to open ,the .)!econd • shot -to,.cut the lea~ lo two, thl
more," Leonard said. "We . were •half, the Pilo~ outscor~ USD,-~-2,." ~th a mm
.· ute left, An~ony made
looking inside too much and being
to lead, 31-30. .
. -• ., . . · .. f1ve-footerfora53-53tie. ,
·
hesitant. He told us to look shoot · ' That•~ when Leonard began to : ,I Manor·. and , Thompson '. miss
first and pass second." 1 ·:. · ,;r •
offsetting the Portland ·lead. He close-in -shdts with 20 ·secon~
Without Leonard in the second
scored three consecutive baskets to remaining. Portland bad the batI
half, San Diego probably would
tiethescore,47-47,with6:38left. . last, but Anthony's last-seconli
have lost. Portland was 6-0 in the
After the teamll exchanged basshot sailed wide.
• , ·•
I
Chiles Center heading into Thurskets, Leonard put San Diego ahead . Portland led thrt?ughout over.day's game. After San Diego had its by four with back-to-back baskets time. Finally, Manor tied the scorJ, . biggest lead of the game with with 2,39 ·remaining. The Pilots' 57-57, rebountl41g a_~ ~-,ahok
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It Does Save Time,But
Does Every Lawyer Want
To Reduce Clients' Tabs?
ByP ULINEREPARD

an Dleto 0.;Jy Traa.,rnpt St.trWrlt,r

bri f experiment in conducting
court hearmgs by telephone last
ye r andicat ,d that teleconferences
work They IV( time, money and
and

unknown, su pic1on ofsomethmg
n w, a concern that it Just won't
work
And som lawyers be 1eve thr}
may be mor • effectiv argumg d
po, nt in person.
"I got the~ ling attorneys want
to • the al' Judge foe to face, look
him in the eye," s:11d Superior
ourt Judge Mack Lovett.
equipment 1s
bar want to do
,mething that
ot It can be a
l'
tand

"It was a nightmare,' ' Lovett
recalled. "I was negative about this
exprriment because of my experience with attorneys and our own
lack of support people to m ke it
work. The idea I'm not so concerned with. There's no que tion that
with advances in technology,
there's a place for it."
Courtroom teleconferencing
found an avid suppo r in
O·
fessor Robert Simmons o Univer1ty of San Diego School of Law.
He shepherded last year's test
project, recently bound his findings
into a report, and plans to lobby a
pair of loc I legislators into spono ring a bill to make
teleconfere ces mandatory in some
types of hearings.
Simmons said both Assemblyman Larry tirling, R-La Mesa,
and Assemblywoman Luc K1llea,
!Continued on Page 4 J
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" C~~el~o~~=!~~~:1~::.,
D-San Diego, are r ~ the
idea
Savings to lawyer clients is the
main reason Simmons intends to
press for teleconferencing as far as
he can. Hi report on the courtroom
project includes results of a survey
, howing that most of the lawyers
involved saved time - and
th refore the client saved money.
Out of 20 lawyers responding to
the survey after a teleconference
with U.S. District Court Magistrate Edward Infante, 10 percent
said they saved more than 10 hours
by not having to travel 150 miles or
more to the federal courthouse.
Seventy percent said they saved
less than five hours' time, while
the remaining 20 percent fell between six and 10 hour .
Some lawyers had only to walk
across the street: so fee savings to
clients ranged from $75 to $975. A
majority - 56 percent - said their
clients were saved more than $300
by conducting a hearing by telephone.
Infante had used teleconferences
last February through April on
three types of non-evidentiary civil
hearings.
Over the same period, Vista Superior Court Judge Lawrence
K11pilofi conducted civil law and
otion hearings via telephone.
Both judges ordered use of a
teleconference mandatory but
granted personal appearances
where preferred.
Of 16 lawyers who took part in
Kapiloff's conferences, and
responded to Simmons' survey, 40
percent reported their clients saved
up to $100. Another 33 reported
savings of more than $200, while
the rest fell in between.
The lawyers themselves saved
anywhere from 15 minutes to three
hours by not appearing in person.
And, in all, a large majority of
lawyers from both courts t ou t
teleconferencing was at least as effective as a personal appearance
would have been - 90 percent in
the case of lawyers in the federal
court, 81 percent of those calling
superior court.
Also, 80 percent of the federal
case attorneys thought teleconferencing a "very satisfactory" way,
generally, of handling certain
types of hearings, while the remaining 20 percent thought it
"satisfactory."
Of the state case lawyers, 50
percent gave the process a "very
satisfactory" rating, 25 percent
"satisfactory," 6 percent were
neutral and 18 percent thought it
"very unsatisfactory."
Kapiloff spotted a few problems
- his phone lines could handle only
two parties on the conference call
at a time, and his court reporter
had trouble distinguishing who
was speaking.
Both judges said the conferences
went well, little time was wasted
on pleasantries or irrelvant matters.
Simmons had some trouble getting as far as he did into the courtrooms. He'd hoped funding for the
project would come from cooperative, major law firms as had happened when the Los Angeles Superior Court tried a similar project. '
But, he wrote in his report, "San
Diego firms saw little time and cost
savings to themselves from a teleconferencing substitute," since
most are located near the downtown courts.
"Indeed," Simmons added, "a
partner of one of the largest firms
explained his refusal to donate by
pointing out that any appearance
time savings achieved ... would
reduce his firm's billings and cost
him money."
The $14,000 to pay for three
AT&T ComKey speaker phone systems, installation and line use

lawyer donations, the S~n Diego
County Law Library Justice Foundation and the county Board of
Supervisors.
Simmons, after reviewing the
experiment results, concluded that
teleconferencing is best used on
routine civil, non-evidentia_ry
hearings such as status, trial
readiness, discovery conferences,
ex parte hearings and law and motion.
He suggested voluntary
teleconferences for settlements,
particularly when the case is simple, and involves out-of-town
counsel with a high level of client
control.
The professor also found benefits
for criminal cases, for bail review,
arraignment or discovery hearings.
Looking at reality, though,
Simmons noted the Judicial Council of California had adopted, back
in 1985, a requirement for all state
courts to come up with lo.:al rules
authorizing teleconferences in
some civil matters. But as of last
November, only a tiny number of
courts had reported that they had
done so - two of the 58 superior
courts, and none of the municipal
courts.
"The overall response ... is
dismaying but not surprising,"
Simmons wrote rn his report. "It
seems cl, ar that the 1pposition we
experienced from some San Diego
Superior Court Judges exists
statewide and is probably based
upon the same reasons .. .inherent
resistance to any new procedure,
fears that it will introduce new
problems of Judicrnl aum inistration
and oppositiun to 'gadgetry '
"We believe 1t is manifestly dear
that unless some form of legislative
compulsion ,s brought to bear, the
telephone conferencing innovation
will move through our trial courts
with the speed of a glacier."
In an interview, Simmons added
he thought it "unethical" for the
courts not to ISe it, considering the
savings to citizens who are paying
the lawyers.
He said he didn't believe the
county bar association would oppose teleconferencing, and noted
that attorney Mark Saxon, of the
bar's Superior Court Committee,
worked with him on the project.
Attorney Charles Bird chaired the
effort, joined by Superior Court
Executive Officer Bill Pierce and
others.
And Simmons said he hopes to
ensure that the county installs circuitry capable of handling teleconferencing as its new telephone system is installed.
On that point, Simmons may not
have to worry. A special projects
manager for the county chief administrative officer said the new
Conte! system can handle it.
"We will be able to do teleconferencing on all the phones - the
wiring will handle it," said Vicky
Pion. "It will be just a matter of
putting the equipment on the end
of the lines..Not. all employees will
have it.
"Placing additional wires into
the system won't be a big deal. I
don't see it as a big expense."
Simmons said he'd like to see one
out of every three courtrooms i !'
the county equipped with a speal;
phone. Pion said the new sy~·
will not only handle te'leconfer•
cing, but is planned to expand
video conferencing.
The law professor stated that he
already has a rough draft of proposed legislation for limited, man
datory teleconferencing.
"I have good reason to believe wf
can get the legislation draftee
quickly . If it's submitted by February, and goes to the Assembly
Judicial Committee and the
legislative tasks get done, it could
be signed and effective Jan. 1,
1988. I think it can happen." /
;
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USD COACH HANK EGAN OPENS CONFERENCE WITH BIG WIN

Madden rebound basket
puts Toreros on track
Tribune Staff Report
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USD gu.ru:d-2aul Leonard was
hllt'aiiil'cold for the Toreros last
night.
"I've been fighting the fever,"
said Leonard, whose hot hand led
to 11 of 16 shooting fro'!l the field.
His career-high 22 points helped
the Toreros to a 61-59 overtime
win against Portland in the West
Coast Athletic Conference opener
for both teams.
"It was a helluva ballgame,"
USD coach Hank Egan said.
"They were really well prepared
and took a Jot away from us."
The victory was the fifth
straight for USD (10-3 overall),
which handed Portland (7-6) its
first loss in seven home games
this season.
The crowd of 1,399 at Portland's
Earle A. Chiles Center watched
Leonard, the Toreros' senior
guard, bum the nets for 18 of his
game-high points in the second
half. But it was a cold shot by
Leonard that really left the fans
steamed.
USD had the ball with 39 seconds remaining in overtime and
the score tied 59-59. Leonard dribbled time off the clock before attempting a 17-foot jumper that
was off the mark. No worry.
Toreros senior forward Nils Madden was waiting under the basket
to collect the rebou,d, which he
converted into the game-winning
points with 13 seconds remaining.
Portland failed to get the last
shot when junior guard Greg Attaway dribbled up the floor on the
ensuing play, but bounced the ball
off his leg with t o seconds left to
give USD thf' .11 and the ballgame. The teams were tied 53-53
after regulation and were tied
three tames in overtime before
Madden's decisive basket.
"Paul got a good shot off and
Nils made a great rebound basket," said Egan, whose Toreros
complete their two-game road
trip tomorrow night with a conference game at Gonzag~. The
Bulldogs opened WCAC pby with
a 70-51 win last night against St.

Mary's.

Leonard, who entered the game
averaging 10.2 points, said the opportunity to score presented itself
last night because the Pilots were
concentrating on taking USD cen-

ter Scott Thompson out of the
ballgame.
"In the first half, I was just
trying to keep the offer.sc going,"
Leonard said. "We were just taking -what the defense gave us.
They took a lot away from
Thompson and that opened things
up around the perimeter."
Portland scored the game's
first five points, giving the team
its biggest lead of the first half
with 17:43 remaining. The Toreros
took their first lead of the game
at 13-12 when ThomJ)llon hit an
eight-footer from the left baseline
with 8:40 remaining before intermission.
USD then expanded its advantage to 17-12 before Portland regained the lead 19-17 with a 7-0
run. The Toreros took a 22-21 lead
into intermission when guard
Danny Means hit a three-pointer
in the final minute of the half. At
that point, Madden had nine of his
career-high 14 rebounds and
Thompson had seven of his 11
points.
Part of the reason Portland was
able to stay close to USD was the
Toreros' free-throw shooting. USD
was just 5-for-11 from line.
Thompson was 2-for-7, ending his
streak of 33 consecutive free
throws.
USD forward Mark Manor, who
scored H points, opened the second half with one of his two threepointers for a 25-21 Toreros lead.
Portland battled back for a 31-30
lead three minutes later when
freshman guard Greg Anthony,
who had a team-high 14 points,
made a free throw.
The teams traded baskets much
of the remainder of the half before Means scored four straight
points on two layups for a 53-49
USD lead with 2:06 remaining.
However, the Pilots tied the game
53-53 on a tip-in by forward Adam
Simmons and a five-foot jumper
by Anthony.
Both teains I.ad opportunities to
win the game in regulation, but
came away empty. Thompson
missed a short shot underneath
after collecting a rebound with 12
seconds left. Portland controlled
the rebound and called timeout to
set up a play with nine seconds to
go, but missed a last-second shot.
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"uso downs
Portland in OT
5
By Jeff Baker :)..,'f

Special to 1be Union

PORTLAND, Ore. - Nils Madden's rebound basket with 13 seconds
left in overtime gave the ~rsity
of San Diego a 61-59 win over the
Univei'sify of Portland last night in
the West Coast Athletic Conference
men's basketball opener for both
teams.
The Toreros (10-3) escaped by
scoring three times in overtime on
rebound baskets.
Portland (7-6) took 7-foot center
Scott Thompson (12 points) out of the
San Diego offense, but guard Paul
Leonard picked up the slack with 22.
"They deserve a lot of credit for
taking Scott out of the offense," said
USD coach Hank Egan. "They were

sagging in on him, cutting him off,
and I thought he did a great job
hanging in there and being part of
the offense by passing and moving
the ball around."

The ball came back out to Leonard, who scored 18 in the second
half, and took the shot that Madden
rebounded for the game-winner.
"I came off the pick and had an
open shot, but I missed it," Leonard
said. "Nils picked it up and put it
back in."
The Pilots had a chance to win,
but Leonard and guard Danny
Means harassed Portland freshman
Greg Anthony until he turned over
the ball with two seconds left.
"Means played Anthony, and he
did a tremendom. job," Egan said.

"That Anthony is a very talented kid,
one of the best freshmen I've seen in
a while."
Anthony, who had 14 points,
scored the first points in overtime,
but Thompson came back with a rebound basket to tie the game at 55.
Adam Simmons put the Pilots ahead
with two free throws, but Mark
Manor's rebound shot tied it at 57
with 1:06 left.

"I'm glad we're finally going to
the boards," Egan said.
Leonard tipped the ball away
from Anthony and scored on a
breakaway with 38 seconds left in
overtime, but the freshman came
back and hit two free throws to tie it
for the final time with 31 seconds
left.
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- ga, ut the cont t at the Martin Centre in Spokane,
m like n intrasquad scrimmage to the
Wa h., may
Toreros.
"Th y'r m instant replay of IL~," said USO coach Hank
Egan, r f mng to the Bulldogs' deliberate lyle of play.
"I think th1 is one where it's us against us. Our game
agam t Portl nd was one of contrasting styles, but this is
gomg to be two • lmilar teams."
Gonzaga (I o, 9-4) opened WCAC play Thursday mght
with a 70-51 win again t St. Mary's. The Bulldogs are led
by 6-foot-8 ntor center Dale Haaland and 6-4 sophomore guard Jim McPhee. Haaland is averaging more
than 10 points game and leads the team in rebounding
with 7:1. McPh e i the team's leadmg scorer with 17
pomts gam .
The Tor ros (I 0, 10·3) own a five-game winning streak
nd n d d an overtime period Thursday night at Portland to beat th Pilots 61-59 USU senior guard Paul
Leonard cor d a career-high 22 points.
eruor forward Nils Madd n
ln th t game, Torcr
grabbed th team r bounding lead from center Sco•t
Thomp n with a career-high 14 r bounds. Madden's last
r bound wa conv rted mto the gam 's winning basket

c. B

with 13 seconds left m overtime.
The Toreros return to the USD Sports Center for their
WCAC home opener Thursday against Santa Clara.

•••

L_

San Diego State continues a four-game WAC road trip
tonight (6:30, KSD0-1130) when it meets Colorado State at
Fort Collins. The Aztecs (0-3, 2-10) opened the trip Thursday night with an 86-75 loss at Air Force. Colorado State
(1-2, 7-7) earned its first WAC victory of the season Tuesday with a 74-71 win against Wyoming.
The Rams are led by 6-8 sophomore center Pat Durham, who is averaging 18.2 points a game, and junior
guard David Turcotte (15.9 ppg). Durham leads the WAC
in rebounding with 9.9 a game. Forward Barry Bailey
helps Durham on the boards with 7.9 rebounds a game.
The ALtecs will be attempting to snap a five-game
losing streak as well as win in Fort Collins for the first
time since the 1981•82 eason. Freshman guard Tony
Ross' 22 points led SDSU against Air Force. Ross is the
Aitecs' leading scorer with 18.6 points a game.
A bad case of the flu prevented sophomore guard
Tracy Dildy from accompanying the team on the road
trip. However, Dildy said be expects to be back for Monday's practice.
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V uNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO - USO
Founder"s Gallery, San Diego. 2 60 _4682 _
An art exhibition entitled · Corita KentSengraph5," featuring 20 prints depicting
love, hope and optimism This artist has
created numerous works of art. her most
famous one being LOVE, " depicted on
U.S. postage stamps. Noon to 5 p.m
/
<:,,S-weekdays.
.--<;
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(San Diego Co.)
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO_ USO
Founder's Gallery San Diego 260-4682
·
An art exhib1t1on entitled Corita K
Serigraphs," featuring 20 prints dep1c~t
love, hope and opt1m1sm This artist ha;
created numerous works of art h
famous one being LOVE " d . er mdost
, ep1cte on
s
u
postage stamps . Noon to 5
p.m. ,
weekdays. -:).. '1 ~- ')""
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WOMEN ).. y 5"~
---l]SD 75. N. MEXICO 48 - Julie
Evans scored 13 to lead the Toreras
7-7) to an easy win over the Lobos at
the USO Sports Center, their second
traight victory. Karen Skemp bad 11
and Paula Mascari 10 for the
Toreras. Tracy Satran scored 14 to
lead the Lobos (5-6).

Toreros, Aztecs seek wins on road
Tr1bun Stall H port
its cond WCAC game tonight against Gon•
U n

P.
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~VERSITY OF SAN Pl EGO- USO
Founders Gallery, San Diego. 260 . 4682 _
An art exhibition entitled "Corita Kent•
Serigraphs," teaturing 20 prints depicting
love, hope and optimism This artist has
created numerous works of art, her mos!
famous one being 'LOVE, ' depicted on
U.S. postage stamps . Noon to 5 pm
5Sweekdays. 3-

'f
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Aztecs loses aga·n; USD pounded
1
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By Th· Assocla ed Pre ·
Todd Graf's 14 point conng at

tack led a balanced Colorado State
offense that gave the Ram. an 84-79
Athletic· Conference
Western
h . kethall victory over an Diego
State on Saturday
CSU moved to a narrow 38-37
halftime advantage after trailing
4-0 early on . The Ram then took
the lead twice but were caught
both time. by the Aztecs .
The Rams again took the lead
early m the ·ccond half but were
caught at 46 46 with 15 :33 remain•
ing. CSU went ahead for good at
48-46 with 15 11 to play with Graf's
15-foot ·hot from the baseline.
The victory rais d CSU to 8-7 for
the eason and 2·2 in the WAC. The
Aztecs fell to 2-12 overall and 0-4 in
conferenee.
Pat Durham, Barry Bailey and
David Turcotte each scor d 13
pomts for CSU
San Diego State' Josh Lowery
was game-high with 26 points,
followed by Rooney Hawkings with
15 and Gerald Murray with 12.

IW

I
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also stands at 10-4 overall.
It was Gonzaga's seventh
straight victory, the best win
treak by a Bulldog team since
Gonza ga joined the WCAC m 1979.
Gonzaga also got 10 points from
Jim McPhee.
San Diego was led by Scott
Thompson's 12 points. Danny
Means added 11 for the Toreros.

USC 66, Arizona St. 62

Brad Winslow scored 12 of his 16
points in the second half, includmg
two pivotal free throws with 35 seconds remaining, as Southern Cal
rallied to beat Arizona State in a
Pacific-IO Conference game.
Rieb Grande sank three fi-ee
throws in the final 21 seconds as
Southern Cal improved its record
to 6-8 overall and 1-5 in the Pac-10.
Arizona State, now 4-8 overall
and 0-4 in the conference, got 16
points from Arthur Thomas and 12
from Steve Beck. It was the Sun
Gonzaga 58, San Diego 46
emor center Dale Haaland Devils' fifth loss in their last six
scored 13 points and pulled down games.
seven rebounds, both game-highs,
Washington 70, Cal 61
to lead Gonzaga University to a
Phil Zevenbergen
Forward
West Coast thletic Conference
scored 17 of his 27 points in the sew...--.
victory over._J...,JS.,.P
The Bulldog· held San Diego to cond half to lead Washington to
just 34 percent shooting from the victory over California in a
field. and out-rebounded the Pacific-10 game.
The victory lifted Washington to
Toreros 36-25 in a physical contest.
The victory put Gonzaga atop 9-6 overall and into first place in
WCAC standings with a 2-0 league the conference with a 3-1 record.
California dropped to 10-6 overall
record and a 104 overall slate.
San Diego dropped to 1-1, and and 4-2 in the league.

•

Texas-El Paso 85 Utah 77

Ore¥~n

State

Beave_rs

to

a

Conference
Pacific-IO
.
'
wleayne c amp bell scored
19 p<>mts
Ducks.victory over
rival Oregon
the

to ad Texas-El Paso to victory
over Utah I? Western Athletic Con. n.
ference act10
Th e M1?ers are now 13-3 over~ll
and 3-1 m the conference while
Utah drops to 12-4 and 2-2.

Payton also had nine assists,
three steals and five rebounds,
while Ortiz had a team-high eight
rebounds, two assists and a pair of
key steals late in the game.

Oregon State, 10-3 for the season
and 3-2 in conference play,
Forward Hunter Greene scored a outscored Oregon 14-5 in the last
career-high 32 points and New five minutes to overtake the Ducks.
Mexico's fastbreak steamrolled
USF 81, Loyola 77
Brigham Young in a Western
Keith Jackson scored four points
Athletic Conference game.
The New Mexico victory stalled for San Francisco in the final
BYU's bid to open up some daylight minute of play as the Dons broke
in the WAC race. BYU now is 3-1 in away to beat Loyola Maryrnount in
the league and 11-6 overall. New West Coast Athletic Conference
Mexico improved to 3-1 in the con- action.
The Dons, who finished 2-12 in
ference 13-4 overall.
the WCAC last season, are off to a
Stanford 93, Washington St. 76 2-0 start in league play this season
Eric Reveno came off the bench and stand 12-3 overall. Loyola
to score a career-high 19 points and dropped to 1-1 in the WCAC, 8-6 for
center Howard Wright added 18 to all games.
lead Stanford to victory over
Jackson, a guard, made a corner
Washington State in a Pacific-IO
jump shot with 56 seconds remaingame.
ing to make the score 78-75, and he
sunk two free throws with 32 seAir Force 80, Hawaii 56
left.
Freshman guard Raymond conds
Loyola took a 75-74 lead on Mike
Dudley 's game-high 16 points and Yoest's field goal with 3: 24 remainlour rebounds led Air Force to a ing but did not score again until
Western Athletic Conference vic- Jeff Fryer made a basket at the
tory over Hawaii.
buzzer. USF went ahead to stay,
The win improved the Falcons to 76-75,
on two free throws by Ken
9-3 for the season and 2-0 in the Ramirez with 2:47 left.
WAC. Hawaii fell to 5-10 overall
The top scorers for USF were
and 0-4 in league.
Mark McCathrion and Jackson,
with 18 and 17 points, respectively.
Oregon St. 71, Oregon 63
Senior center Jose Ortiz scored Loyola's Lions were led by center
19 points and freshman guard Gary Victor Lazzaretti, who had 16 of his
Payton added 17 to spark the 20 poiots io the fint

New Mexico 102, BYU 89

h1 /
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The undersized palm trees do nothing to enhance one of
USO, lmmaculata Church.
the most prominent buildings
The trees on the large Bermu a lawn include three king
pa~ms of about 12 feet, two pygmy date palms at 9 feet
apiece and one queen palm.

Better landscaping
cou d brighten USD
By Betty Newton

The landscaping at Ym_versity of
San Diego is inadequ~ven
stodgy.
Nine and a half months of the year
USO is home for 1,700 students. They
live on the bluff at the northwest corner of Mission Valley in those white
buildings.
On campus as well as from afar
the buildings stand out.
It's a promising site, but the campus left me with a chilled, barren
' feeling on two recent visits. From
the open south side of the campus the
view is special. You look across to
Presidio Park and out to Point
Loma. To the west the sun sets over
a tiny Sea World and the San Diego
River Channel heads straight for the
ocean.
I'm certain the lively young people
with whom I talked on Founders'
Day during homecoming also feel
soi:ne lack, something they might not
qmte be able to put their finger on.
Landscaping can do a lot but it
doesn't do anything at USO.
Most noticeable is the lack of
planting at the front of the most
prominent building on campus, the
Immaculata Church. Three king
palms of about 12 feet in height, two
pygmy date palms at nine feet each,

Gardener
J\t I.:arge
and one queen palm sit in the large
bermuda lawn. These are not in scale
and are the highlights of the plant
material on the front side of the massive building which bas a 140-foot
'
blue-domed tower.
The palms are too small and alw~ys will be dinky dollops of green,
doing less than nothing to relate the
building to the land or to people. The
use of undersized trees aggravates
the gap between five- and six-foottall humans and the structure.
Making Marian Way - the street
through the center of campus - a
pedestrians-only mall would allow
th~ campus to knit together better.
TblS proposal is.under consideration.
South of Marian Way, 40-foot alder
trees do a better job in front of buildings on the other side of campus.
They_ contrib_ute. The alder trees help
the five or six stocky buildings offer
some welcome.
Buildings, even the prettiest ones
need the softening that plants bring'.
~ven a shack on the prairie is pretty
1f a nearby medium-sized tree re-

See LANDSCAPE on Page r-33
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out, but knit-together, campus. The lcoo1
't
integrated feeling there has been
lat it to the sky and man. As an achieved by careful addition of new melaleuca trees planted in intenm .
parktent clusters to ring the north
h •l •
arrangem nt with a tree, the shack IS buildings among unifying t rees IS a
a
1
nes~p
Melaleuca
areas?
ing
Jehmanii
Eucalyptus
old
mainly
more aesthetically satisfying.
I'm sure there is a certain spiritual (bushy yates) and pines - on a slop- 15 by 15-foot twisted, white barked,
see-through tree which can11 take
malnouri. hment at USD from lack of ing crevassed site.
eewind. Nothing like a sma s
(arborvi-.
thuja
16-foot-tall
USD
At
well-chosen and arranged plants.
Thi will be mo t felt by the 1,700 tae) stand like foundry-cast pieces through tree to enhance a view.
What USD needs is called
stud nts living on campus; 5,400 are around one building's walls. Next to
enrolled in all One student, attend- an arch-lined walkway are two rows landscaping - an a~pr?ach t~at
ing only during the day, said . th~ of sheared eugenia domes. Perhaps knits buildings with their site making
. the whole habitable.
were O absorbing she d1dn t they suggest old Seville.
.
eta
notice the landscaping, or the lack of
USD's south slope is a place that
USD landscaping is eclectic, as if
. no oae designed for the whole. Per- cries out for toyon bushes, cent~ry
A professional, who attends semt• haps a good landscape architect ~r plant, tree aloe and pride of made!ra
nars at USD r gularly, said simply, designer did develop a plan _but it lllants. The slopes now look like
"There · no land caping at USD."
.
was only partially executed. wi th the early-subdivision.
But there are many plants on the plant materials chosen, lantana,
India hawthorn bushes pruned ID
ground around the buildings ~nd beefwood, hibiscus, Canary Island balls, heavenly bamboo plants
down the median trip of Manan date palms, the school harks back to pruned in one foot squares and beefWay What went awry?
wood, cypress, palms and alders sugSan Diego in the 1920s.
gest rigidity. Grounds crews can do
are
campus
on
trees
the
of
Most
Canary Island date palms with
some things to soften USD.
remotely
Anything
upright.
strongly
thick trunks are probably the tree
Encourage more two foot high
used most They must have been like the beauty of a sycamore's leand
trunks has been excluded except
brough to the ampus as half-ma- ing
for small Acacia pendula on a north- trailing vinca groundcover masse
ture lre to reach the tocky 25 feet
un der the alders. Go ahead;dlet bankd
side road.
they hav During th ir fi_rst years, west
sia rose canes arch up an casca e
inspir~tion
an
around
However,
Marian Way is the landscaped media!"'
Canary Islaod dat palms mvanably point kind of place, a recreational over the lantana at Serra Hall.
that runs through the center of the Unistrip
are trunkless feather dusters of palm lawn on the southwest corner, and
Soften the exposed south campus versity of San Diego campus. One suggesfrond .
one mid-campus parking lot are edge and frame the views across
At USD, Canary Island date palms hopeful signs for the future. Young Mission Valley with small trees here
are used frequently but not effective1 t and there. Strawberry trees, Australy The pattern i not clear enough or Tipuana tipu, or tipu trees, are P an . lian tea trees or pink Melaleucas are
.
ID quantity around the lawn and
compreh ns1ve enough to pull the edoung
San Diego, CA
_ Jreu- possibilit: . They're all learung or
Chinese flame trees, Koe
Y
.
campus together.
kin 1 t multitrunked plants which may al(San Diego Co.)
There 15 a ad feeling of w1de-spot- teria bipinnata, edge the par . g o . lev1·ate the unsatisfactory landscapEvening Tribune
grow up with the
in-the-road here - lacking the visual Those trees will
(Cir. D. 127,454)
USD.
at
ing
sense of community that campuses interesting limb structure that
usually develop. Thank goodness for round-headed shade trees often deNewton teaches about indoor and
. . drought resistant plants and
.
the cozy nook feeling on the west side velop.
Something at least as mterestmg IS
JAN 131987
of the bookstore at the lower level.
to balance and pull the llllldscaping tecbJJiques at Grossmoat
necessary
Nazarene
Loma
By contrast, Pomt
School.
.Adult
College is an example of a spread- campus together on the north side,
Continaed frotige F-27
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Shameful-high crime rate
in America wil continue

I

SANDIEGO
n 19 7, the President's Commission on
Law Enforcement and Administration
of Justice stated, "There has always
Ileen too much crime. Virtually every generation since the founding of the nation and
before has felt itself threatened by the spectre of rising crime and violence."
Even though the crime rate has dropped
slightly since 1980, it is still among the highest in the industrial world Elected officials
from local mayors to every president in the
past 40 years have grappled unsuccessfully
with a crime problem that costs Americans
as much as $240 billion annually.
Conservative, liberal and radical thinkers
have offered a variety of causal explanations and solutions to the crime problem.
However, given the realities of the social,
economic and political climate in the United
States, these solutions yield the same bleak
scenario - a future as crime-ridden as our
past, with enormous monetary loss and incalculable human suffering
Conservatives see crime as the result of
individual shortcomings. Criminals are
viewed as less intelligent, morally deficient,
psychologically maladjusted and/or biologically inferior They disregard or are unable

By GEORGE BRYJAK
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to understand society's rules and laws regarding criminal behavior.
The conservative solution to crime is punishment. People can be deterred from committing crimes by the administration of punishment that is certain, swift and severe.
Liberals reject individual explanations of
criminal behavior and see crime rooted in
society's institutions and fundamental beliefs. From this perspective, crime is the result of poverty, unemployment, racism, sexism and political disenfranchisement. Most
criminals are pushed into deviant behavior
by forces largely beyond their control. Solutions to the crime problem include a more
equitable distribution of the wealth, an end
to racism and sexism, and more jobs for a
growing urban underclass.
Radicals see crime as the inevitable byproduct of a corrupt and exploitative capitalist system. Capitalism is based on competition and greed, and measures human worth
exclu ively in terms of material success. The
rich oppress and brutalize the poor, who in
turn survive by preying on each other. The
only solution is the demise of capitalism by
the ballot or the bullet.
Radicals believe that some form of socialism or communism - a classless society -

·will reduce significantly, if not totally eliminat , criminal behavior.
e one thing these explanations of crime
control have in common is that they are destined to fail. Conservatives see punishment
as e panacea for crime. Although evidence
suggests that people can be deterred from
committing some crimes, it is an extremely
expensive solution. Currently, for example,
only 15 out of every 100 burglaries known to
police are "cleared" by arrest.
Clearance rates mean only that the crimes
were solved to the satisfaction of the police,
not that anyone was indicted or convicted,
muc-h less sent to prison. The certainty of
punishment will increase dramatically (and
rates of crime decrease) only if we hire more
police - a lot more. We also need hundreds
of additional criminal court judges and to
increase our correctional facilities at least
threefold.
Punishment, however, is not the answer to
the crime problem, because Americans are
not willing to pay the billions of dollars in
additional revenue this solution requires.
The liberal response to crime is even more
unlikely for both ideological and practical
reasons. I cannot imagine any legislation
being passed that would require the top 20
percent of the population to give any portion
of their wealth (approximately 80 percent of
the nation's wealth) to society's poorest and
lower-middle-income families.
Other possible causes of crime from the
liberal perspective do not lend themselves to
direct intervention. If young criminals come
from broken homes, what can government
do? Make a divorce illegal? Require parents
to raise their children properly just as they
are required to pay taxes?
The liberal solution is doomed because it is
based on changing the attitudes and behavior
of an entire society, not on changing the attitudes and behavior of lawbreakers.
The radical answer is the most unlikely
scenario of all. We are as far away today
from becoming a socialist society than at
any time in our history. For all the problems
the United States faces, the overwhelming
majority of Americans (including the poor)
are committed to a capitalist economy. The
lower classes and chronically unemployed
don't want to overthrow the system, they just
want to be successful like everyone else.
The basic solutions to the crime problem
are straightforward: We either control criminal behavior through punishment (rehabilitation hasn't worked) or alter the basic attitudes and institutions (the government, economy and family) of ociety.
Unwilling or unable to implement any of
these alternatives, we utilize a muddlethrough approach with no comprehensive
plan or direction. Americans will remain
frustrated and frightened, as our shamefully
high crime rates continue, with nothing
•
changing but the names of the victims.

Coalition attacks
l'!f_g-Jease accord

By Scott r:dee

Tribune Education Writer

A coalition of Point Loma residents, fresh from one lawsuit against .
the San Diego city school district is
threatening to return to court if the
Board of Education does not rescind
its approval of a controversial agreement with the city. ·
In a letter to the school board '.
to<lay, the Community Coalition for
Dana alleges that trustees violated
~he state's Brown Act on open meetmgs by approving a "memorandum
of understanding" with the city.
The ll!emorandum was a product
of meetings of a district-city task
force.
In a draft of the memorandum approved unanimously by trustees last
week, the district established a procedure for selling or leasing surplus
property to the city for parkland.
Equally important, however, the
m~morandum would exempt the district from· a proposed "institutional
overlay zone," a measure designed to
protect quasi-public properties such
as schools, churches and museums
from redevelopment.
The city council was scheduled
today to act on both the memorandum and the so-called "I-zone." Inste~d, the ~ouncil voted to delay any
action unl!I March 9. City officials
~aid the continuance was prompted,
m part, by vocal public opposition to
the distri~t's version of the memorandum.
"I think the memorandum still
needs a lot more work," Councilwoman Judy McCarty said. "The
memorandum is going to have to be
a lot tighter before I'm going to support it. By 'tighter,' I mean there's
~oing lo have to be a lot more public
input."
The_coaliti~n h_as long, been a legal
thorn in the d1stnct's side. The group
sued the district over plans to lease
"' the former site' of Dana Junior High·
to a developer for 99 years. That suit
was recently settled, but the furor it
caused has generated new controversies, including the latest allegations.
By law, the district has 30 days to
respond to the coalition's letter and
accusations. If trustees rescind approval of the memorandum and reschedule task-force business for new
public hearings, the process goes no
further.
However, if the district permits
the 30 days to pass without action
the coalition has 15 days to file
lawsuit.
The joint task force of two trustees
and three council me bers was erePlease see SCHOOLS, B-5

tion is to turn the street Into a pedestrianonly mall. The street fronts the lmmaculata
Church with its blue-domed tower.

1
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: ated in March to consider ways to
: smooth relations harmed by the dis. trict's controversial property-man•agement plan. Its duty was to study
: h?w _the city could purchase surplus
: district property economically without destroying the district's ability to
' lease former campuses to developers
and then use the revenue to build
much-needed schools elsewhere.
According to Tina Dyer, legal
counsel for the school district, the
. task force was not governed by the
Brown Act because its members
a~ted only as an advisory group and
did not make up a quorum of either
, the school board or the council.
She said such groups are exempt
from the Brown Act.
Robert Fellmeth, director of the
, Center for Public Interest Law at the
, University of Sao Qiego and author
of amendments to the Brown Act
said arguments that the task fore~
was merely an advisory group or did
not represent quorums are not s11fficient.
"They would have problems with
both of them," he said. "The Brown
Act applies not just to actions taken
but to the decision-making process as
well."
The c~n_tral issue, said Jerry Cluff,
the coahl!on's attorney, is that the

task force failed to have open meetings despite a promise he said was
made publicly by the board and the
·
council.
"Regardless of how it turns out,
they promised it would be an open
meeting," Cluff said. "They broke
that promise, and we're left to argue
the legal technicalities.
"This was going to be an organiza.
tion that was going to ensure public
input, but by the time the public saw
the memorandum it was a fait accompli. It is fiction to believe there
was public input."
Instead, said coalition chairwoman
Claudia Engstrom, the meetings involved only task-force members and
members of the city's planning staff.
She said that she was not permitted
to attend them and that few people
outside the task force were privy to
the discussions. Indeed, most council
members did not see the district's
final draft of the proposed memorandum until the day before the school
board approved it.
"They should meet in open public
hearings with public testimony,'' said
McCarty, who was not part of the
task force. "I thought there was
going to be more public input. I'm
disappointed that there hasn't been."
Councilwoman Gloria McColl, a
member of the task force, said she
always thought its meetings were
open to any interested party.
"The meetings were open," McColl
said. "They could have come if they
wanted to.
"We had city attorneys there, the
district's attorneys. They never expressed any concern about violations
of the Brown Act."
Beyond the task force, the coalition's Engstrom says the district has
, consistently tried to avoid public debate over its controversial propertymanagement program during actions ranging from deciding the fate
,of Dana to placing the memorandum
on the board's consent calendar for
approval.
Normally, the consent calendar
lists items considered routine and

uncontroversial. Almost invariably,
the board approves them In single
vote without comment.
District lawyer Dyer said placing
the proposed memorandum on last
.week's consent calendar. was "an .,
oversight" and "a major mistake."
Trustees pulled it off the calendar
and conducted a public hearing. Despite vigorous opposition from several speakers, it was approved unanimously.
School officials say the process
was open and above-board. They say
consistent public debate on the issues
has influenced the task force and its
recommendations.
Dyer said the memorandum ereates an additional public hearing to
allow more debate.
The latest problems, Dyer said,
are the result of "unfortunate tim·
ing."
"I think people have a legitimate
concern about the rush to put out the
memorandum and the opportunity
for public input," she said.
The rush was caused by a need to
finish the memorandum before the
council considered the I-zone issue
she said. Now that both issues hav~
been delayed, Dyer said, there will
be more time for public debate.
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Corrections &
clarifka.t.ions

A stor~'i!e'-)-all?; Scene section
incorrectly identified the school
where attorney Harvey Levine
teaches a law course. Levine teaches
at the UniversiJy of San Diego.
- - - : :~
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1 Ded·cation to community ear ns kudos for the se 15
wf?m
1m 19 , 5

n of Dedication were announced today by
cb irman Virk1 Roge during
t a tn th Rancho nta Fe home of
lmimy Cot·.
Th annu l honor , ponsored by
the Salvallon Am1y Door of Hope
Au 11t ry, are given to wom n whose
, otunl r nd financial contributions
to the ,mmumty in medical, cducattonal, rultural and civic affairs have
bern outstanding. tarted 22 years
go a th Women of Elegance, the
award are bestowed by a select
committee in ·luding past honorees
fter lengthy r arch in"to the candi•
dacy of women proposed for considration The 15 women will be honored at a luncheon in February.
Thi year's nominees·
rol I o, chairman of the upcommg Jan. 31 Charity Ball, has
been chosen for her work in th Junior League, Mercy Hospital uxiliary (where h chaired the 1983
Chri tma., bazaar), University of San
Diego Au lllary (chairing the 1984
nd 1985 fashion shows), Freedoms
oundation at Val y Forge and
Greater Sports Auxiliary
Sh wa born In Macomb, Ill.; attended th University of California
nla Barb ra nd San Diego
al
tale Univenity; and ha two chi!dr n, Michael, 8. and nnie, &. She i ·
ma med to 1k Al o
Pam Allison's volunteer commitments have mcluded UCSD Medical
Center, th Salk In titute, La Jolla
Museum of Contemporary Art, La
Jolla Cancer Research Foundation,
COMBO, Country Friends (chairing
the annual Appearance of Autumn
fa hion show in 1978 and 1979 and
rving on the executive board), Las
Patronas (a board mern r and
chairman of the 1985 Jewel a I), San
Diego Museum of Art (co-chairing
the 1986 Art Alive exhibition) and
San Diego Repertory Theater (cocharring the 1986 Visiom of Gingerbread fund-raiser).
he was born in Austin, Minn.; was
in La Jolla; and is married to
r
Don Allison.
Vangle Burt has been a board
member of the San Diego County
Women's Council of the Navy League
from 1977 to 1986 and was a national
dir tor of the Council in 1981. She
was twice president of Freedoms
oundation at Vall y Forge, was executive board member of the Amencan Canc?.r Society (and c~a117."an of
the 1985 Return lo Ragtime fundraiser), chaired the San Diego County
Bar Auxiliary's. Black.stone Ball in
1979 _and cCH:ha1red the 1981 KPBS
.
Auction Week. .
_a_s born 1~ GlendalP, Calif.,
~ e_w
____Sh

wa a founding member of the Washington, D.C., Museum of Modern Art,
which is now part of the Corcoran.
She was born in Des Moines, Iowa,
and has lived in California and New
York and in Switzerland. She attended Connecticut College for Women
and earned her degree from the University of Colorado.
She has four children and five
C.Q
grandchildren and is married to Dr.
Charles Edwards.
Fran Golden has been on the board
- - - - - - - - - - - - of Children's Hospital and Health
Center and has chaired the Charity
rRI UN~ SOCIETY EDITOR
Ball. She is an Old Globe board member, and she also served San Diego
City
and graduated from Pasadena
College. She has six children and four Museum of Art as Art Alive co-chairgrandchildren and is married to man and has been president of
Makua Auxiliary to Children's Home
It1chard Burt
Vickie Butcher, born in Memphis, Society as well as chairing fund-raTenn.: was tramed as a dancer; got a isers for the Bishop's School,
degree in special education in the COMBO, Freedoms Foundation at
Califorma State University system; Valley Forge, Mercy Hospital, the
and after marriage, earned her law San Diego Symphony Orchestra As·
degree from Western State Universi- sociation and the San Diego Opera
Association.
ty
She was born in Walters, Okla., atHer volunteer work has been with
the University of California
tended
prot
achievemen
and
history
black
grams, county and state drug abuse at Berkeley, and earned her degree
prevention programs, local and na- at San Diego State University.
She bas two daughters and six
tional medical auxiliary groups,
en. She is married to Ken
grandchildr
associations
legal and educational
Golden.
and local schools.
lyson Goudy has been on the exShe has five children and is marecutive board of Country Friends and
rlcd to . ,ichard Butcher.
Barbara rlsten en, founder and chaired its Appearance of Autumn
two-term president of St. Germaine fashion show. Her volunteer work
Auxiliary to the Child Abuse Preven- also includes the National Charity
tion Foundation. is also on the board League, Torrey Pines High School,
of Voices for Children and has served the Rancho Santa Fe Garden Club,
as board member of the Social Ser- the Junior League, the San Diego
Museum of Art and the San Diego
vice League of La Jolla.
Chamber Orchestra Guild.
La
the
of
ShP has been president
She was born in La Jolla; educated
Jolla Stage Company, chairman of
Gadsden, Ala. and Columbus, 'Mo.;
in
Ball
Easter
Mary Star of the Sea's
and has served on committees for and earned her degree from the Uni·
San Diego Museum of Art, University versity of Arizona.
She has three children and is marof--8efl..Diei(l Auxiliary, Globe Gull!!ried to Dr. George Goudy.
ers and the Mericos Eye Institute.
Luba Johnston is on the boards of
graduDiego,
San
in
born
was
She
ated from the University of Arizona the Old Globe Theater, Children's
and did postgraduate work in theater Hospital and Health Center and the
Ma~ch of Dif!1es. She has chaired
arts at the University of San Diego.
She has four children and seven maior fund-r8!Sers for the Old Globe
grandchildren and is married to and the March of Dimes as well as
hosting, in her Rancho Santa Fe
Charles Christensen.
Sae Edward president of La Jolla borne, fund-raisers for UCSD, the
Museum of Contemporary Art, has Multiple Sclerosis Society, St. Vinalso served the museum as vice pres- cer.l de Paul, United Cerebral Palsy,
ident and treasurer as well as being Country Friends and San Diego AIDS
executive board member of the San project.
She was born in Yugoslavia and
Diego Museum of Art, chairing Colr~ised and educated in Sofia,
was
lections Management and nominaBulgaria.
tions.
She will be escorted at the Feb. 27
Other local activities include the
Junior League of San Diego, the Women of J?e<lication lunc~eon by
Scripps Clinic and Research Founda- her grandchildren, Jacqueline and
.
.
tion auxiliary, the QIJ1.GlQhe-and the John Desha IV.
Grace Malloy, founding president
Sa~ego Symphony Orchestra. She

____ ____ ,,

N ~lfiCY
t
Al1d erso n

Rusti Weiss, board member of the
United Jewish Federation and the
Women's Auxiliary to Hebrew Home,
has chaired major fund-raisers for
the home. She has served Alvarado
Football League and local P.T.A. and
Associated Student Body boards, and
has been a Little League coach and
Brownie leader.
Volunteer involvement also ineludes the Salk Institute, the American Cancer Society, the Multiple
Sclerosis Society, the San Diego ymphony Orchestra Association ;md the
San Diego Repertory Theater.
She was ?<JrD in 11lwaukee and
raised in San Diego. She earned her
degree from Arizona State University and has two children.
Dorene Whitney serves on the
of the San Diego Opera Assoboards
:;;-:.,.,,,.._.,.~
ciation, the Bishop's School Headmaster's Advisory Council and the
University of San Diego's President's
Club. She has also been a member of
~:iiiiil
boards for San Diego Opera's La
,in..-~;e1,r.1 •
Jolla Guild, San Diego Symphony
auxiliary and the San Diego County
Bar Auxiliary, She chaired the gala
opening of Symphony Hall in 1985
and the 1986 opera opening-night
gala.
Her committee work includes
fund-raisers for the Old Globe, La
, ..,,,,..,,..
Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art,
the Salk Institute and Children's Hospita! and Health Center.
CHAIRMAN
ON
VICKI ROGERS, WOMEN OF DEDICATI
She was born and reared in Santa
Nominees were announced today.
Barbara and educated at UC Santa
of the La Jolla League of the Ameri- grandchildren as is married to re- Barbara. She has three daughters
and is married to John Whitney.
can Cancer Society, bas created and tired Rear Admiral David Rubel.
Elizabeth Yamada, a member of
member
a
been
bas
Tibbitts
Alison
benefund-raisers
chaired numerous
board for the city of San Diego's
the
Auxilifiting cancer research as well as of the University of San Diego
and Recreation Facilities
Parks
board
as
well
as
board
executive
ary
for
helping establish a summer camp
juvenile cancer patients. She is a member for USD's Friends of the Li- Committee, is also a member of the
on
member of St. Germaine Auxilary to brary and adviser to the School of United Way board and has servedUnithe Child Abuse Prevention Founda- Education. She is a member of San boards fo • e San Diego State
Mution, Club Amistad and La Jolla Diego Museum of Art's board and versity Japan Studies Institute,
and
Arts
ic
Photograph
of
seum
museum's
the
of
chairman
been
has
Company.
Stage
.
Foundation
e
Architectur
Landscape
serving
as
well
She was born in Boston and earned Volunteer Council, as
of
an
co-chairm
been
bas
She
Freedoms
of
boards
executive
the
on
College.
Emmanuel
her degree from
La
She has two daughters and two Foundation at Valley Forge and Uni- major fund-raisers for KPBS andArt
ary
Contempor
of
Museum
Jolla
School.
High
versity
Pete
to
grandchildren and is married
She is co-chairman of the Dec. 31 and is currently co-chairing San
Malloy.
Ball and has served on com- Diego State University's Gateway
Charity
Shirley Rubel, president of the
the
UCSD School of Medicine Associates mittees for the Wednesday Club, San Complex project. She has served
San
the
Art,
of
Museum
Diego
San
Children's
Society,
Historical
Diego
(SOMA) as well as the Auxiliary
Council of San Diego Symphony As- Home Society, Mercy Hospital, San Diego Symphony Orchestra A•.sociaAssosociation, has chaired major fund-ra- Diego Zoological Society, Mission tion, the San Diego Zoological
American
Japanese
the
and
ciation
LEAD
COMBO,
Alcala,
de
Diego
San
AssociOpera
Diego
San
the
for
isers
ation and the San Diego Museum of San Diego and the San Diego County Citizens League.
She was born in Huntington Beach
Art. Other volunteer work has been Committee for the Bicentennial of
and has resided in San Diego; Washwith the Old Globe, Caridad Interna- the Constitution.
She was born in Pasadena and ington, D.C.; Japan; and a Poston,
cional, Starlight Society and the
earned her bachelor's degree from Ariz., concentration camp from 1~42
UCSD Cancer Center.
She was born in Iowa and raised in San Francisco State University and to 1945.
She is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate
Minnesota, and she earned her de- her master's from San Diego State
the University of California at
of
gree from George Washington Uni- University.
She has three children and
Berkeley.
maris
and
children
two
has
She
versity.
to Joseph Yamada.
marri~
is
She has two children and three ried to Jonathan Tibbitts.
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Lucas' lawyers
oppose linking
2 murd er cases
By Mike Kononz
Tribune Staff Writer

Attorneys defending David Allen
Lucas, who is charged with six murders and one attempted murder,
have petitioned one Superior Court
judge to halt proceedings before another judge.
Lawyers Alex Landon and Steven
Feldman yesterday asked Richard
Haden, supervising criminal-court
judge, to rule that Judge William
Kennedy lacks jurisdiction to bear a
prosecution motion to combine two
three-murder cases into one trial.
Landon and Feldman, Lucas' attorneys in one of the cases, said only
one of the cases has been assigned to
Kennedy for trial. All of Lucas' attorneys have participated in the consolidation heari before nnedy, however.
Haden, after seemg an estimated
100 pages of briefs filed by Lucas'
attorneys, continued the hearing
until Tuesday.
In the case assigned to Kennedy,
Lucas, 30, is charged with murdering
Suzanne Jacobs, 31, and her son,
Colin, 3, on May 4, 1979, in their Normal Heights home; and murdering
real estate saleswoman Gayle Gar
cia, 29, on Dec. 8, 1981, in a Sprin1,
Valley home she was showing to prospective renters.
In the other case, he is accused of
murdering 'honda Strang, 24, and a
child she was baby-sitting, Amber
Fisher, 3, on Oct. 23, 1984, in Strang's
Lakeside home; murdering .I.Ini~sity o~n ~iego student Anne Catherine Swan e, 22, in November 1984;
and kidnapping and attempting to
murder Jody Santiago, 34, a Seattle
woman who survived a throat slashing, skull fracture and stab wounds
June 9, 1984.
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/ Lineup c ange could shake up
By Kirk Kenney

Tr1bl]M Sportswriter

L
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llSD basketball coac Hank Egan
h a s ~ irr his ways this season,
but all that could change tomght.
Egan has tarted the same five
players in each of USD's 14 games
c nter Scott Thompcason
t
son, forwards Nils Madden and Mark
Manor and uards Paul Leonard and
Danny M an . All but Means, who is
a sophomore, are eniors for the
Tor ros (1-1, 10-4).
1<:gan is contemplatmg changes in
the starting lineup for tonight'
WCAC game at 7:30 agamst Santa
Clara (I 1 1~6) at the USO Sports
C nter.
E an' displeasur e with the
Tor ros' performance in two conferenc gam last week at Portland
nd Gon1.aga Is the reason he's contemplating a change
"If I wcrC' anybody other than Paul
I would
Leonard or Danny Mea
f l vuln rable," Egan said. "We're
loolung at everybody on the front
line"
Even the 7-foot Thompson, who
lead the team with lC 02 pomts a
game?
''I'm lookmg at different thmgs,'
Egan said. "Can I make myself better off th bench?"
U D, pie cd by many to win the
conference, needed an overtime basket by Madden 1n last Thursday's
WCAC open r to d feat Portland 61·
59
Two day later, the Torero were
beaten by Gonzaga 58 6 The effort
wa L', D's !owe t pol t output
against a WCAC t m smc 1970. Th

Toreros shot 34.7 percent, Thompson
did not grab a rebound in 26 minutes
of action and the Toreros were outrebounded 36-25.
"Neither game did we execute
very well or play very hard," Egan
said. "It's not coming together as
easy as we thought. We are not executing very well and our intensity is
not very high.
"The truth is, we're going to have
to play a lot better. When you're supposed to be the best, you've got to
raise yourself up; make a commitment.
"This is not a threat Hopefully, it
would he seen as a positive thing.

'I'm looking at different
things'
-Hank Egan
Hopefully, this will hel the team."
Madden, who leads the team with
7.1 rebounds a game and is averaging
10.6 points, agrees that the Toreros
played poorly against Gonzaga.
" o one was really happy with the
way we played last week," Madden
said. "I thought we played hard
against Portland, but we went into
Gonzaga a little lighter. I guess we
thought they'd be easier. I guess we
did lose a little intensity We can't let
that happen anymore.
"Starting I don't think is that big a
deal. It's what you do when you're in
there. He (Egan) knows what all the
players can do. He just has to play
the ones who will allow us to win.
Whatever happem, I thmk we'll be
ready no matter who starts."

SD

Manor, who is averaging 7.6 points
and 3.8 rebounds, took reports of a
lineup change as a personal challenge.
"Sometimes I catch myself going
with the flow during a game instead
of putting my neck out and going for
broke," he said. "I've got to play
harder. I don't think it would affect
me mentally if I didn't start. If it did,
it would affect me for the better. It
would be just like a kick in the
pants."
Like the Toreros, Santa Clara experienced its share of problems last
week. The Broncos lost to Loyola
Marymount 68-67 before beating
Pepperdine 76-50. Santa Clara blew a
15-point second-half lead against
Loyola Marymount. which led just
t 2-0 and at the
twice in the game
buzzer.
The Broncos recovered against
Pepperdine behind a career-high 18
points from semor forward Brian
Moody and 17 from 6-foot-9 junior
center Dan Weiss. ens Gordan, the
Broncos' 6-9 sophomore forward, is
the team's leading scorer at 10.6
points a game. Guards Mitch Burley
and Chris Lane balance the scoring
with more than nine points each.
While they have struggled the past
week, the Toreros may find comfort
at home. USD is 5-0 at the Sports
Center this season and 29-5 with
Egan as coach.
But that's nothing to rest on as
Egan pointed out with his parting
comments.
"I've got to go to a film session,"
he said, "and then I've got an eighthour practice."
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Metro news

profess~~~~=~
Tribune Staff Writer

Bernard Siegan, a professor of constitution~!
Jaw at the University of Sa · go, may be nomin eagan for a :::an Diego
nated soon by r
Circuit Court of Appeals,
U.S.
9th
the
on
judgeship
.
San Diego's chief federal judge says.
"Most of the required screening and processmg
is about completed, to my knowledge, and I would
expect that we should be seeing some action on a
nomination very soon," Chief U.S. District Judge
Gordon Thompson Jr. told a luncheon audience
yesterday.
Thompson was the honoree and guest speaker at
a meeting of the 97-memher San Diego Chapter of
the Federal Bar Association.
The association is a national group of lawyers
who serve as private-sector supporters of federal
judiciary causes, said Stanley Fisher of Cleveland,
. .
the national president.
Thof!!pson, chief judge of the Southern D1str1ct

counties, said that if the likely nomination of
Siegan, a Republican. was confirmed by the Democrat-controlled Senate, he would move into offices in the U.S. Courthouse in San Diego.
Siegan would join Thompson's brother, David,
and Clifford Wallace both of whom have offices
as 9th Circuit judges in the building.
Siegan studied law at the University o~ Chica~o,
in the city where he was born to Russ1an-Pohsh
immigrants in 1924.
He is regarded as an expert on constitutional
law and was appointed by Reagan to serve on a
commission headed by former U.S. Chief Justice
Warren Burger to oversee the bicentennial celebration of the framing of the U.S. Constitution.
Siegan would bring the number of 9th Circuit
appeal judges to 36. They have juris~iction ~ver
federal appellate matters in Caltforma and eight
other Western states, as well as in Guam and the
Northern Mariana Islands.

~1ego federal ben~h mc_lud~s s~ven active d1str~ct
Ju~ges; three semor distr:1ct Judges, who assist
:,v1th caseloads though semi-retired; fo~r U.S. mag1strates; and thr:ee Bankruptcy Court Judges ..
Thompson said that a_ fourth ~ankruptcy Judge
is expected to be appomted this year and that
long-range plans are to move the Bankruptcy
Court to the old federal courthouse at 325 W. F St.
.
.
downtown.
The _new bankruptcy JU~~e may not be ap~mted until October. The position, thou_gh a~thorized
by Congress, has not been funded, said Chief Bank.
.
ruptcy Judge J~mes W. Meyers. ,
Thompson said the U.S. atto~ney s office, _'~h1ch
now has slots for 50 lawyers, will get 13 a~d1bonal
lawyers, as well ~s support employees, thJS year.
The _personnel mcreases ai:e necessary, Thompson said, because o~ the_hea~1er caseloa~s expected as a result of 1mm1grabon legislation and a
federal task force.
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L'ockwood: USDfa,lling

great competitor. And nght now, I
f
starters ~1ttmg.
'\..."\&1it~ed from C-1
think we need a little heart.
One thmg Egan kno~t,s~~ sure.
E ti "d "We've got to find some
"We'll use him as a small
If his back will all?w i k T: S
mbat that and he's got
gan
d d No 2 guard His
Haupt will play this wee . e an
bett
!
ways o co
fotrwagtr h~r/his ball-handling and
Diego State transfer has yet to see
er,
to learn to battle a little
ren He's been around a littl e
sdefense.
. at USD' having been
too"°if be thinks he's only going to
k
action
bit (Haupt played on a 1984-85
r~tricted by a lower-bac
get smgle coverage, he's kidding
Aztecs club that won the WAC
ailment.
,,
.
tournament), and he knows how to
Hauptk~as cldeatrrei_pd tothI~~a~~o
hi~g:!· also is toying with the idea
h di h'mself"
,
last wee s roa
,
.
a~g!i ~opes ~oon to be able to
be scratched at the last min_ute
of res~lflmg ~h~:~;: ~be time
bo t the rest of his
when his back stiffened agam.
ki
suppo mg cas:
say th;:a~e a ro~ will try like the
"Michael may be the ingredient
has come to t~:nk aboutbma
team. e or~ .
" E an said hopefully.
some changes, the coac sa1 .
Dickens to oblige him.
~ ut!ing the 'monkey on his•
"Maybe we have to shuffle ?ur
0
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lineup and have some longt.~1m
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Toreros thrash Santa Clara, move into second

The U~rsity of ~an Diego ba.wJ!J.aH team has been pla_ying
sluggish baTI"Ofi:.rte';'but movefi:e!i~ West Coast Athletic
Conference contention with a strong performance Thursd~y. ThP.
Toreros, who received a game-high 2:3 pomts from center Scott .
Thompson, smashed Santa Ciar:a 73-51. Thompson ~!so ~auled m 11
rebounds. The win moves USO mto a second place !1e with S_an
Francisco, one-half game behin? Gonzaga. !-J?F v1s1ts the _l SD
Sports Center on Saturda):' ut 7 30 p.m. Agam1st th~ Br:on<.:os, the
Toreros jumped out to their usual early lead. but this time prevented
Santa Clara (10-7 overall, 1·2 in the WCAC) from r<!llying by
extending a 35-26 halftime lead to as much as 24 pomts. Mark
Manor scored 11 points and Danyell Means add~d 19 for USO,
which shot 52 percent from the floor. Chris Lanes 16 points to~
/
all Santa Clara scorers
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Thompson Paces Toreros
Over Santa Clara, 73-51
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By TO~ FRIEND. Times Staff Writer

py-toes.
(3) He isn't very mean.
( 4 ) People can block his shot
tandmg on their 1ppy toes. .
(5) He doe~n•t jumo on his Jump
hook.
16) He·~ a b tte passer than
re hounder.
(7) Everybouy expect him to
dominate.
But what everybody better realize-and please hurry up, fo his
0

Please 1ee USD, Pa e 2D

YOU MIGHT imagine, Egan IS
un a y about ucb trends,
particularly when his team is
preparing to entertain highly
regarded conference visitors ~nta
Clara (tonight) and San Francisco
(Saturday).
"l think the worst thing you can
do is kid yourself," Egan said. "The
truth will out anyway, and the truth
i that we're going to have to play a
lot better to be a good ba ketball
team and a contender."
That may come as news to San
Diego State, which the Toreros
earlier defeated, 83-67, and could
have doubled the score on if they
chose. USD led, 42-12, with three
mmute to play in the first half.
The problem is that the Aztecs
have improved since and the
Toreros have not.
"We played the same way at both
Portland (a 61-59 overtime victory)
and Gonzaga (a 58-46 loss)," Egan
said "In neither game did we
execute very well, nor did we play
very hard. Unless we can r~ach
down inside and do something about
getting after it a bltle better, we're
in trouble."
Part of the difficulty with this
year, the coach suspects, is lact
year. In that season, the Toreros .
were an ovei:achievmg 19-9 - their
best record ever at the Division I
level _ and Egan was voted WCAC
co-coach of the year.
WITH MANY OF those players
returning this year, including
Thompson, USD was expected to be
good. There is a differenc~.
"When you're in a position wh~re
you surprise people, it's a lot ea~1er
to have a good season," Egan said.
"But when you're expected to be
good and every gym you go into
they're really prepared fo~ you,
you've got to be able to raise
.
yourself up to that.
"I'm not so sure we understood it
was going to be Ike that. I think we
.
have a lot of people within our
organization, and players, who felt 1t
was going to happen very eas~
because of who we had returning.
It's not easy. It's never easy." .
The Toreros have come to realize
that Now they must figure out what
to do about it, and quickly. Santa
Clara comes to town with a 10-6
record, and USF, which Egan calls
"pound-for-pound, the ~-o~t talented
team in the conference, ...,, 12-3.
Even at their best, the Toreros
will be challenged by these two. And
they haven't been at their best
lately.
For one thing, they have to figure
out bow to free Thompson from the
thicket of defensive bodies he has
begun to attract The b~g fella Is a
key figure in their passing game as
well a an individual offensive force.
"IT'S ·o SECRET that
everybody's gomg to sit
See LOCKW
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lie also made his first three shots.

sake-is that Scott Thompson cannot carry his baeketball team by
himself. Ile tried recently, and he
couldn t do it. Last week, for
example, he got exactly zero rebounds against that powerhouse of
the Northwest, Gonzaga University.
Zero.
Fortunately, he and his coach
held a heart-to-heart conversation
th1S week, and Thompson found out
that he's a lot better when he
doesn't try so hard to play like a
7-footer. He tr· eJ bemg just one of
the boys m Thursday night's game
against Santa Clara, and it worked.
He scored 23 points and grabbed 1 I
rebounds in a 73-51 USD victory.
The Toreros are 2-1 in the West
Coast Athletic Conference play and
11-4 overall (Santa Clara falls to
1-2 and 10-7). Thursday's game
was their best of the season, according to Coach Hank Egan, and it
all started with Thompson.
He grabbed his first rebound on
the first Santa Clara miss of the
night. On the second Santa Clara
miss, there was Thompson again.

USD led, 7-0. And then, 12-2.
And then, 19-6. Anp so on.
All the while, Eric Musselman-Thompson's teammate,
roommate and best friend-kept
cheering. Every once m a while,
Musselman will write "Rebound!"
on one of Thompson's school notebooks. They went to eat some
burritos together before Thursday's game and, in between bites,
Musselman was saying "Board!" or
"Rebound!"
Of course, it was easy for Musselman-who's 5-foot-7-to say
that, but Thompson apparently got
the message. By halftime, he had 16
points and 7 rebounds, and USD
led. 35-26.
They ended the game early in
the second half, but 1t wasn't just
Thompson, and that's the key
here-he didn't have to do 1t alone.
The score was 40-30 when Mark
Manor took a beautiful pass from
Thompson, scored, was fouled and
completed a three-point play. A
minute later, Thompson threw a
pass over the Santa Clara press,
and Manor scored again, was fouled
again and completed a three-point
play again.
Thompson-never Jumping-

upped in a missed shot and made a
free throw and the score suddenly
was 49-32.
The lead went as high as 23
points, as Musselman-coming off
the bench-even made two
three-pomtjump shots.
"I've been practicing on my
wastebasket," he said.
Santa Clara Coach Carroll Williams, of course, called it was a
wasted night.
"I didn't recognize my team," he
said.
Thompson, though, recognized
that he doesn't have to try so hard.
He'd been worried so much about
scoring in the Gonzaga game that
he hadn't rebounded. In a team
meeting after that game, his teammates apparently chided him, saying they couldn't believe he hadn't
grabbed a single rebound.
He went in to Egan, and they
didn't shout at each other. No,
Thompson wouldn't shout at a fly.
He's a gentle giant. He just realized
he had to have more fun out there,
just relax and realize he doesn't
have to act like he's 7-foot.
'I'll tell you," Thompson said
after Thursday's game. "Zero rebounds? I'll never let it happen
again."

Est. 1888

USD's Siegan may get judgeship oJ U.S. Cir~uit
«.d

By Bill Ott

Slatr,Writer

C-1 I':!
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Bernard Siegan, a professor of
constitutional law at the IlSO....Lil w
School, likely will be appointed as a
judge on the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals here, a top federal judge
said yesterday.
Chief U.S. District Judge Gordon
Thompson Jr. predicted Siegan's appointment yesterday, addressing
more than 70 people at a luncheon
meeting of the San Diego Chapter of
the Federal Bar Association.
1
The luncheon at the Executive
Hotel was in honor of Thompson, who
gave a glimpse of future developments in the federal courts here.
Questioned after the luncheon,
Thompson said Siegan probably had
cleared screening by the American
Bar Association, one of the steps
leading to appointment.
"This appointment should be forthcoming soon," he said.
Siegan, 62, a Republican, was in
Washington, D.C., yesterday and

Commission on the Bicentennial of
the United States Constitution by
President Reagan some time ago.
The son of Russian-Polish immigrants, he was born in Chicago and
grew up in the city's West Side and
spoke only Yiddish until he was 5. He
attended junior college in Chicago
and served in the Army from 1943
through 1945. He studied law at the
University of Chicago and taught at
Harvard University in 1968-69.
Thompson said Siegan's appointment will result in three judges of
the 9th Circuit sitting in San Diego.
The 9th Circuit covers California and
eight other western states, Guam and
The San Diego Union/Don K?hlbauer the Mariana Islands, and has a complement of 25 active judges and 10
Gordon Thompson Jr.
senior judges, who determine their
could not be reached for comment. own caseload.
He bas been a professor of constituThompson, citing the increase in
tional law at the University of San bankruptcy filings, also said a fourth
-Diego since August 1973.
judge should be appointed to the
Described by colleagues as a soft. bankruptcy bench here this year. He
spoken, scholarly man devoted to noted there were a record high 8,361
writing, Siegan was appointed to the bankruptcy filings here last year,
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VvsF to hallenge Toreros' Perfect Home Record
he University of
SA& EG~
San Diego bas etbaltteam, u11beaterrat home.take on the l~D.!_YSe~
or San Francisco. at the D por s
Center tonight at 7,30.
The Toreros (2-1 in the West
Coast Athletic Conference, 11-4
overall) are commg off a 73-51 win
over Santa Clara Thursday night
here. USD and USF are in a
four-way tiefor first in WCAC with
Gonzaga and Loyola Marymount.
After holdmg off Boise State by
two points in its home opener.
USD's average margin of victory at
home has been 17 pomts over the

last five games.
A year ago, when USD hosted
USF, the Toreros pulled away from
a 21-14 halftime lead to win, 72-39.
USF, m its first year back after
suspending its basketball program
for three years, finished last in the
conference.
However, this season, the Dons,
coached by former USD coach Jim
Brovelli, are much improved. USF
was 10-3 in nonconference games,
then won its first two conference
games last weekend. The Dons'
first conference loss came Thursday night at St. Mary's.

Rodney Tention, a 6-foot 2-inch
guard who formerly played at
Grossmont College and for USD
Coach Hank Egan at Air Force, is
among the Dons' top scorers. Sophomore center Mark McCathrion
(6-8) and junior forward Pat Giusti
(6-9) lead USFupfront.
The Toreros, meanwhile, can't
be too sure on what to expect from
their starters up front. Scott
Thompson, USD's 7-foot center,
had 23 points and 11 rebounds
against Santa Clara, but he failed to
get a rebound the game before, a
loss to Gonzaga.

predicting that filings this year "are
expected to exceed 10,000 "
"Presently, we are in the process
of acquiring the old federal courthouse at 325 West F St. for the purpose of moving the bankruptcy court
to that building," he said. "A cost
analysis is being conducted."
The old courthouse, also known as
the old customs house, earlier had
been earmarked to house offices of
the Immigration and Naturalization
Service. Thompson said, however
that it appeared assured that Bankruptcy Court and its administrative
offices would occupy the building in
about 1990.
Thompson went on to say that
criminal cases dropped from 1,117
cases in 1985 to 1,085 in 1986, noting
that the cases filed last year involved
more multi-defendant cases.
The U.S. attorney's office, he said,
is now up to a complement of 50 attorneys, but will be expanded by 13
more and support-staff members.

Thompson predicted that the new
immigration bill, with sanctions possible against emplo~rs who knowingly hire undocumented aliens,
would increase the caseload for the
U.S. attorney's office.
The legalization program, which
grants amnesty and eventual citizenship to aliens who resided here prior
to Jan. 1, 1982, could boost the number of fraud cases handled by federal
prosecutors, as attempts are made to
legalize some aliens who are not eligible, he added.
The luncheon also was highlighted
by installation of attorney Jay W.
Hurst as president of the San Diego
Chapter of the Federal Bar Association. He succeeds Michael Y. MacKinoon. Other new officers are J. Edward Harris, vice pres1den~ James
Carletti, secretary; and Assistant
U.S. Attorney Pat Swan, treasurer.
Guests included Stanley Fisher of
Cleveland, national president of the
___.
Federal Bar Association.
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; Steve Gar ·ey golf tournament rescheduled
Thci t l n1u~ Ste\'e Garve~
1chelob Celebrity Golf Clas
1 , which was postponed from
J n. 5 due to min, ha been re:-;.
<'hcd ul ed for Jan. 26
The Classic is a one day event
held at the Bernardo Heights
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Country Club As in the pre•
v1ous years th rlay \\II 1n
elude breakfast, a round of golf
with a telebnty, a golf clinic
co(;ktail rccept•on and gala
awards banquet.
Pr2cccd. from the tourna

nt will be nf' 1 1 Pdce Ce-p
te1• for C',1rce1 De <>lopmeQt
and the T SD Athl t,c Depart
mcnt
For informal on nd re
istrat1or, call DaH K rim (619)
mE

453 6666.
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~nphy Construction Co. sai;that
it will remodel ~ n d Founders Hall at theUdfv'~ San
Die&g in Linda Vista at a co t of
$968,500. About 8,500 square feet will
be remodeled to include Navy ROTC
facilities, performing arts facilities
and expanded laboratories. Completion is expected in late-sprin~
n

,
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Clara
Santa
over
victory
basketball
in
trails
D never
9 S---

nta Clara, whl b dropped to
10.7, 1·2, manag d to cut th I ad to
ix lat In the first half, but could

not t any clos r. The Brone
ason low 33 percent
who hit

The Bronco , who made two of
ssoc,atecl Press
Univer 1ty of San Diego center 14 three-point shots, hit 33 percent
cott 1 homp on scored a game• from the field, while USO shot 52
.- high :z: pom to lead the Toreros percent.
to a 73 51 win over visiting Santa
Clara in Western Coast Athletic
Contercncc basketball game
hur day.

West roundup
San Diego lll-4, 2-1) dominated
th rebounding. :rl-'JSI.

Pa~-10

UCI,A needed two free throws
each from Mont I Hatcher and Reggi • MIIJer In th final 16 seconds to
pr rve a 6469 Pac-10 victory over
Oregon at Westwood.
UCLA (1().4, 5-2) trailed by 26-13
nd 41-32 at half•
aft r 11 mlnut
Um . They finally tied th Due
18-7, 2-4) at 5Uil on a three-point
b k t by Hatcher at the 9'.25 mark

'I he Toreros, 11-4 overall and
2-1 1n the WCAC, never trailed in
the game, and led 35·26 at halftime,
Mark Manor scored 11 points
and Danyell Means added 10 for
the Toreros, and Thompson pulled
down a game.high 11 rebounds.
Santa Clara, 10•7 and 1-2, was
led in scoring by junior guard Chris
Lane's 16 points.

San osc,c
{ nt Cl ra Co.)

The Ducks cut the I d to one
nd had the ball with 48 seconds to
go, but an inboun<b pass went wry.
Oregon h s not won at uley since

M rcu y, e1's
( M

League-leacllng W hlngton
urvived spirited comeback by visiting rlzona tate In a 81-'72 b1umph over th Sun D vils. The Huskl U0-6, 41>. bad a 12-2 lead early
nd wer evl'ntually on top by 18
before Steve Beck led the ASU ral•
ly. Th Husky lead was only 7U>9
with 2:o:J left before Washington's
Greg Hill and Eldridge Recasner
combln d for nlne points In the final 62 cconds.

Arizona hroke a 2-2 tie with 14

59 thumping or Wa blngton .State.
The gam , scheduled to be played In
Fri I Court on the WSU campus,
was moved to old Bobier Gym, the
Cougars' home until 1972, when a
power failure darkened half the
school' Pullman campus.
C lg McMlllan scored 21 points
for the Wildcats (8-6, 3-2)wh1Je Brian
Quinn tt had 22 for Washington
Stat 16-7, 2-3).

FhePCAA

Derrick Barden made two free
with no time I ft on the
thro
clock to glv re no Stat a 70-68
vi toryover Utah State. Barden rebounded a Mlk tltchell shot wtth
two econds I ft and was fouled by
a short
be m
GIi rt Pete
flv foot r Bard n then mad both
hots to complete an
of h fr
for-8 night at the line
C Irvine, which had trailed
by a v n points In th first half,
Pull rton,
al tat
outscor
nd half
20-5, t th start of th
nod went lo a 76-70 win at Fullerton.
19-6, 4-2) I d by 18
Th An teat
with 11 minutes I ft before Full r•
ton (8-6, 1-4) sta ed mild rally, but
th Titan.~ n ver got clo r than the
!In Im rgin.

Olb rGam••

Edition)

(Cir.D,243,078)

1977.

nralght points and coasted to a 96,

School's out at the University of San Diego. School was
in, however, at the USD Sports Center last night.
Prof. Scott Thompson in charge.
Thompson, the Toreros· 7-foot center, conduct~d a
clinic in Pivot 101 for a crowd of 2,040 that hkely
would've been bigger 1f not for semester break. Thompson scored 23 points and, more significantly, grabbed 11
rebounds in a 73·51 rout of Santa-Clara.
Only after learnmg a lesson about himself, though, did
Thompson really return o the form he'd displayed_ so
often in making last year's All•WCAC team. Accordmg

-1

and went ah ad lo stay at 59-57 on a
layup by Richardson with 2;52 to go.

J e Ortiz had 24 points and 11
rebound and Bill SherwOOd COD·
tributcd five traight points down
the stretch, helping Oregon State
to a 57-51 victory ov r outhern
Cal. Th Beavers (11-3, 42) trailed
31·2.ll at halrtime but USC 16-9, UI)
scor d just 20 points over the final
22 minutes.

By Chris Jen kins, Starr Writer
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SAN DIEGO - Nils Madden
and Scott Thom~n led San Di 0
(12·4, 3-1) to a 68·56 victory 0~~
USF (12-5, 2-2) in a West Coas~
Athlet_ic Conference game Saturports Cenday rught at the
ter.
Madden, a 8-foot-8 senior forward, had game highs of 23 points
and 12 rebounds. He was 10 of 12
fro'!l the floor. Thorn~n. a 7-foot
!len1or, had 12 points and 10
rebounds.
Ma_dden and Thompson were
r9<:nuted by USF Coach Jim Brovelli when Brovelli was San Diego's
roach and played on his conference
championship team in 1984.
USF was led by Anthony Mann
and J:>at Giusti, who scored 15 nd
12 pouits,
vely, Point guard
Rodney T.ention had six a L'lts and
ti'
three atea Is.
USF made only 39.6 percent of
ifs field goals. USO was 5! percent
from the floor.
n Franeisco led until the 11 _
minute, 8-second mark of the first
half, when San Diego's Paul Leon.
ai'd made two straight three-point
hot! to give USO the lead for gOOd

u.sn

, 21-19.
UV(

I
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M
Uenn
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MC:Ctht'n 3-10
.i..,.._ 1-5
0-1
(). I
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1-3

2--t

2-3

0-2
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1-2 7
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&-rt s

o-o

0-0

o
2
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2·2

4

,.... 2'--4111-21 •

II-•
ff

-

SI

Th,_...,..., . - - USF 3-8 (Oluotl 0-1
~ - 1-2. Carr ().1, Ono-t,y 0-1, O'A~
Ian Olego •·7 (Manor 2-2 Leonard 2-3
2
Munn 0..21 ,....,. out - M a n n ' ~ ..:
Ulfl 30 (MOC.thtton VI. San Diego 37 (Madden
12) ANlot. - IJ8F 14 ( ~ 8), San lliego
18 (\AoNrd I) T - ...... - USF 24, San Oiego

&A-2.500.

0

Santa Clara's Roland H'Orvath gets the upper hand by stuffing a shot by the Toreros' Paul Leonard.

See USO on!Page C-4
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to both Thompson and Toreros coach Hank Egan, the
senior center admitted he'd lost perspective.
"Scott said it wasn't any fun for him this year,'' Egan
said. "He was feeling a lot of the burden for the team."
The feeling intensi ied after USD's loss to Gonzaga
last week, a game Thompson finished without a rebound.
Egan admitted he was upset with Thompson's performance tiut was more concerned about the fact that
Thompson hadn't come to him if he was having prob·
lems.
"I'd had the feeling Scott was troubled for some time,"
said Egan. "I thought it'd (get better) when we got to
conference play. Then we got to it, it didn't happen and I
was really concerned."
Egan insisted that what they had Tuesday, however,
was '1a talk together, not a lecture.' And it was Thompson who initiated the discussion.
·•r was taking it too serious," Thompson said. "It was
really important to me to win !he conf~renee a~d I was
trying too hard. I forgot to have fun . Its my seruor year
and I want to make the most of it."
If this was the start of something new, then, USD's
opponents will be seeing a better club than the o~e that
came into las{ night's game 10·4 overall and 1-1 m conference. Santa Clara (10·7, 1-2) was in last night's game
for all of, oh, three minutes.
Faster than the Broncos could say "Time out," the
Toreros were up 7-0, a lead that quickly would escalate
to 12·2 and 17-4.
Guard Danny Means had the game's first five points,
hitting a three-point shot, the? two free throws the next

JAN 1 8 1987
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tim'e' down the floor. Thompson sank a turn•around
Jumper to send the Broncos scurrying back for their
bench.
As the Toreros pulled farther and farther away, Santa
Clara grew continually more frustrated with its inside
game. Penetration of the key proved virtually futile.
At one point, 6-foot•9 center Dan Weiss of the Broncos
got a fast•break shot inside, only to have it rejected by
smaller forward Steve Krallman. Finally, Santa Clara's
Brian Moody had a short attempt on the verge of falling.
Just to be sure, though, teammate Jens Gordon tipped

~!

1

w~~

tending.
Holding comfortable leads is not USD's forte, however, and soon enough the Broncos were within six points
at 30-24.
Inside the last minute of the first half, Thompson got
into a minor shoving match with Weiss, then put the
Broncos back down by nine with two free throws and a
jumper that made it 35-26.
Mark Manor, USD's second-leading scorer with 11
points, got _the Toreros re-stoked. in the second half "'.ith
a three•pomt play off some cnsp fast•break passmg.

~~!1!.~~~~~follo~hSowa
shot with a basket and added a free throw to make it 49.
32.

Showtime included back-to-back three-point shots by
guards Danny Means and Eric Musselman, then another
by the latter. Punctuation was provided by another
guard, Paul Leonard, who drove by Santa Clara's <lefense for a wicked dunk.
"A little bit better," Egan said. "That's the best we've
played this year, at least since State (USD beat San
Diego State, 83-67), and maybe better."
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By Chris Jenkins

.....__

~staff Writer

They were nothing. Then they
were something. Now they're something else. Again.
To say University of San Francisco
basketball was in rubble three years
ago would be inaccurate, for in fact,
there wasn't anything at all to it. No
program. No coach. No team. No lie.
"Until you've done it," Jim Brovelli said, "you don't know what it really
means to start from scratch."
Brovelli, of course, was the man
ordained to resurrect what once was
among the nation's most esteemed
and historic programs. Natural selection is what it was. Brovelli had
virtually grown up on USF grounds,
played as one of the Dons in nobler
times, felt the pain when the school
administration so tired of scandal
that the program was shelved. When
the decision was made to try it again,
you just knew Brovelli's alma mater
would beckon him back to the Bay
Area, this after 11 contented years at
the University of San Diego.
It is WL[h a 12-4"0verall record (2-1
in the conference) that the Dons
come into USD Sports Center tonight
Toreros.
for a 7:30
Moreover, the Dons are in the upper
echelon of WCAC play, with victories
over Pepperdine and Loyola Marymount, the conference's top two teams
last year.
Last year. Brovelli would just as
soon have that memory locked away
on Alcatraz, if you ;riase. The Dons

vUSU isn't fooled by

Dons' masked man

"When you lose your leading player on the floor,"
Brovelli said, "You have a lot more flat stages
for The Daily Californi~2;z.q6?
during the game.
"And that's what happened last year."
No, that wasn't Friday the 13th Part 25 they were
season, Tention has started all but one game.
This
filmmg at the University of San Diego Sports Center
missed the game against Sonoma State while
He
Saturday.
nursing the broken nose.
No, that wasn't Jason, the movie's ax-wielding
"I was going for a loose ball when a guy accidenmurderer, taking the ball up the court for the
tally kicked me in the nose," Tention said
University of San Francisco when it played USD.
Tention, who has started 16 of the Dons' 17
No, former Grossmont College star Rodney Tengames, came into the Saturday's contest averaging
tion is not going out for the role of Jason.
9.5 points while shooting only 47 percent from the
But when Tention went to the free-throw line for field.
the first time in the Dons' 68-56 loss to the Toreros
"I'm havin$ an off year and not just because of the
Saturday, the crowd had their own ideas.
mask," Tent10n said. "I've lost a little bit of my
"Jaaaaaaason, Jaaaaaaason," they screamed.
confidence because I've been shooting so poorly.
"Ever since I've had the mask I've been giveQ that Then I start doubting myself after every missed
nickname," Tention said.
shot."
A 6-foot-2 junior guard making his first trip back
Despite redshirting last year and the inJury that
to San Diego since the 1984-85 season when he has slowed him this season, Tention said he is happy
played for the Griffins, Tention's homecoming was to have found a home.
not a memorable one.
"I don't regret the change of places," he said. 'Tm
"Things just aren't going my way," said Tention, happy with the way everything is going."
who has been wearing a protective mask ever since
It wasn't long ago when people questioned a
he broke his nose Dec. 26 in a game against Cal decision he made after his senior year at St. Charles
State Stanislaus.
High School in Columbus, Ohio.
Saturday, Tention scored five points, making only
After graduating with all-state honors in basketone of six field goals and hitting three of six free ball, football and baseball, Tention chose to attend
throws.
Air Force University, a school with a little-known
"It's really affected him," USF coach Jim Brovelli basketball program.
said. "He has no peripheral vision, and he's having
"They gave me a great package," Tention said.
hard time doing the easy things like dribbling.
"They told me that graduating from there and
"A normal player would not be able to play. but serving a couple of years after would leave me set
for life.
because he's so good, you have to leave him in:·
"They tried to instill in me the Air Force way of
Said Tention, "It's just a nuisance. It's affecting
my mental game, but I've been trying not to think life."
But after a year of life there, he left and followed
about it"
The mask, which Brovelli said should come off his coach at Air Force, Hank Egan, to San Diego.
Egan took th~ coaching job at USD while Tention
sometime next week, is just another setback Tention
went to Grossmont so he wouldn't lose a year of
has faced since joining USF last year.
"He's had some real hard luck since he's been eligibility by transferring to another Division I
school.
here,'' Brovelli said.
"He called me up after deciding to leave Air Force
In the sixth game of last season against San Jose
State, Tention shattered his elbow and was forced to and asked what he should do," Egan said.
"I told him a junior college would be the best thing
red.shirt the rest of the season.
for him."
"The hardest thing I've had to do in my career was
So Tention became a Griffin. While at Grossmont
to sit and watch," said Tention about last season. "It in 1984-85, Tention averaged 15.9 points a game
was frustrating because our team went into a slide." while garnering all-state honors.
Despite playing only six games, he finished the
So for now, Tention is happy to be in one place.
season leading the team in scoring (11.3), assists
"He has made great strides since he played for
(4.5) and minutes per game (30.2)
me. He has gotten stronger and has become more
The Dons without Tention, though, went from 4-1 positive with the ball," said Egan.
to 7-21, finishing last in the West Coast Athletic
Now, if he could only work on that nickname.
Conference.

By Brian Clark

an Diego law Professor Bernard

D Law Prof in Line
for AppellateJ dgeship
B JIM CHACHTER, Times Staff Writer
sprawling 9th Circuit court, which
has begun under the influence of
Reagan's appointees to lose its
reputation as the most liberal of the
nation's federal appeals courts.
Siegan, a former Chicago
land-use lawyer who has taught at
USD since 1973, has described
himself as a stnct constructionist
on constitutional issues-one who
looks to the mtent of the Constitution's framers for an understanding
of constitutional questions.
00 •
Under the influence of the freeLat r m ., tnterv ew, Thomp- market economists of the University of Chicago, where he attended
n 1d Stegan was close to clearn the American Bar Assn.'s law school, he came to believe that
looser interpretation of the Constir mng process for federal Judinommees. A source familiar tution was stripping citizens of
their property rights and economic
w t11 the nomination process conr rM d Thursday that the FBI freedoms by permitting excessive
air ady had completed a back- zonmg restrictions and regulation,
Siegan said in the Times interview
round review of Siegan.
last year.
egan. 61, 1s a fnend of Atty.
Economic freedoms, he argues in
Gen. Edwm Meese III, a former
his writings, deserve the same
I' D law professor, and has travIcd to Wa hmgton smce Meese's strong protections as the freedoms
pp(lmtm nt as attorney general to of speech, religion and the press.
Legal scholars umformly regard
constitutional interpretacu
n with top policy-making aides Siegan as a conservative, but vary
in their opinions as to the extremeh Ju t1ce Department.
ness of his views.
I ga., declined comment ThursIf named to the court, he would
ai)' n the possibility he will be
no'mmated to a vacant seat on the become the third federal appeals
9 b C1rcu1t the highest federal judge to maintain offices in San
o rt m ,he West. In an interview Diego. The others are Judge J.
h Th Time last year, however, Clifford Wallace and Judge David
acknowledged he was under Thompson. the brother of Gordon
r ns1derat1on for an appellate Thompson.
Siegan, a widower, lives in La
u ge hip and said he would happiJolla, in the house formerly occu1 accept such a job.
Stephen Markman. the assistant pied by mystery writer Raymond
at\orney general who coordmates Chandler. He is a member of the
national Commission on the Bicen:i 1c1al appomtments, also declined
tennial of the U.S. Constitution and
T ur day to comment on the propreviously was appointed by Reap ctlvc nomination.
S1egan's appointment would gan to a federal housing commisco)1 mue the rightward shift in the sion.

B rnard S1egan, a University of
an Diego law professor best
known for his libertarian views
rdmg prop rty rights. 1s on the
r
vc ge of bemg nominated by Pres1n Reagan to a seat on the U.S.
otirt of Appeals, a
b Circ
f d r I Judge said Thursday.
sp cch to the San Diego
n
c pt r or the Federal Bar Assn.,
h1 r US. D1str1ct Judge Gordon
I homp on Jr said S1egan's nom1t1on "will be forthcoming very
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Br0velli, 12-4 Dons
<f

cln?muf rrom 0-1
lost 21 of 28 games and placed last in
the WCAC at 2-12.
"To tell the truth," Brovelli said,
"I've tried to block out the entire sea-

son."
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Conference basketball game.
USF rallied to within 54-51 with
5·31 to play before USD scored
· t
d
·
seven unanswere pom s. ·

TIMES-ADVOCATE, Escond

"

pomts and Paul Leonard added 11
points for USD, which improved
its record to 3-1 in the WCAC, 12-4
11
overa .

--~-

But it's like trying to forget a
death march. The Dons were brutalized up and down the coast, although
the memories Brovelli dreads most
are the ones of games against Cal
and Nevada-Reno, games the Dons
were in position to win and didn't.
The ni ht the Dons chose to play
their very worst basketball, alas,
was the night Brovelli returned to
USD's floor. Hitting just 14 of 51
field-goal attempts, USF was
trounced, 72-39, by a team including
n:my of the same players Brovelli
h!id uided to the NCAA Tournament
bis f .al season, 1983-84.
"We elt bad for him," USD guard
Eric Musselman said, "but at the
same time, we wanted to beat him
bad."
Brovelli was devastated. That
night, USF officials even asked the
media to give their coach extra time
to collect his thoughts and emotions.
He still i:.n't wild about the subject.
"We've been hit so many times on
the head," Brovelli said at the time.
"Winning is a habit, and unfortunately, so is losing."
Habits caught early are more easily broken, though. Faster than anybody could humanly have expected,
the Dons are winning again. In addition to their first two WCAC foes,
USF claims a victory over Pac-10
power Cal.
"We got it off the ground, and we
did it with everybody watching us,"
Brovelli said. "Because we were the
first to drop a program, then the first
to bring a program back, we had everybody at our practices. The New
York Times. USA Today."
Some practices. To keep from
usmg all his scholarships, Brovelli
suited up some players he found in
the school's intramural program. At
one time, in fact, all five starters
were intramural players.
"At USD, we had players in the
house when we made the jump from
Division II to Division I," Brovelli
said. "We at least had a team in

place. We (the Dons) brought recruits f
in, and there were no players for
them to see."
That's what Brovelli was om~ring
the recruits, though, a place on the
ground floor. He landed enough talent that four of the starters at the
end of last season are now reserves.
This doesn't include Grossmont
College alumnus Rodney Tention, a
6-foot-2 guard whose only problem is
that he keeps breaking things. Like
his elbow. And his face. The Dons
were 4-1 when Tention shattered his
elbow into 42 pieces last year. Lately
he's been wearing a mask in games
to protect a broken nose.
Suffering from less drastic injuries
is the Dons' leading scorer, Patrick
Clardy, a ·s-8 center who averaged 15
points and seven rebounds before he
was recently slowed by an ankle injury.
Brovelli lured guard Keith Jackson from Taft Community College. A
6-9 forward, Pat Giusti, transferred
to USF from Oregon State.
Still, all Brovelli knew at the start
of his second season was that it had
to be better than the first. He just
wanted to keep the games close
enough that the Dons would be in position to pull out some of them. They
have, and then some.
Nobody is talking national championships yet, but the program that
gave us Bill Russell and K.C. Jones
again bas a team.
"I can't tell you how much it was
missed in San Francisco," Brovelli
said. "The city, the alumni, the students ... this is really a deep-rooted
program, and people are really, really happy it was brought back."
For his part, Brovelli will be a lot
happier when those four guys graduate from USD. Musselman, 7-foot
center Scott Thompson, forward Nils
Madden and forward Steve Krallman, all seniors, were in the last
freshman class recruited to San
Diego by Brovelli. They're also reasons why USD is expected to challenge again for the WCAC title.
"I miss them because they're such
good kids," he said. "It seems like
they've been around for 10 years, for
crying out loud."
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or stresses council harmony, problem solving
Address pushes growth• study, tax-dollar return

By Jeff Ristine and Sharon Spivak
Tribune Staff Wri~

Mayor O'Connor, unveiling an agenda for 1987 that
shuns grandiose proposals in favor of programs already under way, re-emphasized the familiar theme
of council harmony in a State of the City address that
rivaled the pomp of an inauguration ceremony.
In her first major policy statement since becoming
mayor six months ago, O'Connor last night said she

:M~~:J

THE MAYOR SPE
e a ros} future in her State of the City address
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Local Scene

ol
Robert FeU
the Center or Pub! lntere t Law
a USQ,..!! 11xpect11d to be named
State Bar Disc1plmc Monitor today
by Attorney General ohn Van de
Kamp. The Bar monitor job and a
$90,000 budget ere created under
SB 1543 last y11Ar to evaluate the
discipline proee and report to the
Legisl ture. Applications for the
job were solicited in November~

"The people's character is what
gives the city its character," O'Connor declared. "San Diego's character
is the healthiest part of the city
today."
O'Connor painted a rosy picture of
a united council that has overcome
the disillusionm~nt with government
left by recent scandals but which
must tackle a myriad of city problems that don't have easy solutions.
The speech drew approving reviews from most of O'Connor's council colleagu , who agreed that her
policy goals were realistic and that
her efforts to build "team spirit" are
working.
"The state of the city council that
governs our home is, I am pleased to
report, stable and healthy, with full
recovery in sight," O'Connor told a
packed crowd of more than 1,000 at
downtown's Golden Hall.
"Stability in our home has been restored," she said. "Our government is
finally operating at near full
strength. For this my colleagues on
the council deserve much of the credit. This council is one of the most
professional and amiable bodies in
recent memory."
The address was a departure from
previous State of the City speeches in
several ways.
O'CoMor built her audien b
scheduling the address in the evening, unlike previous mayors who
gave the charter-required speech in
council chambers during daylight
hours.
Her program also included music
from a Navy Band, a presentation of
colors by a Marine Corps Recruit
Depot unit, singing by the Greater
Trinity Baptist Choir and an invocation and benediction - features common to the inaugural ceremonies for
the mayor and council but never before seen in a State of the City
speech.
O'CoMor spoke from a dramatically darkened stage and, as she
gave her "Mayor's State of the City
Awards," made use of slides projected onto a huge screen.
Deputy Mayor William Jones recited O'Connor's accomplishments
dating back to the early 1970s. O'Connor praised her parents, paid tribute
to a young woman for her resolve to
stop using drugs, and dedicated her
speech to her former political consultant, Richard Sykes, who drowned
in the ocean off Hawaii last week.
As she had warned several days
ago, howe1lel'., the content of O'Connor's address consisted mostly of
subjects she and the rest of the council have been discussing for many
months.
She said she was committed to
completing an expected review of
San Diego's growth-management
strategy by June 1988, promoted proposals for bond issues on the November ballot that would provide funds
to spruce up Mission Bay Park and
Balboa Park and called for aMual
· physical exams to identify out-of.
shape police officers.
Glossing over deep political and
policy divisions that remain on the
council, O'CoMor said unity has entered into the council's decisions for
a new city manager, a review of the
city Growth Management Plan, a
"czar'' to oversee Mission Bay Park
and Balboa Park, an afternoon
school recreation program, a mod-

wants the city to demand a larger share of federal and
state aid and to "catch up" on recurring problems
with growth, sewage, parks and police.
The mayor broke with the tradition of 23 previous
annual State of the City messages, however, by shifting the limelight from council business to the presentation of awards to groups and individuals she says
represent the "spiri of San Diego."
Please see MAYOR A-8

ernization plan for Pump Station 64
and the council's takeover of the
board of the city Housing Commission.
Praising the council for its "teamwork and consensus," O'Connor said,
"Together we have reduced the huge
backlog of unresolved problems left
over from previous administrations."
As is typical of such addresses,
O'Connor's colleagues applauded her
remarks.
"I think the overall message here
was a positive approach for the city
of San Diego," Councilman Ed
Struiksma said.
Councilman William Jones agreed.
"I think the total concept of teambuilding and consensus, and of reaching out to all points of the city will
allow us to come a lot farther than if
we were working as nine individuals.
"It feels very good now (to be on
the council)," he said. "It's a pleasure
to serve with her."
Councilwoman Celia Ballesteros,
appointed to her seat in December
after 42 ballots, said: "There's a lot of
communication going on ... I think
all of us were surprised there
weren't the coartions we thought
there would be. We find ourselves
working together very much."
O'Connor's rival in last year's
mayoral race, Councilman Bill Cleat , sakl:. "I think most of her goals
are realistic. "1t nad-a little of the
Jimmy Carter-Jerry Brown flavor
overall."
"I was really impressed by her
trying to get the community involved," Cleator said.
The favorable sentiment was not
limited to the council, as evidenced
by repeated bursts of applause from
the audience. Michel Anderson, once
an aide to O'Connor's political rival,
former Mayor Roger Hedgecock,
said: "I think she's returned respect
to the mayor's office after a long,
unfortunate lapse."
Said Planning Commission Chairman Ron Roberts: "I can't help but
notice how personal it was compared
to the sometimes more business-like
approach (of such speeches)."
The mayor broke little new ground
in the platform she announced to the
crowd, which contained many ideas
that originated with city staff members.
In what may turn out to be her
biggest challenge, O'Connor said the
city must "demand that San Diego
receive its fair share of state and
federal monies" allocated to cities.
"The present allocation formulas
give other large cities more and San
Diego less thin each city's population warrants or contributes," she
said. "I have already, and intend
again, to meet with San Diego's federal and state delegations and to
journey to the capitols myself in an
attempt to change these formulas."
Scott Harvey, former head of the
city department in charge of lobbying in Sacramento and Washington,
D.C., said O'Connor's personal role in
the effort will help but that it will be
very difficult to get legislators to direct more money to San Diego.
Many federal programs are deliberately gearetl to older cities, Harvey said, and the amount of money
available for problems such as sewage is dwindling.
"If you're asking for more federal
money, you're bucking the last three
to four years," he said, adding that

"it's wise not to have a lengthy list"
of requests for subsidies.
The call for additional lobbying
was part of an issue O'Connor said
was at the top of her "to do" list:
improving the city's financial health.
O'Connor said the city must better
manage its finances to prepare for
"leaner times," by leasing rather
than selling city-owned land - already a council policy.
Drawing upon the loss of the Navy
ship Kitty Hawk to Florida and of
the expected move of Pacific Southwest Airlines' corporate headquarters, the mayor also said efforts must
be made to retain such important
boosters of the San Diego economy
and encourage more tourists, business and Navy operalions,
She said ste would meet with California's senators to urge them to prevent other ships from leaving, and
would meet with the president of U.S.
Air, which recently acquired PSA, to
persuade him not to relocate the airline's headquarters.
O'Connor also announced a new
Business/Economic Oversight Advisory Committee, which she first
promised in a September 1986 luncheon speech to the San Diego Rotary
Club, to be headed by longtime San
Diegan George Gi!dred.
Other members will include Terry
Brown, chief executive officer of
Atlas Hotels; Doug Allred, president
of a development company; Malin
Burnham, chairman of the insurance
firm of John Burnham & Co.; Pat
Crowell, a partner in the law firm of
Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye; Ann
Evans, owner, Evans Hotels; Lee
Grissom, president of the San Diego
Chamber of Commerce; and Author
Hughes, president of the tiniHersi~
-ef SaR Diego.
Also, Gordon Luce, chairman of
Great American First Savings Bank;
David Lorimar, partner, Lorimar &
Case; Mike Moremoto, president,
Sony Manufacturing Corp. of America; Willie Morrow, president of California Curl; Hal Sadler, president,
Tucker & Sadler architects; Dick
Tullar, chairman of the board of the
San Diego Convention & Visitors Bureau; Robert Schack, senior vice
president, Security Pacific National
Banlc; Larry Hayden, retired city employee; Bill Sage, retired city employee; and Mac Strobl, president of
TCS Governmental Consultants Inc.
O'Connor pledged that a review of
the growth-management plan would
be completed by June 1988 and that
she would announce members of a
task force to do so by the end of January. The idea originated with the
city Planning Department and the
city council has approved it in concept. •
The Planning Department has proposed that city re-examine the whole
growth-management strategy, including the question of whether the
city wants to continue accommodating growth or limiting it. This would
build on the work of a task force
originally set up by Hedgecock, but
would include new members.
In regard to the city's sewage
problems, the mayor said that her
office already bas begun to seek inclusion of San Diego in the federal
government's $18 billion Clean Water
Act. She said that the city must draft
a comprehensive approach to the
"unchecked Tijuana outflow," secondary treatment concerns and pol-

lution of San Diego and Mission bays.
She reminded San Diegans that a
proposed November 1987 ballot measure could make available $70 million in bond issues to renovate Balboa Park's House of Charm and
House of Hospitality, build a new
municipal gym, restore several park
museums, build an elegant Japanese
garden and complete the Casa de
Balboa.
O'Connor said the rest of the bond
money would go toward restoring
Mission Bay's beaches and landscaping more than 90 acres of mud and
sagebrush into an eight-acre lagoon
there.
The ballot measures were the idea
of City Man;,ger John Lockwood.
They are supported by a c-ouncil majority, but have not yet been approved.
She also said that more small
parks need to be bought m the city's
older neighborhoods, wllb the help of
a $20 million land-acqui ition fund
set aside for the purchase of open
space.
O'Connor announced a new
Mayor's Committee Against Drug
Abuse, to be led by Bishop George
McKinney of the St. Stephen's Church
of God in Christ, "to aid the council
in its efforts to rid the city of the
scourge of addiction."
To sit on the panel are: Dr. Marianne Felice, chief of the UCSD division of adolescent medicine; Dr.
Allan J. Adler, president of the San
Diego Psychiatric Society; Charles
Hill, of the Drug Enforcement Agency; U.S. Attorney Peter Nunez; Police Chief Bill Kolender; City Manager Lockwood; City Attorney John
Witt; and Ed Fletcher, director of
health services for city schools.
Also included are Dr. Barbara
Shutze, psychologist for the Sweetwater Union High School District;
Meg Norton, executive director of
Harbor View Hospital; Rear Adm.
Bruce Boland; Chamber President
Grissom; Shannon Conway of "Say
San Diego;" Willie Davis of the Boys
Clubs of San Diego Inc. Prevention
Program; Antonio Ramirez of Montgomery High School; Willie Morrow, _
president of California Curl; Nina
Kurtz, a Parent-Teachers Association vice president; and Jack Merker,
program director at KSDO radio.
Also in the area of crime, she said
that more police foot patrols have
been assigned to "high designated
drug areas" and officers are visiting
schools to educate children about
drug abuse.
"As a former PE teacher," O'Connor also called for an annual physical fitness test for all police officers.
Kolender said a sergeant has been
working on a similar idea for about
six months.
Early next month, O'Connor plans
to submit a legislative agenda pushing for the after-school recreation
program to be expanded from 48
school sites to 90, for part of the federal tax savings for public utilities to '
be passed on to consumers and for
city government to extend its hours
of operation beyond regular business
hours.
She also announced that a black
South African exchange student
would be working in the city manager's office as part of an internship
pro~a~ between the University of
Califorrua and Harvard University.
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SACRAMENTO _ San Diego law
Professor Robert Fellmeth, a co~sumer-nghts specialist, is the states
"watchdog" over the State Bar
. d pro·
new
Association's often-cr1·t·1c1ze
gram of policing nearly 100,000
.d
.
member lawyers.
Sen Robert Presley, D-R1vers1 e,
autho~ of a law that gives. the State
Bar two years to improve its record
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ticket prices differently an w_e son. Yocum, a freshman from Mo~te Linda Allred and Erik Johnson (outwould probably have to P\?mote it Vista High, was expected be a sm- standing sportsmanship); Long Beach
State's Greg Failla (college player of
gles and doubles starter.
.
more than if Germany won.
Only one of Coach Ski_p Redondo's the year) ...
The USTA is vbiting prospective
.
sit , and Parrot theorized t~t the
Jumor
Diego
San
annual
16th
The
tingen players is on scholarsb1p, o many
I t
· bold part-time jobs to supp>rt tbem- Championships conclude ~oday ~t
organization might se ec con
cy ites, depending on the outcome of selves. Yocum was working as a ~ar- Morley Field. The boys' 18 smgl~ dif d vision plays the semifinals and fmals
I.
the Spam-West Germany match
.. n Diego County last hosted a penter's assistant, he pmg a ne~ today; top-seeded Cammie Foley
Davi.s Cup match in 1982, when the build a house. Sunday, be fell while faces No. 3 Zarina Galvan for the
McEnroe-led United States defeated working and landed on his eft sboulgirls' 18s title .. .
lnd1a m the first round at La Costa. de~ ocum will wear a n k brace for
McEnroe takes on Stefan Edbe~g
There have been some valiant at- six weeks, then undergo physic~! of Sweden at the Forum on Jan. 26 10
temp to secure another here. but therapy. Both he and R_ ed_on~o said the second of seven sessions in a
A J t e for yearlong round-robin tourname~t
none successful.
"For the last three years, the Ran- he might return by pn , n nn
that also includes Ivan Lend! and Mitll! A tees loslav Mecir. The undercard n~~t
cho Bernardo Inn bas done ever~- the Western Athletic bConference
z
thing in its power to get a Davis championships, in whic
Monday features Vitas Gerula1tis
.
t Shelly are favored.
Better news for Redondo is the and Ilie Nastase.
.
Cup," said local promo er '
Hall, who staged Septembers Audi

IT
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of handling complaints against lawers and Attorney Gen~ral John Van
~e Kamp called a Capitol news con•
ference yesterday to announce
Felhnetb's appointment.
Fellmeth, an original "Nader
R .der" and co-author of Ralph
N!~er's controversial report on ~onress in 1972, is a former San Diego
!aunt proseeutor, and foun~er a~d
execuiive dir5he Umvers1ty
A-B
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ment. Those cases arose out of 8,329 ed retired Judges, Van de Kamp said, in the state - 10,000 cases. Some of
· ts and disciplinary
to 1'dentify other appli• the 6,700 complam
·
dec1lDIDg
complaints.
proceedings pending against lawyers
One frequently cited case was the cants.
of San Diego School of Law's Center
Van de Kamp said the monitoring are nearly 10 years old, he added.
bar's recommendation that Robert
for Public Interest Law.
The monitor law is the first of its
Presley's bill, passed last year, Lee Nevil. an Oceanside lawyer con- program, which will cost betw~n
created Felhnetb's post as State Bar victed of voluntary manslaughter in · $70,000 to $90,000 a year, all paid kind in the nation. The monitor bas
discipline monitor. His bill originally the 1981 shooting death of his wife, be fro~ Bar dues, was ordere«! by the no power to order or direct the bar to
called for a commission to handle suspended for 2½ years. The Su- Leg1S~at~r~ because th,?. bar s attar- adopt policies or changes in its proallegations of lawyer misconduct, preme Court, which follows bar rec- ne}' d~1phne syste~ is overly se- cedures. He cannot intervene in
which would have taken that respon- ommendations 90 percent of the cret, improperly leruent and almost cases. He will make periodic reports
and recommendations to the Legisla•
•
sibility away from the association's time disbarred Nevil in September unbeara_bly s w." .
ture and attorney general.
10 an ave~age year
He said the
board of governors, a lawyer-domi- 1985 _'
Van de Kamp said Fellmeth was
If Fellmeth finds contmuing prob- receives complamts equaling ~h?ut
nated body whose members are ap·
lems with the bar's discipline pro- 10 rcent of the lawyers practicrng an ideal choice for the post.
pointed by the governor.
However, the association lobbied gram Presley said, a bill will be in•
:..-.....J;""""=:-...-- ..::__""""_.;:_--_
heavily against the measure and the trodu~ed in the 1989-90 session of the
hill was amended to give the bar two Legislature to give the job of handt
d
d
·
beefed-up
its
that
prove
to
years
staff and procedural changes will re- ling complaints to an 10 epen en
suit in speedi r r lution of consum- ag~:r will give the State Bar a
er complaints and timely discipli- chance to do what they've told us all
San Diego, CA
d th t t.o
ld d
nary action.
(San Diego Co.)
The bar bas hired 65 to 70 employ- last year they cou o, an a is
San Diego Union
ees in its Los Angeles office and ere- clean up their own house" to avoid
(Cir. D. 217,089)
ated a new panel to deal with being stripped of the power to disci(Cir. S. 341,840)
pline lawyers, he said.
grievances.
Swift resolution of consumer comDuring the first eight months of
last year, the bar tepped up its dis- plaints and fair disciplinary actions
JAN 2 2 1987
ciplinary actions, recommending dis- should, in time, reduce the number of
bannent of 17 lawyers - compared complaints, Presley said.
Van de Kamp said he already inwith 18 for all of 1985.
The state Supreme Court considers formed State Bar leaders and his
the bar's recommendations for disci- choice was "favorably received."
.Jl.lle,i ', P. C. B I ,, 1ux
Fellmeth was chosen from many
plinc and in 1984 disbarred 11 of the
18 lawyers recommended for disbar- applic ts, including widely respectContinued From Page
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Hagey upsets ·
sixth seed,_,'5s
in 2nd round
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Special to The Union
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Bar monitor
S.D. man will observe
disciplining of lawyers

By Robert P. Studer, Copley News Service

•

SACRAMENTO - Whether the Legislature
will allow the State Bar of California to continue to discipline its own members for
IIllSdeeds, or whether this responsibility is to
be given to a separate agency, may rest with
a San Diego university professor.
Robert Fellmetb, a professor of law at the
Univ~ity of San Diego School of Law and
fou'nder and director of the university's Center for Public Interest Law, yesterday was
appointed by Attorney General John K. Van
de Kamp to the newly created position of
State Bar discipline monitor.
Empowered with all the investigative tools
of the attorney general's office, including the
subpoena, the new monitor will oversee lawby th
yer discipline proeedur a ·nis
State Bar and ultimately recommend to the
Legislature whether the State Bar should be
allowed to retain responsibility for disciplining attorneys.
The State Bar has come under increasing
criticism in the Legislature and among attorneys' clients in the state for a self-disciplining
system that Van de Kamp called "overly secret, improperly lenient and almost unbearably slow •.. indeed, some of the approximately 6,700 complaints and disciplinary proceedings pendmg against California lawyers
were reported to be nearly a decade old."
Fellmeth and staff members from his San
Diego Center will, during the next five
months, thoroughly study the Bar's disciplinary sy tern and report bis findings to the
Legislature. At that time, Van de Kamp said,
it is expected that the Legislature will fund
the next phase of the study, which could last
as long as three years. The bill creating the
monitor, SB 1543, provides $90,000 for the initial phase.
The funds for the study are to come entirely
from du paid by California attorneys to the
State Bar. No taxpayer funds are involved,
Van de Kamp said. Fellmetb will continue to
be paid by the university and will receive no

Robert Fellmeth, right, with Attorney General John Van de Kamp.

salary as State "Bar monitor.
At the same time, a second bill passed last
year, SB 1569, will require attorneys to offer
clients written agreements setting down basic
fees and attorney responsibilities and sets up
a stiff "early warning" system requiring attorneys, the courts and malpractice insurers
to keep the Bar informed whenever an attorney is charged with or found guilty of a crime,
or the subject of suits or court actions involving malpractice, judicial sanctions, gross
negligence or other serious errors or misconduct.
Fellmeth will be required by the Legislature to recommend "ways for speeding up decisions on complaints against attorneys, reducing the backlog of complaints and improving the efficiency of the system."
Also, Van de Kamp said, the monitor is required "to recommend ways for ensuring fairness and courtesy to complainants; to examine the adequacy of the Bar's disciplinary
standards and ruks, its consistency in the ap-

plication of sanctions and discipline, and the
adequacy of the staffing and funds it devotes
to attorney discipline. In short, the monitor is
to be a watchdog for the interests of the people - a catalyst for restoring public and legislative confidence in a system that currently
lacks both."
Fellmetb, the attorney general said, "is a
highly respected attorney and brings to the
position seven years of prosecutorial experience as a deputy district attorney for San
Diego County, including two years as a special assistant U.S. attorney.
"He is a specialist in public regulation.
From 1976 to 1982, he served as a member,
and for two years as chairperson, of the California Athletic Commission. For the past 10
years he was been a professor of law at the
University of San Diego School of Law, specializing in regulatory and administrative law
issues. And," Van de Kamp added, "be bas a
long record in consumer protection. As one of
the first members of 'Nader's Raiders,' he

researched and co-authored the first Ralph
Nader report on the Federal Trade Commission, published io 1968, and directed the Nader
Congress Project in 1972 and 1973."
In 1980, Fellmeth founded the Center for
Public Interest Law in San Diego, and he has
continued to serve as director of the center as
well as editor of its publication, California
Regulatory Law Reporter.
Additionally, Van de Kamp pointed out, "he
served for four years on the board of directors
of Consumers Union of the United States - an
organization devoted to protecting the interests of the public, and b4' was (be publisher of
Consumer Reports. He currently is writing a
book oo consumer rights and remedies.
"This is a significant appointment," Van de
Kamp said. "As monitor, he will play a major
role in determining how the public is protected against improper acts by attorneys and
whether the State Bar will be allowed to retain responsibility for disciplining attorneys
or be stripped of that role."

LOS ANGELES - La Jolla's Cari
Hagey, a junior at Stanford, scored a
major upset in the Women's Intercollegiate Invitational Tennis Championships, which opened yesterday at
the Riviera Tennis Club in Pacific
Palisades.
Hagey, who is unseeded, ousted
sixth-seeded Mary Norwood of USC
6-2, 6-3 in the second round. Earlier,
Hagey beat Houston's Stina Almgren
6-0, 6-2.
University Qf_ San tDie~~ freshman
Aby Brayton upse e1g th-seeded
Anne Moeller of San Diego State 7-5,
7-5. Moeller is the second-ranked
player in her native Holland and is
on the Federation Cup team.
Brayton had to face USC's Maeve
Quinlan an hour later and lost 6-l, 63.
Top-seeded Patty Fendick of Stanford, who won the NCAA singles last
May, advanced to a third-round
meeting with Trinity's Elvyn Barrable. But second-seeded Caroline
Kuhlman of USC, the defending
champion, was forced to withdraw
because of knee trouble without
playing a match.
Third-seeded Stephanie Harges of
USC, favored to meet Fendick in
Sunday's final, won two rounds yesterday at the cost of just five games.
The remaining players from San
Diego all lost.
Sylvie Tetreault of U.S. Interntational lost in the first round to Houston's Kathy Foxworth 6-7 (3-7), 6-4, 63. Foxworth then beat Susanna Lee
of BYU 2-6, 6-4, 7-5 but afterward
suffered from extreme exhaustion
and dehydration and was taken to a
local hospital for treatment.
Foxworth withdrew from the doubles but is expected to keep her singles appointment with Harges today.
Eiizrna Nortje of USIU lost in the
first round to UC-Santa Barbara's
Lori Jonas, who went on to upset
fifth-seeded Jane Thomas of UCLA 64, 6-4.

USD's Laura Gonzalez, a qualifier,
was ousted by USC's Lupita Novelo
6-3, 1-6, 6-3. USIU's No. 1 player, Kefi
Binyamini, lost in the first round to
Trinity's Jane Holdren 6-2, 6-2.
Moeller and Jessica Buss, seeded
fourth, reached the second round of
doubles by beating Candy Diepraam
and Fran Ind of Houston 6-0, 2-6, 6-2.
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r ruitea adden four years ago and
convinced him to attend ~ e r
n Santa Clara or the Unnersity o.
I 'ahfornia. Brovelli believed l'1e 6loot·8 forward "had the potential" to
develop into a solid pla r, but a
year after enlisting Madden, he also
became bulli h on the future of the
University of San Francisco, aid so
he h aded north.

USJJ!s Madden planningi
suitable encore for Dons

Tribun

fl<)rUwr1t1•r

love tory it would
be about Ingrid and Lee Madden,
re fll'st acquamt d a pen
w o
p I mor than 30 years ago
lngrtd' lette bor a G rmany
postmark; Lee San Francisco cancel Th y corr ponded for ome
thr months before Lee traveled to
Germany to m t Ingrid m person.
Th y wer married 11 day lat r.
But th1 isn't a love story, it' a
b k tball tory And n 1tber ngnd
nor Lee plays hoop That oul
hav been th nd of this story b d
y
the coup! not return to t
six rhlldren.
re tor
t of In rid nd Lee s
The
kids IS I fadd r>, ho happens to
attend USO - and is a foot-8 semor
rd on th Toreros basketball
fo
team
Madden gr •w up in Sebastopol,
which I somewhere between Santa
Clara and San Francisco, the two citj the Torer vi it this weekend as
th :, con inue play in the We t Coa t
A hletlc Conference.
th
Toreros (3-1, 12-4) m
Dons (2 2, 12 5) tonight at USF Memorial Gymna 1um. Ingrid and Lee
will be in the stands. They also will
be watching their son tomorrow
night agai t Santa Cl ra
tis is anxio for a rfo, .... nee
1m1lar to the ne he gave la t Saturday wh n th Toreros defeated the
68-56 at the USO Sports Center.
fadd n ored team-high 23 points
with a te m-high 12 rebounds to
move USD into a first-place he with
Santa Cla a m the WCAC
"Statistically, that was his best
performance," said USO coach Hank
Egan, "but I'm not too sure that was
his best performance of the season.
We gave him a job to do against
Santa Clara (two nights before the
USF game) covermg Jens Gordon,
who wa one of their leading scorers.
I told Nils, 'l need you to accept this
challenge and get after this guy.' You
know how any points Gordon got?
If thi w r

Zero.

"Nils plays pretty sohd defense, so
we usually give him the toughest defensive assignment. He's pretty big,
he'· got quicknCSli to him and he's
willing to take the challenge."
No one has ever questioned Madden's desire. He's always eager for a
challenge, be it from one of his three
brothers playmg one-on-one in the
driveway, or guarding a team's top
scorer in a g me The knock on Nils,
who has had hili share of struggles in
the past, 1s he 1s too hard on himself.
Said Egan "I think all players
have a coach inside their head Lots
of times the coach ms1de their head
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By Kirk Kenn y ;}Yi.'J~

much; I
freshman I didn't pl.a-/
wanted to show him hat I can do,"
said Madden, who has scored a total
of 50 points in three meetings - all
victories - against B-ovelli's teams,
while averaging 7.2 points a game in
his four-year career. "I respect him a
lot, but I don't ever want to lose to

San Diego, Calif.
(San Diego Co)
Mira Mesa Jour'1al

Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)

P C B

2,500-plus.
"We recruited Nils because we
knew he had that potential," Brovelli
said. "We were right."
USO, 12-t overall and 3-1 in the
West Coast Athletic Conference, remained tied for first place with Gon:r.aga. USF fell to 12-5 and 2-2.
"I really wanted to beat him (Brovelli) badly because when I was a

Last night Brovelli came back to
U O as USF's coach and as the guest
o honor at Nils Madden's comingout party. Madden, forced to stand
tall because of the foul problems of
7-foot USO center Scott Thompson,
scored a season-high 23 pomts and
had 12 rebounds in leading the
Toreros to a 68-56 victory over the
Dons before a capacity crowd of

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
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s beat Brovell.,
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is telling em the me thing you're
t Hing them and vcrythlng is fine.
Sometimes the coach inside their
head tells them something different.
I thmk Nd ' coach ma e It hard on
him because he's really tough on
him He' n er satisfied with what
he's doing. H~ puts a lot of pressure
on him
"I think he's a little mo e aware of
1t now I k p tellmg ls he should
b d manding of hlmse , but realize
that some nights he's going to be
uper and some rughts he's not gomg
to be too good He doesn't have to
ac pt that, but he shouldn't worry
so much about 1t whe e a a bad
g r e.
It appears Madden has a handle on
hi coach this ason He is USD's
second-leading scorer behind center
Scott Thompson with 11.3 points a
game, and he lea<b the Toreros in
rebounding with 7.4.
'I worry about thmgs too much,"
admitted iadden. "I think about
them, and you should just go out and
play. It can get in your way when you
thmk too much. You c n't think
about it when you get the ball down
low. you Just have to do it.
"A lot of it has been confidence. I
had a bad game at the tart of the
season agairu;t Athletes In Action
and coach kind of got all over me.
I've lowly been building up my conlid nee.
.oach Egan always tells me I'm
n hardest critic. I know that I get
down on myself, but I think t helps. I
know when I make my mistakes and
I want everything to j;O nghl.
I used to dwell on it more, but I
think I'm getting better at putting it
out of my bead I'm learning to just
make the best of it li I just go out to
play my hardest, I ow everythmg
will take care of itself.''
Altho gh the Toreros struggled on
th road during their first conference
trip this season, Madden believes
USO will take care of the Dons for
the fourth straight time.
''l think it's gomg to be a lot harder
up there because they're playing at
home and I think they're going to
have (jumor forward) Patrick Clardy
back," he said "He was injured wh n
we played them the first time. But I
think we'll come out harder "
Ingrid and Lee Madden will be
rooting for their -son and his team
tomght, as will Julie Matteoni, Nils'
girlfriend. Nils and Julie met following the last game of his sophomore
season when she was a cheerleader
at USO. In fact, they also were pen
pals hen Matteoni went to school in
Italy a year ago.
But that's another love story.
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~ olleff's " Romeo and Jul/et Su ite" will be

among the selections performed by young musicians at Civic Youth Orchestra's 31st Annual Win·
ter Concert on February 8 at 4 p.m. This year the
concert will be held at Camino Hall on the campus
of University of Sao Diego. As for the past 31
years, cl~tc Youth Orchestra continues to provide
exellence in orchestral training to San Diego's
gifted young musicians. The Civic YoutfrOrchestra provides young people with the opportunity to
study and perform the world's great orchestral
works under the guidance of fine teachers. For
concert ticket information, or for informat1on
regarding participation in any of the orchestras,./
'5
call Jane Reeder at 234-7227.
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w •pr:f:sso_r' ~rn~d
r e ~f>is
who
.
. m lme
S1egan,
for a federal jud eshlp, w,ll present
a special achievement award to th~
San Diego Commission on ~he ~1·
centennial of the U.S. Constitut~on
Tuesday afternoon at the Scottish
Rite Center in Mission. Valley.
Local commission Chair Joan
/
Bowes will receive the award.

/ --
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The Rev. Jack E. Lind .
i a prolq1USt,
.
fessor in the r ~
depart.
meot at the Un·
n Diego
has been named
an Church of f:!tor of the ~uthe/
Poway. Lind u. . Incarnation in
IS a former pastor
of All Saints
theran churches edran and First Luan a former execu. dir
tIve
ector of the Sa .

t~i
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The San Diego Union/Peter Koeleman

The Toreros' Nils Madden (40) goes over the rim an~ the Dons' Pat Giusti for two points.

USD: Madden sparks Toreros
him. "

Continued from H-1

Maybe not, but when this game
began it appeared as if the Dons
were more fired-up about winning
than the Toreros. USF, smothered,
72-39, by USO a year ago here,
opened the g1me with a vengeance
and took 5-0 lead. And they went up
14-8 with 13:52 remaining in the first
half and Thompson sitting on the
bench.
"We just didn't get off the mark"
said USO head coach Hank Ega~,
who is 46-24 since replacing Brovelli
including a 31-5 mark in the Spo~
Center. "We couldn't get in rhythm,
and some of that has to do with the
job they were doing on us."
Thompson, the all-everything leader for USO with 16.7 points and 6.5
rebounds a game, picked up three
fouls in nine minutes of the first half.
And though he would come back in
the second half to police the defensive boards - hauling in nine defen-

sive rebounds - he would only !Core
"The three-point shot is not really
12 points for the evening and beGlme that far; it's like a mystic thing," said
a supporting actor in Madden's show- Manor, who also hit a three-pointer
stopping performance.
earlier in the game. "It's like it's in
"To be successful we've get to the back of your mind that it's a
move the ball and make good deci- glory shot."
sions and somewhere on the route of
Manor's two "glory" shots and a
the ball people have to be willing layup by Madden would be the
take the risk to put it up," said Egan. Toreros' only baskets in the final
"We can't always be trying to get the 12:21 of the game, but a free throw
ball to Scott."
binge netted USO a dozen points and
So be it: With Thompson in the secured the victory.
game, the Toreros were up 27-23;
"My job is to play defense and rewhen he left, they went up 35-27 at bound," said Madden. "Scoring is just
~he half. And when it got close again a bonus."
m the second half at 54-51 in favor of
And another nasty reminder for
USO. the ball went not to Thompson, Brovelli as to what he left behind.
but to Mark Manor, and, yes, Madden.
Manor, a hyperach •e but confident senior forward, had come into
the game hitting only 6 of 23 shots
from three-point range. But when the
Dons cut into a 15-point lead and
made it a three-point game with five
minutes to go, he let loose with a
bomb and made it a si pomt lead
for USD.
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n eight performances last week
at the Civic Theatre, the national company of "Dreamgirls"
earned $370,679, a healthy increase
over the $288,976 recorded by the
company in San Francisco the previous week.
And the figure would have been
higher here, says Dixie Burton of the
Helen Hayes, 86, the reigning queen
sponsoring San Diego Playgoers, if
of the American Theater, will visit
the Civic Theatre could add more
San Diego briefly this weekend as
seats for the weekends.
Friday and Saturday performanc- the guest of the Universit of San
Diego for the annual President's
es of "Dreamgirls" were sold out
Club Dinner. She will arrive by air
and over 400 patrons were turned
from Meiico City and attend, in
away, Burton says, whereas seats
close order, a press conference, a
were empty early in the week.
cocktail party and a dinner Saturday
Until SAn Diego is judged as a
night. She will leave Sunday aftermultiweek town by roadshow pronoon, hopefully after being allowed
ducers, Burton says, patrons are
to sleep in.
well-advised to book shows early in
the week.
Bowery schedule: The present
When "Cats" finally comes to
production of "Bent" at the Bowery
town, almost certainly this year, she Theatre continues to sell out, so it
expects all performances to be sold will run at least until February, acout !ore th show opens.
cording to Robyn Hunt, the theaten
artistic director. Steve
associate
Compari1on1: In its 81st anniverdirect himself, Hunt,
will
Perason
sary issue, Weekly Variety, "the
Jeff Okey and pianist Marta Zevan
show business bible," gives special
in Michael Tabori's "Brecht on
attention to three American cities
Brecht," opening Feb. 6 for late eveIn New York, Richard Hummler
performances Fridays and Satning
writes that, although things didn't
urdays. Hunt will join performance
get worse, they certainly didn't get
artist Eleanor Antin for Antin's
better for theater, citing another
Cares About a Ballerina?,"
"Who
season of drops in both attendance
opening Feb. 26. The March show at
and income. He blames a list of
the Bowery will be Michael Criswoes including resistance to high
"The Shadow Box," to be
tofer's
ticket prices, decay of government
by Alan Bridgewater. And, on
staged
support, the new tax laws, stubborn
starting next month,
nights
dark
labor unions and the lack of playUCSD student producbe
will
there
wrights in tune with mass tastes.
tions.
From Los Angeles, Bill Edwards
reports more theaters available but
Also scheduled: The Mission
less product for them, noting in par- Playhouse will feature Martin Gerrticular a series of touring producish as a doughty old English actor
tions announced but then canceled.
and Tom Kilroy as his dresser in
All this makes the other city upRonald Harwood's ''The Dresser,"
date - Kathlyn Russell's compreopening Feb. 12. Edythe Pirazzini
hensive position paper on San
also bas cast Katherine Faulconer,
Diego's "year marked by new theGinger Perry, Dana Hooley, Donald
ater openings, burgeoning audiences Pugh and William S. Farnum....
and courageous premieres" - all
The Fiesta Dinner Theatre will folthe more upbeat by comparison. As
low the seven-week run of Jim
has been noted here and there, it's
Lakin's "Tom Foolery," opening tohard to remain modest these days.
morrow with the Mickey .Finn crew
from Las Vegas, with Ira Levin's
Local Beat: Broadway director
March 11 and Lee Kal"Deathtrap"
John Tillinger has been signed by
With Les and
"Breakfast
cheim's
the Old Globe to stage the world
Bess," starting April 26.... And, at
premiere of A.R. Gurney Jr.'s "Another Antigone" in March. Tillinger's Southwestern College in Chula Vista,
William Virchis has begun casting
recent credits include "Loot,"
"Corpse!" and Gurney's "The Perfect "Leader of the Pack," a pop musical
based on the 1960s hits of composer
Party" in New York last season....
Elle Greenwich opening in March.

FPLEMAN •Times Staff Writer
By
and 11 rebou_nds against Santa
N FRA CISCO-There is a
Clara and 12 points and 10 rebounds
nat1!nally ranked buketball team
againstVSF.
In anD1ego.
"He [Thompson] got frill;;I'ated
ort of.
stalled out," Egan said. What
and
h;s
S~ego
of
it
The Univ
to do is just play as har~ as
has
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it n lie e ens1vely • ran •
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d f se with a he can. ow, he's making a conncar
rather_
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•
every
doing
about
worrying
than
5
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I
thing."
"Wear playing better dehfe~Dese,
•
Thompson leads the
coac
the• most· scormg al 16.4, followed by h' ah 7 4
been
~aid Hank E gan, USD
That's been
fen has always
3 ints and a team- 1g ·
11. po Guar d p au I Leonard avohd parl of our game.t few weeks. at
rebounds.
e pecially true tthee l~t better and erages 10.1 points.
W c commurnca "
USF 02:5, 2-2) is corning off
help one another.
and USO.
orero (12-4 overall) are road lo~~t.'S to St. Marys
"r
The Dons are 10-1 at home, but
3. J and tied with Gocnza~a
have lost all three ga_mes against
'
lace n the West oas
USO since Jim Brovelh, the former
tonfe n e going into torng~t s USO coach, took over.
game lit the Urnver ity t ofSan~~
Last season, USO beat USF,
rranr1 co They play a
67-59. at San Franc1~co and, 72-39,
Cl ra Saturday night.
at home. Despite iniur1es to thre~
The e re rematches of WCAC
key playe1s, the Dons are, muc
TT)() , played last week at USD,
improved over last seasons 7-21.
thtre the Toreros are 7 -0.
record.
Santa Clara made 33% of its
"We kind of overpowered them
hot!! from the field Thur day rnght
last year ," Egan said. "But you
d lo t 73 _51 Two nights later,
have to d count last year. Tkh1s
F m;de 39.6% of its shots and
p etty good bas et.
year, they reA.alo~ better than last
Jo t. 68-56.
ball team.
year."
"The fact that we've don~ it
held teams to poor-shooting
USF center Mark McCathrion
!11ghts) against several opponenJs
the team in rebounds
leads
m an we have somethmg to 0
average l and is averaging . .
¼ 1th It," Egan aid
omts. Guard Rodney Tent10n
wit a mask because o_f a
~laying
Un offense, USD has been led by
broken no -~. has a 9.2 scoringforward 11s Madden and a reiuveL ading scorer Patnck
nat d Scott 'l'homp on. Madden average.
Clardy ( 15 point average) has
had 23 points and 11 rebounds
missed four consecutive ga!lles beagamst USF After sub-par garr_ies cause
of an .flkle sprain. His status
at Gonzaga and Portland t NO
we k ago, Thompson had 23 pomts is questionatle tomght.
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TOUGH YEAR FOR USF'S TE TION

l e sensed he had bee>n presslnl! in the game,

From Page 85

old friend. from his junior college
da m San Diego. And it wa the first game he'd
\ r played a~ain ta te>am coached by Hank Egan
"'ho had rPcruitecl him to h Air Force Academ; id
198:J and t rtecl him as a freshman.
Icy Ing to lmpr

had hoped to be playing without the
very good," Egan recalls. ''That af- mask. ·
ternoon, I went to a high school
"I went to the doctor on Tuesgame in (San Diego's) Balboa Park
and the coach from Grossmont JC day and the first thing I said was,
came up and introduced himself. J 'We have to get rid of this. I can't
said, 'Boy, do I have a deal for you stand it,' " Tention said. "I was real.
'"
ly down when he said I needed it
one more weekend. He's being real
Egan and Tention said there cautious. On Monday, though, it's
was no arrangement for Tention to gone."
go from Grossmont to USO.

Then th re wa th mask - an irritating contraption he has to we>ar untJI the doctor Is convinced
th t h no e broken December 26. JS fully healed.
t n Diego, the croY.d chanted "Jason! Jason•
v.henever Tention was o the foul hne, noting his
blzarr r semblanc-e to the rna~ked \ illain in th
Friday the 13th · horror mov1e.s.
In all, it Y.as enough to make a Big Mac taste
truly aY.ful. And as he was walking out of the
r t.iurant, fl\ e little kids r ognized Tention, e\·en
Y.Jthout
n! the ma k. They re~ned the chant: "Jason!
Ja
fenllon ju t laughed at the absurdity of it all.
'I -.i:oulun't call rnyseJr injury-prone," said the
USF Ju111or, v. ho team will try to avenge that Jass
to lea ue lcadmg t.: O at M morlal Gym tonight
ri 30" t1po((J. ''It's ju t that I don't get typical inju-

•

Tak th broken no c - it'· not uncommon as
flying elbov. can be dangerou Y.eapon . But T~nt1on ¼ .i n't clbo" ed m the race; he wa kicked as he
"'ent after a loo e ball. "Wham!" he ·aJd. "I kn<'w it
had to he> brokPn."
The 1n1ury ha hamper d 1enllon - the mask
"I drivmg me nuti,' he said - but it has kept him
out of only one game La~t year' freak injury- he
hatte>r d his elbov. "-hen he landed on it after
going up tor a dunk kept him out for the season.
The only thing ood out th acx1dent was that it
occurr d In the Don I th ame, enabling Tention
to ri taln th year of ehgib1hty a game later and
h wouhl h a nl now.

IY UNIT'ED PRESS INT'ERMWONAl

USF's Rodney Tention has talcen a long route
to the Dons campus

Tention's basketball career has taken him from
the. outskirts of Columbus, Ohio, to Colorado
Sprrngs, WhPre the Air Force Academy's educational and career opportunities attracted him.
"I enjoyed it," he said. "Coach Egan didn't have
a lot of talPnt, and we had to work hard on the
team-oriented game. We would work hard- just go
until you had to ask for a re t."

With a month to go in the 1983-84season, an8-19
dL~aster, Egan told his players he wouJdn 't be back
but that he would try to help any of them. That
summer, Tention decided the military life wasn't
for him, and sought advice from Egan, who had
h~cn hired to replace USF coach Jim BrovelJi at San
Diego.
"I told him the JC programs in California were
See Page 89, Col. 4

"He knew that if he wanted to
c:ome, we could talk about it," Egan
~aid. "But I think he wanted a fresh
start. My last year at the Academy
was a difficult one for me, and it
was difficult for Rodney. Coming to
play for me would be a rehash of
the old stuff."
Tention and Egan keep in
touch, and Tention says the coach
seems more easy-goin2 and patient
than he was three years ago. "He
doesn't have to coach everything.
He has more talent, so the players
have more initiative.

The mask hinders
Tention's
peripheral vision,
which hurts him
on offense and
defense
The mask hmcers Tention's peripheral vision, which hurts him on
offense and defense. "It also makes
me sweat more, and whenever
there's a break I push it up to get a
good shot of air," he said.

"Last week, when I came out
for warm-ups, we pointed at each
other, and after the game, he told
me, 'Don't worry about it (the loss).
You played a good game. See you
Brovelli says all the Dons are "a
next week.' I'm looking forward to
little out of sync, out of rhythm
talking to him Itonight)."
right now," and he believes one reaTention hopes he'll play a little son might be that Tention, his unbetter than he did last week (he was disputed floor leader with 5.1 assists
Hor.a from the floor), but then, he per game, is playing at less than his
best.

Brovelli is sure the Dons aren't
shooting well - their field goal percentage has dropped from .478 in
the pre-eonference season to .396 in
West Coast Athletic Conference
play. The Dons are 12-5 overall and
2-2 in the WCAC; leading scorer Patrick Clardy, who has been sidelined
by an ankle sprain, remains "questionable" for tonight and will play
briefly, if at all.
Against the senior-dominated
Toreros - several of whom are
Brovelli recruits - the Dons will
have to play relatively error-free
ball, and certainly will have to shoot
better. Tention said t:SF will have
to force the tempo, because USD
prefers to play at a slower pace.
"I set some goals at the beginning of the season, and I haven't
met many of them," Tention said.
"Th~e last 10 (regular-season)
games are most important. I want to
create opportunities for the team.
That's what I do best."

Gaels Vs. Broncos
Tonight's other local game ls
another WCAC clash, and another
rematch from last weekend. On Saturday night, Santa Clara went into
McKeon Pavilion in Moraga and
beat St. Mary's, 55-43. Lynn Nance's
Gaels (1~ overall, 1-3 in conference) will try to return the favor
tonight at Toso Pavilion 17:30 tipoff1.
Carroll Williams' Broncos are 11-7,

2-2.

Toreros
)-lifng o ,
beat USF

Th

San Diego, CA
(San Diego C~.)
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By Tom McMillan, Staff wr11er
SAN FRANCISCO - Another game down another
myth destroyed. "People who think we're a 'one-man
team - I don't think they know too much about us "
Scott Thompson said.
'
_The University of San D~o played more than four
minutes aown the stretch last night without Thompson, a
7-foot center, but the Toreros never blinked. Forwards
Mark Manor and Nils Madden had robust second halves
Thompson came off the bench with two minutes left and
~so_ held o~f ~e ~niversity of San Francisco, 77-74, for
its eighth wm m mne basketball games.
The Toreros pumped their overall record to 13-4 the
schi,IO '
. tart sin
o,.infe""EFc
O=t
iviis~ioijnipjii,;ijn;.,;19;:7;.9-:;8;;.0. They
take a 4-1 West Coast Atu e c on
tonight's league game at Santa Clara (12-7, 3-2).
. USO leads second-place Gonzaga (3-1) by a half-game
m the WCAC race. "I feel more confident playing withou_t Scott lately than I would have early in the season,"
said Hank Egan, the Toreros' coach. "I think our team
does, tC?. Maybe it's because of the way we re coaching
them th~ year. Maybe we're not concentrating so much
on poundmg the ball inside."
Thomps?n led USO with 18 points, with 8-for-11 fieldgoa_l ~hootmg, but he drew his fourth foul with 6:25 rema1mng and the Toreros holding a 60-55 lead in Memorial Gymnasium. Egan brought Steve Krallman off the
bench, shook an encouraging fist at Manor and Madden
er~ h~ fingers and watched USO build its lead to
m~y as nine, 68-59, before Thompson returned with two
rrunutes left
"We know when he's out of there, so Steve and I just
get together and try to pick up the slack," said Madden
who had 23 points in the 68- win over USF last Satur~

Tor ro ' Scott Thomp on grimaces while trying to drive around Dons center Pete Reitz. Associated Press

See USD o
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Egan is fearing revenge factor
on Toreros' v1s1t to Bay Area
By Tom McMillan

tarr Writer

San Diego, C~llf .
Sou t hern Cross

(Cir. W 77,500)
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SAN FRANCISCO - Guys who
make basketball schedules never
take into account the poor coach who
faces revenge motives. The poor
coach this t1me is Hank Egan of the
Univ!!!itY..OLSan Diego, co-leader of
the West Coast Athletic Conference.
Grumbles Egan, "It's not like a team
forgets you from a week ago."
When last we saw the Toreros,
they were mopping up the University
of San Francisco, 68- 6, Saturday in
the USO Sports Center, with forward
Nils a en scoring 23 and Egan
doing cartwheels on the sideline. So
what happens now? Egan herds them
north and frets about revenge and
other demons for tonight's 7:30 rematch at USF's Memorial Gymnasium.
"It's just like we're going out for
the second hall," Egan says, "only
instead of the usual halitirne, there
have been five days in between. You
worry about revenge motives and
how the kids will react, but there's
not very much you can do in a situation like this. You've got about three
good days of practice to prepare.
There's not a whole lot you can
change."
It doesn't get much better tomorrow, when the Toreros barge into
Santa Clara to frnd revenge in the
gym once morP Last Thursday, USO
gored the Broncos, 73-51, as 7-foot

•

•

-

center Scott Thompson got 23 points
and 11 rebounds. Egan's team is 3-1
in the WCAC, tied with Gonzaga for
the conference lead, a game ahead of
USF, Santa Clara, Loyola Maryrnount and Portland. "We lose one of
these," Egan says, "we fall right
back into the pack."
WCAC officials sa. they schedule
back-to-back trips to prevent teams
from playing four straight games on
the road, a noble enough gesture.
Egan shrugs and looks at the next
Io games
his schedule: Loyola
Maryrn&unt, Pepperdine, at Pepperdine, at Loyola Marymount. "We did
the same thing last year," he says,
"and we lost three of the four
games." Oh well. So much for revenge factors.
USD heads into Memorial Gymnasium tonight having won seven of its
last eight games and 12 of 16 overall,
but Egan knows conference road
games "decide how far you're going
in a season." He looks at the San
Francisco-Santa Clara swing as positively vital to a WCAC title run. Last
week against USF, the Toreros
pounded the boards and played stellar defense in trampling the Dons,
with Madden, Thompson and guard
Paul Leonard all scoring in double
figures. But that was at home.
"Let's face it," Egan says, "when
you get to conference play you absolutely have to win at home, but what
separates you from the pack is what

.

I'l
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and Patrick Clardy 12 each and
Continued rrom D-1
win over USF last Saturday. "Our job Grossmont College alumnus Rodney
when he's out is to really pound the Tention 10 for the struggling Dons.
Clardy, the team's leading scorer
boards."
Still. the Dons (12-6, 2-3) rallied. (15 ppg) this season, returned after
Mike D' Alois10 rainbowed a three• missing five games because of a
point shot with 1:17 to play to cut the sprained ankle. He bit five of 11 shots
lead to 72-69, and hearts began and bad four rebounds in just 24 minthumping on the USO sideline. Mad• utes.
"Clardy makes a difference out
den hit a basket and a free throw, but
D'Aloisio answered with his fourth there takes a little of the load off
three-pointer of the night to make it insid~," said losing coach Jim Brovelli, who coached at USO for 11 se~75-72 with 36 seconds left.
Not until Manor dropped in two sons until 1984. "But that's an experi·
more free throws at 0:27 could USD enced team we played. It's very_di!fi·
cult to match up with them ms1de
peek ahead to Santa Clara.
.
"I thought it was a great wm for when they've got Thompson and
us one we needed very badly," said Madden and those guys. And it's
Thom~son, who moved into fi~th tough to beat that kind of experience.
"Guys like Madden and Scott and
place on the school's career scoring
Krallman
have been around for four
list. ahead of Ken Leslie. "You've got
years.
They
know what it takes_ on
to win the close games on the road to
do anything in this conference .. My the road in this league. They Just
only regret is I wish we had a httle came in here and beat us tonight. We
more time to savor. Now we've got didn't beat ourselve:i."
USO led through much of the first
to go back out and play the same
half
and by 38-37 at halftime, thanks
type of game (at Santa Clara).'
to
Danny
Means' three-point shot
Manor scored 14, guard Paul Leonwith
three
seconds left. USF reard 13, Madden 12 and Krallman 10
for the Toreros, who shot 60.9 per- gained the lead only twice after that
cent from the field and hit four of - 39-38 and 53-52.
"It was a good win," Egan said,
seven attempts from three-point
range. Manor scored 10 in the second "and it's important because there's
no team out there this year that I
half.
Mark McCathrion had 18 points think ou/Jht to win the conference.
and six rebounds to lead USF, which We're one of the teams that has a
lost for the fourth time in five games. chance. But I don't think we're that
Anthony Mann scored 13, D' Aloisio far apart."

•
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:roreras troun~y Lady Dons

/

The Universit)l-ffll~l'IJDiego women's basketball team lost its
second straight,J,1'le'1-c6ast Athletic Conference game Friday night,
69-55 to the University of San Francisco in the USO Sgofil Center.
The Toreras were behind 29-26 at halftime, buMl 40-2 ouffiurst in
the second half paced the Lady Dons to victory. Maragaret Walsh
. • paced the Dons with 21 points. No Torera managed more than 12.
JJSD, which is 0-2 in conference play at 7-9 overall, next plays at
home against Santa Clara tonight at 7:30.

you do on the road. We beat these
two teams at home. Now we've got to
try to pull away from that pack. It's
not going to be easy."
Egan expects not much different
strategically from a San Francisco
team that is 12-5 overall but shooting
horribly. At USO last week the Dons
shot 39.6 ·percent from the field.
Coach Jim Brovelli's team is lead by
sophomore center Mark McCathrion,
the only starter in double figures at
12.l points per game, and junior forward Pat Giusti (9.7 points, 5.3 rebounds). USF is 10-1 at home, including conference wins over Pepperdine
and Loyola Marymount.

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Dally Callfornlan

(Cir. D. 100,271)

"You worry about their quickness," Egan says. "It's a team that's
very athletic, and because of that we
can't let them get too far away from
us. I know they don't feel they played
as well as they could last week. Now
that we're going at it back-to-back,
I'm sure the revenge motive will be
high."
USO counters with a team playing
sharp, efhc1ent defense. T!ie Toreros
rank fifth ~ationally in fewest points
allowed (58.8) and sixth in poorest
shooting percentage allowed (40.5).
On offense, "We're not as pretty as
we were last year, but we're getting
better," Egan says. Thompson averages 16.4 points, Madden 11.3, Leonard 10.1. But Egan's team is just 5-4
on the road.
/
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Toreros beat USF, take WCAC lead

Scott Thompson scored 18..ncri~nd Mark Manor added 1'.1, to
lead the Universi~ of San ~ a 77-74 West Coast Athletic.
-conference baskebaii vietdry over the University of San Francisco
.on Friday night in San Francisco. San Diego takes over sole
possession of the conference lead with a 4-1 record. The Toreros
took the lead on a three-point shot by guard Danny Means at the
• end of the first half to make the score 38-37. They took the lead for
' good with 10:30 remaining in the game on a shot by guard ~au!
Leonard. USF was led by sophomore center Mar~ Mc~athr:i~n, who
had 18 points, and Patrick Clardy, ~ho had 12. M1~e D i\l01s10 also
had 12 points, hitting four three-pomt shots. San p1ego nses to 13-4
fo
e season. USF drops to 12-6 overall and 2-2 m conference play.

staff of Southern Cross
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"hln Luhn orli<."11 R1 g;;h - the mt<. n m dcpanmcn
thairman ,11,ra,u nted plans to take ,t L I wnth
s..bl,4t1cal latt· l,ist ) cat.
.
I ather Kress join, a growing list ol regular columnists
on Page Four. .\bgr Charles Dollen, pastor ul St.
Gabriel\ Church m Poway, ap pcars ,vecklj Others who
wi.l contribute regular rolumns an fathn Doug Rcgin,
cxecuu,c d1reuor o f Catho ht Cun1111unit} Serv1u:s 101
the San Diego Jiocnc; I a1hc 1 Dennis :\l1 kulan1>, chn.:cto l
of the Ecumcmtal Comm1sswn, anJ .\lsgr R1d1,1rd
Dum anson, 1cctor of St. ranc1s Scmmai)
h 111n ,,uJ the n<.: ,,sp,tpcr a lso aul'pts "gu,·,1
colu mns. 1ru 111 Illtncstcc1 spukesµc, sous.
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AN t'R CISCO -

(AP) - Scott
SAN Jo'RANC
Thomp on scored 18 points and
Mark M nor added 14 to lead the
Univ ity of n ego to a 77-74
etlc Conference
w t Coa
h . ketball victory ov r lh Univer1ty of San Francisco at Memorial
Gym on Friday night.
• an Diego (13-4 overall) took
I l)O!ll!ession of lhe conference
I d with a 4-1 record going into its
gam at Santa Clara tonight
Th Toreros took th lead on a
thr point shot by guard Danny
at the end of lhe first half to
M
muk • the score 38-37. They took
the lend for good with 10·30
me on hot by
rem lning n th
• rd ' ul Leonard.
U 'F (12-6, 2-2) was led by sophomore center M rk McCathrion,
who had 18 points, and Patrick
Cl rdy who had 12. Mike D'Aloi io
allo h~d 12 points, hitting four
thr point hotl .
• AN l'IIAIIICl• CO (741
• AN DI QO (n)
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~alanced Toreros attack
ptrlves too much forUSF

top USF
77-74

M•d<lOII
Thmp n

p C B

Picture
Scott Thompson wearing a
beret tilted over his left ear
and a light blue smock buttoned on
the right side Picture a palette in his
right hand, a brush clenched between
hi teeth, and left arm extended with
his thumb providing perspective.
On second thought, picture. USD's
7-foot cente we;1ring a Navy blue
tank top and matching shorts, two
pairs of sweat socks and high-top
shoes. Picture him sweeping to his
right for a hook shot in the paint or
spinning to bi left for a jumper
brushing softly off the glass.
Scott Thompson is no artist, but be
is very good at drawing attention.
Drawmg double- and triple-teams
is Thompson's specialty. He also
draws bis share of skyscrapers and
wide bodies.
That doesn't mean Thompson's
teammates tand around holding the
easel while he goes to work. On the

1
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*Torer~s----- ----------continued From B-1 .,<ft.~

rounding Thompson. The Torer~s
were depending too much on their
center two weeks ago when they
opened conference play with a twopoint overtime win against Portland
and a 12-point lo~ against Gonzaga.
That trend changed with convincing home victories last week against
USF and Santa Clara. It continued
last night against the Dons.
coach Jim Brovelli:
•
·rl
"They're an experienced (~ .
very difficult to match up agamst
when they have Scott Thompson and
Nils Madden down low. They also
had Steve Krallman come in and he
always does a good job. And they
were just shooting very well."
The Torero shot 68 percent from
the field in the first half. That USD
had just a 38-37 halftime lead was
due to the Toreros' 10 first-half turnovers, which partly explained how
the Dons managed 12 more shots
from the field.
USD forward Mark Manor collected a team-high six rebounds along
with 14 points and guard Paul Leonard had 13 points and a team-high
five a~ists.
Madden, who had a game-high 23
points when the teams played last
Saturday, bad 12 last night. Krallman
added 10 points, hitting six of seven
free throws.

contrary, they're the ones who painted a pretty picture here last night
against USF.
It was the Toreros' team balance
that enabled them to defeat USF 7774 in a West Coast Athletic Conference game before a crowd of 3,855 at
Memorial Gymnasium. It was a comforting win on the road for USD
coach Hank Egan, whose Toreros
dealt the Dons only their second lo~
in 12 home games this season.
The victory a USD's fourth
straight against USF. It lifted the
Toreros (3-1, 13-4) a half-game ahead
of Gonzaga in the WCAC. USD completes its wo-game trip tonight at
7:30 at Santa Clara (3-2, 12-7), which
defeated t. Mary's last night 62-53.
"I feel more confident lately than I
did earlier," said Egan. "If Scott's the
guy, Scott's the guy. If not, they're
looking somewhere else for the basket."
Egan·s reference was to bis confidence in the cast o players sur-
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Thompson did lead the team with
18 points, but it was_ his_teamma~es
who provided USD with its one-pomt
halftime lead when the Dons collapsed inside to keep the ball out of
Thompson's hands.
And it was his teammates who
kept things running smoothly for the
Toreros down the stretch when
Thompson's fourth foul se~t _him to
the bench with 6:25 remammg. All
the Toreros did during the ensuing
minutes was expand a threepoint lead to nine points 68-59.
"I think we mix it up so much in
practice that we're prepared when a
situation does arise without Scott in
there," said Manor.
Added Thompson: "That's the
whole key to our succe~. We've got
some other players who are pretty
good. When teams collapse on me,
they know what to do with the ball."
Thompson drew USF senior center
Peter Reitz as his defender to open
the game. He finished off Reitz as
quickly as a street-side artist sketches a tourist down at Fishermen's
Wharf. Thompson scored eight of
USD's first 10 points as the Toreros
claimed an early 10-4 lead.
USF promptly a~igned sophomore
forward Mark McCathrion to
Thompson. McCathrion kept Thompson at bay the remainder of the half
with physical defense and some as-

2-2 12

sistance from his teammates.
"When somebody takes something
away from you, they give you something else," Egan said. "If you're a
good ballclub you take advantage of
that."
Thompson went 13 minutes with·
out a basket after p1 oviding most of
USD's offense in the game's first four
minutes. The Toreros picked up the
slack by knocking down four of six
three-point attempts.
McCathrion scored eight of his
team-high 18 points in the first half.
He was supported by eight first-half
points from junior forward Patrick
Clardy, who had been sidelin~. the
past four games with an ankle mJury.
USF scored the first six points of
the second half for a 43-38 lead with
17:43 remaining. The Toreros came
back with a 6-0 run of their own, fueled by two Manor baskets made
possible by Mike Haupt pa~es.
USF tied the score 48-48 on one of
Mike D' Aloisio's four three-pointers
before the Toreros scored 10 of the
next 15 points to a~ume command.
Fittingly, five USD players - Manor,
Thompson Leonard, Haupt and
guard Dan~y Means - scored during
that stretch.
Two D' Aloisio three-pointers in the
final two minutes kept it close, but
USD effectively spread the court to
record the win.

0-0 3
H 7•

•97 -n
97- 74

Th,-peift1 goal• - San Diego 4- 7 (Leonard
M...no 1-3, MUM 1-11. USF &-1 (McC11hrlon
0 AIOlllo •-8, 01\1111 1•1) ......... out n Diego 28 (~ano, 8),
no,,e - • • - San Diego 17
U F 23 (MCC:.!llrlon 8)
(Leon d ~). USF 18 (Ton110n 8). Total ,-i. s n °"'00 11 usr 22 a - 3.ess
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U. of San Diego Beats USF, 77-74

~7rif:s~e Servi< es
Anaheim Bulletin

est,
College basketball report

rves pl ye
vy r
ccond half.
"Wc'\C played so many
game . we need eight players
m re erve to play welJ,"
Herrmann said
have
Midshipmen
The
plnyed ven games, including
four on the road, m the past IO
days, and return to the road
unday for a game at Kentucky
Herrmann u ed alJ eight of
h1 re rv , with even of
them combmmg to core 27
Neal Fenton led the
pomt
b nch effort, scoring nine
pomts m 16 mmutes.
f th

•

o ly once to score 10 or more
I>Qints in a game, connected on
1 of 14 shots from the field before s1ttmg out the last 12 minu es of the game.
The 7-foot-l semor center
shared rebounding honors with
teammate Derric Turner, each
wjth six. Turner added 11
p,;>ints.
The Indians were led by Greg
Burzell and Scott Trimble with
16 points each and Tom Bock
had 10. Burzell contributed
i ur of William & Mary's six
three-point field goals.
Navy improved to 13-4 overall and 6-1 in the league while
William & Mary slipped to 4-11
and 1-5.

Scott Thompson scored 18 points,
and Mark Manor added 11 ints to
lead the mvcrs1ty of San ff ego to
77-74 West Coast Athlcn Conference basketball victory over the
Umversity of an Francisco Friday
mght m San Francisco.
San D <'go took over sole possesSJOn of thr WCAC lead With a 4-1
rerord T1'e T "Pro~ are 13-4 over
Fdropped to2-2and 12-6.
al.
The Torcro;; took a 38-37 halftime lead on a on a three-point shot
by g rd Danny Means. They went
ahead for good with 10:30 remaining m the game on a hot by guard
Paul Leonard
USF was led by sophomore center Mark McCathrion with 18
points.

85

first half to make the score 3837. They took the lead for good
with 10:30 remaining in the
game on a shot by guard Paul
Leonard.
USF was led by sophomore
, center Mark McCathrion, who
had 18 points, and Patrick
Clardy, who had 12. Mike
D' Aloisio also had 12 points
hitting four three-point shots. '
San Diego rises to 13-4 for the
season. USF drops to 12-6 overall and 2-2 in conference play.

The subs appeared headed
for an even longer stint when
Navy opened a 10-2 lead in the
first four minutes of the game.
But the Indians c.i 1e back
twice later m the half to tie the
score.
''William & Mary tried to
slow the tempo down and we
tried to take the ball down the
floor We were inconsistent,"
Herrmann said.
Santa Clara 62, St. Mary's 53
· W played for 17 mmutes
- Junior guard Chris Lane
and then fell apart," William &
scored 12 points to lead host
Mary Coach Barry Parkhill
Clara in West Coast AthSanta
said. "The lapse we had in the
letic Conference basketball aclast four minutes of the first
tion.
half cost us the game.''
San Diego n, San Francisco
Lane also grabbed a carc~rNavy, held to ties at 21 and 74- Scott Thompson scored 18
23, broke the game open with a pomts and Mark Manor added high 12 rebounds and handed
16•3 run in the last four minutes 14 to lead the University of San out nine assists as the Broncos
of the first half. Fenton' s three- D~go in a West Coast Athletic led virtually from start to finpoint field goal started Navy's Conferenee basketball victory ish.
Santa Ciara led 31-23 at halfsurge to a 39-26 halftime lead. at San Francisco.
time and by as many as 14
William & Mary, meanwhile,
San Diego takes over sole
was held scoreless over the last possession of the conference points in the second half.
~anta Clara guard Mitch
two minutes of the half and for lead with a 4-1 record.
Burley scored 13 points and forthe first five mmutes of the secThe Toreros took the lead on ward Jens Gordon added 10.
ond half
a three-point shot by guard
Senior guard Paul Robertson
Robinson, who has failed Danny Means at the end of the
paced the Gaels with 18 p o ~

Santa Clara 62, St. Mary's S3Chns Lane had 12 points, a career-high 12 rebounds and 9 assists
for the Broncos who led, 31-2'3, at
halftlillc and by as many as 14

points m the second half of the
WCAC game at Santa Ciara.
Santa Clara is 12-7 and 3-2, St.
Mary's 10-9 and 1-4.
Paul flobl rt on 11ad a game-high
18 pou ts for St Mary's.
Navy 82, William & Mary all-David Rohil on scored 25 points
for the 20th-ra·1h-d Middies, who
broke out of a 23-23 deadlock with
a 16-3 run that gave them a 39-26
halftime lead in·the Colonial Athletic Assn. game at Annapolis, Md.
Robinson, who made 11 of 14
shots, sat out the last 12 minutes of
the game.
Navy is 13-4 and 6-1, William &
Mary 4-11 and 1-5.
Jacksonville 79, N.C. Charlotte
67-Danny Pearson scored 21
points, including six straight free
throws m the final 38 seconds, as
the Dolphins remained unbeaten in
the Sun Belt Conference at Char-

.
latte, N.C.
The game had been scheduled
for Thursday night but was postponed because of heavy snow.
Pat Laguerre added 19 points for
the Dolphins ( 11-6, 6-0). Keith
Williams and Jeff West each scored
17 points for the 49ers 03-8, 3-4).
La Salle 69, Fordham 6&-Tim
Legler scored 20 pomt.s as the
Explorers (10-8, 5-3) rallied for a
69-66 overtime win over the Rams
(8-9, 1-4) in a Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference game at Philadelphia.
Utah 61, Air Force :»-Mitch
Smith scored 16 points, and Chris
Felton and Gale Gondrezick each
sank two free throws in the final 13
seconds for the Utes in the Western
Athletic Conference game at Salt
Lake City.
Utah is 13-5 and 5-2, Air Force
9-7and2-4.
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A deserved tribute
Word that Bern~c'.l~ , a
professor of constitutioJal law at
the University of San Diego Law
School, is~ lme for a3udgeship
on the 9th U.S Circuit Court of
Appeals is a positive sign for the
pre-eminent federal court in the
West. Nationally respected as a
"strict constructionist," Mr.
Siegan is a distinguished scholar
whose intellectual caliber is highly regarded by both liberal and
conservative jurists.
Mr. Siegan, 62, has long advocated court rulings that adhere to
the Founding Fathers' intent in
drafting the Constitution. To un-

derstand what the Constitution's
authors had in mind, Mr. Siegan
has often researched the minutes
of the 18th Century Constitutional
Convention and the records of
congressional debates. As one of
the country's top constitutional
experts, Mr. Siegan was appointed earlier to the Commission on
the Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitubon, which is marking the
200th anniversary of the charter
on Sept. 17.
A son of Russian-Polish immigrants, Mr. Siegan grew up on
Chicago's West Side and spoke
only Yiddish as a child. He stud-

ied law at the University of Chicago and taught at Harvard University before joining USO in
1973. His 1980 book, Economic

Liberties and the Constitution,

argues that the courts should
grant economic freedom the
same protections afforded under
the Constitution to civil liberties
such as freedom of expression.
President Reagan's impending
appointment of Mr. Siegan to the
9th Circuit Court of Appeals is a
deserved tribute to his intellectual stamina, and is one that would
enhance the federal judiciary in
the West.

L--~~~-~~------- --~--~••- ----/---J

prevails, 80-61,
ag · st Santa Clara

San Francisco, CA
(San Francisco Co.)
Chronicle
(Cir. D. 630,954)
(Cir. Sat. 483,291)
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Tom Mci~t

r
Could that be
SANTA CLARA
Hank Egan peeking in his rearview
mirror, waving goodbye to the West
Coast Athletic Conference?
Probably not - "Too tough a
league," Egan says - but the piecE;S
are falling together nicely for his
Umversity of San Diego basketball
team
The Toreros beat Santa Clara, 8061, last night at the Toso Pavilion,
making their WCAC record 5·1, a
half-game ahead of second-place
Gonzaga (4·1) and at least two games
ahead of everyone else. What's more,
Egan's team plays five of eight remaining conference games at the
USO S1>9rlS Center, where it is 7-0
Starr Wr I

trip or the season, to Gonzaga and

Portland.

"This sets us back a liltle bit,"
Tention said. "We bad to win two.
The home court is a big thing. But
th1S makes us that much more hungry for a win Uomght against St.
Mary's>."

SJ.' ha,
i n the
. •tpa,L ,ix d,1), und lo,t to th

.~

.

-

b •t·au,c

Ju,t

la) t•d San l)il·~o

i" ic1•

I ·adl·n huth 11mc,
,n't mean lhly 1·,m for~el
about tho,· Ton•roh.
"W mav hav,· an,nht•r s}wt at
I'
th m" a,d f 'SF toa<h ,Jim nro\l~lh,
ague

,,t..

' . lmik,;, ~ aht•acl to th,• \\ t st t ·oast

/1th I 111 ronf rence 1.1u riwmem.
(\•rtainly tht• Don, ·1ri· ~t· 11n~
l'lost•r to a team th,,t pn,1·, w\ ••r •
· matrhup prnhlt•ms - .,tt 'r :,11. the
Wt \(.

kno,, II

I

.. s ;I

It u 'llt

l)f

h,, and qui, ~n•" )'l'I t.:_·n
hoash that mo,t prt·1:1 ) t, 1>t cum•

1·0,11

od1t11•,.

,l ,

fnotH.

,\, tuall ·, CSF nt•1·er 11as ,n a
po,11ion to lit· tlw seor in the \\au_
im: 111111ut,•s, althou~h the D'.H.s
do t'<I th izap cons1d rabl~·. \\ 1th
, Just 2:2fl ldt 111 the 11am , the :orerus had th ,,r big2est lt•ad or the
g,mw, fiR-59 , hut l.' 'F kt•pt i:ain,m:
on them.
"\\'. ot th shot~ wt> wantecl.''
said t:SF l(uarrt Rorln I Tenuo~;
''hut 1w JU. t ,tarll'd a little too latt•.

-

/\mom~ thost: shots wer tv.o
clutrh :J pointer, hy ~like D'.\lo1sm.
.;·ho \\as +tor-ti from beyond the
Une Ja,t m~ht.
• But t•wn D'Alo1s10\ sharp,hootrn~ couldn't comppnsatt: for
the Tornos· hot hands, e pec1al1~ m
th(' t'lrst half. CSD hot an awesome
iwn·t>nt bt:'forc intt·rm1~sion. and
~dcd tht' 11amc ~hooting JU t under
~1 p •rct•r,t.
·~ "Th y played a hell of a game:"
•-i"aid Browlli. "'hose team now lS
r,rn owrall, 2-3 lfourth place! in conrer(•n e. "An experienced team can
do that on the road,"
• 'SF, which previou ·ly had lost
on)y one game alls ason in Memorial Gym, had been pointing to Its
home gamE'S this weekend to gather
momentum for Its tou hest road

Despite USD's incredible accuracy, the first half couldn't have
been closer. Just as one team would
string together a few minutes of
impressive basketball, the other
would Cl)me roaring past. At halftime, USO led, 37-36.
For first four minutes, it was
the Scott Thompson show. The Toreros' 7,foot center accounted for
eight of hlS team's first 10 points,
scoring at will over Peter Reitz, who
was starting his first game of the
sea on. But then Patrick Clardy, the
Dons' leading scorer O\er the first
13 games of the season until he was
sidelined by an ankle sprain. came
in. Brovelh witched ~lark l'llcCathnon onto Thompson, and lJSF was
able to take advantage of it distin ct
edge in quickness to even up the
game.
"McCathrion was a little more
physical." said Thompson, who ended up with 18 points, one of five
Toreros m double figures. "He
pushed me out farther."
McCathrion·s defensive heroics
on Thompson didn 't preclude an impres 1ve night offensively. He led
the Dons "1th 18 pomts and "1th six
re hounds.
Reuniting ~lcCathrion and
Clardy was a tremendous boost for
the Dons. With 12 points and four
rebounds. Clardy played better
than he expected but said he was a
half-step slow and that his timmg
was a little off. And another soul
from missing persons - Al Atcles
Jr. - also had a big impact on the
early going .
For the first time since USF
opened its conference season. Brovlli started Attle,. who - with his
father lookmg on from the balcony
- made the most of his opportuni-

•

Navy (13-4, 6-11broke a 23-23 tie
with a 16-3 run in the last four min•
utes of the first half, and William &
Mary 14-11, 1-5) then went scoreless
for the first five minutes of the sec•
ond half to turn 1t mto a rout.

Other Ga1nes

Tim Legler and Lionel Simmons each scored 20 points to rally
LaSalle, which never led during
regulation and trailed by five pomts
with 2:-17 left, to a 69-00 o,·ernme
victorv o t:r Fordham in a )letro
Atlantic Athletic Conference game
at Ph1ladelph1a ... Danr,y Pearson
scored 21 pomt,. includmg SlX
straight free thro,~s in the final 38
seconds. as Jackson1·ille took a 7967 Sun Belt Conference wm over
host :\'orth Carolina-Charlotte ...
At Wichita Falls. Texas. Robert Harns scored 37 points to lead ~fid•
western State to an 8-1-,9 win over
Ea~t Texa~ State - the 500th career coachinl,l win for the Indians·
Gerald Stockton.
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In the \\ake of three strai~ht
losses, Brovelli remained relatively
upbeat.
''We're competit11·e," he said.
conceding no comparisons to last
season. which featured two long losing streaks. of nme and se,·en
games. "This season, we wanted, at
the end of a game, to be in a position
to wm. We "ere there tonight. The
more experience we get, the more
we 11 do that." •
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USO defeats
. Santa Clara for

fifth le...aaue win

! '1UR

arc itecture
cake
on
110iomjcing
:

Editor, rrents ·
Garden rit r Betty ewtoc's critique of th Umversity of San Diego
(Jan. 11) is right on target. Whlle the
planne can be applauded for t'Om•
ng up with m thmg other than the
usual concrete and teel of most
, they
South rn California camp
should also be questioned about positioning all those wedding cakes up
and down main street like so many
ltotels on a Monopoly board.
Perhaps if ar1an Way is given
over to the ped trian, and a wellthougbt•out land caping plan is
adopted, th campus can achieve the
d pth and beauty the ile deserves.
- Paola M. Jhong
Rancho Santa Fe

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341 ,840)

ty. Durmg one 30-second stretch six
minutes into the game. he helped
force three turno1·ers. ultimateh'
transforming a l.J-8 Torero lead into
a tie game.
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David Robinson scored 25
points despite sitting out the last i2
minutes and 19th-ranked Navy rolled over William & Mary, 82·59, in a
Colonial Athletic Association game
at Annapolis, Md .. last night.
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this season.
"Sure, we had a very good road
trip, winning two tough ones, but I
don't think we've left the pack or
anything," Egan said. "The San Francisco game (Friday night) was a
struggle, and we just happene~ to
catch these guys at the right time.
There's a long way to go. I still don't
think that, personnel-wise, we dominate that much."
Paul Leonard and Mark Manor
scored 17 last night as USO (14-4)
streaked away in the second half to
win for the ninth time in 10 games.
Manor hit five-of-five from three•
point range, four of them in the fi_rst
five minutes, to lead an impressive
See USD on Page -3
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SAfff'Jcf.A£ (AP) - Guard
Paul Leonard and forward Mark
Manor scored 17 points apiece to
lead San Diego to an 80-61 victory
over Santa Clara in a West Coast
Athletic Conference basketball
game Saturday night.
San Diego, 14-4 overall and 5-1
in the league, held a slim lead at the
half, 36-34, but widened the gap to
as many as 25 points in the second
half.
In the first five minutes of the
final period, San Diego outscored
Santa Clara 18-7.
Santa Clara, 12-8 and 3-3, held
the lead just once, at 6:55 remaining in the first half, 24-23.
Santa Clara failed to make any
field goals for 10½ minutes midway through the second half.

I~ -,
- ~ . • -•-•• •

surge past
Toreros
,.zq~
Santa Clara, 80-61

from The Associated Press

SANTA CLARA- Guard Paul
Leonard and forward Mark Manor scored 17 points apiece to lead
Unive;:siry of San Diego to an
80-61 victory over Santa Clara in
a West Coast Athletic Conference
basketball game Saturday night.
San Diego, 14-4 overall and 5-1
in the league, held a slim lead at
the half, 36-34, but widened the
gap to as many as 25 points in the

second ·half.
Tn the first five minutes of t 1e
fin::il period, San Diego outscored
Santa Clara 18-7.
Santa Clara, 12-8 and 3-3, held
the lead just once, at 6·5 remaining in the first half, 24-23.
Santa Cla a l"!d to make any
field goals for IO i/2 minutes midway through the second half.
Chris Lane led Santa Clara
with a career-high 16 points.

Toreros forward Steve Krallman snatches a rebound as
Santa Clara's Chris Lane takes a tumble.

USD: Beats Santa Clara
to stay on top in WCAC
Continned from H-1
shooting performance. The Toreros
shot 68.4 percent from the field in the
second half and 61.9 percent for the
game - their second straight game
above 60.
Center Scott Thompson was
smothered by Santa Clara's sagging
defense and finished with just 12
points, with 4-for-4 shooting.
"They have matchup problems
when Scott's in there, so when they
try to take away they can have a
heckuva problem in other areas,"
Egan said. ''But I think the final
spread was not indicative of the
game we played tonight. We didn't
bust it until there were about eight
or nine minutes left. They made us
kind of struggle."
Yes, but USD wasjn control from
the start and trailed only once, at 2423. The Toreros took a 36-34 lead to
the locker room at halftime, made
some tiny adjustments, jammed the
ball in.side to the 7-foot Thompson
early in the second half - and began
to pull away.
Thompson rolled in six straight
points to lead an 18-7 run that
pumped the Toreros' lead to 54-41
with 14:22 to play. Manor and Leonard bombed away with threepointers and Nils Madden
maneuvered inside for two easy
hoops. Exasperated, Santa Clara
coach carrou Williams yelled for a
timeout.
It didn't help. The Broncos (12-8, 33) never got closer than 11 points the

rest of the way, and USO took off on
one last crushing spurt, turning a 6251 lead into 78-53. By the time it was
over, four Toreros were in double
figures - Leonard, Manor, Thomp-;
son and Madden (11 points) - and
Leonard and Manor had seven threepointers between them.
"I know in may case, it was just a
matter of getting some open shots on
the wing," Manor said. "It seemed at
f t they were .backing up trying to
clog the middle on Scott, and that
opens things up for the other guys.
"The big thing for the team right
now is that we just beat two tough
teams on the road, and that puts us in
good position. I don't think we've won
two in a row on the road all year."
Santa Clara, which lost to USD by
22 points in San Diego last week, was
led by Chris Lane (16 points), Brian
Moody (15), and Osei Appiah (13). The
Broncos were playing without 6-9
center Dan Weiss, their fourth-leading scorer, who suffered a severely
sprained ankle in their victory over
St. Mary's Friday night.
The Toreros, 3-1 on the road in
conference play, return home for
WCAC games against Loyola Marymount Thursday and Pepperdine
Saturday. Their rematch against
Gonzaga will be played Feb. 19 at the
USO Sports Center.
"I don't think we're going to be
looking ahead because we learned
our lesson about that before," Manor
said. "We lost to some teams we
should've beaten. You remember
things like that."
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/ Univers·t·es are keeping builders busy
~,./"

UCSlJ Juggling
$130 million
in projects
By Joseph Thesken

W

Tribune Education Writer

Mascari fits in with Toreras

issing the first five or six games, M!lrpe plac~d
er in a couple games and noticed things start!ng
h e fresh~an on_the fli:ior. Shes
O happen_with t_

By Vtnce Denny

of The Daily Ca//fornlan

1

plfX;t~ii~ti~db~~~~~i::tac:~:~~hS~~ ffe:a~~fs~o
Paula Mascari neve'. has had tro.uble fitting in.
nd 16 minutes Saturday.
University of San Diego w_o ~en s basketball
11
"I didn't know if she would play this year," said
coach -~athy Marpe nollc~d 1ghtJ~~~n 1
arpe "But her stride really rose in those games.
et'mes
Recnutmg a 5-foot-4_guarb to P aybl
1
There'~ a certain amount of role playing she has to
·
.ollege ba ~~tbal! might e a gam e som
do because of her height. But she's worked on
. . ,.
but 1t wasn t m th1~ case
what she's had to work on. There's quite a
• She's got so much energy and_spmt, Ma1;~
. aid hortly after her Toreras whipped ;ant a ara difference from the first of the year. "
One as ect Ma e insisted she work on is
r
72-62 aturday night. " It's g!cat ~o see er
holding down tu:J'overs. Mascari has responded.
progre s denohugh tohget play~i~
In those nine games, which inclu_d e 92 minutes of
She's m~ e t mgs appen.
laying time Mascari has made Just four
el e up .
fumovers. That's the best percentage on the team.
Mascan , who smashed a bun<:h of Grossm~pt
st
Mascari rotects the ball well when she's m the
League sco nng records as a senior at Monte i a
game, arfd usually either the team's lead increases
High last year, has taken on a new look as a role
. or its deficit is reduced.
player for the Torerac;.
S eakin of team leadership, Mascari also owns
But actually not t_hat m_uch has c~anged. Mas~an
•he eam's iighest grade-point average. The Monte
lwavs has had an mfect1ous, glowing personaJity
Vista High valedictorian, who recorded a 4.0 GPA
that ia1. the level of mtens1ty of t~ose aroun
in high school, totaled a 3.67 GPA in her first
h r. ll ~as a ~ig part of Monte Vista s league
semester at USO.
champ1onsh1p last wmter.
" I'm real leased with that, especially with
Th t's why Mascari_has been w~lcomed by her
:,laying bas~etball," said Mas cari. " It's toul0 to
teammates. The trans1t10_n from high school to
:ackle two things. I wanted to start t~is off nght.
.
university was not that difficult .
My study habits carried over from h1g_h s_chool
"As hard as it is to be a leader_a nd sit on the
you just have to be disciplined and pnont1ze your
bench, and split time with Candida (freshman
ime.
guard Candida Echeve.r ria), I fee~ ltke l have a
" I feel more confident because my coaches and
partial role m that," said Mascan, wh.o ha_s h
eammates are confident in me. I've been working
averaged about 10 minutes' playing time mt e
out an hour and a half outsid~ of practic_e ~n
nine games that she has played.
"I knew bench support was important. That was shooting and conditioning with Jane <i~pm, t~e
11~Y
team's leading scorer). I f_eel :;10reii~he
the only way we won the league last year. In
. ·
.
my shot. I feel a lot more ms ape
co lie e I wasn ·t sure. But now I know how
defense has gotten a lot better hl fe~l hke with the
impo~;nt it is. I've grown a lot in just this half a
defenses she (Marpe) sets ubpl t Anered1~(~s~istant
year. I can handle bemg at the bottom of the
.
opportunity for me to gam e.
h d "
d defensive coach Jim Mottershaw) definitely
h
ad er.
motivate on defense. I think that's what made
Mascari has slowly worked her way up, t~~ugh ·
She beian the year totally as a reserv~d· 1e,!1 mAftg er the difference in the game tonight."
er
enthusiasm from the last seat on the s1 e me.
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regarding SDSU's planned North

County permanent center in San

Marcos, which promises in time to
become a full-fledged univer~i y

campus.
The California Postsecondary Education Commission, an advisory

body to Gov. Deukmejian and the
state legislature, will decide at its
Feb. 2 meeting whether to lend its

Fall
1980

Fall
1981

Fall
1982

Fall
1983

Fall
1984

Fall
1985

2.760

2.913
15.524
8,857
17,438
39.956
33.333

2,548
15,,,36
8,515
17.344
40,359
31.265
12.33:l

2.656
15,220
8,035
17,071
39.153
32.194
11.686
13.670

2.332
11,620
9,353

2.703
12.510
9,486

6.B24
1.870
3 l75

7,855

13.5-15

8.295
18.048
45, 144

33.117

12.!!41
10,999
5,9.!2
1.803

3.000
4,428

14,601
12.319

6.271
1.808
3,000
4,791
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support to the center's construction.
Earlier, a commission report recommended that the legislature approve funding to purchase 350 to 400
acres in San Marcos for the school
site. It is expected that the commission board will go along with that
recommendation.
If Sacramento backs the funding
request, SDSU and the California
State University system will go
ahead with plans to purchase land,
begin consideration of working drawings, and work on an educational
master plan for the center.
SDSU has a powerful ally in state
Sen. William Craven, R-Oceanside,
who has been the driving force behind the creation of a North County
campus. He is expected to wield a
great deal of influence with the legislators in pushing for the funding. The

education construction in California.
SDSU fund-raisers will be gearing
up soon to raise $6 million in the San
Diego community over the next
three years for an instructional
building to be known as the Gateway
Complex.
It would be the first building to be
financed from the private sector in
the school's 90-year history. Up to
now, all major buildings on the campus have come from state funds.
The Gateway Complex would
house six major educational areas,
including an Entrepenurial Management Center, the American Language Institute, Japanese Studies Institute and Institute for Regional
Studies of the Californias.
The University of San Diego's new
$10 ni.nnon tf11ive1 sity Center was to
be completed this month. It will

•

the WCAC. Furthermore, their
fourth straight victory came in a
game that center Scott Thompson
(entering with a 16.5-point average) was held to 12 points. Yet,
Coach Hank Egan didn't anticipate
savoring this one too long.
"I saw a clip the other day
where (New York Giants Coach)
Bill Parcells said he only savors
wins un~ he gets to the tunnel,"
Egan said "That's the way I am.
But we're staying in San Mateo, so
at least I have a 45-minute ride
back to the hotel."
When Egan and Williams see the
video replay from this one, they
will each see diametrically opposite second-hall-shooting performances. San Diego hit 13 of 19 from
the floor for 68.4 percent and finished the game at 61.9. USD starters were 21 of 28.
The Broncos, who without the
irlSlde threat of Weiss w~ unable
to penetrate San Diego's zone
defense, made only 6 of 25 in the

15,445
35.661
34,014

15,4" 1
34,260

33.61 l
10.324
13.876

10.072
14,425

10.339
1.930

8,735
J,917

1.873
3,275
5,129

3,554

3,612
5,264

5,265

serve as a meeting place for students
and will house student-support offices.
It is the fourth major bui ng to
be erected on the USD campus in the
past four years. Others were the
Helen K. and James S. Copley Library, the Manchester Executive
Conference Center and the Olin Hall
School of Business.
USD officials expect the new $10.6
million student apartment complex
to be completed by next September.
United States International Uni•
versity is expected to begin construction in the spring on the first building
in its new International Center for
Peace complex.
The $750,000 building, to be called
the Phillips-Ise Friendship Hall, will
include a lounge, an audio-visual center, a periodical lounge, an international art gallery and a travel center.
Reconstruction work is scheduled
for early this year on the north building of the Fletcher Hall complex at
USIU, which was extensively damaged in an electrical wiring fire last
July.
Point Loma Nazarene College will
kick off a fund-raising campaign
within the next few months to build a
student union on the campus.
A $5 million bequest from the estate of the late Gladys Cooper has
made it possible for the college to
begin preparations to build a fine
arts building in late 1987 or early
1988.
The college's new chapel, built at a
cost of $5 million, was completed last
November.
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School of Business Administration will offer a new ~eto meet the growing demand for tax accountants with
s ro g legal backgrounds. The program leading to the degree, a
master of science in taxation, will begin in September.

Sa Diego pu s ~way in second half to rout SCU

there, maybe I could do something
to help out."
From the bench, the injured cenFrom the bench, the coach did
t r did a II he could.
all he could.
It's always difficult to watch,"
"We just became unraveled,"
Dan Weiss said, "especially when Carroll Williams said. "I tried talko. The last ing to them. I called timeouts to
y 're playmg San
tune e played these guy , I also try to stop their flow. Maybe with
. I was thinking if I was m (Harold) Keeling and (Kurt) Rambis, we could've stopped them.
•
IANTA CLARA (11)
IAN DIEQO (IOl
Maybe not."
fg-a ti-a Ip
la•• ft.a tp
Maybe not. It looked promising
&-U 0-1 17 MOO<ly 4-10 7.7 15
1•7 l>-7 7
3-3 0-1 11 Gordon
for one half for Santa Clara. Play
3-7 0-0 8
4__. 4 5 12 Burley
Ing without starting center Weiss,
511 3__. 16
13 0-0 2 La,_
7 U 1 3 17 H'Ofvalh 0-1 0-0 0
the Broncos trailed West Coast
13
5-e
4-9
Appian
0
0-0
0.2
Malielmati
Athletic Conference leader San
I 2 2-S 4 M<Pheron Q. 1 0--0 0
1-5 0-0 2
0-1 0-0 0 Lar-,
Diego 36-34. And then, Williams
2-0 0-0 4
,., 2•2 4
observed, "We lost our poise."
M! 7°8 U
The Toreros opened the second
half with an 18-7 spurt. They shot
68.4 percent in the second hall.
They won 80-61 Saturday night at
Toso Pavilion - nearly duplicating a 22-point dismantling of the
Broncos nine days earlier.
The win enabled the Toreros to
improve their record to 14-4, 5-1 in

5,003

Wayne Kennedy, UCSD vice chancellor for
administration and planning, said that
more than $130 million in building
projects are either in construction or in
the planning stages at the university.

1888

.u.i, Jeff Schultz
ury Newt Sta{( Writer
M

13,108

center already has the aiproval of
the CSU trustees.
Construction will get under way in
February or March on a $7.1 million
combination classroom and studentservice building at SDSU, if Deukmejian keeps it in his 1987-88 budget.
Funding for it would come from
the recently passed Proposition 56,
the $400 million bond issue for higher

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
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HILE THE University of
California at San Diego
will experience a major
building boom in 1987, San Diego
State University will be watching developments in Sacramento to learn
when its proposed North County
campus will become a reality.
Other local universities also will
be involved in construction programs
during the year.
Heavy-duty construction equipment will continue to rumble across
UCSD's campus in the new year as
the university experiences the greatest physical growth in its 2&-year history.
Wayne Kennedy, UCSD vice chancellor for administration and planning, said that more than $130 million in building projects are either
under construction or in the planning
stages at the university.
•·we have a dozen projects we're
involved in," he said. "This will be a
very busy year on the campus."
Among the larger projects:
• Molecular Biology Research
Building, $8.5 million, construction to
begin in February.
• New aquarium at Scripps Insti•
tution of Oceanography, a part of
UCSD, $8.5 milhon. construction in
the fall .
• Engineering Building, $46 million, building now proceeding, with
completion expected in May, 1988.
• Residence hall a t Third College,
$14.5 million, and residence hall at
Matthews College, $17.1 million, both
under way and scheduled for completion in the fall of 1988.
• New instructional building, in
planning stages, $17 million.
• Central Library expansion, in
planning stages, eventually to cost
$33.2 million by completion in 1989.
• Graduate School of International Relations and Pacific Studies, in
planning stages, $7.8 million, completion by fall.
UCSD is completing its 25th-anniversary fund drive, with the $30.4
million goal in sight.
This year will be one of decisions

coLLEGE AND uNIVERsITY ENROLLMENT
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half (24 percent) and 18 of 51 in the only six points at the half and did second half, Thompson started
game (35.3).
not score until the game was scoring, too, and that's when we
Strangely, Williams said later he nearly nine minutes old. The lost our aggressiveness."
didn't think Weiss' presence would Broncos sagged in on the San
Thompson actually only duplihave made a considerable differ- Diego center and were content to cated his first-half point total. But
ence. "I'm not going to use him as Jet the Toreros shoot from the out- his second six points came in the
an excuse - they kicked our butt " side. USO guard Mark Manor was first 3½ minutes of the second
'
he said.
take advantage, hitting half, sparking San Diego's outquick
But he did concede that Weiss' four three-point shots in the first burst.
replacement, freshman center 4:25.
Said Williams, "He's the key to
Karl Larsen, "played like a fresh"We were going to let them their whole team."
man." (The 6-11 Larsen, a skinny sr.ore from the outside d they
He was the key to this oi.c getlad who would seem to be a few did," Williams said. "But in the ting out of hand.
pounds short of his 210 listing, was .- - - -- - -- - -- -- - - - - - -- - - -- - 1 of 5 from the floor and had one
rebound in 23 minutes.)
Williams wouldn't speculate on
any lineup adjustment But he is
cognizant that Weiss, the team's
best field-goal shooter (61.8), could
be sidelined another week to 10
days, making him doubUul for this
week's two road games at Portland and Gonzaga.
Larsen and forward Jens Gordon actually played fine defense
early against Thompson, who had
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~takes lead
in conference ~
"th 77-74 win'I\

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Scott Thompson scored 18 points
and Mark Manor added 14 to lead
the University of San..Diego to a
77-74 West Coast Athletic Conference basketball victory over the
University of San Francisco on
Friday night.
San Diego takes over sole possess10n of the conference lead with
a 4-1 record.
The Toreros took the lead on a
three-point shot by guard Danny
Means at the end of the first half to
make the score 38-37. They t ook
the lead for good with 10:30 remaining in the game on a shot by
guard Paul Leonard.
USF was led by sophomore center Mark McCathrion, who had 18
points, a~d Patrick Clardy, who
had 12. Mike D'Aloisio also had 12
points, hitting four three-point
shots.
San Diego rises to 13-4 for the
season. USF drops to 12-6 overall
and 2-2 in conference play.
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Helen Hayes, 86,
stars as volunteer
By Laura L. Castro

Staff Writer

The San Diego Uruon/Dave Sicarrdi

Actress Helen Hayes smiles as she talks of her work at an orphanage in Mexico.

Helen Hayes, famed for a distinguished life of achievement in
American theater that spans about
80 of her 86 years, currently finds
excitement in new fields.
These days, her "new work" includes service as a volunteer helping an orphanage in Cuernavaca,
Mexico, and writing books.
"It's full of surprises. Many of
them are pleasant," said Hayes,
whose professional career has included stage, radio, motion pictures and television. "And I don't
have to face the press," she
quipped.
The petite, charismatic Hayes
talked about her projects with reporters at the University of San
Diego, where she was honored last
night for her humanitarian efforts.
a USD' n
The guest of
nual President's Club Dinner, she
received a Doctor of Humane Letters degree. About 300 people attended the black-tie dinner in the
new $11 million University Center.
Thirty-one children from the orphanage that Hayes helps support
were on hand to sing and danc at
the event.
Hayes has worked on fund
drives for the orphanage, Nuestros
Peque!los Hermanos in Cuernavaca, since she met Father William
Wasson, a Catholic priest who
founded the facility in 1954 and
who was present at the dinner.
Hayes recalled her many experiences in working with Wasson,
who she met 30 years ago following the death of her husband,
Charles MacArthur, co-author of
the classic stage play about newspapering, "The Front Page."
"She's been like a mother to the
children," responded Wass on.
"These are children from the

street," Hayes said, "children with
absolutely no hope in life. They
found Father Wasson and they
have become a great asset for
their country."
During her association with
Wasson, Hayes has donated funds
for building schools and has personally sponsored four "godchildren" at the orphanage, which has
educated 7,000 orphans.
Hayes has a home in Cuernavaca as well as her home of 52 years
in New York. Hayes, now retired
from acting, has no plans to return
it. "No, I'm not going to do any
more professional things. I don't
want lo get into any more grinds,"
she said.
The two-time Academy Award
winner, for "The Sin of Madelon
Claudet" in 1931 and "Airport" in
1970, is often described as "the
lady of the American the·
ater." She remarked that she
doesn't mind being described as
legendary. "Maybe I am
'legendary,' " she said. "But I shy
away from the 'first lady' bit."
Hayes said it was her agent who
pushed for the "first lady" title,
and it angered her because she had
always considered the first lady of
American theater to be Katharine
Cornell, who became a star in 1925
and was known best for her roles
in "Romeo and Juliet" and "The
Barretts of Wimpole Street."
Hayes said she is writing a book
about aging - to be aimed at the
younger generation - and is coauthoring a mystery novel with
mystery writer Thomas Chastain.
In past years, Hayes has visited
San Diego to support the work of
Jonas Salk, who developed the
Salk vaccine against polio. Hayes
met Salk after her own daughter
died of the disease. Hayes' son is
actor James MacArthur.
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~kofleff's "Romeo and Jul/el Suite" will be ,
among the selections performed by young musicians at CIVIC Youth Orchestra 's 31st Annual Winter Concert on February 8 at 4 p.m. This year the
concert will be held at Camino Hall on the campus
of University of San Diego. As for the past 31
years, CIVlc Youth Orchestra continues to provide
exellence in orchestral training to San Diego •s
gifted young musicians. The Civic Youth Orchest;a provides young people Wtth the opportunity to
s udy and perform the world's great orchestral
works under the guidance of fine teachers For
concert ticket inform ation, or for informati~n
regarding part1c1pat1 on in any of the orc~trasL
·
'> ')
call Jane Reeder at 234-7227

-;?-'1
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Assistant DA
loves her joh

Indio, CA
(Riverside Co.)
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SUE STE DING GOES OVER PAPERWORK

decide if they wanted to pursue
By CHRISTINE MAHR
a teaching career.
Daily News Staff Writer
"I went to a high school where I
Sue Steding often looks back
with gratitude at the two weeks was assigned to a history
she spent at the University of teacher,'' Ms. Steding said. "I
don't remember much about the
Washington in 1971.
If it had not been for that expe- experience except deciding, 'This
rience, Ms. Steeling, Riverside is too tough, I can't do this.'"
She toyed then with the idea of
County's new assistant district
attorney in Indio, might be a his- becoming an attorney and ultitory teacher today rather than an mately went on to law school.
"I was always intrigued by the
attorney.
It was during her senior year in idea of being an attorney but
college that Ms. Steding, a history never thought seriously about it,"
major, decided to participate in a she said. "I was always telling
two-week program sponsored by myself, 'I can't do that - men are
the University of Washington in attorneys.'"
Seattle to help college students
(Please turn to Page 2)

,.

Asoistant DA loves her job _ _ _ _ _ _ _--=-----, 1-.t\'S

(Continued from Page 1)
After completing law school in
1975 at the University of San
Diego School 01 Law, she took her
6ar exam, pas ed it, and in 1976
was offered a job with the Riverside County District Attorney's
Office.
Last week, she was named
as I tant district attorney in
charge of the eastern division,
making her the fir t woman to be
named an as. istant district attorney in Riverside County.
She . ucceeds Thomas Douglass
Jr. who was elected a municipal
court judge for the Desert Judicial District in November.
A. . sistant district attorney,
sh will upervi e a staff of 42,
including 18 attorneys, who cover
an area extending from Whitewater to Blythe.
Prior to b mg appointed assistant district attorney, he was

supervising deputy district attorney in the Indio office, second in
command to Douglass, since
1981.
Her decision 10 years ago to
become a prosecuting rather than
defense attorney was born out of a
desire to concentrate on criminal
law.
"That was my area of interest,
and I figured the best way to learn
trial criminal work would be to

start working with a governmental agency,'' she said.
After 10 years as a prosecuting
attorney, she still feels she made
the right decision.
"I love what I'm doing, and I
have no interest in going into private practice," she said. "I'm not
interested in collecting fees - the
business aspect of being in private
practice."
During her 10-year career with

the district attorney's office, she
has prosecuted almost all types of
misdemeanor cases and major
felony crimes.
As assistant district attorney,
she will have mostly administrative responsibilities and admits
she will miss being in the courtroom.
"But the job is certainly a challenge, and I'm ready for it,'' she
said.
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For tlie'seconit'year in a row, El
Caion attorney Bruce Cozart was
named "Lawyer of the Year," by
the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers
Program, a 650-member panel of
attorney. who provide free legal
counsel to the neecty.

Founded in 1983, the program 1s
co-sponsored by the San Diego
County Bar Assn., the Legal Aid
Society of San Diego and the
Uni,yersity of San Diego Law Cen ter.
Carl Poirot, executive director of
the program, said most of the

volunteers are young lawyers who,
through helping the program, get
legal experience while providing a
service to people who otherwise
couldn't afford an attorney.
Cozart, 28, has won the award
each of the first two years he has
been an attorney.
Tr e University of San Diego law
sd ool graduate said the experience
has been personally rewarding and
has helped him build his own law
practice m El Cajon.
"I've gotten much more out of
the program than I've put in,"
Cozart said.
Last year, Cozart volunteered
more than 300 hours of his time, the
most time any attorney has ever
given, a program spokeswoman
said.
The San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program provides mainly
family law counseling to clients,
who must be county residents and
me t federal poverty limits for
personal income.
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History comes alive

as first ladies share

spotlight
Diego
,
San,
S-t;

By Ah. on Davi Tibbitts

M

fX'('tal to Tb Tribun

E~t

RS OF Freedom

Foundation at Valley
Forge know that history is
mor fun when 1t come alive.
That's why they presented "An
American Showcase of First La•
di ' Inaugural Gowns" Fnday at
th Town and Country Conv ntion
C nter.
Form r pr ident Fern Murphy
had n the • howcase m Los Ange•
1 and convinc d her group to
bring it h r . he promi d that
"everyon will love it. The gowns
are absolutely beautiful ... and the
first ladies were . o much smaller
than l realized."
Foundation president Dr. MarJone McBride welcomed a crowd
of n arly 500 Several tudents
were mong t " who had me to
th 28 replica of original
gow on d1 play at the Sm1thsomn I t1tut1on in Washington. D.C.
Th valuable dre cs span 200
years of fashion h1 tory and were
loan d by Dr. and Mr . Edwin Deer
of Bmmngh m, Mtch.
The challenge of precisely reproducing the collection fell to designer Donald Nagel, who worked
clo ely with the Smithsonian.
Months w re pent sketching and
finding or fabncatmg the encl mat rial nd de 1gns of the riginals.
KGTV Channel l0's M rt1 Erner•
aid wa narrator for the show, and
Alice Zukor decorated the stage
with h r own furniture. She included plants and pictures, a sleeping
cat in a ba ket, and real muffins on
the tea table.
Luncheon chairman Ralphine
Greaves decided that "now everybody knows what Alice's living
room look like."
Gu t table centerpieces in pmk

and maroon featured snapdragons,
anthurium · and tea roses.
Twenty-six countywide organizations contributed member models.
Freedoms Foundation was repre·ented twice - locally by Kay
Plowman as Martha Washington
and by Dorothy Raye, national di·
rector of volunteers, as Nancy
Reagan.

Eva Madsen's meticulously
researched script contained many
nuggets of information about each
first lady, both in her personal life
and relative to her time in history.
Participating models took their as•1gnments seriously, adopting authentic hair styles and gathering
lore about their ladies.
By coi!lcidence, three of the models had com ~ctions with their first
ladies or the era in which they
'
ay 1-'\o
Iived
gave Gen. Washington vast acreage
and a mansion after the Revolution.
Today the U.S. Capitol and several
Congressional buildings occupy the
Photo by Eve Mortensen
•
site.
The Starlight Society's Eileen Actress Helen Hayes, left, gels a greeting from Ester Collins at USD
Pickel, who donned an elaborate President's Club dinner
black wig to portray Mary Todd
Lincoln, is married to a descendant ham, Beth March, Dian Peet, Bette to the dinner and spoke briefly aftof the Lincoln family.
and Arthenia erward about her unportance to his
Forebears of the Daughters of Counts, Joan Bowes
life and wor .
Lowry.
the American Revolution's Jean
The President';, Club dinner was
included
spotlight
the
in
Others
Simms, Mamie Eisenhower for the Andie Case, Clare Jo Brown, Dotti held in USD's $11 million Universiday, donated land to the new gov- Howe, Connie Davis, Joan O'Keefe ty Center, which opened two weeks
ernment in the late 1700s that later
ago, in time for spring semester.
became Georgetown's fabled Dum- and Debbie Malloy.
Also on the stage were Marty The dining room was aglow with
barton Oaks.
Jean Morse, Patricia Davis, votive candles, and the sparkling •
Lentz,
On a different note, Catherine
Fordem, Deede lights of Mission Bay in the disDeMarce,
Pat
Burns of Klee Wyk Society showed Gales, AnnettePat
and tance formed the backdrop.
Fritzenkotter
Eleanor Roosevelt-style resourceTable centerpieces of curly
·
Spicer.
Jean
Carol
fulness, coping well with a broken
maple branches, pincushion
provided
was
m11Sic
Background
arm. She donned a long, white glove by Wayne Seppala of Organ Stop. proteas, snapdragons and asparon the other arm and nobody no- He chose favorite selections of each agus ferns added to the spectacular
ticed her problem.
setting.
lady.
Joining the cast of "first ladies" first
About 300 Club members attendhotel
the
in
gathered
models
The
were Doris Hughes, Pat Cunning- lobby as guests left to provide a ed the black-tie event, and many
look-but-don't-touch inspection of brought their instant cameras.
the gowns. Maureen King of the Na- Lucky ones got a shot of Helen
tional Charity League commented Hayes greeting fellow Oscar
that "nobody wants to take these winner Mercedes Mccambridge.
In the receiving line to welcome
dresses off."
guests were Hayes; the Most Rev.
HOSE belonging to the Leo T. Maher; Hughes and bis wife,
President's Club at the Uni- Marge; President's Club Chairman
v e ~ ~ o foiiiio Dan Mulvihill and his wife, Mary;
Saturday night that it is best of all and Ernie and Jean Hahn.
Among the arriving guests were
to give AND to receive.
They received Helen Hayes, leg- Helen Hayes look-alike Esther Col•
endary actress and first lady of the lins, Terry and Bill Whitcomb (she
American stage, as guest of honor. coordinated design of the center's
They gave a standing ovation when interiors), Lynn and Frank Silva,
Hayes was awarded the highest Mary and Bruce Hazard, Pat and
tribute USD could bestow, that of Ed Keating, Louarn Fleet with
an honorary degree as doctor of Phillip Johns, and Marie and Dean
Dunphy.
humane letters.
Dr. Author E. Hughes, USD presiCharlotte and S. Falck Nielsen
dent, said the university was proud were there, along with Linda and
to honor Hayes and "to recognize Frank Alessio; Mary Lou and Jerry
her tremendo11S humanitarian, phi· Holmberg; Ed and Jackie De
!anthropic and career contribu- Roche; Lee and P.J. Maturo; Graytions.
son Boehm with Louis Bitterlin;
"We also want to honor her for and Claire Tavares, McCamher commitments to underprivi- bridge's hostess.
leged children and to Father WilThe doctorate was conferred
liam Wasson."
dinner by Bishop Maher and
after
Hayes bas worked with Wasson
Following the ceremonies,
Hughes.
currently
is
and
years
30
for over
Tribune Photos by Scott Linnell
on the board of directors for his 31 of Wasson's orphans, whom he
orphanages in Mexico and Central calls Nuestros Pequenos Hermanos,
Doris Hughes, left, as Dolley Madison and Dian Peet as Florence HardAmerica. Wasson accompanied her danced and sang Mexican songs.
ing at Friday's showcase of first ladies' inaugural gowns
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Globe, USD in ac or-training setup

lure the first on a year-round basis in California, he said.
Hay, a widely experienced educator and director of the.
O~d Globe Theater and U~iversity of San Diego ad-, ater, _will _teach classes 1in the ~rogram at USO.
Bemg bnked to USD s English Department, Hay said,
mmistrators have created an mteffslve framing program
will ~ive students the education necessary to perform
for a handful of budding actors.
theater.
classical
week
this
The advanced-degree program announced
"USD's faculty seems very interested in developing the
at a news conference al Balboa' Park's Cassi\lS Carter
. .
Center Stage, will begin this fall. It is expected to give to minds of actors," ~e said.
The _pro~am ~Ill be adm1mstered by the Globe and
elect group of students practical theatrical work at
th Old Globe a well as individually designed course the uruvers1~y "1~ a half-and-half venture," said Tom
Hall, managmg director of the Globe.
ork in USD' English department.
Completion of the two-year program will result in an
"We have come together, and this is now the culminaadv need master's degree - the equivalent of a doctor- tion of a great deal of very specific planning," Hall said.
ate - In dramatic arts.
"It's not an easy task, but we feel we've found a universiThis fall, Globe and university administrators will ac- ty that understands our needs."
e pt ven tud nts from auditions. Up to 15 students will
Noel, who conceived the idea 25 years ago, was prebe accepted in subsequent years.
sented at the news conference as "the guru" of the proProgram directors say they are planning auditions, gram.
heduled for New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Fran"I am so excited and so happy and pleased," Noel said.
CISCO and here. Twenty applications had been received
is really, really an important day for the Globe and
"This
even before yesterday's official announcement.
who will be participating ... I'm thnlled and
actors
for
Student fundmg will be provided through fellowships,
I look forward to this program, and I j11St
and
excited,
aid Si ter Sally Foray, vice president of USO and presiof San Diego will let a 'guru' come
University
the
hope
d nt of the Globe board. The fellowships will cover the
program."
the
audit
and
university,
private
the
at
work
course
cost of 60 units of
which now charges $280 per unit.
Although he could not put a dollar amount on the
1d Craig Noel. executive producer of the Globe: "A program's overall costs, Sister Furay said that start-up
I t of people will be watching our progress, because it is costs have been paid by the university and that subsen extr m ly mnovallve program."
quent funding for students will come from fellowships
David -flay, Globe a ociate director, called this ven- and endowments.

By Kathie L. T~~p'5
Tribune Staff Writer

•
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SA~DER taff granted bigger role

By

Mii~~ Richmond

Tribune Environment Writer

The Public Services and Safety
Committee of the San Diego City
Council has approved granting
broader responsibility for wastemanagement activities to the staff of
the SANDER trash-to-energy
project.
Four new staff positions have been
approved for the SANDER project
including a new recycling coordinator to develop a master plan for
trash recycling and a project analyst
to evaluate the latest waste technologies for incorporation into the city's
long-term trash disposal programs.
Also to be hired are an assistant
project director and an office manager. The city council bas approved
spending $116,370 for the new positions.
Deputy City Manager Coleman
Conrad said the expanded SANDER
staff will serve as the focal point of
the city's long-term solid waste management planning activities in addition to its planning duties for the
trash-to-energy plant.
He said it will advise the city man-

ager on alternative waste disposal,
processing and recycling echnolog1es antl systems for handling the
city's "ever-increasing" waste management and disposal role.
At the suggestion of Councilwoman Gloria McColl, head of the committee, Conrad said he will suggest a
name change later •for the project
that would more accurately reflect
the SANDER staffs expanded responsibilities. The staff is a part of
the cit} manager's office.
SANDER, which stands for San
Diego Energy Recovery project, is to
be built by Signal Environmental
Systems Inc. at the Miramar landfill
on Kearny Mesa. It would incinerate
2,250 tons of refuse daily to generate
more than 60 megawatts of electricity that would be sold to San Diego
Gas & Electric Co.
In other matters relating to the
project, the council committee last
week heard testimony from several
people representing the San Diego
Clean Air Coalition and groups opposed to the plant, who asked that
the city adopt several additional criteria for evaluating air emissions

from the energy plant.
The committee declined to adopt
the proposals after being told by its
staff and Richard Smith, deputy director of the county Air Pollution
Control District, that some of the issues raised are bemg addressed by
the district and the state Energy
Commission as part of their permit
·
review for the plant.
The suggestions, which include additional methods of controlling certain pollutants to be emitted by the
plant, will be passed on to the city's
Quality of Life Board, which is evaluating the SANDER project, Conrad
said.
Another suggestion calling for the
Quality of Life Board to seek expert
advice on non-burning waste-disposal technologies will be given the
board also.
University of San Diego law professor '.ltobet t Srrrrmons originally
had recommended that the city manager hire such an expert.
But Simmons suggested during the
committee meeting that the Quality
of Life Board, rather than the city
manager, hire the outside consultant.

/
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/ Lions right where Toreros wa t 'em
By Kirk Kenney
Tribune Sportswriter

;z{fft5

It seems everyone has a different opinion when discussing the home court advantage in basketball.
Sai!!JSD coach Hank Egan: "I'm not too sure whether
the fans help, although they can affect the other team if
you're playing well and they're playing poorly. Then, the
fans magnify what's being done.
"I have always felt that fans react off players; players
don't react off fans. The play on the floor makes it exciting for the fans. I don't think the fans in the stands .
necessarily make it exciting for the players."
Toreros center Scott Thompson: "I think the smallness
of our gym freaks some people out, and since we also•
practice in here that helps. It wouldn't be to our advantage to play at the Sports Arena."
Loyola Marymount coach Paul Westhead: "In our conference the teams are very close. The overall ability
level from one through eight is marginal. There isn't a
real gigantic gap. The slightest edge seems to make the
difference, so maybe it is who's coming off a good practice or who has the loudest fans.
"If there was a 25-point difference between two teams,
the borne court wouldn't be much of an advantage."
Opiruons vary on the subject of the home-court advantage, but records don't. Each team in the West Coast
Athletic Conference is at least six games above .500 at
home this' season. The eight schools have a combined
winning percentage at home of .825 (66-14). Even the
conference's last-place team, St. Mary's, is 8-1 at home.
And nowhere has the home court been more of an
advantage than at USD's Sports Center, where the
Toreros are 19-1 the past two seasons.
USO is 7-0 at home this season, including 2-0 in the
WCAC. That USD has been the conference's most successful team away from home is the reason the Toreros
(14-4) lead the WCAC with a 5-1 record.
After gaining an edge on the road with weekend wins
against USF and Santa Clara, the Toreros return to the
Sports Center intent on maintaining their home court
advantage. USD opens a two-game homestand tonight at
7:30 against Loyola Marymount.
Interestingly, Loyola Marymount was the last team to
defeat USD at borne, beating the Toreros 72-70 last season on a shot at the buzzer.
Maybe that's one reason why Westhead enjoys the

thought of playing the Toreros tonight with their band
blaring and their fans ranting and raving.
Here's another:
"I personally like playing in arenas that are full, where
you can't see an empty seat," said Westhead, whose
fourth-place Lions (10-8) arrive with a 2-3 conference
record. "It generates more excitement, and the more
excitement the better we play. A crowd chanting and full
of excitement will work to our advantage. We're a running team, so that kind of fits our style of play."
Las Vegas' Runnin' Rebels have nothing on these
Lions, who have scored at least 100 points seven times
this season. Loyola Marymount is averaging 89.9 points a
game. However, the Lions are also allowing 90.1.
It should make for an interesting contrast against the
Toreros, who have the conference's stingiest defense with
a 59.8 allowance. USD is averaging 67.5 points in conference play.
"We have matchup problems and they have matcbup
problems,'' said Egan. "There's going to be a little chess
going on while basketball is being played. Who gets their
game established better than the other guys is who it's
going to be. Even though their record isn't like our
record, I still think it's going to be a struggle.
"I hope we play with the same aggressiveness that we
did over the weekend, especially defensively and off the
boards. The thing that Loyola does so well is rebound. It's
surprising to see because of their size, but they have so
much quickness. They're so quick to the ball that they're
one of the best rebounding teams in the conference."
Loyola Marymount's front line averages 6-foot-7, but
the Lions are averaging 43.6 rebounds a game, a number
inflated by the team's style of play. The Lions have the
conference's leading rebounder in 6-6 junior forward
Mark Armstrong, who is averaging 10.1 rebounds and 13.6
points.
Loyola Marymount has won three straight against
USD. Maybe the Toreros would feel more secure in the
knowledge that the Lions are 1-6 on the road this season.
Maybe not.
"You can keep those stats, I don't want anything to do
with them,'' said Thompson, who is averaging 16.2 points
and 6.7 rebounds. "This is kind of where we blew it last
year. We were 4-1 and then Loyola beat \IS at the buzzer
at home and then we lost a couple more games on the
road. We can't let that happen this time."
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"Lawyer Referral Services Plead Placement Case To Yellow Pages
7

P

themselve a l11wy,,r rl'ft•rral . •r•
v1c, in ord!'r to get po~1llonmg as
f r forward m th uttorney ction
po Rible.
oc111tion and Bar-cerBar
tified LR s throughout California
and the nation d luged Pacific Bell
with compl mt - a targ ted
"m il campaign," said ifer .
"It would have had d v tating
rvice,"
impact on the referral
aid )Mt yenr's county Bar president John eitman
0th ra agr · d. "We felt there
would be a substantial and rious
impact if placed to the rear," added
Cheryl Ru 1er, lust year's Bar
tr a urer.
Th r were extend d negotiatw nth t te B r, countion
oc1ation nd Pacific Bell
ty Bar
Directory.
The prubh:m was th t
me

ific Bell

policy of going to the rear of the
S<.-ction be?
Loretta Roche, executive director of the San Gabriel Valley LRS,
explarned that its ad was m the
back of the attorney sect10n of
General Telephone's Pomona directory which came out last summer and the group lost "80 to 85
perc nt of its referrals."
"If Yellow Pages were to shut
down completely, we might as well
clo e our doors," she said. "We really depend on the Yellow Pages."
The issue doe~n•t appear lo be
going away any time soon.
In San Francisco, Drucilla
Ramey, the executive director and
general counsel of the Bar Assoc1a
tion, said that her organization is
even cons1dermg fihng a complaint
with the State Bar about non Barcertified LRSs.
Adds Raisch: "It's getting to be a
national problem" as other directories lean towards putting LRSs
at the back of the line.

* • •

0 percent of
re from the

counties were too far into production of the 1 87 books that Pacific
B II couldn't change. For instance,
th S cramen,o Bar's LR will app r in the b 1ck of the ction, a
move that cculd h ve enormous
imp ct on n organization which
g t8 89 percent of its referrals from
the Yellow Pages.
Carol Pro er, the Sacramento
B11r'e executi~e assist nt, said it's
too early to tell the impact but " we
are k ping tr ck of it. '
In San Diego, Pacific Bell wasn't
80 far into production that "th re
was nothing they could do," said
itman So the Bar nd SDTLA
split a $2,000 charge from Pacific

On the Move: Susan Stevenson, a USD Law School graduate,
has joir!lid Jennings, Eng:;trand &
Henrikson a an as8ociate.
Chris a Corday is with
Dorazio, Barnhurst & Bonas She
also went to USD Law School.
Michael Kozak, principal deputy legal adviser at the Stat Department, will examine the role of
law in international relation at a
World Affairs Council-sponsored
talk tomorrow night at USD Professor Miamon Schwarz childof

89
the

B, r-certified nd private - in the
front of the attorney ect1on ever
since ottorneys w re permitted to
dverti
But la t year the company
decid d to ch,1nge, pu. hing all
I.R s to the back of the section.
The r a n? According to Carol
R.-ifer , m n ger of operations and
s lo upport for Pacific Bell Directory in S n Francisco. the company
" s getting "numerous complaints" regarding "bogus lawyer
referral service ."
Seifer described how a group of
attorneys - or even a single attorm•y - could get together and call

Fallbrook , CA
(San Diego Co.)
Fa llbrook Enterprise
(Ci r. W. 6,173)
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Cal Western and the ABA are
co-sponsoring a conference on
"Mexico and the United States:
Strengthening the Relationship."
It's on Feb. 6 and 7. Call 239-0391
for more information.

• •

USD Law School's Graduate Tax
Program is sponsoring two mini
courses for lawyers next month.
The tax litigation process will be
taught by Senior Judge Theodore
Tannenwald Jr. of the U.S. Tax
Court from 4:30 p.m. to 6:20 p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, Feb. 326.
Robert Hellawell, visiting law
professor from Columbia University, will teach selected problems in
transnational transactions from
noon lo 1:50 p.m. Mondays and
Thursdays, Feb. 5-23.

• • •

A reminder: The Lawyers Club
1s sponsoring its career enhancement seminru; from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
this Saturday at Cal Western. Call
Susan Mercure at 233-1511 for
more information.

• • •

Feb. 2 the El Cajon
Beginni
Municipal Court, including th
/Continunc on Page ~J

'

La~~efs(Continued from Page SA)

B IL

The d cieiot to pay, according to
1ade by the Bar's exer,
utive commi e. "Who wanted
to take a chance?" h said. "It was
something that w not do..,. .with
a great deal of griping; $2,000
emed small to pay to avoid the
ri k. It was mo t practical and exp dient."
Th $2,000 was to defray production costs in mukrng changes in the
metropolitan Yellow Pages, said
Seifers.
She said that in the San Diego
metropolitan Yellow Page~ due out
in March Bar-c• rtifled and private
LRSs will remain in front of the attorney section under the heading
Attorney Referral Services.
While the company's other
Yellow Pages in San Diego will
also have all LRSs in the front,
the°y'll be separately designated
with the Bar-certified ones going
first. This will be the company's
statewide policy beginning in 1988,
Seifers said.
In San Diego County other Barcertified LRSs include those of the
Foothills Bar Association, the
South Bay Bar As. ociation, the
North County Bar Association and
Legal Aid.
Just how "devastating" might a

USD Law School will also talk
about "The Constitution and
Foreign Policy.'' Call 231-0111 for
more information.
tev~n Brian Davis has moved
his law practice to 2356 Monroe
St., Ste. 201.

Ramona branch, ~ill be open for
business between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
daily. There will be a drop box between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m. for civil
pleadings and bail forfeitures. Any
documents received by 5 p.m. will
be date stamped and considered
filed that same day.

• • •

/
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Westhead Suspends
Two layers; Loyola

orUSD,It's ay-Back Time, 82-48

Torero?'Recalling Last Season's Key Loss, Rout Lions

•

efc;i{RfELLO
SA DIEGO-Umversity of Sm
Qiuo's-basketball team remembered how Loyola Marymount ruined their season a year ago and
they were determmed Thursday
mght not to let It happen agam.
The Toreros, We,t Coast Athletic Conference leaders, put tog ther
an impressive performanre with m
their 82-48 defeat of Loyola in
front of 2,800 in the USD Sports
Center.
Last sea on, Loyola beat USO m
San Diego. sending the Toreros or.
a three-game losing streak that

eventually rost them a postseason
playoff berth.
The memories came flooding
back Thursday, and this lime Loyccumbed to a
ola (2-4. 10-9)
wave of good USO shooting, r<'bounding and fortune. The 34point Joss was Loyola's worst Smee
Paul Westhead took over as coach
two years ago. The 48 points the
Lions scored was their lowest since
December. 1981. Loyola t:ame mto
Thursday mght game with a
conference-lead111" av rage of 89.9
points a game.

"All week we've been recalling
what happened to us last year,"
said USD's 7-foot center, Scott
Thomp~on.
What happened. in part, was that
Loyola's mailer front line outplayed Thompson & Co. inside and
wound up winning on a last-second
Jump shot by Keith Smith.
Smith. however, now plays for
the Milwaukee Bucks of the National Basketball Assn. And with out him, Loyola had no 7iutside
1 Pare 6
Please see

us[_
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Continued from Page 1

shooting to speak of Thursday
mght. The Lions shot just 31 %
from the floor, hitting 18 of 58
shots. So the Toreros (6-1, 15-4).
packed their zone defense in and
dominated the boards, 44-32.
At the heart of USD's defensive
attack was Loya a forward Mike
Yoest, who had scored 40 points in
two games against the Toreros last
season. Yoest had 14 Thursday but
he,:,vas conta!ned for the most part.
They still remembered last
year...no ques tion about it," Yoest
said. Their whole team was more
motivated than I've een them
They played a tremendous gam~
defensively."
USD wasn't bad on offense ei'
ther.
Mark Manor, USD's best outside
shooter, _hit three three-point shots
in the first haif. including two in
the opemng three minutes, to help
the Toreros take a 9-2 lead. USD's
lead was ne'li er Jess than five points
the rest of the way.
Manor started this season slowly,
missing eight of his first nine shots
from three-point range. At the
time, he was always looking over
his shoulder, wondering if Coach
Hank_ Egan was upset with his wild
shooting. Egan always has been

J

thought of as the kmd of coach who
says, "No, no, no. no (shot goes in]
... mceshot."
"Hank Egan 1s the least understood guy in town," Egan said.
"Never once have I told one of my
players that he to k a bad shot."
Said Manor, "A$ long as the shot
comes within the framework of our
offense, he doesn't mmd."
With that in mind, Manor finished with 13 points in the first half
and USD led, 41-22
In the second half, the Torero
continued to do as they plea rd,
although they were getting 1rn;,de
for their shots Nils Madden, who
led USD With 17 points, made 7 of
11 shots from in close. And Thompson, the player w o may have been
burdened_ the most by Loyola's
dommatmg play last season, was
determined to make his presence
known.
On one play early in the second
half, Thompson (13 points, 8 rebounds) missed from in close and
tapped the ball back up five times
before finally scoring.
"It was as if I was playing
volleyball," he said.
The next time down, Thompson
spiked down a dunk and USD had a
51-30 lead with 16,38 remaining.
F_o ur minutes later, Egan went to
his bench to rest his starters for the
arrival of defending conference
champion Pepperdme Saturday
night.

•

~?~~Y.,~~t~!:: ~-

ward Mark Armstrong and reserve center Darryl
Carter, lost to the Uniy_ersity of San Diego, 82-48,
Thursday night in a West Coast All1teti~n. game ~t
San Diego.
Loyola Coach Paul Westhead suspended Armstrong,
the WCAA's leading rebounder with an average of
10.1. and Carter for one game after they missed curfew
Wednesday night.
Loyola came into the game averaging 89.9 points,
sixth be~t in the nation. The Lions' total of 48 is their
lowest since December, 1981.
Mike Yoest. the WCAA's leading scorer with an
average of 21.9 going into the game, was held to 14
points. Layo a's leading_ scorer was sophomore guard
.
Enoch Simmons, who had 17 points.
The loss dropped Loyola to 10-9 overall and 2-4 in
the WCAA. San Diego is nowl5-4 and 6-1.
Forward Nils Madden scored 17 points to lead San
Diego. Mark Manor added 15 and Scott Thompson had
13 points and a game-high 8 rebounds.
San Diego pulled away to a 41-22 halftime lead by
outscoring the Lions, 24-9, over the last 14 minutes of
the half. A 15-0 spurt early in the second half gave San
Diego a 62-30 lead.
Loyola's next game is Saturday at St. Mary's.
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USIU wins meeting
01 county also-rans
By Dennis Wynne

of the Daily Californian

One of the great pastimes of
San Diego-area basketball fans
is rating the local college
teams.
The Uniyersity of.£an Diego
is, of course, tops. After that
you'll get some disagreement
as to who comes next. Some
will argue there is no second or
third and that the remainder of
the teams shouldn't even be on
the same list as the Toreros.
United States International

University is more concerned
with hit lists than rating lists.
The Gulls have been on the
bottom of the ladder for so
long, they might not remember
the view from the top. But they
are finding some of the people
they passed on the way down
are the same faces they are
knocking off on their way back
up.
"The little kid on the block
theory don't come into play,"
said USIU forward Charles
Redding Thursday after the
0 USlU 3B

•
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Manor's liot li'and
helps U--8D breeze
By T.J. Simers
taff Writer
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Washington defeats UCLA for
He knows better than to grin, but
the ·second time in 36
only
Mark Manor must take devilish deIn Los Angeles-D•4
meetings
peekaof
light in his running game
boo with University of San Die~ • Purdue holds off Ohio State to
move Into tie for first place in the
basketball coach liani Egan.
Egan likes his players to be stand- Big Ten-D•4
ing in the shadow of the backboard
before they shoot, but Manor prefers
Last night's victory may have
to fire when he can see the back- lacked
suspense, but as a sideshow it
board. And he's got good eyesight.
presented Manor, a 6-foot-6 forward,
Last night, Manor came out of the at his hyperactive best. This, of
locker room shooting. He hit back-to- course, makes it difficult for Egan,
back three-point baskets - extend- because every time Manor touches
ing his streak of three-pointers to the ball, Egan - like a child forced
seven over two games - to give the to play peekaboo - finds himself
Toreros a 9-2 lead, and it was over both frightened and e1cited at what
for Loyola Marymount almost before
might come ne1t.
it began.
"I've never been an inside player,"
Manor's 13 first-half points alManor said with a straight face after
lowed USD to build a 41-22 halftime
hitting five of eight field-goal atlead, and the West Coast Athletic tempts and finisbmg with 15 points in
Conference-leading Toreros coasted 19 minutes. "Coach Egan says if we
home, 82-48, before a standing-room have the good shot within our ofcrowd of 2,500-plus in the USD Sports fense, then take il But if I miss a
Center.
couple shots, I know I don't have to
Tbe Toreros, 8-0 at home this sea- look at Coach Egan, beca
e'll alson and 20-1 there over the past two
ready be looking at me."
years, improved to 15-i overall, 6-1
TheSan Di
Amazingly enou1, the Toreros
in the WCAC with their fifth straight
teamof
front
In
reaches
(22)
Means
Danny
Toreros'
The
victory. LMU dropped to 10-9 and 2D-4
See USO on
mate Scott Thompson to pull down a rebounc.
4.
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This watchdog will bite

'')-~ 5

The Legislature came within a the school's ~tnter for Public Inwhisker last year of creating a terest Law, a consumer-rights
commission to handle allegations advocate of the first rank. He
of lawyer misconduct, which worked for ftllph Nader before
would have stripped the State serving seven years as a deputy
Bar Association of that responsi- district attoraey for San Diego
bility. After some heavy lobbying County and t o years as a speby the association, the lawmak- cial assistant .S attorney, speers decided to give the state bar cializing in lhe prosecution of
two more years to put its discred- white-collar riminals. Moreited house in order under the over, the USO center has been
oversight of a state-appointed monitoring activities of the state
. bar since 1979. Several years ago,
watchdog.
Cynics sniffed that the watch- the center bla&ted the association
dog was likely to be a lap dog, for its double standard of degiven the political clout of Cali- manding open meetings among
fornia's legal fraternity. But the government agencies, while
selection of Robert Fellmeth to shielding its own proceedings
oversee the l ong-overdue from the public.
housecleaning demonstrates that
During the next five months,
the Legislature means business.
Mr. Fellmeth, a professor of Mr. Fellmeth and his staff will
law at the University oL~n study the state bar's lax discipliDiego al!_d founder and director of nary system and make recom-

0

tiSD: Extends winning streak to five
'd-'\

-

Armstrong and reserve Darryl
Carter, who were suspended for the
game for breaking curfew, but it
would have taken an army of curfewbreakers to whip the Toreros. USD
has specialized this season in clamping down on the opposition and came
into the game ranked fifth in allowing the fewest points per game (59.7).
Last night's stingy effort, though,
was impressive because LMU entered the game averaging 89.9 points,
ranking them sixth in the country.
LMU's Mike Yoest, the leading

free-throw line as a college player to
force overtime. "I tied the game up,
but my coach came to me and told
me I shot out of my range,'' Egan
said. No doubt Manor will hear that
same story one day.
But last night no one could do any
wrong for USD. The Toreros banded
Paul Westhead his worst defeat as
coach of LMU, and the 48 points by
the Lions were the fewest they've
scored since getting 47 against San
Jose State in 1981.
LMU played without starter Mark

2oinued from D-1
have begun to emulate Manor. They
lead the WCAC in three-point fieldgoal accuracy (.445), and last night
they bit seven of 15, including
Manor's 3-for-4 performance.
"Hank Egan 1s the most misundertood person JD he world," Egan
id, mil'ng. "I tell all of our players, if you ve got the good shot, then
hoot."
But then Egan told a story about
the time he hit a jumper from the

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Dally calltornlan

(Cir. D. 100,271)

scorer in the conference at 21.9, was
limited to 14 last night. Teammate
Enoch Simmons scored 17 and
shared game-high honors with USD's
Nils Madden. Ard USD's 7-foot center Scott Thompson got 13 points inside - just how Egan likes them.

•••
USD hosts defending WCAC cham-

pion Pepperdine fl-12, 2-4) tomorrow
night at 730._ _ _

mendations to the Legislature.
The association is painfully slow
to respond to the 10,000 complaints it receives about attorney
misconduct each year. Indeed,
some of the 6,700 allegations and
disciplinary proceedings against
lawyers have been pending nearly 10 years. When the bar does
act, it rarely recommends disbarment, as witness the case of Robert Lee Nevill. Although the San
Diego attorney was convicted of
killing his wife six years ago, in
the presence of his 16-month-old
daughter, the association recommended he be suspended for two
to four years following his release from prison. Fortunately,
the state Supreme Court disregarded this outrageous recommendation and disbarred Mr.
Nevill.
Such outrages finally prompte<i the Legislature to demand
that lawyers police their profession. As the nation's first statewide legal monitor, Robert
Fellmeth could be the catalyst
for restoring public and legislative confidence in a disciplinary
process that is badly in need of
both. Given his impressive
credentials and his impressive
track record, he· is clearly the
man for the job.

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Dally Californian
(Cir. D. 100,271)
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iiso•s L nard named player of the week

Leonard ha been
Unive ity of San Diego point .....
~nfe•s player of the week.
named the West Coast Athletic:'
The senior keyed a pair of ~orero road victories,, keeping USO In
first plac . He scored 17 pomts and had nine assists at Santa Clara,
then had 13 points, five assists and six rebounds agamst Sa~
Francisco. The Toreros (14-4, 5-1) host Loyola Marymount m th_e
feature WCAC game today at the USD Sports Center. Meanwhile,
San Diego State hosts U.S. International at the Sports Aren11;. The
Aztecs 2-16 and in the midst of a school-record 10-game losmg
streak 'meet a 6-11 Gulls squad that SDSU has scored 250 points
again;t in the two most recent meetings. Both games start at 7:30
p.m.
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oub e-teaming of Thom son ca 't stop Toreros
e,

By Nick Pellegrino
for T

Jily Cal1fornlan.;?t/5".5"

.

.

Firmly establi hed is tne top colleg1ate basketball team m the
county, the Universitt of San Diego has set its sights on more lofty
CA p ayoffs.
th
goal
rmg th • Toreros is senior Scott Thompson. With him at
An
ccn r th team is on course to set numerous school records, including
mo t v ctonc:s m a season.
v r, the rest of the West Coa:st Athletic Conference has already
11
b •en ued m on 1 hompson, who has been badgering conference
team me he was named WCAC Freshman of the Year back in
1%3
team we come up again t is double- and triple-teamming
"Ev
cott 'said teammate Nils Madden. \\!ho plays alongside Thompson at
forward 'But, we 're used to working around it."
ur ti y' game at the USO Sport Center was no different. Visiting
Loyal M ,rymount, desperate to get back into the title chase, used four
chffc rent d fenses to try and stop Thompson. All featured at least two
lion leaning on his 7-foot frame at any time.
The 1 orcros, a team with the reputation as u poor outside shooting
t am proved the experts wrong. Opening the game with three
cons cutive three-point goals, USO went on to hand Loyola, a team
that uclv need to the second round of the National Invitational
rourn ment a year ago, it worst defeat in five years 82-48. The usual
•Hout of over 2,500 witnessed the slaughter.
" I he te un ts hooting the ball awfully well," USO coach Hank Egan
aid of th team' 71-percent first -half gunning from the three-point
line " W had the lead and figured that they should do the adjusting.

Al w a senior, Leonard did a little of everything on the court. He
scored eight points, had eight assists and three steals, and even
defended the middle on a fast-break by blocking a shot.
"It's great having a guy like Scott on this team, but we realize that
they compacted the zone throughout most of the first half," said
Leonard. "It's up to me to swing the ball, find the open man, and play
defense."
That he did, especially when he covered guard Chris Nikchevich.
The Lions second-leading scorer (13.8 per game) was continually
frustrated as the USO lead grew to 41-22 by halftime.
Nikchevich tried to draw his team closer by matching USO threepoint goals, but came away empty on all nine attempts. Loyola's 48
points was its lowest total in 151 games.
Meanwhile, USO started to dent the Lion zone, getting the ball to
Thompson. Receiving the ball at the low post, he proved his versatility
by peering over the defense and hitting the open man instead of always
shooting.
"He's an unselfish player," said Egan, whose side avenged its last
home-court loss 11 games ago. "Scott made some great passes off the
weak side of the zone. When he does that, the kids play well. I can't
take them off the court."
However, the entire bench participated in the victory, keeping the
Toreros (15-4, 6-1) one-half game ahead of Gonzaga.
All but a pair of USO players scored, paced by Madden's 17 points.
They never adjusted."
added 13 points and eight rebounds in just over a half of
Thompson
'd
~hile the Lions hemmed th
Leonard, the WCAC player of ~hmi dlt of the lane, point guard Paul play, while Mark Manor added 15 points in 19 minutes.
lwbee• • proved why he might be the
tne most valuable player on th e eCU
Loyola received 17 points from guard Enoch Simmons, while Mike
Yoest, the WCAC's leading scorer, was limited to just 14.

La Jolla, CA
(San Diego Co.)
La Jolla Light
(Cir. W. 9,040)
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The Civic Youth Orchestra

will be performing Prokofieff's "Romeo and Juliet
Suite" at their 31st annual
Winter Concert on Feb. 8 at 4
p.m. The concert will be held
at Camino Hall on the campus
of Univc;rsity of San Djego.
The Civic Youth Orchestra includes advanced orchestra, orchestra for intermediate and
beginning strings, concert
winds and a newly-formed
flute ensemble. For information, call Jane Reeder at
/
234-7227. d-q 55""

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)
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~R eagan nominate
U D p· ofessor for
be ch
th~
9 c·rcuit

USIU PLAYER HAVE OMETHING TO CELEBRATE IN THEIR 87-81 VICTORY OVER SDr

s n Diego, CA
(S n Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. o. 127,454)
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The son l)f Russian-Polish immigrants, Siegan grew up on Chicago's
West Side and spoke only Yiddish
until he was 5.
He attended junior college in Chi·
cago and served in the Army from
1943 ntil 1945. He studied law at the
University of Chicago and taught at
Harvard University in 1968-69.
Siegan has been a professor of constitutional law at USD since August
1973.
Siegan is described by colleagues
as a soft-spoken, scholarly man devoted to writing. He has published a
book, "Economic Liberties and the
Constitution."
The 9th Circuit Court has jurisdiction over federal appellate matters
in California and eight other Western
states, as well as Guam and the
Northern Mariana lc;Jands.
If confirmed, Siegan will become
the third 9th Circuit judge to be
based in San Diego. Judges David
Thompson and Clifford Wallace both
work out of the federal courthouse
L_
here.

®
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Coolinucd rrom E-J

with Loyola Marymount an epper•
dtn 1th an 82~8 victory over the
Lio .
Th victory improved th firstToreros' WCAC record to 6-1
pl
with the two-time d f nding confernee champion Wav du m tomorrow for 7 30 p.m tipoff. Pepperdine
(2-4, M2) wa defeated la t mght by
t Mary' 67-64
"It' a whole n w season," said
U D for ard Nils Madden, who
cored a game high 17 points. "Nothing's omg to top us th1 season.
We've got mor guys contributing
nd w 're playing real well"
Add USD coach Hank Egan: "It's
two things· We'v been doing a better
Job off the board the last five or six
games and we've been shooting real
well."
And playing some pretty good de. too.
f
"They're (Loyola Marymount) a

_I

..

running m that likes to move it."
said Egan. "I think e did a pretty
good Job of getting back on defense
'
which you have to do.
"When we got a little bit of a lead I
thought the adjustments had to be on
their backs, not our . They never
came out to get us."
USD's Paul Leonard opened the
game with a three-pointer and teammat Mark Manor added two more
to get the Toreros off to a 9-2 start.
Loyola Marymount narrowed the
lead to 17-13 six minutes into the
game, but could get no closer.
USD had an 11-point lead when
Manor, who finished with 13 points,
hit his third three-pointer with 8:36
remaining ih the half. Six minutes
later the lead was 16 points. USD led
41-22 at the half.
The Toreros didn't let up in the
second half, maintaining a 49-30 lead
through the first three minutes. Egan

. ...

•

.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)

claimed Smith and McKenzie, as did John Veargason got in early foul
the NBA in its draft.
trouble.
'It's a whole new season. Nothing's going to
A1so absent last night were Lions
"Last year, we could hit the outforward Mark Armstrong the side shot and that gave us more room
stop us this season'
WCAC's leading rebounder, a~d re- to work inside and move around "
- Nils Madden
serve f~rward/center Darryl Carter. said Yoest. "Tonight, we couldn\
The pair was left behind in coach throw a pea in the ocean. They
Paul Westhead's doghouse.
clogged up the middle and I couldn't
Present and accounted for was move around at all.
cleared the bench following a 13-0 wanted to maintain the intensity in
Loyola Marymount junior forward
run that made it 62-30 with 12:14 to the second half."
"We tried to make a couple runs in
go, allowing the reserves to bring
Loyola Marymount entered the Mike Yoest, whose 24 points here last the first half, but every time we'd
home the Toreros' 20th win in their game with a quick-paced offense av- season led the Lions to victory. Yoest m_ake a run they'd come back at us
past 21 games at the Sports Center.
eraging nearly 90 points a game. The didn't have a whole lot of help last with even more firepower. They
"It just seemed like the whole more deliberate Toreros were able night, however. Yoest was the reason seemed really intense, like they realteam wanted some revenge," said to control the tempo by dominating USD's coaches instructed the Toreros ly wanted this one."
Manor, who did not score in last sea- the boards (44-32), forcing turnovers to stay on the ground. Don't go for his
The Toreros want another one to•
son's meeting at USD. •·we really (19) and limiting the Lions to 31 per- head fakes, double pumps, or crazy
against Pepperdine. The
morrow
out.
him
Wait
moves.
wanted this one. After losing a game cent shooting from the field.
Waves feature two of the conferlike that at the buzzer, you just want
~ore r~sons why?
Yoest, the WCAC's leading scorer ence's finest players in 6-8 senior forto get after it a little more. I think
First of dll, the Lions arrived at was limited to 14 points. His only ward Eric White, who iii averaging
we were more aggressive going into USD without Keith Smith and For- scoring help came from guard Enoch
this game. And we have had some rest McKenzie, who comprised col- Simmons, who had 17. There was no 18.8 points and 7.9 reboun'II a game
games earlier this season where we lege basketball's highest scoring help on the boards, especially when and 6-7 junior forward Levy Middle'.
had a big lead in the first half, so we backcourt last season. Graduation forward Vic Lazzaretti and center brooks, who is averaging 15.9 points
and 10.0 rebounds.

.
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Appeals Court

/usoce~ketball Team Takes On Struggling Pepperdine

eight othrr W tern tat

The pr ident al o formal!~
nominated Edward Lea\'y, v.ho has
he n on th fed ral bench In Or
on lnC'e 1984 to th!' appeal court.

1 ,
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*Judge . .(-

aw proUniversity of San
gan has been nomtessor Ber
inated by President Reagan for the
9th _U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
Siegan, 62, a Republican, would
su~ceed Warren Ferguson. His appointment, announced yesterday
mu~t be confirmed by the Senate. '
S1egan is regarded as an expert on
cons~itutional law and was earlier
appom~e~ by Reagan to the U.S.
Comm1ss1on on the Bicentennial of
the Constitution, a panel headed by
former Chief Justice Warren Burger
"I'm delighted. It's a great oppor~
tumty for me as a lawyer," Siegan
said today
" i regarded as a strict eon~trurtionist of the Consututwn, and
is be. t known for his belief that eronomi freedoms should be given
more attention by gov rnment.
Please see JUDGE, C-

~---
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SAN~EGO-Thursday night,
all was well for the University of
San Diego.J>asketball team. The
Toreros had put behind them the
badmemoriesofayearago,defeat•
ing L~la Marymount, 82-48.
Loyola beat USD (wice tast season.
Tonight, the Toreros can make
some more amends when they play
host to Pepperdine, defending

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)

West Coast Athletic Conference
champion, in the USD Sports Center at 7:30.
USD was the only_ conference
team to beat Pepperdine last season, winning in San Diego, 69-64.
However, when the Toreros played
at Malibu, the Waves beat _them,
61-60, scoring two baskets m ~e
final 30 seconds to overcome a

three-pomt USD lead. The defeat
helped knock USD out of postsea •
. .
son play.
. USD can. i:,ut Pepper~n~ m a
similar pos1t1on, that 1s if the
Waves . aren't alread! the_re.
Pepperdine (2-4, 7-12) JS comm,g
off a 67-~ loss at St. Marys
.
Thursday rught. .
Other than Eric White (18.8

l

pomtspergame)andLevyMiddle- •
brooks (1?.9), Pepp~rdine has been
able. to fmd httle m the way of
consistent offense.
The Toreros (6-1, 15-4), who
lead the WCAC by a half-g~me
over Gonzaga, have five straight
V1ctones and have won 10 of their
last 11.
-CHRIS ELLO
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There are advertisemeo for "starter homes" with
more floor space than th gymnasium the Universi~ of
Sal\J)1ego plays basketball in but visitors are always
welcome at the USD SP(?rts Center
This season the Toreros ha e entertained eight guests,
and in each case th y have proVIded fresh towels, hot
water and a defeat. At home, the Toreros have won by
n average of 16; on th road, they have won by an
average of one
Two nights ago, the Loyola Marymount Lions stopped
by for a v1 it at the Spor Center, and they ere treated
en who knocked on the door at
like encyclopedia sal
dinner time. The Toreros won, 82-48.

games played in the USD Sports Center, and tonight at
7:30 they will host Pepperdine - the defending West
Coast Athletic Conference champion. A year ago the
Waves went 13-1 in the WCAC, and their only conference
defeat came in the cozy USD Sports Center.
This season, however, the WCAC belongs to the
Toreros. Besides controlling first place with a 6-1 record
(15-4 overall) USD plays five of its final eight games at
home.
This is not good news for Pepperdine, which comes in
7-12 and 2-t in conference play and with eight straight
road losses.
"Pepperdme has good athletes, but it's taking time for

Toreros have won five straight. "We feel, however, as if
maybe it is starting to eome together for us. Early in the
season we won a lot of close games on experience, although we weren't playing all that well. We're playing
better now, and it's time to start making a run for the
postseason tournament."
Pepperdine, a 67-63 loser to St. Mary's on Thursday
night, was led by 6-foot-8 senior forward Eric White, who
had 28 points and eight rebounds. Levy Middlebrooks, a
6-7 junior forward who has averaged 15.9 points this
season, had 10 points and 11 rebounds. A 6-3 freshman
guard, Craig Davis, scored 11.
The Toreros, although led by 7-foot center Scott
,,..

w,u-

rounded bunch this season. Forward Nils Madden is averaging 11.3 points and leads the WCAC in field-goal
accuracy (.617), and Paul Leonard has emerged as the
conference's premier playmaker, averaging 10.7 points
and almost five assists.
"I thought before the season began we would be a
better defensive team and not as good offensively," Egan
said. "But we've learned recently that defense can be a
weapon (earning them a fifth-place ranking nationally in
points allowed per game - 59.1). And when teams come
to our place and have difficulty with the strange surroundings, playing defense on top of that only compounds their problems."
_.,,I
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lfSIJ:s Leonard has fit

piece in team's puzzle
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Tribune Sportswriter
UST one look was all it took.
One glimpse of Paul Leonard in action was all USO coach Hank Egan
needed to convince himseli that Leonard wai1JieJ,umt guard the
Toreros lacked during Egan's first season at Alcala Park .
!hat glimpse continues to pay dividends. Two seasons ago, without a true
pomt guard, the Toreros went 16-11 and finished fourth in the WCAC. By
comparison, since Leonard's arrival, USO has gone 34-13.
USD (6-1, 15-4) ~urre~~ly hol~ the top spot in the WCAC. The Toreros hope
to strengthen their position torught when they meet two-time defending conference champion Pepperdine (2-4, 7-12) at 7:30 at the USD Sports Center.
The game will mark Leonard's 48th straight start for the Toreros. He will
be setting up the plays, passing the ball to the open man, taking his shot when
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Cal, Stanford Lose in Oregon

ong Night For the Locals

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co,)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)
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>n, "'ho had 15 of his 23 pomts in

th fmt halt to h Ip the Bt>ars take
42-:IO "'1th 1 40 to play in the half.

" Kevi n wou ldn't IN the offense
•ttl , coal'h Lou am panPl h said,
"and "'e got out of j nc ..

It wa Ort>gon' eighth straight
victory at hom1• Cal, which got 30
1111 Crom Leonard Taylor th e last
Im the two teams played . got four
on two-ror-15 shootms,: from h · erst•
wh1I r placements, J on 'Wheeler
and Hartmut Ortmann.
ME"an\\hile, at Corvall is, center
Ortiz ored 2'2 point and got
14 r •bound to pace Oregon 'tale
17-3, 1441 past 'tanford , 71 59. The
v1 ·tory, Oregon State's sixth in its
last s ven games, moved the Beave pa ·t U LA Into fi rst m the con•
fcre nC'e rac . UCLA had a nine•
am winning trea k sna pp d when
JI I tat home to\\ a hmgton, 95-87.
'tanford' Todd Lichti sank a
pair or free thro"' s "'ith 4 30 to play
to r ut the Beaver.· 1 ad to 5.1-49 but
Or tiz ored from the ba eline and
n c Kno added a pair of free
to boost the lead to 57-49,
h rn
and the Cardinal (5-5, lHIJ never got
c os r than 1x after that.
In the other Pac-IO games:
t Westwood: Phil Zevenbern ored 24 points and Christian
Welp added 20 as Washington 15-4,
11 9> conVl·rted a 57-point secondhalf as. a ult mto its second victory
n 36 gam against the Brums at
auley Pavilion. Reggie Miller had
35 for UCLA (6-3, 12-4).

8Y ASSOC/MEO f>llESS

Oregon State center Jose Ortiz grabbed a rebound away from
Stanford's Eric Reveno (55 ) Thursday night at Corvallis
two-game losmg streak with an 82·
67 wm over archrival Arizona
Stat e. Steve Beck had 26 fo r ASU.

The WCAC
At Spokane: USF lost it fift h
traight game and worst or the season, 85-57, to Gonzaga. It was also
the first time the Dons 12-5, 12-8)
have lost by more than nine points.
USF. which got only 12 minutes
and no points or rebound from
Mark \ lcCath rion, who had a str ep
throat, fell behind, 12-2, and didn't
get another hoop un til the 11-min•
ute mark or the first ha lf. Gon zaga,
on the other hand, won its 11th in 12
game to stay a half-game behind
San Die o m t he race.
Portland 13-3, 11-8) broke fast ,
led by 10, 43-33. at half and cruised
home with a 79-08 win over visiting
Santa Clara. Gr eg Ant hony led the
way with 2'2, a nd Gr eg Atta"'ay, a
Fremont High (Oakland>product, 19
for the Pllots.

At LOli Angel s: Derrick Dowell
cor d 24 pomts and Brad Winslow
;:idded 15 to lead U C to a 66-37 rout
>f \\uhlngton State. The Trojans
13-6, S.101 led, 31-6, "'ith 4:07 left in
the fir t half. The Cougars, who lo t
their fifth strai.':ht game by an aver•
g · of 27 pomts, shot only 26 percent and no"' are 2-7, 6-11

At San Diego: Nils Madden registered 17 points to lift San D~o
(6-1, 15-4) to a surprisingly easy -48
win over Loyola larymount. The
Toreros, a half-game ahead of Gonzaga, jumped to a 6-0 lead and were
never headed .

M Temp : Sean Elliott cored

San Jose State put together its
worst offensive performance of the
season in Las Cruces, losing to New

2:l points and Anthony Cook added

18 a:

rlzona (6-3, 11-7) snapped it~

ThePCAA

Me xico State, 72-43. The Spartans
15-4. 9 91 shot 24 percent for the
game and never got closer than
m ne points in the second half.
Kenny Travib led the Aggies
(~. 9-ll)with 25 points, while Ricky
Berry, who missed 11 of h is first 12
shots, led Sparta with 14.
At Irvine: Armon Gilliam got 36
points and pulled down 14 re bounds
to power No. 2 Nevada-La Vegas
to a 114-103 win over UC Irvine.
Freddie Banks added 27 points and
Mark Wade collected 14 assists for
Vegas 19-0, 20.ll, while Scott Brooks
scored '1:1 pomts to lead the Anteaters (6-5, 11-9).

At Fullerton· Richard Morton
scor ed 15 points and sank two free
throws in the final minute to lift
Fullerton State to its first win in
seven games, a 59-56 decision over
UOP.

At Long Beach: Guard Tony
Ronzone, a Bishop O'Oowd product,
scored nine points in the first five
minutes of the second half to break
open a tie game and lead Long
Beach State to a 93-00 win over
Utah State. The 49ers (6-3, 11-10)
moved into second place behind Vegas.
At Santa Barbara: Fresno
State (2-7. 7-13) dropped into last
place by losing, 54-46. to UC Santa
Barbara. Brian Johnson scored 13
points for the winners (44, 9-8), who
shot only 37 percent.
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PAUL LEONARD
"I think some of the people in the
stands don't know why he's out there
sometimes because all he does is run
the show," said Egan. "Give him the
ball and he decides where it goes and
who gets it. If the shot's there, he
shoots it. His intelligence on the floor
is his main asset, and you combine
that with the fact that he can really
handle the ball. Tho~e two in combination make him awfully tough."
So was Leonard the last piece
needed to complete a championship
puzzle for the Toreros?
"I felt that he was going to contribute when we recruited him," said
Egan. "It isn't exa J pieces; it's

people. They've got personalities.
The chemistry and all tho e intangibles have to be there. In addition to
all the physical stuff, his personality
is such tliat he really helps the ballclub."
In San Diego, 'easy-going" is an•
other way of ying ''laid back." That
suits Paul Leonard fine, too. This
guy's in no rush. C'mon, one of his
nicknames is "Molasses."
"They call me that because I'm
slow and easy-going off the court,"
said Leonard. "I've always been an
easy-going guy. No real rush. Saving
all the energy possible."
His easy-going attitude helped
Leonard acclimate himself to his
role with the Toreros. Last season, he
was mainly responsible for getting
the offense rolling and playing defense. Players like center Scott
Thompson and forward Nils Madde!l
were there to control things inside.
Forward Pete Murphy and guard
Mark Bostic provided the outside • ~c
scoring.
Following the graduation of Mur•
phy and Bostic, Leonard was expected to assume some of the outside
scoring load in addition to his other c,
duties.
His scoring average reflects the
new assignment, inflating nearly
four points to 10.5 points a game. In
fact.. be earned WCAC Player of the c.
Week honors for his performance in
the Toreros' victories last week at g
USF and Santa Clara. At the same ~;
time, Leonard remains a consistent ~1
performer on defense.
"I've always been able to fit in because I've usually tned to do what's
asked of me," said Leonard. "At the a ,
point guard spot I had a smaller role. &
As long as everybody fits a piece of
the puzzle, everything comes togeth•
er. That's how it is here. Everybody
knows his role. I shoot when I'm open
and pass, but I don't have to create
many things.
"And everything's worked out
well."
Just one look at the ever-presen~
smile on Paul Leonard's face will tell
you that.

!
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it presents itself and getting back on
defense. In other words, Leonard will
be doing all the things Egan expected
when he recruited the 6-foot-l senior
from Diamond Bar two years ago.
U~D ass istant coach Rick
Schoenlein discovered Leonard when
he was a sophomore at Mt. SAC CC.
Schoenlein persuaded Egan to take a
look when Mt. SAC visited Palomar
College for a tournament.
"Rick had already seen him play
and felt he was the guy for us," said
Egan. "So I went and w tched him
play. I just watched him for a hall.
At halftime, I told Rick, 'If you can
get this guy, he's the one we want."'
The feeling was mutual.
Leonard, who nearly hung up bis
high-tops after high school, was as
impressed with the Toreros as they
were with him.
"He came down and visited the
school and watched a game and got
to spend some time with the players," said Egan. "He sal , oach. if
you want to do this, this is what I
want to do, too.' We couldn't sign him
then, but he made a verbal commitment."
Said Leonard: "I always liked San
Diego and Santa Barbara and places
like that. USO was the first team to
recruit me during my second season
at Mt. SAC. I pretty much decided
during he middle of the season that
I'd like to come here and play.
"It's funny because right out of
high chool I wasn't thinking of playing basketball. But I decided to stick
with it and play JC and we did well
my second year, so I thought I might
have a chance."
He's made the most of it, which, in
itself, should come as no surprise.
Leonard needed no tailoring to fit
into the USD scheme of things or the
San Diego lifestyie.
Leonard uses the term "easygoing" to describe himself. Let things
unfold as they may and enjoy them.
On the basketball court that tran•
slates into watching what an opponent gives you and taking advantage
of it.

y a s-.;'IL,-~

Lo;'lia ary1110Unl University will be seeking
red mplion- and a ut -tO more points-tonight in
West Coast Athletic Conference basketball game
t l Mary's in Moraga
The Lion , 10 9 overall and tied for last place at
2- -t m the WCAC, art\ coming off their worst loss in
oThursday.
,82- .al n
twoy
The Lions were w1tho t I ading rebounder Mark
nd ck cent r Darryl Cart.er, who
Arm tro
ndcd for th g me for breaking curfew,
w r
ut it's doubtful they would have turned the San
Di o gam round. The Lions. averaging nearly
90 points gomg mlo lh game, shot only 31 %.
Guards nn Vogel and Chna Nikchevich were a
combined 3 for 22. "'Wh n we're not hitting from
outsid for the whole g e it's a disaster," Coach
P ul W th d d.
Armstrong and Car r ..-111 be in uruform tonight.
Loyola will be trymg to pull Into a tie with St.
Mary's, 12-9 and 3--t
Loyola with a 21.5-point
Mike Y t pac
Sophomore gu rd Enoch Simmons, a
aver

recent addition to the starting lineup, has been the
team's hottest shooter and has his average up lo 9.4
points after getting 17 against San Diego.. He has
scored 39 points in two starts.
Like San Diego, the Gaels are a defense-minded
club that is allowing less than 60 points a game.
Forward Robert Haugen and guard Paul Robertson, both averaging about 13 points, are St. Mary's
top players.
-ALANDROOZ

•

Pepperdine will play conference leade~r8it,Y of Sao ~ o tonight at 7:30 at San Diego,
where the Toreros are unbeaten this season.
USO {15--t overall, 6-1 in conference) is led by
its two big men, Scott Thompson and Nils Madden.
Thompson, a 7-foot center, and Madden, a 6-8
forward, lead a 'forero defense that allows less
than 60 points a game.
Pepperdine (7-12, 2--t) is coming off a 67-63 loss
to St. Mary's Thursday night.

Uni er'slt} of San Otego law
prole· or llernm ct ~I •garr.-knoy,r,
for h1 strong defrnse of ecororr C'
freedom and ·1bcrlar1an views 01
nomi ateCJ
propertv rights, w
Friday by President Re gan fo a
seat on the US. 9th C'1rruit Court of
Appeal&
The 62 year old con • tut1on,
vould ~erve
ehola"' 1f ot fu
on he West s fC'd ral appeals
b<'nch wh ch ras Juri die• on ove
ap, ate rr ttn~ m Ca1iforma
eight other state~ Gt. m nd tn,.,
NorthC'rn Mariana !~lands. He
would succe d Warr<'n r ergusor
ho recently became a ser '>r Judge
on the 9th Cir uil
Liberal critics of Reagan hav<'
!Jlred1cted hat S1egan's long-ex
p eeled nomination "' lJ he con'"'O·
vers1a l, m part becau. e or S1egan'
trongly held op nlon that eco
otnH' fre ctorrs de rve the same
the freedoms f
protection
peech, rc.hg1on and the prcsc
Reached at his home m L.. Jolla
la te l<'nday, Siegan said he had not
offJcia ly been informed of ¾1
nommat1on. but 1t d -l not come a
Jrpn e
" C
VIPWS

n

ar

supposed to carry out the pohe1cs
dedared by th<' Supreme Court,"
h<> ad "My primary obligation is
to do what the Suprene C(lurt
th nks about C'onomzc libcrti s not
what Bernard Siegan thmks."
ga 1 added."This is a great
honor for someone who's b en in
he w. Th, is something hat I
gue s a lot of lawyers w nt to
do-the c ppmg of a car<'er ·
.A f rm r Chicago land u lawyer who ha taught at USD smce
197;:i, S1egan has described l;iimself
,;tnct construct1on1..~t on C'onsti.
t tlonal 1ssu~
He 1s the son of Russian-Polish
n1m1grants grew up on he West
Sid of Chicago and spoke only
Yzdoish until he was five. He later
attended junior cullcgc in Chicag o,
s(!rved m the Army and studied law
at •he r111vers1ty of Chicago.
It Wal there that he came under
I he influence of the university's
renuwric<l free market econl)mists.
1, an 111terv1 w with T he T imes
t year Siegan said he came to
b Ii eve tb ,. oo er rn terpretat1on of
the Const1tu on w stripping citizen of their property righ ts U'l<l
eco Mic frc C'dom by perm1ttmg
i ... onmg nt reg ulation.
ex

to get

an nomination

d for appeal
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to 16th win

ieran: Federal bench beckons
nrinued from B-1
paper that would provide for
Siegan's nomination.
Siegan said he bas never formally
met Mr. Reagan. However, he and
Mr. Reagan were both at the opening
ion of the President's Commision on Housing in 1981 at the White
House. Siegan attended as an a~
pointed member of that commission
and currently is a Reagan appointee
on the Commission on the BicentenDial of the United States Constitution.
Siegan has been described as a
co ervative scholar of the economics oriented University of Chicago
Law School, where he graduated in
1949.
He is a friend of Attorney General
Edwin Meese III, who formerly also
taught in San Diego.
He has written several books on

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)

Evening Tribune
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ive judges appointed
q ew posts in county
Angeles and San Diego law firms before hlS first Judicial appomtm nl
He received a bachelor's degr
from Claremont McKenna College in
1969 and a law degree from Harvar
Law School three yea later.
Miller, 44, ha been a upervisin
d puty state attorney general since
1974, leading the Tort and Condem
nation Section in San Diego. H
received a bach lor's d gr from
nd a law degree from ,
UCLA in
the same umve ity m 1967.
La ater, 38, a deputy district attorn y in San D:ego County since 1974,
currently is chief of the Juvenile D1v· ion. She received a bachelor's degree from the University of Wisconfrom the
sin in 1970 and a
Universi1Y.,of San Diego in 1973.
Boyle, 47, c 1e o the district attorney's East County DivJSion, became a deputy district attorney in
1973. He received a law ?egree from
the University of San 01ego 10 1972
after bavfng rece1ve3 a bachelor's
degree from the University of Connecticut in 1961.
Goldsmith, 35, a deputy distrkt attorney since 1984, had her own El
Cajon law practice from 1979 to 1984.
She received a bachelor's degree in
mtemational relations from the University of the Americas in Mexico in
J
1~1

law and is a recognized authority
among conservatives on land use and
the Constitution. Some critics, however, contend he would promote
property rights over civil liberties.
Responding to those critics, Siegan

sai~: "Of ~urse n~t, I'm a very _sto?g
be~ever m CIVIi rights ~nd CIVIi hbert1es as well as properties. I want to
see liberties maximized."
"Liberty is what our society is all
about: Whatever will _m~~mize liberty IS_ good for ~he mdividual and
the soc1~ty," he sa.Jd.
He sa.Jd he does not identify himself as a conservative or a follower
of a_ particular ~nomic. philosophy.
Noting .that he JS not regJStered as a
Re~ublican or a Democrat, he said
he IS_ very much a supporter of the
President.
"I am a lawyer. I know economics.
Interpreting the constitution may or
may not h~ve_ any thing to ~o w!th
th e ~ono~c idea_s of the Uruversity
.
of ,Chicag~, he said. .
"J'.here IS ~o such th10 g ~s ~e ~mve~1ty of Chicago legal thinking, he
said. He grad~ted. with a law degree
from the Uruvers1ty of Chicago in
attorney he was a
1949. Later, as
'.esearch fello~ m law and econom·
1cs at the Uru e ·ty Of Chi
cago m
v rsi
1968 and 1969.
"I talk about constitutional law. I

am interested in finding the meamng
of the constitution. That's my concern. That bas very little to do with
the supply and demand cun•es" he
'
said.
During his career, Siegan has
never served as a judge. He practiced law in Chicago from 1950 to
1973. Then he moved to San Diego
where he has taught law at USD for
14 years, including the past seven as
a constitutional law specialist.
If the Senate approves bis nomination he will resign bis USD post. "It's
been a wonderful experience. I've
very much enjoyed the faculty and
the students," he said
He will join the largest federal
appeals court in t e nation. The 9th
circuit decides all federal appeals in
California, Nevada, Arizona, Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, Montana, Alaska,
Hawaii and Guam.
Siegan's appointment will result in
three judges of the 9th Circuit sitting
in San Diego. The court has a com-

Bernard Siegan

He is the son of R~ian-Polish
immigrants and was born 10 Chicago
where he grew up on the city's West
Side and spoke only Yiddish until he
was 5. He atte ed junior college in
Chicago and served in the Army
plement of 25 active Judges, and 10 from 1943 through 1946.
senior judges ho determine their Staff~ aews service reports were
own caseload.
used to compile tbi11 re rt. /.

le

SAN DIEGO (AP) - Center
Scott Thompson scored 18 points
to lead the University of San Diego
to a 69-66 w1i1 over Pepperdine in
West Coast Athletic Conference
basketball Saturday at the USD
.
Sports Center.
Nils Madden added 14 points
and Mark Manor 10 for the
league-leading Toreros, who raised
their record to 16-4 overall and 7-1
in conference.
Eric White scored 28 points and
grabbed 13 rebounds to lead
Pepperdine, which fell to 7-13 and
2-5.
USD opened its biggest lead Ol
the game, 48-36, with 16:52 to play
on a three-point play by guar4
Paul Leonard.
The Waves then outscored USD
30-19, with White scoring 13 of
those points, and cut the deficit to
one, 67-66. with 59 seconds remaining on two free throws by
Dexter Howard.
But Leonard sank two free
throws 10 seconds later to close the
scoring.
Pepperdine kept the Toreros
from getting off another shot dur•
ing the final 49 seconds, but th
Waves missed three three-poin ' /
/
shots during that span.

For Volunteer Lawyer Of
Yi~ It Pays In Real Ways

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S . 341,840)

lady five months. ago," he s id.
"Two weeks ago she brought a
friend in to see me. Now I've got a
If it seemed like deja vu for
case with a lot of money coming in.
Bruce Cozart last Thursday night,
"l actually started my practice
standing at the podium before
off these cases," said Cozart, who
members and clients of the San
shortly after passing the bar was
Diego Volunteer Lawyers Proout looking for work, interviewing
gTam, it was because the young El
with civil litigation firms and exCajon attorney had been there beperiencing the frustrations of
.
:fore.
many a rookie lawyer. That's when
For the second year m a row,
Ernie Oderica, former director of
Cozart was named "Lawyer of the
Volunteer Lawyers, took Cozart
Year" by Volunteer Lawyers for
out to lunch. "He said 'this is bow
the hundreds of hours of free legal
you can do it,' and I believed him
assistance he has donated to the
and it worked.
· indigent as a public service. The
"I said why not do this while I'm
28-year-old USD School of L~w
interviewing, meet some people
. gTaduate hasn't even been practicand make some good connections? I
.. ing for two years. He passed the
was able to struggle by. I got
bar and was admitted in June
money from some of the cases. I did
1985.
my own typing, I did everything.
"A friend warned me about com·
As a matter of fact, when I started I
ing down here and accepting this
was working out of my house."
award, because everybody in town
Eventually Cozart moved into an
is now going to call me for free
office with another lawyer, but was
legal help," said Cozart. Accorstill answering his own phone.
ding to him, that would be a bless"It takes a lot of time," said
'ip.g, a cornucopia. "As far as get•
Cozart of his volunteer work. "I
-~ing nothing out of it,"_ said .~oza1:
probably put in about 275 to 300
· o.f his vqluntary servtces, thats
hours last year, on approximately
about as far from the truth as you
20 cases. Some cases are very
can:·get." Aside from the personal
tiil)e-consuming. For instance,
gratification he receives, Cozart .
working with a deaf client. It took
. said he also gets an average of one
a lot of time and effort comor two referrals from every client
mwiicating. It's frustrating taking
.
··he helps.
(Continued on Page 4A)
"I did a divorce for a Mexican

By HOYT SMITH
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~ppraisers group to offer
seri~s pf classes at USD
A series of educa 10nal courses offered through the American Institute
of Real Estate Appraisers will be
held at the University of San_,Diego in
June.

The institute, founded in 1932,
awards the MAI (Member, Appraisal

Institute) and RM (Residential Member) designations. Members and candidates subscribe to a code of ethics
a_nd standards of professional praclice.
Courses at USD are scheduled to
run June 7 to 27. There is a fee.
Enrollment information and co~
ies of the 1987 Education Catalogue
describing the course curriculum
may be obtained by writing to the
Appraisal Institute; Attn: Education
Department, 430 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60611-4088.

El Cajon, CA
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Waves
the
out
rides
USD
5
--Torero'§1fiang on to sink Pepperdine, 69-66
The Umver 1ty of San Diego
he ld of II furious Pcpperdme rally m the final seconds, holding
ba c the Waves 69-66 in West
., o st Athletic Conference
b,1skethall action Saturday.
USD'i, second con ecutive sellut of 2,800 saw the game at the
chool'. Sport. Center.
The v1cto , matched with
,on:zaga'.s 60 55 triumph over
,antc1 Clar . kept USO one-half
tnm ' ahead f the Bulldogs in a
uce that has boiled down to just
wo team.
Only the University of
Portland. n 85-49 victor over the
Un1vers1ty of San Francisco. has a
.hance of catching the WCAC
euders
Ccnlcr Scott Thompson paced a
balanced scoring attack for USO.
lhe seven-foot senior scored 18
points to help build a 58-46 adv ntage with 16:52 remaining in
the second half
However, Enc White. the
WCAC's second leading scorer at
18.8 pomts per game, kept the

p-

Bruce Cozart Named Again

Courses in real estate appraisal
principles, basic valuation procedures, residential valuation, standards of professional practice, litigation valuation and market analysis
are among those offered.

from staff and w,re reports

-·

visitmg Waves close. The forward
got the ball inside, producing 28
point and 13 reb,mnds. The figures topped both teams.
Pepperdine trailed 67-61 with
1:18 to play, but still had a chance
to force an overtime m the game's
final seconds.
Head coach Jim Harrick called
a timeout to set up a final play.
Using a screen m front of the
Waves' bench, guard Ed Allen
attempted a three-point field goal.
However, the shot went in and
out of the basket, lifting the
Toreros to their school-record
12th straight homccourt win, and
sixth overall.
Craig Davis started the late
comeback with a three-point goal
from the baseline to cut the lead
to 67-64. Dexter Howard followed
with a pair of foul shots after he
stole the ball from Torero Mark
Manor, then was fouled by the
guard. That cut the USO lead
down lo one.
However, Torero point guard
Paul Leonard connected on both
ends of a one-and-one with 49

seconds to play. The senior has
had trouble from the foul line all
sea on, shooting Just 58 p ercent,
but calmly sank both tosses
Pepperdine tried to go for the
last shot but Leonard pop( ed the
ball free and the ball was tied up
between the teams with two seconds left. The possession arrow
was in the Waves' favor, giving
the defending conference champions a chance to stage the final
shot.
Leonard added 16 points for the
Toreros, while forward Nils Madden added 14 and Manor chipped
in 10. Davis countered with 17 for
the Waves.
USO is now 16·4 overall, 7-1 in
the WCAC. Pepperdine, which
has struggled on the road all
season. lost for the ninth straight
time away from Firestone Fieldhouse. The Waves dropped to
7-13, 2-5 m the WCAC.
The Toreros, off to their finest
start since moving into Division I
play in 1980, will travel to Malibu
on Friday m a re-match with a
Waves.

/wodale(I

Pr...

Pepperdine University guard Jim Harrick, left, tries to drive past University of San Diego guard
66 win,
Danny Means. USD hung on in the closing minutes to emerge with
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good I ~on for 1nyone, will be
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Law~er' Cont III ue,I 1rt1.-w:u.l:.M.ll'<>-I

20 minute to h v II fiv mmut.t,
conver ut,on, but 1f I didn't do it,
whowould'I
"Th tt1tudc of m lawyer 1s
'l d •nough pro bono work' bethey huvl• a numu r of
cau
clients who h 1ven't p id th ir

I

1

11<\f/

n apMelinda l..al!~r has
pointed t~~Diego Municipal
Court oench 'b,> Governor Deukmejian. A 13-year deputy DA, Lasater
heads the Juvenile Division and
w the county bar's first woman
pre id nt in 1985. Named to the
ame bench are county prosecutors
LoU1s Boyle, 47, head of the East
County Division, and Christine
Goldsmith, 35, with the DA's office
smce 1984 All l!!'e USD grads.
• 71'

•

bill "

The San Diego Union/Jim Baird

on the
phon that night," au1d Cozart "It
w a v •ry l g lly complex ca e,
one of thos • thing~ wh re other
luwy r w nted $750 to $1,000 up
front. I did om research for
m ybe an hour that night. The
next morning I tulked to her per,
na lly, w nt through the court file
th n w nt into court nd · rgued.' ·
ozart said the oppoHm)( attorney told him, "you don't h11ve a foot
to. t nd on Why even go mto court
nd r ?" But Judge Thoma>1
Murphy. who pre ided over the
c , id Cozart did a commendble job. Murphy ruled against
Cozart'11 client, m aning the
client's duughter will have to go
b11ck to her fath r in Virginia. But,
aid Coz rt, "Dad had to pay (mom)
money for travel expen es to and
from Virginia and money to hire a
I know that she's going
lawy r,
to g t a fair shot. Had she gone (before the bench) alone, he wouldn't
h11ve gotten th t. •·
Wh t are th benefit Cozart
reaps from all this unpaid work?
"How can you not feel good when
you do that for someone?" a ked
Cozart, who, by the way, just
bought II new computer and will be
hiring eom on el. e to join the
ret,rrie already workmg
three
in his nug El C9Jon office.
"I have a good client base and a
good reputation. I owe all of that to
the program," said Cozart. "I
wouldn't have my own practice today without it."
One little note of discontent from
the benevolent barrister:
"I'll be glad when I get a little
older," he ~aid ''People look at me
and Ray, 'aren't you a little young
to be doing this? You're too young.
You don't have the experience.' Of
course I don't get that from (clients
in) the program," said Cozart.
"They're just grateful to have an /
/
attorney."

Patricia Davis, left, models Jacqueline Kennedy's inaugural outfit. At right, C.J. Brown models a replica of the inau-
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'First ladies' dress for the occasion
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gural gown worn by Mrs. Woodrow WIison. The show was
part of a recent Freedoms Foundation luncheon.
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is What's important,
USD official says
Editor, Currents in Homes:
NewI read with interest Ik
ton's review (Jan. 11) of the 1dscap, archi10g on our campus. Like
tecture and even ha1 ·Jurgers,
landscaping is a subJect • out which
reasonable people may c .ffer. Alas,
such differences give life much of its
zest.
Please know that we appreciate
even "opposing views" as they call
them on those television editorials.
Appreciating d1fforing points of
view, after all, is an important lesson
of learning.
While the campus community is
proud of the exteriors, people here
reserve their highest enthusiasm for
the educational process that takes
place ms1de our buildings and classrooms Per aps .Ms. Newton would
wish on another trip up here to get
the "inside" story. If she appreciates
zest, as I think we do, she'd certainly
appreciate that.
- Charles J. Reilly.
Director of Communications
University of San Diego

Whose space guide?
Editor, Currents in Homes:
I am writing in response to Robert
Berke's article Jan. 18 regarding real
estate data sources. While the article
was very informative overall, one
piece of information was erroneous.
In the article, Berke wro e of an industrial pace guide published by the
San Diego Chamber of Co ,merce.

Letters
The Chamber does not publish an
industrial space guide. Perhaps the
guide that Berke was referring to is
the "Guide to Industrial/R&D Space
for San Diego County," which is published by CIC Research Inc. for the
San Diego Economic Development
Corp. Our guide is the most comprehensive source of data for industrial/R&D space in San Diego County
and is published shortly after data
collection to provide the most timely
information possible. The next edition will be available in mid-1987.
In addition, CIC Research Inc. also
performs development market surveys, feasibility anal}ses and fiscal
impact studies. Our areas of specialty, gaiped through over 20 years in
the industry, include residential,
commercial, office and industrial
real estate as well as tourism-related projects.
:'hank you for the service you provKled through your article
- Warren L. Hull,
Director, Economic Analysis
CIC Research Inc.

Tbe Currents ill Homes section
welcomes letters from readers. Tbey
must be signed a11d illclude your address a11d telepboue for our reference oDly. Letters sbould be limited
to 200 words. Mail to Currents ill
Homes, The Sau Diego Union, P.O.
Box 191, Sau Diego, CA 92112.

ou'd have sworn Mamie and
Jackie and Lady Bird were
up there on that ramp.
Martha and Abigail and Dolley,
too.
Big as life.
San Diego volunteers modeled the
inaugural gowns of 28 first ladies at
a Freedoms Foundation luncheon
the other day.
They did a dandy job of it.
The dresses were pretty fair
replicas of the originals, and some

Burl
Stiff
of the models were, too.
Five hundred guests turned out
for the benefit at the Town &
Country Convention Center. The
profits - about $4,000 - will help to
send juniors from San Diego County
high schools to Pennsylvania for
spring conferences at Valley Forge.
Ralphine Greaves and her
committee put the event together.
Channel l0's Marti Emerald
introduced the make-believe first
ladies, working from a lively,
anecdotal script written by Eva
Madstn.
Kay Plowman, representing the
Freedoms Foundation, opened the
show as Martha Washington. Then
came Linda Rutgard, of the Medical
Society Auxiliary, as Abigail Adams;
Doris Hughes, of the USD Auxiliary,
as Dolley Madison; and Pat
Cunningham, representing the
Angels of Aseltine School, as
Elizabeth Monroe.
Elizabeth Marsh, a member of the
Symphony's Auxiliary Council,
portrayed Louisa Adams; the Social
Service Auxiliary's Annette
Fritzenkotter swept down the
runway in hoop-skirts as Angelica
Van Buren; and Bette Counts,
representing the Assistance League,
was a jaunty Sarah Polk.
Organist Wayne Seppala changed
his tune for each first lady.
He chose "Lavender Blue" when
Joan Bowes appeared in lavender as
Abigail Fillmore, and played "Battle
Hymn of the Republic" for Eileen
Pickel as Mary Todd Lincoln. (Joan

Mother-to-be Ann Campbell, left, as Luciano Pavarotti; at
right, Christin Lathrop and father, Mitchell
represented the Council for the
Bicentennial of the Constitution, and
Eileen - who flipped her skirts to
reveal ruffled pantaloons represented lhe Starlight Society.)
Las Patronas chose Dotti Howe to
represent their organization. She
was elaborately coiffed and bustled
as Julia Grant. Maureen King,
modeling for the National Charity
League, was cast as Lucretia
Garfield, and Marty Lentz, of the
Aura Auxiliary to the Epilepsy
Society, wore Frances Cleveland's
inaugural gown.
(The original costumes are on
display at the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington; the copies
are from a collection created for the
Edwin Deers of Birmingham, Mich.)
The Star of India Auxiliary was
represented by Joan O'Keefe,
wearing Caroline Harrison's finery;
the Bar Association Auxiliary was
represented by Debbie Malloy
Chapin as Edith Roosevelt; and the
Junior League was represented by
Andie Case as Helen Taft.
C.J. Brown, representing Caridad
Internacional, was a show-stopper in
the jet-beaded black velvet dress
designed for Edith Wilson; Dian
Peet, of the Salvation Army Door of
Hope, wore Florence Harding's
dress; and Arthenia Lowry, of the

Navy League Women's Council, was
a flapper-era Grace Coolidge.
(Everybody applauded when the
commentator said Calvin Coolidge
didn't want his wife to wear the
same dress twice.)
Then came Lou Hoover (Connie
Davis of the Naval Officers Wives
Club); Eleanor Roosevelt (Catherine
Burns of Klee Wyck); Bess Truman
(Jean Morse of the Social Service
League); Mamie Eisenhower (Jean
Simms of the D.A.R.); Jackie
Kennedy (Patricia Davis of the
Children's Hospital); Lady Bird
Johnson (Pat DeMarce of the
Committee of lllO); and Pat Nixon
(Pat Fordem of the Children's Home
Society).
Carol Jean Spicer carried the
colors of the San Diego Opera as
Betty Ford; Deede Gales
represented the Boys and Girls Aid
Society as Rosalynn Carter; and
Dorothy Raye, a Los Angeles
resident who's national chairwoman
of volunteer chapters for the
Freedoms Foundation, closed the
show in a copy of the beaded sheath
designed by Galanos for Nancy
Reagan.

'w

hat's a seven-month~'
pregnant woman gomg
to wear to an opera

costume party?"
Ann Campbell asked Trudy Meade
that question at lunch one day.
Trudy advised her to dress as
Luciano Pavarotti.
Ann did.
She won a special award the other
night for her impersonation of the
rotund Italian tenor at the annual
costume ball staged by Young Buffs
of the San Diego Opera.
Carol Jean Spicer was
chairwoman of the dinner-dance at
the Horton Grand Hotel.
(Ann and her husband, Ian
Campbell, general director of the
Opera, said they do not plan to name
their son Luciano. He's to be
Benjamin Colin Campbell.)
Costume prizes - Joan
Sutherland recordings autographed
by the diva - went to Marta
Carrasco (as Amneris), Joanne
Kemp (as Papageno), Sharon and Dr.
Donald Balfour, Jack Krauss, and
Bill Porter.
Christin Lathrop, as Gilda,
accompanied her father, Mitchell
Lathrop, who was thoroughly
disguised as Rigoletto, and Mary
Ellen and Bob Cain took the Judges'
Choice Award as Brtlnnhilde and
Siegfried. "I," said Bob, "am the
original spear carrier."
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ucl{y' Toreros
handle Waves
By T.J. Simers

Staff Writer

When it's over, a cairn and collected Hank Egan likes to step before the
microphones and break a game down
clinically. The University of San
Diego basketball coach speaks about
floating zones and burning timeouts
and efforts to break a press.
But last night. professor Egan
summed up.lJSD's sixth st~aigbt win,
a 69-66 thriller over Pepperdine, with
an emotional hurrah: "Hey, we were
lucky and that's great."
Luc y1 Imagine winning at Lotto
last rught; that's how fortunate the
Toreros were. No, wait - imagine
winning at Lotto, losing the ticket
and th n findin it again. Gets the old
heart omg, doesn't it?
Forty nine seconds to go, and Eric
White, who bas scored 28 points for
Pepperdine, lets loose with a gametying three-point field-goal attempt,
but it mtsSeS.
USD comes down with the rebound

and then promptly turns the ball
over to the Waves.
Nineteen seconds to go and Craig
Davis, who has already dropped m
five three-pointers for the Waves,
fires up a game-tying bomb, but it,
too, misses.
USD comes down with the rebound, and then as if the Toreros are
staging a dramatic finish for the bcn•
efit of a standing-room cro d of
2,500, they turn it over again.
Two seconds to go - and now the
pacemaker is working overtime and it's Ed Allen's turn to hoist a
game-tying three-pointer at the basket.
The ball goes up, the official raises
his hands to indicate it ill count for
three points if it g()(' in and Egan
begins thinking about ub u ertime
strategy.
"It's going in <1ll uu: way,' .said
Pepperdine coach Jim Barrick.
See USD OD P

USD its s1x-poml lead, some fans
made for the exits.
But it took Davis only 13 seconds
"It looked like the guy had it," said
lo score from three-point range for
USD guard Paul Leonard.
''l thought it wa in," said Egan, the Waves, and it was 67-64. And
but the ball had econd thoughts. It then, on the inbounds pass, Manor
went m all right, but after a twirl tossed the ball . to Pepperdine's
round the hoop, it came flymg back Dexter Howard. Manor, not to
out to pre erve USD's ninth-straight pleased with himself or Howard for
win at orne this season and improve that matter, fouled Howard, and
Howard's two free throws with with
r II mark to l&-4
th ir
"W n t t t a great college ba · 59 secon to go in the game made it
e ball am ?" asked Hamck, after a one-pomt contest.
This was also Lady Luck's cue to
his team w nt to 7-13 and 2-5 in the
West Coast Athletic Conference. show up at courtside. The Toreros
"We've been knocking on the door, had a one-point lead and the ball, but
and one of these days it's going to Danny Means tried to throw a 40-foot
open for us. But I'll tell you, that was pass to Leonard - who was standing
only 30 feel away.
a great game."
The ball was headed for press row
Th Tor ro • league lead rs in the I
WCAC with a 7-1 mark, would get and well over Leonard's head. but at
doubl figure scormg from Scott , - - - Thompson (18 points), Leonard (16),
Nils Madden (14) and Mark Manor
(10) and they would have a 67-61 lead
with 1 19 to go in the game, but then
the fun wa just beginnmg.
After Manor's phy ical tip in of a
missed Leonard free throw had given

the last second, a leaping and diving
Madden saved it. Madden landed on
the press table, but he managed to
first swat the ball back to Leonard
and Leonard was fouled.
"Give that guy credit," said Barrick. "He had missed some free
throws earlier (four), but he sucked it
up and made them when they needed
them."
Leonard hit both free throws with
49 seconds to go to give USO its
three-point "comfortable" lead.
"Our feeling was Pepperdine was
a team looking for somebody to kick,
but we didn't want to be that team,"
said Egan. "They played well and
there were a couple of times when
we panicked. But good fortune comes
to teams who hang tough and are in a
position to win."
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Hiring Program Caters to Smaller Law Firms

One Southern California spring hiring program for lawyers not only bills itself as •
something better for the students and the law
firms it serves, but also claims it's one of a
kind.
"This is an innovation," said Joan Profant
chair of the Southern California Law Schoo1
.
Placement Consortium.
"In coming up with a concept .' .. our idea
was lo come up with something better for
both the lawyer and the law student, something that was more cost-effective and would
produce better decision-making."
The idea behind the Southern California
Law School Placement Consortium's program is patterned on something that's not
really nolhing new: it's a job fa ir, like those
held in Ohio, New England and the
Southeast.
But unlike those fairs, which cater primarily to larger law firms, the consortium's program is designed to serve small- and
medium-sized law firms exclusively, Profant said in a recent phone interview.
"We're the only ones that have had the
nerve to get mid-sized firms to do something
as sophisticated as recruit all in one place in
one day," she said .
The third annualrrogram, sponsored also
by lhe Barristers o the Los Angeles County
Bar·Association, is set for March 6 at lhe
Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles, Profant
said.
Some 35 firms - from Los Angeles, Orange, San Diego, Ventura and San Bernardino counties - currently are registered for
the program, Profant said. Thal figure is up
from 28 firms in 1986, 22 in 1985, she said.
Each firm may interview a maximum of 20
students, at 20-minute intervals, Profant
said. The about 300 second- and third-year
students from the consortium' s five
schools - California Western, P..eooordine,
Sout.ll.westeFn, the University of 1Sai,D1ego
and Whittier - are seeking summer clerk·
ships and associate positions.
The inefficiencies of the traditional placement and hiring processes are currently the
focus of a joint task force set up by the National As sociation of Law P lacement
(NALP ) and the Association of American
Law Schools (AALSl.
A member of the task force, Gilbert T. Ray
of O'Melveney & Myers in Los Angeles, said
in a phone call that the group's investigation
is just under way.
The task force will be probing charges like
those made at a San Francisco speech in 1985
by then-AALS president Roger Cramton of
Cornell Law School. The current process, he
said, with its focus on "competitive materialism ... warps student objectives toward
short-term self-interest" and "socializes students to a system of prestige and values that
is largely unsound."
The current system, Cram~on also said in
the 11peech, a part of wmcti is r!lprinte~ in ttie
December 1986 ABA Section on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar newsletter
"Syllabus," costs more than $250 million per
year, all of which clients ultimately bear.
Profant called the current system "untidy" and "unwieldy." The consortium's program, she said, "serves the employers needs
far more efficiently,'' primarily in two ways.

off Pepperdine, 69-66
ntinued from II~
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First it saves money. Instead of spending
several' days interviewing at any number of
schools "the lawyer has wasted one day, as
it were' of billable time," Profant said.
Seco~d it makes readily available a talent
pool. Sm~ller and mid-sized firms -:-:- the c9nsortium targets the program at firms with
fewer than 40 attorneys - tend to hire as
needs develop instead of syste~atically
planning annual hires, as larger firms do,
Profant said.
As a consequence, firms who use the program can have names and numbers in mind
when openings develop. That, Profant sa id,
gives a firm more options than the usual
route of relying on persona 1 con ta_cts a~d
"taking an uncle's or next-door neighbor s
neice."
The students meanwhile, are the ones who
really benefit,' said Cheryl W~instein,. 28, a
first-year associate at Cotkm, Collins &
Franscell's Los Angeles office.
Weinstein worked at the same firm two
summers ago after receiving an offer at the
consortium's first spring program. She became an associate there after graduation
last spring from Southwestern although she
received two other offers at the program.
Cotkin, Collins & Franscell currently has
36 attorneys in its two offices in Los Angeles
and Santa Ana , Weinstein said .
"The consortmm gives people in the top 10
or 15 percent at their schools a chance to
interview with high-quality firms," Weinstein said in a recent phone call.
"When you're interviewing at school, you
know they're providing token interviews
with you because they're there, really, to
talk to just one or two people, if they're really
lhere to talk to anybody, because you're not
at one of the lop ABA schools.
"But at the program, you think to yourself,
'I really have a chance at being placed today.' I knew I had some credibility and I was
going to be taken seriously."
The consortium is still accepting applications from interested law firms, Profant
said. More information is available at 7386794.

•••

NATIONALLY KNOWN DEFENSE lawyer Sheldon Portman, fired after 18 years as
Santa Clara County public defender, has
joined the Santa Clara University law school
as an adjunct professor, Dean Gerald Uelmen has announced.
Portman will teach "Post-Conviction Procedure" at Santa Clara, exploring issues in·
volved in sentencing, probation, parole, and
prison administration, Uelman said.
The Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors dismissed Portman Dec. 8 during a
closed-door meeting, climaxing an 18-month
battle between the board members and Portman over what Portman considered his inadequate salary raises.
Portmhn said Ill 1M recertt phone Interview
that he planned within the next week or two
to amend a pending lawsuit against the
board regarding wages to include an allegation of wrongful firi ng.
·Portman, 57, of San Jose, founded the California Public Defenders Association in 1970.
He chaired the State Bar Appellate Courts
Committee in 1986.
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Judge Nominated to Ninth Circuit
Professor,
zq
"§

From Staff Reports

A conservative University of San Diego
law school professor and a federal judge in
Oregon will be nominated to the Ninth U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals by President Reagan, a White House spokesman said Friday.
The professor, Bernard H. Siegan, is a
friend of Attorney General Edwin Meese III
and an adherent of the conservative, economics-oriented school of thought associated
with the University of Chicago Law School.
Edward Leavy, who has been a federal and
state judge for 30 years, will also be nominal•
ed. Leavy, 57, is not viewed as either a liberal
or a conservative, but simply as a "conscientious, fair, and smart" jurist, according to
Steve Sady, chief deputy public defender at
the U.S. District Court in Portland.
Siegan's nomination, which was expected,
may generate controversy at his Senate confirmation hearings.
The 61-year-old professor has conservative
views on constitutional law. In anticipation
of his nomination, critics have charged that
he would be a judicial activist who would
trample modern precedents to promote
property rights over civil liberties.
But Siegan's admirers describe him as a
legal scholar of the Chicago school, and he is
not expected to run into serious opposition as
to his qualifications.
He earned his law degree from the Univer-

sity of Chicago in 1949 and was a practicing
attorney for 20 years before he became a
teacher. Since 1973, he has been a professor
at the ~ i e g o School of Law,
where he was a colleague of Meese's.
Siegan has published seven books on law
and is an authority in conservative circles on
the U.S. Constitution and land use. The most
prominent of his books is " Economic Liberties and the Constitution," published by the
University of Chicago Press in 1980.
In the book, Siegan ar~IWi that the fram•
ers of the Constitution mtended economic
and property rights to be protected from
" majoritarian invasion" but the federal judiciary has neglected that duty for the past 40
years.

That view and other conservative opinions
may trigger liberals into action during Siegan's confirmation hearings before the Senate Judiciary Committee and the full Senate.
Meanwhile, Leavy may escape such
controversy.
He has served as a federal judge in Portland since 1984. For the preceding eight
years, he was a U.S. magistrate at the same
court.
Before Leavy was appointed to the federal
bench, he served as a state trial judge in
Oregon from 1957-1976.
He is a former deputy district attorney for
Oregon's Lane County and received his law
degree from the University of Notre Dame in
1953.
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uncil OKs growth panel
an Diegans to study issues, offer advice

O'Connor's group is similar to a
task force appointed in 1984 by th~nMayor Roger Hedgecock, and ~eludes six members of that earlier
committee.
.
A vote on O'Connor's selections
was scheduled yesterday, but was_delayed when Councilman Ed Stnnksma said he bad not bad a chance to
go over the nominees' resumes. .
As previously reported, t!1e cba1_rgyPane I members will provide advice on the question of whether the man of the advisory committee will
be Ron Roberts an architect and
uhv of devel- city hould continue attempting to chairman of the ~ity Planning Co~ccommodate
the
natural
rate
of
nd at I a t e1ghl
growth here, or' create barriers to mission and th vice ~irman will
Please stt GROWTH,
limit it.
creation of which was unanimously
approved by the city council tod~y.
The Citizen's Advisory Comffiltt~
on Growth and Development will
meet for the first time to~o~ow to
hear from city planning off1C1als and
consultant Robert Freilich, leaders
of a comprehensive review of San
Diego's growth management strate-

7
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nn,
1 rra Club member
rm n of th Community
Pl nn
Committee
0th r members suggested by
nor
H rry athi , secretary, Umversity Community Planning Group; Wilham
ill.
iate professor of
psychology, University of California
at S n Di go; Robert Bennett, presid nt, Pr I y of San Diego, develop,...ers of Carm I Mountam Ranch; Paul
Pete on, land-use attorney; Gary
We r, plannlng con ultant; James
Milch, land-u attorney who repreen the ould-be developers of La
Jolt V lley; Verna Quinn, chairman,
South t Dev lopment Committee;
T Odmark, The Odmark Developm ·nt Co.; and Daren Groth, vice
pr 1d nt, Th Donald Bren Co.
Also, David Landon, pre ident,
Pard e Construction Co.; Anne
Ewing, environmental management
speclali t for San Diego County;
Fred rick MacManus, director,
Homeowners of Penasquitos Association and treasurer of Rancho
Pena quito Town Council: Mike
M
architect and president, Tierr nta Community Council; Nick
Hernandez, business representative,
Carpenters Union Local 2020; Gloria
Sam on, junior high chool principal,
Sweetwater Union High School District; Terry Hayes, vice president of
planning, allocations, research and
community services, the United Way;
Jack Thomas, executive vice president and chief operations officer,

o·c

SOO&E; and Susan Davis, San Diego
Unified School District board mem-

r.

Also, Gerald Hirshberg, director of
design, Nissan Design International;
Edward Reynolds, history professor,
UCSD; Author Hughes, president, the
University of San Diego; Bob Glaser,
treasurer, San Diegans for Clean Air
and member of Pacific Beach Community Planning Committee; Keith
Johnson, president, The Fieldstone
Co.; Karl ZoBell, attorney and member, La Jolla Town Council; Jtonald
Barbieri. owner, Torrey Urb.. n Research Institute: David Kreitzer,
chamnan, San D gans for Managed
Growth; Oliv Wehbring, retired librarian and member, University
Community Planning Group; and
Janay Kruger, developer, WKW Development and member of Centre
City Development Corp. board.

/ga,t~rday
Seminars
To Address Man8gement Issues
d:41f,1
SDSU Ertended Studies kicks
off a.series of nine Saturday seminars this week. The seminars,
which can be attended either 8:30
a.m.-noon or 1:30-5 p.m., will focus
on management issues for managers and administrators. Cost is $55
per seminar. The sessions include:
Basic Supervisory SI'cills, by
Peter Stark of Photomation West;
Administrative Skills for Managers and Supervisors, by Linda
Shoob of Organization Systems;
Coaching Skills, by Joan
Miszak of PSA;
Communications that Get Results, by Dana Kaland of NCR

by Libby Brydolf

Corp.;
Creative Problem Solving, by
Tom Steiner of M/A-Com
Linkabit;
Dealing with Difficult People, by
Michele Tamayo of Michele
Tamayo & Associates;
Making the Most of Meetings, by
Carolyn Alkire of SDG&E;
Managing Stress by Gener Ondresek of Scripps Center for Executive Health;
Productivity Through People, by
John Hanes of Effectiveness
Dimensions.
Contact SDSU Management Development Center for more information.

* * *

* * *

The American Electronics Association 's CEO Breakfasts
series features Robert Chesney,
host and creator of "Window on
Wall Street," at the Feb. 17 meeting. The breakfast, at the La Jolla
Marriott, begins at 7:30 a.m.

.

* * *

The
SCORE, the volunteer
mzafaon of refired executives, hold two seminars
Thur sda y. Advertising and
Promotion is the subject of a
morning seminar for small business owners at National University in Mission Valley, to help small
businesses get the most out of their
advertising budgets. An afternoon
discussion focuses on buying computers: "Is Your Business Ready
for One?" Cost of each seminar is
$10. Contact the SBA for more information.

•••

USD's Business Update
Spring Seminars are off a·nd running with "Health Promotion in
the Workplace" Feb. 13. Cynthia
Pavett, associate professor of
management will discuss the costs
and benefits of health programs.
The breakfast starts at 7:30 a.m.
Cost is $15 per session, or $105 for
the entire eight-program series.
Contact USD Dept. of Continuing
Education for reservatioD;B,
* * • . :
Management psychologist Alan
Davidson will hold a special seminar describing psychological

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
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* * *

Two other clinical psychologists,
Joseph Casciani and Dock
Sallee, have opened their own business, Psifax, a computer-based
testing and rep<1rting service offering 24-hour turnaround for results.
Psifax's tests range from mental
health assessments to medical
screening tests, career guidance,
vocational interest as well as em-

Business Matters

Heritage Park Bed & Breakfast Inn has been named Small
Business of the Month by San
Diego Chamber of Commerce.
Open nearly two years, the Victorian style inn was honored for its
"excellent guest relations, a continual excellence in public and
press relations, for offering a totally unique and first class establishment, and for maintaining a
highly trained and motivated
staff."

Benn, Weber, bomas, Hirshberg,
Hugh and Johnson were all members of Hedgecock' Growth Management Review Task.Force~

assessment and screening for executive job applicants Feb. 19, 34:30 p.m. Reservations are needed.
Contact Psychological Consultants to Management for more
information.

ployment and security clearance
screening tests.
Psifa.x provides the question
booklets and answer sheets, and
scores and grades the test for its
subscribers. The company's offices
are located at 3536 Front St.

• * *

California Women in Govern•
ment and The Academy of San
Diego Psychologists Committee on
Women present Miriam Polster,
speaking on "Women and
Heroism" at its dinner meeting
Feb. 17. The event, which starts
with cocktails at 5:46 p.m., costs
$20 for members; $22 for nonmembers. Polster, a gestalt therapy expert, will discuss how society
has provided a narrow, typically
male view of heroism.

ly national sales manager at
Honeywell Information Systems
Italia, is the new v.p. of sales for
Office Automation Systems.
Greenwood, in the new position,
will supervise all US and Canada
sales efforts.
* * *
Jimmie F. · Dollard has been
named president of MAC
Technical Services Co., a subsidiary of Management Analysis
Co., consultant to the utility and
energy industries. MACTEC offers
similar management and consulting services to government
agencies.

* * *

At General Dynamics Electronics Division, Mark E.
Frazier is the new division v.p. of
quality aBBurance. He was promoted from director of quality
aesurance.

* * *

Sally Godrey has been hired as
Pr~cision Aerotecb's first controller. Godrey was formerly audit
manager ·with Ernst & Whinney
here.

* * *

Raleigh D. Hathaway, general
manager of the Dan McKinney
Co. of San Diego, has been promoted to v.p.

* • *
In Motion, a local special events

promotion and managment firm, is
producing three of the top 100 elite
running races listed in the February issue of The Runner.

* * ..

Oscar B. Nunez and Gordon R.
Grund.man have joined forces to
become the area's first minorityowned elevator firm: Nunez Elevator Service Co. Nunez brings
30 years of experience in the elevator industry to the partnership.
Grundman, an electrical contractor, is president and owner of El
Cajon Electric Co. The new elevator service firm will be headquartered in the same building
with El Cajon Electric Co., 985
Greenfield Dr.

* *

700.

* * •

How computers helped the research vessel Knorr locate and
photograph the SS Titanic is the
topic of a dinner talk Feb. 17 at the
Bahia Hotel. Sponsored by the
Joint Associations of San Diego,
the talk will present Brent Miller,
v.p. of Colmek Systems, a firm instrumental in locating the sunken
ship. The JASO annual banquet
starts at 5:30 with cocktails. Dinner follws at 6:30 p.m. Reservations are needeq.
* * *
Women in Networking hosts
Dr. Elena Ruiz discussing
osteoporosis at a breakfast meeting Thursday morning. The meeting starts at 7 a.m. Contact the
group for more Information.
* * *
Enjoy the Super Bowl last week?
Thank Loral TerraCom. The
company's microwave transmission equipment provided the vital
video link between the game and
the rest of the country. Pacific
Bell leased 40 TerraCom systems
for 24 of the 19 circuits needed to
reach CBS relay sites in
Hollywood. Similar networks are
set up for most major events. TerraCom' s equipment is portable and
rugged - ideal for temporary service, the company boasts.

* * *

Joseph E. Greenwood, former-

.I

l/loint guard Leonard keeps Toreros ticking and clicking
I

•

The world at large, alas, may be less acquainted with

Leonard's worth. A good point guard is much like a

good magician. Most of what he does goes unobserved.
You notice a point guard only when he loses the ball,
shoots too much or fails to bit the open man. You rarely
nol!ce Leonard, a 6-1 senior from Diamond Bar who has
started each of the 48 USO games in which he has ·
appeared since arriving from Mt. San Antonio College
in Walnut in 1985.

______________

Ifa YD e
Lockwood

-------------•
"He's the kind of player who everybody in the league
who plays against him and everybody who coaches
against him realizes how valuable he is, but some
~pie in the stands may wonder why he's out there,"
s~ud USD coach Hank Egan.
"All he does is run the show. We give him the ball,
and he decides where it goes and who gets it. If it bogs
down, he shoots it."
How well has Leonard nm the show? Well, the
Toreros are 16-4 - the best start in the history of the
school - and remain perched atop the West Coast
Athletic Conference at 7-1. The show never bas been run
better at Alcala Park.
"My job is basically to be everywhere on defense and
direct everything on offense," said Leonard, trying to
quantify the immeasurable. "Our coach looks to me to
do the things he wants done."
A lot of coaches appreciate the way Leonard does
them.

"I know something about guards," said Pepperdine
coach Jim Harrick. "Every guard I've had in seven
years at Pepperdine has been drafted (by the NBA).
"Believe me, buh-leeeeve me, Leonard is a guard. He
settles their team down. He's a leader. He handles the
ball. And what I appreciate most as a coach is that he
takes good care of the ball. He doesn't give it away."
Leonard does these things so effortlessly (one of his
nicknames is "Molasses") that it seems anyone could do
them. Except they don't.
More and more, as opposing defenses sag inside to
limit the effectiveness of center Thompson and forward
Madden, Leonard has been taking, and making, the
shots available to him. He was named WCAC player of
the week two weeks ago after leading the Toreros to
road victories over Santa Clara and USF.
He was equally instrumental in USD's home
successes against Loyola Marymount and Pepperdine
last week. It's not how many Leonard scores as much
as 1t is when.
In a 69-66 thriller against Pepperdine on Saturday, he
opened USD's scoring with a three-pointer and opened
the second half by burying two consecutive jump shots.
Then - with the Toreros clinging to a one-point lead he dropped in both ends of a one-and-one with 49
seconds left after shooting just l-for-5 from the line to
that point.

* * *

Casady's Whole Foods in Encinitas is open. It's located at 284
N. El Camino Real, behind the Red
Robin.

Tuesday, February 3, 1987

t is dil~17o overlook Scott Thompson when
observing the efforts of the University of San
Diego's basketball team.
Tlie 1ad is 7 feet tall, after all.
Nils Madden also catches your eye, wearing, as he
d , the body of a tight end. And who could glance
away from Mark Manor, who is comfortably within his
shooting range upon walking through the door of the
USO Sports Center?
The one Torero you might not notice immediately is
Paul Leonard, which would be a shame. Without Paul
Leonard this team d
not function.
Leonard i the point guard, perhaps the best to play
that position m our city since San Diego State featured
a young man named Tony Gwynn. Leonard's work is
gr tly appreciated by his coach, his teammates and
those ho must play against him.

*

At Fornaca Family Bakery,
Ken Crawford is the new sales
v.p. Crawford was promoted from
marketing director. He replaces
the retiring Bill Thomson.
* * *
Church Engineering of Irvine
has opened a local office headed by
Manuel E. Nieto, v.p. and general
manager. Company offices are
located at 225 Broadway, Suite

Leonard had 16 points for the game, but it was a big
16 points.
"He misses some free throws and then when we need
'em, he just goes up and plants two in the bottom of the
net," Egan said. "How great is that?"
Of course, Egan seldom has seen Leonard do
something he didn't admire.
"He's the only guy I ever recruited where I saw him
play a half and said to (assistant coach) Rick
Schoenlein, 'Get him if you can.' I only had to watch
him about a minute to see the kid could really play. He
just understands the game. He's a good athlete. He's got
a great disposition.
"He likes to compete, and he likes being part of a
team. When he's playing, everyone's involved."
Leonard is almost apologetic about his recent
increased scoring output, as if it were unnatural.
"My defense comes fir3t," he said. "If I can play good
defense, that gets me going on offense.
"I don't really look at my game, statistics-wise. To
me, rebounds come first, then assists, then points. My
job is to set things up in the offense, or to get the ball to
a certain person tf the situation calls for that."
If that person is Paul Leonard, he'll accept it. But not
comfortably.
A point guard who draws too much attention always/
fears he's doing something wrong.
/
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UPPORT ON THE HOME FRONT
doru Ikon· Conner's drapery business on Hancock Street

The Tribune.
''They didn't do a lot of original data crunching," Johnson
said of the Chapman report,
which relied heavily on iigures
from other ources and projections taken from Ne port, R.I.,
where the la t America's Cup
races were held in 1983.
An author of the Chapman
study, Prof. James Doti, a ~
that the r port couldn t be
tran ferr d whole ale from
Diego,
Oran e County to
but he added that "of any area
n the US. where our tudy

would be applicable, certainly
San Diego would be the closest
substitute."
He estimated that the $1 billion economic gain forecast in
the report could be reduced by
as much as $200 million if the
races were held here.
Even if the projection in the
Chapman report is off by more
than $500 million, Port Commission Chairman W. Daniel
Larsen said today in Australia
that the gain to San Diego
would still be w rthy of pursuP/ease see ST Y, .A.-8

®

The America's Cup:
it economic impact

j

This table. rel sod part of a June 1985 study by Chapman College, was
compiled to show the effect holding the America's Cup yacht races off Newport Beach would hav on the Southern California economy. In addition to
primary xpendltur • the study also used multipliers to forecast the total
r onal imp ct
Category
ol 11penditurH

Primary
value-added
expendituret

Phu• I (planning and preparation, 11187-'90):
$8.1 million
Racing t ms and media
Phatt II (preliminary race,, 1990):
24.4 million
Racing teams and media
24.0 million
Visitor lodging
17.8 million
Visitor meal
2.3 million
Visitor shopping
18.2 million
Visitor recreation, transport
17.5 million
Boat excursions
PhaH DI (qualifying and cup race,, 1991):
24.2 milhon
R clng teams and media
40.0 million
Visitor lodging
29.6 million
Visitor meal
3.8 million
Visitor shopp ng
30.4 million
Visitor recreation. transport
38.5 million
Boat excursions
8.0 million
Banquets and gala
8.0 mlllon
Local gov rnment revenue
0.7 million
State government revenue
$295.5 mill ion
Total, (1II phaHI)

Multi•
pli r

Multiplied
total impact

3.35

$27.1 million

3.35
3.67
3.67
3.50
3.67
3.67

81 .7 million
88.1 million
65.3 million
8.1 million
66.8 million
64.2 million

3.35
3.67
3.67
3.50
3.67
3.67
3.67
3.67
3.67

81.1 million
146.8 million
108.6 million
13.3 million
111.6mlllion
141.3 million
29.4 million
29.4 million
2.6 million
$1,065.4 million

Attorney Bruce Cozart has
·learned the value of public service work.
The El Cajon lawyer has won
the " Pro Bono Attorney of the
Year" award for the ~econd time
m a row from the San ·Diego
Volunteer Lawyer Program.
The work involves a mutual
beneficial exchange with his
clients, who can't afford to pay
him for his service, Cozart said.
"I can do something for them
now, and sometimes they can
give something to me in referrals," said the lawyer.
" For me it's been real satisfying. 1 started my law practice
off that way. I meet a lot of
lawyers that way."
The program has slightly more

pro bona (free legal service) m
certain major areas for people
wh_o can't afford it, ~ai~ ~arl
Poirot, program executive d1rector.
He explained that pro bona service is part of a lawyer's community service and ethical responsibility.
"When I come in, at !Past in the
family law court, they're emotional issues," said Cozart, 28.
"You recognize that these peo•
pie can't do it alone. I want to help
those people. I know whatever I
give to them will come back to me
in some way."
Indigent clients appl)'. for !~gal
services at the Legal Aid Society
of San Diego ?38-8100. Th_e ?an
Diego County Bar Assoc1at1on,
the Legal Aid Society and the

eoilntJ;i;:;a

Page J

ing.
"I am not an expert in that type of
financial data," Larsen said, "but
even if they have overstated it, half
the amount would be fantastic revenue for San Diego. Judging from
what I have seen in the last few days
. . , I think those numbers are attainable."
ll anything, Doti said, the original
report was conservative in its estimate of a $1.065 billion expenditure
related to an America's Cup series
that would have its origins this year
and end with a championship race in
1991.
"To the extent that it was conservatively estimated, and given the fact
that San Diego is not significantly
different from Orange County, I
would venture to say the overall
spending estimates are within a
ballpark range," Doti said.
"Any study of this type is based on
various working assumptions. The
assumptions we made are quite conservative," he said.
· USD's Johnson said that while he
agreed with the methodology used in
the study, he had trouble with some
of the underlying assumptions, espe-

-

cially relating to the number of visitors expected to watch the races.
The Orange County study forecast
as many as 5.6 million visitors would
be drawn to the area to view the cup
series as well as races leading up to
the match. Of those, 1.6 million were
seen coming solely because of the
races.
"I had great questions of how they
arrive at the tourism expenditure,"
Johnson said "The same is true of the
amount spent on boat excursions."
"Those were shaky assumptions,"
Doti said of his report's tourism figures, a key part of the anticipated
gain. "We didn't have much to go by."
Although originally prepared for
the Eagle group, the Chapman study
increasingly has become the focal
point for those who back bringing the
cup races here now that it looks as if
victory is within easy reach of San
Diego yachtsman Dennis Conner and
his crew on the Star & Stripes.
A letter written last week by Lee
Grissom, president of the Greater
San Diego Chamber of Commerce, to
chamber members said "economic
impact studies suggest that the return (of a cup race) to San Diego over

a six-month period would be in excess of $1.1 billion. Well in excess,
probably."
Since a local economic impact
study on holding a cup match here
has yet to be drafted, the Chapman
study has widely been quoted by
Grissom and others to point to the
economic benefits of a San Diego cup
series.
"That's what Lee is referring to,
that Chapman College report," said
Chamber spokesman Gary Bonelli.
Grissom is in Australia to attend the
races, along with other local supporters, including San Diego City Councilman Bill Cleator and county Supervisor Brian Bilbray. Port Commissioners Larsen and Raymond
Burk also are in Fremantle.
The Chapman report judged total
expenditures traceable over a fouryear period in anticipation of a cup
race in li/91, and not the six months
cited by Grissom.
A key element of the Chapman report - and one which magnifies the
projected expenditures related to the
races - is the use of multipliers to
measure the total dollar impact.
Multipliers are frequently used in
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nti-SANDER plant drive to begin today , ;

By G/?r~lynn, St&ff Writer

The San Diegans for Clean Air coalition is
set to launch its initiative campaign today
against the planned SANDER trash-to-energy
p}ant, saying the facility would spew dangerous pollutants into the air.
SANDER - the San Diego Energy Recovery
Project - plans a $306 million incineration
plant in Kearny Mesa. It is designed to dispose
of an estimated 2,260 tons of refuse daily while
generating electrical power for 60,000 homes.
Leaders of the initiative movement are Univ ~ e g o law professor Robert S!ffi"":"
mons, Assemblyman Larry Stirling, R-San
Diego, and The La Jolla Group, which was part
of the successful campaign for Proposition A,
the Managed Growth Initiative, in 1985.
"It is 'dirty' technology," Simmons Slld. "It
is going to add significant quantities of pollu-

"'The majority of his cases were
family law cases (divorce, child
custody, child support and adoptions)," he said.
"He won it last year with two
other attorneys. They all had
about the same number of hours
in."

Cozart, a 1984 University of
San Diego School of Law graduate, started working with the program while he was interviewing
with Jaw firms.
He said he liked the family law
area so much he opened his own
practice in October 1985 in El
/
CaJon.

*Study_.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

San Diego, CA
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Center co-sponsor the program.
Cozart provided more than 250
hours of free legal representation
last year to 16 clients, said Poirot.

tion to an already polluted air picture here.
The timing of the initiative is lo force the City
Council into : .. !~king to safer, non-bunu_ng
methods of dis~mg of trash that other cities
are currently usmg."
The formal ~olice of the ~nitiative campaign,
set to be published today, is followed by a required three-week waiting period. On Feb. 24,
the group will begin collecting signatures of
city voters. It needs 54,454 of them to place the
initiative on the November ballot.
The measure would apply to plants that burn
more than 500 tons of trash daily. They would
be forbidden to add to current pollution levels;
to burn toxic-producing materials; to locale
within 3 miles of institutions for the sick, elderly or young; and to draw from the city's treated
water system.
Initiative supporters say SANDER's planned

use of 3 million gallons daily of treated water
could cause shortages in drought years.
Simmons acknowledged that the proposed
restrictions would effectively ban any major
energy-conversion incineration plants. That ineludes the one planned in Kearny Mesa and
others tentatively proposed to follow in different sections of the city.
.
.
Robert E~ler, city_ proJ~t. manager for
SANDER, said San Diego oif1C1als want both
"ec~~?m_ically_ sound and environmentally
safe mcmerabon plants.
The fiscal projections are favorable for the
city's future, Epler said, with the planf also set
lo ease the expected shortage of .available
landfill space. An objective environmental determination is expected in December by agencies led by the California Energy Commission,

·
he said.
rigorous,
"They are conducting an extremely
very detail~ e;,alu~tion, because it is an _important proJect, said Epler, who emphasized
that he was taking no position on the initiative.
"W~ only would like to see the_decisions (~n the
proJect) made after all the evidence and mformation is in - not before."
Simmons disputed the city's assessment of
the program. He said the energy commission
supersedes environmental agencies in the review and is not set up to weigh clean air factors or even consider safer, non-burning alternatives to trash disposal.
Of the argument that the commission will
not allow polluting facilities, Simmons said, "I
don't mean to make a pun - but that's rub:
~
bish."

economic studies to trace spending
patterns within a region, Johnson
said. The theory basically says that
$1 spent locally will result in additional dollars being spent down the
line in secondary transactions in a
region.
So, a $40 primary amount spent on
meals by out-of-town visitors at a
local restaurant may in fact become
$146 as salaries are paid to waiters
and cooks, food is purchased from
vendors and payments are made for
rent and taxes.
The bigger the economic area surveyed, the bigger the multiplier becomes as dollars are retained in one
region.
''But if you change some of those
amounts in the primary estimatP,,<;,
you get significant changes in total
spending," Doti said.
In the Orange County study, a total
of $295.5 million was expected in primary spending, with the overall
$1.065 billion figure coming from
multiplied impact.
By attaching the Orange County
study to the broad multiplier effect
of a 10-county Los Angeles region,
Johnson said the report could be far
off in gauging San Diego's potential
gain from the cup races.
"I don't think we have nearly so
large a multiplier," Johnson said.
Doti noted that the Chapman study
did not take into account local resident spending related to the cup and
the possible local proceeds of TV and
broadcast contracts.
Both Johnson and Doti said that an
impact report tailored to the San
Diego region is needed to plan for a
cup series here.
"I think it should be done," Doti
said. "It's a matter of fine-tuning the
(Chapman) study to make it more applicable to San Diego. That's not a
major job."
Any San Diego report should be
broadened to include the impact of
spending by local residents, money
spent on boat facilities and rights
paid for broadcasting that return to
the local economy.
USD's Johnson said that the Australians have now gathered a wealth
of data that also could be analyzed.
"The Chapman methodology is
fine," Johnson said. "But I'm sure it
could be supported better. Some of
the underlying assumptions are suspicious."
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The backer*o the Growth

Management-j · ·ve announced
a new carnf11n to push city officials into action. This time, the
issue is air pollution. San Diegans
for Clean Air Feb. 24 will start collecting signatures to qualify the
Clean Air Initiative for the November ballot. Drafted by USD law
professors Robert Sim~d
Jack Minan and supported by Assemblyman Larry Stirling, the initiative would prevent the construction of mass-burn incinerators
within three miles of hospitals,
child care centers and nursing
homes. It would also require
recycling of plastics, metals,
coatings and industrial wastes.
The group is particularly concerned about the proposed Sander trash
burning plant planned for Kearny
/
Mesa.

•
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Mif . ~ : Ju1ikyard watchdog
... ,t lM NOT LEA1v11w.;1.

I.cg1sluturc came within a whisker
111 t year of creating a commission to
h indl allegations of lawyer misconduct,
which would have stripped the State Bar
A oclution of that responsibility. After
ome h vy lobbying by the association, the
lawmnke1 s decided to give the state bar two
m1 r y ar to put its discredited house m order
1.nd I th ov r ight of a state-appointed w::.tchd g.
ynlcs niH •d that the watchdog, given the
p 1ttcnl clou of California's legal fraternity.
Bu th s 1 lion of Robert Fellmeth to averse
\ e -due hou ecleaning demonstrates
Lb· I n
that th· L · 1 lature means business .
Mr. l·cllmelh, u professor of law at the
University of San Diego and founder and
1..lir ctor o f the scmrnrs Center for Public
Int r st L· w, i a consumer-rights advocate of
th fit t rnnk. He worked for Ralph Nader
b fore s rvmg seven years as a deputy district
attorn y for San Diego County and two years
a a p ci 1I U.S. attorney, specializing in the
pros cution of white-collar criminals. Moreover, th USO center blasted the association for
its d uble ~tandard of demanding open meetings amon government agencies, while shielding its own proceedings from the public.

During the next five months, Mr. Fellmeth
and his staff will study the state bar's lax
disciplinary system and make recommendations to the Legislature. The association is
painfully slow to respond to the 10,000 complaints it received about attorney misconduct
each year. Indeed, some of the 6,700 allegations
and disciplinary proce~dings against lawyers
have been pending nearly 10 years.
When the bar does act, it rarely recommends disbarment, as witness the case of
Robert Lee Nevill. Although the San Diego
attorney was convicted of killing his wife six
years ago in the presence of his 16-month old
daughter, the association recommended he be
suspended for two to four years following h;s
release from prison. Fortunately, the state
Supreme Court disregarded this outrageous
recommendation and disbarred Mr. Nevill.
Such outrages finally prompted the Legislature to demand that lawyers police their
profession. As the nation's first statewide legal
monitor, Robert Fellmeth could be the catalyst
for restoring public and legislative confidence
in a disciplinary process that is badly in need
of both. Given his impressive credentials and
his impressive track record, he is clearly for
the job.

\'M
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Vuso Toreros Carries
Its Lead to Loyol_.,

Thr usn Ila~lwthal(Torcros
trawl ~to Pcppc-nline Frid<J.y
and on to Loyola Saturd:ty,
carrying with it a W AC 7-1
J e<'ord, lCi 1 <.vrrnll.
USD stands atop the WCAC
play, a gam,, ahead of Gom.aga
<G-1 I, 1 ut the San Diego team

is well ahC'rid of this wc>c>k'i<
opponc>nts. Loyoln istands 2.;;,

....
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Co l~ge

The 'atlonal 1 . ue Forum
Is a seri s of lT non-part! an
meeting· design <l to bring the
thougl.ts of America's ci tizen,.;
t() key d cision makers
The San Die o forum Is
sronsored b~· the Symeuse
Un!vl"rsity Alumni Assoc-,ation •
of San Diego.
Di cu~slon guldt> on immigration an, available for $3
from the Office or the Vice-

P

B

reps will advise Palomar ~tudents

h; ~~omar Community
College Transfer Center is
currently sponsoring a series of
informational sessions featuring
representatives from area universities Sessions will be con-

President for Public A '!airs
and Alumni Relations, S.yracusc Uniwrsity, 820 Comstoc.<
Av!'., • 'yraf'use, N.Y. 132·1450-10.

first . ix months of
1'lSG, 2G3,000 Illegal aliens were
llrrC'st rl along the b<>nlcr area

s, icl Bennett.

•vrhc landmark Immigration
Si n rl bi, Pre id nt Rca' ov. 6 (·ontinue:, to be
S(,tn
the, foC'Us or \\idPsprt>,1d dcbnte," IknnPtl aid .
"Ono side or thl' r1 ..1i;,t<'
l'hnrg t!lat llleg l ali ns take
v • Am lie'1n Jdb , bw·den
our w l'are syst m and depl te our natu1·,1l re. ources.
The ofh r Id wonders wh~
thcr th l'nlt d tates remains
111ithful to the Immigrant heri•
Ii g 1t celebrated during the
St,,tu • <>1 Liherty centennial."

duct ed "by appointment m
Room R-2 on the San :\farcos
campus. and a re free to studPnts
and the public.
Infor~at1on reg a: ding
appl1cat1on and adm1 s s1on

procedures and requirPme_nts:
cours_e and program offerings
and financial aid will be discussed
February representatives
scheduled are·

San Diego, Calif.
(San Diego Co)
Mira Mesa Journal

Tator.
In the

of ·•n Diego, accorcUng to the
l' c;_ norde1· Patrol. A chief
1 ,1trol il"'Cnt aid one alien ls
arr t •d Pvcry 35 . ·conds in
~al' Diego ·ounty.
"lrnmigrntion is a major i.·•
again,"
ml ri ·a n
s11c In
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San D1rgo State University
(SDSIJ) Tuesday, Feb. 24, 9.30
'
a.m. to 2·'.!0 p.m.
University of California, San
Diego WCSD): Thursday, Feb.
12 and Monday, Feb. 23. 10 a.m
to 3 p.m.
University of San Di~o
(USD1. - Friday. Feb. 20, 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m.
National University: \!.ednesday . Fc>b. 11 , 18, and 25, l to 3
p.rn
United States International
University <USIU J: Fridays.
Feb. 6. 13. 20, 27, 9:30 to 11:30
a.rn.
For appointments/information call the Palomc1r College
Tranfer Center at 744-1150 or
727-7529. extension 2552.

L----------L
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as doc>s Pc>ppcrdine.
l'SD's <'OU<'h Hank Egan is
in his 3rd sm ·on at USD. II<'
is HH ti i~ season and c-arries a 50-2·1 (.675°.', J re!'orcl
sin<e <'Oming to Alcala in 19M.
Last y1 ar he guid ,ct the
Torrrc,s to a 1.'l-'l record, USD's
best finish e\ er at the Div. 1
IC'\ el.

Forum o Consider Immigration

!ulr at Syramse University.
.lo ph V.. Julian, Syracusl' v1re
1,rc. id nt for public affairs and
alumni r lation.s, will be mod-

Prokotlert's "Romeo and Juliet Suite" will be
among the selections performed by young mus 1•
cians at Civic Youth Orchestra's 31st Annual Win ter Concert on February 8 at 4 p.m. This year the
concert will be held at Camino Hall on 1/,e campus
of University of San Diego. As for the past 31
years CivicYoiifnOrchestra continues to.provide
exell~nce in orchestral training to San Diego's
gifted young musicians. The ,civic Youth 0rc~estra provides young people with the opportunity to
study and perform the world's great orchestral
works under the guidance of fine teachers. For
concert ticket information, or for information
regarding participation in any of the orchelj)ras, /
?-,'\ "'5 S /
calf Jane Reeder at 234-7227.

FEB 5 1987

FEB 5 1987

Thf .'1,,~ u " Uni\, •rs1ly Natlonal 1 sues Forum Is eon•
<lu<·ting II t<mn hal, style meetIng titk<I "lmmig-rntlon. What
J>id We Promlst•? Wlwn• to
Dnm the !,in,.?" This discu..
slon tnkc>s pl:iee in J\,fanehf'stc>r
} I.nil or the Universitv of San
Dil' o Sund , Feb. 8, at 7 p.m.
'I h1• <.hscussion \\ill Ix> led by
David II. fl nnett, p1-or ssor of
In the .\Iaxwell School
hlsto
of C!ti7. n hip and Public Af•
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Wolfe joins Solana Beach law office

1r?:~H -

fields of criminal defense law,
personal injury law, products
liability, and civil litigation.
From 1983 until November 1986,
she was a partner in the law firm
of Kremer & Wolfe.
The Law Offices of D. Dwight
Worden is located at 740 Lomas
Santa Fe Drive, Suite 102 in the
Glendale Federal building in
Solana Beach. The firm served
as City Attorney for the City of
Del Mar from 1977 until 1983 and
currently represents a number of
Wolfe has extensive experi- government agencies and elected
nee as a sole practitioner in San officials "lllong with private
Diego's Gas Lamp Quarter in the clients.

The Law
S~A
·ces of D. Dwight Worden an" ced that Deborah A. Wolfe
has joined the firm as an
associate attorney.
Wolfe received her juris doctorate degree from the University o.!. San Diego Law Scllciot in
1980, attended Arizona State
University and received her
undergraduate degree from
Texas Christian University in
1977.
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1v1c V.outh Orchestra's /
:2'\5~
Annual Concert Set Feb. 8

Prokofieff's "Romeo and
Juliet Suite~ will be among lhe
selections performed by
young musicians at Civic
Youth Orchestra's 31st
Annual Winter Concert on
February 8 at 4 p.m. This year
the concert will be held at
Cami~o Hall on the campus
of Unive_rs1ty of San Diego.
As for the past 31 years
Civic Youth Orchestra con:
tinues to provide excellence in
orchestral training to San
Diego's gifted young musicians, The Civic Youth
Orchestra provides young
people with the opportunity to
study and perform the world's
great orchestral works under
the guidance of fine teachers.
Civic Youth Orchestra
includes advanced orchestra
orchestras for intermediat;
a_nd beginning strings, concert

~-----

winds for developing players
and a newly formed flute
ensemble.

For concert ticket information, or for information
regarding participation in any
of the orchestras, call Jane
/
Reeder at 234-7227.

Los Angeles, CA
(Lo Angel s Co.)
LOS Angeles Dally
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Monitoring the Bar
Th (long Beach) Pr

Th appointm nt of I w prof · or Robert
F llm th to monitor th tate bar's disciphn.1ry proc !dm1t promises to help keep
errant lawr,e mlme.
Th monitor's position wa developed by
th Legisl tur fn r pons to complaints
about lawy rs who misbehaved. In 1984, the
last full year for which tatislics arc avail able, or 8,932 complaints filed with the bar
JU ·t It r ·suited in attorneys being
di b rr d.
Fellm th, of th University nf Sao Diego
' law chool, comes to e Job with impr ·
iv consumf'r dvocacy credentials He
was on early m •mbcr of Ralph Nader's

•Telegram

raiders and has served as a director of Consumers Union and Common Cause.
While some lawyers mar, worcy that Fellmeth won't recognize their practical prob!ems, the public will be well served if these
attorneys feel constrained to take extra
care m dealing with clients' mo y and legal rights.
The public may not see much 1n the way
of dramatic results The interaction of Jawyers, judges and legislators 1s at the root of
pr blems
some complex problems. Th
cannot all be corrected by one man, no matter how well prepared and no matter ho
well upported by a capable staff.
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,, This watchdog
wil I bite :J1S(

The Legislature came within a whisker last year of creating a
commission to handle allegations of lawyer misconduct, which
would have stripped the State Bar Association of that
responsibility. After some heavy lobbying by the association, the
lawmakers decided to give the state bar two more years to put its
di credited house in order under the oversight of a
state-appointed watchdog.
Cynics sniffed that the watchdog was likely to be a lap dog,
given the political clout of California's legal fraternity. But the
selection ?f Robert Fellmeth to oversee the long-overdue
housecleaning demonstrates that the Legislature means business.
Mr. Fellmeth, a professor of law at the Yniversitv of San Die~o
and founder and director of the school's Center for Public Interest
Law, is a consumer-rights advocate of the first rank. He worked
for Ralph Nader before serving seven years as a deputy district
att~rney for San Diego County and two years as a special
assistant U.S. attorney, specializing in the prosecution of
white-collar criminals. Moreover, the USD center has been
monitoring activities of the state bar since 1979. Several years
ago, the center blasted the association for its double standard of
de!11a~~g open meetings among government agencies, while
shielding its own proceedings from the public.
During the next five months 1 Mr. Fellmeth and his staff will
study the state bar's lax disciplinary system and make
recommendations to the Legislature. The association is painfully
sl?w to respond to the 10,000 complaints it receives about attorney
misconduct each year. Indeed, some of the 6,700 allegations and
disciplinary proceedings against lawyers have been pending
nearly 10 years. When the bar does act, it rarely recommends
disbarme~t, as witness the case of Robert Lee Nevill. Although
the San Diego attorney was convicted of killing his wife six years
ago, in the presence of his 16-month-old daughter, the association
recommended he be suspended for two to four years following his
r~lease from _prison. Fortunately, the state Supreme Court
disr~garded this outrageous recommendation and disbarred Mr.
Nevill.
Such outrages finally prompted the Legislature to demand that
lawyers police their profession. As the nation's first statewide
legal monitor, Robert Fellmeth could be the catalyst for restoring
public and legislative confidence in a disciplinary process that is
badly in need of both. Given his impressive credentials and his
impressive track record, he is clearly the man for the job.

to 19 of the Civic Youth
Orchestra will perform this weekend at
lJ.niversity of San Diego's Camino Hall. Two
trmg quartets, a co11ew.l. wind ensemble and
the full 35-member symphonic orchestra directed by Warren Torns will perform a~ 4..p.m.
Sunday. Works will include Prokofiev s Romeo and Juliet Suite," Mozart's "Overture to
Les Petit Riends" and works by Borodin.
concert of sounds from Japan and Korea
will be performed at UCSD's Mandeville
Center this weekend with a program that
includes works by Toru Takemitsu (who
scored the film "Ran"), Akira Miyoshi and Joji
Yuasa. UCSD musicians on flutes, cellos and
piano, and soprano Eileen Mo'.ris will perform
in the 8 p.m. concert Saturday m Room B210.

A
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WCAC Tourne
t USF Tonight
By Pam King

Given a choice of tortures,
Coach Hank Egan and his San
Diego team probably would
rhoose straws under their
fingernails over the West Coast
Athletic Conference tourna-

Knights
beginUSD
council

The new tournament, unthreatening at first glance, could stand
between the 24-4 Toreros and a
berth in the NCAA tournament. Only the winner of the WCAC tournament will have automatic entry into
the NCAA playoffs; if San Diego, the
: regular-season league ciia'inpion at
13-1, were to lose toni?ht or tomorrow in USF's Memorial Gym, its inclusion in the NCAA tournament
would be at the discretion of the
selection committee, a group frequently accused of an East Coast
bias.
"We think it's the worst thing
that ever happened," Egan said of
the inaugural conference tournament, "but we don't think it's unfair
since we knew about it all season.
"We have to go after the tournament with the same positive attitude that we went after the regular
season. We would like not to have to
do this, but we're ready to play."
They're ready to play surpris-

II t

cou 1c d ,
Fr.in I co
lht• 1mport,L11< of a K. of C. rnllegc
rnunol, aaid Still, is that it "can furn,sh
men with 1he mean and the opportunity
to become personally committed and
involved in meeting the challenges of our
times during their colleg years."
He aid that the leadership gained
through participation in Knight
programs prcpilrcs student for an active
social, civic and ,pirituaJ lifo.
"Students are provided the

Photo by S.m Lucero

KNIGHT OFFICERS - Knights of Columbu s State Deputy
Frank Nigro, left, and District Deputy Frank Still, far right,
stand with three of the new USD council officers. They

opponunity for practical · service in
wholesome, worthwhile projects for the
welfare of the campus community, the
church and fellow brothers and sisters,"
said Still.
Before establishing a college council, 30

include: Tony Reznowski, left, trustee; John Valenzuela,
coun cil grand knight; and Jose Aguinaga, deputy grand
knight.

Catholic men must first commit
themselves to be active in the council,
continued Still. Officers are then elected
from the group.
Faculty members are recruited to serve
as advisors to help assure the council's
continuing activities. A priest is also
sought to serve as council chaplain.
The USD council was formed on Dec.
3, 1986, and officers were elected Dec. 7.
Chaner members of the council now
number 41.
Elected officers for the new council
include: John Valenzuela, grand knight;
Jose Aguinaga, deputy grant knight;
Michael Inzitari, chancellor; Andrew

Hardy, recorder; Mell Underwood,
treasurer; Anthony Rusnak, advocate;
Mark Webber, warden; Patrick Ginn,
Louis Zizza and John Joanning, guards.
Father Michael McKay, director of
campus ministry at USD, was chosen as
council chaplain.
During the installation ceremony, Still
charged the officers with their duties while
California State Deputy Frank Nigro
presented each officer with a jewel of
office. Valenzuela, the council grand
knight, was also given a wooden gavel.
Following the installation of officers, a
breakfast was held at the new USD
student center.

ing Pepperdine (11-17 overall, 5-9 in
WCAC), upset first-round winner
over second-place Gonzaga last
weekend, in the first of tonight's
two semifinals. The game begins at
6:30, with the second game, pitting
locals St. Mary's and Santa Clara, to
begin 30 minutes after the conclusion of the first.

•

"I hope it continues to rain so
my players think they're still up in
Portland," said Santa Clara Coach
Carroll Williams, whose Broncos
117-13, 6-8) played their game of the
season in the first round, a 91-00
rout of Portland last Sunday. "We
were shooting well and had excellent offensive execution. But I'd expect (tonight's) game to be more typical from our standpoint."
In other words, don't expect a
lot of activity on the scoreboard. In
the eight-team league, Santa Clara
and St. Mary's ranked sixth and
eighth, respectively, in putting up
points - and third and first in scoring defense.
Those 91 points were produced
by a team that had no players in
double-figures at one point this season.
"They (the Broncos) got the one
win they really needed Un Portland)," said St. Mary's Coach Lynn
Nance, whose Gaels are 17-12, 7-7 In
league. "They will be very tough to
deal with."
The Broncos were tough for St.
Mary's in mid-January, when the
Gaels had to play them twice in six
days and lost both games. At the
time, the Gaels were in the midst of
juggling the lineup, with Ezra (Sly)
Hunter emerging as small forward,
a role in which he has excelled as
penetrator and defender.
Still, it is shooting guard Paul
Robertson (70-for-144 from 3-point
range) and forward Robert Haugen
who are the key to the Gaels' attack,
led by their increasingly confident
point guard, David Carter. Nance
said the back spasms that plagued
Haugen in the closing weeks of the
season have subsided somewhat.
The inconsistent Broncos, with
no more than two consecutive wins
at any time this season, look to tonight's i:(ame as a chance to redeem
themselves - at the expense of one
of their favorite victims. The 51year-old rivalry stands at 81-33 in
favor of Santa Clara.

•
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try Waves in Malibu
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Attorney's volunteer effort
~s honor and courts clients

C

Wh n Coza t off work, he's usually orltmg.
11 u 7
ol r cquetball tw1 e a week,
ot r than that h ' either in court or
t d at d In the o!flce that at
a ho e and till rctnm
on tun
well
colonial flavor 'It might
f I Uk horn " Cozart id
y r, n addition to h s own
practic , Cozart spent about 300
hours domg legal work for fr as
p rt ol th San Diego Volunteer Lawyers Program. The hours he racked
up w re the m t any of the 700
m mbers has ever given to the program. A fami y-la attorney, Cozart
took 16 divorc and child-custody
and upport ca as a volunte~r la t
y ar lor San Diego County res1d_ents
who m t federal pov rty guidelines.
me of the ca es
hr
It r co
went to court.
w re ettled o
For his fo , Cozart has been
named I er of the year of the program. which I sponsored by the San
oclabon, the
Diego County Bar
Leg l Aid Society of San ~ego and
the University of San Diego Law
.
Center.
ThlS Is the econd year m a row
that Cozart, 28, ha been so honored.
been extremely gener''Bruce
ou with his time," said Carl Poirot,
th~ director of the volunteer program "He' never said no to a referral. It's not just quantity that he'
contributed either. The feedback
w 've gotten from clients is that he's
concern d and compassionate with
them and he goes the extra mile."
Poirot said most lawyers ID the
program average about two volun•

Going into practice alone fr~~ out
of school is often extremely difficult,
according to attorneys in the. ftel~,
because a lawyer bas to at?m ~lients without a reputation behind bun.
But Cozart became involved in t~e
volunteer program and found family
law to be the career he was seekin~The program offers . trainmg to
new attorneys in counselin~ and !amily law work and gives no~ ces direct
access to other volunteer attorneys
who have )ears of experienc?·. ~h~y
supervise t e ew attorneys 1rut1al
work and provide advice. "I couid
call these lawyers anytime and I did
and that help was invaluable," he
said.
The rases r ferred to Cozart have
been mterestmg he said, including a
recent rase in which_ a cou~le who
received a divorce 10 MeXICO a~e
now battling over child custody
the United States and another one 10
which a woman who was in the hosBRUCE COZART
pital after undergoing an organ
Two-time winner
transplant found out that her husband decided to seek custody of ~er
teer cases a year and bout 1,500 res- child. "She was still in the hosp1~l
and he was trying to take the_ chi~d
idents are served.
Cozart said hi volunteer work away," Cozart said "That one IS still
helped him build his own law prac- going on."
tice. "It's been really rewarding to do
Cozart said he plans to continue
something for these people who ~th- doing the volunteer work, though he
erwise might not be represented, he may say no to some cases in the
said. "But it bas also helped me get coming year to cut back on la~t
. year's 70-80 hours at the office and ID
.
started in this field."
Cozart, a graduate of the Umvers1court weekly.
Law S~h~'t;"saitl be
ty of San
"These are real emotional cases
had no in en ionof gomg mto practhey're difficult sometimes," he
and
~e
tice on his own after be_passed
bar in 1985. He was ~kmg a Job m said. "But I like working with people
civil litigation at established law and this is satisfying."
firms. But at the same time, he was
contacted by the volunteer lawyers
program to see if he ~as in~erested
in gaining experience m family law.
"That wasn't something I wanted
to get into at all," he said. "But I
gave it a try a,nd found out that
through the volunteer work I_ wo.~ld
be aMe to bull<! my own practice.

?1~~0

USD seeks seventh straight victory, Egan's 200th
By T .J.

srrke1:J5

Starr Writer
MALIBU - His USD basketball
team will be chasing victory No. 17
tonight (7:30) at Pepper,tine, a tritunph Ihat would give Hank Egan 200
as a coach. If it happens, Egan said
} terday, "then I'll start thinking
a:,out win No. 201."
You guessed 1t: Hank Egan takes
his games one at a time. That's how
he has accepted each of his 208
defeats, and that's how nonchalantly
he's enjoying his finest season as a
head coach.
''It's like a line from Ricky Nelson's song 'Garden Party,'" said
rd
'
an, rererrin11: to bis.
(16-4 overall, 7-1 in league) and firstplace standing in the West Coast Athletic Conference. "The song says, 'll
all I had was memories, I'd rather
drive a truck.' It's like when we were
losing all the time at the Air Force
Academy, I told the kids, 'Let's not
make a big deal out of losing, because we've got a chance to do something better in the future.'
'Success is nice, but I've discovered your concerns are the same
whether you're winning or losing. My
concern is always the next game. I'm
thinking about the next game the
moment the last game is over."
The last game Egan coached was
Saturday's titanic struggle against
Pepperdine at the USO Sports Center; the next game he'll coach comes
against the same explosive team,
this time on the Waves' court at Firestone Fieldhouse.
"I'm always worried," said Egan,
who is 51-24 in 2½ seasons at USO
after 13 years as head coach at Air
Force. "The fear of losing is what
motivates me; I hate losing. So I'm
always wondering and worrying
about what the other guy is thinking
and domg to improve. I felt all along
Pepperdine was a talented team that

was looking to come together, and
it's happening.
"I think they felt pretty good about
the way they played against us last
week (USD won, 69-66). That was
progress for them, and I'm sure they
are thinking, 'It's our time to win one
now.' "
The Waves, who have won or
shared the WCAC title five of the
past six seasons and have beaten
USO in its last six trips to Malibu,
have struggled this season. They are
7-13 overall, 2-5 in e conference.
But in Pepperdine s last three
games, senior forward Enc White
has averaged almost 27 points. And
in the Waves' last home appearance,
White and Junior orward Levy
Middlebrooks combined for 59 points
and 28 rebounds in a 94-83 victory
over Loyola arymount.
On Saturday, USO, after leading by
as much as 12 points, came close to
losing its poise and the game to Pepperdine in the final minute. But the
leadership of senior guard Paul
Leonard and the dominating play inside of senior center Scott Thompson
steadied the Toreros and preserved
the victory.
USD has won six straight. In that
span, Thompson has averaged 16
points, senior forward ils Madden
14.2, senior forward Mark Manor 12.3
and Leonard 10.8.
"This is a pretty good basketball
team, a sound team," Egan said. "All
the pieces have fit well together and
they play well as a team. They are
not as good athletically as some
teams, and so they have to play well
together as a unit. If it's us against
them, I like our chances· if it's me
against you or one-on-one basketball,
I don't like our chances."
From now on, it may be the
league-leading Toreros against the
rest of the pack.
"(Pepperdine coach Jim) Harrick

told me it was going to happen. When
you're on top of the league, people
elevate their level of play when they
get the chance to knock you off,"
Egan said. "We're going to have our
hands full with Pepperdine in their
place."
Based on their performance last
week, the Toreros should have a good
chance of earning victory No. 201 for
Egan if they can sneak past Pepperdine. USD complet its brief oad
trip tomorrow mght at Loyola Marymount. The Toreros shellacked the
Lions eight days ago at USD, 82-48.
"They will be tougher this time,"
Egan said. "They didn't have that big
bad guy (6-' forward Mark Armstrong) who averages almost 10 rebounds a game.''
Armstrong and reserve Darryl
Carter missed the game at USO.
Coach Paul Westhead suspended
them for one game for m1. ing curfew in San Diego. Westhead may
have made his point, but he also absorbed his worst loss in his two seasons at Loyola Marymount. His team
shot just 31.1 percent from the floor.
The Lions (10-10, 2-5) have lost
three straight,
As for USO, Egan said: "My theme
now is, we have done the hard work
to get here, let's not screw it up. The
schedule dug us a hole early and had
us on the road for four of our first six
conference games. We did our job
and won five of them, and now we'll
finish with three of our last four
league games at home ."
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- - :r"~'- --oreros shooters discover it's a th~e-point game
By Kirk Kenne
Tribune Sportswriter

MALIBU - A few~a~~~~ball players were horsing around with the trir~-~ot early this season, but
they've become serious about the CAA's newest invention these day
Entering tonight's 7:30 game agamst two-time delendmg West Coast Athletic Conference champion Pepperdine (2-5, 7-13), the first-place Toreros (7•1, 16-4) have
displayed more than a passing fancy for the threepointer.
Of note this week was an announcement from the
NCA that the three-point shot will be officially called
the 21-foot shot from now on. It was first introduced as
the 19-9 shot, but confusion arose when it was compared
lo the NBA's 22-' three-point shot. The NBA measures
d1 lance from the center of the backboard, whereas the
n measuring from the geometric center of
N AA had
the rim, a difference of 1 foot, 3 inches. The NCAA went
to the NBA tandard to eliminate the confusion.
aside, how serious is USD about the
Tape measu
three-pomt shof? The statistics have been tabulated and
the results re in.
The Toreros lead the WCAC from three-point range
with a 45.2 shooting percentage, averaging more than 12
pomts a game from that distance. The national average
1 38.6 percent and USO opponents are hitting 38.l percent (for more than 12 points a game) from three-point
range.
One extra point 1s a\\ arded every time a basket is
made from ooh1 d the three-point line, which translates
into a 67 7 hooting percentage a far as USD coach Hank
Egan is concerned. In addition, the long-range shot has
rnabled the Toreros to force opponents outside to cover
th r . hooters when the teams would rather be inside
collapsing on Toreros center Scott Thompson.
It's a formidable weapon, indeed.
' The guys ju I got together at a shoot around one day
h Fore pra lice, explained USD guard Paul Leonard,
( for 58) percentage on three-pointers leads
wh
th Tor , Mo t of the guards and the swingmen were
·te awhile to linish
rse d It too
playing a game
de.
z at how many w
It. The coache w

...__ _ _ _...__..,_ _ _ _ _ __.
THREE-POINT SHOOTERS- MARK MANOR (LEFT) AND PAUL LEONARD

"On the zone defense we've looked to set up out there.
It's actually easier to shoot the three-pointer instead of
the two-point shot because it gives you a little more room
to set up. It keeps teams off Scott. If we can hit that shot
early, it tells them they have to come out and try to stop
it."
Joining Leonard from three-point range have been
Toreros guard Danny Means {22 of 45 for 48.9 percent)
and forward Mark Manor (18 of 38 for 47.4 percent).
Reserves Marty Munn and Eric Musselman have combined for another 10 three-pointers.
The graduation of Pete Murphy, USD's long-range
l>omber last season, had made the Toreros' outside game

Tribune file photos

one of coach Hank Egan's concerns entering the season.
No longer.
Said Egan, who seeks his 200th career win at Pepperdine, where the Toreros have lost six straight: "I think it's
balanced everything out for us. Our offense is really
designed to get the ball inside. Teams that want to sit on
Scott early have done it and the three-point shot has
changed the complexion of the game. The game plan is to
stop Scott Thompson and make us do something someplace else. That's why we seem to get more points early.''
Evidence of the three-pointer's importance in the USO
game plan has been especially evident in 'the Toreros'
past three contests. Three of USD's lirst four baskets and

15 of its first 27 points in last week's 69-66 win against
Pepperdine were via the three-pointer. The Toreros
opened a 9-2 lead two nights before that with three
pointers on the way to the team's 82-48 victory against
Loyola Marymount. And in USD's 80-61 win against Santa
Clara two weeks ago, the first four baskets came from
behind the three-point line.
"The thing that I think is really important about the
three-point line is that we discovered if the kids worry
about the line, it takes away from their shooting," Egan
said. "They end up ducking their heads and all. We've got
them now to just go up and shoot it. If it's a three-pointer,
OK. If not, OK. Unless it's late in the game and we need
the three-point shot.
"We let them shoot the shot that they're comfortable
with and we just happen to have some players that can
shoot from out there. It has exceeded my expectations,
especially lately. Danny Means has hit a couple in key
situations and Paul Leonard and Mark Manor have also.
You've got three guys out there, so there's no -0ne place
the defense can set on. It's made it a little more difficult
for the other team defensively.
The three-point shot made things difficult for USD last
week against Pepperdine. The Waves have a sharpshooter of their own in freshman guard Craig Davis, who
hit five of 10 three-pointers at the USO Sports Center a
week ago. Two of those came in a furious final two
minutes as Pepperdine cut a 12-point deficit to three
points. USO survived the rally when Pepperdine's Ed
Allen launched a shot - a three-pointer, naturally with two seconds remaining that bounced three times on
the rim before falling away.
Senior forward Eric White, the WCAC's second-leading
scorer, led all scorers with 28 points in the game and had
a game-high 13 rebounds. He was supported by Davis and
senior forward l.evy Middlebrooks, who had 10 points
and six rebounds.
The Waves are 0-9 on the road, but 7-4 at borne, where
they have already defeated Gonzaga, the only conference
team to defeat USO this season. White and Middlebrooks
combined for 59 points and 28 rebounds in the Waves'
most recent home game, a 94-83 victory against Loyola
Marymount. The Toreros conclude their two-game road
trip tomorrow night at Loyola Marymount. _ / ,
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/4so, Old Globe establish graduate program
sire and our hope that this program will
produce theatrical artists of the highest
caliber."
Similar programs with established prossional theaters reportedly exist only at
Harvard, Yale, ·ebster, Florida State
and Alabama universities.
MFA students will also rve as consultants to U, D's undergraduate drama department, according to Dr. Barton Thurber, chair of the USO Engli h Department and an architect of the new
program
"We want to put actor training back m
the theater," said David Hay, Old Globe

associate director. He holds a doctorate in
English and will direct the program.
"Actor training has suffered from its
lack of connection with and isolation from
the theater," Hay said, quoting from a
recent national study.
USD's English department will give
students the education necessary to perform classical theater, Hay said.
The English department has the "right
mix of qualified faculty" to tackle the job,
Thurber said.
From an academic standpoint, actors
have been underprepared, Thurber said.
"They don't have the intellectual tools to

understand what is supposed to be happening when you start speaking
Shakespeare.''
"We've got to keep the tradition of
classical theater alive," said Sister Sally
Furay, USO vice president and provost.
She is also president of the Old Globe
Theatre Board of Directors.
The degree program is designed for intense, personal instruction for a select
group of students who will be required to
audition to be accepted. Next fall Hay expects to enroll about a half-dozen students. Subsequently, no more than 15
students will participate at one time .
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guided Toreros.
The victory, Egan's 2ooth as a college coach,
gave USO its longest winning streak (seven)
since becoming a Division I team in 1979. The
Toreros are 17-4 overall and lead the West
Coast Athletic Conference at 8-1 going into
their game at Loyola Marymount tonight. Defending WCAC champ Pepperdine is 7-14 and
2-6.
"That's a good team, but every time they
needed a big basket tonight Scott Thompson

got it for them," said Pepperdine coach Jim
Harrick. "I thought he was the difference ·
the game."
Thompson contributed a game-high 26
points, plus 13 rebounds and four assists to
USD's victory. Then, of course,.be gave the
credit to his teammates.
"Pepperdine realized that our other guys
have been doing the job, so they came out
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Levi Middlebrooks, tncir leading rebounder, because of a strained
Achilles, but still they were able to
rally. And they closed to within three
points, but ultimately they were
forced to settle for an eight-point
deficit at halftime after Thompson
produced five points in the closing
moments.
Thom son o ned the second halfscoring pwith ': hook to give the
Toreros a lO- pomt lead but the
waves came bac k to w1·t'h.m th ree
H
'th 15.34 t
•
a:~lose ~s the; .;i~ld ~;:~v:;t
to the Toreros as Thomp on delivd th KO 'th h00k h0 ·th
• • WI
wi a
~;~13 t0 e
go.
"·
"I hadn't had a win here in my first
three years so this was an emotional
th:ng," said Thompson. "It was a
good win. As a team we realize we're
on top of the league and because of
that everyone is shooting for us."
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Guards Paul Leonard and Danny Means added 15 and 14 points
:cspectively for the Toreros, who
improved their record to 17 -4 overall and 8-1 in conference play.
The victory wa the seventh
straight for San Diego.
Pepperdine, led by Craig Davis
and Mike Cumberland with 16
points apiece, fell to 7-14 overall
and 2-6 in WCAC play.
San Diego jumped out to an 8-0
lead after three minutes of play
and led by as many as 16 points in
the first half. Pepperdine trimmed
the difference to 35-27 at halftime
Pepperdine pulled to within 43~
40 on Ed Allen's jumper with 15:34
to play, but the Toreros, led by
Thompson, extended their advan
tage t~ as many as 15 points with
five mmutes remaining.~

See USD on Page D-9
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straight
seventh
USD. Wins
11f
other ways.
"Pepperdine decided to play us
honest and play us tough outside as
well as inside and that gave Scott a
chance. And he played great at both
ends of the court and was really a
force for us. He flat got it done for
, us, but he did it within the team
structure."
Get . the message: A player may
look hke Superman and scor~. like
Superman, but 1f h~'s got "USO emblazoned across his chest, he's al. one of the guys.
- to be Just
' gomg
ways
'.'I like our kids attitude. 'You are
gomg t? have to co~e after us t_o
beat us. Its an us agamst them att1tude," said Egan. "And that's why
this was a good win for us."
Pepperdine had come within a
three-pointer of tying U O last week
in the Sports Center, lo·ing 69 66, but
after 11:20 of play on their own court,
the Waves were losing 26-10. The
Waves were forced to play without

1 ,,
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Con · ued from -1
tonight witk he idea of containing
everybod , said Thompson, who
moved int? fourth place on USD'~ career sconng list with 1,252 pomts.
"Everyone expects me to score more
points and get every board, but I
know my limitations and I know we
have other players who can do the
.
.
.
Job "
There 1 no q~estion the f~undation
for the Toreros success this season
has been based on their teamwork.
·
· ht p I Leonard ch'1pped m
Last mg , au
15 points ~nd Danny ~eans added 14,
but wa. n t Thompsons ~rfo\mance
omethmg out of the ordmary .
"No, I don't think so," said Egan. "I
ee Scott taking advantage of what
was there within the limitations of
our offense. Earlier this season
teams were taking Scott away by
sagging on him and we weren't reponding well m other places, but
lately we have been hurting teams in

c. s

,, MALIBU - "'Center Scott
I hompson scored 26 points, 15 in
the second half, and grabbed 13 rebounds to lead the {.!niversit of
San Diego to a 78-73 West Coast
Athletic Conference victory over
Pepperdine Friday night.
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Thompson
leads USD by
Pepperd·ne

Th mpson carries Toreros pa t Pepperdine, 78-73 1
sen ibl - to remain in the background. And
so, even though he didn't want to make like
upennan, 1l was necessary because it was
obvious Pepperdme was primed for victory.
The Waves had superior athletes, as USO
coach H nk Egan admitted prior to the game,
and they had six straight victori over the
Torero:; m Firestone Fieldhouse. But they
didn't have a player capable of jumping over a
tall building in a ingle bound. and so the
Wav were tamed, 78-73. by the Thompson-

•
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T~ros complete
from staff and wire reports

MALIBU - The l ~ of
San Diego swept its home-andhome _... senes w1 h Pepperdme.
downmg the Waves 78-73 in West
Coast Athletic Conference action
Fnday before 1,500 spectators at
the Firestone Fieldhouse.
Torero center ~cott Thompsom
plaved a strong second half to key
the victory. He scored 15 of his
game-high 26 points in the final
20 mmutes, preventing a Pepperdme rally. He also added 13
rebounds. as USO lifted its conference-leading record to 8-1.

17-4 overal~.
Meanwhile se
b
Gonzaga was up
Clara 70-61, gwmg t t. for ro
I' ,-game lead over the Bulldogs
with five games rem mmg. USO
plays four of those games at the
USO Sports Center
Guards Paul Leona d nd D nny,Means added 15 and pm t
w >
respectively to~ the T rer
won their se\ enth str 1gnt contest
Pepperdme. led by Cra1 D \'15
and Mike Cumberla 1d w,th lo
pomts apiece, fell to 7 14 overall

Waves
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Waves find stopping USD's Thompson to be too tall an order

By Kirk Kenney ~
Tribune ~portswr1ter

MALIBU - Three NBA scouts were arguing among
lb mselv even before they had warmed their seats
here at last night's game betweef\...USO and rgpperdme.
The outs were in attendance at the F'irestone Fieldhouse to atch the Toreros' Scott Thompson and the
Wav 'Ertc White. Their dis greement centered around
Thom n. More lo the point, It centered around the USO
c nter's height
"H ' not ven f t tall," id the first scout
The ond scout agreed with that assessm nt, saying.
tall (Wav center Casey) Cr wford a d
"H ' not
e' 6-11 ''
think hes only 6-11," concluded the third
Thom on refut d the scouts' calculations after his
am -high 26 poio and ason-high 13 rebounds had led
the Tor r to a 78-73 West Coa t Athlet c Conference
victory before a crowd of 1,400.
' l think l played lik an eight-footer tonight," Thompn 1d "Actually, I am 7-feet tall. We're m ured at
th beg1Dnmg of ev ry year when we get our phy icals. I
wa 11 Mi last sea n Thi year I made It to ven."
USO coach Hank Egan d n't carry round a tape
mca ur to ttl uch d1 pu . All Egan ow I
Thompson' n htly rform n usually mea ure up to
b1 h ight

"I hke his level of play," said Egan, who recorded his last week's 69-66 loss to the Toreros at the USO Sports
2ooth career coaching win with the victory. "The way the Center.
Middlebrooks failed to score last night and had just
game broke down tonight he ended up getting the ball
where he needed it. And they were not in the position to three rebounds after collecting 10 points and six redouble-team him because we were hitting the shots in bounds the last time the teams met. In addition, the
Waves received only 11 points from White, the WCAC's
other areas.
''He plays withm the team concept and he always second-leading scorer, who had 28 points against the
makes good decisions. The statistics don't mean a thing. Toreros last week.
"They did a good job on White, but we have to have
He's helped us win a lot of basketball games and he did it
in the game," Pepperdine coach Jim Harrick said.
Levy
Somescoring.
with
again tonight. This time he did it
"He missed two wide open easy shots, and then he missed
times he does it with defense and rebounding."
What Thompson did last night was help the Toreros (8- another one. He just couldn't go."
Said Egan: "He (Middlebrooks) was not at full speed. I
1, 17-4) strengthen their hold on first place m the WCAC.
that. But it's interesting that when he goes
understand
Th y did it by beating the Waves (2-6, 7-14) for the first
tim m even trips to Firestone Fieldhouse. They did it out we have matchup problems. Now you come down and
for USD's team-record seventh straight conference win. you get people that can move and you have Scott strung
They did it by shooting nearly 52 percent from the field out all over the place.
"I think they missed Middlebrooks, but I think they did
and 85 percent from the free-throw line.
USO goes for its eighth straight conference win tonight a good job of keeping us off balance when they had him
at 7'30 when it completes this two-game trip at Loyola out of the lineup."
Marymount The Lions (2-6, 10-11) lost to St. Mary's last , Forwards Michael Cumberland and Dexter Howard
provided the Waves with more movement on offense and
rughl 71-68.
for 30 points and six rebounds to offset the
combined
Thom on's dominance against the Waves may have absence of Middlebrooks.
·
bee due in part to the limitert role played by Pepperdine
USD took control of the game early just as they did
for ard Levy Middlebrooks. Middlebrooks started, but
as limited to 14 minutes on the floor because of a last week at borne. The Toreros had their biggest advantrained Achilles tendon. He suffered the injury during tage of the game at 26-10 with more than eight minutes

remaining in the first half. Pepperdine cut that in half by
halftime to make it 35-27.
In the second half, the Waves climbed within three
points 43-40 before the Toreros regained control. Poor
free-throw shooting and mental mistakes late in the
game by USO enabled Pepperdine to come within a
t~ree-point shot of taking last week's game into overtune. That wasn't the case last night.
USD guard Danny Means made six of his 14 points at
the free-throw line in the game's final two minutes. And
Means helped teammate Paul Leonard, who had 15, bring
the ball up safely when the Waves pressured the Toreros
in the closing minutes.
"Last week, we made more mental errors than the
pressure forced and that's what made it close " Means
said. "This time we didn't make the mental mistakes and
that made it easier for us."
The Toreros played perhaps their best game of the
s~ason last week against Loyola Marymount, limiting the
Lions to 31 percent shooting from the field in an 82-48
rout.
USD held Lions forward Mike Yoest, the conference'
leading scorer, to 14 points in the game.
The Toreros will have to concern themselves with
more than Yoest this time, though. Loyola Marymount
forward_ ~rk Armstrong should be back in the lineup
after m1Ssmg the last game because of disciplinary reasons.
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Lucas tr a Judge asked to withdraw
Steven Feldman, would review alternatives before deciding what action
to take. He said it was possible they
would appeal the appellate court'~
ruling to the state Supreme Court.
McArdle said he will request that
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BY MICHA~. KNSMAN

J

Kennedy reJected the prosecution
motion as untimely
Kennedy said there wa a danger
that Lucas' right to a speedy trial
would be violated if he disqualified
himself at this late stage, leading to
ible dL mi sal of the charges.
th
Both Deputy District Attorney
Thoma McArdle and defense attorney Alex Landon aid rulings by Kennedy on motions he had heard before
he wa challenged would tand.
They said remaining motions, including a prosecution motion to consolidate both cases, will be heard by
a new judge.
Landon said he and co-counsel,

0 L<\\\' EJT 3 that ays

the rules
ou have to liv
age of 12.
you make up a
Vet many workers w l fmd themselves locked ir.to ca "r patterns
they d ·gned hen ti y were in junior high hoo. o ,unately, not everyone has chosen this path, or the
American work force wou d be overloaded with firemen, llE:rinas and
baseball players.
Stlll, chool kids across the country each year are encouraged to se•
lect the profession of their choice es
early in life as possible.
But the choices you make in adolescence often are considerably different from those you would make
after a couple of decades of life expenences. That is the precise reason
why you shouldn't be afraid to
change careers.
Changing careers can be frightenmg, refreshing or it can be a disaster.
The trick is to make sure you know
where your priorities are before you
leap into a new career
"U you're not willing to make sacrifices, you're not ready to change
careers," according to Cynthia Robinson, a career counselor at San
Diego State University.
Burnout is the 'Surest sign that
maybe you'd be better off in another
line cf work. Job burnout can affect
your personal life as well as professional life. Problems may begin to
surface in other parts of your life
that are directly attributable to career woes, or you may develop physical problems.
If you find yourself hating your
job, maybe its time to leave.
"Drudgery is a sure sign that the
time has come," said Barbara Burke,
a counselor at the U J l i ~ n
Diego.
'flurke warns that switching careers is not something to rush into.
Give yourself two or three years before you Chau,.,;. . _ ~ - - - - - - - - ,
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By Chet Barfield
Tribune S/.JU Writer

The Chicano Federation of San Diego County
won't take part in a network of l!ummunity centers to screen and process amnesty applications
for the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service.
The Hispanic rights organization has "decided
we will not be a processing center," board chairman Jess Haro said last night. "Our concern is
that we might have a conflict and be perceived as
an arm of the INS."
Under the new immigration law, undocumented
aliens who have been in the country since Jan. 1,
1982, will be eligible in May to apply for legal
resident status.
Because many aliens would be wary of applying
directly to the INS, the .agency is enlisting advocacy groups to act as Intermediaries. The Catholic
dioceses of San Diego and Lo Angeles, for exampie, have indicated they will process the INS applications.

't process applications
Hare's announcement that his organization will
shun the program was made during a sparsely
attended public forum at the University of San
o.___
~·e._,.g::::
_Di
who discussed
Haro was one of five panel
vario~ aspects of the immigration reform legislation and answered questions from the audience of
35, about hall of whom were members of the sponsoring Syracuse University Alumni Association.
In an interview after the forum, Haro said the
governing board of his organization - which he
said serves 1,000 Spanish-speaking clients a month
in San Diego County - voted last week not to take
part in the INS processing.
"This does not mean we will not be involved in
the issue of immigration," he said. "We will obviously counsel these people and give them informalion.
"Also, if necessary, we will refer them to a
reputable lawyer who will treat them fairly."
Haro said although the INS had not asked the

I 88

nd Coa:,tal Ero 10n tn San Diego \\ii he the
topic of the first of a series of ~san Diego and
th~ Sea .. seminars co-:,pon ored by the San
Drego Ocean, Foundation, the Mar,ne Studies
l~rogram and Ocean Club of the ~ ers 1ty of
San Diego The si;minar will be held at 6 p.m m
room ?•o of Serra Hall on the U D campus.
There 1s no fee. For more information, call Dr,.R1chard Casey, 260-4600, ext. 441 8. . /

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
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(Ci r. D. 1,076,466)
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Robinson, meanwhile, believes the
sooner you realize you're in the
wrong profession, the better. "The
longer you stay in a career, the more
you get locked into it. The job often
bring:; trappings that are hard to
shed," she said.
There is a tendency for modern
Americans to become impatient with
career c-J10ices. The experiences of
immediate gratificatio often push
them mto becoming dis. usioned before they should. Ever: areer has
stalls and dull periods , .,ea nothing
seems to be progressinb, Every business also is subject to naturally slow
cycles, a phenomenon that individuals should recognize as the pattern of
the business and not their career.
Clearly, however, if you think you
need to change careers you should
take :;lock of your life. Looi at the
reason" you wer.t into your (, rrent
line of work ..n what has chan~ed to
make you unhappy It you fin4 your
motivations ·are ba~:~ally the same,
maybe you don· 1eed to switch careers, but simply a move to another
job in the same new profession.
U your interests have changed
since you made your first career decisions - and, that is common - you
should probably consider redirecting
your career. Along with a change in
interests, motivations also can
change, and you probably shouldn't
fight that but rather set about to capitalize on their energies.
One prominent San Diego developer spent his collegiate years studying
science before embarking on a career in biotechnology. He later
switched to selling commercial real
estate and subsequently became
most .successful as a developer of
commercial properties.
A period of self-assessment can be
heightened by career counselors,
who recognize the difference between job dissatisfaction and burnout. Counselors can help sort
through your frustrations and help
you adjust into a life that f:ts your
current desires.
Monetary sacrifice, at 1£ ;t temporarily, comes along witli .t career
switch, and SDSU's Rob111Son says
that if your family is not supportive,
you may wind up with a bigger headache than when you began.
Still, many workers have revitalized their lives by switching careers.
"Hopefully, if someone is going to
tecause they
change careers, it
think the change will e more conducive to their happin s," said USD's
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vuso professor named
to U~~~Circu· Court
By Bob Lupo

Bernard Siegan, who spoke only Yiddish _the first five years of his life, was
nommated this week by President Reagan to the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of
Appeals.
Siegan, 62, who hves in La Jolla, is a
professor of law at the UqiversitYJ>f San
Diego. He is regarded as a constitutional
sl!holar, and as an economic conservative.
Siegan 's parents were Russian and Polish immigrants. He grew up in the Lawndale area on the West Side of Chicago,
then largely populated by Jews. He
served in the U.S. Army and studied law
at the University of Chicago.
He came under the influence of the free
market economists who then held court
at the university. He developed his still
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~ERICA'~ NEW IM~GRATION LAW will be the subject
of a_pubhc f~toJfilirro\_V at the Uni~ of San Diego. The
~ational _Isstteii /Forum will focus on issues such as whether
illegal aliens take away American jobs, burden the welfare
s~stem or deplete national resources. Sponsored by the San
~1ego ~hap_ter of Syracuse University's Alumni Association, the
discussion IS open to the public at 7 p.m. in USD's Manchester
Hall. - Chet Barfield, staff writer
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Unlver it of San Diego,
h at h me, ma e I rr ighl -at
J>'rld y night at Pepperdlne's
tone F'ieldhous in Malibu.
B h nd the strong play of center
tt Thompson, San Diego beat
pcrdme, 78-73, In a West Coast
1 tic Confer nee game before a
wdof 1,427.
omp on cored 26 polnta and
d 13 r bounds for the WCACding Toreros, who Improved to
in conference and 17-4 overall.

Th

trongly held beliefs that economic freedoms should rert'ive the same protection
as freedo of speech, religiori and the
press.
He told a reporter that he believes that
a trc.-nJ toward a loosening interpretation
of the Constitution is taking away property rights and economic freedoms from
U.S. citizens. This is coming about, at
least partially, Siegan indicated, by excessive zoning and regulation.
He describes himself at a strict constructionist on constitutional matters. He
was a land use lawyer in Chicago, and has
taught at U SD since 1973.
Some: students of the legal scene have
expected for some time that Siegan
Y. ould be nominated to the court, and
C0!'troversy is anticipated over the nomination.
If approved by the Senate, Siegan
woultl succeed Warren Ferguson, who
has become a senior judge.
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an Diego Turns Back Pepperdine, 78-73, Behind the Play of Thompson
i(A1J?1
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Chicano Federation to function as a processing
center, many of the organization's clien~ have
been requesting application forms and assistance
in filing them.
In a related matter during the panel discussion,
Jorge Vargas of USD's U.S.-Mexican Law Institu_te
contradicted San Diego INS Deputy Director Chff
Rogers, who had said the cost of ~pplying for
legalization would not exceed the widely quoted
figure of $250 and probably would more likely be
neare1 $150, the current fee for foreigners seeking
naturalization.
Vargas said research indicates the actual cost
could more than triple that amount, with the INS
filing fee added onto charges levied by processing
centers and expenses for fingerprinting, certification and other required document verification procedures.
"We are thinking the cost per individual - without considering attorneys' fees - will be $500,'/ I
/ _ _,
Vargas said.

-------

n
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the new judge be asked to hear the
consolidation motion before hearing
the other motions.
Original plans were to have the
Jacobs-Garcia case tried before the
Swanke-Strang-Fisher-Santiago case,

t.,r

g
1/Chicano
lM~~--

.

Hy Mitch Him
laff Writer
An appellate court yesterday ord r d Superior Court Judge William
II K nn dy to disqualify himself
from h anng further proceedings n
th David Allen Lucas murder cases.
While prai mg K nnedy as a "capable, factually obJective judge ...
well quahfled to fairly try both
ca ," ju lice of the 4th D;strict
Court of Appeal said Kennedy's relamandatei;
l10 hip with a witn
th t h be disquahhed.
Th ch net attorney's office reque t d Kennedy be dLqualified
from trying the ca e involving the
murd rs of Rhonda Strang. 24, and
Amber FJSh r, a 3-year-old girl she
wa baby- lltlng In her Lakeside
student
home, the murder of
Ann C th rm Swanke, 22;aiiil1iie
att mpt d murd r of Jodie Santiago,
ttle.
34, of
Kennedy earlier had granted a def n: e request to disqualify himself
from th trial in which Lucas is
accu cd of the murder of Suzanne
Camille Jacob , 31, and her son, Cohn
Michael Jacob·, 3; and the murder of
Gav! Roberta Garcia, 29.
in the latter ca. e, the defen. e had
contended tliat Kennedy faced a conflict of mtere t because hb nephew,
d f nse inve llgator William Austin,
w to be a w1tn
The pro ecutton requested Kennedy disquahfy himself 111 the other
ca as well, on the . ame grounds
that Au tin would be called as a wlt-
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He made 11 of 17 shots from the
field and 4 of 5 free throws.
The Toreros jumped to an 8-0
lead and increased it to 26-10 on a
hook shot by 'Phompson with 8:41
left in the half.
Pepperdme, 2-6 and 7-14 overall,
managed to cut the deficit to eight
points (35-27) at halftime, and
made a run at U. San Diego early m
the second half.
The Waves' Craig Davis scored
on two three-pointers to make it

37-33, while F..d Allen's 17-foot
jumper cut San Diego's lead to
43-40 with 15,34 remaining in the
game.
Pepperdine could get no closer,
though another three-pointer by
Davis brought the Waves within
six points of the Toreros at 74-68
with 1:28 left.
But San Diego's Danny Mean
made six straight free throws-all
in one-and-one situations in the
last two minutes-to hold off

Pepperdine.
Means finished with 14 points,
making all 10 of his free throws.
Davis and Mike Cumberland
each scored 16 points to lead the
Waves. Davis made 4 of 5
three point shots, and Cumberland
was 6 of 9 from the field.
Pepperdine's Dexter Howard had
14 points, also on 6-of-9 shooting.
But the 7-0, 260-pound Thompson was the main force in the game.

"Every time we needed a basket
in the second half, he got us a
basket," U. San Diego Coach Hank
Egan said. "Pepperdine played us
much more honest all around,
which opened it up for Scott more."
Thompson was asked if he was
out to prove something against the

Waves, and he answered: "A little
bit. In my four years, we haven't
won here (at Firestone), and we
wanted to do it tonight and stay on
top of the league. I thought we did a
good job of controlling the tempo
tonight. They didn't fast break o_!l...us much at all."
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~ride
pitched a six-hitter -~t(e Long
Beach State baseball team (2-2) past
the host Toreros, 7-1. John Holt had a
bases-empty home run for USD (3-1)
. . . Ken Kuperstem defeated Jim
cNamee 7-6, 6-3 at No. 1 smgles to

Los Angeles, CA
(Lo Angele Co.)
Lo Angeles Times
(Cir. D. 1,076,466)
(Cir. S . 1,346,343)

San Diego, CA
(San ~iego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217 089)
(Cir. S. 341 :840)
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~ N A R : The University of San Diego is
Sf>onsonng a business u~akfa,t seminar
titled "Health Promo~Workplace"at
the Manchester Conference Center. Continental
breakfa t begins at 7:30 a.m.; the seminar is
sched_uled for 8 a.m. The fee is $15. For
add111onal information, call 260-4585.

ong lhe four top learn m
ndmgs," and thus
u
horn ·, urt dvantag m
nt first round
-RAY IPTO
0

Common Opponents

~:go

lh e games-lesa lhan 340,
48 pointa against San 10. Their
was
lhe1r lowe t total in five
the Lio playing hkc a ~te~
lately, have fallen to 10-10
h Thmge may turn ar~und at
oFme, lhough, where Loyola 188 2
orward 1"k e y oest continues· to·
pace lhree Lions in double r1gures

with a 21.1-point av
h erage Guard
Chris Nikch
Mark Armstri;1c and forward
• g are each scoring
about 13
Enoch s10:~n~ a game. Guard
' who became a
starter thr
games ago, has scored
58 pointa
8
star
tcr to raise his
overall
ave age to 9.8.
-ALANDROOZ
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SD BASKj;TBALL - Scott
Thompson, th~~e ' foot center,
g1ate Athletic
was the We~
Conference player of the week for
the second t~me this season. Thomp·
son, a two-time All-WCAC selection
bad 43 points a 31 rebounds in tw~
• USD victon

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Dally Calllornlan
(Cir. D. 100,271)
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!'1Toreras win second straight game

-i
\ . The University of San D~eg~basketball team won its
second game m as many mgRfs-'Barlirda_y with a 62-54 victory over
Loyola· 1arymo~nt m the U~D Sports Center. Julie Evans sparked
a come-from-behmd ~ffort with 14 of her 20 points in the second
half a~ the T?reras wiped out a 32-23 halftime deficit with a 39-22
burst in the fmal 20 minutes. Chris Burke added 15 points and Kelli
Behren~ 11 points and IO rebounds. The Toreras, now 10-11 overall
and 3-4 m West Coast Athletic Conference play, next visit LoyolaMarymount on Friday night and Pepperdme next Saturday before
commg home to host U.S. International on Saturday, Feb. ~

S11n Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)
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November. Kennedy was bearing pretrial motions
in that ca e when the defense challenge was filed
ln the other case.
A pros ut1on motion ct consohdate the cases
prompted the defense challenge in the case involv•
ing the 1984 slayings of Univer 1ty of San Diego
student A ne Catherine Swanke. 22; Rhonda
Strang, 24· and a child Strang was baby-sitting,
Amber Fisher, 3, and an attack on Jody Santiago,

34

Deputy D1stnct Attorney Thomas McArdle
praised the new ruling. notmg that the case Ken•
dy had been hearing will be sent back to Superi·
eassign·
or Court Judge J. Richard Haden f
ment.
"The rulings made by Kennedy up to the time of

JI.lien'•

--

ge disqualified from both murder c ses
cia, 29, had been assigned to Kennedy for trial last

_

and poise."
He also scored 17 points, made a
key steal in the first overtime that
resulted in a three-point play for the
Toreros and forced LMU's best player to foul out two seconds into the
second overtime.
Me.ans, taking the tip from Thompson m the second overtime, was
fo uled driving for the basket by Mike
Yoest. Yoest, who had 17 points, was
at the heart of LMU's success, but
now he was on the bench.
Means hit one of two free throws
to give USD a 75 74 lead, and he
Toreros never trailed again. LMU
pulled even at 79-all with 2:26 to go,
but Means sank a 16-foot jumper for
an 81-79 lead and the Toreros were
on their way.
USD_ had grabbed a seven-point
lead with 7:47 to go in regulation but
then went into a shell and didn't hit a
field goal the rest of the second half.
The Toreros managed eight more
~ints from the free-throw line, but
Victor Lazzaretti's tip in with five
seconds to go tied the score at 65 and
set up the first overtime. Leonard
had gotten off a 25-footer, which
"Danny Means had his best ball bounced off the board and off the rim
games of the season this weekend " at the buzzer, but it was only a presaid Egan. "He has always been 'a Jude f9r _what was to come.

fEB O 987
P.
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got a career-high 18 rebounds and
chipped in with five assists. It was a
good night's work, but it would have
een wasted effort had his comrades no~ reported in for duty.
Early m the game, at a time when
LMU (10-12, 2-7) was gaining its con•
fidence, the Toreros were forced to
go to their bench. Forward Nils Madden, who had spearheaded last
week's 82-48 rout of LMU with 17
points, was pl;,gued with foul problems, which prompted Egan to play
Krallman.
Krallman accepted the assignment, scored 17 points, got six re~unds and put the Toreros in a posit10n to go mto overtime and win the
game.
Munn and Manor also took their
t~rns carrying the load, but at all
h_mes Leonard was there, steadying
hJS teammJtes as the floor leader
and scoring when called upon. Leonard scored 15, had six rebounds and
contributed eight assists.
That's the way Leonard has been
playing all season, but this weekend
"other" guard emerged as a

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,069)
(Cir. S. 341,840)
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lead the vi 1ting Arizona State m n's
ten~eam past the Toreros,

1987
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the challenge will stand," McArdle said.
The challenges to Kennedy were based on the
fact that his nephew has worked as a private in·
vestigator in the Lucas cases and will be a witness
in the trial and the fact that, as assistant district
attorney in 1973, Kennedy signed an information
document charging Lucas in an earlier case with
rape and kidnapping.
"Judge Kennedy recognized the gamesmanship
involved had nothing to do with either party's per·
sonal belief he would not be fair and impartial in
either proceeding, but were tactics designed to
achieve a preferred order of trial,'' Wiener wrote.
The appellate court termed the consolidation
motion by Miller's office .{ill 'obvious effort" ,to
avoid having the older ca~. involving the Jacoiis/
/
and Garcia killings, tried first.

P. C. B.
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!~~s win ~n double overtime
LOS ANGELES - Nine days
ago, UniversiQ. . of San Diego
bask~tball coach Hank Egan said
that tt was not the usual Loyola
~arymount team his Toreros had
Just walloped. On that day USD
• b\ew ?u~ the visitors 82-54 '_ the
\ Lions biggest defeat in five years.
: . So, Loyola ~arymount, ranked
m the top ten m scoring offense
wei:t back to basics. The tea~
decided to work the ball in to
center Darryl Carter, a 6-foot-8
semor who missed the previous
game. He had been suspended by
coach ~au! Westhead, the former
Lakers coach, for curfew violations.
_An arroused Carter, along with
Lazzaretti, tried to stop
Vi

'

USO s seven-foot center, Scott
Thompson. The pair battled him
on even terms early, but Thom .
son ended up with 17 points arfd
18 rebounds in Saturday's rematch of West Coast Athlete
Conferenc~ foes, enough to hold
off t~e Lions 88-82 in doubleovertime at Gertsen Pavilion.
Coupl~d with Gonzaga's sec~nd straight loss on the road this
lime to San Francisco 81-73, USD
now holds a commanding 2'/2game lead over the Bulldogs for
the WCAC lead with just four
games remaining.
Danny Means' 16-foot Jumper
~napped a 79-79 tie with 2:16 left
m the second overtime, and USO
went on to reel off a 9-0 string to
take the game.

Lazzarett1 had stolen an in~ounds_ pass with 18 seconds left
m _the first overtime and fed off to
Mike Yoest, who was fouled and
~ade one of two free throws to
tie the. game at 74 and send the
game mto the second extra peri·
od.
La~zaretti also forced the first
~vertime by making a layin that
tied the contest at 65 with five
seconds remaining in regulation.
Means and Steve Krallman
added 17 points apiece for the
Torer<?s· Chri~ Ni~chevich paced
the Lions with 18 points and
'
Yoest added 17.
. The victory was the Toreres'
eighth straight, giving Egan wis
201s~ career triumph. USD is now
9-1 m the WCAC, 18-5 o v /

Santa Ana, CA

(Orange Co.)
Register
(Morning Ed.)
(Cir. D. 263,099)
(Cir. S. 280,000)
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Anteaters win third
in a row, 5-4, 12-9
From staff,

from St. Mary's
the Golden Eagles (2-3-1} at
Tempe, Ariz. Bob Dombrowski
added a two-run single in the m·
nmg.
Tim Esmay went 4 for 4 for Anzona State (5· l} with two doubles
and an RBI
In NAIA District 111:
Master's 6, Christ College
Irvine 2: The Mustangs (2-0) got a
l\~o-run homer in the ninth inning
with two outs from Mark McArthur
in defeating the Eagles (0-2) at
Irvine.
The Mustangs scored four runs
with two outs in the ninth.
In JC games:
Rancho Santiago 14, South•
westem 4: Sophomore right

fielder Bob Brucato of 1\-fission
Viejo High hit a three-run homer in
the eighth inning to lead the Dons
(1-0 ) to the nonleague victory at

Southwestern

Cerritos 5, Canyons 4: Sophomore catcher Craig Wilson went 2
for 4 with a homer and three RBI
and Tim Lockhardt surrendered
six hits while striking out five and
walking three as the Falcons '1-0)
won at Cerritos.
Saddleback 6, Rio Hondo 2:
Freshman Dan Blancett allo\.\ ed
o~e earned run while stnking out
nme and walking two in seven innmgs_ to help the Gauchos (1-0) to
the victory at Saddlehack.
Dave Shetland, Bill Lasher and
Scott Hefner had two hits each to
spur the victory.
In the College of the Desert
Toumament:
~pre~s 17, San Diego City 7:

David Rice struck out five and
walked thr_ee in five innings to lead
the Ce!ltunons (2-0) to victory
/
San Diego City.

0\': 1/ ,
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thought better of it, scaled down his
ambitions and enrolled at USD. He
wanted a place where he wouldn't
have to redshirt, where he could
strut in as a freshman and call the
paint his own. His first year here, he
averaged 7.1 points, 4.8 rebounds and
was named the WCAC freshman of
the year. Even when Coach Jim
rovelli bai'led out for the
B
University of San Francisco at
season's end, Thompson knew his
choice was the right one, "oh, yes . . .
" Look at hi'm now.
doubt.
0"I
remember he went up to
Washington State for a recruiting
trip the night they beat UCLA,,
Leonard Thompson says. "(Th~ncoach) George Raveling had them so
hyped up they blew the roof off the
place. Scott told me later, 'If they'd
have put the paper in front of me
that night I probably would've
igned.' But he came home, thought
S
about it, decided to go to a place a
little smaller.''

The big man and the small schcol
hit it off handsomely, to the puint
that the 7-0, 260-pound Thompson is
now USD's all-time scoring leader
with an asterisk - each of the four
players in front of llim played at
least two seasons in Division II. He
has lifted himself from a shy, scared
teen-ager to a certain NBA draft
pick with a big-money contract in
his future. He has ironed the
wrinkles from his game, learned to
box out on rebounds, found a
/Jevilish little hook shot the pros
adore. All this, and he has even gone
to class.
"It's been rewarding, finding my
identity - and not just on the
basketball court;· Thompson says.
"But my conrentration now is not on
he future or anything like that. I
3ust want to help us win, get some
recognition for the team, the school.
Teams still come in here and think
we're San Diego State.''

W

ere you always tall?"
someone wants to know,
half-joking.
"Always," Thompson says.
"Always.
"I think people back home knew
me as 'that big, tall guy' instead of
who I was - instead of 'Scott
Thompson.' But you learn to accept
it There's not a whole Jot you can
do."
The big, tall guy tried to blend in

soccer, baseball, you,~ame 1t although eventually I fo~nd out I
was pretty goo~, at throw~ng a ball
through a hoop. For Chr1Stmas one
year, Leonard Thompson got some
buddies together and built an
ov~rs1zed backbo~rd for the
driveway. They rigged up a pulley to
put ~he thing in place, then cleared
out m a hurry - because here came
Sc~t~ with a bal!- .
I d shoot until 1t g~t ,da:k out and
then Id get a mechamc s light to put
on the garage door so I could see,"
he says. "They'd be yelling, 'It's 10
o'clock! Get in the house! But I'd,,
stay out there as long as I could.
"It's funny," Leonard says, "but I
drove past the old homestead the
other day and that thing's still up
there. ~~tit looks like it's about to
fall off.
Thompson played on the freshman
and
v dsophomore teams at Mesa
er e, though Ryan knew from the
start he was good enough for the
varsity. The idea: Instill a winning
attitude among the younger players,
so that when Thompson got to be a
senior, the Mavericks might go 28-2
and reach the playoffs - which they
did.
Mesa Verde struggled before the
Thompson years, inasmuch as it was
the only year-round school in
California - nine-week quarters,
with three weeks off in between and many of the top athletes opted
to go elsewhere. "I think it's hard
for your average sophomore to
accept a decision like that," Ryan
says. "But that's when I knew Scott
would turn out OK."
Sacramento became a must-stop
on the college coaching map during
Thompson's junior season, but not
because of Thompson; Kevin
Johnson, a sweet little guard
prospect, was filling up the nets
over at Sac High (he later
matriculated at Cal). Still, word
spread on "that big, tali guy'' at
Mesa Verde. Ryan, fending off
vultures, had one iron rule: Schools
that had not recruited Thompson as
a junior could not hop on the
bandwagon his senior year. Luckily
for USD, Brovelli was the first
coach w make contact - and
Thomps,,n remembered.
"I Y orried anyway," Brovelli says
now "I worried about the Pac-10.
Who was going to steal him?" USD
assistants showed up at so many
Mesa Verde games that year that
1

them, "Hey, you living up here
now?"
"You could take just one look at
Scott and see what he had going for
him in high school," Brovelli says.
"The mobility. Those hands. He
needed some work, sure. Who
doesn't? We thought he'd become a
great college player."
Thompson chose USD in a close
race over University of the Pacific,
then was shocked the day late in his
freshman year when Brovelli
3'umped ship for San Francisco. But
he sized up the new coach, Hank
Egan of the Air Fol'ce Academy, and
decided he rather liked this concept
of hoops by the beach. Under Egan,
Thompson has improved his scoring
and rebounding statistics each
season, become a two-time allconference center, and slowly
pushed USD toward an NCAA
Tournament bid. With a month left
in his senior season, "I'm still happy
I'm here" the big, tall guy says.
"I can't wait to see him play

~---- ·-·--·~
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rounders in '85. They might not have
7-footer in the draft.
high school people said Scott
gone that high if they were guards."
"I'll tell you what, I like him,"
dominated because of his size,
Thompson's mind wanders ahead
Babcock says of Thompson. "He's
getting 30 points a game, but I saw
much improved, with a good variety sometimes, but he catches himself
him beat our guards one-on-one in
- preferring to focus on next week's
practice. I saw him win games of H- of skills and a nice touch from 15
league games against Gonzaga and
O-R-S-E. Now the question is: Can he feet in. And he's got the size. Our
Portland and the WCAC tournament
size.
loves
league
to
have
I'd
level?
next
the
step up to
that begins Feb. 28. To blot out the
"There are questions, of course.
say I think he can."
pros is not easy, especially when a
He's not explosive as a player. His
legend,
lack of speed is part of the
t
h stands,
h the
be is in
b h dJerry·tWest,
t is a lean year for big-time
ut e oes I cause e as o,
downside. But right now the general
centers in the NBA draft, even
"because we've still got some things
rule is big men go earlier than you
if you count David Robinson _
to prove as a team." And because
might expect them to go - gu,ys
and you should. Thompson winks.
the
such as Blair Rasmussen (Denver),
d place is
d in first
f weather up there
Everything else will take care of
iner than he ever ream<.. .
Bill Wennington (Dallas), Uwe Blab
itsell
Robinson, a bright, artistic
franchise-maker from the Naval
San Diego, CA
Academy, could go first overall
(San Diego Co.)
despite his two-year military
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
commitment. Chris Welp of
(Cir. S. 341 ,840)
Washington has scouts foaming at
the mouth. Beyond them? "There's a
kid named Ron Moore at West
Virginia State, but nobody's sure
fEB 12 1987
because of the competition," says
Pete Babcock of the Nuggets.

I
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Busines~Matters---(Contin ued (rP11rj'Nft!1A)

named Rob~rt~~r'marketing
manager, and appointed Roland
Garza as product support
specialist.

* * ..

The A ·ation/S ace Writers
Association holds its 49th annual

news conference here, May 10-14.
Joe Lipper of Aerojet General and
Larry Peeples are the co-ehairs of
the event. The theme of the meeting will be "The Global lmplica-
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~isiting judges in town
):'15,c;for week of 'law school'
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tions of Aviation and Space."
* * *
Las Palmas Travel is now open

for business. Located at 522 E.
Chase Ave., El Cajon, the travel
agency has a travel boutique selling hard-to-find travel items such
as converters, mini hair dryers,
emergency kits and travel pillows.
* * *
Buck Knives has promoted
Charlie Gregory to marketing
and sales director. Gregory joined
the firm in 1982 as national sales
manager.
.. * *
Robert H. Baker, president of
Univeristy Ford/ChyslerPlymouth, is a 1987 Time magazine Quality Dealer Award fi-

nalist. He is one of 20 selected.
* * *
George F. Ciampa, a 33-year
veteran at Zellerbach Paper Co.,
has been promoted to vice president and general manager of
Zellerbach's Mead Corp. in National City.

By Pat Flynn

Staff Writer

Jud~e John K. Moore is taking a
Jaw course in San Diego because
there's been a surge in death penalty
cases in Virginia.
"Up until 1985, we only had one
capital case ever in Virginia Beach,"
said the circuit court justice. "In
1986, we had five."
Moore and about 75 other judges
from around the country are attending National Judicial College courses
this week at the \!niversitr__of San
Diego.
......ir-came here because capital murder cases have become more prevalent," Moore added. "There's a tremendous need to become familiar
with the case law and the statutory
law. If you're going to give someone
a fair and full trial, you have to be up
on everything."

FEB 9 1987
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men's tennis defeats USD
By Ron Pace

Allyson Cooper won in both singles and doubles Friday as the women's tennis team beat the University
of San Diego.

See JUDGES

* * *

The UCLA women's tennis
team conti~ued their winning
ways on Fnday by defeating the
San Diego Toreros, 7-2.
The victory marked the
Bruins' fifth consecutive win and
allowed them to remain
undefeated this year. Debbie
Ceccato beat her opponent Christy Drage, 6-1, 6-0, and Wendy
Ouwendijk pulled a shutout over
Kelley Jewell in strai~ht sets
6-0, 6-0. The two Brums com~
bined their efforts in doubles
play to defeat the USD team of
Drage-Greenwood, 6-2, 7-5.
Maria LaFranchi was also involved in the Bruins' win as she
beat the Toreros' Jill Greenwood, 6-2, 6-2. Bruin Allyson
Cooper defeated Laura Gonzalez, 6-2, 7-6, and teamed up
with teammate Joni Urban to
defeat the team of Larking-Brayton, 6-1 , 6-1.
Meanwhile, All-American Jane
Thomas was defeated in the
semi-finals of the Rolex Indoor
Championships. She was ousted
by Houston's Kathy Foxworth,
2-6, 7-5, 6-2. Bruin Jennifer
Fuchs was also set to play in the
tournament, but decided to
cancel because of soreness in the
knee. Fuchs sat out Friday's
match against USD, but is expected to be ready to play this
week.

The CIT Group/Equipment
Financing ofLiyingston, N.J., has
honored Tom Hawthorne ·of
Hawthorne Machinery Co. with
its "Rebuilding America" award
for his lobbying efforts to publicize
problems of the country's deteriorating roadways.
* * *
Megatek Corp. holds its 1987
Template User Network annual
conference March 18-20 at Hyatt
Arlington in Arlington, Va. Locally, Template will offer a graphics
software course June 9-10 here.
Cost is $500.

.. *

*

Tataris Systems has announced
two new versions of its eight-page
per minute laser printers. Talaris
812 and Talaris 802 can hold more
paper - 500 sheets, compared to
100 - and are more flexible to
handle a variety ofjobs.

* *. *

Polaris Software has introduc-

ed two new versions of its desktop
publishing software programs:
Ram-Resident PrintMerge and
PrintMerge.
San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)
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/ uso ~layers gain finals

Scott Patridge and Dan Mattera of
USD. advanced to today's ~ingles finals !n the San Diego Intercollf,giate
Tenms Tournament at USD. ';}- "\ 5 .,-

on Ple B-7

FEB 1 S 1987
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* * *

SCOTT WEEASING

Other jurists find the program attractive on slightly different
grounds.
"Why am I here? Have you ever
been to the Midwest in February?"
asked one.
Roughly half the judges are attending a week of classes on current
issues in family law. The others are
studying capital and felony sentencing.
During one session, David C.
Baldus, a professor at the University
of Iowa College of Law, discussed the
death penalty.
Baldus has completed extensive
research in an attempt to determine
whether the race of a murder victim
is a factor in handing down a death
sentence.
The professor was a w'.Less in the
1::.an uIego co.)
Evening Tribune ·
(Cir. D. 127,454)

The Electrical Generating
Systems Association holds its
1987 Winter Convention here Feb.
18-20 at the Hotel Inter-Continental.

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
U.C.L.A. Daily Bruin
(Cir. D. 22,300)
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William R. Holland disc~• way,

111!1li tax law will affect u s i m ~ ahead
for national and local ~l!b~1," 6 p.m. Feb.
19, with reception at 5:30 p.m .• part of USD"s
Distinguished Speaker Serles, Douglas F.
Manchester Executive Conference Center.
Admission: $15. Information: 260-4585.

l T!~n'i~~I

baseball team started off the
season with straight victories
lciore falling- to CS Long
Beach on Sunday by the score
of 7-1.
USD opr>ned the '87 season
with a 10-l victory o,.er Pt.
Lorna College as s,..nior pitcher
Dan Ne~-man pitched 7 innings of 1-run ball to lead the
way.
USD then played CS Long
Beach in 3 straight games. Friday saw the Toreros come
away with a 1.3-5 win as freshman Lo~ Skerti h got a victory in his first collegiate
start. Contribt•1ing 2 RBI's
v piece were Mark Trafton,
Sean Baron, Chris Bwy and
Dan Jscheveste.
The Toreros squeaked out a
5-4 win on Saturday as freshman Ro.h... Sparks pitched a
complete game in his first
start. Mark 'l'rafton got a RBI
single in the 8th for the game
·
winner.
The Toreros were limited to
l run and 6 hits by Long Beach
on Sunday while Newman
evened his pitching record at
1-1.

Following the road trip, the
Toreros return Feb. 20 to host
Chapman College at 2:30 /

Los Angeles, CA
(~os Angeles Co)

Tomes

(San Diego Ed )
(Cir. D 50 o,oj
(Cir. S 55,573)
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USDHas
Too Much
forz USIU
ss
q

By CHRIS ELLO

SAN DIEGO-The University of
San_pie~o improved to 19-4 Thursday mg t with a 113-72 nonconference victory over United States
International University in front of
2,075 fam at the USD Sport Center.
USD, which leads the West Coast
Athletic Conference by two games
over GoPzaga, returns to conference play Saturday night here
against Sl. Mary's.
The Tcreros' ninth straight victory wa~ a mismatch from the
opening tp. USD held leads of 9-0
'
34-6, 45-8. . . and so on.
"We came out and just exploded," USD Coach Hank Egan said.
"We had pore weapons than they
did to begm with, and then we just
played awfully well."
At the end of the first half, the
Please see USD, P7'e 11
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/ By~~~SIU riv~~~Y is 'a ~ouple years away'
hp Yd gf verBy well .. So we ve got our
an s u11· ut I thmk we have a few
· .
USIU fmds itself looking UR_gJ USD _ things that we are going to t
ry on
for at least another year on the bas- Scott."
ketball court.
"We are trying to establish a local D'The Gulls (8-14), who defeated San
ie_go State 87-81 two weeks ago, are
rivalry," said USIU coach Gar
Zarecky, whose Gulls lost to th~ ami~ a three-game losing streak.
Toreros 96-82 last season. "I think we Their latest s_etback came Monday
agamst Flon_da A&M 110-89. It
are a year or two away."
The Gulls will be giving awa an marked the third straight time they
average of three inches acros/ the have a\lowed an opponent more than
front line when they meet the 10,0 pomts. USD coach Hank Egan
Toreros tonight at 7:30 in a non-con- stl ll casts a wary eye at his crossference game at the USD Sports Cen- town opponents.
"We are not taking them lightly "
ter.
Like ~ost teams that have played ~gan _said. "Our kids understand this
USD this season, USIU's main con- 1s a rivalry. I think there is a pride
cern will be USD center Scott factor at stake here and it is someThompson. The Gulls attempted to thmg we are taking very seriously."
The game comes in the middle of
fluster the 7-foot Thompson last season b! assigning 6-2 guard Charles West Coast Athletic Conference play
Reddmg to cover him. Redding for the Toreros (18_4), who have won
pestered his opponent for a while a school-record eight straight conferbut Thompson still managed a game~ ence_ games and feature a WCACIeadmg 9-1 record. USD returns to
hi~h. 24 points ~nd 16 rebounds.
I m very impressed with Scott conferenc~ play Saturday night at
Thompson," Zarecky said. "He's home agamst St. Mary's.
Tribune Sportswriter

Thompson figured prcnuinently in
•t
the T
oreros wo victories over the
weekend at Pepperdine and Loyola,
M~rymount. He combined for 43
pomts and 31 rebounds in the two
games to earn WCAC Player of the
Week honors for the second time this
season. Tho~pson had a career-high
18 rebn!ln_ds m Saturday's t8:82 doub!e-overt1me victory against the
Lions. Thompson became USD's
fourth-le~ding all-time scorer with
his 26 pomts in the Toreros' 78-73 victory Friday against Pepperdine.
Thompson is one of four seniors in
th e USD starting lineup who have
~een averaging in double figures durmg the past eight games. The others
are 6-8 forward Nils Madden (12.4), 66 forward Mark Manor (11.3) and
guard Paul Leonard (12.1).
USIU "!ill be at a disadvantage not
only m size, but also in experience.
The Gulls have the youngest team
amo~g NCAA Division I schools acd
COT mg to The Sporting News with
the roster listing seven freshmen and
four community college transfers.

SD: Gets off to fast start, then finishes USIU
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not going to be the same in the second half. But then we came out and
exploded again in the second half.
"I made the comment on the bench
that if I had known it would be like
this I wouldn't have had a stomach
ache for two days. They can shoot,
and I knew if we were really not in
the game, it could be a heck of a ball
game. We had .more weapons to

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)

begin with, and then when we executed the way we did, well, it just snowballed.''
How bad was it?
The Gulls were having all kinds of
trouble scoring, but Mark Moses
came on and scored 11. But then he
got mixed up in a fracas with USD's
shortest player, Eric Musselman,
and was ejected.
The Toreros, obviously, had no

problem scoring and were Jed by
Nils Madden's 20. Paul Leonard,
Craig Cottrell and Charhe Wickstrand each scored 14. Starting center Scott Thompson played only 15
minutes and scored five.
"I got a letter from someone last
year because I was still yelling and
we were up by 20," Egan said. "But I
believe in carryovers, and we're in
the hunt for a conference champion-

ship .. That's why it was important for
us to keep playing well even in a
blowout, because we've got a tough
game Saturday night against St.
Mary's."
USIU has a tough game with Eastern Washington at home Saturday
night, but the way things are going
for the Gulls, all their games are
tough.

1888

Haupt
U__SD's
defeat
to
able
been
hasn't
back
/ Bad
-;;-'( 5~
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"I call him 'Lazarus.' We thought
he was finished for this year and
maybe even his career, but you'll

find out, he's an amazing kid."

- Hank Egan, USD basketball coach
By T.J. Simers
Staff Writer

The next time Mike Haupt takes
the basketball court may be his last,
but if it happens - if he reinjures his
back - be will have no regrets.
"I talked to the doctor, and there
are no guarantees whatsoever,'' said
Haupt, a &-foot-S, 220-pound sophomore guard-forward for the Toreros.
"I could worry about it happening,
but then I might also walk outside
and get run over by a truck."
About two months ago, Haupt said,
be was told by a doctor that his season, if not his career, was over.
"I was bummed out, but Coach
Egan said, 'I'll give you one day to
feel sorry for yourself, but then
you've got to get on with living,'"
Haupt said. "Everybody was so good
to me. Our trainer (Carolyn Greer)
was here every morning working and
working to help me. To this day, she's
here 45 minutes before a game,
working on my back so I can play.
"It started when I bad woke up one
morning (last summer) and found my
left leg was numb, and if that doesn't
scare you ... I went to the doctor and
he had me try to push against his
hand with my big toe. But I couldn't.
My mind was yelling at my toe, but it
was just flopping around. I had no
muscle control at all. The doctor told
me I had the back of a 50-year-old
man and it was affecting my leg."
The doctor, Bill Curran, is a USD
sports booster and attends games
regularly. He said he has a similar
back problem, has undergone surgery, and understands everything
Haupt is going through.
"I felt there was no way he was
going to play basketball again this
year. He has two bad discs in bis
lower back," Curran said. ''I'm
surprised he's back. I really am; he's
amazing."
The word "amazing" comes up
often when people talk about Mike
Haupt. They talk about his amazing
intelligence and basketball skills,
and how amazing he can be when
confronted by adversity.
"I thought I was finished; for a
month I did nothing but get up and
eat and go back to bed," Haupt said.
"But I had always kept things in perspective, so there was no 'Why me?'
It was eating me alive to watch everyone else practicing, but I was at a
good school getting a good education
and I felt I was fortunate to be
around such good people."
.Last Nov. 6, a newspaper headline
read: "Back Problem Sidelines USD's
Haupt for Season." But on Jan, 15,
after undergoing pelvic stabilization
therapy, Haupt played in a game.
Maybe it's a coincidence, but that
night, against Santa Clara, the
Toreros (18-4) began a winning

streak that has reached eight entering their non-conference game
against USIU (8-14) tonight (7:30, USO
Sports Center).
"It's no coincidence, it's Mike
Haupt," Egan said. "I think he's really made an impact. It can't be mea,ured in box scores, but our practice
intensity increased immediately
when he returned."
The college basketball career that
has emerged for Haupt is very different from the one that seemed ahead
of him a short time ago. In 1984, his
future held the promise of Camelot.
He was valedictorian of his Mira
Mesa High class and the CIF-San
Diego Section player of the year.
Schools s ch as UCLA and Stanford
wanted bim. It appeared that Haupt
h~d it all, but th en it all became a
..
mirage.
'.fhere were _recrwtmg snafus a_nd
_~1sunderstandmgs, and a bout with
kidney stones. Then basketball
ceased to be fun. As a freshman at

r
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San Diego State (1984-85), Haupt time, he has 10 points and nine replayed in 23 games. But he became bounds in seven games. But Egan is game. He still hurries hi~ ~asses, and
disillusioned and quit the team. With increasing Haupt's minutes each he's not as decisive as,lfe would like
to be, "but then, I'm playing in my
SDSU's permission, he transferred to game.
"Ther_e is _no doubt that in the f~- eighth or ninth game and the rest of
USD. He redstirted last season and
became eligible after the 1986 fall ture he 1~. gomg to be_ a le~der on t_h1s the guys are playing in game No. 23."
"I'm just so anxious to contribute.
ballclub, Egan said. The thmg
semester.
"I know it appears as if everything about Mike is he's so mature and so I'm sore all the time, and it takes a
has gone wrong for him," Egan said. bright. He understands what is hap- long while to loosen up my back. But
h I
d
"But the Mike Haupt story is what pening, an d he wants to work within I'm thankfuJ every ay w en wake
up, because I realize now how much I
sports is all about. Things may go the framework of the team."
Haupt wants to do it so much, do have."
badly, but there is always another
opportunity."
"It's one day at a time for Mike,"
said Curran, refusing to offer Haupt
any long-range promises of good
health. "The disease (causing the disc
disorder) is still there, but based on
what he's been able to do so far,
there is no reason why he can't keep
on playing."
beating the Toreros administered to
If Haupt is fortunate enough to
By Kirk Kenney /0. ~I.:,
the Gulls in a non-conference game
Tribune Sportswriter A \--'
keep playing without interruption,
th Toreros' chances of qualifying for
ANK EGAN has seen routs last night before 2,075 at the USD
. eason play figure to improve ,.
from both sides now, from Sports Center.
After the win, Egan recounted a
:'upside down and inside out:
matically. In limited playing
The well-rounded USO coach lopsided loss some years ago at
prefers his present perspective as Texas-El Paso:
r·
"I was on the sidelines down at
surveyor of a Toreros team that has
recorded seven of its 19 victories this UTEP on regional television and we
were down 40-11 at halftime. You
season by 15 points or more.
Egan's memory is not so short that ought to try that. You come out for
he can't remember coaching over- the second half wi~ the guy at the
atched teams, however. He recalls microphone saying, 'What are you
13 years coaching such teams at Air going to do in the second half?' I
orce, where the Falcons lost 46 mean, I had my tie off by then.
"And then, to top things off, I was
games by 15 points or more.
Considering his past, Egan could trying to get a technical. These shoes
·elate to USIU coach Gary Zarecky's • I had on were brand new then. I go
)resent. He could relate to the 113-72 Please see USD, E-6

~turns Gull~ into dulls
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<USO has no trou6 e

~with Gulls, 113-72
By T.J. Simers

door meeting with his players.
"I've been there on the side of 30In the final three minutes of the point-plus losses," Egan said. "I
first half last night, USIU's basket- know what it's like. Try being down,
ball team went on a rampage, scor- 40-11, at the half nn regional TV like
ing fve points and cutting its deficit we (Air Force) were against UTEP.
It was so bad that I tried to get a
to 37 _ that's 37 - points Qf USD.
so much for USIU's moral victory. technical foul and slipped aud fell on
How bad was it? With 20 minutes the floor with the cameras on me.
left, 1t was 56 19, USD. And it would Yeah, I've been there."
But last night, Egan's troops con_
get worse.
For the first time since joining D1- tinued their march toward a postseavision I in 1'979, USD would score 100 son-tournament bid. The Toreros led
points It would do so with 5:11 re- by 9-0 before USIU hit a free throw,
. and after scoring 18 straight, USD
maining, tuk;ng a 100-48 lead.
Had Coach Hank Egan not substI- had a 34-6 lead.
The Gulls finished the half with
tuted so liberally, the Toreros might
have gone for a S"Nnd hundred. In- five field goals, hitting only 13 perstead, they settled 1or a 113-72 non- cent of their shots. Their leading
conference victory before 2,075 at scorer, guard Joe Yezbak, was 0-for11 from the floor in the half. Yezbak,
the USO Sports Center.
The victory was the Toreros' ninth the No. 3 scorer in the nation last
straight and improved their home season, had hit double figures in each
record to 10-0 this season, 22-1 over . of the 40 games be had played in his
the past two seasons. USD (19-4) also career for USIU, but last night be
matched the school record for Divi- finished 4-for-23 for eight points.
"I couldn't believe it," Egan said.
sion I victories.
USIU (8-15) has lost four straight "I look at the stats and Yezbak is 0and surrendered at least 100 points in for-11 and they are shooting 13 pereach. Gulls coach Gar~ Zarecky, o~- cent. told our kids at halftime it's
I
viously not pleased with last mght s
See USD on P ge E-2
game, conducted a lengthy closedStaff Writer

The San Diego Union/John Gibbins

USIU's Joe Yezbak finds the going tough

around the Tor ros' Craig Cottrell.
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USD sets numerous records in crushing USIU
from staff and wire reports

.
~a:
.
.
The Umversity of . an Diegdo
basketball team was m a recor •
setf1ng mood Thursday night
·
'fbe Toreros posted their biggest rout since USD joined the
CAA Division I ranks eight
years ago, equaled the program's
longe,t wirurlng """' at ~,

level, and officially claimed their the West Coast Athletic Con- - first nin~ points, the Torerc;is_ folsecond-straight Mayor's Trophy. ference. The Toreros even re- lowed with 3: 29-2 spurt_to build a
And those are only some of the ceived some national recognition, 45-8 lead with four mmutes remaining in the opening half. . •
h"eved m· earning one honorable. mention
d th T
dP
h
.
recor s e oreros ac 1
_It was {!SD's mo~t one-sided
their 113-72 thrashing of United vote mt e 1atest Associate ress
tnumph smce blowmg out La
States International University on Top 20 poll.
After blowing away San Diego Verne 134-65 a de~ade ago.
Thursday night at the USD Sports
USD forw~rd Nils ~adden Jed
State in the first half earlier this
Center.
It's been a banner week for season, _USD ripp~d USIU ap~ !1-11 scor~rs with 20 pomts, includUSO, now 19-4 and the lead,, of even qu,ck~. Soonng the ga= • mg 14 m the fu'st half. /
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J dge Hammes is assigned
both murder trials of Lucas

charged with murdering Suzanne
Jacobs, 31, and her son, Colin, 3, on
May 4, 1979, in their Normal Heights
home and murder"ng real estate
agent Gayle Garcia, 29, On Dec. 8,
1981, in a Spring Valley home she
was showing to prospective renters.

two murder triDavid
als have been assigned to Superior
Court Judge Laura P. Hammes.
The assignment came on the first
court day after an appellate court
ru!e~ that the previous trial judge,
Wilham H. Kennedy, should disqualify himself from hearing Lucas' cases.
The 4th District Court of Appeal
ruled Friday that two conflicts of interest prevented Kennedy from hearing the cases: His nephew had served
as a defense investigator and probably will be a witness; and Kennedy,
when he was assistant district attorney in 1973, signed an information
sheet charging Lucas with rape and
kidnapping in another case.
In one o! the cases assigned to
Hammes this week, Lucas, 30, is

In the second case, Lucas is
charged with murdering Rhonda ,
Strang, 24, and a child she was babysitting, Amber Fisher, 3, on Oct. 23,
1984, in Strang's Lakeside home; with
murdering University of San Diego
student Anne 'Catherine Swanke, 22,
on Nov. 20, 1984; and with kidnapping
and attempting to murder Jody Santiago, 34, a Seattle woman who survived a thr t slashing, skull fsacture and stab wounds on June

7
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USD puts streak
on line vs. Gaels
By T.J. Simers

a

d'-\,
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In Thursday's victory over USIU,
the Toreros scored on their first four
It has won 17 of its last 19 basket- possessions, making a total of 34
ball games, but it's "The Streak" that passes and taking a shot in each case
best d_em~nst~at~s the Uni~of from no more than 3 feet. It's basketS a ~ n m g qualities.
ball the way Hank Egan wants it to
It began quietly against Santa be played.
Clara on Jan. 15 after a 58-46 loss at
But don't think an Egan-coached
Gonzaga, and although The Streak tea~ c_an ~e stopped merely by packhas mushroomed into a school-record mg 1t m tight under the basket. It's
nme straight wins, it's business as not going to happen, because Egan's
usual for the Toreros.
charges a!so have the abi ity and his
"What streak?" asked USD coach approval to employ long-range warHank Ega~. "Hey,_ we aren't paying fare.
any attent10n to thmgs like that."
"I know when I catch the ball and
Maybe not, but !f the Toreros stop a guy is 6 to 8 feet off me, I can go
to reflect on their exploits during ahead and shoot the three-pointer.
The ,strea~ - before facing St. That 1s, as long as it's not off the first
ry s tomght at 7:30 in the Sports pass," Manor said. "Right now everyCenter - they may be stunned to one is playing well, so everyone gets
discover just how well they have a chance to contribute."
played as a unit.
Manor's contributions of late, how. During The Streak, the four sen- ever, have been more dramatic. He
wrs m USD's starting lineup each ope~ed the season by hitting only one
have averaged in double figures and of mne three-point shots, and after 14
s_hot better than 50 percent from the games was sh~oting only 27.3 percent
field. As a group, it has been a work- from three-pomt range. During The
manlike effort with no one dominat- S~reak, Manor has hit 68.2 percent of
ing individual, but together the four ~1s th~ee-pointers, including a stretch
seniors have shot 57.5 percent from m which he made 13 of 14.
the field - 58 percent on three-point
"It took me awhile to get my confiattempts.
den~e up," Manor said, "but I started
• Center Scott Thompson has shot to hit a few, and when that happens
58.7 percent and averaged 16 points you don't worry about missing. Actually, I don't think I've missed one
and 9.1 rebounds.
badly in a long time."
• Forward Nils Madden has shot
One more win will give the
62.9 percent and averaged 13.2 points
(19-4) their most victories
foreros
and 7.2 rebounds.
a Division I team in
becoming
smce
• Guard Paul Leonard has shot
to happen and for
that
for
But
1979.
in
range
three-point
from
.546, .519
The Streak to continue, the Toreros
'
averaging 12.3 points.
• Forward Mark Manor has hit must be at the top of their team
53.1 percent of his shots, 68.2 percent game tonight against St. Mary's. The
from three-point range, in averaging Gaels were 10-17 overall and 3. 11 in
the WCAC last season, but under new
10.6 points.
Lynn Nance they are 14-10 5. 5
coach
• Guard Danny Means, the only
have allowed an average of
they
And
underclassman starter, has come on
to play his best basketball. Means hit only 59.7 pomts, which ranks them in
the nation's top 10 in fewest points
1_4 of 16 free throws in two pressure- allowed.
filled games against Loyola Marym· "They are the mo t impr
ount and Pepperdine last week and
m the league," said Egan who
team
was Hor-8 _from the field against
in the Sports Center a~ the
34-5
is
USIU, mcludmg two field goals from
<:oach. "They like to control
Toreros'
three-point range, to finish with 11
of the game, and they
tempo
the
points overall.
It's going to be a strugpanic.
don't
"Our first group has functioned gle."
awfully well together," said Egan,
th~ master of the understatement. "I . Of course, the way the Toreros
th1~k there are two reasons for that. have been playing in the last nine
be a titanic
We re ? pretty good passing team, games, ifs going to
to stop The
Mary's
St.
for
struggle
.
and we re a very unselfish ballclub." Streak.
Staff Writer

Shooting percentages and scoring averages for USD's four seniors in the starting ltneup

Player

Thompson
Madden
Leonard
Man or
Total

FIRST 14 GAMES '
FG
3 pt.
Avg.

.500
.584

LAST 9 GAMES
FG

.273

16.2

.000

10.6

.487

.629

.587

3 pt.

Avg.

.000
.000

16 0
13.2
12.3

.533
.434

.273

10.6
7.6

.546

.519

.510

.388

.531

45.1

.682

.575

10.6

.580

52.1

•
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S EGAN: Civil Rights Groups Wary
of San Diegan's Court Nomination
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nine Western states, including Cal1forma. But liberal spokesmen and
congress10nal staff members said
this week that the nomination is
hkely to draw intense scrutiny
from the Senate Judiciary Committee, wh1C'}:l came under Dl'mocratic
control in January for the first time
m the Reagan presidency.
Sen. Patrick J. Leahy ( D- Vt.),
chairman of a four-member committee task force set up to review
judicial nominations, said Thursday
that the panel intends to "play
hardball" with nominees whose
quabf1cat1ons or judicial temperament appears questionable.
No date has been set for Siegan's
confmnation hearing, but an aide to
Leahy aid he expects the nomination of the 62-year-old scholar to
attract opposition.
Siegan, contacted Friday at his
home in La Jolla, refused to comment on the controversy. In an
interview last month with The
Bernard Siegan's writings on school integration are at issue. 'I
Times, he said that his "primary
E
obligation" as a circuit judge would
the
of
co-editor
Boaz,
David
be to "carry out the policies de- Brown case from Sie~an's chapter
book: said that the Cato Institute no F
clared by the Supreme Court," critiquing the Supreme Court in a
longer has a copy of Siegan's
even 1f they conflict with his own 1985 book, "Beyond the Status
original draft and that no one at the
Quo."
views.
institute could recall ~f it made a
an
apter-in
ct
the
As published,
Congressional sources confirmed
rtirect reference to the Brown case.
exjudicial
criticizing
argument
that an American Bar Assn.
the
ordering
decisions
cesses-says
The liberal acti visls say that, if
screening panel had rated Siegan
represent
schools
of
integration
in fact has questioned the
Siegan
"qualified" -the next-to-lowest of
"the most flagrant example" of the
legal underpinnings of the Brown
four ratings given to judicial candidecision-or if he is found to be
dates and the ranking most often court's "usurp[ing] powers belongho tile, philosophically, to other
given to Reagan's recent appellate ing to other governmental bodies."
no
is
"There
continues:
Siegan
widely accepted legal principlescourt nominees.
his nomination will face tough
The liberal critics say they have fundamental or natural right lo an
education, nor to an integrated
sledding in the Senate.
only recently begun reviewing Sieeducation; each is a pohlical right
g,in's record. For now, most say
"Clearly, he's going ,o be quescreated by government and is actheir concern focuses on a report in
closely about that and what
tioned
cordingly not within the guarana Washington-area legal publicain terms of having
represents
that
tees of the 14th Amendment."
tion that iegan had criticized the
mainstream constitutional views
Siegan,
by
writings
other
Like
Supreme Court's landmark 1954
that are viewed as very fundamenthe chapter argues for the "strict
ruling in Brown vs. Board of Edutal in our society, such as a commitConthe
of•
view
constructionist"
cation, which declared segregated
ment to equal justice under the
stitution, criticizing decisions proschools unconstitutional.
law," said Melanne Verveer, public
tecting women's right to have
The story, in the Feb. 2 edition of
policy director of People for the
greater
for
arguing
and
abortions
Legal Times, said editors at the
American Way, a liberal lobbying
protection of unfettered economic
Cato Inslltute, a libertarian think
group.
conduct.
tank, had excised references to the
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Matters addressed included trial
VISTA - Every Friday, rows of
setting, motion~ to dismiss cases,
lawyers station themselves in
and settle· ~m conferences.
courtroom seats here, sometimes
Before the project began, the
e econ erenc1ng IS
waiting all morning for their
Vista Superior Court had a system,
chance to argue over routine mostill in place today, where the civil
• • ·
tions in civil cases.
law an? moti?n judge wou!d issue
While they kill time, their cli- lot of time in terms of
tentative rulmgs on mot10ns by
'
,
ents' bills are mounting at an averphone afte: reading legal briefs
age of $ll0 an hour.
from both sides.
,
But Professor Robert Simmons
Lawyers interviewed said they
of the University of San Diego Law together and hearing
like the use of phones for tentative
,
t
h t th h
Center th'fnks it's unfair for clienfs
rulings. If the losing side wants to
ey ave O Say·
to pay so much for the few minutes W a
present oral _ar8':1ments before the
Superior Court Judge
the lawyer spends before the judge.
Judge, a heanng 1s scheduled on an
K .1 ff
L
He wants to reduce the time wastupcoming Friday.
awrence apl O
ed.
While the project was under
A year ago, he convinced Superi- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - way, those oral arguments were
or Court Judge Lawrence Kapiloff,
who supervised the civil law and year and become effective in Janu- to teleconferencing, Simmons said, handled by phone, if possible. Lawis that "the curse of my profession yers were given a specific time to
motion department, to hold most ary 1988.
Kapiloff and North County law- is to regard with distrust any inno- be at their phones for a conference
pre-trial hearings with lawyers via
call with the judge.
yers interviewed generally had vation."
conference calls on the phone.
Simmons got survey responses
In 1985, the Judicial Council of
Simmons theorized that it lukewarm feelings about holding
would reduce the time lawyers hearings by phone. They said tele- California recommended that each from 16 of the 22 lawyers who parwaste traveling to the courthouse conferencing was a good idea in trial court adopt its own method of ticipated in the Superior Court exand waiting for other cases to be theory, but they weren't sure they teleconferencing in civil hearings periment. Of those who responded,
where no evidence is introduced. 75 percent said they were either
handled, thus saving substantial wanted to make it permanent.
Escondido lawyer Bruce Jaques But Simmons' report stated that very satisfied or satisfied with teleamounts of money for their clients.
Reactions were generally posi- Jr. said, "Lawyers are trained, and only two superior courts out of 58 conferencing, as compared to personal appearances, while about 19
tive to the experiment, which is no by temperament, want to reach out in the state have done so.
If state legislators don't impose percent were very dissatisfied.
longer being conducted, according personally. They feel they are more
"Thus, while an overwhelming
pressure, he said, the teleconferento a report recently completed by effective."
Simmons said that may be one c ,g concept "will move through majority of respondents approved
Simmons.
He said Assemblywoman Lucy reason for lawyers' objections, but Ol · trial courts with the speed of a of teleconferencing, the minorities
who disapprove ofit, do so intenseKillea, D-San Diego, and Assem- he found two others that are less glacier."
S mmons had hoped that San ly," Simmons said.
blyman Larry Stirling, R-La Mesa, altruistic.
Eighty percent of the attorneys
A partner in one of the largest Diego's major law firms would dohave agreed to sponsor legislation
that would make teleconferences law firms in San Diego explained nate $30,000 to fund the project. in federal cases who were surveyed
mandatory in some types of court his refusal to donate money to the But he was only able to raise said they were generally satisfied
with teleconferencing.
project by pointing out that any $14,000.
hearings.
Estimates of the time lawyers
Phone systems were installed in
A spokeswoman for Killea said "time savings achieved by teleconthe assemblywoman is "real posi- ferencing would reduce his firm's a federal courtroom in San Diego saved by not going to superior
tive" about the concept of telecon- billings and cost him money," and in Judge Kapiloffs courtroom court ranged from 15 minutes to
in Vista superior court to allow the three hours, with the average being
ferencing but won't make a definite Simmons said in his report.
That- viewpoint was unfortu- judges to conduct conference calls one hour and 24 minutes.
commitment until she studies it
\ •
with up to two lawyers.
more. Simmons hopes a bill on te- nately fairly common, he added.
B2
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-USD - The U . , o f San
t has
D'ie-go--'music d
sched1;1led a v~ic , ty recital
featunng music by English composers at 4 p.m. Feb. 22 in Camino
Theater at the U.S.D.
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Singles champ of US event
is a~tpld hand at comebacks

•

Miles Walker o"% hapman College won the top singles
flight of the San Diego Intercollegiate Invitational tennis
tournament yesterday at USD1 d~ea.ting Long Beach
State's Kevin Gillette 7-6 (7-5), 7-6 (7-3).
Walker trailed by a service break in each set. He
trailed in the first tiebreaker, 5-4, with Gillette serving.
He trailed 5-2 in the second set and fought off four set
points.
But comebacks are nothing new for Walker, on or off
the court.
The 25-year-old from Healdsburg in Sonoma County
started college seven years ago at Cal. With a juniors
ranking of third in Northern California and 32nd in the
nation, Walker joined the tennis team his sophomore
year.
"I wasn't doing all that well on the tennis team," said
~alker, who played No. 6 or 7 singles and No. 3 doubles.
I was young, and they had a tennis team that was a
little bit better than I had anticipated. School was tough
'
too. It was a combination of the two."
So Walker quit the tennis team. A year later, he quit
college.
"I really didn't expect to go back to school," he said.
For th:ee years, he didn't. He worked part time teachmg tenms and full time waiting tables in his older
brother's restaurant. He didn't own a car, so he rode the
bus or walked.
Last spr(ng:, Walker decided to do what he had thought
anyhe_ woul_dn t. I really felt I wasn't accomplis
thing with my work," he said. "I wanted to mak~ .,.,
sort of accomplishment. So I went back to school.
He enrolled at the College of Marin and won the state
community-college singles championship. He couldn t
transfer back to a Division I school because of the
NCAA's rule that allows an athlete five years (beginning
w~e_n _h~ starts college) in which to use his four years of
ehg1b1hty. But the rule only applies in Division I so he
transfered to Division II power Chapman Coll~ge in
Orange. There, he is eligible this season and next.
S? fa~-, the serve-and~volleyer has been a big hit. He's
7-1 m smgles matches, including a 6-1, 7-6 decision over
Pat ~mmet of Rollins College in Winter Park, Fla. At
the time, Emmet was the No. 2-ranked player in Division
II. Yesterday, Walker won the 32-draw tournament for

Local Tennis
!·2

Mark Zeigler

singles playits from 16 colleges, nine of them
Nob_
DIV1s1on I. He was su~posed to play in the second flight
(for Nos. 3-4 players), but a teammate's inability to play
due to a sore shoulder bumped Walker up.
"I don't know what to expect, because I haven't played
any of these players before," Walker said. "I go into the
match trying to find out how they play, and I think that's
why I fell behind so much."
Three of his five mqtches went three sets. In the second round, he fought dff a match point before defeating
USIU's Ro~rt Soneru 2-6, 7-6, 6-3. In the quarterfinals,
Walker downed top-seeded Greg Failla of Long Beach
State (and formerly Ramona High) 4-6, 6-4, 6-4. In the
semis, he beat San Diego State's Julio Noriega 7-6 4-6 6' '
0.
"It's typical of me to fight," Walker said. "I'd just as
soon win 6-2, 6-1, but it doesn't always work out that
way."
In tennis or in life.
ADD TOU~~AM~NT - The San Diego Intercollegiate event 1s d1v1ded mto three singles and three doubles
tournaments. There a~o are three singles consolation
brackets. There are n~ official team matches, but USD
coach Ed ~ollms keeps an unofficial team tally, award"g two pomts for a victory in the main draw and one in
the consolation.
In the 16 years of its prestigious tournament USD
never finished highe: than third - until this yea~. The
Toreros, with 46 pomts, placed an impressive second
behin~ Long Beach St?te (56). Chapman was third (33),
San Diego State fourtl (27), USIU ninth (18) and UCSD
14th (3). Pepperdine, tlte pretournament favorite with'
drew due to injuries ard illness.
Leading the way foc the Toreros were junior Scott
Patridge and freshman Dan Mattera, who won the second and third singles flights, respectively. Patridge the
third seed in the bracket for Nos. 3-4 players didn't'lose
a set in his five matcies and yesterday def~ated Long
Beach State's Vince Horcasitas 6-3, 6-4. Mattera, seeded

G;i)O

(Cir. D. 7,676)
(Cir. S . 7,967)

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Daily Californian
(Cir. D. 100,271)

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)
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The San Diego Union/Stan Honda

USD's Dan Mattera is the winner of the
brack~t for_ No. 5 and 6 singles players at the
San Diego intercollegiate tournament.
first in the Nos. 5-6 bracket, also beat a Long Beach
player in the final, Drew Denny, 2-6, 6-3, 6-3.
NOTES - A clinic designed for high school tennis
coaches but open to the public will be held Saturday
from 9 a.:11. to 1 p.m. at The Bishop's School in La Jolla.
The ~ess1on will cover the nutritional as well as the
techmcal aspects of the game ... Men's doubles teams
from many of the top college teams in the nation will
compete against strong independent twosomes at the
98th annual Pacific Coast Sectional Championships Feb.
27-March 1 at the La Jolla Beach and Tennis Club.

Tri~lly Tennie Patron • Round Robin - Feb, 21-22. Woody Blocher
Tennis Center. Boys' and girls' singles (beginning, Intermediate and advanced) In 18, 16, 14, 12 divisions. Contact Glenda Hasselo at 729-2855
Harper Ink Memorial Tournament - Feb. 28 March , 7-8. Morley Field
14, 12,' 10. contact Jea~
Boys' and girts' singles and doubles In 18,
Kr~mm at 273-6401 . (The 53rd annual tournament is for San Diego County
residents only.)
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Fo;Y"The Record

.,, USD wins 10th straight .

~ e University of San Diego
.
Paul Leonard scored 13 point"3/'i?,M; .• 54-42 in a West Coast
won its 10th in a row by defeat.ing' . ary s . ht
Athletic Conference basketball g~me,Saturdj t~g20-·4 It is the first
The victory improved San Di~~s ssi:~~he school joined Division
time the Toreros have won 20 ga
- -~ /
r,.
lin 1978.

'
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Wins 'W.e;
its 2<fth

Continued from H-1
third in the nation in fewest points
allowed at 59.7 per game (USD was
11th at 61.6). And so when the visitors
fell behind by 12, they slapped a lid
acr USD's basket and produced an
11-0 run.
Had TV commentator s Al
McGuire and Billy Packer been

1).

'In some ways, I think

this was one of Scott's best
ball games this season. We
couldn't create things to
help, so everything he got
he earned on his own."
- USD coach Hank Egan

St. Mary's Scott Mayer (33) gets the inside track on USD's
Scott Thompson (52), but still misses the shot.

formances of forward Steve Krallman (seven points), who replaced
foul-plagued Nils Madden, and Marty
Munn and Mike Haupt.
"Munn (who began his career with
St. Mary's) hit a key three-pointer for
us," said Egan, "and Haupt gave us
some good feeds, some help on the
boards and some great defense."
Haupt, besides being bothered by
two had discs in his back, recently

pulled a back muscle. And last night,
for the third time. in two weeks, he
took a high-powered elbow to the
mouth.
"I guess I lead with my face too ·
much," Haupt said.
."The doctor said it would be better
to Jet Mike sit and rehabilitate his
hack and play him only when we
need him," Egan said. "Tonight we
needed him."

The game was delayed several
times by fights; 82 minutes of penalties were served.
Gary Shepherd had 19 saves for
the Gulls, Roh Watson four. Jeff_
Carlson saved 33 for the Seawolves.
USIU will face visiting Boston University on Friday and Saturday.
GULLS BASKETBALL - Joe
Yezbak scored 22 points, hittin!' 13 of
17 free throws, to lead U.S. International to an 88-79 victory over Eastern Washington at Golden tlall. USIU
(9-15) set a school record for victories as a Division I team.
AZTECS BASEBALL - San Diego
State (6-1) scored seven in the second
inning, and reliever Matt Haar used
a strikeout to get out of a two-on,
two-out jam in the ninth to preserve
an 8-7 victory over Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo (5-3) at Smith Field. Starter
Rich Holsman (1-2) won, pitching six
innings. Bob Perry had three singles
and two RBI for SDSU. The Aztecs
visit Cal Poly-Pomona on Tuesday.
CHANG ADVANCES - La Costa's
Michael Chang, a ninth-grader at
Oak Cri;st Junior High, won two •en
nis matches and is two victories
from qualifying for the $435,000 Pilot
Pen Classic, which begins tomorrow
a• the Grand Champions Resort in
Indian Wells near Palm Springs
Chang, 15, defeated the Soviet
Union's Alexander Volkov 6-3, 6-2,
then beat Yugoslavia's Bruno Oresa1
6-4, 7-6. If Chang beats South Africa's
Danie Visser and either Dan Goldie
or Jorgen Windahl today, he'll earn a
spot in the 32-player main draw.
According to world rankings, the
Pilot Pen features the best field for a
tennis tournament in this country besides the U.S. Open. Seven of the
world's top nine ranked players are
entered.
CRUSADERS BASKETBALL Dave Davis had three steals and
three assists in two minutes during

i
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ty of San Diego Assottbdyits will sponsor their
cia .
Sprmg utreach program the weekend of Feb. 28 and March 1. Students
will do od-1 jobs around the house or
ya rd To get your name on the list
call the Senior Citizens Services at
236-5765 and give your name, address, p~on~ number, type of job you
would like done and directions to
your house from the university. You
must provide any needed tools or
materials.

,., :I'~~

Alaska-Anchorage scored twice
within 10 seconds during the second
period last night and defeated host
U.S. International, 5-3, clinching the
Great West Hockey Conference title.
The Seawolves' Ken Carlson
scored at 4:35 of the second, and Mike
Mullis scored 10 seconds later to give
AAU a 3-1 lead. Gary Bernard and
Brad Fenton scored to keep the Gulls
(17-13-1, 7-8-1) close, but Scott
McCloud's goal at 18:07 in the second
won it for the Seawolves (18-8-2, 8-5-

U D:

courtside, they likely would have
been screaming for Egan to take a
time-out in an effort to stop the
Gaels' momentum. But Egan urged
bis charges \0 play on.
"I came close to calling it (a
timeout)," Egan admitted. "I was
torn between callil'lg a time-out and
stopping their rol)mentum or making
it look like we were panicking. I decided to keep going, and fortunately
our kids got their hacks up and
weathered that storm."
The Toreros followed Egan's orders to keep playing, then went one
better and got the ball into Thompson's hands. The big center, still
being pestered by the Gael~' f~isky
defense, hit two baskets to 1gmte a
game-deciding 20-9 run.
"In some ways, I think this was
one of Scott's best ball games this
season" Egan said. "We couldn't create things to help, so everything he
got he earned on his own."
Thompson was 5-of-8 from . the
field, scored 11 points, and contributed 10 rebounds to USD's 29-18 advantage on the boards. When Thompson
didn't have the ball, it was in Leonard's capable hands. Besides leading
the Toreros in scoring, Leonard had
three steals and six assists.
USD also got a boost from the per-

P.

Local Briefs
the first half to lead host Point Loma
Nazarene College (20-8, 7-2) past
Westmont, 66-59. The victory gave
the Crusaders at least a share of the
Golden State Athletic Conference
title with two games remaining. A
victory against Masters College. on
Tuesday would give them the title
outright. Greg Lanthier had 19 points
and Steve Bruce 14 points and 14 rebounds for Point Loma .
CRUSADERS BASEBALL·Larry Johnson and Roh Kubiak
pi c ed sh tou e to 1ead Point Loma
Nazarene {2-4) to a double-header
sweep over visiting Pomona Pitzer
(2-6), 4-0 and 20-0. Right f1elde~ Steve
Waynewright hit a home run_m e~c_h
game for PLNC, which will v1S1t
Redlands Tuesday.
SDSU TRACK - Scott Hoth won
the hammer and the discus to lead
the host San Diego State to a 109-5921 victory over Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo and Occidental in a trianguJar mee .
Hoth wor the hammer by 23 feet
with a throw of 188-2, and the discus
with a throw of 168-2. Mike Robinson
won the 400 (48.93) and ran the anchor leg on the winning 4-by-400
relay {3:21.23).
Sonya Smith won the 100 hurdles
(14.20), 400 hurdles (1:02.09) and ran a
leg on the victorious four-by-100
relay (47.88) to help SDSU's women
place second overall. Gaylen Ames
broke her triple-jump school record
by a quarter of an inch, going 39-8¾.
CPSLO won with 97 points, the Azc had 71 and Occidental 14.
TORERAS BASKETBALL - Jane
Gilpin and Paula Mascari scored 12,
but USD (11:1,;!, 4-5) lost m overtime
to host Pepperdine, 60-58, in a West
Coast Athletic Conference game.
Ernesta Grace's 15 led the Waves (139, 5-3).
AP ACHE CLASSIC - Host
Southwestern College (1-3) was eliminated from the tournament, falling to
Cerritos, 8-4, and Orange Coast College, 8-7. Jason Stewart had two hits
and one RBI for the Apaches in the
second game.
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a professor at Columbia University's
School of Social Work. For more inc B ' , ,.
~l.tormation call 260-4682. The second
/ B_Ri~lr,G,,UP BABY: Raising lecture covers how parents and chilhap~f d;b1$lthy children is proba- dren can cooperate within the famibly one of the hardest tasks today. ly. Nancy Glaser Cohen, a child de1
Two upcoming talks offer tips and velopment specialist and Mira Costa
support. From 7:30 to 9 p.m. Feb. 24, College professor, will speak at 7:30
Sheila Kamerman will speak on the p.m. March 3 at the North County
.conflict between working and par- office of Jewish Family Service in ,
enting in a free talk at the YAi1181'8ity Encinitas. The program costs $5, and
of ~ g o in the forum room of . registration is required. Call .i 944-o
the University Center. Kamerman is 7855.
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Uni-uersity ofjia.n Diego s
./
• will feature
/ SEMINAR: The
Distinguished Sf~'s.<;_rs~~de:nt of Kidder,
William Hollam.,c~ 5 f KSDO radio's
d & Co Inc and host o
·,. H · \land will discuss the 1986
Peaho Y
seminar is at
.
"Money Talks. . 0 .
Ta x Act. Reception is::J~;~n~~"::~nter. Cost of
6p.m. , Manch_est$~~; Call 260-4584 fo r more
./
·
the prog~am 1s
_/
information.

TRITONS VOLLEYBALL - The
17th-ranked Tritons (8-11) lost to seventh-ranked Long Beach State, 8-15,
15-11 15-6 15-1 at Triton Pavilion.
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*Amerika 1
E-1

I

was lo•hered by what he called "pitfall " in the scripting: "They never
did say what became of the American troops, and where was the guerrilla warfare?"
Except for a scene that showed
some punk rockers flailing away at
the establishment in an outburst that
actually was orchestrated by the
Russians, the only overt action
against the repressive system was

I

- ~ i c e presid~nt f~r university relations - the fun~a~sing and public relations arm of USD. McNamara repla~es Bill
Pickett, who resigned seven months ago to hecome_p~~1dent of
St. John Fisher College in Rochester, N.Y. B~~ore J?IIllDg ~SD,
McNamara was assistant vice president for umvers1ty relations
and director of development at Creighton University in Omaha,/
/
Neb. - Joseph Tbesken, staff writer

San Diego. Monday, February 16, 1987 ·

the hijacking and burning of a food
truck.
The most emotional scene comes
at the end of tonight's episode, when
.a group of townspeople rebel at a
Soviet attempt to turn a Lincoln's
Birthday parade into a tribute to
Lenin, but there's no "Rambo"-like
explosion. It's strictly passive resistance.'
Mosca immediately zeroed in on
the well-documented problems the

Russians have been having in attempting to maintain control in Afghanistan.
"That's right on their border, and
look at all the difficulties the Russians are having," he said. "America
certainly would present many more
problems."
He added: "I think that in later episodes of 'Amerika' we'll probably see
more terrorism and more organization on the part of the citizens."
The meek submission of Americans to Russian rule makes no sense
psychologically, according to Rusk,
author of the book "I Want to Change
But rDon't Know How."
"We haven't been able to make a
55-mph speed limit stick, let alone
anything as god-awful as this," Rusk
said, noting the food shortages and
repressions the citizens must endure
in "Amerika."
"What's the chance of allowing this
to happen from within rather than by
an armed invasion or holocaust?
They seem to be saying it was a coup
as a result of a loss of spirit. I think
that makes it extraordinarily unlikely in view of the American spirit."
One of the most controversial aspects of "Amerika" has been the
complaint that it defames the United
Nations by showing U.N. troops as
collaborators with the Russians and
as raping, pillaging marauders.
Based on the first two episodes,

however, there was little to complain
about. And, since the miniseries has
been edited and re-edited right up
until air time, perhaps some of the
derogatory U.N. material has been
eliminated. The United Nations hired
Theodore Sorensen, once special
counsel to President Kennedy, to negotiate changes.
In any event, only a revised U.S.
flag showing a trinity of America,
the Soviet Union and the United Nations raised any eyebrows. The
troops depicted in episodes 1 and 2
looked more like Darth Vaders, with
their black helmets and masks, than
anything that could be construed as
U.N. troops.
"What offends me about 'Amerika,'
I'm afraid," Rusk said, "is that it is
made crystal clear that the Russians
are the enemy. To me, that is the
major propaganda here. I guess I'm
one of those people who doesn't believe that. I agree with the idea that
we're our own major enemy.
"We've gone through a variety of
enemies in my 49 years, and now it's
the Russians, who were once our allies. There's a good-guy, bad-guy orientation to it, almost like a western

movie. There's a message that says,
'Let's keep America strong and prevent the bad guys from gaining control of it.'"
That, of course, has been one of the
chief complaints about "Amerika"
from the left - that it stacks the
deck for a strong America, no matter
what, and could add impetus to demands for more defense spending.
There also have been protests from
the left that 'Amerika' is warmongering,
The view from the right is that the
miniseries is too soft on the Russians.
Furthermore, "Amerika" has been
attacked by conservatives for its
portrayal of a United States so weak
and dispirited that it could be manipulated into submission.
While being bothered by what he
sees as anti-Russian propaganda,
Rusk doesn't think 'Amerika' is going
to change anyone's mind politically.
"In reality, they're not attacking
one side or another," Mosca said. "I
don't see how anybody of the Teddy
Kennedy following or anybody of the
John Birch following could find anything that would bother either one of
them, so far."

As far as Rusk is concerned, "Amerika" is "boring and unbelievable, a
tempest in a teapot.'' He likens it to
"Heaven's Gate," the super-long,
super-expensive movie that is regarded as one of Hollywood's greatest bombs.
Would he consider watching the
rest of the series?
"I might watch the last episode to
see how it all turns out, but no way
would I watch all of it," Rusk replied.
Mosca also doubts he will stick
with the miniseries all the way, but
he does plan to gi v-e it another
chance:
"I'll keep watching to see if it ever
gets around to the point where I'm
provoked one way or the other. But I
don't think I'll have the discipline to
he able see all' of the episodes, nor
could I set aside all that time."
Since "Amerika" originally was
planned as a three-hour TV movie
that just grew and grew and grew
into a Wk-hour monstrosity, it has
been suggested that it's the perfect
show for taping and watching in fast
forward. Would Mosca consider that?
"I don't think it would be important enough to tape it," he said.
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USD:L1;J-large bid seems long shot
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f!eld - in 1978-79 and 1981-82 Each
~la., and Atlanta. In the East, they're ttfmSe, Pepper_dine and the Uni~ersity
0
.
an FranC1SCo were selected.
m Charlotte, N.C., and Syracuse, N.Y.
t
WCAC
the
in
lose
USD
Should
TourNCAA
the
in
USD's_presence
ournament M h.
. • arc 10ny said, it would be
nament 1s guaranteed only if it wins
the conference tournament. USD's considered as a possible at-lar e
!one NCAA Tournament appearance, entry. In that case, USD's strength ~f
m 1984, was secured by winning the sch_edule could work against it I
conference regular-season title a ratmgs published by USA Today,. th n
feat the To~eros can accomplish ~ith • Toreros' schedule is ranked only th!
fifth most-demanding in the WCAC
one more victory.
Egan admitted he would "not
The WCAC leader with a 10-1 .
r_ecord, USD is assured of playing its ~t1onfident" of USD's securing ~:
Tournament berth as an atfirSt-round game in the WCAC tourna~ent at home Feb. 28, probably l~rge team. Rather than speculate· on
agamst last-place Loyola Marym- :is team's possible postseason future
owever, Ega~ prefers to concen~
o~nt. The top four finishers in the
eight-team league get first-round trate on more immediate matters.
The Toreros engage Gonzaga on
h_oi:ne. games, and USD is assured of
~mJShmg in the top half of the stand- Jhursday (7:30, USO Sports Center)
ost Portl~nd on Saturday, then con~
i~gs. The. tournament semifinals and
f,~al are m San Francisco March 6-7 elude their regular season at St
.
with an ~utomatic NCAA berth going' M~ry's a week from tomorrow.
The worst thing we could do
to the wmner.
. Marchiony had a question when in- would be to disregard our final three
v1ted to a~s~~s. the Toreros' tourna- games," Egan said. "Speculating on
ment poss1b1hties in the event they our NCAA possibilities may be fun
are upset in the WCAC tournament
"USD?" he wondered. "What · .
con
ference is it in?"
The WCAC's identity apparently is
no~ s~rong in the NCAA's war rooms
This JS the 35th year for the WCAC.
San Diego, CA
and only twice have two WCAC
(S~n Diego Co.)
teams been admitted into the NCAA
Daily Transcript

--
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USD's NCAA bid may hinge on tourney
By Jerry Magee,

Starr Writer

The Universitv of San Diego will be one of
the 64 parties to the NCAA basketball tourna•
ment if it wins the inaugural West Coast Athletic Conference tournament. That's a given.
What isn't known, not by USD coach Hank
Egan, not by the NCAA, maybe not even by the
computer that hums and whirs and spits out
power ratings for the NCAA's sel_ection. com·
mittee, is whether the Toreros will be m the
NCAA field if they lose in the WCAC tom:na•
menl.
Don't ask Egan, whose team's 20--4 overall
record would seem to define it as one of NCAA
quality.
"I don't have the foggiest idea," Egan said
yesterday. "I sit there every year like every•

one else, wondering how they pick the teams
for the tournament and how they decide to
send teams to the places they do."
The procedure was detailed yesterday by
Jim Marchiony, director of media services for
the NCAA. By Marchiony's account, the
NCAA's nine-member selection committee
will meet at the organization's headquarters in
Shawnee Mission, Kan., starting March 8, and
weigh such factors as teams' records, the
strength of their scheduhE and the strength of
their opponents' schedule$.
The committee also wit study teams' power
ratings, drawn from a fotmula known only to
the NCAA and its computer. Finally, the com•
mittee will seed teams ti-om 1 to 64 and distribute them to four regifal events: the West,
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Founder's Gallery San Dll
682 _
An arl exhibition enfiiilfu- orita KentSerigraphs," featuring 20 prints depicting
love, hope and optimism. Th,s artisl has
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Continued
In hindsight, Egan agreed. A proponent of perfection, Egan had
chastised his burly forward at the
time for missing the dunks, but on
reflection Egan backed off.
"We have these signs on the wall in
the gym with sayings like, 'Swish it,
Mark (Manor),' and 'Steal it, Danny
(Means).' There's a sign for each
starter," Egan said. '·Well, there had
been a sign up for Nils that said,
'Bang 'em, Nils,' but it had been
taken down. I told Nils they took it
down because he had taken the message too literally and because they
were going to put up another sign
that said, 'Make it, Nils.' He laughed,
and that was good.
"Nils applies more pressure on
himself than anybody; he's very hard
on himself. A lot of our success is
attributable to his play, but he
doesn't give himself credit for that.
He's appreciated a lot more by his
teammates and coaches than it appears he's appreciated by himself."
Madden, true to character, yesterday refused to take a bow for a job
well done. As USD's resident
thumper on the backboards, Madden
accepts that part of his job descrip•
tion is to labor in obscurity. His assignment is to work in the shadow of
7-foot center Scott Thompson and to
feed the ball to long-range
sharpshooter Mark Manor.

h t. 1888
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/USD is sponsoring a ne series
d "USD
1
olr?liirununity i
Forum." The s rogram, to be
held May 13 at the Lyceum Theater at Horton Plaza, will focus on
growth using the dellate format of
the public television' series, "The
Advocates."

* *

---------------
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Escondido, CA
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Ec9tw>mist: Consider Structured Settlements

The way economist Robert
Wallace views it, most of the time
everyone wins with a structured
settlement.
Why?
Because of the tax benefits, safety and higher interest rates,
Wallace, a partner with Steres,
Alpert & Carne, told a luncheon
meeting last week of the County
Bar's Medical-Legal Committee at
Rainwater's Restaurant.
"If you're a plaintiffs attorney
there are very few cases where a
structured settlement should not
be considered," Wallace said, adding that such a settlement also
lowers the costs for defense attorr.eys.
'There's no difference in structuring wrongful death or personal
injury (settlements). The only difference is the wage earner."
Let's take a $300,000 settlement
in a personal injury case. According to Wallace, with a structured
settlement both the principal and
interest ar'e tax free, whereas a
$300,000 lump sum payment is tax
free while the interest is taxed.
Safety is another factor.
Wallace told of people who "tend
to spend the full amount in the first
five years." It could be anything:
the lottery, a wrongful death settlement or even a gift.
That becomes particularly hard
on a relatively young plaintiff with
substantial future medical costs
because there's "a good chance he's
going to be a ward of the state" if
allowed to spend the money without much planning.
Wallace shied away from high
risk bonds and speculative real
estate ventures in favor of a more
conservative approach, say U.S.
Treasury Notes.

But structured settlements do
have their down sides.
The insurance company issuing
the annuity "could go down," said
Wallace, and the plaintiff becomes
a "general creditor like everyone
else."
Or the person could die in five
years triggering a termination of
the.payments.
Even if some might favor lump
sum settlements - they want to

Why not leave in those high
damages? "The proper way of doing it is to not leave them in," he
said. Anybody who prepares the
"best damage study money can
buy" probably will "look like a fool
on the stand."
• Consider personal services.
"Sometimes attorneys don't consider this as an element of the loss
especially on the plaintiffs side." '
The injured spouse who can't do

Law Briefs

by Martin Kruming

buy a house or take a trip Wallace pointed out that structured settlements can be "extremely flexible."
For instance, with a $500,000
settlement why not $250,000 up
front and structure the rest?
Wallace's observations in other
areas:
• "Always depose the other
side's expert" and "make sure they
(experts) expl.ain where all the information came from." What are
their sources?
Check the articles and journals
which experts cite. Find out where
the expert came up with the hourly
rate of $10 for the landscape gardner.
• Make sure the medical expert
and economist coordinate what
they're doing. The medical expert
may say that the plaintiff needs a
special van which costs $20,000.
But the economist should point out
that he would have needed a car
anyway even if he weren't injured,
"There may be a trade-off," said
Wallace.

chores around the house: cooking,
yard work, car repairs. "It's a teal
loss and should be quantified. It's
as relevant an element of damages
for the male as the female."
Wallace, a CPA, testifies as ·an
economist for both plaintiffs and
defendants. He received his masters of science in accounting from
the Wharton Graduate School at
the University of Pennsylvania.
* * *
The Medical-Legal Committee
didn't always get the 30 or so attorneys out to its meetings as it did
last week.
"This shows you how many people on both sides are interested in
this field," said Lynn AylwardBingman, who chaired the group
three years ago. "Three years ago
not many people were involved in
medical malpractice."
Most of what the committee did,
she said, was handle doctors' complaints about unpaid deposition
and medical bills after the case was
over.
While the committee has grown,

....lllleri '•

doctors still aren't active with it.
The group next meets March 26
for lunch at Rainwater's.
Gresham Bayne, M.D., an
emergency room specialist, will
discuss trauma cases as well as
negligent medical treatment he's
seen.
* * *
Names in the News: Anne
Richardson, an associate in the El
Centro office of Gray, Cary, Ames
& Frye, is the first female president of the Imperial County Bar
Assn.
Bill Lerach is scheduled to
discuss new issues in public offering litigation at an ALI-ABA program in Boston May 1.

* *

* * *
The Legal Aid Society, Mary
Franklin and the San Diego
chapter of the NAACP are the fi.
nalists in the law category for the
9th annual Black Achievement
Awards. Winners will be announced Saturday night at a banquet at
the San Diego Hilton.

* * *

A professional development seminar for legal assistants will be
held from 6-9 p.m. on March 4 (corporations), 11 (family law), 18 (probate) and 25 (real estate) at USD's
Manchester Conference -eenter.
It's spoi:u;gred hy USD and the S.D.
Assn. of Legal Assistants. Cost is
$20 per session ($15 for association
members) or $75 for all four. For
more information ca ll Sue
Sullivan at 260-4579 or Sharon
Sceper at 238-1223.
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A few weeks ago, ~gan summoned
Madden to his office and pointed to
the previous game's box score. He
indicated that the man Madden ball
been covering had 10 points and
seven rebounds. "He told me I had to
do a better job and assigned me to
stop Santa Clara's (Jens) Gordon that
night," Madden said.

USD faculty recital

The un·:versit of a n ~ s i c department wi present ~tyrecital
fP~turing tenor William Eichorn and pia·
JJist Nicolas Reveles performing music by
Herbert Howells, Benjamin Britten and
Ralph Vaughn Williams.
When: 4 p.m. Sunday.
Where: Camino Theater at the univer·
sity, Alcala Park. San Diego.
Cost:Free.
Phone: 260-468'2

Gordon, a 6-9 forward who was
Santa Clara's leading scorer at the
time, was limited to four shots in his
31 minu~es and did not score.
Earlier in the season, the Toreros
found themselves tied with Boise
State with seconds remaining. Egan
mapped out a play that called for
Madden to take a jumper from about
19 feet. It was a st oke of genius be-cause, as USD's opponents know,
Madden can go a month without
shooting from farther than 3 feet.
Madden wa_s open, and his perfect
shot gave USO a 54-52 victory.

an Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)
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On the Move: Dan Stanford
and Lawrence Kaye are partners
with Lillick McHose & Charles.
Mindy Scarano and Stephen
Croce have joined Mulvaney &
Kahan as associates. Scarano was
graduated last year from Boalt
Hall and Croce has been in private
practice.
Paul Beckhart (USD), William
Hayes (Syracuse University) and
Randy Jones (University of North
Carolina) are assistant U.S. attorneys here. Beckhart is assigned to
the civil division; Hayes and Jones
to the criminal division.
Arturo Molina (Hastings), and
Robert Duran-Knox (Western
State), are associates with the law
offices of Sam Spital.

"I know my role, and I try to do
what they ask me to do, but I always
feel like I can do so much more,"
Madden said. "I'm always trying to
do my best because I don't want to
let anyone down. I don't want to be
the guy who screws up."
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he usQ..Eaculty Social ssues
um on
Committee will hold . .

nd parthe• conflict betw
enting from 7:30 to 9 p.m. Tuesday in
the University Center's Forum Room
on campus. For information, call
John Nunes, 260-4682.

San Die1,--, -~
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)
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.• .. .._vasted to a Big Bast victory at

U~D:

Press' coach of the year award .

1tss to Gonzaga made

rorai>s even more determined
Continued from D-1

Leonard (11.4) and forward Nils Madden (11.4).
In the first meeting with USO, the
Bulldogs' front line outscored the
Toreros, 31-25, and out-rebounded
them, 17-7. Even JllOre impressive
was that the Bulld~ held Thompson, the 7-foot center, to no rebounds,

p C
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Madden:

:
;reated numerous works of art her
1rnous O , , leing "LOVE .. , . most
, depicted on
U:S post, .t,,._ ~tam
ps. Noon to 5 p.m.,
weekda~s.-y:;;
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the Midwest, the Southeast and the East.
Marchiony said seeds are assigned in groups
of four. Say, for instance, the selection committee would decide that Nevada-Las Vegas,
North Carolina, Indiana and Pittsburgh are the
four ranking seeds. One of those teams would
be assigned to each region. The next four seeds
would be similarly placed, and the next four,
and so on, through 64.
Under this system, USD could play a first·
round game at any of eight sites. The first- and
second-round games in the West (March 12-15)
are in Salt Lake City and Tucson. In the Mid·
west, these games are in Indianapolis and Chi~ago. In the Southeast, they're in Birmingham,

<l

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co )
S~n Diego Uni~n
(C!r. 0. 217,089)
(Crr. S. 341,840)
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The USO brain trust assistant Mike Legarza
(left), Coach Hank Egan
and assistant Rick
Schoenlein - knows that
the Toreros will go to the
NCAA Tournament if they
win the WCAC tourney in
San Francisco, but they
have doubts if they lose.

•

fo_r our fans, but it has nothing to do
wit~ us, which is something I keep
.
telling
h i the team · The only th mgswe
s ?U d be concerned with -are the
thmgs we can control "

though Thompson did get 12 pomts.
"To put it nicely, that was not one
of Scott's best games," Egan said. "I
don't think you'll see that happen
again. I think Scott and everybody
else will be ready to get after it
against Gonzaga. I think we're im•
proved, and I think they're improved,
and I expect a heck of a ball game."

/

"Nils is highly motivated in everything he does," Egan said. "He's an
intelligent and talented young man.
He sets high standards for himself,
sometimes "o high they are next to
impossible to reach. What he's got to
realize is the t he's much more important to this team and does more
than he thinks he does."
With three regular-season games
and at least oue WCAC tournament
game left in his college career, Mad•
den has a chance to become USD's
career field goal-percentage leader.
He has hit 254 of 439 shots (.579) to
rank second to Anthony Reuss' .580
(1981-85).
If Madden bas his wav, his opportunity to break the r1>Cord will come
on the final shot of his college career
- a slam-dunk.
"In practice, I've been laying the
,an up instead of dunking it," he
Jaid, "but I can't let my college ca·eer end on a missed dunk. I've got to
:et one more chance to dunk it. And
¥hen the chance comes, I 11 do it. But
1lease, don't tell Coach Egan that" /
Of course not.

/4.

I

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
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San Diego, Wednesday, February 18, 1987

Toreros holding court among WCAC teams with 10-game winning streak
t;_c:;-~

By I<irk 'Kenney
Tribune Sportswriter

With investments for a successful
1986-87 season in jeopardy last
month, members of the USO basketball team called an emergencyboard
meeting to take stock of the situation.
The meeting came to order late on
th evening of Jan. IO in a crowded
h 1room at Spokane, Wash. A 58--46
1 to Gonzaga, in which the Toreros
h a season-low 23 rebounds and 7foot center Scott Thompson failed to
coll t any rebounds, necessitated
the meeting.
General concern was voiced rearding the direction in which the
Toreros were headed. With an open
agenda, the players were able to add s any subject they desired.
We all kind of said, 'We know
w at we have to do,"' said Thomp, who admitted at the time he had
n trying to shoulder too much of
load. "We just started ragging on
h other. It was nothing personal.
a~ things-,that had to
i rn
ught out in the open,"
preseason selection as the
ngest entry in the West Coast

'Something had
to be done. After
that game, we
decided we needed
a meeting'
- Steve Krallman
Athletic Conference, USO found itself just l-1 following road games
games against Portland and Gonza-

g

Portland took USO into overtime
b fore the Toreros could secure a 615 win in their conference opener.
Two nights later, Gonzaga dominatUSD virtually everywhere on the
court, including the boards where the
Bulldogs held a 3&-23 advantage.
'Something had to be done. After
that game, we decided we needed a
meeting" !>3 Toreros senior forrd Steve rallman, who presided
over the proceedings with senior
guard Eric Musselman. "We discussed what our roles should be on
the team and everything like that.
We just tried to make it understood
what everybody expected of each
other.
"I guess this was the time when
the team really came together. The
evidence is there. There's no doubt
about it. The meeting was great. It
cjeared everything up. We haven't

lost or been outrebounded since."
The Toreros have won a schoolrecord 10 straight games since the
meeting was adjourned. Nine of the
victories were in WCAC play, where
USD has defeated every team in the
conference - except Gonzaga.
The first-place Toreros (10-1, 20-4)
get another shot at the second-place
Bulldogs (8-3, 17-7 when the teams
meet tomorrow night at 7:30 at the
USO Sports Center.
The Toreros improved their record
at the Sports Center to 23-1 the past
two seasons with a 54-42 Win against
St. Mary's last Saturday night. Four
USO starters - Thompson. forwards
Nils Madden and Mark Manor and
guard Paul Leonard - have averaged in double figures during the
Toreros' 10-game winning streak.
USO is now ranked 47th in the nation,
according to power rankings published by USA Today.
A victory against Gonzaga would
clinch the WCAC regular-season
championship for the Toreros. As
conference champion, USD would be
assured of hosting the conference's
eighth-place team in the first round
of the WCAC Tournament Feb. 28.
Loyola Marymount is in last place
with a 2-9 record. At 4-7, Pepperdine
and USF are two games in front of
the Lions with three to play.
But before the Toreros look to the
tournament, they must look to tomorrow. In addition to getting beat
on the boards in their first meeting
with the Bulldogs, USD had its poorest shooting night and scored its
fewest pomts of the season.
"When you hold a team to 46
points, you're usually going to win,"
Gonzaga coach Dan Fitzgerald said.
"We felt we played very well and I
think the>' don't think they played
well. We feel we do match up well
with them. We have some size, and
we did a good job on the boards
against them. During the year you
have a couple bad games and I think
that was just one of them for USD.''
Krallman agreed, saying: "They
ran their game plan and we didn't
stop them. They ran their flex offense very well, they were very
tough on the boards and their defense
shut us down. We just didn't do well
at all."
According to Fitzgerald, the
Toreros did about as well in Spokane
as the Bulldogs did when they came
to San Diego last season and were
beaten 74-50.
"It was the closest thing to the
Alamo ever in San Diego," Fitzgerald said. "We just didn't play. It was
kind of a carbon copy of what they
did up here."
Things have been different for
Gonzaga this season. The Bulldogs·
have beaten every team in the conference at least once. Gonzaga is outrebounding opponents by an average

of six per game behind the efforts of
6-foot-8 senior center Dale Haaland
and &-10 senior forward Mike Champion. Fitzgerald wouldn't mind a little help from the Toreros, however.

recently from sophomore guard
Doug Spradley, who had 34 points in
the team's home wins last week
against Loyola Marymount and Pepperdine.

(Cli:. D. 127,454)
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the NCAAs. The rub is that the tournament winner
ay be a team that went 12-14.
But what of the little guys? Of USO, say?
Well, thE!_IJ_filhQ[America may not be so lucky.
Hank Egan, who coaches the Toreros and
coaches them extremely well, has an interesting
month ahead. His team is 20-4 and needs one more
wjn in its three remaining West Coast Athletic
Conference games (beginning here tonight at 7:30
ts. Gonzaga) to claim the title outright.
Last y ar, that would have been great. That
yrould have given USO an automatic NCAA ride.
But this year, the WCAC has added a postseason
tc!Urnament, the final two games of which are to
be played next month in the University of San
i-ancisco's gym. Good luck.
"The WCAC hoped to accomplish three things,"
Egan says. "One, it wanted to make money. Two,
exposure. Maybe TV would be interested. Three,
by having a tournamen~ maybe it could get two
teams in the NCAA Tournament instead of one.
'"I don't think the odds uf any of those three
thjngs happening are very good."
.Being a basketball coach, Egan is not the eteral optimist. He's telling his players they are
going to have to win the WCAC Tournament to
m;ike it to the NCAAs. If it sounds crazy, blame it
011 our tournament inventor.
·
"I can't say for sure we wouldn't go if we won
tile conference and then lost the tournament,"
E_gan says, "but I don't like our chances. Sure,
there's always a chance you can go, hut the odds
~ren't in our favor.
"It's hard for me. But I've got this particular
tl)ing (the WCAC Tournament) in front of me and
rve got to deal with it. I can't get sidetracked and
Say that it's good or bad. I've got to go after it."
, •The problem, of course, is exposure. The WCAC

isn't the ACC, the Big Ten, the SEC or the Pac-10,
for that matter. USF is the only "name" basketball school in the WCAC, and even now that institution is rebuilding after scandal hit its program.
Not many people hack East have heard of Gonzaga or St. Mary's or Loyola Marymount. Heck, the
majority of the folks in Southern California probably couldn't tell you where those schools are located.
But that doesn't mean the WCAC isn't a fine
basketball conference. Egan, who came here three
years ago after 13 years as head coach at Air
Force, now has served in the WAC and WCAC, so
he knows this only too well.
"It's a very good basketball conference," Hank
says of the WCAC. "What it doesn't have is exposure, because it doesn't play football. It's not on
TV. But it's got good players and good coaching especially coaching.
"I think, from top to bottom, it's a conference
that's a lot more competitive than the WAC. It
doesn't have the spread the WAC has. There are no
teams at the bottom of our conference like a San
Diego State or Hawaii. Every game is tough."
What Egan has accomplished at Alcala Park
can be seen in his record. When Jim Brovelli took
off for USF three years ago, he left Egan a nucleus, and Hank didn't mess it up. In three seasons, he
has compiled a 55-24 record (19-9 a year ago), and
the Toreros have become the power in these parts.
"I've been around long enough to know things go
in cycles," Egan says. "Two years ago, San Diego
State won the WAC Tournament and went to the
NCAA playoffs. That was an experienced ballclub.
They've lost a lot of people and now they're trying
to put things back together.
"The hardest thing is to keep things on top all
the time. A lot of factors go into that, including a
commitment from the school and the administration. A lot of things affect a__J)rogra111."

But what really makes a program are the players and the coach, and in those categories USD is
flush. The starting five of Scott Thompson, Nils
Madden, Paul Leonard, Danny Means and Mark
Manor is solid.
And then there is Hank Egan. In case you are
unaware, Egan is widely recognized in the coaching fraternity as one of the masters of his craft.
Hank's teams are fundamentally sound and they
play outstanding defense. Naismith would enjoy
watching USD play.
And now, Egan has a bunch of players who have
ears. They pay attention. Hank enjoys being
around these fellows.
"You know, John Cunningham, our baseball
coach, played basketball under Phil Woolpert at
San Francisco and came down here with Woolpert," Egan says. "John's really knowledgeable.
He came by for a talk after the St. Mary's game,
which was really a struggle (54-42 USD), and John
told me this team is the most fun to watch because
it operates at all times as a team.
"There are no selfish players on this team. At
the Air Force Academy, we had a lot of good
people together, but I've never had a group put
together like this."
And with success comes rumors that this may
be Hank's last season at USO. "I don't know where
those rumors come from," Egan says. "Of course,
there was a rumor it was going to be my last year
at the Air Force Academy, too, and it was."
Hank seems more concerned about the days
ahead than future emplf,yment. But I have ·a feeling that if his team ·ontinues to win, it is going to
the NCAAs, even if it doesn't win its conference
fling.
And justice will be served. Much to the chagrin,
I'm sure, of the guy who invented these tournamenLis..,- -
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Toreros get revenge - and a title
'.55'
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from staff and wire reports
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Toreros try to clinch bask~II titl~ tonight

The University_g!Sao Diego~
11 team will try to "'.rap up
the West Coast Athletic Confer~l egular-season cham~1onship
tonight when it hosts Gonzaga Universit)'. at 7:30 at thceAUC5p.tf~orts
Center A win would give the Toreros th elf second W
_1 em
the last four years and would guarantee them the top seed m the 10
league tournament that will open Feb. 28. The Toreros hav.e won
straight games since losing to Gonzaga 58-46 on Jan. 10.

Only once since
has the Universit)ult San
Diego lost a basketball game. On a cold January
night ht ~f?Okane, Wash., the Toreros dropped a
58-46 dec1s1on to Gonzaga University.
On Thursday, USD got its revenge:
Backed by a 12-point scoring effort from Scott
Thompson and Mark Manor, the Toreros clinched
the West Coast Athletic Conference regular-season
title, downing the second-place Bulldogs 61-48 at the
USD Sports Center.
. The triumph assured coach Hank Egan's club a
first-round home game and the top seed in the
WCAC post-season tournament.

Post5:ason tourney could torpedo Toreros-us~cE, I'd like lo meet the

person who invented the conference basketball tournament. He
may already be locked up, but if you
know the number to his padded cell
please drop me a line.
'
He's probably the same guy who
ke~ps trying_ to build better potato
chips by addmg everything to them
but tofu and watercre~. And that
may be next. Some things are better
left alone.
. Anyway, people complain all the
t~me about playoffs in our profess10nal games. The NHL allows just
about every team that hasn't been hit party. Baseball is much more civiby a cholera epidemic into its post- lized, although it, too, has altered its
season. Same way in the NBA. The format over the years.
NFL invites 10 of its 28 teams to its
But what happens in college bas-

ick
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points a game and has established
himself as one of the conference's
best players. Haaland is also in double figures with 10.8 points a game.
Gonzaga has received additional help

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Dally Californian
(Cir. D. 100,271)

Jlflen 's

"If Thompson doesn't want to get a
rebound again I would be real
happy," he said.
Sophomore guard Jim McPhee is
the Bulldogs' leading scorer with 16.5

ketball is, at the very least, stupid.
Teams play conference games all
year. Then, in most cases, when the
regular season is over, teams in said
league must attend a conference
~0 ?rn~ment. The winner of that then
is mv1ted to the NCAA's bash, even if
it c?uldn't beat Double Dribble Tech
durmg the regular season.
. What about the team that played
Its guts out all year to win that conference's regular-season title you
ask. Tough. ·
'
Most of t~e time, it doesn't really
affect_ the B_1g Boys. I mean, if North
Carolma wms the ACC during the
regular season and then loses the
ACC tournament, it's still going to
Please see CANEPA, E-10

After Gonzaga pulled within 42-41 with 8:28 to
play, USD went on a 9-1 spurt over the next six
minutes to extend its school-record win streak to l l
contests.
Danny Means scored 11 points for the Toreros
which improved their mark to 11-1 in the WCAC'
21-4 overall.
'
Jim McPhee scored 12 points and Dale Haaland
added 11 for Gonzaga, which fell to 8-4 in con,.,
ference, 17-8 overall.
,
.
USD hit on 53.3 percent of its shots from the field •
while holding Gonzaga to a meer 37.5 percent.
'
The Toreros play host to the University of
Portland on Saturday, starting at 7:30 p.m.
J

_,/'!_
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Est. 1888

Speak At USD
The Uni
San Diego
Law School pea ers
ureau
presents Mr . Abbie Hoffman on
Monday , March-9, at 7:30 p.m.
al the Camino Theater in Alcala
Park . This is a free public lecture .
A breakfast with Hoffman is
scheduled for Tuesday , March
10, at 8 a.m. in the faculty dining
room , USO Student Center . The
cost fo r the public is $4 .50
(students with I.D . $3.50 ).
Reservation s should be made by
March 1 at 295-0180 .
Mr. Hoffman, one of the
Chicago Seven defendants in the
1969 trial that resulted from
charges filed against antiwar
demonstrators at the Democratic
National . Convention, lived
underground fro 1974 to 1980.
The founder of the Youth lnterna-

l:.<t. 1888

\
Continued from page
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dered helpless Gonzaga's offense.
The WCAC's hottest-shooting
team this year (50.4 percent), the
Bulldogs finished the game just 18
?f 48 t:rom the field (37.5 percent),
mcludmg 0-for-8 from three-point
range.

On the offensive end, meanwhile, the Toreros began to move
the ball inside, and Thompson responded with two straight baskets
to expand the lead to 49-42. From .
that point on, USD's lead was never less than seven points.
"I mentioned it a couple times
for Scott to go low and to get the
ball to him," Egan said. "They were

just saving it, I guess."
Thompson finished with 14
points, tying Manor for game-high
honors. Means finished with 11
and Madden and Steve Krallman
added eight apiece.
McPhee, the WCAC's thirdleading scorer with a 16.5 average,
was held to 12 points on 4-for-10
shooting.

•

tioAal Party , the Yippies , · Mr.
Hoffman was recently arrested
with Mi~s Amy Carter , former
President Carter's daughter , and
58 other people at a protest of CIA
recruiting on the University of
Massachusetts campus.
" Mr. Hoffman is still questioning the basic princi ples of
American life. He believes in the
redistribution of wealth and
power and feels that people
should come together to fight city
hall and to battle social or
environmental in justices ," said
speakers' bureau spokesman
Andrew Lurie.
Mr. Hoffman is on the board of
directors of Veritas, a rehabil itation and drug therapy community
His new book will deal with
aspects of drug issues

San Francisco, CA
(San Francisco Co.)
Chronicle
(Cir. D. 630 ,954)
(Cir. S. 483,291)
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Good chemistry leads
Toreros to top in WCAC
By Jay Posner

Times-Advocate Sportswriter

SAN DIEGO - Somebody once described the
University of San Diego's basketball team as one
where the whole 1s greater than the sum of its parts.
Somebody was right.
Despite their sparklin~ 20-4 recor~: the Tor~ro~
are not a team around which the term All-Amenca
is used often, if at all. But they are a "team," in every
sense of the word.
"We fit together like a puzzle," said 7-foot center
Scott Thompson, the closest thing the Torerl?s have
to an All-American. "Everybody knows their role~
Each guy does his job, and _w~ end up p~etty good.
Where they may end up 1s m the National Collegiate Athletic Association tournament. They we~e
there three years ago, when Thompson and h1s
three roommate-teammates - Eric Musselman,
Nils Madden and Steve Krallman - were freshmen. Princeton knocked them out in the first round,
and they vowed to return.
Now three seasons later, they would have that
return ~11 but locked up if they were in just about
any other conference.
Leading the West Coast Athletic Conference by
two games, the Toreros ~eed o!11Y to ~n ?ne_oftheir
last three games - startmg with tomght s 7.30 contest against second-place Gonzaga at the USD
Sports Center - to clinch the regular-season conference title.
For the first time, however, that won't be enough.
The WCAC's automatic bid to this year's NCAA
tournament will go to the winner of its inaugural
postseason tournament, scheduled for Feb. 28 and
.
March6-7.
In most leagues, the regular-season champ10n
earns an NCAA bid even ifit is upset in the postseason tournament. Particularly if that champion finishes with upward of 20 victories.
But this is the WCAC, not the Big East or the Big
Ten and conferences such as the WCAC generally
receive only one bid.
Thus USD knows the ·only sure ticket to the
NCAAs' runs through San Francisco the first week.
end in March.
"When it was put in," Coach Hank Egan said of
the tournament, "they said that at the end of the
season, one coach was going to cry foul and every-

Robert Gauthier/The Times-Advocate

USD's most recognized player is 7-foot center Scott Thompson who averages nearly

16

Please see USD, page C&
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Spartans Lose

Bruins Squeeze
By Oregon State
Charles Rochelin scored
five points in the final 3¼ minutes last night as UCLA outlasted Oregon State, 57-53, and
remained atop the Pacific 10.
The Bruins (12-4, 18-a) benefitted from OSU's 30 percent shooting,
but the Bea VCl"ll (10-5, 18-a) had a
chance to tie in the final seconds.
Eric Knox missed a three-pointer
with five seconds to play and Rochelin sank one of two free throws
with three seconds left.
Rochelin led the Bruins with 12
points, while Reggie Miller added 11
and Montel Hatcher 10. Jose Ortiz,
the Pac-l0's leading scorer, struggled inside throughout the game
but topped Oregon State with 19.
UCLA leads Arizona by a halfgame in the Pac-10 race, while Oregon State dropped into third, 111:&
games behind the Bruins.
Elsewhere in the conference,
Cloverdale product Craig McMillan
scored 15 of his game-high 20 points
in the second half as Arizona 111-4,
16-9) drilled Washington State (411, 8-16), 84-58, in Tucson. Arizona
led, 4743, with 12 minutes left before a 12-0 run, six by McMillan,
ended WSU's hopes.
At Tempe, senior guard Bobby
Thompson sank a 3-pointer with 19
seconds left to give Arizona State a
71-70 upset of Washington. Steve
Beck sank two free throws with 24
seconds to go to cut Arizona State's
deficit to 7CMS and set the stage for
Thompson's game-winning shot.
Anthony Taylor broke loose for
all of his game-high 18 points in the
final 14 minutes as host Oregon edged USC, 57-55. Taylor hit a free
throw to give the Ducks their fil"llt
lead of the game, 49-48, with 3:22 to
play, but it took a goaltendlng call
with 1:02 left to give Oregon the
lead for good.

Spartans lose

Carrick DeHart bit a short
jumper with five seconds to play,

CG

WEST COAST
and Gerald Thomas missed the
front end of a one-and-one after
time had expired as UC Santa Barbara moved into third place in the
PCAA with a 53-52 win over San
Jose State at Goleta.
The Spartans (7-8, 11-13) entered
the ·game in a four-way tie for second, but after missing 12 of 18 free
throws for the night, are now in a
four-way tie for fourth, with Long
Beach State, Fullerton State and
Utah State.
Elsewhere, Kenny Travis scored 17 points and New Mexieo State
(8-7, 14-12) beat UC Irvine, 70-66, at
Las Cruces. The victory was NMSU's
fourth straight and sixth 1n the last
seven games . . . Richard Morton
scored 26 points and Herman Wehster added 18 to lead Fullerton
State (7-8, 14-10) to a 94-71 rout of
visiting Utah State(7-8, 14-13>.

'loreros Clinch

Mark Manor and Scott Thompson scored 14 points apiece~
inched the W,{' AC tjt)e with
Die
a 61-48 victory over Gonzaga. San
Diego Hl-1, 21-4) leads the nation in
field-goal defense and limited the
Bulldogs (8-4, 17-8) to just37 percent.

'lhe WAC

Junior forward Fennis Dembo
had 29 points to lead Wyoming
m-2, 19-6) to its l,OOOth victory, an
85-73 win over hopeless San Diego
State. The Cowboys scored 52
points in the second half to ice their
10th straight win, tying school and
conference records at the expense
of the Aztecs (0-13, 2-24), who have
lost 17 straight and have the worst
record in the country.
Elsewhere, Gale Gondrezick
scored 22 points to lead Utah (8-a,
16-9) to an 80-o4 win over Air Forte
at the Academy ... At Fort Collins,
Anthony Goodrum came off the
bench to score a career-high 14
points and give Colorado State (7-8,
13-13) a 69-02 win over Hawaii.

/1
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b ody else was gomg
to thmk 1t s a
good de~I. And that's exactly
.
what's gomg to take place."
Except Egan, who replaced Jim
Brovelh after the 198~ tournament
season , says he won t exactly cry
fo~~air has n 0 th· to d O ·th 1·t"
'
wi
mg
.
•
he said. "I~ 1s what it is. The fight
has been _Ptcked, an~ now we've g?t
to fight 1t. \Yhat Iv~ got to do is
prepare to wm the t~mg." .
_And the_Toreros will be satisfied
w_1th nothmg less than an NCAA
~d ·
"We've done a lot up to now,"
Thompson said, "but nothing's
been accomplished. We've won 20
games (including 10 in a row), but
that doesn't mean anything now."
•••
How have they won those 20
games? Terms such as "balance,"
"chemistry" and "close-knit" are
used most often to describe the Toreros' success.
"I think the chemistry is extraordinary," said Musselman, a
reserve guard whose father, Bill,
has coached on both the college
and professional level. "I don't
think there are too many teams in
the country 'that are this
close-knit.
"I have friends on other teams
across the country, and they're always complaining about certain
guys on the team. If you walked into our locker room any day, there's
never any bickering amongst us.
"I think that's the key. Some
teams click better than others, and

obviously ours is clicking right
now. I've never been on a team
~here _the camaraderie has been
hketh1s."
Added Egan: "The unselfishness
and the balance on this ballclub
has been the most important factor. The general makeup of this
team is t hat it considers itself a
team, and what the team accomplishes is more important to each
of the ~ndividuals th~ what he accomphshes."
Thompson is t he one Torero
who would most benefit from a
"star" system but the two-time
all-conferenc; selection says he
isn't interested.
"I think I could be a one-on-one
player, 'but I'm not that type of
player," Thompson said. "I think
you win by being together. We're
not a one-man team. A lot ofrecognition is given to me, but we have
other guys that play, too."
Thompson leads the club in both
scoring (15.9 points a game) and
rebounding (7.5 a game), but he
gets plenty of help from forward
Madden (11.4, 7.1) and point guard
Paul Leonard (11.4, 4.5 assists),
who is shooting 50 percent from
three-point range. The other two
starters, forward Mark Manor (8.7
points a game) and guard Danny
Means (7.5), are shooting better
than 45 percent from long range as
well.
The club's chemistry really
comes into focus on defense. The
Toreros ranked eighth in the nation last year in field goal percentage defense (.424), and they've improved in 1987. Through 24 games,
opponents have converted just 40
percent of their field-goal attempts.

Both Thompson and Mussel- us or.doesn't cover us is ... that's
man said building that chemistry nice, and it's great for the school
begins early, during recruiting sea- and it's what you're looking for,
but that's not what our kids' major
son.
"Recruits come in here and ana- concern is now."
Said Musselman: "It gets under
lyze us," Thompson said, "and we
analyze them, too. If a kid's a bad my skin a lot for the simple fact .
kid, we'll tell the coaches that and that we beat them the last two
years. Now we have been getting
they'll respect our opinion."
That has happened, the players the headlines, but even at the beginning of the year, for the first 10
said, but not often.
"Normally we get quality kids games, State was ahead."
Musselman admitted San Diego
here because the academic standards are higher than most places," State has many times more stuThompson said. "It may be harder dents and local alumni than USD,
to find them, but they're there. but he did say, "I find it hard to
And how can you not like to come believe."
Still, USD is better off now than
to San Diego?"
it was at this time four years ago.
Here's one reason why. Lack of And remember, this is only the
school's eighth season at the Divirecognition.
• When a San Diego reporter sion I level.
"From a recognition standphoned the NCAA this week to inquire about the Toreros' tourna- point," Egan said, "my job has been
ment chances, an NCAA official easier than the guy before me
said, "USD? What conference is it (Brovelli). He kind of built the rec. ?"
ognition. We've kind of mainm.
• USD's 20-4 record garnered the tained it."
Toreros a grand total of two votes
What about the future? Six of
in this we-:lk's Associated Press top
the top nine players are senfors, in20 poll.
"Two guys," Egan said. "They're cluding every starter except
good friends of mine. I tell you Means.
Raised academic standards have
what, that's probably all the
friends I've got, so we need a couple admittedly shrunken the pool of
talent available to USD, though
more wins."
• For the most part, the Toreros Egan says he does have a nucleus
don't gain much media coverage of young, talented players ready to
unless they're very good, and San step in next season.
"We've kind of set the roots
Diego State is very. bad. Of course,
that's exactly what's happening here," Thompson said.
Can it last?
now.
"I sure as hell hope so," Thomp"That's the way life is," Egan
said. "What we're concerned about son said.
"I hope all the hard work didn't
is we've stjll got three regular-season games and the (WCAC) tour- go for nothing," Musselman added.
nament. Whether the press covers "I don't think it has."
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Azf~ iibse in Wyoming; Oregon edges USC by a bucket
By The Associated Press

Scott Thompson and Mark Manor
each scored 14 points Thursday
night as the Unixersit y nf San
Die~ clinched the West Coast
AThletlcConference regular-season
title with a 61-48 victory over Gonzaga.
After Gonzaga pulled within 42-41
with 8;28 to play , San Diego went
on a 9-1 spurt over the next six
minutes to win their 11th straight in
a game
Danny Means scored 11 points
Ior San Diego, which improved its
record to 11 1 in the WCAC, 21-4
overall.
Jim McPhee scored 12 points and
Dale Haaland added 11 for Gonzaga, which fell to 8-4 in conference , 17-8 overall.
San Diego hit on 53.3 percent of
its shots from the field. Gonzaga hit
37 .5 percent.

Wyoming 85, SDSU 73
Junior forward Fennis Dembo
led all scorers with 29 points in
leading Wyoming to the Western
Athletic Conference victory.
The Cowboys scored 52 points in
the second half to secure their 10th
straight win , which ties the
Cowboys ' 10-game winning streak
of the 1951-52 season and ties the
longest winning strea k in WAC history.
Even at halftime at 33, Wyoming
led by as much as 17 in the contest.
They went on a second-half 9-0
spurt, saw that lead cut to 3, then
made an 11-3 run to lead by 11 and
it wasn't a contest from then on.
San Diego State (2-23, 0-13) was
led by sophomore guard Darryl

r,

,an Diego, CA
(San ~iego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217 089)
(Cir. S. 341:840)

1JSD clinches WCAC title

to boost No. 15 Kansas past Kansas
State, giving the Jayhawks their
consecutive home victory and
College basketball 48th
sole possession of first place in the
Big Eight.
The victory, in Kansas' final
Gaines with 20, followed by
appearance of the season
home
12.
with
freshman guard Tony Ross
tied Oklahoma's league record fo;
consecutive home victories and
Oregon 57, use 55
raised the Jayhawks to 20-7 overall
Anthony Taylor broke loose for and 9-3 in the Big Eight.
all of his game-high 18 points in the
closing 14 minutes to lead Oregon.
Temple 77, St. Bonaventure 56
With four minutes remaining and
Evans scored 20 points
Howard
Oregon trailing 48-46, Taylor riped Temple defeated St.
fifth-rank
as
Oregon
12
ped off the Ducks' next
to clinch the Atlantic
ture
Bonaven
points.
title.
ce
Conferen
10
pacwas
3-13)
(8-17,
Cal
Southern
16-0) extended its
(27-2,
Temple
ed by Derrick Dowell with 16
14 games, the
to
streak
winning
half.
first
the
in
11
including
points,
streak in
victory
current
longest
for
Brad Winslow scored 14 points
. 1
the country.
the Trojans.
Duke 66, N.C. St. 50
Syracuse 90, Providence 81
scored 13 points as
John
Sophomore Sherman Douglas No. 17 Smith
broke away from ·
Duke
10
scored eight of Syracuse 's final
State in the first
Carolina
North
points and finished with 26 as the
Coast ConAtlantic
the
post
to
half
off
held
en
ninth-ranked Orangem
win.
ference
No. 19 Providence for the Big East
N.C. State had led by as many as
'
Conference _l;i<;tory.
points early in the first half
seven
Syracy~e,l'§"'now 22-4 overall and
the Blue Devils put on a run
at 10-3, tied for the Big East lead before
until halftime. Duke
stretched
that
with Pittsburgh.
climbed to 21-5 overall and 8-3 in
Indiana 72, Minnesota 70
the ACC.
Center Dean Garrett hit six free
UNLV 86, Long Beach 66
thro,._vs d?wn the stretch, including
pair with three seconds remainArmon Gilliam scored 15 of his 19
mg, as No. 2 Indiana shaded Min- points in the first half as No. 1nesota. It was Indiana's third con- ranked Nevada-Las Vegas opened F
secu~ve Big Ten cliff-hanger.
a big early lead en route to the
. Indiana, 22-2 overall, stayed in Pacific Coast Athletic Association
first place in the conference with a victory.
13-1 record.
Freddie Banks scored 20 points
for the Rebels , who ran their
Kansas 84, Kansas St. 67
overall record to 27-1 and their )
I
Danny Manning scored 33 points conference mark to 15-0.
I
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key role
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Defense and rebounding have been the basic roles
filled by Steve Krallman and Danny Means during U~s
ride to the West Coast Athletic Conference basket a 1
title.
But last night, career reserve Krallman and off-guard
Means took on added responsibilities in USD's title~rts
clinching 61-48 victory over Gonzaga at th~
Center.
Both became scorers when the Toreros needed points.
Means, a sophomore guard who is shooting just less
than 40 percent from the field this season, hit an 18-foot
jumper with 2:49 to play to complete an 11-point game
and push USD's lead to 51-42.
Then Krallman, who averages 5.5 points, scored eight
of USD's last 10 points to kill Gonzaga's hopes for a
comeback .
"I always get a good feeling when we win," said Krallman, 6-foot-8, 215 pounds. "But it's probably a little more
special when you play this well."
Which for Means and Krallman means adding points

.Jl//en's
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ou didn't hear it here, but
sportswriters are really a
bunch of pussycats.
Honest.
Under the hard-bitten extenor,
' the cynicism and the irreverent
humor actually beats the heart of a
t,ard-bitten, irreverent cynic. OK, I
admit that. But there also heats the
Mart of a fan.
Not a fan of this team or that
necessarily, but a fan of sport
team,
\
- someone who truly enjoys seeing
a game played well. Unfortunately,
we usually don't.
When that rare opportunity
presents itself. we can't stay away
Which is why, as~D defeated
Gonzaga to as~ure itself of firs~
place in the WCAC Thursday m~ht,
'\ere were a number of peop1e m
:tendance on press row who
,obably should have been
,mewhere else.
T.J. Simers covers the Chargers
,r this newspaper. That's a six-day-week challenge from July through
anuary. He should be enjoying time
ff now, a rare opportumtv to co so.
a lot.
"When we were freshmen , we had to win the conferBut T.J. is not quite ready for
ence to go to the NCAAs. Now, we have to win the
eisure. It's too much fun watchmg
conference tournament to go, but I don't think that takes
JSD play basketball.
anything away from the conference championship. It's
... Bill Center, our man in Australia,
still an accomplishment."
1as been writing about the
Said USD coach Hank Egan; "You don't do everythin g
\merica's Cup every day since late
in the world because there's a payoff at the end. You do
~ovember. If ever a guy should be
some things for pride. They had championships long beJff somewhere recharging his
fore they had an NCAA playoff. You want to be the best
it is this one.
batteries,
at what you do and have pride in your school and the
courtside in the USD
was
he
But
imwas
this
think
I
people that represent your school.
Center, working. It's too
Sports
portant."
much fun watching USD play
The ensuing celebration proved that. The Toreros (11-1,
basketball.
displayed
group,
ke
businessli
l,
methodica
a
21-4), usually
more postgame emotion than they have all season folPlease see TOREROS, E-9

T.oreros ge t championship dunking
By Kirk Kenney

W

Tribune Sportswriter

HO said conference championships no longer
have any meaning in college basketball?
An SRO crowd .of more than 2,500 chanting
and cheeHng fans begged to differ with that school of
thought last night at the USP l;perts Genter.
So did £he Toreros after winning their second West
Coast Athletic Conference championship in the past four
years with a 61-48 victory against Gonzaga.
Three years ago winning the conference championship
meant an automatic bid to the NCAA playoffs for USD.
This season 1t merely assures the Toreros the homecQurt
advantage against the conference's last-place team in the
newly created postseason WCAC Tournament.
The fact !s, the Toreros don't get so much as a banner
to bang on the rafters for clinching the conference title

)

last night. The automatic bid to the NCAA playoffs will
be awarded to the tournament winner, which will be
crowned and awarded the conference trophy March 7 at
USF.

''
__ __ __ _,,
Back in New York, they just
throw Gatorade on you
-Han k Egan

"If you ask the other teams that didn't win it, I'm sure
they'll say it doesn't mean anything," said USD senior
forward Steve Krallman, who was one of four current
players on the 1983-84 championship team. "But it means

San Diego, Frid
<--

*Toreros-•,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cdnlinued From E-1
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lowing their 11th straight win.
No sooner had the buzzer sounded than senior
guard Eric Musselman was hoisted atop one of the
rims. So positioned ,- and undoubtedly commanding
a view the likes of which the 5-foot-7 Musselman
had rarely seen, the cutting of the nets ceremony
was ready to begin.
Out came sJphomore swingman Mike Haupt
with a pair of scissors from the training room.
Musselman cut down the first net by himself. He
trimmed half of the next net away, then stopped.
Point guard Paul Leonard hurried into the locker room where Egan was being interviewed.
"We need you for the last string, Coach," Leon•
ard said. "The last string."
nsing th y also wanted him for something
else, Egan took off his blue Blazer. "I kno11 what
they want and I'll do it anyway," said Egan. More
on that suspicion later.
Egan returned to the court where his players
lifted him to the rim. Taking the scissors, Egan
trimmed away the last six loops in a practiced
manner that belied the fact that this was his first
championship in 16 years as a coach.
Egan held the net up for the crowd's approval. It
met with their applause.
Returning to the locker room with net in hand,
Egan motioned for a team meeting. Cheering emanated from the room. Then silence. Then the door
burst open with Krallman carrying Egan. Egan's
suspicion had been realized - Krallman was
.
headed for the pool.
Krallman made the toss on his teammates'
count of three, and the conference championship
became official with Egan's splashdown. Egan

was followed into the pool by assistant coaches
Mike Legarza, who had Musselman in tow, and
Rick Schoenlein.
"Where's Gus?" someone shouted. But assistant
coach Gus Magee, who played for the Toreros
from 1966 to '70, was nowhere to be found, proving
he still has a few good moves left.
"Back in New York they just throw Gatorade on
you," said Egan after he had toweled off. "But out
here in San Diego, thanks to Dennis Conner, they
throw you in the water. It's a little different."
USD's victory against Gonzaga (8-4, 17-8) was no
different than many of it~ wins this season. In fact,
it seemed to incorpora te a little bit from each of
the previous 20 victories.
There was good defense and outside shooting by
the Toreros. USD, which leads the nation in fieldgoal defense, limited the Bulldogs to 37.5 percent
from the floor.
The Toreros shot 53 percent and scored 18
points from three-point range with senior forward
Mark Manor collecting nine of his 14 points from
downtown. Sophomore guard Danny Means scored
nine of his 11 points on three-pointers as well.
The Toreros also used their defense to keep the
Bulldogs off the scoreboard, preventing them
from scoring for nearly a nine-minute stretch on
the way to a 31-20 first-half lead.
But another facet of USD's play this season has
been an inability to maintain large first-half leads.
That in mind, a 38-27 advantage was trimmed to
one point. Gonzaga's Jim McPhee, who had a
team-high 12, hit a jumper with 8:28 remaining to
make it 42-41. USD called timeout.
The Toreros returned to the court intent on
turning back the challenge. This was to be accom-

plished with their biggest weapon - 7-foot center
Scott Thompson.
Thompson had gone without a single rebound in
the teams' first meeting, a Toreros loss in Spokane. He had not played particularly well to this
point last night, but made amends with a steal,
two blocked shots and six points down the stretch
to put the game away.
"They kind of went, 'Wow, this guy's finally
waking up,"' said Thompson, who finished with 14
points and eight rebounds in his 100th consecutive
start as a Torero. "They called timeout and then
we came back out, and I got a couple more buckets and things worked out well. I came through in
the clutch, I guess. This is one goal. Now we have
to re-establish our goals."
The re-established goals begin with tomorrow
night's game at 7:30 against Portland at the Sports
Center and Wednesday's game at St. Mary's. Then
there is the-conference tournament to consider.
That tournament.
''We thought before the season started that we
had a chance to win the conference," Egan said.
"We didn't think there was any team in the league
that was a shoo-in, but we thought we were one of
the teams that had a chance. I think that when you
work hard for something and you achieve it, you
feel good about yourself.
"Just my luck there's a tournament. So we have
to continue to work hard to keep this thing going. I
feel tremendous tonight. I really do. But I've felt
tremendous for a long time being associated with
this group of people. They're good people, and just
being a part of that is a pleasure. This is like icing.
The cake I already have."

•
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Toreros tie string·to Po rtl an d
By T.J. Simers

q")

At home, the Toreros have won by
The U~rsity of San Diego will an a;erage of 17 points, and nine of
been unable to
put the nation's fourth-longest win- USD s opponents have
s~oot !),>'-J;er than 40 percent from the
t k(
n
_mg s re~ 11) on the line tor.ight at field. Pepperdine, a tbree-po1·nt loser
7.3o agamst Portland in the USD t0 u
SD ir the_Sports Center, has had
Sports Center.
in
. Thursday night, the Toreros :~: ~~!~~iiootmg ~i~ht for a visitor
. gym, h1ttmg only 43.9 perdispatched Gonzaga (17•8 8_4) d
clinched the West Coast Athl!~c cent of Its shots. In their 12 straight
Conference title. But, to advance to 1..
the NCAA Tournament, USD will either have o win e WCAC postseasou tournament or impress the
NCrtA l."':th its overall record
"Our next two games are k~y ones
for us because we need to win as
many games as possible," said USD
coach Hank Egan.
"Now i~ no time to screw it up.
God forbid we lose in the WCAC
To~rnament, but if we do, the NCAA
o_fflc1als _may be looking for teams to
fill the fmal few spots in the 64.tea
field, and they might include us if
have won our share of games."
1
The Toreros (21-4, 11-1) have on
16 of their last 17 games and ah 12
played in the Sports Center this season.
Staff Writer

;).

wins at home, USD has outshot its
opponents, 51 to 35.5 percent.
. The Toreros lead the nation in
field-goal percentage defense (39 9
percent) and have allowed only t~o
opponents (Nevada-Reno and Loyola
Marymount) to score 80 points th.18
season.

~::_~:=:-- ---- ---- --~- ---... .____-'___
- L..--r------:
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fiSD: Thompson recovers to lead team to title
r

) i? 'J Continued from C-1
USD to go on the three-point offensive. The bombs fell

Bulldogs to shoot just .375 while hitting .530 themselves.
But despite the lopsided statistical advantage, this
was not easy. Jim McPhee, the WCA( player of
game
for a while, and the Toreros went up by 11 at half. But
week, scored 12 and center Dale Haalan111 to keep
the
with 5:42 to go, the Bulldogs trailed by three.
striking range.
That s when Thompson blocked a shot, got a rebound, Gonzaga within
just two rebounds and si. • points in the
had
Thompson
scored on a hook, got another rebound and scored again first half. But in the final five minutes, "he took over,"
to make it 49-42, Toreros.
Egan said, and ::iecame the school's No. 3 career scorer
"It was a game where Thompson emerged at the critical point to take over," Coach Hank Egan said after with 1,299.
The Toreros opened quickly with a spirited outside
being hoisted on his players' shoulders and cutting down attack and closed strongly with Thompson claiming
the championship net. "He came on and just dominated."
rights down low.
Egan might have said more, but this was his first squatter's
yelling all game to get the ball into Scott,"
were
"We
conference championship as a head coach, and so his Egan said, "but I think we wanted this game so badly
players dumped him into the 3chool's swimming pool.
out tight in the beginning. We got up and
"I feel great," Egan said, smUng. "Just great, but it's that we cameto cruise in, but that's not like us. We had to
chance
a
had
a good thing this isn't my only blazer."
The Toreros were leading the nation in defense enter- make it exciting."hitting two early three-pointers, gave
Mark Manor,
ing the game, limiting op\xments to a .400 field-goal
Toreros a six-point lead. But USD's three-point atthe
percentage. And they padded their lead, allowing the

tack stalled, and when the Toreros were unable to work
the ball into Thompson, they stopped scoring.
Gonzaga scored eight straight to lead, 14-12. But that
lead would be the Bulldogs' last. After a five-min ute
drought, USD scored 12 straight to lead by 24-14. The
Bulldogs managed to get untracked before the end of the
half but trailed by 11 with 20 minutes to go.
It was, however, too early for USO to start celebrating. Second-place Gonzaga (17-8, 8-4) trailed by one with
8:28 to go, but Manor's free throw and Paul Leonard's
jumper gave the Toreros breathing ro, n until Thompson came on to finish off the Bulldogs.

••

The Toreros host Portland in a conference game tomorrow night. Then, as the top seed, USO will host the
league's last-place team (most likely Loyola Marymount) in next week's WCAC tournament. If successful,
USO will go on to San Francisco for the rest of the
tournament.

T~reros: Krallman, Means contribute in title-clincher
/"

q_~ "') Continued from C-1

.
to theif often-unnoticed efforts away from the ball and
the headlines.
A senior, Krallman has sta,ted only five games in bis
USO career and is usually a sub for center Scott Thompson or power forward Nils Madden. Yet Toreros coach
Hank Egan considers Krallman one of his most dependable players in the final two minutes of a game.
"I'm only human," Krallman said moments after..!lfilL
won its second WCAC title in his four seasons at the
school. "Everyone would like to play more than be is.
Sure, I wanted to be a starter, But I knew during my
junior year that it would never happen.
"After my sophomore season, I figured I would play
more ... but as a junior, I played 100 minutes less. When
I saw I wasn't going to be a starter, I worked harder to

sophomore, "but I think I've been playing a
supply a spark when I came off the bench. The best way Means, a 6-1
last six games. Basically, my job is to play
the
better
lot
to do that is defense and rebounding."
and hit the shot if it is there."
rebound
and
defense
Only four times this season did Krallman score more
fifth time he scored in double
the
was
night
Last
than last night's eight points. But it wasn't the number
game. Two weekends ago, ·he
conference
a
in
figures
that counted. It was when he scored.
games at P~l,!~rdine
back-to-back
in
17
ar-d
14
scored
Down the stretch, when Gonzaga was threatening to
his six rebounds
night,
Last
Lo~mount.
and
get back into the game, Krallman hit his only two fieldlineup that
Gonzaga
a
in
player
any
than
more
were
goal attempts and four of the five free throws he took.
Haaland
Dale
6-8
and
(5)
Champion
Mike
6-10
included
He didn't score until there was 1:39 to play. Not only
did he score eight points down the stretch, he had two of (5).
"I'm a player of opportunity," Krallman said. "All of
his four rebounds and his one blocked shot.
know what we're out there for. My first assignment is
us
Means hit the three-point shot that broke a 14-14 tie
play defense and rebound. Tonight, there was the
to
and put _USD aheadJo stay. His only other basket in the
to score a couple baskets."
opening
first half came with six seconds to play and put the
He took them. And USO took its second WCAC title in
Toreros up, 31-20.
·
"It was satisfying to play well in this game," said four years.

The San Diego Umon/Russ Gilbert

U~teve Krallman guards Chrls De?

-----~.-

Wayne L e kw
current combined record is 66 32
?-,'\ ~ o~nued from C-1
against the floor 1s constant. Men at The Toreros have defeated Gonzaga
and Boise State at home.
work.
All this gives_~ assurance of
Defense in basketball is 90
percent sweat and 10 percent talent. an NCAA bid unless it can win the
newly instituted postseason
Beat the other guy to the spot he
conference tournament. But it does
wants, fight through screens, deny
the pass. challenge the shooter, help give the Toreros a sense of
accomplishment. Win or lose, this
out.
team has proven a treat for Egan
How well do the Toreros do these
and those characters on press row.
things? Well, before the Gonzaga
"I've been in good programs wi h
game, they led the nation's Division
good people," said the coach, who
I teams by permitting opponents a
played at Navy and coached at Air
field-goal percentage of only .400.
Force. "But this 1s the best gro!!p of
They lowered that against the
human beings I've ever been
Bulldogs, who shot just 37.5 percent
from the floor while losing, 61-48. To associated with. They're just good
people. They play hard, they play
that point in the season, Gonzaga
had made more than half of its shots together, they're unselfish and they
do all those things on the basketball
(50.4 percent).
floor that you like.
The Toreros, who have won 11 in
"But they're good off the floor,
a r?w, need not apologize for any of
too. They conduct themselves the
their defeats. All but one came in
right way."
1986, and each occurred on the road
With, it seems, the right stuff. But
and against one of a group of teams
don't tell anybody I said that. It
(Gonzaga, Boise State, Montana
_ h_o_se____c_ould ruin the image.
L....:......S~ta_t_e_a_n_d _N_e_va_d_a_-R_e~n~o)_w
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wcAC Champion USD

M~~fortJa d Tonight
·
~AN DIEGO-The Uni
Dieg
which clinched th W
ference champion!ru e~t Coast Athletic Cano:
Thursday night wiJ! p I Y defeating Gonzaga
. P ay host to Portland at
7:30 tonight. '

•

.
The Toreros (11- l
Loyola Marymoun t.:_~1-4 ) will probably play
con~in the f urrently last in the
postseason tourname ~st round of the WCAC
USO next Saturday.
The wi:1ner of then
automatic berth to the NcfAC will gain an
A Tournament.
USO' .
, s final regular-se
Marys Wednesday night. ason game is at St.
· Tonight's game means lit
impo:tant for Portland (6 6 t1e to USD, but it is
~eJed ~or third place in -th 14-11 ). The Pilots
Th ary s. Portland Jost 73 esC:nference with
• - , to St. Mary's
ursday night.

-CHRIS ELLO

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)

Escondido, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Times Advocate
(Cir. 0. 32,685)
(Cir. Si. 34,568)
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Torrid Toreros hope to string it out
;/~
?kt
Kenney
Ry " irk
Tribune Sportswriter

USD snipped a few strings followmg4'tllitsclay night's victory against
Gonzaga when the nets at the USD
Sports Center were cut down in celeo~ation of the Toreros' second West
Coast Athletic Conference championship in four years.
The Toreros hope to keep a few
strings intact tonight, however, when
they meet Portland at 7:30 at the
USO Sports Center.
Among the strings USO will attempt to extend:
• The nation's fourth-longest winning streak, which reacned 11 games
with the 61-48 victory against Gonzaga.
• A 12-game winning streak at the
Sports Center where the Toreros
have won 24 of 25 games the past two
seasons.
• An eight-game winning streak
against the Pilots, who took the
Toreros to overtime before losing 6159 in the teams' conference opener in
Portland last month.
With this, among other things, in
mind, USO coach Hank Egan believes the Toreros will not be playing
out the string in anticipation of next
week's WCAC tournament. USO coneludes regular season play Wednesday night at St. Mary's before hosting
the WCAC's last-place team Saturday night in the first round of the
conference tournament.
"I don't think it's going to be hard
to keep them motivated because we
have the. tournament hanging there,"
Egan said. "We've got to be a good
basketball team playing solid basketball and even trying to improve
going into that tournament or we
' don't have a chance (to win it). I
think everybody understands that.
"I think that in anything you do
you're either going forward or going
backward. Very seldom are you
standing still. We're trying to im-

• • •
prove our execution both offensively
It has not been a season of paraand defensively everyday. You've got
dise for the University of Hawaii
to have that mentality."
The tournament winner, which basketbal~team.
The Rarnbows are 6-18 overall, 2will be determined March 7 at USF
will receive the WCAC's automati~ 11 in the WAC, which ranks them
bid to the NCAA playoffs. If USD next to last in the conference. Noneneeds added incentive for the next theless, the Rainbows do have some
two games it is provided by the incentive going into tonight's game
knowledge that piling up victories at the Sports Arena against cellarenhances the team's chances of gain- dwelling San Diego State.
"We don't want to be the team,"
ing an at-large berth to the NCAAs
should the Toreros stumble in the said Hawaii freshman Chris Gaines.
conference tournament. USO (11-1, "We don't want the streak to stop
21-4) currently has loth best winning with us."
The streak he was referring to, of
percentage in the nation.
"I think winning the tournament is course, is the Aztecs' school record
your best route to the NCAAs," said 17-game losing streak. The Aztecs
Egan, whose team is trying for its will try to halt the skid tonight when
school-record tying 22nd victory. "I they host the Rainbows beginning at
think the other chances (at-large 7:30 (KSDO 1130).
If the Aztecs (0-13, 2-23) are to win
berths) are very slim There's always
a chance, but you can't go figuring again this season, tonight would
it's going to happen. In this regard seem to be their best opportunity.
I'm no different than the fans. I'm a SDSU closes out the regular season
next week with home dates against
spectator just like everybody else."
Portland (6-6, 14-12) arrives in San BYU and Utah. BYU is 17-9. Utah is
Diego tied for third place in the con- 16-9.
ference with St. Mary's (6-6, 15-11).
The USIU men's basketball team
Santa Clara (5-6, 14-11) is a half-game
behind the Pilots and Gaels in the has its sights set on tying the school's
battle for the conference's third and season record for wins as it prepares
fourth seeds for the conference tour- for tonight's game at 7:30 against
nament. The top four seeds host first- Texas-Arlington at Southwestern
College.
round games.
The Gulls (10-15) must win each of
The Pilots lost to St. Mary's 73-59
Thursday night at Moraga after re- their remaining three games in order
ceiving just 17 points from their to tie the victory total posted by the
starting front line. Freshman guard 1980-81 team that went 13-12. USIU
Greg Attaway, who leads Portland concludes the season next week with
with 15.9 points a game, led the team a game against Southern Utah State
with 18 points. Junior guard Greg At- Tuesday at Golden Hall and a game
taway was the only other player in Saturday at Chicago State.
USIU currently has a two-game
double figures with 10.
USD senior point guard Paul Leon- winning streak following an 88-73
ard scored a career-high 22 points win against Eastern Washington last
the last time the teams played. The Saturday and 106-94 win against
Toreros escaped with the victory UCSD last Tuesday. Senior guard Joe
Jan. 8 when senior forward Nils Yezbak leads four Gulls starters in
Madden tipped in one of Leonard's double figures with 21.6 points a
game.
few missed shots at the buzzer.
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SAN DIEGO - ~~hie Rogers
drilled a two-out, two-run single in
the bottom of the ninth to lead the
University of San Diego baseball
team to a 6-5 victory over Chapman C,,llege Friday at USD.
Rogers went 3-for-4 with five
RBI to extend his season-long hitting streak to nine games. He had a
two-run double in the sixth inning
as the Toreros fought back from a
4-0 deficit.
USD tied the game in the bottom of the eighth, but Chapman
regained the lead in the top of the
ninth on a home run by John Mor,
an.
Rogers' winning hit to center
scored Mark Trafton and Parris
Sorianello.
USD's Rob Sparks went the distance on the mound and upped his
record to 3-0. Chapman used five
pitchers, with Jim Bennett taking
the loss.
The Toreros moved their record
to 7-2, while Chop- fdl to

l

ME, I FELT like a slacker. lt was
only my night off.
What is it about this team, aside
from its obvious success that makes
1t such a magnet to peQple who
spend most of their time watching
games of one sort or another?
Simple. usp pia1s basketball the
way it was meant to be played, he
way James Naismith must have had
in mind when he nailed that peach
basktt to the wall.
BobLy Knight would enjoy
watching the Toreros play, if,
indeed, Bobby is capable of enjoying
anything any more. So would Adolph
Rupp and Phog Allen and Hank Iba
and Dean mith.
This, as Stan Kenton used to say,
is an orchestra.
USD's team understands that
there are five men on the floor and
utilizes them all, both offensively
and defensively.
This bunch would not win many
one-on-one contests and even fewer
slam-dunk competitions. But 21
times in 25 games this season, their
five has been better than somebody
else's five.
The Toreros have no great
players, which may hurt them when
and if they reach the NCAA
Tournament, but they have a
number of good ones, and each
knows his role.
They do what they can do and
don't try to do what they can't.
Finding the right man for the right
job and convincing him to do it is
the responsibility of Coach Hank
Egan, who, after some early
experimenting, has succeeded
admirably.
It is not easy keeping 13 people
happy and functional in a game in
which only five can play at a time.
"WE'RE ALL ROLE players,"
said Steve Krallman, a senior who is
asked to come off the bench. "We
know our roles and try to fill them.
Of course, playing a role on a
winning team is a lot easier to
accept, too. On a losing team, you
tend to doubt your head coach and
say, 'If I was starting, maybe we
would be winning.' "
There seem to be few doubts here.
The Toreros are patient and
balanced on offense, in which their
leading scorer averages 15.9 points
and their lowest-scoring startet 7.5.
But it is on defense in which they
catch your eye, and your ear. When
the other team has the basketball,
the sound of sneakers squeaking
See LOCKWOOD
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USD. lJth straight
victorY 1s a breeze
Continued from H-1

Thursday, the Toreros clinched the
WCAC title with a win over Gonzaga.
Last night, they matched the school
record for wins in a season. The 197778 team went 22-7.
"We have pretty bright kids, and
they subscribe to the various local
papers and watch televis10n, so they
know what is going on," said Egan,
57-24 in three years at USO. "There
wasn't going to be any letdown tonight; I think we understand what is
in front of us and all the variables
that are mvolved. If we lose, it will
be because somebody beats us, not
because we don't come out to play."
Portland might have been counting on a Toreros letdown after USD's
emotional victory Thursday, but the
hosts hit their first eight shots to take
an 18-7 lead.
Three of the shots came from the
6-foot-6 Manor, mcluding two from
three-point range, and the fireworks
were just getting under way.
"I knew I hit a couple early," said
Manor, who also had six rebounds,
three assists, a block and two steals,
"I was just pumped up; part of it was
having my family here and this being
our last regular-season game as seniors. But tonight I also felt more relaxed than I have in a long while.
Maybe it was because we had won
the conference championship and
gotten that off our backs."
The Pilots (14-12, 6-7), unaware
they were targeted for long-range
destruction, were not privy to
Manor's pregame maneuvers. In

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)

USD's afternoon shoot-around,
Manor took on his teammates in a
game of "Horse" and dropped in six
of seven shots while standing out of
bounds. That's H-O-R-S-E-S.
"I didn't have any idea he had hit
eight three-pointers," Egan said. "He
was playing well at both ends of the
court, and maybe the fine defensive
job he did against Gonzaga carried
over to tonight and got him rolling
offensively, too."
Before last night, Manor's high at
either USO or Mesa College had been
19 points. But in the last 11 games
there had been signs of what was to
come: Manor had hit 65.9 percent of
his three-point attempts (27 of 41).
Portland, down by 11 early, came
as close as 25-22 with 6:03 to go in the
first half, but two Manor threepointers and a stubborn defense
wiped out the Pilots' rally.
The Toreros, No. l in the nation in
field-goal percentage defense, had
1il71ted opponents to a 39.9 percent
accuracy ra te. They have been even
stingier in the Sports Cente (35.5
percent).
Portland made 27.6 percent bf .ts
shots. Freshman Greg Anthony, who
has led the Pilots this se&1_on with
15.9 points a game, hit tltree of 17
shots from the field and finished with
a dozen points.
"I thought the second half was as
good as we've played at both ends of
the court this. season," Egan said.
"But when the second half started,
they came out hard and we came out

.Jl_[l,,., 's

hard and it was a real war."
Portland, however, went into combat with popguns and managed to
score but seven baskets and 19
points, while USO countered with
Manor and heavy artillery.

"I subscribe to the theory, 'if it
ain't broke, don't fix it,' " Egan said.
"From a coaching standpoint, in
many ways this was a no-brainer, because the kids were so efficient. But
that is just fine with me."

It was Seniors Night _a t USO last
night, and after delivering a bouquet
of flowers and a kiss on the cheek to
his mother and father, Mark Manor
made like the Road Warrior.

..,. ,._nds winn· gstreak

Manor, USD's commissioned
gunner, ignored the conventional
warfare normally employed by
Coach Hank Egan's basketball
troops. Instead, he was strong from
three-point range to lead the Toreros
to a 64-44 victory over shellshocked
Portland before 2,500-plus fans at the

USD, now 11-1 in conference
and Scott Thompson added . 12
points and 11 rebounds leading and 22-3 overall, concludes the
USD past the visiting Pilots 64-44. regular season Wednesday, trl;IV·
The victory at the school's Sports eling to Moraga to meet third
Center extended the Toreros_ re• place St. Mary's. The Gaels decord winning streak to 12 straight feated second standing Gonzaga
49-48 last night, giving t~e
contests.
.
The Pilots did show some life Toreros a huge four-game lead m
before USD delivered the the standings, the biggest ~y_any
knockout punch. Trailing by as WCAC team since USD Jomed
many as 12 points, ~ortland the conference in 1979-80.
moved to within 39-34 with 13:45
Greg Anthony led Portland
to play.
However, USD busted loosE: for with 12 points, even though he
18 of the game's next ?O pomts, could make just 3-of-17 shots
with Nils Madden sconng six of from the field. The Pilots fell tu.
6-7 in conference, 14-12 overa~
his 11 points in the spurt.
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k Manor
was the West Coas~ etic Conference player of the week. Mano:, a
senior forward, scored 14 points m
the Toreros' 61-48 win over Gonzaga.
Manor then scored a career-high 28
in a 64-44 win over Portland.
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for WCAC title

The University of San Diego W~<§1~[!,ng defense 'to tame host
St. Mary's 61-50 in Wednesda
ar-season WCAC finale for
both teams. USD thus finishes the WCAC season in first place with
a 13-1 record. The Toreros are 23-4 overall. Unlike its 1984
conference championship, however, the crown does not yet belong
to USD. The WCAC has instituted a postseason tournament for
1987, so the Toreros will have to win three more games if they hope
to gain a return ticket to the NCAA Tournament. They'll take the
first step when they host lowly Loyola Marymount in Saturday's
opening round at the USD Sports Center. '.fip-off is at 7:30 p.m. Nils
Madden, one of three seniors who played on US D's first Division I
WCAC-champion squad, uncorked a game-high 16 points to help
USD overcome a 23-18.halftime deficit.

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Daffy Californian
(Cir. D. 100,271)

JI.lien'•

USO Sports Center.
Manor hit eight of 11 threepointers and scored a career-high 28
to help USO extend its winning
streak to 12.
USO (22-4, 12-1) finished the regular season 13-0 at home; it is 25-1 at
the Sports Center over two seasons.
The Toreros end the regular season
Wednesday at St. Mary's and return
home Saturday tq open the West
Coast Athletic Conference Tournament against Loyola Marymount (11·
15, 3-10).
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__..,-After a se~J!JOtith nati<fuwide
search, the Ulnv"'~ of San Diego
has selected John Mc amara as the
new vice president for university relat\gos.--

3 ;v> lo
On animal care .. .
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points and 10 rebou~ds and Nils
~adden a?de? 11 pomt_s for San
Diego, "".'h1ch improved its record
to 12-1 m the WCAC, 22-4 overall. ,
.
The Toreros had chnched t~e
WC~C r~gular:season championship with a victory over Gonzaga.
Greg Anthony led Portland
with 12 points, even though he
could make just 3 of 17 shots
from the field.
The Pilots fell to 6·7 in conference, 14-12 overall.

Toreros Steve Krallman (54) and Mark Manor go after an
offensive rebound against Portland.

By T.J. Simers

San Diego, CA
(San Diego C~-)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341 ,840)
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ark
Manor scored 28 ·
the
University of San Diego won its
12th straight Saturday night' by
defeating the University of Portland 64-44 in a West Coast Athletic Conference basketball game
at the USD Sports Center on
campus.
After Portland pulled to within
39-34 with 13:45 to play, San Diego broke the game by outsco?Dg
the Pilots 18-2 over the next eight
minutes to lead 57-36.
Scott Thompson added 12

The San Diego Union /Russ Gilbert

Slaff Writer

.. •

USO ext~eds treak to 12 wins

far. 1888

1'1r., por's 3-pointers
help Toreros coast

From the pack of seven West
Coast Athletic Conference teams,
not one has emerged as a
challenger for the University of
San Diego.
With just one regular season
game remaining before the
WCAC tournament. the Toreros
might be on the way to their
second NCAA appearence in four
seasons.
Saturday night, the Toreros
took on the University of Portland
and won, 64-44.
Mark Manor scored 28 points

I,.« . I 888
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WOMEN
11
/ ~SIU ~
Evans
scored 18 and usrifo~~tage of
poor shooting by USIU (13-10, 6-4) in
est Coast Athletic Association play
esterday at the USD Sports Center.
Kelli Behrens scored 13, Paula
Mascari and Jane Gilpin 12 for USD
(12-12. 5-5). USIU, led by Carolyn
Da\·is' 18 points, made just 20 of 66 /
field-goal attempts.
./
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j . / The Port District, What It and
What It Does," a S ~
Dienand The
1
Sea seminar host
e Ocean
Club Qf USO an tl:le San Diego
Oceans Foundation, is planned for 6
p.m. tomorrow at University of San
Di~~o_,Roof!! 21~ ~f S_e rra !!_a_l(. Frey
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.,u~p basketbal_l is tops, in a Manor of speaking

Mark Manor, a senior on the.l..ti\~~ of San Diego basketball
team, has been selected the Wes~Athletic Conference player
of the week_. The forward scored 14 points in the Toreros 61-48
victol)'. aga1_nst Gonzaga, then had 28 points in a 66-44 triumph over
the ~mvers1ty of Portland. For the week, Manor shot 63 percent,
nettmg 15 ?f 24 shots. USD, the WCAC regular season champion
conclud~s its conference s_chedule Wednesday in Moraga to meet
St. Mary s. The Toreros will then host the opening round of the first
WCAC tournament, meeting Loyola Marymount at the USD Sports
Center. Both games start at 7:30 p.m.

..----:::::=

. Veterinarians · who for decades
were used to working in smaller veterinary hospitals are beginning to
accept the larger, more sophisticated
Helen Woodward Animal Center in
Rancho Santa Fe, said Mel Morse,
chairman of the board.
The hospital, which opened in November 1985, is a 45,000-square-foot,
round-the-clock veterinary referral
hospital to which ailing animals are
referred by their local veterinarians.
Located at 6461 El Apajo Road, the
hospital - nicknamed the "Mayo
Clinic for Animals" '7--,was built with
a $5 million donation from philanthropist Helen Woodward, who died
more than two years ago.
"When you start a new concept, it's
difficult to know how people will
react to it," Morse said. "But all in
... and teen suicide
all, I'd say it's working."
Before the advent of the referral
When Karen Clark, principal at
hospital, Morse said operations more
James Dukes Elementary School in
commonly took place at small veterRamona, began-research into teeninary hospitals in Escondido and San
age uiddes, her t-.yo primary)tratr
Luis Rey. In emergencies, unsterile
were o 1mpro the way the probbarns have been used for such medilem is · handled in school districts
cal work.
throughout the county and to earn a
"The veterinarians are getting
doctoral degree.
•
used to the fact that they don't have
, Last May, she was awarded her
to perform surgery in someone's
doctorate in educational leadership
back yard anymore," said Karen .. by the University of San Diego. But
McHenry, one of the hospital's two : she say~lre has not _lieen as successcertified animal-health , technicians ·I• fol in her attempts -to improve soiand manager of its large animal . , cide awareness in the schools.
1
treatment center.
,
,, , ·
"Most dis.tricts are reluctant to go
1 The biggest success so far has been , very far into suicide education mainin the equine surgery business, Morse , ly because they think .that if we talk
said.
about it, we'll encourage kids to do
;· McHenry said 66 ·operations on
it," she said. "That concerns me. I
horses 'were performed last year.
don't think that's true, and that's why
~bout 50 of those horses, she said,, I'm continuing my little movement."
came from the Del Mar Race Track •
Clark, 38, said the suicide death of
iluring the thoroughbred racing seaa student at Ramona High School,
son this past summer.
·,
where she was a vice principal three
About half the operations involved
years ago, provided the original im- ,
knee repairs, she said. The others inpetus for her to begin studying the .
eluded the setting of leg fractures
problem.
, · j
and some throat and intestinal sur· The lack of awareness that her regery.
, search shows exists among students j'
·1 The board also hopes to have a
and teachers alike keeps her working
small-animal treatment center now
at spreading the word, she said.
:that the . large-animal hospital is in I
Clark, who's also writing a book on
bperation, Morse s~d.
.
the topic, gives suicide-prevention
l · Another of. its features is a· state- 1 seminars for teen and community I
of-the-art boarding kennel known as , •. service groups throughout t~e county
{ Club Pet," which features a sunlit, '· ' and the nation, she said.
;indoor exercise area with artificial : , "I've gotten calls from groups as
:grass for dogs and multil~vel'-4'cat ; far away as New Mexico. It's encour:;condos." The kennel also.·serves well l ..aging that ·the word is still getting
:,as a part-time rehabilitation center ·. around.''.
·
lor small ailing animals.· '. · !
· The hospital still seeks substantial · ,:
Tribune staff writers John R•
:donations to .buy additional : equip- ;- Lamb and Ozzie Roberts contributed
·:ment, said Morse, former president
to this column.
:;of the U.S. Humane Society and 49year veteran of animal care.
·
Ever wonder what happened to
someone or something you read
1 "T~ere's always more that needs
• to be done," the chairman sai~. ·':But
about in The Tribune? .We welcome
I think, Helen woulf be very .pleased
your suggestions. Drop us a line to
· with what we've done so.Jar."
.·
Catching Up, The Tribune, P.O. Box
• 1 Besi~es the technicians, the center
191, San Diego 92112.
· also has a college intern. They' ,a re.on
24-hour call. ·

l
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UCSB Ruggers Rout Unive~ity of.San
Di~, 32-3 to Pres~rve League Record
By Mary Hoppin ,.., 0 <' ,;
.C::.. 1 , .,
S portswn ter

•

Even under -1,}le first hall
pr · ur o g le-lorce winds, the
UCSB rugby team surprised no one
"ilh its easy :iz-:l rout of U111vers1ty
of San Diego Saturday at Storke
field The assembled crowd of
about 150 enjoyed a sunny, though
"'md) afternoon permeated by
l;aucho trys and a brief appearance hy the Goodyear blimp
The Gauchos demonstrated their
confidence going into the match by
fielding a number of rookies and
scl'ond team regulars Regardless
of the relative inexperience of
some players. the UCSB side
performed well. execut111g well on
th<.' passing game and dominatmg
ground play. to preserve their
undefeated <3 OJ league record
" The game opened up in the
st•<·ond ha If," UCSB Co Captain
Hnan Pea) said "We still had
som<.' trouble with timing; we still
ha, 1ft gelled the way we would
have liked to at this point in the
season we·ve got a lot of tough
games coming up . and we're going
to start playing agamst harder
teams in league. so we really need
to give the new guys experience."
1'.e1thcr force of wmd or Torrero
blocking was able to slow doy,,n the
Gauchos 111 their first home appearance in three weeks .
Just four mmutes mto the contest, Sam Stroich made a oneharn.Jed catch off the line - just
two meters from the try line - but
was forced out of bounds. UCSB
held position and one minute later
rookie Fred Gonnello brought in
the try to the far right corner. Pete
Smith had a good angle on the
conversion attempt . but the strong
wmct forced it, along with all but
two of the game's conversion attempts. back and no good .
The other two first half tries
were scored on the strength of the
forwards At 26 minutes th~ try
was placed on the strength of
Stuart Krohn s pass to Jeff "Mad
Dog· \kCallum after reception in
the lmeout. and at :12 minutes the
forwards scrummed it in to set the
score at 12-0
··once you dominate the for-

P.
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wards, you gel all the balls," UCSB
Co-captain Bill Leversee said.
The Torrerq's only game points
came from the conversion of a
penalty free kick for a half-time
score of 12-3.
The Gauch came back for the
second half with the wmd at their
backs. The steady gale carried one
kick deep up the middle and K.C.
McMahon followed it up on the run
and deposited the ball dead center
16 minutes into the second half.
Krohn scored the next one at 24
minutes, and this time Smith's
kick was good, McMahon followed
up with the last two Gaucho tries

and Stephan Segall converted on
one to end scoring al 32-3.
"The forwards played really
well," Peay said. "It was probably
one of their best games of the
year."
"'The \ USO l pack was getting
kind of tired in the end, which
helped. along with having the wind
in the second half." Leversee said.

T~e fate of the 22nd annual UCSB
rugby tournament is again up in
the air, but this time not at the
ad university
of
hands
ministration, but the Gaucho's own
Pacific Rugby Union . Check the
Nexus tomorrow for the full story.

San Bernardino, CA
(San Bernardino co.)
Sun
(Cir. D. 75,095)
(Cir. S. 81,650)

through continuing education.
* * *
Humor has always been an important part of living, and Gene
Perret, speech writer for such
comedians as Bob Hope, Bill Cosby
and Carol Burnett, thinks it
belongs in offices and factories as
well. Perret discusses the importance of laughs to work March 2 as
part of Business Briefings Issues
of the '80s lunch series sponsored
by SDSU College of Business
Administration. Reservations are
needed.
*

* *

absence as director of corporate
marketing. He retains that title.

* * *

Loral TerraCom has a new microwave radio that will enable
cellular phone companies to expand their services quickly. The
microwave radio connects multiple
cell (transmission) sites to one
another, forming an expandable
network. It's the company's first
move into the rapidly growing
cellular market.

*

Richards

Guerin

Linear Corp has promoted
Exporting is the subject of a
Ronald T. Guerin to vice presi2½-day introductory course spon
dent of administration. Guerin,
sored by the federal Dept. of
.vho has worked as a Linear manCommerce. and local World
ager for six years, was most recentTrade Association. The course at
ly director of corporate planning.
the Holiday Inn at the Embar* * *
cadero costs $350. The March 4•6
John Hegwer is a new vice precourse will explain regulations and
sident at the San Diego office of
help participants learn how to fill
Drake Beam Morin, an internaout applications and other necestional job placement and con•
bry forms. Contact the WTA for
_....:,________________________ ___

a

• The government may not endorse or appear to
endorse a religious point of view.
Religi~n an~ ~overnment have long had an un• The government may acknowledge the faith of
the people.
easy relat1onsh1p m the United States.
"For example1 the New York Metropolitan Mu"The Supreme Court has been wrestling with
church and state from time out of mind," said Larry seuI? ~ay -. a~ 1t does - hang many pieces of art
Alexander, a professor of constitutional Jaw at the dep1ctmg religious scenes. But it must not select
University of San Diego.
those paintings on the basis of their religious value.
must be chosen on the basis of their artistic
They
of
chambers
lofty
the
Debates and opinions from
~ederal courts directly influence what is happening value," Alexander said.
. The principle is easier to state than to practice, he
m current controversies in Yucca Valley and Redsaid. There are countless variations to confuse a
.
lands.
In the desert, the question is: Should the county fairly straightforward idea.
"The classic is the question of children singing
own a park where 40 statues of Christ are on display?
carols in public schools. It has been arChristmas
In Redlands, the question is: Should the city have
gued t~at those songs are such a traditional part of
a cross as one of the symbols on its official seal?
hohday that they have a secular importance. But
!n both instances, the American Civil Liberties the
they also have a clearly religious theme. How can
Umon has threatened legal action to force divesti- you separate the two?" Alexander said.
ture of the park and the removal of the cross. They
Challenges over such issues have long come from
see entanglement of church and state and they want
the A~Ll!. In recent _yea~s, le"lal groups representing
'
these situations untangled.
the fhp-s1de of const1~ut10nal mterpretation have ap. Alexander believes such questions will Jong be peared to do battle with the civil libertarians. One is
~1th u~J:, part of a natural tension between compet- t~e Rutherford Institute in ' Manassas, Va., estabmg co epts. These are:
lished by attorney John Whitehead.

* * *

Business Matters

Meek stepped into Meyer's former
position as product manager.
Mey<'r is credited with developing
and marketing a family of the
company's coputerized graphic and
control systems.

iness," addsHolslag.
Holslag surveyed 150 local firms
by Libby Brydolf
and received responses from about
--------------------------60. Among the results:
• 93 percent of executives agree
sultingfirm.
t·
in£
* * *
orma wn. * * *
that physically fit employees are
Fred Williams, former business
better able to cope with stress;
The WTA's 1987 officers are now m~•iager of La Jolla Presbyterian
• 92 percent b er1eve fit
1 ness cuts
=
board. Heading the organization
on
t
Church, has opened his own
company hea Ith care cos s;
of
Lawhead
W.
Creighton
is
1
• 87 percent say fit
1 emp oyees
J'anitorial service. ~tJlect Building
Hybritech. Other officers are:
.
Serv1·ces is the new business that
are more prod uc t ive;
t fit ness Dana M. Herbst, Creative Busi- "does windows" as well as com• 84
percent be1·ieve th a
II
ness Services, first v.p.; Dick
cuts absenteeism.
·ggs, Murfey, Griggs & plete cleaning services. Select wi
· l
Three-quarters of executives Grl
Fredrick, communications v.p.·, handle commercial, industr1a,
·1
d
surveyed exercise at least twice a
.am A. Lofft, Jemslative Jiai- professional and resi entia prok
.,.
week. And 33 percent wor out Willi
four or more times a week. son; David Crellen, New World perties.
* * *
Favorite exercises: walking, ten- Technology, membership v.p.; Don
Printing Industries Associanis, running, weight training, Davis, Pacific Rim Report, pro- tion of San Diego holds its 2nd
swimming, bicycling and playing grams v.p.; Roberta Russell,
public relations v.p.; Cassie De annual Print Buyers Seminar
golf.
March 11. The seminar focuses on
Renaissance is a fitness and Berge, First Interstate Ban.lt, sechelpmg buyers get the best printraining center catering to busy retary; Rudy Fernandez, Touche ting service. Topics include: choosexecutives. It offers one-on-one and Ross & Co., treasurer; C.G. ing a printer, communicating with
small group training either at a "Speck" Barker, education v.p. your printer, setting prices, color
client's home, office or private The officers head the 30-member separation, proofing· methods,
center in the Regents Square board of directors of the group, paper, bindery and finishing
which has more than 660 members.
building.
techniques, and judging quality.
* * *
* * *
Local printers will also display
Two SBA seminars are set for
Denis Waitley, author of "The
their wares at an exhibition.
Psychology of Winning," will im- next week. March 2, the SBA at
Buyers are invited to a wine and
part his 10 best kept secrets of National University in Vista will
chees party after the seminar.
success to those willing to get out hold a management workshop
Contact the PIA for reservations
of bed for . a breakfast meeting discussing marketing, records,
and information. The seminar,
March 3. The talk, part of the USD planning, legal concerns, truces and
which starts at 8 a.m. will be held
Distinguished Speakers S ~ financial management. March 5 is
at the Radisson Hotel.
, tarts at 8 a.m. following a 7:3Q a half-day seminar on basic
* * *
a.m. continental breakfast. Con- bookkeeping, 8:30 a.m. to oon;
fact the continuing education de- and a second seminar on financial
partment for information and res- planning, 12:30-4 p.m. at National
University in Mission Valley, Cost
ervations.
is $15 for the all day event; $10 for
* * *
Improving productivity is the each half-day seminar. Contact the
topic of Charles J. Teplitz's talk SBA for reservations.
* * *
at another USD _121:eakfast educa~
John K. "Rick" Richards has
tional forum. The professor of
operations management will ex- been given a vice presidency at
plain a "tried and true" method of Four Winds, a moving company.
spreading the "productivity bug" Previously Richards has served in
at work. Breakfast starts at 7:30 Iran and Brazil as well as San
a.m., followed by the seminar at 8. Diego, Houston and Miami. He reReservations should be made joined the company after a leave of

•
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Whitehead is an author and outspoken defender
of religious expression in public life. The institute
handles about 20 cases at a time involving churchstate issues.
"The main problem, as I see it is the systematic
remov~l of religious symbols fro~ the public place.
It's as if one form of speech is invalid - religious
speech. It's a form of repression," he said.
Targeted are not just evangelical Christians but
every religious group that wants public ack~owledgement of their holidays and ceremonies, he said.
"What this will lead to is a bare-bones secularist
society that will drive religion out. If w~ don't rev~rse the trend, we'll see discrimination against relig_1ous people - who are the majority. The Constitution "".as c_ertainly_ intended to protect the rights of
the mmonty, but 1t was never intended that society
become a tyranny of that minority," Whitehead said.
Carol Sobel, an ~CLU attorney in Los Angeles,
said t~e r~al danger IS that the majority will tyranize
the mmonty .
"Talk to immigrants about religious freedom and
they'll give a good idea about why church and state
must remain separate. People from Lebanon and

Vietnam and other countries know what it's like to
be the target of the government because they aren't
members of the right religion. They know what happens when the government favors one religion above
the other," she said.
She agrees with those who interpret the First
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution to mean govern~ent must not express a preference for any religion
many way.
'.'Whe1_1 thE: ~overnment does that, they are subtly
tE:llmg mmont1es that they have a second-class relig10n. That's why I find the idea of this being a socalled Christian nation so disturbing. What does that
do to that minority - and it's a large and growing
one - who hol-:1 to other beliefs?" Sobel said.
There are areas where accommodation for religion is acceptable, she said. For instance she agreed
that a_ painting of the "Last Supper" in public museum 1s not an entanglement.
"But if San Bernardino County were to hang the
'Last Supper' in one of its buildings where it was the
only painting and it was put up as a way to send a
me_ssage - let's say they put it up the day after
losmg over the Desert Christ Park issue - then that
would be a violation. So, you need to know the circumstances," she said.
/

*

Dynair Electronics has promoted two. Thomas R. Meyer, a
10-year Dynair veteran, is the new
director of engineering. James S.

* * .--*-,_..,..~--,

Groh

Meyer

Techna Vision, maker of
eyecare equipment, has hired Linda Groh as sales administration
supervisor.

* *

*

The state Public Utilities Commission has hired CIC Research
Inc., a local marketing and economic research firm, to study
public opinion about telephone
eavesdropping. The state, concerned that eavesdropping on cellular
phone conversations may be common, is investigating the pros and
cons of adding a warning to callers
that their conversations may not
(Continued on Page 14

/ ½bµrch-state battle puts U.S. Constitution on trial
By STEVE COOPER

*

Signs, Flags and Banners has
bought Chapparal Signs, a local
sign firm. The acquisition will
enable the Morena Boulevard
parent, which previously concentrated on flags and banners, to
move into sign work. Projected annual sales for the combined operations are about $250,000. In a
related announcement, Ted
Hague is the company's new production manager.

l='FB ? 1 1987
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Survp: Executives Favor Fitness, But Don't Fund It
It a p ~ to be another case of
not putti,ng your money where your
mouth i~ for many San Diego firms.
While many of San Diego's top executives believe physically fit employees are more productive and
better equipped to handle trucing
situations, few companies provide
fitnessfacilitiesfortheirworkers.
The recent 1 y released
Renaissance Executive Fitness
Report concludes that San Diego
firms have an "alarming" and expensive "fitness gap."
"Clearly, there's a gap between
what our top executives are saying
will benefit employees ... and what
is actually being offered," says
Nick Holslag, pre~ident of the
local Renaissance Fitness Training and Consulting.
About 75 percent of the country's
large Fortune 500 companies pro~
vide exercise programs, but only 25
percent of local firms surveyed offer any exercise help. "The Fortune
500 companies view the dollars
they invest in fitness as sound bus-

The UCSB rugby club team defeated the Universtiy of San
Diego Saturday at Storke Field.
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Loyola, Pepperdine
to resume battle

OC players 1)1ay have big roles in WCAC race
By Chuck Abair

The Register

Loyola l\larymr,un and Pepperdm arc expected to pick up where
the} left off a ye.tr ago u West
Const Athklic Conference play begm this weekend
Thcv tied for rir~t pla<:e ,ind ctivld I ~,x mectmg~ 111 1986, but the
won a pl, yuH und went on to
Lt
1each the College World Series.
ernda-Reno finisht..-d third, six
games b,1ck, followed by Santa
Clara. St. Mary's, San Francisco
and the Unin.'f&i~1ego.
Dave Snow , who was named
1 'CAA co-coach of the year last
ellson after compiling a SO 15 record .tt Loyola, has 14 returnees,
he<td d by WCAC player of the
year Chn~ Donn Is.
1'hc Lions, wh, <1re off to n 12-2
start, mcluclL funner (li'a, •c loast
1.:g1 p: IL'r Jd G tt h and
an
nd t,,
I h tz,
rr
Rohhy . J , Jin ( 1\1.itc n 1 , ana.l
1• I' tr IS Jr wh pl cia.luct TntVIS
Tarc.h1u11" ( outfield J und David
\an\ 'i k, (pitcher).
The \\'c1ves have a 9-3-1 record
despite 111Jury problems. Ace pitcher Tony Lewis 1s out until at least
April 1 because ot rnul iplc fractures of the cheekborie after bei ng
st ruck by a lmc d1 i\ e Feb. 14.
Mater Dei High product Pat Dubar may take up some of the slack
follow ing his recovery from a Janua ry hernia operation.
irs t baseman Scott Shockey, a
so phomorL from El Toro, 1s out at
least t\\ o \ eeks because of a knee

•n u }'

•pp<er line' Or,rngL' County del( ll I n irclude nc\1 i)U\\ r hitter
R h n (,on alcz ( !{ancho Santiago
o Jcgd. mfwlder , 1alt Howard
( an In me rl' 1dcnt 1, outfielder
Steve Kirkpa nck ( Mater DeD,
and pitchers Steve 'canlon (Rancho Santiago) and Randy Hacke r
( Los Alamitos High).
The Wa\'es play host to UC Irvine
on Tuesday in a tuneup before
openmg WCAC action with a threegame series at San Diego.

COLLEGE
BASEBALL
Chuck Abai r

runs among 27 hits allowed in 24
innings lie has yielded 15 runs,
struck out 15, 11alkcd six and hit
one. He had three balks in the first
game
Mike 1: • ~y • 10 vl<.e"' • • !_he
e ""''••, l •r,-!, ,< ..t
('Sl' n,
..1 t, lit coach at C•npgr::idu... t
man tL .1,., , 1v l-' at (i, ... µ: ,an in
'85 .... Stanford's Lee Plemel, who
was named athlete of the year at
Lagun.i Hills High in 1984, was selected Pac-10 pitcher of the week
twice in t hree weeks. A 2-2 start
included a shutout , a 1.80 earned
run ave rage and a league-high 28
strikeouts in 30 innings. ... Seton
Hall catcher Craig Biggio stole 42
bases last season. .. Defending
PCAA champion UC Santa Barbara, favored for the 1987 title, is
among the many st ruggling teams
at 6-5-1. .. UC I rvine officially will
use its new lights for the first time
:\larch 21 for a game with Bowling
Green They were used to finish a
game with the Alumni on Feb. 14.
.. V1rg1111a Tech infielder-outfielder Trey McCoy had 24 home runs as
a freshman last year. He could be
anothe r Frankin Stubbs in the making. The Dodgers' outfielder hit 59
homers in three seasons fo r the Hokies.

•

Cal State Fu llerton fans, as well
as coac hes, have to be wondering
when the real Mike Harkey is going
to sho11 up.
Pred:r.ttd by many to be irst select1011 m the ne ·t maJor-league
draft, the h1g right ha,1d r 1s fortutarts. He
n,1 te to be 1-1 afte1 thr
a oided a loss tu St n rd in his
debut wh~n the Titan 1,1 lied to tie,
then bowed to A u a, and alowed nine hit and five walks in a
9-3 triumph over Cahfornia.
His statistics show two home

San Francisco, CA
(San Francisco co.)
Chronicle
(Cir. D. 630,954)
(Cir. S. 483,291)
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Tor~ os wary of trap at St. Mary's
By T.J. Sinfe'r\
Starr Writer

MORAGA _ It's a trap. But to

USD's credit, the Toreros know it.

It's as if the schedulemaker
planned it all along when he determined that USO would end its regular season at St. Mary's tonight.
The time and the circumstances,
and certainly the setting, are just
right for an upset:
• The Toreros already have run
off with the West Coast Athletic
Conference championship with a
12-1 mark.
• · They are · 22-4 overall and
have won 12 straight, but eight of
those victories - including the
last four - have come at the USO
Sports Center.
• No matter what happens tonight at St. Mary's, the Toreros
know they will be home Saturday
to face Loyola Marymount in the
first round of the WCAC Tournament.
• By contrast, St. Mary's remains a team on a mission. The
Gaels don't know where they will
be on Saturday night, but they are
aware that if they knock off USO

everything we can to make sure
tonight, they will guarantee themwe win as many games as we can."
selves the home-court advantage
St. Mary's, however, is no push,
conference
the
of
in the first round
.
ov~r.
tournament.
. Whe~ we playe_d them the first
• The Gaels (16-11 , 7-6) are 12-1
time_ this season, 1t was the mos,~
at home in the McKeon Pavilion.
physical game we played all year,
"We've got our hands full," said
d
h
'd USO
" sop omore guar Oanny
sa1
USO coach Hank Egan. "But this
Means. I wok~ up sore all over
team learned a valuable lesson
the next mornmg, and I expect,
last year - every game is importcome Thursday morning, I'll be
ant. We felt we should have been in
definitely waking up the same
a postseason tournament last year,
way."
but in the end, maybe we were one
In the first encounter at the USO
win short of making it."
Sports Center (Feb. 14), the Gaels
A year ago, the Toreros finiished
and Toreros made like bumper
the season 19-11 and finished in the
cars and attempted to thump each
top 50 teams in USA Today's
other into subnussion. It was a
power rankings, but they were not
struggle, but USO got past St.
invited to participate in the NCAA
Mary's, 54-42.
or NIT. This year, they are ranked
Tonight, the Gaels, the fourthNo. 42 - the fifth-best team west
best team in the nation in team
of Denver. But if they don't win the
defense (58 points per game) will
WCAC Tournament and advance
be matched against USD's nationautomatically to the NCAA Tourleading field-goal-percentage denament, how many wins will it
fense. The Toreros allow their optake to earn a postseason bid?
ponents to average 39.4 percent of
"I think our team is determined
their shots; USO hits 49.l of its atnot to Jet something like that haptempts.
pen this year," said Egan. "So
Tonight's game is tailor-made
we're going out to win this game;
for Means' talents. The only underthere is no preparing for next year
classman in the Toreros' starting
or anything like that. We're doing

lineup, he has become USD's team
leader on defense.
Means who has struggled offensively ai. times from two-point
range (hitting 32 of 93 field-goal
attempts), has been amazingly acbe d feet 9 ·nch
t f
, 1 cura e rom yon 19
es (three-point range), hitting 30 of
64 attempts. But Means' offense is
. 1"t' h' d
1 f th T
a Pus or e oreros, . s is eth
fense th at gets em gomg.
"In the first game, I leveled a
few guys and let them know 1
wouldn't be screened," said Means.
"I didn't want them to think they
could make me part of a pinball
game, bounci_ng off people.."

'This team learned a
valuable lesson last year
- every game is
important. We felt we
should have been in a
post-season tournament
last year, but in the end
maybe we were one win
short of making it.'
-Hank Egan

The Gaels' offense will be anchored by guard Paul Robertson,
who averages 13.8, and by forward
Robert Haugen, who averages 12.8
points. The Toreros are led by center Scott Thompson's 15.7 points a
game, forward Nils Madden's 11.3
and guard Paul Leonard's 10.7.
"I know St. Mary's has a lot to
play for, but I think we have just
as much," Egan said.
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'Use comes back in season finale
MORAGA ~)5"5Forw ard
Nils Madden scored a game -high
16 points as San Diego shook off a
slow start to roll to a 61-50 victory
over St. Mary's Wednesday night
in a regular-season finale in West
Coast Athletic Conference basketball.
Trailing 23-18 at halftime, San
Diego went on a 26-8 tear in the
first 9½ minutes of the second half
to take a 44-31 lead that they
turned into their 13th straight victory. Madden scored six of San
Diego's first nine points in the half.
St. Mary's closed to within five
points at 47-42 with 5:58 to play,
but San Diego pulled away again.
The Toreros shot 72 percent in the
second half and 4it six of their 10
3-point shots for the game.
Paul Robertson led the Gaels
with 15 points but was only two of
nine from beyond the 3-point line.
San Diego won the regular sea-

FEB 2 7 1987
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WCAC tournament pairings set

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The
P ortland Pilots, despit e ending t he
regular season wit h a 61 -58 loss to
Gonzaga , earned a homecourt advantage for t heir opening game of
the West Coast Athletic Confe r ence postseason basketball tournament.
.The pairings fo r the WCAC
tournament were determined after
Wednesday night's fi nal regular
season game. Portland, 6-8 in the
conference, finished in a three-way
tie for fourth place with San Francisco and Santa Clara but was
·awarded the final homecourt slot

under conference tie-breaker rules.
In Sat urday night games, regular season champion San Diego
(1 3-1) will host Loyola Marymount
(4-10), second-place Gonzaga (9-5)
will host Pepperdine (5-9), and
third-place St. Mary's (7-7) will be
home to play San Francisco (6-8).
Santa Clara (6-8) will play at Portland in a Sunday afternoon game.
The semifinals and finals will be
played March 6- 7 at USF's Memorial Gym, with the championship
teani getting an automatic invitation to the National Collegiate
Athletic Association tournament.

son championship with a 13-1 conference record and was 23-4 overall, while St. Mary's was 7- 7 for
third place in the WCAC and 16-12
overall.

In Saturday night's first round
of the conference post-season tournament, San Diego will be hoihe
against Loyola Marymount. St.
Mary's will host San Francisco.
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7 2 q fS Classical Music

ATHENAEUM MUSIC AND ARTS LIBRARY
(1008 Wall St., La Jolla ), Lasker Piano Trio
performs at noon on Monday.
MONTEVERDI CHAMBER ORCHESTRA (Lyceum Theater in Horton Plazah With harpsichordist
Anthony Newman at 8 tomght.
PHILHA RMON IC BAROQUE ORCHESTRA
(MiraCosta College Auditorium, Oceanside ), Concert al 8 p.m. Sunday .
SAN DIEGO OPERA (C1v1c Theatre), "The Harber
of Seville" at 8 p.m. today. 7 p,m. Sunda). "Pergy
and Bess" opens Thursday and continues through
March 8. Performances at 8 p.m. Thursday-March 6,
I and 7 p.m. March 7-8.

. SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY (Smith Recital
Hall, SDSU), Bobby Shew Jazz Combo performs at 7
p.m. Sunday.
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO (Founders Hall ),
French soprano vetaue Experton performs at 2 p.m.
Sat urday.
WORDS & MUSIC BOOKSTORE (3806 4th Ave,),
Lauren Liermann performs romantic ballad< at 8
tonight, pianist Peter Gach al 8 p.m. Saturday.

---WCAC 1:eacler San Diego Has No l:ocl< on NCAA Tourney

P, C. B
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By Jake Curtis
U nder last season's rules,
t h e University of San Diego alr eady would be assured an
NCAA Tournament berth.
Instead, the Toreros are still receiving inquiries from the National
Invitation Tournament.
San Diego is 22-4 overall and
12-1 in the WCAC, four games ahead
of second-place Gonzaga with only
tonight's game at St. Mary's remaining on the Toreros' regular-season
schedule. They've won 12 straight.
Yet San Diego coach Hank
Egan chuckled when asked whether his team had an NCAA Tournament berth locked up.
"No," he said. "I don't have any
idea how the process works."
Until this season, the WCAC
representative for the NCAAs had
been the regular~eason champion.
Now only the WCAC tournament
winner gets an automatic berth,
St. Mary's coach Lynn Nance
has reservations whether San Diego
will get that automatic spot.
"I'd be surprised to see San Diego win the tournament," he said. "It
seems that the team that wins the
regular season seldom wins the conference tournament. Look at the
,NCAA (Tournament). I don't think
the best team will win the NCAA
'rournament one year in 10."
That could spell doom for the
In 1979 and
Toreros. Only t wice
'82 have two WCAC team receiv

ed NCAA ber ths.
WCAC teams haven't won an
NCAA Tournament game the past
four seasons and are 1-8 the past
seven. But conference coaches say
the WCAC Is overlooked by the
NCAA and the media.
"People are suddenly shocked
when we get into postseason and
see we can play," said Santa Clara
coac h Carroll Williams.
In the 1984 , IT, Santa Clara,
the WCAC runner-up, beat Oregon,
third in the Pac-10, by 13 points on
the Ducks' homecourt. Last season,
WCAC runner-up Loyola-Marymount beat Cal, third in the Pac-10,
in Berkeley.
The Pac-10 is having its own
reputation problems, but it figures
to get at least two teams into the
NCAA Tournament.
Said Nance, a first-year WCAC
coach: "It would be a crime if a 22-4
team is not representing us Tn t e
NCAA. I don't think we should even
have to be concerned about it."
People at San Diego are concerned, despite efforts to beef up its
schedule.
"We've dropped all but one
non-Division I team," said Egan,
who played two non-Division I
teams a year ago, "and we've played
a lot more road games." The Toreros
scheduled five non-conference
games on the opponent's court this
sea on compared with two last season. Strength of schedule and success on the road are two of the main
1-riteria for NCAA selection.

San Diego's losses have come
against three Big Sky teams - Boise
State (20-5), Montana State (2().6) and
Nevada-Reno (11-14)-and Gonzaga
(17-9). It has a road victory over Utah
(16-11 and 12-5 at home).

WCAC Happenings

• St. Mary's (15-11, 7-6) is currently third but does not have a
homecourt assured for Saturday's
first-round game of the WCAC tournament. If the Gaels lose, and Santa
Clara and Portland both win, St.
Mary's would start out on the road.
• Santa Clara (15-12, 6-7) plays
tonight at USF 05-11, 5-8). The
Broncos could earn the homecourt
for the first round, but USF can't.
"The only place we'd like to
avoid for the first round is Gonzaga," USF coach Jim Brovelli said.
The Dons lost by 28 up there this
season and by 38 last year.

• Santa Clara

shed the Dons
around li'lS e while beating USF,
70-53, on February 14. "We've got to
contain them inside," Brovelli said.
"If we don't do that, they're going to
kick us again."

• Big turnaround: In its victory
over Loyola last Saturday, Santa
Clara went from three down to five
points ahead without letting Loyola
touch the ball. The Lions also Jost
their best player in the process.
With the Broncos trailing, 5956, Loyola's Mike Yoest fouled Dan
Weiss on a made basket, and a
bench-clearing brawl ensued. Yoest
was ejected and Santa Clara's Mitch
Burley made the two technical-foul

shots after Weiss made his foul shot.
Santa Clara also got possession of
the ball, and Burley hit a 3-pointer
to make it 64-59 Santa Clara.

• Brovelli said that two women's basketballs (slightly smaller
than the men's ball) were among
those provided for his team during
their practice session in Los Angeles
the day before Friday's game at
Loyola.
• USF's Mark McCathrion
· made a tie-breaking foul shot with
:00 showing on the game clock
against Pepperdine last Saturday,
but the horn had not sounded and
the Waves had enough time to take
a 70-foot shot. It hit off the back rim,
although officials did not notice the
shot nicked a guide wire on the way.
Pa~- fO Noles

•

Oregon State, which starts
three freshmen much of the time,
has dipped to llM after losing three
in a row . "They've sort of had the
starch taken out of them," Stanford
coach Mike Montgomery said. "You
could see it (against USC); they
weren't the same team,"

• UCLA leads the conference
by a half-game. ''They can play less
than their best and win, and they're
the only team in the conferenee
that can do that," Montgomery said.
• UCLA's strange home-andaway stats: The Bruins are shooting
58.1 percent on the road and 50.2
percent at home. UCLA opponents
are shooting 42.7 percent at Pauley
and 42.2 percent on their own floor.
UCLA's seven straight road victories are the most since 1973.

• Cal and Stanford are home
• Cal coach Lou Campanelli, on
for their final two games, but each his team's lack of intensity in Sunof their 012ponents Arizona State 4ay!s loss to Stanford: "Stanford is
a l\rizona, lias-won four st raight. trying to get into the top six (for a
Tomorrow, Cal (16-12, 9-7) hosts Ari- first-round tournament bye) and
zona State !10-14, 6-10) and second- we're trying to get into the NCAA
place Arizona (17-9, 12-4) is at Stan• Tournament, yet their incentive
ford (13-12, 7-9).
seemed better."
• Arizona coach Lute Olson has ThePCAA
a special tactic for tomorrow's game
after watching Wildcat forward
• Fresno State (10-18) will have
Sean Elliott play inspired ball after its first losing season since 1977 unreceiving an elbow from a Washing- der first-year coach Ron Adams. Beton player last week.
cause they cannot finish among the
"At Stanford, we're going to conference's top eight teams, the
have (Arizona's) Tom Tolbert elbow Bulldogs (3-12 in the PCAA) will also
tournament. That's
Sean in the head in the first minute miss the PCAA
PCAA, because
the
for
news
bad
and point at a Stanford player."
Fresno State always brings between
Elliott has scored in double fig- 3,000 and 6,000 fa ns to the Forum
for that event.
ures 33 straight games.

Adams, a former :tsoyd t..rant
assistant and the architect of Fresno's defense, has three sophomores
and a freshman starting this season
after losing three starters from last
year's 15-15 team. He has given his
players more offensive freed1>m
than Grant did, but the Bulldogs are
shooting only 41 percent.

• Unlikely San Jose State stats:
The Spartan leader in assists is muscular 6-foot-8 forward Reggie Owens, at 2.7 a game. He also is first in
steals with 38 . . . San Jose forward
George Puou has averaged 40.2 minutes of playing time the past fou r
games ... Ricky Berry, who took 94
foul shots in San Jose's first 13 confereqce games, shot only four the
past three games.
San Jose State plays at home
against Utah State tomorrow night.
Remembering

• Southern Oregon State (22coached by former USF coach
Pete Barry, has its first 20-win season since 1968 and plays College of
Idaho (20-6) tonight In the first
round of the eight-team NAIA tournament.
11),

• Former Cal coach Dick Kuchen has directed Yale to a 14-10
record, and one win in their final
two games, both at home, would
give the Bulldogs their highest victory total since 1980.
The Dee p Six
1. St. Mary's !16-11); 2. Cal !16-12);
3. Stanford {13-12); 4. San Jose State
(12-13); 5. Santa Clara (15-12); 6. USF
(15-ll).
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Committee on Approvals of the
(Continued from Page~A)
act American College of Surgeons
be private. CIC won th
Joint Commission on Cancer.
from a field of seven bidd s.
Baron is chairman of the Oncology
* * *
Advisory Committee at Sharp
Kenneth Korn has left the
Memorial Hospital.
Hotel Inter-Continental to join
* • *
Omni San Diego Hotel as sales
Jeff Espiritu has been promoted
manager. Korn held the same post
to director of sales at Coast
at the 1-C. Currently under construction, Omni is set to open late · Distributing Co., the local
Anheuser-Busch distributor .
this year.
joined Coast in 1981.
Espiritu
* * *
* • *
Dr. Stepher,,J. Millman is the
March 7 is a red letter day for
new clinical director of Vista Hill
truck fans. Hawthorn Engine
Hospital Child and Adolescent
Systems, 8050 Othello Ave., hosts
Services. Millman, a psychiatrist,
a day-long truck competition. The
has been in private practice in San
trucks, some of which resemble
Diego since 1976.
"moving condominiums," will
* * *
compete in a variety of events.
East/West Coast Travel &
Judging will be based on perforTours has named Tom Dean as
mance and beauty. Dyno Day is
.corporate sales representative.
sponsored by American Trucker
Dean will handle marketing of the
magazine.
agency's corporate travel services.
Dean left his own advertising and
..,__
public relations firm to take his
new post.
* * *
Local oncology surgeon Dr. Robert M. Barone has been appointed to a three-year term on the
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[;ge~Jpg Up Basics: How To Mallage LaW Office
office management sections of the ' fice Budget to Survive, Serve and '
county and state bars as well as the . · Soar" _(J. Barris Morgan of
Greenville, Texas).
ABA.
Also in San Diego that week will
"We're hoping to get at least !
200," Abbott, who practices crimi- . be the s~ring cou~cil meeting of
the ABA s Economics of Law Secnal defense, probate and consertion at :he H?~l del Corona_do.
vatorships, said yesterday.
Ab~tt ~s chamng the meeting
On March 25 the county Bar will
which will draw between 125 and
sponsor the showing of an ABA
150 lawyers from across the counpresentation on "How to Take a
try.
Video Deposition." Showtimes are
Of all lawyers practicing today,
10 a.m., noon, 2 p.m., 4 p.m. and 6
Solomon estimates that about 40
percent are sole practitioners with
as many as 80 percent in firms. of
less than five attorneys.
by Martin Kruming
"Practicing law requires so I
many different skills," said Abbott,
a graduate of Western State Unilaw office management work for p.m. in the Pioneer Room of the
versity College of Law. "They all
the San Diego, California and downtown Ia w library.
merge and the place they really
Thanks to the efforts of Rebecca
American bar associations for sevmerge is in the management of
on
be
will
Prater, local attorneys
eral years.
your office. Yet (attorneys) don't
Abbott, who has been in private hand to explain portions of the
think of it as an important part of
practice since 1975, 1s presently an videotape, something that's
their practice."
adviser to the State Bar's Law "especially important because of
Solomon, whose 28 years of pracAbsaid
Act,"
Discovery
new
the
Section
Practice Management
tice include a stint as legal counsel
which she headed in 1981. Solomon bott.
for the United Southeastern
The next day at the Hotel San
chairs the local Bar's Law Office
Tribes, recalls that it hasn't always
from
scheduled
is
program
a
Diego
SecManagement
and
Economicbeen easy generating enthusiasm
4:45 p.m. until 9 p.m. (dinner intion.
for law office management.
Abbott is a \so putting together a cluded) focusing on: "How to Get
In fact, 15 years ago it started
(Jay
Clients"
Good
Keep
and
seminar for San Diego attorneys
out as a committee but went dornext month on "How the Small Foonberg of Beverly Hills), "Use
Law Firm Can Compete Effective- of Computers by Small Firms" (T.
ly." Sponsors include the San Rick Rodgers of Buies Creek,
Diego Trial Lawyers, and the law N.C.), and "Working the Law Of.

"Law O ice management is not
how to order paper clips," explains
sole practitioner Malvina Abbott.
"It's how to be a competent lawyer
through the management of the
law practice.''
Adds Don Solomon: "It's really
a terrible burden to practice law if
you don't have a well running office."
Abbott and Solomon should
know. Both have been involved in

Law Briefs

: mant until being resurrected in the
' last few years. It became a county
Bar section only in 1986.
Presently the section has 30 to
· 40 members, including not only attorneys but law office administrators, legal secretaries and
' paralegals.
· Last week at its monthly meeting at the University Club, about
: 15 persons showed up, including
' Solomon and two members of the
, steering committee, Bob Purvin
and Miles Grant.
They talked about staffing a law
office and how to build an environment for motivating the staff.
"Staffing for a specialty (copyright, patents, unlawful detainers)
might be different than a general
practice," said Solomon.
What about office manuals?
No one questioned their value,
but as one person remarked, "The
larger the firm the more detail you
need."
As for filing, "It's one of the most
frustrating things that we do," said
Purvin. Added another: "It should
be as simple as you can make it and
it works."
The purpose of these s tions is
·ccontinued on Pa
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A year later, after. the two of t~em put their
ideas on education together, they opened their
first SuperCamp, a·highly intensive, 10-day, 18 ·
.
hours-a-day summer session that focuses on
·, ; . ' · ·
teaching teen-agers how to learn.
The first SuperCamp was at a ski resort on the · 11
California side of Lake Tahoe. DePorter said she •
sent a letter outlining the program to 100 friends.
"I got a good response," she said, and wound up
' ; ·:
with 60 students.

,

·!

.•

,· ,

summer there will be. eight camps on college
campuses in New York; Colorado. and , California with
about 1,000 students, each paying $1,375 for the delight of
bj!ing roused at 7 a.m. and put through an intense day of
classroom and physical challenges. Lights out at 11 p.m.
· Once she was a suburban housewife with a 10-year
marriage and two children, but DePorter, who left college to get married, also the itch to establish her own ·
.
identity.
She began by collecting licenses: securities, insurance
,,- ·
and real estate.
The real estate license came about after a free neighborhood class and, although she said she had no particular intention of getting into real estate, DePorter answered an ad for a new real estate office.
"It felt right," she· said, "so I went to work the next
1
,
day."
She also started a real estate deal that first day that
resulted in a $30,000 commission.·
"It was an outrageous office," DePorter said. "I
learned a lot. Every week we would try a new idea. We
had a deal. There was no such thing as a stupid idea. We
would try everything for a week and then evaluate it."
In four years, DePorter estimates she made between
$1 million and $2 million brokering real estate deals and
participating in the .firm's own renovations of Victorian
homes.
As part of her experience in an innovative real estate
company, DePorteF also became interested in accelerated learning, especially the techniques formulated by
Bulgarian Georgi Lozanov, whom she met in 1979.
· So she t~med up with one of the founders of the real
estate company to start The Burklyn School of Business
in Vermont, a once-a-year, 30-day business school for
.
entrepreneurs.
. It was two years into the Burklyn I
School that she took her bath in Chi- cago options. DePorter, who got involved in stock options through a student at the Burklyn School, said,
"Talk about learning experiences."
Around that 'time, she also got divorced. "It seemed ·a good time to
make a break," DePorter said, so she
decided to move to Del Mar because
a friend was also coming here.
• She found Jensen when she . was
reorganizing the Burklyn School;
which ran a total of eight years be·
. fore closing two yea·r s ago. ·. ,
. Jensen, with an undergraduate de- ,·
gree in English from San Diego State •
University·and a master's degree in
,psychology ·from the University of
California at San Diego, was operating a school focusing on reading, test
·
i preparation and memory.
: During the school year, he said, it
was mainly,college students and professional ~le who ,came to his
1
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- French soprana..ve.8' Experton
performs fuusic by M o z a ~ and Schubert, 2 p.m. Feb. 28, Founders Hall. Admission: $3. Information; 260-4600 ext. 4441 .
./
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The University of San Diego men's
tennis team yesterday registered
what ninth-year coach Ed Collins
called the biggest tennis victory in
the school's history when the visiting
Toreros beat defending NCAA champion Stanford, 6-3.
For the Toreros (8-1), David Stewart, Scott Patridge, Chris Smith and
James Edwards won in singles, and

VERANE EXPERTON - The soprano
will perform works by Mozart. Chopin
and Schubert in French at 2 p.m. tomorrow In the French Parlor, F%JnJlGs
Hall, University of San Diego.'}-~\")".>-
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USD-te n·s
team shocks
St~d,6-3
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m t e summer, it was
s oo .
teen-agers. His school, Jensen said,
had been "marginally succ·essrul"
and was supplemented with reading
jp~ogri1ffi8 at the' ~niversit .;o ~l>a'lecl
, , ,
:1-,, , .
·
,D1~oand UCSD.
Porter. said Jensen's· idea wa~,' .
'
"Why not do something in a business•:
.school fo,: teen-age_ri~?," '!'.he tV(O put,.,1
,together ,what tb~y, had; -DePorter's ;;
.cz:eative envirp~int. and structure
with Jensen's idea of gearing it .1
. t!,)ward teen-agers, and came up with ·
, .
. , ·
SuperCamp.
.. The idea; the two said, is to' teach
_teens how to learn,,ho_w to have fun
at it and how, through a physical pro-.
gram, to build the confidence rieeded ;
to take chances, The idea, Jensen
_said, is for the camp to fill a niche
not filled by the mainstream educa.tional system. · . · ·
. SuperCamp has a full-time staff of
six plus three part-time · employees
."who are getting more and-more permanent," DePorter said. 'During the
~ummer, when the camps are 1n sess_ion, they have up to:!~ ,st.a{f mem• ·•
:
bers.

·,;(e:

Local Briefs

1

~gufar
,.: Most of the staff
school teachers who start at $200 for
each day they teach, usually four of
the 10 days,-she said. The student-tostaff ratio is 4-to-l. The students are
not graded, she said, but the teachers
are. By the students. Daily.
For the teen-agers, she said, the
camp is considered a one-time deal,.
although she estimates up to 10 percent repeat. Between 60 percent and
80 percent of the students are not
there voluntarily, she added. They
are there because their parents
.
· made them come. .
Because of that,' bePorter said,
they offer a deal. If a student decides
during the first 48 hours to go home, .
the only charge is for th·ose two days. ,:;
After that, if they decide to leave, it's
.
.
. the full cost. ·
The students, she said, are SuperCamp's best source of advertising. .
After five years, "We're just getting to where we're making a living
at itt DePorter said of SuperCamp.
"But it wasn't that way the first cou,. , .
. ple of years," Jensen added.
. Spin offs from SuperCamp have ab} 1
· ready started. ,The two said they .: 1
have begun production of an audio •,
tape -on how to prepare for the Sebo- lastic ~pptitude Test and are looking
at the possibility of a similar video
tape. In time, they said, "other little
· pieces of our program will come out
that way."

Dan Mattera-Smith and Stewart-Patridge in doubles.
"I'm hoping that this win will help
us beat better teams as the season
goes on," Collins said. "We do have
the potential."
Stanford, ranked No. 5 nationally
in the preseason polls, lost four starters off last year's team and is 3-5 this
season. Patrick McEnroe, the Cardinal's top returnee, missed yesterday's match because of a foot injury.
COKE TO STEAMERS - Forward A e Coker approved the sale of
his contract by the Sockers to the St.
Louis Steamers of the Major Indoor
Soccer League. The contract, purchased for an undisclosed amount of
cash, will run through the 1987-88
season, team officials said.
USA VOLLEYBALL - Cuba defeated the San Diego-based women's
team, 15-11, 15-11, 15-8, at Santiago,
Cuba. Angela Rock had 18 kills for
the U.S. team, Kim Oden 15. Cuba
ads the series, 2-0.
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Diating_uiahed Speakera.-Seriea
w,th Denis
Psychology of Winning~a!&r(a ~r ?,f The
on Seeds
of Greatness," 8-9 am. March
nental breakfast at 7:30 a m , with cont1Conference Center. Admissi · .·•$ Manchester
on. 15. lnformalion: 260-4585.
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/ John McNa mara name d
USD vice pr~s ient

Photo, by Sam Lucero

USD center Scott Thompso n, 52,
stretches over opponen ts for rebound during last
week's game against Gonzaga University. Following the game, in which the Toreros won, team
members celebrate clinching the conferen ce
champion ship by snipping down the hoop net. It is
the second time in four years that USO has won a
conferen ce title, and - barring any disasters an appeara nce in the NCAA basketba ll
tourname nt.

ON TOP OF IT -

a

e

Wh en it co0 1es
to ath let ics
US D pla ys
'sn iar t' ga0 1e
By Sam Lucero
Southern Cron

ALCALA PARK - The University of
San Diego basketball team clinched the
West Coast Athletic Conferen ce championship last week when it defeated Gonzaga in the Sports Center.
Barring any unforseen calamity during
the WCAC's postseason tourname nt, it
appears USD will reach the National
Collegiate Athletic Association playoffs
for the second time in four/years, and the
significance of that fact extends well beyond the hardwood floor of the campus
gymnasiu m.
Indeed, it is a time when USD can find
the "Good News" in the sports section.
A berth in the national tourname nt
means prestige, because the university is
mentione d in the same breath with such
schools as Georgeto wn, North Carolina
and UCLA.
It means publicity, attention that can
be used to obtain private and corporate
donations .
Despite being eliminate d by Princeton
in the opening round of the playoffs in
1983, USD received a check for $70,000 .
Since the USD athletic departme nt is
financed from the school's general fund,
this was welcome news campus-wide.
Although it has benefited from "bigtime athletics,•• the university is not likely
to succumb to the temptatio ns that ha;,e
enveloped other small colleges attemptin g
to develop ''big-time programs .''
"Anythin g you get from the NCAA
should be a bonus and not part of the
budget," said Hank Eagen, USO head
•basketball coach.
Schools should already have the resources to support a Division I program,
he said, and tourname nt money is only
"icmg on the cake."
"If you budget (for tourname nt earnings) then you open doors to do dumb
things ," Eagan said.
Tournam ent payoffs "provide a temptation for schools to see this as a real
source of revenue, '' said Tom Burke, vice
president of student affairs at USD. "But
how many times are we going to postseason play in a decade? We're fortunate
to go twice in 10 years."
If USO reaches the NCAA playoffs, it
will receive a minimum of $200,000.
Sixty percent would go to the WCAe,

'Until it's proven otherw ise, I say yes it's possib le to
win (with string ent academ ic requir ement s), becaus e
in fact we have.'

said Burke , leaving USD with $80,000 .
If the Toreros can advance beyond the
opening round, the numbers grow larger.
"We spen<;J $268,000 on basketbal l,"
continued Burke. "We're not in it because of the chance to make money and
offset expenses. The· ratio isn 't there."
Recogniti on is one of the values of
playing in the NCAA tourname nt, said
Burke. "When we went to the tournament in 1984, USD received maybe more
publicity than in the previous five years
cumulativ ely."
Burke said media exposure was a major
reason USD moved up to the Division I
collegiate le,vel eight years ago. Previously
the basketball program played Division II
schools.
"You just can't go out and buy the
kind of publicity '' given the school during
a successful basketball season, continued
Burke . "General ly they say good things
about USO.''
Those good things include how a small
Catholic university in sunny San Diego
can amass such a competitive basketball
program under such stringent academic
requirem ents.
Add to this the fact that USD' s budget
for men's basketball is the smallest in the
WCAC and you've got the makings of an
upbeat story on what's right with collegiate athletics today .
Eagen agrees that schools can bank on
publicity by appearing in the tourname nt.
"You get a lot of positive strokes by th e
, media, which is a value to the school," he
said.
''On the other hand, when you start to
lose, instead of strokes they' re
backhand s.''
Backhand s could very well be what
USD will be feeling next year. Stiffer entrance requirem ents for junior college
QC) transfers enacted in 1985 take effect
this year.
What this means is that fewer JC athletes will be eligible for enrollmen t next
year. This dilemma, coupled with USD's

-Fath er Pat Cahill
already strict academic requirem ents for
freshmen, has some people at USD
worried.
"We don't take the (junior college)
credits that everyone else takes,'' said
Fathe·r Pat Cahill, USD athletic director.
"As a result, it will be difficult to bring in
JC students. They've been an importan t
part of our program in the past. "
Under a new NCAA rule, JC students
have to transfer 48 units of course work in
order to enroll at a four-year college.
Prior to this year students needed only 24
transferable units.
Many courses accepted by most other
schools; including physical education
units, are not accepted at USD. Subsequently, not only do JC transfers now
need twice as many units, those units
must be considered "college" courses by
USD standards .
Two examples of how this rule will hurt
USD are the cases of Mark Manor and
Paul Leonard, two Torero basketball
players who transferre d to USD from
junior colleges last year.
If they were recruited today, according
to Father Cahill, both would be academically ineligible. He stressed, however
that Manor and Leonard aren't alone.
"Seventy -five percent of the JC transfer
students don't transfer 48 units after two
years."

"It's going to make it much more difficult to fill our particular (roster) needs

San Gabriel, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
San Gabriel Valley
Daily Tribune
(Cir. D. 49,250)
(Cir. Sat. 63,602)
(Cir. Sun. 66,164)
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Chen to speak at Asian
students' conference

td~&

Monterey Park Mayor Lily Chen will be among the
keynote speakers today at the
Asia ~~ Student Union's
state conference on the University of San Di~p us.
Chen was the first ChineseAmerican woman to serve as a
mayor in the United States.
More than 400 people are expected to attend the conference
which also includes worksho ~
on immigration, education, culture and political involvement.
Registration will begin at 8:30
a.m. The fee is $12.
For information, call (213)
370-6856 or (213) 727-9876.

with JC people," said Father Cahill.
Most Division I schools also accept
students, particular ly athletes, who do not
meet the school's minimum academic requiremen ts. This "special admit" rule
does not apply at USD, said Father
Cahill.
Only one other WCAC school, Santa
Clara, disallows special admits, he added.
Eagen knows from experience that
USD is at a re~ruiting disadvant age.
"We've turned down kids that were
accepted by other schools in the conference," he said. "Anythin g that reduces
the number of available players makes it
more difficult to recruit."
Isn't the recognition that a winning
basketbal l program brings to USD
enough to allow special admits or accept
"garbage " transfer units?
Administ rators believe USD has performed admirabl y with its high standards
in the past, and will use this record to
guide its future.
''Our objective is to run a fairly competitive, represent ative program that
assists USD from a public relations standpoint and gives kids a chance to participate in athletics, " said Burke.
"We'd like to go to the NCAA every
year, but that's not realistic," he
continued . "A school like USD isn't
going to get good athletes consistently. It
takes a lot of seniors and a mature club to
win the close ones. This only happens in
cycles."
Anticipat ing an NCAA bid, Father
Cahill said it is "unusual to have a team
in the NCAA twice in the last four years
without special admits and rules . .But you
can't expect it to happen this often."
"Until it's proven otherwise ," he
added, "I say, 'Yes it's possible to win,'
because in fact we have.''

er a sevenALCALA PARK
arch, John
month nationw i
McNama ra was selected as the new vice
president for university relations at the
Universit y of San Diego, effective Feb. 1.
Universit y relations is the fund-rais ing
and public relations arm of the private independen t university.
McNama ra has been a college administrator since 1966. He was vice president
for university relations and director of developmen t at Creighton Universit y in
Omaha, Neb., for the past two years . He
was also an administr ator at Villanova
Universit y in Philadelp hia and two midwestern colleges.
McNama ra replaces Bill Pickett, who
left the vice presidential post at USD to
become president of St. John Fisher Col/
lege in Rocheste r, N.Y.
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Lo yo la fa ce s
San Di eg o
By Chris long 7

a r j

too. So we moved Enoch Simmons to point guard.
"Withou t the outside scoring
If eighth-p lace Loyola Mary- threat, Mike Yoest went
mount defeats first-plac e Uni- through a period of being triple
versity of San Diego in its'West te!lilled. He felt pressure . He
Coa.st.A tb)eiie Sonfl,,.,n ce tour- felt he had to do more. Instead,
nllillent opener at 7:30 tonight, he did less. Now, he's shooting
Lions Coach Paul W esthead less and scoring less, but is
doesn't think it should be called much more producti ve."
an upset.
, Fryer returned and Loyola
"Really, there's not the gap won two of its last three gllilles
that No. 1 against No. 8 indi- convinci ngly. Center Vic Lazzacates," said Westhea d. "It's not retti had a smashh g effort in
that big a mismatc h.
Wednesd ay's victory over Pep"Hopefu lly we can win and perdine, hitting 11 of 12 shots
people will say the Miracle of for 25 points. He had nine re34th Street ha.s returned . But it bounds.
really won't be. We have to play
"It's a whole new ballgame
well, sure, but there's not that when your center pl1,1ys that
big a differenc e."
well," said Westhea d.
Certainl y, the Lions have
Lazzaret ti, a husky 6-8 seclosed ground on the Toreros nior, ha.s the best chance of
since their first meeting on Jan. anyl,iody in the conferen ce of
29 ended in an 82-48 San Diego neutraliz ing San Diego's 7-foot
victory. A week later, the teams Scott Thomps on, who is being
went two overtime s before the listed a.s the third best senior
Toreros prevailed , 88-82.
center in the nation behind NaSan Diego went on to rout vy's David Robinso n and Washthe conferen ce with a 13-1 re- · ington's Chris Welp.
cord, is 23-4 overall and 13-0 at
balance d,
so
"They'r e
home. LMU is 4-10 and 12-15
d. "As
Westhea
said
though,"
Wesbut
(1-10 on the road),
other
the
is,
on
Thomps
a.s
good
thead feels some recent changes
MadNils
us.
beat
usually
guys
have made the Lions a better
den is a.s good a power forward
tea~ the la.st three weeks.
is in our league. Mark
"We were without Jeff Fryer a.s there
lights out. The
shoots
Manor
us
gave
(stress fracture) who
and DanLeonard
Paul
guards,
consiste nt outside shooting "
poised."
are
Means,
ny
said Westhea d. "The eight
gllilles we lost, he wa.s out of all
Should it lose in the'WCA C
eight. That's more than a coin- Tournlli llent, San Diego could
cidence.
argue for an at-large berth in
"We needed more outside the NCAA Tournam ent based
shooting and Chris Nikchev ich on its overall record.
was the best candidat e. But he
But the WCAC wa.s so w~ak
couldn't pick up the shooting this season that nothing is a!tload and be the point guard, sured.
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Is the Favorite, Reluctantly
US
-:zq ))

Toreros Still Do 't Like the Idea of WCAC Tournaqient

By CHRIS COBBS, Times Staff Writer
SAN DIEGO-The first West
Coast Athletic Conference tournament begins tonight with one
slightly nervous regular-seaso:1
champion trying to fend off seven
also-rans happy to be getting a
second chance.
The Uo.i.\lersity of San Diego, the
regular-season champion, will
meet last-place finisher Loyola
Marymount ( 4-10 m conference,
12-15 overall) at 7,30 in the USD
Sports Center.
The Toreros (13-1, 23-4) must
win the tournament to be assured

of reaching the NCAA tournament
for the second time in four seasons.
The conference semifinals and fi.
nals w!ll be next Friday and Saturday at the University of San F'rancisco.
In other first-round games tonight, second-seeded Gonzaga will
play host to seventh-seeded.
~ermerdine and third-seeded St.
Mary's w!ll play host to sixth-seeded USF. Fourth-seeded Portland
and fifth-seeded Santa Clara play
in Portland Sunday.
The pairings for the semifinals

1888

ge 1
Continued from
was clearly the best team in the
WCAC this year. En route to their
second regular-season title in the
last four years, the Toreros lost only to Gonzaga, a team they later defeated by 13 points.
USO is led by 7-foot center Scott
Thompson, who is averaging 15.5
points and 7.6 rebounds per game.
The Toreros also have a formidable outside game, with three players - Mark Manor (.507), Danny
Means (.493) and Paul Leonard
(.461) - shooting better than 46
percent from three-point range.
Of course, USO Coach Hank
Egan would rather his players believe the "On any given day ... "cliche.
"We know any of the teams in
our league can whip us," Egan said,
"but they're going to have to whip
us because we're not going to come
out and hand it to them."
Egan said his team is playing as
well now as it has all season, a theory supported by the Toreros' 13game wmning streak - the thirdlongest m the nation currently.
. USD's strength is without question its defense, which is No. 1 in
the nation in field goal percentage
allowed - 39.5 percent. The success rate shrinks to 34.9 percent at
the Sports Center, where USD is
allowing only 51.2 points per game.
Overall, the Toreros have yielded

just 59.3 points per game, fifth lowest in the nation.
That latter number will be severely tested tonight, since Loyola
is averaging 85.3 points per outing.
Four players are averaging in double figures - 6-7 junior Mike
Yoest (19.5), 6-3 senior Chris
Nikchevich (13.1), 6-6 junior Mark
Armstrong (11.7) and 6-4 sophomore Enoch Simmons (10.9) and the fifth starter - 6-8 senior
Victor Lazaretti - has a 9.9 average.
The Lions' problem is that their
opponents have averaged 87 .2
points a game. Even USD, which
prefers a slower tempo and has averaged 69 points per night, rolled
PP 170 in two games against Loyola.
The first of those contests was
tn 82-48 blowout at the Sports
Center, but in the rematch at Loyola, the Toreros had to go two
overtimes before pulling out an
88-82 victory.
Egan, referring to the fact Armstrong and reserve forward-center
:Qarryl Carter missed the first
g!ime because of curfew violations,
said, "The game up at their place
was more indicative of what (tonight's) game should be like."
In addition, Loyola has won two
of its last three games, routing San
Francisco and Pepperdine by 20
points each. The Lions are coached
by Paul Westhead, who guided the
U>s Angeles Lakers to the 1979-80
/
BA championship.
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who lead the nation in field goal deWCAC championship and NCAA
contmued From B-1

berth. It also may be comparable to
the pressure of P.laying in the NCAA
Tournament itself.
"I kind of look at it like this is the
NCAA To nament," said Madden
who was a member of the '84 cham'.
pionship team along with Thompson
and senior teammates Steve Krallman and Eric Musselman. "This is
postseason play. Every game counts.
You lose, you sit. "Every game you
go out and know it could be your last
for me the last of my college career'.
Thats the way I'm going to approach
every game, whether it is the WCAC
Tournament or the NCAAs."
!hompson enters the game averagmg 15.5 points and 7.6 rebounds a
game, with Madden contributing 11.5
points and 7.1 rebounds. Senior point
guard Paul Leonard is also in double
figures at 10.5. Leonard, senior forward Mark Manor and sophomore
guard Danny Means give USD a trio
of outside shooters who have helped
the Toreros shoot nearly 45 percent
from three-point range.
USD enters the tournament with a
13-game winning streak and 13-game
home-court winning streak. The
Toreros are 25-1 at the Sports Center

loss coming at the buzzer last season
to Loyola Marymount 72-70.
USD defeated the Lions in both
meetings this season, Jan. 29 at the
Sports Center 82-48 and in double
overtim~ Feb. 7 at Los Angeles 88-82.
The Lions played without starting
forward Mark Armstrong the team's
leading rebounder, and b;ckup guard
Darryl Carter when the teams
played in San Diego. Loyola Marymount coach Paul Westhead kept the
pair out of the game for disciplinary
reasons. The Lions also played without guard Jeff Fryar, who missed
both games with an injury. All three
should be ready tonight.
Lions junior forward Mike Yoest
I9:1ds four starters in double figures
with 19.7 pomts a game. Senior center Vic Lazzaretti, the only starter
n?t in double figures, scored a gamehigh 25 points in the Lions' 98-78 win
Wednesday over Pepperdine. Loyola
Marymount, whirh finished second in
the conference last season, was 2-2 in
the .conference before losing eight
straight games midway through the
season. The Lions have won two of
their past three.
The game presents a contrast in
styles with the deliberate Toreros

'

fense, and the fast-paced Lions, who
have s~ored more than 100 points
seven times and are averaging more
than 85 points a game.
Suggestions that Loyola Marymount enters the tournament with
nothing to lose - no pressure in
other words - and everything to
gam were dismissed by USD coach
Hank Egan.

"I've been an eighth-place team "
Egan said. "All you're trying to do is
win the game just like you are when
you're a first-place team. I think it's
more difficult at the end of the season to win games because people execute better and they're better prepared. That makes it hard, but their
perspective is no different than ours.
We both need to win or it's going to
be our last game. They've got the
same amount of pressure on them as
we've got on us."
It 's been suggested that the
Toreros, who have the 10th best
~ecord in the nation, will be included
m the NCAA Tournament's 64-team
field regardless of how they fare in
the conference tournament. But
Egan wishes to leave nothing to
chance.
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San Diego is the target in WCAC tourney
By John Akllfs

Mercury News Staff Writer

St. Mary's Coach Lynn Nance is taking
bets that San Diego won't win the West
Coast Athletic Conference's first postseason
basketball tournament.
There's a hitch, of course. He wants you to
give him the rest of the field.
San Diego against the field. That's what it
has come to in the WCAC's first tournament
- which opens tonight fer all but Santa
Clara and Portland, which meet at 2 p.m.
Sunday in Portland.
In other opening-round games, Loyola
Marymount plays at San Diego, Pepperdine
visits Gonz.aga, and USF makes the short
trip to St. Mary's. The semifinals and final

will be March 6-7 at USF, and the winner
gets the WCAC's automatic hid to the National Collegiate Athletic Association tournament.
San Diego (23-4, 13-1) bas the league's best
player (Scott Thompson), best defense (it is
the national leader in field-goal defense) and
the greatest experience (four seniors start).
The Toreros also have a chance to qualify
for the NCAA tournament with an at-large
bid even if they lose in the tournament.
Nance is betting against them only because postseason tournaments rarely are
won by regular-season champions. But this
isn't the Big East or the Atlantic Coast
See SAN DIEGO, Page 2E

Handicapping the WCAC field
Odda Comment

San Diego
Gonzaga
St. Mary's.
Portland

USF

Santa Clara
Pepperdlne

l())'ola Marymount

2-1 The Statue is everyone's target

5-1 Good team, ugly name
10-1 Having best season In 26 years
12-1 Pilots try to steer out of tailspin
15-1 If they can win at St. Mary's •••
20-1 Broncs have yet to win 3 in row
50-1 WCAC dines without 'Dine
100-1 Win at USO? Forget about it

.

Field zeroes in on San Diego in WCAC

•

"Basically, we felt if you played
14 regular-season games, the winner is the winner," said Father
Patrick Cahill, USD athletic director.
Please se~ USD, P • ce 12

Continued from Page 1

u$o -yrc;s

.,

wlll have the two highest remaining seeds in different brackets. If
there are no upsets, USD would
meet Portland in its semifinal.
USD has opposed a conference
tournament, which was debated
the last four years before being
adopted this season.

USD 2q55

\
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ros have played 26 games in t he
Sports Center. They have won 25,
SAN DIEGO - It is smaller including 13 in a row this year.
Ironically, the last visiting team
than even some high school gym·
nasiums, but there is no place the to win at the Sports Center was
University of San Diei2...basketball Loyola, 72-70 last February 1. But
the 1985-86 Lions were a team that
team would ratfier play.
The USD Sports Center. Official finished second in the WCAC and
advanced to the second round of
capacity: 2,500. Cozy. Loud.
"My dad (Bill Musselman) the National Invitational Toumacoached in the Big Ten," USD se- ment. By contrast, the 1986-87
nior Eric Musselman said recently, Lions are 1-10 on the road, 12-15
"and I remember he was here fo1 overall, and don't figure to be going
the St. Mary's game when we werE anywhere but to class for the next
freshmen (in 1984), the year WE few months.
The Toreros, though, hope to be
went to the NCAAs. That was thEa
game that clinched the conference playing for a while longer. And,
for us, and after the game he said were they in just about any other
to me, 'There was no way you could conference, their 23-4 overall rehave lost tonight, just because of cord would no doubt be good
enough to earn them a spot in next
the crowd and the noise.' "
It figures to be very crowded and month's NCAA Tournament.
But this is the WCAC, and the
very loud tonight at 7:30, when
USD hosts Loyola Marymount in Toreros know the only way to
the first round of the West Coast cinch a spot is to win tonight and
Athletic Conference tournament. then twice more next weekend at
The winner advances to next week- USF.
The good news for USD is that it
end's conference semifinals at the
University of San Francisco.
In the last two years, the Tore- Please see USO,
B2
By Jay Posner

• Times Advocale Spor1swn1er
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think they'd give UCLA problems."
SAN DIEGO, from Page lE
The problems for opponents
Conference, where you wouldn't
find a regular-season winner with . start with Thompson, who stands 7
a~ four-game cushion over the sec- feet tall and rarely lifts his 260ond-place team (Gonzaga) or a pound frame much higher than
six-game lead over the third (St. that. NBA superscout Marty Blake
calls Thompson "The Statue" for
Mary's).
"I would be 111urprised if San Die- obvious reasons.
But at 7 feet, Thompson doesn't
go did not win it,'' said USF Coach
Jim Brovelli, who recruited the always need to jwnp high or move
Toreros' seniors when he was the quickly. He is averaging 15.7 points
coach there. "They're capable of and 7.6 rebounds per game.
"In my opinion, he's the best big
getting knocked off, but I just don't
man on the (West) Coast,'' Brovelli
see it."
Yet, the season bas brought little said. "People say he doesn't have
national attention to the Toreros or the numbers. But he's a great passthe conference, whose greatest at- er for a big man, and, because of
tention-getter the past five years that, when you key on him it
bas been USF's hara-kiri attempt makes them better because he will
get the ball to the open man."
in 1982 and its revival in 1985.
The open men would be 6-6 forIt might just mean the nation is
· ward Mark Manor, a recent WCAC
in for a big surprise.
"I think they'd give (No 1-ranked player of the week; 6-8 Nils MadLas) Vegas problems," said Santa den, 11.3 points per game; and 6-1
Clara Coach carroll Williams. "I guard PaUl Leonard, 10.7 points.

They have shot a combined 53.3 "On a neutral court, they're not
percent from the field.
dominant. I don't think there's a
Conversely, they have held oppo- coach in the league who doesn't
nents to 39.4 percent shooting.
feel (his team has) a chance
Are there weaknesses?
against them."
"You think I'd tell you?" said
It's anyone's guess who has the
San Diego Coach Hank Egan. best chance to beat USO and, if
"Yeah, there are, but not in one that happens, win the tournament.
particular area. A lot of things
Last~place Loyola Marymount,
worry me. We're the kind of ball- USD's first-round opponent, took
club that has to work hard to win. the Toreros into double overtime
We're not gifted athletes."
before losing. Gonzaga matches up
The only WCAC coach qualified well against the Toreros, but bas
to talk about stopping the Toreros problems against more athletic
is Gonz.aga's Dan Fitzgerald. His teams, such as first-round oppoBulldogs beat them 58-46 in Spo- nent Pepperdine.
kane, Wash., on Jan. 10.
Santa Clara has had matchup
Since then, the Toreros have
problems against quicker Portwon 13 straight games.
Fitzgerald admits his tall front land, but St. Mary's bas had few
line matched up well against the problems with USF's athlet.es. Yet,
Toreros. Even so, he says he likes Santa Clara bas had little trouble
containing St. Mary's.
USO a lot, but ...
"There are teams we might fear
That's why Nance wants to bet'
more than them,'' Fitzgerald said. only if he has the field.

"We didn't feel some of the
reasons advanced for holding a
tournament were sufficient to warrant it, specifically that everybody
else was doing it except the Big Ten
and Pac-10. Some leagues have
seen it as a way to get another team
into the NCAAs, but our conference rarely has two [invited to the
NCAA]. and we didn't feel a league
tournament would make a differ~nce in that sense. Plus, our league
1s so geographically widespread,
from San Diego to Spokane, that it
didn't seem to make sense economically."
Cahill, however, has come
around to grudging acceptance of
the tournament.
"Right now there are seven
happy teams and one unhappy
team," he said. "If we were in
second place, we probably would
be happy too."
If the tournament turns a profit
its future would seem beyond de~
bate, according to Cahill.
USD has won both games against
Loyola this season. The Toreros
won, 82-48, on Jan. 29 at USD but
struggleq to an 88-82 double-overtime victory on Feb. 7 at Loyola.
The Toreros, 13-0 at home this
season with a 16-game winning
streak in the Sports Center, last
lost at home last season to Loyola.
"It's going to be a tough game,
because they are playing well right
now," USD Coach Hank Egan said.
~:-beat .£epperdine this week,
"They have I lot of quickness
and are a.good rebounding club, so
we have to get back quickly on
defense and get set up early."
The Toreros, who are holding
~pponents to a -39.5% average in
field- goal shooting-tops in the
nation-held Loyola to 31 % shooting in the first game and 34 % in the
second.
"It's too late if we ain't peaking,"
Egan said. "But I'm not concerned
'"""' that. ..

/
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C, Toreros now must win it again

gwon

By T.J. Simer·
s111rr Writer

vr c

«-

t J J
They lost the vote to have it, and
now the Univ~ of Sa]! Diego
Toreros 111 have to wm the inaugural We t Coa t Athletic Conference
Tournament to gain automatic entry
into the NCAA Tournament.
Under the format the conference
used until this season, the Toreros'
13-1 WCAC regular-season mark
wO\Jld have qualified them for the
NCAAs. But the league's athletic di-

"I think we should be the favorite than the game down here," Egan
in the tournament, but I wouldn't buy said. "They played here without
'overwhelming' as a descriptive starting forward Mark Armstrong
word of how favored we might be. At and reserve guard Darryl Carter
(curfew violations). And they got
best, it's going to be a struggle.''
The Toreros, who have won 13 freshman guard Jeff Fryer back in
straight, have defeated Loyola twice the last three games after he missed
this season. On Jan. 29, USO beat the both of our games with a stress fracLions, 82-48, here. Then on Feb. 7 in ture in his foot."
A year ago, USO lobbied for a bid
Los Angeles, the Toreros sneaked
to the National Invitation Tournapast, 88-82, in double overtime.
"I think the game up there was
more indicative of how good they are

rectors voted, 6-2, last year in favor finished last in the WCAC at 4-10 and
of adding a conference tournament we e 12-15 overall.
"This whole thing about the tour- with USO athM1c director Rev.
Palnck Cahill casting a negative nament has been blown out of provote. S<l, despite winning the regular- portion," USO coach Hank Egan said.
eason title by four games over Gon- "I was against having the tournazaga, USO (23-4 overall) must win ment, but it exists. Someone quoted
me as saying, 'It was unfair.' But I
three more games to advance.
The Toreros play Loyola Marym- never said that.
"We knew from the beginning of
ount m the first round of the WCAC
tourney tonight at 7:30 in the C»D the season there was going to be a
Sports CPnter, with a standing-room tournament. So now we're taking the
crowd of 2,500 expected. The Lions attitude of Jet's just go after it.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)

San Diego, CA
lSan Diego C~-)
san oiego union
lCir. o. 2H,089)
lCir. s. 341,840)
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USD: Open tourney
tonight a ainst Loyola
Continued from C-1
ment with a 19-9 record, but it was
Loyola, in its first- season under exLakers coach Paul Westhead, that
was awarded a trip with an 18 lO
mark. The Lions beat California, 8075, in the first round but lost to Wyoming, 99-90, in the second.
This season went sour for Loyola
when it suffered through a sevengame losing streak after a 10-7 start.
But the Lions recovered to win two
of their last three.
"In their last three games, they
beat San Francisco by 19, lost to
Santa Clara and then beat Pepperdine by 20. They are explosive," Egan
said.
USO is 13-0 at home this season
and 25-1 over the past two seasons,
its loss coming against Loyola Marymount (72-70) last season. Thls season, the Lions are 2-10 on the road
overall and 1-6 away from home in
the WCAC.
The Lion~, led by junior forward
Mike Yoest's 19.5 points a game,
have averaged 85.3 points. Loyola
has gone over the 100-point mark
seven times this season, including
two occasions when it scored 116.
In contrast, the Toreros are
ranked No. 1 in the nation in fieldgoal percentage allowed (39.5) an ~
fifth in team defense (59.3 poinL~ per
game). In the two meetings this season, Loyola shot only 33 percent from
the field against the Toreros and
averaged 65 points.

"This is a game where we can't
afford to let down defensively," Egan
said.
The Lions, in addition to Yoest, get
13.1 points a game from senior guard
Chris Nikchevich, 11.7 from Armstrong and 10.9 from sophomore
guard Enoch Simmons. Nikchevich
leads the Lions from three-point
range, shooting 45.8 percent.
The Toreros, who have not lost
since Jan. 10 at Gonzaga, continue to
be led by senior center Scott Thompson's 15.5 points and 7.6 rebounds a
game. Senior forward Nt.s Madden
adds 11.4 points and 7.0 rebounds, and
senior play-making guard Paul Leonard averages 10.6 points. The
Toreros' starting lineup also includes
the WCAC's most accurate threepoint shooter in senior forward Mark
Manor (50.7 percent).
The winner of tonight's game advances t the University of San Francisco for next Friday's semifinals.
The championship game is next Saturday at USF.
If USO advances, it will play
against the lowest-seeded team remaining in the tournament after this
weekend's first-round action. If all
the home teams win this weekend,
USO would play fourth-place Portland in the early game Friday night,
and second-place Gonzaga would
take on third-place St. Mary's.
Tickets for the Loyola Marymount
game, priced at $5 a seat, will go on
sale at 6 p.m.

Est. 1888
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1me
l\lareh s tarts tomorrow, so
coll ege basket ball people arc
obligated to eonsitlcr the ifs,
ands or buts regarding eonferenre and na tional tournaments.

• If USF upsets St. Mary's tonight in Moraga .n the fo <t round of
the WCAC tournumc 1 . the Dons
, would play their remarning tournament games at USF, ~ite of the
WCAC semifinals and finals. Could
that advantage carry USF to a berth
in the NCAA Tournament?

Dcnm Briscoe talks on "The Three Keys to Organizational Excellence," Mar-. 20 at 8 a.m. ,
Darlene Pienta speaks on "Vulnerability Analy..-'sis: A Devil's Approach 10 Contingency Planning," Mar. 27 at 8 a.m. All progams in the
Manchester Conference Center, with continental
breal;!ast at 7:30. Info: 260-4585.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego co.)
San Diego Business
•
Journal
(Cir. W. 7,500)
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Takmg ju~t ti P winner means
UCLA, despite a Lg year, could be
that game.
left home if it I

• If Cal beats Arizona tomorrow at Berkeley, do the Bears still
have a shot at an at-large NCAA
Tournament bid?

And what about. the possible
controversy from this inaugural
Pac-10 tournament?
The Pac-lO's only automatic
berth into the NCAAs goes to the
conference tournament champ.But
the NCAA selection committee
makes its choices known on national television at 2:30 p.m. next Sunday, probably before the end of the
1 p.m. Pac-10 championship game.

The Gaels (16-12, 7-7) are 12-2 at
home this season and the Dons 2-7
on the road. But USF has won four
of its last six overall, and, according
to St. Mary's Coach Lynn Nance, has
the extra incentive of knowing that
one win brings them home for the
WCAC's Final Four.

MI-\R 1 ,987

go is
sponsoring a business updll', !:f~ seminar
titled "The Productivity ~~Sou Immune
or a Carrier?" Continental breakfast begins at
7:30 a. m., followed by the program at 8 a.m.
The seminar will be held in the Manchester
Conference Center. The fee is $15 . For more
info rmation, call 260-4585.
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.,(.c,ets of Success-D1:n~~ai-

/ t1;y

author of "Tha...f's'if~IO\JY of
Wi~ning," will discusi.-1'0l.secrets of
success at the next meeting of the
Uuiversity of San Diego Distinguish.ed
Speakers"Series. The session begins
with breakfast at 7:30 a.m. followed
by the lecture at 8 a.m. Tuesday 1n
the Manchester Conference Center _at
USO. Admission is $15, which
includes breakfast. For reservat10 ns
call 260-4585.
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selecte{as
McNaml!!Jf
the new vice presi&~? ~fo r university
relations at the Universit • f San Diego.
William F. Blac , Malin Burnham,
Ronald Styn and Victor Vilaplana will be
volunteers in the Stanford Centennial

7

Campaign. University of San Diego law
professors James Vergari and Virginia
Shue ha ve published a new book on
checks, payments and elect ronic banking.
San Diego Com munity College District
employees Florence Downs, Frank
Munson, Jennifer Nickles, Carol Masterson and Linda Oliver have been
award ed leadership scholarships by
/
Natio~ University.

MAR 2 1987
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z;:~,MARCH~
ey, auth_or of
SEMIN AR: Dr. D

in ," will discuss
"The Psychology of
understanding self development and high pe_rformance at 8 a.m. at the \:!oiversity of San Diego.
A continental breakfast begins at 7:3o a.m.
Cost of the seminar is $15. For more
information, call John Nunes, 260-4681 /

•

.

TheWC:AC:
at San Francisco. Gonzaga finished
18-10.
Gonzaga pulled within one with
three seconds left on a three-point
basket by Doug Spradley The Bulldogs called time-out but were assessed a technical because they had
110 time-outs left. Davis' free throws
clinched the outcome.
Davis scored 23 of his career-high
28 in the second half.
Senior Lenny Parham led Gonzaga
with 19.
ST. MARY'S 62; USF 57 - At
Moraga, guard Paul Robertson
scored 24 to lead the third-seeded
Gaels past the sixth-seeded Dons. St.
Mary's (17-12) will play the winner of
tonight's Portland-Gonzaga game
Friday in the semifinals.
Robertson had six three-point baskets, and his four free throws in the
final 3IJ -.econds kept the Gaels
ahead.

San Diego, CA
lSan Diego C~-)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. s. 341,840)
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USD's basebaU team split a West
Coast Athletic Conference doubleheader against visiting Pepperdine
yesterday, winning the first game by
9-8 but o&,jng the second by 15-7 .
Pat Fitzsimons got the win for
USO (10-4, 1-2). Dave Rolls hit a tworun homer in the first game.
In the second game, called for
darkness after eight innings, Rueben
Gonzalez had a grand slam for Pepper dine (11-4-2, 2-1). Steve

College Basebal

---~---

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Business
Journ al
(Cir. W. 7,500)

Guard Craig Davis scored 28
points, two on free throws in the final
seconds, to lead seventh-seeded Pepperdine to a 76-73 upset of secondseeded Gonzaga in the first round of
the West Coast Athletic Conference
Tournament last night at Spokane .
The Waves (11-17) will play top·
seeded USD in the .semifinals Friday

Toreros split
double-header
vs. ~perdine

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Business
Journal
(Cir. W . 7,500)
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/sEMINAR: The University ofSan~

Stanford Coach Mike Montgomery says Cal still has a "semi-legitimate" shot at making the NCAA
Tournament - if the Bears beat
Arizona tomorrow, then win at least
one game in the Pac-10 tournament.
Cal could benefit from the sticky
selection situation if it reaches the
Pac-10 finals.
The Bears (17-12, 10-7) could assure themselves of finish ing in
third place by beating the Wildcats
{17-10). It also would give them two
wins over Arizona, a strong NCAA
Tournament candidate.
Down on the Farm to ay, Stanford \14-12, 8-9) tries fr r its first .500
Pac-10 record since 1973.

The Dons don't have to wo, y
about those possibilities. If they win
the WCAC tourney finals next Saturday, they're in. If not, they're out.
The same holds for St. Mary's,
which gained credibility by beating
USF twice in a nine-day period last
month. "They absolutely handled
us," USF Coach Jim Brovelli said.

Dick Schultz, chairman of the
nin man selection committee, admitted that "could be tricky."
· Worst-case scenario for the
NCAA selection committee: The
Pac-10 title game matches a team

'

eat, Slanlord Finales

USF al SI. Mary's

•

P. C. B

• In other WCAC first-round
games, Sama Clara plays at Portland tomorro · afternoo!l, San Diego hosts Loyola tonight and Pepperdine plays at Gonzaga tonight. ,

Schultz said the selection announcement cannot be delayed for
several hours because teams must
make travel arrangements Yet he
recognizes that the Pac-10 needs to
start its title ga:n'~ m the afternoon
for TV coverlge.

• But can Stanford, coming off
consecutive victories over Cal and
Arizona and playing Arizona State
at home this afternoon, cause some
problems for the favorites in the
Pac-10 tournament?

.Jllle,i's

The loss to St. Mary's started
USF on a string of eight losses in
nine games.
St. '1:arv•~, ,ati .nt, ol,ciplined
style has gh0en l SF fit!. oint guar.d
David Carter is solid, off.guard Paul
Robertson can shoot 3-pomter all
day, forward Robert Haugen had
big games again lJSF, and th('
Gaels' zone fru tra•ect the poorshooting Dons both times.

Sc. ultz :,am the committee, in
that case, probabl would give a
berth to UCLA <the deserving team)
and put the other finahst, in this
~cenario Stanford, into the draw on
a conhgency basis. For example, if
Stanford ,,ins the title game, it is in
and ro D•mk un·versity, a borderline team. Is out. If Stanford loses,
::.ranford isuut amrPo Dnnlr'IT.Ts m.

• If Sj!Jl...Diego (23-4) does not
win the \\'CAC tourney will it still
get an NCA 1\ invitation?

..Allen'•

P.

Le vin° tot.r ,a . nt spots
op n !or both ean \>JOU r·c having <;tanlord .ose m the final, yet
makt, •he NCAA v.ith a record
worse than more 'servmg teams.

Los An geles, CA
( Los Angeles Co}
Times
(San Diego Ed.)
(Cir. D 50,010}
(Cir. S 55,573)
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USD Lectures-Lectur~nsored by the
yn,versity of San D i e ~ '.ncludes: Disttngu,shed Speaker Series features Denis Waitley,
author of The Psychology of Winning, discussing
"The Seeds of Greatness," Mar. 3 at 8 a.m. Business Update Breakfast Seminar features Charles
Teplitz speaking on "1:he Productivity Bug: Are
You Immune or a Carrier?" Mar. 6 at 8 a.m.

The Do~s 11 6-11, 6-8) are nr>t the
cocky group that lost to St. ary 's
earlier.
"We had some false rxpr t tions then," Brm elli said. "We had
won some games {12-3 at the time
and were 2-0 in the conference. W e
<the players) thought we were p1 e
ty good.'

By Ja~~ urti.(

1987
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San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Magazine
(Cir. M. 20,324)
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/pepperdine,
St. Mary's
~~~~~ories

~nfusion Reigns
C-4 'l!l)c~i)ltgo .Ion
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San Francisco, CA
(San Francisco Co.)
Chronicle
(Cir. D. 630,954)
(Cir. S. 483,291)
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Dell' Amico (2-0) won, and Rob
Sparks (3-1) lost.
SDSU 8-5, UC-IRVINE 2-3 - San
Diego State's Bob Parry was 3-for-4,
and teammate Kurt Lewis scored
three runs in the first game. SDSU
trailed, 3-2, in the second game but
rallied for three runs, two unearned,
for the win.
USIU 12, CAL POLY-POMONA 11
- Bob Esquerra's two-run double
gave the host Gulls (6-10) the lead in
the seventh. Opie Moran had a basesempty home run in the fifth for
USIU, and John Ronis went 3-for-5
with three RBI. The second game
was called because of darkness .
S. CALIF. COLLEGE 3-2, PLNC 00 - Mitch Kasper went 2-for-3 in
both games to lead host Southern
California College (4-7). Jason
Lomeli struck out 13 for sec in the
second game. Steve Rons was 2-for-3
for Point Loma Nazarene (4-7) in the
second game.
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matter of justice

ernment and Politics, denounced
It's noi.q..~rising that some the nominee.
These people thought they had the ABA's classification in the
liberals are m a state of high dudn process as "a
geon over President Reagan's knocked out Prof. Siegan with a judicial-selectio
Mr Manion, for examnomination of Bernard Siegan, recent report in the Washmgton, scandal."
aded for not havdowngr
was
pie,
he
that
Distinguished Professor of Law D.C.-based Legal Times
any scholar ly
d
authore
at the Univers1tr_of San Ol~o. to had criticiz ed the Suprem e mg
Scalia, a reAntonin
the ·Ninth U.S C1rcu1t Court of Court's landmark 1954 dec1s10n in works. And,
Brown vs. Board of Educat10n, nowned legal scholar now on the
Appeals.
e Court, was similarThey could be expected to op- which ruled segregation in public U.S. Suprem
a "'qualified" rating
only
given
ly
.
itutional
pose Professor Siegan merely be- schools to be unconst
limited trial exhad
he
because
cause he is well-known as a strict But a 1985 Siegan essay entitled
named to the
first
when
constructionist and an articulate "The Supreme Court: The Final perience
of Columbia Circuit
critic of judicial act1V1sm. That Arbiter" proved them false. The District
Appeals.
Professor Siegan 1s a nationally essay questioned the constitu- Court of
forced
and
recognized constitutional author - tionality of quotas
From the beginning of Lyndon
deof
hy
philosop
the
not
busing,
sevof
author
y
ity and a scholarl
Johnson's admm1stration through
eral critically received books segregation.
President Reagan's first term,
David Boaz, vice president of 665 persons were nominated for
makes him the number -one target before the upcoming Senate the respected Cato Institut e, the federal bench, of whom 326
Judiciary Committee confirma- which published the Siegan essay had precisely the same ABA rattion hearings. The liberals , and and was respon ble for its m1s- ing of ''qualified" as that accordespecia lly the unen!Jghtened representation, has set things ed Professor Siegan, and all of
Democrats among them fear and right to the disromfit, no doubt. them were confirmed. As for lack
therefore oppose more vigorous
of trial experience, Suprem e
ly a conservative intellectual of
Court Justice Hugo Black had no
one
stature,
s
Siegan
r
Professo
experience m the federal courts
who would be among the top
before President Franklm Rooselegal minds m the fede, al Jud1c1velt nommated him. His only
ary.
pnor judicial experience was as
If there is anything the liberals
a police court judge almost three
rthal
Neande
a
than
more
dislike
decades earlier. Yet, Hugo Black
conservative, it is a brilliant one.
is generally regarded as among
Professor Siegan graduat ed
the court's 10 greatest justices.
with a law degree from the UniUnder our constitutional sysversity of Chicago aod later, as a
of government that provides
tem
practicing attorney was a represident to appoint fedthe
for
search fellow in law and econom
he is entitled to nomjudges.
eral
ics at that inst1tut1on. He 1s recmate those who share his philosoognized as one of the bnghtest
m the public interest. The
lights at USD's prestigious law of Professor Siegan's critics. '·J phy
has worked well during
school, where he has taught for 14 was wrong," Mr Boaz said in an system
of the Republic, as witlife
the
years. So widely esteemed is Pro- interview last Friday. "I created
balance achieved by
the
fessor Siegan that Brazil recently a problem by falsely attributing ness
nt Reagan's conservative
sent for him to advise in the the comments of someone else to Preside
nominations against the liberal
Professor Siegan."
rewriting of its constitution.
this dramatic judges named by Preside nt
Undeterred
But such credentials don 't impress those Democrats, civil- vindication, th liberal groups Carter.
It is outrageous that liberal
rights groups, and liberal organ- have intensifie their research
should be conducting a
izations which have opposed through Professor Siegan's nu- groups
hunt against Bernar d
Reagan court appointments re- merous articles and books in witch
solely because of philogardless of the1r qualifications. search of anything with which to Siegan
differences. In addition
l
sophica
Last year, they fought the confir- assail him.
ly qualified to be
eminent
Meanwhile, ciitics of the nomi- to being
mation of Daniel A. Manion bejudge, he is a compascause he was a small-city lawyer nation are making mucn of the a federal
, dedica ted man of
who had never published a schol- American Bar Association's rela- sionate
integrity. He is a
arly paper and was guilty of tively low "qualified" rating unquestioned
gentle man in the
a
and
reascholar
the
grammatical errors in his legal given Professol Siegan,
Senate should
The
sense.
truest
briefs. Where the liberals find son being his lack of trial experiion without
nominat
his
scholarship, as in the case of Pro- ence. But Patrick McGuigan, di- confirm
n and thereby avoid emfessor Siegan, they plow through rector of the Judicial Reform hesitatio
ng itself.
writings to discredit and defeat Project for the Institute for Gov- barrassi
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Li olla
tourney
near end

Escondido, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Times Advocate
(Cir. D. 32,685)
(Cir. S. 34,568)
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In the 98 straight years that the
West Coast's top tennis players
have been serving it up in the Pacific ·coast Men's Doubles Championship, only once has the storied
tournament not been completed.
It made it through a depression
and two world wars. Then came
1981.
"We got through the quarterfinals,'' said William J. Kellogg, the
tournament director since 1979.
"Then it started to rain like mad.
So we had a meeting of the players
and tried to find a time when they
could come back and finish. But
we couldn't."
And next to 1981 on the champions list is: "Not completed, rain."
The 1987 tournament, which
began Friday and concludes today
at the La Jolla Beach and Tennis
Club, appears safe from that fate.
Besides a 96-for-97 completion
record, the tournament is known
for two things: inspiring the Davis
Cup and providing a sneak preview of tennis' future stars.
It began in 1890 in the Monterey
area to promote real estate and
the Del Monte Lodge. Nine years
later, it turned into an East-vs.West affair, as top-ranked players
from schools like Harvard and
Yale entered. One of the players
from Harvard was a fellow named
Dwight Filley Davis.
It was this tournament, the story
goes, that gave Davis the idea of a
World Cup for tennis. He convinced his father to put up money
for a trophy, and a year later the
Davis Cup was born.
The Del Monte tournament featured singles and doubles until
1908, when it split. The singles
stayed m Northern California, and
the doubles went south. It was
played at various sites until 1943,
when it came to the La Jolla
Beach and Tennis Club for good.
Now, it 1s the second-oldest continuing tournament on the West
Coast, behind the Southern California Tennis Championships, which
last summer celebrated anniversary No. 100.
There is even history in the La
Jolla tournament's solid-silver
perpetual trophy. It was constructed in 1791 by Mathew West, a
noted silversmith from Dublin,
Ireland.
The names on the trophy are fa-

The San Diego Union/Don Kohlbauer

Rick Leach is going for his fifth consec utive title in the
Pacific Coast Men's Doubles Championship.

mous, too. Maurice "The Comet"
McLaughlin won a record eight
times between 1907 and 1919. The
Kinsey brothers, Robert and Howard, won four straight (1921-24).
Longtime LJBTC head pro Lester
Stoefen won in 1931. Jack Kramer
and Ted Schroeder teamed to win
it three times in the 1940s.
More recent winners include
Tony Trabert (1953), Rafael Osuna
and Dennis Ralston (1961), Arthur
Ashe (1965-66), Bob Lutz and Stan
Smith (1967-68), Raul Ramirez
(1972), and Peter Fleming and
Brian Teacher (1975-76). In 1978,
Stanford freshman John McEnroe
won. Rod Laver and Jimmy Connors also have been in the field
(separately), but never got their
names engraved on the trophy.
Though the tournament is open
to amateurs and pros alike, it bas
become predominantly a college
event in the past decade. "The college coaches like it because it
gives them a chance to work on
doubles in the beginning of the season," Kellogg said. "They can exoeriment with various combinations and it won't affect their
record or ranking."
Yet it was a high school senior
who tournament officials insist
made the most waves since the
event has been held at the beach
club. In 1982, the year after it
rained, high school senior Rick
Leach reigned with · SC freshman
Tim Pawsat. Leach, the son the
Trojans tennis coach Dick Leach,
matriculated at USC the following
year and won again with Pawsat.
They won a third time last year,
and this year Leach is in this
morning's semifinals with new
partner Scott Melville.' They're
seeded second and play fourthseeded Brian Flowers and Woody

Hunt. The other semifinal pits unseeded Bruce and John Steel
against sixth-seeded Curt Stalder
and Chris Dunk.
"This has been a preview of the
players to come," Kellogg said. "If
you look at the list of winners,
• many have gone on to be top touring pros."
In other words, the future bodes
well for Rick Leach.
TOREROS ON TEAR - Six
years ago, the Uni ~ of San
Diego men's team was7Jt.!Ying
perennial power USC. The Toreros
led, 4-2, after the six singles
matches. Then they lost all three
doubles - and the match.
Last week they led defending
NCAA champion Stanford, 4-2,
after singles in Palo Alto. And this
time, they won two of three in doubles.
Granted, Stanford is struggling
this season. The Cardinal (3-5) lost
four starters from the championship team and was playing without
top returnee Patrick McEnroe
(John's younger brother, who is out
with a foot injury). But USD coach
Ed Collins called it the biggest tennis win in school history, if for no
other reason than that his Toreros
showed they won't be intimidated
by the "big boys," even at their
place.
Collins cited two matches as the
keys to victory. At No. 5 singles,
freshman James Edwards scored
a 6-2, 6-2 victory over Barry Richards, who was ranked 30 places
ahead of Edwards in the juniors.
At No. 3 singles, Scott Patridge
was down a service break, 5-4, in
the third set. But he broke back,
held and broke again to win the
match 7-5, 6-7 (7-5), 7-5 and give
USD the commanding 4-2 lead it
never relinquished.

By Jay Posner

limes-Advocate Sportswriter

•
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SAN DIEGO - If only Paul
Westhead had acted like nothing
had happened during the game instead of after it, Loyola
Marymount might have pulled off
a major upset Saturday night.
Instead, a technical foul whistled against Westhead, the LMU
coach, was perhaps the turning
point in the Lions' 99-84 loss to the
Un~rsi ty of San Diego in a firstround game of the West Coast
Athletic Conference tournament.
Of course, you might not have
known that from talking to Westhead after the ·game.
Questioned about the technical,
which came early in the second ·
half and keyed a 34-14 run by the
host Toreros, Westhead said calmly, "The season's over. We got beat
by San Diego. We wish them the
best as they go into the second
phase of the tournament."
And the technical?
"It was a great game," Westhead
said. "A terrific game. The officials
worked hard and I think San Diego
is a very nice team."
Indeed, the streaking Toreros,
the WCAC regular-season champions, won their 14th straight game
Saturday before an SRO crowd of
2,500 at the USD Sports Center.
Now 24-4 overall, USD will r,lay
Pepperdine in the conference
semifinals at San Francisco next
Friday night at 6:30. The Waves
upset Gonzaga 76-73 Saturday
night.
The Toreros also appeared susceptible to an upset Saturday, but
Westhead's technical swung the
game in USD's favor.
Asked one more time about the
technic 1 , Westhead snapped ,
"Look, I'm trying to be nice and

~lease see USO, p e 02

,.
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Continued from page D1

you come right out and go for the
jugular."
Actually, it was Westhead's underdog team that was out after
U.SD. And, after a wild first half
that ended with USD leading 4543, the last-place Lions had taken

a 46-45 lead with 19·15 remaining
in the game.
Fifty-four seconds later, USD
center Scott 'l'hompson leaned into LMU forward Mike Yoest and
shot a short jumper. The shot went
in as Yoest fell to the floor.
"That was an Academy Award"
Thompson said. "He's from LA
and Hollywood's up there, so ma/
be h~ wants to go into the acting
business. But I didn't think I hit

him that hard."
Neither did USD Coach Hank
Ega_n, but Westhead thought otherwise. Referee Ron Labetich apparently agreed with Thompson
and Egan. He slapped Westhead
with the technical.
Thomp son made two free
throws, tli.en followed a USD miss
with a tap-in basket. Suddenly, the
·/
Toreros led 51-46.

/
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USO romps over l:oyola
in tournament opener

TORERc!iS
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this game and we can look for•
ward to going up there'now."
of The Dally Callforn1a;;Z•l,!?-"
The Toreros won for the 14th
It has been said that when a consecutive time. A standingba ketball team gets hot it can hit room-only crowd of 2,500 saw the
from anywhere on the floor. The Toreros win their 17th home
Umversity of San Diego came out game in a row.
smoking m the second half SaturPerhaps the biggest impact
day night against Loyola-Mary· made by the fans came with 10: 13
moµnt. so hot that e~en the remaining in the game with_ !he
Toreros' fans couldn't miss.
Lions' Mark Armstrong wa tmg
The Toreros threw everything to shoot two free. throws.
thEl-Y had at the Lions, including a
As Armstrong eyed the shot, a
rugl>y ball that came flying out of rugby ball flew in his direction.
the stands and knocked the The officials called time out and
ba etball away from a Loyola had a warning issued to the
pin er. With six players scoring crowd about throwing objects on
m double figures, USD was able the floor.
to rout the Lions 99·84 m the first
Armstrong missed his first free
round of the West Coast Athletic throw before netting a second
Conference Tournament.
shot to cut the USO lead to 71-59.
The Toreros, who won the regu- But the Toreros outscored LMU
lar season title with a 13-1 record, 16-6 in the next five minutes to
wil meet Pepperdine Friday night put the game away.
m an Francisco in the tour"It shouldn'.t have happened,"
nament semifinals. The tour- said Egan of the errant ball. "I
nament concludes the following wish I knew who threw it. I may
nig}lt with the champion getting coach another 50 years and not
an utomatic berth in the NCAA see something like that again.
pla offs.
"First of all it's not fair .to
The Toreros bombed the Lions, anybody. It doesn't do anybody
who finished 12-16 overall, from any good. It's the kind of thing
the outside with Mark Manor hit• that can swing the game. l told
ting six three-pointers on the way my team we had to go back to
to a 23-pomt night. Center Scott playing basketball and f<?rget
Thompson shook off a slow start the craziness that was gomg on.
to score a game-high 24 points, 17
The mystery ball was just one
of which came in the second half.
of many distractions for LMU
"We wanted to attack this game coach Paul Westhead, who was
as the start of the second season," obviously incensed at the ofsaid USD coach Hank Egan, who ficials, especially after they call~d
saw his team raise its record to him for a technical foul early m
24-! overall. "We want to go up to the second half.
San Francisco with the idea of
"I've seen things thrown out of
winning two more games, not to the stands, but usually harder
just go up there and coast or on a
lark or like a Christmas tourTo,e,..
1ment. We played very well in

By Dennis Wynne

things than that," said We~ ad.
"It's the kind of thing where you
can't blame a nybody because
fans will be fans.
"If he (Armstrong) had made
the foul shot maybe we would
have encouraged them to keep
throwing stuff."
The Lions did most of their
hitting in the first half, as they
were within two, 45-43, at intermission. That had to be encouraging in that L~U totaled
just 48 points while losing by 34
on a visit to San Diego earlier in
the year.
But the Toreros made some
defensive adjustments at halftime, primarily picking up de, fensively much farther down

~!
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The Civil-Rights Nominee
Q-~~s

m '"

~

We've seen the correspondence beEven before the Dei:rrocrats took
tween Cato editor David Boaz and Mr.
control, the Senate Judiciary CommitSiegan. There was no reference to
tee was a hotbed of character assassiBrown in Mr. Siegan's article. Indeed,
nation in the Meese-Reynolds-ManionMr. B?az wrote that "from ~h_e _c?n·
Rehnquist inquisitions. Under Chairtext I mfer that you are not cnticizmg
man Joe Eiden, Target No. 1 of the
Brown vs. Boar~ of Education, and
dqzens of Reagan judicial nominees
other desegregation cases, but only
awaiting hearings turns out to be Berf San busing, quotas and other measures to
nard S1egan, a Univers·
force• integration." In _its issue dated
resident Reagan
Die~fess
has nominated for the Ninth Circuit Feb. 28, the Legal Tunes has published a "clarification." This acknowAppeals Court in California.
While Chairman Eiden was the !edged that "Mr. Siegan made no reference to Brown" in any draft of the
rmgleader in the previous excursions,
article. So there is not even a teapot
he has turned the torture instruments
for this tempest.
over to four fellow Democrats, apWhich brings us to wh~t M~. SiepQmting Sens. Pat Leahy, Howard
gan doe.~ believe. Along With Richard
Metzenbaum, Paul Simon and token
Epstein of the University of Chicago,
moderate Howell Heflin to run interference on judicial appointments. But he is the leading proponent of the reviva! of property rights under the Conthey've stumbled badly their first
time out, in a bizarre episode that stitution. Mr. Siegan's 1980 ~k,
shows how far the liberals are willing "Economic Liberties and the Constituto reach to torch the president's ap· lion," traces how pressure froi:n, FDR
caused t~e Supreme Court to dilute o_r
pomtments. The whole attack focuses
abandon its enforcement of the Constl·
not on what Mr. Siegan thinks, but on
tution's protibition of taking property
what they like to think he thinks.
without due pro~ess of law. By now,
An article in the Legal Times on
Feb. 2 predicted "the new Congress's government ~akmgs of pnvate property occur without adequate compenfirst full·blown fight" because Mr.
sation so frequently that the Supreme
Siegan had "roundly criticized" the
Brown vs. Board of Education deci· Court is hearing four takings cases
s1on. The usual knees jerked. "Cer- this term.
Mr. Siegan's philosophy does not
tainly he's going to be questioned
closely about that " pronounced Pea- mean he would substitute his judg·
ment for the policy decisions of the
pie for the Amenc~n Way. "There appear to be some serious problems re· elected branches; it does mean he
garding the nomination," said civil- would urge his fellows on the bench to
nghts lobbyist Ralph Neas. The Fed· pay more attention to the text of the
eration of Women Lawyers declared Constitution when laws cost citizens
that his views "cast grave doubt on their jobs, homes or factories. In
his commitment to the Constitution short, Mr. Siegan defends economic
civil rights against government
and laws of the U.S." Chairman Eiden
sent word to the Justice Department threats to individual rights._ This
that he was in no hurry to schedule threat often focuses on poorer and less
powerful citizens. For example, Mr.
hearings on Mr. Siegan.
Trouble was, Mr. Siegan never Siegan has written that zoning laws
wrote or said any such thing. The al· "have been deliberately used to exleged information came from an un· elude would-be tenants and less afflu·
ent homeowners."
named source at the Cato Institute,
The Brown red herring is par for
which in 1984 published an article he
wrote on judicial restraint. The Legal the vicious attacks on Reagan nomin·
ees. Mr. Siegan deserves better conTimes reported that editors had deleted references to Brown "too contra· sideration. Sen. Eiden might even find
that some sense of fairness is no sin in
versml even for the adventurous
a presidential candidate.
Cato."

court than they had in the first 20
minutes . In particular they
blanketed Chris Nikchevich, who
had 14 first-half points. He finished with a team-high 20.
"In the second half we wanted
to get the ball inside and then
kick it back out to the ~ards
because they were shooting so
well early," said Westhead. "But
we ended up missing a lot of shots
inside."
The Lions shot just 44.6 percent
(29 of 65) from the field . The
Toreros connected on 39 of 68
field goals (57.4 percent), including 11 of 22 from three-point
range.

Thompson scored 10 of the
Toreros' first 12 points in the
second half as USD be~an to
assume control. It was dunng the
early minutes of the half that
Westhead was called for a technical that helped USD open a, 51-46
lead. USD led by as many as 22,
96-74, in the second half.
Manor contributed three of his
six three-pointers in the second
half. When Manor got into foul
trouble, Marty Munn came off the
bench to score 10 second-half
points.
Munn had a total of 12 points,
with Danny Means netting 11 and
Nils Madden and Paul Leonard 10
apiece.

/
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Bu ess
sc 100 puts
quality first
.:2}, §:)

By Donald C. Bauder,

Financial Editor

Jim Burns is succeeding in an endeavor in
which just about everybody else in San Diego
County is failing: He has stopped the growth to
concentrate on quality.
Burns, who got his doctorate at Harvard in
1968, is dean of U~ity of San Diego's
School of Business Administration. When he
took over there in 1975, there were 250 business
school students arid seven faculty members.
N~w there are 1,500 students and 47 faculty
members (all but two with doctorates). And the
school since 1984 has been in the new $4.3 million Olin Hall, whose communications and
computer equipment is considered among the
best in the United States.
But from now on, USD's undergraduate enrollment will be stupped at t,000 declared majors. That's how many there are now, along
with a couple of hundred non-declared majors
and 350 graduate students. (The business school
has the biggest enrollment in the university.)
With the lid on undergraduate growth, Burns
is concentrating on three innovative new programs at the graduate level. By 1993 or 1994, he
expects to have 600 graduate stud~nts or more.
USD's undergraduate program got accreditation from the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business in 1980 and the graduate school in 1981. Now both are up for reaccreditation, and the assembly's visitation
committee commented that Burns' plan for
"major quality improvement" is "ambitious,
appropriate and feasible."
For some time, there was only one graduate
program - in business administration. Two
years ago, the school launched its M.I.B. program - Masters in International Business. It
already has 40 students - double the number
at the outset.
"We've pulled together strengths from Arts
& Sciences as well as the B School," said Burns.
Students take courses in international relaSee BUSINESS on Page C-2

The San Diego Union/Greg Vojtko

Dr. James Burns, dean of the University of San Diego's School of Business
Administration.
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ive political systems
tions, com
and Jang es from Arts & Sciences.
(Students take an intense four-week
foreign language workshop - six
hours a day. Spanish, French and
German are all on the agenda. Japanese can't be taught in four weeks, no
matter how bright the students are,
said Burns.)
The MIB students also take international finance, accounting, economics, management and marketing
courses in the business school. There
are only about a dozen such schools
in the United States now. "We intend
to be one of the top four or five in the
country. We're very close now," said

lor and the American Graduate
School of International Management
.
in Glendale, Ariz.
Among faculty all-stars teachmg
in the international program are Luc
Soenen, who has a Harvard doctorate, taught in Europe and was a consultant in Paris; Yeo Linn, who has a
doctorate from Northwestern in international economics and is an expert on the Taiwan electronics industry and Ellen Cook, whose doctorate
.
is from UCLA.
The business school faculty Just
put its final approval on a second
new graduate program, the Masters
of Taxation, featuring concentrated

fi~~: ~l:.:we~•w=,

i:,1,~

search, law and theory and civil tax
procedures. It is intended for parttime _students with deg':'ees in accountmg. . About one-~hird o,f the
courses will be taken m USD s law
.
school.
There are very few programs hke
it around the nation, s~id Burn~, w~o
added that he expects 1t to beg1~ this
fall. Among faculty heavyweights
are Kris Neslund, who has his d0<;to~ate from Kent State and master _s m
law from . NYU and James l_)am~ls,
who got hIS PhD from the University
of Arkansas and recently spent a
year on a tax fellowship from Price
Waterhouse.

now on the drawing board, will be in
entrepreneurship - zeroing in on
high-tech, venture capital and other
related areas. Burns says he hopes to
have it going by fall of next year.
Heading up the planning effort are
management professors Fred Barr
(doctorate George Washington) and
Bill Soukup (doctorate Purdue).
Burns has other plans for graduate
programs, too, as tire USD program
expands. The major graduate focus
will continue to be on the part-timers
who take classes at night: "We attract students whose test scores and
grades would get them admitted to
Stanford and Harvard," said Burns.
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Toreros defeat
Loyola, 99-84.
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W esthead's tantrum helps
USD go on in tournament

P. C. B

far. 1888

Torero~ C".'89ping ~P on ba~kII Top Twenty

am, tied with topThe Umvers1ty of San Diego ba
rfi:nk~d Ne.ada-L~as fort~ 1 n's longest major-college
wmnmg streak, hasn't cracked the Associated Press Top Twenty
yet, but the Torer?s are getting closer. Coach Hank Egan's club
!low 23-4, ~oved mt? 30th place in this week's AP poll after win'ning
1t:5 14th straight, agamst Loyola Marymount on Saturday. The
victory moved USO past Alabama-Bmningham Penn and
Marshall, all club's that have already earned berths to the NCAA
tournament. The Toreros will continue their attempt to get into the
postsea~~n party of 64 teams Friday, when they meet Pepperdine in .
th~ sem1fmals of the '""'.est C_oast Athletic Conference tournament
bemg,played_at the Umvers1ty of S~n Francisco. Santa Clara and St.
Marys meet m ~he other contest, with the winners battling Saturday
for the automatic NCAA berth.

By T.J. Simers

straight victory, but for a while it
appeared as if the Toreros' joyride
USO, capitalizing on a temper tan- might stall. The Toreros fell behind,
trum by opposing coach Paul West- 46-45, 44 seconds into the second half.
head, kept its cool and fought off vis- But then Westhead, LMU's head
iting Loyola Marymount last night in coach, took heated exception to an
the first round of the West Coast Ath- official's call and the game turned
letic Conference basketball tourna- decisively in USD's favor.
USO center Scott Thompson had
ment, 99-84.
A standing-room-only crowd of taken the ball inside, and when he
2,500 at the USD Sports Center saw went up to shoot, LMU forward Mike
the top-seeded Toreros (24-4) ad- Yoest went hard to the floor. Thompvance to the tournament sernfinals, son's shot went in, but Westhead conFriday in San Francisco. They will tended that Thompson should have
play seventh-seeded Pepperdine, a been called for a-eharging foul. W~t76-73 winner over second-seeded head, former coach of the NBA's Los
Gonzaga. Eighth-seeded Loyola Mar- Angeles Lakers and Chicago Bulls,
ymount finished 12-16.
USO had to work for its 14th
See USD OD Pager-4
Staff Writer

USO. ~P play Waves in semis
- - - ~7

Continued fro~ 1
continued to yell at the official as the
players went down the court.
He was still offering his opinion
when everyone returned to his end of
the floor. At that point, referee Ron
Labetich called a technical. Thompson made both free throws, and after
accepting the ball out of bounds as
part of the technical foul, the Toreros
went on to score again on a Thompson tip-in to take a 51-46 lead.
"Yoest deserves an Academy
Award. He's from Hollywood, so
maybe he's going into the acting
business," said Thompson who had a
game-high 24 points. "It was a nice
try, but it didn't work."
After the game Westhead was
asked about the official's call and the
resulting six-point swing.
"The season's over and it was a
good win by San Diego," he said. "It
was a great game."
When the question was repeated,
Westhead became angry and refused
to discuss it.
"I thought there was no foul," said
USD coach Hank Egan. "I thought
the kid threw himself on the floor.
What Westhead said to the official, I
don't know. I was worried about the
momentum going the other way
(with the officials) after the technical
because I looked up at the scoreboard a few minutes later and we

USD's Marty Munn (30) lays up a shot against Loyola's John Veargason.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)

had six fouls and they had two."
Egan had no rea:son to worry,
though, because his troops were
shooting so well from the field. The
Toreros, who shot 72.2 percent from
the field in the second half against St.
Mary's earlier in the week, hit 63.6
percent of their attempts in the final
20 minutes last night.
"I'll tell you, though, at halftime
we didn't talk about offense," said
Egan. "We stres~ed defense. The important thing in this game was to
attack to win it and not to back up to
the pay window. We just decided to
crank up our defense one notch and
let the offense take care of itself."
The Toreros, who lead the nation
in field goal percentage defense
(.359), limited the Lions to .382 in the
second half. They also handcuffed
senior guard Chris Nikchevich, allowing him to score six points in the
second half after opening with 14.
"We were ticked off at halftime,"
said Thompson. "We weren't playing
well and we were fortunate to be
ahead (45-43). We got a chewing out
and came out hard in the second
half."
Thompson led the charge from the
locker room, scoring a season-high 17
points in the second half.
"Scott played a heck of a game,"
said Egan. "We had a feeling, after
watching Scott the last few days,

that he was in the mood to play tough
basketball tonight."
Thompson eventually drew a
crowd inside which freed his teammates outside . Forward Mark
Manor, the WCAC's most accurate
three-point shooter, hit 6-of-7 last
night and finished with 23 points,
while Marty Munn added 12, Danny
Means 11, Nils Madden 10 and Paul
Leonard 10.
The Toreros piled up a 23-point
lead (94-71) before coasting to their
17th straight win at home. In the
final minutes of the game, however,
Westhead became upset again at
someone on the end of USD's bench
and resumed yelling at the officials.
When the game ended. Westhead, despite saying later he wasn't upset,
expressed his displeasure to Egan.
"He said someone on the end of our
bench was harassrng his players," ;
said Egan. "He said 1t wasn't a coach <
or player, though. I'm not sure who it J
was."
Angry or not, LMU returns home
to plot strategy for next season,
while USO prepares to take on Pepperdine for the third time this season.
"We just have to prove all over
again we're conference champions,"
said Thompson. "And that's fine with

us."

/
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Scott Thompson has been in the
middle of it all season, but even the
USO center couldn't put his finger on
tfie reason behind the Toreros' unprecedented success.
Thompson wasn't without his theories, however.

W

WESTCOAST
ATHLETIC
CONFERENCE

Postseason
Tournament

•

Frida)"• games
Semifinals at USF
Pepperdine (11-17) vs. USD
(24-4), 6:30 p.m.
Santa Clara (16-13) vs. St.
Mary's (17-12)

• Championship game Saturday at USF

"I think playing together is a big
part of it," Thompson said. "Most of
the same players are back from last
year. Who did we lose from last
year? We lost Pete Murphy, but
Mark Manor has stepped right in
there. We lost Mark Bostic, but we've
ad others to take his place, too."
USO is the only team in the West
t Athletic Conference to play the
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Davis' 28 spark
Pepperdine upset
of Gonzaga, 76-73
Associated Press

,qsS

Gmird Craig Davis scored 23 of
his career-high 28 points in the second half to lead seventh-seeded
Pepperdine to a 76-73 victory over
second-seeded Gonzaga in the first
round of the West Coast Athletic
Conference Tournament on Saturday night in Spokane, Wash.
A jumper by Mike Cumberland
with 10 minutes remaining gave
Pepperdine (11-17) the lead for
good over Gonzaga (18-10).

U n i ~ l e g o 99, Loyola
Marymount 84: Senior center

MAR 2 1987

Tribune Sportswriter

Santa Ana, CA
(Orange Co.)
Register
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season - Thompson, forwards
Manor and Nils Madden and guards
Paul ~onard and Danny Means.
Consistency.
While other teams in the conference have had their ups and downs,
the Toreros (24-4) ha, e been a model
of consistency. They have won 19 of
their last 20 game,, including 14
straight.
USD continued it winning streak
Saturday night with a 99-84 victory
over Loyola-Marymount in the first
round of the WCAC .rournament. The
win advanced the Toreros to Friday
night's semifinals double-header at
USF.
USD will play Pepperdine at 6:30
in the opener. St. Mary's will play
Santa Clara in the second game. The
winners advance to Saturday night's
championship game at USF. The
tournament winner receives the
WCAC's automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament.
"Maybe it's the chemistry of the
team," Thompson said. "Maybe other
teams don't have the chemistry. Everybody gets along bere. And everybody is a role player. There are no
stars on this team, and I think that
has helped. We haven't had to rely on
any one person. There's always
someone who has stepped forward to
get it done."
Added senior forward:Steve Kr.allman: "There's always somebody to
hit the shot. There's always somebody to grab the rebound. And you
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SCOTT THOMPSON - 'THERE ARE NO STARS ON THIS TEAM'

backing you up. And when guys come
in off the bench they fit right in without worrying about interrupting the
flow."
Krallman might have used Saturday's game against the Lions for a
case study.
The Toreros had six players score
in double figures - all five starters
and reserve forward Marty Munn.
With nine points, Krallman just
missed joining the group.
Krallman has been the No. 1 reserve for the Toreros all season. He
fills in for Thompson and Madden
when needed. Munn stepped in when
Manor, who scored 18 of his 23 points
on three-pointers, got into foul trouhie against the Lions. Munn promptly supplied two more three-point baskets for the Toreros.
In contrast to the Toreros, who
won the WCAC's regular-season
championship with a 13-1 mark, the
Lions have been inconsistent. When
they're hot they have competed with
the best in the league. When they're
not .... Suffice it to say, the Lions
were the tournament's eighth seed
after finishing 4-10 in the conference.
Loyola-Marymount used a hot first
half Saturday to stay within two
points of the Toreros at halftime 4543. But as the Lions went cold in the
second half, the Toreros went on to
win.
"We wanted to attack this game as
the start of the second season," USD
coach Hank Egan said. "One of the

and stall out. We felt that the important thing in this game was to go after
it and attack it and try to win it. Not
to try to back up to the pay window.
''When we talked in the locker
room (after the game) we said we
wanted to go up to San Francisco
with the idea of winning two games,
not just to go up there to coast along.
It's not a Christmas tournament. It's
for the marbles."
But the Toreros shouldn't have to
worry about coasting. They haven't
been the team riding the roller coaster this season. It's the Loyola-Marymounts and the Pepperdines who
have had their ups and downs.
The Waves, last season's conference champions, started off slow this
season. Although they finished seventh, .he Waves have shown improvement the past few weeks. Then
they headed into thEc tournament on
the strength of Wednesday's 98-78
loss at Loyola-Marymount. So what
does Pepperdine do Saturday? The
team defeats Gonzaga 76-73 in Spokane, Wash., where the Bulldogs
were unbeaten this season.
"A lot of these teams have been
streaky," Thompson said. "Pepperdine's one of them.
"I'd rather be consistent. That way
we know what we're going to do. We
know we're going to come in every
night and get the job done. The teams
that are up and down.have to come
in wondering how they're going to _,.
play."

----=-

Scott Thompson scored 24 and senior forward Mark Manor 23 to
lead the Toreros (24-4) past the Lions (12-16) in San Diego.
Manor connected on six threepoint shots as the Toreros hit a season-high 11 while winning their
14th straight.
Guard Chris Nikchevich scored
20 to lead Loyola. Mike Yoest
added 14, and Enoch Simmons and
Jeff Fryer, a Corona del Mar High
product, had 13 each.

St. Mary's 62, Univ. of San
Francisco 57: Senior guard Paul

Robertson scored 24 to power the
Gaels (17-12) over the Dons (16-13}
in Moraga.
San Diego 99,
Loyola Marymount 84
LOYOLA MARYMOUNT (84)

Armstrong&-71·211, Yoest6-142-214,Lazzareai 2-63-8
7. Nikr;hev,ch &-9 7·7 20, Simmons &-10 0-0 13, Vogel 1·3 2·
2 4, Frye< 4-11 1·2 13, Roscoe 0-0 0-0 0, Vearga,on 1-50-0
2, carter 0-0 0-0 0. T01als 29-85 1&-23 84.

SAN DIEGO (99}
Manor8- 12 1 2 23. Mooden 5-90-010. Thon1)Son9-16 68 24, LeonardS-100-0 10, Means4-IIO-O 1 1 . - 0 - 2
0-1 0, Hauf:AO-OO-O0. "'"114-6 2-212.Kralman4-51-1 9.

Totals 39-68 10-14 99
HaJ!t,me--San D,ego 45. Loyola MarjTnoln 43 3-poirt
90019-loyola Marymount 10-23 (N,kchevictl 3-8, Smnons
3-5, Vogel 0-2. Fl)'Of 4• 101 San 0ego 11-22 (Manor 6-7.
L.sonard 0-3; Moans 3-8, Musselman 0-2, Munn 2-4). Fouled
Ou1-l<one. Aobounds-l.oyola Marymounl 36 (lllmstrOng
10). San [);ego 33 (Than1)000, Mum 8).
Morymount 15 (NikcheYIC:h 8), San Diego 30 (Moans 7).
Technical Fouls-Coacn Paul westhoad, I.O)da
Matymounl• Yoest Total tout,,...-lnyol Matyr,Q,1115, San
[);ego 20 ,._2.500.

Pepperdlne 76, Gonzaga 73
PEPPEROINE (78}

W1i1e 4-10 !;-8 13, ModdlebroOl<H-104-5 12. CUrrbe'1and
3-4 7.9 13, Moo<e 0-0 0-0 0, Davis 8-17 7-8 28, Allen 1-4 0-0
2, Crawtoro 0-10-20. Howard 2·34-4 a To1a1s22~27-36
76
GONZAGA (73}
McPhoe2-63-3 7,Champ,on3-9 1-1 7. Haaland &-103-5
13, Spradley 6-10 2-315. Parham &-12 9-10 19, Wadlingt>n
1·3 0-0 2, Winger 0-0 0-0 0, Walker 0-2 2·2 2. Aoo 2-30-04.
Bodl 0-0 0-0 0, Delaney 0-0 0-0 0, Zlhanas 2·2 0-0 4,
Sr,ydet 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 26-57 20-24 73
Halltim&-Pepperdlno 30. Gonzaga 28. 3-i>o'ot
Peppefdino&-13 (08Yis5-13), Gonzaga 1-5 ( ~ 0 - 1 .
Spradley 1-:3. Patham0-1). Fooled out--M:Phee. Aoo. Re~eppe,dine 31 1Moddlebrool<s, Cootiertand 6~.
16 (Moore
Gonzaga 36 (Haaland 13).
7), Gonzaga 13 (Mcf'hee 4). TOlal 1oulo P-d•~ 20.
Gonzaga 26 Tec-..Gonz.,ga bench, Pamam. ,._
3.342
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Three-pointers like layups
for US D's 'Long Rangers'

Jlllen's

* * *
Author/activist Abbie Hoffman
will speak Monday night aLUSD's
Camino Theater. Tickets are $ 2 for
students; $4 otherwise . .

season and recently won the unoffiintermission.
During the nine-minute stretch of cial USD long-ball championships
Starr Writer
with a shot from beyond the out-ofMark Manor. Danny Means. Marty the second half when the Toreros ex- bounds line.
panded a three-point lead (51-48) into
Looking back over the season,
Munn.
20-point rout (79-59) Manor and
a
Call them the Long Rangers.
could remember only one
Manor
The three bombers last night con- Munn hit five straight three-pointers team that outshot the Toreros from
nected on a season-high 11 three- between them.
"The idea is to take the three- three-point range.
point baskets for the Unjyersity_ of
"Gonzaga hurt us up there," said
San Diego in the Toreros' 99-84 victo- pointer off the offense if you don't Manor of USD's last loss, 15 games
ry over Loyola Marymount Universi- have to worry about taking it," Egan ago. "We've really had great luck
ty in a West Coast Athletic Confer- said.
"We try not to make it a three- from three-point range.
ence Tournament opener.
"But we'd rather get the ball inside
But what has become an import- point play, and it's helped us."
logic.
simple
that's
USD,
At
to Scott."
ant part of the USO attack this 24-4
"I like seeing three-point baskets,"
u1 understand it," said Means, a
season is no part o the Toreros'
guard who is shootir.g 49.3 per- Thompson said. "I think it's exciting.
wing
game plan at all.
"We don't take three-pointers to be cent from beyond the three-point line And when we start getting some
three-pointers down, the defenses
shooting three-pointers," said Manor, and only 33 percent from inside it.
inside,
have
we
horses
the
"With
have to change."
the WCAC's first three-point king.
At intermission last night, Thomphigh-percentare
three-pointers
our
"It's strictly a shot of opportunity.
had seven points and two reson
pack
teams
other
When
shots.
age
If the defenses are packing the inside
20
from
shooting
we're
middle,
the
plus three assists. He finbounds,
against Scott (Thompson) and we can
a game-high 24 points.
with
ished
faces.
our
in
hands
no
with
feet
take a three-pointer off our pattern
"If the other team doesn't stack it
offense, e can take it.
"You can't concentrate on taking
"But if we started shooting three- inside on Scott and Nils Madden, three-point shots," Egan said. "I
pointers to be shooting three-pointers we'll score two points 75 percent of think the harder you try to make
... I don't think Coach (Hank) Egan the time. If they choose to take our them, the harder it is to get them to
inside game away, we'll score three
would stand for it."
fall.
Last night, however, the Lions points about 50 percent of the time.
That's not exactly true.
"I think it figures out to be the
played right into the Long Rangers'
"Before practices, we try a lot of
thing."
same
hot hands.
Munn said. "We have
three-pointers,"
Means also sees nothing unusual in
For more than half the game they
just fire away."
We
games.
little
packed the middle so tightly that the his own personal percentages.
Last night all that unofficial pracgiants,
the
from
get
I
farther
"The
7-foot Thompson had little room to
the more relaxed I am," said the 6-1 tice paid off.
maneuver.
"It's fun to watch a three-pointer
So Manor, Means and Munn let fly sophomore.
fall," Manor said. "It's a thrill for
in
bomber
relaxed
most
the
But
from beyond the 193/4-foot mark.
everyone in the house."
Manor was 6-for-7 from three-point the Toreros' lineup is Manor. The
Except for the opposition, of
range. Means was 3-for-6, all in the senior wing forward has hit on 54.7 course.
this
shots
three-point
first half. And Munn was 2-for-4 after percent of his

By Bill Center

Eric Musselman (12) takes charge on Chris Nikchevich.

Torer.. ' Thompson named
WCAC Player of the Year
By KirK Kenney
Tribune Sportswriter

S

AN FRANCISCO - USO cenbe fi
n--t

San Diego, CA
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ter Scott Thompso la~ e
selected West Coast Ath1ell_c
Conference Player of the Year,
was announced here tod~y as t
confere~ce prepared for its tournament this weekend at USF. ,
In earnmg the conferences top
basketball honor, Thompson m~de
the . all-WCAC team for th~ th1rd
stra1ght_ re_ar. The 7-foot semor has
~n cnll~ized by, some for_ not hav-•
mg more impre~ive statistics. Howe_ver, Thompsons mere pres~nce and
flt m the US(? scheme of th10 gs has
been responsible for much of the
Toreros' success, according to USD

;!

.
coach Hank Egan.
_"Scott Tho~pson do~ a.. lot of
things fo~ us, Egan said. People
keep talkmg about how much more
he could contribute, but his presence
contributes an awful lot /besides
points and rebounds). The college
game is iffer~nt tnan the pros. In
college you can take somebody out of
the game, but you have to pay the
price. He's forced people to pay the
price."
Thompson was joined on the allconference team by USD senior forward Nils Madden. In addition, Egan
was selected WCAC Coach of the
Year after guiding the Toreros to a
13-1 conference record. Egan shared
Please see WCAC, -8

/XR,I

*WCAf:--+--- r----------continued From E-1

the honor with Pepperdine coach Jim
Barrick last season.
Selections were made based on
ting done by the conference's eight
oaches. Joining Thompson and Madnon th 11-WCAC team were Pepperdme senior guard Enc White,
Loyola Marymount junior forward
Mike Yoest, Gonzaga sophomore
swi~gman Jim ~cPhee, Gonzaga
semor center Dale Haaland, Pepper-

dine junior forward Levy Middlebrooks, USF sophomore forward
Mark McCathrion, St. Mary's sophomore forward Robert Haugen and
Portland freshman guard Greg Anthony, who also was selected the
WCAC Freshman of the Year.
Thompson was chosen conference
Player of the Week twice this season
in addition to being named Player of
the Month for February. The 7-foot
senior averaged 15.8 points and 7.5

rebounds to lead the Toreros to their
second WCAC regular-season championship in four years.
Madden, USD's 6-8 forward, averaged 11.4 points and 6.5 rebounds this
season. He led the conference with a
59.8 field-goal percentage.
The Toreros are 24-4 under Egan
this season and amid a 14-game winning streak entering tomorrow's
WCAC semifinals game against Pepperdine.

New York , NY
(New York Co.)
Wall Street Journal
(Western Edition)
(Cir. 5xW. 426,863)
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DEMOCRATS PLAN closer scruti!JY of
Reagan's judicial nominations.:;:i..q !>.>are
Some 20 federal -court nom~
pendmg and 50 more vacancies must be
filled. New_ Senate Judiciary Chairman Bi·
den says his committee's checks of nominees will take enough time to provide "a rea·
saned op1mon on their qualifications." Four
members led by Vermont Sen. Leahy will
condu~t the inquiries.
Republicans accuse the Democrats of
tlo/lTig to derail conservative nominees. An
early showdown may be over an appe;i.ls·
cou~ nommat10n of Bernard Siegan, a Uni·
ve_mty of San Diego Jaw professor. Liberal
cntics say his writings don't make clear
that he agrees with the Supreme Court's
1954 school-desegregation rulillg. He tells
senators he supports it.
Last week's rep lacement of the White
House counsel may slow administration
review of potential court apvuintees_
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~ s t year's*N~•b:prize winner

r~

San
cit/ding the University
Spring Valley4Jtt~olyn Chapman will ·compe\e Francisco School_ of La.W,
0
p.erdine Un1ve!;sltY Schoo.
with Western State University
1,aw University of San ' Diego, ,
, .. · the F Lee
l
N ti
'
·
CoJleoe of .uSiW m
School of Law, and a O(l!).
Baile; National Moot Court
· b- .
.
.
University.
ccm'petition this month al NaN t· al university esta
,
, - ..
.
a ion
tional University.
Jished the contest tn 19~ywitll
National University School
the sponsorship oI, Ba,il~ · r;s
of Law Dean Howard Oren·
goal is to foste_r _a)tfgh ~~:;
stein ·has an11ounced thaC 17
of advocacy slolis ,in, Af1:~ull
law schoo'ls rrom thr?l'ghont
Jaw students t1:1:ou.gi\_f1 .a . Y
the country have qualtf1ed for
51 1
strµctured ~:1-tche_s , ~ \ll tm~
the cornpetiUon.
of
,a):1t1es
~
r.
_
compet1t1ve
the
competition
court
. Tile moot
.
quality law practice. , . . ,
be'gan thfs· fall with the selcc15
The competiUOn,, wh:och. ,
tion of teams at Jaw tkhools
pt?rmanently hosted by Nathroughout the country and
.i·s •rree"7in.ct
University,
tional
sc•
three-day
a
in
,Jm1·nates
' ' t th
·
,.:_:.::::_:::.;;.;c...
cl ·
e
opet\ to the p_ul:>lic. Contac
ries of oral arguments.
Natiqn;al Univcr.sity School o /
Chapman and _ her icllovr
/
teammates w i 11 complete Law at (619) 494-5100.
--months of legal research and ~
·
write a 40-page appellate court
brief which will pe scored by,
panels of judges comprised of
active attorneys and jurists.
Before each round of compel ition all the students reRancho Bernardo, CA
ceive · valuab1c coaching from
(San Diego co.)
F. Lee Bailey, \VhO driJ:ws on
Bernardo News
his many years as a trial ':t:
(Cir. W.)
.
_
torney.
Bailey, ' Lne autho, of several
books includii:ig "The Defe.n se
:Never Rests/' is riatfonally
known for his role in the trials
o,f Dr. Sam Sheppard, Capt.
Ernest Medina, Patty HearSt
.Jt/len'• P. c . e L<r. r8R8
and many others ,
T his yeai' Chapman and her
team will argue the legal im·
~nomic Justice for omen
plications of req uir ing g,uvern·
one Improve
A free !ecure entitled "Wh~'
mental employees, 1ice,1sees
will be presented on
the Economic Status o f ~
Thursday, March 12 at 7:30 pm at the Manchester Cona nd contractors' employees_ to
ference Center on the USD campus, Forum leaders will
submit to urinalysis tcstmg
be Drs. Harriet Baber and Denise Dimon. eol2 /
.
for drugs,
7
.Among t~e 17 schools qualt·
fying 'f or the competition i:rc
George Washington umvers1ty
National LaW Center, NeW
York U"niversfty, vmano,va
University Law SchOol a n:d s t ·
Jo hn's Univifrsit_y Sch0·01 of
.
,,
Lttw.
Several tcains from Cal1for' nia wil\ also be coinp"eting ~ -

MP.R 5

to

Buchanan,
m economics,,_..,,
will give a m'e ecture on the
economy and his approach to economics March 25, 8 p.m., a ~
While free, tickets nevertheless are
required from the USD office of
continuing education.
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Institute lor Christian
Ministries will offer the following
courses next month: Sin and
Reconciliation March 9, 16, 23, 30
and April 6 from 6:3Q,.to 9:15 p.m.
in Serra Hall, room 204, $30 fee;
Theology of the Worshipping
Community March 11, 18, 25 and
April 1, 8 from 6:30 to 9:15 p.m. in
Serra Hall, room 204, $30 fee;
New Directions in Western
Spirituality March 14 from 9 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., $15 fee. For further
information, call 260-4784. '
"Theology of the Worshipping
Community," an Institute for
Chr~stian Ministries course, will
begin March 11. Cost i $35. Call
260-4784 for details.
leadership Skills for Elfectlve
Groups/Meetings, an Institute for
Christian Ministries course,
March 28 from 9 a.m. to 4·30 p.m.
For registration information, call
260-4784.
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hi_s is not the Hagler-Leonard dream fight
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Just oufaing o I:
Like many fighter · who have tasted canvas, boxing
fans have short memories:
It' time c1 am for another fighter to come out of
retirement to prove whatever it is he has to prove and to improve his bank account History - and
common t·n c- tell us Sugar Ray Leonard may get
an ambulance ride after his April 6 bout with Marvelou Man·in Hagler.
Boxers keep corning back and they keep losing.
They keep embarrn srng themselves. There was
Louis and toorc and Duran and all those others.
Now there George Foreman coming back Monday
after 10 years, then Leonard a few weeks later.
Even the great Muhammad Ali put a scar on his
kgacy by woefully trying to mix it up with Larry
Holme. after F.ath•ir Time had given him a standing
eight.count. A long list of fights that hould not have
happened.
But we boxing fans keep coming back, too. We
come to support these mismatches.
Why?
Why when they almost always end in disappoint-

I is
blllish
onUSD
But NCAA berth
said iffy with loss

By T.J. Simers
taff Wriltr

•

It's like the fellow who jumps out of
an airplane: He has every reason to
believe his parachute will open ... but
what if 1t doesn't?
Today, USD's basketball team
leaves for San Francisco armed with
a 24-4 record, a 14-game winning
streak and the conviction that it will .
win the West Coast Athletic Conference Tournament and advance automatically to the NCAA Tournament.
But what if it doesn't?
"If usn loses." said Paul Clark. an
administ ative assistant for the National Inv1tahon Tournament, "then
1t will definitely be on our board for
our 32-team tournament USD is definitely in our picture if it loses."
A year ago, he Toreros' inclusion
in the NIT'~ plans would have been
cause fo a school holiday. But this
season the Toreros have a loftier
goal· a berth in the 64-team NCAA
Tournament To be assured of an
NCAA btd, they must beat Pepperdine tomorrow night at USF and win
the championship game Saturday.
"If USD loses this weekend, I think
they will be coinpebrg for one of the
last 10 at-large berths m he NCAA
Tournament, sa· d Utah s Arnie Ferrin, one of rune members of the
NCAA • lection Committee. ··1 think
USD 1s nght on the cutting edge.
They are certainly a worthy team,
but thev will have to be compar d
with an.awful lot of ood teams from
around the country.'
Torcros coach Hank Egan, of
course, is trying to eliminate all the
"what if' discussions by preparing
his team to win the WCAC Tournament.
"I'm not confident at all that we'll
get m the NCAA (if the Toreros
lose)," Egan said. "If we approach 1t
any other way, we're foolish. To be
sure, we've got to win this tournament."
WCAC commissioner Michael Gilleran said he has spoken to representatives of the NCAA and the NIT.
"I think (the Toreros') chances of
making it into the NCAA Tournament if they lose the WCAC Tournament are 50-50," Gilleran said from
his office in San Francisco. "There is
no such thing as a Jock, but whatever
the closest thing to a lock is, that's
what USD's chances are of being in
the NIT. If they go to the NIT, they
may have the most Division I wins of
any team in the tournament."
If USD loses this weekend, it will
remain in limbo between the NCAA
Tournament and the NIT until Sunday afternoon, when the NCAA pairings are announced. The first of the
NIT pairings are to be announced
Sunday night. The NIT begins March
12, the NCAA Tournament March 19.
"There are no 6-3 votes when it,
comes to including a team (in the
NCAA field)," Ferrin said. "We
See USO on Page -2
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ment?
Maybe it's because there's a little masochism in
every true boxing fan. He comes to see blood and to
see somebody see stars that none of us can. He
doesn't come to see which boxer can out-point the
other with timing and precision.
When a fighter comes out of retirement for a bout,
it's not exactly like •a baseball ol(j-timers game,
which is fun and spirited.
Sugar Ray Leonard was a great fighter, but he
wisely quit the game because of an eye injury He

has fought just once in five years, barely getting past
Kevin Howard in his first comeback. Now nearly
three more years have passed and don' t ~ake the
mistake of confusing Hagler with Kevin Howard.
This time it could really be ugly.
It could be so ugly that it has resulted in a $21 million fight. That exceeds by more than $6 million the
previous biggest payday in boxing history when
Holmes sent Gerry Cooney home to his mother in
1982. Hagler is assured of an $11 million check;
Leonard $10 million.
The public has been sold. Again. We've always
wanted a Hagler-Leonard matchup. But under these
circumstances?
Well, people have bought the tickets at the gate in
Las Vegas, shelling out up to $750, the face-value for
ringside seats. People are buying tickets for
closed-circuit showings. People are sending in $30
checks to watch at home on pay-per-view.
It's unbclieveable that we keep allowing ourselves
to be suckered in by these boxing "comebacks."
Now, who do I make this check out to?
•• •

.
This makes absolutely no sense:
The San Diego State basketball team 'IS 5-24 and
still the possibility exists that it could - don't laugh
- win the national championship. Meanwhile,~
has already won 24 games and isn't even assured a
spot in the NCAA Tournament.
This is what post-season conference tournaments
have done, not to mention supplying the various
leagues' coffers with some extra green. The idea of
playing basketball for four months just to start all
over again remains ridiculous. Regular-season conference winners, such as USD , must be rewarded.
After besting Hawaii the other evening, the
eighth-place Aztecs have moved into the Western
Athletic Conference quarterfinals. They play topseeded Texas-El Paso tonight in New Mexico.
Say the Aztecs win. Come on, just for the sake of
argument. That would put them two wins shy of winning the WAC. That would put them in the NCAA
regionals. Believe it or not, the Aztecs - who are so
bad they drove their own coach to heath problems still are amo the candidates for the national title.
,,., See Hyvone page 24
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fers, if he wmds up s1gnmg with another National
League West team it'll be a double loss for the
Padre_s - they not o~iy won't have Raines, but they'll
have improved a d1vis10n rival by letting him get
away.
~allard Smith decided that in today's marketplace
Rames wasn't worth the $1.5 million he earned last
season in Montreal. He offered $1.1 million for
openers, then increased the total to $1.3 million before deciding he was in a solo poker game where he
was raising himself.
Ballard, the lame duck president of a club supposedly on the selling block, may have been impressed with his logic. But he shouldn't be. San Dit:go
fans have been encouraging the signing of Raines all
along and many are upset that Ballard has stepped
out of the batter's box.
Some fans have decided to put their money where
their mouths are. They've called the Padres to let
t~em 1?1ow they'd be willing to pay 50 cents more per
l!cket_if t~e club_ got R~ines. But they're probably in
the mmonty durmg a time when the public cringes at
player salaries and high ticket prices.
Would you pay 50 cents more a night to watch Tim
Raines?

(Fro
At least for a few more hour- .
~s for 1:JSD, it '!lust win two more games- starting
Friday mght against Pepperdine - to claim the West
Coast Athletic Conference and be assured an NCAA
berth. The Toreros fear, despite their glowing record
(24-~), t~cy could be denied an at-large berth If they
d?n t wm the tournament this weekend in San Francisco.
NCAA Tournament consists of 64 teams. If uso·
.
1sn t included, that would make less sense than the
fact the Aztecs still have their sneakers on.

•••
The Padres blew it by not signing Tim Raines:

Any arguments? I didn't think so.
But it could be worse than that. The other three
teams Raines is interested in are the Dodgers
Braves and Astros. If you get out your baseball
geography book, you'll find that all three are in the
same division as the Padres.
Although the batting champ isn't drawing any of-
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Navin nam~dan

in of the
Professor Michal!F<
University of Saf"O go School of
Law has been named dean of the Dickinson School of Law in Carlisle, Pa.
Navin is professor of law and associate director of the graduate tax
proeram at t e USO SchooJ of Law,
•

r •

where he s been a me :'le• •.;i the
faculty since 1973. He sucel!ecls William L. Wilks, who will step down as
dean on June 30 but remain on the
full-time faculty.
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~rofessor wins
admimstrativ~ po t

r Michael
ALCALA PARK San Diego
Navin of the Univer ·
School of Law has been named dean of
the Dickinson School of Law in Carlisle
'
·
Pa., efTectiveJuly I.
In his new position as chief academic
a~d administrative officer, he will work
:'1th 23 full-time professors 30 adjunct
mstructors, 42 administrators and 545
students,
The Dickson School of Law is a private
law sc~ool, not affiliated with any other
/
educatwnal institution.
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~ERSITY OF SAN DIEGO- USO

Founder's Gallery, S~ . a t l -4682.
KentAn art exhibition
Serigraphs," featuring 20 prrnts depicting
love, hope and opt1m1sm. This artist has
created numerous works of art, her most
famous one being "LOVE." depicted on
U.S postage stamps. Noon to 5 p.m.,
we~s
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2-level USD center dedicated

$11 million building includes restaurants lounges sh
By Michael Scott-Blair

Staff Writer
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Keynote speaker, Professor Philip
0. Hwang of the university's Departmcnt of Education, said the center
re~resents "the USD difference,"
w!tlch he described as a campuswide commitment to each students'
personal, cultural and spiritual needs
as well as the educational needs
~e. said the center made a st~ong
poSJ t!ve s.ta t ement in favor of good
relat10nsh1ps between all branches of
th;, campus community.
In society today, there is too
much negativism around us. We are
all very aware of our own
weaknesses and inadequacies without having constantly to be re~inded
by our superiors or colleagues," said

OpS
'
'
and with seating from small, personal corners to an 800-seat dining
room.
Also available are computers
lounges, a tel_evision room, shops and
ma~~ets, offices for many student
:i!;~~1es, game rooms and meeting
"It
truly can be a melding of the
st udy, cultural and social life of the
t d ts
!a~/n ' faculty and staff," Hughes
T
he ceremonial key to the building
was. presented by by James W. Colach,1s, cha!rman of the board oftrustees bu1ldmg and grounds committee, to the board chairman, the Most
~~~o.Leo T. Maher,' bishop of San

~wang, an acknowledged expert on
s ;:s manag~m~nt on the campus.
t f e ne~..._bmlding_mcludes a varie/ oD~es ~rants, !ll@Y overlooking
an iego ay and Tecolote Canyon,

Maher said the center will become
a. place where lifetime friendships
will be developed by many of the
~housands of students who will use it
,
m the years to come.

t:...) sure.

"j.,'\ ") ')

The new $11 million University
Ce~ter, .the largest building on the
Un_1v_ers1tv of Sd Die~ campus, was
offlc1ally opene and edicated yesterday.
The 76,0~0-square-foot two-level
structure will be a gathering place
~or stu dents_, f_aculty and staff, servmg as 11th e 11~mg room" for the campus comm~mty, _President Author E.
~ughes said durmg opening ceremo.
mes.
Started m June 1985, the center is
the most extensive and costly
by
add1hon to the campus, which has
op~n~d $~1.2 million worth of new
bu1ldmgs m the last eight years.
Chief architect Roy Drew described it as a place where students
faculty and staff could mingle social~
ly, mixing their work and their plea-

far. 1888

USn:\SFest way· to NCAAs is two wins
Continued

easy to select, but I don't think USD
hammer away un~1l everyone con- will fall in tfw group. San Die o els
g
curs. The problem is comparing San hurt because"tt comes f
ei;f
Diego to Georgia Tech or other such ence not noted for i;o~ a
sch~ls. We have all kinds of infor- schedule. But San D' s, ren~ . o
matJon, and it's our job to point out percentage ( 857) a d Je~o wmnmg
must be co.nsider!d w;t~mng streak!
San Diego's strong points."
s scary,
.
Th e Toreros beat Utah 60 _ in know, for USO.''
57
'
Salt Lake City in their seas~n O
The NCAA .Sel~tion Committee
"But I missed the game· I was pe~erf.
counts only v1ctones against Divitown "said Ferr1·n who, k _ou
wor s m um s10n I opponen ts. By NCAA Tourna,
•
•
versity relations at Utah
ment standards, USD has only 23
·
"L' t
alr~ady know there ~ins; the other came against Diviwe
en,
~
2
are spots that will be l°<:ked up by s1on II Ohio Northern.
Alth h th .
teamts who have won their tournae1r schedule was not
oug
m~n ~. or c_onference races," Ferrin
sa!tdt. ~ur Job_ on the selection com- overpowering, the Toreros are one of
o~l~ .16 teams to have 23 or more
k th
m1 ee 1s t
D!v1s_1on I wins this season. The1·r
e other 35 teams.
o pie
"T
wenty-f1ve of those will be fairly
wmnmg percentage is 11th-best

1

. . .
1rong the_ 290 D1v~s1on I schools.
so, USO _is No. 42 m USA Todays
computenzed rankings of the
st_r~n~th of schedules and records of
D1V1s1on I teams.
"If USD loses, they go into the pool
of teams to be co 'd d" F
nsi ere , errin
'd "I .
sai · t w!ll hurt USO if some (conference} tournament favorites lose
and go m the pool with them.
"F
. . or example, we'll take one Pac1f1c Coast team probably_ UNLV
But if someone upsets Vegas (in th~
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
Tournament), we'll have to take t
. wo
tea~. There will be no eo
allocations. We'll selectgthgrebaepsht,c3a51

teams from the pool and if Sa
D1_·ego loses in its tourna' ment, then 1·nt
II
wi have to be considered one of

those 35 to make it."
Western Kentucky is one of the
teams already in the pool. Like the
Toreros, the Hilltoppers won their
regular-season championship. But
th~y were_ upset by Alabama-Birmmgham m the Sun Belt Tournament. UAB (21-10) is 62nd in USA
Todays rankings; \\'.estern Kentucky
(28-8 overall, 25-8 m Division I) is
33rd on USA Todays list.
"We think our number of wins will
get _us . in," sai~ Jeff Younglove, a
public information officer for Western Kentucky. "We feel pretty confident."
Egan, too, will feel confident
"when we win the WCAC Tourna~
ment and eliminate all the what-ifs.,,
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UNIVERSl'fY OF SAN DIEGO - USO

·4682
Founder's Gallery. s~ ·
a KentAn art exhibition e
Serigraphs," featuring 2 prin_ts depicting
love. hope and optimism. This artist has
created numerous works of art, her most
famous one being "LOVE," depicted on
U.S. postage slamps. Noon to 5 p.m.,
weekdayc..s_ _ _ __
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Hono s:?, Toreros make all-WCAC
Thompson bas been asked to fill a role
in Egan's attack.
"I think I'm more a team player
than an individual who is a pure
scorer or something like that," said
Thompson, who averaged 15.8 points
and 7.5 rebounds during the regular
season. "I'm honored and all tha but
I'm more concerned about how the
team does in this (WCAC1 tournamer.t."
'Madden led the conference in fieldgoal percentage (.598) and averaged
11.4 points and 69 rebounds.
"He's a guy who brought his lunch
pail to work every day," Egan said.
"He hasn't gotten much recognition,
but he has worked so bar r us. '

Egan accepted his honor with a nod
to others.
"It's like Leonard - a lot of people
don't know how many ways other people have helped," said Egan, who is 4313 the past two seasons. "You can't
win this without a good coaching staff
and good players."
The all-conference team: Thompson, Madden, Anthony, center Dale
Haaland and guard/forward Jim
McPhee of Portland, forward Robert
Haugen of St. Mary's, forward Mark
McCathrion of USF, forward Eric
White and center Levy Middlebrooks
of Pepperdine and forward Mike
Yoest of Loyola arymount.

US~TJ's center
of attention
.

rrr~_tt:3£'

Thompson chosen
WCAC's Player of the Year
·1 ·oreros'

By Kirk Kenney

S

Tribune Sportswriter

AN FRANCISCO - He's a tall

Encinitas, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Coast Dispatch
(Cir. 2xW. 30,846)
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person from a small school. He
plays hoops in gyms far from
the national spotlight.
But Scott Thompson has gained
quite a reputation around the West
Coast Athletic Conference.
Evidence? The conference announced yesti>.rday that Thompson
had been selected WCAC Player of
the Year.
Will the nation be next to learn
about USD's 7-foot senior center?
Maybe 1f so, the message will be deli••c ed by Thompson's actions, not
his wirds.
F,n now, thoughts of personal
glory and the prospects of being a
high selection in this year's NBA
draft will have to wait. Thompson's
attention remains fixed on the WCAC
Tournament, which continues with
tonight's semifinals at USF.
USD (24-4) plays Pepperdine (11·
17) at 6:30 followed by St. ¥ary's (1712) againM Santa Clara (16-13). The
winners meet tomorrow night at
USF at 7:30 for the tournament
championship, which brings with it
an automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament.

WESTCOAST
ATHLETIC
CONFERENCE

POSTSEASON TOURNAMENT
Today's games at USF

Pepperdine
6:30 p.m.

(11-17) vs. USO (24-4),

Santa Clara (16-13) vs. St. Mary's (1712), 9 p.m.
• Championship ame +omorrow at
USF

"I've been worrying about this
league tournament," said Thompson,
who leads the Toreros with 15.8
points and 7.5 rebounds a game this
season. "Most of this award stuff
hasn't even hit me yet. I'm sure it
will at the end of the season, but
right now we're so involved in this
tournament and going for the NCAA
bid that there isn't time for it."
Last week Thompson was among
the players selected to the All-NCAA
District 8 team. Yesterday his selection as player of the year meant
Thompson was an All-WCAC choice
for the third straight season.
USD senior forward Nils Madden
joined Thompson on the 10-man
Please see TOREROS,
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("'t)NIVERSITV OF SAN DIEGO - USO
Fo~allery, ~ ~ - 4 6 8 2 .
An art exhib1llon ~ '1::erita Kent·
Serigraphs. · featuring 20 prints depicting
love hOpe and optimism. This artist has
created numerous works of art. her most
famous one being LOVE. depicted on
U S postage stamps Noon to 5 p.m ..
"'e~kda
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l(Js~~pens WCAC play tonight
S_AN ~RANCISCO (AP) _ The

UQJY~c•1ty of San Diego, despite

boaStmg a 14-game winning streak
and a 24-4 record, still has its
J':lCAA t~urn~ment prospects in
hmbo gomg mto this weekend's
West Coast Athletic Conference
bas~etball tourney, opening tonight
agamst 5-9 Pepperdine.

"We said last November that
seven teams would think it was the
best thing that ever happened and
one tea~ would think it was the
worst thmg that ever happened,"
said Egan, named the conference's
Coach of the Year at a pre-tour1;1ament luncheon Thursday. "We
Just happen to be that one team."

•
..__

in this game, because I don't think
we can shut them down. We're going
to have to deal with Enc White inSAN FRANCISCO - Pepperdine
side, and now that Craig Davis has
coach Jim Harrick, an adviser to the emerged for them at guard, we're
NCAA Tournament Selection Com- not going to be able to pack it in."
mittee, ra~ :Q§!>..Jhe-.West's thirdWhite, the WCAC's regular-season
best basketball team, behind top- scoring leader with Loyola Marymranked Nevada-Las Vegas and Pacif- ount's Mike Yoest at 19.3, scored 28
ic 10 champion UCLA.
in the Waves' Joss at USD. White, a 6And, Harrick said, he believes USD foot-8, 215-pound forward, was
is "a cinch" to earn an NCAA Tour- runner-up to USD center Scott
nament berth, win or lose in the West Thompson in the voting for conferCoast Athletic Conference Tourna- ence player of the year.
ment.
"Eric didn't have as good a year as
Harrick will attempt to engineer we hoped," Harrick said. "I thought
an upset tonight (6:30) when his sev- he'd come out and be a monster
enth-seeded Waves (11-17) play the every game. But he was just a mon
top-seeded Toreros (24-4) in the
in some of the games."
WCAC semif nals at the University ster
White scored in double figures in
oi San Francisco. Third-seeded St. all 28 games and had at least 20 in 13.
M ry's (17-12) faces fifth-seeded But in the Waves' second game
Santa Clara (16-13) at 9.
against USD, he was limited to 11.
To Harrick's thinking, if PepperWhite is joined on the front line by
dine is successful tonight, it will go forward Levy Middlebrooks, who at
on tomorrow night to win the tourna- 6-7 and 235 pounds looks more like a
ment and the automatic NCAA Tour- linebacker, and 6-7 center Mike
nament berth - and USD will get an Cumberland. Middlebrooks earned
at-large bid.
he averaged
"We've been kind of resurrected all-conference honors;
9.1
league-leading
a
and
points
13.3
with the chance of playing in this
.
rebounds
tour !;lment, and we've got a Jood
Pepperdine got a lift toward the
chance of winning," said Harrick,
of the regular season from
end
who has taken the Waves to the Davis, a 6-3 guard. He scored 26 in
NCAA' Tournament four of the past the second half of an upset of Gonzafive years. "We're playing as well as
ga and totaled 33 in two games
possible right now, and no matter against USD. Jim Harrick, the
what happens to USD, it will proba- coach's son, starts at the other guard.
bly be in the NCAA Tournament."
Toreros coach Hank Egan may
USD is fifth in the nation in scoring
have just gotten off the plane from defense (60.1) and first in field goalSan Diego, but he wasn't about to be percentage defense (.397).
suckered by Harrick.
Thompson (15.8 points, 7.5 re"Look at him sitting over there bounds) leads a balanced attack. Forsmiling," Egan said. "Pepperdine ward Nils Madden averages 11.4
didn't start off very well this season, points, guard Paul Leonard 10.5 and
but I had a feeling - I knew it in my forward Mark Manor 10.3. Madden
bones - that Harrick would have his leads the conference in field-goal
team here. I'll admit that this is one percentage (.598), Manor in threeteam we were concerned about going point percentage (.539). Guard Danny
into the tournament. They are so ta!
Means, the other starter, is second in
ented athletically, and now they have the league from three-point range
28 games behind them as a group. I (.493).
think they are very dangerous."
Egan was asked how he planned to
The Toreros beat Pepperdine at beat Pepperdine.
USD, 69-66, on Jan. 31, and won in
"We have to make it an us-againstMalibu six days later, 78-73. But the them game," he said. "If we get into
Waves, after going 0-2 against Gon- too much one-on-one, we'll be in trouzaga in the regular season, upset the ble. We have to stay together as a
second-seeded Bulldogs, 76-73, in the team."
first round of the tournament Satur"How do you beat San Diego?" the
d.ay. And they did it at Gonzaga, con- coach was asked.
sidered the toughest place to play in
"You've got to be kidding me,"
the WCAC.
Egan said. "You've got to be smoking
USD, which finished 13-1 in confer- something; you think I'm going to tell
ence, extended its winning streak to you how to beat us? Pepperdine is
14 by whipping Loyola Marymount in going to have to figure that out on its.
the first round, 99-84.
own."
"They haven't lost since Jan. 10 (at
Gonzaga)," Hai rick said. "That's inSanta Clara defeated St. Mary's
credible; I just wonder how long they
in the regular season. The
twice
can go before they finally lose a
won 55-43 at St. Mary's and
Broncos
game. I just wonder ... "
Egan dismissed his team's streak 62-53 at home.
Santa Clara advanced to the semis
with a wave of his hand, preferring
beating host Portland, 91-60. The
by
to concentrate on tonight's game.
were 0-2 against the Pilots
Broncos
"They (the Waves) are much more
athletic than we are, but we're big- during the season. St. Mary's adger and stronger," he said. "We're vanced by beating USF, 62-57, its
going to have to produce offensively third straight win over the

By T.J. Simers

Staff Writer
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Pepperdine coach says USO can lose
and still claim an NCAA at-large bid

San Diego, CA
{San Diego. co.)
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Toreros to fac
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W aves ton1g t
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Continued from Cperdine's Jim Harriek, who shared
coach-of-the-year honors with Egan
las, season. "But I don't know how
Leonard could have been left off the
team I know I voted for Thompson,
Madden and Leonard. He (Leonard) is
the glue that keeps that team together"
Thompson, Egan said, is the "hub''
in the Jefense. 'Our success revolves
around h11n, and he's deserving of this
h mor," Egan said.
Thom!)S(!n, a 7-footer, is used t
being the center of attention. He has
started 103 conserutive games, 78 of
them viclon ·. But ·ke Leonard,
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Continued From E-1
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team. USD senior ard Paul Leonard and 'Toreros senior forward
"'.iark Manor were honorable men- '
tion selections. In addition, USD
coach Hank Egan was chosen WCAC
Coach of the Year. All awards were
b~sed on voting by the conference's '
eight coaches.
"Scott's the center of things for us
I don't just mean that as the position he plays," Egan said. "He's the 1
hub and things evolve around him.
Our success to a great extent is be- (
i
cause of him."
Thompson realizes USD's contin- l
ued success is mutually beneficial helping add to the school's reputation S
as well as his own. He doesn't worry E
about the future. As he 8 a rs, "Things
will take care of themselves."
Added Thompson: "I've heard I
could be drafted late in the first
round or early in the second. That
~oesn't, really surprise me considermg we v~ had a successful year. I've
been a big part of that. And it's not a
great year for the draft. Hopefully
I'll get picked by a good team that
have a chance with. I just have to
work hard and whatever happens
'
happens.
"It would be nice to get a little
more recognition for the team and
for me. I think I'll be participating in
some tournaments after the season
that a lot of NBA people will be attending. That will be a chance for me
to get some recognition, too. And the
NCAA Tournament would help for
sure."
Th?mpson already has agreed to
play m next month's Aloha Classic in
H.onolulu. The tournament will give
him_ an opportunity to perform
agamst many of the nation's finest
players under the watchful eyes of
NBA scouts.
'.'T~,at's. recognition," Thompson
said. I think I need a little exposure.
People have to get to know who I am
and what type of player I am. I'm
sure NBA scouts haven't been going
to too many USD-St. Mary's games
Just .showing my work habits and
showmg that I have a good allaround game will be good."
Thompson's mobility on the court
an~ hi,s ability to compete with the
natw~ s best players are among the
questions scouts would like to have
answered.
"I'm not the quickest guy in the
world and that's not going to change
much," Thompson said. "But 1-Jiink 1
c~n work on my technique and that
w1ll'lhelp me.
"I have my own destiny I guess
I'll just have to play and pr~ve I ca~
play."
Rounding out the All-WCAC team
we.re P~pperdine senior forward
~nc White, Loyola Marymount junior forward Mike Yoest, Gonzaga
sophomore swingman Jim McPhee
Gonzaga senior center Dale Haaland'
Pepperdine junior forward Levy
Middlebrooks, USF sophomore forward Mark McCathrion, St. Mary's
sophomore forward Robert Haugen
and Portland freshman guard Greg
Anthony, who also was selected
WCAC Freshman of the Year.
Madden was selected to the AllWCAC team for the first time in his
four-year career at USO after averaging 11.4 points and 6.9 rebounds a
game. He led the conference with a
59.8 field-goal percentage.
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/ ~ • HoffnlM'-,A>olitical activist Abbie
HoffrnJin, llfd~n~nt m the Chicago Seven
conspUcy'irial, will speak at U n ~ of
San Diego's Distinguished Speaker Series
et B p.m. Monday and Tuesday at USD's
Camino Theatre. Admission is $2 for
students, $4 for others. For reservations,
call 2604600 ext. 4346.
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REROS TENNIS - The University o~ San Die@ ~eiq),:~eam
beat v1s1ting San Die~ , in a
non-conference match. Jim McNamee
beat Julio Noriega 6-4, 3-6, 6-2 at No. 1
singles. All doubles matches were cana.use of rain.
reled

•

u__

to Play P pperdine
in Conferenee Semifinal
::i-ti

s-< , .

By CHRIS COBBS, Times Staff Writer
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also was named to the IO man
All - WCAC team .
But the focus of USD, the confer ence's regular-season champion,
was on the business at hand, not on
the honors accorded Thursday.
After the USD-Pepp erdin e
gam e, Santa Clara will face St.
Mary's. The two winners will meet
Saturday night. and the tournament champion 1s assured of a bid
to the NCAA tournament, which
begins next week.
"I think the tournament has been
exciting for everybody, but it's
probably a little nervous for
Hank," said Coach Jim Hamck of
Pepperdme. who rates the To ref os,

FRANCISCO-The ~
SA
.i:ersit..LQ{ San Diego has a busy
.
agenda for the weekend.
The Toreros will attempt to hve
up to their honors and acclaim, and
they also w!ll try to earn their
second trip to the NCAA tourna ment m four years.
The spotlight will be squarely on
USD, which will meet Peppe\d~ne
at 6:30 tonight at the Universi Y of
San Francisco in the semifinals of
the West Coast Athletic Conference tournament.
On Thursday, after a vote of
WCAC coaches, the Toreros' Hank
Egan was named coach of the year
and center Scott Thompson player
of the year. Forward Nils Madden

Please see USD, Pag 1·

KE!\' LEVl'IE

For The Times

USD basketball Coach Hank Egan gives his team instructions
during a game. He' ll be doing that tonight against Pepperdine.
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,t h 18 and 26 points
Pepperdme has been r>consis
tept according to Harrick, w~o said
the team is peaking.
Of course, the latter could be said
of l.JSD
'I ask myself, 'How many
straight games can they win?' "
Harrick said. "Their advantage is
having so many great shooters. It
seems hke everybody hits 50% or
more. The only ones who don't are
the guys who ,hoot the threepo nters."
Ega 1's goal toriight 1s o keep his
tear:i organized and avoid ore-ononc play, offensively or defensively
· We know they are talented
athleucally, and now they are a
veteran club, as well," he said. "We
are bigger and stronger, but they
are more athleur so the game
becomes a rea chess game when
th e} make a sub titutJon "
Thompson sa 1 d the Toreros understand what's d stake but probably won t be as nervous as they
\I

were in their victory over Loyola
Marymount to open the WCAC
tournaMent ,ast weekend.
· We're real jacked up," he said.
'We know the whole year rests on
these couple of games here th is
weekend. I think we play well n
big games, and we're going to have
a good time."
Despite their status wi thin the
confer nee. the To reros have
~omethmg ro prove to the wor ld at
large as they discovered Thursday
when they boarded their flight to
San Franc sco.
"We'd hke to say good luck to
the basketball tea!l" from UCSD, '
the flight attendant said, mistaking
the private university in Alcala
Park for the University of California campus in La Jolla
"We all laughed," Thompson
said. "We're used to it."
But things could change, as Harrick said.
'Tris 1s March Madness," he
said. "This is crazy t me. Anything
can happen.'
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Another Mork Eaton?

The WCAC's Monster

By Pam King
Eventually, a certain
name comes up in every conversation about a big, strong
college center of unknown potential.

•

San Francisco, CA
(San Francisco Co.)
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By Jay Posner

Times-Advoc ate Sportswriter

•

Of the 290 Division I college basketball teams in the couptry, 64
will receive bids Sunday to the
NCAA tournament. And, of those
290 teams, the Universitv..,of S_an
Diego has the ninth-highest wmning-percentage.
Simple arithmetic, then, tells us
the 24-4 Toreros should be one of
the select 64.
Realit y, however, t~lls us the
Toreros are not yet a cmch.
T here is an easy way for USD to
earn a bid: Win the West Coast
Athletic Conference tournament
and the automatic National Collegiate Athletic Association berth
.
that goes with it.
The WCAC tournament semifinals will be played toni~ht ~t the
University of San Francisco s Memorial Gym. USD, the re~lar-se~son conference champions, ~ill
meet seventh-place Pepperdme
(ll-17) at 6:3~ p.m. The nightcap
will match third-place St. Marys
(17-12) and fifth-place Santa Clara
(16-13). The two winners will play
Saturday night at 7:30.
That's the easy way. The hard
way is if the Toreros - who ~ave
won 14 straight games, the thirdlongest streak in the nation - los,e
either tonight or Saturday. The_y
would then have to hope their
overall record is impressive enough
to warrant a bid.
Observers have placed those
odds at about 50-50. USD's Hank
Egan, who was named WCAC
Coach of the Year Thursday,
would rather not take his chances.
"I'm not confident at all," Eg~
said of his team's odds should 1t
lose this weekend. "If we approach
it any other way, we're foolish. To
be sure, we've got to win this tournament.
"I'd like to think we'd have an
outside shot if we don't win, ~ut I
don't think we should leave 1t to
that . We should go after it like it's
our last hope.
"The way the NCAA selection
process has worked recently, if
you're west of the _Mississippi River, you better wm your conference."
The Toreros have done that
once already, breezing through
their 14-game WCAC schedule
with only one loss, to Gonzaga.
The Bulldogs, who finished second
in the regular season, were upset
,by Pepperdine last Friday.
Gonzaga's loss did ie Toreros

Please see USO, pageJ.2
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erections Scott
'Ihird-tlm
ego and Eric
;'l'hompsoa of S~
White of Pepperdine head this season's All-WCAC team, the league announced yesterday.
St. Mary's sophomore Robert
J augen, who averaged 12.5 points
per game and shot 60 percent from
the field to share the league lead for
conference games, and USF's first
all-WCAC pick in five years, Mark
McCathrion (12.1 points average), also made the 10-man team.
Portland's Greg Anthony, who
averaged 15.3 points and 1.9 steals,
was a unanimous pick as Freshman
of the Year and the only guard chosen to the All-WCAC team.
Complete team in Scoreboard

Escondido, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Times Advocate
(Cir. D. 32,685)
(Cir. S. 34,568)
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no vors. USD matches up much
better with the slower Bulldogs
than with the quicker Waves.
USD won both its meetings
against Pepperdine this year, 6966 in San Diego and, six days later,
78-73 at Malibu.
"We struggled with them twice
because we give a little away athletic-wise," Egan said. "They had a
lot of new players this year, but
now they've played 28 games.
They've got experience, and
they've got new life."
Indeed, the Waves' only hope for
postseason play is to win twice this
weekend and get the WCAC's automatic bid. Conversely, even if
USD is ignored by the NCAA, it
will almost certainly play iIT the

National Invitational Tournament.
Pepperdine is led by senior forward Eric White, who Thursday
was named to the All-WCAC team
for the third straight year. White
tied for the conference scoring lead
with Loyola Marymount's Mike
Yoest at 19.3 points per game.
The Waves' hero last week was
freshman guard Craig Davis, who
had a career-high 28 points, including 26 in the second half.
USD has been paced all year by
7-foot center Scott Thompson,
who Thursday was selected conference Player of the Year. Thomp- ·
son, who was joined on the AllWCAC squad by teammate Nils
Madden, is averaging 15.8 points
and 7.5 rebounds per game.
"The reason for our balance 1s
Scott Thompson," Egan said. "His

"You take away Scott Thompson and everyone's equal," said
Pepperdine Coach Jim Harrick,
whose Waves face the Toreros tonight. "But he makes them unstoppable."

Mark Eaton. The Utah Jazz
took a chance on this 7-foot-4 Goliath in 1982, even though he
couldn't play his way off the
UCLA bench. Today, he's one of
the premier shot-blockers in the
NBA and a true force Inside the
paint.

The problem, Harrick said, is
that if you collapse on Thompson,
San Diego's superb outside shooters (a combined 137-for-303 In 3pointers) will kill you. And, although a smaller, quicker defensive center can pester Thompson,
he's a good enough passer that the
perimeter players get their shots.

As his coach, Frank Layden,
says, "You can't teach height."

Which brings us to t he case of
one Scott Thompson, another 7footer. A senior at the University
of San Diego, he's the leader of a
team that's 24-4 going into tonight's West Coast Athletic Conference semifinal game against
Pepperdine at 6:30 at USF's Memorial Gym.
One NBA scout called the
250-pounder "The Statue," but
scout Marty Blake said he has the
ability to be an NBA starter, "if he
wants to work at it. He's big and
strong, but he needs to learn to
move around. He's one of the five
or six best centers in the country."

SCOTT THOMPSON
7-footer is league MVP
plish something," said Thompson,
the Toreros' leading S<;orer and
rebounder. "When you're big,
people expect certain things and
sometimes it's easier to criticize."
Next month, he will play in
the Aloha Classie, essentially an
exhibition for NBA general managers and scouts.

"I haven't talked to many
scouts," Thompson said, "because
I'm trying to keep it to a miniThompson's coach, Hank
But If the honors keep flowmum.
Egan, admits his center Isn't
ing my way and the team keeps
quick or active, like an Akeem
doing well, all that will work out.
Olajuwon. "He's just starting to
here will carry over in my
Success
'
become more mobile," Egan said.
future."
weighthis
that
"It was this year
to-strength ratio began to imUSF Coach Jim Brovelli was
prove, and he became more athhead coach at San Diego in 1983;
letic. Until now, he was so big, but and recruited Thompson out of
not strong enough to carry it - a
Citrus Heights, a suburb of Sacralate bloomer. God and time have a mento. "There's no question he's
lot to do with it."
an NBA prospect," he said. "He's
In the WCAC, a conference in . not quick baseline to baseline, but
when he gets the ball in the post,
which most "big men" stand 6-9,
he's quick.
Thompson clearly is The Big Man,
even though he's dropped about
"When I was recruiting him, I
10 pounds of baby fat this year.
was just drooling. I knew he
Yesterday, he was named the
wasn't quick, but when I saw his
league's MVP, as the central play- hands and soft touch . . ."
er on the conference's dominant
team.
As a freshman, Brovelli said,
Thompson had just one move - a
accomfinally
to
"It's nice
turnaround jumper on the base-

h t. 1888

USD

line. Now he has a hook shot, too,
and the combination is devastating.

presence contributes an awful lot.
In college, you can take someone
away (by double-teaming), but
you've got to pay the price. He's
forced people to pay the price, and
the other people have stepped in
and done the job."
Recently, the "other people"
have been Mark Manor, Paul
Leonard and Danny Means, who
are shooting a combined 49.6 percent from three-point range. Manor, who has made 19 of 28
long-range shots in his last four
games, ranks fifth in the nation in
three-point shooting percentage
(54.0).
The Toreros support their balanced offense with a ferocious defense that leads the nation in field
goal percentage allowed (39. 7) .
USD is fifth in points allowed,
yielding an average of just 60.1 per
game.

"It's like having a point guard
on the Inside," Egan said. "The
efficiency of our offense is due to
Scott's ability to see the court and
pass and catch the ball.
"I played with a big man in
college, and when you passed into
him, it was like throwing it down
a well. Our players love playing
with Scott."

Brovelli said there's no question that Thompson could score
more than the 15.8 points he's averaging, but he can't help but pass
when he sees a teammate open
for an easy shot.
"He has an uncanny ability to
know when the defenders are
trapping down low," Brovelli said.
"If they are, he'll hit the open
man. If they're not, he goes to the
basket."
Even so, Thompson sometimes disappears in an effective
zone defense. Egan shrugs, and
quotes Al McGuire: "A good zone
defense can take any player out
of a game."
Thompson remains levelheaded, even when he's being triple-teamed. And eventually, he
gets his tip-ins or ends up on the
free-throw line, where he is a 77
percent shooter.
"He's a monster," Barrick
said. "It will definitely be an upset
if we can beat that team."

san Diego, CA
(San Diego co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)
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The Waves roll
to major upset

T, rergs hoping for NCAA bid after upset los~
d r

By Bou

for The Daiy Califom,an

1-RANCI CO - Their
rt are not the only things the
r •ros of the University Qt'...San
Diego w1ll leave in San Francisco.

h

SAN

SD also will depart without its
14-game winning streak, without
the We t Coast Athletic Conf ence basketball title, and
without the certainty of an NCAA
po ·t-season tournament bid.
All this happened in a matter of
econds, when Danny
seven
Means' off-balance layup curled
off the rim and into the hands

Pepperdine's Ed Allen. The final
seconds ticked away, and the
Waves had registered their second straight tournament upset,
downing the Toreros 64-63.
"I think it helped that we have
been in these tournaments
before," noted Pepperdine coach
Jim Harrick. "We played Duke,
Kansas and DePaul before. Tonight was just the salad, though.
We have to get ready for tommoris the dinner.
row's game,· which
Ne xt wee k 1s th e d esse rt ."

With its upset of USD, the regular-season champions, and second-place finisher Gonzaga in the

first round, Pepperdine advances
to the WCAC tournament final
against Santa Clara, a 55-50 vietor over St. Mary's.
"We knew they wou Id come
after us, everyone is shooting for
us," Torero center Scott Thompson said. "We were on top of the
world with a 14_game winning
streak and the regular-season
championship. We did the best
we could."
"Defensive pressure was the
key," said Harrick. "It was, perhaps, our best defensive effort of
the year. Levy (Middlebrooks)
played very good defense. He got

By Kirk Kenney

his hand m Thompson ~. face
whenever he shot the ball.
Thompson, named the WCAC
Player of the Year earlier this
week, could manage only two of
his game-high 19 points in the
final six minutes. Those two came
with 2:23 remaining, when Means
fed Thompson inside for a short
hook shot, cutting the Waves'
lead to 62-61.
Peppedine increased the lead to
three when Jimmf< Harrick, the
coach's son, was ouled by Paul
Leonard and converted a pair of
,
free throws.
tl Torel\OS 4B

S

Tribune Sportswriter

They're
AN FRANCISCO
biting their fingernails.
They're squirming in their
seats.
They're tossing in their sleep.
They're the USO Toreros, and they
don't know 1f they're going to the
NCAA Tournament.
USO, the West Coast Athletic Conference's regular-season champion,
joined a number of Division I teams
on the bubble of uncertainty when it

WCAC tourney

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Col
Daily Californian
(Cir. D 100,271 l
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AP photo

TOUR AME 1' UPDATES - USD guard Paul
Leonarn l\lld l'epperdine guard Donny Moore
(above) claase a loose ball in ',CAC ournament at
USF's Memorial Gym as Waves weri.t on to upset
the Toreros 64-63. Reggie Miller (left) scores for

UCLA in Pac-IO tournament at Pauley Pavilion
Miller collected 39 points in 99-83 victory over Ari
zona State, but former UCLA coach John Woodcr.
thinks the Bruins will be better next year with ut
Miller. See Nick Canepa's column, Page B Ii

was ehminated from th,e WCAC tournament by Pepperdine 64-63 last
night.
Before last night's semifinals loss
at USF's Memorial Gym, the Toreros
were in control of their post-season
tournament destiny. No longer.
Pepperdine (12-17), the tournament's seventh-seeded team, is now
the team poised to win the conference tournament, and secure the automatic NCAA bid that accompanies
the title. Santa Clara (17-13),which
defeated St. Mary's 55-50 in last
night's other semifinal game, will
play the Waves for the championship
tonight at USF.
USO (24-5) will now gain entrance
to the NCAA Tournament only if 1t is
one of 35 at-large teams chosen by
the NCAA's nine-member selection
panel.
Twenty-nine teams will gain automatic berths to the 64-team tournament via regular-season or tournament championships. The committee
will fill the remainder of the field

Please see WCAC, B-6
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University of San Diego guard Paul Leonard, left, and Pepperdine guard Donny M>ore chase
own a loose ball during their Friday night semifinal game of the West Coast Athletic
Conference basketball tournament. The Toreros lost 64-63.

irOREROS

From 1B

USO forward Nils Madden then
worked a pick-and-roll to perfection, dishing to Leonard for a
la~p to tighteri the score to 64-63
with 1:38 left.
The Toreros had three chances
to take the lead, but ,Thompson
missed the front end of a one-andone, Leonard had the ball stolen
by Allen, then Means missed his
last-second shot after a backcourt
violation gave USD a final
chance.
"We knew they would put a lot
of man-to-man pressure on us,"
USD coach Hank Egan said. "We
just wanted to get the best shot
we could. There's a million kids
who dream about taking that last
shot of the game and winning it,
but few will try it. You can be a
hero or a goat."
Middlebrooks thought USO
would try to get the ball to
Thompson.
"But he came up to get the
ball," said the Waves center. "I
figured they would go to a guard
then. I started praying and counting down the seconds. When I
heard the buzzer it was just high
fives."
USO now must wait to see of its
24-5 mark is good enough to gain
an at-large berth in the NCAA
tournament. Last year, a 19-9 re-

cord was not good enough to get
USD into the National Invitational Tournament.
"With the 14-game win streak
and our overall record, I think we
deserve to get in (the NCAA),"
said Leonard, who finished with
14 pointi.. ''We have won a lot of
games, we have won on the road,
we have beaten some good teams,
so they should give us a look."
Harrick, who is hoping to coach
the Waves to their third consecutive NCAA appearence,
agreed.
"They are a solid ballclub all
the way around," he said. "They
should unequivicolly be in the
toumamenrt. They are the third
or fourth best team in the West,
behind UNL V and UCLA, and
about even with Arizona."
Unfortunately, that is all
speculation. USO would have
perferred to win and hold its
destiny in its own hands.
After Thompson opened the
game with a three-point play, the
Toreros would not see the lead
again until the 10:minute mark of
the second half.
Eric White carried Pepperdine's offensive load in the
first half, scorin~ 12 of his teamhigh 18 points m the first half,
giving the Waves a 36-32 lead.

USD had to battle back from a
six-point deficit, and took a onepoint lead when Means stole a
Craig Davis pass and hit on an
acrobatic layup.
Mark Manor eX!ended that lead
to three points with two free
throws, but Davis countered with
a three-point goal to tie the score
at 54-all with eight minutes to
play.
Middlebrooks, who also added
18 points, scored a pair of
baskets, then the Waves hit four
free throws to extend their lead to
62-58.
Means and Leonard missed
from the three-point area, and the
Toreros never could catch up.
"We started playing good defense in the second half. But we
just were not able to do the job
offensively," said Egan. "We
struggled to get back in the game,
and then our free-throw shooting,
which has been good all year,
escaped us."
USD shot just 45.3 percent from
the field, while Pepperdine hit on
53.5 percent, despite the Toreros'
ranking as the nation's top team
in field goal defense.
The Toreros made 14 of 20 free
throws, but just six of 12 in the
second half.

;zS\~~

with at-large entries. The field will
be announced tomorrow at 2:30 p.m.
Will the NCAA smile on the
Toreros?
"You know about as much about
that as I do," said USD coach Hank
Egan after poor free-throw and outside shooting led to the Toreros' first
loss in 15 games. "I just hope that the
record we had and the performance
we had over the course of the season
has some weight (on the decision).
"We've played pretty well over the
course of a long season. We've had a
lot of close games. and a lot of emotional things have happened. We
strung together 14 straight wins,
which is not an easy thing to do. We
had a high level of performance for
14 games. I think that will be worth
something. I'm hoping it will."
If it isn't good enough, it is believed the Toreros will be invited to
the 32-team National Invitational
Tournament. The NIT overlooked
last year's 19-9 Toreros team, but
will find it hard to do the same thing
this year if the Toreros aren't selectd to play in the NCAA Tournament.
1:he NIT will begin announcing it's
selections tomorrow shortly after the
NCAA field has been determined.
"I would be shocked if USD didn't
~t picked by the NIT," WCAC commissioner Michael Gilleran said.
"The only way I would see USO getting passed over is if the entire field
fpr the NIT was east of the Mississippi. My gut feeling is that there's no
ay they won't get picked.
t I still think it's 50-50 that
1 get picked for the NCAA

Tournament."
Among the reasons supporters cite
for USD's inclusion in the NCAA
Tournament are the Toreros' 24-5
record, one of the nation's best
marks, their 23 victories against Division I opponents and their recent
14-game winning streak, which was
the nation's third-longest.
However, the strength of the
Toreros' schedule will be closely inspected by the NCAA as will the
number of victories the team has
against so-called quality opponents.
USO defeated every team in the
WCAC twice with the exception of
Gonzaga, which was 1-1 against the
Toreros. USD's best two other wins
were against Utah and Boise State in '
the season's first two games.
"I'm optimistic myself," USO center Scott Thompson said "I'm confident. I think we deserve to be there,
There's a lot of things to take into
consideration."
Said Toreros guard Paul Leonard:
"I agree with Scott. We played well
all year. We hung in there in close
games and we beat some tough
teams along the way on the road. I
think they should give us along look."
BJurted out Egan: "They should
pick us."
The Toreros wouldn't be worrying
about the prospects of the NCAA
picking and choosing today if sophomore guard Danny Means had made
a layup with three seconds remaining last night.
A backcourt call against Pepperdine gave USO the ball with seven
seconds remaining. The Toreros inbounded the ball at halfcourt follow-

-~---

ing a timeout.
Means took a handoff from
Thompson on the · right side and
drove the middle, but pressure by the
Waves forced him to make an awkward layup attempt from the left
side of the basket. The shot was short
with the rebound bouncing off the
hands of Means and Toreros forward
Mark Manor before landing in the
grasp of Pepperdine's Craig Davis as
time expired.
"I knew the clock was running and
I had to take the shot," said Means,
the only Toreros starter who isn't a
senior. "It was open for a second, but
a guy came across to cover and I
made it more difficult than it should
have been. I thought I had it made.
My heart sank when it missed."
Said Egan: "He's a little upset
about not making a layup, but I
thought Danny Means showed a lot of
courage. There are a lot of people
out there who would like you to believe there are a million people who
would like to take the last shot. It's
not true. You don't find too many
people in the course of your life who
would. I appreciate his courage to
take the ball to the hole to be the
hero or the goat."
By now means should Means' miss
be blamed for USD's loss, however.
The Toreros, who trailed 36-32 at the
half, shot just 63.6 percent from the
free-throw line. And they were 6-for12 from the line in the second half.
Thompson led all scorers with 19
points, but he was 3-for-7 from the
free-throw line and missed the front
end of two one-plus-ones. Leonard,

who had 14 points, also missed a oneplus-one.
Also to be considered was the
Toreros' outside shooting, which was
so important to providing the team
the balance that enabled it Toreros
to win the WCAC with a 13-1 record.
USD's outside shooters made just
one shot outside the key in the first
half. They made just five outside
shots in the game. USO made 10
three-point shots in last week's 99-84
first-round tournament win against
Loyola Marymount. The Toreros
made just one three-pointe last
night, and it didn't arrive i;ntil midway through the second half.
Finally, it was a Pepper ine team
on the rise positJomnf 1tsel( for the
win. In the Waves' 69-66 loss to the
Toreros in the teams fir:;t meeting,
the Waves' backcourt :.ilu ation was
unsettled. Last 111ght, freshman
guard Craig Davis scored 14 points
and was 3-for-3 from three-point
range. In Pepperdine's 78-73 loss in
the teams' second meeting this season, a lower leg injury limited
Waves' junior forward Levy Middlebrooks to 14 minutes on the court in
which he scored three points and
grabbed no rebounds. Last night,
Middlebrooks played 40 minutes, collecting a game-high 11 rebounds and
scoring 18 points to share team-high
scoring honors with senior forward
Eric White.
"It wasn't lack of effort and we
weren't flat," said Egan, reflecting
on his team's performance. "They
got after it and we got after it, and
they got after it better."
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Santa Clara Holds
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Off St. Mary's

Rush o misjudgment
20! '>5
t
W

those rights.
c would hardly want to deny
5·. gan is the kind of scholar
thorough, responsible, fairSen Joe Bidcn of Del~ware
1
a certain amou~t of m~ul- :i;J;d, dispassionate, but willing to
f Bow the evidence to conclusions
ell € 1 character as a mat10n Just
s~me might deem controversial to k. p h" h ui in the ~arr_ie. After
whose qualities embody the kind of
II, he uiscov r d ea!·ly m his te?ure
. d' . 1 temperament that should be
on the Senate ud1ciary Committee
:o~~fn evidence on the bench. He is
that the TV camcr~s don_·t r~ll ~e:Y
both a gentleman and a gentle_ man.
long when you re ?1sc_ussmg Jud1c1al
Before beginning his academic caphilosoph~ or the_1~tncac1cs of longreer, he was a successful lawyer. It
ago Jud1c1al dec1s1ons..
would be difficult to [ind a ~ore
- Th splashy accusal1?n, ~he sly
minently qualified j 1 die al nominee.
mnucndo, thP carccly veiled 1mpu~a
e But a Feb. 2 articit m the capital's
lion of raci mare all more tel~ge~ic.
Legal Times predicted a "full-blown
>. having honed his demagogic s~ills
fight" because Siegan had "roundly
during '.\tee ·t• . Rcy~olds • ~amon T •zed" the 1954 Brown vs. Board
R hnqui t hearmgs, 1t would hardly
~~ucation desegregation decision.
c;;
De~ocratic
a
wit~
that
be :;urprising
A number of scholars who are
maJority th<1t make him chairman of
remotely kin to racists have cntlth .Judi~iary_ Committee. the first
cized that decision, of course, but
Reagan 1ud1c1~l appointee to come
they weren t Reagan nominees. '_'CPrunder his purview would get the full
tamly he's going to be q uestioned
ar chamber treatment.
closely about that," predicted People
Now that he's chairn:an, of course,
for the American Way. Representh gaunllel for nominees can be
tatives of civil-rights groups and the
longer and more formal. So gr. at is
Federation of Women Lawyers tuthts tender concern tor t~e quahty of
tutted.
j1.,d1cial nomm c that B1den has an
It could have been a fascinati~g
no meed the crea{lon of a pan~l to
brouhaha, but f r one little detail.
creen appomtees prior to cmnm1ttee
rof. Siegan never said or wrote any
hearings. The panel contams 0
such thing.
Democrats, of c ii"se. You wouldn t
The a11egation had come from an
want ,, pollut~ it with bl~tanl apo)ounnamed source at the Cato Institute,
gists for the evil emperor m th e White
which in 1984 published an article by
.
.
Hou .
Siegan on judicial restraint. The
So Biden_ ha~, his ducks_. 10,. p~ac~
source claimed that Cato editors had
when the first controversia~ ~udi
deleted references to Brown because
c1al nominee began the prehmi~art
they were just too controversial.
ies. ',\'hereupon the lust to dr~w irs t
Trouble is. all the evidence points the
blood becam~ so overwhelm1~f th_~
other way. Brown wasn't especially
th Biden-bu1lt system wen\~ er i _s
relevant to Siegan's topic. A Cato
first victim not on the basis of t~s
editor in the course of prepublication
record or competence, or ~v~n on e
corre;pondence, wrote to Siegan that
basis of his 1deology. or opinions. Nod
th fir ·t blow wa~ aimed at Bernar _ '·from the context I infer that you are
not criticizing Brown vs. Board of
Siegan r the ba.1s ~f what hi~ oppo
Education and other desegregation
~e
beheve_
to
nents l ult! d~al'ly hke
cases but only busing, quotas, and
thinks, b't! which the record shows e
other 'measures to force integration.''
. t dt
doesn t thmk at all.
Shucks. even sen. Biden has done
Siegan, who has bee~ no_mi~a e of
th t
serve on the Ninth Circuit court o
.
a ·
A eal i the di -tinguished law proOn Feb. 28 ~h_e f..:egal Time~ pubfe~~or ~t the Umversjty of San Diego
lished a clanflc; tion. There s not
cholarly writings. including
h
0
ev~n a sc~ntilla of a scand~l to
~ \ook Economic Liberties and
80
the constitution. have inspired wide- smffed. With anylruck Se~- B1den _will
settle down and get on with ?ear_mg_s
spread reconsideration of just what
on one o~ the mo ~utstandmg J~d1rights the founding fathers intended
cial nommees he · hkely to be pnv1to protect and what role they e~vi/
leged to encounter.
sioned for the judiciary in protectmg

By Pam King
The great thing about a conference tournament is its pote
ial absurdity.
Take the first-ever West Coast Athletic Conference tournament. It's
oing to send to the NCAA playoffs either a seventh-place team with a
sing record or a team so balanced that Its components almost could be
described as mediocre.

---~---~--

Yet the pair of games last night
at USF's Memorial Gym were decided by a mere handful of points, and
the idea of a tournament is to generate Interest and to help the teams
prepare for NCAA intensity.
Santa Clara was not so much
the winner as the survivor in a 55-50
game against St, Mary's. Trailing by
three in the final minute, St. Mary's
had a remarkable number of
chances to tie the game, but the
Gaels' opportunity to play Pepperdine at 7:35 tonight for the WCAC
title ended as t wo 3-point attempts
by the Gaels' two best shooters rattled off the rim.
Trailing, 31-23, at the half after
putting St. Mary's on the free-throw
line 25 times, Santa Clara put on an
11-2 spurt at the beginning of the
second half, and the game was even
with less than 15 minutes to go.

°1?'

And from then on, it truly was
anybody's game to win or lose. with
just under two minutes left, Santa
Clara went ahead for good, 51-50,
when the Broncos' leading scorer
Jens Gordon (14 points) rebounded a
missed jumper by Mitch Burley and
laid it in.
St. Mary's had three possessions
see Page 47, Cot. I

In the final 1econds of San Diego'• loss, cheerleader Debbie Taylor fought back the tears

San Francisco, CA
(San Francisco Co.)
Chronicle
(Cir. D. 630,954)
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BRONCOS, PEPPERDINE IN WCAC FINAL
_From Page 41
subsequent to that, but couldn't
score.
"At halftime, we tried to get
our emotions under control," said
Santa Clara Coach Carroll Williams,
who admitted his team had begun
to battle the officials instead of the
Gaels.

Escondido, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Times Advocate
(Cir. D. 32,685)
(Cir. S. 34,568)

But Burley hit a couple of critical 3-polnters (while containing the
Gaels' 3-point specialist, Paul Robertson), and helped open up the
middle for Gordon and center Dan
Weiss.
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Loss in semis clouds
_c~~;~!,~,o,ed
~~~~r9
J;~AP)

Levy Midd l e ~ and Eric
Whit e's 18 points apiece led
Pepperdine to a 64-63 upset victory Jlriday night over th~ University
of San Diego in the semifinals of
the West Coast-Athletic Conference tournament.
San Diego's loss snapped a 14game winning streak a nd left the
24-5 Toreros in doubt about
whether they will gain a berth in
the NCAA playoffs despite leading
their conference during the regular
season.
Pepperdine, 12-17, can go to the
playoffs it can beat Santa Clar_a,
a 55-50 winner over St. Mary's m
Friday night's other semifinal
game.
Pepperdine led 36-32 at the end
of the first half, continued to lead
most of the second half, then fell
behind briefly when San Diego
took • 58-M '""" wUh 6,35 left.

if:

•

Pepperdlne 64, USD 63
PEPPERDINE

,;gbt

straight points, including two
jumpers by Middlebrooks and four
free throws by Craig Davis, during
a two-minute stretch near the end
to pull ahead 62-58.
Scott Thompson, San Diego's
7-foot center and WCAC Player of
the Year, scored 19 points.
Pepperdine held a 64-63 lead
with 1:38 lead and Thompson
missed his third straight free
throw. San Diego got the ball back,
but Paul Leonard then lost it underneath. A backcourt violation
cost Pepperdine the ball with seven seconds left to give San Diego
one more chance, but Danny
Means missed a layup as time ran
out.
"I just hope that the record we
had during the season has some
weight," said San Diego Coach
Hank Egan of the team's thances
fo, ,n NCAA pl,yorf

b7
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to/a ft/a tp
to/a 1111 tp
2-9 3--4 7
6-14 6-6 18 Manor
While
Mdlbrks 9-13 0-0 18 Madden 3-10 2-2 8
Cmbrlnd 3-6 0-0 18 Thmpsn 8-13 3-7 19
0-0 2-2 ·2 Leonard 6-7 1-3 14
Moore
2-7 1-2 5
3-6 H 14 Means
Davis
0-0 0-0 0
Horrid< 0-0 2-3 2 HauPI
1·3 0-0 3
2-3 0-0 4 Munn
All en
Crowfrd 0-0 0-0 0 Krollmn N 4-4 8
Howard 0-1 0-0 0
11'6314-7l 6J
-iMr!S-17 14 TDt.is
TGlals
3' :II- 64
PEPPERDINE
32 31-63
USO
:k>olnl plt-f'epperdine 3-5 (Cunber'land 0-1, Davis 3-3, Allen 0-ll, San Dleoo WI W-.,,rcr
WV!JatlS 0-3). Fouled ~
0-3, Leonard
Rebouuds Pepper dine 'D (Mlddlebrod<S 11), San
Die!lO :is CToom>son 8). Asslslrf>epperdine 11
(Nome 6), San Oieoo 16 (Leonard 5), Tolal fouls
~dine 21, San Dleoo 16.

no
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A BAY AREA CONNECTION

gone to USF (if the program hadn't
been rebuilding)," Howard said,
in love with the coaches, the envi- "but I wanted a team that was already successful."
ronment."
Pepperdine has been recruitLike White and Allen, Levy
ing well in the Bay Area since Coach Middlebrooks, the Waves' 6-8 center
Jim Harrick and his top assistant who played prep basketball at St.
and recruiting coordinator, Tom As- Ignatius and was Bay Area Player of
bury, arrived in Malibu in 1979. the Year in 1984, said he would have
Their first prize was Orlando Phil• chosen Pepperdlne over USF even
lips, a Wilson High and CCSF star, if the Dons' program had been viawho went on to have a marvelous ble.
career at Pepperdine, where he hit
"I wanted to go to school away
from home," said Middlebrooks, an
65 percent of his field goals .
"Orlando got us started," As• All-WCAC selection. "I went down
bury said. "He was not only a real there and it was like a dream, like
good player, but a real respected Paradise. But it's nice to come back
home and play."
person."
With so many teammates lookAsbury admitled that recr~iting here became somewhat easier . ing for seats for their families and
t
when WCAC rival USF went on friends, each Pepperdill.!;_ playe
kNCAA probation and then shu\ only three tickets.
down its program; recognizing its
"I hope it's not my las colle{e
advantage, Pepperdlne increased game," said White, a three-time AllWCAC pick, "but if it is, I'm glad my
. its intensity.
"There's a chance I would h ave mother can be here." .

From Page41

SAN DIEGO

Unless the NCAA selection
committee finds charity in Its heart
and extends an invitation to regular-season champion San Diego, the
inaugural conference tournament
at USF has served to render mean•
ingless the last eight weeks of com
petition.

Despite beating the Toreros,
Pepperdine coach Jim Harrlck said
he didn't see how the NCAA selection committee could fail to pick
USD. "I'm on the recommendation
committee," he said, "and I ranked
'em No. 3 in the West, behind UNLV
and UCLA."

"l Just hope our record over the
course of the season carries some
weight," said S!ll.fil.ego Coach Hanl
Egan, whose 24-5 Toreros were up
set last night, 64-63, by Pepperdlne
who came into the WCAC tourna
ment with a 11-17 record. "I don~
describe myself as worried (about
an NCAA berth), but you can de
scribe me that way."

Two baskets in the final six seconds of the first half gave the
Waves a 36-32 advantage at intermission. First Ed ('l'opper) Allen,
who went to Malibu via San Francisco's Mission High and CCSF, penet rated for an easy two points, and,
then center Mike Cumberland stole
the ball from USD's Paul l,ejnard
and ended the half with an emphatic slam.

Missed free throws down thE
stretch doomed the Toreros and
·their 14-game winning streak. The)
were 1-for-6 In the last six minutes,
and two of the misses were the
front end of one-and-ones.

Pepperdine outplayed the Toreros throughout the first half, but
was victimized by Its own disorganization. San Diego is the kind of team
that takes advantage of any kind of
lapse, so the Waves just couldn't
·sustain momentum. At one point,
they had a five-point lead, 20-15, but
. the teams were within a couple of
, points for most of the halt.

Pepperdlne's Levy Middlebrooks, Bay Area player of the year
in 1984 for St. Ignatius High,
couldn't have had a more successful
homecoming. Not only was he as.),
signed to defend WCAC player of
That was despite an 11-polnt
the year Scott Thompson, he played ·
every minute, scored 18 points on first half from Thompson, who scor- ·
9-for-13 shooting, and led all players ed on an assortment of hooks, tip-Ins
and short jumpers.
with 11 rebounds.
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Law S.chool News

Alan Y. Abrahamson

Summer Abroad Programs Rebound

La"". school summer sessions abroad, some
of which were canceled or scaled down in
1986 because of the threats of terrorism or
nuclear radiation, are filling up fast this
year, officials say.
Last year, officials at law schools at Temple University, Tulane University and the
University of Minnesota called off programs
at several locations, citing fears of terrorist
acts against Americans.
Some California law schools' programs
were cut back as well.
About 40 students were enrolled at the
McGeorge School of Law's 1986 London progral_II when the United States bombed Libya
April 15, s_a1d Ro~rt F. Taylor, assistant
dean for rnternabonal studies . Only 27
showed, he said.
A full house o~ WI h~d enrolled by April 'l:l,
1~, for the tlniveF61~· 9f San Diego's Russ1a/Pola~d program, said Herbert I. Lazerow, director of the school's overseas
summer institute. The next day the Chernobyl disaster was disclosed.
Only 16 students and two faculty members
eventually went, Lazerow said.
Santa Clara University's 1985 program in
Oxford attracted 44 students said George J
Alexander, director of the ~chool's foreig~
summer schedule. The 1986 Oxford program
drew 20, he said.
This year, Tulane is offering all its four
programs, Temple all its five and Minnesota
both of its two, officials at the schools said

last week.

McGeorge's 1987 London lineup already
has 40 students enrolled, Taylor said. "It's
gangbusters," he said.
~cGeorge also will sponsor programs in
Edinburgh, Salzburg, and Vienna/Budapest
Taylor said.
'
The San Diego computer, Lazerow said,
showed 208 enrollments for the school's various progra1!18 as of March 1, 1987. Most
years, he said, the school has received 115 to
130 enrollments by March 1.
Besides Russia/Poland, San Diego will
send students to programs at Dublin London, Oxford, Paris, and Mexico City. '
Santa Clara already has 32 Oxford applicants1 Alexander said. Enrollments are
aheao of 1986 for its Hong Kong and Singapore/Bangkok programs and "encouraging" for its Tokyo and Strasbourg/Geneva
programs, Alexander said.
At the University of San Francisco, direc-

I

tor Jeff Brand predicted its 1987 program at
Dublin would enroll over 30 students. The
1986 program saw 23, he said.
"My hunch is that a lot of people who would
have gone last year but for the threat of
terrorism are going this year," Lazereiw
said.
What has surprised the various directors
the most about the 1987 enrollments is thaf
!hey are occurring ~espite the drop, dramatic m some countries, m the value 0£ the
dollar.
v

"

"My prediction was that this was not golng
to be a good year," Lazerow said. "I find it a
little difficult to attribute."
In all, 31 ARA-approved law schools will
run 51 programs this summer m 22 countries
said Kathleen S. Grove, assistant to th~
ABA's consultant on legal education. Those
numbers are up, too, from 1986, when 28
schools ran 41 programs in 20 countries.
In~reased coml_l8tition prodded San Diego,
for instance, which Lazerow said was the
fourth American law school ever to offer
summer study abroad, to change its brochure from a plain pamphlet to a four-c !or
26-page guide.
'
"If the competition goes to four colors
you're not sure whether that influences peo'.
pie," Lazerow said. "But you have to compete to keep yourself attractive."

In part because of the rising number of
foreign summer programs, the ABA's Accreditation Committee, after a three-year
study, recently adopted evaluation criteria
for program approval. Among them is a requirem':nt that a "significant portion" of an
academic program be "substantially related" to the "socio-legal environment" of the
host country or have an "international or
comparative focus."
The ABA plans to enforce the criteria with
an inspection every five years, according to
an ABA memorandum.

•••

IN ANOTHER travel-related item a Whittier College law professor plans t~ lead a
leg!il study tour for attorneys of the Soviet
Uruon.

Professor Michael J. Bazyler will lead the
two-week tour, set to leave New York June 10
and include. visits to !'-{osc?w and Leningrad.
Its emp~as1s, he said, will be on meetings
with Soviet lawyers and visits to Soviet legal
institutions.
Bazyler, who was born in the Soviet Union
came tothe United States in 1964. Among th~
~ourses ~e teaches at Whittier are several in
mternational and comparative Jaw.
Although the tour is aimed at attorneys
fal_Ilily and_ friends . are welcome, Bazyler
said. More 1nformation, he said, is availabl1t
from the tour organizer, Professional Seminar Consultants, Inc., at (516) 536-7292 .

•••

A lot of help is offered ... at a price,
but it's a gamble for undocumented
By Nancy Cleeland

L

Staff Writer

uis Rodriguez came to San
Diego County from a small
village in central Mexico
seven years ago. He has lived a
modest - and undocumented life since then, earning enough
money from a series of dishwashing jobs to eventually send for his
wife and two sons.
Rodriguez and his family would
seem to be ideal candidates for
"amnesty" under the new immigration law, because they have
lived here continuously since 1982.

Yet the law is pitted with exceptions and qualifications. Some regulations won't be finally approved
until late March, only about a
month before the Immigration and
Naturalization Service begins accepting applications on May 5.
Rodriguez is confused, as are
thousands of other potential applicants and employers of undocumented workers who will also be
affected by the new law.
Will occasional trips to Mexico,
use of a false Social Security number, or a gap in residency documents disqualify them? What if

one family member qualifies and
another does not?
So much is uncertain, the only
sure bet now seems to be this: In
the swirl of confusion and apprehension, there are big profits to be
made.
• Los Angeles businessman Russ
Greene has already sold more than
4,000 copies of a 60-minute videocassette tape entitled "Your Right
to Immigration," in which a Spanish-speaking attorney explains the
new law. Wholesale, the tape is
$40. Greene said he is planning an
updated bilingual version soon.

• San Diego political consultant
investigator Arnold Flores said he
Matt Potter said he will soon marexpects that activity to increase
ket bilingual audiocassette tapes
after filing begins. "Right now,
for employers, narrated by Los
most of the fraudulent documents
Angeles attorney Josie Gonzales.
being produced are for the emGonzales, who has been making
ployer sanctions, to show employpresentations to employer groups
ers when th~y apply for a job," he
and unions the past few months,
said. Faked "green cards" are
said she plans to have a videocasmost popular, and can sell for $50
sette and book on the market with- • to $1,000, "depending on the quality
in 60 days.
and the location and how gullible
• INS investigators said counter- the person is," he said.
feiters are already compiling
• Some San Diego immigration
packages of faked documents to
attorneys started advertising their
establish residency, such as rent
receipts and utility bills. San Diego
See AMNESTY on Page D-7

,.

DORSEY D. ELLIS Jr. has been named
law school dean at Washington University at
St. Louis, the school has announced.
Ellis, 48, is currently a professor oflaw and
v\ce-president ~f finance for university services at the University of Iowa.
A graduate of the University of Chicago
law school, Ellis is on the editorial board of
the U.S. Supreme Court Economic Review
Board. He also serves as a consultant to the
Iowa attorney general's office and to the
Federal Trade Commission's consumer protection bureau.
~!~is will take over as dean on Aug. 1 from
Philip _Shelton, who has been acting dean for
the prior two years, a school official said.

Sa n Diego, CA
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SEMINAR: E. F. ll»tton is sponsoring a real
estate semu~ ~ h e business community.
Guest _speaier Alan Nevin will discuss
fluctuations m today's real estate markets
where the "smart money" is going and why and
how you can capitalize on present and f~ture
opportunitie~. The seminar begins at 7 p.m. at
the Umv£.rs!_(y of San Diego, University
Center/ Forum A. Tliere is no fee, but
reserval!ons are required . For more informallon, call John Baranowski or Evelyn Duff
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services immediately after the immigration law was signed Nov. 6.
Among them was Luis Planas, who
kicked off hi "Operation Arnn ty"
progiam by offering a $200 fee to his
first 200 customers. Planas, who has
offices in Nalional City, Chula Vista
and downtown San Diego, said he has
ot all counseling organizations are planning to profit from the
1986 immigration law. More than 30 community groups have
more than 600 igned up now. Hi~ fee
started gearing up to provide free or low-cost help to thousands
for helping clients fill out their
of potential amnesty applicants when the filing process begins on May
INS application forms - has in5.
creased to $500, with discounts for
family members.
The Mexico-U.S. Law Institute at the Unttersity of San Diego has
formed a coali tioo of the organizations, and hopes to publish a directory
Other attorneys have also taken
listing them soon. "We're trying to get organized, to see what each
advantage of the early interest by
institution is doing, and coordinate their activities," id institute
1gning up cli nts. Most would not
director Jorge Vargas.
d1 cu their fees, but Flores and
"We're thinking now of dividing the labor, so that some will be
Irma Ca tro of the Chicano Federaassisting applicants, processing applications, others will be more active,
tion said they have heard of fees up
to $3,000.
litigating on their behalf. Maybe a third group will be formed to
disseminate information."
• Some immigration consultants,
Some coalition members are already holding free amnesty workshops
who are proliferating in San Ysidro,
for undocumented workers and their employers.
allonal City, Chula Vista, and other
Marco Antonio Rodriguez, director of the church-sponsored Centro de
largely Hispanic neighborhoods, also
Asuntos Migratorios in Chula Vista, said he has made presentations to
started advertising early. "Let's put
an average of 60 people a week since December. "We've been giving
1t this way. The ones who get their
applications first are going to be apthem general information, on what aspects of the law apply to them,
what to do in case they get fired or questioned about their citizenship,"
proved first,'' said Jose B. Uribe, of
he said. The centro is forming an "amnesty team" to process up to 30
Aztlan consulting service in Chula
applications a day, four days a week. The processing fee has not yet
Vista, whose bu iness has "doubled"
been set.
since November. He wouldn't discuss
Catholic Community Services, which expects to process thousands
fees, but said they could easily top
1,000.
through an INS-sponsored program, will station volunteers at parishes
throughout San Diego County to help prepare documents and fill out
At the other extreme, paralegal
forms. A fee will be charged, but coordinator Maria Derdugo said "no
Chris Lmville, a partner in the conone will be turned away if they are unable to pay."
sulting firm A Legal Action in Chula
Vista, said he · charging $150. UnFor the past month, Derdugo has been discussing legal rights and
potential sanctions under the new law with workers and employers at
like attorneys, consultants are not
regulated and are not required to unnurseries, schools and restaurants. "We've had quite a bit of interest
dergo special trainmg.
already," said Derdugo. "Everyone wants to know now what's going to
happen."
Kstimates of potential applicants
m San Diego County range from
Other groups which will provide low-cost or free processm
assistance include the Chicano Federation, the Legal Aid Society and
20,000 to more than 100,000. "It's anythe USO law clinic in Sao Ysidro.
on 's guess right now," said INS
Free amnesty advice will also be given Wednesday nights from
spokesman homas O'Dooald, "But
March 18 to April 29 on the Spanish language radio program Contacto
I'd ay the higher number would be
f
closer"
89, aired on KPBS. ost Hector.Molina said. attorney Jorge Var
the SD Law School and Lilia Velasquez of Cal Western w School,
If the 100,000 figure IS accurate, a
along with guest attorneys, will describe what documents arc o ed,
minimum of $20 million will be spent
how to fill out forms and what employer sanctions are proposed. Each
rn ba ic fllmg fees alone. Last week,
presentation will be followed by call-in participation, Molina said.
the IN tentatively set a filing fee of
$200 per applicant, up to $500 for a
- Nancy Cleeland
family, to cover paper and processmg costs. (More than 50 people will
be hired to handle the additional ernment. Rogers said DC has been wait long. Hundreds of undocumentworkload in San Diego and Imperial asked to expand that list, which INS ed workers who were arrested after
counties, said Clifton Rogers, INS gives to all applicants, to 35 doctors. the law was signed are in limbo now,
deput} district director).
The CDC-set fee for each mandatory their deportation proceedings susApplicants also must pay for medi- exam is $49.50. That is nearly $5 mil- pended to give them time to file.
cal exams, fingerprinting, identifica- lion for 100,000 applicants.
After May 5, they must file within 30
tion photos and copying fees for doINS spokesmen are advising po- days or will be automatically deportcumentation. Alfred Banks, owner of tential applicants to do nothing at ed.
Banks Photo Studio, near the down- this point except gather documents
Thousands of others are simply
town INS offices, hopes the law will such as rent receipts, utility bills, anxious, ready to ign on with anyone
create a bullish market for $6.95 ID school records and other papers to who will promise a good chance at
photo . "Everythiog's going to be in- prove their residency in the United legalization. S:i , Y,idro con~ultant
creasmg. increasing," he said. "Peo- States since Jan. 1, 1982.
Alan Garci:i said hi~ s~ retary has
ple have been hiding a long time."
Dozens of non-profit groups in the already logged mo e t/,1.>n I,5o< calls
Approved doctors are expected to San Diego area are already gearing from eager applica•its w•ntin~ inforbe in demand during the one-year ap- up to provide free or low-cost coun- mation on the nev la G;ircia said
plication process. In San Diego and seling once the application process he expected his fees to star, at $250
Imperial counties, only 10 doctors begins in May, coordinated by the and run up to $1,000 or more.
are currently approved by the Cen- Mexico-U.S. Law Institute at the UniThe rush to pay for legal advice
ters for Disease Control to perform versity of San Diego.
has intensified a long-standing feud
medical exams for the federal govHowever, some applicants can't between attorneys and consultants,

30 community groups

will assist applicants

N

-
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who accuse each other of incom- ticed a few are starting to run the
petence and charging excessive fees. ads again."
Attorneys say consultants often
Employers and unions are also
use the title of notary public to imply
potential markets for those
large
authority they do not possess. (In
to cash in on the new law
hoping
Mexico and many other Latin countries, a "notario" is a powerful per- Several books are already being
marketed (including one from the
son with legal authority.)
Law Reform Institute
Immigration
"This is a horrendous problem,"
D.C.), and seminar
Washmgton,
in
said Sana Loue, a Legal Aid Society
attorney and president of the San are being offered with increasing
Diego chapter of the American Im- frequency.
migration Lawyers Association. "The
On April 16, the Institute for Reindigent, the uneducated go to some- gional Studies of the Cal f rnias at
one who claims to be an attorney but UCSD will sponsor an al1"4a;, cont r
is not, and does things completely off ence on the law f
the wall."
Victims are unlikely to complain,
Loue said, because they risk deportation if they are discovered. Reacting
to an increasing number of complaints, State Senators Art Torres, DLos Angeles, and Nicholas C. Petris,
!)..Oakland, recently introduced, legislation to regulate consultants. Last
week, a California attorney general's
task force announced it was investigating po'lSible fraud by immigration
consultants in Los Angeles, and possibly San Diego and Orange counties.
To avoid becoming a partner in
possible exploitation, many Spanishlanguage newspapers, radio stations
and television stations in the Los Angeles area have refused to accept immigration attorney and consultant
advertisements.
Jose Lozaro, publisher of La Opinion newspaper, said that has been his
policy for 20 years. "Unti' the new
law, a lot of the media her had the
same policy," he said. "But I've no-

With four points and Robertson tallied 10, but that didn't stop St.
Mary's from shooting a mere 28.2
percent from the field for the
Continued from B-1 game.
"That was two pretty exciting
on the bench next to Williams be- games to start a tournament with,"
cause of foul trouble.
Williams said.
Weiss scored six of the Broncos'
In the opener, the Toreros had
last eight points down the stretch to their 14-game winning streak
turn a 50-49 deficit into the 55-50 ended with the I~. They hope the
win. Weiss hit a followup, two free same cannot be said about their
throws and a dunk in between a season. Sunday, the NCAA TournaGordon muscle-up to power the ment selection committee will
Broncos down the stretch.
name the tournament tlelJI.......S.IMl
"We were a little more consis- D1 ·o is hoping to be namecl'asan
tent in the second halt and that's
eteam.
because we had the people playing "I think we deserve to be selecttogether," Williams said. "I was a ed based on our 14-game win
little upset with our effort In the streak and our performance over
the year," said Hank Egan, the
first half."
What did he tell his team at half- Toreros third-year coach.
tlme that enabled them to over- San Diego almost did not need a
second chance to qualify for the
come a nine-point deficit?
"We tried to get our emotions tournament. With seven seconds
under control "at halftime," Wil- left and Pepperdine in possession
Iiams said. "We are a physical the Waves were called for a back~
team. We wanted to play aggressi- court violation. Egan immediately
called timeout to setup one last
vely."
. Santa Clara's aggressive defen- chance. Guard Danny Means
s1ve style shut down the Gaels' All· missed a difficult driving layup,
WCAC duo of Robert Haugen and which would have provided e
Paul Robertson. Haugen finished game winner.

'lbe.illnDit'golinlan D-7

made up of immigration attorneys,
representatives from labor groups,
unions and the INS, and personnel
managers. The $95 fee includes
lunch.
Allen Wuhrman, cad of INS In
vestigations in San Diego, said advertising hoopla around the law has
"kind of died down latP.ly" But after
the final regulations are released in
March, the activity is expected to
pick up again.
Said Herman Baca, director of the
Committee for Chicano Rights in
Chula 1/ista "As they say 10 the mov1eq You ain't seen nothin' yet.'" ,,J:--'
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Thursday, March 12

. essors at University of San Diego will attempt to answe th
question: '«hat can be done lo improve women's economic st~tus~
·?e?'k w,nctake plac~ from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the Manchester
t t
on erence enter. It 1s free to the public. For information
con ac
John Nunes at 260-4682.
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Will play Pepperdine
for WCAC title tonight
By Kevin Doyle

Times Tribune staff

SAN FRANCISCO - It wasn't
pretty, but beauty didn't seem to
matter to the Santa Clara University basketball team Friday night.
What mattered is Pepperdioe is
the only team standing between
Santa Clara and Its first NCAA postseason tournament berth since
' 1970.
The Broncos, who finished fifth
during the 14-game West Coast Athletic Conference, overcame "personal'' problems to defeat St.
Mary's College, 55-50, in the second
semifinal game of the inaugural
WCAC Basketball Tournament Friday night at USF Memorial Gym
before a crowd of 5,260.
Pepperdln

1 , th

seventh-place finisher in the regular season, qualified for tonight's
7:30 final after upsetting No. l seed
and regular-season champion University of San Diego, 64-63, lo a
dramatic opener.
The nightcap between the third- -"""°"''·'
place Gael,; (l 7-13) and fifth-place
Broncos (17-13) was less intriguing
than the opener, but just as exciting.
In fact, the Broncos didn't give
much of an Indication during Friday's game that they would be able
to play With the Waves tonight.
At least that was the case in the
first half when they trailed St. •
Mary's, 32-23, after shooting only · ·
seven free throws to the Gaels' 25.
"I thought the (personal) fouls
were a little out of line in the first
half," Broncos' coach carroll Williams said after the win. "When we
got a chance to get the right combination out there, things began to
come together."
The right combination Included
Brian Moody, Jens Gordon, Chris
Lane, Roland H'Orvath and Dan
Weiss, who spent much of the game

Times Tribune photo by Ted Fink

Dan Curry (25) of St. Mary's battles Santa Clara's Dan Weiss for a rebound during Friday's
Please see scu, B-5 West Coast Athletic Conference playoff game. Santa Clara won to reach fonight's_f_in_a_ls_._ __ _ __

ha ts Toreros in WCAC

San Jose, CA
(Santa Clara Co.)
Mercury News
(AM Edition)
(Cir. D. 243,078)

Ufil} shot fails
in final second
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stun:.;, San Diego
the first half, continued
mOl!lt of the second half,
then fell behind briefly hen
S n Otego took a 58-5 lead
with minutes, 35 seconds left.
end
to le

Pe1:aperdine then scored eight
~trai{~'1t points, Including two
JUIDp(ll"S by Middlebrooks and
four ftiee throws by Craig Davis,
during a two-minute trt!tch
end and pulled ahead
near t
1i2-58.
Scott Thompson, San Diego's
7-foot cent and WCAC player
of_the year, scored 19 points but

missed several crucial free
throws jn the final six minutes.

Santa Ana, CA
(Orange vo.)
Orange County Register
(Cir. D. 271,281)
(Cir. Sat. 264,966)
(Cir. S. 302,808)
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Associated Press

CllJ I I
tho Ye r scored 19 bU1 mi
•r e th ws 1n tho I ral six minutes
Sant Clara 5, St. Mary's 50.
Dan Weis t O pc,nts n the second hall
t- lpe<l Santa Clara overcome a nrnep0mt ha !tune de'1c1t and beat St. Mary's,
55-50. 10 ga 11 the Imai
Santa Ctnr 0t,tscorod St Marys, 11 •2
at the st n c' the ocond half and 6-0 1n
th final two m1riutes Santa Clara also
dominated tho boards, 34-23, and
outhustled St Marys 1n the second half
Today: Pcµoerdrne vs Santa Clara toy"
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·ting and hoping for an at-large berth

shot," Egan said. "We didn't single
anyone out; we just wanted a
chance."
Sophomore guard Dannv Means inbounded the ball at halfcourt to center
Scott Tho pson, and Thomp n handed off th ball to eans s eans
i to the lane,
raced by, Mear.s da
but he met heavy trafuc and could
offer nothin~ more th n an off-balance scoop .sl:ot at the ba ' et 'l"he ball
bounded off c~ .! rim and then bounced
off the hands of USD's Mark Manor
and into the bands l' Peppcrdine's
Eric White.
"Danny's ieeling pretty bad now.
Everybody thinks there are a millio'I
people wanting to take the rast shot in
a game, but it's not so," Egan said. "I
appreciate Danny Means' courage; he
chose to he the hero or the goat. He
took the chance, and ! like that."
Early in the game, ;t appeared

Thompson was to be USD's hero.
Thompson, the WCAGs player of the
year, scored 11 of USD's first 19 points
and finished with a game-high 19, plus
eight rebounds. Playmaking guard
Paul Leonard added 14 for USD, but
Pepperdine was successful in holding
the Torer<JS' two starting forwards Nils Madden and Manor - to a total
of 15 points. Madden, the conference's
leader in field-goal percentage, was 3for-10, and Manor, the conference's
leading three-point shooter, was O-for3 from long distance.
Pepperdine was led by Levy
Middlebrooks' 18 points and 11 rebounds, Whitti's 18 points and Craig
Davis' 14 points.
'Defensive pressure was he key,"
Harrick said. "It was perhaps our best
defensive effort of the year."
The Toreros, down by four at the
half, came back to take a one-point
lead on a Means' layup with ~57 to go.

A Thompson jumper gave the Toreros
a four-point lead - their biggest advantage - at 58-54 with 6:45 to go.
But the Waves responded with eight
straight points on two Middlebrooks
jumpers and four free throws from
Craig Davis. A Manor free throw and
a Thomspon hook shot brought the
Toreros back to 62-61, but Jim Harrick - the coach's son - hit two free
throws with 1:45 to go to give Pepperdine a three-point lead.
Leonard kept the thriller going with
a layup seconds later, and Thompson
stepped to the free throw line with a
one-and-one and a chance to tie the
game and put USD ahead with 40 seconds to go. But he missed, and all that
USD could muster in the end was
Means' last-second fling.
"We struggled and struggled to get
back into the game, but our freethrow shooting escaped us," Egan
said. "This is not the best e played

Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)
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WCAC commissioner defends tourney idea for NCAA bertK
y Kirk Kenney

Tribune

Sportswriter

.:zq

SAN FRANCISCO West Coast Athletic Conference commissioner Michael Gilleran believes
e WCAC tournament will be termed a success by
the conference's eight members when the final
buzzer sounds after tonight's championship game.
Gilleran may get an argument from regulara'lOn rhampion USD..,l¥.hich was defeated last
night 64-63 by seventn-seeded Pepperdine. Howevr, it appears the tournament may accomplish a
number of the things conference officials hoped it
would when they voted to pprove a conference
tournament two years ago.
"My heart goes out to San Diego, certainly,"

~i!Jrlerella USO
gets 1nv1tat on
to NCAA ball
.;z_q5
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See USD on rage C-8

The Toreros' Paul Leonard (left) is a step behind Pepperdine's Donny Moore in a chase for a loose ball.
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By T.J. Simers, Staff Writer
SAN FRANCISCO - USD got ,a last-second shot and
it hit the rim, but it didn't go in, and so now the
Toreros must wonder if their grand season has gone
sour.
Seventh-seeded Pepperdine (12-17), taking advantage
of the West Coast Athletic Conference's inaugural postseason tournament, upset top-seeded USD by 64-63 last
mght before a paid attendance of 5,250 in USF's Memorial Gym. The Waves, one win away from making their
third consecutive appearance in the NCAA Tournament, will meet fifth-seeded Santa Clara, a 55-50
winner over third-seeded St'. Mary's, in tonight's title
game.
USD, meanwhile, can do nothing but fret and hope
the NCAA deems it worthy of an at-large bid, come
tomorrow's announcement. And, if not, then t ie
Toreros may have to take solace in a bid to the National Invitation Tournament.
"Everyone is down," USD coach Hank Egan said
after the Toreros' 14-game winning streak had been
ended. "But what's really sad is that there IS a 24-5
ballclub in there that's down. Somehow that just
doesn't seem right."
Pepperdine coach Jim Harrick, sympalhd,c to
USD's plight, trieo to lift USD's spirit:, with a postgame "hope" talk.
who is
"It's supposed to be a secret, but I m som
supposed to recommend teams to the N AA and I
recommended USD as the third-best team in the
West," said Harrick, adding that USD had beaten his
• team twice in the regular season. 'It will be a crime
and a great misjustice if th :, don t get in. That's a
team which won 24 games. I don'' see how they can
leave them out."
t nlso
While USD ponders its future, 1t will no
reflect on all that went wrong last night. The roreros,
the league leaders from three-point range /. 52), hit
one of eight from that distance and rori)pounued their
problems by missing five of their final .)IX free ·nrows.
And still, with seven seconds to go USD had the ball
and one last shot at victory.
"We called a timeout and talked about getting a

Gilleran said.
Should the Toreros still be selected to the NCAA
Tournament, however, the WCAC will receive two
representatives to the tournament. That was one

WCAC. notebook
objective of the tournament, and it wouldn't have
been accomplished without USD losing. No other
conference team would be considered for an atlarge berth to the NCAA.
"li it works and we get two teams, it's a good
thing," Gilleran said. "If it doesn't happen, we'll
have a million second-guessers."
WCAC officials were also pleased with the turn-

out for the tournament with a near sellout crowd
in attendance at USF's 5,300-seat Memorial Gym
by the time St. Mary's took the court against Santa
Clara for the evening's second semifinals game.
Gilleran explains a final reason for the tournament.
"You want your conference represent~tive_to ~e
the team that is playing the best at this pom m
the season," he said. ''You want your representative to be a team on the rise.
"We haven't won a first-round game in awhile
(since 1982). I think part of that is because the
conference champion has clinched the conference
title so early. They haven't had a gut-check game.
Maybe this will make them tougher."

this year, but maybe they had something to do with that. I can tell you
this, it wasn't a lack of effort on our
part."
Egan, still searching for answers to
what went wrong, had duficulty with
the question of what next for USO?
"You probably know better than I
do," Egan said. "I just hope our record
and high level of performance through
the year helps us be picked by the
NCAA for the tournament"

•••

Santa Clara (17-13) overcame a
nine-point half-time deficit and eased
past St. Mary's (17-13) in the final
moments.
Forward Jens Gordon, who led
Santa Clara with 14 points, hit a tip-in
basket with 1:51 left to give Santa
Clara a 51-50 lead. Two free throws
from center Dan Weiss, who scored 12,
put the Broncos ahead by three with
1:12 to go.

•

•

•

By T.J. Simers

Staff Writer

The locker-room door was closed,
but there was no containing the giggling and hollering Toreros after USD
of 64
learned yesterday it was
teams to earn an invitation to the
NCAA Tournament.
"Maybe once you have achieved
this and experienced it, it's no longer
overwhelming," said USD coach Hank
Egan, "but right now it's the living
end."
The 24-5 Toreros, seeded ninth in
the Midwest Regional, will travel to
Indianapolis to play 17-12 and eighthseeded Auburn Thursday at 4:07 (PST)
in the Hoosier Dome. If successful in
game one, the Toreros on Saturday
will take on the winner of the IndianaFairfield contest.
"Calling us Cinderella is probably
as good a description as any," Egan
said. "We don't have the rankings a lot
of other teams have, but we're a good
basketball team"
A 64-63 loss to Pepperdine in the
West Coast Athletic Conference semifinals Friday night left the Toreros
wondering il they would be invited to
the NCAA's post.season party. For 48
anxious hours the Toreros expected
the worst and hoped for the best.
"I walked into a local tavern at the
same time our bracket came on the
television screen," said USD center
Scott Thompson. "At first, I thought,
·What's this: The NIT women's tournament?' I thought maybe they meant
San Diego State. I didn't believe it."
Thompson and teammates Steve
Krallman, Eric Musselman and Nils
Madden were freshmen when USD
made its only previous appearance in
the NCAA Tournament. In 1984 the
Toreros, under coach Jim Brovelli
were defeated, 65-56, by Princeton i~
the first round at Philadelphia.
"There were cameras for ESPN
there even watching our practice,"
Krallman said. "But this is three

one

•

years later now, and for some of us,
it's our last shot as basketball players,
so we will be more prepared this
time."
Auburn, under Coach Sonny Smith,
will be making its fourth straight appearance in the NCAA tourney. In the
last three years, Auburn has won five
of eight postseason games. Last season the Tigers were defeated, 84-76, in
the West Regional final by Louisville,
which went on to win the NCAA
championship.
This season the Tigers went 9-9 in
the Southeastern Conference, opened
the conference tournament with a 7972 win over Kentucky and then lost,
87-68, in the semifinals to eventual
champion Alabama. During the year,
the Tigers went 7-7 against nine tearps
that advanced into the NCAA Touma
ment.
"We didn't think we'd get into the
NCAA Tournament," said Smith, in his
ninth year at Auburn. "Shucks, we lost
to Alabama three times this season,
and if you do that in this state you
can't eat, get a haircut; they cut your
water off and you're darn lucky if
they don't turn off the electricity on
you.
"Some nights we're a great basketball team, and some nights we're just
plain awful. We were the most inconsistent team in our league; one night
we'll score 80 points, and another we'll
score 50," Smith said. "We're a powerful team who just keeps shooting the
ball. We will definitely put it up, and if
they have any shooters they better get
their anns warmed up. We don't
guard nobody, we just run and shoot.
"How about USD?" Smith asked.
"Hey, if they don't run, we ain't playing them"
Smith, an assistant coach at Pepperdine in 1970-1971, admitted he
wasn't all that aware of the kind of
season USD has had, but he knew
about the Toreros' 7-foot t nter, and
See USO on Pagr D-4
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Pressure on San Diego, 64-63

O , Times Staff Wnter

In a tight game that was tied
FRANC! O-The Unity of San Diego m1ssea some seven times, San Diego's players
the stretch tensed up at the foul line in the last
r
six minutes, missing 5 of 6 free
10 t p pperdine Friday night.
r suit, the Toreros might miss throws mcluding the front ends of
two on'e-and-one situations. With
CAA tournament.
pperdine, which finished sev- seven seconds left and San Diego
h m the West Coast Athletic (24-5 overall) trailing, 64-63, Da~n!erence regular season, ny Means still had a chance to wm
the game. But on a base-line drive,
eezed by the Tor ros, 64 -63.
missed an off-balance,
Means
1th the victory, the Waves
kn ck d 'an Diego, the regular- over-the-head scoop shot in traffic.
season champion, out of the confer- And Pepperdine grabbed the rence's first tournament ma semlf1- bound-and the game.
Scott Thompson, San Diego's
g m at the University of San
and the conference's most
7-footer
Fr nc1 co's Memorial Gymnasium.
cpperdine (12-17 overan) will valuable player, also might have
pl y in tonight's champ1onsh1p won it for h!S team.
But Thompson began his team'
game agam t Santa Clara, which
tring of poor foul shooting whe
ary' , 55-50. The
d featcd St
to rnament champion will get the he couldn't connect on two free
conference's automatic bid to the throws with 5,59 remaining and
San Diego leading, 68-56. With 40
NCAA tournament.
A

seconds left and the Toreros behind
by the game's fin~! score, Thompson also failed to hit the first shot of
.
.
a one-and-one.
Pepperdine Coach Jim Harnck
said that Thompson's last shanked
free throw was important. But he
added that "our defensive pressur,~
was probably the key to the game.
Harrick said that his team played
better pressure defense on Friday
night than they had had all year•
Thompson's last miss may have
been important, but so was ~he
defensive job that 6-7 Levy Mid dlebrooks did on the 7 -footer.
Middlebrooks "watched Scott
Thompson and o?,IY gav~ him _13
shots all night, Hamck said.
Thompson made 8 of 13 shots from
the field but hit only 3 of 7 free
throws, finishing with 19 pomts to
lead all scorers.

Middlebrooks scored 18 points on
9.of-13 shooting and hauled down
a game-high. 11 . rebounds.
Pepperdine's Enc White also had
18 points. Teammate Craig DaVll!
had 14, including 3 of 3 from
three-point range.
San Diego Coach Hank Egan,
who saw his team's 14-game winning streak snapped, smd he hopes
"our record over the course o_f th~
season will have some weight
with the NCAA tournament selection committee, which will_ announce on Sunday the teams it has
~elect d.
Harrick, asked whether he
thought the Toreros should be
given a bid to the NCAAs, answered:
"Without a doubt, unequivocally,
no question at all."

f

I , r 18XX

~_R-awaits berth after loss
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-The USO basketball team, _despite a 24-5
,
record, is at the mercy of the NCAA's selection comnuttc.
The Toreros are hoping for an at-large berth mto the NCAA rournament today after bowing out of the West C~ast Athletic Conference
Tournament with Friday night's 64-63 sem1fmai loss to ~epperdme.
Pepperdine lost in the championship game Saturday night agamst
d
.
Santa Clara, 77,65.
Levy Middlebrooks and Eric White ~allied 18 pomt~ each to
Pepperdine to its win over USD, snapping the Toreros 14-game wmning streak and leaving them in doubt about whether they will gam
an NCAA berth despite leading their conference dunng the regular
ine
h
. th
season.
"J just hope that the record we had durmg e _season a~ so.
wort
':"asn
he
said
He
Egan.
Hank
coach
Diego
San
said
weight,"
ried about the prospects of going to the playoffs and said his team
· " ·rs
..
. .
.
deserved to go.
Pepperdine coach Jim Harnck smd 1t would be a crime I an
Diego didn't make the NCAA tournament.
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Continued frort&l
he knows all he cares to know about
Egan.
"If Hank Egan is coaching that
team, that's enough to scare me,"
Smith said . "I played (coached)
agamst his team when he was coachmg at Air Force, and he taught me a
valuable lesson: He ran up the score
on me and beat me by two (48-46 in
ove:rtime .n 1980). He's a real gentleman, and everyone knows he's a fine
coach."
Auburn. which opened the season 70, ls led by two four-year starters at
guard, Frank Ford (13.2 points a
game) and Gerald White (7.4 points).
The Tigers feature a 6-7 front line
acr0$ the board with forwards Mike
Jones (15 points and 7.2 rebounds) and
ris Morris (13.4, 7.2) and center Jeff
oore (17.2, 9.3).
"We've been to the NCAA Tournament the ),1st three years, and 1 think
that makes a difference," Smith said.
• The first year we went we were beaten by Richmond because we were a
little in awe of being there. That
might make a difference with San
Diego."
Egan smiled after hearing Smith's
commenl,. "l haven't been there, so I
don't know. It's great for Sonny that
he has a11 that experience, and I appreciate him sharing it with me."
The Toreros, led by Thompson and
his 15.9 points and 7.5 rebounds a
game, continue to lead the nation in
field-goal percentage defense (.400),
holding their oppoi!ents to an average
of 60.3 points.
"I think we've earned this, and I've
told our kids to treat it as a reward,"
said Egan. "But we want to do this
right; we want to get after it. We want
to play our best basketball, and then
the scoreboard will take care of itself."
The Toreros will leave at 6:57 a.m.
Wednesday and practice in the Hoo-

NCAA berth makes Egan
happy for his wife as well
By T.J. Simers

Slaff Writer

He was excited, he said, but
USD coach Hank Egan admitted
he was not so much happy for
himself as he was for his wife,
Judy.
"If anybody deserves good
things happening to them, it's this
lady," said Egan, after learning
his team had been chosen for the
NCAA Tournament. "It's been a
struggle at times, and I'm really
happy for her."
As Egan said yesterday, there
were the struggles that come in
the course of being married for 25
years, but then there were extraordinary times.
"Judy was diagnosed as having
Multiple Sclerosis early on. It hit,
and then it hit again four years
later," said Egan. "I was in the Air
Force and that's why I was transferred to Colorado Springs (and
the Air Force Academy); it put us
by the needed medical facilities."
Egan worked five years as an
assistant for the Falcons and then
took over as head coach. Air
Force, restricted by a 6-5 height
limitation for its cadets, had diffi.
culty competing at Division I, and

sier Dome at 7 that evening. They are

expected to earn 200,000 for appear-

ing in Thursday's first round, with 60
percent of the payoff going to the
WCAC.

as a result, Egan suffered as a
head coach.
Midway through his 13-year tenure as the Falcons' head coach,
though, he had the opportunity to
become an assistant under Denver
Nuggets' coach Larry Brown.
"I thought about it, out the mili:
tary medical benefits were a factor in my staying at Air Force; we
just didn't know about Judy," said
Egan. "But we're lucky; she's been
in remission for a long time now
and she's enjoying good health."
Egan was fired as head coach of
the Falcons three years ago after
compiling a 148-185 record. At the
time, he considered a job in commercial real estate, but on Judy's
urging, he accepted the post at
USD.
And now he's going to make his
first visit to the NCAA Tournament.
"Judy says all the time there is
a reason for everything," said
Egan. "I was at rock bottom after
we lost to Pepperdine the other
night, but she was there and she
told me to get on with it.
"So today I was excited," said
Egan, "but I wus more excited
watching how happy she was."

"W~re in awe at being selected,"
Egan said, "but we're not in awe of
playing Auburn. We're going to give
them a good game, and then we'll see
what happens."

I_
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AN FRA: 'CISCO - Three
times, the University of S.1r.
Diepo's basketball team pun
the c moer and pu led the tngger.
The third time, the gun went off.
Jay talented but
A ktd
underarh1evmg Pepperdine for the
third time tl,:s ea.son, the Toreros
finally fell afoul of the Jaw of
averages. Barely, but painfully.
Against a team that is qui~ke'. of
foot, quicker of hand and springier
of leg, USD - a winner by three
points and five points on the first
two occasions - came up one point
short when it meant the most.
The Waves washed them out f
the West Cuast Athletic Conference
tournament, 64-63.
Oddly enough, against a team
with more pure athletic ability, the
Toreros did not lose becaure they
couldn't run and jump with
Pepperdine. They lost because they
couldn't shoot free throw8 with the
team from Malibu.
During the final six minutes, with
the lead edging back and forth. USO
missed five of six attempts from the
line - including the front ends of
two one-and-ones.
Pepperdine, meanwhile, was
knocking down 15 of 17 for the
game. was ·ust enough to end a
14-garne Tor.er winning streak and
r o
leave the with eason
24-5.
Sp1ena.id as that performance may
seem, and is, it is no assur,ance that
u will advance to the NCAA
Tournament'~ 64-team field, to be
selected tomorrow.
Like Blanche DuBo:s, the Toreros
must now rely upon the kindness of
·
strangers.
The WCAC is conducting a
postseason tournament for the first
time, and the winner of that
compe ition, rather than the .
regul:ll -~l!asor, champion, receives
the league's automatic NCAA berth.
The Toreros' 13-1 record and
conference championship count for
nothing. Wea, not much, anyway.
"If the whole country wasn't doing
it I wouldn't be for it," said
P~pperdine coach Jim Barrick,
"because you should reward your
conference champion.
"I just hope they get in."
If Harrick has anything to do w1th
it, the Toreros will. Fortunately
enough, he does.
"That's a fine basketball team,
gentlemen, and I'm on the
recommendation committee,"
Harrick said.
Havin g buried the Toreros, he
took advantage of the moment to
praise them.
"It's supposed to be a secret, but I
rated them third in the West behind
Vegas and UCLA. Arizona is right
there, too.
"USD is no fluke. They are no flyby-night. I've seen everybody (in the
West) play, and there is no qu~stion,
no question, that they belong m the
tournament.
"Twenty-four games they won, all
but·one against Division I teams,
buddy. Fourteen in a row. Hey, with
(Scott) Thompson, hey. Good coach,
hey. No question."
Barrick was fired up.
Unfortunately for the Toreros, so
was his team.
As a result, USD will spend a
nervous afternoon tomorrow waiting
to see if NCAA selectors can bring
themselves to pick two teams from
the WCAC, something they
historically have been reluctant to
do.
Upsets in other conferences, like
the Southwest and Big Sky, will not
help, because it means there are
other deposed regular-season
champions to be considered.
Still, Barrick remains confidefl•
that he has not administered the k, w
of death to a team he regards
hi hl

S

Continued from
other than the regular-season
champion wins the conference
tournament.
In the case of the ACC, which
originated this practice, that may be
true. But in less-esteemed
conferences, only one team will be
invited and, with the advent of the
conference tournament, that team
may turn out to be far from the
best.
While USD waits and wonders, for
example, the seventh-place finisher
in the WCAC played the fifth-place
finisher to decide which will carry
the conference banner into the
NCAA. Why bother to try during the
regular season?
In the Big Sky Conference, the top
three teams lost in the first round of
the tournament. There, too, a
second-division club will represent
the conference in the NCAAs.
TCU, clearly the best team in the
Southwest Conference during the
season, lost in the conference
tournament and, like USD, must
await the pleasure of the NCAA.
Meanwhile, the Big Ten - which
bucks this trend - will send at least
four teams and possibly as many as
six into the NCAA field. Could there
be a lesson here?
Never mind. Conferences can
generate extra revenue in gate
receipts and, in many cases,
television fees by having a
postseason tournament.
Is anything more important?
Obviously not.
Never mind having the best 64
teams in the NCAA field, as defined
by a full season of play. We can put
up with less, as long as there's a
buck to be made.
And that, boys and girls, is the
lesson for today.

AN FRANCISCO - It is the
business of those who run our
nation's universities to educate
the young people in their charge,
and they do.
Unfortunately.
When it comes to sports, they
educate them to hold dear such
virtues as greed, expediency and the
quick fix.
As to tbe pursuit of excellence on
a day-to-day, long-term basis, forget
it. That's a sucker's game.
We are not talking here about
outright athletic cheaters, a~ut the
SMUs who go their way merrily
flouting rules and regulations they
helped formulate as if these were so
much graffiti.
They belong in another category
altogether, an ends-justify-the.
means category that holds that
everybody else is doing it, too, and if
they aren't, ii' • just because they
haven't thought of it yet.
These schools are so flagrantly
outside the law as to be beneath
discussion.
But at least they are
straightforward in their approach.
They set out to cheat, and they did.
There may be less excuse f~r the
rest of the academic commumty excepting the Big Ten and Ivy
League - that has adopted a
cynical device known as the
"conference tournament •" . .
The purpose of this exercise !s to
determine a conference champion
and representative to the.NCAA
Tournament.
What's that? You thought that's
what we've been doing for the last
three months? Silly you.
All we've been doing is deciding
who would play whom in the first
round of the conference tournament.
After that, it's every team for
itself. Ain't democracy grand?
There are, of course, still some
fuddy-duddies among us - the John
Woodens and Bobby Knights - who
believe that a conference should .be
represented, first and for~most, by
the team that has proven itself o~er
the Jong haul against all comers_ m a
variety of circumstances.
Generally speaking, however,
these traditionalists have been
shouted down. As of this season,
every conference but two has
adopted the postseason tournament
and assigned its conference's
automatic NCAA berth to the
winner of that competition.
The winner of regular-season
play if it doesn't happen to win the
tour~ament, can take its chances on
·
be awarded an at-large bid.
What does this mean? It means
that a team that painstakingly has
•established its credentials against
all comers in all conditions can
catch a bad day, a bad bounce, a bad
call and see the whole thing flushed
down the drain.
The Univ1,:oity of Salll_Diego .
basketball team is certainly a prime
example, although hardly the only
one.
The Toreros won 13 of 14 West
Coast Athletic Conference games ..
They won six of seven on the road m
a notoriously tough home-court
league. They finished four games
ahead of the second-place team.
But because they had the bad
timing to lose one game by one
point in the conference tournament,
they may not even get an NCAA bid.
"I don't like it, but we knew at ~he
start of the season that's the way it
was going to be," said USD coach
Hank Egan.
"It would be a crime and a
misjustice if they don't get in the
(NCAA) tournamentt said .
Pepperdine coach Jim Hamck,
coining a word in his urgency.
But because Harrick's Waves beat
the Toreros, 64-63, in the semifinals
of WCAC postseason play, USD may
not receive a bid to the cotillion.
Why would conferences "'.ish to
adopt a policy that puts the1r best
teams at such risk?
Greed and money, of course. At
.
least sex didn't play a part.
By doing it this way, a conference
can hope that more teams will make
the NCAA Tournament if a am

San Diego, CA
(San Diego C~-)
San Diego union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341 ,840)

San Diego, CA
(San Diego C~-)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341 ,840)
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Wayne Lockwood
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sit at home (during the NCAA

L

ike any to rut, Ian Egan
visit d r· h rman's Wharf
and oth r pomts of interest
in San Fr nclsco on Saturday
It was a waste of time. He might
well have been m Dubuque.
"I don't remember any of it,"
admitted the UtUversity .of San
Diego basketball coach.
Ind of ood I was in.
I felt miserable. I was Just petrified
that we weren't going to be there. I
bad a hole m my stomach."
''There" is the upcoming NCAA
basketball tournament, an event the
Toreros feared thev would no longer
be privileged to a tend after losing
to Pepperdine, 64-63, in the semifinal
round of the West Coast Athletic
Conference tournament.
Never mmd USD's 24-5 record,
regular-season conference
championship and ju t-ended Hgame winning str .ak. 'l hey bad
blown the WCAC' one sure bid to
th" big show, and the NCAA has
xh.ibited no great eageme to
1:l'l1te two teams from any
conference in the West.
The Rev. Patrick Cahill, USD'
athletic director, was not what you
would call optimistic, either.
"Frankly, I was to the point of
thmking it would be nice to get the
consolation prize (an NIT bid),"
Cahill said.
"I really was d pressed. I had
already sat down and worked out
per diem and costs for the NIT."
A day later, both men sat by the
telephone waiting to have their fears
confirmed. Although announcement
of the 64-team NCAA field would be
televised n tionally, the
programming was pre-empted
locally by telethon. They could not
even confronl thetr a e ea -on.
"I asked several people {In other
parts of the country) to call me,"
Egan said.
"It's 2:30 (~lart of the tcleca t),
and nobody calls. Now it's 2:40. I
said, 'This Is a bad sign. Nobody
wants to call and give us the bad
news.'
"Finally, I went upstairs to
change and the phone rang.
(Assistant coach) Mike Legarza's
dad saw it in Reno. He called Mike.
Mike called me.''
By such roundabout word of
mouth did Egan learn that not only
had his team been selected, but that
it was seeded ninth in the 16-team
Midwest Regional (ahead of, among
others, LSU, a Final Four club last
spring).. The Auburn team USO will
face was seeded eighth.
There was never any doubt, in .,,
other words. The Toreros were in,
no matter what they did in the
WCAC tournament.
"I wish I had known that," Egan
said. "It would have saved me 48
miserable hours."
No matter. It was worth it. "I
shouted to my wife, 'Judy, we made
it!' " Egan said.
"The only other time I felt like
this was when I got my first headcoaching job, and this is even better
than that."
"It's recognition," said Cahill. "It's
justification, as we said three years
ago (when USD reached the NCAA
Tournament for the first time), that
you can hold your academic
standards and still do well. It
justifies what we've been preaching,

I guess.

"It's interesting that Santa Clara
(which won the WCAC tournament)
IS likewise academically oriented.
We don't give any special
admissions, and Santa Clara doesn't,
either. That these schools are the
schools from the conference going to
the NCAA is a real tribute to both."
Although USD officials feared an
NCAA bid might not be forthcoming,
they believe they deserve it.
"I think we've earned it, I really
do," Egan said. "I think we've shown
we belong in the top 64. But you
never know what other people are
'
thinking.
"I told the kids (after the
Pepperdine loss) that the
encouraging thing is we shoot worse
than we've been shooting, w shoot
free throws worse, we come
D-5
See WAYNE LOCKWOOD

well.
Continued from D-1
"I saw Dick Vitale, who is not one
little h t tn the level of our
my favorite announcers, being
of
perfo m ce and we still have a
interviewed on TV," Cahill said.
chani:e to wm a ball game against a
"He said he wasn't against
team that i re Hy jacked (up) for
tournaments but that
(conference)
us. I think we're a pretty good
when a lot of
wrong
something's
team."
regular-season champions have to
Also a pretty cla y team.
Although bitterly dtsappointed by
their loss the previous night, Egan
and his players showed up for the
champ10nsh1p game between Santa
Clara and Pepperdine
"It was hard, but out of respect to
the other teams and other coaches, I
thought we should be there," Egan
San Diego, CA
said.
{San Diego C~-)
"(Santa Clara coach) Carroll
San Diego Union
Williams came up in the stands right
(Cir. D. 217,089)
before the game and said he really
(Cir. S. 341 ,840)
appreciated us being there. We just
thought it was the right thmg to do.''
Sometimes, although not often
MAR 1 0
enough teams that do right also do
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Tournament). He specifically said,
'Like the University of San Diego,
with a 24-5 record.'
"For once, I agreed with Dick
Vitale."
Fortunately for USO, so did the
NCAA.

1987
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US ~uburn game

will be ~ rdost

D (AMRadio s
1000) will broa cast the firstround NCAA Tournament
game between USD and Auburn Thursday. Ronnie Wald
will handle the play-by-play.
The pregame show begins at 4
p.m. Tipoff is scheduled for
4:07 at Indianapolis.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.}
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341 ,840)
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~llfil} gets its answer today

Toreros want NCAA but would be 'delighted'.with NIT
By T.J. Simers./? qr;,S
Toreros in trying to earn an at-large
' ... If before the season
r- '/
Starr Writer
1

SAN FRANCISCO - NCAA or
NIT?
The answer is expected to come
sometime today for the USD basketball team when the NCAA Selection
Committee announces its 64-team
field and the NIT picks its 32 entrants.
"It has been a helluva season, including 14 straight wins," said USD
coach Hank Egan. "We would like to
go to the NCAA Tournament, but if
before the .season you had guaranteed us a bid to the NIT, we would
d Ji hted."
hav
ost I oppor unity o avance automatically into the NCAA
Tournament when it was upset. 64-63,
by seventh-seeded Pepperdine in Friday night's West Coast Athletic Conference tournament semifinals at
USF. The Toreros, however, finished
the season with a 24-5 record (.827),
giving them tbe second-best winning
percentage in the West behind UNLV
(.970).
"I would put USD overall in the
top eight teams in the West," said
NIT adminstrative assistant Paul
Clarke yesterday. "For our consideration, we have them in the top four in
the West. They would be a good
choice for us in our tournament."
A year ago the NIT bypassed USD
with its 19-9 record and selected 19·
11 Loyola Marymount.
"My personal feeling is that USD
belongs in the NCAA Tournament; I

you had guaranteed us a
bid to the NTT, we would
have been delighted.'
-Hank Egan

can't believe there are 64 teams in
the country better than San Diego,"
said Loyola Marymount athletic director Brian Quinn. "But I don't think
there is any question they will get an
NIT bid if they don't get picked for
the NCAA.''
Last year LMU defeated California in its NIT opener and then lost at
-Wyomlng. Tn the process, LMU collected a two-game payoff of "approximately $12,000 to $14,000," said
Quinn.
By contrast, if the Toreros are selected to play in the NCAA Tournament, they will earn 40 percent of an
estimated $200,000 payoff for a firstround game, with the WCAC collecting the other 60 percent. After the
first round, a team earns 90 percent
for each additional $200,000 payoff,
while the conference receives 10 percent.
"The money is great, but we will
be happy to go anywhere m a postseason tournament," said the Rev.
Patrick Cahill, USD's athletic director. ''Realistically, I think we're a
long shot to the NCAA, but a very
good possibility for the NIT.''
A rash of upsets in the postseason
tournaments may_ work against the

berth to the NCAA Tournament. The
NCAA awards 29 berths to postseason tournament and conference
winners and then presents at-large
bids to another 35 teams.

I

Teams such as DePaul, Notre I
Dame, Iowa, TCU, Duke, Clemson,
Pittsburgh and UTEP are expected l
to be among those 35 at-large teams.
The NCAA said it makes its determinations without respect to geographical allocations, while the NIT does 1
I
so.
I
The NCAA will have the winner of
the PCAA, WAC, WCAC, Big Sky and
Pac-10 tournaments in its field and I
may include another team from the
Pac-10, two teams from the WAC,
and if fortunate, an additional team
from the WCAC.

,
1

I

If the NCAA overlooks USD, and
the NIT selects it, then the NIT will
look to send USD on the road in the
West to a school with a large arena.
USD may be in line to play at BYU,
at New Mexico, at California or at
Washington (if it loses the Pac-10
title game). The NIT also probably
will include Boise State and Montana
State in its field, but since USD has
already split a pair of games with
Boise State this season and has lost
at Montana State, the NIT doesn't
figure to schedule a rematch.
"I'm going to say Mass and then
stay by the phone," said Cahill. "All
we can do now is hope for the best."
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IN PERSPECTIVE

Egaif is balancing
the pain and joy
By T.J. Simers

never goes with the territory.
"I walked around in a daze. I had
SAN FRANCISCO - He is a man never been fired from anything, and
applauded by his peers for his integ- it rocked me right down to my
rity, knowledge and ability as a bas- shoes. I thought for sure I'd be out
ketball coach, but yet disappoint- of the business after that. I talked
ment continues to mug Hank Egan. to some people about working in a
"I feel sorry for our kids losing to bank in commercial real estate."
A few months later, the phone
Pepperdine," said Rev. Patrick
Cahill, USD~ director, "but rang in Cahill's office at USD. "It
I feel really sorry for Hank Egan. was Bob Knight from Indiana,"
He has been through a lot of wars, Cahill said, "and he said I couldn't
and I think this was a big moment go wrong in hiring Hank Egan to
replace Jim Brovelli (who had
in his life."
It was a moment that was to take taken the USF job). I got a whole
the edge off all the miseries of the bunch of calls from. people who
past, but then Pepperdine scored were so positive about Hank. After
one more point than USD in the my interview with him, I knew he
semifinals of the West Coast Athlet- was the man I wanted. But Hank
ic tournament on Friday night. And seemed reluctant; it was a big deciso although Egan has guided his, sion in his life. I don't think he
Toreros to a 24-5 record, he must wanted to get burned again."
wait and wonder if one last loss will . Egan, very much a competitor,
keep him and his team from partic- admittedly still was devastated by
ipating in the NCAA Tournament. his dismissal from Air Force. Most
The pairings will be announced observers contended he never had a
chance to win there, given the 6today.
"Sure, it's disappointing, and it foot-5 limitation for cadets, and inhurts; I'm still dealing with it emo- siders suggested he was the victim
tionally," said Egan, 49. "But you of a personality conflict with Clune,
can avoid something like this hap- his superior. But to Egan, all that
pening to you: Just don't compete.'' mattered was that he had been
Three years ago, after being fired fired.
"My first thought was, 'Thank
by the Air Force Academy, Egan
almost made that choice. He had God my dad wasn't alive to find out
spent 18 years there - in 13 years I had been fired.' It was no fun at
as the Falcons' coach he went 148- all," Egan said. "We had dug in
185 - but then one day in 1984 he deep in Colorado Springs, and since
was called into Col. John Clune's the age of 18 I had been around the
military. I wasn't sure I wanted to
office and was fired.
"He was the athletic director, and leave the military cocoon and go
in so many words he told me that if out into the real world.
"Wiser heads prevailed, though,"
I showed up at the end of the season, there would be no place for me Egan said. "It was my wife, Judy,
to work," Egan said. "At the time, who stepped in and told me to come
people told me that getting fired to San Diego and get after it again.
went with the territory of being a She knew me, and she knew what I
head coach. But let me tell you, it should be doing."
Staff Writer

Hank Egan, standing with his team for
the national anthem at a game this season,
Given another chance at USO to
do what he does best, Egan went 5925 over the past three seasons. In
the last two years, he has been
named the coach of the year in the
WCAC, and now he may have a
chance to earn some recognition in
either the NCAA Tournament or
NIT.
"I don't think what you do today
vindicates anythi!lg that has happened in the past," said Egan. "It
only affects what happens today
and tomorrow; the past is done and
over with. I don't like to dwell on
the past, but I admit it has taken
me time to get over being fired. If
you win, you don't have to think
about that guy calling you in the
office and telling you you're fired.
No matter what, it affects your
thinking.''
There is, however, nothing bitter
about Egan's recollections. He may
fight private emotional battles with

has led USD to the top of the WCAC si'nce
being fired as coach at Air Force.

what went wrong at Air Force, but
at USD he has marched forward
with enthusiasm. And as a result, he
has assembled not only a good basketball team, but a group of firstclass people.
"We got a telegram from the
president of the university just be·
fore we played Pepperdine," Cahill
said. "He congratulated the team
for their successful season and
wished them well, and then he said
he appreciated the way 'you represent us as a university.' That's very
important, and Hank deserves a lot
of credit for that."
Maybe this season, the best in
USD's history, will not end as splendidly as Egan and his players had
hoped. But Egan offers perspective:
"Everything in life doesn't have to
have a payoff. As a team we accomplished something we set out to do,
and there is pride in that."
Egan, often misunderstood on

first meeting with both players an_d
media because of bis direct, honest
approach, believes his team should
be in the NCAA Tournament. But if
it's not, and if it's also ignored by
the NIT, Egan still will have his
reward for a job well done.
It h'appened a couple of weeks
ago: His team had just defeated
Gonzaga to clinch the WCAC regular-season title. The players began
to climb on each other's shoulders
to cut down the nets in celebration,
while Egan adjourned to the locker
room for interviews.
"It was the kids' moment; I didn't
want to intrude," Egan said. "But
you know what, they came in and
got me. They were thoughtful
enough to include me in their celebration, and I can't tell you how
good that made me feel. Maybe
that'r, what college basketball is all
about."

~.

San Diego, CA
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Afdnfz1~g wait ends

happily for Toreros,
thanks to 24-5 record
By Ktrk Kenney

F

Tribune portswrit~r

OR THE BETTER PORTION of two days,
USD agonized over its chances for a bid to the
NCAA Basketball Tournament. The Toreros endured a couple of sleepless nights, hoping ~CAA
selectors would decid the team's pluses outweighed
its minuses.
There was no agonizmg three years ago when the
Tor ros received an automatic bid to the tournament
a champions of the West Coast Athletic Conference.
another automatic bid were dashed
'
when the Toreros lost to Pepperdine 64-63 in Friday's

'What I really felt bad about is
I thought the kids pla,ed
awfully bard for a Jong period of
time and their performunce wa
so high for such a Jong period of
time, to string together 14 wins
in a row and have a record of
24-5, that I felt reallJ bad for
them. I wa.i; afraid that what
they (the tournament committee)
would look at was not really
wh t we deserved'
-Hank Egan
senufma of the WCAC Tournament. The defeat
forced USD to wait for one of 36 at-large berths.
Th Toreros le ned yesterday afternoon that they
w ul nd , be participants in the tournam~nt f?r
the second time m four years. USD IS seeded ninth m
th M1dw t Re o I and will play Auburn, the red. mrs~ay at 4:~7 (PST) at the
g1onal's eighth
Hoosier Dome m I I napollS. The wm~er of th~ ~ontest will meet tbt winner of the Ind1ana-Fa1rheld
game Saturday.
"I've alway- e n film on TV of the ~,gony and
ecstasy (on A 's Wide World of Sports), said the
v Patrick hill, USD's athlet:c director, who studled an NIT handbook during the team's plane ride
borne from the WCAC Tournament in San Francisco.
''This was th realization of that. We thought the consolati n prize would be going to the NIT. I honestly
thought gomg to the NCAAs was a real long shot."
The tournament seedings were announced on national television. The program was pre-empt~d by a
local telethon in ~n Diego, however, leavmg the
Please see USD, Dt

=n~J]l

Toreros to scramble around town in
order to discover the team's fate.
The Toreros will remember receiving yesterday's news this way:
USD coach Hank Egan will remember being upstairs at his home.
Said Egan: "It's 2:30 and then it's
2:40 and I said to my wife, 'Judy, this
is a bad sign. Nobody wants to call
and give us the bad news.' And I went
upstairs to change my clothes and
the phone rang.
"(Assistant coach) Mike Legarza's
father saw it on TV in Reno and
called Mike and Mike called me. No
sooner did he hang up and my wife's
father called from Colorado Springs.
About five seconds behind that my
son called from Boulder."
Toreros center Scott Thompson
will remember seeing "San Diego"
levision
c n of
flashed o
at O'Connell's Sports Lounge, which
is equipped with a satellite dish to
pick up out-of-town transmissions.
Said Thompson: "The girl at the
bar was flipping the channels when it
came on the screen - San Diego. I
was with (forward) Steve Krallman
and we both kind of dropped our
chins. I thought, 'Hey, is that the girls
NIT or was that San Diego State and
they messed up.' I didn't believe it.''
USD forward Mark Manor and
guards Paul Leonard and Eric Musselman will remember getting the
word at a local television station.
Said Leonard: "They had asked a
couple of players to go down there
for an interview. When we got there
some guy opened the door and said
we were in."
But what about sophomore guard
Danny Means? Nobody knew where
he was.
The Toreros went their separate
ways about noon yesterday when
they returned from the conference

tournament at USF. Means was a noshow when the team reconvened four
hours later for a meeting at the USO
'
Sports Center.
So sophomore swingman Mike
Haupt was dispatched to look for bis
roommate. Finally, Haupt returned
with Means in tow.
"He was asleep,' Haupt announced
to his teammates.
Now everybody can get some
sleep, not just Means. The wait is
over.
The wait was especially hard for
Egan, who said in recent weeks that
he believed the Toreros' chances of
getting a bid were very slim if they
didn't win the conference tournament.
"I went down to the Wharf in San
Francisco the day after we lost,"
Egan said. "I did what all tourists did
and I don't remember anything. That
was the kind of mood I was in. I felt
miserable.
"What I really felt bad about is I
thought the kids played awfully bard
for a long period of time and their
performance was so high for such a
long period of time, to string together 14 wins in a row and have a record
of 24-5, that I felt really bad for
them. I was afraid that what they
(the tournament committee) would
look at was not really what we deserved.''
According to Utah athletic representative Arnie Ferrin, one of nine
persons on the NCAA's selection
committee, USD's berth in the tournament was secured by its 24-5
record.
"They were fortunate to get in, but
we had them on the board all along,''
Ferrin said. "We reviewed them
every day. Their won-loss record was
great, but their strength of schedule
wasn't. They didn't play any teams in
the top 50 and they played only four
teams in the top 100.''

In the NCAA's selection process,
won-loss record receives 20 percent
of the consideration while strength of
schedule and opponents' strength of
schedule are each weighted at 40
percent.
"Their good record was what got
them in," Ferrin said. "I was delighted for them. We know that when
you're in a conference with a soft
schedule you really have a bard time
(receiving an at-large berth). That
doesn't matter now. They're in."
The invitation rewards USD for a
season in which it won the WCAC's
regular-season championship with a
13-1 record and assembled a 14-game
winning streak before being upset by
Pepperdine. From a financial standpoint, a first-round appearance is
worth an estimated $200,000. USD
will receive 40 percent of that
amount with the remainder going to
the WCAC. The Toreros will receive
90 percent of any income generated
after the first round.
Last night, USD was busily assembling information on its first-round
opponent. Auburn is making its
fourth straight appearance in the
NCAA Tournament.
The Tigers, who ar .• 5-3 in tournament play, advanced to the West Regional finals last season where they
were defeated by eventual NCAA
champion Louisville 84-76. Auburn
(17-12), which finished fifth in the
Southeastern Conference this season,
was 7-9 this season against NCAA
'
Tournament-bound teams.
The Tigers feature a backcourt
comprised of four-year starters
Frank Ford and Gerald White. The
front line measures 6-foot-7 across
with sophomore forward Mike Jones,
junior forward Chris Morris and junior center Jeff Moore. All but White
average in double figures in scoring.
All but White average better than six __,
_..rebounds a game.

When forward Steve Zungul was
sold by the Sockers to the Tacoma
Stars midway through last season, he
took with him an understanding of
the ingredients that have made the
Sockers five-time champions.
Not coincidentally, the Stars won
16 of their first 20 games and lead
the Western Division. But they've
lost six of their last nine games.
Zungul, as a result, has taken to
pointing out bis teammates' flaws.
The criticism hasn't been appreciated.
The team was viewing a tape of its
overtime loss to the Sockers last
month when midfielder Gerry Gray
decided he'd heard enough from Zungul and, according to several sources, punched the "Lord of All Indoors"
in the face. According to one source,
Zungul also has come close to blows
with several other teammate~.
A high-ranking league official, who
watched one of the Stars' recent
matches, said the team disunity has
become visible on the Stars' bench.
"It's a (bleeping) nightmare," he
said. "I think if something is going to
change, it will depend on how strong
(Stars coach) Alan Hinton's personality is."
Hinton, however, didn't seem to be
too concerned, and said, "It's good
for us as a team. You can't get
through a season without a little controversy . . . I have always encouraged Steve Zungul to speak his mind
whenever he feels it's necessary. "
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Ex-yippie's visit
to USD protested
before he arrives

Pro Soccer
Ric Bucher

keeper Anton Nist!. For more information, call 456-1921 or 459-9314.
INDOOR EXPECTED TO - The
latest issue of Mondial, a French
magazine with the largest circulation of any soccer magazine, included a six-page spread on indoor
soccer.' Midfielder Michel Platini the
French national team captain, and
Diego Maradona, 'Uie rgen me forward and World Cup MVP, contribvted guest columns that praised the
sport, according to translations p1 ovided by Sockers PR director Glenn
Goldberg.
"I am convinced this sport will be
very successful in the U.S.," wrote
Maradona, "and will arrive in Europe in a little while."
Platini wrote: "This kind of soccer
will definitely develop (in Europe),
especially if the long winter hiatus is
maintained (in the European outdoor
game) ... It has to be organized and
codified. If this happens, very quickly
we will have a big competition, just
like the World Cup."
STARS - Kansas City forward
Jan Goossens was selected the offensive player of the week for his five
goals and two assists in three games.
Goossens, who failed to make the
1987 All-Star team, has scored in all
32 games for the Comets and is secOUTDOOR LIVES - The San ond in league scoring with 37 goals
Diego Nomads will begin their sec- and 30 assists.
Baltimore defender Bruce Savage
ond season in the Western Soccer AlHance March 22 when they meet F.C. was the top defensive player with 11
Portland at 1 p.m. on UCSD's Warren blocks and three goals in three
Field. The 3-year-old WSA lost one games.
ONLY IN THE MISL - In Wichiteam from last year, the last-place
Edmonton Brick Men, reduced its ta's 5-4 win over Los Angeles March
regular-season schedule from 14 to 1, Wings goalkeepe,r Seamus
10 games and changed from a spring- McDonagh used a bit of cunning to
turn a scoring opportunity for the
summer to a winter-spring format.
Unlike last year, all six tedtllS will Lazers into an easy goal 'or his team.
be amateur including the oetendmg Late in the first half, defender Kim
champion Hollywood Kickers - who Roentved sent a soft backpass to
changed their name to the California McDonagh from inside his own red
Kickers - San Jose Earthquakes, line, unaware of a Los Angeles forward lurking nearby. McDonagh,
L.A. Heat and F.C. Seattle Storm.
Brian McManus, a Nomads' assist- who could not legally ptrk up the ball
ant last year, has replaced Derek with bis hands, put 111s fo,,t on it and
Armstrong as the Nomads' coach. motioned for a time-ouL. The referee
Players returning from last year's didn't recognize the signal - but the
fifth-place team are sweeper Steve Lazers did. As the Lazers were walkBoardman, fullback Arturo Velazco ing ovel' to their bench, McDonagh
and forward Lucas Martin. USD's Bo passed the ball qmckly downfield to
Kaemerle, the Toreros' all-~ D a l e Ervme, ho put the ball into
ing scorer, will join Martin up front. the Lazers' net.
"Never give a sucker an even
The defense also will include UCLA
defender Steve Black, a Poway High break," said McDonagh afterward.
grad and 1985 3A San Diego Section "W.C. Fields would have been
Player of the Year, and Bruins goal- proud."
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By Lisa Petrillo

Staff Writer

Activist Abbie Hoffman hasn't
lost his touch for outrage after all
these years.
He managed to shake up the
University of San Diego before he
even arrived to speak to students.
. First, said law student Gregg
Cotler, administrators protested
to the USD Law School Speakers
Bureau for inviting Hoffman one
of the Chicago Seven yippies tried
for anti-Vie.nam War demonstrations outside the 1968 Democratic
Convention.
Next, USD students ripped
down posters advertising his appearances..
Then there were those USD students who wanted to know who
Abbie Hoffman was, and why
there was so much fuss about her.
"Abbie Hoffman is part of our
history, whether you agree with
that history or not," said Cotler,
who chose Hoffman as the first
speaker invited for the speakers
bureau.

1
The San Diego UIlion Jim Baird

Abbie Hoffman

p_ie training grounds," he sees a
rise of campus unrest compara ble
to the riotous 1960s, hen students
tried to burn down banks and take
over buildings.
Hoffman was in the news again
in November when he was arrested with Amy Carter and 58 others
while protesting recrmting by the
Central Intelligence Agency at the
University of Massachusetts. Hoffman plans to turn the trial into a
forum against the CIA.
B~ his own account, Hoffman
h_asn t changed much. His aim is to
nght social wrongs, he said, and
he ,cknowledged that can only be
done by working within the system.

Hoffman's style, though, is not
to copy fellow Chicago Seven coHoffman, now a stubby 50-year- defendant state Assemolyman
old with graying hair and beard Tom Hayden, D-Santa Monica.
says he does "a lot of these talk;
"The proper stance is one foot
to embarrass the students." He inside and one foot outside," Hoffproceeded to embarrass the
man said. " • , . If the will is there
crowd about its lack of knowledge to challenge the powers that be
about Central American issues.
th1!n the powers that be don't al~
Although he calls colleges "yup- ways have to win."

USD proves athletes can be student

~O~ E R was wrong. The feisty, former
hasei:e ~~nager's th~ry that nice guys finish last
n isproved agam by the UnivewtY of San
~s
~1ego_!)t~sk~ball team. For the second time in four
A~:;~; ~-n /out~. t~ .th e rational
ment, college basketball's ipar~on. lVIS10nt tournamier ~ve? .
.
at!~t~!: ~~~presr:el worldl'f~f b1g-bme_ college
n Y qua I ies as a mce guy.
ce
. .,
s:a~:~ls ~r alu~n~tayo~fs a~e as li~ely
-me snow a on its Lmda Vista
campus. Its players are student-athletes at a school
where academics outrank athletics.
Coach Hank Egan's team . 24-5 d eded .
nmth
an se
•~
.
amon
6
~:Aest tRegiona!t()geograph/!!e; ~::~:;~
s rong sm . The
.
.
~o;r~s will play_ Auburn U_mvers_ity on Thursday
ba~k~t~a:t~ Hoos1r Dome ~n. lnd1anapolis, where
., much d"ff1s eqtua parts ~ehg10n and sport. That's
1 eren perspective than at USD
""
Athletes at USD neither expect nor re~eive spe-

c:~;:~iat:

t::

cial treatment. There are no special admissions for
athletes, who must meet the same high academic
standards as other students. There are no athletic
dorms or other special privileges. Student-athletes
sta~d in line to register for classes, live among
their fellow stu~ents and, most important, almost
always earn their college degrees.
Four of the six seniors on this year's team will
l
graduate with their class· the other tw
return next year and complete their studi:S:
15 basketball scholarships authorized b the NCAA
'
y
h
b k
USD hold
s o?~ .~c e~c year so a ~layer who has
run out of eh?1bihty without graduatmg can remain
on scholarship and complete his education At too
many schools, athletes without eligibility find
themselves on their own.
This emphasis on educating athletes is all-toorare among Division I basketball powers That's
what makes it so refreshing to see schools like USD
·
f
;~;:Os~ng m the NCAA championships. Good luck,

iFt~~
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Coafl plays down Auburn

ifrfrf:nney

Tribune Sportswriter

S Auburn coach Sonny Smith trying_ to con US.ill. - ~
If not, he sure _has ta~en a negative approach in prt::paring his players
for the Toreros ID the first round of the NCAA Bas etball Tournament
Thursday ~t the HoosiPr Dome in Indianapolis (4:07, KVSO-AM 1000).
A sampling:
"We were rated fifth in the nation in the preseason. I think they
thought they were still ranking our
football team."
• "We pict out somebody every
game and don't guard them. That's
what we call our gimmick defense.
The ptoblem with us is sometimes
we pick out all five of them and don't
guard them."
• "The AubUr·n Tigers have a 6!oot-7 center who can't jump. We're
m real trouble."
• Asked how his team could overlook any opponent in the NCAA Tourament, he said: "My team could
overlook its own birth date. You
haven't seen my team play, evidently. We can't even get up for Miami
Vice and it's the No. 1 television
show up here. We have to jump start
our team."
AP photo
One sensed a smoke screen rising
in Alabama.
"He's a fox," USO coach Hank
Egan said.
The Tigers enter the NCAA Tourna'!lent with a 17-12 record following
a fifth-place finish in the Southeastern Conference. But take a closer
look.
• Six teams from the SEC received
berths in the NCAAs. Two more SEC
!earns were selected to the NIT, givmg the 10-team conference eight participants in postseason play.
• The Tigers played 16 games
against NCAA Tournament-bound
teams, compiling a 7-9 record
a~ain~t ,tb_e schools. Among the
T111:ers victims this season were Alabama- irmingham, Kentucky (in the
SEC Tournament), Georgia LSU and
'
Florida twice.
• Last year's Auburn team defeated Arizona, St. John's and NevadaLas Vegas to advance to the finals of
the ~e~t Regional where it was defeated 84-76 by eventual national champion
Lomsv1lle. Four starters return from that team.
"They're ~rea~ physically and they're unbelievably f st," said Egan, who
bega~ studymg films the Tigers last night. "They jump and move very well.
They re a great trans1 r on team. I was watching the Kentucky game and they
Please see TORERO' D-6

'My team

Rose Tyson, curator of physical anthropology for the Museum of Man, with castings of skulls showing the progression used to determine a face

Who digs skeletons? The 'bone lady'
and removed the severed lower part of a leg
with a foot attached. It was mostly skeletal
Tribune tall Writer
HERIFF'S D , H.CTI\ E Roger Bohren remains. To an untrained eye, the many bones
climbed the tep to the Museum or Ma~ of the fool didn't look like a foot but more like
in Balboa Park, passed through a com- a hand.
Rose Tyson, the "bone lady.'' was about to
dor, then climbed a stairway to a laboratory on
.
.
the ccond floor. He earned a brown paper bag begin her police work.
Helping cops with bones on then: hands 1s a
containing a grisly discovery. He was there to
sideline for Tyson, curator of physical ~nthrosee the ''bone lady.''
In the Jab, hanging from a stand, was a pology for the museum, which traces its onhuman skeleton. On a table were several gins and many of its bones to the Panamaskulls. The shelves and racks of the laboratory California Exposition here in 1915. Rece~tly
contamed thousands of bones. Some were de- she supervised the creation of two new exh1b1formed. Others were marred by disease. One tions, one on ancient mummies and another on
skull had a sharply defined square piece cut bone diseases.
But for the moment, her attention was on
from the top or it, the result or ancient surgery.
work
police
Another wa damaged by syphilis.
was asked if this was part of an
Bohren
the
greeted
Ro e Tyson, attired in a smock,
mvestigation.
nattily dressed detective.
"Yes and no," he said. His smile was tenta"Roger?" she asked, then welcomed him to
tive.
her domain.
He was concerned because murderers often
He hande-l her the bag. She reached inside
Stories by Jimmy Thornton

S
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bury their victims without realizmg that animals - coyotes and dogs - dig up the fresh
graves and gnaw at the remains. Body parts
show up unexpectedly.
That could have been what happened near
Spring Valley, where the bones were found ..
"This part (the leg) looked human," be said,

"but the foot, well, I thought, 'Naw.' "
Tyson studied the remains briefly and said,
"They're not human." The detective's instincts
were correct.
She walked hurriedly to the human skeleton
hanging in a corner and compared the bones.
Please see TYSON, f;'-4

could overlook
its own birth
date'
-Sonny
Smith

•
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San Diego, Tuesday, March 10, 1987
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cently opened exhibit is that of the
Human remains
Then she shook her head
Lemon Grove Mummy. The mummy,
The bones looked like he remains
stored for a while in a Lemon Grove
are to
of a bear, she said, then she asked,
garage, is that of a young Indian girl
"Are there any bears around here?"
anthropologists
(15, perhaps 16 when she died) who
b b k
''Not that I know of," the detective
had received injuries 800 years ago
W at OO Sare to
said.
It was a mystery but one that the
similar to those you would experilibrarians.
ence in a car crash, Tyson said.
bone lady would be unable to solve
A study of the girl's remains
without help. She's an expert on
showed that not only was she preghuman bones. The anthropologist
would have to find an animal expert they are collected, identified, labeled nant but the fetus was positioned for
and filed in handy boxes on shelves, birth at the time of her death.
for more positive identification.
Tyson said the girl lived in rough
Satisfied murder wasn't involved, they become archives of humanity.
And then there are mummies.
terrain near Chihuahua. How she sufBohren left his package with Tyson.
The San Diego museum, next to fered her injuries is a matter of con"Well, what now?" Tyson was
Old Globe Theater, bas some ex- jecture. Perhaps she fell. Perhaps
the
asked.
of human remains that have the fall triggered labor.
hibits
"First of all," she said, "I'm going
been carefully arranged and preShe probably died in agony before
to thoroughly wash my hands."
Tyson, who was born in Oceanside, . - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - is a home-grown scientist who went '
to high school in Vista. She has a
master's degree from San Diego
State University. And she has taught
anthropology at the lfu!versity of
§an Diego.
--xooiit 20 years ago, she gave up a
career as a dental assistant for one
in anthropology. Today, she and her
husband, a vegetation restoration
consultant, live in University
Heights.
She can rattle off the nomenclature scientists use to describe body
parts. Yet her colleagues call her
simply "the bone lady.''
Human remains, often in the form
of keletons, are to anthropologists
what books are to librarians. Once

You look at the mummy, remarkably preserved, naturally (no chemicals were applied}, and you wonder
about this young girl, how she died.
Was she a wife, why was she buried
in a nearly fetal · position, and why
was she wearing the garment and
trinkets she wore?
The answers are the gold of the
anthropologist's quest.
"It tells us something about our
pas~" Tyson said.
She said that as an anthropologist
she is forever mindful that she is
handling "remnants" of people. It is
not as though she were a geologist
sorting rocks, she says with a look of
caring.

"I can appreciate

they suffered terribly. So what they
have left behind is precious because
it's a record of what they went
what these people
through. And we can learn from it.
went through, aJJ.d I
"In a way, I know them a little bit
as individuals. I don't know what
know that they
they were like (as personalities). But
suffered terribly."
this is what they left of themselves
for us.
"So we need to take care of it and
But she said she can work with treat it with respect and learn what
mummies and skeletons and skulls we can from it."
/
without qualm because "the person is
, - ~ - - ~ - - - - - ~/
gone."
Is that morbid?
"Not at al~" she said. "People suffering - that's hard for me to take.
"I can appreciate what these peo-

1

---~f?s--r---- --.---------f

~:~1~yb;i:1~·e boards. Ttley outrebounded Las Vegas by nine and Texas-El
th T~ere's n_o questio~ Auburn misses the presence of Chuck Person, who led
e _ea~ with 21.5 pomts and 7.9 rebounds a game last season Person now is
·
Playmg_m the NBA for the Indiana Pacers.
J The hneup_ remains formidable. The front line consists of sophomore Mike
on~ (15 pomts per game), who assumed Person's spot and juniors Chris
Mo,ns {13.4) an~ Jeff Moore (17.2). They measure 6-7 ea~h and average 220
pounds. Moore IS the center who "can't jump." He leads the team with 9 3
·
rebounds a game. The other two average 7.2.
The backcourt consists of four-year starters Frank Ford and Gerald Whit
~Even Ford a~erages 6.2 rebounds a game along with 132 points Wh't
· 1 e is
·
'
Auburn's all-time assist leader.

On the average, the Tigers have outrebounded opponents 39 7 to 31 6 and
outscored them 80.2 to 74.3. Auburn shoots 50 percent from th~ field ~nd 38

pe}~n~t0 !~ee-point range, which approximates the national average
·
"ma Y, rm ac~owledged his team does have a few strengths
"W Our strengths are ID the running game and the rebounding game·" he said
e ge~ o_ur rebounds !Jecause our offense is designed to get rebo~nds Ou;
et mhphasi_s IS on reboundmg. The main thing is getting the rebound. You'v~ got
o ave 1t before you can run with it."
Provided_ with information about USD's success from three-point range
~II Smith needed to set him off again.
" Its one of the ~t teams in the country with the three-pointer" he said
t~ne gu_y na~ed (semor forward) Mark Manor is shooting 51 percent from th~
~,ee-pomt hne. Pl~ the team as a whole is shooting 44 percent.
All I have to do IS read them our defensive ability versus the three- int
play; let ~hem read two or three articles about how (poorly) we defense them·
~ave their coach call the Nevada-Las Vegas players, who probabl h '
hsted phone numbers, and let them talk 30 minutes about how sorr !e
·
y
... Then we could probably get motivated for the game."

::ee
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Egan has plan
to tame Tigers

with the game and get comfortable
shooting the ball," Egan said. "We
may have to buy a shot that careens
off the rim and not get too panicky
because we're in a strange environment. We've just got to know that's
going to happen."
Facing the Tigers' so-called gimmick defenses could be another concern.
Said Egan: "In the Kentucky game
they played a box-and-one, a triangle-and-two, a two-two-one full-court
press, they fell back into a zone, they
man pressed. So they do a little bit of
everything on defense.
"I think what they really try to do
is make you lose your poise, so you're
searching for what the answer is. I
think this is really significant for us.

Toreros hoping to control
~#burn quickness - fast

By i&fkenn?y

I

Tribune Sporl,,wriler

NDIA~~POLIS - It's no secret that the strength of Auburn's basketball

team 1s its ab1hty to rebound and run.
USD coach Hank Egan has designed a plan to stop the Tigers in their
trac~
It will be up to the Toreros to execute Egan's plan when the teams meet
here tomorrow in the first round of the NCAA Tournament at the Hoosier
Dome.
"We make adjustments based on each team," Egan said. "The first thing
you want to do 1s make sure the kids
have a good grasp of the game plan,
and you can tell that the first couple
of times up and down the floor. If
they're into that groove, then you
start wa~ching the flow of the game."
Egan 1s aware that the Tigers (1712) led the Southeastern Conference
in rebounding this season. He knows
they averaged 8.1 rebounds more
than their opponents. He realizes
they outrebounded Nevada-Las
Vegas by 11 {despite losing 104-85)
and Kentucky by 17 (in a 79-72 SEC
Tomorrow's game
Tournament win).
"We have to play position deUSD(24-5)
fense," Egan said. "We can put a litvs.
but
ball,
the
on
pressure
of
bit
tle
then we have to play inside out eveAuburn (17-12)
rywhere because we have to keep
them off the boards. We've got to
make sure our people are not in the
4p.m.,
passmg lanes and gambling.
KVSD-1000
69,
Chi.
"We'd rather let them have the
hall down low and play defense on
th m, than have them in the position
where they have the offensive
NCAA Tournament
boards. We can't afford to give them
schedule,
the second shot too often."
Page E-4
While watching films of Auburn
agains~ UNLV and Kentucky, Egan
also discovered that senior guards
Frank _Ford and Gerald White move the ball down court quickly following a
defensive rebound.
"One ?f the things the do is they fly at your shooter and then take off "
'
E~~n said. "Our shooter 1~ going to have to watch for the flyer.
we
Then
early.
out
straightened
get
to
want
you
that
thmgs
Tho~e are the
·g
can decide whether we should be playing man or zone or whether we're gom
to trap."
Th~ front_li~e of sophomore forward Mike Jones, junior forward Chris
Moms an~ Jumor ce~ter Jeff Moore gives the Tigers the size and strength to
rebound with the nation's best teams.
"You look at their front line and they look like they're all stamped out of
the same mold as Charles Barkley (Auburn Class of '84)," Egan said. "They're
all about 6-7 or 6-8 and anywhere from 230 to 245 pounds, and they just jump
ou~ of the gym and pound the boards.
One of the reasons they're good off the boards is because for all that size
and st~ength they're pretty quick people. They tend to put it up quick and get
a runnmg start at the boards."
Controlling the Tigers' rebound1ug and running may be Egan's primary
concerns, but he has o~rs.
Playing in the 43,000- eat Hoosier Dome is one.
Please •-e TOREROS, -G

If we can maintain our poise through

the early part of this, we'll be all
right."
Finally, the Toreros must display
the balance that enabled them to
compile a 24-5 record. Four of USD's
five starters average in double figures, led by senior center Scott
Thompson's 15.9 points. Forward
Mark Manor and guards Paul Leonard and Danny Means have helped
the team shoot 44.4 percent from
three-point range.
The Toreros must take what the
Tigers give them.
If Auburn covers USD's outside
shooters, the Toreros must get the
ball inside to Thompson and forward
Nils Madden. If not, Manor, Leonard
and Means must be prepared to fire
away.

When USD lost to Pepperdine 64-63
during last week's West Coast Athletic Conference tournament semifinals, the Toreros couldn't hit their
outside shots.
"Pepperdine decided to take away
our outside shooting, and see what
we could do inside," Egan said. "If
they take one away, then we must go
somewhere else. I think our shooters
felt like they were required to shoot.
The requirement is, if you have the
shot you take what is there.
"We must move the ball around
and find the open man. Our strength
is our balance offensively. We play
the game pretty much like a team.
"If it's an us-against-them game I
think we have a chance. A decent
chance. If it becomes a me-againstyou, individual against individual, I
think we're ih deep trouble."
~,
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memories of past NCAA tourney s
has
Egan
USD's
. '::)..(;\ s /'

•••

1

West, who was the MVP of the '59 tournament,
scored a game-high 34 points against Navy.
• • •
...u.:i.u....:wniors Scott Thompson, Nils Madden,
St ve Krallman, Eric Musselman and sophomore
Mike Haupt all have played for teams that have Of the Toreros' current players, Thompson has
gone to the NCAA Tournament, but it is Toreros seen the most action in tournament play. In USD's
coach Hank Egan who has the most tournament
experience as a player.
· Toreros notebook
Egan played his college basketball at Navy
from 1956 to '60. He was the sixth man for the 65-56 first-round loss to Princeton in '84, the 7-foot
Navy team that__defeafed North Carolina and St. center played 20 minutes, collecting four points
John's and lost to Boston University in the '59 and eight rebounds Musselman and Krallman
tournament.
each played one minute against Princeton. MadEgan started for the Midshipmen team that lost den
did not get in the game.
'60
in the first round to West Virginia 94-86 in the
a freshman on the San Diego State
Haupt
tournament. His assignment that game was to team thatwas
to Nevada-Las Vegas 85-80 in the
lost
guard West Virginia's All-America guard, a fellow first round of the '85 tournament.
IJy the name of Jerry West. What does Egan remember about the experience?
"He scored more points than I did," Egan said. t USD's Thursday afternoon first-round NCAA
By Kirk' Kenney7
Tribune Sportswriter

•••

•••

Midwei t Regional game against Auburn at the
Hoosier Dome in Indianapolis will be broadcast on
radio station KVSD-1000 beginning at 4 p.m.
Ronnie Wald will do the play-by-play for the
contest, which will not oe televised. ESPN will
show the Navy-Michigan game in that time slot.

•••

The opening line on the USD-Auburn game tabs
the Tigers as a 4½ point favorite. The winner will
play Saturday against the winner of Thursday's
Fairfield-Indiana game.
USA TODAY printed odds yesterday provided
by Danny Sheridan that picked the Toreros as a
1,500-to-l shot at winning the national championship. Auburn was picked at 150-1. North Carolina
was installed as the favorite at 3-1. Santa Clara,
the West Coast Athletic Conference Tournament
champion, is given a 500,000-1 chance of winning
the tournament. ·
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By Alison Davis Tibbitts
Special !o The Tribune

•

IS a fighter for what
he believes in. Just ask
the city building department," said Bud Fischer during the
introduction of Chris Mortenson Friday night. Mortenson and his wife,
Francie, were recognized by the
Gaslamp Quarter Foundation for
their work in restoring old San Diego
buildings.
Over 450 enthusiasts of bygone
days were at the U.S. Grant Hotel to
honor the Mortensons and to view
pieces of Chinese export porcelain
from the Reeves Collection, displayed on the West Coast for the first
time.
"Americans became interested in
preservation during our bi-centennial, and the momentum just keeps
building up," said Joella Morris. She
and her husband, Stewart Morris,
presented the 1987 Stewart Title Historic Preservation Award to the
Mortensons. Morris is president of
Houston's Stewart Title Guaranty
Co., and an adviser to the National
Trust for Historic Preservation in
Washington, D.C.
In his acceptance remarks, Mortenson said, "I'm not a pure preservationist. Not all old is good, and not

years by Mr. and Mrs. Euclin
Reeves. The priceless collection of
over 3,000 pieces was bequeathed to
the university in 1967.
Among history buffs on hand were
Klonie and Fritz Kunzel, Walter Nelson, Ann Boyd, the John Klinedinsts
and the Jim Ballengees {both men
are Washington & Lee graduates).
Also there were: Ann Kantor,
Rosie and Mike Stepner, Billie Reilly, Richard Esparza, Pam Post,
Romilya Driese, Erin and Brian
Walsh, and Cindy Echols.
REVIEWS of coming attractions were everywhere at
Alice and Mike Cavanaugb's
La Jolla home on the evening of
March 4. Art Alive chairman Mary
Allen and her committee heralded
Alice Cavanaugh opens home for
the sixth floral extravaganza, com'Art Alive' preview.
ing April 29 and 30 to the San Diego
Museum of Art.
Guest lecturers expected are Brit- night.
Among the flower lovers present
ish art historian Elizabeth Gordon
and author Ronaldo Maia. Thirty- at the preview were Sally and John
eight floral designers and garden Thornton, Dirk Broekema, Nancy
clubs will interpret art pieces in the Johnson, museum deputy director
. Jane Rice, Tory and Jim Luick,
museum collection.
Artist Joanne Crosby collected Brooks Noah, Dolly Maw and Judith
kudos for her elegant poster of roses, andNeilM~
Others ncluded advisers Barbara
designed to publicize the event.
Opening-night chairman is Barba- 1.oBell and Pam Allison, Gina Muir
ra Malone. Her co-chairman, Fran and Scott Northcote (charged with
Golden, will be in Africa on the big designing the rotunda decor), Walter

P

Tribune photo by Michael Franklin

James and Celeste Whitehead, at left, with Christopher and Francie
Mortenson at gala honoring the Mortensons.

all new is bad. Not all buildings
should be saved."
He said he believes that "in the
last analysis, we can't freeze buildings in time or place, because that
limits history and negates all that
bas happened to that building before
and after."
Among the Mortenson restorations
are The Abbey, tie Golden Lion TavDel, a Victorian
ern, and the
ho~e mov to Coronado and in

which the Mortensons now live.
Mortenson said that without his
wife's enthusiasm, he would not be
involved in such projects. "When
things are going badly, I remind her
of this," he added.
James Whitehead, director of the
Reeves Center at Washington & Lee
University, in Lexington, Va., was
the keynote speaker. He brought
slides and examples of Chinese export porcelain collected during 25

Fitch III, and Debbie and Jim
Frampton.
EADEN SKIES did not mean
leaden spirits at Friday's dedication of the Un~rsity of Sa-!>
lliei:o's new..ll11ivecsity Ce11ter. Rain
did not dampen enthusiasm for about
500 who gathered indoors to see Jim
Colachis, chairman of the Trustees'
Buildings and Grounds Committee,
hand over the keys of the kingdom to
Bishop Leo T. Maher, chairman of
the trustees board.
Dr. Author Hughes, USD president,
spoke on the building's importance in
enriching campus life. Now, students
and faculty have an informal setting
in which to meet, and many student
services and offices are under one
roof. Dr. Philip Hwang, professor of
education, was the keynote speaker.
A reception committee welcomed
guests touring the facility. John Trifiletti relished being "the lonesome
polecat," the group's only man. Other
members were Pat Keating, Linda
Alessio, Darlene Ventimiglia, Carol
O'Connell, Tina Cutri, Barbara Covey
and Rochelle Capozzi .
Also helping were Virginia Stehly,
Marilyn Benstead, Louarn Fleet,
Helen Egan, Val Frager, Doris
Hughes, Ann Nichols, Carol Reilly,
Ruth Mulvaney and student Stepha/
/
ie Rothstein.
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Hoffm

USDAt
J,

Non-Violent Coordinating Com·
mittee "charity" over administraboun to be as offen ive
tion objections
v t 1v . 8 it would be ins~ational
"The students won, and it was
to liberals
like a shot heard across the councnounced the Central InH
try. My God, students! They"re dotelligencl' ,\gency for recruiting on
ing something! They're alive!
collc1iw campuses - "Tell them
They"re making changes!"
about mrn 1ng the harbors, tell
They challenged dress codes and
thl'm about what you did to
demanded the right to vote at age
Allt•nde in Chile, that you tried to
18. Now, Hoffman observed stu
kill Ca tro, tell them about arms
dents are fighting for the right to
made in Am!'rica sold to the
control school publications "and
Ayatollah himselfl"
the right to demonstrate, at some
He jabbed at President Ronald
schools.
Reagan - "The Teflon president no
"It's not yet a student moveone could touch and in two weeks
ment: it's a pre-student moveht• turned mto c llophane."
ment," he said. "We won't have the
H vowed to tackle the military
'60s back - the sex will never be
_ "N xt I'm going to sue the U.S.
that free, the dope never that cheap
Army for false advertising - you
and the rock 'n' roll never that
know, tho.e ads that say you
good. I don't know how you'll get
learned how to be a brain surgeon
political ideas across without a
m the ormy."
counter-culture. I don't know what
He derided the Strategic Defense
1t ill look like , but T know you
Initiatwe - "What the hell, we
can't do it with designer brains."
don't know if it works; ,t'll bring
Hoffman found encouragement
Jobs to San Diego!"
in the recent trend for American
And he prodded students - "I'm
corporations to pull out of South
uppo d to speak tonight on stu•
Africa, and that universities were
• dent activ 1gm - which is a funny
likewise giving in to pressure from
subject, ·ort of oxymoronic.''
students to withdraw from inHoffman called today's univervolvement in that country as a
1t1es "psycho-social moratoriums
statement against racial prejudice .
where people remove themselves
"Now they have to explain to the
from the problems of society; yup•
public the difference be•
Amencan
p,e training camps."
tween Mozambique and Angola,
He complained that students
when the audience is concerned
here are "more apathetic than the
with the difference between Ralph
rest of. ociety . We don't have the
Lauren and Pierre Cardin," he
tr dition of the engaged students
said.
h way they hav in Latin
Looking back at the former stumeric or Europe." Students pro
dent activism, Hoffman noted it
test in South Korea, in France,
was the civil rights movement that
Spain and the Philippines, he
"got us off our blue jeans-stretnoted
chers" and into the streets helping
"Youth makes a revolution. If
blacks to register to vote.
you're not going to make the
"Then. there we were. suspicious
struggle for social change when
of authority and stoned out of our
you're young, you're certainly not
gourds of course and we looked
i,:oing to do it in middle age," Hof•
around and saw Vietnam. What's
fman declared, then adding as one
that? Vietnam had been going on
who knows: "I'll tell you what
for 10 years before there was any
middle age is about: they promise
to it.
opposition
you wisdom and stick you with
"For 10 years the CIA ran our
hemorrhoids "
war in a country Americans had no
Now 50, Hoffman has been a part
where it was. They bought an
idea
of th po-liti I act i sc ne for
army, bought a government, insome 25 years. He started with the
vented a border, invented border
civil rights movement in the South
incidents. We shipped a hundred
seen
in the early 1960s, was
million dollars there. Then Lyndon
regularly on the nightly news
Johnson was telling Americans he
leading ant, war demonstrations in
would never send our boys to fight
the late 1960s, went underground
an Asian war - and we had 16,000
for years as a fugitive but took up
the fight for environmental protec- military advisers there."
But the student movements
tion in the 1970s.
tapered off in the 1970s, he said.
In 1969 he went on trial with the
"It's hard to protest the war when
Chicago Seven, charged with
don't have a war." And he
you
noting at the Democratic national
pointed out it was hard to get a
convent10n the previous year. The
concensus among activists "when
trial is now being made into a tele1t meant you tried to unanimity
vision movie, depicting the bizarre
from three FBI agents and six
events during the case against
schizophrenics."
Hoffman, Tom Hayden, Jerry
So he began to challenge CIA
Rubin, Rennie Davis, John
Froines, Lee Weiner and David college recruiting methods, and he
is currently working with the NaDellinger.
tional Student Action Center in
Hoffman is on the college lecture
circuit now , earning recent Washington, D.C.
"We don't need people to present
publicity at the University of Maswe already have enough
problems,
sachusetts when he and Amy
Carter were arrested for protesting problems. We need people to present solutions," he stated.
CIA recruiting.
"There's a science to organizing.
"They had riot police in full gear,
and attack dogs," Hoffman related And some students want to parabout the November protest. "At- ticipate in the electoral process.
tack dogs! I haven't seen them I'm not knocking that. One foot in
since Birmingham! April 6 we'll the street, one foot in the voting
show you how to turn a trespassing booth: that's the stance."
charge mto a political trial. We'll
say as responsible citizens we knew
laws were being broken (by the
CIA in Iran) so we broke a little
one.
"We'll parade witnesses for
seven, eight, nine days before an
American jury and we'll see
whether it's an illegal organization
or not."
Though age has tinged his beard
with gray and prompted him to
more closely trim the once-tall
"natural" hairstyle, it has not
sapped his zeal or his ability to stir
emotions.
"When you fight for someone
else's freedbm, you start thinking
about your own situation in life,"
Hoffman said, recalling the days
when Berkeley students collected
money on campus for the Student
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• March 12: "lmprov\ng the Eco·
• I tus of Women.," a pubhc
LS
nom1c a
an
forum at the UmvPrs1ty 9
Die o that will be led by assistant
phlosophy Prof ssor Harriet Bab r and assistant economics Professor Denise Dimon. The program
runs from 7:30-9 p.m at the Manche ter conference Cent~ o~ampus. Admissio,11s free.
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.lJaron, Roberts homer
as Tor_eros beat UCSD

I

T'S A LIVI G: In Yuma last

weekend with her rarents, 3year-old Karla DeVries had a
chance to meet her idol, Steve
Garvey. Bad· home in San Diego
this week, she was asked by a family
friend just what it is Steve Garvey
does during spring training. "He
writes on kids' baseballs," Karla
explained.
LIFE IN THE CITY: Bob Hope
holds forth at Bmg Crosby Hall
Saturday night in a tribute to
Chargers owner Alex Spanos.
Developer Ernie Hahn is honorary
co-chairman of the fund-raiser (for a
new T~rrey Pines High stadium)
along with Hope, who promises a 30minute routine and a bonus: his wife,
Dolores, will sing. (Hope and Spanos
may also be expected to reprise
their soft-shoe number, with Les
Brown and his Band of Renown.) ...
Bob Arnhym, who resigned last
week after 20 years .. t COMBO (14
as volunteer; 6 as s,.mor exec), says
he's pondering 1aunching his own
fund-raising and events-planning
firm. But first he says, "I'm going to
spend wo or three weeks eating and
listemng." Arnhym doesn't regret his
abrupt resig11alinn. "The city is
going to for •ts own public arts
commissi,m. he ays. "My salary
would have Leen reduced to a 1970s
level. It was ;i rr "essional cul de
sac." ... Against tne odds: SDSU's
Alumni & Associates aren't
superstitious. They've scheduled a
"Casino Night" fund-raiser this
Friday (the 13th) aboard the
ferryboat Berkeley.
BORDER VIEW: Tijuana
architects offer their views on the
future of San Ysidro later this
month at an urban planning
workshop sponsored by R/UDAT
(Regional/Urban Design Assistance
Team). One focus of the workshop
involves solutions to San Ysidro's
hil!h crime rate. But. T.1 architect
Rene Pesqueira regards that as
irrelevant to architecture. "A lower
crime rate," he lectures, "is a
matter of education - not urban
design."
SIGN LANGUAGE: Ken Grote and
his twin brother, Keith, were in
Yuma last weekend, visiting the
Padres spring training camp. And
Keith, a San Diego cop, was drawn
to a boisterous crowd surrounding a
car outside the Shiloh restaurant.
The car, it turned out, was parked in
a handicapped space; with no
handicapped parking sticker. But
then, says Ken, the personalized
license plate probably explained the
handicap: NL UMP ... On the ski
slopes in Keystone, Colo., SD Atty.
Ed Chapin found the seeds of a
political comeback on a tourist's Tshirt: HE'S TAN, HE'S RELAXED,
HE'S READY - NIXON FOR
PRE.5IDENT IN '88.... Opponents
of the Belmont Park development
aren't likely to let up soon on
Councilman Mike Gotch. Yesterday,
at the foot of Ventura Place
(adjacent to the demolition), one
partisan had posted his potshot on a
hand-lettered sign: TOO BAD
MISSION BEACH - MIKE
GOTCHA!
SAN DIEGANS' INK: Judge
William Todd, who held center stage
for nearly a year during our exMayor's felony trials, is going legit.
He'll make his acting debut March
26 in the lead role of Neil Simon's
"God's Favorite," at La Jolla United
Methodist Church .... Gloria
McColl's aide, Marla Marshall,
hasn't moved into the 4th Dist. yet
(she's house-hunting). But she has
hired a political consultant, LA's
Rick Taylor, to steer her unofficial
campaign for Wm. Jones' City
Council seat. ... The Feb. 28 San
Diego premiere of Richard
Dreyfuss' "Tin Men," a fund-raiser
for UCSD Med Center's Dept. of
Ophthalmology, is replayed on
tonight's edition of "Entertainment
Tonight" (7:30 on Channel 10)....
U~'s loss.,to Pepperdine Friday in
the first round of the WCAC
basketball tournament left a bitter
taste. But the USD scholars exacted
some sweet revenge on Sunday. The
USD Law School defeated
Pepperdine in the final round of the
Trial Lawyers' Western Regional
om tition.
·

Sean Baro?f~~ndy Roberts hit
horn~ runs yester~ay to leadj_he Unive~y of San Diego baseball team
past visiting UCSD, 7-3, in a non-conference game.
The. Toreros (11-6) used four pitchers, with. Jim Westlund (1-0) winning.
Baron hit a two-run homer in the
seventh inning, and Roberts a tworun homer in the eighth. UCSD is 9-7.
USIU 10, LONG BEACH 4 - Steve
Hendrie~· fourth home run, good for
two runs m the seventh, put the Gulls
(8-14) ahead to stay at home. First
baseman Bob Esquerra had three
hits and three RBI for USIU· Shane
Larker hit a two-run homer 'ror the
49ers (5-16-1. Mike Poteet (2-5) won
in relief.

FULLERTON STATE 10, SDSU l

- Mark Beck pitched a complete
game to lead the Titans (13-9) past
the ~ztecs at Smith Field. Freshman
right fielder Bob Perry was 4-for-4
for SDSU (10-9). Steve Mills (0-1) lost

PACIFIC COAST CONFERENCE

- San Diego City scored four runs in
the ~ttom ~f the ninth to salvage an
8-8 tie agamst Southwestern in a
game called after nine innings because of darkness. The game will be
replayed only ii it has a bearing on
conference standings . . . David
Schiesser had three hits and three
~BI .and pitched five innings to win
m M1raCosta 's 12-3 victory over vis-

College Baseb· II
a
iting Imperial Valley College ...
Catcher Mark Robert homered and
singled to lead Mesa past visiting
~rossmont, 9-4. Eric Bridge (3-2)
pitched seven innings to win for
Mesa (6-4, 2-0). Tim Quinn had two
hits and one RBI for the Olympians.
Grossmont is 1-2 in conference.

Zungul scores 2 goals
as Stars beat Strikers
From Ntws Services

Steve Zungul scored two goals and
had two assists to lead the Tacoma
Stars to a come-from-behind 6-3 victory over the host Minnesota Strikers
last night in a Major Indoor Soccer
League game.
The Strikers held a 3-2 lead after
thre~ quarters, but Tacoma got four
straight goals in the final quarter.

WINGS 3, SIDEKICKS 2 - Chico
Borja scored the game-winning goal
as Wichita defeated host Dallas.
Mark Evans and Dave Hoggan each
had one goal and three blocks for the
Wings.
Tatu, who leads the league with 50
goals and 78 points, had a goal and an
assist for Dallas.
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Course Deals
With Ethics of
Women's Work
By STACY FINZ

Times Staff Write~ 2, q S5
SAN DIEGO-Academically
economics instructor Denise Dimo~
and Harriet Baber, assistant professor of philosophy, are worlds
apart. However, they are teaching
a new c.ourse this semester at the
Umvers~ Diego, "Women
mWork."
'Baber said that Dimon provides
the. data and she talks about the
eth1?al implications of that information.
"It seems to be
working very well " SAN
she said. "Our students
have all had to take -:...c::c:.=...:...:..
philosophy courses, so USD students are pretty philosophically
soph1st1cated."
The two educators will also hold
a public forum in which they will
~ttempt to answer the qyestion
What Can Be Done to Improv~
Women's Economic Status?" at
7:30 p.m. Thursday at the Manchester Conference Center at USD
They will examine the economi~
and so~1al forces that have led to
women s new economic role in
society.
Dimon said that, although many
.
older women are stagnat'
mg m
al I
tradT
I ion ' ow-paying jobs, younger women are pursuing more
male-dommated occupations In
1980, 13.9% of doctors were w~m-

gg=33TY

J

en, a significant increase from 9 7 %
· 0
in 1970.
Dimon, as a labor economist, has
researched the topic of women in
the la~r market. She said that
occupational segregation in the
work force has declined since the
1960s, but she warns that one must
be.~areful when analyzing the data.
Although statistics might state
that there are 50% women and
50% men in sales, these statistics
do not break down how many
women are sales representatives
for large .business firms and how
many are m retail," Dimon said.

Flexibility Sought
"Many women are choosing occupat10:1s that have fewer hours, or
are eas1~r to move in and out of to
have children, raise children and
for whatever other reasons. These
Jobs pay lower wages."
F~r t_his reason, many employers
don t hire women, said Baber, who
is interested in the ethical aspects
of women working.
. "A_Jthough it is against the law to
d1scr1mmate on these bases, it is a
rat~?nal reason not to hire a woman, Baber said. "However, 50% of
the' differentials in the work force
can t be explained and must be
bl~med on d1scriminatwn.
In general, I think that it would
be appropriate for the government
to intervene. And I thmk there
should be some sort of affirmative
act10n."
"Things do appear to be getting
better, people are marrying later
a nd havmg children later" D'
imon
'
sa 1d "B
ut the older women are
·
stran.ded. Some of the short- run
solutions are income transfers, job
trammg or welfare. But somethin
has to be done."
'
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ndjng the poor: 'Experiment' proceeds

By Harry Fotlnos

") C

r

Staff eporter

•

Week

'y 7

A DIEGO - County superv . ors arc movmg forward 'ltith
an "experiment" in providing
crimmal ddcnse services for the
poor even though its cost, legality and efficiency have not been
d1>ter mined .
Supervisors
decided
last
Sepkmber to abolish the county
Office of Defender Services and
work towa1d giving the responsibility of indigent defense to a
non-profit group, which will
operute wider contract with the
county.
'an Diego County would be the
fh ·t large county in the state to
have such a system.
Alex Landon, the newly-appointed executive director of the
non-profit group,· said that he
hop s to have a new draft budget
within a month and that the
organization will begin to take
c cs by July.
'fhe l'Xact cost of the new project is still unresolved. When
supcrvisori. last fall gave tentative approval to the switch,
th y reviewed proposed budgets
which showed a full contracting
arrangement would cost $18.2
million. The budget for that plan
va $:!. \ million more than an
alternative offered by county
udmmistrator Norman Hickey.
Supervi ors this fiscal year
would only commit to spending
$11 million for indigent defense.
In reality, the county is expected
to spend more than $14 million
this year, including an unanticipated 1 million in increased
contracting costs which are the
re ·ult of attorneys and staff
members in the Office of Defender Service (ODS) quitting
their job in anticipation of their
department's demise.
As to the cost differences between the approved plan and
Hickey's alternative, proponents
of th1 board's decision claim that
cou1, :y staff underestimated the
actual cost of the public defender 11:lice and that the two progr ms will actually cost about

,
.
,
ff,
Su pervisors want to abolish
county O ice '
use non-profit' group for 'In d ·1gent d efense
the same.
Whether the program - as
envisioned by the board and its
advocates - will ever come into
being remains unclear.
The present "modified public
defenders office" operates with
a staff of 17 attorneys who handle serious felonies. The office
also contracts with 33 private attorney groups, which handle the

sity to follow the recommendation of a commission over its own
staff and chief administrative officer. The board did not appoint
the commission members but did
finance the study with a $20,000
grant.
The
comm1ss1on
was
established by the San Diego
Law Center, which is a joint venture of the University of San

Attorney E. Miles Harvey, former commission member and current chairman
of the non-profit board of trustees, said
that giving a private group responsibility
for indigent defense will be more cost
effective and provide better quality
defense services to the poor.
---,------------------------remaining cases. The system was Diego School QU.,~ and the San
adopted by the board in 1984 with "Diego County Bar Association.
the support of the Indigent
While the commission had 15
Defense Advisory Board and the meetings over a four-month
bar association, according to a period to develop its report,
recent study.
critics have said that the final
Under the proposed plan, 13 of recommendation - to have the
15 board of trustee members county form the non-profit conhave been appointed to form a tracting group - was no surnon-profit corporation. North prise.
County Supervisor Jotm MacAttorney E. Miles Harvey,
Donald has yet to appoint his two former commission member and
trustees.
current chairman of the nonFollowing the group's incor- profit board of trustees, said that
poration, a contract with the giving a private group responsicounty will be developed and bility for indigent defense will be
approved by county supervisors. more cost effective and provide
The non-profit group will then better quality defense services
hire attorneys and staff members to the poor.
and take over the duty of defending and counseling indigent
Harvey said the final budget
defendants. The county expects for the service will be determinto have about 35,000 of these ed by the non-profit group's
cases this fiscal year.
recently hired executive direcCounty supervisors, with some tor, Alex Landon.
opposition from Supervi~or Leon
Harvey criticized the current
Williams, have shown a propen- system, saying the quality of

.
defense was inadequate in some
regions of the county.
"The evil of the system as it
now exists is that you were auctionmg off defendants," Harvey
said, referring to the contract
portion of the system.
When the board made its decision last year, it had proposed
budgets from the commission
and the county staff.
The commission's proposed
budget called for a first year
expenditure of $18.2 million.
Hickey told the board the county
staff could do the same job for
$15.1 million.
The commission's proposal
gained support even though the
budget was $7 million more than
given to the Office of Defender
Services (ODS) for this fiscal
year.
Last June, ODS director
Melvin Nitz requested $13.8 million to run his department during
this fiscal year, but supervisors
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Escondido pair
put USD on the air

•

ESCONDIDO - Thanks to the
efforts of two Escondido businessmen and one Vista radio station
the U n i v ~ j ~ o • ~
first-round game m the NCAA
Midwest Regional will be broadcast live Thursday afternoon.
Escondidans Ronnie Wald and
teve Miles will provide a wordseye_ view of the Toreros' game
agamst Auburn for Vista's KVSD
(1000). The live broadcast from Indianapolis will begin at 4 p.m.
P T, with tip-off scheduled for
4:07.
Wald and Miles run the Community Sports Network (CSN) an
Escondido-based company that
eeks to package sporting events
for broadcast. The two worked previously in Los Angeles, where they
broadcast events such as the College World Series and games involving Pepperdine University.
CSN moved here last year, and

1.."

, 888

. -laei~VHoFt"..NThe civil rights activist speaks at

£ ii,;6.'1~

at the Univers1t of San Diego's Center
Forum on " eawaken1ng The *ctiv1sl Spirit" and at 8
a.m Tuesday at the faculty dining room on 'Student
Activism From the 60s to the '80s. ' Information· 2604682.
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USO game on radio
Th~v~ ~ -:; San Diego
men's7rnsk:etball team meets
Auburn at 4 p.m. Thursday in a
first-round game of the NCAA
Tournament at the Hoosier Dome
in Indiana.
There will be no live telecast in
the San Diego area, but the game
will be carried on North County-based radio station KVSD-AM
1/
(1000). Ronnie Wade will handle
the play-by-play.

Est. 1888

By Maureen Lewis
US as the "f
Two UruJ·versi~1ego' pro- W~~t."
astest gun in the replaced by "armed conf11·ct"
fessors
oseph Darb
d J
b
· ·
Vai='gtt~:fi\esentii an
o~ge
"In Mexico, Mexicans are saying
ecause it is ~o longer legal to
1
phil?sophicatand ideolo~ic:~~~1~~ :e UJ· ~resident~ very similar to :~:i~~/:~r::ce ~e new terof view, debated the issue of ..
ex1can president," Vargas inci
•
ave een over 100
and the U.S. Foreign Policy" at~w :-id. "I'd rather see President withde~ces_ of "armed conflict''
March 3 meeting of the Rancho Ber~
ea?an perceived as a com.,1Ju a sm~le declaratio~ of wai·
nardo chapter of the World Affa'
~urucator, rather than the world's th ' we cant trust the Soviets, and
Council
Irs biggest gun."
ey re set upon our destruction
Varg~s director of th M .
He supported Reagan's efforts to :hat ::;-e}~ free worlds options?';
U.S. L~w Ins i
e exican- enhance nationalism and patriotism
e sat . _e need to use force to
presented his per!o~~~~e~;pe~~~~ and _added that "no country or per- :~od ;~~e!~~1ets and help our friends
on U.S. foreign policy as a memb
son IS pe~ect;,but the U.S. is closest
.
of a _Third World country. His
to perfect10n.
.
L
phasis was on the value of
. Darby, an authority on intemamunication, and the US shocw~m- t~onal law, represented the other
··
mg side
res~ect for international law and
·
.
taking a more positive lead in that U ~cco~ding. to Darby, the Soviet
area.
?10n is trymg to subdue the U.S.
At the end of World War II Var as
Wi~hout a fight..
said, the U.S. showed respe~t forgind Every fr?nt 1s ~ing used to their
temational law and supported th
a vantage, Including law," he said.
United Nations. With time how
e
The~e could not be the meeting of
' toward
ever' the minds
th e U.S. changed its attitude
. . necessary for contract
bo_t~. He said the serious financial n~gottations betwee~ the two councns15 facing the U.N. is a reflection
tn1:5 beca~e the Soviets won't fulfill
th eir pro~ses except to bury the
of a deterioration of powers
. "T~e Tower Report c~nfirms
U.S. and its dr~~• he said.
v1olations not only of internation I
Dar~y perceives mternational law
law, but also U.S. domestic laws~.
Uassanfa1d_to thos~ trying to defeat the
he said.
•
· • ore1gn policy.
Vargas added that other countries
l T~e U.S. practiced international
have a "John Wayne" image of the ;w bor ~any years, he said. Now,
ar y said the term war has been
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Wald said he wanted to broadcast
all of USD's games this year. Lac){
of interest from local sponsors and
stations, however, killed the idea.
But last week, when it looked
like the Toreros would qualify fqr
the NCAAs, Wald decided to try
again. And this time, KVSD which just switched to an all-nevrs
format two weeks ago - was interested.
"It's about time that in America's eighth-largest city, the tqJ
basketball school has live coverage," Wald said Tuesday befo~
leaving for Indianapolis.
The station and CSN will shUlll
air time, Wald said, meaning both
will sell advertisements. Wald sail
he had no trouble selling CSN's
share of the ads, though he is nqt
expecting to make a profit.
"None whatsoever," he saif.
"We're at the point where we do It
because we love to do it. We both
have·our own businesses and th~t
frees us up to do this."
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Francisco and Alameda.
Los Angeles,_ which has a
county-run public defenders office, had a staff that carried 52
?ercentmorecasesthandeemed
ideal.
The commission's organization
would have a staffing level considered 90 percent of ideal. The
attorneys
handling
felonies
would carry 104 cases a year •
compared to a national average
of 173, according to the county.
Nitz, ,vho proposed an alter- •
nate budget to create a countyrun public defenders office, suggested the board increase his
staff of 17 attorneys to 124 and
abolish the contracts with
private attorneys. Nitz proposed
a staffing level that would require his felony attorneys to
carry 142 cases a year.
County staff members say that
increased efficiency in a system
can allow attorney_s to c_a~ry
more cases without Jeapard1zmg
quality.
. .
.
Harvey d1sm1ssed the $3.l million difference between the two
budgets, criticizing Nitz's proposal. "We think he (Nitz) did not
do his homework," Harvey said.

r -- ---- ---------~------- ---·~
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gave him only $11.2 million. Since
then, Nitz has had to_come back
a.nd ask for an addit10nal $3.6
million. That figure is expected
t?increasebefore~heendofthe
fiscal year, accordmg to Manuel
Lopez,
county
financial
management director.
The board's underfunding continued a pattern that has been
followed for several years. In
fiscal year 1983-84, Nitz requested $7.9 million. He received
$5.5 million and ultimately spent
$9 million. The following year
Nitz requested $10.4 million,
received $8 million and spent $10
million. In 1985-86, the supervisors again refused to fill Nitz's
request.
Under the commission's proposed budget, 165 attorneys
would be hired to handle indigent cases - a case load that
would be less than any other major county in the state.
Using guidelines established
by the Na.ti.anal Legal Aid and
Defender Association (one attorney per 150 felony cases),
county officials found that none
of the following counties met the
goals: Los Angeles, Orange, San

Oceanside, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Blade Tribune
(Cir. D. 29,089)
(Cir. S. 30,498)

San Diego, CA
(San Diego C~-)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)

Escondidans Steve Miles, left, and Ronnie Wald will c~II

uso game.

Wald said he spoke with the
Armed Forces Network regarding aired_ since its last NCAA appearThursday's game being broadcast anc~ m 1984 when San Diego radio
stat10n KSDO carried the team's
around the world - "We did it first-round
loss to Princeton.
with ~hem a couple of years ago,"
Should
USD
win Thursday
he said - but the starting time Wald said, its second-round
gam~
conflicted with that of the Navy- (probably
against Indiana) will be
Michigan game.
broadcast live Saturday.
Thursday's broadcast will be the
"We'll go as far as the team will
first time a USD game has been take
us," Waid said.
/
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/J'ore,ros teat PLNC, 12-1
J

The Uruvers1t
San Diego defeated Point Loma azarene, 12-1, in
a non-conference game yesterday at
the USD Baseball Complex.
Right fielder Dave Rolls had a
t~o-run home run in the eighth inrung, and teammate Andy Roberts
was 3-for-6 with a double, two RBI
and scored two runs for the Toreros.
The Crusaders scored their run in the
second.

Rancho Bernardo, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Rancho Bernardo Journal
(Cir. W. 2,500)

USD Ready for
KooSier Dome
-Thompson

R

ttaW iiid U.S. foreign policy'
de~!$~.,. bY I2,

Ry HRIS COBBS, Times Staff Writer

SA DI~GO-Scott Thompson thinks he has a
pretty good idea of wh t to expect in the .NCAA
tournam nt-the Hoosier version of Over the Lme.
Thomp on, a nior center for the University of San
Diego (24-5), already has v1 ualized what the scene
will b when he teps onto the floor in the Hoo 1er
Dom in lnd1anapoli for Thursday's game against
Auburn (17-12).

Two Univ~sity of Sa~iego professors, Joseph Darby and Jorge
Vargas, repres~nting _oppo~ite
philosophical and 1deolog1cal pomts
of view debated the issue of "Law
and the' US. Foreign Policy" at the
March 3 meeting of the Rancho Bernardo chapter of the World Affairs
Council.
Vargas, director of the MexicanU.S. Law Institute of USD,
presented his personal perspectives
on U.S. foreign policy as a member
of a Third World country. His emphasis was on the value of communication, and the U.S. showing
respect for international Jaw and
taking a more positive lead in that
area.
At the end of World War Il, Vargas
said, the U.S. showed respect for international law and supported the
United Nations. With time, however,
the U.S. changed its attitude toward
both. He said the serious financial
crisis facing the U.N. is a reflection
of a deterioration of powers.
"The Tower Report confirms
violations not only of international
law, but also U.S. domestic laws,"
he said.
Vargas added that other countries
have a "John Wayne" image of the

"Everybody will be creaming and wearing red
Jack ts.'' he said, a reference to the fact that Indian:t
will play Fa1rflelt.l after the USO-Auburn game m the
op ning round of the Midwest Reg1onaL
en the mov1C' "Hoosiers" but hasn't
Tho mp on ha
r d "A Sea on on the Brink," the best-selling account
of a eason with Indiana Coach Bob Knight and his
t m Thompson 1s far from awed by the experience
awa1t1"lg him and hi teamm tes in the 43,000-seat
er Dome
II

The Tor ro m y not command a lot of national
attention, but they believe they belong m the
tournament f1 Id of 64. And they are gomg to
Ind1anaµol1 with the mtent1on of wmning.
When Madd n was a ked if he was thrilled to be
hts career in Indiana, the Mecca of college
encll
bai k thall. h hot back- "You mean NewOr,ean ?"
The Fmal Four will b played in the New Orleans
Sup rdome March 28 and 30.
Although mo t observers would consider 1t one of
Please see USO, Pace 7
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West."
"In Mexico, Mexicans are saying
the U.S. president is very similar to
the Mexican president," Vargas
said. "I'd rather see President
Reagan perceived as a communicator, rather than the world's
biggest gun."
He supported Reagan's efforts to
enhance nationalism and patriotiSm
and added that "no country or person is perfect, but the U.S. is closest
to perfection."
Darby, an a thority on international law, represented the other
side.
According to Darby, the Soviet
Union is trying to subdue the U.S.
without a fight.
"Every front is being used to their
advantage, including law," he said.
There could not be the meeting of
the minds necessary for contract
negotiations between the two countries because the Soviets won't fulfill
their promises except to bury the
U.S. and its dreams, he said.
Darby perceives international law
as an aid to those trying to defeat the
U.S. foreign policy.
The U.S. practiced international
law for many years, he said. Now,
Darby said the term war has been

by "acmed eoalliet"
because 1t IS ~o longer legal ~o
dedare war. Smee the new te ~~ology, there ~ave been over_ I~
mc1dences of armed conflict
without a single declaration of war.
"If we can't trust the Soviets, ~nd
they're set upon our destr~ct10:,,
what are the free worlds options.
he said. "We need to use for~e to
stop th~ ~~iets and help our friends
and allies.

?-'ts-,
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~ D -public forums
on U.S. ~~ies

focus

ALC:AL~ PAR~t'lfi>°2niversity 0 (
San Diego s Contmumg Education De-

. /r

Toreros underdogs but Auburn beatable

B J

p

r,!es!~voc~~en:~rtswnter
SAN DIEGO - At 2:40 p.m. b.st
Sunday the phone in Hank Egan's
Univers'itv of San Diegg,office was
E
. - .1 . t
silent. In th s inS ance, gan
thought, no news was bad news.

b r. I 888

Locals to call game, D4

us
Continued from Pare 1
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partment will hold three free forums on
public issues. They will be presented
March 26, April 2 and April 9, 7:30 p.m.
at the Manchester Executive Conference
Center.
The March 26 forum will ask, "Can
U.S. trade policies be reshaped to promote growth in both the United States
and the Third World?"
Joan Anderson, Ph.D., and Yeo Lin,
Ph.D., USD associate and assistant professors of economics respectively, will lead
the forum.
It will focus on whether the U.S. government should change its tariff and quota structures to assist debt-ridden Third
World countries.
The April 2 forum will discuss, "Can
we have both guns and margarine?" Led
by Dennis Briscoe, Ph.D. , associate pro·
fessor of management and personnel at
USD, this forum will consider the issue of
defense spending at the cost of domestic
social programs.
Space is limited and reserved seating is
suggested. For more information contact
Kathie Hare at 260-4585.
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Final 64 vi~ for spot at Final Four
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the more m1raculou · stories ,
college basketball history if USD
made it to. ew Orleans, the Toreros are convinced that they are not
out of place m Indianapolis.
"I fe I hke we can play with the
best of them," Thompson said.
"When we were freshmen, it was
scary bemg in the NCAA tournament, but not this year.
"We don't feel like there's a big
gap between USD and the so-called
powerhouse teams. I thmk we have
closed the gap. We've been referred to as the Aztecs and the
Clippers and UCSD this year, but I
thmk we have proved that we
belong
Thomp on expects to be nervous
during the pregame warm-ups, but
that's nothing out of the ordinary
for him.
"It's good to feel butterflies," he
said. "I have them before every
game You need to feel that way or
you're not ready to play.
"We'll definitely feel the excitement, but we're not going to
change our approach or our routine. Hey, the baskets are still 10
feet high, aren't they? Once the
ball goes up, you block out everything anyway."
Madden 1s aware of Indiana's
storied basketball tradition, but he
doesn't seem to regard playmg in
the NCAA tournament as a mystical experience. In fact, Madden,
who says he doesn't even watch
basketball on telev1s1on. seems almo t blase about appearing in the
NCAA tournament for a second
time.
"I know there's a lot of support
by the fans in Indiana." he said.
"It's very intense."
In last weekend's West Coast
Athletic Conference tournament,
the Toreros were upset by
Pcpperdine in the semifinals. They
had entered the tournament with a
14-game winning streak and a 24-4
r ecord. However, the loss to
Pep!)<'rdine left the Toreros facing
the pos 1b1hty of not receiving an
NCAA invitation. Going to the
National Invitation Tournament
m lead would have been a disappointment
"We were really wondering
what was going to happen [in the
48 hours after Friday's defeat],"

Thompson said.
"Since we wound up being seeded ninth in the Midwest, we obviously were on the NCAA's mind
before the WCAC tournament, but
we were uncertain what they
might be thinking." Auburn is
seeded eighth.
"Now we have to win," Madden
said, "and I'm Just happy we are
getting a shot to prove ourselves
against a real good basketball team.
I know Auburn 1s a physical team,
but we can match them."
The Toreros may have been
nervous m last week's tournament,
but they won't play tight this week,
Thompson predicted.
"We have nothing to lose now,"
he said. "This is it. There will be no
holding back. We're going to play
well."
Thompson, the WCAC player of
the year, is likely to receive a lot of
attention from the media at the
Midwest Regional. At 7 -feet and
260 pounds, he 1s the biggest and
most visible of the Toreros.
The expectat10ns for any man his
size are immense, but Thompson's
skills and personality don't c form to the norm. He is more of a
finesse player than a bruiser, he is
an excellent passer and free-throw
shooter, and his personality is
laid-back, with an understated
sense of humor.
"Scott has always been competitive, and he doesn't back away
from a challenge," said Coach Hank
Egan. "He's been a late bloomer in
l:!1s physical development, and he
has improved considerably in aggressiveness this season.
"Everybody expects a 7 -footer to
run and jump and block shots, but
Scott is not that type of player. But
he catches and passes the ball well,
and he's like a guard playing inside,
with good vision and the ability to
hit the open man."
Thompson has met Egan's standard for team play, downplaying his
own role on behalf of the other four
players. He seems happier describing the team's unity than in talking
about his own a pirations or views.
"We were the surprise team in
1984, but this year we were expected to do well." he said. "We put
some pressure on ourselves, just
like the media did.
"But I thmk the pressure is
mostly off us now. We have nothing to worry about. We can't•pJay
much worse than we did last week.
It's all-out now."

/

Chris Morris, left, is one of three
"Charles Barkleys" from Auburn.

;=========-===-___:_-------- ------,
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Average points
Opposition average rP.,nts
Winning margin
Field-goal percentage
Three-point field-goal percentage
Free-throw percentage
Rebounding average
Reb:>und margin
Assist average

Since the show announcing the
pairings for the NCAA basketball
tournament was not being televised locally, Egan had been hoping for someone - anyone - to
call and tell him that his Toreros
Just then, however, the phone
had received an at-large bid.
rang. It was one of Egan's assistant
Now it had been 10 minutes coache , Mike LeGarza.
since CBS began broadcasting the
"Mike said his dad had seen it on
pairings, and still the phone sat si- TV in eno and called him," Egan
lent.
recalled Tuesday. "Then my wife's
"I figured nobody had enough father called and then my son
courage to call and say we didn't called•
make it," Egan said.
Th all had the same good news

Auburn San Diego

17- 12
80.2
74.3
5.9
50.2
38.3
72.5
39.7
8.1
16.3

24 ·5
69.8
60.3
9.5
49.5
43. 7
71.8
34.9
3 -7
15.3

for Egan: The Toreros had been selected to play Auburn in a firstround game of the NCAA Midwest
Regional on Thursday (4:07 p.m.
PST, KVSD-1000) at the Hoosier
Dome in Indianapolis.
"I feel like this is something
we've really earned," Egan said of
the Toreros' second trip to the

NCAA Tournament In the last
four years. "Earned over the long
course of th~ seas~n."
A season in wh1c~ the '.forer<;>s
won 24 of28 gam_es, including 1~ m
a row before losmg to Pepperdine
last Friday in the semifinals of the
West Coast Athletic Conference
Tournament. So, while Santa
Clara was earning the WCAC's automatic bid, the Toreros were left
to wait and wonder.
"I felt really terrible after (Friday's) game " Egan said. "But we
had played with a lot more courage
and heart than I thought initially .... Tournaments are hard to
play when you're the (regular-season) champions. You always feel
like you're protecting something
and you don't play as loose as you
should."
Please see

•
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White (7.4 points per game) is
all shooting
joined in the backcourt by fellow Danny Means (7.6) are
from
percent
44
than
better
four-year starter Frank Ford (13.2, three-point range.
Now ~he Toreros are loose again, 6.2 rebounds). The front line feaDefensively, USD still leads the
and while they definitely will be tures a trio of 6-foot-7 underclassthe underdogs Thursday Auburn men - center Jeff Moore (17.2, nation in field goal percentage aljust 60.3
'
certainly is beatable.
9.3) and forwards Mike Jones lo?:ed (.367). It also yieldsthan Auless
20
game,
per
pomts
.Beatable, yes. But not as bad as (15.0, 7.2) and Chris Morris (13.4, burn has averaged.
Tigers Coach Sonny Smith makes 7.2) - who "all look like they're
them out to be.
. "We had a lot of family traveling
stamped out of the same mold of
"We have to jump-start our Charles Barkley," according to with us last week and I felt maybe
we lost some of the unitedness we
te~m," Smith was quoted as saying Egan.
th1 s week. "We've been referred to
. The Tigers' strengths are run- had in the past," Egan said. "This
as uninspired, unmotivated and mng and rebounding, so it's no se- week we're going to try very hard
uncfa~he~. ~e can't even get up cret what USD must do in order to and keep together as a team.
for M1am1 Vice' and it's the No 1 pull off an upset.
"If it's us against them we've got
·
television show up here."
"We have to send all five guys to a chance," Egan allowel "But ifit
. True, Auburn is only 17-12, but the boards, at least early, and we turns into me against you, individit played in the always-tough have to slow their fast break " ual against individual I think
Sout~eastern Conference, which Egan said. "On the other end V:e we're in deep trouble." '
has six teams headed to the NCAA have to stay together and mov~ the
Thompson, Madden, Steve
To~rnament. In 16 games this year ball and find the open man. That's
our strength, our balance offen- Krallman and Eric Musselman
agamst tournament-bound teams
th e Tigers won seven. (The only sively. They try to make you lose were freshmen when the Toreros
such team USD played was Santa your poise. It's significant for us if made their only other NCAA
Clara.)
we can maintain our poise through Tournament appearance, in 1984.
the early part of the game we'll be (!SD lost to Princeton 65-56 in its
truth of the matter," Egan all right."
'
first game ...._Auburn is making
sa11, 1s that when they struggled
its fourth straight appearance in
talented
as
not
is
club
Egan's
~unng t~e season, they were missthe NCAAs. Led by Chuck Person
ing an important ingredient, a athletically as the Tigers but it the Tigers advanced to the West
Se;en-foot
strengths.
its
have
does
gu~rd named (Gerald) White.
Regional final before losing to
In the SEC Tournament (last center Scott Thompson (15.9, 7.5) Louisville 84-76 .... USD started
(11.3
Madden
Nils
forward
and
week), they absolutely manhanthe year 2-2, then won 22 of its
dled Kentucky. It was riot a con- 6.8) provide the inside game and next 24 games before losing last
test."
forward Mark Manor (10.1)' and
week. Auburn began 7-0 then lost
guards Paul Leonard (IO. 7) and 12
'
of its last 22.
Continued from page 01
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~SD s Hoop Team
fnIndy Tonight(;;
for NCAA Play;1

- The Toreros, :Jniversity of
San Diego's basketball team
(24.-5), seeded 9th in the Mid·
west Regional :NCAA totirna:tnen't, will travel to lnruanapblis for a game tonight against
8th seeded Auburn (17-12 ) at
7:07 (4:07 PST) In the Ftoosier Dome (seating capactty
43,000).
Radio station KVSD (AM1000 J will broatlca;t the game.
Ronnie Wald will handle the
play-by-play. A pr~-game show
is scheduled for 4. p.m.
USD's Hank Eagan, in his
16th year as Division 1 head
coach and in his 3rd sea1;on
with the Totcros, is making
his first appearance In the
NCAA Tournament.
He has guided U..§D_ to a
school record 24.5•~mark this
season and his WAC peers
named him the Coach of the
Year in the West Coast Athletic Conference.
His 3-year record at USD is
59-2.5. Last year he guided the
Toreros to a 19-9 record and
was named Co-Coach of the
Year In the WCAC', sharing
the honor wlth Pepperdine's
Jim Harrick.
Including 13 se~sons as head
coach at Air Force, E!i,an is _ /
/
207-210.

•
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Toreros' emotional journey
continu~ in NCAA tourney
O~~~ollercoaster ride it's been for Hank
Egan and hiµ!SD cagP.rs . And it'll probably all
come to an end with today's NCAA first-round
g me against Auburn.
On paper, the Toreros (25-4) don't belong on the
same floor with the Tigers (17-12), whose record is
ignificantly inferior but whose schedule was
decidedly superior. Still, Egan and the Toreros
journeyed Wednesday morning to Indianapolis
quite willingly.
This, after all, is their reward for a grand
sea on, one that produced 24 victories and the
WCAC regular-season title in a landslide. It
doesn't seem to matter that it'll probably be a
hort ti ip. Even if the Toreros stun Auburn in
their , 1d est Regional opener, they'll find
thems •lves face-to-face Saturday with Indiana, a
team many fortune-tellers are picking to win the
whole thing.
A USO-Indiana scrimmage would have one interesting sidcnote· It was on the recommendation
of Hoosiers coach Bobby Knight that Egan got
the USD job in 1984
But even 1f Egan doesn't get a chance to match
wits with night, the trip to Indy will be fulfilling.
Thi i a reward that the Toreros were beginn
n to • unk would be denied them after last Frid y's one-point lo s to Pepperdine in the WCAC
Tournament.
Last weekend, Egan, the Toreros' personable
coach, was walking the streets of San Francisco,
knowmg it could be the end of the season, feeling
it was the end of the world.
He took in the sights, but wasn't really enjoying
himself. The knot in his stomach told him his club
would not get the at-large berth for which it was
wishing. Finally, Egan came upon a human juke
box, quite an attraction along the San Francisco
pier .
•'A human Juke box - I thought about that as an
alternative," Egan admitted the other day.
But come Sunday afternoon, Egan heard some
news that was clearly music to his ears. USD was
awarded a spot in the NCAA Tournament.
At first, Egan didn't hear anything about it. The
announcements were expected at 2:30, but by 2:45
the phone in his room had remained dead silent.
·•1 figured nobody had the courage to call and tell
us we didn't make it,'· he said.
Then the phone wouldn't stop ringing.
Everybody was calling to tell him the Toreros
were in. And a sky-high Egan, whose emotions
had toured the spectrum over this past week,
flew back to San Diego, going through the trouble
of taking a plane only because the ticket was already paid for.
Once home, the congratulations continued to
pour in and so did some help. Egan said some fans
called offering to lend cassettes of an Auburn
game they had taped off television during the
season. The better to prepare for the Tigers, who
are puzzling bunch. They field a talented lineup
but finished only 9-9 in the Southeastern Conference and have lost 12 of their last 22 games.
The Tigers,
wever, can rebound, they can
,,,,. See Hyvonen , pa e 28
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Foreign investments in the United
States total more than $1 trillion,
warring many Americans "the country is up for sale."
Denise Dimon, assistant professor
at the Uniyersity of San Diego and a
specialist m mternational economic
development, discussed this controversial topic at the sixth session
of Gr~at Decisions '87. The eightweek co· rse is sponsored by The
Continuing Education Center at
Rancho Bernardo and The
American Association of University
Women.
· "The issue of foreign investment
is as old as the country,'' said
Dimon, who has conducted
numerous research projects on imports and exports. "Back in 1791,
Alexander Hamilton told America's
founding fathers that every farthing
of foreign capital is a precious acquisition."
Today, not all Americans are as
enthusiastic about foreign investments that now represent about
10 percent of the United States
economy, she said.
"The Commerce Department
defines a foreign direct investment
as ownership of 10 percent or more
in a company's total equity," Dimon
said. "This figure was chosen
because the Commerce Department
believes that a 10 percent ownership
in a company gives its investors
some means of control."
The degree of foreign investment
varies among America's industries.
A decade ago foreigners owned
about one percent of the cement industry in the Unites States. Today
foreigners own about 40 percent of it.
Foreign investors include West
Germans, British, Canadians,
Dutch, Japanese, and Arabs.
"Some Americans are surprised
to learn that some very old
American companies are now
classified as foreign direct investments,'' Dimon said. "But
foreign investment is a two-way
street-for.eign investors like
America because it is a safe haven
for investors and the United States
government uses tlieir money to
heir- finance the government
deficit."
y
eign investment makes the

GREAT DECISIONS '87 -Denise Dimon, a specialist in economics and assis-

tant professor at the University of San Diego, discussed foreign investments

in the United States. Foreign investments amount to more than one trillion

dollars. (Staff photo by Beth Weiner)
government deficits "less painful"
for credit markets to absorb.
Solomon Brothers estimate that
foreign investors are buying 30 percent of the new government issues
this year. They bought about five
percent of new government issues in
1950.
"There are two main types of
foreign investments," Dimon said.
"One is called a portfolio investment
and the other is a foreign direct investment.
Portfolio investments are shortterm and are made by governments
and individuals for an immediate
return. Types of portfolio investments are corporate bonds,
government securities, bank
deposits, and the purchase of stock
in one or more companies (but not a
controlling share).
A foreign direct investment is
usually made by a corporation and is
long-term. It includes ownership of
an asset such as a factory or land.
This type of investment in the United

Y6
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core (80.2 average), and {hey should dispatch
U 'lJ with ease.
ot that Auburn coach Sonny Smith will agree.
S nny has been downplaying his team 's chances
a 1 week. although that's not something with
which Egan will agree.
"We've had some contact with the Alabama
prt•ss and I'll tell you there's a lot more of them
than are of you," Egan told a small group of San
Diego writers. "The difference is what we can
a( complish with you in 10 minutes, it takes 30
rn nutes with them because they talk so slow. And
everything starts with 'Sonny says .. .' Everytime
011 hear 'Sonny says,' you better duck because
"umcthing is coming.''
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ToI:ros play opener against Auburn today
The l!niversity of San Diego basketball
team mll Ihmre ,ts secon~ NCAA
Tournament appearance m four years today
when the Toreros take on Auburn
University of the Southeastern Conference
in an opening r<?und Mi_dwest !3-egional
game at the Indianapohs Hoosier Dom~.
KTIY-TV Chani:iel ?9 (Cox ~able 36) will
carry the g~e hve m San_Diego, KVSD
1~00
WII~ have the radio broadcast.
Tipoff is at ~- 07 PS!·
USD, which lost m the WCAC postseason

tournament after wmmng the regularseason title takes a school-record 24-5 mark
into the po;tseason affair. Auburn, led by
All-SEC first-team forward Jeff Moore (17.2
points, 9.3 rebounds per game), finished
fifth in its conference. The Tigers are 17-12
overall.
USD's first-ever NCAA Tournament
appearance was unsuccessful in 1984 . The
Mike Whitmarsh-Anthony Reuss-led
Toreros succumbed in the first round of the
East Regionals, bowing to Ivy Leaguechampion Princeton University 65-56 in
Philadelphia. The Toreros, who finished

18-10 that year had d"ff'
lty
t t·
1 icu
.
•
pene ra mg a
Pm_iceton defense that ranked No. l in the
nation.
_Whitmarsh, a product of Monte Vista
High and G.-ossmont College, was a fifthround draft choice of the Portland
Trai_lB!azer~ in 1984. Reuss, a graduate of
Chnstian High, played f~ur sea_sons at USD.
The USO-Auburn survi".'or will advance to
the ~econd ro!!nd of the ~1dwest Regionals
against the wmner of tomght'~ first-round
game b_e~een top-seeded Indiana (24-4)
and Fairfield (15-15).

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Co)
Daily Californian
(Cir. D 100,271)
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Lakeside's A
ts was right in the middle of things
Wednesday.a
. on as the University of San Diego carved up
crosstown nval Pomt Loma Nazarene College 12-1 in a nonconference baseball game at USD. The one-time El Capitan High
student had three hits, scored two runs and drove in two more for

(Cir. D. 7,676)
(Cir. S. 7,967)
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Roberts helps T eros batter Point Loma 12-1

(San Diego Co.)
Morning Press

•

England states with their "strong,
powerful unions" have attracted only six percent of foreign non-bank
jobs.
Some unfriendly nations such as
Libya and the Soviet Union, have investments in the United States, but
the amount they own is relatively
small.
One example of Libyan in•
vestments is its multi-million dollar
diplomatic mission building in New
York City.
"A square foot in down Manhattan
averages $350," Dimon remarked.
"Assuming an investor could even
find property to buy in Tokyo, the
price is $4,000 a square foot.
"Although American land values
seem high to us, compared to some
other nations, they are bargains."
Citing figures compiled by
Solomon Brothers, Dimon said
foreign purchase of American real
estate has quadrupled since 1980.
Foreigners buying developed real
estate are not as much of a concern
as those buying farmland," Dimon
said. "Some states now limit the
amount of farmland foreign investors can purchase."
Despite some fears of a foreign investor takeover, many American
communities are competing against
each other to attract these investment dollars. Spartanburg, S.C., has
more foreign investment per capita
than any other town was on the brink
of economic doom. Now it has an
unemployment rate which is one
point lower than the national
average.
California has approximately 10
percent of all foreign investment in
the United States, and some experts
predict by the turn of the century,
the state will have one quarter of all
foreign investments in America.
The state also receives 25 percent
of all Japanese investments made in
the country.
"Foreign investment in the United
States is an important issue,''
Dimon said. "Perhaps it is time for
the Unites States to increase its
monitoring of international capital.
"Our government limits fortigr
direct investments in areas
ting national security, but h~ 1
rule requiring universal r e ~
tion. It may be time to consider it."

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Col
Daily Californian
(Cir. D 100,271)

The Dally Callfom1an staff report

Sonny says things like his team could look past
USD because "my team could overlook its own
birth date." And that "the Auburn Tigers have a
6-7 center who can't jump. We're in real trouble."
He doesn't mention that Jeff Moore, the center,
was first-team All-SEC and is built, in Egan's
words, like Charles Barkley.
"Sonny's a fox,'' Egan said.
"Auburn pounds the boards and like to run.
We're going to have to send five guys to the
boards, I'm convinced of that. And they play several different defenses. I think they try to make
you lose your poise trying to figure out what
they're doing."
Whether or not USD loses its poise, it will lose ,
the game. But, as Egan can varify, that's a whole
lot better than not getting to play the game at all.
Maybe even better than becoming a human juke
box.

States totals more than $167 billion.
"The growth in portfolio investments has been much faster
than in foreign direct investments,"
Dimon said. "In 1984, approximately
86 percent of all foreign investments
were in portfolios."
Nations investing in dollars have a
personal interest in a strong United
States economy, according to
Dimon. Foreign investment has also
created jobs, and approximately 2.5
million people in the United States
are employed by foreign firms.
British firms are among the largest
employers.
States with high foreign investments include Texas because of
its oil, New York because of its real
estate, and California and
Massachusetts because of their
"high-tech" industries.
The Southeast has attracted many
factories. Dimon estimates about 25
percent of foreign jobs are found in
their region because of the South's
low union membership. The New

'
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SE_game to be brOlflE9JJSt here

KVSD radio in Vista ~ ~ will broadcast the University of
San Diego's opening game in the NCAA Division I basketball tournament against Auburn today.
.
.~
The broadcast is slated for 4 p.m. from the Hoosier Dome lJl Indianapolis. Tipoff is slated for approximately 4:07.
Steve Miles and Ronnie Wald will be the announcers.

- - - ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ - - - _,..,........-:

san Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. O. 217,089)
{Cir. s. 341,840)
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o·---··fos s t for Operation Aubur

· 1~ve the manpower, but Egan hopes to steal march in NCAA opener
Strictly on records, USO (24-5, 13-1
n champion of the
W l Coast Atbl tic Conference) meaur up to Auburn (17-12, 9-9 and fifth
in the Southeastern Conference). After
a 7-0 start, Coa h Sonny Snuth's Auburn group was a sub-.500 team the
rest of the season; the Toreros built a
14-game winrung streak before los1Dg
m th WCAC tournament mifinals.
But Auburn has more going for it
than the record shows.
The Tigers hall from a more highly
regarded conf rence than USD and
will be appearing in the NCAA Tournament for a fourth consecutive year.
Th Toreros are making their second
appearance in school history, three
nd regular-se

years after the first.
Auburn was the leading rebounding
team in the SEC and, with a rugged
front line of sophomore Mike Jones (6foot-7) and juniors Chris Morris (6-7)
and Jeff oore (6-7), could prove
more than a match for USD seniors
Nils Madden (6-8), Mark Manor (6-6)
and Scott Thompson (7-0).
Moore, an All-SEC first-team seleclion, averaged 17.2 points and 9.3 rebounds. Jones averaged 15 points and
7.2 rebounds, Morris 13.4 and 7.2.
''Their front line looks like they
were all stamped out of the same
mold as Charles Barkley (an Auburn
product)," Egan said. "They all go
about 240, and they Just jump and

pound the boards."
And Egan dismissed as camouflage
pronouncements by Smith that his Auburn team is sometimes difficult to
motivate and inconsistent as poorly
cooked grits.
"He (Smith) is talking about how
listless and down his club is and that
he can't jump-start them," Egan said.
"The truth of the matter 1s that they
struggled during the season because
they were missing a really important
ingredient, a guard named (Gerald)
White, who had a back injury and
knee problems.
''Now White is back healthy, and
they made a run in that SEC Champ1•
See USD on Page C-2

NCAA TOURNAMENT
USD (24-5) vs. Auburn (17-12).
WHAT: First round game in
the Midwest. Winner meets
the winner of the Indiana-Fairfield game Saturday.
WHEN: Today, 4:07 p.m.
WHERE: Indianapolis Hoosier
Dome.
TV: Channel 69.
RADIO: KV SD-AM (1000).
• Lineups _ C-2.

•

Jerry Tarkanian's topranked Runnin' Rebels begin
their quest for the Final Four
against Idaho State-C-2
.
• Scouting the NCAA the
Bobby Knight way - the first
of a series of columns by the
Indiana coach-C-2
• T O day• s s c he d u I e, T v

c

games- - 8

}

•

NDIA POLIS - Auburn rode on the shoulders of forward Chuck
Person to the elite eight in last season's NCAA Tournam~nt.
This season was going to be the year guard Gerald Wh1~e led the
Tigers into stseason play. His steadying influence was v1~wed as
essential to get Auburn off and running toward a fourth straight appearance in the NCAA Tournament.

But a funny thing happened to White and the Tigers on the way to the
Hoosier Dome and this afternoon's first-round NCAA Tournament
game against USD <4.,..£:h. 69, KVSD-1000).
.
.
At first glance it appears Auburn earned a berth m th~ tournament ID
spite of, not because of, Gerald White. •
White is averaging just 7.4 points and 2.4 reh?unds a game. He . s the
only Tigers starter who isn't scoring in double figures and averagmg at
least six rebounds a game.
At times this season, it appeared as if he weren't even out there. And
he wasn't in the lineup when the sea&on began.
, .
.
White Auburn's 6-foot-1 point guard, missed the seasons first five
games ~ith a back injury. It was serious e~oug~ that Tigers coach
Sonny Smith suggested to White that he r~sh1~ this ~eason ..
But the senior from Augusta, Ga., the Tigers all-time ass1St leader,
would have none of it.
"I just wanted to be out there so ~a~," White said. "y,'ha_t h~rt worse
than the pain in my back was the pam ID my head. I thmk 1t did hurt us
for me not to he out there just because the guys were so used to me
being there."
.
Speaking about his injury, White said: "I was back home playmg a
pickup game in Georgia in the summertime and some guy cut my legs
Please see USD-AUBURN, E-8

_;;;;;;~;;.;;.=-=-=-;;.=-:::.-=:::::.:::::.:::::.:::::.:::::.:::::.:::::.-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=:::::.~::::.-=-=-=-=:;:===========--- - - -~ -~-'-/ ~-- ---'
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San Diego, CA
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Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)

NSD: rries to put
all fh'e hoopla aside
Continued from C-1

lose your poise, so you're searching
he can't jump-start them,'' Egan said. for answers. I think it's really signifi"The truth of the matter is that they cant for us to maintain our poise
struggled during the season because through the early part. If we do, then
they were missing a really important we're going to be all right."
Egan's plans were to keep the
ingredient, a guard named (Gerald)
White, who bad a hack injury and team as closely together as possible
off the court and, as much as possiknee problems.
"Now White is back healthy, and ble, avoid distractions surrounding
they made a run in that SEC Champi- the tournament.
"We want to give this as good a
onship Tournament."
shot
as we can," Egan said. "The
Auburn defeated Kentucky, 79-72, in
the SEC tourney quarterfinals, then strength of the team is that there are
lost to eventual champion Alabama, no stars, (that) they're family and
the comm nicate. I think they feed
87-68, in the semi nals.
"I thmk the big difference in the off one another, as far as confidence,
ball club, in just watching them oper- and we're going to try hard to estabate, is th.is guard White," said Egan. lish that amidst all the hoopla."
White, a four-year starter, has averaged 7.4 points and is the playmaker
on a team that averaged 80.2 points,
its highest average in nine years.
GAME AT A GLANCE
The bottom line:
"They're just a powerful, explosive, LINEUPS
physical basketball team," Egan said.
USO (24-5)
Knowing what he does, Egan has G-Paul Leonard •... 6-1, Sr., 10.7 ppg, 3.0 rpg
ideas on what the Toreros, five-point G-Oanny Means6-1, So.. 7.6 ppg, 2.4 rpg
F-Mark Manor6-6, Sr., 10.1 ppg, 3.5 rpg
underdogs, must do to pull off an F-Nils
Madden 6-8 Sr., 11.3 ppg, 6.8 rpg
upset.
C-Scot1 Thoml)fOn • 7--0 Sr., 15.9 ppg, 7.5 rpg
aub• tilutH: Steve Krallman (6-8
"We're going to have to neutralize Sr,K•J
F-C, 5.6 ppg, 3.5 rpg), Marty Munn (6them on the boards a little bit, and 6 Jr .. G-F. 3.5 ppg , 2.3 rpg)
Coach: Hank Egan (59-25 in three years
we're going to have to send five people lo the boards, at least early, I'm at University of San Diego)
AUBURN (17-12)
convinced of that," Egan said.
Even in their 104-85 loss lo No. l· G-Frank Ford 6-4, Sr., 13.2 ppg, 6.2 rpg
G-Gerald While6- 1, Sr .• 7.4 ppg, 2.4 rpg
ranked Las Vegas, Auburn outre- F-Mike
Jone 6-7, So., 15.0 ppg, 7.2 rpg
bounded the Rebels by 11.
F-Chns Moms 6-7. Jr., 13.4 ppg, 7.2 rpg
"We have to slow down their C-Jetf Moore 6-7, Jr., 17.2 ppg, 9.3 rpg
eub• titutH: Terrance Howard (6-1
break," Egan said. "With all that size Jr.,Key
G, 4.0 ppg, 1.2 rpg); Johnny Lynn (6-2,
and strength, they're pretty quick peo- Jr.. 3.4 ppg. 0.9 rpg).
Coach: Sonny Smith (144-123 In nine
ple. They like to come down, put it up years
at Auburn)
quick, get a rurining ~tart al the board,
STATISTICS
and that's a lot of thunder coming.
TNm
FG% 3PI% FT% Reb Pia
"'We've got to get that break slowed USO
.•95 .444 718 34.9 69.8
Opp.
.•00 367 673 31.2 60.3
down so we're not fighting a running
battle to the boards and we can get
TNm
FG% 3PI% FT% Reb Pia
some defense set up."
Auburn
.502 .383 .725 39.7 80.2
.458 .389 . 709 31 6 74.3
Defensively, the Toreros plan to Opp.
employ a mixture of man-to-man and STRENGTHS,ANDWEAKNESSES
zone.
USD: Strengths - Overall balance and
"At the first of the year, we started execution of team play concept , olfenslvely and defensively • No 1 In the nation In
games in man-to-man and went to the field-goal
defen
(.400) . • Thompson
zone early. We got away from that and Madden can be forces Inside, and the
three-point shooting of Manor (51.9 perand were a strictly man-to-man ball cent),
Means (47 4 and Leonard (44.5) apclub down the stretch, but we think pears more potent than Auburn's.
Weaknesses - Tournament experience Is
that was a mistake," Egan said.
thin, and tournament toughness a11d
Offensively, teamwork is the key bench strength art suspect.
AUBURN: Str gths Rugged refor the Toreros.
bounding (No. 1 lnSEC with 39.7 average)
•
.
Tournament
experienced
(fourth
"We've got to stay together, move
straight appearance) and tested by
the ball around and find the open
stronger schedule 17-7 against nine teams
man," Egan said. "I think that's our with berths in the MCAA). Weaknesses Inconsistency exhblted during regular
strength, balance offensively and the
season and questonable ability to adapt
way we play as a team ...
to other than an ui:-tempo game.
"What they try to do is :._m~a~k=.e.l.y~ou~ :::::=::==--------:;
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WORKPLACE
BY MICHAEL KINSMA

Til\1E you're in the job
NEXT
market; be sure to pack your re-

V

sume, list of references and passport.
Passport?
Yes, passport. That's one of the
few documents that entitles you to
work ID the United Stat
der the
1986 immigration ct.
Under th r:ew law, potential
W"rkers· will I a e to prcs~m citizen:,hlp o:- llllIIl.i a•10 documentation
to empioye ;, fore hey begin work.
'rne law puts co
,e in
e of
we cling out undocumentrd workers
from the U.S. labor force.
For everyo11e who lias taken a job
since last Nov. 6, the law orde ilia
they produce a passport or so1;;e
cembination of Social Security card,
birth certificate, government identifil:ation card or driver's license in
order to gain employment.
Employe.s must testifv tnat such
identification was provi ie as a
prerequisite of employmen•
Although there is a gra pe iod
through July 1, strict fines r.ioging
to $10,000 ma} be levied against
ose employers th- t fail to comply
with pro, 1sions of the law.
For each worker a so-called 1-9
fonn must be filled o •tat he time of
cmployme t along with the W-4 inme tax wlthholdmg form. A workUl!.' draft of tie single-p..g 1-9 fo_nn
has been circulated to c mpames,
but therP. IS not yet a p r:ir.nent document for i:se.
San Diego labor lawyer Albert
artunian m said the new fonn
ou 1ot er-nuch of a problem
for most busmesses, although some
that have heavy employee turnover
are concerned about the mounting
aperwork required.
Some industries, such as agriculfure or manufacturing that depend
on large numbers of low-skilled
workers, may suffer more severe imacts Hartunian said..,__ _ _ _ _-&

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)

or instance, a .. w
rently emp o s r ""ilfilC"
ers who began before last Nov_. is
not violatmg the law. However, 1f un•
migration officials sweep through
that company to ro nd up the undocumented workers, there is concern
that the employer may have difficulty finding a new labor pool to resume
his. business.
"Part of the Achilles heel of the
law is that we don't know how easily
it's going to be for undocumented
workers to get counterfeit forms .of
identification," Hartunian said. '.'If
counterfeit IDs become readily
available, the whole law falls apart."
An underground market for fake
IDs may develop, but a deeper, more
subtle concern is how the ri"hts of
so-called "non-American appearing"
workers be atiected. For instance,
will they be discriminated against by
potential employers because they ap-pear to be of Hispanic origin?
"I think that's been a concern all
along " said Carol Hallstrom, program' director of the San Diego Law
Center at the l!ni.y_ersi¼a of San
Diego. "T~new law ce inly incrwesthe possibility that it will be
harder for minorities to find jobs."
"It certainly is conceivable that
some people may be d~criminat~
against " Ha."tunian said. He J,nd
some ~mployers may simply avoid
risking fines by hiring only those who
"look American."
The irony here is that a nation that
has provided comfort and a home to
immigrants from around the world
has structured a law that appears to
favor those Americans who have become the most homogenized.
Certainly, there are anti-discrirn~nation employment laws and a provision tucked into the new immigration
law that serve as protection against
discrimination. That provision calls
for a special counsel to monitor _employer discrimination com~lamts,
but questions have surfaced if even
that will be effective in curbing
abuses.
"The risk for minorities is that it
will be difficult to find jobs because
of. the subjectivity in the hiring process and the difficulty in proving dis·
crimination," Hallstrom said.
"A real concern that we have is
that tnis office of the special counsel
has not been set up,'' she said. "That
presents some real questions as to -the vigor of the administration to
deal with both the practical and symbolic concerns of employer
nation."

dis7cimi-

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)
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Seminar featuri~g
Rev. ichael

9't:lmTm,speaking on " t

lions in
Western Spirituality," ~
- ·
.m., March
14, Hahn School of Nursing auditorium. Admission: $20. Information: 260-4784. Karla
Simon speaks on "Justice and the 1986 Tax
Reform Act," third lecture In series, 7:30 p.m.
March 19, Manchester Conference Center.
Admisslon Is free.
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AUBURN GUARD GERALD WHITE - FINALLY BACK HEALTHY

USO-Auburn---- --

Continued From E-1

out from under me. I fell on my back.
It didn't bother me that much at the
time, but it slowed me down and I
kept playing on it when I should have
rested it.
"I had a defect in my vertebrae so
I didn't get to practice at the beginning of the season. My first game
back wasn't until late December."
White returned to the lineup
against Augusta College, but that
wasn't the end of his problems. He
was slowed by the flu in January and
suffered a sprained ankle against Nevada-Las Vegas that forced him
from the lineup for another two
games.
Not until the past couple of weeks
has White been at full strength. Not
until the past couple of weeks have
the Tigers been able to take full advantage of his skills as a playmaker.
White's absences from the lineup are
at least partially responsible for the
Tigers' inconsistent play during their
17-12 season.
'
"We saw film of him when he was
not at full speed and when he was at
(ull speed and it was like night and
day," said USD coach Hank Ega~.
Added Smith: "All he's got to do IS
be on the court because our team is a
fragile team. We need that boost. It
was a boost Chuck Person gave us
last season."
Person led Auburn to last season's
NCAA West Regional finals where
the Tigers lost to eventual national

champion Louisville 84-76. Person's
performance helped m~ke him _a
first-round draft choice of the Indiana Pacers in last year's NBA draft.
White realized the loss of Person
would be something for this year's
Auburn team to overcome, but he
sincerely believed the Tigers could
approach last year's success.
"I thought so because we were putting a lot of years on the floor," said
· White, one of four returning starters
along with senior guard Frank Ford,
junior forward Chris Morris and junior center Jeff Moore. "I thought this
was a team that could do it."
And White knew his presence
would play an important part in the
team's success.
"All of them had been there with
me, and got adjusted to me," he said.
"It's not that the guys who replaced
me (at the point) didn't do a good job.
It's just that for guys like Frank
Ford, since we started every game
together, when I'm not out there he's
got to adjust."
Ford agreed with that assessment.
"He makes me play a heck of a lot
better because he can take over the
leadership role and let me play a lot
more offensively," said Ford, who
has started in the Tigers backcourt
the past four years with White.
"When he got hurt it kind of took me
out of my game. That's why it's so
good to have him back."
And why, once again, the Tigers
are off and running.

•
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/(Jso falls,
Auburn tops
Torero~ by one
:LC?
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INDIANAPOLIS
(AP)
Auburn coach Sonny Smith got a
first-hand lesson in defense,
courtesy of the University of San
Diei,Q.. Fortunately for Smith,
and thanks to a game-deciding
call in the last seconds of play,
the lesson didn't prove too costly.
"When l read they led the nation in shooting defense, I was
wondering how they could do it
without fouling," Smith said
after Auburn's 62-61 victory over
San Diego in an NCAA basketball
tournament Midwest Region
game Thursday night. "I found
out. That's to their credit."
Despite committing only 15
fouls, San Diego held Auburn to
42 percent field-goal shooting
and to only one 3-point basket in
nine tries. Still, Auburn performed better than the norm . San
Diego opponents hit only 40 percent from the field this season.
Mike Jones was the one man
San Diego couldn't stop. He hit 11
of 16 shots and scored 24 points
for the Tigers.
San Diego, trailing 62-59 with
12 seconds to play, missed two of
four free throws in the last 12
econds, then saw a potential
winning shot wiped out when
Paul Leonard was called for a
double-dribble with one second
to play.
"I'm not objective but it was a
heck of a call at the end of a ball
game, " San Diego coach Hank
Egan said.
"We weathered the start pretty good. I felt if we could get the
emotional stuff out of the way
and hang in we could play a good
game. I was concerned when we
were down 9-0, but we called
time ut and settled down ."
The lead changed hands six
times in the second half before
Frank Ford's layup off a steal
put Auburn ahead to stay at 58-57
with 5: 10 to play.
San Diego, 24-6, ended a
scoreless streak of 4 minutes, 42
seconds with a basket by Danny
Means pulled USD to 62-59 with
1 :42 left.
Nils Madden hit a free throw,
but missed the secon, leaving
USD two points down with 12 seconds remaining .
After an Auburn turnover,
Means, who finished with 18,
went to the line with a chance to
tie the game. He made the first
but missed the second.
Ford got the rebound for
Auburn, was fouled, but missed
the free throw and USD had
another opportunity. But it came
up short when Leonard was
whistled for double-dribble racing to the Auburn basket.
With, senior center Scott
Thompson scoring all 14 of his
points in the second half, lightly
regarded San Diego took a surprising 57-54 lead over the
Southeastern Conference Tigers
with 6:24 to play.

UCLA rolls in NCAA tourney
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ast-minute deal puts Bruins on local T
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Ten NCAA basketball championship banners
hang from the rafters at UCLA's Pauley Pavilion.
~;ame of the greatest names in the game I areem Abdul-Jabbar, Bill Walton, David
(,rcenwood, Marques Johnson, Walt Hazzard,
Gail Goodrich, Kiki Vandeweghe, Henry Bibby,
Lucius Allen, Curtis Rowe, Sidney Wicks, Jamaal
Wilkes, Keith Erickson - have worn the school's
powder blue and gold.
It used to be every UCLA game was an event,
:ind the TV networks treated Bruin games as if
th(iy were presidential inaugurations. But the
ruins haven't won a national title since 1975
when the NCAA Tournament was held in San
Di •go, have ' had a first-round draft pick since
8 l and haven t gotten much respect in the last
five years.
But never have the Bruins gotten less respect
t 1an this season.
ankcd 15th in the nation and owners of a 24-6
r .: td, UCLA opens NCAA Tournament play at 6
tor.ight against Central Michigan in Salt Lake City. But while ESPN and CBS will cover no less
than 27 games over the weekend, UCLA isn't
among the teams on the TV network schedule.
Under CAA rules, local stations can pick up any
games not televised by the networks, and it
\\ asn 't until Wednesday morning that Channel 2 in
Los Angeles worked out an agreement with the
NCAA and the Bruins beem the game back to
Southern California. With all the stations in the
L.A. area, the Prime Ticket cable network was
the only other company pursuing the Bruins.
"No one was bringing the game into the market,
and we felt UCLA was the home team, and we

•• •

TV

Sports

John Maffei
wanted to carry the game 1" a Channel 2 spokesman said. But in year's past, there would have
been no last-minute negotiations, UCLA would
have been a spotlight game for the networks.
A UCLA spokesman said that CBS might carry
the Bruins on Saturday should they survive tonight, but CBS doesn't have UCLA on its schedule.
"UCLA and West Coast basketball in general
just don't command the respect they once did,"
said ESPN's outspoken Dick Vitale. "Yes, they're
coming back after being down for a few seasons,
but to regain that lost mystique, UCLA must keep
the local kids home. That's tough because the
power has shifted to the East and the TV networks are filling up with Big East and Big Ten
games. The West Coast kids see that and want to
leave home.

The ~Uni~y of §an D~o ~has a better
chance of getting on network TV - a east in the
early rounds - than does UCLA.
CBS plans live coverage of Saturday's secondround game from Indianapolis, featuring the winners of tonight's Indiana-Fairfield and USDAuburn games. While the Toreros are an underdog to Auburn, many experts give them a decent
chance at an upset.
Radio station KVSD (1000) in Vista will carry
the Toreros game with Auburn live this evening,
beginning at 4 p.m. Channel 69 in San Diego will
carry tonight's game live while ESPN has a tape
at 1 a .m.

"Plus, UCLA isn't getting the great kid from the
East anymore. That's because TV has made the
Eastern schools more attractive to the kids in the
East. It used to be that UCLA was the glamour
school."
Not anymore.

•••
the most

Vitale, perhaps
entertaining color
commentator doing coUege basketball games, will
be in the studio this weekend.
He will be the star of ESPN's NCAA Today
Show where he'll be joined by hosts Bob Ley and
John Saunders.
ESPN plans to use its whiparound coverage,
providing live scores and highlights from games
it isn't carrying.

•••

CBS will use Jim Nantz and James Brown in
the studio and employ Brent Musberger and Billy
Packer on the No. 1 game.
Packer believes the pressure is on the Big Ten
in this tournament because of the conference's
failures in past NCAA Tournaments.
Packer has tabbed UCLA and Providence as
the tournament's sleepers. CBS' Billy Cunningham picked North Carolina, Iowa, Illinois and

•••

According to USA Today, North Carolina at 3-1
is the favorite to win the tournament. Indiana is at
4-1, Georgetown 6-1, UNLV 7-1, UCLA 25-1, Navy
200-1, Arizona 250-1, North Carolina State 500-1
UTEP 500-1, BYU and USD 1,500-1, Wyoming
2,500-1 with Penn the longshot at 1 million-I.

•••

A spot in the NCAA Tournament nets a team
$200,000. A Final Four berth is worth a little more
than $1 million.

•••

Monday and Tuesday, ESPN turns its attention
to the NAIA Tournament - a 32-team event from
Kansas City, featuring the nation's small colleges .
ESPN has the semifinals at 4 and 6 p.m. on
Monday with the finals Tuesday at 6 p.m.
Vitale and Saunders head from the network's
Bristol, Conn., studios to Kansas City to call the
action.
If you don't think there are any players at this
level, consider some NBA players who played the
game at NAIA schools: Dick Barnett (Tennessee
State), World B. Free (Guilford), Lucious Jackson
(Pan American), Willis Reed (Grambling), Jack
Sikma (Illinois Wesleyan) and Terry Porter
(Wisconsin-Stevens Point).

This year, the stars are Larry Holmes of
Arkansas-Monticello and 7-footer Ron Moore of
West Virginia State. Moore is considered a first- /
round NBA draft pick.
/

Sa n Diego, Calif.
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CENTER OPENS - USO president Author Hughes addresses a gathering of supporters at the dedication of the new University Center March 6 _

•

Georgetown for the Final Four while Musberger
took North Carolina, Alabama, DePaul and
Georgetown.

Photo by 5am Luuro

USD .dedicat es $11 million 'living room'
By San Lucero

Southern Cross

ALCALA PARK - Uni.:ersity of San
Diego officials dedicated the campus'
" ~ r i n g ceremonies in the
new University Center March 6.
Designed as a focal point of the
university's daily life, the $11 million
facility will accommodate USD students,
faculty and staff.
The 76,000-square-foot center includes
a game room, grocery store,
computer/typing room, student council
offices, music listening areas,
faculty/staff dining rooms, and lounges
for graduate and undergraduate students.
The University Center is the seventh
and most costly addition to USD since

1978. It opened its doors in January, 18
months after ground was. broken for the
project.
Two other additions, a $10.5 million
student housing facility and a $3 million
law library expansion, are anticipated by
1990.
A ribbon-cutting ceremony outside the
center was abandoned due to rain. USD
trustee James Colochis 'lresented Bishop
Leo T. Maher, board of trustees
president, with a key to the building.
"Thi~ building not only gives
affirmauon and opportunities to students
but also provides growth of the spirit ,:
Bishop Maher told a crowd of some 300
USD supporters in accepting the key.

Philip Hwang, Ph .D ., USD professor
of education, gave the keynote address .
He noted the importance of "selfdirectedness the power of the
individual to choose what to think, how to
feel and how to act."
~is can only be nurtured in a positive,
canng environment, said Hwang. "The
primary goal of student services is also
based on promotion and experiencing of
positive relations}lips.
"Today as we dedicate this center we
can clearly see USD's commitment to the
development Slf the individual person,"
he added .
Thomas Burke, vice president of
student affairs, said the complex "is really

- - -- --~----..:. ..----~

a statement of USD's commitment to
extracurricular life."
He said the administration's hope is
that the center "conducts activities and
programs that help students become
better citizens- - that's our task."
Chief architect Roy Drew said the
center is a living place for fun, work and
pleasure.
USD president Author Hughes said
~hat the student center will play an
important role in campus life .
"While the academic facilities of the
campus · are effectively meeting the
educational requirements of USD's
students, the University Center is needed
in their social development," he said.

1987 NCAA Baske·tball Tournament

End of .the
lfneforUSD
_,__-)

Last turnover the costliest

From T-A staff and wire reports

INDIANAPOLIS - The University of San Diego's basketball
season hinged on one official's call
here Thursday night.
When the call was double dribble, the Toreros' season had ended.
Driving for a potential gamewinning shot, senior point guard
Paul Leonard was whistled for a
double dribble with one second to
play in a first-round game of the
NCAA Midwest Regional at the
Hoosier Dome.

I

DIA APOLI - It began
lowly t first a few people
there, a few people here.
Tb n, m n ng red t1d , 29,610
Indiana fan waiting for t ir
beloved Hoosi rs to m t Fairfield
came to th ir feet and applauded
th l'mver !ly or San D1 go
ba k tball team to its locker room.
Ev y 'Hoo I r plot may not
have, happy ndtng,
y
med to
be saymg but that d n't make the
und rdog-that-thou ht-it-could any
able.. - - = ~ " The Tor ros thoug t they cou
beat Auburn in the first round of the
NCAA Tournament. They thought
they would.
Until literally th • ry 1 t
ond, th y thought they had
But the Tigers hung on
desperately to a 62-61 victory.
They'll go on to meet Indiana.
The Tor ·ros are going home, ·tJII
wend ring why.
Th y had th thing, right there in
their hands, but Auburn and fat
kept ·wattmg it away.
A thr -pomter that loo ed good
all lh way but rimmed out. Two
m· ed cond hots from the freethro line.
n end l~end drive th t appeared
hk ly to draw a foul, at the very
least, but in tead produced the
g mc's only doubl dnbble c II.
all t ppen d in the last
14 econds. Imagine what the rest
was like. No, the Toreros did not go
quietly.
'l'hey're just orry they had to go
t II.
"We never thought we were gorng
to I " id guard Danny Means,
who had 18 points in one of the
fm t am or his sophomore

NCAA Midwest

,..-m

Auburn's Frank Ford, left, pulls a rebound away from USD's Steve Krallman.

a n.

'We f It we should have won.
Standing h e right now, I think we
should have won."
Auburn coach Sonny Srruth did not
necessarily disagree.
"Nol to make us look good or look
bad - because people have already
made us everything from a top-five
team lo one of the worst teams in
the country - but I think San Diego
could play in the SEC and not finish
in the bottom four," Smith said.
Because six team~ from that
conference were selected to the
NCAA Tournament, this JS not idle
praise.
"That is an outstanding basketball
team," Smith continued. "They have
great cbemJStry. Senior leadership.
Very good patience ... I'd like to
borrow a little bit of that.
" nd they' e an outstanding
defe ·ive ball club. When I read that
they led the country in (field-goal)
dcferue, I wondered how they could
do it without fouling. I found out
tonight."
Yes, th Toreros finally got
people's attention, after a week of
being called SDU, San Diego State
or UCSD, and having their coach
consistently identified by one
Indianapolis newspaper as Smokey
Gaines.
The world finally knows who USD
JS. Unfortunately, it learned lo say
hello just when it was time to say
goodbye.
"T'm really proud of these kids
and the way they've performed all
year," said Hank Egan, who is the
coach.
"So I'd appreciate it if when you
write your stories, you'd put me in
as coach."
For a long time, it seemed you
might be able to put him in as
winning coach.
After a nervous start in which
they had three shots blocked, were
dunked on twice and fell behtnd. 9-0,
the Toreros assumed the lead with
7:01 left in the half and held it for
more than 16 minutes d spite the
presence of 7-foot center &ott
Thompson on the bench in foul
trouble for 15:05.

See LOCKWOOD

The Associated ?fess

As a result, Auburn was able to
escape with a 62-61 victory and advance to Saturday's second round
against Indiana, an easy 92-58 winner over Fairfield.
In Thursday's other games here,
Duke defeated Texas A&M 58-51
and Xavier of Ohio upset No. 14
Missouri 70-69.
USD, 24-6, had its chances
Thursday. But, trailing 62-59 with
12 seconds to play, the Toreros
missed two of four free throws in
the last 12 seconds, then saw their
last chance erased by the double
dribble call.
"I'm not objective, but it was a
heck of a call at the end of a ball
game," Toreros Coach Hank Egan
said.
"We weathered the start pretty
good. I felt if we could get the emotional stuff out of the way and
hang in we could play a good game.
I was concerned when we were
down 9-0, but we called time out
and settled down. n
With senior center Scott
Thompson scoring all 14 of his
points in the second half, lightly
regarded USD took a surprising
57-54 lead over the Tigers with
6:24 to play. But the Toreros went
cold from there, and Auburn took
advantage to pull out the game.
Please see us~, page C4
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Duke 58, Texas A&M 51
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dering how they could do it without fouling," Smith added. "I found
out. That's to their credit."
Despite committing only 15
fouls, San Diego held Auburn to 42
percent field-goal shooting and to
only one 3-point basket in nine
tries.

---

•
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Duke had its lowest point production of the season as it overcame having Ferry, its leading
scorer for the season, go scoreless.
Robert Brickey came off the bench
to contribute 12 points.
Xavier 70, Missouri 69

Byron Larkin's 3-point shot
gave Xavier the lead for good at
48-45 and his two free throws with
31 seconds to go gave the Muske-
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SD BASKETBALL: Mike Jones scored 2~po· as Auburn, taking advantage of critical San Diego m_l}t4
the last seconds of ·
play, edged the Toreros 62-61 Thursday n·
ma first-round game
of the NCAA basketball tournament's Midwest Regional.
San Diego, trailing 62-59 with 12 seconds to play, mi~sed ~wo_ of
four free throws in the last 12 seconds, then saw a potential wummg
shot wiped out when Paul Leonard was called for a double-dribble
with one second to play.
The lead changed hands six times in the second half before Frank
Ford's layup off a steal put Auburn ahead to stay at 58-57 with 5: 10
to play. Jeff Moore scored with 4:49 left to increase the margin to
60-57 and Jones ended an eight-point Tiger run with a rebound
basket with 2:57 to go.
With senior center Scott Thompson scoring all 14 of his points in
the second half, lightly regarded San Diego took a surprising 57-54
lead over the Southeastern Conference Tigers with 6:24 to play. But
the Toreros went cold from there, and Auburn took advantage to
• pull out the game.
Danny Means had 18 points to lead San Diego.
:_..,.;'; ._._-~-

'-
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Frank Ford's layup off a steal
put Auburn ahead to stay at 58-57
with 6:10 to play. Jeff Moore
scored with 4:49 left to increase the
margin to 60-57 and Jones ended
an eight-point Tiger run with a rebound basket with 2:57 to go.
The Toreros ended a scoreless
streak of 4 minutes, 42 seconds
with a basket by Danny Means
that reduced the Auburn lead to
62-59 with 1:42 left.
Nils Madden hit a free throw,
but missed the second to leave San
Diego two points off the Auburn
lead with 12 seconds remaining.
After an Auburn turnover,
Means went to the line with a
chance to tie the game. He made
the first but missed the second.
Ford got the rebound for Auburn, was fouled, but missed the
free throw and San Diego had another opportunity. But it failed after Leonard was called for ff. double
dribble after racing to the Auburn
basket.
Means had 18 points to lead
USD, while Auburn's Mike Jones
led all scorers with 24. Moore and
Chris Morris each had 14 for the
Tigers, 18-12.
Despite the loss, USD received a
standing ovation afterwards from
the crowd of 29,610, and Auburn
Coach Sonny Smith had nothing
but praise for his opponents.
"Not to make us look good or
look bad- because people have already made us everything from a
top-five team to one of the worst
teams in the country - but I think
San Diego could play in the
(Southeastern Conference) and
not finish in the bottom fourt said
Smith, whose "team placed fifth in
the SEC this year. "That is an outstanding basketball team.
"When I read they led the nation
in (shooting) defense, I was won-

teers a 70-66 lead. Lynn Hardy,
who topped Missouri with 21
points, made a 3-pointer with 13
seconds remaining but Xavier was
able to dribble away the remaining
time with Missouri failing to foul
to stop the clock.
Indiana 92, Fairfield 58
The Hoosiers, seeded first in the
region, coasted to their 25th victory in 30 starts as reserves played
much of the second half.

•
El Cajon, CA
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seven times with an Auburn team
ranked in the top 20 when the season
began.
The Toreros eventually trailed, 6259, with 14 seconds left.
Then Paul Leonard fired up what
appeared destined to be USD's fifth
successful three-point shot of the
night.
"Scott set a great pick,'' Leonard
said. "They didn't even see me come
off the pick. I thought it was going
in. I started to back away and go on
defense. It looked good, but it just
came off.
"We still had a chance to win it
after that, thought."
I'll say.
Nils Madden grabbed Leonard's

rebound but was fouled. He made
the first, missed the second.
Means stole the ball and was
fouled. He made the first, missed the
second ("I rushed it," he said.)
Auburn's Gerald White rebounded,
was fouled, missed the free throw
and . . .
"Mark (Manor) got the rebound
and made a great pass to me at
midcourt," Leonard said. "I knew I
had to take it to the basket and put
up a shot. I looked up and saw two
guys in front of me. I knew I had to
go between 'em."
"I was backing up, trying to take
the charge,'' White said. "But I was
in no kind of position."
"I tried to duck inside the first
guy, and he got a piece of the ball,
and/or my hand," Leonard said.

E.<r. 1888

USP falls to Auburn

f,<t. 1888

'l~ckwood: World, say hello to the Toreros
Cont?uj.
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"They called double dribble. I'm a
little skeptical of the call that late
in the game. I knew they weren't
going to call a foul, unless it was
flagrant. I couldn't believe they'd
call double dribble, either."
But they did. Auburn, not USD,
will play Indiana before all those
people in red.
"They played well, but we should
have won," said Leonard.
"We came up a little short - a
bounce here, an unlucky break there.
But we thought we were the better
team."
In most of the country, that
opinion still might be considered
ludicrous.
But 29,610 Indiana fans seemed to
agree.

/

Late turnover, missed free throws cost Torero

from The Associated.t5ep__cC""

~ike

INDIANAP0~'1s"""Jones scored 24 points
as_ Aubu~. taking advantage of critical San Diego
nustakes m the last seconds of play, edged the
Toreros 62-61 Thursday night in a first-round game
of the NCAA basketball tournament's Midwest
Regional.
;;an Diego, trailing 62-59 with 12 seconds to play,
missed two of four free throws in the last 12
seconds, then saw a potential winning shot wiped
out when Paul Leonard was called for a doubledribble with one second to play.
The lead changed hands six times in the second
half before Frank Ford's layup off a steal put
Auburn ahead t? stay at 58-57_ with 5: 10 to play. Jeff
Moore scored with 4:49 left to increase the margin to
60-57 and Jones ended an eight-point Tiger run with
a rebound basket with 2:57 to go.
!5an Diego, 24-6, ended a scoreless streak of 4
mmutes, 42 seconds with a basket by Danny Means
that reduced the Auburn lead to 62-59 with 1:42 left.

Nils Madden hit a free throw, but missed the
second_ to leave San Diego two points off the Atiliti
lead with 12 seconds remaining.
~fter an AubufI!- turnover, Means went to the line
~th a chance to tie the game. He made the first but
missed the second.
Ford got the rebound for Auburn, was fouled, but
missed the free throw, and San Diego had another
opportunity. But it failed after Leonard was called
for a double-dribble after racing to the Auburn
basket.

With senior center Scott Thompson scoring all 14
of his points in the second half, the Toreros took a
surprising 57-54 lead over the Southeastern Conference Tigers with 6:24 to play. But the Toreros
went cold from there, and Auburn took advantage tq
pull out the game.
Means had 18 points to lead San Diego while
Moore and Chris Morris each had 14 for Auburn;
18-12. Auburn advances to the second round against
Indiana.
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Double-dribble call
aids Auburn, 62-61
By Chris Jenkins, Staff Writer
INDIANAPOLIS - Double dribble?
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Games this meaningful, games with this much emotional attachment, games of such potential for inspiration, games performed in such a grand theater, surely
are meant to have a more dramatic climax. A threepoint shot. A kamikaze dunk. A quake-kneed freshman at
the free-throw line.
Double dribble?
How rude and rudimentary, indeed, was the conclusion of the NCAA basketball tournament and the 1986-87
season for the University of San Diego. With one second
left, the whistle was blown on pomt guai'd Paul Leonard
and the Toreros, eliminated from the tournament by
Auburn last night in the Hoosier Dome, 62-61.
Most in the red-clad, first-round record crowd of
29,610 came for blood, knowing full well their beloved
Indiana would butcher a sacrificial lamb called Fairfield, yet they were moved to their feet in a warm
ovation for USO as the Toreros left the floor. For a long
while, too, it had seemed the Toreros would be the Hoosiers' second-round opponent.
Having trailed by nine before scoring their first point,
then having led by as many as eight, the Toreros were
behind by one when forward Mark Manor came down
with a missed free throw by Auburn's Frank Ford. Five
seconds remained in the game.
Manor dispatched the ball to the Toreros' most surehanded player, Leonard, who sprinted upcourt. With
three Tigers defending against him, Leonard set up his
final move to the basket. Leonard said the next thing he
knew, Auburn forward Mike Jones got a hand on the ball,
but the referee ruled that it had come to rest on Leonard's hip.
Leonard said he wasn't sure about the rall, one way or
the other. USD coach Hank Egan likewise was diplomatic when asked if he thought it was a case of double
dribble.
"No, but I was not objective," Egan said "It was a
heck of a call to make at the end of a game. I hope at
some point in my life I get one of those."
For all the many, many things the Toreros (24-6) did to
warrant their first NCAA Tournament victory, though,
they also did just enough to lose the game. Most notably,
it was more of the same free-throw inaccuracy that had
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Vote on Bridge Closing
Everyone's Still Mad

•

By Carl "olte
Golden ,ate Bridge directors formally voted yesterday not
to do 1• the bridge to auto traHic at midday on its 50th birthday, but the move satisfied no one and made some new and
po~crr 11 <'nemlc<,.
One of thrm is B,11 Graham, the Impresario who is putting together a
giant concert at Cris y Field in the
Presidio of San Francisco to honor
the bridge's birthday.
IJP called yesterday's 11-to-O
vote by the directors "shameful ..•
in en itive . .. deplorable" and asked the public to pressure the director· to change their minds.
Technically, yesterday's board
vote did nothing except kill plans to
close the bridge to auto traffic from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. The board is now
considering whether to clo e the
bridge to cars at dawn or to keep it
oprn all day on Sunday, May 24.
when the big anniversary celebration is supposed to take place.
Graham, who offered to stage
the free birthday concert with such
headliners as Huey Lewis and the
Ne\ls, the Grateful Dead and Tony
Bennett, now feels he was misled by
the bridge directors.
"What sticks in my craw is the
insensitivity of a suggestion of closing the bridge from 6 to 8 Un the
morning), then opening it up again.
It will cause gridlock. It is deplorable, it is throwing the public a
bone." Graham said.
•·1 am in the public assemblage
businc ·s." he said, "not in the traffic
busmess, but my experience lead
me to believe that the bridge will be
closed even with traffic on it."
lie figures that with up to one
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VOTE ON BRIDGE CLOSING

From Pagel
million people trying to get into the
city for the show, there will be gridlock anyway, and traffic will be
backed up to San Rafael.

If that happens, said Bob
Brown, manager of Huey Lewis and
the News, "We know how it will
turn out, and It really could be quite
miserable."
. Graham feels that the bridge
will be the star attraction in the
party and says that people should
have an opportunity to walk across
its roadway, just as they did on
opening day, May Tl, 1937. "The
bridge is the steak, and we are the
vegetables and the parsley," he said.

Party organizer Charlotte Mailliard, in fact, is worried that Graham might pull out of the celebration, but Graham said yesterday
that he will stay, although he sounded reluctant. "If there ls a consensus
among the artists, then let's do the
concert, let's do the best we can."
"But," he said, "It's no way to
treat a lover "
Graham also said he hopes the
public will try to get the bridge directors to restore the midday closure. "If this were an election year
I'd say let's put it on the ballot, and
then they'd have the wlll of the
people to deal with," Graham said.
Yesterday's board vote did
nothing to mollify the city of Sausalito, which has opposed any closure

•

l

of the span. Sausalito Mayor cafol
Peltz told the board she had seen Ito
detailed plans by the bridge distril:t.
'"!'he current plan is in f!\I ,"
she said, and the bridge's intent!

A Walk on the Bridge Wit
No Cars Around
SEE PEOPLE, PAGE 12

are so vague as to be "a movfttg
r
target."
"Where's the beef?" she ask,d.
Yesterday's board vote yestl'!rday was a formal public ratificatipn
of what the directors had alreatiy
agreed to in private durin!t' a tl'llephone poll conducted last week b
board president Gary Giacomini.
S~veral ~ttor!1eys knowledJeable m Cahforma open-meetipg
laws said the phone survey wata
violation of the Ralph M. Bro n
Act, which prohibits public bod es
from reaching decisions in priva e.
The Center for Public Inter t
Law at the U ~ D i ~ o
Law School wrote Giacomini to r • gister "a vigorous protest" o\ler
"what appears to be an illegal e+asion ... of California's open-meetihg
law."
The issue of when to clos he
uridge will be considered by tfie
br_1dge board's transportation cotn!Dlttee on March 25. A detailed plJn
1s supposed to be submitted at triat
-1
time.

---
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l'.Jso: Gives Auburn a fight before losing by one
'd5'{_ Bi~inued from D-1

Auburn s lead was cut to 62-60 ;vhen
forward Nils Madden hit the first of
two free throws with 12 seconds remaining, but he missed the second.
After a Leonard steai fellow guard
Danny Means went to the line and also
missed the second of two.
"I threw up a brick," Means said. "I
should've hit the shot."
How ironic that the Toreros again
were undone by the standing 15-footer.
Means, Leonard and Manor had been
sinking jumpers from 18, 19, 20 feet
most of the night, which does a lot to
explain how USD went from a ninepoint deficit with 7-foot center Scott
Thompson on the floor to a 27-19 lead
with him on the bench.
Before Egan could make a time-out
sign with his hands, Jones had four of
his 24 points and the Tigers led, 9-0.
This was exactly what the Toreros
had said they couldn't do against a
quicker team such as Auburn (18-12).
But, according to Thompson, "We
anticipated that. Everybody had to get
the ants out of their pants. It's not
every day we get 40,000 people in the
USD Sports Center. It isn't every 25

years."

They got the ants out all right, but
Thompson also got himself taken out
of the game. He drew his second foul

less than four minutes into the game
and departed.
''They were pretty ticky-tacky calls
on the boards," Thompson said. "I
thought they played that way in the
East. I guess not."
You'd have guessed USD was about
to dig a deeper grave without Thompson, but instead, the smaller Toreros

started hitting from everywhere.
Manor dropped in a three-pointer,
Means two, all in succession. In one
stretch that had all those Hoosiers
looking up from their programs, the
Toreros outscored Auburn 12-0.
"To be honest, I'd rather have had
Thompson in the1e because they
wouldn't attempt as many threes,"

I
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Means would wind up USD's leading
Auburn coach Sonny Smith said.
USD caught Auburn at 19-19 on scorer with 18, followed by ThompLeonard's jumper and passed the son's 14, although the latter didn't reTigers on a comer shot by Steve turn to the lineup or score his first
Krallman, who replaced Thompson in- basket until the second half.
Through sheer athleticism, which
side and actually seemed to provide
Egan's greatest fear about Auwas
the needed lift. Another three-pointer
the Tigers climbed back into the
burn,
by guard Eric Musselman ended the
game. Most of the time, they'd held
run, making the score 27-19.
themselves back and played USD's
more deliberate pace, but their most
important baskets came off their trap
\ defense and resultant break.
In a key sequence, the Tigers were
protecting a 60-57 lead inside the final
four minutes. Manor had a shot rejected by Chris Morris, then Jones lunged
to bat what might've become a USD
assist out of bounds. Soon after, Jones
stole the ball and scored.
But a double dribble?
None of the Toreros dwelled on it.
In fact, Egan was adamant about only
one thing in his postgame press conference.
"I don't want to get picky, but I'd
like to say this to The Indianapolis
Star," he said. "Smokey Gaines does
not coach this team. (The newspaper
had referred to USD as "the Aztecs.")
I'm really proud of these kids. When
you write the story, I'd appreciate it if
you'd put in there that I was their .
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came a shoulder in3ury to score 20
points, including four free throws
in the final minute, as the 17th-ranked Blue De,·ils held off Texas A&M.

The final free throw by Larkin, who scored 19 of hi 29 pomts in the second half, gave
X vi r u 70-6il lead Lynn Hardy, who led
fis. oun with 21 point ,
hit a 3 point shot with 13
seconds left, but Xavicr,
wh1th meets Duke m toe oml round,
L...:;.;;..;;;.;...._,,.,_c_
h n Missouri

D

Xavl r beat Missouri on the boards and
got the Tigrrs in foul trouble by penetrating
the Jane "W,•'re not a big team but we were
aggre siv on the boards. We felt the k Y
wa r bounding and free throws," Xavier
Coac·h l'ct • Gillen aid artcr his team ran 1t
rc<:orct to I 12 ..

I lck Calloway scored 17 points for lndi•

ana \:.!!' ) and Daryl Thomas added 14. Steve
Alford scored 13. pulling within nine points
or tying form<>r Purdue star Hick Mount for
the No. 2 spot on the all-time Big Ten scoring hst. The Stags (15-lfi) were led by Jeff
Gromos with 19 points.

"987

Woody Hayes had been out of foot•
ball for more than eight years when he
died yesterday morning at 74. He
hadn't planned it that way. He had
hoped to die with his cleats on.
''I'll never quit," the old coach said two
years before Ohio State fired him in 1978.
"When I leave, I'll do it by dying on the
50-yard line at Ohio Stadium."
A friend asked him: What if you're
losing?
"Then I won't go," Hayes said.

Hayes' physician, Robert Murphy, said
that the volatile coach died of a heart attack. His wife, Anne, found him dead in bed
at their home in Upper Arlington, near the
Ohio State campus, when she awoke at 6
a.m. yesterday.
The la t, inactive years were the hard•
The Hoosiers take a 25-4 record into est for Hayes, who coached the Buckeyes 28
tomorrow's second-round game against Au• seasons before they sacked him for hitting a
Clem on player in the 1978 Gator Bowl. Priburn.
vately, he said his life ended that night. But
publtcly, he could joke about it - some•
DUKE 58, TEXAS A&M 51
times.
Kevin Strickland, a junior guard, overHe Insisted, for example, that when he
lashed at Clemson nose tackle Charlie Bauman with his powerful nght forearm, he
was only trying to knock the ball out of the
player's hands.
"If I'd meant to hit him, I would have
Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
Los Angeles Times
(Cir. D. 1,076,466)
(Cir. S. 1,346,343)
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San Francisco, CA
(San Francisco Co.)
Chronicle
(Cir. D. 630,954)
(Cir. S. 483,291)
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Dons Sweep USD
USF, both timts get mg the goah~ad runs in its final at-bats, swept
!Jntversity of San D$go yesterday
ma West Coast Athletic Conference
doubleheader at Benedetti Diamond.
In the first game USF(4-3, 10-14)
defeated the Torcros, 3-2, and handca USD starter Louis Skcrtioch (41)
his first loss of season. In the second
game, freshman outfielder Ernie
Sambel had five RBIs. and Dan Barbara and shortstop Ste P Bariatua
each had two to lead USF to a 9-7
win and a three-game series sweep
of San Diego U-4, 12-9).
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/SanDieg Wins Respect, Loses to Auburn, 62-61~
fµ]~~
By CHRIS COBBS, Times Staff Writer

I DIANAPOLIS-As the.. Uni..:.v~ity of San D~ basketball
team left the floor, a crowd of
29,Gl0 m the Hoosier Dome rose to
give the Torcro a standing ovation.
And it wasn't because the fans,
mo t attired in the red and white of
Indiana University, were anticipatmg an easy game for the Hoosiers
Saturday against some lightweight
from Southern Cahforma.
On the contrary.
USO had Just "1st to Auburn,
62-61, in the fnst round of the
Midwest Regional Thursday night
but gamed the respect of Indiana
fans
There were two disappointmg
mom nts for USD m the last six
econds. With the Toreros trailing,
62-60, Danny Means had a chance

to force an overtime, but he made
only or. of two free throws after
making a steal and being fouled.
USD had one last chance when
Mark Manor rebounded a missed
free throw by Auburn's Frank
Ford with five seconds left. Manor
gave the ball to guard Paul Leonard, who we nearly the length of
the floor before being called for
double dribbl~
USD Coach Hank Egan didn't
like the call, but conceded that he
wasn't an obJcclivc observer.
"Just once in my hfe I hope to get
a call like that at the end of a
game," Egan said.
But the Toreros seemed to have
no regrets. They came here determmcd to prove that they belonged
in the NCAA tournament, and they
succeeded.

• • ••

o days after the
Considering it was only
Gary McLain story broke, sportscaster Phil Stone
may have been wise to have chosen his words
better.
At one point during Friday's ESPN telecast of
the North Carolina State-Florida basketball
game Stone - the former sports director at
Chan~el 39 - noted that the Wolfpack, which
stunned North Carolina in the ACC final, came
into the NCAA tournament, uh, "on a high."

J..

By Bob Oates

lo-. ,111fl<'le11. 1 inu•

The game. played in the Hoosiers' hom
tl'rntory, was witnessed by a crowd of 29,
!HO, the largest ever !or a fir t-round NCAA
Tournament game. The previous high was
27,0'..!4 set last y<>ar at the Metrodomc in
Minnrapolis.

.Jltlm ••

But the reason the Toreros lost, 62-61, was
because when the game was on the line they
grabbed not the bull by the horns but
themselves by the throat. They committed only
two turnovers in taking a 33-28 halftime lead, but
in the final six minutes of the game they scored
only four points and turned the ball over as if it
carried a disease, including once with one SC·
cond left.
What makes this flaw stick out is that it's the
same way USD botched the Pepperdine game in
the WCAC semifinals the week before. It was
also at the six-minute mark that it began succumbing to the pressure of a tournament game,
going cold from the floor and piling up the turnovers.

Phoenix, AZ
(Maricopa Co.)
Arizona Republic
(Cir. D. 273,661)
(Cir. S. 409,939)

San Diego, trailing 62-59 with 12
seconds to play, missed two of four
free throws in the last 12 seconds,
then saw a potential winning shot
wiped out when Paul Leonard was
called for a double-dribble with.Jllle
second to play.
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Gary
Hyvonen

The Toreros have been receiving some welldeserved praise for their gutty performance
against Auburn. Not many people thought they
could give the more talented Tigers a battle, but
they actually should have won the game
It makes you wonder just what would have
happened had 7-footer Scott Thompson been the
factor he should have been.

Mike Jones was the one man
.San Diego (24-0) couldn't stop. He hit
11 of 16 shots from the field and
scored 24 points for the Tigers 0812).

o mer Coach
oody Hayes

INDIANA 92, FAIRFIELD 58

•••
The USO basketball team choked again.

"When I read they led the nation in (shooting) defense, I was
,wondering how they could do it
without foulmg," Auburn Coach
Sonny Smith said. "I found out.
That's to their credit."

WOODY HAYES
Tantrums - and lots of wins

The 11" er uni bed 24-10 as a nine~am "'inning stren "a~ napped.

me where we got started
out well and I c II;, played well the first
half" Indiana Coach Bob Knight said. "We
ju t 'had too m:.my play<'rs for Fairfield. I
hope they don't get discouraged by being
beaten. We were a team that was probably
too talented and too big for them."

1e~

D spite committing only 15
Joul San Diego held Auburn to 42
percent field-goal shooting and to
only one :i point basket in nine tries.
Still, Auburn performed better
•1han the norm - San Diego oppo•
nents hit only 40 percent from the
field this season.

The 6-foot-3 Junior guard, playing nearly nine minutes with four oul , scored
eight consc<·utiv point for Xavier, starting
with a jump r from ju t inside the 3-pomt
arc that g ve the Mu ket ers a 52-48 lead.
rn, rn-footcr with 6:20 to play made it 58-52.

"''· I 888

Crum trying to start by sug, Wh~
gesting his Louisville Cardinals should have been
invited to the NCAA Tournament?
The Cards were a mortal 18-14 this season, and
while their schedule was tough, the wins didn't
come against tough teams. Sorry, Denny, the
fact that Louisville won the title last year
doesn't warrant a free pass.
Do you propose that the Mets automatically
be admitted to next fall's playoffs simply
because they are the defending World Series
champions? That the Giants need not worry
about playing their 16 games to qualify for the
Super Bowl derby? Do you suggest that the
Celtics have been playing all out for nothing this
season because they should already have had a
playoff berth? Should Penn State be guaranteed
a bowl game next Jan. 1 against the No. I-ranked
team in the country.
Crum's beef should not be with the NCAA for
its bold move and he knows this. His beef is
strictly with the seemingly mindless Metro Conference which risked an embarrassing shutout
from the tournament by allowing probationinfected Memphis State to participate in its
post-season tournament. Memphis State, naturally, won the tournament and the automatic bid,
which it naturally couldn't accept.

·AUBUR 62, SAN DIEGO 61

Larkin, brother of Cincinnati Red
. hortstop Barry Larkin, malle his go-ahead
3-pointt•r after M1SSOun had ralhed from a
nln point ·rcond-half d ficit to tie the
game, 45-45.

P. C. B

ecord didn't warrant free pass

A&M, the Suuth.,.est Conference tournament champion and an
• CAA participant for the first time
!;ince 1980, finish< d 17-14.

"We wne flat," Mi souri Coach orm
Stewart wi. "Our leg were de d ... Their
med to be mor • ahve. They were
le .
gl'ltin to th1• hall"

"a~ a

1

A&M Coach Shelby Metcalf
~aid the Blue Devils (23-8) "showed
more patience than we did. They've
-been here before, and a few of our
player~ were a little nervous. We
had difficulty running our offense,
and that's a credit lo their defense."

f

"It

.Jl/le,i S

"It was a very physical game,"
Duke Coach Mike Knyzewski said.
"Texas A&M is a very athletic and
physically mature team. It seemed
like as the game went on, we were
dropping like flies. Kevin's shoulder
went out in the first half. I still don't
know how he got it back in."

B •ron Larkin hit a 3-polnt ,hot, ghlng Xavier the lead for good, and then
made two frl•r throw, with 31 seconds to play as the Musk~teers upset o. 1,4
Missouri, 70-G!I, ye,tt•rday in the opt•ning round of the . CAA Tournaments
l\lid ·e. t R ·g1onal.

The tlnrd-ranked Hoosiers exorcised
the ghost or Cleveland State, the team that
knockrd them out of last year's tournament, as City College of San Francisco transfer Dean Garrl'lt cored 20 pomts and Indi·
ana ur •eel to an e y victory over Fairfield.

AR 1 51987

Strickland's performance came
at an opportune time, since Danny
Ferry, the t am's leading scorer
with a 14.4 ;nwage who played only
23 minutes yesterday because of a
painful hip injury, was held scoreless.

lmhanapohs

,

Oceanside, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Blade Tribune
(Cir. D. 29,089)
(Cir. S. 30,498)

"The gap between us and the
powerhouse schools is narrowing,"
senior center Scott Thompson said.
"We can play with anybody now.
We have some talented players,
and I think we will get some
recognition now."
It went Auburn's way at the
start, when the Tigers bolted to a
9-0 lead, and also at the end, after a
couple of turnovers helped the
Tigers erase a USD lead with five
minutes left.
Auburn made two crucial steals
after the going to a 1-3-1 trappmg
zone defense late in the game.
Guards Gerald White and Ford,
scoreless m the first half, put the
Tigers ahead with back -to-back
layups, and USD never quite recovered.
For the much of the game, USD

controlled the tempo, played its
trademark defense and made a
believer of Auburn Coach Sonny
Smith.
"We're not much better than
what you saw tonight," Smith said.
"We normally shoot better than
that, but our defense isn't much
better."
Mike Jones scored 24 points for
Auburn and had 7 rebounds. Center
Jeff Moore had 14 rebounds and
Chris Morris added 11 as the Tiger
·
owned the boards, 42-30.
Means had 18 points for San
Diego, Thompson added 14 and
Manor scored 11.
Thompson, after drawing two
quick fouls, watched most of the
first half from the bench as Means
scored 11 points and Manor 9 to put
USD ahead at halftime, 33-28.
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language several trips to Europe had no
s udy is becoming a popular sum- chance to get the feel of the streets
~er getaway. Here are three Span- the people and la vida (the life)." '
lJ!h programs that involve visits to
Spanish Language Camp accepts
t!tree different countries: Mexico 8: maximum o~ 20 students. They
' hve together with selected Spanish
Spain and Guatemala.
Phoenix College, in cooperation families, attend private classes in
w!th the University of Sae Diego, Spanish four hours a day and go on
will offer a three-week program in five excursions.
Guadalajara this summer, with
For information, call 774-566e in
classes varying from Mexican art to Flagstaff, or write 212 S. San
Mexican folk dance.
Francisco, Flagstaff, Ariz. 86001.
The program will be from July 1
Proyecto Linguistico Francisco
through 22 at the Colegia Anahuac.
All participants will enroll in two Morroquin of Antigua, Guatemala,
classes: Spanish conversation and sponsors the Total Immersion
Mexican art or Mexican folk dance. Spanish Course, aimed at developThe courses may be taken for ing conversational skills.
Normal length of the course is
~ollege credit and will be taught by
mstructors from the Colegio Ana- four weeks, during which a student
lives with a Guatemalan family and
huac.
. Cost of the program, which studies with a Guatemalan teacher
mcludes room, board and tuition, is M-0nday through Friday. There is
$700. A $150 deposit is required at one student per teacher.
The student is required to speak
the time of enrollment, and the
from the first minute of
Spanish
5.
May
by
du~
is
~550
of
bal~n.ce
!ndlVlduals mterested m participat- class. No other language is used
mg need not be current Phoenix nor is there an academic approach
to teaching Spanish grammar.
College students.
Not all of the seven hours of
Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico's
second-largest city, is on Mexico's daily study are spent in the classbroad, central plateau at an alti- room. Students also visit and study
tude of more than 5,000 feet. It has in parks, ruins, museums and
nearby Mayan villages.
a year-round mild climate.
Cost of the course is approxiFor more information, contact
Delia Escalante-Sanchez at Phoenix mately $400, which includes food
College, 1202 W. Thomas Road, lodging and materials. Shorter o;
longer courses also are offered.
264-2492, Ext. 410 or 411.
Antigua is a small, cobblestoned
In Salamanca, Spain, there's
~noth~r opportunity to learn Span- Spanish colonial city rebuilt after
ish via exposure and immersion. 1773 earthquake. The ruins of
It's called Spanish Language Camp churches, palaces, convents and
and it also takes place in the month o~her ~ui11ing~ ma½e it the only
of July.
city of its kmd m Latm America.
The program's director is Russell
Proyecto Linguistico Francisco
Mimn, a teacher in the Flagstaff Morroquin was founded in 1971 and
public schools. "The program got its is a private, non-profit Guatemalan
start when I realized that there association that supports Mayan
were several tour packages avail- linguistic development work.
able to younger students where
Details may be obtained by
they were herded around like cattle writing PLFM, Apartado 237 4a
by counselors (usually educators), Avenida Sur 4, Antigua, G~atebut no opportunities for students to mala, CA. Brochures are available
live for a period of time in a through the Guatemala Tourist
European city," he said.
Commission, P.O. Box 144351
"Students I saw during my Coral Gables, Fla. 33114-4351.
'

USD makes 'name' in loss
By Kirk Kenney

I

Tribune Sportswriter

•

NDIANAPOLIS - Perhaps this Midwestern town's
main newspaper and newspapers across the country
now know who the USD Toreros are. And thel.I'
d.
coach.
In a preview of the USD-AubjlJll game, the 1n 1anapolis Star listed Smokey Games..as the Toreros coach. ~nd a
TV announcer kept referring to some coach named Jack
.
.
Egan."
"I just want to bring out one point for the In~1an~polis
Star," USD coach Hank Egan said. "Smokey Games IS not
the coach of this team.
"I'm really proud of these kids and the way thef perfonned all year. So when you write your s~ry, ~f iou
could put me in as the coach, I'd really apprec1~te 1!.
Egan's remarks came after his Toreros !mp~nted
their name on a few basketball minds by rattling highly

regarded Auburn before finally losing in the closing seconds 62-61 yesterday in the first round of the NCAA
Midwest Regional.
Unlike Xavier and Austin Pe~y, USD was unable to
pull off a major upsel But the little-known school fr~m
San Diego left the Hoosier Dome crowd of 29,610 with
something to think about.
"The gap between us and the powerhouse schools has
really come down," seven-foot c~nter Scott Th~mpson
said. "Four years ago, that wasn t !he cas~. I tbmk the
Auburn players probably are shaking their beads and
.
saying, 'Who was that team?"'
Before proving that it belonged m the NCAA Tournament, USD had to overcome some obstacl~:
• First there was a serious case of the Jitters. Auburn
streaked' to a 9--0 lead as the WCAC appeared overmatched by the SEC.
Please see TOREROS, E-13

I

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)
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AUBURN'S JEfF MOORE AND 1'OREROS' NILS MADDEN FIGHT FOR REBOUND

•

•

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)

Landmark Thrift and Loan and its holding company, Olympian Bancorp.
In his new position, Kasperick will oversee the finance, accounting and loan
servicing departments. Kasperick joined Landmark in 1986 after serving two years with the
San Diego office of Price Waterhouse. At Price
Waterhouse, Kasperick served as an auditor
with client assigments ranging from international SEC companies w local development
stage companies in the financial, retail, real
estate, manufacturing, and government contracting industries.
Kasperick received a bachelor of science degree in accounting from the -uruversig of San
.Qiego and is a certified public accoun nc:-~
Dennis J. Moran has been appointed assistant director at UCSD Medical Center. Moran
will direct the r.rnter'c respiratory therapy,
physical and occupat;onal therapy and audiology programs. He will also be responsible for
the neuropsych()Jogical and language rehabilitation center, i_n~us~rial health programs and VINCENT J. KASPER:?a(CK
the band re!lhb1htat10n center. Moran was formerl_y seni01 vice president of planning and marketing at St. Joseph M cal
Cenfer in Stamford, Conn.
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"We had to get the ants out of our pants," Thompson
said. "It's not every day we get 40,000 people in the USO
Sports Center. It isn't every 25 years."
• USD also had to overcome the absence of Thompson
with foul trouble. Less than four minutes into the game,
Thompson went to the bench with two fouls and his team
trailing 11-4.
A strange thing then happened to USD on its way to
being buried. The Toreros kicked open the coffin, began
hitting three pointers, ran off 12 straight points en route
to a 33-28 halftime lead, controlled the tempo and came
down to the end of the game with a chance to win against
Auburn's far superior athletes.
All the while Smokey Gaines or Jack Egan or whoever
that guy was over on the bench was coaching the socks
off his Auburn counterpart, Sonny Smith.
In the end, a double-dribble call against sure-handed
guard Paul Leonard left USD two points shy of advancing to face Indiana (a 92-58 winner over Fairfield) in
tomorrow's second round.
Let's recreate the dramatic ending.
USD forward Nils Madden buried one of two free
throws with 12 seconds left to bring the Toreros within
two at 62-60. Guard Danny Means stole an Auburn rebound following Madden's missed second shot and was
fouled attempting a 25-footer with six seconds left.
Means, who bad kept USO in the game with his longrange shooting, hit the first shot to make it 62-61, but he
missed the second. Auburn's Frank Ford grabbed the
rebound and was Immediately fouled by Leonard. Ford
kept the suspense going right to the end by missing his
first free throw.
Mark Manor swept the rebound down and quickly
passed to Leonard, who drove frantically toward the
hoop with time running down.
Four . . three ... two ...
With one second left, Leonard was called for a doubledribble just as he was about to launch a final burst
toward the hoop. The refs ruled Leonard carried the ball
on his hip.
1'No, I didn't think he double-dribbled, but I am not
objective," Egan said. "It was a heck of a call to make at
the end of a game. I hope at some point in my life I get

one of those."
Looking back, the Toreros could berate themselves for
some lost opportunities.
Means, who led his team with 18 points, wanted that
last free throw back. "I threw up a brick," be said.
The Toreros as a team wanted the second half back.
After leading by as many as seven points in the second
half, the Toreros managed to score just four points (one
basket, two free throws) in the last 6:23.
And in the game's final minute, Auburn gave USD
three chances. Each time the Toreros came up a little
short - once on the double-dribble and twice on missed
free throws.
And USD committed 10 turnovers in the second half
after turning the ball over just twice in the first half.
Still, the lingering impressions of this game will be
nothing but positive. Impressions of ...
• Thompson dominating inside and scoring all 14 of his
points in the second half after being held scoreless in the
first half because of foul trouble.
• Means, Leonard and Manor bitting long jumpers to
give USO an eight-point lead at one point in the first half
with Thompson on the bench.
• The Toreros befuddling a superior team with a tough
zone defense and some sharp ballbandling on offense.
"San Diego is an outstanding defensive ballclub," said
Smith, who seemed to realize bis team had been outfoxed, if not outscored.
Auburn seemed uninspired for much of the game. However, the Tigers found consistency in their rebounding
(43-30 edge) and in the play of sophomore forward Mike
Jones (24 points).
Said Means: "I thought our concentration kind of
dropped a little the last six minutes. I don't think it was
because we were tired; it was because we got a little
excited because we were leading at that point of the
game.
"Personally, we didn't think they could shoot well
enough to come back. We just got a little careless and it
cost us."
It cost USD (24-6) a chance to continue the best season
in the school's history.
But it didn't cost the school any respect. Or coach
Hank - don't call him Smokey - Egan.

PAUL LEONARD OF USD PROTECTS THE BALL FROM AUBURN DEFENDERS
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USD's Egan hasn't a thought beyond next season

By

Ktrfk'?n~

Tribune porLswriter

Yucca Valley, CA

(San Bernardino Co.)
t-1 i Desert Star
(Cir. W 9,400)
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It doesn't take much to persuade someone
to com to San Diego, but what is required
lo make omeone leave?
!!SD cQach Hank Egan doesn't know.
C:,1 enjoy it here," he said. "Would I ever
leave here? Who knows? Will I never ever
move? I can't answer that question."
Just what does the future hold for Hank
Egan and the USD basketball program?
Egan's coaching future was uncertain
three years ago. He nearly chose another
line of work when he was dJSmissed at the
Air Force Academy in 1984. However, Egan
has made himself quite at home since arriving at Alcala Park
Guiding a team to the NCAA Tournament
and leading it to the school's best Division I
record two straight years tend to enhance
an individual's reputation in a community.
Taking USO to the NCAAs, where the
Torero were defeated 62-61 by Auburn last
week m Indianapolis, furthered the school's
national reputation as well as Egan's. How
much the image or the school and its coach
have been enhanced remains to be seen.
"They gave me the opportunity (to contin-
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group of kids that accomplished an awful
lot."
The Toreros completed the season with a
school-record 24-6 mark that included a 13-1
WCAC record and regular-season conference championship. As one might expect, 7--------------

they weren't nearly as good as they were
that others guys' playing time was hurt.
when they played together," Egan said.
Next year is definitely a rebuilding year.
"They were an absolute team. I think that
It's going to take some recruiting and some
right now all of my comparisons will be
time and some nurturing."
against this team. Maybe something will
The Toreros' future begins with Means,
come along in the future that will be better
the team's only return~ starter. Sophothan that, but up to this point I haven't had
more swingman Mike H•t and junior for'R.1 '11
h I
any team like this.
ward Marty Munn, who were among the
K t now W. at am
"I hope this season builds a tradition. I first players off the bench this season, may
is the basketball coach
hope it builds a feeling around the USD join Means in next season's starti:1 lin~up.
6
at USD and there's
community that basketball done the right
The development of freshman swingman
way can enhance what happens on the cam- Craig Cottrell, junior forward/center Jim
nothing else in the
pus. And I hope the kids up there enjoy it Pelton, sophomore forward Charlie Wickand it becomes important to them. And that strand, freshman forward Brian Anderson
works'
we can continue to get that feeling of im- and freshman redshirt Dondi Bell also will
_ Hank Egan
portance and excitement to help us get figure in the starting equation. The immedithrough tough times if we have them."
ate impact of this year's recruiting class is
--------------It may be some time before Egan has uncertain. At least half of the players refoot USD center Scott Thompson, the another team like the 1986-87 Toreros. USD cruited are expected to be freshmen. Two
WCAC's Player of the Year, was always the loses six seniors from this team - Thomp- freshmen already have been signed to letfirst consideration of USD opponents. But son, Madden, Manor and Leonard as well as ters of intent.
the cast surrounding Thompson - forwatds forward Steve Krallman and guard Eric
"A lot of kids have sat over a two-year
Nils Madden and Mark Manor and guards Musselman, whose contributions were also period while this has developed," Egan said.
Paul Leonard and Danny Means among important to the team's success. Nearly 80 "So we've got to give guys who haven't had
them - is what enabled the Toreros to sue- percent of USD's offense departs.
a whole lot of playing time a chance to
ceed. The quintet started all 30 games to''I've never believed in rebuilding years," develop and to create an identity for themgether.
Egan said, "but I've never had guys play the selves and establish some kind of a team
"Individually they were pretty good, but dominant roles for so long a period or time that they can build for the future."
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ue coaching) and wh n I was hesitant they
gave me a lot of room and encouragement,
so maybe persuaded is a good word," said
Egan, who has been West Coast Athletic
Conference Coach of the Year the past two
years and is 59-26 in three seasons at USD.
"I want to be a baske ball coach."
Eg n was rumored to be a candidate at
San Diego State whe the Aztecs' coaching
position opened last month. But he said yesterday he is neither candidate at SDSU
nor at any other sc ool. He remains the
incumbent at USD.
"I have not been approached by anybody
and I have not approached anybody," said
Egan, 49, who has co, ched 16 years at the
Division I level. "Rig t now what I am is
the basketball coach at USD and there's
nothing else in the wo ·ks.
"I'd just like to win a lot of basketball
games and go back to that NCAA Tournament and try it one more time. I feel really
good about this season and these kids.
Where it leads I don't know at this time. It
was not put together with the idea of being
a springboard (to another job) and I don't
view it as being a springboard. I view it as
one helluva basketball season with a great

that complained about the
graduation ceremony and the
use of tax monies being used
to maintain De ert Chri t
Park in Yucca Valley have admitted at public meeting to
b affiliated with either the
American Humanist As ocia·
tion or the American Atheist
organizations. Here i. a par•
tial list of the beliefs and goals
of these organizations.
In two Humanist Manifesto' and their Declaration of
Humanism they describe
themselves as "non-theists."
They hold that man has no
"soul" but is only a complex
animal; God is a "myth," sci
ence and reason are the be-all
and end-all; man's purpo e on
earth is to pursue his own happiness, sexual conduct should
not be "unduly repressed;"
and there are no absolute mor
al or ethical values.
The Humanist, the official
Journal of the American Humanist Association, stated:
"The battle for humankind's
future must be waged in the
public school classroom by
teachers who correctly per·
ceive their role as proselytizers of a new faith. Humanists
have influenced and/or supervised the publication of textbooks."
The U.S. News and World
Report of November 17, 1986
reported: "An 11th-grade
health book had a favorable
description of group marriage
and also seemed to encourage
cocaine use and approve of
pornography. The message
was if you feel good about it,
it's OK."
It's been over 25 years ago
that Madalyn Murray O'Hare
pulled her son out of a Balti
more school because she objected to prayers in the classroom. In 1963 the Supreme
Court ruled against the use of
the Lord's Prayer and Bible
readings in public school classrooms.
Since then Mrs. O'Hare and
the American Atheist organization have tried to have
churches taxed, to get atheist
ads on TV, radio and newspapers, fought against religious services in the White
House, objected to prayers in
space, and tried to get "In God
We Trust" removed from
coins. Her latest campaign is
to get her book "All the Questions You've Wanted to Ask
an American Atheist, With all
the An wers" distributed in
all public schools and every
military base, reported the
Denver Post's November 22,
1986 edition.
The present attacks against
prayer at our graduation, Desert Christ Park and the cross
on the official seal of the City
of Redlands are just the begin.
ning. All of these combintd
roup with the help of tie
Am rican Civil Liberties tinion plan to make this a
d·
less society by 1991.
Larry Alexander, a pr• fes ·
sor of constitutional law at the
Uni'<.t!:sity of San Diego, b~·
lieves that such questions will
long be with us as part of a na·
tural tension between competing concepts.
In recent years legal groups

,h,11,nge

the civil libertarians, a~ong
them the Rutherford Institute
in Mana sas, Vir. and also locally the Christian Civil Liberties Union of the Greenleaf
School of Law in Anaheim.
These groups handle only
cases involving church/state
issues.
If you wish to preserve our
freedoms for foture generations to enjoy we must all become involved, write our
elected officials, attend public
meetings, and vote on all important issues and candidates.
It's your decision, apathy and
public unawareness are their
biggest allies.
_,,,.,.WILLIAM AGNEW
/._
Yucca Valle]/

San Francisco, CA
(San Francisco Co.)
Chronicle
(Cir. 0 . 630,954)
(Cir. S. 483,291)
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Hey, Who Invited LSU This

ar?

By Jakt> Curtis

In between the TV talk of
Sweet Sixteen, Cinderella
team~ and good no-calls were 48
NCI\J\ Tournament games.
M:my teams' seasons have turne around in the last four days.

A Month Ago ...
• Louisiana State got

Into the
Tournament despite losing five of
its first six games and finishing seventh in the JO-team Southeastern
Conference with an 8 10 league record. Now the Tigers are in the final

NCAA NOTEBOOK
16 and everyone is talking about
Dale Brown's freak defense. Shades
of last season, \\ hen LSU reached
the Final Four dl •pite finishing in a
fifth-place tie in ti e SEC at 9-9.
• Someone forgot to tell Kansas and Wyoming that teams who
finish poorly have no chance come
tournament time.
Wyoming IO!it its fmal three
regular-season games to finish in a
third-place tie in the Western Athletic Conference. Kansas finished
with losses to Colorado and Nebraska before its conference tournament. Both are still alive.

Cowboy Story

•

Wyoming's 6-11, 275-pound
Eric Leckncr has become the surprise star of the tournament. When
he arrived from Manhattan Beach
two years ago, Leckner was a lanky
6-9, 215-pound freshman. That year
he split time with another freshman, 6-10 David Lodgins, but Lodgins looked to be the Cowboys' center of the future.
The Cowhoys do not have a senior in their starting lineup. By the
\\ay, Wyoming's star forward is
named Fennis Dembo, not Dennis
Fembo, as he was identified in a Bay
Area newspaper yesterday.

• Wyoming Coach Jim Brandenburg on his team•~ victory over
UCLA: "I don't think this was an
upset. We thought we could beat
UCLA, and I'll tell you what, a Jot of
people around the country who
know something ahout basketball
thought we could beat UCLA too."

• Brandenburg, after

Nevada-

BY UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Florida's Vernon Maxwell (right) got tangled up with Purdue's Doug lee pursuing a loose ball

Las Vegas Coach Jerry Tarkanian
said he has no one to match up
against Le<"kner: "Tark is the biggest moaner, cner and sniveler on
the face of thP earth. You'd think
his guys \\ere choirbo. ·s. ·

Conference Boasting

•

The Pac-IO finally won an
NC \A Tournament game, its first
one since 1984. But it was hardly a
good showing as western teams
from the supposedly inferior Western Athletic Conference put out the
two Pac-10 representatives.
UCLA beat Central 111ichigan,
then Jost to Wyoming, the WAC's
third-place team, which had a loss to
Hardin.Simmons. Arizona lost at
home to Texas-El Paso. The Pac-IO is
1-8 in the NCAAs the last three seasons.

• The \,VCAC went O-for-2 (San

Diego and Santa Clara) and has
w0n an NCAA Tournament game
the last five seasons. The WCAC is
1-10 in the NCAA since 1980.

• The Big East and the Southeastern Conference each has three
teams left in the tournament, and
the WAC, Atlantic Coast Conference, the Big Ten and Big Eight
have two each.
Noles

• Ohio St.ate fell victim to
Georgetown's bench strength. You
want depth? In three games against
Syracuse this season, Georgetown's
non-starters outscored the Orangemen reserves, 79-3.
• Nevada-Las Vegas has won
each of its last five games by at least
19 points. The Rebels beat Kansas
State 80-61 despite making only six
of 25 attempts from 3-point range.

• Home-court controversy:
Syracuse and DePaul were aided by
the homecourt, but Alabama-Bir•
mingham and Arizona, the other
two t1:4ms hosting opening rounds,
were first-round losers.

Ereryone Is Walching

• Worst insider's betting tidbit:
Florida's Vernon Maxwell is doubtful for the Tournament because of
an injury. He scored 28 points in the
Gators' victory over North Carolina
State and had 24 more in their rout
of Purdue. Thanks for the tip.

• Alabama's Derrick McKey is
an outstanding basketball player,
but will someone please get him a
pair of shorts that fit before he embarrasses himself on national TV?
• Best TV replay: DePaul
Coach Joey Meyer, in slow motion,
mouthing the words, "What's he doing?" as DePaul's Dallas Comegys
intentionally misses a foul shot with
12 seconds left and DePaul down by
two. The miss led to an offensive
rebound and DePaul's game-tying
basket with five seconds left.
• Too bad: If Austin Peay had
pulled a second upset by beating
Providence in overtin1 e, Governors
Coach Lake Kelly would have been
known as the Peay Brain.
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Around town in the San Diego business scene

•

.

s.:;_

tial developments. Herbert "Rocky"
at Coast Distributing Co., the local Masar-Johnston Advertising & De- Rockoff, Debby Rustich, Thomas
Illghlight :
From ome ople in San Diego Anheuser-Busch distributor. _Jeff sign as an account executive. . .
• Phillips-Ramsey Advertising & Hogan and Sammy Goodman have
ultou bout being stopped by. the Espiritu has been promoted to direcbeen ~ss•gned to the sales staff of
Cahforn, Highw~ Patrol at night tor of sales; Gary Shaw assumes Public Relations has two new em- The Land nr., n $88 million bayfront
formerly
Crowl~y,
Jo
Mary
ployees:
t O How can our of- Espiutu's former position of region~!
the
condom·1 11 1 project in Coronado .
1 ly screened?
sa!Ps manager. Kevin Feeney w~ll with Sanford R. Goodkin Research Kevin J. La ,nence will join the sales
· might be Psi- take Sha ·s old position. Kurt Marti~ Corp., an account executive; and staff of The Villages of Fairbanks
ur, computer- was promoted from district supervi- Brian Belefant, formerly a co- Ranch, a home development in Ranfax _ a ne\
ed t t mg 81 r •porting service sor to branch manager, and Gene pywriter for a New York firm, a co- cho Santa Fe.
whirh could help the selection pro- Torrey was hired as national ac- pywriter.
• Four Solana Beach employees
• Darrell V. Daugherty, formerly
ce , ays Dock 'f Sallee, a clinical counts manager.
. .
the residential brokerage firm
of
• Colleen Emigh has Joined the with NBS1Lowry, has joined the civil Grubb & Elhs have been named senpsycholog1 t.
Developed by Sallee and another public relations firm of ChaJ_>O & As- engineering and land surveyin_g !~rm ior marketing consultants: Cather~e
of Masson & Amox Inc., as principal
elm al p ycholog1 t, Joseph M. Cas- sociates as an account coordinator.
Barry Carol Cianfarani, Quentm
• At DEi, a San D1ego-bas~d sup- planner. Rollie H. Magboo has been Smith' and Irene Young. In addition,
ciam Pslfax provides concJSe narra•
tive repor on approximately 40 plier of quarter-inch magne!•c tape added to its engineering staff. .
• Ninyo & Moore Geotechmcal Young and the La Jolla office's
psych logical, health, stress and data cartridges, Dean C~nstense~
announced that Michael Gayle Amato were presented awards
Consultants
has been promoted from vice pres1other •la ed tests.
for most outgoing. referrals. Also
These reports are based on the . dent of engmeering to the newly_ cre- J. Gibbs has joined the firm as a sen- cited was Greg Noonan as top profinding. of various tests which have ated position of senior vice president ior staff geologist.
• Pacific Century Advisers Inc. ducer and for obtaining the most
been rn u m the field of p ·ychology of operations.
.
transactions at the La Jolla office. At
• Dr. Tom Medina, academic rela- announced the appointment of Joel the Solana Beach office, honors for
for d cad . Other lest· have cen
d veloped specifically for computer- tions director for the Entrepreneur Swanso11, formerly witb J.P. Morgan top producer went to Barry,_ and recClub of San Diego, recently was ap- Investment Management, to the new ognition for most transactions was
ha cd mterpretalton.
There are t ts for potential Jaw• pointed to the advisory board for the position of president and c~ief execu- given to Smith.
.
.
enforcement candidate that can m- Information Institute of the Interna- tive officer for the San Diego-based
BarSm1tb
investmenp1rm
The
•
manfunds
dicat uch thmg as integrity, con- tional University at Santa Barbara. institutional investment
ney has promoted James R. Flicksubsidiary
a
is
It
company
agement
otional maturity, intellectual The institute functions as a thinktrol
inger and Sunny K. Read to _s~c?nd
efh~I ncy, mterpersona 1 functioning, tank of professionals focusing is on of Security Pacific National Bank.
• Watt 11 dustries/San Diego has vice presidents of the sales d1v1s1on,
bch vwn 1 ability i.tnd more, says the advanced study of computerized
five sales repr sentatives to 401 B Street.
hired
management information systems
.
Sallee
_ Compiled by Melanie Ross-SL
U'l' • sales of two new residenhandh!
p 1fax also has tests for marriage and information sciences.
• Glendale Federal Savings and
and family counselors, psychiatrists,
social workers, physicians, school Loan Association has appointed tw_o
and vocational counselors, personnel employ . to bra ,"h manager posilecllon and others. Psifax Corp. is tions: Carol McCreesh at the
Grossmont branch; and Janet Diane
loc ted at 3536 Front St.
Neales at the Hemet b1anch.
• USA!r has announced the ap•'The Tax •Reform Act And Its Implications," free pu~lic forum with pointment of Steve Sarn.)r to district
University of San Diego law profe~- sales manager in San Diego.
• Tim Larrick, assistant vice
or, Thu day, ""l:30-9 p.m., USD s
Manche ter Conference Center, Al- president of public r~lations for
Corp. of Amenca, has been
,, Imperial
cala Park
the 1987 president of the
as
elected
"The Investment Outlook for 1987,
9:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. March 23, Ran- Public Relations Club of San Diego.
cho Bernardo Inn, 17550 Bernardo The club meets on the second MonOaks Drive Prudential Bache Secu- day of every month at the Holiday
riti of Rancho Bernardo is sponsor- Inn in Mission Valley
San Diego, CA
• California First Bank has
ing the free seminar. A~1ssion is
(San Diego C~-)
free but tickets are required. Reser- named Oscar Celli as vice president
San Diego Union
fo
officer
complianc
consumer
and
vations· Lewis Jacobson at 485-8400.
(Cir. o. 217,089)
Market Profiles of San Diego, pub- the bank's loan review /examinatw .•
(Cir. S. 341,840)
Local Colleges
lisher of Residential Trends, has department in San Diego.
• Fred J. Bettinger, who ha· been
merged with Residential Housing
Survey, formerly Development D1- involved in media-related work at
General Dynamics since 1958, reBaron who has five home~ in his
mens1ons.
MAR 1819
b ts hit one with none
•
J.C. Hovey, a computer systems cently was named staff vice presi~t USO
•last eight at- a .' .
communications.
business
for
dent
recruiting business, recently has
on the seventh mning as F hman
• Ml A-COM Government SysJlll~n's P. c. B f<t. 1888
beat Fullerton State, 6-1. res .
opened an office in Pacific Beach.
Pat Fitzsimons (2-0) pitched a hve------ ,-- --,, ---- r· .,
The San Francisco law firm of tems's LINKABIT facility recently
Fresno tate tonight.
hitter. The Toreros (13-9) play
Brobeck, Phleger and Harrison _has promoted Laurin Pause to director
George¥Jwn this afternoon at 2.
opened a San Diego office. The firm of budgets and planning.
Sean
ORERO B A ~ • Mae M. Nielsen, a 15-year emspecialize~ in business, real estate,
,,,.
ployee of Great American First Savlitigation and tax issues.
ings Bank, has been promoted to vice
president.
On the move:
• Barbara Cain, a graduate of San
• A number of promotions and a
State University, has joined ,
Diego
n w executive have been announced

•• •

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)
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Pa_
_TOREROS TENN~S
each
tridge and David
won singles matches a host USO
(14-5) beat Texas-EI Paso, 9. 0, in a 1
non-conference match yesterda~

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)
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tinues 'wltb Orville Red11<1bacher discussing
development of his successful popcorn business. 8 a.m. March 24, Manchester Conference Center. Breakfast, 7:30 a.m. Admission:
$15. Information: 260-4585.
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This amputee till able to make his points in tennis
F
.J-C,S-~

•

IVE years ago, D.J. Williams lost his right leg just
below the knee - the result of a grisly car accident.
He fell asleep at the wheel and his nightmare began.
"I never even touched the brakes before I ran into a
tree on the side of a highway," said Williams, 26, whose
Southern drawl and easy-going manner belie tbe hellish
tale he's about to tell.
"My right foot went through the floorboard and shattered my leg in three places. I Jost consciousness, but
when I came to I was told I was pretty messed up. All I
knew was tbat the pain was excruciating."
Because of the severity of the injury, doctors decided
that the leg had to be amputated.
"It hurt so bad, it was worth losing my leg for - even
though I knew I'd never be able to run or play tennis
again," said Williams, 26.
So much for a job at Dennis Van der Meer's teaching
academy on Hilton Head, S.C., where Williams, at that
time No. 1 at a small Soutb Carolina college, already had
been hired.
But after several years of grueling rehabilitation - "I
guess I have a high tolerance for pain" - Williams is
back on the courts these days.
He has been in San Diego recently, promoting the National Amputee Tennis Open Championships, a year-Jong,
11-city tour of tennis tournaments for amputees, sponsored by the U.S. Amputee Athletic Association.
This weekend, the tour, open to all men and women
athletes who have lost a limb, makes a stop at Singing
Hills Country Club, east of El Cajon.
Williams suspects some amputees or their acquaintances will read about this event and think to themselves:
Why should I embarrass myself?
"I felt that way myself once," said Williams. "I didn't
want to leave the house. I was drowned in my sorrows.
But my goal is to reach people, show them that you can
be active, still compete in sports like tennis.
"Who knows? Maybe somebody who has lost a limb
ill read this, and be encouraged to take up tennis. That's
all 1t takes."
Of the estimated hundreds of amputee athletes in San
Diego Williams expects some 35 to compete in various
divisions - including AK ("above-knee") and BK
(''below-knee").

Because of tbe obvious limitations, the thought arises:

Do fellow amputee players take it easy on each other?

Not at all, says Williams.
"You do anything to win, and there's no hard feelings,"
said Williams. "It's a real competitive environment. We
do drop shots on each other all the time and no one
minds. They take no prisoners out there."
Apart from tennis, Williams, who will be featured in
Tennis magazine's May issue and has a tentative appearance set on ABC's "Good Morning America" as part of
the U.S. Tennis Association's "A Sport for a Lifetime"
campaign, keeps working to improve his gait.
"I don't limp at all, hardly," he said. "I've worked hard

John Freeman

Tennis
on my walk. I'm very lucky in that respect. I'm one of the
best walkers in the country. I try to make it look as
natural as possible."
He's right. His limp is barely detectable and he moves
fairly smoothly on-court. Equally well-disguised is the
prosthetic device he wears beneath flesh-colored plastic
tubing.
In a curious paradox, Williams admits he tries to hide
his handicap - for cosmetic reasons - but freely
discusses it as a psychological release.
"I like my life as an amputee now," he said. "I haven't
been depressed about my life since right after my last
surgery (of four).
"I've already accomplished a lot in tennis. I travel
around tbe country and give clinics wherever I go, which
was something I always wanted to do.
"It's just a little bit different from the way I thought it
would be."
For more information about the event, Williams may
be reached at the Grossmont TraveLodge at 466-0200, or
Singing Hills at 444-2128.

•••

IT'S ALL OVER - In the waning moments of last
Saturday afternoon's U.S.-Paraguay Davis Cup telecast
on ESPN, analyst Fred Stolle, no wide-eyed innocent,
described the Jimmy Arias vs. Hugo Chapacu match as
"the most dramatic I have ever been associated with in
my 25 years of Davis Cup experience" as an Australian
player, coach and TV analyst.
Indeed, the five-hour, 22-minute marathon match in
Asuncion, Paraguay - a 6-4, 6-1, 5-7, 3-6, 9-7 win for the
little-known Chapacu - was both exhilarating and exasperating, especially that final set.

as his second-favorite sport - to watch and to play.
Williams, who spends most of his time in Florida these
days, was in San Diego last weekend for a 50th reunion at
Hoover High. Friday, he met informally with a small
group of longtime friends and admirers at Balboa Park's
Hall of Champions, where he unveiled an exhibit in his
honor.
Williams, 68, says he plays tennis "about 3-4 times a
week." In contrast to his baseball swing, which produced
521 major-league home runs, be plays right-handed.
How would he describe his game?
"I'm just a B-minus player, but I Jove the game," said
Arias, who held a 5-1 fifth-set lead at one time, failed Williams, also an avid fisherman. "My problem is that
to convert on three match points before eventually los- I'm old, fat and inexperienced.
ing. By contrast, Sunday night's tidy 6-2, 8-6, 9-7 loss by
the U.S.'s Aaron Kriekstein to Paraguay's Victor Pecci
"You know what's the worst part of my game? Movewas something of an anticlimax.
ment. But I'm getting a little better at tactics. I know
It's no wonder that Arias and Kriekstein both appeared where to hit a ball now.''
rattled by the wild cacophony of cheers, jeers and thumpWilliams then related a story about his early tennising of drums and tambourines after virtually every point. playing days in San Diego.
Was such a ruckus unfair to the U.S. team? Sure, but
"I first played when I was 12 or 13 at North Park," said
that's the quirky nature of Davis Cup competition.
Williams. "I remember one time I broke two strings on
After the match, U.S. captain Tom Gorman was quoted my racket and it cost 30 cents per string to fix 'em.
as saying:
"My mother told me, 'You better find some other
sport.' Well, I was already playing baseball."
"Naturally, I have a tremendous feeling of disappointment. I think the world of tennis must recognize that
Paraguay is tough to beat playing in Asuncion."
DROP SHOTS - USD will offer an adults-juniors clin"I don't know what we could have done more than we
did. Sure, of course, the fans were pulling for their team. ic April 4-5. Open to players of all abilities, the clinic
Paraguay has beaten France. They've beaten Czechoslo- costs $75. For information contact Ed Collins, USD's men
vakia."
coach, at 260-4803.
• Pam Shriver headlines an impressive list of pros
And now, shockingly, tiny Paraguay (population: four
million) has beaten tbe U.S.
scheduled to compete in the Reebok-Rolf Benirschke
Tennis Party, a pro-am tournament set for April 12 to
As a result, the U.S. team must defeat West Germany benefit the American Cancer Society.
(which lost to Spain) in July if the Americans are to
remain in the World Group next year.
Other pros expected to attend include Mary Lou Pia•
Only the 16 nations in the World Group actually com- tek, Robin White, Ann White, Bob Lutz, and Trey WaUke.
pete for tbe Davis Cup. Other countries compete in zonal The amateur field is limited to 30, with a suggested
play, attempting to qualify.
donation of $250 per player. The public is invited to
attend the all-day event, at the Atlas Health Club.
• • •
For information call 299-4200.
THE SPLENDID SPLINTER - It may come as a
surprise to learn that Ted Williams, who ranks among
(John Freeman's Tennis column appears every other
tbe greatest baseball players of all time, considers tennis Tuesday in The Tribune.)

•••
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Sixteen community-service organ1zat1on , ranging from labor unions
to religious groups, have joined t;;;-1
h Ip undocumented aliens who may I
qualify for legalization under the
n w immigration law
Formation of the San Diego Imrnigra tion Law Coalition wa an •
conference
noun d today at a pr
at the Umversjty of San Diego.
Orga;1zer al o called for volunteers, from clerks to eligib11ity
scr ners and lawyers, to deal with
an expected flood of amnesty appli•
catioru .
Th group t veral goals for 1telf, including pubhc1zing the new
law and helping to assure low-cost
coon ling to 1mm1grants seeking to
become legal residents of the United
Stat .
"It · ur in ntion to ensure that
th law is implemented in a manner
consistent with the intent of Congress, which is to provide a generous
legalization program," said Carol
Hallstrom, program director of the
San Diego Law Center, which is
ba ed at USO and Is a coalition
member.
Tens of thousands of prospective
candidates for legahzatton are believed living in San Qiego County.

Plea ·e

e ALIENS, ,\-8

The Rev. Douglas Regin, executive
d1rector of Catholic Community Services, told the press conference his
agency expects to help 12,000 to
15,000 immigrants prepare their legalization applications for submission to the Immigration and Naturalization Service. He urged volunteers
from the community to come forward to as ist in the process.
"We need lawyers, people with
clerical skills, people who can provide tr nsportation, filers," he said.
Even with ample volunteer help, he
said, people guided by Catholic Commumty Services will be charged a
fee to meet some of the agency's
costs.
Carl Poirot, executive director of
the San Diego Volunteer Lawyer
Program. said 25 local attorneys are
already committed to help alien
cope with legal paper work and that
he hope· to rnlist at least 30 more.
He said the pro{;ram, which is supported 1,y th Cvunty Bar Association will 1>Pt up clinics where groups
of ah~ can be couns led.
"We have the potential to be inundated with req.iests for assistance,"
he warned.
Under the new aw, undocumented
aliens c-an apply, during 1 one-year
period beginning May 5, at any of 100
special offices to be established
around the country by t.be INS.
Locally, legalization offices will be
m Mis 10n Village and Escondido.
Allens seeking to qualify must
prove that they have resided in the
United States since before 1982 and
have not been away from this country for more than 180 days during
that period.
Applicants also must show that
they have maintained a "continuous
physical presence" in the United
ince Nov. 6, 1986 - the day
Stat
the law wa signed - with absences
of 30 days or less allowable only by
pecial permission of the INS for
emergency or humanitarian reasons.
The law' other major thrust is to
make It an offense for an employer
to knowingly hire an undocumented

worker.
Hallstrom, who will serve as coordinator for the new San Diego-based
coalition, said the participating organizations hope to dispel some of
the fear and ignorance that she said
could keep potential beneficiaries
from coming forward to begin the
legalization process.
She was joined at the press conference by Regin, Poirot and Marco Antonio Rodriguez, executive director
of the Centro de Asuntos Migratorios.
All three men spoke for organizations that have joined the coalition.
Other participating agencies include Access, the American Civil
Liberties Union, the American
Friends Service Committee, the
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, the Chicano Federation and
the Jewish Community Relations
Coun<'il
Also: Jewish Family Services, the
La Raza Law Students Association
(USO), the Legal Aid Society, the
Mex1co-U.S. Law Institute, Service
Employees Local 102 and the University of San Diego School of Law.
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Holt 3-for-4
in Toreros'
5-2 victor,y
USD (14-9) used four pitchers, with
sophomore Tony Battilega (2-0) the
winner.
The Toreros face visiting NevadoReno ln a Western Collegiate Athletic Conference game tomorrow afternoon at 2:30.

SPORTING GOODS CLASSIC

Doug Davis was 3-for-4 with a tworun home run and five RBI to lead
third-ranked Grossrnont (4-0) over
visiting Kearny, 16-1. Mike Rendina
was 4-for-4 with a double and six
RBI, and L:!nce Dickson (2-0) won . ..
Ryan Rusicil's bases-loaded double in
the first inning led Hoover (1-4) past
host Sweetwater, 6-1. Ken Feistel (11) won ... Rigo Beltran had three hits
and four RBI to lead host Pt. Loma
, ) a 17-1 win over Bonita Vista.

SOFTBALL

NON-LEAGUE

Senior center fielder Sara Jones
drove in Julie Smith in the bottom of
the sixth to send Bishop's (6-0) past
Yi.siting Coronado (3-2), 4-2. Darcy
Fontana (5-0) won.

L___~--------.L..
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50 At .omeis
Still Neetfed
To Help Aliens

Assistance Clinics Form
At USD; INS Fee Is Just
Part OfLegalization Cost

A 1 91987

John Holt wasqf:?or_4 with two
doubles and three RBI to lead the
University of San Diego baseball
team pa t visiting Georgetown College yesterday, 5-2.

goods and services such as medical
examinations, certification of documents, fingerprints and photographs.
"Initially, we want to encourage
any individual who becomes aware
of fraudulent or abusive practices to
complain, and to that end we are
providing phone numbers where
complaints against attorneys and
non-attorneys can be filed," she said.
Hallstrom said the coalition must
"be very aggressive in monitoring"
vendors of legalization services and
in "encouraging investigation when
warranted."
"We are considering ourselves
trying to gather information from
immigration consultants. from the
barrios and from attorneys with regard to both the kinds of services
they are presenting and the costs,"
she said.
The state attorney general's office,
meanwhile, is investigating reports
of fraud perpetrated by some immigration consultants, including notaries public described as charging up
to 100 times the limit set by state law
for filling out immigration papers.

•
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"We have real concerns that neither the general public nor potential
applicants have gotten sufficient information about how these programs
will work," Hallstrom said in an interview before the press conference.
To increase public awareness, she
said, coalition members are distributing information kits including onepage fliers printed in both Spanish
and English to non-profit organizations in ·San Diego and Imperial
counties.
The flier briefly explains how immigrants should go about applying
for legal residency. Hallstrom said
she hopes the sheet will be widely
reproduced, and that "we can communicate through the media" what
undocumented aliens should be prepared to do.
The coalition wants to do what it
can to hold down the costs of pursuing amnesty, Hallstrom said. The
INS said yesterday it intends to
charge most immigrants a $185 fee
to apply for legal status.
Hallstrom said applicants also
could be faced with other costs for

¥·

!.14ls
ub\ic forum on t
~form act,
rounding the 1986
will be held from 7,30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
at the Manchester Conference
Center at the Universit~f San
Diego. Admission is free.

........

Sixteen loca. community, legal
and ethnic erv1ce groups have
formed the, an Diego Immigration
Law Coa lition to help undocumented alien apply for amnesty under
the new Immigration Reform and
Control Act
The coalition will as~ist a li1>ns in
understanding the critena and
wadin!," through the red tape m applytng fo r le-gal status in the United States.
Assistance program1 are to be
coordmated by [mv_e~i~ cf San
Diego':;,, Law Center, which is a
jotnt venture between the law
school a nd the County Bar A.ssociation.
"The primary goal of the coalition," said Law Center Director
Carol Hallstrom yesterday, "is to
make low-<:ost legalization services
available as wi dely as possible
through t he region by calling on
broad community participation by
the voluntary organizations that
will have the major responsibility
in assisting legalization applicants."
Formation of the coalition was
announced yesterday at a USD
press conference.
With Hallstrom was Carl Poirot,
executl ve director of the · n Diego
Volunteer Lawyer Program. He
said the program has already
rounded up 25 attorney volunteers,
and would like 50 more, to staff
clinics to inform aliens of their
amnesty rights.
Clinics will be held at different
locations every Tuesday starting
April 28, Poirot said. The Legal
Aid Society will arrange for classes
of 15 to 20 aliens at a time.
Lawyers not currently skilled in
immigration law, he added, will be
given a crash course and paired
with someone of more experience to
run a clinic.
The clinic classes will give general information: amnesty applicants who need specific legal help,
such as an appeal if they are denied
legal status, will be referred to
other lawyers, Poirot said.
Also involved in the coalition is
the Catholic Community Services.
Father Douglas Regin, executive
director, told reporters that church
volunteers will be available to help
applicants fill out forms or get
legal assistance.
"The government realizes it
can't do this on its own," Regin
sa 1d "They need the participation
of church groups and ot
(Continued on Page
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Law B iefs - - - - (Contmue&crii

search for the .;e~nesses and errors.
• By deposing and discovering
weaknesses you'll "be in a better
position to have the party settle."
On the question of whether fraud
exists in documents, Whittington
again offered three approaches:
• Examine all documents.
• Take a statistical sample of
the documents.
• "Focus attention on the documents more likely to have fraud."
Judy Hamilton, who chairs the
Accountant Relations Committee,
said that the committee became
active again last year largely
through the efforts of Mark Zatt.
Hamilton is with Lowell, Robbin,
Hamilton & McIntyre, and has an
LL.M. in taxation law.
* * *
On the Move: Geraldine
Crockett has been appointed chief
deputy clerk of the Bankruptcy '
Court, replacing Leonard
Poynar, who retired in January
after 20 years. She previously
served in the U.S. District Court
for the District of Columbia and in
the administrative offices of the
U.S. Courts. She has a masters of
public administration from the
University of Washington.
Superior Court Judge Dennis
Adams will receive the
Distinguished Alumnus Award for
1986 at a dinner dance March 28
sponsored by the USD Law Alumni
Association. A:t'ams recently wrote
"Path of Honor: The Story of VisionQuest."
William Sweeney, a graduate of
USD Law School, has set up law offices in Rancho Bernardo. He has
been general counsel to corporations in New York, Ohio and California.

• * *

Deputy Attorney General Ted
Prim will talk about open meeting
laws in California at a meeting
Saturday sponsored by the League
of Women Voters. It's from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at Boy Scout
headquarters, 1207 Upas St. Cost
is $2. For more information call
755-0639 or 297-3030.
* * *
The Legal Secretaries Assn.
will hold a dinner meeting March

23 at Padre Trail Inn, 4200 '.aylor
St. The nomination and election of
officers is on tap.
The association will also have a
dinner meeting March 25 on the
rules regarding the administration
of civil litigation. Pearl Taylor,
Ron Overholt and Bob Krotzer
of the county clerk's office will
speak. Dinner starts at 6 p.m. at
the Stardust Hotel. Call Reva
Garvin at 238-0999 for more information .

* * *

The county Bar will honor retiring Judges Gilbert Harelson,
Wesley Buttermore, Donald
Smith and Earl Maas at a luncheon March 27 at the U.S. Grant.
Bob Payne, president of the San
Diego Super Bowl Task Force, will
speak.
* * *
The State Bar has announced the
following disciplinary actic>ns:
William Joseph Hermann, 40,
of La Jolla has been suspended
from practicing law foi· three years
for failure to comply with a previous order.
Dennis Clark Kerr, 41, San /
/
Diego, has been reproved.
* * *
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By Joseph lfli~~en

Tribune Education Writer

The Unjwrnity of San Diego has been chosen as one of
28 independent universities and colleges in the United
States to take part in a $2 million initiative to invigorate
the nation's educational programs.
The Consortium for the Advancement of Private Higher Education in Washington, D.C., announced grants in
support of the initiative yesterday. USO will receive
$43,065, to be matched by the university.
"In today's highly competitive educational marketplace, it's important that independent colleges and universities have the ability to strengthen programs in order
to offer students the highest quality of education available," Michael O'Keefe, the consortium's president, said
in a letter to USO President Author Hughes.
"In making this grant, we recognize the importance of
the University of San Diego within independent higher
education, the high quality of its academic programs, and
your own leadershio as oresidcmt."
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USD §~ares in bid for st~onger course~

semblmg an army of volunteers to
help advise and process the legalizarmomun ty groups yester- tion paper work.
1xt
"We think its significant that we're
noi need they have formed a
da;
co:il t1on to help undocumented mi- meeting to talk about some signifigran• eek legalization under the cant changes in the immigration law
n w 1mmigrallon law and to make on St. Patrick's Day," said coalition
sure th law i implemented the way coordinator Carol Hallstrom, program director of the USO-based San
Congress intended
Diego Law Center. "The passage of
The an Diego Imm·gration Coali• the Immigration Reform and Control
II n outlm d its plans y sterday at a Act of 1986 ... provides yet another
conference at the llmversity of opportunity for another population to
pr
San Diego. ho e pl, ns mclude pro- become part of our country m the
v1dmg m orma ion on the law in best traditions of the United Stales."
En hsh and , pam:h, offering low'OSt a 1stance to migrants, and asSee AMNESTY OD t _ag_e_B_-s_ _
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O'Keefe said the consortium hoped that the grant!
would invigorate the schools' curricula.
The USO grant will be used to prepare faculty members for incorporating international components into the
university's required courses, Hughes said.
"Internationalization of our curriculum is part of our
long.range plan," he added. "This grant will fund the
early developmental stages of the internationalization.
"This kind of outside support is extremely meaningful
because developmental money is difficult to obtain from
our normal operating budget."
USO professor Patrick Drinan, the project. directo~,
said the university will focus on Mexico and Lalin America in the first year, beginning in the fall. Japan and East
Asia will be focal points in 1988-89, he said.
Matching grants given to the colleges range from
$10,000 to $50,000, O'Keefe said.
The consortium is made up of major corporations and
foundations whose goal is to strengthen the quality of
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Aliens to get help
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assembled a panel of 25 volunteer the A!l1erica~ Civil Li~rties Uni~n,
from B-1
Co tinu
lawyers and said he needs more. "It American F~1ends sei:v1ce CommitId be tragit for an otherw!SC- tee, the Ant1-Defama~10n League. of
The co lltlon I allmg on the fed
era! Imm1p;r lion and Naturalization ;::lificd applicant to .. be denied B'nai B'rith, Catholic Community
ausc he cannot af- Services, Centro de Asuntos ~gratoService to 1 1plement the new law m (legalization)
rios, t_he Chicano FC?erabon, the
"th gen ro spml" that Congress ford an attorne • he said.
Meanwhile, Mlrco Antonio Rodri- Comm1!tee for Uruvers1ty Commun~intended, Hal trom said. This com
again t th backdrop of coalition guez, executive irector of ecumeni- ty Serv1~e, and the Jew1Sh Communi.
.
members' increasing concern over cal Centro de suntos Migratorios, ty Relations Council.
Other members are Jew1Sh Family
strmgent requirements st1pulatmg said he is urging piigrants who qualidocumentation to prove res1d ncy m f for amnesty t to sign voluntary Services, La Raza L~w Students As·
the United Stat a d plans by the /eparture form if arrested by the sociation of the Un~vers1t~ of San
S to charge 185 ·r application
INS and to avo using fake docu- Dieg~, the Legal A~d ~iety, , the
"You have an agenc) (I 'S) that ments. He said contradictory infor- MeXIco-U.S. Law Institute, ~ai Diego
tl'I been an enforcem"nl agency for mation from the INS has "added con- Law Center, San D1eg~ \Jolunteer
y •ar suddenly bemg a ked to as
fusion to an al ady chaotic situa- Lawyer Pro~ram, ~rv1ce Employon" and he predicted that confusion ees International _Dn10n (Local _102)
sume an entirely new role,"
and the University o[ San Diego
Hallstrom said 1atcr man interview. ; 111' increase
"T INS is not doing legalization
.
..
"The INS IS r gulated by law to School of Law.
Also yesterday,: ~he coalition IS·
quite hke (the Congress) defined it, have an educab al program, and
rai e some questions we have not seen it yet," Rodriguez sued_ an 18-~ge_ D1rect_ory .~f No~and thi d
sa·d "I understaid they have con- Profit Legalization Services that 1s
and concern~."
The new immigration law grants tr~c-tcd with a major New York being distributed through various
amne. ty to otherwise law bidmg media firm, but oothing has come of groups.
/
undocumented migrants who entered 1t yet."
the United Stat before 1982 and reCoalition memqers mclude Access,
mamed here contmuou:;ly, except for
brief absences. tcgalnatlon cou!d
also be granted to those who did ag•
vegncultural work, uch as fruit
etable p1ckmg, 1or 90 <l ys between
May 1, 1985, and May l, 1986.
About 100,000 residents of San
Chula Vista, CA
Diego County and 10,000 res dents of
(San Diego Co.)
Imperial County are beli~vE:d to
Siar News
eligible for amnesty, the first step m
(Cir. 2xW. 24,418)
the long legalization proces . A oneyear application peiiod begins May
5, but some experts say some potenMAR 1 9
tial applicants may balk because of
.
lingcnng distrust of the INS.
"Tbe voluntary agencies are bemg
called upon because, frankly, the
Jl([~,i 's P. C. B ""· 1888
government realizes it cannot do the
JOb on its own and it needs the participation of church group and other
community groups to reach the people because we are the groups that
have the relationships with many of
(th m)," said the Rev. Douglas Regin,
executive director of Catholic Commumty Services in San Diego.
Regin expres ed concern over t~e
proposed application fee .. He said
Catholic Community Services will
charge from $50 to $100 to cover its
.By BIii Dickens
own costs for helping migrants. The
,;2f/
Californian
Daily
The
of
total thus could become $235 to $285.
Regin also said the coalition needs
When the University of Nevada-Reno baseball players were
volunteer clerks, secretaries, transpacking for their weekend trip to San Diego last week, the majority
of them were thinking about getting away from the snow at home
lators and persons willing to help
and into the sunshine down south.
.
transport migrants.
They went one for two with the weather forecaster,
Carl Poirot, executive director of
But they couldn't weather the storm of the University of San
the San Diego Volunteer Lawyer
Diego Iarnm5, who rallied for a 12-8 victory in fhe sanslri.tI!!'Friday
Program, said his group already has
and then doused the Wolfpack threat for a come-from-behind 7-6
win under leadened skies early Saturday afternoon.
Both teams Jost out to the rain in Saturday's second game, which
was postponed with Reno leading 3-1 in the second inning.
At least four of the Nevada-Reno players were happy to see the
rains come. That's because Dale Henson, Don Angotti, Jeff Barry
and Rob Sharp are offseason residents of East San Diego County.
They thought the inclement weather would buy them more time to
visit.
Originally, Reno's plans were to stay overnight in San Diego
Saturday so the postponed West Coast Athletic Conference game
could be made up on Sunday. But as the rains continued and the
USD playing surface started looking more like a swamp than a
baseball diamond, Reno coach Gary Powers decided to fly his team
to Las Vegas where the Wolfpack is scheduled to play games
against UNL V and Nebraska today.
News of the early departure drew a collective grown from the
East County contigent, most of whom were huddled inside the firstbase dugout at USD's rain-shrouded field late Saturday afternoon.
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/Local community agencies
unitej to aid amnesty seekers

r

ALCAfi PARK - Under the name
the San Die go Immigration Law
Coalition, 16 non-profit community
service groups have banded together to
assist undocumented persons in the San
Diego area in seeking amnesty under the
new immigration law.
The law, the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986, provides a one-time
opportunity for undocumented persons to
apply for legal residence in the United
s tales.
Formation of the coalition was
announced at a March 17 press
conference at the University of San Diego
Sc~OAI of Law.
oalition members include Catholic
Community Services and USD's School
of Law.
For a 12-month period, beginning May
5, the Immigration and Naturalization
Service will accept applications for legal
residency status.
To help amnesty seekers, which could
number in the tens of thousands locally,
the coalition is:
• Coordinating the provision of low

cost legalization services in San Diego
and Imperial counties.
• Drafting proposed regulations
interpreting and implementing the law.
• Implementing a wide-scale public
education campaign directed at potential
applicants and the general public.
• Recruiting volunteer lawyers anrJ
other volunteers to provide assistance to
applicants.
• Publishing a directory of non-profit
legalization services.
The coalition's efforts arc being
coordinated by Carol Hallstrom,
program director of the San Diego Law
Center. Based at USD, the law center is a
Joint venture of the university and the San
Diego County Bar Association.
"The coalition includes representatives
of non-profit organizations who share a
commitment to the fair and efficient
implementation of the new immigration
law,'' Hallstrom said. ·'It is our intention
to ensure that the law is implemented in a
manner consistent with the intent of
Congress, which is to provide a generous
/
legalization program.''
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Toreros put damper on former East County players' homecoming

"This is our only chance to play in front of our family and
friends," said Henson, Reno's freshman third baseman, with a
moan. "We wanted to win this last one. We wanted to play the kind
of game we know were capable of playing. We didn't play too well ·
in the first two."
Henson turned in a pair of fielding gems, but was a disappointing
l for 7 at the plate.
"I was the leading hitter on our team until this series," said
Henson, who boasted a fine .386 batting mark before Friday's
game. He was hitless in the series opener, but doubled and scored
a run in Saturday's first game.
"I was struggling big time early in the year," Henson admitted. "I
made seven errors in my first I I fielding attempts. Coach (Powers)
sat me down for four games after that. Then I started a game at
USF (University of San Francisco) and went 2 for 3, but still made

Donnie Angotti

Dale Henson

an error on defense. So coach·used me as a DH for the next two
games."
Powers' patience paid off.
"I've been the starter at third base over the last 12 games,"
Henson reported. "And I've only made two errors. Things have
gone pretty well for me lately. I wish I could have hit a little better
in this series, but I can't dwell on that now."
It was through the persistence of his teammate and former
Santana High classmate Jeff Barry that Henson is on scholarship
at Nevada-Reno today. Barry was a victim of numerous unearned
runs in his freshman season with the Wolfpack last year. He
regarded Henson to be one of the finest defensive third basemen
he's ever been associated with.
"I knew Dale could do the job," said Barry, who has been
hampered by early season arm problems this year. "When he was

making all those errors I knew it was only a case of his being
nervous. I knew he'd settle down once he got used to his new
environment. And he has."
The two are Reno roommates.
Barry (2-0, 2.25) started, but lasted only 31/a innings against USO
Saturday. He was cuffed around for five hits and three earned runs. ·
Even his usually reliable control was missing, as he issued four
walks. He struck out one.
"I had nothing on the ball the whole game," the pitcher adraitted.
"My fastball lacked any kind of zip and my curveball was flat."
Angotti, one of only four outfielders on the Reno roster, picked
up where he left off at Grossmont High last spring. He hit .429 with
seven home runs and 36 RBI for the Foothillers. He rode an eightgame hitting streak into the USO series, but couldn't solve the
Toreros' pitching. In fact, he had only a double in the two games.
Nevertheless, his season average remains at a respectable .350.
.
"I'm happy with the way I'm playing," said the Wolfpack !~ft
fielder. "I've got an All-American (Rob Richie) playing next to me
in center field and a guy named (Milton) Bradford who is sure to
get drafted playing in right. They can both really hit the ball."
Richie had a pair of triples in Saturday's first game.
"The reason I'm in left is because I've been hitting," Angotti said.
"That's the basic philosophy up here. If you hit, you play."
When Angotti was recruited by Powers last spring it was as a
backup outfielder and reserve catcher.
" In our fall season (20 games), I started out as a catcher," Angotti
said. "I caught a couple of games and showed coach Powers that it
wasn't my best position. But I was hitting pretty good, so coach
moved me to 'the outfield."
Angotti is another of Reno's freshman starters. .
"I've been the starting left fielder for the last IO games," he said.
Injuries to two of his teammates led Valhalla's Sharp into the
starting lineup.
"I've started at first base the last five games," said the lefthanded Sharp, who had three hits, including his initial collegiate
home run in this USD series. He's had 12 official at-bats since
being removed from the redshirt list two weeks ago.
Sharp's value is two-fold, as he's also a southpaw pitcher. He
made his one and only college pitching performance last week
against the University of Pacific.
Sharp said he enjoyed playing in his hometown again, but added
how much he enjoyed his life in Reno.
"I love the snow and being away from htlme."
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~ullf Replaces Hopkins As Head Of State D.A. Assn.

superv1. or of the di~trict attorney's
South Bay branch here, also praisd Hopkins: "He' a capable pro
. h great regret
secutor. It w s wit
that} learne~ abo~t his resigna
tion. MacNeil said he left the
board meeting 1•arly ~arch 5 and
had not read Hopkins letter of res•gnation,
As legal con. ultanl to Davis,
Mullt>n worked on Senate Bill 64
which allowed law enforcement to
conduct background checks on
--------------------------

Gnry Mullen ll'as ~n working
two JOb rPc:- ntly hut nPxl Monday
hogin · full time execl•l1ve d1rec
tor . of th ~e lY 3,000 mem b r
uhforn1a Di tr1ct Attorneys As
oc1Utlon rn cram nto,
Mull1•n, u gr c.luat of McGeorge
rm r pro
Luw School nd
·pculor rn V,•nlur ounty, rep lac
·<l •.Jon H op ki n , who resigned
1
e,,rlier this month aft •r I• than a

Law Briefs

by Martin Kruming

w s p ,•d ovrr for the 63,000-a
y r po it1on by the CDAA's Board
of U1r orsinfavorofHopkins.
inc M y 10 Mullen has been
s executive
working p rt-tim
d1r c or nd part-t1m II IPgal con
n. Ed D11vi ,
Hultunt for tat
R Chntsworth, wh re h h be n
sine• July 198:l
Mull n emd ycsterdny that his
"know! dge (about what c us d
th• r · i~nat1onl is limited to a
phon • c ll" h r c 1ved March 5
DAA pre id nt Cecil
from
Hicks, who's lso district ttorney
of Orange County.
Mullen said he was told COAA
wantl'd an ex.ecutiv • dir ctor who
would "giv(• us more vi 1bl profit •in the Legisl lure."
ll wa~ Mull n's understandmg
th t Hopkin " was not as act1 ve
over there (th L ~islature) as he
hould he" and th t "th probl m
w11s hts handltng ofth duties with
the Legisluture."
DAA 1s active with I gisl tion
11nd !'d11c11tion for its member , who
nre both lected district attorneys
ndd putie
Mullen omc,ally started part
time with 'DAA on March 10. He
aid h Wllij hir d s executive
dirPclor through th 1 g1sl tive
1wss1on in ptembcr. but would be
a cnnrlidute for a long-term posi•
t1on
"l really wanted the job," said
Mull n, who also felt unfort ble
bout th w y 1t cnme about. "Jon
w s n very mce man."
board accepted
After th
Hopkin ' r . ign lion on March 5,
Mullen aid, h and Hopkins met
the next day to work out the transition
Don MacNeil, a member of the
association's board of directors and

athl t 8 at the 1984 Olympics in
Los ngele .
He also helped i h SB l 1
which gav • victims the right to at•
t(•nd Jury trial unless the court
had evidence that th victim will
he or disrupt the proceedmgs.
Previous CDAA executive director. have been t!'ve White, now
head of the California attorney
gener·ll'S criminal division, and
Gr g Thompson, an mde to Los
Angeles Distric., Attorney Ira
Reiner,
Hopkins and Hicks could not be
reached for comment yesterday.
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("Old Globe,--USO ·1·oin
.
'15j
r atic arts degree
1
San Diego's
SAN DIEGO
Old Globe Theatre and the
University of San Diego (USD)
are collaborating m offering a
master of fine arts degree in
dramatic arts. The program,
slated to begin in the fall
semester, offers practical theatrical work at the Globe and
academic studies with the USD
English Department.
The two-year, 60-unit course
of study will involve seven
students initially, with subsequent enrollment not to exceed
15. The only academic requirement for acceptance into
the program is an undergradu:.
ate degree. Acceptance also is
based on written applications,
as well as auditions to be held in
New York, Chicago , Los
Angeles and San Diego.
Dr. David Hay, an associate
d!rector of the Old Globe, is
director of the ·program, which
will be overseen by a threeperson panel composed of Hay,
Old Globe executive producer
Craig Noel, and Dr. Barton
Thurber, chairman of the USD

I

English Department.
Students will study dramatic
literature with USD professors,
while practicing their craft with
Old globe actors and directors,
ultimately performing in Old
globe productions. Students also
will serve as consultants to
USD's undergraduate drama
classes.
According to Hay, individual
attention will be a hallmark of
the course. "We will design a
program of study for each of the
students that will take advantage of their strengths and
bolster their weaknesses making them the best, most
flexible, most useable working
actors we can possibly develop."
All students in the program
receive full tuition fellowships
from USD worth approximately
$8,400 a year. In addition,
second-year students also receive a weekly stipend. Addi.tional financial aid is available
through USD for those who
)
qualify.
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/ Eight-run eighth boosts USD past Reno, 12-8

The Umvers1ly{ t ~ego baseball team scored eight runs in the
eighth inning to beat visiting Nevada-Reno yester ay, 12-8, m a West
Coa t At\lletic Conference game.
\'1th • 'ev da ,Reno leading, 8-6,
and no outs in the eighth D ve Rolls
hit a three-run triple to g USD (25) its first lead. Rolls went 2-for-4
with three RBI, and Chrb Bwy went
2-for-4 with two RBI.
Jim Westlund 12-1) pitched the
final three innmgs for the win. Rob
Richie and Rob Sharp each homered
for Reno (2-3-1 ). The teams play a
double-header today at USD be~
- - ~ -n_ing_ at 11 a...m-- ~ - - - - -

•
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in the community to reach th""""
e peop1 because we have the relationh
ship with many of the peopl
ew O
will be affected."
Hallstrom said the coalition is
calling on the Immigration and
h
Naturalization Service to la
unc a
comprehensive educational dr'
to inform aliens around the co:::
try of their rights to appl £
amnesty. Also, she stated th~ s~:
. ·t
hoped INS would follow "th
and the letter of the la ,,e spin
tended by Congress to ewn as mcourage·
,
.
app 11cants rather than fri hten
g
them off.
Under the reform act, aliens who
can_ prove they have lived in the
Uruted States since before 198 2
may seek a temporary residency
status for the right to work, and
later seek permanent residency.

San Clemente, CA
(Orange Co.)
Sun Post
(Cir. D. 8,043)
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mation retrieval system" to avoid
ts
d
having to gob k
a~ ~ver ocdum~dn_ ·
1-Iowev
ing
e ore
er'accept
a caseec1 Whitwhether to
tington said it's "very impo:.iant to
check out all the parties and see if
there are any problems_ problems
th
of conflict of interest _ d
own e
"
1·
me.
Touching on depositions, Whittington said attorneys have three
philosophies about experts:
• Don't depose because they can
go back and correct their errors
and problems before trial.
• Just focus on the facts. "How
did you prepare this report," not a

is a partner with Fitzgerald,
Freeman & Dubina
While he doesn't ~rofess to being
an expert on litigation support, he
did offer some practical tips.
Part of an accountant's job is to
prepare damage studies for the
client or look for weakness and errors in the opposition's study
And while accountants· may
become involved in the discovery at
a later stage they can still help develop que tions and requests for
information to be used in deposi lions, interrogatories and cross
examination, he said.
There is also an accountant's expertise in the large cases where att rneys "have to develop an infor-

As a consultant to attorneys, accountant Ray Whittington "can
be much more of an advocate" than
if hew re n expert witness.
For it's the job of an expert
witness to be an " objechve
educator of the court.' And
besides, "as an ex.pert eve, ything
we do as an expert is 8Ubject to
di cov ry ."
That's was part of Whittington's
talk last Thursday morning to a
breakfast meeting of the county
Bar Association's Accountant
Relations Committee at the Pier
Cafe in SMport Village.
Whittington, who received a masters in accountancy from Texas
fech and his Ph.D. from the University of Houston , teaches at San
Diego Slate's business school and

3A

ty_ but cannot predict how many
will seek 1 )' t·
ega iza ion, or qualify.
She noted the volunteer services
have a limited capacity to help:
Catholic Community Services expects it could h~ndle 12,000 lo
15 ,000 at five regional offices here
. 1 C
and in I
ounty and at
mpena
many parishes; Rodriguez said
Centro can probably help another
2,000 to 3,000.
A telephone hotline at USO will
be staffed with volunteers to direct
aliens to the nearest assistance or
•
d
will repe t
a a recor ed message
.
with other names and phone
numbers when no one is around to
answer in person, Hallstrom add/
ed.

L

_J

. INS will start taking applications on May 5, and continue for
one year.
Marco Rodriguez, of Centro de
Asuntos Migratorios in Chu 1a
v·ista, advised that aliens start
now to collect documents that ma
prove their. residency in the U.S~
rent or ut1hty bill receipts, letters
addressed to them, employment
records or income tax forms, even
names and addresses of witnesses
. A Spanish-English flyer ex.plai~~ng some of the processes for applymg for amnesty is available
th roug~ the coalition, as is an 18_
page ~1rectory of service groups
that will provide further assistance.
Local organizations that will
help m filling out applications are
Access, a vocational training and
placement center on Linda Vista
Road; c.asa Familiar, a San Ysidro
co~nselmg center; Chicano Federation m. San Diego; Neighborhood
House m Calexico; and North
County Centro in Escondido.
Members of the coalition include
the American Civil Liberties Unrnn, ~erican Friends Service
Committee, Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith; Jewish Commun'.ty Relations Council, Jewish
Family Services, USD's La Raza
~aw Students Association; Mexico-U.S. Law Institute and Service
Employees International Union
Local 102.
While the INS is proposing a
$185_ processing fee for each adult
~kmg legal residency status - up
t? a $420 limit per family _ coaliti?n leaders said the actual process
will cost more .
. Many of those offering local assistance plan to charge a fee to recover costs, including the Catholic
Community Services and the Vol.
Lawyer Program . Reg:m
unteer
.d
sa1 the church may ask a donation
of $50 to $100, depending on the
level of services needed.
Ro~iguez noted that additional
requirements, such as fingerprints
pho:ographs and medical exami'.
nations, will cost still more.
Hallstrom said the INS
calculates there are as many as
10?,000 aliens in San Diego Coun-

•
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/Toreros' Egan talks with two schools, plans visit to Reno
By Kirk Kenney.-?u.-,-5'"
Tribune Sportswrite1'7' T:7

llSD basketball coach Hank Egan is expected to travel
te-Ne, ada thjs.:a,eekend lo be interviewed for the vacant
head coaching job at.Nevada-Reno.
In addition, it was learned yesterday that Egar, also
has spoken with officials at Colorado State regarding the
coaching vacancy at that school. Rams coach Tony
McAndrews resigned under fire March 8.
Egan said he has not spoken with officials from any
other schools regarding basketball openings. Egan ex•
pects to be interviewed Sunday by Nevada-Reno athletic
director Chris Ault. The school is searching for a replace
ment for former Nevada-Reno basketball coach Sonny
Allen, who resigned under pressure earlier this month
after seven years as Wolf Pack coach.
"We've talked with one another," said Egan, whose

USD team lost to Nevada-Reno 81-80 in overtime this
season. "At this moment we're in the talking stage. Right
now there is the potential for a trip to Nevada-Reno.
That will be firmed up in the next day or two. They'll find
out what they need to know about me and I'll find out
what I need to know about them."
Egan said the situation with Colorado State has not
progressed to the point where an interview has been
scheduled. Asked if he has been contacting Rams officials, Egan said, "I think it's the other way. I'm willing to
listen to anybody."
"In order to do any job wdl you have to feel comfortable," Egan said. "You can't say you're not interested if
you don't look."
Egan is 59-26 in three seasons at USO. He guided the
Toreros to a 24-6 record this season, which included a 6261 first-round loss to Auburn in the NCAA Tournament in

Indianapolis.
Asked what USO would do in order to prevent Egan
from going to another school, the Rev. Patrick Cahill,
USD athletic director said: "There's no question we want
to keep him. But I wouldn't get into the press with that."
Nevada-Reno recently completed the season with a 15-15 record. The Wolf Pack was 7-7 in conference play, but
advanced to the finals of the Big Sky tournament before
losing to Idaho State. Four of the top five scorers return
from this season's team.
Ault hopes to select a new Wolf Pack coach by the end
of next week. He already has interviewed San Jose State
coach Bill Berry and USF coach Jim Brovelli, according
to one source close to the situation.
Former Maryland coach Lefty Driesell, former San
Diego State coach Smokey Gaines former Fresno State
coach Boyd Grant and Wyoming coach Jim Brandenburg

E-7

also were said to have been contacted by Nevada-Reno.
"They're in a conference (the Big Sky) where they
could be very competitive each year," Berry said from
San Jose. "They have one of the top three arenas in the
West and they have a lot of good majors there. It's a nice
school and an attractive job. But I also have a nice job
here."
According to the Reno Gazette Journal, Brovelli said:
"I'm staying here (USF). No ifs, ands, or buts,"
Grant is viewed as the leading candidate at Colorado
Slate, where the Rams were 13-15 overall and 7-9 in the
WAC this season, Grant played for the Rams in Fort
Collins from 1954 lo '57. He was an assistant under former Colorado State coach Jim Williams.
Egan is very familiar with Colorado State alter coaching for 18 years, 13 as head coach, at Air Force in nearby
Colorado Springs
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conference sta1dings, scores and
more articles.
- Carl Sgarlata
Los Gatos

Improve coverage
f college baseball

I

better coach I

Iara needs is
he Fans
peak Out

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. O. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341 ,840)

Hockey deserves
better coverage ·
The Mercury News should rmprove its hockey coverage. Hockey
is a great sport, and if it is better
exposed to the people, it surely will
become more of an interest to
them.
The Mercury News has decent
hockey coverage compared with

most other Bay Area ne,spapers,
but I am sure that more~overage
.
would not hurt.
- L. Jung
\an Jose

MAR 2 2 1987
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~eliever Westlund lifts USO
er Nevada-Reno

Letters hould be rnailed to
The Fans Speak Out, care of
Mercury News Sports Departrnent, 750 Ridder Park Drive,
San Jose, CA 95190. All letter
rnust be signed and are editil
for brevity and clarity. Pleas
include your home address.

USO ~lievcr im estlund (3-1)
earned his second win in two days
yesterday in the Toreros 7-6 victory
over visiting Nevada-Reno in a West
Coast Athletic Conference baseball
game. USO center fielder Dan Newman had two hits, two RBI and two
runs. Andy Roberts scored three
times for the Toreros (16-9, 3-5). Ne/2
vada-Reno fell to 12-12-1. 2-4-1.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)

CU deserves
con 1 ratulation

. B-4

1 t to
first round of the
1dc from
ood athat, th Broncos had
nd d rve h rty congratula0

- Jun E. Cooley
San Jose

on't schedule
2nd-rate opponents

•
Eastern Illinois
a worthy opponent
I cannot believe the comments
made by reader Chris Panopulos
rcgardmg San Jose State schedula football game this season
t
with Eastern Illinois, a Division
r- A school.
He ays the Spartans should
schedule a Division 1-A team from
Midwest or play one of the
ny Division I-AA schools in the
Just how many schools does
think still have open dates this
on that coincide with an SJS
open date" lsn t it a litUe late to be
ho y? And how many of those
hools would be willing to
ew
lay at San Jose State?
East ?rD llinois was 9 2 l t seaon an pf9bably ·u prov de bett r compelition than many Divin I A te ms I tip my hat to
for the first time
m Wagn r
m v al years, Spartan fans will
their team play at
able to
horn five times.
- Jake Radisich

•

unn belongs
t San Jose State

San Diego, Friday, March 20, 1987
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Court ~jects Lucas bid to preview
evideitce in multiple murder trial

From Tribune Wire and Local Reports
The state Supreme Court has rejected a request by San
Diego multiple-murder defendant David Allen Lucas for
a pretrial review of some of the evidence against him
and of procedures that allowed two newsmen to testify
behind closed doors.
None of the justices voted to grant a hearing on Lucas'
appeal of lower-court rulings in connection with three of
the six murders with which he is charged.
Two separate trials have been ordered for charges
stemming from the slayings of three women in 1984 and
from three earlier slayings, but the prosecution is seeking to consolidate the cases. Lucas could be sentenced to
death if convicted of multiple murder.
The appeal, which involved the 1984 cases, contended
Lucas was arrested on the pretext of having committed a
minor traffic violation in December 1984 so that police
could get a photograph of him to use in the murder
investigation. Lucas' lawyers contended both the traffic
procedure and the arrest were invalid and that all resulting evidence should be thrown out.
Defense lawyers also objected to proceedings in which
two newsmen from KGTV Channel 10, assignment editor
J.W. August and reporter Steve Fiorina, were allowed to
testify in the judge's chambers, with defense lawyers
excluded, about their contacts with law e forcement officers in the case

The defense had sought material from the station that
was not shown on the air, but the newsmen objected,
saying the material was not relevant and was protected
by state "shield" laws allowing reporters to withhold
confidential sources and unpublished information.
The newsmen were held in contempt of court in February 1986, but after the closed-door !rearing last November, San Diego Superior Court Judge Franklin Orfield
decided not to jail them, saying the information they had
would not help the defense.
Lucas' lawyers contended the closed-door procedure
was improper, but the state's 4th District Court of Appeal
refused to intervene, and the Supreme Court let the ruling stand.
Lucas is charged in one case with the May 4, 1979,
slayings of Suzanne Jacobs, 31, and her son, Colin, 3, in
their Normal Heights home and of real estate saleswoman Gayle Garcia, 29, Dec. 8, 1981, in a Spring Valley home
s!le was showing to prospective renters.
In the other case, Lucas is charged with the murders
Oct. 23, 1984, of Rhonda Strang, 24, and a child she was
baby-sitting, Amber Fisher, 3, in Strang's Lakeside home;·
murdering University of San Diego student Anne Cathenne Swanke, 22 in November 1984 in La Mesa, and kidnapping and attempting to murder Jody Santiago, 34, a
Seattle woman who survived a slashed throat, fractured
ull and stab wounds in June 1984.
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hallenges, opp0rt1.irlitie?.
anging medical Profession
By Annette Bassett

From the growing concept of home care
to the increasing popularity of healt_tl_ maintellilllce 6rganlzations, or ~ h e medical profession 1s in a state of change.
New opportunities abound in practice
and education, while many long-standing
traditions of health care are.beginning to
·
·
disappear.
Reggie IZLi, health care supervisor with
the Professional Nl@e Bure_~u in Oceans ide, said there's ri'itn:!T:potential for
growth and challenge in the nursing field. ·
·rve been a nurse slrice 1975, and I've
never been bored ," she said.
One of the biggest health care trends in
the 1980s is home care. •1rs the wave of
the future; lzu said, citing spiraling hospital costs. "Patients are leaving hospitals
sooner, and they' re going home sicker.
Skilled home-care nurses are necessary.·
Educational opportunities for nurses are
' growing as well, lzu feels. The University of
San Diego recently began a doctoratal program in the science of nursing. Point Loma
N11,zarene College and USO also offer extensive four-year bachelor of nursing sci·
llnce programs.
Nurses might also consider acquiring a

•san·o iego's a good place to work in
master's degree in education or business
medicine,· she said. "There are a lot of hosadministralion, so they can go into teach. pitals and many opportunitie.s for bio-mediing or management, lzu said.
cal professionals and lab technicians:
, Nurses without advanced degrees can
expect employment opportunities, though
Smith also feels sports medicine is an
not the same growth potential, said a
expanding field. .
Carol Payne, president of Carol's Medispokeswoman fol the Palomar-Pomerado
cal Personnel in La Mesa and Enc initas,
Hospital District. The district starts licensed vocational nurses• at a salary of . said she's particularly impressed with
North County's growth. "When I ·decided to
$17,000 a year. while clinical staff nurses in
open a second office, 1-chose Encinitas
the intensive care unit start at $25,000, the
over the South Bay," Payrie said. Many
spokeswoman said.
doctors are opening branch offices in
Nurse practitioners are also in increas·
North County as well, she added.
ing demand in out-patient and health-mainThough the positions aren't as high paytenance organizations.
ing as other medical careers, support and
Sheri Smith, a spokeswoman with UCclerical personnel are still in demand,
San Diego Medical Center, said new mediPayne said. An office receptionist with no
cal technolqgy is creating new heaith-care
experience, but with some knowledge of
careers.
·Radiology technicians and nurse practimedical insurance, can expect an hourly
wage ·of about $5, according to Payne. But
tioners who have had experience in primaa medical office manager, with about live
ry care are much in demand,wshe said.
years' combined experience, can make up
. Nurse/midwives are becoming increasingly important. The government-spon- · to $20,000 a year.
•Doctors .are beginning to realize they
sored, countywide Comprehensive Perihave to pay their office people a decent
Natal Program, for low-income expectant
salary," Payne said. "Benefit packages are
mothers, uses nurse/midwives exclusively
also getting better:
in hospital deliveries, with physicians close
Career opportunities Jar mature women
'
tiy for emergencies, Smith said.

r East County four

When the University of Nevffl~l'eJ!•Obaseball team arrived in
town Friday, the Wolfpack holbetNO1mprove its location in the West
Coast Athletic Conference standings. To do it, the Wolfpack needed
superb efforts from East County graduates Don Angotti of
Grossmont High, Dale Henson and Jeff Barry of Santana and Rob
Sharp of Valhalla. An~otti, Henson and Sharp were a collective 5
tur 23, and Barry was ineffective in his 31/., innings of pitching in
Saturday's first game of a scheduled doubleheader. The results for
Nevada-Reno were not favorable, as the host University of San
Diego Toreros swept the abbreviated two-game series - winning /:
/
12-8 on Friday and 7-6 on Saturday.

oa·ily Tim<'

Palo Alto

njoyed articles
by Huckshorn
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are improving as well, Payne said.
The group of medical professionals un~
dergoing some of the greatest change is
physicians. According .to Dr. Richard
Butcher, president-elect of the San Diego_
Medical Society, expectations are just not
the same for new medical school graduates. The concept of a doctor in business
for himself is disappearing, he said.
"HMOs and Kaiser-type hospitals,
where a doctor is on salary, are the newer
•
trend," Butcher said.
In response to this, many physicians are
forming corporations of their own. The
one-person, general practitioner's office is
increasingly uncommon, he said.
Can a physician make a good living in
America's Finest CiW and its surrounding
county?
"I tend to think so," Butcher said. A new
doctor might choose to generalize a~ first,
to establish himself before he is limited to a
specialization, he said.
The medical profession - in San Diego
and nationwide - is changing. As a result,
it offers some of the more challenging and
important career opportunities of the
1980s. ·
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M~r,y, Colston To Head Gateway Marketpl~ce Comple~ =

Gat£V ~Zketplace, a retail
store and job training compiex for
Southeast San Diego residents,
continues moving toward a fall
opening. The brainchild of Sol
Price and 4th District Coun•
cilman William Jones, the complex is designed to meet retail
needs of the neighborhood, which
has tried for some. time to convince
a major supermarket to locate in
the area. At the same time, the
store will act as a real-life job

D

marketing, will discuss alternatives to drug testing and its impact on productivity and morale.
Both breakfasts start at 7:30 a.m.
Contact the continuing education
department for more information.

.... *

Women in Networking, a
group for North County professional and business women, meets
three Thursday mornings next
month. April 2 is Sue Reeves of
Pomerado Hospital District. On

program, a company transfers all
its employee to South Pointe.
"Legally, they becme our employees and we staff them back to the
client," said Peggy Lee Corbett.
The service saves the employer the
hassle of forms, reports, special
bank deposits and other government ma~dates, the company
claims. Clients still get to select
their employees and verify time
sheets. They're also responsible for
providing a safe workplace, legal
breaks and overtime credit.

* * *

Business Matters
by Libby Brydolf

AR 2 31987
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training center for Southeast minority youth
Odell Mu_rry has been hired as
president and chief operating officer of the marketplace, the nonprofit entity that wi II operate the
50,000-square-foot, multi-service,
r tail outlet. The center will sell
food, hardware, clothing, appliances and other goods.
Also added is Jean Colston as
director of the San Diego College
of Retailing, the training arm of
the redevelopment project. Colston
will develop curriculum, hire
faculty an set admission standards. The college will probably
enroll 25 students the first year most of whom will be Southest San
Diego residents. Students will earn
hourly wages while they're in job
training.
"Combining a supermarket with
a job training center is unprecedented in San Diego," said Colston.
"We hope it will serve as a model
for inner city neighborhoods
throughout the country."

I XX8

ADVOCATE, Escondido, Ca ' I

April 9, Diane Ward, a managing
partner with Walters & Ward,
will discuss living trusts. Marjorie
Gilbert of Paine Webber and
Patty Ann Born of Clingman
Financial Services talk about
successes and failures on April 16.
The meetings start at 7 a.m. April
28, the group will host San Diego
Police Chief Bill Kolender at a
special dinner meeting.

.. " *

At Cipher Data, Roy Ford has
come on as v.p. of the ½-inch caroup Ford, a
tridge business
former Cipher employee, was most
recently president of FRS Inc., a
small third party service company
he helped found.

*

* *

Scripps Clinic and Research
Fou;:.datton Fertility Center has
added a third specialist: Dr.
Gabriel Garzo formerly a
reproductive endocrinologost in
reproductive medicine at UCSD.
He is responsible for developing
new areas of the center's in vitro
fertilization program such as embryo freezing and the gamete intra-fallopian transfer technique.

.. " *

Murry

Colston

JISD B11.Qiness Update seminars continue with a talk Friday on
contingency ,planning' by•Dal'lene
A. Pienta, professor of management. Pienta promises to walk
managers through a process of
identifying critical success factors
in their specific workplaces and
how these factors affect the manager's reputation as a proactive or
reactive manager. On April 3 the
seminars continue with a 'talk
about drug testing and how it af.
fects employee-employer relations.
Miriam Rothman, professor of

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
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Samuel C. Yeager is a new v.p.
at IRT Corp. Yeager, 34, joined
ffiT three years ago when the firm
bought Ridge Inc. Yeager was
Ridge's president and CEO and
remained in charge of the subsidiary after the acquisition.
Yeager now oversees the development, marketing, manufacturing
and sales offfiT X-ray products. He
will also handle the CXI family of
automated solder inspection systems.

Megahaus Corp. has tabbed
Software Products International to distribute its First Impression desktop publishing software package on the foreign market. SPI will furnish translations
technical support and training a~
well as distribution. Six foreign
language versions will soon be
available.
UII

Lady Baltimore Foods of Kansas
City, Mo. He has a B.S. in envir-onrnental conservation from the
University of Colorado.
* * *
Linear Corp. has unveiled a
new digital central station receiver
for its alarm syst:ems. The receiver
can handle two plug-in )ine cards,:_
each of which is capable 0 (
monitoring up to 3,374 accounts. '

* * *
Xscribe, maker of computer~
aided court transcription systems:
has a new more powerful version;
the Maxim. The new computer:
holds 32 separate dictionaries, haS;
an automatic dictionary backup:
program, a high resolution screen,
and is faster than prior versions. .,

*

*

McKee

Thomas McKee is new general
manager of operations at Blanchard Training & Development
Inc. , a management consulting and
training firm founded by "The One
Minute Manager" author, Dr.
Kenneth Blanchard.
McKee will oversee customer
service, human resources, shipping
and facilities management departments.
Previously he was a sales rep for

Jl /leri 's
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* * *

An incomplete press release from:

Primavera Video Productions in;
eluded in the column last week
failed to mention that the produce~
and director of "California's First,
County," a documentary on San)
Diego County, were not Primavera:
employees. Producer Chip Bruss
and director Gary Bulkin are,
principals in B&B Communica..
tions. Both B&B and Primaverawon contracts for the county

vid1/
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Wome~ m Sales' monthly
Light~ouse, 2150 Harbor lslan~eir;~g wrll _be_ held at Tom Ham's
' beginning at 5:30 p.m. For
more information call 578-8706
. .
Popcorn king Orville Redenb. h
and entrepreneurial strategies a~ca f;cw;ii d~sc~ss. business methods
u re e~mnmg at 8 a.m. at the
University of San Die o's Mane
Conference Center.
Admission is~5. F~formati~~s~~~I
.
.
The San Diego Chapter f Th
Women will hold a dinner mieti eb N~tr~nal Association of Bank
ng egrnnrng at 5:30 p.m. Call 5765401 for information.

*o:·•-~H,*.t••' 111-14~ ,1.,tll,

Graphics software firm
Megatek Corp., has introduced
two new high performance interactive display systems. The 9100 is a
3-D display system, and the 9300 is
an advanced surface rendering
graphics display handling.
* ...
South Pointe Temporaries has
a new "Staff Back" service designed to ease personnel headaches
r.,. Gmall businesses. Under the

../
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a deduction tax era to an earnings tax era

Similarly, for persons who ha! a
sigmficant increase in income in 1186
With April 15 JUSt around the cor- (by more than 40 percent of the a~erner the millions of American tax- a ge earnings of previous tll'ee
payer who are preparmg their 1986 years), this return is the last chroce
tax returns will be aying goodbye to for income averaging so as to redlce
many deduction they have b€come tax liability for the current year.
accustomed to using to reduce their
The 1986 tax returns will alsi be
the last time for taxpayers w do
taxable income.
Commencing with the 1987 tax not itemize nevertheless to d ct
year, the Tax Reform ct of 1986 the fuJJ amount of their contribltims
the most extensive re onn of our na• to charities and similar organizat)n.
Beginning in 1987, individual axt10n' t&x structure 40 years - has
eliminated or curtailed many lamil• payers will get no charitable deociar deduction as a tradeoff for tions at all unless they itemize tr,m
lowering the rate. at which income Likewise, qualifying moving expenses can be deducted for J86,
will be tax d.
Filers of 1986 returns face, for the whether itemized or not; for 1987md
last lime, the steeply graduated tax future years, non-itemizers ge 1no
brackets of the old law, climbing as d ductions for such expenses.
high as 50 percent. But they also get
Deductions for medical costs md
on last chance to take adv ntage of miscellaneous expense:; also ~ve
tax breaks tha are repealed or re- been greatly curtailed. For 1986.axpayers who itemize may claim :destricted under the n w law
Thu , 1986 return. will be the last duction for medical expenses hat
time to take an itemized deduction exceed 5 percent of their adjlied
for stat and local sales taxe And, gross income. Starting in 1987, 1ch
who both work, this 1s the expenses will only be deductibl to
for spou
la t year to u e that special equaliz· the extent they exceed 7.5 perce1 of
er, the two-earner deduction permit- adjust<'d gross income. And tht'86
ting marr1ed t xpayers filing a jomt return will be the swan-song for Jly
r turn to deduct 10 pllrcent (up to deducting a variety of other lsi3,000) of th lower-earning spouse's ness-related expenses.
incom .

By C. Hugh Friedman

as salary, or dividend or interest in- biggest deductions possible.
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 has
come.
altered this equation by
dramatically
Thus, for example, 1986 may be the
switching to an earnings-oriented
proper·
rental
of
owners
for
year
last
For 1986, taxpayers still get a desystem. The idea now is that while
duction for contributing up to $2,000 ty to deduct the mortgage interest, our taxable income will b€ greater
and
to their Individual Retirement Ac• depreciation, property taxes,
without these deductions, it will be
count (IRA), regardless of how high other expenses against other income. taxed at considerably lower rates.
their earnings or whether or not they Under the new law, deductions for
Thus the top individual rates are
these expenses can be made only up
are covered by a company pension.
lowered from 50 percent to 38.5 per•
income
rental
of
amount
the
to
For future years, however, the
cent for 1987, and down to 28 percent
only taxpayers who may make any received, or of income from other (33 percent for certain levels of intax-deductible contributions to an passive activities.
There is a special exception for come) for 1988 and beyond. As a reIRA are those not covered by any
sult, deductions won't save as much
real-estate investors; i.e. smaller
employer-sponsored retirement plan,
the in tax as before, and become less im·
and whose income falls below a cer- those who "actively manage"
rental and whose adjusted gross in- portant. Instead, taxpayers will have
tain level.
incentive to earn more - as much as
And of special importance to per· come is under $100,000, may deduct they can - because they will eventulosses
rental
their
of
$25,000
to
up
sons who have invested in "passive
ally get to keep more of it.
activities" - defined to include real against other income including salWith the completion of our 1986
is
allowance
loss
$25,000
this
But
ary.
estate or limited partnerships - 1986
returns, we'll all be turning to
tax
is the last year in which to deduct phased out for active rental owners planning under the new tax system.
fully losses generated by such invest- with income between $100,00 and In doing so, we'll most certainly have
ments to offset other types of in• $150,000.
Of course, the 1986 tax return is to reorient our thinking about our
come. With a five-year phase-out
earnings, about which expenses
similar to that for deductions of con- not just the burial ground for the de- Uncle Sam will still subsidize as desumer interest, such passive losses ductions discussed above. In a larger ductible, and, in the words of Sen.
may be used after 1986 only to offset sense, it may be seen as the final Bill Bradley, D-N.J., one of the auartifact of a deduction-oriented tax
income from passive activities.
thors of the new law, "about investThe rules here are very complicat- era in which, with high tax rates and ing money to make money, not losing
the
deductions,
available
numerous
ed, but the basic aim is [o prevent
money for tax purp0ses."
losses from such investments from taxpayer's goal has b€en to make
Friedman is professor of law at
taxable income as small as possible
being currently used to wipe out the
the
~
buying.
by
(even
having
tax on other sources of income sue~ through

Commentary
The new tax Jaw has created a category known as "miscellaneous expenses," which serves as a collection
receptacle for unreimbursed employee business expenses, union dues,
professional dues and subscriptions,
investment expenses, and other costs
such as tax-preparation fees. These
will be deductible only to the extent
the total exceeds 2 percent of the
taxpayer's adjusted gross income.
Farewell, too, to deducting all interest expense paid during the year.
Beginning in 1987, only mortgage interest on first and second homes, and
on house-improvement loans, may
still be fully deductible, along with
interest on qualified medical and educational expenses. Virtually all
other consumer-credit interest payments (e.g., interest on car, boat, or
insurance loans, or credit-card
finance charges, become non-deductible over a 5-year phaseout period.
Add tionally, the old, unreformed
tax law governing the tax return
thats due April 15 gives taxpayers
one last chance to take advantage of
several other tax breaks that wither
or die under the new tax rules.
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James Buchanan, 1986 Nobel laureate in economics, will discuss
his Prize-winning approach to economics and his new research pr-o· go's Mar,_
gram during an appearance at The Universit
chester Conference Center. The lectur 1s free but reservatons are
required. Call 260-4585 for information.
San Diego Venture Group's monthly meeting will be held at th£ 1
Sheraton Grand on Harbor Island beginning at 11 :30 a.m. The cost Is
$30 for non-members with advance registration required. For information, call 457-2797.
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• * *

Integrated Software Systems~
Corp., now a part of Computer Associates International , has in:'
troduced Superlmage, a graphics
editing and drawing system for'.
IBM micros. It is the first product'
in a multi-module micrographics'.
system.
A new Insty-Prints instant·
printing center opened last week irf
Rancho Bernardo, 9474 Black'
Mountain Road, Suite A. The nevft
franchise is owned by Jim and'
Connie Adelman.

Yeager

1 , , 1BBb
P. c. s
ce~ny are $10.
T eras Jost
,/USO TENNIS - ~ h
erday 8to-1!tl! zaRlred Geo ·
e Tore~as
1. Tne Ione victo
was by Laura Gonzalez in No. 2 sm·gles. The Toreras will ho t Washington at 1:30 p.m. today.
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P~,Ylic Lawyers Committee Makes A Difference

•

Stret't firm before becoming a
public lawyer.
The committee app ars to be the
first attempt at providing a com,
mon forum for pubhc lawyers 1·n
San Diego, unless, of course, they
belong to organizations within
their own office, like the California
District Attorneys Association.
Public lawyer,, though, aren't
---:::------------------------

Rudy ,iull ni, th U.S. attor•
ney in Manhattan. probably needs
v ry httl introduction if you r ad
npw pape1 or w tch the evening
new

ia
.

L

ccDc.

by Martin Kruming

One of the main objectives of the
committee has been to get public
lawyers involved in the Bar and its

Just in the district attorney's office
They 're with the city attorney, the
But as I public lawy r GIUli ni U.S. ntttorney, the Fourth District
may be unusual Mo8t don't get in · Court of Appeal, county counsel,
Sup rior and U S. District Court,
volved withJournali. ts
However, at noon la t fndny federal and appellate defenders,
nhout 40 public lnwy rs d . h d the attorney general, C !Trans,
im ge and MCRD, the Navy and others.
that low -prof1l
The current chairperson of the
gathered m th upst in1 reading
room ofth county Law Libr ry for committee 1s Janis Sammartino
qu' tion-and-an wer session with Gardner, who has been a deputy
two JOUrnuliRtR. 'fhe program was city attorney fo1 the past 10 years
ponsor d hy the Public Lawyers and 1s involved with real estate
tran actional \\'Ork in the public
Comm1tt • of th county Bar.A. o
facilities financing area The vice
ci t,on
chair is tephen Petix, assistant
U .. attorney.
Gardner say• anywhere upwards
of 10 or 50 peri;ons show up for the
monthly meetings.
She believe that public lawyers
r incrensml!ly looking at their
lpert, a reporter
nnd w1•pkend ,nchor at Chanm•l jobs in terms <I long-range careers.
10, l 1lked bout the limitation of
n cov ring th
tel vi ion new
courts. I wa the other journali t
o~ •ring di us ion about the print
id of cov rage.
It w s II good turnout, u good
d1scuHsion and a good example of
/Continued from Psg A)
how active this committee ha been
drugs.
ince h1·ing established in late
yer, general
• Christina
1984 .
counsel for the San Diego Unified
In ,January 1t co -sponsored, with
School District, is president of
the ~\•demi Court Committee, a
Lawyers Club.
pan I di. cussion on the new nar• Webster Burke 'Buzz' Kincotics laws, nnd r cently hnd Police
naird, a senior attorney for the
Ch, f Bill Kolender peak. Each
Fourth District Court of Appeal, is
Thanksgiving members help feed
involved with the Bar's Appellate
the homeless at the St. Vincent de
Court Committee.
aul Cente1 .
• Maria T. Arroyo-Tabin, an
One of th purpo ·e of the com•
assistant U.S. attorney, is on the
mittee is to b • a "link between the
Board of Directors of the Legal Aid
3ar and public lawyers," said
Society.
William Grauer, a partner at
"There's a growing number of
mes & Frye who
'rn), C
public lawyers who really do take
prnct,co comm rem! and business
part in these programs," said
itigutwn
Grauer, who also recognizes that
Gr u r, 11 former a ista t U
"there still are too many public
tto1 ne)' h re, helped get the
lawyers who don't display enough
c mmitt off th ground and was
interest."
it fir t chair in 1985, the year
ls there an image of public
former d puty district attorney
lawyer apathy when it comes to
Melinda Lasater (now a
Bar and community involvement?
Municipal Court judge) was presiIf so just how accurate is it today?
dent of the county Bar.
Or is it a holdover from years past?
" Melinda was II primary moving
"I think lawyers need to improve
force for the idea," md Grauer, a
the image they have and be senof Cornell Law School
gr- duo
sitive to their positions in the
wh p nt four years with a Wall
community as a whole," said
Gardner. "Within the legal community things like this committee
make a difference."
Added Kinnaird, a graduate of
USO Law School who started with
'ttie Fourth D1strict Court of Appeal
in 1976: " We don't like this image

Strc t ext•cutive
Im

•

aw Briefs

But that hasn't always been the
case as new law school graduates
w_ould t.rl<e a government job, do
ht!lr "apprentice work" and move
into private practice, often at
.
.
higher salaries.. .
Ga rd er, a pohtical science maJor
at Occidental College who st udied
at Notre Dame Law School, claims
to be a "frustrated political scientist." She enjoys working with the
City Council and agencies like

.

many activities. An offshoot has
been community'involvement:
That appears to be working. For
instance:
• Bonru·e Dumanis, a deputy
district attorney, was a member of
t he Bar's Board of Directors, and is
now on the Board of Directors of
California Young Lawyers .

4 1 87
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Robb'e RogSD_lL!SEBAL~SD to a
ers liadthree R
10-7 victory over v1s 1 mg Massachuse_tts._ Pat_ Fitzsimons (3-0) was the
"'.mn_mg pitcher, and Kevin Long got
bis first save. Gary Disarcina was 4for-5 with three runs for the Min!!te,,.,-----men.

~

• Peter Bowie, chief assistant
U.S. attorney, was formerly head of
the Bar's Federal Court Committee
and is active in educating community groups and schools about
(Continued on Pa
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of public lawyer apathy (in Bar and
community involvement) and aro
concerned whether it's a legitimate
image."
He views the committee as one
way to " unshackle that image."

* * *

At last Friday's meeting of the
Public Lawyers Committee members voted on the Public Lawyer of
the Year Award to be presented at
the Law Day luncheon May 1.
This year's nominees were:
Maria T. Arroyo-T--.bin, assistant
U.S. attorney; Jay M. Bloom,
deputy attorney general; Judy
Clarke, executive director of Federal Defenders; Christina Dyer,
general counsel, San Diego Unified
School District; Thomas Harron,
city attorney of Chula Vista;
Webster Burke 'Buzz' Kinnaird,
senior attorney, Fourth District
Court of Appeal; and Col. Rufus
C. Young Jr., staff judge advocate,

MCRD.

Past winners were former assistant deputy attorney Dick Huffman (now Superior Court judge) in
1985, and former deputy district
attorney Melinda Lasater and City Attorney John Witt, co-winners
last year.
* * *
The first meeting of the San
Diego chapter of HALT, a group of
Americans for legal reform, meets
March 30 at 7 p.m. at Horace Mann
Junior High.
* * *
John Ehrlichman, former
assistant to President Nixon dur-

---------

ing the Watergate scandal, will
peak at USD on April 1 and 2.
T h e n ~ 8 and 9 Sara
Weddington , attorney in the U.S.
Supreme Court right to abortion
case of Roe v. Wade, will speak
Both talks are from 8 to 11 p.m.
Call 260-4600 ext. for more information.
On April 9 at 1:30 p.m. law professor Stephen Su garman of UC
Berkeley Law School will also be at
~D to discuss tort law reform. It's
sponsoreaoy the San Diego Law
Review and is free. For m;;,e information call 260-4531.

* * *

Cal Western will host a seminar
on March 31 from 6 to 8 p.m. to
educate attorneys about chemical
abuse in their clients. It's in the
Reading Room on the third floor
and is free. Call Monica
Vogelman at 233-1077 for more
information.
• * *
Jennings, Engstrand &
Henrikson is sponsoring an
employer(employee relations update on March 31 from 3 to 5· p.m.
at the Radisson Hotel in Mission
Valley. No cost. Call Teresa Warren at 291-0840 for more information and reservations.

* * *
The Immigration Study Section
of the county Bar is presenting a
seminar April 4 at the Hotel San
Diego on the 1986 Immigration
Reform and Control Act. It goes
from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Panelists
include the Hon . Robert Barrett

. /·
StateBarat(415)561-8211
* * *

of the executive office for immigration review; Jorge Vargas llf-YSD
Law S c h ~ S oblick, INS
district counsel; and Roxanna
Bacon, law professor at Arirona
State. Cost is $50; $15 for students.

,..
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• * *

Willard Z. Carr Jr., a Los
Angeles attorney, has been elected
chairman of Pacific Legal Foundation. Carr is a senior partner with
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher,
specializing in labor relations law.
• * *
The California Young Lawyers Association is sponsoring a
job fair on Sept. 19 as an employment service for young lawyers.
It's in conjunction with the state
Bar's annual meeting in Los
Angeles.
San Diego firms already preregistered include Jennings,
Engstrand & Henrikson; Gray,
Cary, Ames and Frye; Lindley,
Lazar & Scales; and the San Diego
city attorney.
Others include Manatt, Phelps,
Rothenberg & Phillips of Los
Angeles; Jordan, Keeler &
Seligman of San Francisco; Hyatt
Legal Services; and Brobeck,
Phleger & Harrison in Los Angeles
and San Francisco.
Job applicants must pre-register
for the meeting plus pay a $20 job
fair fee. Registration is from June 1
through Aug. 14. Forms will be in
the June issue of · California
Lawyer.
For more information call Bon•
nie Dumanis at 236-4571 or the
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• BASKETBALL -~ebaska (20-

~l~a

'ppi (21-11)
s of the Natonight ;11 the
tional Invitation Tournament at
Madison Square Garden in New
York. In the other semifinal, Arkansas-Little Rock (26-6) fac~s LaSalle
(19-12). The winners play Thursday
night for the championship . . . Drake
assistant and former Nebraska coach
Moe Iba was named as Texas Christian University's 12th head basketball coach, succeeding Jim Killingsworth, who resigned earlier in the
month ... Rick Majerus, an assistant
coach with the Milwaukee Bucks,
was interviewed yesterday by a
search committee at the University
of Nevada-Reno for the vacant job of
head basketball coach. Others interviewed so far were Bill Berry of San
Jose State and Hank Egan of the
USD. Berry has notified Nevada~eno he 1s dropping out of the run~
.L
nmg.

11) meets Soutbe
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Egan no longer Nevada-Reno candidate
9:?5'

USD's coach says it's 'business as usual,' despite considerable attention

By T.J. imers, Starr Writer
US.D's Ha,ni Egan, after an interview and time
to think, yesterday withdrew from consideration
for the vacant Nev.tda-Reno basketball coaching
position.
"I just wasn't interested in that job," Egan
said.
"I was very happy to hear that," said the Rev.
Patrick Cahill, USD's athletic director. "That is
one I ob tacle, but somebody may still come
along and offer Hank a very attractive package
to leave. My gut feeling is Hank will be back with
us, but it may be hope as much as a gut feeling."
Egan's phone bas been ringing since he guided

~ ==-===-- --

-

the Toreros to a 24-6 record, the West Coast Athletic Conference regular-season title and an
NCAA Tournament berth. USD lost in the first
round to Auburn, 62-61.
Egan, 49, has not solicited the attention, but his
name bas been linked to openings at several
schools, including Nevada-Reno of the Big Sky
Conference and Colorado State of the Western
Athletic Conference. It also was linked to the San
Diego State job, accepted this week by Wyoming's Jim Brandenburg. Egan's name may well
surface again this weekend when he gathers with
the country's college-basketball community at
the Final Four in New Orleans.

"If a guy was working for Macy's and Gimbel's

called and offered more money, no one would
read about it in the paper," Egan said after returning from a recruiting trip to Los Angeles.
"But it happens in my profession. As far as I'm
concerned, it's just the normal process of career
development. I don't think it should be construed
as if I'm dissatisfied; I'm very happy here. It's
just that time of year."
Egan, like all other USO athletic officials, is on
a one-year contract and will receive a 6 percent
cost-of.Jiving raise. Cahill said the school's administration "may also choose" to reward Egan Hank Egan
To stay at USO, for now
See EGAN on Page C-2

- - -- --'-------====== = =- -------- )

Egan· Not interested
in Nevida-Reno job
Continued from C-1
with an additional pay boost, "but it's not a matter of
policy," and nothing has happened yet.
One of Egan's biggest supporters, Cahill understands
the dilemma Egan may be facing. Cahill and USO can
promise Egan job security for as long as the coach
wishes, but Cahill knows Egan must entertain all offers
to improve his lot because this may be his last chance to
do so for some time.
"If Hank is looking to settle down, he knows he has job
security here," Cahill said. "This school expects a coach
to be competent, treat his players with dignity and represent the university well. If any coach does that, he
doesn't have to worry about winning and losing."
Egan, very much the competitor, is 59-26 in three
seasons at USO. But now there is some concern about the
Toreros' prospects. They lose five of their top six players, and recent USO and NCAA entrance-requirement
amendments may make it more difficult to fill the void.

''Tbe higher the standards, the smaller the pool (of
talent)," Egan said. "The thing you would like is to have
the availability to the same pool of talent as everyone
else in your conference. Our standards, though, are the
toughest in the (WCAC). You can still recruit, but you
have to dig a little harder and hope you get a little more
lucky than you already have been."

San Diego , CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)
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ILLIAM JONES HE DING FOR HARVARD
4th DI "lrlct councilman planning to expand horizons

Jones leaving City Hall
for halls of Harvard
By J ff Ri tine

Tribune Stall Writer

•

Beginning as an unpaid intern to a city council member and
moving up at ag 27 to occupy the at himself, William D. Jones
h spent nearly half ht life working in the same 10th-floor office
of San Dt go' Caty Hall.
During that time he has h lpcd create a non-profit corporation
that 1s dr Ing new busin
and jobs to Southeast San Otego,
c led u of police rrusconduct that other council members
re loath to f ce, and velo
tical t:yle:pp~~~~~""""t~
;...."i!i!m~:"
·eff'ectlve, w, m1 10 o
dollars m cit, pending m h , r ct to prove 1t
By h1 own drruss1on fon ft I'
ge and "perks" associated with the $40,000.a-year Job, Jones would be a safe bet for reelection to a ond full term thas fall if he were in the race.
But he won't be.
Jon has made up his mind to walk away from it all and enroll
m Harvard University's business school. a possible ticket to recru1tm nt mto a new career as a young executive, or a first step
in becomlDg an mdependent entrepreneur.
Uni a ag develops, Jones said, he will formally announce
his dcc1s1on Apnl 2, possibly during a speech to students at Morse
High School.
In optmg for an advanced degree over a comfortable position
in his hometow~polillcs, Jones ,s accepting the nearly unaniP/ea e see JON11 A-8

elected official, Jl)nes recently ad- become a lobbyist. I did not want to
mous advic:UHriHiends and menmitted there arr
, of his own dis- appear before my colleagues, before
tors to experience a different part of
r - -n;,:._ o Id.
trict he is ~:. ,.. w _.J enter because of my friends in the state Legislature or
He raised issues that many of us didn't want to
crime - a statement triggered part- here locally, using my influence to
" need a challenge, a constant
ly by what Jones will refer to only as push a project that I may or may not
face because we all support law enforcement ...
challenge," he said in an interview.
"some very uncomfortable settings" believe in."
"This Job is a challenge, but what
and we didn't enjoy bearing that (police) made
involving street gangs.
about 10 years from now? I want to
"It's a tough decision not to run. To
Jones agreed to make portions of walk away from power, to walk
mistakes
prepare myself for a bigger chalthe 4th District a testing ground for away from a position of influence
len '
an ordinance aimed at curbing the and prestige, to walk away from
As he drove one day last week
proliferation of liquor outlets, and in something that is secure as much as
through the 4th District he repre-MikeGotcb
an earlier citywide step sponsored an elective office is secure, to walk
-sents, bebmd his grammar school,
ordinance making it illegal to loiter away from red-carpet treatment alon bis newspaper route, past the
outside liquor and convenience stores that is very tough."
ormer Exxon station where he held
his first job, Jones explained that he
with open containers of alcohol.
Jones laughed as he talked about
is looking beyond City Hall ' for per- to seek a rare third term this year, subdued with a choke hold.
Jones said his record of effective- "going to the theater and having the
The establishment of the Citiltns' ness, however, is not necessarily an best seats in the house - and having
.;onal growth, for self-improvement" said his 31-year-old colleague sought
and because of " y d ire to be ome his advice and that he told Jones he Advisory Board on Police/Communi- incentive to remain in office another to go out now and wait in line" and
a better person."
should leave.
ty Relations and the developmes of four years.
"sitting in the football stadium and
"In the long term, l want to have
"I'm 31 years old and I have years, having the best seats in the house."
"I urged him real strongly to get an entirely new human-relations
as many choices as po:;sible open to more of a smorgasbord view of life, training program that will touch hopefully, left to make change,'' he
"It's going to be different," he said.
me - to live, to work and to be able rather than the sheltered life of City every sworn officer in the d~rt- said. "The big question mark in my "Trading that for a pair of jeans and
to provide for my family," Jones Hall," Gotch said. "He's had a taste ment were both ideas brought to the mind has been, how can I make more a sweater and a computer - and 15
said.
change in a positive way? I think hours of academic training - is a
of politics. It's now time to see what council by Jones.
Jones' departure bucks a pattern be can do on his own on the outside."
"He raised issues that many of us that's what it's about.
contrast, but it's a Jong-term view."
t few years in which most
"To have a job just to have a job,
Only a few of the community and didn't want to face," Gotch said, "beAnd be also seems sufficiently concounci ·n1cu1n1M!nt.s ve left City business leaders he consulted urged cause we all support Jaw enforce- or to have a title just to have a title, fident that he will be doing the right
ll only for o e f three reasons: Jor.:;.; to remain in the 4th District.
ment ... and we didn't enjoy hearing that is not fulfilling to me."
thing for his own future.
pursuit of higher office, defeat at the
Verna Quinn, chairman of the that (police) made mistakes."
And Councilman Bill Cleator, an"There's a big world out there and
polls or criminal prosecution.
Southeast San Diego Development
The state of police relations in mi- other colleague who urged him to it's easy to become consumed with
Although the formal announce- Committee, a community planning nority communities was "a painful consider the opportunities open to what we ·do and it's easy to take
ment is next week, San Diego's politi- group, said that when Jones asked subject to be raised," Gotch said, him in the business sector, said Jones myself too seriously," be said. "so I
cal grapevine hummed with news for her thoughts, "I said I thought we "and he did it with class and dignity has "done an outstanding job of de- think it's good to go out there and
that there was little doubt about his could use one more term because we and without hostility."
veloping coalitior.s" that can fight experience another part of the
plans several weeks ago. Aspirants have so many things in process."
During the same period, Jones also for their concerns after he is gone.
world."
who wish to replace him already
Quinn said she worries that Jones' bas sought to draw attention to the
Jones, whose friends say he once
"Life can be Jong or short. I think
have started laying the groundwork successor will not be as effective as desperation and fear brought about considered running for mayor, does it's the quality of the experiences
for their campaigns.
he has been. "I just feel that we need by drug abuse and gang violence, and not rule out a return to politics when that make the difference.
Written confirmation of his ac- a known leader sitting in that posi- he led a charge during last year's he completes his Harvard education.
"If I could have another quality exceptance at the nation's most presti- tion for a bit longer," she said.
"My options later on will still be perience like this one in another
budget sessions to strengthen police
gious business school arrived late
Jones' admirers credit him with details for both problems.
there," he said. "The only rule I set arena, I would be a very lucky pc
last month, Jones said. Although his achieving greater equity for the 4th
~an a~ost unheard-of act for an for myself was . I did not want to son."
plans are far from complete, Jones District through Project First Class,
- ~-----===-- ---==::-=-c:-,,----~ --------+---.
said his studies probably will include a program of landscape beautificareal estate and business operations, tion, zoning enforcement and urban
and he may take additional studies at design guidelines for new developthe John F. Kennedy School of Gov- ment funded mainly from federal
ernment or the Massachusetts Insti- block grants.
tute of Technology. Jones earned his
San Diego, CA
A major component of the probachelor'.s degre.> tmro tbUJtilvern- gram - a Neighborhood Improve(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
ty of Sao Di~. majoring inecoiioln- ment Council - collapsed in what
ics.
(Cir. D. 127,454)
one aide said were "staff problems,"
In the meantime, Jones has plenty and funds appropriated for landscapof preparatory work to do, such as ing and business improvements have
finding a school in Boston for his not yet been used.
,--~-=-u . , ia, and investigating
But the program has blocked some
what kind of a pension he is eligib e high-density de.velopment in the 4th
for as a 15-year city employee.
District and has prevented the conWith a timetable set to Harvard's struction that bas occurred from
schedule and not the city council's, adopting the unimaginative, bar....--- - - - ~
,
Jones, deputy mayor this year, prob- rackslike architecture that was beably will be unable to complete the coming a standard feature in the
four-year term of office that expires area.
'It (Nevada-Reno) has potential and it's a
in December.
Jones also has seen the earliest
great place, but it just wasn't for me'
Jones said he has considered mak- successes of the Southeast Economic
ing special trips to San Diego for any Development Corp., the agency he
-Hank Egan
key council votes, but be readily ad- helped his predecessor, Leon Wilmits the idea is impractical for a sin- liams, bring into being. SEDC is margle parent like himself and probably keting the Gateway Center project, a
too expensive.
new industrial park and commercial
Although he has been contemplat- center in Southeast San Diego that
ing a different kind of life for nearly eventually is expected to provide
By
ienney
two years - since the day he sized more than 1,000 jobs.
Tribu.,e Sportsrwriter
Lemon Grove, CA
up all of his options on a piece of
(San Diego Co.)
Jones also bas won plaudits in
..QSD basketball coach Hank Egan said today that he has withdrawn
paper, with the choices marked "A some corners for consistent quesLemon Grove Review
his name from consideration "'~ the vacant head coaching position at
through H or M or something" (Cir. W. 2,884)
Nevada-Reno.
tions about the training and conduct
Jones said heading east is not easy.
of San Diego police officers, beginEgan also ~id he has had no further talks with officials from Colora"There are very few reasons to ning with the April 1983 death of a
do
State, which also is searching for a new bead coach 1 or any other
leave," be said. "I feel good about 4th District resident who had been
schools.
what I do. I love public service. I
MAR 2 61987
Egan's ~ecision to withdraw at Nevada-Reno followed an interview
cannot imagine a greater sense of
Sunday
with
the
search
committee
that
is
looking
to
replace
former
personal achievement in another oc- Grenade hurts 6 in Lisbon
W~Jf Pack coach ~?DY Allen, who resigned earlier this month.
cupation . . . and the people of San
LISBON, Portugal (AP) - A man
I made the dec1s1on yesterday," said Egan, who has coached the past
Diego have been very supportive. I threw a grenade into a group inthree seasons at USO. "I just didn't feel good about it. I went up there to
P. C. B 1 ,1. 1888
go into the office and I go into a volved ii! a heated argument on a
hear
w_hat
they
had
to
say,
to
find
out
what
they
were
about
and
to
let
building of friends that I have made Lisbon street, injuring six people,
them fmd out what I was about.
over the last decade and a half."
some of them seriously, police said.
"I came ho'?e ~nd thought about it for a day and talked it over with
But many of those friends agree be
A Lisbon police spokesman said in:fiY partner (his wife, Judy). It has potential and it's a great place but it
is doing the right thing by getting vestigators suspected the grenade
Just wasn't for me."
'
oul
was thrown by one of those injured.
Egan's
in~erv~ew
at
Nevada-Reno
was
set
up
last
week
with
Wolf
Councilman Mike Gotch, expected No arrests have been made.
Pack athletic dir~tor Chris Ault, who already bas interviewed San
..John Ehrlichman,
key
Jose State coach Bill Berry and USF coach Jim Brovelli among others
Nixon advisor during the Wa~gan ai.s? spoke_ with _officials from Colorado State' last week, but
tc•rgate scandal. speaks at the
said at t~e time no mterv,ew was in the works.
L'niversity of _;,an Diego, Wednesda~Thunday April
!
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EglJf! to remain at USD
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Watergate Conspirato
i'o Lecture ;tf ySD

Oceanside, CA
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of Vista jail expansion said possible in 30 days

II llH Y FOTI. 0.

caparity to 542 beds
The county Board of Superv1sors has awarded the company
a $21.9 million contract and has
also approved a contract between the county and state,
which 1s providing a substantial
portion of the funding
Thr Phelps' bid was the lowest
of live bids received by the
county
Thr total project is expected to
cost about :30 mill10n with the
state providing 66 percent of the
funding. The cons.truct1on project
1s expected to create' from 100 to
l!iO · s at the peak of construe-

tion. Goodman said.
now working for the state at the
He added that 60 percent to 65 Olay Mesa Richard J. Donovan
percent of the work will be com- Correctional Facility and for the
pleted by subcontractors. "The University of San Diego.
vast majority of the subcontract "l'.xooclman said his company
work will be from the local wants to become a permanent
community,'" he said.
fixture in the San Diego business
community.
Local carpenters, however,
According to Michael Wiley, a
have charged that the company
ts currently using a high per- member of Vista Local 2978 of
centage of out-of-state workers the San Diego Counsel of
on other San Diego County pro- Carpenters, union members
visited the Otay Mesa and USD
jects.
construction sites and found
Hensel Phelps 1s a Greeley, numerous cars there with outColo.,-based company with a San of-state license plates.
Di<•go office Thf' company is
The
out-of-state
workers,

15

Wiley said, come from depressed
"It is not reality based,"
economies and probably do not Goodman said of the carpenters'
care if they are paid $5 Jess than method.
the prevailing wage of $25 an
However, Wiley said the Otay
hour.
construction site survey took
Local carpenters want the place on a day when most of the
Vista project to create jobs for work would have fallen under
Hensel Phelps' jurisdiction.
area residents, Wiley said.
Goodman said the company's
But Goodman countered that
counting license plates at other desire to establish itself in San
job sites is not an accurate way Diego makes it good business to
to determine the number of out- hire local people.
o{-state workers. He added that
The union's concern, Goodman
Hensel Phelps is one of five con- charged, is based on Hensel
tractors working on the state Phelps not having an agreement
with it.
pri~

'
Along with others charrred
with ·ohstruct!ng justice. Eh t·lic-hmnn resigned April :10,
1973, 1$ months later-, he and
three of the White Housc
"plumbers" were found guilty
of violatmg the <·11,il rights of
n'.·· Lewis Fielding, psychiatnst to Daniel Ellsberg. He
'"'~as also convicted of taking
patt in the Watergate covcr-

up.

The Eh1 lichman lectures are
open to 1he publir. Call USI>
,it 2(!<>-4600, ext. 431G, concem-
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Hearing set on prober's refusal to reveal sources

sitting, Amber Fisher, 3, on Oct. 23,
if he is convicted.
Augu t when Saunders was relieved
r/
MAR 2
1984, in Strang's Lakeside home; with
charged
is
30,
Lucas,
case,
one
In
Liuzzi's contract for investigativ
irlbune Staff Wrtter
Diego
~
n
U
murdering
with murdering Suzanne Jacobs, 31,
A contempt-of-court hearing has • ervices for the Lucas defense team
.Jl.ll~,.·· P C. B I.st 1888
and her son, Colin, 3, on May 4, 1979, student Anne Catherine Swanke, 22,
been scheduled for Monday for an has expired.
on Nov. 20, 1984; and with kidnapping
and
home
Heights
Normal
their
in
oo
motions
pretrial
Meanwhile.
inv ligator who has refused to reand attempting to murder Jody Sanveal confidential sources to attor- two murder cases against Lucas coll- murdering real estate saleswoman tiago Robertson, 34, a Seattle woman
1981.
8,
Dec.
on
29,
Garcia,
Gayle
Judge
Court
Superior
before
tinucd
n ys def nding David Allen Luca
In the second case, Lucas is who survived a throat slashing, skull
Laura Hammes. Both the cases inagainst six murder charges.
with murdering Rhonda fracture and stab wounds June 9,
charged
that
lances
circum
uperior Court Judge Michael I. clude special
1984,
San Diego College Baseball
Greer will conduct the closed-door could bring Lucas the death penalty Strang, 24, and a child she was babyhe·1rlng on the refusal of th inv tigator. Jean M Liuzzi of Tr dent In•
v ti2atio . to turn ov r to d fense
ired h r th 1denttorn ys who h
tit1 of ourc who provided inforhomer in the eighth inning to cap a ~!~~/rove in two runs and scored
mation to two of Lucas' prior attor.
s
spree for the Universit:r: gf
22-hit
neys, G. Anthony Gilham and WilPoway, CA
an Diego State 10, Western
San Diego Thursday as the host
liam Saunders of the county public
st
Rancho Bernardo
Toreros routed we;tern Ore on Oregon ate 0-Western Oregon
def nder' offic .
Journal
State College, 16-1. Rogers !tso ita~:st· 12 ) fared no better later
Sourc close to the di pule said
(Cir. W. 2,500)
whe_n 1t traveled to
~ad a smgle and a triple and scored SDSU
Liuzzi contends that an agreement
or a mght game. SDSU
.hree runs for USD ( 19-9)
k
Way
catcher Btll
·
M kT
with Gilham, who wa removed from
'. ma mg hts first
h
rafton began the scoring sta t f
• ar
the case last year, allowed her to
w·t~ or t e varsity, went 2 for 4
for T_'SD with a bases-loaded doupro! t her ources.
AR 2 1987
t a two-run home run. John
ll!e m the first. The Toreros scored
has ordered Liuzzi and her
Gr
r!~ry ht~ a three-run homer for the
six runs m the first two mnings and
attorn y, Stev n Davi , not to di cu s
mne in the 'ast two. Substitutes low e~\hames Campbell (3-1 I alr~e _hits and struck out
Mark Wyckoff, Juan Bonilla and e1gh~
detail of the hearing, at which Liuz/c, t 1888
m e1g t mmngs.
Chris Stout entered the game in th
zi will be order d to show cau e why
~CLA 14-7, United States Interseventh inning and still managed t~
she should not be held m contempt of
onal Universltj4-1-The Brunat
one
hits-includin
two
up
pick
court.
ms, rank_ed No. 6 in the nation,
·11
triple-each. Wyckoff and
Davi confirmed that th hearing
m a never trailed m their doubleheader
1 scheduled Monday and will be
clo d to the public. Gr r's clerk,
Karen Webst r, told The Tribune
by John Schlegel
that the procccdtng wJII be a closed
hcarmg in Gr r's chambers.
I'm not expecting teams to start running around in three-piece suits and
La Jolla, CA
Satd Davt : "Thts i all hu h-hush
sh s, but it sure seems that busiress has crept in and made itself at
ucci
(San Diego Co.)
at this pomt. It' secret. and I don't
home in the sports world.
La Jolla Light
like it."
Trades and changes of ownership are making the front page of the sports
(Cir. W. 9,040)
One of Lucas' four attorneys, Alex
ectiun as much or mo1 e than r a1ppionships and world records these days,
Landon, when a ked what informathat should not comet much f a surprise. This is the 80s - financial
but
tion the attorney ought from Liuzis required for anyore terested in success.
awareness
7
MAR 2
zi, answered: "I can't ·ay anything
lion of a newspaper was tucked away,
It used to be that the Business
about that."
red about who waq zooming whom
en~rally behind the ports. o
td the presApparently, source
nd hardly anybody could read al those nwnbers m the Dow Jones
ure on Liuzzi to reve I th• confiden.Jl.llm '• P. c. B 1" , ssx
averages. Until recently, I thought Dow Jones was the center for the 1959
tial source c me primarily from anew York Knickerbockers.
other of Lucas' attorneys, Steven
No'\\. business not only has its ut,n section in most newspapers, but it has
1''eldman, who entered the case in
slithered into the sports pages as well.
As soon as mure people start tu ing to the NYSE page before they turn
to the sports page, I think we're i serious trouble. At that point, I truly
LA JOLLA LIGHT
believe the earth will uuplode an suck entire cities into the molten mass at
the center At least I hope so

By M1k Konon

;-:?q~

Western Oregon State, 16-1

?•

l,

stalk

Right here in San Diego, we have all ktnds of rermnders of how the
busmess-types are taking over the sports. For one thing, look at our biggest
ports hero - Dennis Conner. He rode an executive surfboa1 d to victory in
Australia and he come back to ti ker-tape parades.
o small business operator who is at a
t this very moment, wt''
cro roads a ter ma ng e 1gg t sale o. his c· reer. And then there's a
lame duck big businessman who is willing to sell his business "as is" and
who may be involved in an inside trading scandal.
The small businessman is Hank Egan, who after toiling and sweating out
13 mediocre seasons at height-restricted Air Force rame to San Diego and
took the USD Toreros to the NCM 's in his third year.
He has interviewed fbt the Nevada-Reno coaching position and he is
under consideration for the same ipot at Colorado State. Coming off his
most productive season by far, E~an is doing a little advertising.
But, just as Denny Stolz dtd after SDSU's WAC football championship,
Egan may just be advertising locally. It seemed like Stolz had some gall to
even consider leaving SDSU after one very successful season, and as it
turned out, he was really just buc ing for a raise. And he got it.
Egan. on the other hand, may be digging into an empty well at USD. Both
UNR and CSU can probably afford to pay him more money than the private
Catholic school on the hill. Losing four starters off this year's team won't
make him stay, but it might just come down to how far he has planted roots
in America's Finest City.
One thing he may want to note is that three of the Final Four coaches
have be~n at the same company for more than ten years.

Poway, CA
Rancho Bernardo
Journal
(Cir. W. 2,500)
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Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
Los Angeles Times
(Cl r. D. 1,076,466)
(Cir. s. 1,346,343)
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Egan's the guy with the loosened-up collar and the suit that looks like he
just went through a wind tunnel. He's got his own business to look after,
and if that means moving from U D, that's the way it goes.
The big business type guy has a nice suit, a nice car, a nice, rich wife
(for the time being at least) and, best of all, he owns a baseball team.
He's up at that upper management position, but Ballard Smith seems to
be overlooking some of the most basic business practices like Give the
People What They Want and Supply and Demand EcOflpmics.
But really, from a business standpoint, why should Smith care if the
Padres win after the team is sold? As long as it is a stab! , money-making
unit when the Kroc folks sell it, everything is OK. Ballard is making
business moves like a lame duck politician. Let's call him.)Vlallard Smith.
In the recent negotiations, Smith did not seem to acknoy;ledge Tim
II. Why should Rai.1es take a pay cut
Rames' interest as a busmessman ·
after the best season of hts career Smith made only one '.lffer, for
substantially less thai, Raines got ast year, and refused tr budge upward
when Raines handed him a silver-platter offer.
Is ii that the Padres don't have tjle money? Have yoi; ..!Ver seen the beer
prices at Padre games? Not to mention the wnpteen billion hamburgers
that have been sold. They saved about a quarter million keeping the Goose
out.of action last year, and gettmg Kevin McReynolds off the payroll had to
oosened things up. What, are hey going to bowice a check?
ha
Either Smith is just a stubborn (read "stupid") businessman or he is part
of the allegect nasenau owners' ollus1on attack on free agents, an inside
tradmg scam that would make Ivan Boesky blush.
Who knows, maybe he'll surprise ts all and sign Tim Raines to a
reasonable contract nd the Padrs \\ill get their one-two punch at the top of
the batting ord ·r. I >Ok for it next Wtdnesday.
Actually, it vould have become a <ttrewd move if he had gone ahead and
signed Raines for $1.2 million plus mtentives. That was such a drop from
the ongmal $2 million askmg price that Smith would have looked like a
major league bargain hunter He mt~t have left his post as president of
the Padre orgamzatton 11-ith some ernblance.of respect. But nooooooo.
Businessmen Xou can't live with ttiem and you can live with them. Oh
no, busmess ha mad 1I to the sports section of the Pomerado Newspapers.
The end L'I comi g soon just ask Oral Roberts. But, then again, that can
be bough too.

/
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at USIU 04-18-1).

Steve Hisey drove in seven runs
on four hits, including a doubie and
three-run home run, for UCLA
(23-9-1) m the seven-mning first
game. Mike Magnante (3-1) was
th~ winning pitcher, and Roddy
Wilburn was the loser 0-3). Steve
Hendricks had a double, a triple
and two RBIs for USIU.
Tony Scruggs put UCLA ahead

m the second game with an RBI

single m the fifth, Bob Hamlin
padded. the lead with a two-run
homer m the seventh. Alex Sanchez ( 4-2) was the winnmg pitcher.
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Brother, sister combine skills to open store

Gall, ry to feature Latin American art

By Ja-N E~. BEACH •

Light Staff Writer

•'•

. ~a Casa de! Arte will. present
Its m~ugural exhibition Saturday,
openmg the new gallery devoted
to art from Mexico and South
America.
Owners of the gallery are sister
and brother Teresa and Jose Iturralde, originally from Mexico City. Both are recent graduates of
the Univ_:!si_ty of San D~o.
!eresa, an art maior m.duated
m_ 1985; Jose graduated in 1986
with a business degree.
" Our younger sister Ana is still
at USD, studying for a com~~~•cat1ons degree, but she'll be
Jo1mng us, loo," Jose said.
"Our mother is a painter and
our father an architect, so we
have always been involved in the
arts. It's always been a dream of
o~rs to open a gallery'" Teresa
said.
"W'
e ~e ?,JOStly representing
new artists, Jose said of the
gallery at 7592 Fay Ave.
The Iturraldes are concerned
!hat cu:rent economic conditions
m_ Mexico present an unfavorable
climate for unknown artists
there. :4Jthough tourist dollars
come mto the country, they
usually ar~ spent buying the work
of estabhshed artists. Mexican
money often is spent in the

'Our mother 1s a
painter and our
father an architect,
so we have always
been involved in the
arts. It's always been
a dream of ours to
open a gallery.'
- Teresa Iturralde

Photo by CAROL SONSTEIN

The Iturralde siblings, from left, Ana, Jose and Teresa open a
'
new gallery Saturday.
U~ited ~tates or Europe by those
With a discretionary income.
They hope that La Jolla
already known for its galleries'
will provide a strong market fo;
th eir art. The Iturraldes believe
t~ey will have a competitive edge
smce they will carry only the
~orks of artists not represented
m other local galleries.
~ he pair has been helped in
their venture by the advice and

support of Yeyette Bostelman,
one of the curators of the Fine
Arts Palace in Mexico City.
Included in the first show are

some artists well-known in Latin
America but not in the United
States, including Guillermo
Ceniceros, Fernando Pereznieto
a n d Enrique Bost elman .
Sculptures, etchings, drawings
and paintings in mixed media and
photographs are included in the
show.
Shows and exhibition of
featured artists will change about
every six weeks , say the
lturraldes.
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n, Nicaragua and Philippines hav s"mi arif es, experts say

Beth Welner
S1m:e 1979 three countries vital to
A 1er1can interests have had revoluhon . Dr. Le Ann Otto, assistant
profe or of Political Science at the
Um
1t of San~, discussed
the uml ·r ymg cause leading to the
overthrow of th' leaders of Iran,
1 ar ua, and the Philippine . An
th r o num rous articles on intern t11 n I v1olenc , Otto has also
ht nt th University of British
Columb1a and Michigan State
Umver 1ty.
B fore the revolution in Iran,
lcara ua, ,md the Philippines each
nau n had a penod or modernization
and "rt In , e pectations," Otto
1d
tho h economic advances
w r made, only a small segment of
the population hen ·fited from the inustn liz.ttlon process
Whll th p or r
ved little far I
than wt, t h •y w re led to
pcct
the rn ddle and upper
cla s pro pered The gap between
th cl
s widened.
"TI1 •re ar far more parallels in
th s1tuat10n of Iran, Nicaragua, and
th Phrhppines than most people
realize,'' Otto said.
She discussed how the Shah or Iran
tr
formed his nation into an i 1rlal
tc dunng h 19GO by
us!
011 revenue·. Iran's so-called
'White R volution" enabled steel
nd petrochemical companies to expand, making millions for
ockholdc rs.
Modern1zat1on helped a handful or
Ira man pea. ants who were able to
b come landowners for the first
time in their lives, Otto said. But the
vast majority of farmers were forced off their land by the technology of
the agro-indu Ines. These peasants
could not compete and made their
way to large city slums in Iran.
"Watching other groups prosper
made the d1 placed peasants angry
and frustrated." Otto said. "Later
their feehn s surfaced in violence."
During the 19~0s and 1960s,
.segments of :-.licaragua's population
pro pered There was a rise in the
p ce or the country's major exports,
enablmg 1caragua to have the third
fa test cc normc growth rate among
Latrn American countries.
Nicaragua also received aid from
th Unit d States under the Alliance
for Pro ress program. For a time,
the nnt10n was considered a
"sh wplace of Lat.in America."
'"l'hi.s rapid industrialization did
little to improve the way of life for
the loy,er classes," Otto continued.
' Wages were kept low. In addition
many pea nts lost the1r farms
b cause they could not keep up with
the ro Ing number of mechanized
farm proutmg up around them.
D1 tator Somoza and his family
nd friends received the greatest
bend t from the modernization of
'he country."
e Pluhppines had an excellent
growth rate during the 1970s, she
aid, and the Marcos government
modernized light industry and
agriculture. Yet the average
F1hpmo experienced little change in
his standard of living. Otto said the
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The No~d Ille&'
tean, ot Dav1d Stewart
t'J>atridge defeated Jeff
i s and
James Savarese 6-1 1 6-3 to lead the
Toreros past visiting Dartmouth, 6-2,
in the first round of the USO Intercollegiate Inv1tat1onal In other firstround matches Brown defeated owa,
6-2 and ebraska blanked W hing-

' IS

Marcos fam; ly and their !'!use
friends becar 1e mult1-rnill10na1 res
at the expense of the lo ·er clns es.
When all three nallons exper, 1 ·
ed economic troubles, their polill• al
positions becam~ "shaky." Form~r
supporters were angered by mflation, the government's incompetence, and the loss of
revenues from falling export prices.
Although the poor were the chief
victims of authotitarian rulers, Otto
noted a revolution needs the backing
of middle and uwer mcome groups
"to get off the ground."
"Unusual alliances are formed

when large se?ments_of a population
are angry with their government
leaders/' Otto c_ontinued. "In Ir~n,
the leftists and liberals worked with
the radical clergy to overthrow the

~~?l.

. .

. Moderates ~n_N1caragua worked
with the Sa_nd1mstas ~o topple t~e
Somoza regune. And m the Ph1Hppmes, a small group of commurusts
joined Aquino supporters to get nd
of Marcos."
Otto also discussed how the
leaders in Iran, Nicaragua, and the
Philippin~s resorted to force to q~ell
the uprismgs. They used excessive

force and caused. a chain of events
leading to more v10lence and death.
"A riot started in a large Muslim
city, and there were numerous
deaths," Otto said. "Several weeks
later the~e was a m~morial service
f~r the v~;tuns and 1t caused more
v10lence.
. .
Months later a rehg1ous rally was
held m Tehran, and after the protestors refused to leave, the Shah's
forces opened fire, killing and wounding many people. This incident
united the demonstrators and
former spordiac violence turned into
a "mass revolutionary movement,"

she said. Under the pressure, the
Shah's forces disintegrated.
In Nicaragua, a nat10nwide strike
was triggered after the death of the
publisher of the government's main
opposllion newspaper. Many
Nicaraguans Llamed Somoza nd
riots broke out throughout the c.:ountry. The Nationa Guard was unable
to keep the anti- 1 overnment protestors in check, and eventually its
crackdown fail '1.
Riots in the Philippines were
sparked by the death of opposition
leader Benigno Aquino. An attempted government cover-up of the

assassination only increased the
anger of the demonstrators, causing
Marcos to flee.
"The results of the Iraman and
Nicaraguan revolutions were unfavorable to the United States, '01to
concluded. ''The United S :.tls
learned its lesson from mistake,
made in Nicaragua and Iran.
"In addition to talking to Marcos
during the last days of his regime,
the United States also contacted the
country's moderates and business
leaders. For that reason, the United
States is doing fine in the Philippines."
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uccess Will Cor tinue Despite Loss of Players

SAN DIEGO-For Hank Egan,
road games m
CAC play and
time per game.
U!J.1Ymi1Y of San Diego basketball
ended up leadi
the nation in
Mike Haupt, a backup guard who
coach, 1t was great having four
field-goal percen ge defense.
will be a junior next season, was
senior starters and two more sen"This team ca closer to reachused sparingly because of various
iors playing key roles off the bench
ing its potential t n any group I've
miur1es.
when the 1986-87 college basketever had,'' Egan aid. "The players
"Next year is definitely going to
ball season began last November.
understood then strengths and
be challenging," Egan said, "beNow that USD's season has endweaknesses, and they understood
cause there are so many of the
ed-its last game was two weeks
they had to work hard.
pieces
of the puzzle that need to be
ago, a 62-61 Joss to Auburn in the
''All of the te· s I have in the
put back together."
first round of the NCAA tournafuture will now be compared with
In November, Egan signed two
ment-it's not so great.
this team"
front-line high schooi players to
Scott Thompson, Nils Madden,
Starting with next year's team.
letters of intent-John Sayers, a
Paul Leonard, Mark Manor, Steve
Since USD is osmg six players,
6-7
forward from Bellerman High
Krallman and Eric Musselman all many are expect mg it to fall back in School
in San Jose, and Keith
played key roles in the TorerDs'
the WCAC .pack next season. Of
Coleman, a 6-8 forward from Chico
most successful season m school
those returnmg, only Danny
High School in Chico.
history.
Means, a guard who will be a Junior
Egan also said he has received
Thompson, lJSIYs 7-foot center.
next season , and Marty Munn, a
oral commitments from two other
is expecting to be drafted in late in
reserve for"Wa·a played a signifiplayers, both from Southern Calithe first or early in the second
cant number of mmutes for the
fornia Because of NCAA rules,
round by the National Basketball
Toreros •his seasc
Egan was not able to name the
Assn. this June. Thompson Jed USO
"It was g eat ha mg a lot of
11ewcomers.
in scoring and was named the West
expenem:ed play~i·s until the sea"We have inked two and we
Coast Athletic Conference's play,~r
son was over," Egan said. 'Now.
have
received verbal commitments
of the year after leading the T reit's not so great. Hopefully, the
from two," Egan said. "Now we
ros to a 13-1 conference record and
younger kids who were a part of
need to find two others."
the regular-season championship.
the team this year but didn't play
Egan has received some criticism
Madden, a strong 6-9 forward;
much saw what it took and will
for
his recruiting, as USD's conferManor, a deadly three-point shoothelp establish a tradition of success
ence
championship team this seaer, and Leonard, a nifty point
at this university. •
·
son was made up mostly of players
guard, formed the hub of an experi
~.gan'; 1~t of eturnmg players
recruited by former USO Coach
enced team that won a cha l re
'1 i, . r VI ;
,et
1m Brovelh Thompson Madden
cord 14 consecutive game, ave ne
. 11,,a( a1,a Musselmar v11ere
second half of the seasor>
6
,dtK~~ ~uaro
eu·uneo
by Brovelh m 1984
"It was the best group ot pld
!Jld ~a tn JU~( ,3 ~dlllt'ti lh!S season.
However, Egan, in his three
I've ever been associated with,
ano Jim Pelton, a reserve forward,
years at USO, has brought in
Egan said.
played in only 12. Neither averaged
players such as Means, Manor and
The Toreros won six of seven
more than eight minutes of playing
Pete Murphy, an all-conference
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Danny Means
guard m 1986.
"We've recru1tej so!Tle good
ones," Egan said · Sure next year
can be described a. a rebu11Jing
year, but we're gomg to have ome
good recruiting years. especially
this year."
Egan conceded that it is unlikely
that USD wtll enjoy the success
next season that it had this.one, but
he'~ looking forward to the challenge
·r can see why people would say
there's going to be some slippage
next season," Egan 3aid. "My job is
to make sure that we don't shp too
far."
/.
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Toreros (21-6)
to
irst place i
Intercollegiate Invitationa , e eating visiting Nebraska, 5-1. Scott Patridge,
playing No. 1 singles, and John
McNamee at No. 3 led USD.
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Toreros beat Crusaders, 6-1.

Dan Newma~~es-empty
home run, and Mark Traf
had two
doubles and three RBI to l ~ USD's
baseball team past visiting Point
Loma Nazarene, 6-1, in a non-conference game yesterday.
Dav_e !Jonastero (2-0) pitched
seven mmngs against the Crusaders.
The Torreros (21-10-1) face visiting
UC-Irvine this afternoon at 2:30.
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WEEPING TERESA MU OZ AND HER 5-MONTH-OLD SON, CHRISTOPHER
be b been told he m y qualify for amnesty but that her children, born in l xico, may not
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/'is US D's Egan candidate for Wyoming?
By Ed Zieralski r;.
Tribune Sportswriter

San Diego, Saturday, March 28, 1987

/
t;J?

ends. In addition, Majerus' girlfriend
doesn't want to live in Reno.

NEW ORLEANS - USD head
coach Hank Egan is one <1TT!ie1liree
leading candidates for the vacant
Wyoming job, according to sources
here.
New Orleans coach Benny Dees, a
Wyoming alumnus, interviewed for
the post this week and Southwest
Missouri State coach Charlie
Spoonhour is expected to interview
today. Egan could be the next one.
Wyoming athletic director Paul
Roach has been searching for a new

•••

Syracuse graduate assistant coach
Matt Bassett had a bunch and bet a
bunch on a horse in the 10th race
Thursday at the Fair Grounds racetrack here. The horse's name was
D.C. Spirit Son.
"D.C." is the nickname of Syracuse
freshman sensation Derrick Coleman. Bassett said he was going o bet
"every cent in my pocket." D.C. Spirit Son beat favorite Bright Fruit in a
close finish and paid $15.60.

NCAA Tournament
notebook
head coach since last Monday, when
Jim Brandenburg quit there to take
the San Diego State job.
Egan, here attending the Final
Four, could not be reached for comment.
Should Egan leave USD, word here
is that former Toreros coach Jim
Brovelli is seeking a return to San
Diego. Sources contend that Brovelli
is unhappy coaching at USF, his
alma mater, and would like to return
to USD if there is an op,::ning there.
Egan interviewed for the NevadaReno post last week, but withdrew
bis name from consideration.

•••

Washington Post sportswriter John
Feinstein's book "A Season on the
Brink," which details the ups and
downs of Indiana's 1985-86 season, is
not nearly as popular with the Hoosiers players as it is with basketball
fans around the country.
At least that's what Indiana guard
Steve Alford said here yesterday,
much to the disbelief of the media.
Asked if the book, which has been
ripped by head coach Bob Knight,
had done anything to change the
image of the Indiana program, Alford said: "I really don't want to
make any comment on the book. It
came out at a time during the season
when we really didn't have time to
read it."
Said Hoosiers forward Daryl
Thomas, who like Alford and Knight,
is not pictured favorably in the book:

•

•••

Tribune file photo

USD'S HANK EGAN - RUMORED FOR WYOMING JOB

"I didn't read it yet."
moon.'"
Pressed on the issue, Alford said:
But Boebeim was persistent and
"I don't know of any player on the told Pitino that he already bad flown
team who has read it. Everyone saw in from Syracuse and was at New
what that season was. We experi- York's La Guardia Airport.
enced that season."
Pitino interrupted his honeymoon
Knight has said that be read three to join Boeheim's staff. He spent the
pages and threw the book down. He next month recruiting Louis Orr, who
didn't like it and for good reason. The went on to star with the Orangemen
book portrays him as a dominating, for four years before going on to the
foul-mouthed coach whose coaching NBA. After signing Orr, Pitino finalstyle is one-half teaching kids and ly went on bis honeymoon.
one-half humiliating them.
Said Boebeim, when asked why be
was so aggressive in going after Pitino:
When Jim Bo.eheim was looking
"I had seen Rick in recruiting situfor an assistant coach in 1976, he ations and I'd seen him as a player at
went after Rick Pitino, now at Provi- UMass. He's a very aggressive guy.
dence and Boeheim's opponent today He talks basketball and lives basketin the first semifinal game. Problem ball 24 hours a day. He did a tremenwas, Pitino was on the first day of his dous job for us. His recruiting helped
honeymoon in a New York hotel and stabilize our program."
preparing to go to San Francisco and
Hawaii for the remainder of it.
"Jim was a bachelor at the time
Milwaukee Bucks assistant coach
and didn't know what was going on," Rick Majerus, who was expected to
Pitino said. "He called me and said take the Nevada-Reno job, has put
he'd like to talk about the job, and I UNR athletic director Chris Ault on
said, 'Sure, I'd love to talk to you bold. Word is, Majerus can't leave
when I get back from my honey- Milwaukee until the Bucks' season

•••

•••

New San Diego State coach Jim
Brandenburg picks Indiana and
Syracuse to win today and play for
the national championship on Monday night.
"More than any of the three teams
here," Brandenburg said, "Syracuse
has the capability of having a large
rebounding margin. If they get to
dominate the boards like they can,
they'll win it."
Brandenburg coached Syracuse
big man Ron Seikaly in the World
Game tryouts.
"He's really shown me he can be
more of an offensive force in the
tournament," Brandenburg said.
"He's a little bit like UNLV's
Hammer (Armon Gilliam). He's playing on a new level here in the tournament."
Brandenburg, one of Indiana coach
Bob Knight's close associates in the
coaching profession, said: "Knight
will have studied more tape on
UNL V than they will have studied of
themselves. Knight spends endless
midnight hours studying tapes."

• • •

Iowa's Tom Davis was named the
Associated Press' Coach of the Year
here yesterday, but even Davis felt
there were more deserving coaches.
He named Temple's John Chaney,
Purdue's Gene Keady and Indiana's
Knight as three more qualified
coaches for the award.
Said Davis: "Look at the job Jerry
Tarkanian has done there. Why
doesn't anyone respect that?"
GOOd question.

•

ECISIONS in many amnesty
are getting
INS OFFICIALS
used to such criticism but D applications will depend on the
judgment of inexperienced INS ex-

*Amnesty ,~

•

•
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which in •ludes harsh penalties for
employers who knowingly hire undocumented alien.
Immigration lawyers don't know
what lo tell cli nts who are desperate for details. Likewise, Catholic
Community Servic and other astance organization don't know
what to advi e in specific ituations.
"You have different levels of a
lack of information and confusion,"
id Jorge Vargas, director of the
Un1ve~ty of San Diego's MexicoU.S. Law"mtllute. "l'ne first level IS
the bottom level, the potential applican who at this moment are the
J
removed from the source. "
farthest
Much of the confusion · blamed on
Immigration and Naturalization
rv1ce for bemg weeks behind in
circulatmg regulations that may aner some of the questions. But in
th1 uncharted jungle, the I S is bavmg troubles of its own, not the least
of w i h is bow to cu rough a tanle of budgetary and lo i tical barrie m an extremely short period of
time.
•· 'v had more than 6,000 reque:; ts for rule (sin ) we first made
them ava le in January," said
Mark W. verson, third-ranking admi trator of the INS. "We believe
ere is !ready a great deal of
knowlege out there about the shape
of the program."
That a sessmen , however, is
hared by few outside the agency.
Immigration attorney Pete Larrabee
peaks for the majority in describing
wid pread "hunger" for information
"There's a huge demand for it, zero
upply ," said Larrabee, himself a former INS officer. "They (at the INS)
are suppo d to have been distributin and sending out all types of
m dia information to educate the
public and employers about the new
law ... Th y should have been doing
It ince the first of the year."
The fru tra lion echoes throughout
th halls of volunteer organizations.
"We don't have a lot of information
that we need," said Rosemary J.
Esparza, directing attorney for the
Centro de Asuntl)S Migratorios, Center for Migration Affairs, which has
been preregistering aliens since November. "There is a lot of concern
ju t with the details and how they (at
the I S) are going to implement the
legalization process."
Robert Coffman, who will supervi e a n D1eg I 'S legalization
who for weeks as rved
L~-11-Mlr
ai; a volunteer for Catholic Community Services, said potential applicanti; are pleading for information
he's unable to provide.
"They want to know what (th INS)
will accept in the way of evidence,"
he said. "It's sort of mbarrassing to
have to say, 'I don't know.' "

Tribune photo by Jerry Rife

SEEKING TO ENTER U.S. FROM MEXICO NEAR BORDER FIELD STATE PARK
Aliens skirt fences daily, then try to elude Border Patrol agents

Jude's Shrine, told of a mother who selors and attorneys.
"It's getting to where reputable
fears she will be disqualified for
being declared eligible years ago for people, reputable counseling centers
Medi-Cal, even though she never can't get their act together and can't
help all th se people," said Yolanda
edit.
Lobato said that to 50,000 or more Martinez, a Centro de Asuntos Mipotential applicants in San Diego, gratorios caseworker. "They tend to
hope of legalization is "like ·a vation believe the neighbor rather than a
counselor."
in one day."
"You are in the middle of the
ocean," he said, "and there is a
board."
Maria Elena Verdugo, San Diego
S WIDESPREAD as confusion
legalization coordinator for Catholic
is among aliens, some employCommunity Services - so far the ers are just as poorly informed.
HE LOPEZES are among as only agency officially authorized by Many believe the Jaw doesn't apply
many as 4 rn1\lion people who the INS as a "qualified designated to them if they do not use undocumay be applying for amnesty, part of entity" to preregister aliens - re- mented labor.
The owner of a small lawn maintean estimated 100,000 in San Diego calls a woman who would risk death
nance firm, for example, was asked
County. Half may qualify. Lourdes rather than denial.
The woman was getting public aid if she understood the law. "Sure," she
and Magdaleno, both 30, have been
married two years. A field worker for cancer treatments at the UCSD replied. "You're not supposed to hire
here since June 1983, Magdaleno Medical Center and "wanted to dis- wetbacks, and you'll get in trouble if
you do."
Joseph Nalven of San Diego State
University's Institute for Regional
Studies of the Californias said emWe haven't received any guidelines from the
ployers must ask for and record the
same information from all employINS. It's not 100 percent clear in our minds what
ees, regardless of nationality.
papers are going to be accepted.
If the same steps are not taken for
an applicant who "looks like an
American," the employer "has just
may qualify for legal residency. But continue her cancer therapy" until violated two provisions of the bill,"
Lourdes, a tortilla maker who came her application had been processed, he said.
The employer could be penalized
Verdugo said.
to Vista 2½ years ago, may not.
"People who don't fall under the for failing to keep the proper records
"Some people tell us we both qualify," Lourdes said. "Others say (Mag- guidelines ... want to know, 'Will I and for violating the discrimination
daleno) qualifies, but I don't. We real- be eligible?' I cannot answer that," section of the bill, Nalven said.
Most employers don't mean to miVerdugo said. "The INS will be ...
ly don't know who to believe.
sinterpret the law, observers say, but
"All we want is to work. We are answering that."
Final INS regulations are not ex- many nonetheless do.
not harming anyone, so why won't
Hein, the dry-wall contractor, has
pected until late April or early May,
they Jet both of us stay?"
The answer is nebulous because leaving little if any lead time before a nucleus of 15 to 20 employees,
the INS has not responded to what the May 5 onset of the legalization about half his normal staff. But when
business picks up, he might hire 15 in
advocacy groups are calling a major program.
day. His payroll might leap to 70
one
misinforand
speculation
Rumors,
flaw in the immigration package or 80.
cases in which families will be divid- mation abound, meanwhile.
Under those circumstances, he adAliens are being victimized by uned. The INS has maintained that each
applicant will be judged individually. scrupulous lawyers, consultants and mits, "I probably do have one or two
As it now stands, aliens who can notaries promising legalization for (undocumented aliens) float through
prove continu us residency in the outrageous fees, said Roberto Mar- now and then."
But lately, because of what he's
United States ·nee before Jan. 1, tinez of the American Friends Service Committee, a Quaker-sponsored seen in industry brochures and news1982, are eligible for amnesty.
The residency standards are group offering free legal counseling. papers, Hein bas tightened his hiring
Spanish-language radio stations practices.
shorter for agricultural workers
"I have bad my superintendents be
who, like Magdaleno, were in U.S. from Tijuana to Los Angeles are airfields at least 90 days annually from ing commercials from immigration a little more careful not to hire
somebody who looks like they just
May 1983 to May 1986. They can get consultants guaranteeing amnesty ran across the border," he said. "You
temporary residen y and apply for for a price.
False documents such as rent re- can more or less look at them and
permanent stat after one year.
Agricultural workers with 90 days' ceipts and Social Security cards are figure it out yourself.
"If somebody looks like they might
U.S. labor between May 1985 and being sold to desperate aliens. In one
May 1986 also are eligible for tempo- case, a man was arrested by INS be aliens, I doubt that we would hire
rary status but must wait two years agents after thousands of fake docu- them now. We've got this big quesments were found in a Chula Vista tion mark."
to apply for permanent residency.
Jim Higgins, education director of
The "family reunification" issue is immigration consulting office.
Border Patrol Agent Kelly Associated Builders and Contractors
only one of many gray areas awaitMatthews said counterfeiting has be- of San Diego County, said employers
ing clarification or legal rulings in general - and smaller firms in
come a booming industry.
m the near future.
"When we've busted load houses particular - are "more confused
Another is the definition of ·agriculture worker" for r i ncy tand- (alien transfer points), we've discov- than they were six months ago."
Higgins said record-keeping proviards. Should that includ n rsery em- ered machines for producing Social
ployees? Dalfy farm wor rs? Pro- Security cards and other documents sions of the law are especially baffling. The INS is expected soon to
to establish a false ID," he said.
du packe ?
Meanwhile, the lack of up-to-date supply forms for each employee. In
lso of cone rn a provison that
e eludes applicants likely to " wel- information has led many aliens to the meantime, employers are rerely on rumors and outlandish prom- quired not only to verify the status of
fare cases. or a "public charg~•
Roberto Lobato, a volunteer lt St. ises rather than legitimate coun- employees hired after Nov. 6, but

T
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also to keep that information for at
least three years from the date of
hire or one year after termination.
Anyone who fails to obtain and
maintain such records - even a family that hires a housekeeper or a
company that does not rely on undocumented aliens - is liable for fines
and other penalties. Although the
INS will not begin enforcing sanctions until June 1, employers are supposed to verify worker status now.
Many are not, Higgins said.
"A lot of them think it's not going
to take effect until this summer:
'Maybe by then somebody will tell
me what to do.'"
The larger the company, the more
likely it is to be in compliance. Olay
Mesa Foods, for example, which employs about 300 in Taco Bell franchises throughout San Diego, has
long required two forms of identification, including a birth certificate
or "green card" work permit, supervisor Janie Logan said.
But another step has been recently
added.
"We copy the ID and put it in the
file," Logan said.
On the other end of the spectrum is
the owner of a three-man concrete
company, reluctant to be identified,
who mistakenly thinks the law
•
doesn't apply to him.
"I guess it's illegal to hire someone
who's not set up with a green card or
whatever," he said. "This is such a
small company, I don't even have to
think about it."
Somewhere in the middle are employers like Robert Mazalewski and
Phil Mascari.
Mazalewski, a nursery owner with
40 employees, said he bas enough understanding of the law "to cover (his)
back," but not enough to be sure
about unusual circumstances.
"If (a new employee) quits three to
five days down the line, I don't know
the consequences," be said. "I think
the law has been too complex."
Mascari is a supervising manager
of Anthony's Fish Grottos, which has
670 employees in seven restaurants.
He has attended seminars on the law
and feels relatively secure about it.
But he doesn't "know all the ins
and outs."
"We haven't received any guidelines from the INS," Mascari said.
"It's not 100 percent clear in our
minds what papers are going to be
accepted.''
Gerald Breitbart, chapter relations director of the California Restaurant Association, said many employers "don't have the vaguest idea"
what they should - and should not be doing. Part of the problem, he
said, bas been the misconception that
undocumented aliens are "strictly of
Latin descent."
The biggest obstacle, he said, is
"the fact that the regu)atiOIIS are not
clear."

• • •

say the agency is doing all it can to
come out with rules that are both aminers interpreting 50 pages of
complex regulations in more than
workable and fair.
''That's why we brought out the 100 legalization centers nationwide.
Rogers is confident the inspectors
preliminary regulations early (in
January)," said Verne Jervis, a can meet the challenge.
"We're not babes in the woods in
Washington, D.C., spokesman. "We
could have speeded the process by doing interviews," he said. "A naturgoing then into the Federal Regis- alization (for citizenship) application
is not too different than what we're
ter.''
Instead, Jervis said, the INS has talking about here. In both cases, apsteered a slower, more elaborate plicants have to prove they've been
course to get "the widest possible here five years and are productive
members of society.''
input."
For the three San Diego and ImpeAlso, delays resulted from proposed regulations having to "circu- rial county centers, the INS is scramlate through (numerous) federal bling to fill 58 positions with recalled
agencies, including the White retirees and civil service personnel.
Nationwide, the agency is hiring
House," Jervis said.
But the bottom line is summed up 2,200 employees for the massive
by Cliff Rogers, San Diego INS depu- project, said ranking administrator
ty district director: "We're all enter- Everson.
Arthur Shanks, the newly hired
ing into uncharted waters.'
Rogers and other INS officials re- San Diego district deputy director
mind the impatient masses that the overseeing local legalization operaJaw, in all its convolutions, was a tions, promises the offices will be
open May 5 but admits the scene
long time in coming.
The first bill of its kind was passed could be chaotic: Adjudicators could
by the House in 1972 but was killed in be using folding chairs and tables, he
the Senate by opposition from said, while applicants may be doing
growers. It included penalties for little more than making appointhiring undocumented workers but ments for later processing.
Rogers said most applicants
said nothing about amnesty for those
should know within 60 days whether
already in the United States.
Amnesty, or legalization, first was they will get a card indicating their
proposed in 1982 by Sen. Alan Simp- legal residence.
In the meantime, the INS has
son, R-Wyo., and Rep. Romano Mazzoli, D-Ky. Their comprehensive bill agreed to postpone until Sept. 1 sancsailed through the Senate on an 80-19 tions against employers whose workvote but died in the House under ers' amnesty applications have not
election-year attacks from labor, mi- been processed by June 1.
The final decision on applications
nority and business interests.
After more false starts, the Immi- will come from regional processing
gration Reform and Control Act of centers like one at Laguna Niguel in
1986 finally cleared Congress on Oct. south Orange County, where comput17. The catalyst was an amendment er files will be matched with those of
that helped growers while shoring up the FBI and other agencies. Supporting documents also will be analyzed
rights of field hands.
When President Reagan signed the to determine authenticity.
The INS' heavily stressed guaranlaw on Nov. 6, he set in motion the
complex rule-making mechanism tee of confidentiality is off for anyone using fraudulent documentation,
that has yet to be completed.
After releasing preliminary draft Rogers said. Such cases will be subregulations two months ago, the INS ject to prosecution and deportation.
Jess Haro, head of the Chicano
has made revisions based on comments Commissioner Alan Nelson Federation, expresses a common
said would measure 2 feet high if concern of advocacy groups in fearing that legalization is a "program of
stacked.
Among the changes, amnesty ap- exclusion."
"I have seen nothing so far that
plication fees, which had been estimated at $200, were lowered to $185 tells me that the INS is going to operfor adults and $50 for children, with a ate any differently than they always
have, which is that of a law-enforcemaximum of $420 per family.
While advocacy groups contend ment agency whose goal is to deport
that the fees are still too high, Nelson people from this country," he said.
More optimistic is the Rev. Doug
bas defended the $185 charge as "the
same fee as paid by a legal immi- Regin, director of San Diego Catholic
grant." The INS commissioner has .Community Services He said the inibeen quoted as saying the figure tial INS response will set a pre"meets the proper thrust of the 'user cedent.
1
"It's almost like there's going to be
fees' concept, an approach in which
the U.S. taxpayers do not pay the a test-case group," Regin said.
Despite its shortcomings, Regin
cost of benefits to a special group."
The definition of "resided continu- believes the new law is better than
ously" also was revised to accept ap- none.
"Now we have a subpopulation (to
plicants who have not been out of the
United States more than 45 days at a whom) we can say, 'Come out of hidtime since 1982 and no more than 180 ing. Let's clarify your status so that
days in all. Previously proposed lim- you can live without the fear and
anxiety that's been part of your life
its were 30 and 150 days.
The INS also liberalized part of the for the past several years,' " he said.
But others are predicting a back"public charge" provision to allow
undocumented workers receiving lash when, because of logjams or
workers' compensation to be eligible strict interpretations of now-hazy
for amnesty if they meet the other regulations, first-comers encounter
defeat.
criteria.
"I think the description of a fuse
A wrinkle that immigrant-rights

''

I think the description of a fuse burning short
is a good analogy. In about 40 days or so, there's
going to be an explosion. People are geared up
for this. They've been told by all sorts of sources
- the media, consultants - that come the magic
day, May 5th, you've got a green card.

___________,,
advocates still hope to iron out is a
stipulation that amnesty applicants
had to enter the country illegally.
That could eliminate thousands who
originally crossed the border legally
with 72-hour passes.
Also uncertain is how strict the
INS will be in accepting affidavits as
proof of residency from friends,
neighbors and previous employers.
Vargas of the USD institute said
INS preliminary tegulatious indicate
that employers' affidavits will have
to be on company stationery, outline
the period of time worked, describe
in detail the job perfonned and say
whether the information was taken
directly from occupational files and
whether those files are open for inspection.
Vargas doubts that aliens or employers will be informed enough "to
comply with all those requirements."
Yet another pitfall is pointed out
by nursery owner Mazalewski, who
knows employers who pay workers
in cash and do not deduct withholding taxes.
"A lot of employers are not gning
to give them their documentation
(for fear) that the IRS or the state of
California is going to come after
them," Mazalewski said. "I know
some landscape people who are hiring illegals. They've gone back and
asked for letters, and they won't even
talk to them."

• • •

burning short is a good analogy,"
said immigration attorney Larrabee.
"In about 40 days or so, there's going
to be an explosion. People are geared
up for this. They've been told by all
sorts of sources - the media, consultants - that come the magic day,
May 5th, you've got a green card.
"It's not going to happen."

• • •
'l;ITHILE MANY are willing to
I' I' speculate about what will or
won't happen in the coming weeks
and months, the fact remains that no
one can answer the questions that
are being asked right now.
No one can tell the Lopezes
whether either or both of them will
get amnesty. ·
No one can tell Louis Hein what
will happen if he hires - or refuses
to hire - that Spanish-speaking laborer.
And no one can tell Border Patrol
supervisor Arnold Forsyth whether
this complex and controversial law
will make his job easier or more demanding in the new era America is
entering.
As SDSU's Nalven observes, there
are no pat answers.
"It's going to take years to figure
out what's going to happen."
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S.D. Tennis Club
f)Slifj
1 ton
when H.l
gains

turns down Slims
When San Diego Hilton Tennis
Club officials announced the club no
longer would host the $75,000 Virginia Slims of San Diego, as it had the
past two years, tournament promoter Jane Stratton had an ideal alternative in mind.
A week of negotiations later, it's
official: The San Diego Tennis and
Racquet Club will host San Diego's
only scheduled professional tennis
tournament Aug. 3-9.
"We really felt this was the place
we wanted to go," said Stratton, of
Promotion Sports. "We didn't want to
take the tournament out of the city. I
don't think there are too many clubs

Locau:d rn the Loma Bonita d1 tnrt,
th build mg will provide let·ping quarters
ior V1r inia ti,anda d Lopez's even
om !ir.,nd,1, her hu band, 12 children,
niece h d been
a granddaught I and
sleeping in .i l2-by-15, windowlcs~ room
built with 8< rap a£ lumber
Pl a e turn to page 5

Photoo by Sam Lucero

OP.ar the housP thev cop"tructed la!>t weekend in Tijuana.

USD students stand on the roof of a small home they
constructed last weekend In Tijuana. The dwelling stands out among the nearby shacks made of wood and tin scraps.

OUTSTANDING HOME -

REIGN AND RAIN - On the
SDSU men's courts Tuesday afternoon t~e Aztecs came oh-so-close to
defe~tiag Utah for the first time in
• Schedule of upcoming local tour- nine years.
naments-H-18
The A.ztecs and Utah had split the
singles matches when it began to
six
in the city with this many courts.
dinner at
And it's beautiful and easily accessi- rain. The teams broke for
5:30 ptJl., then dried off two lighted
ble."
The San Diego Tennis and Racquet women's courts and started the doubles a 7. The Aztecs quickly won at
Club solves one problem the Hilton
club couldn't - conflicts with mem- No. 2 ubles to lead, 4-3. And at No.
les, John Cost and Donne
bers, come tournament time. The 1 dou
a 6-1, 5-2 advantage.
held
Young
and
complex,
five-court
Hilton is a
for the match
serving
Despite
thus the entire club must be turned
aid having two match points,
twice
over to the tournament. The SDTRC
Utah's
has 23 courts, so members still can they were unable to close outBowyer.
Brandon
and
onson
Brian
play, come the first week of August.
For the SDTRC, securing the Slims The Utah team won the second set in
represents another step in its plan to a tiebreaker and the third set 6-4.
Utah t~n prevailed in straight sets
become San Diego's tennis center.
"This year, we really thought hard in No. 3 doubles - and hence in the
about trying to get (the Slims)," said match.
"Now we have to work three times
director of tennis Angel Lopez.
to win the WAC tournament,"
harder
"We're excited. You want to get the
h Skip Redondo, whose AzC
said
best tennis for viewing, and it's not to
will be seeded second
probably
tecs
often that you get some the best
the April 27-May 2
in
Utah
behind
players in the world in town."
"If we play
Albuquerque.
·
event
to
able
be
will
As many as 2,000
because
ready,
be
we'll
ain,
a
Utah
view them; temporary bleachers will
losing."
about
off
ticked
are
guyli
the
be added to the sunken stadium court
to quadruple its usual seating capacity of 500.
NOT~ - Pam Shriver, Mary Lou
The tournament has opted for a 56obin and Ann White, Bob
Piatek,
draw format this year, eliminating
the qualifying tournament of past Lutz, Trey Waltke and Sandy Mayer
years. However, there will be an "op- are to appear April 12 at the Reeportunity tournament" so local play- bok /Rolf Benirschke Tennis Party to
benefit the American Cancer Society.
ers can qualify.
And, of course, there will be a new The su ested entry donation for the
round robin pro-am tournament is
venue.
"We were sorry to see the Hilton $250. Tile day's festivities also ingo," Stratton said. "But at the same clude a exhibition match. For infortime, we're glad to have our new mation, call 299-4200 or 740-0511 ...
Free tennis workshops will be held
site."
from 10 a.m. to noon April 4 at the La
DOUBLES TROUBLE - San Costa C1111yon tennis courts and April
Diego State's top doubles team of 11 at the Laguna Riviera tennis
Jessica Buss and Ann Moeller proba- courts. e clincs, sponsored by the
bly would be ranked higher than 19th Carlsbad Parks and Recreation De·
in the nation if they could get stay partmenl and the Custom Racquet
Shop, are geared for beginners. For
healthy.
Buss missed most of February information, call 931-2915 .. USD is
with a bad back. Then she returned, hosting a tennis clinic (for $75) for
and last week Moeller came down adults ard juniors of all levels Saturwith chicken pox. The good news is day and Sunday. Call 260-4803.

SHACK ROW - Student volunteers from USO peer at a row of shacks

Photo by KIiiy ltohy

Photo by Sam Lucero

Before USO students helped build a shelter for a
family's sleeping quarters, 14 children, including the nine above, shared two
beds in this wooden shack.

CROWDED QUARTERS -

USD students build a home for a Tijuana family
Continued from page 1
Miranda's husband earns $2 to S3 a
day doing salvage work at a nearby
dump . Many of the 55 families residing in
Loma Bonita earn their living this way,
said Miranda, who serves as president of
the area's Catholic community.
Building matenals used for the project
were purcha d with student donations,
Pitard said.
"Normally, we never take up
collections during tudent Masses held in
Founder', Chapel," she explained. But to
rai the $2,000 needed for the hillside
hous in Tijuana, colic tions have been
t..kcn dunng the Lenten Sunday liturgies.
Half the needed fund were rai d in a
few weeks.
The de ision to build wa made after
Pita rd and Father Mi hael McKay, U D
C mpus Mint try director, h d visit d
of Tijuana with members of
neeJy ar
£,,,p<-ranza, an e umenical organization
that r cruits group~ to h<"lp the city's

Esperanza members accompany
project sponsors to potential construction
sites, said Al McAlister of Esperanza. He
and Marty Martinez went with the USD
group.
Martinez also belongs to St. James
Mission Circle in Solana Beach. For eight
years, this parish group has worked to
provide homes for Tijuana's needy . Two
years ago, members helped establish
Esperanza in order to involve more
persons in the house-building effort.
Jose Gonzalez, a Mexican lay
missionary who has worked with
Tijuana's poor for 12 years, plays a major
role in selecting house recipients, Pitard
explained. The family chosen must agree
to care for and live in the facility, she
added.
The Tijuana missionary purchases the
lumber required for each of these Tijuana
dwellings. He also makes certain a
cement foundation is ready before each
constru uon team arrives .
A tipend from St. James Mission

Circle enables him to minister in six areas
like Loma Bonita, Gonzalez said. He
conducts Bible study, para-liturgies and
helps provide food to the people living in
these communities, which are plagued by
misery, sickness and poverty.
Gonzalez was instrumental in helping
Loma Bonita residents build a chapel with
lumber salvaged from the dump.
It t0ok seven months to put up four
walls and a roof on the Chapel of Santo
Santiago (Saint James), where a priest
celebrates Mass every two weeks,
Miranda said. Next, residents hope to
construct a bell tower and sacristy and
install windows.
Last Saturday, residents were
overjoyed with the addition of an altar for
the chapel. Parishioners from St. Philip
Benizi Church in Fullerton donated the
altar, along with food, to the community.
Gonzalez hopes to provide a medical
dispensary, school and children's park to
the area .
" W ' re simple people ," Miranda said.

that no other SDSU player seems to
have caught it.
Moeller, who also plays No. 2 singles, is expected back in a week or
two in time, its is hoped, for home
matches April 9 against U.S. International University and April 10
against perennial power USC.

She is grateful to the USD students
because they have helped make her
family's life more comfortable.
Miranda said area residents
desperately need clothing, adding that her
children have had to look for clothes in the
dump.
"The people in Tijuana are proud of
the little they have. They're warm, caring
people,'' Pitard said.
The visit to Loma Bonita changed her
life. "I promised myself I would not
complain about anything again especially money," she said.
Although only six persons are needed
to build a house, USD students were
quick to volunteer for the task. Some were
turned away, Pitard said.
Unlike other projects, students
attended all meetings that dealt with the
house-building, she added.
Picard hopes USD's Campus Ministry
Office will be able to sponsor construction /
/
of a house in Tijuana each semeste~
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Court nominee s·egan:
t ning back the clock?
By Ann Levin

Tl"lbune tall Writer

In 1905 th U.S. upreme Court
stru down
tale law hmiting
b.ik
to a 60•bour workweek, ay•
mg ll interfered with their right to
ent r into "fr contracts" with their
employe
From the late 1800s lo the New
Deal the so-called Old Court threw
out ~ther maximum-hour, mimmum•
wage nd child-lah?r laws, a_s _well as
laws protecting union orgamnng.
Th t era, says a University of California at n 01 o historian, was a
t m wb n life w
nasty, brutish
and short for large numbers of
Ameri an people."
But lb
sam four d ad repr nt the pinnacle of American jurlllprud nee to B rnard Siega~. a ,Umversity of n Diego conshtutio~l
law prof
r, ex-columm t for a hbcrtar1an newspaper chain, and m t r ntly - federal appeals
m

T
-ye r-old ie an, who lives
m mystery novehst Raymond Chandi r's old house in La Jolla, was nominated by P ident Reagan in Febru ry to th U.S. 9th Circuit Court of
Appeal, a court that decides federal
appeals for California, eight other
W tern stales, Guam and the Mariana Islands.
might be expected, S1egan's
nomlnallon IS controversial.

•

•

BERNARD SIEGAN

Acontroversial approach
His critics say his views are crankish and further to the right than those
of Chief Justice Wilham Rehnquist,
1e .S. Supreme Court's most conservative justice.
His views "have been repudiated
by every serious student of th~ Constitution for half a century and
would require dismantling the "entire safety net of eco~mic _protection." said Harvard Uruvers1ty law
professor Laurence Tribe, ~rh_aps
the pre-emment liberal constitullonP/ease see SIEGAN, .A

P. c. e

Fn t888

*Si ega n.-- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -Continued Fron
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al law s olar in the nation.
Siegan supporters say his cost-benefit approach
to the justice sy tern represents an unsentimental
view of the world that is starting to gain ground as
President Reagan appoints to the federal bench
other members of the University of Chicago-based
school of thought known as "law and economics.•
"We have won the intellectual battle," said Norman Karlin, Siegan's former law partner and now
a law professor in Los Angeles, who shares
Siegan's libertarian approach to economics,
roughly described as advocating minimal government.
Siegan's students say he is kind and fair, and
they hope he is appointed because of the honor it
will bring their future alma mater.
Though one of his liberal colleagues says he
hopes Siegan wins the appointment because
Siegan is willing to engage liberals in discussion,
another law professor worried privately that
Siegan is dangerous to liberals precisely because
he is so affable.
Even Siegan acknowledges that his interpretation of the Supreme Court and the Constitution a view that stresses property rights, liberty of
contract and other tenets of free-market en•
terprise - is a minority view.
Every since the New Deal, the U.S. Supreme
Court has approved "in economic and social wel•
fare basically whatever Congress or the states
want lo do," said Herman Schwarz, a law professor at American University and contributing em:
tor of The Nation.
But Siegan says the U.S. Supreme Court has
abdicated its responsibility to review flawed legis
lation, often the creation of special-interest
groups, that winds up hurting the average consumer by placing restrictions on the inherently
healthy ebb and flow of the free-market system.
To Siegan, the glory days of the court were in
the early part of this century, when the court
routinely struck down laws meant to curb the
abuse; of sweatshop operators and union busters.
"Because relatively few welfare laws and
unions existed in those decades, the betterment of
life must be attributed to the success of the economic system," Siegan wrote in the 1980 book
"Economic Liberties and the Constitution."
"It was not difficult to conclude that this success could be undermined by limiting entrepreneurial freedom: That which harms business also injures the livelihoods of the people."
At the same time, Siegan flails the post-New
Deal court for going out of its way to broaden the
meaning of the 14th Amendment's guarantee of
"life, liberty or property" and "equal protection
under the a ."
He says the modern court has created rights c as the right to privacy, to an abortion in the
first trimester of a pregnancy and to enrollment
in a racially integrated school - never contemplated by the Founding Fathers.
While the court will closely scrutinize laws limiting 1st Amendment freedoms and those discriminating against women and minorities, it seems to
care little if at all about government restraints on
the use of private property and on the production
and distribution of goods and services, he argues.
"Constitutional history does not support this ...
," Siegan wrote. "The framers of the original Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and the 14th Amendment were committed to securing the material
liberties."
But there are good reasons why the court for
the last 50 years has extended greater protections
to the fundamental freedoms of speech, press and
religion, the right to counsel, and those rights
Siegan describes as "political," such as voting,
jury service and public education, according to
Michael Parrish, an expert on colonial America
and the Constitution at UCSD.
"Without them," Parrish said, "we would live in
basically a police state."
Parrish says Siegan's defense of Lochner vs.
New York, the case that struck down the 60-hour
workweek as unconstitutional because it deprived
workers of the economic freedom to work long
hours if they wanted, makes him "somewhat of an
anachronism."
"When this vision of economic liberty flourished, life was nasty, brutish and short for large
numbers of American people," Parrish said. ''The
American people rejected that (view) and have
rejected it ev r since."
It was Siegan's criticism of forced busing and
other federally mandated integration methods
that triggered a full-blown investigation into his
published writings last month, including five
years' worth of weekly columns written for Freedom Newspapers, a chain of more than two dozen
papers, including the Orange County Register,
that espouses the libertarian view.
In a 1985 article published by the Washington,
D.C., libertarian Cato Institute, Siegan criticized
the court for "judicial excesses" and for
"usurp(ing)" functions of government belonging to
the legislative and executive branches of government.
''There is no fundamental or natural right to
education, nor to an integrated education; each is
a political right created by government and is
accordingly not within the guarantees of the 14th

Amendment," Siegan wrote.
terprise system and opened a law practice with a
David Boaz of the Cato Institute is quick to fellow University of Chicag• alumnus, also from
point out that Siegan never directly criticized the the old Jewish neighborhood.
reasoning or the court in Brown vs. Board of EduFor more than 20 years, Siegan and Karlin, the
cation - the landmark 1954 civil rights case that best man at Siegan's wedding, specialized in cutdeclared segregated schools unconstitutional ting through land-use and zoning regulations, dabbut rather attacked the methods that subjected bling on their own in real estate projects in the
the schools to what Rehnquist has described as "in Chicago suburbs.
practice a federal receivership."
"We kind of had a supply-side view. We thought
Siegan's attack on busing sent Susan Liss of the more housing there was the better it was for
People for the American Way, a civil rights people," Karlin said.
watchdog group founded by television producer
In 1967 Siegan was appointed a research fellow
Norman Lear, and Nancy Broff of the Judicial in law and economics at the University of Chicago.
Selection Project, a coalition of about two dozen There he studied the effects of no zoning in Houscivil rights and labor groups in Washington, D.C., ton. Where others bad seen only an ugly sprawl of
scurrying to libraries to sift through Siegan's writ- commercial and residential development that reings.
spected no principle of urban planning, Siegan saw
In addition, the Senate Judiciary Committee a plentiful supply of cheap housing. To him, the
eight of whose 14 members are Democrats system was clearly working in Houston.
launched its own investigation into Siegan and
After moving to San Diego in the 1970s, Siegan
plans to hold hearings in late spring or early sum- advised San Diego City Councilman Fred Schnaumer.
belt, a libertarian candidate, on legal and policy
"H his views really are at such sharp variance
issues.
with earlier case law, will he be able to follow
Siegan was named to President Reagan's Comprecedent or will his personal views make that m1SSion on Housing, and when the study group
difficult?" askedd Steve Metalitz, a committee presented its findings in 1981, it included, not suraide assisting Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., chairman prisingly, recommendations to strike down zoning
of a four-member committee task force set up to regulations to boost the supply of affordable housreview judicial nominations.
ing.
But the attacks on s· an are "
a
h i not the only consulting that Swgan, a
torture of liberal Democrats who have careers of distinguished professor of law appointed to the
their own to advance" to Daniel Popeo's way of USD law faculty in 1973, has done for the Justice
thinking. He is founder of the conservative Wash- Department.
ington Legal Foundation, a research group that he
Last summer he won a $15,000 grant from the
describes as "working for the American public, Justice Department to compile a bibliography of
not for criminal lobbies" like other organizations "origmal intent." That is the hotly debated issue of
that call themselves public interest groups.
whether modern-day judges should interpret the
"The joke is that a lot of less qualified liberal federal Constitution according to the changing cirDemocrats were not scrutinized when their names cumstances of the day or should attempt to stick
came before the Senate," Popeo said. "They were by the original intentions of that slender docuCarter and Johnson appointments, nothing more ment's framers.
than staff attorneys in activist legal organizations
Like his good friend U.S. Attorney Gener .11
whose only credentials were membership in a mi- Edwin Meese, whom Siegan met during Meese's
nority."
·
brief stint at the USD law school, Siegan adhe~es '
Siegan acknowledges that at first glance he is to the latter point of view.
an unlikely mouthpiece for the laissez-faire, dogOpposed to the theorists who try to plumb the
eat-dog world of free-market economics.
minds of men who have been dead for nearly two
A thin man who walks conscientiously for an centuries is the so-called "living Constitution"
hour every day, Siegan has for most of his adult school, of which Robert C. Ritchie, an American
life eaten cottage cheese topped with yogurt for history professor and director of UCSD's own bilunch to control his weight, said his lifelong friend centennial project, is a member.
Karlin.
"Original intent isn't there. What's the constituWith jowls that sag slightly, wire-rim glasses tional basis for the Air Force or the Nuclear Regand longish graying hair parted on the side, he ulatory Commission?" Ritchie said.
evoked on a recent spring day the old-fashioned
UCSD historian Parrish agrees. In fact, Parrish
image of a college professor, sporting a rainbow says, 18th-century colonial life was brimming with
of earth tones from a mustard tweed jacket to wage and price controls, tariffs and vigorous govbrown-cuffed pants.
ernment regulation.
Though he practiced civil law for more than
The infant nation under the new constitution
two decades, he has virtually no trial experience was granted more power to control its citizens'
and "has never practiced in federal court," said lives than bad been exercised by the British, be
Broff at the Judicial Selection Project - another said.
area of concern to his rritics. He has never served
"Sure, the Constitution protects private properas a judge.
ty from arbitrary confiscation," Parrish said, "but
When Siegan enrolled in the University of Chi- the framers of the Constitution would have been
cago Law School on the GI Bill in the fall of 1946, astonished by Bernie's argument that government
after a two-year stint in the U.S. Army, he was a play a minimal role."
self-described New Deal liberal: ''There was no
Parrish and other liberals say that while Siegan
other way of looking at the world coming from my "poses as being concerned with economic freedom
origins."
and liberty," his views are essentially "meaningHe was born on the west side of Chicago, then a less unless you have economic security."
Jewish neighborhood, to a family so poor they
Said Tribe, ''They reflect a philosophy . . . in
barely scraped by. When his father worked, he support of those with wealth and property."
sold ladies' dresses.
Two years ago Reagan appointed Siegan to the
Siegan distinguished himself in school at an national Commission on the Bicentennial of the
early age, though be had only mastered English at U.S. Constitution, the group headed by former U.S.
the age of 5, when the public school system forced Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren Burger and
him to abandon Yiddish, the language he spoke at charged with the task of planning the 200th birthhome with his mother, an immigrant from East- day party for that blueprint of government.
ern Europe. There is still a slightly Yiddish lilt to
Siegan's liberal critics worry that the scholarly
his soft, measured speech.
debate over original intent, reaching a feverish
In immigrant communities across the nation bit pitch in this bicentennial year when plenty of fedhard by the Depression, Franklin !Rlano Roose- eral money is available for research projects, is
velt was a secular equivalent of God.
being used by a Republican administration to hide
But in law school, Siegan veered sharply to the a blatantly political agenda.
right under the tutelage of a group ofconservative
Siegan's government-funded project to docufree-market scholars that included well-known ment the framers' intentions, for instance, "shows
economist · ton Friedman and his ess celebrat- bow tightly he d eir little ne
ts
there
ed brother-in-law, law professor AaJOn Director, (at the Justice Department)," said Broff of the
who nevertheless had a major ill'.l)act on the Judicial Selection Project.
course of modern scholarship.
Appointments to the federal bench are always
Siegan describes himself as a Dire.tor devotee, political - equally so under Democratic adminiswhich puts him in the same category ~s Robert H. trations - and the posts are bitterly fought over,
Bork, a U.S. appeals judge for the Diltrict or Col- many attorneys noted.
umbia and likely Supreme Court n,minee, who
Much of the criticism directed at Siegan, includtwo years ago delivered at 1Jil) la, school the ing several professors' disparaging remarks about
Sharon Siegan Memorial Lecture, eitablisbed in Siegan's "average intellect," suggest professional
memory of Siegan's late wife. The rouple never jealousy, another lawyer said.
bad children.
"I'd be happy to see Siegan seated," said USD
In a round-table discussion severii years ago law professor Paul Wohlmuth, of a moderate to
convened to chart the impact of the law and eco- liberal stripe. "He talks to liberals. He engages in
nomics movement, Bork said Directoc's antitrust dialogue conscientiously. He's a good listener."
and economlcs courses inspired "what can only be
Some of Siegan's constitutional law students
called a religious conversion. It chan~ our view said they were tired of seeing hit pieces on Siegan
of the entire world."
in the newspapers.
No, demurred UCLA professor Wesley J.
Shelley Zifferblatt, a self-described "bleedingLiebeler, it was not a "religious con,ersion" but heart liberal from the '60s" and a second-year law
rather a "religious reinforcement."
student, said Siegan is "eminently ethical and rea"I r.ame from North Dakota and have been a son sonable and would not bring his own personal
of a bitch for a long time,'' Liebeler said, accord- views to the bench."
ing to the proceedings of the seminar published by
''The criticism of him bothers me," she continEmory University.
ued. "The thought of him on the 9th Circuit comSieg11n took his newfound faith in the free en- forts me. He's a man of incredible integrity."

TO
. ebraska Sen. Edward Zorinsky wanted everybody
to be more aware of the dangers
of high cholesterol. His ~enate
resolution designates April 5-11
as "National Know Your Cholesterol Week." On Capitol Hill, ~e
planned to preside as lawmakers
took cholesterol tests. B t they'll
do it without him, Zorinsky has
died o[ a heart attack.

THE NAMES Charger qua
erback D~n Fouts is touring Lon-

don Belgium and West Germany
with a double play: For Nike, he's
promoting shoes; for the U.S.
Drug Enforcement Agency, he's
warning European youths about
the dangers of illegal drugs. . ..
Bond analyst Don Foster is back
from Japan, ready to solve the
trade def'cit. He saw cantaloupes
elling in Tokyo at $30, watermelons at $50. So plow up Silicon
, lley, he argues, and plant it in
melons.
CHOW LINES: The power was
out at La Valencia at noon yes-

terday and a sparse luncheon
crowd' ate by candlelight. Then a
venturesome large party came in
and ordered, but waiters turned
over trays bringing in. ~ight
lunches Sighed one v1s1tor:
"They've turned over more than
they've sold." ... Former Nixon
aide .John Ehrlichman will speak
tomorrow night and Thursday
morning to lJ.Sil-51lldents. He's
made one demand of his st dent
hosts: Italian dinner after tomorrow's talk. . Nita Stein erg,
who opened Fisherm~n•s rill
and Vic's in La Jolla, 1s out, but
still cheery: "I'm going from
cooking to looking."

CROSSTOWN: Architect Paul
• Tboryk is hobbling on crutches.
When his Porsche stalled at the
Mission Gorge ramp off 1-8, he
jumped out to push and ran over
bis own foot. (But Tboryk's tough;
be kept pushing for a quar.ermile.) ... Fred Lewis ~arked t~e
14th anniversary last 01gbt of bis
,ox Cable talk show. And for the
first time, be was speechless: A
cllr bit a transformer, and
Im eked the show off the air.
CAROUSEL: Sheriff Duffy con-

" _ \S a press conference tomorrow to boost next weekend as an
alcohol-free weekend. Tom
Wright at the National Council on
Alcoholism says he's been busy
telling callers it's not an April
Fool's caper. . . . At their ne
Murphy Canyon headquarters,
KSDO employees are in the grip
of a squirrelly debate: Is the S in
their sign upside down?

CATCHING UP: Bruce
Sclieidt's travel story in the
Bakersfield Californian about
the Hotel del Coronado, d1he's
seen things we miss: "The Coronado's pink dome is a local landmark." . . . D.A. Ed Miller ad
word from the California Dept. o
Corrections that two San Diegobased lifers died in prison. They
died last July; the state rushed
the news this week by priority
mail.
NOTEPAD: Competition is so

tough for top conventions that
some hotels don't report to
ConVis their choicest business.
And sometimes it's tough on conventioneers: Sometimes the biggest conventions are kept off
hotel announcement boards. . ..
One Symphony board member is
weary of hearing that direct~rs
were guilty of non-support. He msists that, in the year before it
folded, board members donated
more than $1 million to the Symphony.... At the Sterling military housing project in Oceanside the average female tenant is
17 years old. She has two children.

Alison DaRosa assists with the
Neil Morgan column.
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Reform Threatens Consultants, Says ICCA

2._Cjf ~

umputer consul•

un1vers1ti
trie..

M1s~ion Valley

in 64 member coun-

•

• *

The Organizational Development - OD - Network hosts
Jilek R. Gibb, head of Omicron
As ·ociates of San Diego, at its next
meeting at the Kings Inn April 2.
Gibb will discuss "The Radical
and Primal Mission of the 'New
O.D.'" A social starts at 5:30 p.m.,
fol lowed by dinner at 6 p.m.

• • *

Must all m nit ers bo computer
lit rates? That's the que8tion
Lawr nee Barry, adjunct pro
fe ·or of managem nt at USO will
· ...lhlsiaddr ss as part of
ness Update Spring 1987 eminar , Barry's look at th indiv1du11l impacts of Mcgalrends . tarts ,t
8 a.m., follwing a 7:30 a.m. continental breakfast Con ct Conti•

• • •

Medical Imaging Centers has
promoted Nathan Kaufman as
executive v.p. and chief operating
officer, Donald L. Coleman as executive v.p., and Robert S.
Muehlberg as v.p. of operations.

* ••

ermed, a Rancho Bernardobased hybrid microelectronics
maker, haH named Donald P.
Grinnell as manager of quality
assurance. He joins the firm after a
21-year Navy career as project officer for design, development and
testing of communications system.

• • •

SDSU Bu ine s ;Briefings
Issues of the '80 presents Dr.
heldon Margen di cu. sing
"Health Promotion, Disease
Prevention: What Can You Do
ech pril
About It?" e unch
13 start at noon. Co. t 1s $35. Contact Dr. Leroy Lewis at the College
of Business Admimstration for
more informat10n.

• • *

•••

The San Diego Chapter of the
American El ctronic A ociathe date of
tion has set April 13
its fir t annual golf tournament.
T oIT is 11:30 a m. al the Lomas
nt F Country Club m Solana
B ach. A dinner follows the event.
A putting contest for early risers
starts at 10 n m.

• * *

"Human Relation in the Bu iness World" is the topic of a din•
ner progr m ·pon ored by San
Diego ational Business & Prof ional Worn n April 13. Con•
ultant Etta J. McQueary will
di!ICUBS methods of getting employ es to work with - not JUSt for upen·isors, resolvm conflict in·
er using prnduct1v1 y, r ducing
power struggles and incr asing influence . Cost is 10 for memb rs;
$12 for guests. The program at the
Kin •s Inn in Mis ion Vall y stnrts
at5:30p.m.

•

Exchange Club holds
Sant
its second nnual golf tourney
April 3 at the Cottonwood Country Club rn El Cajon. Proc ed.
from the $75 entry fe swill benefit
the Exchange Club's Child Abuse
Prevention Center in Santee. The
group hopes to exce d last year's
$12,000 donation to the center,
aid club pr• id nt Dick Adam .
Prevention
Apnl 1s hild Abu
Month,

.. * *

Som 300 studentA from more
than 15 umversities are expected
to attend the 1987 pring Western Regional Conference of
AIE E , the International Association of tudent · in EcoManagenomic and Bu ine
ment. The cont renc will b held
April 3, 4 and 5 at the San Diego
Prince II R sort on Vacation
Isl nd. Th group, which uses a
Fr nch acronym, 1s the world's
large t nonprofit, non-political
student-run organization. It has
more than 45,000 memberll at 534

The SBA and SCORE have a
number of programs t for April.
First on tap are two programs set
for Thursday. Thur d y morning,
the program focu son advertising
and promotion, 8:30 a.rn.-noon at
National Univer ity in Mission
Valley. Thursday afternoon, exp rt turn to the pros and cons of
owning a computer. The program,
which starts at 1 p.m., will focus on
"buy/no buy" questions and
discuss the elements of a computer
syHtem. Cost is $10 It will be held
ut utional University in Mission
Valley.
A . econd SBA workshop is set for
Apnl 7 at National University in
Vista. The daylong program,
costmg $15, will cover marketing,
records managem<•nt, planning,
legal considerations, tuxes and
regulation. nnd tmancial management. Individual counseling
will be available after the
workshop. On April 8, the SBA will
focu on controlling costs m a mormng program deRigned to teach
mall business owners and managers how to id ntify costs and control them. The program starts at
8: a.m t the San Diego Princess
Resort in Vacation Village. Cost is
$20. Reservations are encouraged
for all programs.

Vanier Graphics Corp. has
promoted Ken Young to v.p. of
marketing and technical services.
He had been v.p . of engineering
since 1980.

*

* •

Rohr lndustries has promoted
Keith G. Hudson to project director f manufacturing systems, David W. Shaw to director of production control and D.M. Marty
Jones to manager of material
operations.

..

,.

Michael McLeod has joined
Boekamp Manufacturing as v.p.
of broadca!,t marketing. McLeod
was formerly an evening on-air
ho -t with America's Shopping
Channel.

signed for a franchise uf The
Computerized Cobbler in La
Jolla. The new franchise of the
locally based franchising cham of
instant shoe repairs i expected to
open by August 1987.

* • •
Hoffman & Hauser Inc., a
maker of exhibits and displays, has
picked up four new cltcnt.s: Harcourt Brace ,Jovanovich, Bilstein
Corp., Mitek Sy stems and
Molecular Biosystems.

* • •

Dr Bert Edelstein, formerly
head of training and administartion at the Health & Human Resource Center, has gone into
private practice. Edelstein's Excel
management training program
helps individuals identify and
change success-stopping beha v10r.
Hie. office is located at 4275 Executive Square, Suite 800, La Jolla.

* * ..

merican Businessphones
has appointe<l Thomas Bacci as
communications analyst for the
local sales office.
* * *
Stanley Steemer Carpet
Cleaner of San Diego, owned and
operat~d by Steve and Linda
Thompson, was the top single
franchise seller for the company
last year. Sales were up nealy 27
percent over 1985.

• • *

• • *
The Prudential Foundation's
local Pru-Care of San Diego division has donated $15,000 to the
Neighborhood House Association
San Diego Food Bank. The local
contribution is part of Prudential's
630,000 commitment to the national food bank network.

*

*

*

Compel Corp., an electrical
contractor specializing in the design and construction of computer
rooms, has opened a San Diego office. Steve Borley heads up the
operation at 9169 Chesapeake
Drive.
* ••
Joseph and Diane Kett have

Headquarter Companies, a
local firm that runs and leases executive suites for start-ups and
small firms, talks bout controlling
overhead at the Entrepreneur
lub's April 7 lunch meeting,
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. The meetmg will be held at Kings Inn in
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/ siegan 'legal aid to poo
assailed by liberal gro ps
ByMl.r~~~

Copley News Servu:,:,

WASHINGTON - San Diego law
professor and federal court nominee
Bernard Siegan has told a Senate
committee that one way he provided
legal assistance to the disadvantaged
was by giving advice to a former
rr.iember of the San Diego City Council.
In answering a questionnaire from
the Senate Judiciary Committee
Siegan said he had given "dozens of
individuals of rnany origins and
background free legal advice.
r at the University of
The prof
San Diego then added that Ire al o
Fred Schnaubelt on legal and policy
Issues before the council.
Siegan's response was in answer to
the committee's question concerning
what he had done to provide equal
Justice under the law and "pro bono"
legal representation to the poor.
His response came under fire from
liberal organizations opposing President_Reagan's conservative judicial
uommees.
Since_ D~cem~er, these groups.
have cnt1c1zed S1egan for his view
that the Supreme Court has protected mdividual and social liberties
from assaults by state legislatur
and Co~gress while all but ignoring
economic and property rights.
''I was frankly somewhat appalled
by his answer," said Nancy Broff, director of the Judicial Selection
Project, an organization formed by
more than 25 liberal groups to con-

I 888

SCHOLARSHIP OR POLITICS?

'
test .Reagans conservative judicial
nominees.
Siegan refused to comment.
Schnaubelt, a member of the Libertarian Party who represented the 5th
Council Dis rict between 1977 and
1981, could r.ot be reached for comment He reportedly was out of the
cou~try on a tnp to the Soviet Union.
S1egan informed the Judiciary
Committee that "not infrequently,
Mr. Schnaubelt voted on an issue
after discussing it with me."
Siegan said he also helped Schnaubelt "prepare contents of some of his
writings and speeches" and never
charged him any fee "nor sought sperend ring these ser. ,,
vices. He said he also advised
Schnaubelt when the former city
councilman sat on the County Welfare Board.
Pro bon?: meaning "for the good of
the public, 1s the Latin phrase often
used to describe no-cost legal advice
to the poor.
In its code of ethics, the American
Bar Association encourages members to set a ide time to assist the
dISadvantaged. A poKe r.ian for the
ABA said pro •Jr.o t as gene rally
legal
bee~ interpreted to m n dir
advice by la:,vyt?r to poor cli,.nt.
Bro_ff said S1egan. avice to a city
council member ' · th km of thing
stature
you do to enhance ou :o
m the community That n't the
same as helping out oor people who
can't afford legal coun el •
Siegan listed his net. worth on the
questionnaire as $2.9 million.

M/\R 31 1987

* * *

Bill Sharp, a marketing execu
tive for Comcast Sound Communications' local operations, bas
won the firm's Magna 5400 Sales
Award. Sharp ranks No. 3 nationally.

Red Lobster opens its third San
Diego restaurant March 31 in La
Mesa. The restaurant and market,
which has seating for 240 guests, is
at 8703 Murray Drive in Grossmont Center. The new restaurant
will employ 100.
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Contem1>.t hearing
in Lucas case to go
e judge
before
-?'
By

Mife-:JoRon

h
A contempt-of-court hearing for a private investi~ator who worked ?n t e
David Allen Lucas case has been rescheduled for_Fr1~ay before a ~e; ~udg!.
The hearing for the investigator, Jean M. L11~zz1,_,co-owner o nang e
Investi ations, was postponed yesterday after Lmz~ s attorney, Steven. B.
. gf"led a challenge to Superior Court Judge Michael I. Greer, saymg
.
DaVIS, I
l'f d t
.
Greer was prejudiced against Liuzzi.
"Although I do not feel I am preju~iced, under the law I am dISqua I ie o
f th
. - · d
hear an indirect contempt," Greer said.
Greer sent the case to Judge J. Richard Haden! ~upervLSmg JU gedot e
criminal d1v1s1on. Haden tne o assign the hearing to Judge Jack R.
two of Lucas' attorneys,
Levi
Alex Landon and Steven Feldman,
cat tha thf'v would <'h-11lenge
Levitt because of pn r ea ings in
his court.
Haden then assigned the case to
Judge David M Gill, \\ho indi~ated
that he will hear the matter Friday.
At the hearing. attorney Ed McIntyre, representing :he Tribune and
The San Diego Union, will request
that Gill admit the public. Greer ~ad
indicated last week at the hearing
would be closed.
During Judge Laura Hammes'
hearing of pr~t:ial motions ~ater ye!:,,
terday, Sheriffs Deputy Richard o.
Richardson testified that Lucas had
been scheduled to serve the second
day of a two-day jail term at the
Descanso Detention Facility on Oct.
23, 1984.
Richardson said he excused Lucas
and allowed him to report Oct. 25,
1984, to complete serving the time
for drunken driving.
Earlier, Lucas' partner testified
that Lucas called in that day, Oct. 23,
1984, and indicated that he was supposed to be in the jail but felt ill and
could not make it.
That was the day Rhonda Strang,
24 and a child she was baby-sitting,
theory of constitutional law enunciated by
A~ber Fisher, 3, were slain in
"It sounds to me as if the Re_a~an ~dmm1straStrang's Lakeside home.
tion is trying to shore up their or1gmal-~!en~. tbeoThe Strang-Fisher illmgs are tVl'.o
to give it some kind of respecta~1lity, ~1d
of the six charged against Lucas m
~ancy Broff of the Judicia~ Selection Pro1ect
two cases.
.
about the Siegan-directed proJect.
In one case, Lucas, 30, is eharged
Broffs group is a Washington, D.C.-based coaliwith murdering Suzanne Jacobs, 31,
tion of about two dozen civil rights and labor
and her son, Colin, 3 on May 4, 1979,
groups that has expressed .c_oncems about. the
in their Normal Heights home and
Siegan nomination. The coalition h~ no~ decided
with murdering real estate saleswhether to formally oppose the nom1~a_tion when
woman Gayle Garcia, 29, on Dec. 8,
bearings begin before the Senate Jud1c1ary Com1981 in a Spring Valley home she
mittee in the late spring or early summer.
was'showing to prospective renters:
Broffs suspicions are dismissed as groundless
In the second case, Lucas 1s
by the Justice Department's Steve M~rkman, an
charged with murder~ng Str~ng a_nd
assistant attorney general for legal policy·
Amber; with murdermg Umvers~ty
"We think it makes a great deal of sense for
of Saa Diego student Anne Cathen_ne
litigator.; scholars and other interested persons to
Swanke, 22, on Nov. 20, 19_84; and with
have a so'urce when they want to find out what t~e
kidnapping and attempting to murfounders wanted to communicate," Markman 5:91~.
der Jody Santiago Robertson, 34, a
The project, which will tak! the f?nn of a bibliSeattle woman who survived a throat
ography, is expected to be firushed m May.
slashing, skull fracture and stab
wounds on June 9, 1984.

•

Tribune Staff Writer

Tax-funded study seeks 'intent' of Constitution

By Ann Levin

/

~q')'-">

Tribune Staff Writer

many lower-court judges for supposed_ly libe~al
interpretations of constitutional intent m dealing
.
. .
with modem social problems.
Meese has insisted that the ongmal mte~t ~an
be learned from the extensive body of diaries,
speeches and commentaries preserved from that

What did the Founding Fathers really mean
when they wrote the U.S. Constitution?
That's the $15,000 qu~tion for a ~oup of l~w
students at the Univers1tr of San_ Diego
Am .
period.
on a federally funded proJ~t t_o ~1vme the origi~r1ca~
In a now-famous speech before the
.
nal intentions" of the Constitution s framers.
Bar Association in July 1985, M~e said th •
The research project at the Center for Public framers of the constitution would ft~d some reprotessor cent court decisions "some:,vhat }~rre" and
Interest Law is being directed by
of law Bernard Siegan, recently nominated to the urged the high court to practice a JUI1Sprudence
.
9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
.
of original intention."
There is nothing unusual about the Justice DeLater that year, in a rare public commentary,
partment's using taxi>3yer:s: money to f~d _re- Supreme Court Justice William. J, _Bre~~an_ Jr.
search projects at umvers1bes and other institu- said Meese's view of the Co_nstitut~o.n .~ little
more than arrogance cloaked m hurrulity.
rt·
.
tions.
But there are critics of the way th1~ J?a 1c_u13;
Other legal scholars have said that no one has
grant is being spent. They say the ~dm1~1stration s been able to agree on the question of wh:tt ~he
interest in constitutional theory IS bemg used to framers intended from the day the Constitution
.
advance a political ideology.
· te t
. .
written.
For two years, U.S. Attorney General Edwm was
Siegan is a noted advocate of the or1gma1-m n
Meese has criticized the U.S. Supreme Court and

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . . . _ _ . - ~ - ~ - ~ - - - - ~ - -L
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leet Theater hosts
3-D film, '50s bash
/

an 'J
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Scott
"" Ander on

Tribun S<JC1<•ty Editor

A. DIEGO Hall of Science will screen the 3-D
film "We Are Born of Stars" at 7 p.m. April 8 in
the Reuben H. Fleet Space Theater. The members-only preview will be followed by a 1950s party
f aturlng hamburgers and french fries, root beer flo ,
r k ·n· roll for dancing and Hula-Hoop and costume
ont ts. Tickets are $18.50 each, and reservations are
hm ted to 300. For more mformation, phone 238-1233.

Up
and
Coming_

"Dress Up Downtown," a
fashion show and luncheon benefiting the Central City Assoet•
ation, will be held April 8 in
Hotel Inter-Continental. Cocktail hour 1s 11.30 a.m. followed
by lunch at noon and a guest
model show of fashions from
Horton Plaza, Seaport Village
and downtown specialty shops.
Laura Buxton will announce
the how. Tickets are $30 each.

Co metologl I Alda Grey w,ll e gue t ·peaker a\ the
April 8 meeting of Charter l in La Valencia Hotel.
Cocktail hour ls 1130 a.m. followed by lunch and the
pr r m T1 k b ar 1 for members, $16 for nonmembers. For more mformallon. pMne :179- 722.
The 'an Diego Burn Institute will have its 14th annual
Spirit of Courage Awards Banquet April 9 at San Diego
Hilton Beach and Tennis Resort. Cocktail hour is 6 p.m

The Burn Institute's Spirit of
Courage Awards Banquet is set
for April 9.
followed by dinner and the awards at 7. Clark AnthOny
will be master of ceremonies. Tickets are $30 each, $50
for patron seating. For more information, phone 291 •
4764.

The third in a series of evening musicales sponsored
by Friends of UCSD Music will take place April 10 in a
private La Jolla residence. Tickets are $15 and include
dessert and coffee as well as a performance by soprano
Carol Plantamura and pianist Jean-Charles Francois.
For more information, phone 534-3230.
UCSD School of Medicine Associates (SOMA) will
have a dinner-dance April 11 at La Jolla Country Club.
Cocktail hour is 6:30 p.m. followed by dinner at 7:30 and
dancing to Bill McElrqy's band. Tickets to the black-tie
fund-raiser are $50 each. For more information, phone
534-3716 or 459-2161.
Univer it of San Die o will have its annual Deans'
Ball pril 11 at own an Country Convention Center.
Kim and Marilyn Fletcher are chairmen for tbe blacktie fund raiser, which opens with cocktails at 7 p.m.
Dinner is at 8. Tickets are $125 each, $250 for Dean's
Circle seating and $500 for President's Circle. Proceeds
will benefit the College of Arts and Sciences, the School
of Business Administration, the School of Law and the
.Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing. For more information, phone 698-1156.
The Big S· ter League of San Diego will have its
annual "Eggstravaganza" celebrity Easter Egg auction
April 11 in University Towne Center's lower level ex
pansion area. B ce Willis, Jane Fonda, DennJS Conner /i
and Stevie Wonder are among donors of decorated eggs
to be auctioned by Bob Arnhym during the 7 to 11 p.m.
benefit. Biorhythm will play for dancing and hors
d'oeuvres and a no-host bar will be featured. Tickets are
$30 each. For more information, phone 297•1172.

American Cancer Society will benefit from a roundrobm pro-am Reebok/Rolf Benirschke tennis tournament from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. April 12 in Mission Valley's
Atlas Health Club. Suggested donation for entrants is
$250 and includes a 6:30 p.m. April 11 cocktail party and
clinic. For more information, phone 299-4200.
San Diego Woman's Philharmonic Committee will
meet April 13 in Balboa Park's House of Hospitality.
Lunch will be followed by a 1 p.m. lecture by Hubbs Sea
World Research ln:,titute fellow Frank Todd. For more
information, phone 282-2668.
Klee Wyk Soc:ety of the Museum of Man opens its
lecture/luncheon series April 14 with "Churches and
Other Things in Russia" by Jean Swigett. Other planned
lectures include Eve Ewing's June 16 talk on Rock Art
Solstice and Fertility Motifs and an Aug. 11 lecture on
Australia and New Zealand by Tom Wilson and Chuck
Cheyney. All lectures will be held at 11 a.m. in Balboa
Park's Museum of Man and will be followed by noon
lunches. Series tickets are $18 for Klee Wyk members,
$22 for nonmembers. For more information, phone 239·
2001.

American Diabetes Association will benefit from a
"Celebrity Waiters Luncheon" April 14 at the Little
America Westgate Hotel. Cocktail hour is 11:30 a.m.
followed by lunch at 12:30 served by waiters representing San Die o sports, media, business and politics. Tickl
ets are $37.50 each. For more information, phone 296·
6351.
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against country's best crews
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going to be exciting for us."
In addition to Penn, defending nachampion Wisconsin will be
tional
What have the crew teams from
among the entrants in the Copley
USD gotten themselves into?
"A challenge," Toreros men's Cup. USO is in the second heat with
the Badgers Saturday at 9:50 a.m.
coach Joe Flohr said simply.
challenge to say the least. It's Those teams advancing in the two
heats will meet in the finals at 5:35
quite a predicament.
l'SD's varsity eights will be com- p.m. Saturday's 45-race agenda bepeting against some of the nation's gins with the first heat of the men's
JV at 6:45 a.m.
There will also be two heats for
Saturday's Whittier Cup. The Toreros
women are in the first heat at 9:20
a.m. along with defending national
champion Wisconsin, which is also
the event's defending champion.
Cflf H- Cl A.~c.,\C.
Whittier Cup finals are at 5:15 p.m.
"We lost about half our boat from
/987
~st t .ams in the San Diego Lowen• last year, but we have some strong
brau rew Classic that begins Friday novices," USO women's coach John
Ciani said. "We've improved our
n. · ion Bay.
More than 2,300 rowers from more time on the practice course. The
than 80 clubs, universities and col- problem is all the other crews have
leges in the United States, Canada improved dramatically.
"I told our girls to look around at
and Europe will participate in the
regatta, which will take place be- the competition. It's not often that
tween East Vacation Isle and Fiesta you get to row against a team like
Island. It is the first major event of Wisconsin."
The two-day regatta opens at noon
the crew season.
The 2,000-meter course starts at Friday with the men's varsity race
the Atlantis Restaurant and heads featuring USO, San Diego State, Colnorth along Fiesta Bay and finishes umbia and Washington State.
Other highlights Friday include the
along Crown Point. The best locations to view the regatta are at Vaca- Law Enforcement eights finals (4:30)
with teams from the San Diego and
tion Isle and Crown Point Shores.
USO won both the men's and San Francisco police departments,
women's Cal Cup varsity eights in Los Angeles Sheriffs Department
last year's regatta, an unprecedented and Washington State Patrol. Many
feat, to earn automatic berths in Olympic hopefuls will be among the
heats of this year's premier events - competitors in the Women's Elite
the Copley and Whittier cups. That's four finals (5:10).
Among the schools represented in
a big step up in class.
the regatta are UCSD, Cal, Stanford,
Flohr put it into perspective:
"Last year we (the men's team) UCLA, Harvard, New Hampshire,
won the Cal Cup in 5:57," he said. Western Ontario and British Colum"Penn won the Copley Cup in about bia. Club entrants include rowing
5:30. Now, 30 seconds isn't a whole lot clubs throughout the West Coast.
Women's team entrants have exif you're late to work, but it's a time
panded this year to include teams in
zone in rowing.
"We're going into this really loose. the masters category. The competiWe don't have as strong a team as we tion will include one San Diego team,
did last year. We graduated half of three from San Francisco and seven
oµr varsity and J teams. But it's from Seattle.

By Kirk Kerln~

f~/!f

Tribune Sportswriter

the
f hSymposium on the Scientific Value
0 t e Desert, to be held this Sundav,
April 5 at the Univ~t,,v of SanJ)iPgo
onfcrcncc Center. The
ManchestPr
S
ymposium is hosted by the En
,·ironmental Studies Program al thP
Universit) of San Diego in conjunction
with the Anza-Borrego Foundation, as
part of the foundation·s ,,eeklong 20th
anniversary observance.
The symposium will run from 10:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and will include a
45-minute luncheon at which former
Anza-Borrego Desert Slate Park area
manager Maurice H. "Bud" Getty will
be the keynote speaker. Getty is District
Superintendent, Santa Monica Moun tains State Park.
At 11:15 a.m., paleontologist
G<-'Orge Miller of Imperial Valley College, Paul Remeika of IVC and AnzaBorrego Desert tate Park, and Betty
Stout of 1.vc and the Anza-Borrego
Natural History Association will give a
presentation on "'Neogene MegaVertebrate Ichnites from the Vallecilo
Basin." ABDSP ranger Manfred Knaak
will follow at 11 :30 with a talk on "The
Fragile Desert: Its Petroglyphs and Pictographs."
In the afternoon, James J. Rickard

...
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L UCY II

Last year the~·yersit:¥
mSai;i Dieg~n•
shells
en's crew tea
that bore the names Paul
Whittier and Lucy Whittier,
respectively, in the Crew
Classic at Mission Bay. When
both teams won the classic's
big prizes, the California Cup
(cups are awarded to each
team), wealthy benefactor
Paul Whittier turned to USD
President Author Hughes and

offered to donate yet another
rowing shell to the USD
armada.
The new shell was christened the Lucy Whittier II in
late March-just in time to
compete in the 1987 San Diego
Lowenbrau Crew Classic on
April 3 and 4 at Mission Bay.
This year USD again will be
up against some stiff competition from Harvard, Stanford,
the University of Washington,
the U.S. Naval Academy and
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BVJ;, JjVp-BJJWJE" The Uoi)lersi•y gt San Diego
Thea!ilf1..p{s~e~ment presents the musical through
Su,yay Information· 260-471 2.
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USD beats
J-'tt;'S"'
t he Waves
•
I tennis

Scott Patridge defeated Andrew
Cznaidjer in No. I singles 3-6, 6-4, 6-4
to_ lead the _visiting Universit;y of ~an
Diego tenms team past Pepperdine
'
5-4.
Pepperdine (17-5) is ranked sixth in
the nation; Cznaidjer is the ninthranked singles player. USO (22-6) is
hopmg for an at-large bid to the
NCAA Tennis Tournament next
other world-ranked teams. But

if the Lucy II is anything like

•

APRIL

her predecessor, they needn't
-CLARE WHITE
worry.

Local Briefs
month in Athens, Ga. In doubles, the
No. 1 team of Patridge and David
Stewart defeated Cznaidjer any
Marty Laurendeau 6-3, 6-4. /
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1987
P.

spe~ k· on ··The Imporlanc-e of Pristine
Des<?rl Habitat for Hae.Jin Aslronomv"'
·
at 4:00 p.m.
'flJc U nivcrsity of San Diego is
located on Linda Vista Road off of Interslale 5 in an Diego. Tickets lo the
symposium arc $15, and inc-Jude lunch
and printed abstracts. They may be
(Jltrchased al Lh C SI·t e on lh e cJ av Of l IJC
,
symposium, or locally at the Chamber
C
l
p
off'
of Commerce
1cc on a m anyon
·•·
Driw.
The other major event of the week
is '·Jazz for the Desert "87," featuring
an outdoor barbecue and a jazz concert
by Sa~ Diego guitarist Peter Sprague
and his ensemble in Blair Valley on
Saturday, April 11. The San Diego
chapter of the Natiw Plant Society will
present a flower show near the concert
site in the morning. The barbecue will
begin at 1:30 p. m. along with the concert, which will last unli 6:30.
Tickets to the concert and barbecue
arc ~15 for adults and $7.50 for
young;ters under 16 accompanied by an
adult, and may be purchased at the
Borrc~o Springs Chamber of Commcrceoffice. Those planning on attending should bring something on which
"'~1/
to sit.
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SD piakes first attempt at prestigious crew titles

By Mark Zeigle?.-a?r Wrllcr

1 h Univer ity of San Dje~o men's and women's crew
tc 1m. never have won the prestigiou Copley and Whittier cups t the annual Lowenbrau Crew Classic, which
begin Friday and concludes Saturday on Mission Bay
rudimentary· You can't win a race
Th r a on
you're not in
But the USO men and women will make their re peelive debuts in th regatta's featured races this year. The
Torero won the men' and women's Cal Cups last year,
the prize for which - beside getting your name engrav d on fancy trophy - is an automatic berth into
th Copley and Whittier cups the following year
• on Saturday, USO will splash around with collegiate crew' heavies.
let alone Southern
Never mmd that a San Diego
hool ha never won either event in the
Cabforma -

races' 13-year history. The Toreros are just happy to line
up their eight-oar shells with the best of 'em.
"It's probably the only time in quite awhile that we'll
get to compete against crews of this caliber," said Joe
Flohr, who oversees the USO crew program and coaches
the men's team. "I think USD crew is getting a little
more well-known - and winning last year's Cal Cup
certainly helped."
Flohr admitted that to win the Copley Cup, the
Toreros probably would have to attach a motor to their
shell. Only three members of the Cal Cup championship
crew are back - stroke oar Neal Stehly, Mike Weber
and Jaime Bea. "If we beat anybody out there," he said,
"we'll be pleased."
But as far as Flohr is concerned, the thrill for USD is
not beating the likes of defending NCAA champion Wisconsin, three-time Copley winner Harvard or 1982

champ Cal - all of which are in the Toreros' heat - but
just being in the water with them.
"The biggest impact from winning the Cal Cup last
year is not so much being in the Copley Cup, but all the
attention we've received," said Flohr. "It's so nice for
the guys, because they work so doggone hard. They deserve it. And they're eating it up."
The Torero women hold a slightly better chance of
advancing to the Whittier Cup final, since the field is
smaller (nine entrants compared to 12) and relatively
weaker than the men's.
"ll we do, it will be considered a win for us," said
women's coach John Ciani. "If we don't, it won't be
considered a loss. We'll consider it a lot of experience
gained."
The Crew Classic, the first major regatta of the season, is expected to experience its biggest event yet this

san Diego, CA
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Panel em races
citizen re iew of
pol·ce co plaints
By Dick Weber,

weekend.
About 2,300 athletes (the previous high was 2,000 in
1984) from 70 clubs and universities are scheduled to
compete in 65 races - 20 on Friday and 45 on Saturday.
Officials expect the regatta to grow even more next
year, since coaches and rowers will be prepping for the
'88 Olympics.
All races are on a 2,000-meter (1 ¼ miles) course in
Mission Bay, starting near Sea World, passing east of
Vacation Isle and finishing at Crown Point Shores. Races
are from noon to 5 p.m. on Friday and 6:45 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Saturday. Most of the final races are Saturday, including the Copley, Whittier and both Cal cups.
The Crew Classic's first race will feature the USO
men against Columbia, San Diego State and Washington
State. The Toreros also hope to be in the regatta's last
/
race - the Copley Cup final.

Staff Writer

A panel appomted by the City Counc1 to study police relations with the
community formally embraced yesterda the concept of citizen involvement
m viewing complaints against police o leers.
By a 10-2 vote, the Citizens Advisory B rd on Police-Community Relations
~entially 11ccepted a subcommittee's r ommendation last week that civilian should be allow d to participate at some level in the process
An executive committee of five boar members was delegated to develop
everal pec1fic proposals for the full ard to consider at its meetmg on
April 21.
The two no votes were ca t by
Vince Krolikowski, who represents
the San Diego Police Officers Association, and Donald Hartley, an insurancll. ecuhve.
Krolikowski called the motion too
vague. He also said he was disappointed the board didn't spend more
time yesterday on suggestions to encourage the citizenry to use the Pobee Depar meat's existing complaint
procedure.
'fbe POA remains adamantly oppo ed to citizens participating in the
investigation and disciplining of police officers, Krolikowski said.
Hartley said he needed more Information on which to base a decision.
"I ;iant to know more about civilian
review boards." he said. "Do they do
any good, or any harm? This is a
ensitive is ·ue."
Other panel members expressed
similar reservations during a twohour mornmg session in a conference
room at the Fir t National Bank
building downtown.
Afterward, assi tant police chief
Bob Burgreen said the police admin1stration's posture at this point is to
wait n<l ee, explaining that a reacon riow would be premature becau5e nothing specific ha been proposed

See POLICE o Page 8-16
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ice: Civilian role
s Pdrted by panel
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role in the review process.
Continued from B-1
From her knowledge of review
Burgreen added he will be particu- systems in Berkeley and Oakla?d,
larly interested in the city attorney's she said, initial fears by pollce
view of the legality of the board's proved to be unfounded. "What it has
final recommendation.
done is bring the community and the
"1 think that's a critical issue," he police departments together," she
said. "You just can't simply walk in
and set up a police review board said.
under our city charter and the govJohn Slotten, of the Ad Hoc Comernment code of California."
mittee For An Independent Review
Either the city charter or state Board, said his group wants qualified
Jaw must be changed to allow for a citizens to be able to either investireview board, he said, or the advi- gate or critique complaints and have
sory board must come up with a dif- some say in their disposition. Slotten,
whose group has been gathering inferent idea.
Burgreen said the board "is doing formation on review boards in other
its best" to correct the perception of cities for the last year and a half,
many citizens that the department's was invited to share with the board
internal investigations are occasion- in the next few weeks what he has
learned.
ally whitewashed.
Superior Court Judge Laura
"However, 1 have studied citizen
review boards (elsewhere) to some Hammes, who conducted a study of
degree," Burgreen said. "They end up civilian review boards in 1983 while
costing a lot of money and doing at the University of San Die o's Cenvery little. Hopefully, what this com- ter for Criminal Justice Policy and
mittee comes up with will improve Management, said yesterday that
such panels have encountered probon what others have failed to do."
Much of the meeting was devoted lems in every city where they have
to bearing the views of community been tried.
leaders and others in attendance. No
Because such boards lacked expeaction was taken on the police ad- rienced investigators with police
ministration's proposal to invite the backgrounds, Hammes said, the incounty grand jury to periodically vestigations often were inadequate.
conduct random reviews of complet- Also, she said, many review boards
ed complaint investigations as a way eventually came to be viewed as
to ensure public confidence that the "rubber stamps" for police departdepartment's process is thorough and ments because they tended to be
more lenient than police administrafair.
Roberto Martinez, representing tions.
the Coalition of Law and Justice, said
However, Hammes said, she cona civilian review board was "crucial
that people in San Diego
cluded
to restoring confidence in the powould be clamoring for a review
lice."
board in a few years. She said she
"Shifting responsibility to the suggested then that the Police Degrand jury or similar agency would partment ask for grand jury reviews,
not effect any change " Martinez but the response from police officials
said.
was, "It won't happen here because
Irma Castro, executive director of we're doing our job."
the Chicano Federation, said, "CitiThe Citizens Advisory Board on
zen participation appears to be
Relations was esPolice-Community
viewed as something (the Police Department) has to tolerate versus tablished in 1985 following the Sagon
something that is important and ben- Penn shooting incident in Encanto in
which one police officer was killed
eficial."
and another officer and a civilian obCastro said that as a member of server were wounded. Some witnessthe California Commission on Crime es have said a fight started during a
Control and Violence Prevention, she traffic stop when one of the two
has studied the citizen complaint white officers used racial slurs and I
issue, and what appears to work best manhandled Penn, who 'la black.
/
· many cities is some kind of citizen
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/Ehrlichman says
RiiUan co,.,..,...,..,,back
may be too ate

•

By Nalt Baranger
Staff Writer

The appointment of Howard Baker
as White House chief of staff in the
wake of the Iran-Contra arms affair
may not be enough to save Ronald
Reagan's presidency, a convicted
Watergate conspirator said last
.
night.
Speaking a• USO, John Ehrllchman said Baker was a "wonderful"
addition to the White House staff but
Mr. Reagan may have gone too long
.

1

C1

;.,

....

under his desk for 90
e
days," Ehrlichrnan said. "By lying
low for 90 days, he let it get away
from him. It may be too late."
Staff and students in the half-filled
University Center Forum heard
Ehrlichman speak on a wide range of
topics, from Watergate to Mr.
Reagan's foreign policies. Ehrlichman was counsel and special assistant to President Richard M. Nixon
until !lfay 1973, specializing in domestic affairs. He later served 18
months in federal prison for his roles
in the Watergate coverup and related
cases.
Ehrlichman said his dealings with
Mr. Reagan, then governor of California, convinced him that the future
president was too "detached" from
major issues. He described how Mr.
Reagan would hand important issues
to subordinates.
"Ronald Reagan was essentially
disengaged from the facts," said
Ehrichman, who dealt with goverors daily in Nixon's administration.
"He had virtually no Washington experience, except perhaps his phone
calls to me.
"I used to get phone calls from
Ronald Reagan, and almost invariably they would start out as 'John,
we're having a lot of trouble out here
with ... whatever issue and, well, I
want you to talk to (executive assist-

John Ehlichman
ant and cief of staff) Ed Meese
about this.'
"He'd hald the phone to Meese and
that's the 1st I ever heard of Ronald
Reagan abut it."
Reagan's dependence on active
military oftcers also proved to be a
flawed poliy, Ehrichman said, because someofficers have split their
loyalty bebeen the President and
their commnding officer, who often
controls pronotions.
But Ehrlchman, who received a
$5,000 fee f,r his two-day J..)SD eQ;
gagement, tild the 250 in attendance
lastmght thlt such a policy may not
have workel during the Watergate
scandal. Eh \ichman said he should
have confrmted Nixon with the
choice of vountary public disclosure
or having th• facts made public anyway.
"It might iave been the salvation
of Richard Nxon."
Ehrlichmai is scheduled to show
home movie: from his White House
years today 1t 8 a.m. at USD's University Centtr faculty dining room.
Tickets are $\.50 for the public, $3.50
./
for students.
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Jones Plans to Quit Council
to Study Business at Harvard

a~i

l)R~M. HORS~MAN, Times Staff Writer

Fifteen years after he began
working at City Hall as an unpaid
intern to the San Diego city councilman he eventually succeeded,
Councilman Wilham Jones announced Thursday that he will not
seek reelection this fall m order to
pursue a busmcss degree at Harvard University.
In a motivational speech to stud nts at his alma mater, Morse
High chool. Jones cited his decision to retire from the council as an
example or "the choices we face m
hf , .. that aren't always easy to
make and involve some nsk-tak,
mg."
Regarded as a virtual certamty
for r lcction had he chosen to run
for a second four-year term, Jones,
31 admitted that he had ambivale~t reeltngs about leaving a

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.}
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)

,Jll/en'J

$40,000-a-year job that carries
with it a certain degree of prestige
and power.
However, Jones explained ~hat
he hopes that his enrollment m a
two-year program at the Harvar d
Business School will " help me to
become a better, more ~oun,~ed
person land] widen my options to
include a possible busmess career ..
To accommodate his academic
schedule, Jones plans to step down
from the council in early September, about three months before his
term expires m Decemb_er. Though
the council could appomt a caretaker to the post durmg that period,
Jones argued-and several C1t_y
Hall officials agreed-that. it _is
more likely that the council will
simply leave the 4th District feat
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Ehrlichman: Scandal
over arms could top
Watergate in damage

/2so - Presenlt Jenny Lindner i

aolo
~~tal, 3-5 p.m. April 5, student center.
Admission: general, $5; studentsAn~ldren,
$3. lnformation:282-0257, pl._'1?~

-
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HARRY
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Staff Writer

President
Iran-Contra
t
scandal could cause grea er
damage to the co~ntry than
former President Richard Nixon's Watergate, said John o.
Ehrlichman, a Watergate co!ld t
ime in
spiratur who serve
pri~~iichrnan, who now Jive_s in
Santa Fe, N.M., was in San Diego
SAN DIEGO
Ronald Reagan's
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~are 1
. vacant "until the voters make their
choice." ·Some 1o! Jones' staff will
remain at City Hall to handle
diatJ:ict affalr11 during that period.
- l!rder similar circumstances two
_years ago, the council left the 7th
Disl,rict seat vacant for five months
l\f~er Councilman Dick Murphy resigned to accept a Municipal Court
•Judgeship.
· During his speech and at a later
news conference, Jones acknowledged that hi~ decision to retire, at
le,iiSt temporarily, from public life
was particularly difficult because
9f the fact that~e has spent nearly
h_a,I! of his Ji~ at City Hall.
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lleian a• Vol nteer
a teen-ager, Jones began
working at City Hall as a volunteer
\'JNCE COMl>AONONE / Loo Anselea Times
for: then-Councilman Leon Wll11ams, and ovetj the next 10 years Jones 1alks with Morse High seniors Steve Minor, center, and Bruce Banks after giving speech.
advanced to become Williams' adCouncilwoman Celia Ballesteros
ministrative assistant. When WllHarvard as a "once-in-a-lifetime
OK to throw away the people who
Iiams was elected to the San Diego has pledged not to run for the seat
Jones, who has an
opportunity,"
have
don't
we
because
...
it
in
live
to which she was appointed last
County Board of Supervisors In
economics degree from the_llni_to see it. But it's not OK."
December after Uvalda Martinez
1982, Jones was unanimously apveJ:_sity of San Djea:a, spoke in only
J ones emphasized that his deciresigned after his guilty plea to
poll)ted by the council to succeed
most general terms about his
the
was
council
the
from
retire
to
sion
felony charges stemming from his
him-becoming, at age 27, the
plans after graduation.
not influenced by two major disapyoungest City Council member of a , • misuse of a city credit card.
"I'd like to enter the business
pointments of the past year, his
During his council career, Jones
maJor American city, The next
world land] continue to be involved
intense avger over the council's
created Project First Class, a proyear, Jones was elected to a full
with the community," Jones told
dismissal last October of City Mangram designed to revitalize South•
(our -year term.
the students. "I'd like to make
east San Diego, and also worked ager Sylvester Murray, the first
·rn recent months, Jones' nonmoney." Jones said that he·would
black to hold that post, and finding
with the Southeast San Diego Decommittal responses to questions
to return to San Diego, but
hke
controversy
in
embroiled
himself
velopment Corp. in attempting to
about his political plans led other
would "not rule out any possibiliwoµld-be successors to conclude persuade businesses to locate or when it was revealed last fall that
lies" elsewhere. A futUre return to
Jones had received an unusual
expand in his district, which inthat he would not run for reelection
politics also is possible, Jones said.
thi$ year in the 4th District, which eludes some of the city's poorest no-down payment loan from a local
Jones estimated that his tuition
bank, to buy a Small Southeast San
neighborhoods.
includes Southeast San Diego, Par housing costs will total about
and
whose
complex
apartment
Diego
lh addition, Jones' proposals led
adlse Hills, Logan Heights, and
$30,000 annually during· the two•
residents received rent subsidies
to the establishment of the Citiparts of Golden Hill and Encanto,
year Harvard program-an exzens' Advisory Board on Police- from the city. To avoid a potential
Declared or potential candidates
pense . that he is prepared to_bear
later
·
Jones
interest,
of
conflict
Community Relations and a new
In the race Include Richard "Tip"
himself in the event that he does
human-relations .training program asked the city to end the subsidies.
Calvin, a former police officer and
not sec ure a scholarship or other
"I do not subscribe t o letting one
head of a printing and publiahing for police officers. He also repeatfi na ncial aid,
edly focused public attention on particular incident Influence a ma!lrrn1 Felip' Hueso, a transporta"I imagine If l pay for it myself
drug abuse and gang violence, two JOr decision," Jones said. And, de~
tion firm executive; Marla Mar,. ru be.in debt substantially," he
..
'
the
.
ovel'
controversy
the
:;pite
cri tical 4th District problems that
sli~ l. the top aide to San Diego City
.
Jones said, "If. concluded.
Council woman Gloria McColl; he urged Morse students to help apartment complex,
William ·1ones,
·happens,
liat
1n
still
would
I
tqday,
do
I
what
khew
I
Wesley Pratt, a lawyer and aide to combat In his speech Thursday.
- Harvard Business Class of '89, •will
However, when asked at the do the same thing,''.
Supervisor Williams; the Rev,
George Stevens, a special assistant news conference to name his major . · "I took a piece of ·property •that . likely ha've plenty of time·over the
next two.years to,ponder his explato Rep. Jim Bates (D-S<!n Diego) accomplishments, Jones did not was infested and Infected, a slum
and associate pastor at Calvary cite specific programs but referred ,situation .. , and ·lnlprQve~ it,'' . natigp to .the Morse students about
why. e cho~e to forsake a g_09d- .
Baptist Church, and Pete Wigfall a jnstead to a personal matter and his Jones said,'noting that .he sought
paying job 9r) mmediate options to
efforts to ,change atti tudes toward the advice of the city ' attorney's
county probation officer.
office before burlng the complex. . •·cash in" on his City Hall experi- he top two vote-getters In the and within the 4th District.
ence by becoming a lobbyist in
Flanked by his family, Jones, a ''That neighborhood is better beSeptember district primary will
apolo- order to return to school.
cause of my. effort thl!re.
compete In the citywide November single parent, said he Is particularly
"Money is not everything is it?"
gies whatsoever::
proud about "remaining being a
general election.
1
Describing hi s ~cceptance at Jones asked, .., ·
:Saying that "today is not the day dad through it all" to his 8-yearfot endorsements," jones declined old daughter, Lia, and "being able
to specify whether he expects to to find time,to take care of the most
'pliiy an active role In the campaign Important responsibility that I
·
to" elect his successor, However, have,"
(When asked for her thoughts on
Johes described -Pratt, ;whom hi,
originally hired to work for then- her lmpehding move to Cambridge,
CollncUman Williams, s being Lia said, "I don't want to-I just
.'·'like a btother to me," and added, want to stay here.''·To that, Jones ·
" nythlng he'd ask me to do, 'd rep11e , "Some 1mi!s dads have ex·
-pl'9bably do It to help him, short of ecutlve privilege.")
"His other chief achievement,
endorsement at this tim,e(
:Jones, a Democrat, also said that Jones said, ~as the contlhuation of
-h~ will consider endorsing ~att an effort ,begun by Williams "to
,"somewhere down the road, or change the attitude at City Hall
~aklng out dllrlna- the campaign . that I( was OK to deliver secondIf ;the nominally non_partlsan race class service" to the 4th Distrjct.
Throughout hls tenure at City Hall,
becomes overly partisan,
. "Jones has been lln ally of Mayor Jones persistently pushed for eql!iMAureen O'Connor on most major ty for his district in terms of
issues. His planned departure !rom provision of city funds and servic ·
. C,i.y Hall means that there will be es.
..There are still people-who think
at ' east two new council memj)ers
n~xl year-a political happen- . it's OK for certain parts of cities to
·seance that could affect O'Connor's falter , deteriorate," Jones said.
• ability to direct a council majority. "This community has been a victim
· . The other council newcomer will of that attitude that it's OK to
- • represent ~he 8th District, where throw away this part of the city, it's

Fo~~r Lucas investigator
hastiearing postponed
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"I am inclined to think that in
the long run consequences may
be much broader in the pres1:nt
circumstance," E hrlichman sa id.
"I think in the long run we are
going to have more problems in
terms of the Iran episode in the
.,
conduct of foreign policy
The decision to sell arms to
Iran, Ehrlichman said, betrayed
the moderate Middle East countries. "Their reaction has to be
very strongly negative."
The current Middle East problems , Ehrh chman said, stem
from President Jimmy Carter's
decision to top supporting the
Shah of Iran .
"He (Carter) really was the
fundamental actor in bringing
about the instability."
making
said
Ehrlichman
Donald Regan chief of staff
created many of Reagan's cu rrent woes.
Putting Regan in that im?<?rtant post, Ehrlichman sa id ,
resulted in "more and more problems" going directly to th e
president, who did n_ot have to
deal with foreign affairs matters
in the past.
"Foreign affairs," E hrlic~m.~n
said, "was not his strong suit.

}

A

an

an
to speak to University o
Diego students.
In a press conference Wednes
day, Ehrlichman said there are
strong differences hetween the
Nixon scandal and what 1s ~ow
going on with Reagan - mainly
, the personalities of the two
presidents .
Nixon, Ehrlichman said, wa_s
"too much involved" in the decision making process . "Reagan
got into trouble because he was
not invO)\ed enough ."
The danger of the Iran-Contra
scandal, Ehrlichrnan s~id, is that
the fallout could continue for a
longer time with more severe
consequences .

J

Off to Academia

By Mike Konon

Tribune Staff Writer
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Landon told Gill.
"You put the order to show cause
on the calender. If you don't w_ant her
found in contempt, why file th e
.
OSC?" Gill asked.
"I would request_w~ go mto cbam,~
bers to discuss prehm1Dary matters,
Landon replied.
"Feldman and Landon brought this
proceeding. They ~ut my_ cl1~nt_ on
trial. I want a pubhc he~rmg, Li~zzi's attorney, Steven·DavIS, ~ld_G11l.
"The issue we are discussmg IS the
extent that a defense investigator
places her interests over those of a
capital case defendant," Feldman
said. "You cannot force the defen~
to disclose its strategy. Th~ mvest!gator acted withou_t a~th?r1t,r and IS
jeopardizing our chent s hfe.

A contempt-of-court . hearin_g involving a former investigator ID the
David Allen Lucas case has been
postponed indefinitely while the attorney for the investigator meets
with Lucas' four attorneys to try to
.
work out a compromise.
Superior Court Judge David M.
Gill ordered the attorneys t? _repo~
to him Thursday on their ~1t10n_s m
the controversy over the 1Dvestigative services provided by Jean ~Liuzzi, co-owner of Trident Investigations.
Liuzzi has refused to turn over the
identities of confidential sources she
used to provide information to two of
Lucas' previous att~r~eys, G. Anthony Gilham and Wilham Sa~nde~.
Lucas· new attorneys seek the identi•
ty of those sources. .
Lucas is charged ID two separate
cases with a total of six murders,
including the death of 22-year-old
Uniy_ersity of San Diego student Anne
Cather1De Swanke. Gill ruled yesterday that his fellow
judge, Michael I. Greer, had not ordered Liuzzi to reveal those sources
during a March 4 hearing, as had
been claimed by Lucas' attorneys.
"There is no court order dated
March 4. There is no minute entry
reflecting such an order. After having read the transcnp_t ?f the March
4 hearing it is my opm1on the court
ma de no order. In fact the co.. -· went
out of its way not to make ai. Ier, "
.
Gill said.
In discussing the problem, Gill
quoted Greer in the trans~ript o_f th~
March 4 hearing as tellmg L1uzz1.
"'What I'm telling you is to walk outside in the hall and talk. If they
(Lucas' attorneys) are not satisfied I
am going to issue an order to sho:,v
cause wh~.,You should not be held ID
contempt.
Gill's dismissal of the cont~mpt
claims for failure to reveal confidential sources left outsta~din~ only a
contempt citation for violation of a
Nov. l7 order which required Liuzzi
to turn over the originals of all reports she had done for the defense..
During the hearing yesterday, 1G1ll
refused repeated pleas by Lucas attorney Steven Feldman to clo~e ~,he
bearing to the press and public so
we can address the merits of the
issue."
"We are not interested in finding
Liuzzi in contempt, only in gettin
what we seek," Lucas attorney Ale~

Feldman also suggested that Liuzzi bad violated the Nov. 17 co~rt
order by discussing the case with
members of the news media.
While he narrowed the issues only
to violations of Greer's Nov. 17 order,
Gill warned Liuzzi:
tenuous
"In my view she
and unmeritorious position.

!n ~.
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De"Bye Bye Birdie" -llfilUhealer
partment p~uslcal about Induction
Into army ~modeled on Elvis Presley, 8 p.m. April 3 and 4 and 2 p.m. April 5,
Camino Theater, USO. Reservations: 2604712.
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.,, Public f~m series planned
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The Wa hlngtoo State Troopers crew celebrates its victory on Mission Bay over the San Diego Police Department.

Verdict goes against SDPD in Police Eight final
Erme Herbert I a p trolman in the San
partment's w tern d1V1sion
Diego Polle
H was In court y terday from 8 a.m to 2
pm
"I hterally cam from court and Jumped
into a boat," he said.
Herbert, ix other oar men. an oarswoman
and coxsw In powered the SDPD's shell in
y t day's Police Eight race at the San Diego
Lowenbrau Crew Cla ic on Mis.~ion Bay. They
m cd ucc fully d fending their title in the

C

P.

econd-annual event by a deck·and°two seats,
fmi hmg econd to the Washington State
Troopers.
The race was one of the three finals and 20
taged on the 2,000•meter (1 v••mile)
rac
course between Sea World and Crown Point
Shores on the Crew Cla s1c's opening day. The
season' first big regatta concludes today, with
heats begmmng al 6·45 a.m. and finals starting
al 10.
The Police Eight race features a different
class1f1cation of competitors. They're not college students, as most of the 2,300 participat-

Wash·ngton State

..I)-'"\ c6ntinued from C-1
·tr

aid Herbert. "Bcmg a cop, workmg all day long, ornetimes not
knowing wh n you'll be finished and
th n commg out to practice in the
evening 1t cl!n be quite a nnd
But Petrick troop are ded1 ated.

(men), Whittier (women) and men's
and women's Cal cups.
Only four schools - Washington.
Harvard. Pennsylvania and Cal have won the Copley Cup in the 13
years it has been a warded, and all
four are among the 12 entered today
Most coaches consider Harvard the
favorite, though it wouldn't be an
up et if any of five other boats
cro ed the line first: defending CopJey champion Penn. Cal, seven-time
winner Washington, defending na-

mg in the Crew Classic are, and they're not
club rowers with lifetimes of crew experience.
But in the competitiveness department, the
patrolmen and investigators and sergeants
don't miss a stroke.
"We take it seriously," said Coach Michelle
Petrick, a financial investigator in the narcotic task force who founded the SDPD club five
years ago. "We don't have many races, but
when we do race, we go after it.
"The competitiveness comes from our work
- it's a very competitive kind of work, it's a
survival kind of thing. Cops have a lot of pride.

It comes from wearing a badge."

Perhaps Petrick's biggest task is just arranging practices. Assembling 14 people with
14 completely different schedules 1S virtually
impossible, so Petrick rotates the practice
schedule every three months and requires that
team members attend only two of three workouts per week.
In the weeks before a race, however, practice is five days a week, and scheduling gets
stickier.

The Universi~ f'San Diego is deforums on
veloping a
ma· r community issues beginning
; fay 13 ith a debatP. on the question
of Sa Diego areawu!.? growth management.
The forums will follow the format
of the public television program
"The Advocates" in which panels of
. experts representmg both sides of an
are questioned on a 'witn
·
stand" by USD law faculty.
'The forums have been developed
by the ean of USD's schools of
graduate and continuing education,

roopers edge SDPD

The Whittier Cup is still more times advance to the final at 3:15.
even. Wisconsin won it last year and The two Copley heats start at 9:40
went on to take the national title, but a.m.; the final is at 3:15 p.m.
Other finals today include: Derek
the Badgers graduated six rowers.
Washington has captured the cup Guelker Memorial Cup for men's
three times, but also watch for New freshmen eight (10:15 a.m.);
Hampshire, Stanford and Cal.
Borthwick Cup for men's clubs (1:55
The Copley and Whittier cups also p.m.); women's Cal Cup (2:10); men's
inclu4e the University of San Die o, Cal Cup (2:25); Womens Club Eight
which qualified by virtue of its victo- (2:40); and Men's ELie E gbt (2:55).
ry in the men's and women's Cal cups
at last year's Crew Classic. The two '
Whitter Cup heats begin at 9:20 a.m.,
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Only two other final
yesterday th men
by Columb:a, and the omen Elite
Four (with coxswain,
Lake Wa hmgton A tea
Twenty-four finals are s h duled
th Copley
for today, m ludl

Law school dean Sheldon Krantz,
chairman of the organizing committee, said, "At present, there are no
continuing forums of high quality to
debate and discuss the significar issues facing San Diego. This means
that these issues often are addressed
by policy-makers with limited information or are not addressed a all.
According to USO President Author E. Hughes, the forums are designed to fill that need and are
planned for twice each year.

See CREW on P e C-6

tio..n•a•I•ch•a•mlJlplliBIW•isliiic•on•s•in• •or• N-av• y•.--• a•nd_t.he_t.ea•m•s-w•i•th-th•e-to•pm:se v.,.e~nTh San Diego-Wa hmgton riv· lry
began la t year m th inaugural Police Eight, and heated up yesterday
tn chilly wind-whipped waters. The
Seattle-ha ed Washington State
Troopers with a rev mped te
avenged la t year's lo~ by er mg
the fm1sh lrnc m 7 minute , 17.7 se .
onds, less than two seconds ahead of
their San Diego rival

business administration, education
and law.

P. C. B

Est . 1888

In Tranattlon-P~ic)i imn(n.

~·hairman of the Political Sl"oftll~ "eJSanment at University of San Diego, will
discuss the changes takmQ place in the
Soviet poht1cal system and what it means
to U.S. foreign policy at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday at the Oaks Nonh Community
Center. 12578 Oaks Nonh Drive, Rancho
Bernardo. Admission is $1 for World Affairs
Council membefS, $3 for non-members. /
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Special Jubilee Edition -

Bishop Buddy's 'dream' college keeps growing
By Pamela Haupert
USO News Bureau

Univc~9;p-fn°

Diego began as a dream, a
The
vision, a desire to establish a Catholic college that
.... ould be dedicated to teaching, research and service.
The dream first belonged to Bishop Charles Francis
Huddy, and i_t long since has come true.
Indeed, USD has taken its place among the most
out. tanding private universiues in the western United
Statt:s.
Known for the excelkn ( of its students and the
quality of its instruction , CSD has an enrollment of
\ 500 The Alcala Park c-ampus mdudes a College of
Art and 'oences and four professional chools: Law ,
Business Administration, Education and Nursing.
Clearly , the University of San Diego now stands as a
11101111t11t•11t to the value of\ is10n, the power of praver.
,mcl the pt•rsi ·tent pursuit of exu•llencc.
Thr vision belonged to Bishop Budd), who look
command of the S,m Diego diocese on Feb. 7 1917
Later that year, he went to an Francisco to share
lus dream with Mother Rosalie Hill, Vicar Superior of
the Sm iety of the Sacred Heart ' s Western Province .
Twelve year later, Bishop Buddy broke ground for
the 'an Diego College for Women, to be constructed,
financul ,111d equipped by the Religious of the acred
~ft-art.
A h11lc-known fatt about the college is that the
ac-9u1sit10n of land was postponed by World War II,
"hen thl' site was used as an anti-aircraft base
i.;uarding the coast of San Diego County.
Loc.ttt·d on a bluff owrlooking both San Diego and
Mission b,1ys , the campus was named "Alcala Park,"
,1f1.-1 tl11 unin·rsiry city of Akal,, in Spain. Akala was
onn· rht home of ·, Didacus, the patron saint of San
Diego.
The ( ollcge Jor Women was completed m l!.152 and
d,t> es began in February of tb,11 year.
Bishop Buddy wasn ' t fimslwd . lie emisioned a
1111iv1·isil> th,u would h,•n,rm im rl'asingly important
,incl rntluenual rn edw at1011 , both for the diocese and
the fOlllltlUllit>
s a rl'sult, th<" Diocese of San Diego in 1954

Former President
HISTORIC MOMENT Richard M. Nixon, at the time Vice President
Nixon, stands with his wife Pat and Bishop
Charles Buddy in front of marquee to USD's hall
of science, which Nixon dedicated. The former
president received an honorary degree from
USO in 1959.

decided to found and finance the San Diego College for
Men. At the same time, the School of Law was
established.
In 1972, after four years of study and planning by
administrators at all three schools, the San Diego
College for Men, College for Women and School of
Law merged to form the University of San Diego.
USD was established as an independent
corporauon, and Dr. Author E. Hughes was appointed
as president.
With the merger, USD became a co-educational,
Catholic university governed by an independent Board
of Trustees of priests, nuns, lay Catholics and
membns of many other faiths.
By mandate of the incorporation, the Bishop of San
Diq~o (Bishop Leo T. Maher) and his appointee (the
diocesan chancellor, Msgr. I. Bren! Eagen), and the

head of the Religious of Sacred Heart in the United
States (Sister Anne O'Neil) and her appointee (Sister
Gertrude Patch) all serve as trustees.
Under the leadership of Hughes, USD has grown
rapidly. Enrollment has almost doubled since 1974,
from 2,845 to today ' s total of 5,500 .
USD's net assets have increased from $29 million in
1972 to $121.5 million in 1986. The total amount of
revenue credited to gift income during the 1980-86
period is estimated at $25 million.
Construction of $31. 2 million worth of new
academic buildings and dormitories has been in
progress since 1978, with an additional $13 .5 million
in planned construction by 1990.
Despite the many changes in the diocese and USO,
their relationship has remained close.
"Certainly, the university i an important part of
the church in San Diego," Bishop Maher said
recently. "Because it is known for its commitment to
Christian values, the school has long since established
itself as a moral leader in our community. And having
a Catholic university with the status of USD gives the
diocese a certain prestige that would be missing
without it."
When asked about diocesan influence in USD's
affairs, Sister Maureen Cronin, Assistant Provost and
Director of Institutional Research and a member of the
Sacred Heart order, stated that "although the
university and the diocese work together on many
issues and USD is a Catholic university, it is
independent in its actions and the diocese makes no
efforts to control it.''
Irving Parker, an English professor at USD since
1954, says, "Bishop Buddy got us started, and
President Hughes, in a sense, polished the raw
materials. I think we have shown tremendous growth,
definitely within the expectations and dreams of
Bishop Buddy."
At the 1949 College for Women groundbreaking
ceremonies, Bishop Buddy made a statement that
perhaps best illustrated his expectations, his vision for
a private rnstitution of higher learning in San Diego.
"We know that it takes 50 to 100 years to build an
university but we had to make a start."
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/A Rolls will be rolled out
D-6 /~,i\m» kgolln lon

•

fo t~Spera fund-raiser au cti on
By Janet Sutter

Spin drift

tarr Writer

The 1948 Rolls-Royce Silver Wraith has curving classic lines, the famous handmade radiator, the signature hood ornament, and an open
chauffeur's compartment separated
from the passenger seat by a glass
partition. That dilly will be up for
bids May 6 at the Sao Diego Opera's
"Rolls-Royce of Garage Sales and
uction."
The party will help underwrite the
opera season which opens Oct. 10
with "Rigoletto."
Symbolic Motors, which donated
the car, is loaning its La Jolla prem•
ises for the party from 6:30 to 9:30
p.m. A cocktail buffet and music by
Steven Spencer will sustain and entertain. Wagener has donated a dress
for the auction, as has Saks Fifth Avenu . Trips to Paris and Australia
ar among the tempters. The more
expensive items will be auctioned,
but little items will carry price tags
and some half-price bargain., will be
the prizes of a scavenger hunt.
Dorene Whitney, chairwoman of
the auction night and the "Rigoletto"
opening night gala, says guests will
be opera, auction and car enthusi•
asts. Anyone interested should call
the San Diego Opera office. Reserva•
tions are $35 per person.
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Administration, for more informa,
lion.

The-· Society for Technic al
Commu nication 's April 14 meeting will focus on "Advert ising
Techno logical Knowle dge." The
meeting will be held at the Cafe
Del Rey Moro in Balboa Park startmg at 6 p.m.

• • •

Prof. Johann a Hunsak er will
discuss "Men, Women , Power
and Organiz ational Politics " on
April 24 at the final program of the
Busines s Update Spring 1987
Semina r series sponsored by USD.
The breakfas t starts at '7:30 p.m:Contact USO Continuing Education for more information.

• •

"High-T ech Selling: How to
Distribu te Your Wares," is the

1

Busi ness Matt ers
by Libby. Brydolf

topic of a morning breakfas t meetslate we. l of the Mississippi / 487,029. Together these companies ing of the Comput er and Electronics Market ing Associa tion
generate revenues of more than
on Wednesday. The meeting at the
$10 million annually. Texas is seLa Jolin Village Inn starts at 7
cond with 261,995 female-headed
a.m Robert Vendela nd, market·women
lly,
Nationa
companies.
(ng consultant, will speak. He adowned firms bring in annual
companies to pick a sucvises
r<'ceipts of more than $53 billion.
method and stick to it.
cessful
cs
statisti
ive
Those impress
* * *
aside, women-owned companies
Glen E. Spangle r is the new
receive less than l percent of all
federal procure ment dollars. COO at Image Hotels of
MegaMarketplace sets up com- Americ a. Spangler is a certified
puter-matched appointments with hotel adminis trator who brings 17
government and corporate contrac- years of experience to the job. He
ting officials interested in wide- has worked with such hotels as
ranging goods and services. Oppor- Ramada Inn, Holiday Inn, Howard
tunities are available in such areas Johnson's and Days Inn.
as automated data processing systems analysis, constructipn of residential and commercial structure s,
printing , advertising, personnel
services and accounting services.
MegaMurketpluce will also provide exhibition space. Intereste d
business own('rs should write
MeguM ark etplace, Commu nity
Develop ment Commission, Los
Ang!'les County, 1436 Goodrich
Blvd .. Commerce 90022.
Westhe imer
Spangle r

• • •

Celebrated eggheads

Dennis Conner, Stevie Wonder,
Charles "Peanut s" Shultz, Jane
Fonda and Bruce Willis, Frank Sinatra, Gene Wilder, Olaf Wieghorst,
Alan Alda, Jack Nicholson, Rue
McClanahan of "Golden Girls." Now
just what do all these folks have in
common? They've all taken paintbrush, pencil, crayon or something
similar in band to decorate an egg
for "Eggstravaganza."
That Easter egg auction sponsored
by the Big Sister League of San
Diego will be Saturday from 7 to 11
p.m. in the lower level of University
Towne Centre near Nordstrom. Some
of the eggs are already on display in
the lower mall. Robert Arnhym will
be the auctioneer. The event also will
feature dance music by "Biorhythm,"
hors d'oeuvres and a no-host bar.

Globe and gown

The Old Globe Theatre and the
University of San Diego are linked
now in a program for a Master of
Fine Arts in Dramatic Arts. The first
students will enroll next fall, getting
practical theater work at the Globe
and academic studies in the USO
-English Department.
That link will be celebrated by the
attendance of many Globe board
members at the USD Deans' Ball on
Saturday. Best of all, Globe veteran
actor Jonathan McMurtry will entertain.
Also on hand will be USO academic
vice president and provost, Sister
Sally Furay, who happens to be president of the Old Globe Theatre's
board of directors.
Kim and Marilyn Fletcher are
chairing the Deans' Ball which begins with cocktails at 7 p.m. at the
Town & Country Hotel. The black-tie
evening will benefit the College of
Arts and Sciences, School of Business

The dress from Wagener, and the 1948
Rolls-Royce on which Kathleen Kadir is
seated, will be up for auction May 6 at a
San Diego Opera fund-raiser.
Administration, School of Education,
School of Law and the Philip Y Hahn
School of Nursing. Reservations are
$500 per person for President's Circle; $250 for Dean's Circle; and $125
for Circle of Scholars. Call Maggie
(Mrs. John) Mazur.

Mary Pappas, Athens Market restaurant
owner, wearing a Jaeger suit, will join the
models In 'Dress Up Downtown' Wednesday
sponsored by Central City Association.

Spinoffs.
The Sao Diego Buro Institute will
have its 14th Spirit of Courage
Awards Banquet Thursday at the San
Diego Hilton. The event honors individuals who have risked their lives in

an effort to save others from death
or injury in a fire. No-host cocktails
will be at 6 p.m., the dinner and
awards at 7 p.m., with KFMB's Clark
Anthony as master of ceremonies.
Reservations are $30, $50 or $500 per
person.

arketplace In L.A. Calls To Women

will have to
if they want
ng(•lcs
Los
to
t.ravl'l
to hear about government and corporutc co nt racting opportunities
nPxt month. Sponsored by the U.S.
D!•pt. of Commerce, State of California , L.A. County and ..!_he 1;9-·
t1on11l . sociation of Women Busi•
nc•s wncrs, McgnM urketpla cc
We t is expected lo utlrucl more
than 3,000 women to the L.A. Con•
vent ion Center May 27.
" Wom<'n -owned busines ses
are one of the fastest growing segments of the American economy,"
says Comme rce Assista nt Secre•
tury Kay Bulow. They now comprise 25 percent of all small busincsse~. huv,ng grown nearly 75
percent over the past decade to
number moro than 3 million.
California houses more womenowned companies than any other

ml51

Another opera coup. Scaasi, whose
dressy clothes the women in "W"
covet, is coming to California for the
first time. Guess where. Right! Saks
La Jolla is luring him here for the
San Diego Opera fashion show Aug.
4. There'll be an intimate dinner
party the night before for major patrons. Phyllis Parrish is chairwoman.

Proceeds will help support the Big
Sister home in Hillcrest, a temporary
shelter for women in crisis, and the
Big/Litt le Sister program which
matches adult women with girls ages
5 to 15.
Eggstravaganza tickets are $30;
call the Big Sister League.

Harvey Levine, author of "Pro-

Tht_ SBA and SCORE _offer two
manage ment worksh ops this
month for current and future small
business owners. The daylong
workshops will be held at Nationa l
University in Mission Valley April
14 and 28. Cost is $15 for the program that starts at 8:15 a.m.
• • *
Small claims court: How lo win
and collect is the subject of a oneday seminar sponsored by Educ
tional Semina rs Co. on April 27.
The program will be catered to
businesses, offering advice on how
to avoid small claims, how to win
in court and collect judgments.
Cost 1s $85 for the first person in an
office; $75 for each additional
enrollee . Contact Educati onal
Seminars, 2215 R Market St.,
1274, San Francisco 94114, for
more information.
* • *
Frank P. Kristoff is the new
presiden t and CEO at Stoody
Deloro Stellite. Based in San
Diego, SOS is a leading designer
and maker of wear prevention
alloys and has eight operating
divisions internationally. Kristoff
most recently was president and
director of the Metallur g division
of Sieldalloy in New Jersey. He
succeeds Richard L. Tickell, who
will consult on the company's
European operations and continue
as a company director.
* * *
Equitab le Life Leasing Corp.
has promoted John C. Sinclair Jr.
to president and chief operatin g of-

La Jollan Patricia Westhe imer
has signed a contract with Scott,
ject·" 'Martage'firent •Usirlg "Micro
Cohtplit,,;s," will1speaT<:' nt a ProForesman & Co., a Time-Life Books
jJdl"Md na~cme nt 'ForJ.n( April ' subsidiary, to write a four-book
series on business writing skills.
21 The seminar , sponsored by the
local chnpt<.Jr of the Project Man- The series to be published next
agemt•n t Institute , will also fea
year, will be: "The Perfect Memo,"
lure peakers und panels on con"The Compete Book of Executive
struction, DOU/DOE contractors
Writing, " "The Executive Style
and software development and proBook" and "Power Writing for Project managem ent software. Cost is
fessional Women." Westhei mer
$75 if reservations ure made by
runs WestRo ots Busines s WritFriday. The program runs 8 a,m. to
ing Systems, presenti ng business
5 pm . Contact William R Shcrwriting seminar s to corporations.
• • •
rnrd, SUSU College of Business

ficer of the company's Equitab le/
Source Corp. subsidiary based in
Santa Clara. Sinclair was formerly
executive v.p. of operations here.

* * *
Bill Acosta has been promoted .

to manager of the local Social Se- :
curity office downtown. Formerly :
manager of the SSA Escondido of- _
fice, Acosta succeeds Eugene .
Williams who retired last month.
* * *
'
Russell C. Brown, a former '.
senior v.p. with Manage ment 1
Analysi s Co., has joined ICF Inc.,,
as n v p. Brown moves to Washing-.
ton, D.C., to accept the post. He '.
will act as a major project manage r ·,
and senior consulta nt in manage- :
ment, engineering, marketi ng and,1
related areas.

r
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. p~·t J!;...;;Di:lemrnas in EcoD\:y_;? a free public forum
on econ mic problems in the United States conducted by Paul Wohlmuth, a professor of law at Univers½f San Diego, will be hrntTrom
7,30 to'9'-p-;m. in the Manchester

Conference Center on the~S D
campus. For reservations, call Joh
Nunes at 260-4682.
/

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Oa lly Ca llfornlan
(Cir. D. 100,271)

Estill
Brown
At Lloyd Pest Contro l,.
Thomas R. Estill is the new
technical director. He joined Lloyd,
in 1978 as a technician. Most'.
recently, Estill was quality control,
inspector.
* * *
Pamela Langsto n is new com- ,

Busin$s Matters .L"
(Continit ,d/ftY3:ta ge3A)

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co)
Times
(San Diego Ed.)
(Cir. D 50,010)
(Cir. S 55,573)

municationsl ~~ciate for United
Way here. The Imperial Beach resident will work with businesses
during non-campaign months to
encourage health fairs, information and referral opportunities and
volunteer recruitment.
• * *
Partie s anyone ? Larry
Rinehar t, chef and former owner
of Rinehar t and Co. restaura nt in
Encinitas, has teamed with up
with Tony Kopas to form Tony
Kopas & Associa tes, a party
planning and production firm.
Kopas, a caterer and special events
planner from L.A., will continue to
rnn his Somerset Caterers, which
will work with the new firm. Kopas
a nd his staff have produced such
events as La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art's Monte Carlo night
a nd th e San Diego Historical
Soc_iety's holiday celebration and
designer showcase. The company
also runs the Museumcafe at the
La Jolla museum.
* * *
.
_Epic Enterpr ises has moved to
b,_gger offices at 3838 Camino Del
/
Rio North, Suite 164.

(Continued on Paget)
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/ Editorial

the San Diego Region adopt a coordinated
•
qro_wth Manag ement Plan which activel y
hmits growth?"
No questio n could be formul ated to incite
more firewor ks than this one. But that is the
query which will be address ed May 13 at the
Lrceum Theatre on the Univer sity of San
B1ego campu s where import ant issues
fre..9uently receive a thoroug h airing.
The setting in which the questio ns will be
asked - and hopefu lly answe red_ will be in
the sryle us~~ by "The Advoca tes," a popula r
public telev1s10n show. The grilling will be
done by membe rs of the USD Law School
----faculty.
T_his is the first in what USD intends to be a
~.enes _of ~ebate~ about critical issues, such as
moralit y m public office (San Diego really
needs t~at one), border issues and airport
relocat wn.
Growth has been an issue in the
.deliberations of public bodies for at least 20
¥ears, _but often the subject is approa ched on
1ts I?enphery, not at its core. Rarely has the
topic been attacke d as directly as it will be
May 13.
There have been growth manag ement plans

O~ch~~?,,~~d!!~!!~not

hryut It. The passag e of Propos ition A by San
Diego voters was a definitive step for toughe r
control s than heretof ore have been applied.
One _survey commi ssioned by the San Diego
As~~c1at1on of Govern ments, soliciting
opm1on~ from 1,000 county residen ts, shows
t~e _p_ubhc to be of !WO minds on actuall y
hm1tmg growth . Ninetee n percen t said they
would try to reduce future growth ; 13 percen t
want market forces to dictate the growth
pattern . But 60 percen t of those polled say they
would try to regulat e the "qualit y" of future
growth .
Quality doesn't mean the same thing to
everyone, so that respon se is murky.
Nevertheless, it indicat es that people want
planne rs and develop ers to pay attentio n to
the factors which commo nly are include d in
the ''.quality of life": open space, air quality,
traffic flow, educati onal and cultura l
opportu nities, water purity, an infrastr ucture
adequa te to take care of sewage and provide
the other necessi ties of modem life.
ln~re~singly, the challen ge IS to preserv e
quality m the face of a sharply rising
popula tion curve. Increas ingly, the questio n 1s
whethe r that can be done. On May 13 we may
get some answer s. Or more questio ns.

S n Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)
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San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)
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mi lion being spent to explain alien law
rector of the Mexico-United States
izing in ethnic accounts.
Said Fernando Oaxaca, president Law Institute at the Universit~ of
of Coronado Communications: San Qiegn "Tb~ lack of informa unr
"There has not been a government until now bas produced tremendous
information campaign of this com- confusion and apprehension on the
plexity.... It is a horrendous chal- part of potential applicants (for amnesty)."
lenge."
Vargas said he hopes the ad camOaxaca said the advertising will
begin later this month, focusing ini- paign will be "very aggressive,
tially on explaining the law's legal- reaching out to urban areas with all
ization provision, which takes effect the media and targeting specific
areas (where immigrants are conMays.
"The news that the INS had finally centrated)."
Dick Freeman, an immigration
granted the contract is certainly welcome," said Dr. Jorge A. Vargas, di- and labor law attorney in San Diego,

plus the distribution of explanatory
brochures and other materials to employers and the general public.
In San Diego, two experts on immigration law hailed the announcement, saying it should clear away
confusion about the impending amnesty program for undocumented
Immigrants.
The contract was awarded to The
Justice Group, formed by Hill and
Knowlton Inc., an international public relations firm, Coronado Communications Corp. and La Agencia de
Orci, an adv rtising agency special-

said he thinks the advertising will
help make employers more aware of
what they must do to comply with
the provisions barring employment
of undocumented workers.
The ads also should shed light, he
said, on pending final regulations for
carrying out the law. "Even people
who wanted to be informed have not
been able to get clear-cut answers,"
be said.
Freeman said it is good idea that
the advertising will be done in foreign languages as we as English. "If
Please see ALIEN, 10
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,,Lawyer Speaks
on landmark~0
abortion casl
By Lisa Petrillo
Staff Writer

®

San Dii;go, Wednesday, April 8, 1987
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potential applicants are going to
come forward, they are going to have
be Informed in theff own languages."
The law provides legal residence
for undocumented aliens who established permanent homes in the United States before January 1982. A 12month application period begins on
May 5.
There has been criticism of the
INS for waiting this late to launch a
national information campaign that
would give undocumented aliens ad-

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)

vice on the kinds of documentary
proof they will need to apply.
On June 1, the INS may begin enforcing the law's other major provision, which makes it illegal for employers to knowingly hire undocumented aliens.
Employers have complained as
well about a lack of accurate information from the INS.
But I S Commissioner Alan C.
Nelson told reporters that his agency
already has been distributing information through local information

campaigns, including public meetings by INS officials.
Oaxaca said the Justice Group's
strategy will not include the purchase of network television advertising campaign. He said he hopes networks will air public service announcements for free.
He also said the campaign will be
carried out in English and several
other_ lan~ages, including Spanish,
Arabic, Polish, Chinese, Korean an~
Japanese.
/

A §.;)-0 center follows Brandenburg to SDSU
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for a recruiting trip. I wouldn't have gone there if
he didn't. I wouldn't even have considered it."
What McMullen, who plans to major in business,
dJSCovered is that he could have his basketball
coach and a good school, too. McMullen heard
favorable reports about Brandenburg's reputation
for coaching big men. And he discovered one of
the nation's top business schools at SDSU.
"I'm glad this opportunity came up because San
Diego is a great place," said McMullen, who averaged 20.4 points and 11.6 rebounds in conference
play this season for College of the Canyons. "It
\las a positive thing.
"I look forward to being coached by Branden1:llrg and I also look forward to playing in the
WAC. I feel that if I can just have my game complement that of the other players, and their game
complement me, we should be successful."
College of the Canyons coach Lee Smelser
agreed with McMullen's decision to attend i'iDSU.
"Wyoming was still recruiting him with their
interim people, but I think he was really impressed with coach Brandenburg," Smelser said.
"If he would have gone to Wyoming I don't think it
would have been the same. The opportunity at San
Diego State is outstanding.
"He seemed real happy with his decision when
we talked at length (Monday). I don't think be was
following Coach Brandenburg blindly. It was a
11-thou.£.ht-out decision that was best for Mitch."

Tribune Sports,mter

One month ago, Mitch McMullen gave San
iego State about as much attention as one gives
ose Publisher's Clearinghouse Sweepstakes
f rms that arrive in the mail.
''Tb only (recruiting) contact I had from San
Diego State was a form letter that they probably
nd out to 10,000 people," said McMullen, College
of th Canyons' 6-10, 225-pound sophomore center.
' I didn't even bother to send it back."

It appears Jim Brandenburg has more influence
than Ed McMahon, however, because McMullen
was expected to sign a national letter of intent
today to play basketball at SDSU.
McMullen is exactly what the Aztecs have been
looking for - a center. SDSU recently completed
the season without a true center, featuring no
player taller than 6-8 on its roster.
When Brand nburg left Wyoming March 28 to
become basketball coach at SDSU, McMullen's attention shifted fr im Laramie to San Diego.
"I took a recrmtt g trip to Wyoming in October," McMull n ·aid ·•1 was going to hold off and
sec what my otner options were before committing to a school. As the year went on, I was leaning
toward Wyoming I was mainly leaning toward
Wyoming because of Brandenburg.
"When he went t S Diego State I came there

Jl.lleri

P C B

Morse High guard Rey Parsons wa also hoping
to sign a letter of intent with SDSU, but Tigers
coach Ron Davis said yesterday that the Eastern
League's Player of the Year was still waiting for
word from the Aztecs on whether one would be
offered.
"He's definitely interested," Davis said. "We're
just waiting for them. That's where he wants to go.
They were glad to hear that a kid from San Diego
of Rey's caliber wants to stay h me. Th t was a
plus for them and this is a p!us for Rey."
Parsons averaged 14.3 points, 10 ass1Sts and 11
steals a game for the Tigers last season He set a
San Diego CIF record with 21 steals aga· t Mira
Mesa.

•••

Jl.SI!... which lost six seniors from this season's
24-6 team, expected to sign two players today and
another tomorrow.
The Toreros took advantage of last fall's early
signing date by signing 6-7 forward John Sayers of
San Jose Bellarmine Prep and 6-8 forward Keith
Colvin of Chico High.
Sayers averaged 19.2 points and 8.3 rebounds
this season and was selected Santa Clara County
Player of the Year. Colvin averaged 17 points and
12.5 rebounds for Chico, earning his team's most
valuable player award as well as all-Eastern
League honors.

1" 1888

San Diego, Calif.
Southern Cross
(Cir. W. 27,500)

Titans win with 11th inning rally
two-out,

College baseball report
gnmc victory Dunn went the
d1 tnncc, allowing only five
hits nd one unearned run
wh1 c trtkmg out six, to up
hi record to 3-1 with his first
complete game of the year.
Darren Nelson singled in
the fir I mnmg of the first
game, then hit h1 13th home
run In the f rst inning of game
to extend his hitto IS consecutive
cond game, the
Mustang broke a 4-4 tie with
John Orton' .sacrifice fly m
the top of the eighth mning.

sec-

Fullerton

nm

m

p!lchmg

r ' fir t

!

, Golden West 7:

Tim Churcl111l proved to be
the hero for the Hornets, smglmg m Shawn Illankenship
with one out m the bottom of
the ninth mnmg to give Fullerton the wm
With one out, Blankenship
hud smgled to begin the rally
and wa dQubled to third by
Jim Troup After an intention I pn to Andy Ru cltto
loaded th ba e , Churchill,

who wa three-for-five with
two doubles and four RBI, delivered a sharp single into
right field for the game-winner.
Citrus 8, Cypress 5: Fifteen
men left on base were too
many for the Chargers ( 17-13
overall, J· 7 in conference) to
overcome m the Orange Empire Conference game at Citrus.
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Course on Resurrection
schedule~at USD

A~
.PARK - A co~rse on the
resurrection narratives will be given April
30 and May 7 and 14, 7-9:30 p.m. in the
Salomon Lecture Hall, DeSales building at
the University of San Diego.
The ·course, "No Resurrection , No

Christianity,'' will explore how each
Gospel's resurrection narrative is a final
statement of its Christology.

Rev. Jack Lindquist, assistant professor
in USD's Religious Studies Department,
will present the course, which is sponsored
by the Institute for Christian Ministries.
Preregistration fee is $15 if received by
Apnl22 A 20feewillberhargedafterthat
date.
Fo_r further informat 10n, call the
Instllutc for Christian Ministries
260-4784.
/
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The lawyer who brought _Americ_a
legal abortions, Sarah Weddington, 1s
a preacher's daughter from_ West
Texas whose style is to be Just as
nice as she can be.
Even when she is picketed by
abortion foes. Even when her more
strident critics call her a baby-killer.
"I tell them that I'm so proud to
live in a society of law where people
have the right to disagree deeply, but
where we do not force one minority
view on another," Weddington said in
an interview before speaking last
night at the University of Sa._!) Diego.
Weddingto n has fougli1 for
women's rights since 1972, when she
was 26 and winning Roe vs. Wade
before the U.S. Supreme Court. That
landmark dccbon, granting the
right to aborti n during the first
three months of pt egnancy, led all
states to legalize abortion.
But despite the controversy she
draws, Weddington is no firebrand,
no Jane Fonda or Bella Abzug. At 42,
she seems completely the minister's
daughter, the former president of her
high school Future Homemakers of
America She sits primly on a divan
with a shawl around her as she poses
for pictures.
.
.
Weddington says she 1s surprised
by all this warring over abortion and
its focus on her case. There are still
protests and celebrations on the anniversary of the court's decision, Jan.
22, 1973.
She is worried, she said, about
Reagan administration attacks on
the case. She won with a 7-2 vote, and
the latest challenge to the precedent
came to 5-4 - "Still in my favor, but
I am concerned," she said.
"The court has ruled on abortion it
seems like about once a year, and
each time strongly states that it is
not the government's role," Weddington said."
There was controversy over her
appearances last night and this
morning at ll,SD...llut no picketing.
Gregg Cotler of the I.I.SD Law
School S~rs Bureau, wtilcnsponsorMthe event, said he has met with
opposition from some university officials over the appearance of Weddington and another recent speaker,
the still-radical Abbie Hoffman.
However, officials at the Catholic
university said they merely asked
what Weddington's topic would be.
The Diocese of San Diego, which
sits in the heart of the campus, did
not intervene, according to a spokesman for Bishop Leo Maher.
Members of the Right to Life
Council of San Diego County set up
an information table in the University Center, where Weddington spoke
last night, but no other demonstrations were held.
Inside, several anti-abortion activists were among those who listened
to Weddington describe her arguments before the Supreme Court, bul.
the crowd of about 100 rem ,t:d
quiet.
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The U D law school's team
took Mecond pine in the annual
American Trial Lawyers Assn.
mock tru1l competition in Washington, 0 C,; 119 teams competed.
Professor Corky Wharton coached
students Su Melton, Stev Hakes
and'fom Pinkqrton.
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'When needy students are unable to get federal
loansI the schools lee/ a commitment to• admit
them anyway, even ii that involves helpmg them
with their tuition'

!;,1. 1888

Collegians
learnin
be ·n de t
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Graduates face
growing burden
of stu9,CBt Joans
By ~liSni~ken

Tribune Education Writer
ESIDF diplomas, graduates

in ever-increasmg numbers
are leaving colleges and univers!Ues carrying something else a crushing amount of student-loan
debt.
Graduates 1n 1985-86 ere, on average, $7,600 m debt as the result of
student loans, accord.n to the College Boa d In Wa hi ton, D.C.
le the 1975-76
e t'lan
Thats
ave c of , 00
''We a ly .J ~vc t be con
bout beth r we re asking
ce
pie to take on an obligation
youn
~ - - - - - , that may be onerous in ways we
can't expect them
to understand at
ag 18 or 19," says
a r cent Congres•
si nal Jomt Ecoom1c Committee
report.
Contributmg to
the mountain of
student debt are
spiraling tu1t1on costs - whict have
more than tripled in th past decade
- and cuts in fed ral aid for higher
education.
The n tional statistics are reflected m the expenences of students graduating from San Diego universities,
accordmg to local fmancial aid officers.
Mona Snodgrass, now a graduate
student at the University of Califorma at San Diego, quickly learned
about borrowing to finance her education. She helped pay her first year
at UCSD with a $2,500 Guaranteed
Studen Loan and a $500 National Direct Student Loan
o.. •
y r, I g
"In my
ing · the fmanCl 1 aid of ice u der a
work-study grant, and got to know
how things worl<," Snodgrass says. "I
didn't take out any more loans. I realized the loans would add up, and it
was better 1f I worked instead of taking out loans.
"But I have many friends who
graduated after five years in school
with $10,000 or more in loans," she
said. ''They have to repay about $100
a month to get them paid off."
Jon Frankel, UCSD School of Medicine financial aid officer, says 75 to
80 percent of medical students there
receive financial aid.
eir course work is so heavy they study day and night - that they
have no time for work," Frankel
says. "We're seeing students gr~aduate from med school with a debt
ed
$40,000 or more at state-sup
schools, such a3 l'CSD's, and as high
.as $80,000 at pri 11ate, high-tuition
schools.'
The con ess1onal committee's report, title " tudent Loans: Are They
Overburdening a Generation?" says
students in public universities and
colleges graduate with an average
debt of $6,685, while those in private
ifastitutions owe an average of $8,950
upon graduation.
The interest rates for federal student loans range from 7 to 9 percent,
depending on when a loan was taken
out. The current rate is 8 percent.
The amount of student debt has
risen 10 lockstep with federal student
loans. In 1985-86, the latest period
computed by the government, 4.7
million students took out $9.8 billion
in federal loans ompared with $3.5
Please see LO 'S, A-6

billion borrowed by 1.6 million students in 1975-76.
Local universities say those figures mirror conditions on campuses
here.
Although no national statistics are
available on the percentage of students who take out education loans,
Victoria Tripa of the U.S. Department of Education puts the figure at
between 40 percent and 50 percent.
Students who don't take out loans
usually finance their education by
working, relying on their families or
both, says Herb Whyte, financial aid
chief at the TlJliyec;ity o{ Sao Pi~Between to percent and 75 percent
of the students at San Diego State
University and USO work full- or
part-time, officials there say. The
percentage is lower at UCSD: about
60 percent.
"We don't know how many families have taken out loans to finance
their children's college, either,"
Whyte adds.
Tom Rutter, UCSD financial aid
director, says sharply rising costs
have forced more students to apply
for loans.
"Our total federal loans to approximately 3,000 students in 1985-86 was
about $10.5 million, which is around
2¾ times what it was 10 years ago,"
he says.
Whyte agrees with Rutter, adding
that the number of student applicants bas increased greatly along
with the number of loans.
''But when you compare today's
figures with 10 years ago you have to
recognize that the student body has
grown greatly in that period," he
says. "At USD, for example, our enrollment in 1975-76 was 2,134. Now
it's 4,500. So the loan amount rose
proportionately"
Kathie Mills, of DSU's financial
aid office, says 8,100 D U students
received loa totaling about $16.4
million in 19 5 ', which she estimates is double what it was 10 years

a o.

Whyte says 96.4 percent of students who have taken out National
Direct Student Loans through the
university are repaying them.
"We're very pleased with a default
rate that has declined to 3.6 percent,"
he says.
"At one time at USD, about 11
years ago, we had a default rate of 38
percent," Whyte adds. "The federal
government at the time made loans
readily available without emphasizing to the students that they had to
epaid.''
UCSD also reports that its present
default rate is very low.
"Over 93 percent of students who
borrowed money from UCSD are
paying it back," says Rutter, adding:
"University efforts to coll t such
loans have improved in the last 10
years. This is due in part to the government tightening up its regulations
on those who take out loans; and on
our part, having the tools to do a
better job of collectir.g
"In the past, it was a lot easier for
students to get away (without repayment). We're now playing hardball.''
SDSU's default rate i in the same
ballpark as those of UCSD and USO
- 3.7 percent.
One of the most controversial aspects of the administration's budget
proposals on fmancial aid would
drastically increase the amount of
money a student could borrow.
Called the Income Contingent
Lo n program, it would increase to
f50,000 the student-loan cap, setting
it at nearly three times the present
cap of $17,250 under the Guaranteed
Student Loan program.
Loans under the proposed program
could be stretched over 30 years,
compared with the current 10-year
them anyway, even if that involves limit.
helping them with their tuition.''.
Howard Fisher, UCSD financial
Another problem: the $2,500-a-year aid officer, who attended a recent
maximum loan amount available for meeting of the Coalition of Higher
undergraduates under the federal Education Assistance Organizations
Guaranteed Student Loan program, in Washington, D.C., says association
which Whyte says is often inadequate members have reservati,ns about
for poor students who are willing to the Income Conttngent Loan proassume high long-term debt.
"To help the needy students meet gram.
"We have problems about it,"
their total cost of education, the Fisher say ''For one thing, we're
schools must dip into their own re- concerned about Reagan putting
sources, which come from two sourc- money into this program at the exes, tuition revenue and private do- pense of tht loan programs already
nors who contribute scholarships," he in place. So which one of the estabadds.
lished programs will be cut in favor
Cal Grants, funds provided by the of this new, untried ICL program?
state, are available on a limited
"Also," he askf:, ''how do you get
basis for needy students attending the people o pay back the loans
UCSD and SDSU, as are a small nwn- years after 1,ey graduate from colber of university-sponsored scholarlege?
ships.
"Anotber problem we see is the adThe local universities' financial ministrative costs involved in such a
aid officers say they are concerned program, keeping track of these peoabout the Reagan administration's ple long after they leave school. How
efforts to cut student aid, including do you administer a program on such
loans, grants and work-study procomplicated data?"
grams.
In California, legislators are conThe White House is proposing that sidering following Michigan's lead in
$4.5 billion be spent on student aid
allowing parents to "prepay" a
for 1987-88, in contrast to the $8.2 biltuition.
lion being spent in the current fiscal child's
the program, proposed in
Under
year.
by Assemblymen Tom Hayden,
National and local educators say bills
Momca, and Steve Peace, DCongress probably won't go along D-Santa
four years' worth of tuiVista,
Cbula
proposed
Reagan's
President
with
universities could be
state
at
tion
drastic cuts for fiscal 1987-88.
perhaps as little as
for
purchased
Janet Hansen, director of policy
$4,200.
analysis for the College Board and
The idea is to get parents to invest
author of the congressional study of
student loans, says Congress won't in a tax-free account managed by the
accept the cuts. Rutter and Whyte state in exchange for guaranteed tuition payments when their children
agree.
Incidentally, the number of stu- reach college age.
More than a dozen private colleges
dents defaulting on their student
loans, once a national scandal, bas already have created their own probeen lowered to a level that draws grams to woo parent who otherw;·se
praise from local university loan of- would send their children to less expensive institutions.
ficers.

In San Diego, university tuition has
increased dramatically. At UCSD,
annual fees in the 10-year period
from 1976-77 to 1986-87 rose from
$636 to $1,419; at SDSU, from $170 to
$661. At the University of San Diego,
tuition increased from $2,604 to
$7,340.
The higher the tuition, the more
likely a student is to take out an ~ucation loan. One-quarter to one-third
of students at state-supported UCSD
and SDSU receive some form of fi.
nancial aid, but the figure is 40 percent at USD, a private university.
Whyte says a number of factors
are causing the dramatic increases
in tuition.
"The schools have had to make up
the federal cutbacks in financial aid
by increasing tuition," he says.
"That's because when needy students
are unable to get federal loans, the
schools feel a commitment to admit

Paralleling the mcrease in indebtedness has been the soaring cost of
tuition in the nation's colleges and
universities over the past decade.
According to the American Council on Education, based in Washington, D.C., the average yearly tuition
charged by private institutions in the
United States in 1986-87 was $6,150,
compared with $2,467 in 1976-77.
For public universities, current
yearly tuition or fees (California
doesn't charge tuition but does have
fees), average $1,110, compared with
$479 a decade ago.
Among the most expensive universities: Harvard, Yale and Stanford.
At Harvard, !or example, the annual
tuition is $11,390, compared with
$3,740 in 1976-77.
At Yale, current tuition is $11,340
up from $4,050 in 1976-77. Stanford
charges the highest tuition among
universities in California - $11,208,
compared with $3,810 a decade ago.
However, Jean Rosenblatt, the
council's as.sociate director of public
affairs, says that almost half the nation's private colleges charge less
than $5,000 a year for tuition.
"When people hear about Harvard,
Yale, Stanford and other prestigious
universities charging over $11,000 tuition a year, they have the misconception that most schools charge that
much," she says. "But they are very
atypical. Of the 3,000 colleges and
universities in this country, only 80
charge $10,000 or above a year in tuition."
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USD to host U .N .-sponsored conference on Pacific Rim issues

•

A w1 r t g view of the Pacific Rim from the opportunities it pre ents in business
to ome of the region's most critical social
will be offered 10 a United Naproblem
tions-spon. ored conference to be held April
23-25 at the Univers_i!y of San Diego.
The conference will attempt to give local
re idcnts not only a better understanding of
Pacific Rim countries and the issues facing
them, but al o insights mto bow San Diego
play a role m the region.
This I the first hme such a conference has
been he Id n an D.1cgo. rt ·1s be.mg sponsored
·
by the t U.N.' Non-Govcrnmenta1 Lia1SOn
Service an office that coordmates the activi
lies of private group., - such as commumty,
active in
church .ind labor organizations
U.N act1Y1hes.
Angus M Archer, coordinator of the liaison
rv1cc aid the conference, one of a series

held around the world, also is being put on to
create a greater understanding of U.N. activities and to reach out to local groups and individuals who are concerned with U.N. issues.
The Pacific Rim was selected as the subject because of local interest, he said.
Specific topics to be discussed include:
• How private businesses can take part in
the U.N.'s programs in promoting the agricultural and economic development of Pacific
Rim countries.
• Pacific Rim trade and economic development trends
• Hunger in the world.
• Population and migration trends among
Pacific Rim nations.
• Iss rrlated to th J ure of children in
the Paci
Representatives of the U.N, the World
Bank, the World Food Program, the Food and

--------------

Pacific Rim

---------------

Jon Funabiki

--------------Agricultural Organization, UNICEF, the U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugees, the InterAmerican Development Bank, the U.N. Development Program and the International
Monetary Fund will participate.
The conference is being co-sponsored locally by the Southern California Division of the
United Nations Association, the San Diego
World Trade Association, the Sierra Club and
USD.
For information, contact the U.N. Associa!ion in Balboa Park at 233·3970• •
The Japan Studies Institute at San Diego
State University is launching a series of pub-

ues to rack up a $58.6 billion trade surplus
with the United States, according to Kozo
Yamamura, professor of East Asian studies
and economics at the University of Washington in Seattle.
To climb out of the devastation of World
War II, the Japanese government instituted
policies that forced its citizens to work hard,
save money and accept a lifestyle bare of
luxuries or public amenities, according to
Yamamura.
The strategies obviously helped create the
Japanese economic miracle. Yet, Japanese
workers still live by the spartan codes of the
past.
Yamamura says its time for the Japanese
to realize that they have "arrived in the future but continue to behave as if they were in
• • •
Despite all its economic success, Japan still the past." In other words, loosen up the purse
-~
is living in the past, and that's why it contin- strings.
lie lectures dealing with Japan.
The schedule includes: Roger Dingman,
professor of history, University of Southern
California, ''The Impact of the American Occupation on Post-War Japan," 6:30 p.m. April
21; Dr. Robert J.C. Butow, professor of history, University of Washington, "FDR and
Japan: The Road to Pearl Harbor," 6:30 p.m.
April 28; Nobuo Shimahara, professor of educational sociology, Rutgers University,
"Strengths and Weaknesses of Japanese Education: Implications for America," 4 p.m.
May
lit· 4; and· Dr. Hans Baerwald, professor of
po
d H" s UCLA, "Prime Minister Nak ica 1science,
asone an is uccessors," 6:30 p.m. May 12.
Telephone 265-5262 for location and more
information.
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College Notebook/ Rick Hazeltine

Tribune photos by Scott Linnell

Marilyn aod Kim Fletcher chaired the Deaos' Ball, aod
helped arrange for an appearance of th America's Cup.

Black-tie eve ts both academic pursuits

and Maureen King, Alex and Betty
tion, the School of Law and the De Bakcsy, Tom and Sara Finn,
U I\ utsn v of San
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing. Charlotte and Falck Nielsen, Claire
1 • reputaDiego matn
They are used for academic enrich- Tavares, Maggie and John Mazur,
'uon for pcc1al evcnu • aturment, a real need in the age of ris- William Doyle and Anita Figuereday with th annual Deans' Ball,
ing costs, falling dollars and bur- do, Dean and Marie Dunphy, Paul
held this year at the Town and
geoning youth. The 425 guests were and Iris Engstrand, and Jim and
Country Convention Center.
reminded why they were there.
Ruth Mulvaney.
The blark-lle benefit bore the
Dean~ attending included Joe
un1ver 1ty' ocial signature CROSS TOW ·, more acaPusateri (arts and sciences), Jim
treating patrons who do good for
demic supporters were
Burns (businl'ss administration,
the chool very well indeed Though
gathering for the University
sabbatiItalian
an
mterrupted
who
the party h1 d from the co l
cal for the party), Ed DeRoche (ed- of Califorma at San Diego· School
mark th t mak U D Pr 1dcnt'
ucation), and Sheldon Krantz (law). of Medicine Associates (SOMA)
Club dinners mong the 1ty' mo l
TRIBUNE SOCIETY EDITOR
Irene Palmer (nursing) is working fund-raiser. The black-tie dmnerposh th1 was a fund rai r, after
president
dance, chaired by SU
in China.
11 enough ll ntion was paid to
La Jolla
in
held
was
Rubel,
Shirley
cheers)
(and
raves
drew
McMurtry
glo y touches to take the dinnerOther guests included Frank and Countr}" Club, where some 80 guests
dance out of the rubber pea and for dessert-time Shakespeare, and
Linda Alessio (he's a new trustee). dined on radicchio salad and tenthe Curt Stan Orchestra played for
yawn category .
Marilyn and Jim Sullivan, Peter derloin of beef.
Goll-ball-. ize strawberne gus- . dancing.
and Doris Hughes, Elsie and Frank
Bill McElroy (n{' relation to forgo
Ball
Deans'
the
from
Proceeds
i d cocktail-hour champagne, and
to deans of the College of Arts and Weston, Barbara Herrera and John mer UCSD chance~lor) and his band
mor of th horn -grown love lies
Sciences. the School of Business Ad- Nunes, Herb and Jane Stoecklein, played for dancing at the party, the
owed up on pa scd hors d'oeuvre
George and Jo Fletcher, Charlie 1987 version of an annual SOMA
tray tuffed with cream chee e mm1 tration, the School of Educa•
benefit. Formed in 1974, the group
and gam hed with caviar (an unexwith the clever acronym bas taken
pected taste).
itself to the Pops and spent a day
Pr dinner llm could be spent
quaffing Culbertson champagne at
exhibiart
nt
tnd
.
a
over
looking
the Fallbrook winery. Such outings
tion or v1. itmg a s 1al gue t The
visiting lecturers as well as
support
America's Cup wa flumed m by
bridging the operating-room gown
hmo from Home ed ral's vaults
gap.
- Home's Kim and Marilyn FletchEthel and Burt Aginsky were
er chaired the party - for an hour's
there, as were Wayne and June
stay guarded by USO Naval ReAkeson (he's acting med. school
erve Officers Training Corp middean), George and Lillie Breitbard,
dies
Blair and Gecrgia Sadler, John and
Th breast of durkling (sauced
Priscilla Moxley, Richard and Harwith more strawberries) dinner
riet Levi, Al and Mim Sally, Glenna
was served on ro ·e-clothed tables
Hazelton and Herbert Hudgms,
centered with cheery alstroemeria
Vertis and Frances Barnes, Ruth
centerpieces. John McNamara,
Covell, Paul and Clare Friedman,
vice pre ident for university relaDotty and David Garfield, Lee and
tion , was master of ceremonies
Ian Bartell, Martin and Pearl
nd hared the program with MonCutler, Laurie and Michael Peters,
1gnor Richard Duncanson, USO
Edgar and Alecia Jacobs, Charles
Pr ident Author Hughes, academTribune photo by Chris Cavanaugh
and Gloria Eller, William and Dee
ic vice president Sister Sally Furay
Conway, Bobbie and George Burand dean of tudents Thomas
Wayne Akeson, left, Shirley Rubel and Rear Adm. Bernard Bieri at
nett and Susan and Steven Gartin.
Burke
SOMA's dinner-dance Saturday at La Jolla Country Club
The Old Globe's Jonathan

T

m

Nancy
Scott
Anderson
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USD in the Swing of Things Again

S~9~ro:_Most San Diego
collegiate tennis buffs regard the
1980-81 University of San Die_go
team as the county's finest.
The Toreros finished the season
ranked No. 17 in the nation and had
three future professionals on the
roster.
Peter Herrmann, Scott Lipton
and Terry Ward became world
ranked players with Lipton receiving the highest ranking at No. 110.
But this year's
team already has
done something
SAN
the 1980-81 team
DIEGO
10 t
c o u 1d
COUNTY achieved-defeat
West Coast Athletic Conference
opponent Pepperdine.
.
USD defeated No. 7 Pepperdine
5-4 recently and defeated Stanford
6-0 a~er the Cardmal were ranked
No.~ m preseason polls.
WWith the v1ct_ory over _the
aves, USD 1s hopmg to break mto
t~e national rankmgs for the first
time smce t_he 1980_-81 season. The
team rankmgs will be released
today.
The mdividual rankings released
Monday has the Toreros Scott
Patridge at No. 67 m the nation in
singles and the doubles team of
Patridge and Dave Stewart ranked
No.54.
The Toreros may play
Pepperdine again at the WCAC
championships April 24-26 at Santa
Clara. USO has never won the
conference title.
Before the season started, USD
did not look like it would have one
of its best teams. For various
reasons, from illness to academics,
there are only seven players on the
USD roster. But those seven have
made it through the season-so far.

Manning is considering transfer"It's remarkable we got through
rmg to United States International
the season without sickness or
Umvers1ty or Rutgers.
injury," Coach Ed Collins said. "I
guess the guys knew they couldn't
•
get sick or injured."
San Diego State'• Stott Hoth
Four playen 1l1ned letters of
qualified for the NCAA track and
intent to play basketball at Chrisfield championships with a hammer
tian Heritage College next season.
throw of 201-feet 7-inches in the
The Hawks were 8-20 last season,
recent Sun Angel Invitational at
theirfirstofintercollegiateplay.
Tempe, Ariz. The NCAA qualifying
John Burkhardt, a 6-foot 10-inch
mark 1s 200-2. Hoth's throw also
sophomore center, played one seaset a school record, breaking the
son at Fullerton College before
previous mark of 199-11 set by Jim
sitting out last season.
Th1ss in 1983. Hoth, a senior, had a
"He's a diamond in the rough,"
personal best of 189-0 entering the
said Jim Huckaby, Christian Herimeet.
tage coach. "He's going to be a
sleeper."
•
Larry Lopez, a 6-7 sophomore
The United States International
forward, played his freshman year
University hockey team received
as a starter at Panhandle State in
two more letters of intent. Left
Oklahoma. Lopez, from Auburn,
wing Troy Coulson (6-0, 180) and
Calif., returned to the West Coast
center Shawn Jourdain (6-1, 185)
after his freshman year and sat out
wtll 'be freshmen members of the
last season.
Gulls' team next season. Jourdain
David Kirksey, a 6-8, 225-pound
was named to the U.S. Hockey
junior forward played at Cypress
League All-Star team that is cur'
College.
rently touring Switzerland.
Steve Porter, a 5-11 guard who
played two seasons at San Diego
•
City College, sat out last season.
The women's softball team from
United States International Uni•
versity looks as if it will defend its
Shaun Manning, Grossmont ColWest Coast Athletic Conference
lege guard, was named to the
title. The Gulls are 6-0 in confer20-member Community College
and have doubleheaders reence
the
by
selected
All-American team
maining at Nevada Reno April 29
JC Athletic Bureau and California
and the University of San Diego at
Community College Basketball
home May 9.
Coaches Assn.
Manning (6-3, 175) attended
•
Christian Brothers High in SacraThe Palomar Collere women's
mento. He helped lead Grossmont
softball team is ranked No. 3 in the
to the Pacific Coast Conference
state by the JC Athletic Bureau's
title as a freshman and to a secCoaches Poll. In the Southern Cali•
ond-place finish as a sophomore.
fornia poll, Palomar is No. 2 behind
Both seasons, Grossmont advanced
Rancho Santiago College of Santa
to the Southern California Regional
Ana.
tournament.

•
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--edici3ted USD deans take a bow at the annual ball
D

.

ean Jam~u~

on

sabbatical from the
University of San Diego, but
he flew home from Italy in time to
attend the second annual USD
--Deans' Ball
Irene Palmer, dean of the school
of nursing, didn't make it. She was in
China.
She and Burns, who is dean of the
school of business admini tration,
were two of the five USO deans
honored at th black-tie gala
turday night.
They shared the spotlight with
Deans Edward DcRoche, chool of
education, Sheldon Krantz, school of
law; and Joseph Pu aten, college of
arts and sciences
Marilyn and Kim Fletcher were
the couple in charge of th party at
th Town & Country Hotel.
They joined Marge and USO
Pr 1dent Author Hughes in
w !comm 450 guests.
Among th m were Maureen and
Charl K ng, Dori and Peter
Hugh , Em1 and Rear Adm. Ed
Grimm, Charlotte and Falck
Niel n, J ne and Rear Adm. Herb
Stoe<:klein, Betty and Judge Ross
Tharp, and Eleanor · and Rear Adm,
M,1 hall White.
The Curt Stan orch tra played
for dancing while gu ts dmed on

w-------Burl

~~~'(!

measured it just now. It's 34 inches

•~a,,

Stiff
,._._,1.,_________

__

smoked salmon and breast of duck
with peppered papaya and
strawberry sauce.
Round tables in the ballroom
were pretty in pink - rosy linens
and Peruvian lilies.
Jonathan McMurtry provided the
after-diMer entertainment. The
celebrated actor said at cocktail
time that he planned to give the
crowd some Shakespeare. Any
special topics? "Love!" he said.
Sunny and Erwin Mojonnier were
there, and so were Betty and Alex
DeBakcsy, Maggie and Dr. John
Mazur, the Tom Burkes, Pat and
Dan Derbes, Marie and Dean
Dunphy, Tommi and Bob Adelizzi,
William Jones, Celia Ballesteros, the
Richard Key ers, and Sara and Tom
Finn. (Sara was Just off a plane from
New Orleans, where she'd attended
a conference of the Alumnae of the
Sacred Heart.)
NROTC midshipmen stood by to
escort guests from their cars to the
ballroom, where young members of

tall."
Originally, the guards reported,
three cups of the same design were
cast in silver. The other two were
,...,,,.,.J;~~-:+••..-....
sold as art objects.
Who owns them now1 Ted Turner
and Sophia Loren.
an Diego's Hall of Science told
its members that "3-D Is
Back!" and proved it with the
premiere of ''We Are Born of Stars"
at the Reuben Fleet Space Theater.
A "Return to the 1950s" party
followed the first show.
Guests wore cardboard spectacles
with red and blue lenses as they
watched the film projected on the
Omnimax dome. The experience,
they agreed, was "fantastic."
Among the first-nighters were
Augusta Starkey, Susan Golding and
Dick Silberman, Leni Arnhym with
her son, Robert Arnhym, and Chris
and Bob Fontana.
Two guards, Paul Morris and
A Malt Shop menu and plenty of
Darrell Moore, kept an eye on it
Rattle and Roll" music
"Shake,
questions.
guests'
while answering
helped set the '50s scene.
How old is the cup? It was
So did a cluster of vintage
commissioned by Queen Victoria in
including a 1949 Ford
automobiles,
1848. Is this the real one? It is. How
club coupe with a pair of fuzzy dice
heavy? 13.3 pounds.
dangling from its mirror, and a 1955
"We were asked today, for the
Chevrolet Bel Air sport coupe
first time, how tall it was," Moore
equipped with even fuzzier dice.
confided. ''I had no idea, so we

S

The San Diego Umon/Der,nis Huls

Above, chairwoman arilyn Fletcher and, at right,
Marge and USO President
Author Hughes.

the Alcala Women's Club helped
them find their tables.
In the foyer, partygoers could
view an exhibit of work by USO art
students - paintings, sculpture,
graphics, and crafts.
The crowd included Elsie and
Frank Weston, Junko and Larry
Cushman, Sister Sally Furay, the
Andrew Chitieas, Linda and Frank

Alessio, the Jim Mulvaneys, Jerry
and Gil Nettleton, Sue Thomas, Nick
Carter, Toni and Don Daley, and the
Todd Ghios.
Kim Fletcher is chairman and
CEO of Home Federal, current
custodian of the America's Cup.
That explains how the historic
trophy came to be on display at the
Deans' Ball.
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I don't hate rattlesnakes.

I realiz that they have their place in the

world, but preferably not too near me. I learned
long go t t th y'r Just as interested m avoiding me as
I m in c1v mg th m Despite oumerou inadvertent
c·onfron alto over th years, om comical and some
t rr1fym , w have gon our separate and merry ways 99
p('rc nt of th t me in recent years.
Th on percent exception arriv Monday. To set the
en , I wa on -ninth of a two-family excursion to Martinez Lake Resort, a acation and retirement hurg set
hard on th dge of the Colorado River above Yuma.
'mce I<'nday, the four dults and five children in our
caravan had been occup1 d with the normal diversions of
th ar a a mix of fi hing, water skiing, sight! eeing and
hoatm .
After h hing for a few hours Monday morning, I turned
th keys to our 17-foot boat over to the rest of our party
on the condition that they would take a break in their
riv r play to return to the resort and pick me up at noon
At th appointed hour we met, and as I was about to
tep mto th boat, the con~ kipper observed that there
y, as a "httle problem."
Th probl m turned out to be a four-foot long red
d1amondb ck r ttl nake that was now ·unbathing in the
o the boat's Coast Guard
A or
bo ol th ht>
c rtificallon tick r, 1t 1 1 ted for four adults, 600
pounds worth o people or 1,100 pounds of p('Ople and
.. r.
Though th re wa no m ntion of rattlesnakes, I am
ab lut ly ure that th• addition of a mgle rattlesnake
put u over th limit. In fact, l believe that any ves el,
including th USS Ranger, would be at maximum capacity wh n occupied by a smgle rattler
When not working on it tan, our uninvited guest would
r treat to the bade of a bow eat - a place where the
children thong were stored and was often visited by
their hand . The snake would have to go.
• earching through a nearby hed, I found a 12-foot long
pol n a arch for the proper tool to wrench my boat
fr of th snake. Aw re of our plight, the co-owner of the
II private dock we w r using provided a .410 shotun, a hovel, a rake and a handgun of unknown caliber
nd origin Should th e not suffice, laser weaponry, ar-

tillery and jet fighters were just minutes away at the
Navy's Yuma Proving Grounds.
· While assembling my arsenal, the snake disappeared
wh e under surveillance by the unarmed second skipper
and his crew. Quite gingerly, we searched and unloaded
the boat - no snake.
After convincing the crew that the snake must have
slithered over the gunwales and away from us, we reloaded the boat in preparation of our return to the rest of
our group and the sandbar we had staked out up river.
A few seconds before I would sit down behind the
steering wheel, the second skipper observed that there

Jim Brown

Outdoors
was now a head peeking out from the steering console.
The snake was back.
After establishing roughly 8,764 escape routes I could
use if the operation went sour, I succeeded in lifting the
snake out of the boat with the saw. He flipped off the saw
and swam rapidly away from the dock to the shore.
Unfortunately for both of us, the snake slithered partially
into a crack next to the stairway leading to the ramp.
l would have much preferred that he had headed away
from the inhabitated area and into the wilds that surround the river. I'd of gladly waved goO<jby and adhered
to our peace pact.
The problem in my boat became a potential problem
for the nearby houses and those using the stairway and
boat dock. Not wanting that responsibility as a result of
having shed my problem, I dispatched the snake with
help of the saw and the shovel.
In recounting the events of the day, it seemed likely
the snake had entered the boat much earlier. Perhaps it
had accompanied me during my early morning fishing
trip. There was little question that it had spent several
hours in the boat during the morning ski trip. With all the
nooks and crannies in the boat it may have been with us

since earlier in the weekend.
Through it all, the snake was the perfect guest, never
rattling or striking, even during the clumsy effort or
lifting it wiiit a saw and beheading it with a shovel.
It just seems so crowded when they decide to sunbathe
in your boat.

•••

WINNERS - The San Diego Road Rangers ventured to
Walter's Camp on the Colorado River over the weekend.
Dave Patrick of Spring Valley won the 1½-day tournament with 10 bass hefting 27-4, topped by a six pounder.
Dennis mitb, also of Spring Valley, earned second place
with a 27-0 double limit.
Art Berry of San Diego topped the San Diego Strokers
with four bass weighing 19-1 in a tournament held Saturday at Sutherland. Other anglers caught more fish but
Berry's kicker was a 12-1. A total of 19 anglers weighed
in 58 bass.

•••

SAN DlEGAN'S SCORE - A pair of local bass pros

Mira Mesa Scripps Ranch
Star News
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.,. .,USD wil 1 host growth forum
<
?-'"15
montlls of extensive plann-

After
ing by a number of the top minds at
the Uniyersity of San Diego, USD is
ready to present the San ·ego
community its first USDForum.
The USDForum will provide the
community with a much-needed
public arena to tackle the region's
most pressing issues in a compelling, dramati setting.
On May 13 at the Lyceum
Theatre, the USDForum will aggressively seek answers to this oftasked but difficult question:
"Should all local governments in
the San Diego Region adopt a coordinated Growth Management Plan
which actively limits growth?"
In the tradition of public television's "The Advocates," recognized experts on both sides of the
growth i u will be questioned on
the "witness stand" by USD law
school facility.

Key members of the audience
will be able to take part in the
discussion by use of other formats
used successfully on public television programs.
Study guides, reflecting research
favoring and opposing growth controls, are being developed by USD
faculty for publication at the time
of the USDForum.
T he USDForum will be
presented free of charge as a
public service to San Diego. Invitations will be mailed to selected
publics to achleve a representative
audience.
USD President Author E. Hughes
said, "the USDForum is aimed at
helping San Diegans build a better
future for themselves."

Last summer, Hughes formed a
Forum organizing committee. He
ppolnted faculty and administrators to the committee to

.

7i

select and develop the issues for
public debate.
Deans on the committee are Ray
Brandes, School of Graduate and
Continuing Education; James
Burns, School of Business Administration , E1ward DeRoche,
School of F.ducation; and Sheldon
Krantz, School of Law.
Krantz, who chairs the committee, said, "at present, there are no
continuing forums of hlgh quality
to debate and discuss the significant issues facing San Diego. This
means that these issues often ar
addressed by policy makers witi
limited information or are not addressed at all.
USD intends to fill that void.
After the pilot program on growth,
the USDForum plans to tackle two
issues a year. Morality in public office, border issues and airport location are among the topics being
considered for subsequent forums.
"Universities can make an enormous contribution to public
understanding by breaking down
the traditional walls that surround
acade~ and take their teaching
expertise to the community at
large," Krantz added.
Staff from the Old Globe and the
San Diego Repertory theaters have
been retained to assist in production and set design of the first
forum.
More details of the May 13 forum
are forthcoming. If more information is needed now, please contact
John Nunes at 260-4682.
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SAN DIEGO-Perhaps as a syman eader Curt Stan can be found
bol of the quest for excellence that
in the science laboratories at USD
it expects of the deans of its five
where is he a professor of biology. •
schools, the University of San
Master of Ceremonies John McD"
th
Namara, vice president for univeriego displayed e Amertca s Cup
sity relations, set the tone for the
at the cocktail reception that preformal portion of the program wi'th
ceded the third annual Deans' Ball
given Saturday at the Town &.
his opening remarks. "We celeCountry Hotel's Atlas Ballroom for
brate our good fortune in having
400 guests.
men and women of the highest
.
Th 1
quality who have brought us to our
e g eammg silver trophy made
the scene courtesy of Kim Fletch:~~emic prominence today," he
er, ~ho, in addition to sharing ball
cha1rmansh1p duties
The deans were honored specifiwith his wife, Marilyn,
cally and at length later in a joint
is chairman of Home SAN
presentation made by university
Federal SavingsaM ~:fuGNOTY
Provost Sister Sally Furay and
Loan Assn., the curDean of Students Thomas Burke.
rent custodian of the cup. Though
That came after President Author
the trophy arrived with some cereHughes amused the audience by
many (it made the short trip from
explaining the roles of various
downtown by limousine) and was
officials within the university.
flanked by both uniformed guards
"It's up to the deans to see that I
an J)air of USO Navy ROTC
t t th"nk, a that the
midshipmen, not everyone too7c'--.-UIJ'"
~_lty thmks but doesn't talk," he
immediate notice of its presence.
More than one cream cheese- and
A further family connectioncaviar-stuffed strawberry (yes,
really) fell to the floor when that between Furay and the Old
passing guests caught sight of the Globe Theatre-resulted in the
ungainly creation in the bulletproof surprise post-dinner entertainment. Jonathan McMurtry, a reguh
I" d th
case and
at t ey were in lar Globe performer ie played the
rea ize
the presence ,of the cup that
title role in last su mer's "Tarlaunched a thousand ships.

~!f

Focus of Attention
The brightest spotlights, howev er, fell on the four USO deans
present. If it was their duty to serve
as the focus of attention, it was
their privilege to share in the loot.
The ball's proceeds will be divided
evenly among the deans, to be used
to further any academic purposes
they may choose. Several expect to
use some of the proceeds to fund
scholarships. Representing their
schools were C. Joseph Pusateri of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
James M. Bums of the School of
Business Administration, Edward
F. De Roche of the School of
Education and Sheldon Krantz of
the School of Law. Irene S. Palmer
who will be retiring this summer a~
dean of the Philip Y. Hahn School
of Nursing, did not attend.
The evening was something of a
family affair, since the guest list
mcluded many of the university's
longtime friends and supporters.
There was even a family connection with the orchestra that played
between courses in the smoked
salmon and duck breast dinner.
When he is not waving his baton,
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Artificial reefs
offshore of San Diego's beaches will be the top1:: of dis•
cussion April 22 in room 210 of the Univers~ of San
Diego's Serra Hall As the fifth in a senes of n Diego
and the Sea seminars, the event is co-sponsored by th
San Diego Oceans Foundation and USD's Marine Studies
Program.
California Department of Fish and Game biologist
John Grant will lead the panel with an overview of the
history and future of artificial reefs. Al Bruton, past
president of the San Diego Council of Divers, will discuss
the location and marine life attracted to various local
artificial reefs. Both speakers will feature slide presentations. For information, call 237-1221.
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-,.fie Onive;~~ ~ Diego is
offering a su~~;ts camp
program at its beautiful campus
overlooking Mission Bay.
Resident and day camps are
available for girls and boys in
basketball, soccer, tennis, competitive swimming, girls volleyball
. and softball, football and weight
training for athletes.
Call 260-4803 or write USO
Summer Sports Ca~ps, Alcala

•••

SALTWATER REPORT -

Anglers boarding open
party boats based in Oceanside harbor are enjoying an
outstanding run that features ocean whitefish, rockfish,
sheepshead, sculpin and bass. Landings based in Mission
and San Diego bays continue to lead passengers on halfday excursions to mixed catches dominated by bonito
and mackerel. Bass and halibut along with a fe N bonito
and mackerel lead bay fishing.

I

•••
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FRESHWATER REPORT - ()utstanding bass fishing

at Sutherland highlighted inland "fishing opportunities
over the weekend. The cat~h at Sutherland included 659
bass by 855 anglers and totaled 25 bass over five pounds
topped by a 12-8. Neighboring Lake Henshaw enjoyed its
best run of bass this season with numerous limits and a
good showing of large fish Bluegill are on a tear at
Wohlford and crappie are showing up best at Cuyamaca
and Henshaw.
umn ppears every Thurs(Jim Brown's Outdoo
day in The Tribune.)

•••
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ARTIFICIALLY SPEAKING -

ANOTHER RECORD SPOTIIE - Gil Rowe of San

USD Deans Share Honors
at Recept!,On, With Bonus

(Cir. 2xW.)

Bernardino recently tied the pending world record for
spottl'il bass with a 9-4 landed at Lake Perris in Riverside County. There may be few such catches in the future
of spotted bass of any size. Florida-strain largemouths
planted illegally by fishermen in recent years are rapidly
displacing the spotted bass.

surged to prominent positions in U.S. Bass Association
standings after strong performances in tournament action at Lake Powell last weekend. First-day leader Greg
Gardner of Santee finished in third place with 24.54
pounds of bass, less than a pound behind winner Frank
Boothe of Albuquerque, who finished with 25.52 pounds. It
was Gardner's second third-place finish of the 1987 season and vaulted him into second place in the Angler of
the Year standings.
A seventh-place tournament finish (22.45 pounds)
moved veteran San Diego bass pro Bobby Sandberg into
ninth place in the race for Angler of the Year. Byron
Frankenberger of Spring Valley placed 11th at Lake
.
Powell with 20.28 pounds.
The next and final event on the U.S. Bass circuit will
be held at Lake Mead J ne 20-21. The top 20 fishermen in
the Angler of the Year standings will advance to Atlanta
for the U.S. Bass World Championships, scheduled to be
held later this summer on the Savannah River.
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mtroduced to sustained bursts of
applause.
I
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Continued from ..6e 1
tuffe"), offered what he modestly
called "15 minutes of Shakespeare." The rolling recitation of
monologues, sonnets and soliloqu1es included bits from "Two
Gentlemen of Verona" and "The
Tempest."
The guest list included Assemblywoman Sunl!l M~onnier and
her husband, Erwm. hey underwrote the floral centerpieces. Also
present were Councilwoman Celia
Ballesteros; Mary and Dan Mulvihill; Betty and Al DeBakcsy; Linda
and Frank Alessio; Pat and Dan
Der~es; Doris and Peter Hughes;
Erme and Edward Grimm: Jane
and Herb Stoecklem; Elsie and
Frank Weston; Maureen and
Charles King; Marie and Dean
Dunphy; Tommi and Bob AdelizziClaire Tavares; James and Kathy
Burns, and Ruth and Jim Mulvaney.

D
The atmosphere wasn't quite as
tense as at ore Academy Awards,
but nonetheless, a certain nervous
electricity pulsed through the
Sheraton Harbor Island's Grand
Ballroom on Thursday when the 10
rinalists for the Tom Sefton Outstanding Young Citizen Award for
1986 gathered with about 250
friends and community leaders for
the San Diego Junior Chamber of
Commerce's 41st annual Outstanding Young Citizen Award dinner.
The finalists looked pleased
flushed and excited as they greeted
well-wishers during the cocktail
reception, but they looked mostly
as if they were ready to get down to
the business of the award presentation. None claimed to have a speech
prepared, but, if so, why did several
seem to be practicing their remarks
when they should have been engaging in cocktail chatter?
Th 1
e 1st was balan11ed between
men and women, and the smart
money was betting that the odds
favored a female win; the only
other woman to take the award was
Lynn Schenck, who captured it in
1975, the first year that women
were placed In competition.
As it happened, the smart money
did collect the wagers, but not until
!',fter the unfolding of a long and
rath_ er meaningful ceremony. After

. They were attorney Rob Butterf1~ld: Navy Chief Petty Officer
Victoria Krinke; attorney Don
McVay; development project manager Connie Postma; San Diego Gas
& Electric regional governmental
affairs advocate L.F. Schott; San
D_iego Chargers tight end Eric
Sievers; KFMB public affairs direct~r Maria Velasquez, and public
relallons specialist Gina Zanotti.
Finalists Steve Vaus and Bree
Walker were not present.
Master of Ceremonies Robert M.
Arnhym did a good job of stretching the suspense-and the finalists'
nerves-almost to the breaking
point, but when the moment of
truth arrived, a breathless Maria
Velasquez made her way to the
podium to accept the award from
the 1985 Outstanding Young Citizen, Reese Jarrett. Velasquez
stands to be named one of the 10
outstanding young citizens of the
United States, should she first take
the honors for California.
The dinner committee included
Margaret Boniface, Kristie and
Steve Whitman, Peggy Cassel,
Fran Maday, Alex Toth, Dan McAllister, and S.D. Junior Chamber
President Chuck Salas.

D
LA JOLLA-Earlier the same
evenmg, the La Jolla Museum of
Contemporary Art called together
its corporate benefactors for a
sneak preview of the "Smorgon
Family Collection of Contemporary
American Art," an exhibition of
1980s works collected by the lead
mg industrial family of Melbourne
'
Australia.
Fifty or so guests assembled for
cocktails in the museum court, and
later, after tours of the exhibition
adjourned for a multicourse ban:
quet at George's al the Cove.
Museum director Hugh Davies
explained that he found a happy
symmetry in choosing the corporate benefactors group as sponsors
of this particular show, simply
because the Smorgon family is so
important in business Down Under.
Among those present were partial exhibit underwriters Ivor and
co11 ette Royston, and preview dinner organizer Heather Metcalf with
her husband, Jack. Other guests
were Angela and Reint Reinders,
Jeanne a nd Larry Lawrence, Susie
and Rob Lankford, P ula and
George Hauer, Diane and Chris
vanous speakers offered tributes
caulk Ins, Leslie Simon and Michael
(soon-to-depart Councilman Wilham Jones, the 1983 award winner,
Krichman, Anne and Tim Moore,
gave a particularly stirring keyDonna and Jim Askins, and Laurie
note address), the finalists were
-~ _...,,... _.',Q er Josephs
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Charle Lops, the Rev. Scott McGill and Vanda Lops

Marilyn and Kim Fletcher

dining and dancing for deans
As gue ts lingered in conversation, the per onable
ho t cautioned them to be seated soon as there were
to be five courses and three wine . Two and one•
half hours later they left the imimate dming area
contentedly atiated with an evening of interesting
art and fine food.

* * *

The Deans at the Univcrsit of San Diego were
the focal point of the party at the Town aniJCountry Hotel Saturday night. Jame Burns, dean of the
chool of Busme ; Edw rd DeRoche, dean of the
School of Education; Irene Palmer, dean of the
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing; Joseph
Pu. atcri, dean of the College of Art and Sciences,
and heldon Krantz, dean of the Sthool of Law,
were the gue ts of honor. The funds raised will be
u. ed for fac lty research and development in all
five chools.
White-uniformed members of the Nav1I Reserve
Officers Training Corp at the hilltop university
e. carted ladie. from their cars to the foyer, where
500 friend of the chool gathered for champagne
and canapes. Strawberries garnished the champagne nute and were also stuffed with caviar for
an out-of-the-ordinary appetizer.
Manlyn and Kim Fletcher (Kim a trustee of the
school) co-chaired the evening, which included dinner (with dancing between courses), welcoming
remark from USO President Author Hughes and

Kim Fletcher, biographical sketches and introductions of the five deans by Sister Sally Furay and
Thomas Burke, and readings from Shakespeare by
Jonathan McMurtry. The kitchen at the Atlas
Hotels received admiring comment by guests for
the dinner me u of smoked salmon tartare in artichoke bottoms, lemon sorbet, breast of duck with
papaya and trawberry sauce, green salad, fresh
fruits and cheeses, chocolate truffles and cordials.
Seen in the crowd: Betty and Alex DeBakcsy,
Laurie and Roger Joseph, Sara and Tom Finn,
Maureen and Charlie King, the Charles Lopses, the
James Sullivans, the Charles Reilys, Betty and Ross
Tharp, Maggie and John Mazur, Elsie and Frank
Weston, Judy Keelin, the Herb Stoeckleins, Anita
and Bill Doyle, Claire Tavares, the Steve Bonkers
seated with the Marc Sandstroms, Karen Miller,
Tommi and Bob Adelizzi, Linda and Frank Alessio
(Linda in ivory stain jacquard Oscar de la Renta),
Celia Ballesteros, the Douglas Mooneys, Clare
White, the Jim Mulvaneys and the Richard
Keysers.

Laurie and Roger Joseph

Author and Marge Hughes

•

Photos
by

Pablo Mason

The party was called the Dean's Ball. In reality
the format was that of a testimonial dinner dance,
and, although very pleasing to the guest, all of
whom attended because of their interest in the
school, perhaps in future years it should be renamed the Dean's Dinner Dance.

Janet Gallison is societ)· columnist for the Light.

Marilyn Sullivan

Frank Alessio
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veste'stwo-run sin~ In'1he eighth
led the Toreros in a non-league game
against visiting Pacific Lutheran, 87 Mark Manor (1-0), a starting forward on the USD basketball team,
pitched the seventh and erJhth. Jim
nint, for the
Westlund p tched
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Colette Royston
Hugh Davies and Ivor Royston

&ather Metcalf

merican art from Australia;
JANET CALLISON
O ur in terest in things Australian con, ues - the America's Cup challenge fostered it,
ut so many fro m here visited down under that the
terest and infusion continue. The La Jolla
useum of Contemporary Art's current exhibition
another fascinating example of this interest, an
examination of someone watching us, what a coltor in another country chooses as important in
rt created in this country in this decade.
Those choices, the Smorgon Family Collection of
Contemporary American Art from Melbourne,
were the objects of attention last week when the
orporate benefactors group of the museum had
one of their evenings together, an exhibition
preview and tour followed by dinner.
The corporate benefactors group was put
ogether two years ago oy Heather and Jack Mettalf. Members Colette and Ivor Royston joined
with the group in toto to sponsor this exhibition.

•

Gathering in the museum entrance patio for
champagne and conversation and to welcome
guests were the Roystons, the Metcalfs, Sally Yard
and museum director Hugh Davie and Sue and
Charles Edwards. Sue is current president of the
museum board and reflected the museum mood,
deservedly one of pride and pleasure in having just
announced the results of a recent, highly successful
and quiet fund-raising effort with the board of the
museum contributing a total of $1.8 million.

Hugh Davies gave one of the tours and delighted
his listeners by sharing his personal tastes, in addition to his scholarly assessment of the works. Some

Social Scene
he liked much better than others. Columnist's
choice: a powerful Robert Longo titled "Men in
the Cities: Final Life," well worth seeing the collection for it alone.
Susie and Rob Lankford, Andie and John Case,
Jeanne Lawrence (Larry was out of town), and
Leslie and Michael Krichman joined the group at
George's At the Cove. Paula and George Hauer,
corporate benefactors members, hosted the dmner
,t

,hm ""d-wi""'"' Pmspeo, S"rel

'""""'

Jack Metcalf

Chri and Liz McCullah
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In mail groups for the exhibition tours were
Diane and Chris Calkins, the James Schneiders,
Phyllis and Stephen Pfeiffer, Anne and Tim
Moore, Donna and Jim Askins, Anne Farrell, Gail
Darracq and Pat Sprague. Molly Sheppard and
Chris McKeilar and Laurie and Roger Joseph were
there (Laurie, daughter of Kaddie and the late
Douglas Scripps McKellar, and Chris are cousins),
as were Kay Bowlen and Gerald Kadish and Joy
and Jack Phelps ..
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SD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA - The
Um sity of San Diego Symphony
conducted by Henry Kolar, will perform
works by Haydn, Smetana and
Brahms, with oianlst icolas Reveles,
.-1 4 p.m next Sunday In the Camino
Theatre, USO. for the Sister Ro~
Scholarship Concert. :zf/6~
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Reflecti ns
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'Everyone seemed to fall in love with the nuns, I don't think they had ever seen one before.·
Sister Virginia McMonagle says anyone who thin "5
religious life is monotonous is all mized up. The
65-year-old nun has tended the sick in Bombay,
climbed Mt 'inai, shot the rapids of the Grand
Canyon in a raft, and recently spent her vacation
working in a Honduras poorhouse and orphanage.
She began her work as a nun teaching and mothering
boarding-school girts in Seattle. She thinks she saw
enough pranks and crises during her 38 years as a
teacher and principal to fill 100 best-sellers. When
her French holy order came out of cloister in the late
1960s, M cMonagle became the principal of a Catholic
school in El Cajon and started taking vacations
around the world. Now in her 10th year as head of
constituent relations at Unive-r~f San Diego, the
loquacious and downright merry Sacred Heart nun
plans conferences and parties and works as a liaison
with advisory boards , trustees and parents. She lives
in a campus residence surrounded by about 900
students. She says she doesn't think she could sleep
without noise-she has been living in school dorms
for more than SO years. She was interviewed by Times
staff wnter Nancy Reed and photographed by Peter
B McCurdy.

M

y sister 1s a nun and my brother 1s a Jesuit,
and my father always wanted
grandchildren. So I told him, "Well, Pop, 1f
you think you can handle the scandal, I'll see what I
can do."

I entered in 1940, and we were a cloistered order
up until 1969. So I kept quiet. We could only speak
during a half -hour recreation, or to the children
and their parents ( at school). It was an old
monastic custom from the time of the Middle Ages
until Vatican II.
For almost a year after the change, we wore
short habits and mod1f1ed headgear, and then went
into lay clothes. IL was l;ke taking my skin off the
first time I did it, but now' I would never go back.
The starched caps used to rub my ears.
We were allowed to have vacations for one week
a year for the first time. So I called all my friends
who had yachts m Seattle and I borrowed a home in
the San Juan Islands-my parents used to take us
there. Some of the nuns hadn't been out of the
convent for over 65 years.
We were still in habit at the time. Before we
went, I saw an ad in the paper for bathing suits for a
dollar each, so I picked up 38 in every size and
shape and put them on the community room table
so when they came in for a spiritual reading they
saw all these things m bright colors. If you could
have seen them-we hit the island with these
modern bathing suits. I got them to wear them. It
was fun.
When the natives of the pnvately owned island
saw 38 nuns arriving in long, black habits on three
yachts, they couldn't believe it. Everyone seemed
to fall in love with the nuns, I don't think they had

San Diego, CA
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ever seen one before. So they thought they would
have a tea for us. They wanted to do something
very special-so they flew in an Anglican bishop to
speak.
I had had the nuns go through discarded tennis
shoes at the school to bring on the trip. So when we
went to the tea, there we were looking like a bunch
of penguins in red tennis shoes. I was trying to be
serious-they were being so proper-and it was so
funny tous.
It was our first vacation.
We make a vow to work in education and I made
a vow of poverty, chastity and obedience and
stability-that I would remain in our order until
death. I don't ever give it a thought. When I was
principal, the students would vote for the crankiest, •
prettiest nun, etc., and they voted me the happiest
nun. I have as much fun now as when I was 21.
In the '60s, a lot of people left. Two of my best
friends did. It was devastating, but we keep close to
women who leave, it is not a disgrace as it was in
the past.
My mother always bragged, "I gave God my
100%." Yet I wasn't allowed to go to her funeral
because I was cloistered. My sister and I climbed on
the roof of our convent and watched with
binoculars.
And now I give cocktail dinner parties for the
university president. So life has changed
considerably. It is an interesting time to be alive.
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APR 2 2 1987
P1\11od will eynote the nnua1
Dnelmg Session for Journalists
spon ored by UCSD's Center for U.S.
and Mexico Studies here in July . It's
billed as Pilliod's fir t U.S. speech
since he succeeded John Gavin as
Mexico Ambassador .... Marketing
research man Ron Schneider
announces his candidacy for Bill
Cleator's council seat tomorrow.
SCHOOL TIES: USD's John Nunes,
wearing an old school haf,1s
rounding up Crawford High grads
for a 20-year reunion. So far, he
kno\l s two 1967 grads who can't
make it to the July 18 party at the
Sheraton-Harbor Island. One, the SD
Zoo's Joan Embery, will be m Kenya
on safari. Another is doing 91 years
m state prison on a rape-torture
conviction .... Yet another Crawford
High grad, Eric Schulze, is put~ing
his state time to better use. Enc,
son of politico Evonne Schulze, is in
his fourth year of medical school at
UC San Francisco. He's just been
awarded the Chancellor's Graduate
Fellowship for excellence in
research (genetic) ... . Add proud
mamas: Lillian Coons is collecting a
hefty stack of tearsheets on her son,
Richard, who came up out of Point
Loma High and SDSU. At 39, he's
portfolio manager for Alliance
Technology, the first quarter's No. 3
mutual fund performer. On April 6,
Coons was cited in The !"ew York
Times, Barron's and USA Today.
Last month, he was quoted in
Investor's Daily and U.S. News &
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triumphs a~ai~st
Saf!.]?iego State, 7-4

World Report.

QUOTEWORTHY: Mayor
O'Connor's tour of the Tijuana
border, with colleagues from the
U.S. Conference of Mayors, has won
her high praise in Mexico's national
newspaper, Excelsior. In his column,
Jorge Bustamante says O'Connor
helped persuade the mayors that
militarizing the border would be
unproductive. "Mrs. O'Connor didn't
comluct her tour for love of Mexico
... but in the interest of her own
community, and this interest is
linked to harmonious relations with
her neighboring community," writes
Bustamante. "To see this interest as
something inherent to rational
international relations is not
something evident or automatic. It
require a vision beyond prejudice,
an ability to sec a very simple truth
in the tangle of myths."
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San Die{o slafu used nine pitchers
Local Briefs
in a 7-4 loss to the University of San
Diego in a non-conference game last
night at Smith Field.
m the top of the ninth. Saddleback
John Hemmerly (4-3) started for used six pitchers. The Knights bad 22
the Aztecs (27-20.,1), but did not make hits, and scored five runs in the third
it through the first inning. The and four in the sixth.
Toreros (26-16) scored three runs in
the first inning and three more in the
GOLF BENEFIT - A $25 benefit
third.
two-club golf tournament and party
Pat Fitzsimons (4-2) went seven will be staged at Mission Bay Golf
innings to win. Sean Baron had three Course, 6 p.m. tomorrow to help dehits for the Toreros. Chris Bwy added fray medical costs for former Chargtwo hist and two RBI.
ers running back Jeff Queen, who
suffered a stroke in December. For ,
COMMU ITY-COLLEGE BASE- further information, call 274-8842.
BALL - Troy Kent struck out 16 to
visit• ~ ~ --AL GOLF - Brett Blease
lead , 11thwestern Coll ge
ing Imperial Valley College, 8-3, in shot an even-par 72, at Torrey Pines
Pacific Coast Conference play.
The winners are l3-l4-l and 11. 4.1, South course yesterday to lead Mesa
to victory over Saddleback and PaloKent is 7·5• Second baseman Rudy mar in the final Pacific Coast ConRodriguez went 4-for-5 a nd shortstop ference match of the season. Mesa
Jim Wold went 2-for-2 and scored
(374) beat Saddleback by 12 strokes.
twice for the Apaches.
Palomar was third at 399.
Palomar 8, Grossmont 5 - PaloBENEFIT AUCTION - Mac Hud•
mar (12-14, 8-7) scored three in the
top of the eighth to break a 5-5 tie son and Joe Bauer will be guest aucwith Grossmont. Dub Kruse had two tioneers for Saturday's Patrick
hits and four RBI and Scott Anderson Henry High football booster club
had three bits for Palomar. Mike auction in the Stadium Club at San
Ponio (7-4) struck out six and went Diego Jack Murphy Stadium. The
auction ($5 admission) begins at 7
the distance for the victory.
p.m. and proceeds will go toward
paying debt incurred when lights
San Diego City 18, Saddleback 9 The Knights, leading 12-9, scored six were installed on the football field.
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USD turns record five double plays on Aztecs

1'.'l'i'e'(Jniversity of San Diego baseball team equalled a school
record by turning five double pl~ys Tuesday, an_d T<?rero batters
scorched nine San Diego State pitchers for 12 hits, _hftmg USO to a
7-4 non-conference win ove r the Aztecs at ? m!th F1e~d. Torero
second baseman Chris Bwy had the keys hits ma pair of three-run
outbursts Tuesday giving USO an early 6-1 lead. Bwy h ad the only
hit- an RBI doubie - in the first inning, then drove in a run with
a single in the third. USD turned its five double play~ in the game's
·
first six innings. The Toreros improved to 2V6, while SDSU
5 '5
dropped to 27-20· l.
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Librarx. to host talk about sea

55 Casey, director of murme
· stu d1es at th e U mverR1
.
.
Dr.'IRichard
ty of San Diego, will discus the sea-oriented activitH•F and
ciirrentrfforts to further dev lop San Diego as th<' "ocean's
capital of the world" in a presentation Monday at the La Costa
branch of the Carlsbad Library.
The talk, which is free and open to the public, is part ofUSD's
Invisible University program in which community groups interested in learning about current issue:; host evening meetings
in neighborhood libraries or private residences. A 30-to-45minute talk by an informed university specialist follows.
Dr. Casey is a graduate of San Diego State University and
obtained his doctorate in biology at the University of Southern
California. He was also a faculty member at both Northridge and
Rice universities before joining the faculty l!t U D.
Casey 1s a member of the National Oceanographic Association, the American Society of Oceanography and the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
For more information, please contact John Nunes o.t 2fi0 4682.

USD's $10 Million Apartments On Schedule For September Opening

The Univer ity of an Diego's $10 million, ix•
buildin1 apartment complex, designed by choell
and Paul Planning and Architecture, is on chedul for occupancy in ptember. The 156-unit proj ct, built by C.A. Lar on Con truction Co., offers

one- and two-bedroom apartments. Residents will
have access to study and conference rooms, a
laundry facility, bike storage buildings and tennis
courts. Each apartment will be wired for terminal
hook-up to the campus academic computer. /

,. >
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By MICHAEL KINSMAN

Copley News Service
There is a valuable lesson to be learned from high-tech industries if
American business would just look closely and take notes.
'
High-tech businesses are the ones that have been fostered on
insprration and built on hope. They are the ones that can boast a hot
product one day and an obsolete business the next.
And, they are the ones that see a future.
Charles!· Teplitz, a manage~ent professor at the U 1 1 ~ ~
Diego, believes that the product!Vlty problems of American business are
r~tea iiillle worker/employer relations that have evolved out of its past.
Most compames seem to reflect on the past," Teplitz said. "Hightech companies look to the future . High-tech companies don't have the
people who were there 30 years ago ... there is no 30 years ago for
then."

USO ORCHESTRA Perform Haydn and Brah
at 4
Pm. . unday at the Camino Theater on, c~pus. lnfor~~~on. 260-4600, Ext. 4456.
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fbe producti_vity of Am~~can industry has long been a source of
concern for busmess and poht1cal leaders. Over the past few years minor
domestic gains in productivity have been overshadowed by the ieapmg
advances of foreign competition.
·
"High-tech businesse~. are ~sed ~o c,~ange and can make adjustments
faster than most others, Tephtz srud. They h!'ve more competition and
they h~ve to find_ a way to become superior to their competitors if they
are going to survive."
The d?m~stic steel and auto industries are two that have been jolted to
the realizal!on that they are competing on a worldwide scale
"We're StaT!il:'g ~o find ourselves in the position that unles~ we think
about producttvtty improvement today, the viability of our producers will
be in trouble," he said.
"U.S. industry has had a reputation for innovation. I think we're still
o~ the OJ?inion that change will come over time and the United States will
sl!II be tn the leadership. I don't think we can think about that any
longer."
A unified spirit is necessary for American companies to get more out

of their workers, lcplttz said.
Part of the problem comes from the standards companies adopt for
production workers.
"Somehow, somewhere, our engineers determine what is a good pace
for our production," Teplitz said. "As a worker, you know that if you
perform at a certain standard, it will be acceptable."
There exists, though, little incentive to work at a more effective clip.
Monetary and peer recognition are rare, particularly for production
employees.
"You look around at your fellow workers and wonder why you should
wor~ any h!irder than what the management thinks is a typical standard,"
Tephtz said. And, often whether workers plan it or not, they
subconsciously slow down their pace to match that of slower co-workers
Teplitz is cautious not to lay too much of the blame on management ,
although he does believe that some managers have failed to pick up
constructive suggestions offered by underlings.
"Management tends to listen, nod in agreement and then not
implement these suggestions," he said. "Workers become frustrated,
then they stop making suggestions. All of a sudden we're back to the
'we/they' syndrome."
Teplitz fears that if lines continue to be drawn between management
and workers, it will result in a total service economy in the United States.
He insists that workers probably have more to give ,than management
expects. ~f them. Some employees have capacity to improve their
productivity more than others, he claims.
"We shouldn't put up a barrier to stop these people," he said. "W
should recognize their abilities and give them the incentives to work
,harder." ·
lnc_:entives and tiered standards may help increase productivity, but
Tephtz cautions not to use a carrot-and-stick approach in which the
employee never quite catches up with the carrot. Help them do better
but don't punish them if they don't, he says.
'
"Workers want to believe they are part of the organiz.ation,7 at
they're not just another machine," he said .
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session: June 27 to July 3. Cost: $80. Financial assistance available. Telephone Maura Kelley-Poole: 297-

phone camp registrar Emily Easum: (818) 367-4794.

Where to go ~
and where to get
cash to pay for it

•

Community Campersh,p Council has $113,165 to
help about 2,000 San Diego children go to camps
accredited by the American Camping Association this
summer. Those interestoo in camper hips should
apply directly to the camps, not to thti council.
A directory to California camps approved by the
American Camping Association is available at the asoc1ation and Carnpersh p Council office, 7510 Clairemont Me a Blvd., Suite 208, San Diego, CA 92111;
telephone, 268-9888. Accredited c mps are lnspectd for
f ty, h alth, instruction, program, ratio of
couns lors to campers, kitchen fac11it1es and more.
Following is a hst of camps ,n San Diego County.
Many, but not all, are accredited by the camping association.
• Boy Scouts of America
Two camps offering
swimming, rowing, canoeing, backpacking. Camp
Hual-Cu-Cu,sh, near Julian, for boys ages 8 to 17.
Eight essions from July 5 to Aug. 22. Cost: $90 per
ses Ion. Mataguay Scout Reservation, near Warner
Hot Springs, for boys 11 to 17 Six sessions: July 12
to Aug. 22. Cost. $90 per week Telephone: Ann
McMillan or Jerry Brodie, 298-6121

•

C mp Fire Council of San Diego County -

C mp Wolah1, Cuyamaca; swimming. hiking and
canoeing , For boys nd girls ages 8 to 17. Four seslon from July 6 to Aug. 1. Cost $135 per session.
Telephone: Pat Johnson or Katie Zolezzi, 279-8192.
• Episcopal Diocese of Loa Angeles and San
Diego Camp Stevens, Julian; swimming,
folk/ quare d nc,ng, environmental education For
children 8 to 16. Seven se slons from July 5 to Aug.
29. Cost $125 for ix d y to $230 for 12 days. Tele-

•

Girl Scouts, San Diego-Imperial Council Inc. -

Camp Winacka, Julian; swimming, music, cycling,
horseback riding. For girls ages 7 to 17. Six sessions
from June 22 to Aug. 20. Cost: $75 to $205. Camp
Davidson Julian; campcraft, swimming, outdoor
cooking, sports, singing. For Brownie Scout Troops,
girls ages 7 to 11. Eight sess,ons from June 20 to Aug.
11 . Cost: $65 per session; waiting list. Telephone
Cherie Koss: 298-8391.
• San Diego State University - Camp Aztec at
Camp Wolahi, Julian; canoeing, archery, hiking, swimming, music, crafts. For boys and girls ages 8 to 14.
Three sessions from Aug. 2 to 22. Cost: $145 per
session. Telephone SDSU department of recreation:

3901.

• Association for Retarded Citizen, of San Diego
- Camp-A-Lot, at three locations: Camp Virginia in
Julian and Palomar Moutain School Camp and Christian Conference Center, both at Palomar. For developmentally disabled individuals from 7 years of age.
Six sessions: June 28 to Aug. 25. Cost: $250 to $500.
Telephone Gary Snodgrass: 574-7575.
• Hemophilia Foundation of Southern California
- Camp Arbolado, San Bernardino Mountains. For
children with hemophilia, ages 7 to 18. One week
session: Aug. 16 to 22 .. Cost: $125. Financial assistance available. Telephone Gerry Aguirre: (818) 793-

265-5110.

• Sisters of Social Service - Camp Oliver, Descanso; swimming, hiking, crafts, singing, nature study,
archery. For children ages 7 to 16. Seven sessions
between~ ne 28 and Aug. 22. Cost: $130 per week.
Teleph ne S ster Beneta Nolan: 543-1308.
U 10
acue Miaaion - Green Oak Ranch,
Vi a. ors
ck riding, hiking, ropes course, archery,
swim:rnng, r ,,gious emphasis. For boys and girls,
grades one through nine. Ten sessions: June 21 to
Aug. 29. Cost: $60 to $150. Telephone Lorraine Carson. 727-0251 or (800) 468-2267.
• University of San Diego Sport, Campa - USO
campus; tennis, soccer, basketball, voi'eyball, football, competitive swimming, softball. Children ages 7
to 17. Several sessions: June 14 to Aug. 21. Cost:
$275 to $385 (tournament tennis). Telephone Pat
Buczaczer: 260-4803.
• YMCA - Camp Marston. Julian; canoeing,
sports, hiking, crafts. Boys and girls ages 7 to 15.
Nine sessions: June 27 to Aug. 29. Cost: $145 per
week, ages 7 to 11; $260 for two weeks for children
ages 12 to 15. Camp Surf, Imperial Beach; swimming
and sailing. For girls and boys ages 7 to 15. Nine
sessions: June 27 to Aug. 29. Cost: $125 per week,
ages 7 to 11; $250 per two-week session, ages 12 to
15. Raintree Ranch, Julian; horseback riding. Children
ages 7 to 15. Nine sessions: June 27 to Aug. 29. Cost:
$195 per week, ages 7 to 11; $350 per two-week
session for ages 12 to 15. Telephone Lowell Lindsay
or Barbara Chrestman: 543-1060.

6192.

• Sickle Cell Disease Research Foundation Sickle Cell Summer Camp, San Juan Capistrano. For
children with sickle cell anemia, ages 6 to 14. One
week session: Aug. 22 to 29. Cost: $10.50 registration. Telephone Mary Brown: (213) 299-3600.
• UCSD Medical Center, Pediatric-Pulmonary Division - Camp Pillfeather, Rancho del Cielo, Ramona. For children with cystic fibrosis and their siblings,
ages 6 to 18. One session: June 21 to 27. Cost: $80.
Camperships available. Telephone Carol Davis: 2946810.

Private camps:

Special camps:

• American Cancer Society - Camp Reach for the
Sky, Camp David, Julian. For children 8 to 18 who
have or have had cancer. One session: Aug. 24 to 29.
No tuition; transportation provided. Telephone Cindy
Ribant: 299-4200.
• American Diabetes Aaaociation - Camp Chinnock, San Bernardino Mountains near Riverside. For
diabetic children ages 7 to 16. Four sessions: June 28
to·Aug. 20. Cost: $300. Camperships available. Telephone Dorothy Storer: 296-6351.
• American Lung Aa1ociation - SCAMP Camp,
held at Boys Club of Hollywood camp near Running
Springs. For asthmatic children ages 9 to 14. One

• Camp Murrietta - USD campus. For girls ages 8
to adult. Camp Del Mar, Point Loma College, for boys
ages 8 to 18. Both are weight-loss and fitness camps
and have three sessions: June 28 to July 25. Cost:
$2,195 to $2,895. Telephone David Kempton: 4503376.

• Camp La Jolla - UCSD campus. Weight-loss
and fitness camp for females, ages 8 to 29. Two sessions: June 28 to Aug. 14. Cost: $2,395 to $3,395.
Telephone Nancy Lenhart (213) 287-4670 or (800)

822-7877.

• Camp Pacific - Campus of Army and Navy
Academy, Carlsbad. Water sports, academic and
computer courses for boys 7 to 14. Six sessions: June
28 to Aug. 8. Cost: $700 to $1,700. Telephone Betty
Maffucci: 434-7564.
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USD Fo um to Debate S.D. County Growth
Dy
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LEE, Times Staff Writer
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USD f orums deb ate
controver ial is ues

ft

AL

e Umverstty of
S.m Diego will be prt· 111ing a seric of
pubhc service forums on local issues.
Th fir t, to 6" presented May 13 at the
Lye um Thratre, will deb tc the qucs·
tion: "hou ld all local governments in the
an Diego r gion adopt a coordinated
Growth Manag mrnt Plan which actively
limits growth?
For further information, contact John
unes, 260-4682.
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Th
Univer ity of San Diego Symphony,
conducted by Henry Kolar, will perform
works by Haydn Smetana and
Brahms, with pianist Nicolas Reveles,
at 4 p. n. Sunday In the Camino Theatre. USD, for tile Sister Rossi Scholarship Concert. ::;i <:J ") e:;'°

Advocate

Carlsbad, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Carlsbad Journal
(Cir. 2xW. 16,049)

with sisters Maureen (cello) and Kerry
(violin) as the McDermott Trio.
Anna Marie McDermott will perform
at 7 p.m .. April 26 in Smith Recital Hall
at SDSU. Tickets are available through
the Aztec Center box office and at the
door. Call 265-~031 for additional information.
The University of California San Diego
will follow a contemporary score.
A saxtravaganza will be next on the
concert series featuring the Bosendorfer
piano. San Diego saxophonist Laura
Hunter and pianist Cecil Lytle will be
joined by three other saxophonists and a
vocalist/percussionist in a program of
contemporary music.
The program will include a jazz combo
arrangement of"Jazz and Matisse"; a sax
quartet, "Sealed With A Kiss" and neoclassical compositions by Rodney Rogers
and Steven Galante.
The eclectic group will also perform
William Bolcom's "Lilith." based on the
myth of that title; and "Simicbai-Y a."
Saxtravaganza will be performed at 3
p.m., April 26 in Mandeville Auditorium.

Before the concert, Lytle, Hunter and
two of the composers whose works will be
performed, will discuss the program in
the reception area outside the auditorium.
A MM, a radical musical quartet from
England, will play on the Wednesday
evening cc,ncert series at UCSD. The .
group, which began 21 years ago as a p10·
neer in musical improvisation, has continued to experiment with form and style.
AM M will play at 8 p.m., April 29 in
Mandeville Auditorium. Tickets for the
two UCSD programs are available
through Ticketmaster, at the ArtsTix
booth in the Spreckels Theatre and at the
door. Call 534-5404 for information.
And, the Uni'lfil"sitt2_fS:~ieg o aiusic department will presen 1 annu
Sister Rossi Scholarship Concert. Henry
Kolar will conduct the USD Orchestra.
The USO Orchestra and guest artists
will perform at 4 p.m., April 26 in Camino
Theatre on campus. Tickets will be on
sale at the door. Call 260-4600, Ext. 4456
for information.
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Founder's Gallery. San Diego, 260-4682
An art exhibition entitled Corita Kent·
Serigraphs" features 20 prints depicting
love, hope and optimism . This artist has
created numerous works of art, her most
famous one being "LOVE. depicted on
U.S. postag.; st mp~ Noon to 5 p.m.,
'> ,weekdays.
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2 p.m. - SDSU Spring
dance concert, San
Diego City College
Theater
- "Saxtravaganza,"
saxophone and piano
concert, Mandeville
Auditorium, UCSD.
- Laurel and Hardy
film afternoon, Laurel
and Hardy Organization, North Park Theater.
- "Light Up the
Sky," Lamplighters,
Ben Polak Fine Arts
Center.
3 p.m. - SDSU Concert
Choir and Chamber
Singers, Smith Recital
Hall, SDSU.
- "Opera Music:
OverturH and Ari11,"
Palomar Community
Orchestra, Palomar
College Theater.
3:40 p.m. - "Thi Parti11ns of Vilna," Jewish
Community Relatlons
Council, Ken Cinema.
4 p.m. - USD Orch11tra,
Camino- rneater, uso.
7 p.m. - Pianist AnneMarie McDermott.
Smith Recital Hall,
SDSU

MONDAY/27

TUIIDAY/28

WEDNEIDAY/29

1 p.m. - "Shoah," part
of "Silent No More:
The Lessons of the
Holocaust," week of
events, College
Branch Jewish Community Center (documentary screened
over 4 days; also 7
p.m.)
7 p.m. - Seminar on Old
Globe production of
"Intimate Exchange,," Simon Edison Center for the
Performing Arts, Balboa Park.
7:30 p.m. - Palomar
Jazz Ensemble and
Vocal Jazz En11mblI,
Palomar College Theater
- Architecture critic
Kay Kaiser speaks on
new and folk architecture in San Diego, Atheneum Music and Arts
Library
II p.m. - San Diego
Chamber Orchestra,
with pianist Andre-Michel Schub, Sherwood Hall, La Jolla
Museum of Contemporary Art.

9 a.m. - "Say Hello to
Monsieur Moliere,"
NewWorks Theater,
Sixth Avenue Playhouse (also 10:30
a.m.).
7:30 p.m. - Jazz pianist
George Shearing,
Montezuma Hall.
- "German Dreama"
and "Lucy," part of
"The New German
Film Into the '80s,"
film series, UCSO.
- Thom11 "Tip"
O'Neill speaks as part
of Congregation Beth
Israel's "Images of the
'80s," series, Civic
Theater.
- "The Art of Video:
Eight Perspectives,"
lecture series, La Jolla
Museum of Contemporary Art.
8 p.m. - San Diego
Chamber Orch11tra,
with pianist Andre-Michel Schub, Fairbanks
Ranch Country Club.

10 a.m. - "Art Alive
'87," Spring flower arrangements, San
Diego Museum of Art
(museum open until
4:30 p.m.).
7:30 p.m. - "The Sacrifice," final film in Andrei Tarkovsky retrospective, Sherwood Auditorium, La Jolla
Museum of Contemporary Art.
8 p.m. - Folk music with
Marcia Bowman, Tom
Cahoon and Charlie
Holdaway, Drowsy
Maggie's folk care.
8:30 p.m. - Ballet Concierto del Mar, Tijuana Cultural Center, Tijuana.
9 p.m. - Notice to Appear, Old Del Mar
Cale.

THU
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10 a.m. - \rt Alive
'87," Sp~g flower arrangemeis, San
Diego Mu um of Art
(museum Cen until
4:30 p:m.).
8 p.m. - "Th•1ay'1 the
Thing," Gastnp
Quarter Thea,
(opening nigh1
- "Hurlyburly Mission Playhouse,pening night).
- "Betrayal,"~vin's Dinner Thea,
(opening nigrt duer,
6:30 p.m.).
8:30 p.m, - Ballet Co
cierto del Mar, Tiju,
na Cultural Center, 1
juana.
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260-4682.
.
l\ery San Diego,
Founders . a_. ' !'tied "Carita Kent·
An art ex~:b1t1on en 120 prints depicting
serigraphs fe;tur:~ism. This artist has
love, hope an op rks of art her most
.
numerous wo
LOVE .. depicted on
.
crea ted
to 5 p.m.,
'on
famous one being
U.S. postage sl:}mf
weekdays. ;;)UNIVERSITY

!SR,

1 p.m. - "M11tIrs of thI
Congo Jungle," film.
Natural History Museum, Balboa Park (also
2:30 p.m.).
2 p.m. - "Candida,"
Guthrie Theater, East
County Performing
Arts Genter.
- "Alon, Together,"
La Jolla Stage Co.,
Parker Community Auditorium.
7 p.m. - "Two
FriendI/DoI Amigos," SDSU Youth
Theater, Exp rimental
Theater, Dramatic Arts
Building, SDSU.
7:30 p.m. - Pianist Liz
Story, La Paloma Theater, Encinitas.
II p.m. - SDSU Spring
dance concert, San
Diego City College
Theater.
- ''Opera Mu,ic:
OverturH nd Arias,"
Palomar Community
Orchestra, Palomar
College Theater
"Light Up the
Sky," Lamplighters,
Ben Polak Fine Arts
Center
- "Documented/Undocum1nt ," performance work.
Parameters 8 apace.

•
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Music on campus this spring ranges
from Jazz to avant-garde to classical.
Local jazz fans w1ll receive presidential
treatment. Legendary jazz pianist George
Shearing. who has played at the White
House for three presidents - Gerald
Ford, Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan will perform at San Diego State Univen;ity.
Shearing will play a wide selection
from hi vast repertoire, including jazz
standards and new works. Don Thompson will provide piano and bass accompaniment, and the SDSU Jazz Ensemble,
directed by Bill Yeager, will join the duo
for part of the show. ShE'aring will also
conduct a mu,ician's dinic on campus.
George Shearing will play at 7:30 p.m.,
April 28 in DSU's Montezuma Hall.
Tickets are available at the Aztec Center
on campus and through Ticketmaster. He
will also conduct a music clinic at 2 p.m.,
the same day in Room 114 of the Music
Building. Admission to the clinic is free
with a concert ticket. For information on
these programs, call 265-6947.
SDSU will also feature class1cal music.
Anna Marie McDermott will play a piano
recital this weekend.
McDermott began playing the piano at
age five, and was accepted as a scholarship student at the Manhattan School of
Music five years la·,~r. She made a professional debut at age 12, with the National
Orchestral Association and has been concertizing ever since.
In addition to guest arti~. appearances
with major symphonies across the nation
and playing with the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, she performs

xx

r

ditonum, USO. S Y Furay moderates panel
discusSton with fee ur\ng Mayor Maureen
o·connor San Diego County Supervisor
Susan Gold'ng, San Diego City councllwoman
Judy McCarty and superior Court Justice
Judith McConnell, 8 p.m. Aprll 29 Menches/
Auditor m. USO. Admi~lon Is free. ~

By William E. Fark

S0,1 th crn Cross
(Cir W ?7,500)

1,,

P C. B

pr..1nl1 annua slitllr'Rossl scholarship concert, With USO
Orchestra 4 p.m. April 26, Camino Theater.
AdmlssiOn: general, $5; stu~'!:f3 · InformaoJY,/:):J
tion: 260-4600.
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,, Founder's Gallery, San Diego. 260-4682.
An art exhibition entitled Corita Kent
Serigraphs" features 20 prints depicting
love, hope and optimism. This artist has
created numerous works of art her most
famous one being '·LOVE, depicted on
u s postage stamps. Noon to 5 p .m ..
Sweekdays. -;:;l.. Cf
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SAN DI EGO GROVE GALLERY
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1
g,
box and •t· . th
e government en 1c1ze
remains unchanged and strong.
"Most fascinating to me, thou h i
how we interpret the fringes. Wegh; s
to go back to what was in the minds:~
.
the writers W d h
· e o ave some idea
much as we have an idea of h t'
w a
.
.
someone will brmg back from the store
"The question is how we give mea~•
ing to the words. Will we take th
exactly or will we shape them tow~:
we want."
The tenet that guards the ri hts
against self- incrimination for oneg ex
ample, has resulted " in ~ome slo .
jurisprudence," says Alexander.
the .ither hand, there are some obscure
parts of the Constit ution that no longer
mean much.
"Th · h f
e ng t o a homeowner to house
membws of the militia isn't too impor•
tant any longer," Alexander said wh
interestingly puts the right to' be/
arms, the second amendment in th:
'
same category.
"There has been a fair amount of
discussion over that, although it seems
clear it was meant primarily for the
militia," says Alexander. "Handgun
lobbyists have invoked the Const't .
tion in their arguments, but I th~~
they have done 80 without too m h
uc
success. •
.
Th · ht
e np; s of religious and speech
freedom, however, continue to domi•
nate the news.
"There are so
many avenues of
d'
debate," Alexander said "Th
e me 18
·
I
oves these debates. There are ques•
t
tions as to how much the govern
can regulate advertising or :-:;n
whether government can control the
advertising on publicly funded broadcasting programs.
"Those are hot topics, along with law
of defamation. All these questions have
constitutional applications but th"

It May Not Be Black And White, But It Works

USD's Alexander Notes Constitution Is Theoretical And Debatable, But It's The World's Most Protective
an 1)1

01',.rly fr11n

the gemus of the American system."
The Constitution followed the Arti•
cles of Confederacy as the prevailing
document, and was needed, says Alex•
ander, because under the Articles the
states were at each other's throats.
"We needed a stronger national
government," says Alexander, poin·
ting out that post.Constitution the
great majority of legal debate has been
over the interpretation of state and

lot of other countries read better, but
none ·provide more protection. The
problem with most other countries is
that their constitution 1s treated sim·
ply as political rhetoric instead of the
ultimate law of the land. Our Con•
titution is ordinary law - law of the
highest order - but simple ordinary
law just as stopping your car at a stop
sign is law. Our Constitution is the law
above the political passions, which is

ript Stal(Writrr

Wh11t doc "F recdom of pccch"
m n nyway?
Larry Al xand r 1. the fir tu <lmit
thuL h1• d n't know And he can also
t II yuu, 11 uthoritntively ns mo t,
th ,t th wnt •r of th U.S. Constitu•

local laws.
That is not to say there has not been
volumes of litigation over such little
items as Freedom of Religion and
Freedom of Speech.
"Most of the debates and controversies concern what I'd call the fringes of
those laws," Alexander said. "The
basic tenet of Freedom of Speech that someone can stan upon a soap

PJ~

(Continued on P ge 18C)
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"No on is 11n expert in the Constitu
th y can be on oth r parts of
tion
l11w," Alexander aid. "Constitutional
1 sues often ar so theoretical th t it's
not n m11tter of having all the facts at
one's fingertip .. Often the Constitution
is not bluck and white in the ame way
th t the rules ofth road ore black and
whit .
"Still, thP Constitution has held up
r m rk bly well over the 200 yearH,"
Alex11nd r md. "It works. There is no
anywhere m the world near
Ollrfl

I
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t::onference to focus on 'Bridging the Pacific'
A c~ re~?on "Bridging the Pa• tions Non•Governmental Liaison Sercific" will be held from Thursday vice, will address the opportunities
through next Saturday at the Univfil; and challenges for San Diego in its
relationship with Pacific nations.
sit of San Diego.
Representatives from th~ World
The con erence, jointly sponsored
bv the Southern California United Bank, the UN Industrial Develop•
Nations Association, the San Diego ment Organization, the lnter•AmeriWorld Trade Association, the Univer- can Development R:rnk, UNICEF,
stty of San Diego and the Sierra Club and other organizations will addres
in cooperation with the United Na- the all-da:,• sessions.

e
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constitutional mterpretation cannot be
·
t · I
t must cha~ge with the times.
s
asonable mmds can, and will,
.
d1n:er over _the mterpretation of these
topics. A ~ist of present Constitution
controversies can go on forever. There
.
diffi
icult issues that will
are many .
never be laid to rest "
·
d
Al
. e~an e~ sees the ~hanges in con•
stltut1onal mterpretat1on, but he says
the\_com: slowly._ C?n the religion
ques ion, e_ said it 1s only recently
that the A~1sh _h ave won the right to
re;:io~e th eir children from the public
sc oo system after the eighth grade,
andhonly recently have some religions,
sue . as Seve_nth Day Adventists, won
~he right against working on holy days,
. aturday~ m the case of the religion
JU t mentrnned
.
·
" R 1. .
e ',~•on results m some tough
.
issues, . Alexander said. "lt gives
some th mg hke the case in Riverside,
where so~e people are protesting be•
cause the city logo has a cross on it."
Even more active. in today's news,
says Alex~nder, are lSSue~ attached to
the exclusionary rul~, which prohibits
m~st searches and_s~1zures: .
r ~hmk pr~vailmg op1mon favors
}mitln~ that right somewhat," he said.
_That 18 on~ element of the Constitu•
t i~n whose mterpretation will change
with the times "
·
Al h
.t ough he alwa~s "presumes"
agamSt t?e need to tmker with the
Constitution, Alexander favors a cond
l
stitut·
iona amen ment calling for a
balanced budget
·
"
In the case of the budget I think you
h~;:i to change the rules," he said.
oat at~rn_eys do not focus on the
.S .. Constituhon ~ay in and day out,
ut it potentially is in play in every
~as~ they de~l with," he said. "For all
its imperfections, the Constitution has
setved_ the country well, through thl;~
and thm."
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y that the constitution of a
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Chula Vista Family Life
Crusader
for school
Ry Rene

. Davalos

Concert.
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nd ga!e 0~
Toreros salvage t
a non-league double-header 9.4
agam~t. visiting Sacramento State'.
The V1S1tors won the first game, 4-3.
In the second game, Chris Bwy hit
a two-out,_ two-run double for USD
(28-18-1) m the first, giving the
'J'.oreros a. 3-0 _lead. Baron's homer,
~IS. 15th ' highlighted a six-run fifth~nmg rally. Lewis Skertich (6-2)
p~tch~d seven innings to win. Pat
~1tr.s1mons (4-3) lost the opener, givmg u~ a two-run triple to Brian
Grose m the first.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)
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Sem ·
ate Business Progr mar on Graduversit.t_ of San Dieg!~T~t ~ni7:30 p.m., USD Uni• . ursday, 61
tii Center,
Forum A, Alcala
ne and
~heese reception follow~
ti~ns: 260-4830.

says, "but it makes you feel better about yourself, and gives you
more self-respect and selfassurance."
When not extolling the benefits
of education, Cordova says she
~ecomes politically involved, particularly when the issues deal with
education.
Last year she "walked miles"
through local precints to help
elect Maria Perman to the
Southwestern College Community Board, Cordova says.
. Her ot~er interests are paintmg, dancing, sewing, the theater
and ballet, she says.
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Elvira Cordova of Bonita
,abashedly says that she 1s a
natic crusader. A fanatic about
rying to talk people into
mi hing school.
"I talk to people about the im portance of continuing their
education," she ays. "I talk to
all kinds of people . . . young
peo~le, women, adults . I try to
motivate them and make them
realize that it i not late."
Cordova, 57. has tauaht
English as a second language at
Southwe ·tern College since 1976.
She ay~ that crusading for
education is her way of giving to
her community and adds that she
"preaches" her message
whenever she finds the
opportunity.
"I've never been put off," she
ays and adds that in fact most
people h ten to what she ha to
ay with a great deal of interest. . preparing a concert for children
The number of people she has as a community service event.
talked to over the year have b 11
Cordova came from Mexico
countless, she ays, but she is not havmg married an America~
ure how many actually took her teacher she met in Mexico City
message to heart.
and has sin e d'vorced. She
One who did is her son F.ric. found comp.;t1tion strong part
He credits, albeit not entirely her of th e American national
mother's words for returning to character, Cordova says. She
school.
realized early on that to succeed
Eric, 28, founder and member she had to cont'nue ith her colof "Erth," a four-member lege career. She received a
modern rock band, attends master' degree in Spanish from
outhwe tern College as a mu ic the University of San Diego in
major. Last emester as a 1977.
traight-A student he made the
"Kno~le_dge is not only good
Pre ident's I.1st. His band is for (obtaming better) jobs," she

c.

and J.R. e ctward - Jm;v' McNamee
final mate! es to~ ~Won quartersemifinals ;,it the Wes ce to today's
Conference Cham . t C?ast Athletic
p1onsh1ps at Santa
Clara McN
amee def t
·
. ea ed Grant
Saacks of Pe
wards be t p~rdmii 6-3 6-3· Ed
·
aDavidK!e b·' '
Pepperdine, 6-2 6 2 m 1th, also of
play No. 1-seed;d ~ - .\fcNamee will
of Pepperdine and ~drew Sznaidjer
on No. 2 Robbie W . wards will take
eiss, also of Pepperdine.

Theatre,
')f~':1,?
_ ,~, ,olarshlp
7
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RCHE

SYMPHr y

University of San Oleg S 81 RA - The
ymphony
conducted by Hen
works by H d ry Kolar, will perform
ay n, Smetana and
B h
~~::'~~~st Nicolas Reveles,
8

USO, for the lister
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. T~e Un! vers1ty q ~ Diego's Sch001
of _Bu •1ne11 Admm11trat1on 1s sponsoring an information se .
"ls a Graduate Business Degree in ;ma~on its ir~duate programs.
0
seminar, scheduled from 6- 7;30 Pm ; t;,'.Zes? is !he t?pic of the
D University Center .
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come
volunteers

S
Trtbll

1c1 u

·nto Bu

u

ACK m l'O . 'Ihey hand

to San Diego's
out blank
up n a k1tch•
lad!
,
horn 1 ,
en for th hungry and teach adults
ho_w to read and write, all while pursuing umv • lty degr
Th e tud nts d fy the image, de.
. rv d o~ not, of elf ntered, pk•
lllg yuppl
And the number of ltruishc tu•
d nts Is growin . a r urgenc of the
community crv1ce ethic at umversi•
ti in , n I go and across the na•
t10n
d em•
A major re son for Iner
u•
comm
on
ls
phas
nlty serv ice at
three an Diego
universities is Robert Choate, a re
tired bu In man
who has devoted
much of his pa$t 30
mun
years to
nd
ty scrv,
d rstanding among
' races. He h become th "Johnny Appl eed" of uni•
vers1ty community volunteensm 10
San Diego.
Choate was the prime mover about
l¼ years ago In the formation of a
coahtion for volunteerism that links
o, San
th_e US ive rs~ ~; Diegthe
Uni•
and
Diego late m
o.
Dieg
San
at
ornia
Calif
of
ty
vers1
The San Diego Committee on Univer•
sity-Community Servic is an unu•
sual network of volunteer efforts.
Choate wants it to serve as a
model for the tate, and plan.~ to
pend many pring days in the Capi•
tol knockmg on doors as coordinator
of the ne ly formed California Coalition on University-Community Services, based Ill San Francisco.
Choate says that two years ago he
aw the combined enrollment of
65,000 students at thr San Diego
universities "a an untapped pool of
pparenUy laid•back, dismterested
students."
H met with university leaders
and ·tudents to e tablish volunteer
centers, places for contact between
stud nts and non-profit community
agencies.
Hr says he found tudents who
wanted to participate but who need•
the nudge of organization, direc•
two and contacts.
"In San Diego, the seed (of volunt r1SI11) eems to· have lain dor•
mant" as federal budget cuts m reve•
nue haring and bloc grants in the
made non-profit social service
19
ag ncies feel a pinch. creating both a
need nd a void, he say
Coinc1d ntally, he says, ~m bly •
man John Vasconcellos f San Jose
Plea e see VOLUNTEER .A.-6
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SD law prof K~ nth Davis
' me Court
figures he U.~ d,
to aid its
ice
/;
needs a re~eard(.l.
. Davis,
s.
proce
ing
mak
1on
dec18
who wrot • the natio n's first com
preh enR 1ve trea tise on ad
min~ trativ c law m 1951, sugg e•ls a
statu te to allow the high cour t ac
ce to the Congrc~sional Research
Service, alrea dy set up with 587
resea rche r and 273 supp ort staff
He detai ls tht• proposal at 6 p.m at
the I " school's third Nath aniel L.
Nath anso n M••mor1al Lect ure
•ri •s, in th Grace Courtroom. /
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"Universities are here to produce
At UCSD last summer, Choate,
ledgeable, responsible persons.
Personal Responsibility.
know
r
erring with Chancello
conf
after
serunity
comm
says
llos
once
Vasc
tever they do (after they graduard Atkinson, couldn't wait for Whato
earn a living is nice, but they
vice could be required of graduate Rich
ate)
nts to arrive. He got a
stude
fall
new
.
loans
nt
stude
ve
recei
who
students
not here to be an engineer. We
Continued From Page 1
list of campus leaders and started are
rs
othe
and
te
Choa
llos,
once
to produce a fine, polished per•
osal
Vasc
prop
want
s"
made his "Human Corp
at random, forming a
them
g
callin
trange
colle
that
ested
son to go forward and perpetuate
last year and it was considered con- have sugg
core of about 10.
so
ce,
servi
unity
comm
list
ts
scrip
re. We're broader than cranking
date
troversial because it would man
As a result, the new UCSD Volun- cultu
would have
oyers
empl
tial
poten
untants and new attorneys.
stuthat
acco
ge
out
colle
of
by
ce
ted
servi
community
Connection Office, direc
teer
to
h
whic
upon
ent
elem
ional
addit
're
an
'You going to see across the
dents. Gov. Deukmejian vetoed
Ellen Caprio, a senior communica.
cants
appli
job
judge
d States that it is not much fun
the
Unitt>
from
when
ision
Vasconcellos' prov
r, was ready to go
majo
tions
onVasc
,
lation
legis
ut
witho
Even
being self-centered."
state budget, but the Democratic
- the fall quarter began.
inter
ce
servi
unity
comm
says
for
s
bill
cello
Emerich cited a course in decision
a
d
duce
said,
lawmaker has intro
ing every day," she
grow
"It's
hap"is
uses
camp
nizational behavior
ersity
univ
the current .es ion of the Legislature est on It's on a roll .... This thing is adding that there are about 200 ac• making and orga
ths of his students
-four
g.
three
h
penin
ser•
y
whic
in
dator
teers. "We have
that also calls for man
volun
nt
stude
live
e."
nwid
happening natio
the option of an "observation
vice.
about 80 non-profit agencies that take ct"
t
gran
00
$25,0
a
d
gaine
who
te,
Choa
rs
proje in the community instead of
Choate and educational leade
n for the we're helping, and the San Diego Uni- writing a research paper
datio
Foun
lett
Hew
the
from
stuforce
to
want
ict."
generally don't
tion, has used the fied School Distrcold
Bonnie Newman, undergraduate
early January
dents to perform community service Sao Diego coali
the
g
Durin
cennteer
volu
for
pay
help
to
•
says this is the first semester
funds
volun
dean
is
that
less
bill
a
home
aod would prefer
her, a shelter for the
weat
.
uses
camp
the
at
has had lottery funds available
ter staff
tary.
called, and Caprio mobilized an SDSUabout $33,000 has gone to fund
the
plant
to
00
$10,0
t
abou
takes
"It
that
e
and
awar
is
ery of blankets,
Vasco.icellos says he
communiwater it," he says. "I'd love emergencyss deliv
rnities, sorori- eight faculty proposalsedforto students'
frate
to
educators "ha've qualms about the seed am'stude
acce
using
e
whol
the
ing
runn
nts
relat
it
cred
see
ce
to
to
g
servi
ty
willin
be
d
such as Cir•
mandate" and he woul
graduate. We need ties and service groups
majors. Thirty-one faculty members
compromise if university officials thing, but. they
K.
cle
tly
recen
a
find
to
try
We
nuity
conti
and
submitted proposals.
osal
prop
grasp the Human Corps
On a regular basis, she says, the had
who is familiar
nt
stude
uated
proposals include opera workgrad
nce
The
evide
is
ing
there
work
and
nts
it
nm with
, students office tries to get stude
UCSD
At
turf.
us
camp
with
in
s
shop elementary schools, elementhat they are.
they still with non-profit organizations three
but
,
show
e
whol
the
run
ding
rstan
tary instruction of science, and help
unde
an
10a
has
in
He says he
a week for eight weeks
hours
or."
dinat
coor
a
hke
to
es
have
anic for community service agencies to
with California State Universiti
program week quarter. They tutor Hispracy
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ntir Scott Thompson
USO
VI
,
was e ted the Tor ro 'Most a uable Pl· yer for the second traight
y rat the basketball team wards
nqu t Tu day night at the campu ' mver 1ty Center.
Thompson, who wa elected West
Coast Athletic Conference Player of
th Year thJS season, led the Toreros

-6 rec:d
with 15.9 pomts a~d .
t'
game. USD compiled a T24
ar·ng in the NCAA ournamen
•n the school's
.
appe 1
for the second time I
history.
The Hoot Thompson fimshed his
collegiate career as a three-time AllWCAC election He is expected to be
a f"1rst- or second-round pick in the
June 22 NBA draft.
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After months of extensive planning
by a number of the top minds at the
University of San Diego, USO is ready
to present the San Diego community
its first USDForum . ~t'J55'
The USDForum will provide the
community with a much-needed
pub li c arena to tackle the region's
most pressing issues in a compelling ,
dramatic setting .
On May 13 at the Lyceum Theatre ,
the USDForum will aggressively seek
answers to this oft-asked but difficult
question :
"Shou ld all local governments In
the San Diego Re gion ado pt a
coo rdina ted Growth Management
Pla n whic h actlvely llmlts growth?"
In the tradition of public
televis ion ' s "The Advocates ,"
recognized experts on both sides of
the growth issue will be questioned
on the "witness stand " by USO law
school facultv .
For more information call John/
/
Nunes at 260-4682 .

den and senior guard Paul Leonard
shared the Athletic Excellence
' sec
th t
award. Madden was e earns . •
ond-leading scorer with 11.1 po1~ts
and second-leading rebound~r with
7.0. Leonard averaged 10.5 pomts and
41
led the team with 135 '.'-551Sts a~d
steals. Senior guard Enc M~e man
was chosen for the Bugelli Leadership award.
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The Unlwerslty of San Dll!Qo stuu nt dance
concTrt will feature a v~rlety of dance
at 8 p.m. today end tomorrow end 2
p.m. :O:undatln the Camino The tre
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USD Prof.~nneth Culp Davis

MAY 1 1987

Too often, and m too many important
cases, the justices of the U.S. Supreme
Court don't know what they're talking
about, Kenneth Culp Davis says.
lf Davis were anyone but who he is, the
cnticism would be dismissed as just another
instance of court-bashing. Lots of people
don't thi nk much of the Supreme Court.
But Davis, a distinguished law professor
at the University of San Diego. is a lion of
jurisprude n c e ~ whose seminal
thinking about law and how it is created
have made him well-known in the nation's
law schools and courthouses.
At 78, he has quietly launched a campaign to improve the decision-making
capacities of the high court by expanding
the range and scope of the information
available to the Justices as they rule in
some of the most important cases.
Davis' proposal, outlined Thursday night
in the Nathanson Memorial Lecture at
USD, is simple. The Supreme Court, he
argues, should have a research service of
its own-or perhaps access to the Congressional Research Service-to supply it with

Lawyers "feel they would lose .control of the material that is
being considered by the court. You can see how the
researcher might very well become the master of the case.'

Judge Joseph T. Sneed

9th U.S. C1rcu1t Court of Appeals
scientific and technical data about issues
reaching the high court.
"The justices need that kind of help in
many cases, and, in general, they don't
have it," Davis said in an interview before
his address. "We can't think without facts."
Simple as it sounds, though, Davis' idea
challenges the very foundation of the way
courts work m the United States.
Traditionally, appellate courts review
the record created in a trial court and
whatever further arguments lawyers place
before them. The judges and their law
clerks may research the legal issues involved, but they typically don't conduct
inquiries into the factual matters at the
heart of the disputes or the practical
consequences of their decisions.

Yet Davis argues th at, how ever timehonored the adversarial approach to judi cial decision-making may be, it results too
often in bad law.
Congress, whose committees can inves tigate every aspect of an issue before .
drafting a law, and regulatory agencies,
which seek expert guidance and public
comment before issuing rules, do a much
better job, Davis says, because they have
the facts that judicial lawmakers are
lacking.
"The Supreme Court is often at its best
on complex thinking problems, on philo sophical or ethical or moral issues, on
analysis or reasomng, and on issues of
interpretation," Davis wrote in a law
review article published last year that first
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USP student dance
conce~Theater.
Stage 7 Dance Theater. dance concer ,
City College Theater.
- "Ju,1 BetwHn OurHlvea," North Coast
Repertory Theater
(opening night)
"The Dining Room,"
San D1egutto Playhouse
(opening night).
Neofeat V, festival of
new arts, Sushi.
"Light Up the Sky,"
Lamplighters, Ben Polak
Fme Arts Center
An Evening of One
Act,, Skull and Dagger,
Expermental Theater,
SDSU.
- Comedians Rick
Rockw II and Barry
Marder the lmprov
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High Court Needs Research Arm, Scholai: Says

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)

8 p.m.
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By JI M SCHACHTER, Times Staff Writer
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Esr . 1888

$ ~foun der of
Mothe rs Embracing
Nuclear Disarmament,
and documentary film
-~
producer Vivie nn e
...!flJ'
Verdon-Roe discuss
·
"Women In Peace" as final part of "Women In
Music, Politics and Peace," lecture series, 8
p.m. May 1, Manchester Auditorium. Admisslo~ Is free. Graduate English department
spnng lecture, "The Snarling Muse: the Art of
Satire," presented by Cynthia Caywood 4
p.m. May 5, Manchester Conference Genier.
Admission: general, $4; students, free. lnfor_,,
ma!).9n: 260-4585.
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-US.Q,jports Camps, Alcala Park, 92110,
260-4803. The University of San Diego
Summer Sports program has resident and
day camps for boys & girl s, age 7-17
beginning on June 21. Camps are avai la ble
in basketball , ;occer, tennis, vol leyball,
football, softball , and competiti ve swim . For
mo re info rmation call or write. -Z.955'

--US DForum set
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TOIIORROW/2

SUNDAY/3

MONDAY/ 4

TUHDAY/5

WIDNESDAY/ I

THURSDAY/7

9:30 a.m. - Silvergate
and Rackat Cat Clubs
Cat Show. United
Auto Workers Hall,
Old Town. (until 5
p.m.).
10 1.m. - Chinen Dr••
gon Featival Food
and Cultural Faire.
Del Mar Fairgrounds
6:30 p.m. - "Back to the
'SO.," fund-raiser,
Copley Gymnasium,
La Jolla Country Dav
School.
7 p.m. - "Kids Talent
Show," Lions Deal
Recreation Club, Lewish Jr. High School.
7:30 p.m. - Organist
Donna Parker, Theater Organ Society O:
San Diego, California
Theater
8 p.m. - Mellor• String
Quartet, Mandeville
Auditorium UCSD.
- Pianist Liu
Specter, University
Symphony Concert,
Smith Recital Hall,
SDSU.
- "Jubilanl Mu,ic of
Spring," Palomar
Chorale, Palomar College Theater.
9:30 p.m. - "Coping,"
one-woman show with
Sheri Glaser, the Present Time.

1 p.m. - "Search for
Survival," film, Natural
History Museum (also
2:30 p.m.).
4 p.m. - Opera Preview
Concert, San Diego
Opera Center, MiraCosta College Theater.
- Tijuana Bullfights,
Downtown bullring, Tijuana (inaugural corrida).
7 p.m. - Crawfish Pie,
bluegrass, Smith Recital Hall, SDSU.
- "Another Anligone," Cassius Carter
Center Stage, Simon
Edison Center for the
Performing Arts (closing performance).
- "Intimate Exchanges," Old Globe
Theater, Simon Edison
Center lor the Performing Arts (closing
performance).
7:30 p.m. - Open Stage
Experiment, the Present Time.
8 p.m. - "WHt Side
Story," Educational
Cultur Center (closing performance).

4:30 p.m. - Conference
on role of religion in
promoting democracy
in Latin America, Insti-

7 p.m. - "I Don't Have
to Show You No
Stinking Badgea," Lyceum Stage, Horton
Plaza.
7:30 p.m. - Ian Redmond speaks on "Elephants Underground," Montezuma
Hall, SDSU.
8 p.m. - Artie Shaw Orcheatra, Golden Gymnasium, Point Loma
Nazarene College_
- Economist John
Kenneth Galbraith
speaks on "The Economy Now and After
Reagan," Mandell
Weiss Center for the
Performing Arts,
UCSD.

7 p.m. - Poet Jeanne
Carney and musician
David Paul, Poetry
Unlimited, La Jolla Lutheran Church.
7:30 p.m. - Former CIA
agent John Stockwell
speaks on "The Secret Wars of the CIA,"
MiraCosta College
Theater.
8 p.m. - Sonor, contemporary music ensemble, Mandeville Auditorium, UCSD.
- "Guys and Dolls," ·
USIU Theater Department, Theater in Old
Town (opening night).
- "The Play's lhe
Thing," Gaslamp
Quarter Tr.eater.
8:15 - Banjoist Don Van
Palla, Fiesta Dinner
Theater (buffet, 6:30
p.m.).

7 p.m. - Quilapayan,
Latin American folk
music, North Park
Theater.
8 p.m. - '' Dames at
Sea," Mesa Apoliiad
Players, Mesa College
Theater (opening
night).
- Film International
Style series continues
with Istvan Szabo's
"Colonel Redl "
Mandeville Auditorium, UCSD.
- "Thur,day Night
Live," costume night,
Confetti.

tute of lhe Americas.
7 p.m. - Clarinetist Larry
Combs, Smith Recital

Hall, SDSU.
- Wayland Flowers
and Madame, Fiesta
Dinner Theater (also
9:30 p.m.).

DAVIS: High
Court Needs
Researchers
Continued from Pace l
the real-life dimensions of the
issue.
"Judged by any of th~ stand~ds
for empirical invest1gat1on utilized
in the social sciences, the factual
basis for the Court's premise is
patently madequate," White wrote
at the time.

publicized his proposal.
" But t he Court may often be at its worst
on policy issues that are dependent upon
understanding or instincts about legislative
, fa cts," h e wrote. " Indeed, my impression is
that, typically , the Court is basically baffled in trying to deal with legislative facts."
Justices of the high court have acknowledged th e need for information that goes
beyond the record created in an adversarial
hearing.
Davis notes, for instance, that J ustice
Harry Blackmun spent much of a summer
doing research at the Mayo Clinic before
drafti ng the opinion in Roe vs. Wade that
legalized abortion in 1973. But Blackmun
did not give the parties in the case an
opportunity to challenge his research;
Davis says his proposal guarantees the
parties' right to r espond.
W hen J ustice Byron White dissented
from the court's landmark 1966 decision in
Miranda vs. Arizona, which granted constitutional protections to criminal suspects, he
noted that t he court majority had not
studied a single police int erro~~~on to·see
Pare 10
Please see DA .
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"Publishing on this subject is ~he
it's
fiust s tep '" he reiterated. "Then
.
to develop the idea and get it understood. I think it's too early to
ask Congress to legislat e without a
rather full study of t he subject to
answer all the questions t h at need
to be answered.
"I don't k now h ow much m ore
staff at the Congressional Resear ch
Service would be needed to take on
the court. No one could know that
in advance, t hey'd have to find out
,
.
by tryin g it."
He said h e's made a few mquiries about key congressional ~en_i·
bers who might be inter ested m h is
but he has made no direct
'd
1 ea,

Skeptidsm and Support
Privately, several current Supreme Court Justices have expressed support for his proposa_l,
Davis said, but they say the court 1s
too busy to take on the task of
winning congressional support and
funding for a research service.
"I don't get d1sapprovat;· he said.
"What I get, in effect, is 'Not
now. '"
Toni House, spokeswoman for
the Supreme Court. said Thursday
that the court has no official comment on Davis' proposal.
Davis' idea garners considerable
skepticism among other judges and
lawyers.
"It just really totally tur~~ t~e
role of the court on its head, said
John Cleary, a San Diego lawyer
who has argued several cases before the Supreme Court. "The Supreme Court is like a jury. You have
to trust their basic wisdom. But we
rely on the fact that those individuals rely on the information they
have [before them], and not backdoor knowledge."
Judge Joseph T. Sneed of the
U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals m
San Francisco said many lawyers
would oppose giving the j~tices
the leeway to conduct their own
empmcal research.
"They feel they would l~se control of the material tha~. 1s bemg
considered by the court, he said.
"You can see how the researcher
might very well become the master
of the case."
Sneed chair man of the appellate
judges' c'onference of the American
Bar •Assn., noted that Judges already are free to informally visit
libraries or have their clerks gather
information on a techmcal issue.
But m many instances, he said,
the solutions to the problems before the nation's highest courts are
not fo und in books. __~ - - - -....

.
con tacts yet.
But, h e added, the idea is,gam·
ing ground n ationally and la;"' stu•
dents are being t aught the d1stmction between legislative and ad. judicative facts.
" I sense a n underst anding on t h e
part of law students that wa~n •t
t h ere 20 years ago. It's in th~ a1:: a
movement t h at's stre ngthenmg. .
Justice Harry Blackmun , Davis
offered, decided on h is own th~t- h e
needed more facts before wr~t ~ng
the h istoric Roe v. Wade decJS1on
granting women t h e right to choose
.
abortion .
Blackma n spent a summer at t he
Mayo Clinic library research_mg
the medical facts behind abortion,
wh ich Davis a pplauds as an exam ple of one effort t o under stand the
full ramifica tions of the Roe case ..
"Wh at was bad," Davis said,
"was that what h e learn ed was not
made available to the parties in the
case. These outsidP. studies need to
be available for the parties to
argue over. But it was still better
tha n wh at t he court usually does,
which is no study of the facts ."

--~
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" EX CLI IC ON CAMPUS: YES OR O?" Thats the utl

or a d ·bate on the controversial topic of whether high .,c ool
campus health chn1c should di.spen contracegtives. The discu ion will tart at 7 pm Monday at the Unfv !]ity-Dl,San
Diego's new Unive ily Center. Panelists will include San Diego
city chools Supermt ndent Tom Payzant; Dr. Jacqueline Parth more, chief of taff at Veterans Administration Hospital; the
R v Dougla · Regin, director of Catholic Community Services;
and Joan Patton. orgamzer of Coalit10n for Family Values. The
d bale is a cla ptoJect for graduate students in the USO
·hool of £-:duca ion. Former Mayor Roger Hedgecock will be
_zq.5
mod rator. - Joseph besken, taff writer

y

El Cajon, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Dally Calllornlan
(Cir. D. 100,271)
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Pros a d cons of growth control to be argued

o and cons of growth controls will be argued by
an D1 o law profe sors Richard "Corky" Wharton
Umwr:.it)l.
Hugh Fne man at 4 p.m. Wednesday, Muy 13. at the
Umver ity of San Die'70 The 90-minute debate will be patterned
ufter "The Advocates, 'a public television forum in which experts
d bate both sides of an i sue. Wharton. who will argue for growth
control . plans to call as "witnesses" Lynn Benn, chairman of the
county's Community Planning Committee. and Dwight Worden,
form r Del Mar city attorney and an advocate for tightly managed
growth. Friedman, who will argue against con(rols, w_ill call former
an Diego Councilman Fred Schnaubelt, who 1s now m real estate
dev lopment, and Kim Kilkenny. n legi !alive analyst for the San
Diego onstruction Industry Federauon The U D forum is free
/
and open to the public. Seating is limited

By Lorie Hearn,

'

Davis, a wiry, tan, 79 who boasts
he can still beat half his racquetball opponents, has been pondering
that question for some 40 years.·
He smd the idea of a Supreme
Court research arm came to him as
a second-year law student at Harvard, where he graduated in 1934.
"l first published the suggestion
in 1942, in Vol. 55 of the Harvarr
Law Review," he recalled. "I woul
guess I've published it 46 time
since then. I'm writing all the time
Teaching is secondary for me.
"l wrote 27 volumes and more
than 100 articles over the last 41i,.
years and this subJect permeates a
large po ion of that."
Asked why the research service
hasn't yet been developed, after all
this time, Davis replied with a
mixture of philosophy and defensive evasion.
"There are a lot of good ideas in
the world Why didn't we have
them ooner? We have evolving institutitions, each one in its own
stage of development. If we look
back 100 years from now we will
see things done that should have
been done before.
"You don't have a pressure
group whose interests are at stake.
If the court wants it, what are the
motivations for them departing
from legal traditions begun in the
12th century?
"The caseload of the court is
enormous. It's a very difficultjobthey all work beyond their capacity. They don't have time to pick up
extraneous subjects like this that
affect the court.
"If they are reluctant to stir up
something that pertains to them, it
doesn't mean they have a conviction that it shouldn't be stirred up.
They think they'll do it next year."
He said expanding Congress' research staff would be expensive,
noting its 1986 budget was $39
million.
Davis insisted, though, that° all
nine justices support his research
service idea. He said he's talked to
some, including Antonin Scalia,
whom he described as a friend,
Thurgood Marshall and Byron
White.

See EXPERTS on Page B-8

e all uncomfortable when
re cciding cases and we're
fr nted with a situation where
really don't know what the
~quences are of which way we
.. Sneed said. "But then, fretly, no one does. That's where
q
o reach deeply mto your i me o. t feelings and come up wit toe
way 1t ought to go. And that's all
you can do. And then you watch."
Correcting Ml1t• kea

Legislators can correct a Judge's
mistakes, he added. "Society has a
way of correcting these things,"
Sneed said. "The courts don't have
the last word unless they are
accepted by the people."
Davis, though, says his concept
of.arming jurists with the best and
most complete information available has a solid basis in legal history.
In 18th-Century England, he
sa1d. Lord Mansfield developed the
outlines of modern Anglo-American commercial law by sitting in
pubs and talking with merchants
about how they conducted businesQ. In n.e early 1900s, Louis
Brandeis-then a Boston lawyer
and 1ater a legendary Supreme
Court Justice-submitted a factual
brief that became the basis of a
landmark decision givmg states the
power to limit the length of the
workday.
Now, parties sometimes file such
"Brandeis briefs" to give the Supreme Court t.ecnnical information
in a case. But such occasions are
rare, Davis said.
The gray-haired professor-who
taught at the universities of Texas,
Minnesota and Chicago before joining the USO faculty in 1976-understands that his proposal may not
win quick acceptance.
But he can afford to be patient.
Fifty years ago, when he was a
second-year student at Harvard
Law S<..nool, one of his professors-an eminent specialist-rejected Davis' notions about the
nature of evidence in legal cases.
Today, the professor's ideas have
been relegated to the ash heap, and
Davis' are ei:nbedded in the federal
rules of evidence.
"So often, true ideas like this
have to be kicked around for
decades," Davis said. "Then, after,
they've been adopted, people say,
'How could we have been without
this for so long?' "
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LoyoJa J}farymount tops U
s.fn

~e o ha Th Unive 1ty or
rn ore our runs in the
ball
1ghth inmng y t rday but lost to v •
tin Loyola Marymoun~ 9-7, m a
W t Coa! t Athl t c Conf r nc game
Travis Tarch1one's RBI double off
reliever Jim W tlund in the ninth
won it for th I.ion. (33-19-1, 7,10-1).
two-run ham
Tarchione ~!so had
ond
run in the
Dave Roll w· 3-for-3 with two
RBI and Andy Robert was 4-for-6 for
USO (29-20.1, 6-ll•I). D,1rryl Scott (8-5)
won, and Dan Newman (2-6) lost
Th teams will pl y a double-h adr at USD today at noon.

----=-------- -
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Staff Writer

Legal scholar Kenneth Culp Davis smiles
knowingly when he talks about how to right
what's wrong with the U.S. Supreme Court.
"I have a long list of cases ... in which factual
material available to the court was tnadequate,"
Davis said. "It is not too strong to say that some
of their decisions rest on ignorance."
Davis' sweeping criticism is backed bv mor
d a n on I
than a half-century of resear
reputation in administrative a . ul hi:; so ulon - to equip the court with a bank of scientific experts - promises to be controversial in a
field of professionals who are slow to buck tradition.
His plan is to make available to the court the
same kind of expertise in the economy, social
sciences and medicine that is available to legislative agencies and to Congress through the Congressional Research Service. The outside advice
would be passed on to lawyers arguing complex
cases to preserve the adversary process.
\eiled his proposal last night to about
Davi
100 members of the legal community at the Uni-

raising."

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)
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question came up today no one
would need medical evidence that
all brains are the same size and the
size of a brain has nothing to do
with intelligence. But at that time
people would say everyone knows
it's true.
"Policy questions like this often
rest on factual understanding."
He noted the precedental
Miranda v. Arizona case was
decided, not on the basis of clear
facts on police practices of inter
rogation, but on loose impressions.
Other factual questions that
in S reme Court
could 811
cases, he said, might concern
whether a product causes cancer in
humans if it does in mice. Or
whether a psychiatrist can predict
unerringly a criminal defendant's
'·future dangerousness."
"Should we have an institutional
arrangement that would assurt
our Justices have access to the kind
of facts, studies and science needed
in order to resolve policy questions
soundly? That's the question I'm

P11,:e I Al

/ :<I

urges
cholar
~s
advice bank for
Supreme Court

FRIDAY MAY1 19

U.S. S preme CourtCourt has created some of ,ts most
important social law without a
firm ba i in "legislative facts,"
which he d!'fines as "the fact that
hcur on th!' court's choices about
law n<l policy." Thos type of
f ,cts are different from tatements
of who is involved in a case, what
wa done, how and why .
Davis' propo al followed one he'd
out in d y ar ago in a Minnesota
Law Review monograph entitled,
"Judicial, Legislative and Admin
1 tr ,Live Lawmaking: A Proposed
Rr e.irrh • erv1ce for he upreme
Court"
In th monogr ph, and in an interview bt•fore hi evening speech,
Dav, cited a few examples of high
court dcc1s10n~ made in a near
vacuum ff ct .
In 190 , h noted, the court
1,allc,wed the Kentucky attorney
gen rut to file a brief as erting the
brain of blacks wer maller than
th e of white~. The court upheld a
tat I w forbidding white and
udents- to be taught
bl ck c 11
in theimmecl room.
"Tod, y, everybody knows that's
bunk," aid Davis. "Th05e ju tices
taken it seriously If the
111 y h \
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Edwin Meese talks about drugs
and corporate crime when he swings into town Wednesday. He addresses USO Corporate Associates
at a private hriich, then the law
school's Board of Visitors/1,of which
;2_ 15'§
he is a member.

* * *

SD law professor Kenneth Davis
1pping the U.S. Supreme
suggests

The San Diego Umon/S!a Honda

Court with a panel of scientifi
other experts.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Even ing Tribune
(Cir. D. 127,454)
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p ARTY LINE: George Mitrovich had called the same man in
Denver regularly for years before his Denver friend surprised
him: "I sure hope you're using
our 800 number." ... The telephone answering machine at
Sierra Club headquarters rn L.A.
offers a recorded apology: "We're
sorry we missed your call .. .
We're out saving the world." .. .
On a musical hold after he called
Paris-Frederick Mortuary, Floyd
Thomas heard a lilting voice
sing, "I'll have my whole life to
spend with you ... "
(Ne1i
ment.)

assign-

TRASH TRUCKIN': Mayor
O'Connor is about to take on a
challenge made six months ago
by a crew of city employees. On
Thursday, she'll spend the morning in overalls, riding on a dump
truck with city garbage collectors, hauling trash.

MUSIC: Efforts to revive the
Symphony are failing. Dr. William McGill has scratched a proposed series of luncheons to raise
money for a 1987-88 season:
"When I went out testing the waters among some of those we
planned to invite, I ran into a lot
of opposition because of the credibility problem with the Symphony." TI:e ,Symphony's self-imposed deadline for raising 2 million it needs for a winter season
is 10 days away.
CITY BEAT: Korea's Hyundai

and two Japanese automakers
are negotiating with the port to
switch their U.S. port of entry
from Los Angeles/Long Beach to
San Diego.... Governors of 470
Rotary districts in 161 nations
convene at Hotel Inter-Continental in spring 1989. Despite the Supreme Court's ruling yesterday,
it could be an all-male gathering.
All district governors are past
presidents of Rotary clubs.
CITY SCENES: Bob Hawkins is
the first to find a mistake on Sea

World's huge walk-around map.
The big i land in the Niagara
River, just ab ve t e falls, is designated Goat Island. Hawkins
knows it's Grand Island; he
summered there as a youngster.
(There is a Goat Island in British
Columbia.) ... For a Press Club
spoof of Dennis Conner on Thursday night, Cubic's Jerry Ringer
will portray Malin Burnham plotting the America's Cup defense off Pump Station 64, so that
we win by default. ... The executive urinals at PSA headquarters
have bull's-eyes.

SCHOOL NEWS: llSD a...nd
SDSU are teaming to help Amer•
ican companies gain a competitive edge over Japane. e mpanies. The schools' extension divisions are launching an Institute
of Quality and Productivity. . ..
Eighty percent of the nation's
law schools report declining applications for fall. Not in San
Diego. \JSD La~ chool bas Z,325
applications so far - up 200 over
last year. And at Cal Western,

where Mike Dessent is marking
his first anniversary as dean,
Z,700 have applied, up 1,500 over
last year's total.
QUOTABLE: "San Diegans are

second only to the people of A~lantis in having access to their
waterfront." - Port Director
Don Nay.
THE NAMES: Paul Krueger
had a San Diego omelet (with
onions, ham, peppers and tomatoes) in Manhattan at a restaurant called Jackson Hole. . ..
Atty. Carlos Batara is wearing
shorts to work, with a full-leg
cast. It's fallout from the downtown Y's noontime basketball
bash. . . . Remember Charlie of
the old Charlie & Harrigan team?
His real name is Jack Woods, and
he's running a radio station in
Ventura. Its call letters h::ive a

bomeoow• r.:-.,;: moo.
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ExQert •• Legal scholar urges advice bank for Supreme Court
9 &nfoued from B-1

here he teachi
ers t of Sa
a mm1 tratlve law He aid he aldi ussed the idea with
ready
cv r l m mb •rs of the Supreme
Court and i looking for support ln
Congr
"Courts make policy and an ord r
intelligently, th"Y need
to do
r cts," Davis sa d. •·w need to cut
b ck law-making by th Supreme
Court that i without fact."
He beli •v the court should be
able to ask for n independent analyof re arch and of public sentiml!nt, although he draw a line beand decision-maktw n awaren
ing by popular opinion.
"Lawmak rs ·hould know what
th people want," he contended.
"Th r ought to be a democraltc element in the process."
D vis' proposa I rai es qu ltons
bout d mocracy in th jud1 ial y •
tern n about inde nd l fact1t hkely will
gath nn by Judg
prompt d bat among lawyers who
beli vc facts are their bailiwick and
among Judicial experts who dout t
the n d for more court advisers.
lfred T. Goodwin , who 1s
Judg
pr 1ding ov r the United Slates 9th
C1rcu1t Court of Appeals, said, "I
would consider carefully anything h
(Davis proposes"
'fh court already has legal
ch r and computer access to
r
the Library or Congr , Goodwm
1d, pondcnng whelh r additional
mformalwn from experts wa necescoucluded however, that if the
of allowing th
adv r nal pr
wa pres1d s lo argu their ca
rved, 'I don't see anything wrong
with havmg a spectro opi t tell you
are on Neptune
what color the ga
in tead of trusting your own memory
or a i th-grad cla. "
Rich rd Fallon, a ffderal law profe rat Harvard University, however, aid he wa keptical about Davis'
proposal
He worried that added experts
could erode the validity of argumen by dversane , nd h sug•
g t d t t md pendent r archers
would "mv1t the court to focus on
I i laltrn fac and pull it from its
an adjudicator."
rol
J ph R , who heads the Congre 1onaJ Re ·earch Service in
Wa hlogton, DC., said he thought
Davis' proposal had merit "on occaion ln unusual cases."
said, som reJ,'or ample, R
m the servic.'e, which has
of employees, reacted with
to the court's rulin last
racial bias in death penalty
h n a ·ked tf independent rec.i
rcb might have helped the court
in that c , Ross responded, "It
wouldn't have hurt."
Davis has lists of Supreme Court
to bolster hts arguments for a
ca
more informed Judiciary
Factual a umption.s have led the
court to rule in ways now viewed as
"a urd1ty," Dav1S said, citing a 1908
ca e up olding the constitutionality
of segregated classrooms m Kentucky . He believes the deci on was
based on an argument filed by the
state ttorney general that the
brali of blacks were smaller than
th brain~ of whites
It is difficult to predict what the
decis10n would have been had the
true facts been available, Davis acknowledged, but he argued that "people doing sdentific inquiry are out on
the fronller" and the justices ''need
to have access to the best SCJentific
understanding."
In the nation's landmark death
penalty decision, Furman vs. Georgia, the court acknowledged the msuffiCJency . of its fact-findmg tools, (
DavlS said.

Chief Justice Warren Burger
wrote the 1972 opinion that overturned capital punishment laws across
the country, and he noted, "Legislatures will have the opportunity to
make a penetrating study or these

claims with the familiar and effective tools available to them as they
are not to us."
The court must want more factual
data, Davis said, pointing out that
Justice Harry Blackmun spent the

summer poring over medical studies
on abortion before the court decided
the controversial Roe vs. Wade case
in 1973.
"We would see different decisions
from the court (if a research service

were available) but the word drama tic overstates it," Davis said.
"The time will come when we will
look back at the 20th century as
primitive."
Davis believes it could be years

h,
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Who said women are the weaker se,x?

are more than twice as likely to be
prectSely where women would
m employed positions (rather than
make the trade-off, where they
self-employed positions) than their
should be reducing effort in the
male colleagues.
workplace in order to meet family
obligations. But this is not what we
UCLA law professor Carrie
Menkel-Meadow, describing her
found."
Furthermore, she added, their
worldwide analysis of women in the
research suggests that women tend law, reported her finding that In
to underestimate the \'alue of their every country women lawyers are
work. "So our estimates might
relegated to applying themselvf's to
actually understate the sex
the areas of the law the culture
diCCerence in allocation of effort."
values least. Women lawyers have
The Bielby study is significant
tended to employ innovat10ns in
because economists have shown
conflict resolution such as
that assumptions about gender
mediation, she said. She expressed
differences can lead to
hope that as more women become
discrimination in employment.
lawyers the law will be "feminized"
li "Ironically," she says, "our results
not only in the numerical sense but
I suggest that an astute employer
in a qualitative sense. And then she
would do better by discriminating
shared her fear: "How can women
li against mPn than women. Our
change some or the structures of
findings show that roughly 65 to 70 the legal profession unless women
l percent of all women allocate more do rise to some of the high levels
a; effort to work than do men with
within the proress1on? And can
comparable attributes and
they rise to those high levels by
innovating or will the pressures to
responsibilities. ·
The Bielby study concludes: "For adapt, to look like one of the boys,
to conform to conventional notions
women to work harder than men,
despite their greater household
or what it means to be a good
responsibilities, they must be able
lawyer, to be so strong that by the
to draw on a reserve of energy that lime women get there they won't
is either not available to the typical remember some or the different
male or, more realistically, that
voices by which they are trying to
men choose not to draw upon."
change the system?"
The conclusions of the research
Another of the Bielbys' studies
conducted by Douglas Rebne, a
found that although women are
researcher with the UCLA Institute
working twice a hard away from
home, when they are at home they of Industrial Relations, provided a
are starting to not do as much.
possible answer lo MenkelMeadow's questions about the
The Bielbys have found that
future of women in the law. Rebne
although men don't help in the
is concerned with technological
home any more than they have in
It was primarily a female audience at UCLA last week that heard the results of Sociologist Denise Bielby
change and its effect on worker
the past, they are beginning to
a study conducted by JOCiologist Denise Bielby, right, on women at work.
participation and productivity. He
acknowlege that neither should
women who work outside the home reported the bad news first: that his
conclusion of a study she conducted less demanding jobs with lower
subject - women academics - are
hourly wages.
By Tricia Crane
have to work at home too. Denise
in collaboration with her husband,
In the past economists such as
Herald staff wnter
Bielby says that the result of this is paid less for comparable
William Bielby, both UC Santa
supply-side economist Gary Becker that what constitutes a clean house achievements and have greater
Barbara sociologists.
difficulty publishing than their
who have looked at the effort
is changing.
omen work harder
The Bielbys, who had analyzed
expended by men and women at
male counterparts.
to
used
"Whal men and women
than men both at home data from a representative national work have argued that a woman is
Rebne's good news, how':!ver,
case
the
isn't
on
premium
a
put
survey conducted by the University more likely to perceive her job as
and at their jobs,
can be interpreted to pertain to
anymore," she says. "People today
of Michigan of 1,515 working men
according to a new
being more demanding because of
women in all fields. The good news,
are more willing to put up with a
study by two sociologists presented and women, found that more
the toll taken on her store or
he said, is that the more women
mess."
last week at a UCLA conference on women than men reported having
energy by her household
The Bielby study was but one of there are in a field the better
JObs that call for considerable
women at work sponsored by the
responsibilities. But the Bielby
the many papers presented in brief women fare, the more productive
physical or mental effort and at
university's Institute for Social
study shows this assumption to be
·
they are.
at the UCLA conference held for a
wtuch they expend greater effort
SciPnce Research, the Center for
false.
eel
... _
the Study of Women and the
primarily female audienc~ all day
ass1Stant
UCLA
Rieb,
Andrea
"If that were the case," says
u.w.n is reqllir ·
Institute of lndu trial Relations.
Friday.
vice chancellor and one of the
Denise Bielby, "we would not
The Bielby study challenges a
11,
moderators, said: "The
conference
University
the
of
Dimon
Denise
expect women to score higher on
Jong-held economic assumption
Women give more time and
challenge for us all, for me at least,
of San Diego read from a study of
regarding
asked
we
question
the
that the reason women don't earn
attention lo their jobs than men
women doctors she collaborated on is not to get angry when we hear
the effort put into a job beyond
as much money as men is because
despite the fact that women also
the results of this research. The
with William Custer of the
what is required." If the existing
they allocate less effort to work
spend more than twice as much
American Medical Association. That challenge is that change is
were
economists
of
assumptions
because of family and household
lime on household tasks, said
study found that female physicians possible."
true, she says, this "spould be
responsibilities and therefore seek
Denise Bielby, reading the

f
i

''Women allocate
more effort to work
i than do men with
ii comparable
,.....,,,_, ....!attributes and
responsibilities. "

,__.. . . . _________...~~..;..........._........,~~--1
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before his proposal gains acceptance.
"The enemy is not so much opponents as inertia," he said, adding,
"The accustomed practices are deeply ingrained," and change "takes
time and a lot of effort."

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
Herald Examiner
(Cir. D. 266,102
(Cir. S. 270.666)
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"Future J udge Siegan" is the
way USD law profe~r Bernie
Siegan --wmrlntrodt!Wa 1"t the Law
Day luncheon 'fi-i~ay by Luce,
Forward's Jim King. Responded
Siegan, who's been nominated by
President Reagan to the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals: " I sure
wish the Senate hears what you
said and takes it very seriously."

• * *
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Richard "Corky" Wharton and
Hugh Friedman will be pitted
against each another in the first
~:r USD Forum, Wednesday,
Y 13, at 4 p.m., at the Lyceum
Theatre
·
Wharton and Friedman in
their role as advocates, 'will
debate growth control in the San
Diego region.
Wharton, who will argue for
growth controls, will call as
witnesses ·
L
• ynn Benn, who chairs the
county_ Community Planning
Committee and the Sierra Club
Land Use Task Force and is a
member of Mayor Maureen
,
O'C
Tas~n;i;c:_Growth Management
..

• Dwight Worden, cons1·dered

- ---·••-,,,

I

•~ f~,~~~':! lo, 1·
~VUUQ

·
th
tightly mana ed
gro_w - He 1s a
g
f
a~dm:; r~!~n Mar city ~ttor~ey
in the iawsui:e:P:=i~;s~~!a~:de
on
of North City West.
Friedman who ·11
represent
w1
,
the pro-growth argument will
'
call to testify:
. • Former San Diego Counc1lman Fred Schnaubelt, who is
now m real estate development.
• Kim Kilkenny, a legislative
analy~t for the San Diego Construction Industry Federation.
Sheldon Krantz, dean of USD's
School of Law, will moderate the
program.
The USD Forum is free and
~pe~ to the public. Because of
limited seating, tickets must be
obtained for admission.
For more information, c
John Nunes at 260-4682

:··························~
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OT WHEELS:

s a public
service, KSDO R io airs
frequent stol"l' car reports
for Crime Stoppers ut over the
weekend the station broadcast one
as a public and personal service.
This particular stolen car - a 1982
Merced turbo diesel - belonged to
KSDO morning man Ernie Myers,
who was doing his Friday show
when it was bagged from the
company lot. There was a security
man on duty, says Myers. But he
apparently got lost in detail work.
When the thieves took Myers'
Mercedes, they left behind a
battered Chevrolet Chevette. The
stcurity guard tagged the
abandoned Chevy for illegal parking.

SNOOP DU • OUR: It's a lowprofile visit, but Atty. G~~- Ed
Meese will havii a busy 1tmerary
tomorrow w1,.,~, h.,. ,·omes home to
San Diego fo ti, .,ay. In the
morning, '" 'l ·1,orcss undercover
officers a~ 't.c ~2nd national training
mrnar d tre Law Enforcement
Intelligence Unit at the Hanale1
He'll lunch at USD with "Corpo ale
Associates," a group o(big-bucles
/
backers of the university, then go to
the law school for a meeting of the
Board of Visitors, of which Meese is
a member.... A 120-room Fiesta
Inn operated by Holiday Inns, has
tiee'n added to the ambitious Villas
del Rio shopping-dining complex
scheduled to open in Tijuana late
this year. Also planned for the
upscale cer.•er: a Casa Ley
supermarket, ?perated in .
partnership with another big-name
gri,:-nn nntfit• Safeway Stores.
THE STA D-IN: The fan who
phoned the SD Opera office for
tickets to Gian Carlo Menotti's "The
Telephone" and "The Medium," got
a temporary receptionist with a
thick accent. She also got prompt
and efficient information. And when
the caller t anked the receptionist,
she got a surprise. "I'm always
happy to have an enthusiastic
audience at one of my operas," said
Maestro Menotti, who'd grabbed the
Opera phone and decided to play
receptionist while waiting for a ride
to rehearsal.
. LIFE IN THE CITY: UCSD will
have more than its usual quota of
Nobel laureates this-week. Joseph
Goldstein, the 1985 Nobel Prize
winner in physiology /medicine, is
due in Thursday for a two-day
Molecular Biology Symposium
sponsored by Eli Lilly.... Rick
Leibert, the former KGB program
director who originated the highly
popular Sky Shows at SD Stadium, is
into fireworks full-time now. He's
based in LA, but he'll be back in San
' Diego tonight for his National
Fireworks Ensemble blowout at
Seaport Village. It's a celebration of
the new alien amnesty law and
Cinco de Mayo. (The party's
underwritten by Coors) ....
Syndicated political columnist and
former presidential pitchman Pat
Buchanan keynotes the American
Resort Development Conference at
the Sheraton here Sunday.
MORNING MOUTH: Roger
Hedgecock, who's found something
of a third wind as rock 'n' roll
singer, has a first record due in
some local stores this week. It's the
old rocker, "Louie, Louie," backed
by "Wild Thing," and recorded with
his ne ., sidekick, reporter Thomas
K. Ar old. At a party Saturday
night, -Iedger.ock gave an
autograpted copy to an old
colleague, Councilman Mike Gotch,
who chose a different path to
political retirement. Hedgecock's
pointed inscription: "Free at last."
. QUOTEWORTHY: He doesn't

make the cover, so this week's
Sports Illustrated interview with
Padres Mgr. Larry Bowa can't be a
jinx. Oi the other hand, how do you
jinx a r okie manager whose team
is off to a 7-and-20 start? Still, it
offers i cresting insight into a
manage whose favorite adjective is
bleep. " like being the underdog,"
says Bo a. "It makes you dig
deeper within yourself. It's true I've
always had a bad temper. But it's
much more controllable now."

San Diego, CA
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wvcrs ly Cer.ter,

m from th sale ot a

25-year, tax-exempt bond to be repaid from operatiug funds The remaind r came from small donations
to the capital campaign. Boyce said
donors still have the opportunity to
dd th r nam s to the center - if
gtft is big enough to retire the
bond .
U D ra d only $2.8 million privat ly Bu the $2 million from the
Sol Pnc family, founders of the
Pn Club, wa. enough to have the
project named after the Prices,
dmg pproval by the University
of California Board of Regents.
bout 1,800 par nts of studen~ donat d pprox1mately $800,000.
About half the cost i coming from
th tudcnts. They voted two years
go to ra thPtr yearly f~ by $75
r year to fund $9.2 million in revebond , tudenu already pay
, 50 annually to rd r debt on the
:J0,0 Osquar -foot ,udent center
comp tcd in 1976 Regular registra11 1:ontribut $1 million.
tion f
nothe· l milhon ts commg from
t funds, and the camcampu~ b
hoc tor ts contributing $5.5
p
m1lli n to cover Its new 50,000u re-feet fac1hty.
But th third difference bctwe n
USD and UCSD centers is the
most apparent U D's center mainlam the Spanllih Renaissanl!e look.
UCSD' will be strictly modern with
a marble touch.
Roy Drew, foundmg partner in the
Pomt Loma firm of Mosher Drew
Watson Ferguson, was trained at
Yale Univ rsity, when modern was
10 and trad1t anal tyles were pass .
But he too on the USD project after
d,ing non-modern designs for the
private James S Copley Library in
La Jolla and the Helen K. and James
S. Cop! y Library at USO.
' lt'hal my friends at Yale would
have id I hudder to think," he said.
''But what th client thinks is about
nice a you can hear."
Th UCSD project i being de•
sign d by Kaplan-McLaughhn-Diaz
of San Franc1 :o, in collaboration
ith th local firm of Austm-HansenFehlman Partner Herb McLaughlin
labeled the lyle ' om ntic modern-

ism"

"It Is errooeous and non-creatJ ·e
to att mpt In your architecture or
your thinking to say the world
stopped m 1720," he said. "A university bas to be a hvmg. growing. cbang•
tng organism, and the architecture
that.''
hould expr
On a tour of the U D facility, campus director of de ign Therese
Whitcomb defended the Spanish Re0111>.age F 6
CENT
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The University Center at USO opened edrller this year.
The 76,000-square-toot center 1::. viewed as the 'living room'
tor the campus, a place where the 5,300 tud1::1nt::., profes-

Centers---~~- - - - - - - - - - - Continued from Page F-25
na!S;;ance approach as represenuug
to students continuity with the past
and a link with an age of greatne~~
"We were trying to build a bcautI•
ful building," she said. "We didn·t
want to look like a convention center."
From the students' viewpoint, anything would have een an improvement. Until the University Center
opened, their 48 organizations had to
meet in vacant classrooms and adjourn when lectures resumed.
The faculty dining room was in a
basement. The bookstore, cafeteria
and study lounges were scattered all
over the Linda Vista campus.
Beginning in 1974. various student
surveys and tours of other universities led to the design program for
architect Drew to follow. The goal,
according to Whitcomb and center
director Thom,s Cosgrove, was to
produce a "livmg room" for the campus.
From all indica ions, they succeeded. The foyer is filleJ with students
lounging in heavy furniture patterned after the solid look prevalent
in mid-1500s Spain.
"Things have to be very durable,"
'hitcomb said, "so it's fortunate we
have this period to work with The
University of Illinois is 18th century
Georgian with mirror-like surfaces
which are very difficult to work
with."
The ground-floor lounge is so
homey that students curl up on the
couch or nod off in the TV room.
"It was supposed to be for conversation, cards, a little flirting,"
Whitcomb said. "It's become more of

a study lounge."
Food services occupy about 40 percent of the bu1 ding, but the layout is
far more soplusttcated ,han the trad1tioual cafeterte1 common at most
coileges. For ont thing, the main
floor serving area 1s separated from
the 375-seat dimng oom, and the furniture is movable - but not easily.
a conscious decision to
'· e m
create a dining room," as opposed to
the all-plastic, high-stress feeling of
a fast-food restaurant, Cosgrove said.
"The thought was that most people
would be able to sit down and dine
together."
Added Whitcomb: "They needed to
have a dming expenence. That's
more important than flexibility."
Tbe1 t i~ ll ~eparate, 300-seat informal eating area down.stairs that includes a grill and goui r,1et coffee
counter Anot er area, he 300-seat
,farketplace, ' includes a delicatessen. bakery and ice cream parlor, on
the same flooi as the main cafeteria.
f he faculty and staff eat in a separate area adjacent to the main dining
room.
There are plenty of offices now for

..
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Diego High School Player of t he Week

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co)
Times
(San Diego Ed. )

His Turnaround Is More Than Fair Play

(Cir. D 50,010)

(Cir. S 55 ,573)

t3y J Ff i ? J :ILLER

.Jl.ll~11 ·•
• Position: P1tcl-ier outfielder
• Height, Weight, Class: 6-' 180 Sr
• Last Week: Or> TJesday p1:cred a
no Mter for USDHS !1 12-C victory over
Kearoy On Thursday was 2 for 3 w t"l
101.;r RBIs 1n the Dons 12 7 v1c10 y over

P. C. 8

Diego Jack Murphy Stadium in the
section's 3-A championship game.
USDHS appeared to be headed
there :ast season. The Dons were
leading San Marcos, 1 0, m a
'em1final when thil))!'S turned sour
for Stiltnovich.
"I balked in the tying run,"
St1hnov1ch said. In the eighth inning of that game, After a threebase error, Stilinovich's successor,
Mike Eggleton, 111tent10nally
walked the next two batters to load
the bases, then issued another walk
that cost the Dons a chance at the
ect1on title.
"It was iust ltke the Angels last
year," Stilinovich said. "We had
one out to go. I thought we should
have played m the stadium. . . .
That's our goal this year-to make
1t to the stadium and win it."

student groups. A gane room has
pool tables and video games, the griJI
doubles as a nightclub and a rr:ult1
purpose room can be tran fo rned
into seating for 650.
To reinforce the traditiorial luok,
Whitcomb placed blown-up photographs of Spanish Renaissance buildings throughout the University Center and chose colors and textures to
recall the taste of the past.
"We're very used (today) to indus•
trial dyes, which have a sharper
image," she said. Consequently, she
took extra pains to find the right blue
and then spread it around in the most
unusual places - applying it to
chalkboards and pool tables alike.
Not even the smallest detatls escaped Whitcomb's eye. In the men's
restroom, she hung framed drawings
of Renaissance-age commonfolk /
(The_ bare-breasted "_girl from Grana
da" JS sure to be a big hit.)

ing were style-coordinated. She hired
a student to stencil the letters, based
on 16th century script. Although noSee CENTERS on Page F-32
Lemon Grove CA
(San Diego c~.)
L~mon Grove Review
(Ctr. W. 2,884)
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"We wanted students to think of
as the 'executive washroom,' " sl
Univei l.i2.!i'. of San Di~o·s
explained. "It's a good anti-graff
hc>arl ·ootball coach, Br1·an F'o•
device."
ga1ty, along with his staff,
And the signs throughout the bui will p,·es(;nt his annual coaches
dini.c !,,aturday, May 9. R<'gistration \\ii! begin at 7:40 a.m.
in Fortun A of the new Unive1 sity Ccnt<'r.
With th,, help of the coac-hes
in attenwnc-e over the last f l'\'
) ars, the USD staff has dev loped a format that give a
more personal approach.
The1·c- \viii be 4 speakers this
year, 2 from the professional
and eol!e~ ranks, and 2 high
school coaches.
Each speaker will lecture
for approxiJl'ately 50 minutes
in the morning. In the afternoon. each speaker will be in
an inform, l chalkboard session
to expand on his lecture and
field questions about any
r,hase of their program.
This year's group of speakers:
Ern.i Zampese New offen•
sive <:oordim,tor for the L.A.
Rams after many _years with
the S.D. Chargers. Ernie is
consicte, ed by many to be the
best offensive coa1:h in the
countl'.}.
Sam Gruneisen - Defonsive
<:oordinator for the San Jose

/JI

State Spartans. He is a big
nmson for the Spartan's rise
to the top 20 and their trip
to the California Bowl in 1984l.
After an outstandin!; ea1 eer
as a player, he has coached
at Cal and in the USFL, as
well as San Jose State.
Pat Fanc-11- Head coa h at
St. MaD:'s High School in
Phoenix. \Vith a total cmollrnrnt of 600 student , he has
led his team to several AAA
state championshi\.S. He will
be speaking on the Knig'1ts'
de C'nse. Ilf' also :1resents h~lp·
fol, ou.tstauding ideas on offseason programs and moth·ation.
Moya! Kt.mp - Head CO'ich
at Elko High School in E'ko,
Kev. The FJko Indians \\ ere
the 1P86 AA state champions
and have won or cha llt nged
for the state title several
times. Kump will speak on the
Elko offense and special teams.
T 11e clinie fee is $10 prercgi trntion and $15 at the
door. It will include clinic, rof.
fee and doughnuts, lunch, door
prizes and a re<:eption following the clinic.
Contacts: Head Coach B1 ian
Fogarty, or Assistant Coach
Ke\in McGarry, ZTI-4274 or

260-4803.
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/ BmJ5.e to Be Appellate Judge; Tough on Crime
an when he was state attorney
general, will replace retired Justice
Times Staff Wri ter
Gerald Lewis on the Court of
Appeal's 4th District.
SACRAMENTO-Gov. George
Deukmejian appointed Benke to
appointeu San Diego ·
Superior Court Judge Patricia D. the San Diego Municipal Court in
e promoted her to the
1983
Benke to the state Court of Appeal
on Tuesday, a move that could put Superit,r (..o..irt bench in 1985.
As a deputy attorney general
her in position for an eventual
~appointment to the California Su- specializing in criminal matters,
Benke had a reputation as a tireless
preme Court.
Benke, 38, was ·the only woman worker, to the point that she once
among six finalists Deukmejian reportedly told a colleague that she
considered before he filled three got headaches if she went long 1
Supreme Court openings created in periods without working. As a
November when voters ousted Superior Court judge, she was genChief Justice Rose Elizabeth Bird erally considered to lie a conservaand Justices Cruz Reynoso and _tive and tough on crime.
Benke once criticized the Su.
Joseph R. Grodin.
The three appointed to the court preme Court fo~ making "a mockery of the justice process" after she
were all appellate justices.
lost a death penalty case while still
Benke, who served as a deputy
a deputy attorney general in 1981.
attorney general under Deukmeji By DANIEL M. WEINTRAUB,

La Jolla

mmng. he told me to just throw
stnkes because they'd play good
d fens behind me."
Stthnov1ch said the key to the
succe s that had eluded him earlier
m the sea on has been a more-relaxed p1lchmg motion.
"l try to throw at slower and keep
t down," he said. "I'm not trying to
overthrow 1t. A lot of the trouble
1 ve had I when I throw hard, I
lend to get the ball up at waist
I vel."
P1tchmg. Suhnovich is 5-3. Since
has 1-for-24 slump, he has hit .395
to ra1 ht ea n average to .290.
l11s team, ranked No. 5 in the
county, 1s tted for first place m the
City We tern League and appears
headed for the playoffs.
How ver, St1ltnov1ch will not be
sall f1ed until he pitches at San

sors and staff can relax. Offices tor student groups, lounges,
dining areas and a marketplace are included. The architecture is Spanish Renaissance

\

J udg e Patrici a D. Ben ke

The court in that case ruled that
defendants in death penalty cases
cannot plead guilty and ask for the
death penalty without their lawy e:'s consent.
As a result of the ruling, Benke
said in asking for reconsideration,
the "trial process becomes a cha rade forced upon a defendant who
wishes to simply confess his crime.
It becomes a hurdle to the truth."
Benke received a baehelor's degree from _$an .Diego..State-Uni.vers1Cy' in 1971 and her law degree
from the Uni)!:etsit;y of Sao Diego
,
·
three years later.
The salary for appellate court
justices is $93,272.
Benke could not be reached for
'comment Tuesday.

Times staff w riter Philip Hager

to
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Former U§D coach Profile
Woolpert dies at 71
/4

By Bill Center

Staff Writer
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San Diego, Thursday, May 7, 1987
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A baseball playoffs are expected to
be al.,_USD again this year, but because of the enlarged playoff format,
the games will not be played as a
double-header
Instead, the 2-A championship
game bas been tentatively scheduled
for USO n Wednesday, June 3, and
the 3-A on Thursday, June 4 at the
same site.
The first round is scheduled for
Tuesday, May 26, the quarterfinals
on Thursday, May 28, and the semifinals on Saturday, May 30. It's hoped

®
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double-headers on the LSD and San
Diego State fields.
CQmmissioner Kendall Webb, the
San Diego high school baseball
coaches association, and the SDCIF
baseball advisory committee explored the possibilities of playing at
San Diego Jack Murphy Stadium, the
site of the title gam two years ago,
but nothing could be worked out.
The Padres end a homestand on
Saturday, May 30, too soon for the
championship games to be played,
and because the Stadium Authority,

,,,..,.,-

c

8

Just as in football and basketball,
there will be 12 teams in the baseball
playoffs th is year.
In recent years, with only eight
teams in each division, the playoffs
had been run off on a Tuesday-Thursdav-Saturday schedule except for
years when affangements to play the
championship g;:,mes prior to a
sible.
Padres game were

(Cir. S. 34,568)

(Cir. D. 32,685)
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SEQUIM, Wash (AP) _ Ph'I -1972
. and drove a bus for the Se. I
Woolpert who coache
~mm School District until his resity of s~n Francisc:
~~~ent two years ago.
ba.ck NCAA basketball champio~Im sure he had a full life," said
ships In 1955 and 1956, died of lung
cancer at his home near here Tues- Seattle Supersonics' coach Bernie
B1cke.rstaff, who played for Woolday. He was 71.
Woolpert's two national title pert m San Diego. "He certainly
teams were led by Bill Russell and helped a lot of people, including
K.C. Jones, who later starred for mysel~. Phil left a lot of positive
the Boston Celtics in the NBA thmgs m this world."
"Phil was so far ahead of other
Jones now coaches the Celtics anci
Russell was just n med the new ~oaches in recruiting black players
It was scary," said Pete Newell
coach of the Sacra ento Kings,
Woolpert had been diagnosed as who coached California to a~
having lung. cancer last summer. NCAA championship. "There were
He was survived by his wife Mary a lot of rednecks back then."
Woolpert took over at USF for
'
'
and live children.
He coached at USF for nine sea- Newell in 1950 when Newell left to
sons, when he resigned with a 149- become the head coach at Michi74 record in 1959. After Woolpert gan State.
At USF, Woolpert's teams set a
left USF, he coached the San Franc1sco Saints of the old American then-NCAA record with 60 consecuBasketbali League In 1961-62. He tive victories. The streak began
later became the basketball coach when Russell and Jones were juand athletic director at Univ lty nlors: U~LA broke the USF streak
of San Diegoa where he compiled a by wmnmg 88 straight from 197174. In addition, he coached USF to
90-90 recor from 1962-1969.
He moved to the Sequim area In the NCAA Final Four in 1957 witbout Russell and Jones.
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Former USF coach
Woolpert dies
Phil
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without Russell and Jones, also
reached the NCAA Final Four. For
nine seasons at USF, Woolpert had a
149-74 record.
Wooll)frt came to the University
of San Diego after a season of coaching the San Francisco Saints of the
American Professional Basketball
League. He was also the Toreros'
athletic director. His record at USD
was 90-90 for seven seasons.
"He did more for USD, probably,
than he did for USF," said Torero
baseball coach John Cunningham,
who played for Woolpert at USF and
coached under him at USD.
"What he should be remembered
for most, however, is the stands he
took. He was one of the forerunners
for the rights of black athletes. He
took ·tands that forced things to happ n I can remember us (USF) startmg five black.~, and I can remember
KC. Jones bemg the first black capt am in college basketball.
"Pim , he was responsible for getting l1SD on track as a college. He
was the first guy to add professionalism to our faculty."
"I'm sure he had a full life," said
Seattle SuperSonics coach Bernie
Bickerstaff, who played for Woolpert
at USD and succeeded him as the
Toreros' bead coach. "He certainly
helped a lot of people, including
myself. Phil left a lot of positive
things in this world.
"He was one of my strongest backers to become the USD head coach."
Woolpert, who drove a bus in
Sequim, Wash., before retiring 18
months ago, is survived by his wife,
Mary, and five children. Services are
·pending.

Escondido, CA
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waive the $5,000 rental fee, the co~t
of staging .he games without Padres
help is prohibitive.

Palo Alto, CA
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Phil Woolpert, who coached basketball at the University of. San
D ~ r seven seasons after leading
the University of San Francisco to
consecutive NCAA titles and 60
straight victories in the mid-1950s,
died yesterday of lung cancer.
The 71-year-old Woolpert resided
in Sequim, Wash., where he lived
since s ortly after leaving USD in
1969.
"It is sad," said Gus Magee, a USD
assistant coach who played under
Woolpert for the Toreros. "We were
expecting it to happen from the news
of the last couple of weeks. When
they discovered the cancer last summer the doctors said then it was too
late to do much.
"He was just a great human bemg.
A lot of people look at him as a great
basketball coach. I just knew him as
a great person."
Woolpert is best known for coaching the USF teams that included Bill
Russell and K.C. Jones. The Dons
won the NCAA title in 1955 and 1956,
and those teams' streak of 60 straight
wins stood until UCLA won 88
straight from 1971-74.
Woolpert was the nation's coach of
the year after his Dons won their
first NCAA title in the 1954-55 season. His next club was 29-0. Considered a master of coaching defense
and ballhandling, Woolpert built his
programs without recruiting heavily
outside the area of the school.
Nine members of his two championship teams, mcluding Russell and
Jones, came froin the San Francisco
Bay area. Woolpert's 1956-57 team,

lounges and food-service area. A modern design, the complex will have touches of marble. Kaplan-McLaughlin-Diaz
of San Francisco, in collaboration with the local firm of
Austin-Hansen-Fehlman, are the center's designers.

W th con truction expected to start by June, UCSD's stud nt c nter I still a flgm r.t of the Imagination. The
167,000 q re foot complex will take about 18 months to
build It wlll nclude a 500-seat theater, meeting rooms,

•
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COACH DIES - Former USD
basketball coach Phil Woolpert,
who earlier had coached USF to
two NCAA championships in 1955
and '56, died yesterday at Sequim,
Wash., of lung cancer. Woolpert
was 71. His title teams were led
by Bill Russell and K.C. Jones. He
coached at USD (1961-68), ~d was
athletic director . .::??/5S

•••

SEQUIM, Wash. (APr - Phil
Woolpert, who coached the University of San Francisco to a pair
of NCAA basketball championships in 1955 and 1956 before serving as coach and athletic director
at the Uni~rsity of San Diego
died of lung cancer at fils horn~
near Sequim on Tuesday. He was
71.
Woolpert's two national title
teams were led by Bill Russell and
K.C. Jones, who later starred for
the Boston Celtics in the NBA.
Jones now coaches the Celtics, and
Russell was just named the new
coach of the Sacramento Kings.
Woolpert had been diagnosed as
having lung cancer last summer.
He is survi~ed by his wife, Mary,
and five children. He was a native
of Danville, Ky.
He coached at USF for nine seasons, when he resigned with a 14974 record in 1959. After Woolpert
left USF, he coached the San Francisco Saints of the old American
Basketball League in 1961-62. He
then _moved to USD, where he
compiled a 90-90 record from 1962
through 1969.
He moved to the Sequim area in
1972 and drove a bus for the Sequim School District until his retirement two years ago.
"I'm sure he had a full life," said
Seattle SuperSonics Coach Bernie
Bickerstaff, who played for Woolpert in San Diego. "He certainly
helped a l~t of people, including
myself. Phil left a lot of positive
things in this world."
At USF, Woolpert's teams set a
then-NCAA record with 60 consecutive victories. The streak began
when Russell and Jones were juniors. UCLA broke the USF streak
by winning 88 straight from 197174. In addition, he coached USF to
the NCAA Final Four in 1957
without Russell and Jones.

SAN'J.. dr.~ - The common complamt
about San Di •go Superior C u~t Judge Patricia Benke is that she 1s too nice.
"Sometime she is too patient," said one
attorney, who asked to remain an ym~.
but
"She is extremely fair and intclli
sometimes she listens too long w efl she
should shut the water off on some of these
attorneys."
Benke pleads guilty as charged
"I like to give the attorneys time to look at
the legal issues, and sometimes that is inconsistent with quick (courtroom) turnover,"
said Benke, just a few days after Gov .
George Deukmejian nominated the 38-yearold judge to replace retired J~stice Gerald
Lewis on the Court of Appeals Fourth District. Her confirmation hearing is scheduled
for June 3.
Earlier this year, she was one of Deukmeji.iln's six finalists for three seats on the California Supreme Court but was ultimately
passed over in favor of Justices David Eagle
son, Marcus Kaufman, and John Arguelles.
Benke's reputation is that of a careful, studious jurist.
"She always reads papers in a case, even if
they come in late," . id the attorney. She is

Judge Patricia Benke

also known as a conservative.
"She's fair, but she will usually take the
least obtrusive route," said the attorney .
"She will almost always take the status quo
approa ·h."
Benke agrees that conservative is not an
unfair label for her.
"I don't like shooting from the hip," she
said. "I :>Ve taking things under advisement.
I'm not a trailblazer stepping outside the
bounds of what a statute says."
In 1983, after nine years in the attorney
general's office handling felony appeals,
Benke was appointed to the municipal court
by Deukmejian - his first municipal appointment. Benke was unsuccessful in running for a municipal -court seat a year
earlier.
'An Extremely Quick Study'
As a lawyer, Benke had gained six months

of trial experience on temporary assignment
with the San Diego District Attorney's office.
By the end of her term she was trying capital
cases.
"She was a winner," said Assistant District Attorney Richard Neely. "She was extremely insightful of issues that meant
something to jurors. She was an intelligent,
hard worker and an extremely quick study."
As a deputy attorney general, Benke was
involved in several highly publicized cap·ta1
cases and search-and seizure cases. She was
one of the first to argue the good-faith exception to search and seizure laws in People v.
Minjares 23 Cal.3d 410 (1979).
After the California Supreme Court ruled
in People v. Chadd, 28 Cal.3d 739 (1981) that a
defendant facing the death penalty could not
plead guilty over his lawyer's objections,
Benke called the decision '· a mockery of the
justice process." In asking for reconsideration she said the trial process "becomes a
charade forced upon a defendant who wishes
to simply confess his crime. It becomes a
hurdle to the truth."
She said recently "I have no shyness
about disagreeing.' 1 She added that the
Chadd case involved the most complicated
capital issue she had dealt with as a lawyer,
and she admitted that if the same statute
were before her now she "might do exactly
what the judge did" in Chadd.
Benke has spent most of her jud~eship in
the civil law and motion, where she 1s kMwn
to stick to the letter of the law.
"You have to be fair, but you also have to
follow the law," Benke said. "I have no disposition to expand the law anymore than it is,
although that is not to say I won't when
appropriate.''
Yet, if a legitimate legal issue is raised, no
matter how obscure, Benke is often willing to
consider it. In civil law and motion she often
considered habeas issues dealing with bail
and extradition that she said came from "left
field" - one reason she liked the
department.
Logic, Reason Change
Despite her reputation for running a slow
courtroom, she believes "a good advocate is
someone who gets to the issue immediately
and focuses the judge on the issue."
The same attorney who said Benke follows
the status quo also told of a case before
Benke in which a woman accused her husband of harassment. "The law required
more strict proof than the woman had," the
attorney said. "But she (Benke) went with
her gut feeling and issued an order to put him
in jail."
Benke said action by the courts should be
based on "logic and reason," which she said
"changes with society." She noted the evoluSee Page 21
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professor take s1<les on growth-limit issue
hope we can say it to them because
they live nearby. I( we follow (Wharton's) v1 w we may have to be saymg ti over the telephone, long-distance,
ause they won't be able to
afford to live here."
Wharton and Friedman were adversan m the debate yesterday at
the Lyceum Theatre, which addr cd the qu hon of whether a
plan hould be adopted that would
involve all local governments in the
San Diego region in tting limits on
growth. Th debate was ponsored by
th University of San Diego and was
one of a number of forums planned
to potltght cntical regional i ·ues.

Wharton, who argued for growth
ltm1ts, supported his position by calling on Lynn Benn, chairwoman of the
county Community Planning Committee and a member of Mayor
O'Connor's Growth Management
Task Force, and Dwight Worden, former Del Mar city attorney who
fought creation of the North City
West development.
Friedman, who argued agamst 1mposmg growth limits, brought to the
witness stand Fred Schnaubelt, a former San Diego city councilman now
in rt! J estate development, and Kim
Kilkenny, legislative analyst for the
San Diego Construction Industry

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)

demanding limits on growth, as seen
in managed-growth initiatives recently adopted by voters in Carlsbad,
Oceanside and Vista.
"Growth limitation of some form
is a reality right now in this region,"
Worden said. "And the task for us is:
Are we going to relegate it to wildfire initiatives or are we going to get
together and develop it into a responsible, regional program and do it
right?"
Worden proposed that a government agency be created to coordinate the county's municipalities in
balancing growth. e also favored
Please see GROWT. , B-2

Federation.
Benn recited a litany of the problems the San Diego region faces in
air quality, traffic congestion, sew
age disposal, garbage disposal and
water supplies. She said that 1f current situations continue, they all will
worsen as another million people
come to the area by the year 2010 as
projected, raising the county population to more than 3 million.
"We have to solve our existing
problems before we grow anymore,"
Benn said. "We need to slow down,
catch up and get control of our lives
and then look at where we're going."
Worden said the public already is
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San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)
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setting limits not only on residential
de"velopment, but on commercial and
industrial growth.
Schnaubelt and Kilkenny responded to Benn's and Worden's proposals
by saying any go,ernment-imposed
caps on growth would result in higher housing prices, higher unemployment. greater disparity between the
quality of life for wealthy and lowincome persons, reduced revenues
for governments and, consequently,
fewer public services.
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Schnaubelt said the question facing the San Diego region 1s not
whether it should ha\ e a regional
growth plan but rat er who should
do the planning.

rfJ~NATIO - USD's basketball program
received a $7,500 donation last week from proceeds
of the 4th Annual Celebrity Golf Classic, which took
place in January at Bernardo HPights Country
Club.

"I think we should rely on the experts," be said, ··the people that put
millions of dollars of their own
money on the !me - the home builders who, with their architects, their
engineers, their landscapers, have to
meet the demands of the buying public."
Kilkenny said a moratorium on
growth would result in 150,000 to
200,000 workers, mostly in middle-income positions, losing their jobs and
an increase in the county's unemployment rate to 14 percent from its
,current 6 percent.

La Jolla, CA
(San Diego Co.)
University City Light
(Cir. W.)
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daiD1cgo Law
Profe 11s Richurd "Corky"
\\ I ar on and Hugh I ricd nan
w II be p·ttctl againsl each other
n the first Universitv of San
D1l'gO f Oflllll, ICI fo r -1 p.m.
\\l'<lncstla}, '\lay 13, al lhe
I yccu111 I heal re.
WJ1arton and h1ctlma11, in
lhcii role as advo~atcs, 11ill
debate gro1\lh conlroi 111 the San
Diego region
0

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)
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Wharlon, who II ill argue fo r
gro111h controls, wil call as
11 ii ne~scs:
H L) nn Benn, who chairs 1he
county Co Timunity Planning
Commillee anti lhi! Sierra Clu b
I and Use ·1 ask Froce, and 1s a
member of Mayor O'Connor',
Growrh l\lanagemenr Task
forCL.

r--

• Dwight \\u,den, considered
1he area's foremost attorney for
tigf11iy managed grow1h. He 1s a
former Del Mar ciry attorney and
represented 1he losing side in the
lawsuit opposing crealion of
Nor1h Ci1y \Vest.
Friedman, who v.dl represen1
the pro-growth argument, will

I u I88R
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i·ormat of rhe 90-m111ute
10 public
telc1ision's "rl1e Advocares," in
11l•ich recognizetl cxperls - on
borh sides of the JSst.c - are called on the ''witness slancl" 10
testify.
fo u•n will oe s milar

forum to a dress growth issues
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Local university - but which?- said to covet Reagan library _ _ _

Copley News Service
Spec·u1/ to The Tribune

MYSTERY UNIVERSITY.. . A
San Otego umversity has approached
the Ronald Reagan Presidential
Foundation a bout locating a $100
illion library and public affairs
nter on its campus.
G ry Jon , executive director of
the Wa hington-based foundation and
a former Reagan undersecretary of
education, aid he is looking •at
Southern California as a site for the
library.
Jon aid th foundation has IK.-en
contacted by a number of educational institutions in Southern California,
including a university in San Otego.
He said he couldn't remember the
name of the San Diego institution but
probably will be receiving an application from it oon Last month, the
found'ltion an 1ounced that it had
abandoned tanford University a a
1te for the library and center,
The f ulty at Stanford had· expre d oncern that the library

High-mount hr e lights
cutting rear-end era he

WA HINGTON (AP) - A tudy
ha concluded that the h1gh•mounted
re r br e lights required on all cars
inc 11186 have helped prevent rearnd colll ions.
Th
partment of Transportation
tudy found that cars with the extra
llght r 22 per nt I likely to be
truck from the r ar while braking.

Bates said. "We think the Contras
know and we want them to be
brought to justice."
Bates is not the first to demand
answers from the State Department.
Rep. Les AuCoin, D-Oregon, sent a
letter to Secretary of State George
Shultz the day after Linder's death
askmg him to answer a number of
questions, including whether the
killers were " armed, trained,
advised, supplied or funded by the
United States government."
AuCoin represents Linder's Portland district.

TIO .. Rep. Jim Bates, back from
a three-day trip to Nicaragua, has
a ked the tate Department and the
House Armed Services Committee to
launch an official investigation into
the death of an American volunteer
working for the Sandinista regime.
The Amencan. Benjamin E. Linder, a 27-ye.. r-old mechanical engineer from Portland, Ore., was killed
April 28 when his armed work crew
was ambushed t y rebels in the northern province of Jinotega. He had
been workmg on a hydroelectric
project and was said to be carrying a
Kalashnikov assault rifle.
Bates, who met with Linder's family in Managua on Friday mght. said
the State Department should interrogate the U.S.-backed Contras to fmd
out how Linder was killed and
whether he was targeted by the Contra for a~ inatton.
"We ant to know who killed him,"

while, Bates returned to the United
States to find his favored presidential candidate, former U.S. Sen. Gary
Hart, steeped in allegations that he
had spent Friday night and most of
Saturday in the company of a 29year-old actress. Bates, one of 13
House members to endorse Hart,
said it is "not time to abandon ship
•.. but I'm thinking about bis candidacy" in light of what occurre:!.
"He (Hart) has admitted that he
used poor judgment and I would
agree with him," Bates said.

*
BATES* SK *
FOR ISVESTIGA-

*
HANGING

*

IN *THERE.*. . Mean-

* *

AIB SAFETY... Rep. Bill Lowery,

pwvide as much information a,
possible so there can rhen be informed deba1e in the com muni ly," said Yandell an assis1ant
professor of eco nomics.
\\'har1on, a veteran land use
attorney, said he is hope ful 1ha1
lhe forum will act as a calaiyst
for change. "The bes! oulcomc
(of the forum) we can hope for is
tha1 the cities and county govc111ment will work together," the
la11 professor said.
Sheldon Krantz, dean o f
USD's School of Law , wi ll
modera1e lhe progra m.
Professio nals from the Old
Globe and San Diego Repe~
theaters have bee n reiained for
set des ign and production.
The fo rum is free and open to
1he pu bli c. Beca use of limited
searing, tickets must be obln ined
fo r admission.
Fo r more informarion, please
contact John Nunes at 260-4682 .

,_,

Letter from Washington:
might compromise the university's
independence by linking it with
Reagan conservatism. San Diego bas
a number of high-powered connections to the Reagan administration.
Attorney General Edwin Meese lI1
once lived in La Mesa and taught at
the Unix~rsity of
Diego. A
spokesman for the university said
yesterda y that he didn 't know
whether university officials had applied for the Reagan library, Representatives of San Diego State University and the University of California
at San Diego said the same.

call 10 1estif1:
' • Forme; San Diego Councilman Fred SchnaulJelt, who is
now 111 real e,1a1e developmen t.
• Kim Kilkcnn), a lcgislalive
analys1 for lhe San Diego Construction lnduslry l·ederation.
To f1 ame the debate, Professors I ricdman and \\'harton
,1ill ask 1he qucs11011:
Should all local governments in
the San Diego Region adopt a
coordrnarcd Growth Management Pian 1hat actively limits
grow1h?
\111c.:h of the debare will be bas~u on extensive research by Professor Wharton and Professor
Dirk Yandell, USD School of
Business.
A special srudy guide reflec ting
their research will be made
available to the public after the
debale,
"The forum, an d its accompanying research, is. inte nded to

R-San Diego, has introduced legislation with Rep. Bob Badham, R-Newport Beach, to require general aviation planes to install sophisticated
equipment that would enable control
towers to identify them on their
radar screens.
The bill would amend the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958 to require the
installation and operation of "altitude encoding transponders" in all
aircraft flown in the Los Angeles and
San Diego basin areas.
Currently, all aircraft operating
above 12,500 feet must now carry a
transponder.
Concern over air safety in Southern California was heightened last
summer when a general aviation
plane collided with a Mexican commercial airliner over Cerritos, killing 82 people.
There are seven major commercial airfields from Sao Diego to
northern regions of the Los Angeles
basin, four of which are on the Federal Aviation Administration's list of
the 10 most active airports in the
United States, according to Lowery's
office.
The transponders cost from $850 to
$1,500 per airplane, but Lowery asserted the costs could be defrayed
through lower insurance premiums.
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A newspaper article had it that Benke becam~ clos~ fri~nds with Deukmejian after
~orkmg ~1th him at San Diego public television stallon KPBS. Benke, who graduated
~rom San Diego State University before earnm~ a !aw degree at the U n i ~ of San
D1~ m Hn4, did work at the station durmg
h~r college aay ,aiiITTJer husband, Donald, is
stlil en,iployed there as a studio production
supervisor, but Deukmejian never worked at
the station.
Working under Deukmejian when he was
attorney general, Benke met him only once
or twice, she said
Teacher Stages Bar Exam

Besides her municipal court campaign
Benke's political involvement has been limit~
ed to writing position papers for Pete Wilson's campaigns for mayor of San Diego and
later, the U.S. Senate.
'
"It was. a great experience," she said of
the m~c1pal court race, ''because it helped
me decide that politics is not what I want to
do."
Instead it was a ninth-grade teacher in
Pasadena who provided the push for Benke's
legal career. The teacher staged a full courtroom scene and bar exam. From then on
Benke said, sh~ wasn't sure what she wanted
to do with her hfe, but she knew it would be in
the legal profession.
"I just love to research and write " said
Benke. "I'm not a big career planner."
- KEVIN BRASS

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. 0. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)
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uof o'l search and seizure laws as an
example.
"In the whole system there has been a total
removal of discretion," said Benke. "The
courts are hesitant to let people do their job
and trust them to do 1t right.
"If I have a philosophy it is that I would
like to re tore faith in the system. Unless
there is faith in the system it won't be allowed lo function."
Some attorneys believe Benke will excel as
an appellate justice.
"I think she'll probably be good because
she 1s thorough, very academic, and very
intelligent " said one defense attorney.
eely of the district attorney's office said
Benke should make an excellent appellate
justice because "she has the skill of knowing
what happens in the ~ourtroom, a,perspec
tive not all appellate Judges have.
.
For Benke it will be a return to her first
love . researching and writing opinions.
She said she has tremendous respect for the
role the appellate court plays in everyday
life.
Deukmejian's continued promotion of
Benke has aroused some speculation about
the governor's motivation. Benke sai~ ~ne
colleague suggested that she was rece1vmg
support because she's Armenian. In fact, ~er
family is from Syria. Her grandparents immigrated to the Newcastle steel region -0f
Pennsylvania arly in this century. The family moved to Pasadena in 1955.
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- -,=,T~'.flay of
Di!n!.cl, " a 13th century.;Jj~ d ~
will make its San Diego deom"May-8 and 9, 8 p.m., in Founders Chapel at the ·
University of San Diego. ·
·
The ·opera workshop features singing
by Dr. Cole Manes,
USD biology
professor ; Father Nicolas Reveles,
director of the USD liturgical music
program; and William Eichorn, a USO·
music lecturer who is in charge of the
production.
Ron Hill, a USO English professor,
will narrate. The cast of approximately 24
people also includes students and alumni,'
" We will wear liturgical garments and
vestments that have been in storage since
about 1965," said Eichorn. Rights to the
play were purchased from Oxford
University Press.
,
General admission is $5, and' $2 for
senior citizens 'and students with
identification. The production is
cosponsored by the u:;D Music
Department and Campus Ministry. For
more information call _ 26-0-4600, · ext_/ ·
4456.

/usonet

$7,500,ys~
from golf

The Uajversity of San Diego men's
basketball program has received
$7,500 from the proceeds of this
year's Celebrity Golf Classic.
The tournament, held Jan. 26 at
Bernardo Heights Country Club, was
sponsored by Coast Distributing Co.
and the Garvey Marketing Group.
FOOTBALL CLINIC - Fom -r
Chargers offensive coordinator Err ;e
Zampese, now with ,he Los Angeles

Local Briefs
Rams, will be the featured speaker
at USD's football clinic tomorrow.
Registration ($15) begins at 7:40 a.m.
in the University Center, Forum A.
For information, call_'USO_ coach
Brian Fogarty at 277-4274 or 260.:,.,-4803.
,..,,.,....
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In fact these very traits first
brought her lo Mr. Deukmejian's
attention from 1974 to 1982, w
he was stale Attorney General
and she as one of his deputies.
Durio that time, she won high
prai e (or her work in l?e ~rim1na I divi ion A specialist m
earch-and-seizure ca e , s~e
also was the lead attorney m
cases concerning election law,
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Patricia Benke promises to be
an excellent addition to the 4th
District Court of Appeal once she
is confirmed Whereupon she wi~l
be ideally positioned to be nominated for the next opening on th_e
state Supreme Court, sho_~ld ~t
occur while Gov. Deukme11an is

J

m office.
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1College baseball
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The same sense of purpose has
served Judge Benke well on the
bench during the last four years.
She is a strict constructionist who
doesn't suffer criminals and delaying tactics gladly. And her
carefully reasoned rulings have
rarely been reversed on appeal.

P. C. 8
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left-field fl'nc at Evans Diamond.
Srhool officials recalled only one longer shot, that a
dme hit by J\lark McGwire In 1984, when he pl yed for
• outhern Cal. McGwire now spends his time at the
Oakland Coliseum, playing Infield for the A .
'I he Card are already certain of a regional berth,
and have applied to serw as a host. The announcement
of r<'gional berth locations is expected Monday.
While the Cards moved closer to the conference
title 0 thev received some bad news. Designated hitter
Jeff Saenger is e~pected to miss the rest of the season
with a cracked bone in his neck While the injury is not
considPrl'd rrious, the junior with a .3:i:3 hattmg average and 42 RBIs has been told he needs four weeks of
r t - which would run out at the end of the College
· World Series. He sustained the injury 'rhursday in a
collision with Cal catcher Paul Ellison.

Chafil~ Cards
orral-ed by
e otional Ca

DWCAC

By Casey Tefertiller

•

OF THE EXAMINER STAFF

U;San Diego 14-8, St. Mary's 13 9: Senior pit~her
Dan Ward gutted out 10 innings to collect the wm in
the nightcap as the Gaels split a West Coast Athletic
Conference double-header In Moraga.
After San Diego ·cored in the top or the 10th, the
Gaels came back in the bottom of the inning to tie on
Pat Brady's solo home run, then win when reserve
Tracy DeIDotto tripled and scored as he bowled over
the catrhcr on Paul Enea's hort sacrifice fly.
Ward, a senior, finishes the year with an 11-7 record, and the Gaels conclude with second place in the
WCAC at 13-10.
Tim Fasel hit a grand slam for St. Mary's in the first
game.
Sant (;Jara 4-10, Pepperdlne 3-11: Scott Chiamparino pitched a six-hitter as the Broncos ended the
visiting Waves' 22-game winning streak. Chiamparino
struck out seven and walked three in hurling the
seven-inning complete game against the conference
champions.
SCU had a chance to sweep, and seemed to tie the
game in the bottom of the ninth inning of the nightcap
as Matt Toole scored on a sacrifice fly. However, the
Waves appeal! d that Toole had left third too soon, and
the umpires called the Bronco out to end the game.

Sometimes the toughest part of any relationship
can be the morning after.
"I thmk we were a little more pumped up because
of v. hat happened," Cal pitcher Fred Corral said Saturday, a day after the Bears and tanford engaged in a
,•1cious bcnch-<:Iearing brawl prompted by an exchange of hit batsmen.
The two teams regamed control of their emotions,
and left the arguing to the coaches long enough for Cal
to capitalize on Corral's clutch pitching in a 7.a, 10-in•
ning victory in Berkeley.
The Cardinal did have some consolation. Because of '
Southern cars 7-0 victory over UCLA, Stanford has
clinched at least a tie for the conference title. The
Card. are 17-7 with four games remaining, while he
rum are 15-13 I h tw I . All tanford needs to
wm the title outright one mor victory, and the team
will have itJ first ch r ce In Sunday 1 p.m. game
agamst Cal at Sunken D'amond.
"It's not like we have a grudge against them, they're
a great baseball team," said Corral, who recorded his
10th victory without a loss. "Yesterday, we went out
and banged gloves, and we had to come back today and
play baseball. We're using baseball gloves, not boxing
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Growth issues to get spotlight
at 1st SD community forum
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ORUM: At the Lyceum Theatre, the
will seek answers to t~e
question: "Should all local governm~nts 10
th . an Diego region adopt a c_oordmated
Growth Management Plan wh1~h actively
limits growth'?" r·or more details contact
John unes at 260-461:12. ...., ',S/ ___
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Research Arm Needed?
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igh Court Seen
In Need of Facts
To Bolster Rulings

Oceanside, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Blade Tribune
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The free forum, which also_ will
allow key members of the audience
to participate, plans to tack!~ two
issues a year. Some of the i_ssu~s
under consideration are morality m
public office, border issues and location of the airport
The forum is the produdof a lac•
ulty-administration committee established last ummer to fmd a "!ay
t inject academic knowledge . mto
?gnificant issues facing San Diego,
s~id Sheldon Krantz, dean of the
!chool of law and chairman of the
committee.

Shou d all focal governments _m th~
San Diego ar a adopt a coordinate
growth management plan that aclively hmits growth? That will bet~:
qu tion posed to people on
ne stand at the Um'l.,erstty
Diego's ilot commum y orum
._
.
Wedn ay.
In the tradition of P?,blic telev1
ion' "Th Advocates, USD law
prof ors will quiz recognized e\
perts on both ides of th_e grot
i sue at 4 p.m. Wednesday m the yceum Theater at the Horton Plaza
h ppmg center.

1
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SAN DIEGO - The U.S. Supreme Court is
at its worst when dealing with cases calling
for empirical factual analysis, according to
one of the nation's leading legal scholars.
1nd he's got a proposal for help.
Kenneth Culp Davis, a profes or of law at
he University of San Diego and perhaps the
uatlon s leadtng expcz t en admmistrative
law, is calling for the court to gain access to
Congressional research facilities.
"The Supreme Court is a principal lawmaker," said Davis. "It is at its best on
complex thinking problems, on philosophical
or ethical or moral issues, on analysis and
reasoning, and on issues of interpretation.
But it is often at its worst on issues of policy
that are dependent on legislative facts ."
There is an occasional exception, Davis
noted. "Before the abortion case, (Roe v.
Wade)," he said, "Justice <Harry) Blackmun spent much of a summer at the Mayo
Clinic library to educate himself about abortion. By that means the court had the needed
factual foundation for the decision, but that
is unusual."
Indeed, Davis said, a dissenter in the
equally prominent Miranda v. Arizona case
commented on the "complete lack of empirical support for the decision ."
Davis's idea has received mixed reviews.
An administrator at the Congressional Researt11 Service conceded that the concept
had some merit but suggested it be applied
on a limited basis only. The Supreme Court
had no official commei1t

Should Judges Do Res arch?
Many lawyers will likely argue against
judges doing their own '"esearch, preferring
• •
end SDSU have joined .o maintain control of the information preQuali- ,ented on t~ir clients_' beha~.
forces in a new
ty and Productivity, (ne'11r~t of its But DaVl:S s reputation 1~ likely to cause
the pro_fess1on to P!IY attenllo~. Ju_dge Alfred
kind in San Diego The pro
gram Goodwm of the , mth U.S. C1rcU1t Court of
•
be ins wi
" g . th a sesswn ~or_managers: Appeals said he would carefully consider
_Quality and Pr~uc1tv1ty: Execu- anything the prof or proposed.
t1ves Make the Difference," Wed- Davi docs not extend his thesis to any
nesday, 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. courts outside the upreme Court "The SuSpeakers include Robert Close v P preme Court initiates much more law than
of Eastman Kodak and ma~a~~ the other courts,' he told the Daily Journal.
Application to other courts, he said, would be
h d
ment consultant K Bl
anc / " relatively meaningless. "The problem is
e
much different at the state level courts. And
_..-::
it's not a problem at the courts of appeal.
They are not primary lawmakers. We should
p

c e

The left-handed Corral, a junior transfer from San
Joaquin Delta College in Stockton, also earned the
pitching win in Thursday's 19-9 Cal victory. The Cards
came back for a 7-6 win in Friday's brawlgame, the
fight erupting after an exchange or hit batsmen.
The players stayed out of Saturday's arguements.
Stanford head coach Mar Marquess and Cal assistant
Paul Moore were both ejected.
What they missed and an estimated crowd or 1,900
saw was a wild finish, as Todd Mayo's double to rightcenter brought home Anthony Crudele with the winning run.
And Mayo was considering about trying another
strategy through most of bis at bat.
"When I came up I wa~ thinking about bunting, but
then I decided I was going down swinging. I was going
to take my cuts."
Mayo's hit gave the Bears their seventh win in their
last 10 games and kept alive an ever-so-slender hope of
landing a berth in the NCAA posts!'.ason reg10nals.
Their 12-17 conference mark is unlmpres ive, but thev
are one of the hottest teams in the nat10n. Stanford,
ranked third and sixth in the national polls, JS one of
the best.
"I don't think there's literally hatred between the
two schools," Mayo said. "Naturally because it's Stanford, it adds a little more emotion.
The Bears rallied their emotions and rallied from
behind after Stanford took a 5-1 lead, two of those runs
commg on a massive home run by third baseman Ed
S11ra ue. The blast was estimated at far more than 400
exp ore ft first at e upreme urf"
Davis does not argue with the judiciary's
right to make law. "Even though the Constitution explicitly puts the legislative power in
Congress, judicial legislation is so deeply established that the legal profession takes it for
granted, as though nature provided it." He
does contend, however, that the Court "has
no procedure designed for lawmaking."
To bridge the lawmaking gap, Davis suggests a statute authorizing the Supreme
Court to have access to the Congressional
Research Service, an BOO-person information
arm used by congressmen and budgeted at
$39 million a year. Davis said he did not think
allowing the high court access to the service
would significantly add to the service's staff
or budget.
The court, Davis contends, can often only
be as good as the information it has. Often
the onl'y information a judge uses in making
a decision is contained in lawyers' briefs.
"Procedures used for lawmaking depend
more on who is the lawmaker than on the
needs of the particular lawmaking task,"
Davis wrote in a recent article on the subject
published in the Minnesota Law Review.
Lawmaking Tasks
"For the same lawmaking task, a legislator may consult lobbyists, sample public
opinion, and call for a staff study of the relevant legislative facts; an administrator may
have such a staff study and a notice and
comment proceeding - and a judge listens
to arguments but neither consults lobbyists
not samples public opinion nor calls for a
staff study of legislative facts."
The concept of legislative and adjudicative
facts is one advanced by Davis earlier in his
career. Legislative facts, the prt,fessor says,
are "the facts that bear on the questions of
law and policy, the facts that are usually the
product of scientific or professional research. Adjudicative facts refer to particular facts about the case in point, found for an
appellate judge in a trial record.
"I believe that both legislative lawmaking
and administrative lawmaking are superior
to judicial lawmaking in three main ways,"
said Davis. First, he said, is the products
"superior clarity, reliability, and freedom
from conflict."
In addition, he said, "the legislative process and the administrative process are
more democratic than the judicial process,
and the factual basis for legislation and for
administrative rules is normally much stronger than the factual base for judge-made
law."
Compared with statutes, he said, "judgemade law is inferior in clarity and reliability
... a good system of judicial lawmaking
would carefully build a body of precedents
that could be the basis for predicting results
on any new problem. The court's decisions
are not at all of that character. They are
more often harmful to prediction than helpful ... almost every decision may be
matched by an opposite decision."
Davis offered his proposal at a recent leeSee Page
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• S.F. State 6-5, UC-Davis 0-2: The Gators' pitching
continued to come through as S.F. State swept a double-header from NCAC foe UC-Davis at :Maloney Field.
After posting a shutout Friday, S.F. State hurlers
went 24 cons<'Cutive innings before the Aggies got two
runs in the final frame of Saturday's second game.
Gators left-hander John Wilson !64) threw a threehit shutout in the first game, and Bob Fanucchi (4-2)
won the second.
The \'ictory clinched second place for S.F. State In
the NCAC. The Gators arc 28-20 overall, 18-12 in league.
UC-Davis falls to 16-34, 10-20.
Sonoma St, 5-3, Hayward St. 4-2: The Cossacks'
Jay French threw a two-hitter in the first game as
Sonoma State swept the double-header in Rohnert
Park. Kevin Parker scored the winning run when he
singled, stole second and third and came home: on a
passed ball.
In the second game, with the score tied 2-2 in the
seventh inning, Denny Carlisle singled home Chuck
Mccane with the bases loaded. Randy Shipman (44)
won the second game.
Sonoma State is now 30-20 overall, 18-12 in l'<CAC.
That's the most wins in school history.

•

DPCAA

•

UC-Irvine 8, San Jose State 1: Gabby Rodriguez
nllo •rd a Ieadoff homer to Greg Banda, then shutout
the pa1 tans through the rest of the Pacific Coast
th etic Association game in Irvine.

Seen in Need of Research Help
High C(purt
9S'S

Continued from Page 1
ture given at USD's Nathaniel L. Nathanson
Memorial Lecture Series. Like Davis, Nathanson was a USD administrative law professor with a national reputation.
More than a half century after his graduation from Harvard Law School, Davis is considered one of the leading legal scholars in
the nation, and probably the preeminent authority on administrative law, where his
writing has set the standard for more than
four decades.
Few doubt the stature that Davis, now 78,
has brought to USD. The successfui recruiting of Davis for the faculty in 1976 was considered a key to the law school's moving to
the upper echelon of law schools nationally.
As an instructor during his many years at
the universities of Texas, Chicago, and now
San Diego, Davis has built a reputation equal
to the Paper Chase's Professor Kingsfield more the distant, formidable Kingsfield of
the film, than the aloof but kindly version
presented in the network and cable television
'show.
Students say the professor will frequently
dismiss abruptly both students' questions
and answers to his own questions if they do
not address the particular point he is making. Yet students in law schools across the

country have considered his administrative
law text to be among the finest law school
books; an exceptional mix of cases, notes
and commentary.
Davis said he realizes his plan for Supreme
Court research might not see implementat10n for several years, but he is willing to be
patient.
Actually, he already has been. The belief
that the court needs greater access to facts is
not new for Davis, who told reporters the
idea first came to him as a second-year Harvard law student in 1934. He published the
idea for the first time in 1942 in the Harvard
Law Review, and, he said, its has seen print
nearly 50 times.

' ot a Lobbyist'
While the Supreme Court made no official
comment, D,wis has told reporters prior to
his address in San Diego the feedback from
individual justices has been favorable. But
he said later that the discussions had not
been significant, and then declined to talk
further about them.
Nor. he said, has he had any significant
discussions with legislators.
"I'm not a lobbyist," he said. "I'm just
trying to do the thinking ... I'll leave the
lobbying to the lobbyists;
-----,==--iL
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-Scho9 join to step up production
'd-1d5 .

.
A mencan in ustry 1s engaged

in an intense battle to regain its
competitive edge in the world
mar et.
Both business leaders and consumers feel that mediocre quality
and productivit) can no longer be
tolerated.
In response to this need, two of
San Diego's leading universities
have joined with the San Diego
corporate community to create a
program designed to raise the
level of quality and productivity
in local manufacturing concerns.
After a year of planning sesions with manufacturing executives, University of San Diego
Continuing education and Sari
Diego State University' College
of Extended Studies have
d veloped the Institute for Quality and Productivity, the first of
its kind in San Diego.

"This is San Diego's own program - built by San Diego industry for San Diego industry,"
said Peggy Covert, executive
director of SDSU Professional
De\ elopment.
unique facet of the program
is that training is offered at all
levels of the corporation to instill
a feeling for quality throughout
the organization.
"The new program, which providL'S an unusual opportunity for
USD and SDSU to combine
re ources, is aimed at everyone
from the chief executive officer
don to the assembly line,'' said
Kalh;y Waller, assistant director
of SD Continuing Education.
e first component to be offered I a session for top
ma agers on "Quality and Produ ivity - Executives Make the
Di erence."

Charter member s incl ude
NCR, Rohr Jndu~tries, General
Dynamics, Northern Telecom,
ata
Loral Terracom, C1p er
Pro du c t s , Turbo mach/Sunstrand, AmetekStraza ~ n d Teledyne
Ryan Electronics.

The executive workshop and
luncheon will be Wednesday at
USD's Douglas F. Manchester
Executive Center, from 8:30
a.m.-2030 p.m.
Among the speakers will be
Robert Close, vice president of a
company long known for its commitment to quality, Eastman
Kodak.
Close will present a case study
of Kodak's experience in
"Developing a Quality Ethnic."
Author and lecturer Ken Blancha1 d will speak on "The
Customer and Quality" and
SDSU management professor
James Belasco on "Building the
Quality-First Culture."
The institute's other components are offered on a
membership basis, with levels for
both large and small
organizations.

The component~ fo r middle
managers, supervisors a nd
technical professionals will be in
J une, August and September.
The week-long sessions at the
Manchester Center provide computer time, materials and meals
as well as access to USD recreation facilities.
Non-affiliated companies may
participate on a space-available
basis.
For detailed information on
the program, contact Waller at
260-4586 or Covert at 265-5669.
- - ~A
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By Rod Riggs,

Hermann. a sophomore at Canyon High, will join
125 other students at the leadership seminar. The
event. open to all sophomores, L de igned to harnes the leadership potential of today's youth.

011 . ophomor from each high chool in Orange,
hupenal. H1vers1de ·and San Diego counties attends the event. Students will go head-to-head in
round-t~ble discus ions with leaders in business,

nter
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tb management tried,
57
clear verdict reached

T mes Adsocate Stall Wu er

l";rowth manSAN DIEGO
agemPn t was placed on t a here
Wedne:, ay.
Attorneys argued their sides and
called expert witnesse . The wit
nesses agreed that some kind of
growth management is needed, but
disagreed on the need for new laws
to govern growth.
No clear verdict was reached by
the eight judges hearing the case.
Four said they agreed with the
need for growth management,
three said the current law were
enough and one i;aid the attorneys
and witnesses did not address the
need for affordable housing.
So went the first in a series of
forum sponsored by the-.1.lniYfil:ai:..
_jy of Sau Diego that use dramatics
to tackle the region' pre sing problt'm .
Patterned after public televy
s10n' "The Advocate ," the pro
gram featured a matching of wi•s
between not only the a orneys
who directed the que t1 s, hlit the
witne ses who argue tl}"~r sides of

(San Diego Ed.)
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OF SAN DIEGO FOUND•
OALLERY~sales Hall, USD\,
ta Kent serigraph exhibition through
Ma~ 31. Hours are noon-5 p.m. Monday-

Fr1day.
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Spin nets
USO student
$1 million 1'-1.'i~
T

Assoc,ated Press

A retired Air Force officer, "too
nervous" to spin for himr,;elf, won a
$4.1 million annuity Saturday
when his daughter spun for him
and hit the grand prize on the California Lottery's "Big Spin."
Two other spinners, including a
University of San Diego student,
won annuitiesworth $1 million
each.
The grand prize winner was
Tom Hedrick, 61, a former Air
Force major who retired in 1970.
He stayed home in Merced and
sent his wife, Mary, and daughters,
Camilla Weed and Melissa Proietti, to Sacramento for the "Big
Spin."
Weed spun the wheel and landed
in one of the two grand prize slots
the first
on the 100-slot wheel
spinner to do so since March 21.
Hedrick will get an annual check
for $164,000 for 20 years. The lottery deducts 20 percent federal income tax.
Mrs. Hedrick aid her husband
was an electronic warfare officer
on B-52 bombers, which she said
involved "jamming enemy radar."
She said he flew some missions
during the Vietnam war and re. -.' f' tired after 24 years' service .
The $1 million winners were Son
Tran, 31, a USO physics student at
the Univerfilty of San Diego, and
Debbie Clements, 29, a bookkeeper
from La Mirada.
Each will get an annual check
for $40,000 for 20 years.
Tran, who said his goal is graduation, came to the United States
from Vietnam 10 years ago and has
become a citizen.
The grand prize, which starts at
$2 million and increases by $25,000
each time it isn't won, will be
$2,250,000 for the first spinner
next week.
Other winners:
$100,000 - Jerry Langford, 42,
Paskenta.
. $50,000 - Frank Evans, 70, Lodi, and Virginia Mottashed, 60,
Los Angeles.
$25,000 - Dorothy McKinley,
51, Ceres; Jo Ann Durgen, 38, Fair
Oaks, and Lucio Munos, 68, Lincoln.
$10,000 - Meloney Martin, 42,
Modesto.
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Los Angeles, CA
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them to win."
But in seeking quality, be said, managers m~t
know what business they are in, that they are headmg
in the right direction, what drives thei_n .and what
satisfies them and the price they are w1Umg to pay
for success.
"The moment of truth," he said, "is any time you're
dealing with the customer."
Richard C. Close, president of Eastman Kodak subsidiary Eikonix Corp., said Kodak is guided by George
Eastman's 1880 demand for the company to produce
.
"good goods."
Quality, said Close, "is the degree to which you
meet or exceed the customer's expectation."
A company and its managers "must create an environment where people have the courage to do the
right thing for the customers."
To survive competition for survival, he said, !he
commitment to quality extends beyond production
areas to engineering and administration.
James A. Belasco, professor of management at San
Diego State University, asked, "if everyone is in favor
of first-time quality, how come we don't get it?"

Escondido, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Times Advocate
(Cir. D. 32,685)
(Cir. S. 34,568)

Ramona, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Ramona Sentinel

/
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Some sponsors may have felt bitten during yesterday's opening session of the Institute for Quality and
Productivity.
American industry, they were told, generally does
.
.
not produce high quality products. .
The institute, supported by San Diego mdustry, 1s
sponr.ored jointly by USD's school of graduate and
continuing education and the college of extended studies at San Diego State University.
Planned as a one-day sermnar, the institute grew
"by demand" into components for key executives to
middle managers to supervisors to production employees, said Margaret A. Covert, its executive director.
Three speakers told about 50 managers that customers determine quality standards for any company.
Kenneth Blanchard, chairman of Blanchard Training and Development, Escondido, said ~anagement
style directs the company's quest for quality.
"Managers must create the apparatus for the worker to win," he said. Workers will take on tough tasks,
including quality production, "if they know you want

n·' ejj;;' Hills resident Brooke Hermann has
been chosen by Canyon High School faculty and
. taff to attend the Hugh O'Brian Youth (HOBY)
~·oundation ·outhern California Leadership Seminar this June 5-7 at the Univer ity of Sa Diego.
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H"lls_gir to attend seminar
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Manager 'must create apparatus for workers to win
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U.S. industry said lacking quality
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the issues.
Lynn Benn, chairwoman of the
Sierra Club's Land Use Task Force
and vice chairwoman of the county's growth advisory committee,
Joined attorney Dwight Worden,
former Del Mar city attorney and
expert on environmental and
land-use law on the pro-management side.
The con side was taken by Construction Industry Federation attorney and lobbyist Kim Kilkenny
and former San Diego City Councilman Fred Schnaubelt, who is
now involved in real estate development.
Several North County cities, including Vista, Oceanside and
Carlsbad, have passed growth
management measures. Developers and environmentalists alike expect this trend to continue unless
omething is done.
The solution to the crowded
streets and overloaded sewer
systems lies in a regional growth
management plan, according to
Worden. Although the economy
could quffer temporarily. Worden

called for a two-year building ban
on not only houses but commercial
and industrial development while a
regional plan is created.
"What I'm saying is, let's slow
down and figure out how to accommodate that growth," Worden said.
But the harm caused by the
building ban and the higher prices
that will be produced by the growth
controls are too onerous for the
average person to bear, Schnaubelt
said.
"We hear them offer Shangri-La, Utopia if we just give up our
freedom. I think the cost is too
high," Schnaubelt said. "What they
are advocating really is planned
chaos."
Other issues that will be debated
dui;ing USD's forums include morality in public office, border issues
and airport location. The university plans to publish a study guide
about the forum, which is expected
to be televised on Southwestern
Cable's public access station. The
video will also be available to interest groups.
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check for $164,000 for 20 years.
A retired Air Force officer, The lottery deducts 20 percent
"too nervous" to spin for himself, federal income tax.
Mrs. Hedric k said her husba nd
won a $4.1 million annuity Saturday when his daughter spun fo r was an electronic warfare ofhim and hit the grand prize on ficer on B-52 bombers, which she
the California Lottery's "Big said involved "jamming enemy
radar." She said he flew some
Spin."
Two other spinners, one a missions during the Vietnam war
Vietnamese immigrant living in a nd retired after 24 years' serSan Diego, won annuities worth vice.
The $1 million winners were
$1 million each.
The grand prize winner was Son Tran, 31, a physics student at
Tom Hedrick, 61, a fo r mer Air the 'University of San Diego, and
Force major who retired in 1970. Debbie Clements, ztr,-a-- bookHe stayed home in Merced and keeper from La Mirada.
Each will get a n annual check
sent his wife, Mary, and daugh$40,000 fo r 20 years.
for
Melissa
ters, Camilla Weed a nd
Tran, who said his goal is
Proietti, to Sacramento for the
graduation , came to the United
"Big Spin."
States fro m Vietna m 10 yea rs ago
Weed spun the wheel and and has become a citizen.
landed in one of t he two grand
The grand pr ize, which starts
prize slots on the 100-slot wheel at $2 million and increases by
- the first spinner to do so since $25,000 each time it isn 't won, will
March 21.
be $2,250,000 for the first spinner
next week.
Other winners :
$100,000 - Jerry Langford , 42 ,
Paskenta.
$50,000 - Frank E vans, 70,
3, 9, 34, 42, 18, 1
Lodi, and Virginia Mottashed, 60,
Bonus number: 25
..,,....Los Angeles.
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Landon's post as defender revives allegations
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By Jon tandefer
Starr
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The naming of a well-known San
Diego
defense attorney to bead the
1
county's new community defender
program
being questioned after
allegations have re urfaced that the
at orn y aided a state prison escape
m 1972 that resulted in the death of a
guard.
Members of U e board of Communlty Defenders Inc (CDI) will meet
" t Thurs!lay to discuss whether
I LauJ n should remain as head
of the pro m, aimed at providing
legal sen c to th co nty's poor.
The program has be n put on hold
uni I
ty
rt for CDI already bas begun
because some county super-

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Dally Tr nacrlpt
(Cir. D. 7,415)
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No 'Solution 'Found

Mock Trial Fits Developers
And Anti-Growth Proponents

make th,• dee, iomi. Local govern
ment is advoc ting planned chaos,
and it creates more problem tha~
it olve _ ,on we'll have to wait
in line for housing.''
Although he
ls the government's role is to ensure mfrastr~cture I in place before construction
begin. , ho admits being a pro~on nt of Proposition 13 and feels 10•
creu d taxation is unjustified.
Ei t community members,
most which ar active in some
aren of planning m the area, expres
widely-varied opinions_ on
growth limitations and centrahzed
planning that ranged from "ab O·
lutely di. estrous," to "totally neelll!Sa

"

·

fromE-1
t1o'l as been raised, and • an elected fficial my job i to bring it to the
atter tion of the rcspormble officials."
"I d n t tl'.in · l andon 1s the issue,
or should be," said one of those offiCials, Brian Bilbra\', who is chairman
of the Board of Supervisor . "T at s
between the man and his board of
dire tors
'bray
d a d c1 oh on CDI
h I
m de on ''whether it's costdf ct1~ e. Either it is or it isn't, and
the cl ief .. drninistrative officer
( ' ri H key
he guy who will
l!ec1 th: t '
H k y said ye terday that if the
Departmert of Corrections enforces
t
o
l Lan
at the new
state pri on here, that would 'concern· hun.
Supervisor George Bailey said this
week, "I t0<:, my copy (of the court
opimon) right down t the county
counsel's office and :ud, 'Just get me
t e scoop.' Believe m we want full
a wers before we ct. '
E. Miles ·Harvey, chairman of the
board of CDI, said it as unfair to
bring up an old unproved allegation
made by a convicted felon, and indicated be felt opponents to the CDI
proposal were behind it.
Harvey said Landon "was prepared to sign a sta cment under penalty of perjury t
e never smuggled anything oat .if Chino and that
the allegation made in the (appellate
opinion) is completely false."

be did not do so on advice of bis lawyer. He said he had not attempted to
enter a state prison in the 14 years
since.
"It will be a rather incongruous
situation if the community defender
can't even walk into the new prison,"
said a defense attorney, who would
not be quoted by name.
Assemblyman Larry Stirling, RSan Diego, this week sent supervisors
copies of a 1975 appellate court unpublished opinion that included statements about how Landon allegedly
smuggled out plans for the prison escape.
"I'm not trying to torpedo (the proposal)," Stirling said. "But this ques-

See LANDON on Page B-12

his legal career and involved in a
prisoners' rights group in San Diego.
Beaty also said Landon once smuggled a hacksaw blade into Chino by
taping it inside a legal brief.

Photo

Alex Landon, executive director of Community Def,~derS1.

•••

With Beaty as the star witness,
Burt, his wife Andrea, Seabock and a
Palo Alto woman named Jean Hobson were tried for the murder of Sanchez, the attempted murder of
Fitzgerald, and the prisoner rescue.
The Burts were tried in San Bernardino and convicted of second-degree murder, assault with a deadly
weapon and rescue of a prisoner.
Hobson and Seabock were tried in
Los Angeles; Hobson was convicted
of second-degree murder and
Seabock of first-degree murder.
Beaty pleaded guilty to murder
and was placed in the federal prison
system for his own protection. Ac•
cording to a former San Bernardino
law-enforcement agent who followed
the case closely but who would not
speak for attribution, Beaty eventually was sent to a minimum-security
prison and again escaped. He was
captured trying to enter Canada. Of
all those prosecuted, only Seabock
and Beaty are still in prison.
Authorities investigated Landon's
alleged role, hut he was not charged.
The former San Bernardino agent
says the district attorney at the time

decided that "we really didn't have
Landon, 40, who has been a defense
enough" to file charges, since Beaty's attorney here since graduating from
testimony could not be corroborated the Universitl of San Diego School of
Landon this week said he was not Law mi971, as many iiefenders.
Beaty's attorney at the time, and had
fve had a lot of dealings with
met with him at Chino while •·assist- Alex since I came here in 1981," says
ing him on some civil-rights mat- Sheldon Krantz, dean of USD's law
ters." Landon also denied even know- school and a member of the blueing Hobson and Seabock, and said he ribbon commission that recommendknew Burt only from his civil-rights ed CDI to the county. "He's a superb
work at the prison before Burt was lawyer with a good reputation for inreleased.
tegrity and commitment."
At a later trial, Landon said, Beaty
Landon currently is the executive
changed his story and said that while
director of Defenders, Inc., which
the attorney smuggled out the letholds the largest contract with the
ters, he did not know what they concounty to handle the cases of poor
tained and was "totally innocent."
clients.
But Landon added that Beaty was "a
Well-known m local legal circles,
pathological liar."
Landon denied smuggling anything Landon on Thursday night was honout of the prison - or in, including ored with the E. Stanley Conant
hacksaw blades. He pointed out that award by the hoard of directors of
he was always physically searched at the Defender Program of San Diego
two points at the prison, and said, "I Inc., which includes appellate, federnever even carried a briefcase, just al and county defense attorneys. The
award, in memory of the first direcmy files."
tor of the defenders program in San
Diego, is given for extraordinary
Most of those in some way in- work with indigent defendants.
volved with CDI queried this week
Supervisors tentatively approved
claimed to have no knowledge of CDI last year, after a blue-ribbon
Landon's alleged role in the 1972 commission recommended that the
prison escape, although the incident county end the current system of inwas mentioned in a 1981 series of digent defense, in which the county
articles about the State Bar discipli- Office of Defender Services shares
nary system, published by The &n defense responsibilities with private
Diego Union.
attorneys under contract.

•••
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That hodgepodge system was criticized by the national legal magazine,
American Lawyer, as among the
worst in the country.
It also was consistently over budget. This year, the cost is expected to
be $7 million over the $10 million
budget.
But CDI's proposed budget has
grown as well, from $11.9 million in
operating costs to $15.9 million, excluding one-time start-up costs of
$1.2 million, another .$3 million for
continuing cases already under contract, and $2.6 million for cases that
must be contracted to private attorneys where conflicts exist.
The latest proposal calls for a CDI
staff of 305, including 187 attorneys,
39 investigators and 15 social workers. Landon's salary would be equal
to that of District Attorney Edwin
Miller, about $90,000, and that of his
chief assistant, Glenn Warren, would
he about the same as the $85,000 paid
Miller's top assistant, Dick Neely.
CDI originally was to have started
in July, but supervisors voted Tuesday to delay it. With questions about
mounting costs and who will control
the organization once it gets under
way, supervisors agreed to continue
the present system of contracting
with attorneys for indigent defense
for another year.
________ _

-, JSD law group credited
·ror cut in PacBell rates

1888

A group of law students and their
. professor at the U n i ~ San
Di~o ha_ve been credited with saving
Ca ifornia telephone users up to $300
million.
The USO group - organized as the
Center for Public Interest Law succeeded in convincing the state
Public Utilities Commission that Pacific R l's proposed income from its
customers should be cut by that
amount.
In two lengthy rate case proceedings before the PUC, the local group
filed legal briefs and delivered oral
arguments in opposition to PacBell's
position on capital recovery, fixed
cost characteristics, declining use of
plants, inflation forecasting and recovery of advertising expenses.
"We made 40 trips to San Francisco," said Robert Fellmetb, director

of the CPIL and professor of law,
"investing a lot of time and effort. I
think we were able to show that in
some areas, economically, Pacific
Bell really operates at a primitive
level, and had made some basic errors that were not in the ratepayers'
interest."
As a result, the PUC last week
awarded CPIL $58,978 for what it
termed significant contributions to
the state's decisions involving PacBell's customer rates. The money
will be paid by PacBell in compli.ance with a federal law that allow:,
such awards to outside intervenors
or customers.
The PUC said CPIL's arguments
were unique and did not duplicate
those i;nade by its own staff of analysts or those made by other intervenors.
Asked for a response, Pa<;Bell said
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too many varied
de 1sw1
mnde, and th
pl11nn1ng comm ion do n't h v
tho comp tency to mak them," he
aid "Th11 free., mark t hould

Fr

ations resurface aJ)out aiding escape from prison

Ronald \1t. Beaty, 36, who was to appear at a hearing i t!Je Sao Bernardino County 'ourtnouse.
Beaty ad erved time in both
state and federal prisons for a string
of offenses: bad checks, interstate
transportation of a stolen vehicle, attempted robbery and kidnapping. He
had escaped once and, in fact, the
h!'aring he was being escorted to was
in conn!'Ct10n ith that escape.
A battered Oldsmobile forced the
state car off the road; another car
pulled up immediately. Four people,
at least one of whom was armed, got
the shackled Beaty out of the car.
then handcuffed the guards and
forced them mto the back seat.
A gunman later identified as Robert Seabock opened fire with a .38callber pistol, i ling esus Sanchez,
24, and wounding George J. Fitzgerald, 36, who pretended to be dead,
and survived. The group then fled.
Two months later, Beaty was ca;>tured while driving across the Bay
Bridge between Oakland and San
Francisco. He first refused to talk to
authorities, but eventually made a
deal and testified against his rescuers.
One of them, Benton Douglas Burt,
30, had been a cellmate of Beaty who
had been released and made his way
to the Bay Area, where he became
friendly with members of a revolutionary group known as Venceremos.
Beaty told authorities that his own
escape had been planned and carried
out by members of Venceremos.
He also claimed that he had drawn
up plans for his escape while in prJSon, and that they were smuggled out
of Chino by Landon, then beginning

K
Kilk nny, ~ounR I for the
Construction Indu. try Federation,
aid strict growth limitat10ns
would create increa ed housing
cost , competitic:m among dev_el•
o~rs, lower tax revenues and Job
lo eo.
"We've seen this happen in San
Diego in the last 15 years any•
u itonum
way," Kilkenny said. "We've
"But public opinion nd s
Y
b •come the Jeu8 t affordable hous•
mdicute there I u lot of op sit' n
ing market in the n~tion."
tor ptd growth," h dd d. ''Th re
If 8 two-year bwldmg morator•
1 u lot of nnger and r ntment
ium
were placed throughout the
nbout th1 cloggPd road~,
wer
region, Kilkenny anticipate a
sp1 lls und ov rcrowdm~: "
county-wide unemployment rate of
Accordmg to th growth-limita•
about 14 percent due to the
t n propon nls, problem, in the
displacement of 52,000 workers '11n ltego region have reached the
both in construction and related
en
slug • and cir ttc me' ures
fields.
.
ar n ed d or citizens here will face
"That is a rect!~sion - there w1ll
On Oct. 6, 1972, a state prison vehi"d v11st11t111g l•flects."
be lower wages and lower stan- cle left the prison at Chino carrying
Richard Wharton, U D law prodards of living," he said, adding two unarmed guards and inmate
fes ·or, marnta,necl duri.ng the
that the middle-dass service secto_r
'tri I' that cities within th San
jobs
would be ar_actically elimiDiego ar a need a n•gional pl n nated, creating a c1hzenry composnot a variety of individual city
ed of those Jiving below the poverty
plans currently und r way in many
level and an effluent upper-class.
San Diego County com um ties.
"Everyone will suffer y•ith that
" II th<' local government should
kind
of scenano," he said.
adopt coordinated plan to limit
Killfonny added that the city's
growth,' h 111d. "We are eing
current plan is reason bly well
d1mimsh,ng air and water quality
des1gned, but its failure hes with
- this will re. ult in the early ex•
the lack of implementation.
tmction of th quality of life as we
"The one major .,uccess is the
know it'
pay-as-you-grow philosophy," he
Lynn Benn, a "witne. s" in the
said. "But failure is in implemen·
(Continued from -Page SB)
trial who calls her. lf a moderate,
talion _ developer fees are paid,
said she h, seen in her position as
developers paying fees.
.
they're just not transferred into
"The public is fed up. It's hke
a county communit
planning
making enough facilities. They
shuffling the deck tiers on the
committee chairwoman growth•
(growth-limitation
proponents) are
Titanic while heading toward th e
related prob! ms growm faster
angry with the wrong people. .
inevitable collision with the
than th solut1011$ can be devised to
•·San Diego is going to grow into
iceberg. A regional plan is essencomb·,t them .
8 world-class city," he continued.
tial fo,· any plan that's going to
"W re in n state of crisis," she
"We're not going to be like Santa
said "Our services are
work"
Barbara where people are newly- .
Although 11e admitted it coul_d
dimini hmg, raw sewage is spilling
wed or nearly dead - we have to
cause some temporary economic
mto our water, the air quality is
better than that."
hardship, Worden suggested imworsening - our whole quality of
Although many panelists agreed
plementing an immedi9:te 1 ½
hfi 1s al risk"
current planning methods need to
2-year building moratorium ~bl
According to B nn, Pump Stabe more consistent, they didn't all
city and county officials can de~se
tion 64 ha spilled 60 times, the
agree with Dwight Worden's proand imple en a new, effective
w t rs ofT M1sluon Bay Park are
posed gro....1.h limitation plan.
.
plan; and perhaps limiting the
clo •d 24 percent of the year due to
The former city attorney with
· number of permits to be issued.
contam1n t d w11ter the wastethe City of Del Mar said the cur•
"It's not too late," he said. "We
water tr atment plant ofT Point
rent plan has too modest goals and
Loma i 40 percent over-capacity,
have to recognize that we have _to
city officals have made too many
and San Diego 1s the fifth smog•
balance industry and commercial
amendments and exceptions to it,
uses with residential - to cut down
g,e:st city In the nation - all
which have re;;ulted in the progrowth and balance what we
growth induc d problems.
blems the area now has.
Hugh J:, nedm n, profes or of law
have."
"It's an accomodation plan - a
at USO, agree that although the
"All the local jurisdictions must
pay-as-you-grow plan," he said.
growth rat,· h r is high and prowork together," Wharton said.
"But the real problems are the ex•
"We will all hang together or we
b! m do ex1st, communities
is ting ones that can't be ol ved by
throu hout the ,rea must act
most assuredly will hang separat/
/Continued on Page 5B>
thoughtfully and cnrfully before
ely."
/ _
making dr tic d c1 ions
"We have two choices," he said.
"W can ith r l m the door on
growth und tagn 1te, or we can
pl n for the growth intelligently."
l!'red Schnaub It, form r S11n
D1~ '" cour1cilm n, cl.timed the
not growth but who is

MockTrl~ -

Landon bas never been charged
with a crime and be denies the allegation.
However, a Department of Corrections investigation resulted in a June
25, 1973, directive barring Landon
from every prison in the state systern. Department officials said this
week that the directive is still in
force.
.
That ~an will ~xtend .to the new
s!-3te prlSOn that IS nearing complelion on Otay Mesa.
"That has never been r~inded,
therefore, I would honor 1t, John
Ratelle, the superintendent of the
new Ri~hard J. Donovan Correctional Facility, said yesterday.
Asked this week why he had never
challenged the directive, Landon said
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visors questioned its rising costs and insiders say the resurgence of
the 15-year-old allegations against
Landon could further threaten the
program.
''This is probably going to do him
in," said a CDI board member, who
claimed it was never discussed when
the board chose Landon as executive
director.
The allegation against Landon was
made by an inmate at Chino state
prison who escaped custody in October 1972 when a revolutionary group
waylaid the car in which two guards
were transporting the inmate to the
San Bernardino courthouse. The inmate, who later testified against his
rescuers, said Landon smuggled out
of prison the plans for the escape.

Million-dollar smile - Son Tran, a student at,the _University of
San Diego won $1 million in the state lottery s Big Spin.

E, r.
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ft would have no comment on the
award or the commission's decisions.
The PUC also awarded $38,o47 to
Toward Utility Rate Normalization,
a consumer research group, that argued in opposition to positions taken
by Arn ri an Telephone and Telegraph on its Caltfornia rates before
the PUC.
The PUC said TURN was partially
successful in arguing that the salaries of some top-level AT&T execu-

mining the proper amount of AT&T
income, and was successful in arguing that directory assistance charges
should not be increased from 35 cents
to 60 cents.
TURN also succeeded in proving
to the PUC's satisfaction that AT&T
did not present evidence to support
its contention that competition was
h<tving an adverse IJJipact on the
company.
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ew entries brighten picture
bottom to let out the sand and water,
yet trap the crabs." He says the
crabs are easily spotted bubbling in
the sand
How does a novice "read" the surf
and determine which spot to fish?
''I like to find a mixing of the
wav " says Heard. "Maybe a froth
and then a reforming of a wave. That
tuna catches o good last year? le- means deep water, and it's a good
cause these fi ·h migrate from he place to target."
"I look for the tidal cuts in the
So th and can. and did. duck insje
sand, which I call canals," says
the dirty-water band.
Dr. Jim Squire, a billfish expe-t, George. "The fish lie m these cuts
al o spoke at the meeting. and he ,e- and wait for bait sweeping past."
When floating debris is a problem.
scribed "long-line" fishing, whrh
move I00 yards north or south to
just
most think of m the vertical serse
area.
clutter-free
a
rather than laterally, which is he
These experts use 20-pound line,
way such lines are laid.
"What they do," he said, meanbg generally (though lighter on their
the Japanese proponents of this rt "short" rods), spinning reels, twoof fi hmg. "ts set a 60-mile-long l11e, hook surf leaders and sinkers rangbetween 2,200 and 2,500 hooks ba1L'<I ing from 1 to 6 ounces, depending on
with mackerel and squid, and floa~ the strength of the ocean surge. They
at interval with buoys That's be u~e hooks in 6 to 1-0 sizes.
\\here do they fish? Black's Beach
long line. In 1984 they took 20.'i.!l
a favor -and not for that reametnc tons of s ordfbh, 11,553 t
- but any of the state beaches
on
of striped marlin, 70,000 tons of salSan Onofre south. and almost
from
fi h, black marlin and shortbill m.:rthats safe (with an abanywhere
billfish.'
million
7.3
Im. We figured
Some rocky outcropkelp/.
of
sence
Surf fishmg 1s be t on the incomug
are favored.
also
Baja
m
pings
tide during a minus-tide cycle, Nwbay mussels on
keep
they
do
How
a
to
neker believes, "from the low
insulation off
the
scrape
•·r
hook?
the
half-hour before the high." He wis
around the
wiring
electrical
leftover
not disputed by others on his pan•I.
the eye of
onto
tie
wires,
thin
house,
George
Al
Heard. Rus Hansen and
the wire
wrap
then
and
hook
the
The surf fisherman. the pare!
mind,"
don't
Fish
bait.
the
around
agreed, usually takes at least tvo
thread,
use
Others
Neuneker.
says
bead!.
the
to
him
with
rigged rods
One i a longer pole. up to 13 fett, eel grass and dental floss.
Other tips: Paint the long rod tip
with which Jong casts can be mafe
and the wave action hurdled whm white or mark it with a white cloth
the rod is placed in a sand spike. Tie to make it visible at night; best surf
shorter pole can be like a ramoo.v fishing is in April, May and June;
trout 'tick, lightly weighted and ca;t don't forget to carry extra leaders,
line cutters, a bucket or a stringer
horter than the other.
the fish, sunburn lotion, extra bait
for
"Often.' says Neuneker, "a sirf
prefers razor clams, squid,
one
if
fisherman will cast too far and mi;s
Innkeeper worms,
bloodworms,
the close fish. That's why you ne~d
anchovies. Cut
salted
shrimp,
ghost
one for short casts."
Long ca ts, because of the higbn the Innkeeper worm mto stnps.
"I like to put a cut-off strip of an
arc are able to dodge some tom
balloon on the hook with my
orange
grass and kelp that fouls lines
says. "This repreNeuneker
bait,"
hooks cast off shorter rods.
a sand crab,
from
eggs
the
sents
Bait for the surf fisherman 1s
to resist."
able
seem
don·t
fish
which
cheap. "We dig our own on the
fishermen.
surf
these
anglers,
Sly
beach" Hansen says. "Sand crabi; 1
Things are looking up in the outhave a bucket to scoop the sand and
doors.
I've cut screened holes in sides and

olla Will1ams

... on the outdoors
have been mad , by a commcmal
net boat m the Central Pacific in the
first w k m ay That boat found
alba or nd caught 200 a day for a
hort period l.aurs noted.
Th f h rmen at th .I.!&D semi
nar, which wa arranged by San
Diego Ocean Foundat1on. learned
that a t-y ar-old alb1e tretch · 15
mche and weighs 2'h pound . At age
2, the tun ts a 12-pounder. at age 3 a
24-pound , and, wh n 4. a 35-pound r tr telling 36 mch .
Laurs d ribed th two different
ub tock of albacore migrating
e tward from Japan Tb y d1vid n
north rn nd outh rn sub tocks at
th C ntr I Cahforma coa t, and
there 1. 1ttle tntcrmlnghng San
Frane1scan h h th northern ubtock, San D1egan the southern
group.
lnd1cahn the peed of the albacore' w11nmmg. Laurs said that
one tagged f1 h traveled 3,000 miles m a str ght hoe from the mid•
P c1f1c to Vancouver I land in five
months That averages 20 mile a
d y, nd tuna ar known to move 50
nules on occ ion overnight
Last year's catch of about 27,000
alb1 , most of th m off Central and
orth rn ahfornia, 1 on of the
poorer annual cores, particularly
when contra ted with 1984' 211.284
count (160,154 off San Diego) which
m.iy be an iverall record for sportboat though an unofficial 229,314
catch w. s post d in 1962.
ugg ts the 1987 catch will
Lau
be "about average" That figures
by about 110,000 albacore tuna
La t y af s catch was poor beat
at cause there wa a 100-mile•wide
band of cold, dirty water off San
Diego and extending down to midBaJa The alb1 , heading in from the
west would not cro s thi band. T ey
fmally rea hed the coast around
Morro Bay But why were bigeye

t..Afl.'1 P.C. B
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j!lt2,.!i~~et worth $13 million

one who bought a lotto ticket in
Campbell will only have to share
a $13,130,393 jackpot with Uncle
Sam, but 14 people will split the
second prize this week in the
California Lottery game.
The jackpot ticket was purchased at the Stop N Go Market
at 1857 Bucknall Road in Campbell, near San Jose. Identities of
Lotto 6-49 winners are not known
until they deliver their tickets to
state lottery offices.
Meanwhile, a retired Air
Force officer, "too nervous" to
spin for himself, won a $4.1 million annuity Saturday when his
daughter spun the prize wheel
for him and hit the grand prize
on the lottery's "Big Spin" television show
Two other spinners, one a
Vietnamese immigrant, won an·
nuities worth $1 million each.
The lotto jackpot is not the
biggest ever awarded by the
state lottery. Gordon Pivar of
Oceanside won $17.9 million
playing the number-guessing
game late last year.
Winning lotto numbers picked
Saturday night were: 3, 9, 34, 42,
18. l and the bonus number, 25.
The jackpot winner guessed all
of the first six numbers.
The lottery will deduct 20 percent of the jackpot for federal
income taxes.
correctly
people
Fourteen
picked five of the first six lotto
numbers and got the bonus
number as well, to win second-

place prizes. Each won $94,689, Weed and Melissa Proietti, to
lottery spokesman John Schade Sacramento for the "Big Spin."
said Sunday.
Weed spun the wheel and
There were 357 tickets with landed m one of the two grand
just five numbers and each wins prize slots on the 100-slot wheel
$1,913. Tickets with only four - the first spinner to do so since
correct numbers totaled 16,707, March 21.
and each is worth $37. In the botHedrick will get an annual
tom category, there were 279,485 check for $164,000 for 20 years.
tickets with three numbers, Twenty percent will be deducted
worth $5 each.
for federal income taxes.
Lotto sales for last week totalThe $1 million winners were
ed $12,418,268.
Son Tran, 31, a physics student at
The "Big Spin" grand prize
the niversity of San Diego, and
winner was Tom Hedrick, 61, a
, a bookemen s,
Debbie
former Air Force major who
keeper from La Mirada.
retired in 1970. He stayed home
Each will get an annual check
in Merced and sent his wife,
Mary, and daughters, Camilla for $40,000 for 20 years.
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/HE'S HONORED - Rancho Santa Fe resident Rufus
Young Jr: h~s ~een se~ected as co-recipient of the county
?ar a~soc_1at10n s Public Lawyer of the Year Award. Young
1~ active 1n the current RSF incorporation campaign and
sits on the boards of the regional American Red Cross
LEAD San Diegojlnd the \.!SD Law School Alumni Ass~ciaC( 5' "5
tlon.

e

I " · 1XHR
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',' The Wine and Roses wine
tasting charit-- benefit is set for
May 30 at l.SD's Camino Patio.
The fifth annual event, with
tastings at 3 p.m. and 5 p.m., is put
on by Juniors of Social Service and
the local California As , 11f
,/
Nurserymenc~a~ter. r ('
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UCR AT THI CROSSROADS

~9 Son Diego schools provide contrasting lessons
-:t,\

,--------------------,
By JIM ALEXANDER
The Press-Enterprise
SAN DIEGO - In mulling the advantages of
'"'"""""~""'·•
upgrading Its athletic program to Division I status,
the p ople at UC Riverside can look to San Diego for
two h •ipful example .
Qlego, they'll learn
from the
110w to make the move.
From United Slate International University,
they'll I arn some things about how not to.
SD previously was a D1v1s1on II mdependent;
1n fact, the Toreros' Ia t Division II basketball game
a lo lo UCR In th 1979 NCAA West Regional.
D mov d directly into the West Coast Athletic i;;.,,..._,-.,
Mt r nc (WCAf'.J during the 1979-80 school year
and has built 1t elf into a consistent contender.
'
chool has won two regular-season WCAC
Th
ti Jes, Including thts past year. Though upset by
pp rd1n<• In the conference tournament, the Tore..__ _ _ _.......J
rps iictvanc d to the 1987 NCAA Tournament and e - - UNIVERSITY OF SAN OIEGO
g 1v heavily favor d Auburn a scare before losing,
62-61.
of San _Die.go vice
Ivers
For USIU, conv rs ly, the NCAA tournament is Thomas Burke,
president and West Coast Athletic Conference
stm just a rumor.
president, near school's swimming pool.
• USIU, formerly a memb r of the National Assoriatlon for Int ·rcolleg1ule Athletics, moved up to
The reasons for the contrast may boil down to
D!Vl 10n I inctepenctcnt tatu rn 1979. The school has
had om · succc 1n low-prof1le sports, but it has two key differences:
• from the outset, USD emphasized men's
bi; n a corhtstt•nt failure in men's basketball, the
sport th ll mo t oft n d I rmln . the reputation of basketball. putting much of its resources into that
program. USlU, according to athletic director Al
on program that do sn't include football.
l t a on n Divi. ion I, USIU complied Palm1otto, preferred to "spread the wealth," and the
, In I
k th 111 rer rd. Th s year the Gulls were success of its other programs was overshadowed by
11 54-163
the problems of the basketball team.
a Ulv1 10n I school.
11-17, thl'ir mo. t v1ctonc

'!!!!

~~l!![S~!t:;!s~

• USD was able to get immediate affiliation in
a conference with Pepperdine, Loyola Marymount,
San Francisco, Santa Clara, St. Mary's, Portland and
Gonzaga. On the other hand, USIU, forced to fend
for itself, has to scramble to put together a schedule,
especia!ly after conference seasons begin.
Palmiotto acknowledged that trying to survive
as an independent might have been a mistake.
"It's tough, tough, tough," he said. "If Riverside
can't get into a league, I would tell them to think
twice, because February gets to be an awful dry
month."
USIU played more home games last year, 17,
than in past seasons. And it played them all in one
place, Golden Hall, a 3,000-seat auditorium in downtown Balboa Park. That is a sizable distance from
the campus, on the northern outskirts of San Diego.
But it's still an improvement over splitting its home
schedule between UC San Diego, Southwestern College and high school gyms.
Still, USIU had to scramble for games, playing
two each against Pan-American, Coppin (Md.) State,
Bethune-Cookman, UC San Diego, Brooklyn, Utica
and Texas-Arlington.
That sort of scheduling was what USD Vice
President Thomas Burke wanted to avoid, and why
USD worked so hard to get into a conference.
"There aren't many independents on the West
Coast," said Burke, who is president of the WCAC in
addition to working in USD's student affairs office.
"You won't get any games out here after conferences start, so you're going to have to fly East, and
that gets expensive. It's going to dilute the program
to where it can't be competitive."

•

USIU's Palmiotto said his philosophy was to put
more emphasis on women's sports than other schools
did. But the positive results in those sports were
overshadowed by the struggles of men's basketball,
plus the novelty of having the only Division I hockey
team in the southwestern U.S.
"What I didn't realize was, they (people) don't
care about any other sports except basketball and
football," he said. "That was a mistake on my part."
USD specifically emphasized men's basketball,
although within specific guidelines (no special ad·
missions policy, no booster clubs, no firing coac~
for losing). And with patience.
"I don't think you can expect overnight success
on the Division I level," said Jim Brovelli, who w.as
USD's head basketball coach at the time of the
switch to Division I and is now head coach at San
Francisco. "Each year we improved. And I was
fortunate that we had a great administration (thi:it)
understood ... how tough it is to compete on the n$1
level."
That patience was rewarded when USD reached
the NCAA tournament in 1984, and again this year.
Each time, the Toreros lost in the first round, but the
money the school received as its share of NCAA
receipts (nearly $200,000 this year) and the publicity
it received for reaching the tournament made tile
commitment worthwhile.
"Our university really didn't see much value in
playing Division II and spending that much money
for the lack of publicity and coverage that DivisiQn
II gains for you," Burke said. "Division I has done
what we set out to have it do - spread t11e
/'
university's message and name."
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DIEGO - The fifth annual Wine and Roses wine tasting
will be held Saturday, May 30 at
the Univer~ of San Diego on
the outdoor Camino Patio. The
fifth annual event will feature
the first public announcement
and tasting of the medal-winning
wines of the San Diego National
Wine Competition. - - - .
wrne and"Roses benefits charities through the Juniors of Social
Service and the San Diego
California
the
of
Chapter
Association of Nurserymen. A
debut tasting begins at 3 p.m. and
costs $35 per person. The regular
tasting begins at 5 p.m. and costs
$25 in advance, $30 at the door.
For more inf9.rmati,on, call 58/8~'1. ...,.-c;
5931.
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Carlsbad, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Carlsbad Journal
(Cir. 2xW. 16,049)
Diego High School's Phil Mickelson
shot a three-under par 68 to take a
two-stroke lead after the first
round of the San Diego Section
individual golf tournament Tuesday at Singing Hills Country Club
in El Cajon.
Mickelson did not compete for
USDHS in Monday's team champi-
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11 preJast concrete pilRsll,".6'. "

said JcJ: Anderson, Lusm'u, - ·i•.,.
tant proJccl managl•r. "Approximately 90 cubic yards of concrete
were poured to form the 40 feel
lull pilasters. In addition, the
exterior facade required extensive
hand application of the mortar
bed and granite to achieve the
desired results without appearing
segmented."
Bedfo~perlies, formerly
Kaise0cvclwment ro . developer of Palomar Triad, will locate
their corporate headquarters 111
the newly completed building.
Leasing agent for the project 1s
Bill Driscoll of Coldwell Banker.
Lusatrli..Qmstruct10n T-;i)~-is one
of Southern California's larges t
general building and engineering
contractors. With an emphasis on
ti.Jll-service contracting, the firm
specializes in commercial , indust/
rial and office projects.

Dally Callfornlan
(Cir. D. 100,271)
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-OSD commencement e:cises set

.

te 1,250 students this .
.
.
.Umvers_ ty of San Diegi° ~encement exercises at USD s
which graduates 260
weekend m three separa e
football stadium. The Schoo) of \a~'. 3oa.m. on Saturday. On
students, will haJe cere~o~::~f business education, nursing and
Sunday, the gra .uaw ~c a joint comme~cement at 10:30 a.m.
dents receiving degrees. At 2:30 p.m.
ar:ts and SC(encesd~bo
w1thdan e7s4t10ma~~ergra~~ates will receive bachelor's degrees. /
/
u
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Topeka,
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grads
e gra ~ate ·hoob ~f bu~1 ness, e~u_cat1on and nursing will
have a JOmt ceremony 10:30 a.m.
_
___lY-,8
s~
SDSU's ceremony begins at 9 today, with 250 receiving degrees.
About 740 undergraduates will
a.m. today with 7,471 students and
so~e 20,oqo relatives and friends receive bachelor degrees at 2:30
p.m. today.
filling Aztec Bowl.
A SD U student who died of
Martin Agronsky, 40-year veteran broadcast journali t who mod- 9•stic fibrosis just before graduaerates a syndicated public affairs tton a year ago will be honored at
show called "Agronsky and Com- the university's exercises today.
The parents of Donald "Buzz"
pany," will be the speaker.
USD will hold three separate Wassenberg Jr., Donald and June
df:!,_~encements in its football sta- \\'.assenberg of Big Piney, Wyo.,
will be presented with a posthuIts chool of Law graduated 260 mous master's degree in science for
students in ceremonies at 10:30 their son .
this weekend at San Diego State
f
University and the Universit

...

onald
Fifter, a
member of
the Bonita Valley
Lions Club, was
elected District
Governor of Disof Lions
trict
International during the annual convention held May 1
Rfer
through 3 in Newport Beach. District 4L~ along with
58 Lions clubs and 14 Lioness clubs
encompasses San Diego and Imperial
counties.
Fifer will be installed at the Lions
International Convention July 1
through 4 in Taipai, Taiwan. Lions
International is the largest service
organization in the free world.
Fifer joined the El Centro Police
Department in 1960 as a patrolman,
retiring in 1978 with the rank of police
captain. He had served as commander of each major division within
the departmen1/

----
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ALCALA PARR '1..:-S,rhe University of
San Diego will award degrees to some
1,25(}- students at three commencement
ceremonies next weekend.
The USD School of Law will huld a
graduation ceremony for 300 students
May 23, at 10:30 a.m. in the university
stadium . Boris Binker, professor emeritus
at Yale Law School, will be the
commencement SJJ<aker He will also
receive an honorary Doctor of Law
degree from the university.
More than 190 graduate students will
receive degrees May 24 at a ceremony to
begin at 10:30 am. in the USO stadium.
Commencement speaker will be
Alexander George, Graham H . Stuart
professor of international relations and
political sciences at Stanford Universny .
An undergraduate ceremony for about
?50 students will also take place Sunday
111 the stadium at 2:30 p.m. Ernest W .
Hahn will be commencement speaker.
Hahn is vice chairman of the USD Board
of Trustees and founder of Ernest W.
Hahn, Inc., a West Coast shopping
center developer.

ulie Sydney
Roth, daugho f
t e r
Margaret Roth of
El Centro and the
late Sydney Roth,
graduated Saturday from Washburn University of
Topeka School of

he faculty
and staff at
Imperial
High Schoof have
selected Regina
Calhoun, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Calhoun of
Imperial, to join
125 other students
from Southern - - - - - Calhoun
California in the
Hugh O'Brian Youth Foundation
Southern California Leadership Seminar June 5 through 7 at the
University of San. Diego.
The event, open to all sophomores,
is designed to harn!!SS the leadership
potential of today's youth. The students will go head-to-head in roundtable discussions with leaders in
business, economics, the arts, and
education.
From this conference, Calhoun
may be selected to attend the
international conference in Denver,
with congressmen, businesspersons
and other leaders in society.

P

Graduation
scheduled
for u~,:q
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Da_g~tt _~J_ected to CPA group

Kan., with a juris
Roth
doctor degree.
Roth attended Central Union High
School and Imperial Valley College
and graduated cum laude from the
University of San Diego, with a
degree in political science.

El CaJon, CA
(San Diego Co.)

£11. 1888

MieRlr~~~ggett of Escondido was recently elected to
membership in the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants.
Daggett is the manager of the tax department for
McMahan's Furniture Co., Carlsbad home office
McMaban's has operations in five western states
Daggett is a graduate of San Diego State University and
has attended past-graduate business courses at ~ i versity nf Sao Diego's business school. He received his
CPA certificate in June 1985.

El Centro, CA
(Imperial Co.)
Imperial Valley Press
(Cir. W. 10,526)

Law,

•
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one-under 70s to tie for second:
Carlsbad's Mike O'Leary was
fourth at 71. Thirty-four of the 100
golfers shot 78 or better to make
the cut.
The final round of the 36 -hole
tournament begins today at 6,52
(_
a.m.

Inn in order to participate in the
U.S. Open local qualifying tournament at the Singing Hills course.
Mickelson, 16, shot a 73-75 at
Monday's qualifying, missing the
cut by two strokes.
In the section tournament, La
Jolla's Harry Rudolph and Point

Pltase I COJJJnlrJe
( onstruc2,~,;,:1~2.:l millwn
Palomar Tnad phase I office
h11ilrl1ng 111 C11rlsbacl 1s complete,
111111miiited ,John Bailey, Vltl• pre idenl ofLusarch Con. truction Co,
gc-n ml contr"i1ctor forthe prnJcct.
Bedford l'roprrtics is the
<l<•vclop(•r.
Located at 2121 r alomar
Airport Hoad, the 50,600 square
foot structure is the first of three
commercial office buildings
planned for the site.
IJ •signed hy m.:1~~ociute
of San Diego, thcthree-story
contl'mporary building features a
curvilmcur fucade with u sweeping "S" turn. The steel frame with
concrete infill structure is fucPd
with polished rose granite, ro:etinted glazing and slainle s steel
column covers.
The ~outh building elevation
faces a large wat1•r fountain,
which will he the center-piece of
the complex. Extensive iute landcaping includes a large berm
,1long the Palomar Airport Rol)d
•
frontuge.
•· onstruction included r • ising

.Alt..~ "· C. 8
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miles northeast of San Diego.
The festivities will begin with a 9:30
a.m. Mass in front of the historic m1ss10n
bell towc>r, followed by a procession of the
Blessed Sacrament through the village.
The procession will include an
equestrian unit carrying U.S. flags and
American Indians from nearby
reservations displaying tribal banners. A
priest from the mission will carry the
Blessed Sacrament, enca.sed in a
monstrance, flanked by a Knights of
Columbus honor guard.
The fics1a has been an annual event
since tht- mission was established m 1816
as an asistencia to Mission San Luis Rey de
Francia. Although many cultural changes
have taken place, the Pala fiesta has
remained much the same.
A pit barbecue and a variety of
Mexican foods will be served. Games,
music and entertainment are also
planned. The fiesta is open to the public;
admission and parking are free. For more
/"'
information call (714) 742-3317.
/
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Tril}IJne Education Writer

San Diego State University and
the University of San Diego will
hold t-lieir commencement exercises this weekend, with a total of
8,721 students receiving degrees.
SDSU's ceremony begins at 9
~-m: Sunday, as 7,471 graduates
f!le mto the Aztec Bowl. Approximately 20,000 of their relatives
and friends are expected to fill
the stadium.
For the first time in the university's history, the event will
be televised by KPBS-TV and
aired over Southwestern Cable
Channel 15 and Cox Cable Channel 24, from 9 a.m. to 10:15 a.m.
Telecommunications students

eqwpment.
Television commentator Martin Agronsky, who has received a
number of awards during his 40
years in broadcast journalism
will be the commencement
speaker. He has appeared on all
three commercial TV networks
and the Public Broadcasting Systern. Currently, he moderates a
syndicated public affairs show
'
"Agronsky and Company."
USD will hold three separate
~ommencements, beginning with
1ts &hool of Law, which will
graduate 260 students in ceremonies at 10:30 a.m. tomorrow in
USD's football stadium. Boris

Please see GRADUAT.
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Bittker, a Yale University law school
professor emeritus, will be the
speaker.
The graduate schools of business,
education and nursing will have a
joint ceremony Sunday at 10:30 a.m.
in USD's stadium, with 250 receiving
degrees. Alexander George, professor of international relations and political science at Stanford University, will speak.
Shopping center developer Ernest
Hahn will address the 740 undergraduates receiving bachelor degrees at
2:30 p.m. Sunday in USD's stadium.
Hahn, vice chairman of the university's board of trustees, will be given
an honorary degree by USD Presi• dent Author Hughes.

San Diego, CA
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In one general commencement ceremony that was televised live, an
estimated 7,000 students graduated from San Diego State University on
Sunday at Aztec Bowl on campus. Martin Agronsky, the moderator of
Agronsky & Company, a syndicated public affairs program. and
valedictorian Robin Joleen Shipton spoke to the graduates. After the main
ceremony, the colleges of education, business adm1nistrat1on, theater,
profess.onal studies and fine arts, sciences. engineering, health and
human services, and arts and letters held individual ceremonies.
Degrees: 7,000 diplomas awarded, including 1,500 graduate degrees.

at school's 34th commencement exercise

Elsewhere:
• Universit of

Sa O.ego: An estimated 1,000 students graduated 1n
two separate e){ercises in Torero Stadium on Sunday. Ernest Hahn,
shopping center developer and vice chairman of the USO Board of
Trustees. addressed the 740 undergraduates Ale){ander George,
professor of international relations and political science at Stanford
University, spoke to the 250 students who graduated with master's
degrees. Both men received honorary degrees of humane letters from
the university.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341 ,840)
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Mortar boards, diplomas and smiles were in evidence at
the Univers ty of San Diego graduation ceremony.
Tu sd y?"
Almost 4, p!'ople turned out for
the school's th graduation ceremony, with students giving a standing
ovation to the winners of the Alcala
Leadership Award·, Mary Therese
Warburton and Stephen R. Krallman.
Earlier m the day, the graduate
schools of B iness, Education, Nursing und Arts and Sciences held a joint
commencement ceremony for 250
advanced-d gree recipients.
President Author Hughes viewed
the gradua on as a bitter weet expe•
nence
"Today 1 ' a triumph for gradutes but it's also a passage. Today
you begin life anew and on your
own," Hughes said. "Take time to appreciate the combined efforts of so
many that brought us here today.''
The only student speaker, valedictorian Toni Marie Gallo Smith,
called the commencement a "time to
reJ01ce, re t and reflect on your accomplishments "
fellow graduates
Smrtl1 a

to live their lives with mtegrity and
honesty, to have compassion for their
fellow men and to seek peace. "Our
challenge is to be different," she said.
Pablo Mendoza, 52, one of the oldest graduates of the Class of '87, took
a different challenge six years ago.
After retiring as a military officer
in 1978, Mendoza decided to go to the
university to get a degree in rehgious
studies. He entered college in 1981,
the same year his son, Pablo Jr., enrolled at USD.
"I wanted to come to school. I
wanted to have that feeling that
other undergraduates experience,"
said Mendoza, who saw his son graduate two years ago. Since Mendoza
graduated last semester and is already doing his graduate work, he
said he almost skipped the ceremony, but he remembered the hoopla
surrounding bis son's graduation and
wanted to experience it for himself.
"I enjoyed it immensely," be said.
"Now that I have experienced it, it's
a tremendous feeling.'
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No 'fanguage
too obscure
for UCSD lab
By Lisa Petrillo
taff Writer

Eisya, kailan natin lininisin ang
babay?

Hardly a handy phrase for the
wildly rich Imelda and Ferdinand
Marcos. Translated, it means: Well,
when do we clean house?
The phrase means a lot to UCSD
sophomore Marie Bartolome, since it
was part of that week's lessons in her
do-it-yourself course in the Philippm<? dialect of Tagalog. If she doesn't
learn her lessons, she won't earn four
credits for he class.
Bartolome studies the language of
arents, on her own time
he FiJ'n
a d a her own pace. he dnesn't
even have to buy any boo · for the
course.
She gets Ta~alog bookc and tapei;
See UCSD n Page 8-5

ucsbi Obscure languages taught at lab
Continued"~ 8-1
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/4choenlein
quits at yso
b

~ball coach
USD _assisti t
Rkk b()('n!ein, who served under
Toreros coach Hank Egan during
each of Egan's three casons at the
Alcala Park school, resigned yesterday.
Schoen) in, 33, was a former player and a i tant coach under Egau .lit
the Air Force Academy. No replacement has be n named.

USD Basketball
Loses Asmsjant

SA ~'Jdri'ao-R1ck
Schoenlein reSJgned Tuesday after three seasons as a
Universitl of San Diego
assistant asketbail coach.
"It looks like I'm going to
get out of it [coaching]
entirely," said Schoenlein,
who was m charge of recrulling at U D ··r Ju
d ee
think 1t' time t
what e 1s out there.~
choenlem, 33, came to
USD with Coach Hank
Egan ar er servmg as an
asS1stant to Egan at the Air
Force Academy during the
1983-84 s ason. Schoenlein
a1 o was a graduate ass1stnt to Egan in 1976 before
entering the ervice
His res1gnat1on becomes
effective July 1
This past season USO
(24-6) lo t to Auburn m the
first round of the NCAA
tournament. 62-61
"My a soc1at1on with
Rick goes back a long
time," Egan satd "l hate to
see him go; I was the one
who recrmted htm [as an
assistant coach! at Air
Force"
·o replacement has been
named

7

through the University of California
at San Diego Language Laboratory,
which offe · do-it-yourself courses in
more than 95 languages, including
Danish, Igbo, Serbo-Croatian,
Quechua, and both the Irish and
Scots variations of Gaelic.
The Language Laboratory is
where you can learn languages most
people only read about in National
Geographic: Armenian, Slovene,
Wolof, Efik, Twi.
It's sort of a Smithsonian of
tongues.
Pull a manual from the shelf and
learn that Ndiikebaanuye is how they
say "goodbye" in Kirundi.
The man who built the collection is
Leonard Newmark, who helped develop the UCSD language program
and ran it for more than 20 years.
Newmark explained the need for
such a variety: "There are 3,000 to
4,000 languages in the world, depending on how you count, and here we
were teaching four of them."
The idea is to let students study
languages that interest them, and at
the same time avoid keeping on the
payroll teachers for the more obscure languages.
In Newmark's view, no language is
obscure, merely lesser-known. He is
on sabbatical to compile a dictionary
of Albanian, a language he has spent
his life studying.
Newmark has never been to Albania and has little hope of ever
going there, since its communist government banned almost everyone
from coming or going there since the
Nazis left in 1944. The closest he ever

got was Yugoslavia.
The UCSD language program is
now run by Tracy Terrell, and the
structure basically follows
Newmark's design. Traditional language classes, with teachers and
quizzes, are offered for languages
most in demand. Spanish, French,
German, Russian, Italian, Hebrew,
Japanese, Portuguese and Mandarin
Chinese. About 1,000 students each
quarter take those.
The rest, from Afrikaans to Yoruba, are offered do-it-yourself style,
-comp e e i final exams. This
spring, close to 100 are taking those.
The cost for the teacher-taught and
do-it-yourself courses is the same.
"I knew it could be done, but doing
it was quite revolutionary for the
time," Newmark said.
San Diego State University is considering but doesn't yet offer self-instructional languages. SDSU handles
huge numbers of students - close to
9,000 class registrations per semester
- for classes in French, Spanish,
Italian, German, Russian, Portuguese, Hebrew, Japanese, Chinese,
Latin and somet mes Arabic.
The SDSU language laboratory itself must handle the numbers, up to
130 at a time for the heavily emphasized listening portion of the language programs, compared with the
few dozen slots at UCSD.
At the University of San Diego, six
languages are taught, none self-instructional. The university just
beefed up its laboratory to handle
the heavily emphasized oral portion
of the program.
The UCSD Language Laboratory

itself looks unexotic enough, being even a tape on an Alabama drawl
smaller than an average McDonald's titled: "Southern No. 1: How to Serve
and full of Apple computers, tape re- Grits."
Murphy's most passionate lancorders, magazines, books and quiet
shopping these days is for
guage
people.
But on the shelves sit texts that American Indian tongues. The lab
can teach Russian, seven varieties of has only Cree and Navajo so far, she
Arabic, Motu and more - even said sadly.
Ngaanyatjarra, the language of the
Australian Aborigine.
When a UCSD medical student
needed to learn Ponapean, to work
on the Western Pacific island so
small that maps ignore it, Linda
Murphy, the language librarian,
hunted it down.
Now tapes and books on how-toponapean are part of the Language
Laboratory's 10,000 volumes, tapes, I
videos and computer programs. And I
although nobody else bas ever ex- I
pressed any interest in Ponapean, I
Murphy hasn't lost hope that some- I
I
one someday will.
Murphy has become a zealous I
shopper of languages in order to ex- I
pand the laboratory, although she I
said the yearly acquisition budget of I
$6,000 doesn't buy a whole lot of new I
tongues.
I
In her pursuit, Murphy has learned 1
that Telugu is spoken in Southeast
Asia and Igbo in Nigeria. The Breton
spoken in France's Brittany resembles Celtic, she said, noting that "a
Welshman and a Breton really could
talk to each other, if they really
wanted to."
In addition to foreign tongues, the
Language Laboratory offers tapes of
various forms of English dialect including Irish brogue, Cockney and
French-accented English. There is
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Liberal w Pr essor Bacl<s
rt Nominee
Reagan' S.F
glOn Bur,011

re with Professor Slegan's ap
roach to th Constitution, I have
be n intrigued by the Ingenuity,
consistency and sincerity of his argum nts," Dershowltz said.
"lll rommltment to liberty
and \11 unwllhngne to di tlngul h
an on types or liberty make hi
vi v. appear quite conservative."
• But his methodology I llber•
tarlan," D r howltz concluded,
"and he eems truly dedicated to
kecpmg government off our backs,
not only wh n property I at Issue,
hut wh •n any liberty ls threatened
by the state."
1egan ·wa appointed In Janu
ary, but th , natl' JudiCJary Com•
m1ttee Is not expected to bold hearings on the nomination until June
/
or July.

PROUD DAD -

USD holds comm encem ent cerem onies

not al\\ ys

By Veronica Garcia

S.111 D,eqo, C.il1f.
Sou thcrn Cross

Soutbc..-n Crou

(Ctr. W. 27,500)
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USD names Rohatyn

professor of the year

•

nnis Rohatyn,
LCALA PAiµ;._
Ph.D, ha been sel cted s the 1987
r the University of San
r ( pt nt
D1 o' Low II Davies Award for Faculty
Achievem nt.
The a,-. rd I given annually to a
faculty member for outstanding
,,rhievem nt in te:ichang, scholarship and
serv1 e.
A philo~phy professor at USD since
1977, Rohatyn graduated magna cum
laude from Queens College, New York.
He received a ma tel'll degree from New
York City College and a doctorate from

Fc,-dham University, 'ew York.
He hosts "The Art of Argument" for
Cox Cable Television and "Thinking
Things Through" for KPBS-FM Radio .
The achievment award was established
in 1984 by the College of Arts and
Sciences' Deans Council in memory of
the late Lowell Davies, a noted bcnefact/
..
/
toUSD

Chula Vista, CA
(San Diego Co .)

Star News

(Cir. 2 x W. 24,418)
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ALCAl A PARK - As P.,mp and
Crrromrtm, , played and an estimated
2,000 family members and fnends looked
on, some 740 undergraduates processed
into the Universitv of San Diego's
f~tball stadium for commencement
e.-.erci,es last Sunday afternoon.
The ceremony was the largest of three
held last V'.Cekend at USD for some 1,250
gnduates
The School at Law a" arded degrees to
260 students during a morning ceremony
fay '23. Boris Btttker, a protessor
err emus at Yale Law School, received an
honorary doctorate of law degree and
addressed law school graduates.
Theodme Boutrous Jr was class
valedictorian. He \\as editor of the San
Ditgo Low Rnieu. a USD law school
publication which has about 1 000
subscribers worldwide.
The graduate schools of bu iness,
educanon, nursing, and arts and sciences
held ajomt commencement for some 250
Photoo by S.m Luce«>
students last Sunday morning. Dr.
MINOR ADJUSTMENTS - Deanna Neely, Jett, and Julie Laub adjust each
Alexander George, a Graham H Stuart
other's hood as they await their procession into the USO stadium for
professor of internaLional relations and
commencement.
politirnl science at Stanford University,
During brief remark~, Hahn advised
spoke after receiving an honorary degree shopping center developer Ernest Hahn
graduates to make use of the values
the
Kristina R vder Orr delivered the received an honorary doctor of humane
acquired at USO. '' Plan a 1-mrtion of
they
the
of
chairman
vice
is
He
degree.
letters
valedictory address.
your daily life doing wmething of interest
At the undergraduatf' ceremony, USD Board of frustees.

to you that will help others "
H cautioned them nN to wait too long
to begin serving hurn;mity because they
may end up in th,· position of having only
money to give
"Start doing this, not tomorrow
because it's a holiday, but how about
Tuesday,·• he joked.
"The human mind is like a parachute;
it doe n t do much good until you open
it," he said
Valedictorian Toni Marie Gallo Smith
1ut d some of the ideas stre. scd througl1
the Chnsl ian educauon olforcd at I'
'1 hesc 111< luded integrity and honc;ty
'Look beyond your•elf to your fellow
man. Look for peace and eu:mumic
JU>tiCt'."
to
''Our challenge is to be different
~re for othen and live according to
God', call, she said, adding that ''Jesus
Christ will give us etemal lift· '
Th,- graduates burst into thunderou~
applause for Mary Theres, Warburton
and Stephen R. Krallman, recipients of
the Alcala Leader~hip Awards.
Author Hughe5, USD president, told
the gr .. duates that commencement
exercises mark one of life's bitterswee1
moments. Like a wedding ceremony, it is
"the ,:nding of a passage and the
beginning of a new life."
Hughes asked the a.,sembly "to take
the urnc to appreciate the combined
reasons bringing us togetht r."

and

Roses wine tasting begins at 3
p.m. for debut tasting and 5 p.m.
eld
for regular tasting. It will

MAY 2 9 1387
c. B

E,r

The fifth

(Cir, W. 27,500)
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Saturday

San Qiego, Calif.
Southern Cross

• Ill/en'•

A father waves a congratulatory s1Qn to his daughter in the midst of a packed stadium during undergraduate commencement exercises at USO.

J8X~

S D official resigns
to form PR agency

h ,
ALCALA PAR
r, . ara Finn,
director of pub)
•c. rel~t•ons at the
Universit of
an Diego since 1971 will
. y
leav,n
'
her ca
mpus post June 19 to
blash he
"inn be r own public relations firm
·
came U D'
..
whell tlie San Diego C \fir 5t PR director
O
ege for Men and
the San D
W
iego College r.
omen
or
merg d to become USD
d · ~he 8"rves on
nu merou local
national public
relation, boards. an
iJ
A parish co
Hallows Churchu~c L member at All
an a JoIJa F'
.
, inn was
inducted into the Pa al O
rderofthe ~oly
Sepulchre in 1983. p

l

at th,.h 'nive it of Sa Diego_5m~he oh~door Canuno Patio) ('fas-I
15 s_3s per person for the debut
tastmg, $25 in advance for the
regular tasting or $30 at the door
For more information cali
'

588-5931.

./

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune

HIGH CLASS - With hls tassel bearing the
year of graduation, a USO student listens to
commencement speakers.

(Cir. D. 123,092)

CONFERRING DEGREES -

USO President
Author Hughes awarded one of over 700 under•

graduates with her baccalaureate at last Sunday's
graduation ceremonies.

May 29, 1987, Southern Cross -

MAY 2 8 1987
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San Diego, Thursday, May 28, 1987
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.~~}~!::,
W
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(NEH) is a grant-making government agency
with an annual budget of $138 million whose purpose is to encouraging scholarship and public appreciad
h
b'l
such as i·te
tion
1 rat ure, p 1 osop y an
. of disciplines
history.
ach of San Diego's major universities has received
EH grants over the years. Last year, UCSD was
awarded a $875,000 challenge grant to create an endowment ove three years for library acquisitions in Pacifi~, Latin American and contemporary studies. The grant
gives $1 for every $3 raised by the university. UCSD also
has received an $85,000 grant to give workshops on the

S~ti~~

fu?!.m~

u ~itv of San_D'
Tb
. ree years ago, th e n r r a ~ itieg~ was
given a p50,000 challenge gra~t o . e~el?P its library
r~e1ved $90,000 to create mterd1sc1plinary courses
~nd
m ethics
·
In 1985, San Diego State University received $60,000 to
teach summer workshops in Greek literature to secondary-school teachers. And the San Diego Museum of Man
has been given $108,000 to mount an exhibition on the
Huichol Indians Qf western Mexico, called "Mirrors of
the Gods."
- Zenia Cleigh

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)
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applicants, Scales said. Often my heart of hearts, feel you
those skills include leadership should spend your time in college
Staff Writer
and critical thinking, foundations expanding your mind."
SAN DIEGO - Liberal arts in the goal of a liberal arts
Colleges should emphasize
graduates are beginning to be as education, she said.
that "an ability to think critically
much in demand a business
But students continue to enroll and judge wisely" will serve
grads m the corporate world but in more specialized majors, said graduates well in a future that
that message has yet to filter Cheney. "Even when students predicts people will switch jobs
down to universities and high are interested in taking the an average of nine times in their
chools
they don't do it," she lives, she said.
That was the platform of humanities,
Elementary and high schools
said, because of the perceived
Lynne Cheney, chairwoman of notion that specialization is more need to teach children what the
the ational Endowment for the profitable.
liberal arts are, she urged.
Humanities, who spoke last week
In the last 10 years, the number Social studies and English
at the University of San Diego of bachelor's degrees in philoso- should not be truncated by
(USDJ.
phy, foreign language, history emerging requirements such as
An Eastern university study and English literature have AIDS or drug-abuse education.
found that over the last two declined between 37 percent and All students, not just those on a
years, 25 percent more people 59 percent, she said. A University college
track,
preparatory
with liberal arts degrees were of California at Los Angeles should be exposed to classical
hired by businesses, she said.
study showed "the number of literature and history, she said.
At USD, a two-year trend is freshmen intending to major in
advised corporate
Cheney
liberal
more
emerging in which
English is down by 80 percent personnel directors to look for
arts graduates are being hired in over the last 20 years," Cheney liberal arts graduates with a
such fields as banking, in- said.
depth of knowledge that broadsurance, retail management and
Cheney, hersell trained in lit· ens perspective, who can turn
sales, aid Linda Scales, co- erature and philosophy, admit- thought into action, and who
director of career counseling and ted that liberal arts majors may support the capitalistic economy
placement.
need to take some business and who respect and strive for
are
recruiters
Company
"make that initial excellence.
"listing skills instead of the ma- courses to

l''rlday, May 29, 1987

Hy tichael • rott-Blair
laff Wrlltr

)

pea n at tbc llmve itr or San
en Y 1d, ''The schools are
Di go
try1n to teach young people to think
without g1vmg them anythmg to
th nk about and to write without xposmg th rn to good writmg.''
The re ult, accordmg to a UCLA
u:vey quot d by Ch ney, is that deptte an mcreasc in the number of
granted over the
bach lor d gr
P t 20 y •ars, th r has be n a 37
percent d hn in philosophy de
gr , a 45 percent decline in foreign
Ian ua , 49 percent drop in hi tory
de r , and a 59 percent decline in
f,ngh h literature degr s.
Thi ls making American chlldren
"d1. advantaged" compared with children of other na lion who I v a
of
knowledge ,ind under tandi
their own culture and history, giving
them a en e of belongmg to omething and m pla e, he id.
"In our hurry to make sure that
students understand the Chmese or
the Japan • e economy, let us not neg! cl to mform them of their own
hcntag('
"It i. my clear impre ion that
with whom we find ourselves m
th
s 1H st competition carry around
with th m a decided n e of their
culture, and that far from being a
n. o
di dvantag , their ,tron
1d ntity gav them an dge m confi•
denc and determination " Cheney
'
Id
, he aid that m the past, students
were taught about important events
and those who played s1gnif1cant
rol m their outcome
"In recent years, 11 ha· happened
all too orten that when the great
texts are ~rought fort~. it 1 0 they
can be derided for th 1r racism, sexm and ethnocentri m A for the
and h romes, they have been
h r
no mor
, ma~ to
n the um of their fl ," he
1d.
Cheney, who wa appoint d NEH
cha rman by Pr ident Reagan in
Apnl 1986 and unanimously confirmed by the U Sen te the followmg May, ha a broad business and
professional background
She was mo t recently a senior editor of The Washingtonian magazine,
nd !n April 19B5 wa appointed by
Pr id t Re gan to the Commission
on the Bicentennial of the U.S. Con•
lltulion.
Sh i a \udely published author
an~ ha taught at George Washmgton
U~1v rs1ty, the University of Wyomm and the Northern Virginia
Community College She is married
to R p Richard Ch ney, R-Wy.
A h ad of the EH, Cheney preides over the di tribution of more
than $125 million a year to non-profit
v ntures.
Sh hop to use that money to
d mon trate the valu of a liberal
art ~ducat1on as opposed to the increa mgly specialized course of
tudy being tak n by today's college
stud n
Chen told almost 100 people att ndmg Y terday' luncheon that the
majority of Pr !dent Reagan' cabin t are liberal art gradual , as:)re
38 perc nt of the nation's chi f xecutiv offi
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ADVERTISING/!J-,BLIC RELATIONS/
.,:;, •
MEDIA
Christop e ~t. Newcombe has been
appointed marketing intern at Schult1.e &
Wilson Marketing Communications. Scott
W. Allison has Joined the Gable Agency as
an account coordinator. University of San
Diego Public Relations Director Sara Finn
leav~s l 'SD to open her own public
relations h_rm. Nkole Clay has Joined
Z,egaus & Meuger Inc. as an
account supervi,or/ public affairs. Greg
Pace has been named art director for The
Design Quarter Inc.. Jennifer Garcia
has become production manager and Jeffrey
Young was named copywriter and account
executive.

--~-~

L

Skovmand

Lynne Cheney
Cheney said when she leave:; NEH

h hopes that part of her legacy wili

be a reversal of the decline in focus
on cultural, historical and literary
valu m the nation's chools and colleg

. 21,2 7)
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ch man of the
1/ Lynn<: Chen~y,

for the
National En
a t ~ u n•
Humanities, s .
eheon Thursday on "Management,
Why
......_c..jJj],a:rketing and the Muses
th Humanit1e are Important in
the ext Decad ' The noon lun
ch on wi II be h Id m t h r. Uni •ersiill be
ty Ce nter Forum Chene
intr duced by U D La Professor
Ben ,d Siegan· be h e mcml,erb
of th Commission on th Bi·en•
tenni l the U .S Con~titut wn

• • •
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tate Bar Seen
Soft on Discipline,
Despite Reforms

San Diego, CA
(San Diego co.)
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO: Alcala
ParR7"F'ounders Gallery, Founders Hall,
260-4600, extension 4261 MondayFnday, noon to 5 p.m. '"Corlta Kent •
Serigraphs,'" through today.

~q:3iJf.

Bar Discipline System
Secretive And Slow,
New Report Claims
Protective of Lawyers?
By TOM DRESSLAR

SACRAMENTO - Despite improvements, the State Bar's attorney discipline
system is still riddled with structural defects, plagued with inadequate resources,
and does not approach "a minimum level of
acceptability," according to a report released Monday.
State Bar discipline monitor Robert Fellmeth, director of the Center of Public lnterestLaw at the University of San Diego, made
the 273-page report pubhc al a Sau·amento
press conference also attended by Attorney
General John Van de Kamp.
The monitor's position was established by
1986 legislation carried by Sen. Robert Presley, D-Riverside, in response to criticism the
bar's method of disciplining lawyers was too
secretive, slow, and lenient. Presley originally wanted to strip discipline authority
from the bar and place it in an independent
consumer agency.
In releasing his long-awaited report Fellmeth praised the bar for recent refo;m efforts, but said, "in general, the bar is not
equipped to handle serious, complex cases on
any appreciable scale, perhaps not at all."
He called the end of the bar's "protectionism and solicitude for attorneys" a necessary step toward improvement of the
discipline system.

Bar Cooperation Pledged
. State Bar President Orville A. Armstrong,
m a press conference following Fellmeth's,
pledged the bar's cooperation with Fellmeth
to implement recommended reforms of the
system.
He contended the system "is working" and
pointed to procedural reforms and 38 percent
backlog reduction since March 1986 as evidence of the bar's improvement efforts.
Armstrong acknowledged, "I think the
system can work far more efficiently that it
does.''
But a staff attorney m the state bar's Los
Angeles Office of Trial Counsel (OTC), who
requested anonymity said, "I agree with the
report" and added the document "reflects
our criticisms and concerns."
The OTC1 with offices in Los Angeles and
San Francisco, prosecutes discipline cases
rou ht to them by the bar's Office or

Presley said the report "reveals all too
clearly what I have suspected for several
years - that major structural and attitude
changes are needed within the bar to make
discipline system one which ~l serve our
citizenry, serve the bar, and wm back the
respect which the legal profession must
have.''
Van de Kamp agreed with Fellmeth that
the system is weighted in favor of attorneys
and against consumers. 'If you were to design a system to benefit the person accused,
you couldn't do a better job," he said.
Armstrong responded, "I don't think the
system is weighted in favor of attorneys." He
added "Attorneys are entitled to get due
process of the law," which he said the system
provides.

About a Hundred Interviews
The report, which contains 35 exhibits, is
the result of a four-month investigation
which included about a hundred interviews
and on-site inspections of the discipline
system.
Fellmeth will issue a follow-up report that
will contain specific recommendations on
how to correct the deficiencies identified in
the report released Monday. The original report now goes to the Senate and Assembly
judicial committees.
Fellmeth's work through June is being
handed by a $90,000 appropriation, and Van
de Kamp estimated the Legislature will have
to provide somewhat less than $200,000 for
the next fiscal year beginning July 1.
Van de Kamp said Fellmeth estimated the
bar would have to spend about $2.5 million
more annually on discipline to implement
needed changes. Armstrong said the l:kr currently allocates $15 million to $16 million a
year to its discipline operations.
According to Van de Kamp, the$2.5million
in required additional expenditures would
translate into an extra 25 in bar dues devot·
ed to attorney discipline. Currently, attorneys pay $25 annually to fund the discipline
system.
Presley said be will ask Sen. Barry Keene,
D-Benicia, to amend his legislation setting
1988 bar dues to provide for the additional $25
for attorney discipline.
The report identifies nine areas "where
initial inquiry indicates serious difficulties
warranting further investigation and reform
efforts," as well as "a long list of other reforms needed."
The nine problem areas identified in the
report include:
• Lack of public outreach;
• Lack of "proactive" efforts to detect
and prosecute violation of ethical conduct.
"The identification, investigation, and prosecution of cases depend very heavily on the
See Page 23

t

DISCIPLINE

sir LJiscipline Criticized
</5',..,

·continued from Page 1
complaining witnesses' pursuit of a case,"
.
Fellmeth wrote ;
• Inadequate attention to prevenllon of
,, .
misconduct;
• ''Serious structural defects m the comnlai {lrocessing system 1 traceable to the
1'<' rt at1on of many horizontal layers of
review;'
• An over-emphasis on _clos_ing out ca~e~,
which .. in 11bil(s ) reinvestigation where it 1s
clearly needed.'' Fellmeth said pressure on
investigators to close _out cii:ses has prod~ced
a priority reversal, m which more senous
cases are put on the back bw:ner while less
serious cases get processed first.
• "Serious problems in employee turnover morale recruiting, and resources.''
• Refusal to rely on professional staff for
.
normally routine decisions. .
• Participation of pract1cmg ~ttorney~ m
the disciplinary process, mcludmg deciding
cases as hearing judges. Fellmeth re~om·
mended the bar hire six to nine --professional
administrative law judges to perform the
hearing funcbons in an independent, profes. . .
sional , consistent manner» ,
• Lack of a "default system' to d1sc1plme
attorneys who "simply ignore the system."
Besides those nine specific area~, Fellmeth said the bar's "document retention p<>l·
ity is indefensible, case abatement practices
are reprehen.<;ible the computer system has
serious holes, tt aining is inadequate for new
investigators and attorneys, s1:3ndar~ for
case rejection are unclear and mc~ns1stent,
and the conviction referral system 1s not op.
erating in many cases."
Concerning the lack of public o_utreach,
Fellmeth said the toll-free complamt nun:i-·
ber in Los Angeles is a yirtual secre~ and 1s
not available from directory assistance
there or in San Francisco.
He added bar officials permit "local bar
associations, which have no disciplinary au·
thority free reign to handle and delay
cases.': Based on a survey condu~ted for the
report which requested information on 10 attorneys with discipline records, Fellmeth
said members of the public are likely to receive inaccurate and "charitable" information when they inquire about an attorney.
The system contains "an enormous number of stop points at which a case can be
exited (dropped>," said Fe!lmeth. He_ad~ed
investigators in the Office of Investigation
and OTC attorneys confront "a bureaucracy
of red tape that blocks and impedes" complaint processing.
Investigators handle an average casel?3d
of 200, Fellmeth said, whi~h is at leas~ triple
the optimum rate. lnvesltgators are under
enormous pressure to get rid of ~ases," he
added which results in less serious cases
recei.Jing top priority and more se~ ous cases
getting "shoved to the back.''
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'/We kend yields fine yellowtail fishing off Coronado Islands
(Tim Green) reported 29 fishermen
with 130 kelp bass and one bonito.
Also noted during a busy weekend
were two Sunday catches at the
Coronado Islands: a 23-pound halibut
by Jeanette Frazier of Los Angeles,
from Rick Podolak's Challenger, and
a 20-pound white sea bass by Pegasus skipper John Groman.
At the Point Loma kelp, there also
was a 19-pound, 2-ounce sheephead, a
giant for that species. It was caught
by Cleveland Weber of Ellijay, Ga.,
from Fred Huber's Daily Double, a
half day out of Point Loma Association.
La Jolla kelp fishing was of bonito
and bass, predominately, plus rockfish.
Salton Sea fishing also soared.
Four guided charters from Red Hill
Boat Landing yesterday returned in
three hours with limits around of

Strea~ n sunshine and 63-degree
water ignited a frenzied yellowtail
bite off the Coronado Islands yesterday. Thirty-eight fishermen aboard
three sporthshers caught 83 yellowtail, 101 bonito, 61 bass, 35 rockfish
and 19 bonito. Skippers said the yellows ranged from 8 to 17 pounds.
Buzz Brisendine's Prowler accounted for 34, Ray Sobieck's Producer 28 and Joe Chait's Conquest 21.
Diane Tamer of Chula Vista,
aboard Produ er, had four yellows,
an 11-pound bonito and two barracuda. Sobieck said he caught his fish at
th Rock Pile, below the Islands, the
others at the Middle Grounds and
North I land.
Excellent fishing continued, and
even ccelerated, in Point Loma
kelp, with the water clear and the
current favorable. Fisherman III

Sa n Diego, CA
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SACRAMENTO - The system of
d1 c1plin1ng California's lawyers
n d a complete overhaul to protect
consum •r and boost the legal prof 1 's · ggmg public image. say
a report from the state's first State
Bar di ·c1plin momtor.
The concl ions of the 273-page report "aren't pretty," id state Attorney G<'n ral John Van de Kamp, who
Joined monitor Robert Fellmeth m
releasing the report.
"In plam language, the system

Caatmued From Page I

isn't working very well," Van de
Kamp said yesterday. "And it can't
work very well in its current form."
Fellmeth. a Uzuyersry of San
Qie_go law rofessor, armer San
Diego ounty deputy district attorney and former staff member of consumer advocate Ralph Nader' organization, was appointed by Van_de
Kamp four months go to examme
the discipline system used by the
100 000-member State Bar.
The position of discipline monitor
was created in a bill by Sen. Robert

quiries.

"That's an absolutely new number
llere," said Orville Armstrong, State
Bar president. "Twenty-five thousand? Quite frankly, that comes as a
surpri3e."
Armstrong said there has been a 38
percent decline m the backlog of
pending complail\ts - often several
ainst the same tawyer - since the
1111mber reachett a high of 3,919 in

Please see LA WYER~, A-6

/-

March 1986.
Fellrneth said the State Bar does

little to tell citizens how to file complaints against lawyers and that its
Z..year-old, toll-free telephone complaint number in Los Angeles "has
been kept out of circulation deliber-

JIJN 3 19 7

ately."
Even though the number isn't pub-

·a
/'J>EL M R - Cynth~
g
Duryea of Del Mar w
the 1 250 students ~c 1ving
degr e's from the Univepil..[ of
encement exSan Diego t co
onth. Duryea
erc1ses la st
b accalaureate
her
received
dei;ree in sociology wit~ a minor
in business admm1strat1on. ( \)
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"Assistant USD Hoop {,

!~ti1go

•

has announced t h at ruck
Schoenlein, assistant basketball coach, has submitted his
resignation e!fect1ve July 1.
Schoenleln has just completed his thlrd season at USD
as an assistant coach to Hank
E.ran. Prior to USD, Rick was
at the U.S. Afr Force Academy where he was an assistant coach to Egan during the
"&1-84 campaign

f-- --~:.:.::...-_

~L

4

USD Hoop tar Win,~J~
Scholar•,Uhlefe Ait1itd

nominate one m'lle and one
fp1nale from on<' of the following WCAC sports: basketball,
LasPball, cross country, golf,
soccer, tennis, softball and volleyball.
Duril"g his 1 ye3.rR al USD,
Ste,·e's contributions h a v e
t r>n frlt by teammates, students, faculty and the commtmity, with his involvement
In numerous extracurrirular
activities. A 1987 co-captain,
Steve's tenacity on both ends
of the basketball court helped
leau USD to their ,-,ost ~uc, cssful sPason ever. He played
an important role in the team's
sucrcss!ul drive this season to
the WCAC regular season
champion~hip as he rnme oft
the bench to average 5.5 ppg
and 3.1 rpg,
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Ie; Aliens Applying for Amnesty in S.D.
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He also said the system is burdened
The bar leader agreed with during the next year, Van de Kamp
by too many layers of bureaucracy Fellmeth's assessment that setting a said.
Presley, whose bar monitor bill
and that the bar's complaint investi- six-month time limit for dealing with
gators are ill-equipped to handle se- complaints was overly optimistic, last year sought to set up a commisrious, complex cases.
since the average case is within the sion to deal with attorney discipline,
Fellmeth, founder and executive State Bar system for 17 months.
said the report "reveals all too cleardirector of USD's Center for Public
But while Van de Kamp and ly what I have suspected for several
, sanrtl!Fbar is stress- Fellmeth said the system favors the years, that major structural and attiInterest
ing ways to close cases, with weekly lawyer, not the consumer, Arm- tude changes are needed within the
quotas for investigators. This inhibits strong disagreed, saying that law- bar."
some needed investigations and yers also are entitled to due process
These changes, Presley said, would
overloads investigators with cases "make the discipline system one
under the law.
150 to 200 each.
Of 10,000 complaints annually, which will serve our citizenry, serve
As a result, the discipline system is Armstrong said, 500 to 700 result in the bar and win back the respect
geared to completing simple cases formal proceedings and "the vast which the legal profession must
and leaving the more serious ones to majority of complaints filed against have."
do later, he said:
lawyers . . . are ultimately found to
He also criticized a bar plan to be without sufficient facts."
renew a program using volunteer atHe said he knew of no case that
torneys from local bar associations had been "jettisoned!' by investiga- I
for investigative work. It was unsuc- tors to reduce the backlog.
cessful when used before in an effort
In 1986, Armstrong said, 102 lawto reduce the backlog, he said.
yen; were disbarred or resigned with
Lemon Grove CA
He also called for a default.system charges pending against them, comDiego c~.)
(San
to automatically act against attor- pared with 75 to 80 the year before.
L~mon Grove Review
neys who ignore efforts by the bar to He attributed the increase to the -,
(Cir. W. 2,884)
check into complaints, Fellmeth bar's adoption of set penalties for
said.
certain violations, such as automatic c
"The files indicate a shocking level disbarment for stealing money from 1
j
of contempt for the authority of the a client.
bar," he said.
Of the 10,000 complaints, Arm- j
JUN
1987
Armstrong told reporters he was strong said, only a few allege theft of
impressed with Fellmeth's report. a client's money. He said a small
He said at least some of the report's number involve abandonment of cliJi.I/err~ P, C' B l<t_ 188R
recommendations are expected to be ents and that most involve lawyers
adopted.
who don't return phone calls, clients
He supported Fellmeth's sugges- who say their lawyers "swear" at
tion that State Bar dues, now $140 to them, and disagreements over fees.
$150 a year, be increased by +2~ to
Van de Kamp said Fellmeth's next
s~nior
St<-v0 Kral'm an,
improve the disciplinary system, report, due in about five months, will
fo rw·n d this pa::.t · aS<' n on
which already gets about $6 million a include specific recommendations
th 3 l 'S'l h, ·kN bn ll squ1r1, was
year from lawyers' dues.
for legislation. Sen. Presley said yesnamed the l !l87 V.'est Coast
Armstrong said attorneys should terday that those recommendations
A t h 1 e ti c ( onference Male
handle discipline and was encour- would be added to a bill he has alSc:10Jar-Athlet<> o the Ycar.
aged by Fellmeth s comment that at- ready introduced.
'~hE' award i~ votr,d on by
torneys can do the job and that the
The monitor project has received
the faculty r e present;,th·es
bar's staff has been acting in good about $75,000 in State Bar funds, an
from the 8 lPag·.1e members.
faith.
amount expected to reach $200,000
Ea(h school \\ as allowed to

87
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lished in any telephone directory, he
said, the line is busy 60 to 75 percent
of the time. He said the bar appeared
to be "hiding" from the public to
avoid more complaints.
Armstrong said the bar isn't "bidiq" and that the problem with listllll the toll-free complaint number
will be corrected.
Fellmeth said the bar makes no
effort to identify, investigate and
pnMeCUte cases unless there is a
complaining citizen pushing the case.

I ,
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Presley, D-Riverside, who has said
the State Bar must do a better job of
disciplining its members or the Legislature may create an agency to
handle that job.
Fellmetb's investigation indicates
that the State Bar's figure on the ann al number of complaints logged
acainst lawyers - 10,000 - is drastically understated.
He placed the actual number at
25,000 and said the State Bar came
up with the lower figure because of it
logged many complaints as mere in-

Solana Beach, CA

P C 8

corvina, 14 fishermen with 126 fish
up to 20 pounds.
Most of the fish were caught at
Bessie's Post on the west side of the
40-mile long, 10-mile wide sea. However, Dana Ryon of Palm Springs,
fishing from a rocky outcropping at
Red Hill, nailed a 20-pound corvina
on a mudsucker. Al and Matt Weddington, also of Palm Springs, also
fished from shore, and the three
strung 13 corvina, from 5 to 20
pounds.
San Diegans Ron Baker and Ed
Edwards fished farther south off
Black Rock, baiting small croakers,
and caught eight corvina from 5 to 16

urday.
Brothers Tim and Roger Kloos of
Lemon Grove had a 6¾-pound bass
jump into their boat as they were
returning to shore after an unsuccessful foray into a farm pond near
Potrero. As they neared the shore, a
suddenly agitated fish jumped from
the shallow water and landed in their
boat. The brothers related the tale
yesterday to Clyde Adams of Barnacle Bill Bait Shop.
Another in tbe series of San Diego
Oceans Foundation seminars, this
one devoted to the technology of raising white sea bass and California halibut in hatcheries, is scheduled for 7
p.m. tomorrow at USD's Salomon
Lecture Hall. The speakers 'are Donald Kent of Sea World-Hubbs research center and Dr. John Stephens
of Occidental College. The lecture is
free.
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Rolla Williams

The best trout was a 6-9, the heaviest in a limit weighing 14-6 taken
from Cuyamaca on nightcrawlers
and marshmallows. Don Patton of
San Diego said he found the fish at
midlake. Right behind was a 6-8 that
Bill Switzer of San Marcos caught on
a nightcrawler at Dixon. Switzer,
fishing from Pier 3, used 4-pound
breaking-strength line to land the
whopper.
One more oversized fish was landed, a 1-10 red-ear sunfish that 3-yearold Richard Belcher of San Diego
reeled in at Sutherland.
Cuyamaca plans to stock 1,200
pounds of Whitewater trout, halfpound and larger, before the weekend, Manager Bill Skinner said. The
only other plant is of 1,000 pounds of
catfish for lakes 2 and 3 of the Santee
chain and a promised l,000-pound
plant of catfish for Olay before Sat-

- - ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ - - - ~ ~- - - - - - - - - - - - -================ =-:-:1c.._,

Repor urges major overhaul
of wyer-discipline system
By Ron

Outdoors

pounds.
Guide Lucky Pugh said he led Ken
Armstrong and Ray Gossett, both of
Hemet, to a spot out of Benson's
Landing in 18-foot water, baited tilapia and mudsuckers, and had 18 fish
aboard in an hour and 45 minutes.
One of the corvina weighed 19
pounds, Pugh said. ''The fish were
rolling all around us," be added.
On the lakes, there was more good
fishmg news.
The heaviest bass was an 11-12
that Richard Rolla of San Diego
dredged up from Hodges with a
crawfish.
The top catfish was a 17-0 that
Floyd Talmadge of Chula Vista landed at Otay; he also had a 13-8 cat.
The top crappie was a 2-2, one of
eight weighing a total of 13-4, that
Eddie Celeya of Lakeside nailed at
Hodges on Mini jigs.

/ '

k'i:lclA

Y, Times Staff Writer

Few illegal alfens have come out
of hiding lo apply for amnesty
during the first month of the new
federal immigration law, Mayor
Maureen O'Connor said Friday
"because they fear that their farni
1ies will be torn apart" by deportallon of unqualified immigrants.
. O'Connor threw her support behind
h a coali lion _of local agencies
t at are offering low~cost counsel!n_g to illegal-alien families, promismg confidentiality and protection
against deportation.
Fear of the federalJmmigration
d
:rn .Nall.ll'a.lil!ation--S-er-vice has
~lowed applications for amnesty to
a trickle-less than 2,000 of an
!fi~:~ted l00,000 to 200,000 local
Aid groups also have had few
clients because of rumors that INS
agents foII ow aliens visiting the
counseling centers in order to raid
homes and deport family members
h d
w O O not qualify for amnesty
nd
u er the new immigration law,
agency spokesmen said.
0 'Connor said Sen. Alan Cranston (D-Calif.) has introduced a
resolution that would bar the INS
from deoorting family, members
•-- •

- • • ".

0

1

who do not meet the standards for
citizenship, and is actively campaigning among the Catifornia congressional delegation to assure that
1 ·
th
e new aw is applied humanely so
that families are not separated.
Attorney Carol Hallstrom coord_inator for the San Diego Im:Oigration Law Coalition said that
'
O'Connor •s support comes
"at a
critical lime" when few aliens were
willing to come forward to seek
legal status in the United States or
were unaware of the services being
offered by 17 local groups.
Hallstrom also proposed that the
INS reverse its interpretation of
the immigration law to allow those
seeking special agricultural worker
status to apply locally, rather than
be forced to travel 1,500 miles to
the U.S._ Consulate in Monterrey or
h
2 000 I
m1 es to t e U.S. Embassy in
'
Mexico City-now the nearest application centers for the program.
Establishment of agricultural
worker application centers in T 1·_
·
Juana and Mexicali would resolve
the problem, Hallstrom said. The
new Jaw requires those who were
f
out o the country on May 1 or

apply for amnesty outside the
United States.
Among the local groups a~sisting
in the amnesty effort are: Access,
the American Civil Liberties Union, 'American Frien<' s Service
Committee, Anti I.• :famation
League of B'nai B'rith, Catholic
Community Services, Chicano
Federation, San Diego Law Center
San Diego Volunteer Lawyer Pro~
gram and l]niversity of San Diego
School of Law.
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The_~y of Sao..Die ·
offlering summer sports
. ..
g1r
· s and boys ages 8 • 17. Activities
mcl~de tennis, football, basketball
gu-dls . so!tball, swimming, socce;
an girls volleyball .
ed T:e tamps, which will be directy SD coaches, will provide
day and resident sessions.

cam:~ ;~

Cost for the tournament tennis
camp is $325 _for day sessions and
$385 for resident sessions. The
basic tennis camp is $l90 for d
a nd $2?5 for resident sessions T~Y
other camps range from $145 t e
$190 for day sessions and $275 fo~
resident sessions.
For more information, call Pat
Buczaczer at USO, 26()_ 4803 _~

-

ecta
Allen, Nancy Gentry,
Black and Nancy Cudahy of La
Jolla, Judy Ridgway of Rancho
SaBta Fe, and Dorothy Tyson of
Point Loma. Now that they've
proved they can make money,
they're retiring. Monkey Business
closes on Saturday. For a parting
shot, the women had a call from
National Enquirer, which identified their logo as the one on the
hull of Gary Hart's favorite party
boat. (No one admits to having a
clue how it was copied in Miami.)
ON THE ROA D: Sheldon
Krantz, dean at USD Law School,
will go to China mer this month
to help plan a juvenile court system. Going with him: Presiding
Judge Judith McConnell of Juvenile Court, and Presiding Judge
Anthony Joseph of Family Law
Court. .. , Jonathan Freedman,
who received a Pulitzer for his
Tribune editorials on immigration, hurried off to Europe on a
grant, filing dispatches on terrorism. Home-town tributes are
being deferred until summer's
end. Among them: The Mexican
and American Foundation is
naming Freedman its Media
Role Model. Runners-up: Tom
Johnson, publisher of the L.A.
Times, and magazine publisher
Dan Lopez.
IN SHORT: The hot item
among car prowlers: cellular
phones. In six months, thieves
have ripped off 89 .... The Hamel
brothers oppose Belmont Park
development, but they're more
than tripling the size of their Mission Beach sports store. (It's
Hamel's first face lift in 20
years.) . . . Pam Connolly notes
that the C&R Clothier TV spot, of
a young man's graduation, was
filmed on Elm Tree lawn at
Scripps College for Women.
NICKEL EAGLES: Chuck
Nickel, the D.A.'s chief felony
prosecutor, and his fo_ur hroth~rs
set a national record m 1971: five
Eagle Scouts in one family. Now
Chuck's son, Tom, is an Eagle.
(Last year his cousin Bob, son of
San Diego pathologist Jim Nickel, started the second generation
of Nickel Eagles.)

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
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BURN OUT: Orville Myers, a
photographer who covered the
Pebble Beach fire for the Monterey Herald, was hospitalized
for scratched corneas, smoke inhalation and exposure to poison
oak. His truck was burned in the
flames. Some big deal: He won
the Associated Press photo
award for May, bringing him a
check for $100.
THE A)1ES: Robin Thrush,
wife of HBJ's Peter Jovanovich,
has written her first children's
book, "The Gray Whales Are
Missing." It has in-house ties:
Pre-teen sleuths use HBJ-owned
Sea World to learn why the grays
aren't migrating. The book is due
this fall from HBJ. . . . Ken
Thygerson, CEO at lmperial Savings, will be profiled in Forb s in
August. He's credited with that
firm's turn-around .... Dean Michael Dessent of Cal Westt:rn
Law School sends a photograph
from Harry's New York Bar in
Paris, where he bas installed a
Cal Western pennant. . . . The
Alumni Assn. at UCSD will honor
a pair of physics gradu tes on
Friday as alumni of he }ear. ,
They're Paul Chu and Br an
Maple, both pioneers in superconductivity research. (Chu is the
Universit} of Houston physicist
who launched a technological
revolution when he broke the
high temperature barrier with
his superconducting materials.)
PASSAGES: Husbands and
friends laughed when six prom1ne women opened a boutique
called Monkey Business at La
Valencia Hotel. That was 14
years ago. 'o one had thought of
them as 1 Jmesswomen: Ruth

VI ta's Ian Skidmore is earning a reputation on just his
doubt play.

kidmore earning
oubles dividends

'I'h pure doubl play r, 1t eems,
IS gomg th way or dinosaurs and
wood n rackets. Singles gets c nterMark Zeigler
court r ·ognition. Doubt gets the
t - and back courts.
bc
• ' refr hing to come across
an I n k1dmor , a nior at Vi ta ticed agamst each other mo t of their
H likes mgl s But in high waking lives, will be gomg their sepHI
, • played more douhl . And arate ways oon.
Carl, 18, a senior at San D1eguito
day at the San Diego Tennt and
qu t Club, he won hi econd High who defeated 15-year-old Miralght CU'-San D1 go ·t10n dau- ch el .in r1day to win the section
singles title, is heading to the Univerb champlo hip.
A testunony to his ability when sity of California on a tennis scholarfour players are on the c rt in. lead ship. Michael, according his father,
of t , Skidmore defended his title will play "10 to 12·• pro tournaments
with a partn r - junior Mike Brown as a amateur in the ne t year and
he first played with when they may "go away to train somewhere."
Carl and Michael aren't the only
step~d on the court Tu day for
ones leaving the county. The family
their first-round match.
kidmore' usual partner, senior has sold its La Costa house and will
Mike Watson, was in Georgia trying move to Orange County this summer.
· Both Chang brothers, who have
to qualify for thi summer's national
San Diego junior tennis in
dominated
18-and-under hardcourt championwill try to qualify for
years,
recent
Mark
top-seeded
hap . In defeating
Ellison and Chris Swortwood of 'for September's U.S. Open, either ~y
r y Pin 6-3, 3 in the fmal, kid- winning the national 18 hardcourts
more and Bro11,n playt..>d only their (and earmng an automatic berth) or
through a qualifying tournament. Beeven th and eighth sets together.
"I was trying to find him a new fore that, Michael may play in some
partner," said Vista coach Stormy professional satellite events to gain
xton "I told him, 'Brownie's the points for a world ranking.
'"There is no pressure for him to
only guy I can give you.' He said,
pro," Joe Chang said of Michael.
tum
"
him.'
OK, no problem. I'll take
1ght sets later, Skidmore added a "The decision will come when he eschampionship trophy to the one be tablishes himself on the pro circuit.
The other nice thing is that he is
won last year with Paul Richards.
H capped an incredulou eason of starting young.''
d ubl for Skidmore. lie never lost
GURNEY IN - Palos Verdes'
a match. He never lost a et. He lost
his rve twice. With Watson, he was Melissa Gurney has confirmed she
72-0 m sets and took the high school will defend her title in the $75,000
doubles title at the prestigious Ojai Virginia Slims of San Diego. The 56player tournament begins Aug. 3 at
Vall y Tournam nt in April.
"He has a hellacious serve," Sex- the San Diego Tennis and Racquet
ton id of his star charge. "Plus, he Club.
Gurney, who turns 18 this month,
analyzes hi opponents so well. He's
defeated juniors rival Stephanie
so ucated in the game of tenm.s e peci lly doubl - that he imme- Rebe in last year's final for $13,000
diately pick out the flaw in the op- and her first Slims victory. Her competition this year has not been set.
pon nt and exploits it."
"But already it looks like a much
Skidmore, 18. came to Vista two
yea go a part of Woody Blocher's stronger field," said Jane Stratton of
tennis academy. Next year, he's Promotion Sports .. "It should be
bound for Kentucky on a tennis stronger because the Federation Cup
scbolarsh1p, Wildcats coach Dennis (in Vancouver) is a week before us
i,:mery has hmted Skidmore might and the Los Angeles Slims is the
play No. 1 doubl - a a freshman. week after us."
For ticket information. call 581Curr ntly, he's ranked No. 8 nationally m the 18s for doubles with J.R. 9166.
r;dwards, a freshman at the UniverPIECES AND BITS - Former
1ty of San Diego This summer, he'll
play with Jeff Speir, a high school Crawford High and San Diego Mesa
emor in T xa who will attend Ari- College star Chri~topher Groff
reached the singles and doubles
zona in the fall.
"Wh n I wa young, I played a lot quarterfinals in the NAIA tournaof mgl tournam n and I pl yed ment la t month in Kansas City, Mo.
doubl with my friends just for fun," Groff, the team captain at Cal-Lutheran, earned All-American status
Skidmore id. "I found out I wa
pr tty good at (doubles), so I kept by making the final eight ...
The local Domino's TeamTennis
pl yin
"I think doubl s help with mgle . leagu · are in their spring playoffs.
It refm a lot of the ingles aspects There is a possibility that some
of th game It make you concen• leagu champions will play their
trate on your return (of rve) more counterparts from Ventura County
and place your return It help you later this month ... _USO wi!!Jiost
with your reflexes more at the net " week-long tennis camps-11l!'Juniors
And, as idmore h d monstrat- in June July and August. Both the
tournament- and basics-level sesillvidend .
droitly, It can
ion are offered on a resident or
day-camp basis. For more information, call 260-4803
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Local Tennis

Alison DaRosa assists
n.
eil Morgan c
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/tetter from Wash1ngton
USD prof gets boost on nomination

By Mark Ragan

.,, --L

C"pley News Sl>rv,ce ,;?-"ft,:/
specI.,J to The Tribune

PANCER BACKS SIEGAN.. Michael Paocer, the San Diego attorney who
defended former Mayor Roger Hedgecock in his trial on conspiracy and
perjury charges, is urging the Senate Judiciary Committee to confirm the
no inaLion of conservative Universi.!Y..2l§an Diego law school professor
Bernard Siegan to the federal oenc .
In a letter to Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph R. Biden Jr., Pancer
mentioned his credentials as a past president of the San Diego chapter of the
·
American Civil Liberties Union.
"While I cannot speak for the American Civil Liberties Onion, I mention
my activites with them to demonstrat my concern in general for the principles of civil liberties," Pancer wn,te 10 his May 14 letter. "I have complete
confidence that Professor Siegan will serve most fairly as a justice. He is
most concerned with the liberties of all citizens and has written extensively
of this concern."
Siegan, whose confirmation hearings are tentatively scheduled for July,
C?uld in fo_r a fight. Several liberal groups have hinted they might oppose
his confirmation.
!'fancy Broff, director of the Wcishington-based Judicial Selection Project,
said her group will release a report soon on Siegan's qualifications for the
federal judgeship.
She said Siegan's writings on judicial review are so far out of t ne mainstream that putting him on the federal bench "would be like rutting the wolf
'
in to guard the chickens."
She said the report will draw from Siegan's own writings, including a
manuscript for his new boo on judicial review

"'

* *

AMERICAN IN PARIS . Rep. Bill Lowery, R-San Diego, is off to Paris

ne~t week on what he described as a congressional fact-finding trip. Lowery
s~•d he and other member of the congressional delegation will visit the Paris
Air Show to study the "compete iveness of American aerospace technology"
~o:~ than 240 U.S. aerospace manufacturing and service firms will be
•
exb1b1tmg products to bout 25,000 industry representatives.
Lowery is taking an Air For<:e plane to Paris and his four dctr· ·~.r hotel
expenses will be pick d up by the Air Force and the State Department. His
wife, Ka~e, w_ho will be joining him there, is paying for her own ticket on a
commercial airplane.
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named Paul C. Gibbons Jr. of Coronado, former UCLA
a~ociate dean and Navy rear admiral, as director of corporate relations. He succeeds Frank Horner
who retired, in planning activitie~
for USO supporterP in ~~orate
Associates.
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Poway resident receives USO law degree

Lin,faq

?.~alix, a resident of
Poway, was among the 1,250
students receiving degrees from the
Univec,c;it~f San Diego at commencement exercises held May 23
and 24.

Calix received her Juris Doctor
degree in Law. She was the recipient
of the Bancroft-Whitney American
Jurisprudence Award for Constitutional Law for 1984. She is currently
employed with Imperial Savings

Association as a law clerk.
The USD graduating class included 740 st udents receiving
undergraduate degrees, 250 receiving Master's degrees and 250 receiving law degrees.
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$10.6 Million USD East Campus Student Housing Center N~ars Co1:1ple~ion

Construction of the $10.6 million East Campus Student Housing
nd to be
Center at the University of San Di_ego is on schedule a
completed by C.A. Larsen Construc!ion Co., the gene.r~ contractor'.
buildmgs for stu
by the end of June. Included are six three-story
·te improveb ildi
uxili"
·
·
ary. u . ngs, ~• .
dent housmg, f<_>ur smgle-sto~ a
ments and par king for 500 veb1cles. The six maJor bmldi~gs are to
hou 512 students in 135 two-bedroom with two-bath uruts and 21

livin
th ~ne-b:~~::::u e:~=~:n: ~:::;ei;.u:or th!
one-betr:om wi
0
~:~: ~;m a;::dits :omputerized scheduling of building trades
and materiais with kee ing the project on schedule and in holding
'thi~ b dget Desi'gned as a visual gateway to
t
t·
.
construe ion cos s WI n u
housing center is being con154,000-square-foot
the
universit
he
•t al g the north side of Linda Vista Road.
y{5d
t
acre SI e on
structe on a

•
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Dlaw professor

denou~c~~by~~~~~~:!.!~!~~:~:::~::~~~

th:y constitute a "flag~ant. exampJe of l~.d1; of civil rights cases as well," the r~port stat~.
"Because such rights as voting, Jury service
cial usurpation of legislative an execu iv
. , and housing are political rights and not natural
.
powers.
in\~e Judicial Selection Project is a WashingMuch of the Judicial Seiection Committees ri hts, Mr. Siegan's world would. all~w allton-based arm of Alliance (or Justice, an or- critique focuses on Siegan s forthcoming book, wlte juries all-white political primaries, raganization formed by l~beral group~ to oppose "The Supreme Co~rt·s Con~titution: An In~[. cially restricted zoning, and .enforce~ent of
racially restrictive covenants in d~s ..
Reagan's conserva~ive Jud1fc1altn?~n:!arlier into Judicial Review a~d ~ts Impact .on
The re rt also criticizes Siegan s views ?n
et ." Although the book is in manuscript fo"?,
.
The group oc upied the ron m
confirmation battles. involv~ng Reagan nomi- Si~gan sent it to the Senate Judiciary Commit- the Supr:ie Court's interpre~tion ?f th~ _Bill
of Rights and concludes that Siegan s opinions
. .
tee for review.
R
nees to high federal Judgeships.
the freedom of the press, separation of
The report attacks Siegan (or h1:> vi.ew that
Those earlier battles were fought wh;n t:;
and state and sex discrim~ation •:call
~~urch
~;oConstitut_ion
the
to
Amendment
14th
the
~moN~w,
Senate.
the
publican controlled
tects only "fundamental and naturaltgh~i;~ into question his ability fairly and impartially
first lime since Reagan came to office,
.
.
r- to enforce them."
life, liberty and proper~y and _no •po
h
crats control the Senate.
The report cites Siegan's belief that libel
Reagan nominated Siegan in February: t te rights such as voting,. olhce-holdmg, Jury se
IT- should be left entirely to the states to regulate
b
9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. ~he na e vice and public-schoohng.
ommittec ha yet to schedule hearing~ on the
In bis book Siegan argues that t ~se po i i - "a osition that could lead to a return of
t copy of which w_as cal rights mu~t be created by the legislature c . .
seditio~ laws to insulate public officials from
. . d e to be
nomination. Tbe repor , a
obtained by Copley News Service, is u
t
criticism"
·d th
.
not the courts.
Siegan;s supporters are expected t.o coun er
But the Judicial Selection P~?Ject sai
bl cly released next week.
the critique with arguments that S1egan has
Supreme. Cou~! se egated "dual school systems for bla~k an
puSi~gan has argued that
w:rie children "~ould not h~ve been d1sman- received endorse~ents from professo~rs who do
should give more than rrummal scrutmy
law that imp ge on property ~i_g~ts an~
tect not share his views.
tied" if Siegan's view prevailed. h Id
Siegan's view that the court s ou pro
nom1c hberti He also has ~ritic1zed t e upreme Court dec1 ions enforcing school deseg

exactly pull a lot of weight ar~u~~:ere~;/::ythink we'd care to react to w a ey
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Student Spotlight
Student, trom Mabel Hoggard
Six h t,mdt Center were recognized for !'ompleting the MathematiC'III Olvmpiacl, contes with a
team core· m the top JO percent of
all part ttipatm~ chools. The compet 1t ion attr'H' e<l more than
;,o,U00 stud nb from the United
State an<l tore1gn countries. The
t pam ,embers were: Shea

,J_~0 6)

swanciger Terolyn Thompson
and Blake Webber.
Elissa Latocia Avant, a student

at .Jim Bndger .Jumor High Srhool.
ha, been namer! an Arademic All
:\merican IJ\ the '\at ional Second
an· Educall<lll (.'ouneil. She is tlw
d~uuhter ol :\Ir. and '.\!rs. Elihue
A\';nt and \\a, nominated fnr the
national award h\' \Ir. Higgle .
Backus, Michelle Bearden, Rob- :\\ant \\tll appear in tlw national!\'
ert Beggs, Royce Bernhardt, published ,\rndemi(' .\ll - \merirnn
Leeanna Buis, Larain Diamond, Scholar 1)irectory
Jillian Doman, Bridget Gifford,
Knstee Graham, Laura Grizzle,
Christopher Hagan, James
Humes, Julee King, Christian
Koyns, Jack Lemons, Kathryn
Lollar, Randy Rex Lund, Jeffery
Markwell, Eugene Mayorga, Kristen Middleton, Pamela Moore,
Patrick Ofenloch, Michael
Parker Christina Perry, Justin
Pingei, Brandon Piotrowski ,
Travis Reed, Richard Roberts,
Clinton Ryan, Nina Sauter, Shelly
Smith, Valeria Soares, Steven

The ne\\ editor, of Basic Hi,.rh
School's "El Lobo" \·e: rbook tor
the upcommg ,chool year are April
Kril, Pat O'Mahar, and Holly

Lords.
Michelle Fair and Katherine
Shieu are the ne\\ editors ol Ba,ic., "Lone \\'otr· lor the Hi!->~· 8

,t·hool \'ear
The· new oflicers tor Basie's
.J ROTC are Michelle Minear, commanding oltker: Michelle Lanza,
executiw ofticer: Patrick Kiley, S1:

Kelley Vinson. -i:!: Melannie
Greenhalgh, ..;,: : and Sherri
Law,tzke. ">-l.

L,, \' l ~a, resident, Anthony
Abbatangelo and Osvaldo E.
Furno r<•(·e1\·e<I harralaureate de-

at Col 1rdao College and graduated
cum laude. She was also onl' of the
-Hl graduating ,eninrs who were
elected to Phi Beta Kappa, the
nat10nal honor societ~.
Joseph A. Leveque, son of Drs.
.Joseph and ·ancy Lewque of Las
\'Pgas. received a doctor of medicine dei,,~ee from the l:'ni\'ersitv of
Texa :'.\fedical School at Houston.
A graduate _of Bishop Gorman
High School. he attended UNL\'
and the L: niversitv o, Santa Clara.
He ,erwd as chairman of the
American '.\led1cal Association
:'.\led1cal Student Section while at
l 'T and plans to enter a resident)
at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in
Los Angeles. Calif.

..:rn·, dnrin~ ('ommencement at the
l ni,w,it\' ol San Diego. Abbatan'elo rrcct\'e'<l his degree in political
:cirnce. He was a member of the
pre-law fraternity. Phi Alpha Delta. and \\as the student body president tor 1986-8,. His future plans
include attending law school in the
tall. Furno received his degree for a
double major of business administration and English. He was also a
member ot Phi Alpha Delta, the
.\meriran Marketing Association,
·rnd the professional business fra- , - . - - - -- ------....,..~
t.!rnlty. Alpha Kappa Psi. of which
h, ,, 1, president.
Kathleen Ellen Delaney, daughter of '.\Jr. and Mrs ..Joseph P. Delanev of Las \'egas, received a
bad;elor of arts degree in English

1987

Stegmuller
graduates t1-i5

/

s

c. B

'"· 1888
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....,,..WCAC SCHO-AR-LETE forward on
Steve ICrallman
, was named
t
the USD basket
1987\VCAC male Scholar-Athlete of
the Year. Voting is done by faculty
from the eight league schools.
A four-year basketball letterman
at the school, Krallman has made the
leagues all-academic team each year
and came off the bench to average
5.5 points and 3.4 rebounds per game
this season in helping the team earn
the WCAC regular-season champion/
_
_
ship.

Sharon Stegmullrr a re. ident

of Bonsall. was among the l 250

students receiving degrees from
the l ruvcrsilv of San Diego at
c·omrnen< P·r 1ml exercises held
'.\1a, 23 ,ind 24
siegmuller received her baccalaureate degree in Spanish
Shr was a writer for the studer•t
newspaper. the Vista. for four
vears and the editor-in-chief hr> r
~enior vear She was a membEr
of the· Dean ·s List for a high
grade point average and lhl
\\ho·. Who among American
Colleges and UniVl'rs1ties.
Slegmuller was ehosen as one
of tm candidates out of 2,500
,.. cho~en for a position as an
PmployPe benefits represen- tati\e for A Ina Life and Casual!. She will begin tnining on
.June 22 in Hartford. Conn

--~~-~----/'. r
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SPORTS CA~P- _USO CQaches
aiia day' sumwill conduct
mer sports c~ for boys and girls
from 8 to 17 years of age. Tournament and basic tennis, girls volleyball, boys football, girls and boys
basketball, girls softball and coed
swimming and soccer will be of_fered. For details, call 260-4803./
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Judicial nominee Siegan sharply criticized by liberal group

•

WASHINGTON - A liberal group
oppo.'11og President Reagan's nomination or Univ~lty of San Die~o law
prof or Bernard Siegan to t e fedral appellate bench has accused
Siegan of being "so opposed to basic
con Utulional principles that he
would not be able to apply the Contltution and laws fairly,"
An 18-page report by the Vi ashington ba d J udiclal Selection Project
<-ites Siegan' books, law review articles and new paper column and
conclud that he "rejects the found lion of our Co ll ution as it has
been mterpreted o r the la t 200
y ars
oting his personal poliUomlc agenda, Mr. Siegan
1 all four cornerstones
titutional system

has developed," said the report sent
to the Senate Judiciary Committee
this week. "In so doing, ite rejects the
heart of the role of the courts as
guardian of the federal Constitution."
Patrick Korten, a spokesman for
the Justice Department, dismissed
the report as the work of "a prettv
fringy bunch that doesn't exactly pul
a lo of weight around her . I d n't
t 10 .\'e'd care to react to what
ying '
ar
Th Judie! I , election ProJect is
of the Alhance For Justice,
an o nization formed by liberal
groups to oppose President Reagan's
conservali ve judicial nominees. The
group cc ·upied the front lin"s of earlier confirmation battles volving
Mr. Reagan's nominees to high federal judgeships Those earlier battles
were fought bile Republicans controlled the Senat . ow, for the first
time since Mr Reagan came to off-

sent it to the Senate Judiciary Comice, Democrats control the Senate.
The President nominated Siegan in mittee for review.
The report attacks Siegan for his
February to the 9th Circuit · of
Appeals. The Senate committee has view that the 14th Amendment proyet to schedule hearings on the nomi- tects only "fundamental and natural
nation. The report, a copy of which rights" of life, liberty and property
was obtained by Copley News Ser- and not political rights such as votvice, is due to be publicly released ing, office holding, jury service, public schooling.
next week.
In his book, Siegan argues that
Siegan has argued that the Supreme Court should give more than those political rights must be created
minimal scrutiny to laws that im- by the Legislature - not by the
pinge on property rights and eco- courts.
nomic liberties. He has also critiBut the Judicial Selection Project
cized Supreme Court decisions en- said the segregated "dual school sysforcing school desegregation by tems" for black and white children
busing and other methods.
"would not have been dismantled" if
The Judicial Selection Committee Siegan's views had prevailed.
focuses much of its report on
Siegan's view that the court should
Siegan's forthcoming book, "The Suonly fundamental and natuprotect
preme Court's Constitution: An Inquiry into Judicial Review and its ral rights "would have devastating
Impact on Society " Although the consequences for othE:r types of civil
book · n manuscript form, Siegan rights ca: es as well," the report

states. "Because such rights as voting, jury service and housing are political rights and not natural rights,
Mr. Siegan's world would allow allwhite juries, all-white political primaries, racially restricted zoning
and enforcement of racially restrictive covenants in deeds."
The report also criticizes Siegan's
views on the Supreme Court's interpretation of the Bill of Rights and
concludes that Siegan's opinions on
the freedom of the press, separation
of church and state, and sex discrimination "call into question his ability
fairly and impartially to enforce
them."
The report cites Siegan's belief
that libel should be left entirely to
the states to regulate - "a position
that could lead to a return of sedition
laws to insulate public officials from
criticism."

The report also cites Siegan's objections to the Supreme Court's landmark decision in New York Times v.
Sullivan that protects the press from
libel unless there is a showing of
malice.
Siegan's supporters are expected
to counter the report with arguments
that Siegan has received endorsements from professors who do not
share his views on American jurisprudence.
Among them is Harvard Prvfessor
Alan M. Dershowitz, who has written
a letter to the Judiciary Committee
saying that although he disagreed
with Siegan on a number of his
views, "I believe there is room in the
Judiciary for a wide array of acceptable views ... so long as the individual has a commitment to protect liberty and individual rights. I am confident that Professor Siegan fits
comfortably ithin this criterion "
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Melissa Mackno of Escondido
received her bachelor's degree in
business administration at the
Univer_sity of San D,ego. She was
the director of the Speaker's Bureau for 1985-86, a member of the
professional business fraternity
Delta Sigma Phi and recipient of
the Torero Top Third Award for
1986. Melisa~ g~itduaJ;ed.with hon- /
/
"J-"\. "5 '>
ors.
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Who Is Disqualified?
d,. <J 5 '5
By CHARLEY ROBERTS
Tr/bun ph<1to by Peter K J m.io

State team will be armed
with four local players
r

m,

rt f gr du ting
orth•
n1ors that w completed y terday afternoon at USO
All four - Lance Die on of
ont High, Donnie Carroll of
Gr
Granite Hills, Eric Helf nd of Pa•
trick Henry and Mike Eich r of
Mira Mesa - also will be playing
next w kend m Stockton for the
California t am in a thr game
seri ag inst a imilar group of
tandout.s from Oklahoma.
All four played outstandingly
for th,• South team that won the
1es, two gam to one, \'11th a
12-9 tmunph tn yesterday's finale.
T y th were named to a 19·
player team (10 from the South

Prep ha eball
and 111n from the North) at will
go agal t th Oklahoma
Dickson, with a si • nin 0 , t obit, 12 trikeout perfo m nee on
lly the best
Friday mg t as
rie Carroll
pitcher in the
play e~ ry Sou h lnnin ir
ter field, and Helfand stclrt
of th three games, c
tot.al of 14 nnm .
But It wa Eich r that captured
the imagination H wa a lastminute replacem n for Poway's
Phil Plantier, who signro a Boston
Red So contract last bursday.
Eich r, lhe o y late addi ·on to
either squa , rtce1ved a telephone
call o 'noay morning telling him
to show up at San Diego State for
the ries' first game that evening.
The 6-foot-4 Mira Mesan responded with four bits in seven atbats for a 571 average in the three
games He had two doubl and
also wa ked four times which put
hllll on ba eight times in 11 trips
to the plate. He scored six runs,
three more than any other South
player and two more than the best
from the North.
'He was always on base,'' said
South coach Len Arevalo (Morse
High) who elected to start the
Stanford-bound Eicher in left field
in all three games.
A week ago, Eicher was disappointed that be wasn't selected to
the South squad after tryouts in
Santa Ana on June 6, but after Friday morning's phone call, he said,
"My goal was to make the state
players are the very
team. Th
best and it is gratifying to know
that I can play with them."
Carroll, t~e No. 2 draft choice of

the Los Angeles Dodgers despite
having igned a collegiate letterof-intent with Cal State Fullerton,
wa 4•for-14 (.286).
Helfand had five hits in eight al•
ls (.625) in catching the first five
Inning of the first and third
games and the last four innings of
the second encounter. With a base
on balls in the second game, he
was on base siI of the nine times
he batted.
Also named to the team that
will play Oklahoma from the
South squad were hortstop Tom
Redington (Placentia Esperanza
High), second baseman Brett
Boone (Placentia El Dorado), first
baseman Manny Cervantes (Whittier La Serna), third baseman
Greg Colbrunn (Fontana), and
pitchers Phil Kendall (Long Beach
illikan) and Scott Schanz (Riveride North).
The North players named are
pitchers Ron Gerstein (Santa Cruz
Harbor), Dave Lafferty (Vacaville), Rick Reynolds (San Ramon
Valley), Steve Wolf (Lodi), catcher
Paul Ellis (San Ramon Valley),
shortstop Javier Alvarez (San
Francisco Sacred Heart), outfielders Richardson and James Proctor
(Hanford), and second baseman
Vina.

•••

There were no more than 250
fans in attendance at any of the
three games, but the series, staged
by the California Baseball
Coaches Association, may have
found a permanent home in San

·ego.
Corporate sponsors are forthcoming and next year's games, including both the North.SOuth series and the California-Oklahoma
series, are expected to be played
in San Diego.
These games have been going on
for 18 years, but until Friday and
Saturday's contests at San Diego
State and yesterday's at USD, none
had been played in San Diego.

•••

Brett Boone, son of the California Angels' Bob Boone and grandson of former major leaguer Ray
Boone, led both teams in hits with
six. Boone, from Placentia El
Dorado High, was S-for-10 (.600)
and had the series' only home run,
a 380-foot shot to center field, yesterday at USD.
• Redington, big for a shortstop
and equipped with a strong arm,
was selected the South's most
valuable player after going 5-for-9
(.556) and Vina, who went 4-for-12
(.333), won the same honor for the
North.

WASHINGTON - The Justice Department litigates far more cases before the Supreme Court than any other entity, so it
caused a bit of a stir recently when Justice
Antonin Scalia hired one of Attorney General
Edwin Meese's special assistants to clerk for
him in the 1987-88 term.
"Some eyebrows were raised," said Nancy
Broff, director of the Judicial Selection Project, a coalition or liberal organizations
formed to monitor President Reagan's judicial nominations.
While the hiring of one Justice Department
lawyer to clerk at the court was nettlesome,
what troubled liberal activists most was that
a revolving door may be developing between
the department and the court. Two of Scalia 's clerks during the current term also
came from the Justice Department.
"It makes me feel uneasy," Brorr said.
Adding to that unease is the conservative
link to all three clerks and Scalia. The new
clerk, Steven Calabresi, is co-founder of the
conservative Federalist Society. The other
two clerks - Lee Liberman and Gary Lawson - are also founding members of the society, and Scalia served as campus chapter
adviser.
Scalia's choice of Liberman and Lawson
was shrugged off by liberals at the time because he needed clerks in a hurry when he ~
joined the high court and chose two who ha~
clerked for him at the U.S. Court of Appeals
Calabresi clerked for appellate judges Ralp
Winter and Robert Bork.
Before reporting to Scalia 's chambers, Ca
labresi is stopping off at the White House fof
a few weeks to assist Kenneth Cribb, recentt
ly Meese's special counsel at Justice, who i..11
the president's new domestic policy adviser.
Recusal of the Justice?

Hiring Justice Department lawyers to
clerk at the high court also drew mixed reac•
lions from ethics experts, some of whom said
it might require not only the clerk but the
justice to be recuse himself in a number of
cases.
"Where a clerk held a position in the Justice Department, which is litigating such issues as school prayer, affirmative action,
and the like, it is possible to create an appearance of impropriety," said Abbe David
Lowell, a Washington lawyer and Georgetown University law professor who specializes in ethics.
Lowell and another ethics scholar, Professor Robert AroIL~on nf thP TTnivPr~itv of
Washington School of Law, contend that oom
the clerk and the justice should disqualify
themselves in some instances to preserve
both the fact and the appearance of
impartiality.
However, a majority or those surveyed,
including Scalia's clerks, said they thought
that hiring a lawyer from Justice to clerk at
the court would create no more of a conflict
than hiring an associate from a private law
firm.
''I don't see Scalia's being forbidden from
hiring a Justice Department lawyer," said
Stephen Gillers, a New York University Law
School professor. "But once having hired
him, there has to be heightened sensitivity.' 1
A problem arises only when the lawyer has
had some connection with specific cases that
comes before the court, he said. Thus, the
judge and clerk must take precautions to
ensure that the clerk does not work on certain cases.
Harm to Court
"It would be a mistake for a judge to take
himself out of a case, assuming the clerk
behaves according to the rules," said Geoffrey Hazard, a Yale University Jaw professor
who played a leading role in the revision of
the rules of professional conduct by the
American Bar Association.
Preble Stolz, a professor at Boalt Hall
School of Law at the University of California
in Berkeley, said requiring a judge to recuse
himself in cases involving the Justice Department would hurt the work of the court
since the department plays a role in more
than half the cases heard by the justices.
According to the U.S. Solicitor General's
Office, the government participated in 62
percent of all the cases decided by the court
in the 1985-86 term.
Calabresi, the Justice Department lawyer
whose hiring sparked the debate, said, "As
long as the clerk does not participate in a
case, including talking to the other clerks or
the justice about it, then the justice is approaching it entirely as a fresh matter."
"Imputing to the justice what the clerk has
done seems to be going awfully far," he added. To adopt such a rigid view, he said, would
require a judge to disqualify himself in cases
appealed from a lower court where the clerk
previously held a clerkship. "It's just as
much a conflict."
Calabresi said he plans to adopt the approach used by the two former Justice lawyers now serving as Scalia's clerks. They
each wrote a memo identifying cases on
which they had worked atJustice and stating
that they would not participate in any case in
which they served as counsel, adviser, or
material witness, or on which they expressed
an opinion on the merits.
Despite working directly for the top decision-maker in the Justice Department, Calabresi said he does not expect to have to
recuse himself £rom very many cases that
come before the Supreme Court in the comsee Page 24

t
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-SC~lia's Clerks Raise Ethics Issues
cl.. Cf _s';~tinued from Page 1
.
mg term .
As a special assistant t.o Meese, he handled
various administrative chores and briefed
the attorney general on policy issues but he
did not participate directly in many specific
cases during nearly two years at the
department.
He said that while hiring clerks from Justice may be unusual, if not unprecedented,
the department has been a frequent source of
Supreme Court justices. "A number of attorneys general and their deputies have been
named to the court and have gone on to be
very talented and able justices," he said. "If
they can serve, and it is a greater problem
when a justice recuses himself, then it should
not be that serious a problem for clerks."
Liberman, who served as special assista11I
to the head of the civil division and as an
associate deputy attorney general, said she
has had to recuse herself from several cases
at the court, including one involving a pri•
vate law firm where she had been a summer
associate.
Any suggestion that justices should recuse
themselves because of their clerk's past associations is "a non-issue as far as I can
figure out," $he said.
Lawson did not respond to a request to be
interviewed. At Justice, he served as an aide
to Charles Cooper, the head of the Office of
Legal Counsel.
But Lowell and Aronson are not willing to
dismiss the matter.
Said Aronson, "Most judges would say that
their clerks don't decide cases, they do, so
they don't need to disqualify themselves. But
that is a myth, because at a minimum clerks
are a sounding board, and at a max.ii;num
they write the first draft of the opinion."
Consequently, he said, litigants may question whether they will get an impartial hearing from a judge whose clerk has ties to the
Justice Department.
"But that assumes that a reasonable person would believe a Supreme Court justice's
participation would be improper," argued
NYU's Gillers.

Lowell compared the situation to that of
government lawyers who join a private law
firm . "In civil litigation today, 200-person
law firms are being disqualified from cases
because one member of that firm used to
work for the agency involved. It happened in
a case I was involved in. The lawyer was not
involved in the case, but the judge decided
that was enough to disqualify the firm."
Government Lawyers

But Gillers said that the rules of professional conduct for lawyers make a clear
policy distinction between private and government practice. Different rules for screening out conflicts apply.
Roy Sobelson, a professor at Georgia State
University School of Law, agreed. He said
there is good reason for disqualifying an entire firm in Lowell's example. "There is always a presumption in that situation that if
one lawyer is exposed to confidential information he will share it with others in his
firm." But the same presumption is not
made when a lawyer moves from one part of
the government to another because activities
are more compartmentalized.
· Donald Weckstein, a Universit of San Die1eves screemng clerks
or,
go Taw
·out of conlhct c:;ses eao.. preclude recusing
the judge, but he doesn't think the issue is
resolved by existing codes of conduct.
"It's a question that falls between the
cracks," he said. The codes address lawyers
and judges, and even a judge's spouse, "but
there is no mention of clerks and whether a
clerk's knowledge can be imputed to the
judge."
The issue is worth considering, both the
scholars and clerks agreed, because judges
increasingly are choosing c·,rks with more
.
experience.
As recently as the 1960s, most clerks came
to the Supreme Court straight out of law
school. Now, all of the clerks arrive at the
high court after completing at least one
clerkship at a lower court. And sources at the
court said some of the justices have a strong
preference for clerks who have a year of law
practice experience.
In the 1986-87 term, seven of the Supreme
Court's 34 clerks had some outside legal experience between their clerkships. Two of
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor's four clerks
fall into this category, and one each among
the cler_ks for Justices William Brennan, Byron While, and Thurgood Marshall. Scalia 's
other two clerks this term both clerked for
him at the U.S. Court of Appeals.
Whether the other justices will follow Scalia 's example and hire clerks from the Justice Department remains to be seen. The
court has not yet announced the full list of
clerks for the 1987-88 term.
As for a revolving door between Justice
and the court, Liberman will become an assistant professor of law at George Mason
University in Arlington, Va., when her clerkship ends this summer. And Calabresi said
he, too, plans lo teach rather than return to
the department next year at the conclusion of
his clerkshi1/
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Melton earns degree in law

SusanMeltonofTorrance,a July, Ms. Melton plans to
former lifeguard and swim work as a deputy district
instructor for the City of Gar- attorney for Riverside County.
dena, has been awarded a
juris doctorate from the University of San Diego.
Ms. Melton served as student body vice president while
attending the USD law school.
She placed second in the
American Trial Lawyers'
Association finals in Washington, D.C., and received an
award from the International
Academy of Trial Lawyers.
She was graduated from
North High School and the
University of California,
Irvine.
She is the daughter of William and Clara Melton of
Torrance.
After taking the bar exam in
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/Clairemont Pitcher
Rick Doane Signs
USD Lett~of Intent

Ri~~e;Swho pitched the
Clairemont High School baseball
team to the San Diego Section 2-A
championship game this season
has signed a national letter of
intent to attend the U n i ~ of
::lan Diego in the fall.
LTo'iine~s among five high
school graduates and one community college transfer who signed
letters of mtent with USD this
week. Torero baseball coach John
Cunningham said.
Doane, a right-handed pitcher
and left-handed batter, was Clairemont's Most Valuable Player this
season, leading the team in most
pitching and offensive categories.
As a pitcher, he wa~ 7-1 with 4
saves and a 2.30 ERA As a shortstop, he hit .511 with 2 home runs
and37RB!s.
Also signing with the Toreros
were pitcher James Ferguson from
Anaheim's Serv1te High, catcher
Steve Stumpf! from Hudson (Ohio)
High, shortstop Steve Skamnes
from Judge Memorial High in Salt
Lake City, pitcher/outfielder John
Murphy from Saguaro High in
Tucson and outfielder Scott Kawall
from Waubonsee Community College m Sugar Grove, Ill.

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co)
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/!JSD Players Sign
Baseball_c90tracts

s?n Diego baseball
un· sit
players Rob 1e o gers and Dan
Newman have signed contracts
with major league teams, Coach
John Cunningham said.
Rodgers was drafted by the
Cleveland Indians and will be as signed to Batavia (N.Y. ), a Class-A
team in the New York-Penn
League. A designated hitter, Rodgers was the USD team captain
leading the Toreros with a .373
average.
Newman. a pitcher/outfielder
signed as a free agent with th~
Houston Astros and will play for
Sarasota (Fla.), a Cla~~-A tc>am in
the Gulf Coast League.

•
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• LIKE GRANDFATHER, LIKE
GRANDSON - Former major
league baseball player Ray
Boone, the father of Callrornla
Angels catcher Bob Boone, sit
In the dugout with his grandson,
Brett, before the first game of
th North-South high school serl played over the weekend at
USO. Brett
Su Diego tate

San Diego Notepad

~~!,:1:~,

hired A.J. Smith awa from the Chargers. The
s ·th's hiring '
t d t Oy
·
Bills
J I 1 extrmweek
b expec ffe t· announce
h . hare
.
·
w 1c . ecomes e ec ive u Y , n ,
Sm1th, who headed th~ C~argers pro scouting
department last year, will fill a college ~coutmg
vacancy, created when form~r ~Ills ~eceiver Elbert Dubenion left for a scoulmg )Ob with Atlanta.
Smith's place with the Chargers was taken by
Rudy Feldman, who was hired earlier this month.

played eeond hasefor ltre-wlnnIng Sooth team and was
named to the stale team that
will play Oklahoma Stale In
tockton next week.

• • •

USIU BASEBALL - Alan Everest recently resigned as head coach of USIU's baseball team,
ending a five-year stint.
He will be succeeded by George Kacbigian, who

Tribune photo by Peter Koeleman

State team will be armed
with four local players
By Bud Maloney
Four San Diego-area high school
baseball players were asked to
participate in the three-game,
North-South series for graduating
seniors that was completed yesterday aft moon t USD.
All four - Lance Dickson of
Grossmont High, Donnie Carroll of
Granite Hills, Eric Helfand of Patrick Henry and Mike Eicher of
Mira Mesa - also will be playing
next weekend in Stockton for the
California team in a three-game
series against a similar group of
standouts from Oklahoma.
All four played outstandingly
for the South team that won the
ries, two games to one, with a
12-9 triumph in yesterday's finale.
Th y thus were named to a 19playcr team (10 from the South

Prep baseball

•

and nine from tbe North) that will
go against the Oklahomans.
Dickson, with a six-inning, twohit, 12-strikeout performance on
Friday night, was easily the best
pitcher in the series. Carroll
played every South inning In center fi eld, and Helfand started two
of the three games, catching a
total of 14 innings.
But it was Eicher that captured
the imagination . He was a lastminute replacement for Poway's
Phil Plantier, who signed a Boston
Red Sox contract last Thursday.
Eicher, the only late addition to
either squad, received a telephone
call on Friday morning telling him
to how up at San Diego State for
the series' first game that evening.
The 6-foot-4 Mira Mesan re• sponded with four hits in seven at• bats for a .571 average in the three
games. He bad two doubles and
also walked four limes which put
him on base eight times in 11 trips
to the plate. He scored six runs,
three more than any other South
player and two more than the best
from the North.
"He was always on base," said
South coach Len Arevalo (Morse
High) who elected to start the
Stanford-bound Eicher in left field
in all three games.
A week ago, Eicher was disappointed that he wasn't selected to
the South squad after tryouts in
Santa Ana on June 6, but after Friday morning's phone call, he said,
"My goal was to make the state
team. These players are the very
best and it is gratifying to know
that I can play with them."
Carroll, t~e No. 2 draft choice of

Jl(lei ',

•

/

na~.a> ~mer

• • •

Meanwhile, Robbie Rogers, USD's captain and
leading hitter last season, was drafted and recently signed a contract with the Cleveland Indians.
Rogers hit .373 last season and was a second-team
All-West Coast Athletic Conference selection.

USD BASEBALL - Coach John Cunningham
has announced thal six players have signed letters
of intent to play baseball for USD.
The six players are:

Also, Dan Newman, a senior pitcher-outfielder,
signed with the Houston Astros as a free agent. He
will play with Sarasota (Class A, Gulf Coast
,,/
.League).
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'Hard worker' awaits the call

USD'tttfo~p~dn
---

eyed by the NBA
By Donna Balancia
I

• • •

There were no more t han 250
fans in attenda nce at any of the
three games, but the series, staged
by the California Baseball
Coaches Association, may have
found a permanent home In San
Diego.
Corporate sponsors are forthcoming and next year's games, including both the North-South series and the California-Oklahoma
series, are expected to be played
in San Diego.
These games have been going on
for 18 years, but until Friday and
Saturday's contests at San Diego
State and yesterday's at USD, none
had been played in San Diego.

-

• • •
Brett Boone, son of the California Angels' Bob Boone and grandson of former major leaguer Ray
Boone, led both teams in hits with
six. Boone, from Placentia El
Dorado High, was 6-for-10 (.600)
and had the series' only home run,
a 380-foot shot to center field, yesterday at USD.
• Redington, big for a shortstop
and equipped with a strong arm,
was selected the South's most
valuable player after going 5-for-9
(.556) and Vina, who went 4-for-12
(.333), won the same honor for the/
/
North.

Congressman, will
comment on the evaluation of the role of
Congrffs in the making ot foreign policy
over the past 25 years. 1n an address 10 the
World Affairs Council, at 6 p.m. Wednesday at Un,vers,ty Center at the Uactmuy of
S a ~ Fo, reservat,ons. call the World
---Affairs Counc,I at 231-0111 .

Associated Press me photo

USD's Scott Thompson is one of the big men in the NBA draft.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Daily Transcript
(Cir. D. 7,415)
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cott Thomp
SAN DIEGO son 1s hoping that thmkmg small
will pay off in a big way.
The former University of ban
Diego graduate is one of the top six
centers in Monday's BA draft,
and he feels attending the relatively small university may have
worked to his advantage.
"I went to a small college and I
didn't get the publicity I could have
gotten, but that's probably good,"
said Thompson, who at 7 feet is
among the t-Op 50 proRpects in the
draft.
The NBA draft prospectus says
little about him. While other players' qualities are listed as "good
outside shooter" or "very aggres
sive inside," Thompson 1s merely a
"very hard worker."
"I know what I'm up against," he
said. "I went to a small high school,
too. I picked USD because I want
ed to plav right away. I didn't want
to redshirC
So, Thompson already has in
terv1ewed with the Los Angeles
Clippers, who could use help at all
positions.
"I've talked to a lot of teams,"
said Thompson, who finished hIS
four-year rareer as USD's all-time
leading scorer with 1,379 points
and leading rebounder with 740.
He was named West Coast Athletic Conference Player of the Year
after pacing the Toreros to their
second NCAA tournament berth.
"Most of them want to find out

1. ,

J
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More than $28,000 was
at the Fifth Annual Wine and
Roses wine tasting at USD a few
weeks ago, sponsored by Juniors of
Social Service Auxiliary and California Assn. of Nurserymen. Proceeds go to Bayside Settlement
House and Camp Ol~ver in
./
.;JO/~
Descanso.
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has been a ppointed
president of La Jolla Un iversity, succeedmg Sandra Hardaker. Le lie A. Lipscomb

Philip

•

with the N BA's one -line descrip
t ion but said t he center is more
t han ju_st a hard worker . .
"H e 1s a good p layer with excel
lent hands and a great feel for th e
gam e," said E gan. "More importantly, he is a great competitor,
who plays his best in big games."
Egan said t here has been a lot of
interest in T hompson by the NBA
rep resentatives.
"I've seen a lot a people through
here and t hey indicate he would be
drafted in the second round," he
said. "We've had a representative
from every club in t he NBA come
over or call or I've sent fil ms to
teams."
Egan says T h ompson was a
valuable member of the past four
USO teams because he is a t hinker.
"As a p ure center, he's t he best
I've ever coached, but not because
of his physical capab ility," said
Egan. "He's j ust starting to grow
physically. He hasn't been strong
enough to carry that body around.
He's not a great shot-blocker.
"But he was intelligent and had
great hands. He un de rstood the
game."
Egan said T h ompson reminds
him of an NBA great in the ma.king.
"He passes the ball and operates
like (Bill) Walton," h e said. "He
doesn't have his quickness and
jumping ability yet, but he reminds
me of Walton."
T hompson , who attended Mesa
Verde H igh School in Citrus
Heights, is one of four 7-foot centers in this year's draft. The others
are Navy's David Robinson,
Washington's Ch ris Welp and
West Virginia State's Ron Moore.

(Cir. S. 30,498)

Journal
(Cir. W. 7,500)

P.

what kind of person I am, in additlon to how I play," he said. "They
wan~ to keep it quiet that they're
and, you know,
talking to me
some teams have been talking to
me more than others."
In his freshman year, he averaged 7.1 points a game with 135 rebounds. ,He averaged 11.1 points
and collected 180 rebounds his
iphomore year, 14.4 points and
203 rebounds hi jumor year, and
last year he averaged 15.9 points
and 222 rebounds.
"It's definitely helped me, going
to USO," said Thompson. "I
worked hard and I had a good semor year. I've improved every year
in every category"
The NBA's Director of Scouting
Services, Marty Blake, said
Thompson should contmue to improve if he wants to make it in the
pros.
"He has the ability to be an NBA
starter if he works at it," said
Blake. "He's big and strong, but he
needs to learn to move around."
Thompson expects to be selected by the end of the first two
rounds.
"At least that's what I've been
reading. I'm sure I'll be hurt in bargammg if I don't get picked in the
second round, but I won't be disappointed," he said.
"I'd like to get on a team that
isn't overloaded with big men. A
team like Houston wouldn't need
me," he said. "Being that my folks
live near Sacramento, it'd be convenient if I were drafted by the
Kings. But then, I'd like to go to
the East Coast. Basketball is livelier there."
USD Coach Hank Egan agreed

Oceanside. CA
/San Diego Co.)
Bl~de Tribune
(C!r. D. 29,089)
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mont H1_g~, Steve Stump, a 5-11 catcher from Hud
son, Oh10, James Ferguson, a 6-6 pitcher from
Servile High in Anaheim·, Scott Kawall , a 5-8 outfielder from Sugar Grove, Ill.; Sieve Skamnes, a 61 shortstop from Salt Lake City; and Jeff Murphy,
a 5.9 pitcher-outfielder from Tucson.

JUN 211987
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years. Pnor lo Jommg the USIU staff, _Kach1g1an
was head coach at Grossmont Community College
· H.1gh.
. a l Manan
an d ear11er
'
'
Everest compiled an overall record of 111-150-4
at USIU. He plans to continue teaching at USIU
and will assist bis brother, Tom Everest, who was
recently named football coach at Escondido High.
Last season the Gulls finished with a 29-27-1
'
record.

Escondido, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Times Advocate
(Cir. D. 32,685)
(Cir. S. 34,568)

the Los Angeles Dodgers despite
having signed a collegiate letterof-intent with Cal State Fullerton,
was 4-for-14 (.286).
Helfand bad five hits in eight atbats (.625) in catching the first five
innings of the first and third
games and the last four innings of
the second encounter. With a base
on balls In the second game, he
was on base six of the nine times
he batted.
Also named to the team that
will play Oklahoma from the
South squad were shortstop Tom
Redington (Placentia Esperanza
High), second baseman Brett
Boone (Placentia El Dorado), first
baseman Manny Cervantes (Whittier La Serna), third baseman
Greg Colbrunn (Fontana), and
pitchers Phil Kendall (Long Beach
Millikan) and Scott Schanz (Riverside North).
The North players named are
pitchers Ron Gerstein (Santa Cruz
Harbor), Dave Lafferty (Vacaville), Rick Reynolds (San Ramon
Valley), Steve Wolf (Lodi), catcher
Paul Ellis (San Ramon Valley),
shortstop Javier Alvarez (San
Francisco Sacred Heart), outfielders Richardson and James Proctor
(Hanford), and second baseman
Vina.

TrlbuM Sportswrlt~r
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h_as been appointed director of publ icatJO ns And ad vertisin g a t Uni ted Stales
International Universi ty. Frances A. Rosamo~d has jomed National University as
chairwoman of the department of mathema1ics. Paul C. Gibbons Jr. USN ret. has
~een appoi nted di rec1or of corporate relafor the Uni_versity of S"n Diego .
11~
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rDu~lef, _(Thompson ta66ecl in 4th
DA P~

centers, Yale's Chris a game for the Falcons as a

Udley and USD's Scott Thomp- senior but lost out to Vis ta's Jim
son, ~ere the only play~rs with Douglas for Palomar Lea uc
g
lan, Diego ties selected m Mon- player of the year honors
d Th .
The 7 o 260
ay s NBA draft.
ompson
•poun
- ,
·
B th
rou:d wJre taken i_n the fourth was the West Coast Athletic
Cleveia d tley Ii gomg to the Conference player of the year

ava ers on the 75th
n
_overall, Thompson to the
~akshmgton Bullets on the 81st
PIC .
.
Th
e 6-10 Dudley 1s a 1983
graduate of Torrey Pines High.
He averaged more than 17 points
. k

PIC

and is the Toreros' all-time
leading scorer and reb
He joins a team which ~~~! ~ry.
·
f t
ea ures two highly touted
league MVP
former
centers Moses Malone and Manute Bol
at 7-6 the NBA's tallest player. '

San Diego, CA
{San Diego C .)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)
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Thompson faces /:Jg odds
He goes to Bullets in fourth round

By Ktrk Kenney

T

Tnbune Sportswnter

HE BIG buildup was followed by a

bigger letdown for Scott Thompson
yesterday
The 7-!.2gt l!SD cent!r, who had ~en hs!·
ed among the top 50 players ln th1 year
BA draft, had visions 01 a second-round
selection dancing in his head.
"I felt comfortable going into today, but I
kind of to ed and turned and got up a cou
pie of times during the mght," said Thom;>,
on yesterday from his Citrus Heights
home
Thompson watched the draft's first round
come and go on television The second
round was not televised, but he received
updates from USA TODAY's draft hotline
o word
"When the end or the second round came
and sttll nothing, I thought the third roun~,"
he 1d "l waited around for the thrrd
round to end and got the phone call before I
knew 1t'

)TI TIIOMP O W PROJ .CTF.D S SECO D-ROUND PICK
"I h v to go prove my Ir a liltle more nd turn ome opinion around"

It was Mark •enruni, Thompson's atto:•
ney. Thompson Jad been drafted, but not m
the third round.
Said ThomJ>Sln. "He called and I said,
'Whats t e deal'. He said, 'Washmgton Buld, 'O,~,
lets. r'ourth romd. 81st pie ' I
wow.' It was a ock more tha n:,,th ng.
p1a,>f'r~ cnosen ahead of
Among the
Thompson we 13 centers. San Anto~10
made Navy's vid Robinson the No. 1 pick
m the lottery. o surprise there. But_ what
about Atlanta using its third-round pick to
get Song Tao from the Chinese national
team?
''It may not a good start, but 1t gives
me a httle motivat10n now," Thompson
said "I have to go prove myself a little
more and turn some opinion around.
Things didn't turn out the way I wanted, but
that's the way 1I goes. I guel s draft day is
unpredictable e they said."
Please see THOMPSON,

Escondido, CA

(S,tn Diego Co.)

/

*Thompson

.. Th pson was selected by a team
•th Muses Malone and
selections. In addition, _om
Coast Athletic Con· hat isn't hurting for a big man w1
Continut!d From C-I
8
Thompson, who was selected r leading the Toreros to Manute Bol on the Bu~ets \~ ~-::- in and grab some atten"He's Just going to av~imself a look as far as ~a~ing
ference Player of the Ye~~ aft:son led USO in scoring
bee;me the school'~ all- lion and, hopefull~, ~arnd "And we'll also look at it ID a
th 'CAA Tourna~ent t is
1
be he's one or two o
(15.9) and rebou_nding (7.4~ a~ both categories. He is the that team," Termim ~ ·
tha\~:ia very well be I'm not
~n
view
expanded
'more
I~ chosen in the draft, the
time career Div1s1on
seventh play~r frwomhit rsh who was selected by Port- three years away, w~~h s!~se because with expansion
If Scott shows the kind of
ma ·
down about it ID t a .
last bemg Mike
. ressed by Thompson's there's going to be r:e
land in 1984.
8 capable of, I think there
NBA teams supposedly were 11{;.~tead his inability to improvement thath. ID hether it is with Washington or
height and all-around ab1htf1'. tar ca~ ps in Hawaii and will be a spot for 1m w
, d aling with a little bit different
make scoul<: _take ~ottc~ at ad pesrceptions of limited mo- another team."
Chicago e::irller this-~ ear an
''With a center you re e be used to some extent after
e factor for him going in animal, but that can only nd Basically if you look up
bility dowr.graded his value.
his Cleveland off. you get past the second r~!l g 'the NBA ;oster after the
"I don't kno 1£ there ts any f
one overriding the odds of a player ma ID and less It drops off drasti•
the
ob:tr
sat
Termtm
round,"
the fourth
ice. "The mobility factor w;~f( was d!finitely a negative, second round, it becomes l~sB t that'~ just how it's going
. in the all-star games cally after the second _roun_ · ~o have to earn himself a
negative teams loo~ed at.
and the fact that h!S perfo~~a~': 1 don't think that was to have to be. Scott ish go1Dg 'bilities of the Continental
were not strong enou~h t~ &:o~t had a tremendous ca· position, or explore t poss1
League and/or E~rope. th NBA remain a possibility,
roduced quite a few pr
necessarily fair cons1derin:
P
While alternatives_ to e . NBA dream, or watch it
rcer III a conference tha
wiU not give :,pgh~e same type of effort that
Thompson
k' d go out and play three
players.
"It's not real fair to have a .I Chicago and throw out sidetracked, without ma in
days in Hawaii and three days I~ own school. Scott may led to his success at US~-1' looking forward to playing
"It's a good team an md aining some experience
what he's done in four }ears at h1\ind of judgment But
have fallen victim to_ that. v~ry
with Moses and Manute ane "gsaid Thompson, who had
ther '
ff' · ls "We have to
that's the way thP, busmef IS. r g Marty Blake· "I heard from that and go from
t d by Bullets o 1c1a •
nnel they have and who they
Added NBA director o scou in Bo ues (the diminuti
not yet been co~tac
a lot of projections tha: o/one the trst round) would o find out what k1Dd O pers~ a game plan and go from
guard selected by W~hing1fn t~d no inclination I real Y got in the draft, then ma e
i her but what's big · there.
experience and it's (Euin the second round rea Y
"Maybe I need a little _more I have to sit down now
thought he (Thompson) whoulde~~ hpl~y. just tell him to go
er? He will still ha~; a c anc
rope) even more of a~ opt_io~:::~xt week or so and find
and evaluate everything ID,.
-round choices have a muc
out and work hard.
History shows that fou~h th NBA than second-round out what's going to happen.
tougher time making it in e
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The NBA Draft

Thompson's first NBA
sh is with the Bullets
Tome Adv

1l1ncl1

ta Spo,1 "'"' r
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A DIE O - 'cott ThompBon i optimi tic that with a little
effort he'll catch on m the NBA,
but 1t may not be with the team
th t <lrnf d him Monday,
Though Thump on w drafted
81 t overall and wa the W shing
ton Bull ' I iurth round pick, the
n-D.iego
former Univer it of
center wa elected y a t am that
has two experienced centers already. Washington cho. e three
gu,1rd, ahead of him
"I h v to e who they drafted
fir t nd then I'll have to figure 1t
out,p 1d th 7-foot former Uni
ver ity of San Diego tandout, one
o four 7-footers in this year's
draft.
Thompson will have a tough
time making the Bullets' roster.
The team already is carrying veteran center Moses Malone, the
three-time league Most Valuable
Player nd 7-foot-7 Manute Bo!.
"I just have to look at my options," aid Thompson. "I can't
have any negative thoughts. I
know Manute's 7-foot-6 or something and he' b en there and he'
improved, I think 111 need time to
impr ve, too.
, well, I'm ure
·A for Mo
they're looking for a b ckup.•
Thump on said he expected to
go in the econd round.

Escondido, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Times Advocate
(Ci r. D. 32,685)
(Cir. S. 34,568)
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/ Assistant coach
picked for USD
"')..q c:;-t:;
The Times-Advocate

By Jack Smith

SAN DIEGO -'1.JWYeisity of
S1tn Die_so has announced the appomtment of Charies Katsiaficas
as assistant men's basketball
coach.
Katsiaficas, 26, was head basketball coach at Pomona-Pitzer
College and comes to USD after
compiling a 15-10 record last seaon. He served as a sistant varsity
coach in 1985-86 when PomonaPitzer won its first conference
championship in 68 years. He was
junior varsity coach in 1984-85.
A three-year varsity basketball
player at Tufts University, Katsiaficas played and helped coach a
professional team in Sweden for a
year before going to PomonaPitzer.
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Los Angeles lends
name to urban fear

A

PHRASE THAT STRIKES fear and
loathing into the hearts of most urban
communities in America is Los
Angelesizatlon.
Or is it Los Angelizatlon?
The phrase is of fairly recent origin, and It
appears in both forms.
Whal it means Is an insidious metamorphosis
by which a neat, clean, moderately large and
prosperous city gradually - or rapidly becomes an overgrown metropolis,
overcrowded, overbuilt, crisscrossed by
freeways, and plagued by crim\!, litter, poverty
and every other manifestation of urban blight.

What the Post means by Lo~ Angelesized (I
see no reason for that hyphen) is evident ln
.
Stein's comparison of the two cities:
., "~i;re in Southern California," he wrote,
mankmd has taken a landscape drenched with, ·
,
sun capable of supporting every kind of ·
beautiful vegetation from palms to pines, and '. ' j
,
blotte~ it out with hideous developments,
shoppmg centers, apartments and every kind of
ticky-tacky monument to greed.
•"The native Angeleno takes this in stride. He ,'_·; '
has never known any other, better way. But as a ,. 1
transplant from Washington, I'd long har!>ored
memories of its green places and a hope that I ..
~could return to them. ...
"l was wrong. Washington and its environs are .•
not different from Southern California. They •
were just slow off the mark. They show every
sign of catching up with the ugliness of Los
Angeles, and fast."

:J

0

I

•

',.,

·"
which two beautiful young people, a man and ,,1
a woman, are cast adrift on a remote island Jl
whose inhabitants are covered· from head to foot> I i
Taking note of the growing use of this phrase, by a hideous ruzzy while growth. Despite the ,,." :
Charles J. Reilly, director or communications,
presence or these monsters, the young couple ri ,
University of San Diego, thinks it ls time we
are happy in their paradise until one day one of , •
.
settled on one·spellfng or the other. ,
·•"
them sees a small white spot on the other.
"I wish you would use your podium," he
Evidently the nation's cities live in rear of
writes, "to clear up the proper spelling of the
discovering that tiny spot of infection on their
quasi-expletive Los·Angelesization. I've seen two civic bodies - that first freeway, that first
spellings recently, including one in your column shopping strip, that first high-rise, that first
and one in the San Diego Union."
desecrated wild space, that first gridlock.
;., ,
He enclosed an alarming story from the
So Los Angelization is here to stay.
Union in which San Diego's runaway growth is
But perhaps Reilly is right. If Los Angelizatiom u
seen as plunging that once idyllic city toward a
is a phenomenon of our times, perhaps we oughtc,
nightmare of inner-city blight and sprawling
to standardize the spelling. Reilly notes that Los
suburbs by the year 2000.
Angelesizalion and Los Angelization perform
the same function.
My choice will mean nothing. Usage will
Worried by this apparently remorseless trend
Mayor_ Maureen O'Connor recently appointed a ' prevail. My bet would be on Los Angelize and
Los Angelization, The two forms would thus be
committee to 'prepare a Vision aeport
consistent. After all, Angel is enough. I have
describing the ideal San Diego or the future
Said a critic of that report: "In sum, the v;sion never understood why we call ourselves
Re(lort is for a San.Piego or the 1960s, while the Angelenos, or Angelinos, when Los Angeles is
the city of the Angels, not the City or the
trend forecasts Los Angelization by the year
Angelenos.
2000. The year 2000 is not far off."
, Why don't we j~st come right out and call
The word also turned up recently in a
our.selves Angels?
Was_hmgton Post headline over a story by
Im an angel. .
Benia_min J. Stein, a Los Angeles transplant rrom
And San Franciscans are Friscans.
Washmgton, wh?, on returning to the capital,
was shock~d by its degeneration.
The headline react: "Are We Being Los
JACK SMITH is a reporter for the Los Angeles Times .
Angeles-izect?"
Stan G(ll,am's column returns Wednesday.
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San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
{Cir. D. 123,092)

JUN ..

/4on I Van~~~lin comments
on the role,'V°~e sin making
for 1gn pol-1ey over th p st 25
year t 6 p.m. tomorrow )l.t JJSD's
University Center. It's an address
before the World Affairs Council's
annual meetini!: Make reservations through th . council rn the
House of Ho pitality, Balboa Park./
.,/
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"After the second round, I just
kept thinking 'some time in the
third,' • he said "1 just kept calling
the hotline because the team didn't
call me."
D Coach Hank Egan said
Thompson will have to continue
the same work habits in pursuit of
11n NBA job as he did in college.
"1 know cott ha physically improved over his career and has
made strides in his jumping ability," he said. "But Moses is a physical player and that's the area where
Scott needs to improve."
Tho mp ·on fini hed his college
an Diego's all-time leadcareer
ing corer with 1,379 points and as
its leading rebounder with 740.
He averaged 15.9 points and 7.4
rebounds a game during his senior
year and shot 54.1 percent from
the floor and 72.8 percent from the
foul line.
Thompson was the West Coast
Athletic Conference Player of the
Year last eason and posted career
averages of 12.2 points ~d 6.5 rebounds.
Egan said he had heard Thompon would go as high as the second
nmes•Advocate fie photo
round and Thompson said hearing Scott Thompson has his work cut out for him.
this made him more anticipatory.
"With all the media hype, you
Egan added that Thompson as a player.
start expecting tuff," Thompson may have options such as playing
"If he's willing to work and get
said. "I'm disappointed, but you've overseas, but in any event, he on a weight program, he's got a
got to take things in stride."
would have to continue to develop chance," said Egan.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Dally Transcript
(Cir. D. 7,415)
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AM REMINDED of an old horror story in

1cs,. 1888

I

San Diego Notepad

:-'uso nam~basketb all assistant

.Char~ts?a:aas has been played varsity basketball for_ three
named an assistant basketball coach years and was the team captam as a
at USD. Katsiaficas, 26, replaces senior. Katsiaficas played and hel~
Rick Seboenlein, who resigned last coach a pro team for one year m
/
Sweden.
month.
Katsiaficas was the head coach at

Pomona-Pitzer last season, leading
the Division III college to a 15-10
record. He served as an assistant
varsity coach at Pomona-Pitzer in
1985-86 when the school won its first
conference championship in 68 years.
Katsiaficas graduated from Tufts
University in Massachusetts. He
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Trlompson: Italy
is option to gain
•
som,e experience
c?ni?e7rrom C-1
person. But to play in the NBA he has
g

USO center Scott Thompson is disappointed about selection in fourt h round .

Bullets make Toreros' Thompson
'low' choice; he'll give it best shot
By Bill Center

Writer
Being drafted in the fourth round
by th Washington Bullets y terd y wa not quite what cott
Thompson expected
' I kmd of figu ed I'd go in the
second round," the University of
San Diego center said Ia t night
h le reflecting on the ational
Basketball Association draft.
"The worst I figured was early m
the third round. I guess I clidn't figSlaff

ure this one quite right. It's OK, I
guess. I'm just anxious to get
going."
Thompson didn't quite know why
the NBA draft failed to go the way
he expected it to. "Honestly," he
said from his parents' home in Sacramento, "I had nothing to base my
expectations on I've found the players are kind of kept in the dark
about this."
He did know one thing.
"Being the 81st player drafted is

not the end of the world. I've just
got to work hard."
Toreros coach Hank Egan thinks
hard work is Thompson's ticket to
the NBA.
"When I talked to Scott this afternoon he was disappointed," Egan
said last night. "I told him what he
needs to do now is cross the next
step.
"The draft is a judge of players,
not people. Scott is an excellent
See THOMPSON on P ge C-4
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fSan Carlos woman named
; to Cali.fo~o~~ommission

People

1

' Esth:: ire<;;,t~ s?n caWos has been appointed to the C!ndy Ray, Riki Alcheck, Sumeeta Tandom, Graham
, Callforma Advisory Commission on Bond and Surety M t- H!ne, Amy Holstein, Michelle Livsey, Peter Clark, Julie
: ters. The committee meets once"every three months In
Aiken, Randy Jensen, Bert Yanaouni, David Zemke and
' ra mento or Los Angeles to provide advice to the State Senate Heather Poatlawail.
Insurance, Claims and Corporations Committee.
. Seniors,_bonors: Kellie Hendricks, Diana Mendell, Chri•, Green has owned Green & Associates Agency in Redwood hna Bunning, Charlea Oliver, Eileen Shea Rich Israelsen
, City for the past 18 years. She ls a member of the Redwood Gwen_Golub, Chieko Kakihana and Carol Rosland.
'
, City General Plan Committee.
Jumors, high honors: Jon Finney, Rachel "Russell, Mari

S:c-

•

•

Sanchez, Beth Eylea, Janet Kucklinca, Dan Macuga Amy

• Santa Clara University awarded a degree to Gavin Col- Shatsky, Kahna Merrill, Darian Frey, Erich Bradley 'vldi•
'
ca Puri and Rob Moser.
vert of San Csrios at the school's recent commencement
Kerry Grigg,, Joy Brimhall, Nora Alderhonors:
Jµniors,
.• Jeff A. Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnson of son and Esther Bamberg.
.
: Redwood City, has received the Founder's Award of $200 as _Sophomores, ~lgh honors: Khin Aung, Sachie Oshima,
, the most outstanding lower-<llvlslon student in industrial en- Michael Penn, Jill Underwood, Julie Ha Jodie Hendricks
1
·' '
: grneerlng at California Polytechnic Univer..ity, San Luis Obi• and Manuela Hoehn.
• spo.
Sophomores, honors: Megan Well,, Kalla lngman Ann
'
·
Ray and Bret Rothenberg.
•
t
: ~eninsuia residents who are recent graduates of Brown Freshmen, high honors: Silvia Hoehn, David Lam Peter
'
·
. University, Providence, R.I., Include Christina Marianne Fa Eastman and Todd Kiehn.
• of Los Altos Hllls,.Rebecca Maile Zeigler of Wooc!Slde Ni- Freshmen, honors: Stephan Kucklinca, Scott Richea,
• cole Michelle Smith of Palo Alto, Susan Laurel McA~litfe And~ew B~skarville, Tanya Guleaserian, Christopher Basof Menlo Park, George Lyon Hinman of Alberton and Palo k41rv1lle, -Lisa Rice, Ellen Goldstein, _Greg Neil and Brian
·r
•'
, Alto residents Scott Kendall Dinwiddie and Susan Kim Macuga.

•

, Campbell.

-

• View has recognized
St. Francis High School, Mountain

•

Marine Maj. Brian E. Dyck, son of Dorothy A. Dyck
,
of Foster City, has received the Navy Commendation Medal
Los AltO!(resldents Kevin Affonso and Christine Gaudio as for sei:vl_n!l meritoriously as molor transport officer !st Ma'
• graduating seniors with a perfect 4.0 grade-point average nne D1v1s1on.
, They were the valedictorians for the Class of '87 and re:
; ceived the student medal for excellence In English .
Navy Ensign Jon C. Belanger, son of Gary Belanger of
, Other departmental awards were received by Linda Redwood City_, has been designated a Naval Flight Officer
Arn:istrong of Los Altos and Jason Bradford of Cupertino upon completion of the Overwater Jet Navigation Phase of
1
. social studies; Carolin~ Nagel of Los Altos, foreign Ian'. Traming Squadron Eighty-Six Naval Air Station Pensacola
'
~uages; Alexand~r Panell( and Brett Ohlfs, both of Cuper- Fla.
tino, business; Enka Schleich of Sunnyvale and David Nack
of Los Altos Hllls, religious studies; Sara Lundgaard of Sun- Navy Ensign Kevin M. Conners, son of Paul Conners of
nyvale and Ayad AI-Shaikhi of Los Altos science· and Foster C:ity, has been commissioned to his present rank upon
Thomas Sorensen of Cupertino and MaliHa Wo~g of graduation from Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps
Mountain View, mathematics.
'
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.
•

•

•

at McKinley Middle School in
a student •

•

.

1

•

Suzanne Fausa,
Marine La~ce Cpl. Derald Arnick, son of Wllliam and
Redwood City. bas been named to the honor roll of the Unit- Ernestine Armck of East Palo Alto, bas been promoted to bis
ed States Achievement Academy. She Is the daughter of Ea 1 present f!ink while serving with the 1st Force Service Supr port Group, qimp Pendleton.
and Rosalie Fauss.
.
.
\
•
Pinewood School, Los Altos Hills, lists these Peninsula res- Alexander George, professor of international relations
idents as members of the Upper School Honor Roll for the and political science at Stanford University, bas received an
1986-87 school year:
honorary doctor of human letters degree from the Universi'., Seniors, high hOnors: Wendy Ottinger, Rob Abram,, ty of San Diego.

•
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on a comprehensive outside weight
raining program and concentrate on
From News Services
improving his stamina and speed.
NEW YORK - The Atlanta
"The draft is based on what people
Hawks used a global approach in
think. Scott has still been given the
the NBA draft yesterday. using
chance to show the Bullets what he
their last five picks to take foris. It's up to him. If he wants to raise
eign players.
it.
do
can
he
his effort level,
·•we have a pretty deep team
"Being drafted in the fourth round
it is," Hawks general manager
a
should be an inspiratiqn to him."
Stan Kasten said. "We decided to
Thompson is the se\<enth player in
take some of these players.
USD history to be drafted. But no
They're better than tho. e availTorero has made a mark in the NBA.
able from the third round on ."
"I'd like to do it for a number of
With their third-round choice,
reasons," said Thompson. "I'd like to
67th selection, the Hawks sethe
do it for me, naturally. And I'd like to
lected Song Tao of the Chmese
do it for the school. USD is still
national team. A round later, the
viewed as a small school out there.
Hawks took 6-foot-8 center TheoUSD and San Diego was great to me.
Christodoulou of the Greek
fanis
USO."
of
out
it
made
I
say
to
like
I'd
national team with the 90th pick.
Thompson helped make USD basIn the next two rounds, they
ketball what it is today.
selected Jose Antonio Montero, a
In four seasons at Alcala Park, the
6-5 guard from Barcelona, and
7-foot, 260-pound center played on
Riccardo Morandoti, a forward
the only two USD teams ever to win
from Turin, Italy. For their final
West Coast Athletic Conference titles
pick, the Hawks took Franjo Ara- and the only two ever to play in
povic of Yugoslavia, a 7-1 center.
the NCAA Tournament.
Golden State also got into the
"1 wish we would have played betact, choosing Soviet guard Charuter in the tournaments (USD lost in
nas archulenis in the sixth
the first round both times)," he aid.
round as the 127th pick.
"I wish I would have played better.
Maybe I didn't go higher in the draft
because I didn't play as well as expected in the most important (NCAA I level before Thompson's freshman
season, during which he also gained
tournament) games."
Thompson started the last 105 of WCAC rookie of the year honors.
Thompson finished with career avthe 113 games he played at USO.
He averaged 15.9 points and 7.4 re• erages of 12.2 points and 6.5 rebounds a game during his senior sea- bounds. His 1,379 points ranked him
son while shooting 54.1 percent from third on USD's all-time career scorthe floor and 72.8 percent from the ing list.
"I have some options ," said
foul line - marks that were also his
"I think I've reached the
Thompson.
four-season career percentages.
He was chosen the WCAC's player time to view this as a businessman.
"Playing in Italy is a possibility.
of the year while making the all-conshown some interest in me. I
They've
seaference team for a third straight
son. He was also a WCAC all-aca- think I need a little more experience.
"But I'm going to have to wait and
demic team selection for the second
a little bit. I know the NBA is
see
player
valuable
time and USD's most
having some bargaining problems
or the second straight year.
With Thompson playing in the with its players association. There
middle, USD had four straight win- are summer leagues and training
ning seasons and was 77-36 over his camps to consider. I want to be absofour seasons. The Toreros had never lutely ready to go whenever it is
had a winning record at the Division time to get going again."
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drat two
local men
By Hank Wesch
taff Writer

The Sockers didn't have to look far
for two of their four selection in
yesterday's Major Indoor Soccer
League draft
The Soc kers c hos e r ecen t
Grossmont High School graduate
Paul Wright in the second round and
USD's Bo Kaemerle in the fourth.
Wright, a 5-foot-10, 155-pound forward, was a two-time All-Section selection, Grossmont League player of

•

Seekers make West German
their first-round pick-E-5

the year last season and the league's
co-player of the year in 1986. He
scored a school-record 39 goals for
the Foothillers (16-4-2, 13-1-2). The
English-born Wright transferred to
Grossmont as a junior after attending school in Modesto.
Being selected by the Sockers was
not a shock to Wright, but he was no
Jes. exc1tea at the news.
"1 bad spoken with (Sockers coach)
ajlo,
o pe
Ron New an
and he had told me they would probably draft me," Wright said. "He said
they would be looking to build me up
through their program."
"I think we've got to look at least·
two years down the line with him,"
Newman said. "I think he is a real
up-and-coming whiz kid; he's a local
boy, and we're going to invest some
time in him."
The Sockers had observed Wright
when he played for tt Hot Spurs, a
See MISL on ~\ ge E-5

ISL: Sockers draft locals

/

(T '1:s;inued from E-1
earn that won the Mitre/Soccer
America under-19 National Indoor
Invitational championships, a title
they will defend next month. Wright
also scored three goab for the Western Soccer Alliance·s San Diego Nomads in a recent exhibition against
the Hearts of Scotland.
Speed is Wright's forte, and he said
that although he hasn't patterned his
game after any indoor player, his
• vie is most comparable to that of
tllL Sockers' Hugo Perez. Wright has
just more than a year of indoor experience, however.
"I think he'll make an exceptional
indoor player," said Richard Bullock, Paul Wright
Wright's coach at Grossmont. "He's From Grossmont High
agile, quick and has the kind of acrobatic moves that are needed inteam," Kaemerle said. "I've already
doors."
one break in getting drafted."
gotten
Wright, who will turn 18 on July 29,
USD coach Seamus McFadden had
has a soccer scholarship to Fullerton
State. He said yesterday, however, higb endorsement for the first player
his inclination would be to sign an from his program to be drafted.
"I think he can be a better indoor
amateur contract with Sockers and
attend college in the San Diego area. than outdoor player because he's
Kaemerle, whose given name is fast, he has a low center of gravity
Patrick, led the Toreros in scoring and he has excellent shielding skills,"
for the last four years and was the McFadden said. "He has a work rate
team MVP the final three. A 5-10, bordering on madness; he just runs
165-pound forward from Palos and runs. If they're patient and willVerdes, Kaemerle had 19 goals and ing to work with him, eventually he
10 assists for_USD_j_19-4-1) last season will produce dividends."
"We knew Los Angeles (Lazers)
and accountedfor 10 goals and five
assists on a team that was 11-2 in had talked to him," Newman said.
"Rather than let L.A. pick him up
1985.
with a last-round pick, we thought
Kaemerle's career totals were 48 he's a local boy and just in case we
goals and 25 assists. He was named a would take a look at him."
second-team All-American on tbe
Kaemerle said he intended to purWest Coast squad and was an honorable mention All-America choice on sue a professional soccer career to
he adidas Scholar-Athlete team. He the fullest, but he also would apply
J]laintained a 3.46 (of a possible 4.0) for medical school.
grade-po in t average as a
"If I apply now, it would be to
1:iiology /premedicine major.
in about a year," Kaemerle
begin
"It was a nice surprise," Kaemerle
that time I'll know if things
"By
said.
I
that
said. "I hadn't much indication
would be drafted. There was a col- are going to work out in soccer or
lege all-star game back East that I not."
didn't go to, and I thought most of the
Another area player in which the
players who got drafted would come
Sockers expressed interest was San
from that."
Diego State defender Steve BoardThe indoor soccer experience of man. "We're still very interested,"
Kaemerle, who will be 23 on J uly 2, Newman said. "But he had a very
has been limited to participation on quiet game (in an exhibition in Clevean off-season USD team thus far. But land). I felt certain we could still inhe plans to work on his skills in a vite him to our preseason tryout
summer league before the Sockers camp."
hold their tryout camp in October.
" think with a lot f work, and if I (Staff Writer Ric Bucber coatributed
get some breaks, I can make the to tbis report.)

/
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can pl y under a green card or
whether a new foreign-player visa is
requ1r d The MISL collective-bargaining agr ment adopted last year
stipulates foreign-born athlete· must
play at east three years at a U.S.
school t qualify for gr en-card eligib1lity.
I am a complete player,"
"I t
1d from Salt Lake City,
Wilhelm
wh r he IS working at a soccer facility. "I'm confid nt I can do well at
cer, but I must prove
indoor
my If to th coaches and the people."
Ca tro 5-7, 155) was chosen by the
Sockers r ur year · ago out of high
chool bu elected to go to Indiana,
where h cored 17 goals. His
broth r, 1ego, plays for Wichita.
"H c d have been a full-fledged
Ml L pla er by now (if be had signed
four years ago)," ewman said "He's
sUll good enough to work with."
Newman id he didn't see any
goalies he liked in the draft but plans
to look at the University of San Franon
Mark Powell, who started
cisco's
till, cwman said of Wilhelm , "I
with the Sockers' reserve
training
don't even think of him not makmg it.
of last season.
end
at
team
defiWe
grabs
The others are up for
1tely plan on offering him a con•
Commi.s:iioner Bill Kentling said
tract."
Of th Sockers' four lections (one an announcement regarding expa nIn each round), only th rd r und pick sibn could come by the end of leagus!
Rod r.a tro of nd1ana played in the meeting Friday. The Dail_v Camera
five-day cries of scrimmage· and of Boulder, Colo., is reporting that
pra tic that culminated Tuesday Denver will get an expansion team
for the 1988-89 season, contingent
with the Budwe1 r Cla ic.
After Wilh lms, the Sockers chose upon the team selling 5,000 season
Paul Wright of Grossmont High in tickets by November ... Cleveland
the econd round, Castro third and general manager Al Miller resigned
USD's Bo Kaemerlc fourth. Newman ye ·terday morning. His relations
wi th Cleveland management had
on iders Wright and Kaemerle long- soured
the past few months ... MISL
term proiects.
Picking ,, enth overall, San Diego coaches voted Kansas City's Dave
took Wilhelm , a 25-year-old sweeper Clements as coach of the year by a
who captain d Foothill to the 1986 narrow margin over Tacoma's Alan
California Community College title. Hinton . . . Bruce Savage of BaltiHe trained with the Socker · last win- more was named defender of the
ter and was a two-time JC All-Amer• year and Cleveland's John
Stollmeyer was rookie of the year.
1can.
"He showed excellent defensive Kevin Crow and Fernando Clavijo of
ability," said assistant coach Johan the Sockers were fourth and fifth in
Aarino. "He reads the game well, 1s the voting for top defender . . . Kai
very mature m decision-making and Haaski v1 of Cleveland won the Suas good vision We classify him as a perstars competition, a 10-event test
defender, but he has the ability to go of soccer skills. Gus Mokalis of the
Lazers was second, and San Diego's
forward."
Waad Hirmez was third . .. No trades
naa
is
pounds)
Wilhelms (5-11, 160
tive of Sinze1g, We t Germany, and a for draft picks were made this year.
graduate of the University of Col- (Staff writer Ric Bucher contributed
gne. The Sockers are not sure if he to tbls report.)
___
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Vatican seeks
~a tighter grip
~on its schools

*Colleges

says he is satisfied with USD's
lie schools could, if necessary, 1·m catholicity.
their own accreditation agerl~S
Continued From Page 1
The Rev. Norbert Rigali of the
which they are not may be declar~ similar to existing Jewis~ a~d et1s- USD Theology and Religious Studies
"no longer Catholic" by the authori- tian accreditation assoi:1atlons hat Department says the Vatican urgentld are recognized by the federal ov- ly needs to more clearly d_efine _wh~t
ties.
If implemented the schema wou
a theologian is and docs smce, m his
hostile
Academicians
require that all Catholic university er~he;!a critics also say it fa~ to view, a theologian is more than a
Continued on ext page
to outside influence on
professors display not only profe:i- recognize that a theologian i~re mere catechist.
sional competence, but a . certain than a catechist and that a umvEs1ty
"These problems are not going to
U.S. Catholic colleges
"doctrinal integrity and uprightness is more than a parish reli~iowedu• go away, but you don't just _solve
of life" needed to justify their contin- cation program charged_ with tilch- them by fiat," he says. "What L'! th,e
By Robert Di Veroli
hd t
ued presence on a Catholic faculty,
Continued from pr«•c{IW,•J!~
oc rme. ha nt role of the theologian? If the~e s
churc
official
stirred ingThe
. such language that has_ _
Tribune Religion Writer
designed the cent~ M form to the
nevertheless,
Vatican.
It IS
room for dissent for a theologian,
HE FUTURE of U.S. Catholic
I th t 1·t .15 on
campu~• panish Renaissance architecture.
so many Catholic academ1c1ans to
you find that by determining what a
colleges and universi~ies
a
s
signa
repeated
rotest. Critics of the schema.are ad- out
c
c
official
how
about
cerned
theologian is in the first place. And
P
could in large measure hmge
1 are you'd have to start with the i~ea that
d
Harold R. Anderson Consl. has comamantly opposed to any Vatlcan ats
'?or~
a~
fai~
on
teachmgs
as
rega~d
they
what
impose
to
tempt
on the outcome of a struggle over a
pleted a $1.3 million face lift on the
outside control over Cathohc umver- taught in Catholic mstltubod of a theologian is not a catechist, that
Vatican attempt to exercise stricter
10,744-square foot Kearny Mesa Toyota
we do not serve the church in the
higher learning.
control over the kind of theology
dealer hip. Pearson & Wuesthoff, AJA
hi I ubliaed way a c t hist does."
sity faculties.
institutions,
such
in
taught
Architects & Planners designed the proto- the Vatican oy he ks~~:~.,n"'o'""r;;!!;;.a'.7Ilt" e case of the Rev• C r E.
The Rev. Raymond 0. Ryland, also
At issue is the relationship
ject.
Catholic Colleges and Universities, Curran who was told he coul no of the USD religious studies departtween the church's "magisterium,"
representing presidents of 110 o! the longer teach as a ~tho~c theo~ia~ ment says the ma ter is clear
or teaching authority in matters of
Blake Construction Co. Inc. has started
U.S. Catholic co eges and umver- at the Catholic University of Meri• enough already since the chur~h
many
what
and
morals,
and
faith
construction on San Diego County's new
235
proposal unwork- ca because he publicly dissents rom plainly teaches that the Cath?hc
call
ities,
Catholic academicians believe is a
8. 7 million psychiatric hospital and the
a le even "disastrous," and com- the church's teaches on sex andther faith is defined by the pope and b1Shacato
right
university's
Catholic
University of California at San Diego's
ops not by theologians.
p ai~ed about the schema's "juridical matters.
demic freedom and institutional au$13.5 million student center and bookAlthough Curran's case is 1 que
tone."
Ryland says the accusa~ion_ that
tonomy.
store.
The ACCU says the guidelines because CUA is the lone V an- the Vatican goal is indoctrmation ts
Involved are such thorny questions
might work in countries ~here th~ chartered university in the nited a smokescreen.
as the seemingly
"The notion that if one is teaching
logical faculties ~perate m state um- States it is seen as a sign the Vltican
antithetical rights
aught
is
what
about
the Catholic Church officially
what
business
mea~
~olCatholic
U.S.
m
not
but
versities,
to
theologians
of
leges not Jinked directly to the bier- in all Catholic colleges and unvers1- teaches that's indoctrination, but
probe, challenge,
that if one allows all kinds of
arch , but governed by independent ties.
even publicly disSome of those involved, 11..e the freewheeling statements to the conboards of trustees.
sent from church
Like many other Catholic colleges, Rev. Joseph O'Hare, Fordhan Uni- trary, that's not indoctrination, is ab1~t<;!lli!.1&:t..and !1 a
the Universit of San Die~ is run by versity president, have gone stfar as surd," Ryland says.
ishop to uperina board of trustees. Its members, ap- to suggest that implementaton of
. tend the teaching of
the Catholic faith
proximately 34, are nominated by
at a Catholic uniand subject to majority-vote approvversity in his
al of the board.
There should be,ome significant relationship
Its chairman of the board, Bishop
diocese.
Leo T. Maher, says a Catholic b1Shop
The issue centers largely on
between the churc~'s doctrinal teachings and an
has a right to control the teaching of
whether academic freedom has the
institution that caJs itself a Catholic university
the Catholic faith in a Catholic colsame meaning in a Catholic university as it does in a secular universit)'.,
lege or university in bis diocese as a
means of ensuring its catholicity.
The Roman Catholic Church, while
Both the schema and Canon Law, he
granting that knowledge is con~inuHe ys secular standards of acasays require Catholic college theolo- U,e Baum schema might forCECatho- demic fr1:edom do not .. pply to Cathously being updated - even i:ad1calgy professors to have "a mandate lic colleges to escape church tontrol olic theologians and "t the issue is:
ly revised - in such secular hel_ds as
from the competent ecclesiastical by declaring themselves n onger Should students i a holic college
physics, astronomy or _chemistry,
authorities" before they may teach in Catholic.
does not grant the same m th~ cas_e
theology and religion classes get, in a
That might be a good id , 1ccord- positive way what the church teachof faith and morals, m which 1t
Catholic colleges and universities.
"Competent ecclesiastical a_uthori- ing to one l)SD ~oJessor whoiays be es or what theologians prefer to
claims divine guidance.
Core teachings on faith and morals
ties," says Maher, means the b1Shop~- believes mtnifCatbolic colleges have
teach?
"Tbat's what the argument ts de-catholicized themselves.
are open to development and deeper
Resistance to the Baum schema,
the
r
c
help
least
at
would
"It
understanding, the church would say,
about today."
he a s, is "an attempt to oppose any
USD President Dr. Author E. air," says the faculty member: ~ho effort to make certain that what stubit not to radical, contradictory reHugheS WaS one of 14 U.S. Catholic requested anonymity, explammg, dents get in a classroom is authentivision.
college presidents who in March 1986 "Dissent on this issue is not tderated cally Catholic."
The Catholic college issue has been
'
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signed a statement sent to ome prosimmering for years, with charges
Monsignor Richard Duncanson,
:;:_st then co ,cges tlat are
·;;,.;...~ea
n
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ki
teotffig
flying that Catholic universities have
of St. Francis Seminary, says
rector
calling themselves Catholic, but in
envisaged by the Baum schema.
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endorses the sche~a,
basically
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Implementation of the Vatican fact are not, will no longer beable to
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but that instruction in the faith at a
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advertise
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"that
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would
say,
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plan,
than orthodoxy.
Catholic college is primarily the reuniversities are not universities at It'll also allow for an oppor nity to sponsibility
But it has come to a head with the
of its campus ministry
sectarian
narrow
of
places
unibut
all,
Cathoic
genuinely
new,
create
publication of a 1985 Vatican docuprogram.
indoctrination; hence they have no versities that are not Catholicpri~ament that would place U.S. Catholic
But Duncanson, chairman of a 15right to claim public monies to sup- rily in name only, so that thal might member
colleges and universities more diCatholic Awareness Comport what would be described as be a good move in the long .'
rectly under the control of bishops as
the Catholic
concerned
mittee
Despite the avalanche of ticism nature of USD, sayswilh
their proselytizing mission."
far as the teaching of faith and morthe universince
One of the critics' chief fears is generated by the schema, b4wever, sity is a teaching institution
als is concerned, an arrangement
rather
that the plan, if implemented, would the so-called ''truth in packaig" arthat has been greeted with dismay
should
it
facility,
research
a
than
endanger the accreditation of Catho- gument - that Catholic lieges
and hostility by many Catholic acadlic universities and thus their eligi- should teach official Catholi1 doct- transmit official church teachings,
emicians.
bility for the approximately $500 rine not the theories of the gians not "current speculation" by theoloPrepared by the Vatican Congremillion they receive each year in - ~!early is the current atican gians. says that for accreditation and
gation For Catholic Education, the
He
state and federal funds. Others say view.
document is popularly known as the
funding purposes, Catholic
federal
the loss in funds will not be signifi"I believe Rome will ev tually
"Baum schema," named after its
prefer to regul~te t~e~universities
cant and, more importantly, that the come out with a document t t will
prefect, Cardinal William W. ~aum,
selves, but that he does not, m prmc1is
catholicity
university's
Catholic
in
universlies
the
place
definitely
former archbishop of Washington,
more important than mere institu- some manner under the juri iction ple, object to such universities being
D.C.
guidance.
of the local bishop," Maher says. subject to a bishop's
tional survival.
Both the schema and canons 807·
who
theologians
says
Duncanson
Kenneth D. Whitehead, deputy as- "Without that, they cannot beCatho814 of the church's 1983 Code of
teachchurch
from
dissent
publicly
educahigher
for
secretary
sistant
Canon Law would give an unnamed
lic."
tion in the U.S. Department of EduIn his annual address opening ings clearly have created "confu"competent ecclesiastical authority"
cation, says the Baum schema would USD's 1986-87 academic year, sion" among Catholics, a situation
- presumably bishops - the right to
not jeopardize the schools' eligibility Hugnes acknowledged that ''funda- that the Baum schema probably
to
certify a college as Catholic and
for "the bulk" of federal financial aid mental differences" exist between seeks to rectify.
hire and fire theology professors acThe unidentified {,J_filL!_aculty
"because most government financial the schema and the college presicordingly.
says he thought the schema
member
The schema says the Catholic uni- aid goes to students, not to schools. dents' statement he signed pro esting was long overdue because Catholic
applied."
test
religious
a
not
is
There
the schema.
versity "exists within the church and
On the state level, however, not all
He repeated the critics' con ntion colleges for years have been drifting
is part of it" and cites Section 808 of
away from church teachings.
the Code of Canon Law, which says church-affiliated schools receive fi- that "the essence of academi~ free"There should be some significant
for
As
says.
Whitehead
aid,
nancial
from
contro\
of
absence
the
is
dom
that "No university, even if it is in
between the church's
relationship
fact Catholic, may bear the title accreditation, , itehead says Catho- any body outside the university" and doctrinal teachings and an institution
San Mateo, CA
that the function of a Catholic uni- that calls itself a Catholic universi'Catholic university' except by the
(San Mateo Co.)
versity is more than simply
consent of the competent ecclesiastic
Times
ty," he says. "I'm not sure we always
ransmitting the Catholic faith.
(Cir. SxW. 49,793)
authority."
Hughes says that USD "does not do that."
He says bishops have a right to
The schema says bishops "have the
proselytize or indoctrinate for the
sure Catholic universities
make
duty and the right of seeing to it that,
be·
church" and that tensions a
a positive light, what the
in
teach,
in these universities, the principles of
e tween the magisterium and teaching
Catholic doctrine are faithfully obtheologians "as interpretations of the church teaches.
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some
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bishops," he says. "That's all There
but the
error
in
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that
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not
. Americans are being told quite a bit these days about
is no other magisterium."
says.
he
church,"
fiber, o_ne of the hottest topics in nutrition. It's being praised
Any USD professor wh_o iresents
Sister Alice Gallin, ACCU execuas an aid in cancer prevention, assistance in w¢ight control
in class the church's teaching 111, say,
director, says she likes the aptive
and even for helping to stabilize blood sugar levels in diabetic
artificial contraception, but te_n e~- proach
adopted by Archbishop Rem·· ·
patients.
plains why he thinks that tea \mg-IS bert Weakland
of Milwaukee, Wis.,
Now Susan Algert, a dietitian at the UC San Dieg_o Medical
dist>r
invalid, would be a candidate
Marquet
identified
publicly
who
Center, would like you to know that not all fiber works the
missal, Maher says.
MaDaniel
Professor
University
·
same way in the body.
right_Uteach
a
has
"No theologian
Some types of fiber - found in wheat bran, whole grains, ,
against the church's authent ea~h- guire's pro-abortion views as out of
cereals and strawberries - are water-insoluble. So they absorb
ing," the bishop says. "They ~iY d1~- step with the Catholic faith, but perconstipation.
pi:event
help
and
dissolving,
hout_
~
wi
r,
wate
sent privately. They may dll!USS 1t mitted him to continue teaching at
I
The fiber m oat bran, on the other hand, is water soluble
privately, but once they ea~h, the university anyway.
"The reason I prefer that appn,ach
and ~?s been shown to help decrease blood cholesterol levels,
they're taking over a prer(atlve
that we talk then about issues and
is
stab1ltze blood sugars and decrease fat absorption, according
that's not theirs."
the right to dissent," Weakland
not
to Algert . She says this kind of fiber is found in such foods as
_con"1
sees
he
says
Still, Maher
oatmeal, dried beans, rolled oat products and apples ..
flict" between his and Hughes11ews says. "I think that's what we all need
Algert suggests several simple ways to increase fiber
.
on the controversy and, mo,over, now."
intake, such as substituting fresh fruit for juices, and adding
bran to .pancake batter, salads and soups. She recommends a
high fiber intake, ranging from 30 to 50 grams daily, but says
the levels should be increased graduafiy.
She has a final useful suggestion. Individuals planning to
.
mc~ease systematically their fiber intake should talk with
t~e1r doctor or nutritionist to ascertain the type and amouyt
likely to be most beneficial to them:
- -
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A. Larse n Construc tion Co. will
complete construction_ of the $10.6 million
University of an · o ~ p u s student ·nousing center by 1Ht-e'nd of June.
The 154,000- quare-foot complex is
located on a 15-acre site on the north side
of Linda Vista Road acros from the USO
ports Center. Schoell - Paul Inc. AIA
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WASHINGTON - President
Reagan yesterday nominated conservative U.S. Appeals Court Judge
Robert H. Bork to the Supreme
Court, setting the stage for a potentially explosive battle with the Democrat-controlled Senate over his confirmation.
In introducing to reporters bis
nominee to replace Justice Lewis F.
Powell Jr., Mr. Reagan described the
60-year-old Bork as "the most prominent and intellectually powerful advocate of judicial restraint."
Mr. Reagan said Bork - a former
Yale Law School professor who
served as U.S. solicitor general during the Nixon and Ford administrations - "shares my view that judges'
personal preferences and values
should not be part of their ronstitutional interpretations."
Bork, who has criticized Supreme
Court rulings in favor of affirmative
action and abortion, is best known

. -...

•· ... .
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tions.

r

the top of everybody's list."
A graduate of the University of
· ago law school, Bork was unanimously o inned by the Senate for
the appeals court post in 1982.
Mr. Reagan, who said he has
known Bork for many years, considered Bork for the Supreme Court vacancy created last year when Chief
Justice Warren Burger resigned ;ind
Associate Justice William Rehnquist
moved up to take his place.
The White House source said Bork
then was Mr Reagan's second choice
after Antonin Scalia, who received
thf' President's nommation.
At his confirmation hearings for
the D.C. Circuit in 1982, Bork attacked what he called "judicial imperialism" in which judges go "too far"
in discerning rights not clearly
spelled out in the Constitution.
Bork has said abortion should be a
matter of local control.
At a symposium at the University
of San Diego Law School, BorKOnce
said, "The provisions of the Bill of
Rights and Civil War Amendments
not only have contents that protect
individual liberties, they also have
limits.... They do not cover all possible or even all desirable liberties.
"Freedom of speech covers speech, ,
not sexual conduct. . . . The fact of
limits means that the judge's authority bas limits ...."
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Maria Elena Todora and
George Deno exchanged marriage
vows June 6, in an afternoon,
double-ring, nuptial Mass at Holy
Trinity Church in San Pedro. The
Rev. Tom Glynn officiated.
The bride, daughter of Tony
and Maria Elena Todora of Rancho Palos Verdes, is a 1980
graduate of Miraleste High
School, and a 1985 graduate of
the University of San Diego,
where he received a bachelor of
arts degree in business and was
affiliated with the Alpha Delta Pi
sorority.
The groom. son of George and

Connie Deno of Las Vegas, is a
graduate of Bishop Gorman High
School, Las Vegas, and the University of San Diego, r where he
received a bachelor ofarts degree
in political science in 1985
The bride's designer gown was
of chiffon with French Alencon
lace and bodice beaded with
pearls and sequins. She wore her
mother's custom-designed headpiece and matching bouquet made
in Mexico City. Both were of
handmade, individual wax roses,
accented with tiny pearls, rhinestones and crystals. She also wore
an antique medal of the Madonna

made of gold, silver and pearls.
The bridesmaids wore satin,
floor-length, lavender dresses
with short sleeves and bows in
back. Attending the bride were
her sister Sandra Todora, Laura
Devere, Valerie Hart er, Lisa
Oetkos, Victoria Biagiotti and
Diane Culbreth.
Attending the groom were
Anthony Todora, Steven Todora,
l:'rothers Glenn Deno and Greg

Deno, Kerry Culbreth and Rick
Grippo.
Performing a reading in the
ceremony were Carol Quatannens, Dennis Chamberland
and Gregg Deno. The flower girt
\\-as Dahni Salazar. The ring
bearer was Matthew Culbreth.
A dinner reception at the
Breakers Hotel in Long Beach
followed the ceremony. After a
wedding trip to Hawaii, the
couple is t home in San Pedr/ '

Fullerton, CA
(Orange Cot
Fullerton News Tribune
(Cir. W 24,430)
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"If the Republicans are going to
stay on this binge of delayrng and
stalling and dragging their feet ...
then I will too - I'll play a little of
the same hardball, when it comes to
calling up the nomination," Byrd
said.
The Judiciary Committee chairman, Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., said,
"I fully intend to do everything in my
power to hold full, fair and thorough
hearings."
Biden, seeking the 1988 Democratic presidential nomination, said he
intend to "b£:gin the hearings as
expeditiously as possible ... once we
!,ave done all the basic preparatory
\\ ork." He said he will appoint a
panel of "distinguished legal scholars" to review Bork's record before
the hearing~ begin.
Bidi·n s,dd he had told White House
chief of taff Howard Baker and Attorney General Edwin Meese III that
Bork did not fit the "open-minded"
mold of Powell, who was the swing
vote for many issues before the
court.
"I told them I had serious doubts
. . . that if they nominated Judge
Bork that it would cause a very contentious and serious fight ;n the United States &mate," he said.
Biden said Bork appeared "settled
m his views . .. someone who has a
very sharp edge as to how he would

for his role in the so-called Saturday
Night Massacre firing of Watergate
special prosecutor Archibald Cox m
1973. As solicitor general, Bork carried out President Nixon's orders to
fire Cox after then-Attorney General
EJliot Richardson refused.
In what was seen as a major break
for the White House, Richardson defended Bork on Monday, saymg, "He
would make a good Justice. You can't
blame him for the Cox firing."
With the exception yesterday ol
Massachusetts Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, who said he would vote against
the nomination in the Judiciary Committee, Senate Democrats generallJ
reacted cautiously to Bork's nomina
tion.
But despite White House hopes fo
early confirmation, Senate Majorit
Leader Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., hinte
that he might drag his feet on sche1
uling a confirmation vote if Republ
cans continue to block Democrat
initiatives, particularly a liill to Jim
campaign spending in Senate ele
See COURT Page A-26

campaign agains
sion commercials.
"We're prepared to go to the mat
on this one," said Art Kropp, president of People for the American
Way, one of 40 Washington-based
groups that have decided to fight
Bork's nomination.
Kropp said his group will spend
"whatever it takes" to defeat Bork
by ''getting the message out." He
accused Bork of writing opinions as a
judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District ef Columbia that
have "undermined 30 years of advances in civil rights and civil liberties."
Mr. Reagan offered Bork the· Supreme Court seat 1fter a 20-minute
Oval Office meeting ,esterday. Then,
with Bork at his side, be announced
the nomination before reporters in
the White House press room. Bork
did not make a statement.
A White House source said Mr.
Reagan, in the Oval Office session,
asked Bork about his judicial philosophy. Although the White House circulated a long list of candidates for the
vacancy earlier this week, the source
said administration officials never
considered any other candidate seriously.
"It's fair to say that it was always
Bork," the source said. "He was at

I
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spending bil clears Senate

On a vote of 146-269, the House reWA HINGT ':'; The nate yes- Jected an effort to chop $180 million and pensions for federal employees ed by lawmakers on behalf of farmt rd y av fmal congres 1onal ap- out of l~e Commerce Department's $748 mil!ion for the military, and ers counting on the bill.
proval t > a $9 4 bllhon emergency Economic Development Administra- ~59 million for foreign aid. Also, it
"The longer these payments are
pending bill lad n with long-delayed tion fiscal year 1988, which begins rncludes $355 million in aid for the held up, the worse it is for farmers
homeless and f/7 million for AIDS involved," said Sen. Quentin Burdick
fann aid fter dropprng a demand Oct. I
programs.
that th Ub ited States tear down ill;
'
D-N.D.
The House Appropnations ComThe bill also funds $300 million for
lectron,ca ly bugged emba sy in mitt approved a $26.8 billion transof
He voiced the sentiments
a new space shuttle to replace the
Moscow.
por (ion spending bill for next year Challenger, destroyed in a January lawmakers who did not relish the
"It's !,kc t kmg ca tor oil for me" that uld lead to yet another clash
thought of spending their long Fourth
1986 explosion that killed its seven
aid n ~'r t Hollings, D-S.C., who betw n Mr. Reagan and Congress.
of July recess answering questions
crew members, and $300 million in from farmers angry about not refought for th complete dismantling
Th measure would require the
of th d1plom tic- post In lead, he Fede I Avia lion Administration to economic and development assist- ceiving their money.
a reed lo th Ho e position that have 15,900 air traffic controllers by ance to Central America.
~e House had approved the legisOther funds would pay for work on
work on a new bu1Jdmg be halted ~pt SO, 1988 - the end of the 1988
until November ~hlle a new plan 1s fiscal ear - which is 95 more than a heavy-lift space rocket to help lation Tuesday, but had included the
launch large payloads into space but provision freezing work on the Mosdcveloptd
the government h s said it need.,.
·th a ?an_ on u.:,1ng any of the m~ney cow building. The House also re11d,ng measure, which
Tb
Under the appropriations bill
e vote, provides ad- spendJ1Jg levels would reach $13.9 bi!~ for act1v11Jes that might be associat- iterated long-standing language that
y to keep federal agen• hon t build and repair highways and ed with early deployment of Mr. the Soviets would be allowed to
./JKTatinl? durmg the current fis- bridg ~nd for other road programs; Reagan's space-based missile de- ~ove into a new chancery in Washh1ch end Sept 30. The $6.4 b hon to operate and improve fense system known as "Star Wars." rngton only when the American
r
_In a~dition, the bill urges the Im- structure in Moscow is ready.
p sed the supplemental a1rpo and the nation's air traffic
Hollings and other lawmakers
and Naturalization SernugratJon
bill Tu day on a 309 114 contrc I system; more than $3 billion
resid nt Reagan's advisers fo~ ;1 ious mass transit programs- vice to ease some requirements of foun~ that language objectionable,
ve id he would sign the m ure $2. 7 billion for the Coast Guard· and the new immigration law until late argumg that the only way to ensure
in the summer.
that the embassy is secure is to tear
f r cxpre mg irullal opposition. ' $614
'
lion for Amtrak.
_When the measure becomes Jaw, it down the whole structure and start
The legislation omits two arms
Mo t of the the money in the Senntrol prov1s1ons wntten m o the ate .emergency spending bill - $5.5 will add even more red ink to the again.
"!" order to make it secure, you
ongmal bill pa d by the House in bllhon 1s earmarked for the Agri- government's expected 1987 deficit
of about $175 billion, which is well veritably have to tear it down," said
the spnng but excluded from t,1
culture Department's Commodity above the $144 billion deficit re- Hollings. "The important factor here
Senate proposa I.
Credi,t Corp., which runs the govern- quired for this year in the Gramm- is not cost but security."
In other achoo yesterday:
ments farm subsidy programs. The Rudman deficit reduction law.
• The House voted to preserve a agency, which ran out of money May
Former Defense Secretary James
~he embassy squabble was the Schlesinger bad told Congress on
$200 million program of economic l, owes farmers and grain storage
development proJects, despite obJec- operators millions of dollars and has maJor remaining sticking point in Monday that the Moscow building is
the compromise version of the spend- so t_hor(?ughly infested with listening
llons that the spending is ''the very been unable to pay it.
ing bill tLat House-Senate conferees devices that its top three floors
person1f1ca tion of pork barrel and
Other items included in the bill are bad worked out last week.
power polit1ci;."
would have to be torn down and the
more than $1.5 billion for pay raises
Hollings bowed to pressure exert- rest of the compound altered .
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graduate

Vic · i.(!1r~ a resident of
Fullerton, was among the 1,250
students receiving degrc~s from
the University of San Diego .

like to see the court move .... What's
happening here - possibly - is that
we're taking an open-minded conservative and potentially replacing
him with someone with settled views
on every single issue that will affect
the outcome of civil rights and civil
liberties."
If, as is highly likely, the Bork
nomination goes to the full Senate,
where the Democrats hold a 54-46
edge, a united partisan front could
block a majority vote to confirm. If
there were enough votes to confirm
Bork, a filibuster - which would require 60 votes to break - would
mean the Republicans would have to
get 14 Democrats to vote with them
to end the debate.
If Bork is confirmed, he could play
a pivotal role in possibly reversing
the court's rulings that have authorized abortions and affirmative action
programs giving preferential treatment to min!l, ities and women.
Powell was the swing vote in several 5-4 decisions, including the 1973
ruling in Roe vs. Wade affirming a
woman's constitutional right to an
abortion, and· in recent cases upholding affirmative action programs and
separation of church and state.
White House officials said they do
not expect a major ideological battle
over Bork's nomination in the full
Senate, although they anticipate
some opposition from liberal Democrats on the Judiciary Committee.
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Editorials 11

numerous complaints as "inqui- .
ries."
Even when client complaints are
acknowledged, t here is little likelihood that they will be pursued actively. Underpaid investigators
with heavy case loads aren't moti vated to go after what they consider to be small-time shysters.
Moreover, low morale has caused
a high staff turnover that undermines the process still further.
No wonder Fellmeth calls for a
complete overhaul of the system.
He would begin by empowering a
panel of salatied administrative law
judges, retired judges and distinguished private citizens to cut
through the red tape that keeps
unscrupulous attorneys in the profession. He would finance this
stricter oversight by raising dues
for State Bar members.
He would require lawyers to take
continuing education or tests to ensure that they are qualified in a·
certain area of practice.
This overhaul appears unlikely,
given t he State Bar's lackadaisical
attitude toward reform.
Indeed, State Bar President Orville Armstrong continues to insist
that the Bar's disciplinary system
is strong, even as he concedes that
it requires some "fine-t uning."
Although he favors leaving ,the
oversight process in t he hands of
the State Bar, Fellmeth is on target
when he says comprehensive reforms are in order.
If t he State Bar continues to resist cleaning house, it will deserve
to have its discredited disciplinary
system taken over by a state agency . .

San Diego, CA
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Debate on New
Judge May Be
Delayed~ gain
By

Stud nt Spotlight
a na Barlow, Amy Clark, Judy
Come liu , Ma rk A. Durbin, Lon"' Ellis, Stacy Ural King , Kevin
w. Ki man, Dawn Lawver, Ke nneth Mat1hews, Michelle
Mcwhorte r, Pa mela Moretti, Sta·
cey Nitz, Jay De an Overmoen,
Sean Del Ray Rivera, Paul Ruston and Gary Smith, business admim tratim Sa ndra Burns, Me•
lissa Pilar Oakes, Michael Parillo,
Stephanie Simmons, Randi L.
Varrato, Charles Walsh, Paula
Romeo Walsh and Mary Ann
Barth, education; James D. Donofrio, engineering design technology; Charles Robert Schr~der,
civil engineering; Todd R. Pickle,
Michael Cyphers and Jack Luna,
chemical engineering; Daryl Home
and Dan R. Johnson, electrical enStephan A. Beckert, son of Mr. gineering; John Flores Mendoza,
and Mrs. Werner Beckert of Las John C. Middleton, Joseph PelVegas, has been named to the llssier Michael Wallace and Sted an's list a Trinity University in van Sandoval, mechanical engian Antonio, Texas, for t he 1987 neering; Judith Reinhardt, home
spring semester. He is a senior ma- economics; Jeffrey Devine, g~ol?g)~ Phillip J. Roberts, masters i~
joring in political science.
son of Peter ,c1ence; Scot Sandova l, mro ter s
K
~r~~ry K oppe, duated with n business administration; and AlJ;LV in three :e Vitalich McKay, doctor of edu·
dr~tinct:n
years. A graduate of Valley Hi~h ation.
School, he received his degree m - - ~ - - ~ - - ~ - - ~ bus'ness administration and was
admitted to Phi K pa Phi National Honor Socvty. Koppe was
past president of Phi Alpha Delta
pre-law fraternity which he helped
establish at UNLV, and also was
co-captain of the debating team.
He is now a student at the Univers i t ~ Diego S uol of Law
o.nd plans to practice in Las Vegas.

H igh Sehool sopho1 t, t has been chondidaU>. fo r t he
~evada Schol1987 M1 !I
&: hip and Hecug111tion Pageant.
The c mpetition wil' be held July
31-Aug. 2 in Reno.
Brian L. Soehngen, son of I ucille G. Soehngen and t he late W l
liam H . Soehngen. has been select•
ed to attend a week-long summer
semmar program at t he United
States Naval Academy in Annapolis Md. The academy invites stude~ts who are highly proficient in
math, science or engineering and
acquaints them with educational
a nd p rofessional opportunities.
Soehngen plans to pursue a career
in aeronautic engineering

i~::·

Several area residents re~entl_
received deg:ees from the Umversi•
ty of Nevada, Reno. They ar~;.
Mary Lilley, Richard Dell Madrt,
Robert Bjornson, Peter D~n
combe and Alice Keffe~ Smith,
College of Agriculture; Lisa Dornak, Bjorn Thorsrud, Je ffrey
C hurch, Erin Collier, Bradley
Ditsworth, Barbara Hansen, Anthony LaMancu sa, Billie Joe
Paulson, Larry Paulson, Ro~ert
Rudolph!, Elicha Va m e r, Jennifer
Dean Berg and Mic hael Toms,
College of Arts and Science; Karl
Benniso n, Leon Remon Ha rd ison Steven HIii, Kenneth R.
Krelsier Clark Plentzas, William
P rice, Andre L. Rhodes, Elijah
Ondra Thom and Pa · M. Jeffrey,
criminal justice; Lori Be slay, Di·

SIEGAN' LL'

.. . The nomination of conservative
U.S. Appeal Court Judge Robert ff Bork to the Supreme
Court may have come at the right moment for University
of San Diego law chool professor Bernard Siegan. who
faces confirmation hearings for a eat on the U S. Court
of Appeal for the 9th Circuit.
Until Bork' .nomination, Siegan was widely viewed as
the top target of liberal Democratic ~enators and the 40
groups that have oppo ed President Reagan's previous
Judicial nommces.
With a higher eat at stake, those groups may shift
atlenlton from Stegan to Bork.
''The whol t k for h Dt-mocrats on nomin tions
to d • ult! where they'r gomg to deploy thelf
now
fore ,' said Mark Goodin, poke man for Sen. Strom
Thurmond, R-S.C., the committee's ranking Republican.
''If I were a lower court nominee, I'd be overjoyed about
tht ."
However, Siegan' good fortune could run out. Although his confirmation hearing i set for July 21, the
nat J ud1c1ary Committee may delay it until after the
pan I con 1d r Bork's confirmation hearings.
A source aid a delay i being con. idered becau
'netth r sid in th Bork hall! • wants to divert resourc
fighting ov r S1 glln"

*

*

*

FRIE D I HIGH PLACES.. Navy mterests in San
Di go m y receiv a boo t from the likely promotion of

Rear dm B njamm ~• \lontoya,
Montoya who wa born in Indrn, crved m the Navy in
San D1 go befor Iran fernng to Washington.
Montoya 1s due to move up next month to become
c:ummander of Naval I acililles F.ngin ring Command

SAN DIEGO-The debate over
mi nation of UmvecsitY of San
;li~~ prnf BPrnard Siegan to a
'ederal appeals cou rt-already
ong delayed-seems likely to be
detracked further as the Senate
eiirhs Robert H. Bork's nommaa u s Supreme Court
q
d
•
··
tionas
JU tice, a key Senate aide sa1
Thursday.
,A, scheduled July 21 confirmation hearing for Siegan-a Libertarian scholar whose views, hke
Bor 's have drawn heavy fire from
liberal~-will probably be postponed according to Steve Metahtz.
an aide to Sen. Patrick J. Leah_y
(D-Vt ), who head.~ a Dem_ocratic
task force named to screen Judicial
normnees.
Ev n if the delay i bnef, more·
over, rmal Senate action on S~~h
an's nomina11on to the U.S.
trr-u1t Co rt of Appeals will prob·
ably be he d up until after the
Senate has acted on Bork, Metahtz
said The Senate Judiciary Committee has scheduled a hearing on
Bork's nomination for Sept 15. .
In them ant1me, the broad coahtion of lib ral groups that has
stalked Siegan since his nomination
by Pre ident Reagan to the appeals
court in early Febru ry has largely
turned its attenuon to combating
Bork's ascension from the. U.S.
Circuit Court for the Distnct of
-F'Mua ls On Bork
''There's 50 much to do on Bork
at the moment that we have really
focused on Bork," said Nancy
Broff director of the Judicial Selecti~n Proiect, a coalition of two
dozen hberal and civil rights organizations that . lobbies against
conservative 3ud1c1al nor:unations.
Broff said Thursday that .the
coalition members plan to fight
both nominations: "We are all
aware there are times you have to
be able to fight on two fronts at

. .

once."

But while Broff insisted . the
groups have made no _decisi_ons
about how to divide their l!m1ted
resources between the two nominat'on battles, she acknowledged
that plans to issue a lengthy report
critiquing Siegan's legal views
have been indefinitely postponed.
Both Siegan and Bork are adherents to a school of constitutional
interpretation that claims to regard
the "original intent" of the Constitution's authors as binding on Judg.
es.
Though they share common critics and are acquainted with one
another-Bork last year inaugurated a lecture series at USD
honoring Siegan's late wife-they
are not considered ideological
clones by legal experts. Bork 1s
widely regarded as more co~ventionally conservative, while S1egan
is distinguished by his strongly
Libertarian views on economic and
property rights.

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
Los Angeles Times
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and Chief of Civil Engineers of the Navy, where he could
have even more influence over the allocation of construction money.
In his current post as director of shore activities planning and programming in the office of the chief of naval
operations, Montoya generally has given a friendly reception to the delegation's appeals for construction and
improvement funds for San Diego's Navy installations.

*

* *

HIGH-TECH ON THE BORDER ... Rep. Bill Lowery,

R-San Diego, is seeking money for a high-tech X-ray
machine that will help the U.S. Customs Service root out
drugs and other contraband concealed in cargo crossing
the U.S.-Mexican border.
Last month. a House appropriations subcommittee approved a Lowery proposal req uiring the Customs Service
to reserve ·$600,000 for the purchase of six additional
mobile X-ray sytems.
Unlike airport X-ray machines that can discer9 the
presence of metal, the new system - carried in large
vans - contains:'state-of-the-art technology that can
identify cash, narcotics and munitions, Lowery said.
Lowery said Customs officials in New York have been
using the new technology and "were so impressed they
have purchased eight of them with an option to buy 10
nore."
The measure adopted by the subcommittee directs
that one of the machines be sent to San Diego.

* * *

PACKARD APPOINTS NEW AIDE ... Rep. Ron Pack-

ard. R-Oceanside, has appointed John Weil, the former
ditor of The San Marcos Courier as his new district
representa tive in his Carlsbad district office.
Weil replaces Yvonne Murchison, who left at the end of
May.

"
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Juve nile Justic~
Commissione rs~

o1987

L

The San Diego County J uvenile Justice Commission has
selected officers for 1987-S8.
Thomas D. P enfield, a San J
Diego at torney and professor
at the USD School of Law,
will serve as c'ommission
Chairman
L ocal attorney J osrphine Dedi na will sci ve as fi rst ,icechairman, and P at Phoenix, a
manager of San Diego Gas &
F..}ectric, has been selected as ·
sPcond vice-chairman.
Southeast Involvement P rojcd rxeeutive director H. D.
Murphy w ill serve as memberat-)arge.
The Commission is man•
dated to oversee the juvenile
justicP system as it applies to
d pendent and dellnqu nt min ors in San Diego Count y.
The Commission tvi ll meet
VVedoosday, July 15, at 2901
Meadowlark dr., San Diego,
Room 151 noon - 2 p. m.
The public is in vited to at•
t end.
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f.ci /.rhe long-~~Y. 4-.,dcbate o~l'r
M{Tcrslty of Snn
'Yt'h ; no~·n·i
e ard""Sieg:in to a
Diego
federa appeals court may again be
pushed aside as the Senate, cons1d,-, ers the promotion of nobert H.
( Bork to the U.S. Supreme Court. A
Senate aide said a sche:Juled July
21 confirmation hearing for S1egan
is likely to be postpon<'d until after
the Senate acts on Bork's nomination. The nomination of S1egan to
the US. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals has drawn t-r1t1ci m rr?m
liberals who oppo e · 1bertarian
scholar's const tuhona1 1 ,erprcta
tion of law. Like Bork, who 1s alw
under heavy fire from liberal~,
Siegan regards the "original intent" of the Constitution's authoy
:
/
as binding on judges.

Lemon Grove, CA
(San Diego Co.)
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(Cir. W. 7,004)

USD law professor may gain from Bork nomination
,V,er1a/ lo The Tribune
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~k OueFirst

ng discipline
he tate Bar's system of disciplining 1 attorneys was denounced recently in Robert
•
, Fellmeth' report that pinpoints
the legal profession's inability to
poli e it rank .
Fellm eth, a Univer ity of San
p ie~ law professor, who was appointed in January by state Attormp to
ney General J ohn V
11crutinize t heai ciplinary system,
concluded that it is "pretty much
·in hambles."
During the course of his fivemonth t udy, Fellmeth found a
fec kle proce. that is generally
ignor d by errant lawyers, who are
seldom reprimanded, let alone dis• barred, for defrauding or otherwise
damaging their client .
L t year, for example, the State
Bar recommended 38 disbarments,
of which 22 were approved by the
state Supreme Court.
The high court also approved 81
suspen ion and accepted resignations from 69 attorneys with charge pending against them. It should
be noted that some of those cases
had been pending for as long as 10
y'eara.
In fact, the cunent backlog of
cases under investigation for more
than six months numbers 2,300. No
one knows how many cases slip
through the cracks because low' }flvel bureaucrats fail to pass along
consumer complaints to staff attor. peys.
The State Bar says it received
8,000 complaints last year, or approximately one for every 10 lawyers currently pract icing in California.
• Fellmeth asserts that the number
is probably closer to 25,000 because
the bureaucrats routinely dismiss

•
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r.;\/.rhe long-~~Y.,i... debale o~r
M{Tersity of S~n
~ h; no~·ni
e ard~n .to, a
Diego
federa appeals court may agam _pe
pushed aside as the Senate consid,, ers the promotion of Robert H.
Bork to the U.S. Supreme Court.:A
Senate aide said a scheduled_July
21 confirmation hearing for S1eglrn
is likely to be postponed ,until aft;er
the Senate acts on Rork s nomm~tion. The nomination of Siegan ,lo
the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals has drawn criticism fro,m
liberals who oppose th e libertarian
scholar's constitutional interpret!3 tion of law. Like Bork. who is .i.lso
under heavy fire from liberals,
Siegan regards the "original ii;itent" of the Constitution's author
/
as bindiflg on Judges.

/fisvstuden t housing p:o!ect
P.

Esr 1888

compl;Jgf for $12,·!:;?~!~~,.
Constructiotibr'the $10.6 million

Unive:~Sj!l_~in~;s~~:~n
pus Stuaen~ nousmg
completed, according to C.A. ta~:
Construction Co., general_ con rac uc:
Larsen's contract enta)!s _conSt r r
tion of six three-story bU1ldmgs fo
student housing, four _single-story
auxiliary buildings, site improve:!t!~::1:;~~strades
and materials played a maior role
in completing the project on s1fedule, according to Jon McDowe 'operations manager for C.A. La:S9n,d
Com uterized value analysis an
selecti~n of alternate materials r id
products also were instrume~t~ m
holding construction ?osts w1thm
budget, McDowell said.

the uni~ersity, the 154,000-square-

foot housing center wthas ~i~~:~~!ei f
.
on a 15-acre site on e
Linda Vista Road just west ohf ~ :D
Las Cumbres, across from t e
s rts Center.
will house
· d'
.
po
The six maJor :m~mJ~e of the
a total of 512 s~u le~~ a lounge/conand laundry facilities.
There is total of 135 two-bedroom,
two-bath units and 21 one-be~room,
bath units each with a kitchen
one- . . roo~/study. The fully fur·
a~dh~~~!ts will be ready for occun~nc by the start of the fall semes,
fer ix September.
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Investing Gains Favor· as Way to P.a y -for College
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and have the effect of penalizing rather quesne. Canisius College in Buffalo, dren to attend a school that might be ,
than encouraging savings.
.
N.Y., for example, has signed up 22 inappropriate for them or force admis- t
sions officers to bend academic or ethi"The
basic
principle
is
:
Confiscate
families.
whether they assure coverage of room
cal standards.
the
family
savings
and
then
see
what
Some
experts
have
quesJioned
the
and boa rd as well as tuition.
Meanwhile, at least a dozen colle~es else they have to contribute," Mr. financial viability of the prepayment · Last year Gov. Jiimes J. Blanchard '
are promoting their own prepaym~nt Leonard said: "From the,point of view plans and fear that faulty economic as- of Michigan proposed a version of the
anangcments; Duquesne University of the family, the besl thing to do is buy I sum pt ions will. force sta_le govern- plan that would address this problem.
In Pittsburgh has already signed up 582 a Mercedes the day before you fill out ments to subs1d1z.e the tun1on guaran- Under the new Michigan Eduational
Trust, approved in December, parents
tees.
families. In New York the Board of Re- the form."
Mr. Leonard has been working on a
"What you may be doing is shifting pay money into a trust and receive cergents has endorsed a plan, modeled on
1
Jnd1v1dual Retirement Accounts, that new method lo calculate parents' con- the burden of educ~t1on from the next tificates that can be redeemed al any
would permit parents to shield up to tributions that would allow them to de- generation of students through loans to of the state's 44 public colleges and u111- 1
money that had been set aside for the next generation~ of gov~rnors versities. The investment can also be
$2,000 a year from state income taxes. duct
educa11on.
through state subsidies," sa_id Aims applied to private colleges or out-of- 1
Striking a Nerve
McGuinness Jr. of the Educauon Com- state institutions, although without the
The Duquesne Payment Plan
i mission, an organization that monitors guarantee that it will cover full tuition . ,
A key argument for such plans is
The concept of generating increased I state educational activities.
their implicit guarantee that, no matThe Michigan plan is now on hold
John D. Finnerty, f::Xecutive viceter how fast tuitions rise, they can be family savings as a way to finance colpending
ruling from the Internal
lege
first
anracted
national
attention
president
of
CSB
Holding~
Inc., a fman- Revenue aService
redeemed for a college education.
on whether the price
"You can see from the political re- two years ago when Duquesne Univer- cial services concern in Princeton, of
the cerllf1cales and the,r value when
sponse that they have struck a nerve," sity began 11s prepayment plan. Under N.J., examined the Duquesne plan and redeemed
be taxable. A ruling is
said Robert Schwartz, assistant for the arrangement, parents pay several calculated what it would lake to gener- expected inwill
late summer, which will be
ate the tuition revenue for a four-year- closely watched
educalmn to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis of
by other states and
old whose parents invested in the plan
Massachusetts. "People see the cost of
last year with the required contribution schools.
college soaring. and they are scared
that 11 will turn out to be beyond !_heir
of $9,182.
.
An Approach to hill the Risk
He concluded that if all investors acreach."
s
tually enrolled, the Duquesne portfolio
Nonetheless, persuading families to
To avoid quesllons about the viability ii
managers would have to achieve an of prepayment plans, some political
accept .such financial innovations
average yearly investment return of and educational leaders have called fo1 ~,
mean reversing the economic psymore than I 4 percent to cover the pro- programs that would build up savings s·
chology of the 1970.'s and early l980's.
jected tuition charges in the years 2000 but not guai-antee that the resultmg
In those years high inflauon rates<11> 2004. Such a rate, he said, is "an un- nest egg would cover any set percent- ii
made 1t diff1 ult, and even financially
unwise, to save money for future use, thousand dollars to the college now. realistic objective."
age of tmuon. This approach. would ti
On the other hand, Mr. Finnerty said, shift the risk from the state or insutu- le
and federally subsidized programs The college invests the money and,
made inexpensive loans readily avail- when the student graduates from high if the portfolio managers achieved an tion to the individual family.
able, even to middle- and upper m1ddle- school, it will provide four years of average return of 9.5 perce_nt - the
Such reasoning has led to a prolilcra- ll
mcome fa mi hes.
education at no additional cost to the rate at which stocks have mcreased uon of proposals for savings plans, "
over the last two decades - financial some of which would
The climate has now changed. lnfla- family
carry the mcen- 51
uon has cased, and Congress, through
For example, parents of an infant stabihty would require that five stu- tive of tax deductions. Gov. John Ash- e·
cuts m loan and grant programs, has would invest $8 630 while those with an dents not cash in their options for every croft
Missouri is promoting a_ plan to w
made 1t clear that from now on the 8-year-old wouid invest $16,470. Since four who did. "Duquesne is doing allow offamilies
set up "Family Sav- c
Federal Government will concentrate the current annual tu1t1on is $6,825, ei- heavy discounting of tuition for those ings Accounts"to in
hanks and other n
its funds for higher education on disad- ther amount would constitute a consid- who sign up," he ~aid.
fmanc1al msututions. The Regents' q
vantaged students.
erable tuition discount over a four-year
plan in New York would be similar ex- I,
Limiting Choices of Students
period. The university projects that an
An Impediment 10 avings
Lois Folmo, associate director of cept that the money would be contnb"The one likely new source of fund- infant whose parents begin paying now alumni relations at Duquesne, ac- ute-d 10 a state-run trust fund.
would
be
guaranteed
four
years
of
tu1mg for higher education is the savings
The Legislature m llhno1s has also v
l(nowledged that the university asthat middle-class families are cur- t 10n, a total charge of $102,604, when sumes "that not everyone will show approved a plan for education sa:vmgs F
rently not domg," said Herman Leon- the child reaches 18 years of age.
up." She also noted that the economics bonds. Under this scheme, a poruon of h
ard, a public finance specialist al the
Examining the Numbers
of the plan is based on the relauvely state general obhgat1on bonds 11,1ould be Iv
John F. Kennedy School of Governmodest costs of educating students who set aside for purchase by families as a c
ment at Harvard University. "The ·1ne plan hinges on the assumption otherwise would not enroll. "It doesn't vehicle for saving for college. Income
that
the
rate
of
return
that
the
univertrick 1s to find mcenllves to make them
the bonds would be exempt from
sity receives on the invested furuls will cost that much more to have 25 stu- from
put money aside for college."
dents in a b10logy class instead of 22," Federal ·and state taxes. Some have r
exceed
tuiuon
mcreases.
Moreover,
But one impediment to savings are
proposed selling up such a proii.am on
she said.
the formulas used by the College Schol- since the parents of students who do . Others criticize the plans because a national basis.
1, '/
not
eventually
enroll are entitled to a
arship Service to guide colleges in
they llrnlt students to a single mst1lu- "The mam thing people need is an
determining eligibility for scholarship refund only of the amount contributed, t ion selected by their parents long be- easy, systematic way of saving," said
aid and the amount a family would be interest on these funds accrue to the in- fore the young people are ready to en- Troy Murray of Cambridge Associates,
•
expected to contribute toward tuition. stitution.
Al least a dozen other colleges have roll in college. Critics say that this a higher education consullmg concern
Those formulas are based on the famicould lead to undue pressure for chil- m Boston.
ly's incom e, savmgs and other assets establish_ed plans similar to that at DuContinued From Page I
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Investment Accounts
Gain Favor as Way
To Pay Colle Costs

·- ,-;:'By""oWARD B. Fl

An old-lash oned idea for nnanc1ng
coll ge education 1s again winning converts: encouraging families to save
and invest, rather than borrow, to pay
101 tuition.
Spurred by fears that the debt burdens of cc>llc-gc students and their parent. are g umg out ol hand, lawmakers and •ducator have designed a
varl~ty 01 pay-now, study-later plans,
ca lhng them the ducuuonal cqu,va•
lent or Christmas clubs and lnd1v1dual
Retirement Accounts.
But crtucs have challenged the fmancl· I stab1hty ol sC>m C>f the plans, suggr ttng that th y a r<• based on unreal1 IIC ccone>rmc proJec11ons. Others fear
that some plans are forcing parents to
commit young children to educational
blueprint~ that may pot meet th eir
11 •eds whc-n they reach college age.
Payments to a Trust fund
spite
such rcserva11ons, M1ch1gand
De
,
h~ve enacte
and five other st,,tes
ev, 1· ns that permit parents to pay s
P ,,
d dollars into a state-run
~~!/!:~~heir children are Y~~gt~:
return for tU1tt0n guarantees w S milar
children reach college age. I
bills ure await mg s1gnaturevs of the1a·gao:~
·
II
nd W st 1rgm
crnors of I inois
other states
re undl'r d1scuss10r\ 1n ·
. t
ntlud1ng New Jersey and connecucu .
The proposals vary on such point~:rwhal percenrnge of tu1t1on they g
e to pay whether they apply lC
::~ tate-ru~ and priv,~<' colleges and

38

Some plans will
finance 4 years of
tuition.

on-tlnued on Page 9, Column 1
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VRe(<?rJila.q?-f Regulation for College Sports
College coaches and athfit~rectors run collegiate sports - and as big business. That was clear
from the recent special convention of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association. The coaches and directors slapped down or eviscerated every proposal
offered by the reform-minded Presidents' Commission. The message was that college sports aren't
ready for reform.
But if the people who dominate collegiate sports
don't wake up to the need for reform, they invite
others to step in. A growing number of legislators,
state and Federal, restlessly await a chance to impose regulations. And recently a United States Attorney raised the possibility that some abuses in
college sports may be prosecutable. By comparison,
the proposals of the Presidents' Commission are
mild indeed.
Those proposals were cast as cost-cutting steps.
They would have reduced the size of athletic fiefdoms and checked the power of coaches and athletic
directors at big-time schools. A football coach with
90 scholarships to dispense has less power than one
with 95; a coach with eight assistants isn't as
powerful as one with nine. So the reaction of

New York, NY
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coaches and athletic directors was no surprise.
What was surprising was the weakness of the
Presidents' Commission. Created four years ago in
response to the growing scandals in intercollegiate
sports, the group enjoyed success in most of its efforts. But this time it couldn't command the support
evel'\ of schools with clean athletic programs.
Gene Corrigan, athletic director at one of those
schools, Notre Dame, said cleaning up was a matter
for individual institutions, not the N.C.A.A. That
would make sense if these were intramural sports.
But big-time college athletics are profitable because they are national and intercollegiate; solutions must be also.
One reason governmental regulation hasn't
been pursued more aggressively is that efforts like
those of the Presidents' Commission promised reform from within. The results of the recent convenlion make that doubtful.
Regulatlori of college sports isn't immiment.
But if their impresarios continue to operate a lucrative athletic entertainment industry under the guise
of education, they'll drive legislators to treat it like
the business it is.

After Chernobyl and Bhopal, the Liberal Arts Seem More Relevant

Fut~!F~~ngineers Getting More Hun1ap.ities Requirements
By J ENNJFER A. KINGSON
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.__/-/z'- ·where knowledge of the humanities
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was onre treated as a luxury, professors arc showing an increased
awareness that moral issues, such as
those arising from the Challenger acc1dcn1 and the disasters at Chernobyl
and Bhopal, require students to think
mor" deeply about the society in
which they will operate.
The number or undergraduates
/
who take degrees in engineering
more than doubled from 1975 to 1985
according to the Department of
Education During the same period,
the number of history degrees deMark ~1a1cho
clined by 49 percent, and English and
literature degrees by 34 percent. But many educators
ties requirements were enhanced three years ago, and
say that corporations are becoming interested in broadly
It 1s not clear, however, just how schools can fit both
the Callfornia Institute of Technology in Pasadena,
t'ducatcd employees rather than those who are welltypes of courses into a four-year program that many
where
stud_ents
now
miisrspecialize
in
one
of five humanverst'd in a technology that may soon be obsolete.
agree 1s already far too brief. "We should recognize that,
1st1c fields m addition to their technical work
Al a growing number or technical schools, courses that
m four years, we cannot _educate an engmeering student
":"'mong the engineers, there is a realization that the
once we_re el c11ves have become requirements, producto the level_ of a begmning professional," said Paul E.
social and political implications of the technology are as
ing engineers who are conversant with medieval chivGray, president of M,I.T, The school's curriculum
Important as. the technology itself," said Samuel Jay
alry or compu_ter scientists who write Afncan percussion
changes may be a step tov:ard acknowledging that proKeyser, associate provost for educational policy and promusic - or, simply, better English sentences. The trend
fessiona l trainmg now reqmres graduate studies, he said.
grams at M.I.T., where the faculty voted in May to reh s spread to such diverse institutions as the United
With so many potential graduate students being lured
structure the curriculum and create a minor in the huStates Naval Academy in Annapolis, Md., where humanifrom academia by high-paying ·jobs, some members of
manities, ans and social sciences.
professional engineering societies question whether
ANY engineering students
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schools are really concerned with the enlighteni ng
aspects of Greek or with hangmg onto a captive clientele
"It seems clear that industry is satisfied with engi~
neers with a four-year trammg," said Henry Bachman,
president of the Institute of Electrical and Electron ics
Engineers. The rest of the training, he said, can be done
on the Job.
. Indeed, this new interest in the humanities comes at a
time when an explosion of technical knowledge has
prompted the organizations that accredit engineering
schools to tighten their standards and compel their members to offer more vocational training. To help counter
that pressure, the National Endowment for Humanities
has _g ranted money in the last three years to almost 150
projects at schools that are sharpening their emphasis
on liberal arts.
The new interest in humanities may be a cyclical occ_urrence. ln the 1960's, liberal ans emerged as a reacl10n_ to the career-oriented curriculums of the J950's.
Wh1l_e academic courses in the l970's were judged on the
merits of their "relevance," today's watchwords seem to
be "coherence" and "in tegration."
In fact, some professors see a new climate of respect
between "hard_" science faculties and their counterparts
111 the h_
umanitJes. At the Colorado School of Mines, an interd1sc1plmary -hon_ors program for engineers brought
fa cu lty members m the sciences and humanities together lo teach seminars in teams. "You can now see a
metallurgist talking about Chinese literature" said
Tl10mas Philipose, the program's principal tutor.'
"One of the things we used to have to battle was the
idea that engineers weren't good in humanities or shouldn't rea,l,ly get themselves too concerned about political
things, said William R. Grogan, dean of undergraduate
studies at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. Engineers
who graduate from broader programs come to see that
the creative spirit they take pride in is shared by other
disciplines. "Scientific theories are like Michelangelo's
'David,' " said Dr. Keyser, "They are both solutions to
problems, and they have their own esthetic."
While future engmeers may be learning more about
humanities, at many liberal ans colleges students are allowed to graduate with minimal scientific and mathematical training. Dr. Gray of M.I.T. criticized colleges
that lack strict science requirements. "We probably provide an education that is more liberal," he said.
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' Haidinger Heads
San D"ego Worl

~~!a!r,~dlf~u~cll~o

:;iant,1 Fe, head of New West
v, nl ui->~, a business d velopment flzm, has been elected
president of the San Diego
Wo1'd A!f:lirs Council. He suc<etC'ds Dr. Patrick Drlnan,
chairm11n of politi<'al scwnce
at the (Jnh<'r:;ity of ,San Diego.
I!alclinger, a graduate of
Notre Dame and Stanford universities, recently was uamed
to the alifornia 'ommunity
olleges Board of Governors
b} Gov, Deukinejian.
Othi:r new officers are: first
vice presictcnt
C. Art)lur
<Buck) llorg, a retired diplomat; and vic•e prrsiderts Ann
?.{yd<>r RandoJph, who heads
ht'r own marketing ·md communications firm, and G1;1ry
Johnson, chief of the Arthur
Young oftic" in San Dirgo.
John McNeece, an attorney,
is secretary and LoweJI Blankfort of Chula Vista, a newspaper publishc-r, ~ill <'ontinue
as treasurer.
Officers and Directors were
ell.'ctrd at the organization's
annual meeting June 24. Spef'ial tributes were presented to
Dr. Patrick Drinan, Chalnnan
of th,e Political Science Department at USD, the out-going
President, and Mrs. Janke
Sears, founder of the Great
Decisions Series, as the Memhrr of the Year. D,:-. Author
Hug-hes, President of the Univt-rsltr_ of San Diego, elected as an honor11ry board
member, joining Hon. Pete
WU.son, JOS\!Ph F Abely, Mrs.
Helen Copley, Gordon c. Luce,
Adm. Horacio C. Rivero, and
Mrs. Irving ~alomon.
1\1aqulladora Dlscu..<1s1-0n
A pal).el of experts will discuss the pros and cons of the
Maqulladora /ndustry in a public forum Wednesday, July 22,
at 6 p.m.
Expcns !Ja,·(.a.-!.. j;'Y~ .... b ~,. .. , .........
quiladora.s Revisited" include
Dr. Stephen Jen,ner, 315sp,c. director of S,1:?SU's Ins!ltute for
Regional Studies of the Californias; Dal).lel Pegg, San Diego Economic peveloJ?ment
Council; and Tijuana attorney
Gonzolo Gomez-Mont.
Among lss4es scheduled to
be d iscusseo. is the econoI)'lic
benefit derived by San Diego
and Tijuana from this investment. Polley questions, including continuation of special
t.iriff treatment for ,maquilii.doras, will be dehaterl by the
11roup. The costs and benefits
for. U.S. industry and labor
will be discussed and the effects on maquiladora employees will be examined.
Audience questions will be welcome.
The discussion will be at Tia
Juana TiJ,ly's in Mission V;i.1ley. Buffet is $12.50 for Council members and. $15 Jor nonmembers. The discussion only
is $3 for members, $6 for nonmembers, and $1 for student
members. For reservations,
call the World Affairs Council
at 231-0111 .
The vyorld A~airs Counc;,il
is a private, non-profit, nonpartisan organization of p~ple
in the San Diego community
wl}o are interested in learning
and 1.mderstanding more about
international affairs.
Tlle Council brings prominent foreign pollcy makers
and thinkers to San Diego to
present autp,oritative yiews on
issues of global concern to the
city at luncheons, dinners and
forums. The Council also coordinates the Great Decisio71s
Series for San Diego Schoql,s
and study groups, and holds
discussion groups on current
topics.
/
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na 10na s wit I pac ages 1a inclu e
modern labor atory equ ipment and recearch support. r-or insta nce, llaly's
lstilLtlO per la RicoslruZiOll<> Industria lc, the giant state-owned industrial holding company, is bu ilding a research and development fac ility to
attract scientists to the poor Naples
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Now, th U . . 1s
importing it~
i ntists and
engine rs, but
, m nym yleave.

lore· •ners, tw,c the percentage ol
th 1111d,1970's. The number ol lore,gn
muthem.11,cs and computer science
l'h.D ·sh.is also swell d, 10 roughly 40
p rccnl And foreign sc1rnt1sts and
•ng1n rs now account for two-filths
of th s who go on to post-doctoral
re c,irdi, up from on •third 1n 1979.
rhc d, amallc 1ump m the proportion or fort•1gners I a p, oducl of two
convcrgml( tr nth. Students abroad
rnntmuc tu v1 w Am nca' graduate
engmr(•nng (Ind science programs as
the best In th world, the right place
10 h at a 11me ol technolog,cal ferment. For 11(11 r. a r b com mg a big
ger factor on Am rican campuscs,in
olllN d1sc1pllnes us well, including
the soc ml SClt'llC('S and graduate buSl·
nc, programs. But the trend 1s most
dr,11n,111c 1n cngincermg and the hard
s , ntcs.
Meanwh1IP, tlw number of American. earnmg advanced cngmrenng
d gr s has been droppmg at an
,il,1rmmg rate mc th early 1970's,
,, , eflcc11on m p rt of the d t r1orat111g state ol tt•thnic·,11 11 a1111ng at the
p1 -collci:e I vel Le ser decline
have occurr d as w 11 m physics,
rht•n11S1ry anti the oth r sciences.
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non-Asian minoriucs arc vastly under-represented among American engineers and scientists. The number of
women in these fields has been growing, but not at a rate that would
allev1ale the problem. The small
number ol non-Asian minorities is
particularly troublesome since they
represent an increasing proportion of
the degree-age populalion.
Meanwhile, science education experts worry that the nation's preparatory schools are not equipping students with the technical skills
necessary for pursuing scil'nllfic careers.
"Our pre-college system has essenllally collapsed and 1s nol vaguely
compcll11ve with that of other coun
tries," says D. Allen Bromley, a Yale
physics professor who served as vice
chairman of the 1986 White House
Science Council Panel on the Health
of U.S. Colleges and Universities.
"It's a nauonal disgrace."
Concern about the problem has already led to talk of eventual jobsharmg between industry and academia. And a few companies are taking
measures to deal with the problem

',

'

14'

douhle-edgctl sword. It h, help d t
United States to ma1ntam th super
orny of II i,:rudu.itc cduc,1t1onal sy,
t m nd to r mforce its mduslna'
comp 11t1v ness. 13 tw n 1972 and
1982, the• proportion of for 1gn rs m
tht· Amc-nc,1n science ,ind cngm<:ermg work forrc grew to 17 percent,
from 10 percent, for mstanec.
But ult1mn1ely II represents a vul•
nc, ,1h1lity should many ol the foreigner lt•avc for home
"It works agamst our nai,onal
to train the manpowcomp 11l1v n
that returns
er 111 our u111vers111

another, we trained them and they
can help U S. mdustry and universities perform well.''
This 1s not the first lime, of course,
that foreign sciem1sts have played a
ma1or role in this country. In the
1930's and 40's, America's superior
scientific base was partly built by an
influx of top-flight European scientists, who moved here to stay. But
today's foreigners are different. They
are raw talent being trained here, and
the number of Ph.D.'s among them

nome to compete against us," said S.
\lien Hcinmger, vice president of re,ource planning nt the Monsanto
Company.
"The role ol lorc1gn Ph D.'s 1s coming under serious d1scuss1on in the
science commumty," said Frank
Press, president of the National
Academy of Sciences. "There 1s a
mixed view whether we should try to
keep them. From one point of view we
want to send them back, especially if
they are from poor countries. From

with temporary visas - rather than
permanent immigrant Matus - has
been nsmg sharply, 10 more than 80
percent for engmeenrig Ph.D.'s, for
.example.
More than two-thirds of the foreign
engmeer doctorates arc from fas13rowing Asian nations, and many arc
leaving. Japanese and Ch111ese students almost all go home and anecdotal evidence suggests that more
Koreans arc returnmg.
For their part, Taiwan and Italy
reportedly have been wooing t~ci~ t~p

. . have made
T't11ey

a dec11·ne 1'n
up 1J:or
'

I

.

. ·11~anks in parl 10. American train- i
111g, 111 some 1ndustnes, other nations ,
arc now lC<;lrnologica lly competi tive .
wnh American comp,1n1es for the
first lime in the postwar era. As a
result, some of the best American
engineers and scientists arc being
courted to work abroad in wcllCC]Ulpprd jaboratories 011 advanced
·research proj cts.
"In the last 18 months, Japanese"'
cc,mpanies lwvc started to ;1ct lvely
rccr11it U.S. engi1H'ers ancl scirn tists
to go to Japan," said Peter Cannon,
vice ')Jrcsident of research and chie f
scientist at Rockwell. "That's a
first."
The Japanese companies would
"hke to get 011r Ph.D.'s, even for a
year or two," added l<arl Willenbrock, cxccut ivc director of the
American Society for Engineering
··
Educatlon.
America's lll'Cd for top talen t is
likely to become most'·acutc in the
late l9!lO's, when there will be 25
pcrccnl fewer Americans of college
age than today. ·1 hat could translate
to a shortfall of roughly 700,000 cnginccring and science undergraduates
over 25 years, lhe National Science
r-oundation estimates. And it is unclear whc1hcr even n continued tor-,
rc-nl of foreigners could fill a gap or
that size.

.
If they denart
'
r-'
there's no one to
take the1'r place.

T

IIE expected decline of the numbl'r uf st11tlcnts in the pipeline
roreshaduws a fierce recruiting
h.1t1le among industry, governmenl
and academia for students earning
advanced degrees in engineering,
compuler science, nrnthcmatics and
other technical fields. President Reagan's Strategic Defense lniliative in
particular is cxpcctC'd to require vast
numbcrs of Ph ll.'s.
The oft-stated fear Is that univcrsitics will lose out 111 such a compctilion. The crnnch will be exacerbated
by a wave of rel irements in the late
1990's of faculty hired 10 tead1 the
bahy boomcrs Ill the l9GO's. They will
have to be rcplacctl as the demogrnphic curve rebounds after 2000.
"We don't sec where the new peapie will come from," said John 11.
J\,loore, deputy director ol the National Science r-oundation. Women and

now.
The Digital Equipment Corporation has become concerned in the last
rnup <' of ' ars that a shortage of
Amencan engmecrs could hurt its
ability to grow, said Mark Conway,
manager of D1g1tal's education investment review board. The company
now gives about $2 million a year m
cash and equipment to support eng1necrmg and science facully and students at both the umvers,ty and high
school levels.
And the National Science Foundation spent $27 million through 1986
sponsormg young tenure-track professors who remain at umversities.

U• S • Sttl dents.

llu t that represented only 70 pe r cent
of the fou ndation's pote nt ial allotmcnt s, since ma ny youni;\ rcsca rchcrs w rr un able to obtai n requi r ed
matching funds from pr iva te sources.
" Industry sor t of k nows th r is a
prohlC'm now, bu t everyone wi ll bccome awa.-c CJf It very suddenl y whrn
thC' shortages hit," sa id Sheldon
l l101npson, di rec tor of applied re-'
sc·arch and developmen t al th e Sun
Rel 111ing and Ma rketing Company.
By .i lmos1 any projection, A m crica's dependence on fore ign ta len t
seems bound lo grow signifi ca ntly.
But wi ll the foreigner s conti nue to
come in sufficient nu mber s? Some
education ex per ts say thnl the average annual increase in the past decade of nearly 8 percent can not b
SIJSlaincd.
And will Jhosc who come stay? Sti ff
cur ren tly
regu lations
American
make it d1fficu lL 10 hire fo reigners.
"Sometimes you ligh t il out to get
th m because th ey're the best," said
Mr. ll ciningc r of Monsa nt o. "O thc-r
times it's just too much hllsslc." And
the Reagan Admin istra tion's stringenl effort lo prevent hi gh technology
from being trnnsfcrred abroad has
lwd the effect of prohibiti ng fore ign-'
crs from working on advanc d pro-,
jecls where thei r talent s would he a
houn to A111crican i ndustry . Evcntually, those restr ictions may have 10 be
easetl to keep the na tion's labora torics working, some in the science
establishment conte nd.
"So far, we've lucked out in that a
significant numbe r ol th ose forrign
nationals have decided lo stay," said
Roland W. SC'l1111itt, senior vice prcsiclcnt and chief scle11 1ist al the Genera l
E lectric Company. "The Un it ed
States has many resea r ch cent ers.
including our main f acility at G.E.,
that would have been dead i n the
waler had they nol been ava ilable."
;

•

The Growing Foreign Presence .
In Americah Doctorate Programs_

Foreigners receiving Ph.D.'s 111 the U S., as a percentage of the total.

Engineering

Physical
· Sciences

M athematics/
Computer Science

60%
50
40
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~outh African comes 'home' to San Diego in search of a title;=======~=~===~~~
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Olt -ffojalyn Fairbank, the upcoming Virginia Slims of San
Diego will be omcthing of a
homecoming.
A native of outh frica, Fairbank
has Jived in Rancho Bernando for the
pa t two y ars. At lea ·t she has

John
fll'flema

Tennis
owned a condommium ther Becau e of travel demand . he is able
to spend only a handful of week
each year In her dopted home.
'It wa a tossup between living in
San Diego and Florida," said Fairbank." who is un ure whether she
will eventually seek U.S. citizenship.
"It would have been more convenient to pick Florida, but I felt an
Diego was more my style. It's more
relaxed here, more like (her hometown of) Durban "
Fairbank, an engaging 26-year-old,
may not be among the world's most
recognized players, but she figures to
fare well m the $75,000 event, set for
Aug. 3-9 at the San Diego Tennis &
Racquet Club.
As m pa t years, uch headliners

as Martina avratilova, Chris Evert
Lloyd and Steffi Graf have opted to
skip San Diego. They will resurface
the following week for the $250,000
Virginia Slims of Los Angeles at
Manhattan Beach.
For sheer marquee appeal, San
Diego's ~6-woman field comes up
short. But for players like Fairbank
it provides a rare and welcome
chance to win a singles title.
"I feel like I have a good chance to
wm," said Fairbank. "It's always
nice to be home, but I can't relax or
else I'll be in trouble."
Fairbank, who holds a world smgles ranking of 21, reached the semihna ls of last weekend's Virginia
Shms of Newport (RI.) before losing
to Wendy While. (White will also
compete in San Diego.).
San Diego's top seed is expected to
be Lori Mc eil. an upset loser to
Fairbank in NewR()rt's quarterfinal
round. Second seed will be Kate
Gompert, with Italy's Raffaella
Reggi third and Fairbank fourth.
Defending champion Melissa Gurney will be seeded sixth. Her finals
opponent last year, Stephanie Rebe,
may chose not to coinpete because of
a strained stomach muscle.

'It would have
been more
convenient to pick
Florida (to Jive),
but I felt San Diego
was more my style'
-Rosalyn
Fairbank
Boris Becker heads the West Germans.
Besides McEnroe, the U.S. team
includes Paul Annacone, Tim Mayotte and the doubles duo of Ken
Flach and Robert Seguso.
According to ESPN's Cliff Drysdale, a U.S. loss would likely symbol·
ize a nadir in the declining fortunes
of American tennis. (The losing nation will be dropped to zone play
next year, and thus unable to win the
Cup.)
Said Drysdale:
"They must win or the team could
be stuck in the trenches of South
America for the next few years,
which is unthinkable. If they lose, it
will greatly set back the perception
of the U.S.'s effectiveness as a tennis
nation.
"If they lose, it will finally make
the U.S. sit up and take notice that

•••

IT' DO-OR-DIE TIME-The U.S.
Davis Cup team - led by John
McEnroe - faces a crucial elimination match against West Germany
starting Friday at Hartford, Conn.

I

concrete, an effort to attract the
tour's bigger names, who tend to
avoid any clay not contained within
Paris' Roland Garros Stadium.
At least one observer, Jimmy
Arias, regards the move as shortsighted.
"It's stupid to rename this the U.S.
Open Hard Court Championships,"
Arias told promoters.
"The U.S. Open is the U.S. hard
court championship. You're not fooling anybody but yourselves."

•••

THE RED-HEADED ACTOR
Who knows whether it's true or not,
but according to Bild, West Germany's largest newspaper, Boris Becker
hopes to become an actor some day.
Something about expanding his horizons, it seems.
Said Boris:
"I don't want to be remembered
only as a Wimbledon winner. You
have to develop yourself, you can't
live in the past. You must set new
goals for yourself.
"Perhaps I'll become an actor and
maybe my movie will get good reviews. I'd be really happv then beNO MORE CLAY PIGEONS
Mats Wilander's win last Sunday in cause I would have achieved somethe U.S. Clay Court Championships at thing new."
Also, the report quoted Becker's
Indianapolis ended a 77-year era.
Starting next year, the event will father, as ,saying that his son would
be called the U.S. Open Hard Court volunteer for West Germany's miliChampionship - for a very simple tary service.
Herr Becker is not required by law
reason:
The clay courts will be r~placed by to serve because he left West Germa-

tennis in this country needs some
support."
Equally intriguing will be how
McEnroe plays.
Said Drysdale:
"This is a critical juncture in his
comeback. If he beats Becker, he
may decide he can make it. If he
loses, be may quit."
ESPN will air the match live Friday night, and Saturday and Sunday
afternoon.

•••

ny before he was 18. He now lives in
Monaco.
Said the father: "He plans to serve,
we are only looking for the right
moment. Perhaps next year."

•••
DROP SHOTS - Terry Timmons
has been added to the growing staff
of teaching pros at the San Diego
Tennis & Racquet Club. Timmons is
part of a six-member staff.
• !JSD tennis coach Ed Collins will
host a three-day workshop for instructors and those interested h
teaching the game, July 31-Aug. 1-2.
For information, contact Collins at
260-4803.
• Mark Littrell of Oceanside recently won the regional championship of Jantzen's $15,000 Fast Serve
Challenge. Starting Thursday, h•~
competes in the finals at Maui, Hawaii.
Littrell's serve was timed at 135
mph in the regionals. He won the
title three years ago. He is now the
head pro at Fallbrook Tennis Club.
(John Freeman's Tennis column
appears every other Tuesday in The
Tribune.)
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graduate of Elk Grove High
School, graduaLed from the
University of San Diego, June 14
with a bachelor of arts degree in
biochemistry and cell and
molecular biology.

Encinitas,
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/ uNIVERSITY OF s~DIEGO Founder"s Gallery, San Diego, 260-4682.
An art exhibition entitled "Conta Kent Serigraphs" features 20 prints dep1ct1ng
love hope and op im• rn, Thlll artist has
cre~ted numerous works of art. her most
f mous one be111g Lo" ' depicted on
U.S postage ~arnes, Noon to 5 p.m/1
weekdays,

Smith, who maintained a 4.0
grade point average during her
undergraduate studies, will be attending the University of San
Francisco fedical school this fall
to pursue a career as a physician.
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Smith is the daughter of J<'ay
Slater, a science teacher at Joseph
Kerr Junior High School, and
Robert E. Smith of Sacramento.
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NIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO San Diego, 260-4682.
Founder's
An. art exhibition entitled "Corita Kent Serigraphs" features 20 prints depicting
love, hope and optimism. This artist has
created numerous works ol art, her most
famous one being "Love," depicted on
U S. postage stamps. Noon to 5 p.m.
;iqo5,,,...--weekdays.
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/ New dor1ns
due a 0SD
Pl~ber_
i

More than 500 students a t ~ versity of San ~~go _ca~ look forward to new dorm1tones m September when the $10.6 million, six-bui_ld·
mg East Campus Student Housing
Center opens.
C.A. Larr,en Con truction Co. said
the l54,000-~quare-foot project hes
on 15 acres orth of Linda Vista
Road just west of Via las Cumbres
and 'across from the university's
sports center
Included will be 135 fully furnished
two-bedroom, two-bath units and 21
furnished one-bedroom, one-bath
units. Parking will accommodate 500
cars.
Schoell-Paul Inc. designed the
project to conform to t~e campus'
Spani h Renc\lS ance motif.

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co)
Times
(San Diego Ed .)
(Cir . D 50,010)
(Cir . S 55,573)

Encinitas, CA
(San Diego Co .)
Coa t Dispatch
(Cir. 2xW. 30,846)
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with a dramatic poem written by a
~. English
Itcollege
department chairman who

Soprano to sing Benefit is tonight
Spanish zarzuela
"Noche Hispanica" will be held
beginning at 7:30 at St.
tonight
at church benefit James Catholic
Church , 625 S.

Nardo Ave. in Solana Beach . It
By Marty Wisckol
feature arias from Spanish
will
Beat Editor
"Noche Hi spanica," an evening zarzuelas by three established
of La tin music and dance which opera singers and Mexican folk
will benefit aliens seeking legal dancing by Ballet Folklorico Aztestatus here, is the merging of two ca. Tickets are $5. Proceeds will
perso nal int e r ests of soprano benefit the church's Amnesty
Program Legalization Fund. For
Virgi ni a Garland.
Fm,t , Garland loves the zarzue- more information, call 755-2545
la, a Spanish musical form similar or 755-2965.
to the operetta at is virtually
nknown m the United States.
"It is probably the most popular that I could use my background to
of classical music in Spain," said help them out."
"Noche Hispanica" is generatGarla nd . "it's quite entertaining
the first funds for the church's
ing
many
the
a nd fun . It captures
Program Legalization
Amnesty
spccts of Spanish life , everything
Garland hopes other
and
Fund
rom the peasant to the aristocrat.
"Second , it will raise money to contributions will follow.
Setting up the fund and orgacl p aliens - mostly Hispanic "Noche Hispanica" is only
nizing
who are going through St. James
recent of Garland 's
most
the
to
effort
Catholic Church in their
of the mo t signifone
endeavors,
ien
t ake advantage of
wa s raising six
which
of
icant
gram.
mn _
"The bulk of the people who are children after her first husband
comin g (to St James for help died. She also founded the New
rocessing immigration applica- Life Opera Ensemble of Solana
tions) make no more than $7 ,200 a Beach, which she directed for two
)Car," said Garland who, with her years.
Garland, 49, has studied voice
11u band, Robert, volunteers at
extensively since 1975, including
the church' amnesty center.
The church, under the auspices a one-month intensive program
of Catholic Community Services, with the late maestro Frank Baseha proce sed some 1,600 applica- lice in New York City . She is
tion" so far for the Immigration presently studying in San Diego
an d Na turaliz a ti on Service . with Carolee Thornburg.
She has been a fan of zarzuelas
Garland, who holds a bachelor's
discovering a record of Spansince
degree in Spamsh, has been paroprano Victoria de los
s
ish
financial
ticularly bothered by the
Staff photo Tom Riggs
obstacles some aliens face: The Angeles. Initially she had difficulrequired medical check-up costs a ty in finding the written music.
n11 n imum of $45; the Catholic Finally h er accompanist, Janie
Comm unit y Se rvic es fee for Prim, brought her some zarzuela
photos, fin gerprints and counsel- music and also put her in contact
''There are families that have five or six
ng is 40; the INS processing fee with another singer who was
familiar with the music, Maria
people who want to become legal. When you
IS 200,
''There are fa mil ies that have Antonia Rey. Last year, the two
multiply (mandatory fees) by six people, it comes
or six people who want to performed together in a zarzuela
five
out to quite a lot. It pained me to see people like
become lega l," Garl and s aid . performed by the U iver · of
orkshop ,
thl every day. Then it cam to me that I could use
"Vhen you mult iply (mandatory San Diego Opera
my background to help th m out. , ,
fees) by six people, it comes out to PabloSorasobal's "La Tabernera
de) Puerto."
quite a lot.
Soprano Virginia Garland
Soprano Rey, who will join
''It pained me to see people like
See NOC\Page D8
this every day. Then it came to me

1 1987

:,:;anted to comment on Mary Shelley's novel
'
Frankenstein."
The pie_ce, which the educator wrote to
embody Victor Frankenstein's Faustian quest
msp1red a local amst to create a senes of
pamtmgs A composer later took the themes
suggested by the characters and situations i'n
the work to write a Jazz score. The trio will now
brmg the creation to the stage.
.. The Cen~~r City Arts Assn. production of
Monstrum premiered Thursday and will
continue through Aug. 9 at San Diego City
College Theater.
Will Rober_tson directs a cast of actors
the jazz opera brought
dancers and smgers
together by Un1Vers1ty of $an Q~o educator
Bart Thurber, San Marcos artist DeLoss
McGraw and composer Nancy Rees, who is
now a mu.sic profcs. or n New York. McGraw
rlesigned the set Richard Redlin playR Frank•
en em and Cr tme Scvec hi betrothi•d
Elizabeth , n t e stage prvductlon sho .vtn 6 ai. 8
P m. Thursda; -Sunday.

m

Lupe Limon, left, is the daughter of the founder of Ballet
Folklorico Azteca and now leads the group. Ballet Folklorico Azteca will perform Mexican folk dances at Noche
Hispanica tonight.

NOCHE!Benefit show

be tenor Joseph Carson who
frequentl y ,;mgs pnnc1pal roles
for the Pacific Chamber OrchesGarland on ~tage tomght, is a tra . The three, accompanied by
native of aragossa, pain and Prim , will ·mg ome 50 ari:is
ha s pe rform ed lea d role s in from zarz uela ·
Rounding out the hill wJII be
opera and zarz ue/a.~ in Spain
a nd South America, including BaJl et Folklorico Azl" a, a San
holding the title of la Prima Marco s- b ase d Me. il'~n folk
Soprana of El Teatro de Zarzue- dance troupe of 19 members
tha t performs throughout the
la m Madrid.
Also performing t omght will county.

Continued from page D1

USD Lhw ,C ,ter Sues 3 .6.

Los Angeles, CA
(Lo s Angeles Col
Times
(San Diego Ed.I
(Cir. D 50 ,010)
(Cir. S 55,573)
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~tAII:~~
with_a dramatic poem written by a
t
college English department chairman who
wanted to comment on Mary Shelley's novel
'
• "Frankenstein."
The piece, which the educator wrote to
~mb?<IY Victor Frankenstein's Faustian quest,
msp1red a local artist to create a series of
paintings. A composer later took the themes
sµggested by the characters anti situat" ons in
the work to write a jazz score. The trio will now
· bring the creation to the stage.
The Center City Arts Assn. production o(
"Monstrum" premiered Thursday and will
continue through Aug. 9 at San Diego City
College Theater.
Will Robertson directs ·a cast of actors
dancers and singers In the Jazz opera brought
together by University of Sao Q~o educator
Bar t Thurber, San Marcos art t DeLoss
McGraw ai:id composer Nancy Rees, who Is
now a mustc professor in New York. McGraw
designed the set. Richard Redlin plays Frankenstein and Cristine Sevec his betrothed,
Elizabeth, In the stage production showing at 8
p.m. Thursday -Sunday.

I

now, she said.
(Continued rr::?ff
As for the specific case of physiqui site exams.
trained in Vietnam, Mccians
Dr Dao is one of the named
said more than 200 UniCready
plaintiffs in the suit, which also inof Saigon graduates are
versity
Diego
San
a
cludes Eileen Wynne,
practicing in California. All grad•
area medical student in Grenada,
uated prior to 1975, she conceded,
and Dr. Frederick Cruck Kraft, a
and most were able to bring papers
who
physician
Mexican-trained
documenting their training with
was admitted to practice medicine
them.
in six states.
In contrast, more recent imIn the case of the Vietnamese
fled quickly, often with
migrants
graduates, the suit alleges that
on their backs, to
clothes
the
only
BMQA met in closed session Jan.
Their cases
regime.
new
the
escape
susto
voted
and
1986,
31,
30 and
said,
Angelo
D'
difficult,
more
are
pend processing of all applications
Saigon
of
University
the
because
from University of Saigon graduhas not released data on its former
ates, but failed to record that decistudents to California.
sion until the end of May, informMcCready also declined t o
ing applicants by letters dated
discuss the specific cases mentionJune 4, 1986. None of the applicaed in the suit. The board will be retions has been considered on an inpresented by the attorney general's
dividual basis, she said.
office, she said.
The problem is so widespread,
The suit names past and current
San Diego, CA
the attorney asserted, that the
of the 17 member board
members
(San Diego Co-)
state Legislature is taking action
staff members of the
various
and
Daily Transcript
of
University
to assist post-1975
(Cir. D. 7,415)
licensing di vision as well as the
Saigon graduates who wish to
Department of Consumer Affairs.
practice in California. Senate Bill
of the defendants named in the
One
the
by
unanimously
1358, passed
is San Diego County Medical
suit
Senate and now pending in the
JUL 3 0 1987
President Jacquelin
Society
AsEembly, would set up a faculty
a radiologist who was
Trestrail,
five
of
council-in-exile composed
appointed to the board l48t Januformer University of Sr:iigan faculary. Trestrail , who is on vacation,
ty members who would review the
not be reached for comment
could
recmake
and
records of graduates
/
yesterday.
ommendations to state officials.
Evening I noun
D' Angelo referred to a state
(Cir. D. 123,092)
Senate subcommittee study of
complaints about the board's han•
dling of foreign medical graduates.
The subcommittee ultimately
JUL 3 l 1987
compiled a 30-page "accusation"
Although representing all
Byt/s~BRYDOLF
against the licensing division,
foreign-educated physicians who
SanDiegoDailyTrllMCriptStsffWriu,r
charging numerous violations of
.Jl/len', P. c. a I,, 188&
The University of San Diego have applit!d for state licenses
the state administrative proCenter for Public Interest Law has since 1980, the suit specifically
cedures act.
charged that fthe state physicians identifies a group of about 30 doc·
BMQA sees the problem dif.
licensing board is discriminating tors trained at the University of
Concerned when the
ferently.
against foreign-educated doctors in Saigon Medical School in Vietnam
diplomas" came
"selling
of
practice
an iJlegal effort to limit the after 1975. The center estimates
to light in 1983, BMQA has
number of physicians practicing in the number of foreign medical
tightened up its standards for medgraduates (FMGs) to be in the
the state.
ical school curricula, according to
hundreds, with Vietnamese gradught journalism and grammar. Occasionally, he would
sor who ooc
h an amended class action comBMQA spokeswoman Linda McEnghsh a he --l!njyersity ~of San stick his head out a classroom winplaint filed in U.S. District Court uates numbering at least 30.
Cready. Prior to 1983, the board
esterday at his home in dow, wave a white handkerchief and
Diego d"
In San Diego, Robert Moser is
in San Francisco last week, the
relied on certification from indiPonce et, Fla., of cancer at age 66. shout, "Help me! They're all idiots in
center asserts that the Board of associate director of resettlement
vidual medical schools that indiB emner, who taught here from here!"
Medical Quality Assu°;-ance (BM- programs for Catholic Community
,.; iuals had completed training.
"Professor Bremner motivated all
1W1' to 1961, had retired to Florida
QA) violated open meeting laws, Services, a social service agency
up
set
board
the
then,
.ice
S
knew him to do their best," said
who
honored
and
lengthy
a
ending
after
falsified documents and fabricated that is also a plaintiff in the suit.
standards for medical
$ ecific
Dean of Journalism Mike
Kansas
of
University
the
at
career
teaching
12
about
that
estimated
Moser
deprive
to
criteria for licensure
"He was a master teacher
Kautsch.
1985.
in
Kansas
aining.
t
qualified physicians the right to Southeast Asian physicians are
He showed through hi
editing.
of
intimidating
theatrical,
Bremner's
said
who
McCready,
Althoul(h
practicing locally - a number that
practice in the state.
the importance of lanteaching
thouthe
by
beloved
were
methods
with
served
been
n<,t
'had
boarc
..he
area's
the
serve
to
insufficient
is
attorney
center
to
Acc11rding
sands of students who studied under guage."
the Fu.it, declined specific comment
JuUanne B. D'Angelo, BMQA has 45,000 member Asian refugee
A native of Brisbane, Australia,
him, and many_des~rib~d him as one
per30
saM
she
allegations,
t!i'e
on
met frequently in violation of the population, he said.
received a bachelor
Bremner
persons
msp1rabonal
most
the
of
in
licensed
physicians
the
of
cent
an
creating
are
rules
BMQA's
Bagley-Keene Open Meetings Act
degree from Propetheology
sacred
met.
th~,Y
the last year were foreign-trained.
"incredible waste of talent" he
and failed to consider applicants'
in Rome in
University
Fide
ganda
dynamvery
was
he
,,Abs_olutely,
.
how
know
not
did
She said she
complained, adding that refugees
cases on an individual basis. ·
a Ramona 1941, and continued theological studBowman,
John
said
1c!
applicants
foreign-trained
many
can
who
physicians
vJSit
to
prefer
my
" If they have evidence that
High Srhool Enghsh teacher who ies at All Hallows College in Dublin,
were turned down last year. The
clients didn't complete a proper speak their languages and underto?k cl~sses at USD und~r Br~m~er Ireland. He w;is ordained a Roman
ap25,000
bas
currently
board
stand their cultures.
medical education, I'd like to know
w1_t~ Bill Hagen, The Tribunes film Catholic priest m 1943, and remained
plications in the pipelin~ right
D' Angelo cited the case of one
it," she said. "They've never
a priest for 24 years
critic.
named client, Dr. Le Bup Thi Dao,
llowed us to test their evidence or
·
"He was a very charismatic indiBremner worked as a magazine
a University of Saigon-trained
vidual who was a great influence on
pr nt any evidence of our own."
guys like Hagen and myself. He knew editor, newspaper columnist and
pediatrician who has not received a
BMQ ' decisions are regularly
what he was talking about. We used radio writer and announcer in Ausstate license despite completing a
made in a "secretive and unto call his lectures the Gospel ac- tralia before coming to the United
three-year medical residency at the
trustworthy manner," D'Angelo
cording to st. John because what he States in 1950. He earned a master's
University of California Irvine
asserted. All physicians must be
degree m journalism from Columbia
said was gospel.
Medical Center and pa,sing all relicensed by BMQA in order to prac"Of course, we only said that be- University.
4A )
(Continued on
tice in California.
He also taught at the University of
hind his back."
Standing 6-foot-5 and weighing 260 Iowa, where he received a doctorate
pounds, Bremner cut an imposing in mass communications in 1965.
In 1969, he came to the University
figure in university classrooms and
seminars in newsrooms across the of Kansas and in 1977 was named
country. Longtime colleague Lee Oscar S. Stauffer Distihguished ProYoung remembered him as a "de- fessor of Journalism.
Bremner, who will be buried Tueslightful terror to students."
Bremner would stalk around his day in Lawrence, is survived by his
classroom, often quoting Robert wife, Mary, and a sister in Sydney,
Frost and the Bible or lamenting Australia.

USD Law Center Sues Licenser
For Foreign-Trained Doctors

~ormer journalism professor
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st 2 Who Survived

p Ce
ve

reached the cene
Barone said Smith and G1acalone, w'1o
were treated for mmor m;unes, were
qu ttoned by po11ce and then released
Wcdnc day night to the custody of their
parents.
"We didn't handle them any different

'It w· ju ta mi take, and one the whole story comes out,
ta h rn I mistake it was.'
p pie will
I f vm any other iuvemle, · he said. • W
I r t take a ;uvcmle up to the hall, unless
it's a capital-ty pe cnme. I thmk the world
1 afe with these kids staying with their
1 ent "
I sa strike team agents beheve that
H m, Smith and Giacalone were respon1 le hr another pipe bomb blast that
d extensive damage July 21 o a car
n Wandame re Court m San Car o
"Our mvest1gat1on md1cates they are
probabli responsible for that," Barone
said. " o, I'll say they are responsible for

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)

that." T he youths are not suspects m any
other pipe bomb explosions.
He said the three apparentl y learned
how to make pipe bombs by reading a
book called "Improvis ed Mumuo~ B(ack
Book,' published by Desert Pubhcat10ns
of Cornville, Ariz. He said a copy of the
book was confiscated from Smith's home
,n t'1e 6700 block of Bestwood C'ourt m
San Carlos Stnke team agents also
co:,hscated from the home a large cai;:he
of explosives used to make hol')emad e
bombs
A loaded AKM sem1-automat1c nfle
',1, as fot.nd near where the borrb ent off
r force
Detective John Buono said
agents IJad been told by Giacalone and
Smith hat Ham, al o 17, not on1y made
the bomb that killed him hut also owned
the rifle
Donald Smith, the father o Daniel
Sruth, said Thursday mght hat h ',1,BS
mamly upset w1tn the ed a r ..ismg
photograp'is of h s son.
"They didn't have the right tc do that,"
d cla ed. "I have an attorney coming
over here. nght now to prove they didn't
have a right to do that "
Please see Bl.AST, Pa e 4
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rg s E p cted Agai s{
urvived p·p e omb

, ;u~t a v ry
s his whole

Teresa, who 1s marned but dee! ned to give her current name,
descnbed her brother as a "curious,
inqu1S1live teen-ager .' She said her
brother was "not mvolved in the
making of the bomb."
erne Forrester , who Itves In
S,m Carlos, said she had met Giacalone through her children's involvemen t in Mission Trails Little
Leagu". She said her husband,
Peter, coached a Little League
team and Giacalone had ~en especially helpful with "coaching, umpiring The kids hked him a lot,"
Forrester said.
"He was a good k1 very pohte,
not obnoxious, just a ruce kid,"
Forre ter said
o Mallclou • Intent Seen
Maure n Hetzel said she was
Hams seventh- grade science
teacJ-,er and eighth-gr ade teacher
at St. Michael's Ca1hobc School m
Poway
Hetzel and others ha e de~cnbed
him as an ind str1ous and mq s· t1ve youth Interested m scienre
theory as to what
h offered
motivated Ham to start fooling
around with explosives.
"I don't believe that it was done
with anything malic10us or destructive m mmd," Hetzel i;aid.
"Curiosity, perhaps experime nta-

nt• •
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Founders Gallery, San Diego, 260-4682.
An art exhibition entitled ··conta Kent Serigraphs " features 20 prints depicting
love , hope and optimism. This artist has
created numerous works of an, her most
famous one being ·Love," depicted on
U.S. postage stamps Noon to 5 p.m.

weekdays.

tion, led him to his mvolvem ent,
but whatever the reason, 1t was not
malice.
"He was always one of the top
wmners in the scien e fair."
Ham has an older brother, Chnstopher, 19, and a younger brother,
Brian, 15. Hetzel said Ham's brothers are equally bright and that
they, too were frequent science
fair w,nne .
"He liked to learn and was a very
inquisitive child. I can't imagine
him doing .µiything destructiv e.
It'~ not withm the realm of posi,;.
bility," said Hetzel, who has taught
at St. Michr.el's for eight years.
The fu era! for Ham is scheduled
at 10 a.m. Friday at St. Michael's

Church m Poway. Before JJ10vmg
to Escondido, Ham's family was
active in the parish.
Ham's father, Charles, an orthopedic surgeon, an. wered the door
Thursday at ,us Escondido home
but declined to comment .
A neighbor who a ked not to be
1dentif1ed said the Hams have livP.d
in the house about SIX years The
woman, who has known the Hams
for five years, called them a "wonderful family."
The Hams normally were aware
of where their sons were at all
times, the neighbor ~aid. Ham had
received pcrmissio to spend the
night at Daniel Smith's nouse the
night of the explosion, the neighbor

°I 5'5""

1HR~

By Carol Sottili

~IVERS ITY Of ..SAN DIEGO -

/

·

said. She said she had met w i t ~
grieving fam1ty and the Harns are
"de\astat ed."
Ham delivered the Escondido
Times-A dvocate for more than
four years until he quit in March,
said Jeff Brinley, the circulation
promotion manager.
The family had owned the route
for "quite Svme time," he said. Ham
inherited the route from his olde1
brother, Chnstoph er, who is a
college student Ham earned about
$170 a month from the route.
Ham's route was in a hilly area of
Escund1do, and he used a moped to
deliver lhe paper. Brinley called
Ham a "conscientious carrier."

When the San Diego cit. Jerk reported t ha t an initiative m ended to
halt the SANDER .1rash-to-energy
proJect had not qualified for the November ballot, the attorneys who
drafted the measure went through
"three or four days of unspeakable
distress."
But Robert Simmons and John
Minan, professor at the. Q!iiversity
of San Diego La School, refused to
accept the conclusion that insufficient valid signature s had been collected to qualify the initiative.
For nearly a month, the news grew
more and more gloomy for San
Diegans fo r Clean Air, the group behind the mitiative. But Simmons and
Minan had reason for optim1~m.
"i 'e went from suspicion, to hope,
to , onviction . to e vidence tha t
pr >ved our conviction ," Simmons
said.
The city clerk's office dealt the
first blow July 2, when it announced
that a random sampling of the petition had not produced a proportion of
valid signatures high enough to qualify the initiative.
Eleven days later, the situation
grew ·orse, as the county registrar
of voters declared that a mor e thorough check of t he signature s had produced 5,657 fewer than the 54,454
needed to qualify the measure.
The City Counc il reluctan tly
agreed J uly 20 to spend $31 000 to
conduct a signature-by-si gnature
check of the more than 79,000 names
gathered But a week la er, the regis-

•

See SANDER on age 8-3
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Profs Kept
up the fight

Los Angeles, CA
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Diligence in fight
for anti-SANDER
initiative pays off

Del Mar, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Del Mar Surfcom ber
(Cir. 2XW. 1,845)
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Continued from B-1

Victim
not far from Lake Murray and San
Diego State Um versity It damaged
t?e passenger door of the 1985 Ford
Escort shattered the back ',1,1r dow
ned aJl other windows
id I
from th hinges. A loaded AKM
f em1-automat1c assault rifle was
ater found near the site of the
blast, apparentl y where the boys
th rew it mto some bushes.
GunTrat ed

. cache of explosives was foun d at
th h
e om e of Dame! Smith
on
Best wood Court in San Car IOS
" I'
m not goin~ to confirm o~ den
anythmg, " Barone said. "I didn{
give anyone any information W
~oun~ a lot of stuff (at Ham's h~mei'
fo~ln~ .m not gonna say what w~
"I . do know the family knew
rathmg about that stuff. The famiy "':as completely unaware a
they re still ma state of shock•.. nd

an oprthoped1c su~geon
ice m owa} The H
ltve man affluent sect10~ of E ams
The funeral for Kevin M1~~:~j
d1do.
Ham was held Frida
.
M1chael's Catholic Churc~ i·natpSt.
oway,
.
Ba
rone said he and his staff w1ll
meet next week with
. represent at1.ves of th S
e an Diego Co t
.
un Y
d1str1ct attorney's office t
o recomme d h
andn P:ual rgGes aglamst Daniel Smith
d
1aca one He
sai the
charges could be ·
manslaug hter a felo~ serious as
but more
likely would f~II d ->::possessio
n
un er
w. I~ ~~~~f.is

of ~xplosive and dangerou s devices, also a felony.
Barone said no explosives had
g~e~ found at Giacalone's home on
nsmark Avenue in Del C
nor has Giacalone been linked
pipe bomb explosion on Wander~er~ C?1 m San Carlos on July
. . m1t and Ham have been
linked to that incident which
caused $1 ,000 damage to,
the undercarriag e of a car.

:;t

e[i~

Material 'Primitive•

Sgt. Grayson of the sherifrs
arson . and bomb squad said the
material uncovered from H '
s
home was "very primitive
deadly, very erratic-th at's' hyy
w
he died."
He said a boy was killed in 1985
when a pipe bomb simllar to Ham's
exploded in his face. Grayson said
several books offenng instructio ns
lo make such hom bs are
on
... how .
h
mcreasm gly available " .
t e
county. He listed them as ..
O
Please see F OUND,
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trar's office announced that the initiThe San Diego Union
ative still was 2,956 signatures short
Robert Simmons
of qualifying. Its chances of making
it to the November ballot seemed to
be evaporating.
Meanwhile, however, Simmons mark. And because there were fewer
and Minan were spending hours registered voters during that elecresearching the law. They carefully tion, the initiative had enough signareviewed the City Charter. It con- lures to qualify for the ballot from
firmed that an initiative, in order to the very beginning.
His argument was indeed convincqualify for the ballot, must contain
valid signatures from 10 percent of ing. On Tuesday, City Attorney John
the voters registered during the last Witt upheld their legal challenge,
and the council voted to place the
general election.
..... e on the o em~ ballot.
.,...,,.,...,
The ree:istrar's ~e .had -~
---- ~ r 1980 election The once disheartening picture had
voter rolls as the benchmark for brightened considera bly for SANDqualifying the initiative. At a meet- ER opponents.
Minan and Simmons, who have
ing between Simmons, Minan and
members of the clean air group, no- been active in the anti-SANDER
body could agree as to whether the movement for some time, said they
1986 election was a general or a spe- acted out of a conviction that the San
Diego Energy Recovery plant would
cial election.
have lasting detriment al health efto
way
"I decided that the easy
fects on their families, friends and
Minan
check,"
and
go
to
was
find out
fellow citizens.
said.
The measure would block the plant
Minan's review of the council's acfor Kearny Mesa from being
planned
1986
r
Novembe
the
ordering
tion
election defined it as a special elec- built. The plant would burn 2,250 tons
tion, primarily because there were of city trash to make electricity for
only a series of initiatives before vot- 60,000 people each day.
Minan, a Tierrasan ta resident who
ers and no candidates were schedhas spent years researchi ng and
uled to run citywide.
writing on solar technologies, said he
erred,
So the registrar' s office had
became interested in the issue after
The
.
concluded
Simmons
and
Minan
last general election, held Nov. 5, reading a pamphlet handed to him at
1985, should have been the bench- a shopping center.

_The San Diego Union

John Minan
He was initially concerned for his
immediat e family, which includes
two children, 8 and 14, but soon that
concern extended to others.
"I thought of the 15,000 schoolchildren within a three-mile radius (of
where the plant would be), and their
accumulation of toxins," he said. "I
saw a significant effect on those
least bl to defend themselves, like
children and the e derl} "
The initiative would ban trash-toenergy plants, or "garbage incinerators," as Minan prefers to call the
plants, within three miles of schools
or hospitals, effectively killing the
SANDER project.
Simmons is no stranger to public
policy issues. He has been active in
Utility Consumers Action Network, a
watchdog group that keeps an eye on
SDG&E, and ran unsuccessfully for
Congress in 1984.
But the SANDER cause has
sparked his interest on both environmental and legal grounds.
"This is the most fascinating of all
public interest issues I've ever been
involved in," Simmons said. "There
are challenging and fascinating legal
issues. And we're talking about preserving the quality of life."
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.. . .. a. c.St 2 Who Survived Blast
reached the cene
Barone said Smith and Giacalone, who
were treated for mmor injuries, were
que ttoned by pohce and then released
Wednesday mghl to the custody of their
parents.
We didn't handle them any different-

'It wa'iju ta
p plcwill

· take, and once the whole story comes out,
wh ta harn1l mistake it was.'
1 from any other Juvenile," he said. W
Jon't take a Juvenile up to the hall. unless
it's a capital-type crime. I think the world
ts safe with these kids staying with their
p r nt. "
le aid strike team agents beheve that
H m, Smith and Giacalone were respon1 le r,r another pipe bomb blast that
1 ed exten ive damage July 21 ta a car
n Wandamer Court m San Carlo
"Our investigation indicates they are
r, obably responSJble for that," Barone
said. " o, I'll say they are responsible for

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)

that." The youths are not suspects in any
other pmc bomb explosions.
He said the three apparently teamed
how to make pipe bombs by reading a
book called "Improvised Munitions B ack
Book," published by Desert Pubhca \ms
of Cornville, Ariz. He said a copy of the
book was confiscated from Smith s home
in the 6700 block of Bestwood Court in
San Carlos. Strike team agents also
conf1 cated from the home a large cai;he
of explosives used to make homemade
bombs
A loaded AKM semi-automatic rifle
v. as found near where the bomb ent off
force
D tect1ve John Buono said
agents had been told by Giacalone and
Smith that Ham, also 17, not oniv made
the bomb that killed him bu al owned
the rifle
Donald Smith, the father o Dame!
Smith, aid Thursday mght hath v.as
n
mainly upset with the mea.a
photographs of his son.
''They didn't have the right to do that,"
h d c arr "I have an attorney commg
o er h re ngh now to prove they didn't
have a right to do that "
Please see BLAST, P
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s Expected Agai s
urvived p·pe Bomb

(I

Teresa, who 1s mamed but declined to give her current name,
described her brother as a ' cunous,
inq,ns1tive teen-ager.' She said her
brother was "not involved n the
making of the bomb."
Terrie Forrester, who hve• m
S.m Carlo , said she had met Giacalone through her children's Involvement in Mission Trails Little
LeaguP. She said hPr husband,
Peter, coached a Little Le
team and
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Diligence in fight

for anti-SANDER
initiative pays off

e4

Del Mar, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Del Mar Surfcomber
(Cir. 2XW. 1,845)
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to give up
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By Carol Sottili
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,,,.;NIVERSl't..Y OF .SAN DIEGO Founder's Gallery, San Diego, 260-4682
An art exhibition entitled "Conta Kent Serigraphs" features 20 prints depicting
love, hope and optimism. This artist has
created numerous works of art. her most
famous one being "Love," depicted on
U.S. postage stamps. Noon to 5 p.m.
weekdays. $1. °1
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srud. She said she had met w i t z
Church 11'1 Poway. Before piovmg
grieving family and the Hams are
to Escondido, Ham's family was
"devastated.''
active in the parish
Ham's father, Charles, an orthoHam delivered the Escondido
pedic surgeon. answered the door
Times-Advocate for more than
Thursday at ulS Escondido home
four years until he quit in March,
but declined to comment.
said Jeff Brinley, the circulation
be
to
not
A neighbor who asked
promotion manager.
identified said the Hams have lived
The far.uly had owned the route
in the house about six years The
woman, who has known the Hams for "quite sc,me time," he said. Ham
inherited the route from his older
for five years, called them a "won.
brother. Christopher, who is a
derful family."
college student. Ham earned about
The Hams normally were aware
170 a month from the route.
of where thell' sons were at all
Ham's route was in a hilly area of
times, the neighbor i:aid. Ham had
Escondido, and he used a moped to
received permi:ision to spend the
night at Daniel Smith's house the deliver the paper. Brinley called
night of the explosion, the neighbor Harn a "conscientim,scarrier."

When the San Diego ctt) !erk reported that an initiative 111 ended ta
hall the <;ANDER ,!r.ash ,o-energy
proJect had not qualified for the November ballot, the altor eys who
drafted the measure went through
"three or four days of unspeakable
distress."
But Rob rt Simmons and John
Minan, professors at the. Ynivy.sity
of San Diego La,JY School. refused to
accept the conclusion that insufficient valid signatures had been collected to qualify the initiative.
For nearly a month, the news grew
more and more gloomy for San
Diegans for Clean Air, the group behind the initiative. But Simmons and
Mman had reason for optimism.
"We went from suspicion, ta hope,
to conviction, to evidence that
pn.ived our conviction," Simmons
said.
The city clerk's office dealt the
first blow July 2, when it announced
that a random sampling of the petition had not produced a proportion of
valid signatures high enough to qualify the initiative.
Eleven days later, the situation
grew worse, as the county registrar
of voters declared that a more thorough check of the signatures had produced 5,657 fewer than the 54,454
needed to qualify the measure.
The City Council reluctantly
agreed July 20 to spend $30.000 to
conduct a signature-by-signature
check of the more than 79,000 names
gathered But a week la er, the regisSee SANDER on

age B-3
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~5SProfs Kept
up the fight
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vi d Mumtton Bl ck Book," "The
Anarchist Cookbook," and "The
Poor Man's Jame Bond."
B rone sa d a copy of "Improvi d Munitions Black Book" was
('onfi c ted from Smith's home.
T investigators,
According to
Smith ,nd Giacalone have said that
l ar I m dhow to make the fatal
bomb by r ading "Improvised Munition Bia k Book."
mg about 63,000 new
"W 're
peopl a year move into the county," Gray on said. " Kids are
watching mov, s hke 'The Terminator.' which shows a guy making a
pip bomb.
psychologist, but
"I'm not
there' a lat more interest in this
typ thing. Kids come home, look at
TV, e bombings m Europe-they
grow up with th1 tyJ>(: thing. They
have cun 1ty m what bombs do.
And lot of the kids are smart
"Our bigg t prob! ms wtth pipe
born involve boys m the 10-to-19
age hr ckel. The e kids al o suffer
from a lot of boredom Danger
count rncts boredom "
Gray n said the 10 pipe bombs
conf1scat d rom Ham's home w re
" mcill P<>tatoe " compared to pre•

vious cases A search of one teena~er's home several years ago
netted 43 pipe bomb~
"We've had lots bigger cases
than the Ham case," Grayson said,
adding that four San Diego County
teen -agers have been killed by
homb explo 10ns smce 1983-twa
due to pipe bombs. two to military
explosives obtained illegally.
He said that in 1986. the shenff's
arson and bomb squad responded to
210 bomb call· (in which pipe bomb
cases are 11.cluded). He said the
number had c elerated 28% from
1985-86 and that 126 bomb calls
have been reported so far this year.
"So, we're ahead of our pa~e," he
said. "Pipe bomb cases don t con•
stitute an epidemic yet, but we're
seeing them more and more, and
the incrcas is troubling."
He said parents on the lookout
for warning signs should take note
of "any explosive matter. large
numbers of matches, fuse , anything that looks 11sp1c1ou hke
that."
He said a pipe bomb can be of
"any length, any matenal-1t's a
'body' with two end caps and a fuse .
It gets more sophi t1cated from

there. Most are extremely primil!Ve, which is why they perform so
erratically and end up killmg people. You fill them with gun powder .
black powder, certain types of
homemade powder or high explosives.
"Usually, hands get blown off,
arms are torn loose, eyes are blown
out. Then, in cases like Ham's, lives
are lost. Kids who experiment with.
these things are doing nothing
more, really, than playing with
suicide."

Continued from B-1
trar's office announced that the initiative still was 2,956 signatures short
of qualifying. Its chances of making
Robert Simmons
it to the November ballot seemed to
be evaporating.
Meanwhile, however, Simmons mark. And because there were fewer
and Minan were spending hours registered voters during that elecresearcbing the law. They carefully tion, the initiative bad enough signareviewed the City Charter. It can- tures to qualify for the ballot from
firmed that an initiative, in order to the very beginning.
His argument was indeed convincqualify for the ballot, must contain
valid signatures from 10 percent of ing. On Tuesday, City Attorney John
the voters registered during the last Witt upheld their legal challenge,
and the council voted to place the
general election.
had.:ele-lie,ellcti·on ....., rne.ilSure on the o moo ballot.
The re istrar's r ·
The once disheartening picture ha
-~~~no~iiDE!r'~86elE
voter rolls as the benchmark for brightened considerably for SANDqualifying the initiative. At a meet- ER opponents.
Minan and Simmons, who have
ing between Simmons, Minan and
members of the clean air group, no- been active in the anti-SANDER
body could agree as to whether the movement for some time, said they
1986 election was a general or a spe- acted out of a conviction that the San
Diego Energy Recovery plant would
cial election.
"I decided that the easy way to have lasting detrimental health effind out was to go and check," Minan fects on their families, friends and
fellow citizens.
said.
The measure would block the plant
Minan's review of the council's ac•
tion ordering the November 1986 planned far Kearny Mesa from being
election defined it as a special ~lee- built. The plant would burn 2,250 tons
tion, primarily because there were of city trash ta make electricity for
only a series of initiatives before vot- 60,000 people each day.
Minan, a Tierrasanta resident who
ers and no candidates were schedhas spent years researching and
uled to run citywide.
So the registrar's office had erred, writing on solar technologies, said he
Minan and Simmons concluded. The became interested in the issue after
last general election, held Nov. 5, reading a pamphlet handed to him at
1985, .should have been the bench• a shopping center

John Minan
He was initially concerned for his
immediate family, which includes
two children, 8 and 14, but soon that
concern extended to others.
"I thought of the 15,000 schoolchildren within a three-mile radius (of
where the plant would be), and their
accumulation of toxins," he said. "I
saw a significant e;ffect pn those
least abl to defend themselves, like
children and the elderly."
The initiative would ban trash-toenergy plants, or "garbage incinera•
tors," as Minan prefers to call the
plants, within three miles of schools
or hospitals, effectively killing the
SANDER project.
Simmons is no stranger to public
policy issues. He has been active in
Utility Consumers Action Network, a
watchdog group that keeps an eye on
SDG&E, and ran unsuccessfully for
Congress in 1984.
But the SANDER cause has
sparked his interest an both environmental and I gal grounds.
"This is the most fascinating of all
public interest issues I've ever been
involved in," Simmons said. "There
are challenging and fascinating legal
issues. And we're talking about preserving the quality of life."
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7-:Ummer Students Find Out About Problems They'll Face in the Future
ByG~~~DA.

Times Staff Wnter
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DON BARTLE'ITl / Los Angeles 1imes

Chris Campbell, 14, right, launches model of bird into air as
instructor William Trumble, center, and other youngsters

watch during a class in the International Aerospace Hall of
Fame's innovative summer program on principles of flig ht.

"Expert sees
dim fuW,;re for
pov?Jf plants

r

•

1

member it's tough to get kids to"-•
stay in for a long time during the -l.~ l
summer."
With that in mind, Trumble'
takes his students on field trips to J;'
n~arby aviation facilities, including, ·
Mll'amar Naval Air Station.
·:.,
After viewmg real planes, he lets .:~,
them try their hand in aerospace "·''
design.
••
"We give the kids a chance to,·~
fabricate an aircraft of their own ,•
design out of Styrofoam," Trumble •"
sai~. "We get some interesting/·:
designs. One boy built a plane :;,;
loaded with far more rockets and · '
missiles then it could possibly ever.' ,
can;y. But that's OK, because they . l
don t have to be realistic. I think its
good for these kids to use their
imagination and use their creativi- 1
ty."
By participating in such programs, Trumble said these students
also get access to the exhibits in the
IAHF and to its libraries, where
they get a chance to learn about
aviation greats like Charles Lindbergh, the Wright Brothers and
Amelia Earhart.
"At the Hall of Fame we honor
those people who had a dream," he- n,
said. "And when I look at these kids
when they look up with fascination i1
at the airplanes [in the IAHF], I can
see that the dream is still alive in
them as well."

ch1ldr .. n I<• rn th t environ ...,,.-a----------::----------:------- --------------------------- --------_J
ta problem ur n't some abstract
The Junior Theatre has free use
notion from a !'omplkatcd iic1 nee
of a stage from the city and is
textboo· ," ~h" aid m describing
fmanc1ally independent, Nash said.
"Na~ur 's Hou. p"-a $38 course
The difficult struggle for independexplammg the interaction of naence is achieved through tuition,
tur :s· lhre 111,1Jor clements, air
soil Imel water.
l!cket revenue, contributions and
'
Obi po~ A
fund-raisers. That leaves little
"We try to make them realize
n Lui Obi po Co.)
money for recruiting underprivithat,even m their very young lives,
leged children, Nash said.
every 11ct1011 they perform has a
a -Tribune
Many of the park's insl!tutions
c:on~cquence ... that their actions
6icW. 7 ,16,)
!ace~ similar constraints on bringaffect th delicate balance of namg mner-city children to their
ture," Radford said. "For example,
programs. The summer courses
every t1m th y nag their moms to
offered range m price from $8
dri vc them clown the street, they
one-day workshops to $120 twonow know that th 1r car is contribweek sessions.
uting to the amount of pollution in
, the alr,"
The summer sessions administered by the International AeroAUG 2 0 1987
Rapid-Growth Problems
space Hall of Fame (IAHF) have
no such worries.
In their weeklong classes lasting
two hour. ench day, Radford's 20
students developed their version of
.Jlllrn 's P c. B I ,1 888
"America's ~'rncst City" from a
model ecosph r complete with an
/
oce· n, mountains, lakes and rivers.
The children cleared th forest
from thc1r model environment and
m its place built a thriving city:
kyscrap rs hned the co:isllme,
planes dotted the airport, cars lined
Los Angeles, CA
n Wly paved roads.
(Los Angeles Co.)
But these first- and secondHerald Examiner
graders learned quickly that rapid
(Cir. D. 266,102)
New, large electric power plants
waste comes from rapid growth.
won't be built in the near future
(Cir. S. 270,666)
"So where are we going to put
because of inconsistent regulations
our garbag ?" Radford asked. One
and the public's attitude about busi•
o[ her studentc pushed a toy dump
ness monopolies.
., 0 1987
truck around and around their city
, That's !he o_pinion of Peter Navarin s arch of a suitable site. Unable
ro,
Umyers1ty of.San Diego ecoto find such an area. the youngster
nom!cs professor who spoke Tuesdumped the garbage into the city's
.Jlll~rr 's P. C. B I , r,u
day m San Luis Obispo.
lak,•.
( C<lntinuing - UNIVERSITY OF SAN
As a res~lt, the U.S. Department
"It wasn't the greatest of solull;GO TENNIS CAMPS.~nirs. ,ty of Sa. n
of Energy IS forecasting electricity
Diego Camps offered
out summer
t10().S," Radford said, "but at least
m tournamenl ten
,cs tennis
shortages in the early 1990s for
the kids are learning about probTournament tenn1~ oed, junior one
so~e areas ?f,the country, he said.
lems confronting our community
week sessions, $&5 for residents and
. The public s attitude and regula. :. the same ones the City Council
$325 for day campers Basics tennis 1s
t!ons, however, are preventing utiliis grappling with."
Trumble uses a hair dryer and a small hot-air balloon to
coed, one-week sessions. $275 tor
ties from planning new energy
Carole Ziegler, who sat in on the demonstrate how this type of craft can remain airborne.
residents and S 190 lor day campers For
sources," Navarro said during a
more informahon. call (619) 260-4803
class, was delighted that her 6luncheon sponsored by Pacific Gas
ye11r-old son, Matthew, was getting
"What we do leach is how to be
and Electric Co.
mer to work as a teacher's assista preview of the complex problems
assertive and how to express yourant.
. Navarro said the public's attitude
bound to be issues of the future.
"Through acting, I've gained a
IS that electric utilities "are ripping
",I've taught environmental self. Whether you are an engineer,
a doctor, a lawyer or whatever,
them off."
tremendous amount of self-conficourses at [San Diego State Umsooner
or
later.
there
is
going
to
dence.
1
spent
four
years
at
JT,
but
~e added that the public doesn't
ver:5ity] and will be teaching at
1 wish I had started earlier. I think
beli~ve the utilities should be pro[University of San Diego! this fall " come a Llme when you want to talk
about something with conviction
motrng economic growth
the programs are even more imsaid Ziegler, a Misslon Hills resi... something that you really care
portant because so many art and
"B!1il~ing a new pow;r plant todent.
theater programs are being underday 1s like betting the company in
'!J've tried teaching college kids about that you'll like to address."
emphasized and underfunded in the
Las Vegas," he said.
abqu~_,environmental problems and
He watched his students who
public
schools."
a lot of them can't pick it up," she
had just finished dancing and' sing!'l_avarro explained that electric
sai;I. ~"You worry sometimes that
ing in a producl!on or "The Wizard
utilities may get approval to build a
lh(!y've buried their heads in the
Not for Everyone
of Oz," mill about backstage dripLos Angeles CA
new plant, but after it's constructed
grc)upd like ostriches . . . (but
(Los Angele; Co )
ping in sweat, praising not only the
the_ company could Le denied rate
But at $120 for a two-week
Times
here] it's obvious they're absorbing
acting but also the light and scesession at Junior Theatre, the prorelief for all or a part of the plant's
(San Diego Ed .)
stuff My son came home the other
cost.
nery work of those students behind
gram is not available to every(Cir.
D
50
010)
day and around dinner time exthe curtain. "l think they also
one-especially those children who
(C ir. S 55 ,573)
. "The only plants under construcplained to the whole family how we
really learn the mcamng of teamcome from low-income families.
t10n
now were started five years
all:usc oxygen."
work," he sa1d.
"We have always wanted to
ago," he said.
I •
extend our programs to all kids,"
o,uncsters OD Stage
"Moot of our students have been
Ele~tric rates have increased for
Nash said. "It's a direction we
with us for four or five years and
Aaron Sander, 7, when asked
a variety .of reasons, according to
realize we must head for in the
have
put
on
shows
for
the
umpw nether the muse um classes will
.JI.I~,.~ P. C. B Est. 1888
Navarro, Including the forced purfuture. There have been a couple of
tccntli lime," said Jennifer Nash,
help )lim in school beginning in
f~a~e by utilities of high cost elecpossibilities
discussed,
for
example,
the
theater's
school
director.
September, replied, "Oh, yeah!"
ric1ty from small power producers
placing a satellite of the Junior
"They've practically grown up
With such a booming voice,
h
Navarro said that the high rate~
Theatre
into
the
heart
of
low-inwith the theater. A lot of them keep
Aaron may Just as well have been
ave caused large industrial cusJJ-Nl\'ERSITY OF SAN DIE~O
come communities. But the probin
tourh
once
they
leave."
enrolled in classes at the San Diego
F
tERY ( Desales
tomers to _supply their own electricilem, as always, is finding the
Junior Theatre-across the street
are noon-5 p.m.
ty needs mstead of relying on th
funding for such a program."
Jim
Ponichtera,
19,
last
year's
from the museum.
M~~;i;y. Friday.
utility.
e
Tin Man. is one of them.
'.'We arc not here to produce
professional actors, although many
"l was painfully shy before I got
of our students do decide to pursue
involved with (the theatre),'' said
a career in the theater," said Robin
Ponichtcra, a Yale University
Stevens, the theater's artisl!c disophomore studying theater and
rector.
philosophy. Ile returned this sumD.
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ith 20 pairs of eyes glued
on her, teacher Carol
Radford of the San
Diego atural H1 tory Mu cum
dr1pp d water through
cotton-ball "clouds" suspended
on blu nylon m sh that spanned
across ,1 m1maturc-s1zed city.
A group of fir t- and
seconcl-gracl rs enrolled in the
mu urn's "Nature's Hou c"
cour I' craned thr1r necks to sec
th w· t r drop on "magic paper"
held by Radford. Th· "rnag1c
pap r" -actually litmus
paper-mea. urecl the water's
ac1d1ty
It was all part of a hands-on
le son d 1gn d to introduce th sc
young ters to a problem that may
well plague them m the years to
com , uc1d ram
WlicirRadford poured water
through "cl an" clouds-those
su p nded over the model's
country 1de-th htmu. test
d t ct d no acid
But when the ex rc1se was
r p ·al d a second lime, with the
cloud. so.ikcd with vinegar-laced
water to s1mulat air pollution.
th litmus paper rapidly changed
colors. brmgmg forth "oohs" and
"aahs" by the ch1lrlren-a ste

•
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'Rent-A-Judge'
Program Is Now
In Private
J.Jands
.;z_q,~/t"

Orange County Company
Plans More Offlces In
Trimming Court Backlog
By PAULINE REPARD

San D,ego Dail.v Tran cript StatrWrit,,r

Umvenuty of San Diego Law
Center's rent-a Judge" program
ha been takt'n over by a private
outfit from Orange County.
A panel of 16 retired judges put
together by the Law Center, a
dozen cases 111 progress and the of.
fice administr::itor were all acquired by Judicial Arbitration and
1fediat1on Service (,JAMS) of Santa
Ana.
Retired Jud1:c Warren Knight's
interest m hrnnching out his com•
pany to San Diego coincided last
year with the San Diego Law
Center's interest in handing over
its Alternatives to Litigation program t a private firm
The Lav. Center, sponsored
jointly by the USO School of Law
and the county bar association
()riginates many programs with th~
intention of seeing them break
away and stand on their own or go
under .-omeone else's wing.
Non-profit Alternatives to
Litigation sprung up in 1983, tapp•
mg local retired judges and some
lawyers to resolve major commercial disputes outside the court sys.
tern.
"The use of ATL was growing,
rather steadi'v "
1id attorney
Craig Higgs, chairman of the Law
Center Advisory Board. "But its
long-term usefulness was a bit in
question because of Superior Court
efforts to speed up the ·litigation
process.'
Under new local rules of court
90 percent of all ci vii cases are t~
come to trial a year after being fil.
ed. Calendar management had already reduced trial time from
about three years to an average of
a year and three months.
"Over a year ago, " H iggs said
"we started thinking of spinnin~
off ~TL to another party. Judge
Louis Welsh knew Judge Knight,
introduced him to us, and we were
very impressed with what he had
done in the past."
What Knight had done was
retire in 1979 from eight years on
the Los Angeles County Superior
Court bench, and hire himself out
as a private arbitrator _ the sort
now called "rent•a-judge."
"?ver t~e next eight years,"
Knight said in a telephone inter•
view from his Santa Ana office yes•
te rd ay, "I was joined by various
retired judges from the Los if
Angeles Superior Court and ap.
pellate courts. I have 6 to 18 here ;o
(ContinuedonPa
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filed, or just afterward.

He had no statistics on how
· many cases ATL handled, but said
the number of hours put in by
panel judges trebled in the last few

:ars, to 221 hours just in March.
Carol Hallstrom, founding direc•
r of the Law Center, noted that
e original concept behind ATL
as mediation. Over years of
•olut1on in the hands of retired
dges, however, focus shifted to
·bitration.
She said center directors began
1 discuss launching into some new
rideavor, as yet unsettled, but
imed at a general public not ino l ve d in large commercial
isputes.
"ATL never reached out to the
mailer business people,"
Iallstrom said. "We've been try•
ng to assess for a number of mon•
hs what types of legal services are
nost fundamentally needed in the
:ommunity, and the appropriate
·ale of the Law Center in such pro•
~ams.
"When Judge Knight decided to
:ome into San Diego, it accelerated
iur decision. Some on the board
Nanted to move away from ATL,
Jthers wanted to hold on. But the
Law Center does not administer
long-term programs."
Around June, she said, the board
came to a concensus to pull out of
the rent-a.judge business and look
for something new. ATL was phased out as of July 1.
The Law Center had previously
run Community Mediation
Services in Golden Hill and Mira
Mesa, and now is involved in the
Immigration Law Coalition and
San Diego Volunteer Lawyer Program.
Higgs said possible new direc•
tions include working with the city
attorney's office to create a code
enforcement mediation program to
step into neighborhood disputes
over trash, fire hazards, parking
and similar difficulties.
He acknowleged that ATL was
making money, despite its non·
profit status.
Administrative fees of $65 were
charged for half.day matters, $110
for a full day. Cost of the hearing
ran $200 an hour, with $125 going
to the judge. Further research ser•
vice came at $150, with another
$125 for the judge.
"That's the ohly downside to this
whole thing - it provided money
for our program,'' said Higgs, ad•
ding the money was channeled
back into USD to pay for opera•
tions and a secretary.
"ATL was providing a service to
people with lots of money. We want
to redirect our efforts to those peo•
ple not being served by the legal
system."
Price, as ATL's office administrator before hiring on with
Knight, said the university program drew anywhere from one to
five new cases each day with just
word•of•mouth advertising.
JAMS, she said, is attracting
more clients, and with Trotter as
promotor, more are expected. Price
said a dozen ATL cases in progress
were carried over to the privare
firm.
JAMS President Donald said his
company charges $250 an hour, of
which the judge gets $135. A full
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SUM
MER{ Innovative Programs Providing Thoughts for Young Minds s
h;)...J-0
Con nued from Pase 1

Th u of ''magic pap r" and a
mod I nv1ronm nt fill d with toy
cars, plan s nd buildings is Just
on exampl or er alive t ching
t chniqu s us d in a multitud of
programs off r d by vanous Balbo Park In. lilut1ons thi. summer.
Th Natur I History Museum,
th S;in D1 go Junior Thea!J:c, the
Int rnat1onal Aero pac Hall of
F'amc. mong others, h v Q n
offi rfog summ r progr ms to the
city's youth-fro m toddlers to high
school . niors-th t ar not only
fun, but lso comp! m nt what
they l am during the regular
school y ·1r. At most of the institutions, Clas. cs run through August.
"Teachers dunng th school year
ar so much busier bec,u. e they're
hondhng so m ny more kids, and
they Just don't hav the lime to do
stuf£ hke lht .•· said Radford. who
has a master's d gr c in education
and · has be n teaching at the
mu. um ror v n years.
"Th most important thing these
1
11 l1•arn I th. t env1ronm nta problew ar n't some abstract
noti9n fron1 a r omph<'at d s I nee
text
k," fih
aid m desenbmg
"Na~ure's llou e"-a $38 course
explammg th interaction of nature'.s' thr c maJor clemenlS: air,
soil and water.
"We try to make them realize
th, t,•pven In their very young lives,
every action they p rform has a
consequcnc ... that their actions
affect the delicate balance of natur ," Rarlford said. "For example,
very time th y nag their moms to
drive th m down the street, they
now know that their car is contributing to the amount of pollution in
1 the air."
Rapid-Gro wth Problems

In their wecklong classes lasting
two hours each day, Radford's 20
stud nt., d vclop d th ir v rs1on of
"America's Fm st City" from a
model ecosphcre complete with an
oce n, mount ins, lakes and rivers.
'fhc ch1ldr n cleared the forest
from their model environment and
in its place built a thriving city,
kyscrap rs lined the co:i.stline,
planes dolt d the airport, cars lined
newly paved roads.
But these first- and secondgraders learned quickly that rapid
waste comes from rapid growth.
"So where are we going to put
our garbage?" Radford asked. One
of her student:; pushed a toy dump
truck around and around their city
ln search of a suitable site. Unable
to find such an area, the youngster
dumped the garbage mto the city's

I

"It wasn't the greatest of solut1oo,s," Radford said, "but at least
the kids arc learning about problems confronting our community
.. '· the same ones the City Council
1s grappling with ."
Carole Ziegler, who sat in on the
class, was delighted that her 6yctu"-old son, Matthew, was getting
a preview of the complex problems
bound to be issues of the future.
"I've taught environme ntal
courses at (San Diego State Uni•
ver,sity] and will be teaching at
(University of San Diego( this fall,"
said Ziegler, a Mission Hills resident.
'!I've tried teaching college kids
abqut environme ntal problems and
a lot 'of them can't pick it up," she
sal(I "You worry sometimes that
they've buned their heads in the
grduod like ostriches . . . (but
he~e J it's obvious they're absorbing
stuff. ?,iy son came home the other
day and around dinner time explained to the whole family how we
all'use oxygen."
I

Youn1slers on Stage
I

Aaron Sander, 7, when asked
whether the museum classes will
help .Jiim in school beginning in
September, replied, "Oh, yeah!"
With such a booming voice,
Aaron may just as well have been
enrolled in classes at the San Diego
Junior Theatre-a cross the street
from the museum.
'.'We arc not here to produce
professional actors, although many
or our students do decide to pursue
a career in the theater," said Robin
Stevens, the theater's artistic directo~..

:~:~;;~:;;:~;;~~tj
·

ooo'oz ullql a.1ou:ptM ~t( A[
member it's tough lo get kids to"'-';' qotqM ' 0lll+S aql UJ.u~µlmqs 8 M
stay in for a long time during the j_,! ·!.JBW!.Id Sl06611 asoqM mBW ·asoqM
summer"
u1qpM 681! a::rwo
·,Cuu
,o.rd
With · that in mind Trumble·,. , u~q~.10d.Joo allll5 ·JO•+no d d100s 2u1
ll
paso
0.1
, ·
takes his students on field tnps to _,-,; p1noM uon 11 16 ! 01
o.1to o.1
nearby aviation facilities, including ~ ,'. -aog •wacqo.xd aql ,u 0.-.wn ~, ,. ,
1
111 1
0
Miramar Naval Air Station.
·MU( .1aA
,ng
1:.After viewing real planes, he Jets ,1·,. -ua 00 suq a.1uMa1a a :,u.I'.J
the?1 try their hand in aerospace ~:~~ ·saruudwo :> .10J sM 8 1 a~~uMB
design.
. :,
,
lll!"' a,sis 8
,
"We give the kids a chance to,:" -i 8 J0 6 01
.JlU.Iod.Jo:>U! sBA' suon
fab:icate an aircraft of their own · ::· •1aa ;,,.'
·s·n .1ofu111 osi o-eql
design out of Styrofoam," Trumble _',..,: -u.io O
•~maog p!us aH
1
said. "We get some interesting ..,.· a.1ow al{.[
lou ,,:11 w uollllfS!
designs. One boy built a plane ·,,.,
1"uoqnl!ls u00 q oqM 'allp-euq-e.L
loaded with far more rockets and • ' 1 .~a1 s)!u!aoa pappB
~snq~.1nd
"Bl .10
missiles then it could possibly ever ·,,.. " pt 1Hi '.xa,-.oa.,
qottjM
carry. But that's OK, because they . 1 11 qons Ol pasoddo lOU a.1 8
· s
don't have to be realistic. I think its , I uoµ!u!qSB,M. u! sa,uedwo:> n-ew
good for these kids to use their j awos JO su111d aq, t{l!"' a.1a.J.Ia+U!
imagination and use their creativiPlnoo uoqll\S
$0110 Jcu...~1Jn= - - - - = - - - - - c - - 0 - - =
ty."
' ------Whets Appetites
.
J
By participating in such pro- ·" ,
"The program is designed to
grams, Trumble said these students 'j
whet appetites in the aerospace
also get access to the exhibits in the
field," said instructor Bill Trumble,
IAHF and to its libraries, where
an avid model builder and a teacher
they get a chance to learn about
at Twin Peaks Middle School in
aviation greats like Charles LindPoway. "It gives them just enough
bergh, the Wright Brothers and
background in the subject for the
Amelia Earhart.
!Continued from Page 1A) /
years to 221 hours just in March.
motivation to continue on."
"Al the Hall of Fame we honor
Car~! Hallstrom, founding direc•
But this program, like others
now.
those people who had a dream," he "Several people became cunoua
throughout the park, isn't designed
tor of the Law Center, noted that
said. "And when I look at these kids
to make students slave over books.
when they look up with fascination if I would ever open offices in other
the original concept behind ATL
"I don't think you can make it too
at the airplanes [in the IAHF), I can areas. I had to make a decision as
was mediation. Over years of
tough (with books and tests),"
see that the dream is still alive in to the future of the company. My
evolution in the hands of retired
Pho<ot! by DON BARTLETT! / Loo Angele, Time,
Trumble said. "You have to rethem as well."
thought was to build up more of an
judges, however, focus shifted to
William Trumble uses model airplanes to demonstr ate the principles of flight during program.
institution, get more organized."
arbitration .
After getting a good-reception in
She said center directors began
The Junior Theatre has free use
San Diego from the Law Center,
to discuss launching into some new
of a stage from the city and is
Superior Court Presiding Judge
endeavor, as yet unsettled, but
financially independent, Nash said.
Thomas Duffy and other judges
aimed at a general public not inThe difficult struggle for independboth current and retired, Knight
ence is achieved through tuition,
volved in large commerci al
opened his company to a limited
ticket revenue, contributions and
disputes.
A
fund -raisers. That leaves little
stock offering in May.
"ATL never reached out to the
t:o •}
money for recrmting underpriviHe said he "raised considerable
smaller business people,"
leged children, Nash said.
capital, selling to close friends."
Hallstrom said. "We've been tryMany of the park's institutions
Presiding Justice John Trotter,
ing to assess for a number of monfaced similar constraints on bringof the Fourth District Court of Ap·
ths what types of legal services are
ing inner-city children to their
peal in Santa Ana, invested heavimost fundament ally needed in the
programs. The summer courses
ly in the company and will retire
offered range in price from $8
community, and the appropriate
Aug. 31 to take a marketing and
one-day workshops to $120 tworole of the Law Center in such proeek sessions.
business developme nt position,
grams.
The summer sessions adminisKnight said. He noted he and Trot"When Judge Knight decided to
tered by the International Aeroter have been friends for 25 years.
AUG
2
0
1987
come
into San Diego, it accelerated
space Hall of Fame (IAHF) have
Businessm an Peter Donald was
our decision . Some on the board
no such worries.
hired as president, and put in
wanted to move away from ATL,
charge of the San Diego office that
others wanted to hold on. But the
Jl.l~.. '• p C . B '"' 1888
opened last month.
Law Center does not administer
JAMS is now operating out of long-term programs."
/
temporary offices, with two hearAround June, she said, the board
ing rooms, on the third floor of the
came to a concensus to pull out of
First Interstate Bank building, 401
the rent-a-judge business and look
B St. Office administra tor Barbara
for something new. ATL was phasPrice said 4,000 square feet on the
ed out as of July 1.
second floor, with five hearing
Los Angeles, CA
The Law Center had previously
rooms, should be ready for them by
(Los Angeles Co.)
run Commun ity Mediatio n
Herald Examiner
mid-September.
·
~rvices in Golden Hill and Mira
New, large electric power plants
(Cir. D. 266,102)
Knight, 58, said he might take
Mesa, and now is involved in the
won't be built in the near future
(Cir. S. 270,666)
the company public in two years. · Immigratio n Law Coalition and
because of inconsistent regulations
Meanwhile , he has set up another
San Diego Volunteer Lawyer Pro•
and the public's attitude about busioffice in Los Angeles, with a panel
ness
monopolies
gram.
.
\J
of eight retired judges, and is
Higgs said possible new direcThat's the opinion of Peter Navarthinking ahead to San Francisco.
ro, a Um~ersj!y of_San Diego ecotions include working with the city
" You need the support of judges
nomics professor who spoke Tuesattorney's office to create a code
._Jllfen's P. c e 1 · rPu
day
in
San
and
Luis
the legal community before
Obispo.
enforcement mediation program to
< Continuing - UNIVERSITY OF SAN
As a result, the U.S. Departmen t
you can open up an office," said
DI~ TENNIS CAM. PS.-o;;,;~1rs. ity of San
step into neighborhood disputes
of Energy is forecasting electricity
Diego. Camps offered
Knight. " People won't retain a
out summm
over
trash, fire hazards, parking
,n tournament ten
shortages in the early 1990s for
rcs tennis
private judge unless they know and
and
similar
difficulties.
Tournament tenni~ oed, junior one
some areas of the country, he said.
respect that person. This is some•
week sessions, $~5 for residents and
He
acknowlege
d that ATL was
.
"The
public's
attitude and regulathing that's needed in every met$325 for day campers Basics tennis •s
making money, despite its non•
tions,
however,
are
preventing
utiliTrumble uses a hair dryer and a small hot-air balloon to
coed
one-week sessions. 5275 tor
ropolitan area.
profit status.
ties from planning new energy
residenls and $190 tor day campers . For
demonstr ate how this type of craft can remain airborne.
"Anything that can be helpful to
sources," Navarro said during a
Administra tive fees of $65 were
more ,nformalton. call (619) 260-4803
resolve disputes outside the court
luncheon sponsored by Pacific Gas
charged for half-day matters, $110
"What we do teach is how to be
system, we'll do. Settlement conmer to work as a teacher's assistand Electric Co.
for a full day . Cost of the hearing
assertive and how to express yourant.
ferences, a mediator to listen to
. Navarro said the public's attitude
ran $200 an hour, with $125 going
self. Whether you are an engineer,
"Through acting, I've gained a
IS that electric utilities "are ripping
both sides, or a private trial, and
to the judge. Further research sera doctor, a tawyer or whatever,
them off"
tremendous amount of self-confiarbitration ."
vice came at $150, with another
sooner or later, there is gomg to
dence. I spent four years at JT, but
~e added that the public doesn't
He noted the state Constitutio n
$125 for the judge.
come a time when you want to talk
I wish I had started earlier. I think
believe the utilities should be proprovides for the appointme nt of a
about something with conviction
"That's the ohly downside to this
the programs are even more immoting economic growth.
private
judge with all the power of
... something that you really care
whole thing - it provided money
portant because so many art and
"Building a new power plant toa Superior Court judge.
about that you'll like to address."
theater prog~ams are being underday is like betting the company in
for our program," said Higgs, adParti( s who agree to arbitration
emphasized
Las
Vegas,"
and
he
underfunde
said.
d
in
the
ding the money was channeled
He watched his students, who
are held to the final decision, and
public schools."
back
into USD to pay for operahad just finished dancing and sing~_ayarro explained that electric
may appeal only on grounds of ar·
mg in a production of "The Wizard
tions and a secretary.
utilities may get approval to build a
bitrator misconduct . Mediators, by
Not for Everyone
of Oz," mill about backstage dripLos Angeles, CA
"ATL was providing a service to
new plant, but after it's constructed
contrast,
have no authority to im(Los
Angeles
ping m sweat, praising not only the
Co)
th e_ company could be denied rate
But at $120 for a two-week
people with lots of money. We want
Times
pose a ruling and merely try to get
acting but also the light and scesession at Junior Theatre, the prorelief for all or a part of the plant's
to redirect our efforts to those peo(San Diego Ed.)
cost.
nery work of those students behind
both sides to reach a solution.
gram is not available to everyple not being served by the legal
(Cir.
D
50,010)
the curtain. "I think they also
one-espec ially those children who
More and more, commercial con(Cir.
S
55,573)
.
"The
only
system."
plants
under
construcreally learn the meaning of teamcome from low-income families.
tracts - such as between a broker
tion now were started five years
Price, as ATL's office adwork," he said.
"We have always wanted to
and client - specify that disputes
ago," he said.
AU
G
21
ministrato
r before hiring on with
extend
our
programs
to all kids,"
must be taken to arbitration rather
"Moot of our students have been
Knight, said the university proEle~tric
rates
have
Nash
increased
said.
"It's
for
a
direction
we
with us for four or five years and
than court. Judges also often ena variety .of reasons, according to
gram drew anywhere from one to
realize we must head for in the
have put on shows for the umpcourage
lawyers to look into alterNavarro,
Jl{k,a
m~lu_ding
P.
C.
B
the
Es,.
t 888
forced purfuture. There have been a couple of
five new cases each day with just
teenth time," said Jennifer Nash,
natives to litigation as a means of
c~~e by utilities of high cost elecpossibilities discussed, for example,
word-of-mouth advertising .
the theater's school director.
resolving cases more quickly.
tricity
from
si_nall
placing
power
a
producers.
satellite
of the Junior
JAMS, she said, is attracting
"They've practically grown up
Navarro said that the high rates
Higgs noted that San Diego
Theatre into the heart of low-inwith the theater. A lot of them keep
more clients, and with Trotter as
,JJNl-yERS
ITY
OF
SAN
DIEGO
ave caused large industrial cuscome communities. But the probjudges referred cases to ATL; other
in touch once they leave."
promotor, more are expected. Price
F!!~Jl ,tt.[ER Y (Desales
tomers to supply their own electricilem, as always, is finding the
cases came in before a lawsuit was
Ha
,
•Iffi
said
~
a dozen ATL ca!>es in progress
s
are
noon-5
p.m.
ty needs instead of relying on the
Jim Ponichtcra, 19, last year's funding for such a program."
filed, or just afterward.
Monda -Fnday.
were carried over to the private
utility.
Tin Man, is one of them.
He had no statistics on how
firm.
·
many
cases ATL handled, but said
"I was painfully shy before I got
JAMS President Donald said his
the number of hours put in by
involved with [the theatre]," said
company charges $250 an hour, of
Ponichtcra , a Yale University
panel judges trebled in the last few
which the judge gets $135. A full
sophomore studying theater and
philosophy . He returned this sumThe hall of fame offers five
one-week programs free of charge
lo students from fifth through
ninth =ade during the summer
through a grant from the Reuben
H. Fleet Foundation, said IAHF
spokesman John Roche. The emphasis is on introducing students to
an aerospace career.
And its success only emphasizes
the need for similar cost-free programs, Roche said.
"The program started in its current format last year with 84
students," Roche said. "Now we
have more than 250. We passed
aroun d b roe h ures-in the city and
county school districts, and in
churches, in the first week of May.
By the end of the month our classes
were completely filled up."
.,.
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"Expert sees
dim fu™re for
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Whets Appetites

"The program is designed to
whet appetites in the aerospace
field," said instructor Bill Trumble,
an avid model builder and a teacher
at Twin Peaks Middle School in
Poway. "It gives them just enough
background in the subject for the
motivation to continue on."
But this program, like others
throughout the park, isn't designed
to make students slave over books.
"I don't think you can make it too
tough [with books and tests],"
Trumble said. "You have to re-

Phol08 by DON BARTLETT! / Loo Angeles Times

William Trumble uses model airplanes to demonstrate the principles of flight during program.

•

The Junior Theatre has free use
of a stage from the city and is
financially independent, Nash said.
The difficult struggle for independence is achieved through tuition,
ticket revenue, contributions and
fun d-raisers. That leaves little
money for recruiting underprivileged children, Nash said.
Many of the park's institutions
faced similar constraints on bringing inner-city children to their
programs. The summer courses
offered range in price from $8
one-day workshops to $120 twoeek sessions.
The summer sessions administered by the International Aerospace Hall of Fame (IAHF) have
no such worries.

R11pld-Growtb Problems
In their w klong classes lasting
two hours each day, Radford's 20
stud nts developed th 1r version of
"Am •rica's F'in st City" from a
model ecosph re complete with an
oc n, mountains, lakes and rivers.
The children cleared the forest
fro m their model environment and
tn its place built a thnving city,
yscrap rs lined the co·1slline.
plane. dolled the airport, cars lined
newly paved roads.
But these first- and secondgraders learned quickly that rapid
waste com s from rapid growth.
"So where are we going to put
our garbage?" Radford asked. One
of her studenl:; pushed a toy dump
truck around and around their city
in search of a suitable site. Unable
to find such an area, the youngster
dumped the garbage into the city's

I

•

Younrslers on Stage
I
Aaron Sander, 7, when asked
whether the museum classes will
help .him 1n school beginning in
September, replied, "Oh, yeah!"
Y,,ith such a booming voice,
Aaron may Just as well have been
enrolled in classes at the San Diego
Junior Theatre-across the street
from the museum.
'.'We are not here to produce
profe sion I actors, although many
of our students do decide to pursue
a career in the theater," said Robm
Stevens, th theater's artistic director.
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"lt wasn't the greatest of solulloos," Radford said, "but at least
the kids are learning about problems confronting our community
. . ,: the same ones the City Council
1s grappling with."
Carole Ziegler, who sat in on the
class, was delighted that her 6ycjlr-old son, Matthew, was getting
a preview of the complex problems
bound to be issues of the future.
''I've taught environmental
courses at [San Diego Slate Univer'llityJ and will be teaching at
[University of San Diego] this fall,"
s id Zieg !er, a Mission Hills residcn l.
'!I've tried teaching college kids
ab~ut environmental problems and
a lot ;of them can't pick it up," she
said. ""You worry sometimes that
they've buried their heads in the
gr()und like ostriches . . . [but
here) it's obvious they're absorbing
stuff, My son came home the other
day and around dinner time explained to the whole family how we
au ;use oxygen."
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN
D1$i!> TENNIS CAMPS.'1:iii,;~1rsIty of San
oIego . Camps offered
out summer
In tournament ten
1cs tennis
Tournament tenn,~ oed, junior onewe k sessions,
for residents and
$325 for day campers Basics tennis Is
coed. one-week sessions, $275 for
residents and $190 for day campers For
more mformat+on. call (619) 260-4603
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Trumble uses a hair dryer and a small hot-air balloon to
demonstrate how this type of craft can remain airborne.
"What we do leach is how to be
asserli ve and how to express yourself. Whether you are an engineer,
a doctor, a lawyer or whatever,
sooner or later. there is going to
come a time when you want to talk
about somethmg with conviction
... something that you really care
about that you'll like to address."
He watched his students, who
had justfmished dancing and singing in a production of "The Wizard
of Oz," mill about backstage dripping in sweat, praising not only the
acting but also the light and scenery work of those students behind
the curtain. "I think they also
really learn the meaning of teamwork," he said.
"Moot of our students have been
with us for four or five years and
have put on shows for the umpteenth lime," said Jennifer Nash,
the theater's school director.
"They've practically grown up
with the theater. A lot of them keep
in tour.h once they leave."
Jim Ponichtera, 19, last year's
Tin Man, is one of them.
"I was painfully shy before I got
involved with [the theatre]." said
Ponichtera, a Yale University
sophomore studying theater and
philosophy. Ile returned this sum-

mer to work as a teacher's assistant.
"Through acting, I've gained a
tremendous amount of self-confidence. I spent four years at JT, but
I wish I had started earlier. I think
the programs are even more important because so many art and
theater programs are being underemphasized and underfunded in the
public schools."
Nol for Everyone
But at $120 for a two-week
session at Junior Theatre, the program is not available to everyone-especially those children who
come from low-income families.
"We have always wanted to
extend our programs to all kids,"
Nash said. "It's a direction we
realize we must head for in the
future. There have been a couple of
possibilities discussed, for example,
placing a satellite of the Junior
Theatre into the heart of low-income communities. But the problem, as always, is finding the
funding for such a program."
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New, large electric power plants
won't be built in the near future
because of inconsistent regulations
and the public's attitude about business monopolies.
, That's the opinion of Peter Navarro, a University of_San Diego economics orofessor who spoke Tuesday in San Luis Obispo.
As a result, the U.S. Department
of Energy is forecasting electricity
shortages in the early 1990s for
some areas of the country, he said.
. "The public's attitude and regulations, however, are preventing utilities from planning new energy
sources," Navarro said during a
luncheon sponsored by Pacific Gas
and Electric Co.
. Navarro said the public's attitude
JS that electric utilities "are ripping
them off."
~e added that the public doesn't
believe the utilities should be promoting economic growth.
"Building a new power plant today is like betting the company in
Las Vegas," he said.
!'l_ayarro explained that electric
utilities may get approval to build a
new plant, but after it's constructed
the_ company could be denied rate
relief for all or a part of the plant's
cost.
. "The only plants under construction now were started five years
ago," he said.
Ele~tric rates have increased for

a variety .of reasons, according to

Est. 1888

OF SAN DIE~O
tERY (Desales
are noon-5 p.m.

Navarro, m~~u_ding the forced purc~a~e by utihties of high cost electricity from sz_nall power producers.
Navarro said that the high rates
have caused large industrial customers to _supply their own electricity needs mstead of relying on the
utility.

y ,s usuauy 11gured six hours.
"he company has almost no
npetition in the area, except for
tionwide American Arbitration
sociation, which emphasizes
nmercial contract arbitration.
<.night said his is the only other
ivate arbitration company in San
ego, Orange and Los Angeles
unties. Some retired judges work
dependently out of their homes,
v• holding hearings in the offices of
one parties' lawyer, he not d.
He added that, when he first investigated San Diego, he met with
judges Duffy, Michael Greer,
Welsh and others on the ATL
panel.
"San Diego is not a county you
want to walk in on and set up a
competition," Knight said. "You
need the legal community's acceptance. I got their endorsement and
began to explore it more. The panel
judges said they would join me if I
set up here.
"I'm pleased with the fact we
were able to do this. I think this
field is gaining more acceptance."
His president agreed.
"I think this will really catch
on," Donald added. "People save
money and disputes are resolved
quickly. Obviously some come here
because they can't get into court two weeks to a hearing is better
than a year.
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xec of failed
thrift w. oed

1egan

n Burkhardt

"Jight Sentry," formerly in the
tion, is now in the Vatican.
$1 million liability on a building near
The San D go l n n 'Tony Doubek

Don Dixon s new house in Rancho Santa Fe was not completed after the failure of his Texas S&L.

Bishop Maher
Denies being "used"

Bill Lowery
Embarrassed congressman

Doug Manchester
Ties brought troubles

Larry Taggert
Dixon consultant

said Low ry de Ben Haddad.
B 'h Lowery and Manchester have
be n cmbarra . ed by the rela!Ion•
hip they sub equently developed
with Dixon, who has been described
by hi own attorney as a "wheelerd Jcr." The b1 hop too ha had to
explain why he ent to Europe in
May 1985 at Vernon 'a, !lg expen ·e.
Except to issue a general demal of
any wrongdoing, Dixon's attorney,
Marc Levinson. said he did not wish
to d1 cus specific allegations
agam t his client becau e Dixon defense •'is fairly complicated."
Dixon was born in Vernon, Texas
the to.,.,n that also witnessed the
birth of Vernon Savings. Dixon acquired in 1982 what was then a small,
sleepy savings and loan using borrowed funds.

At that lime, Vernon had $82.6 million in a sets and no significant regulatory problems. But by 1986, the
thrift had assets of $1.3 billion and
most of its loan portfolio was bad.
A 1960 graduate of UCLA, with a
bachelor's degree in business, a selfemployed Dixon dabbled in real estate and antique cars before acquiring his thrift. He reportedly had fine
ta te m furniture, art, wine and cars.
In his current bankruptcy, he lists
his current business as new cars, real
e tate and financial consulting. He
estimates his mcome this year will
be $104,500, compared with $1.9 million in 1986 and $2.9 million in 1985.
Most of Dixon's friends and acquaintances in San Diego say they
haven't seen him for several months.
He moved out of the Del Mar beach
house in December 1986. He is trying

to make a new life for himself in
Laguna Beach, his attorney said.
Meanwhile, many rueful San Diego
residents are trying to forget him. ,

He also said Dhon did not "use" him
because Dixon bad "plenty of contacts without me.'
The uropean trip cost Vernon
Savings $17 522 05, but that did not
include the cost of the Vernon corporate jets, which took Maher, Eagen
and the Dixons to and around Europe. Eagen and Maher noted that
the Dixons had other guests, and that
the two prelates returned to San
Diego on a commercial jet while the
Dixons continued their trip through
Europe.
Maher and Eagen also said they
had no idea their travel. food and
lodging were charged to Vernon Savings and Loan.
Maher said he accepted the offer
of the trip as a matter of conven-

inter t p ym nts on the condo prOJ· tion bill. Congress recently p;;;~-da
eels to La Jolla Pacific Saving $10 billion plan.
Both Taggart and Manchester said
Bank which wa owned by Manche •
tcr at th tlm Manche ter ordered they believed that Dixon to some ex-

y•vJv-

-1".-U

Dixon and the bishop

Court records show Maher and
Monsignor I. Brent Eagen, pastor of
Mission San Diego de Alcala, were
entertained at Vernon's expense in
Paris, London and Rome for a week
to 10 days in April and May 1985 shortly before the bishop allegedly
introduced Dixon to Lowery and recommended Dixon to Manchester.
The bishop, while admitting he
was at the same party with Dixon
and Lowery and did make some introductions in Dixon's behalf, has
disputed Lowery's assertion that he
actually introduced Dixon to Lowery.

U UGUCCIIUdift, 01 [Ileong-

inal Osuna Ranch family, which once
owned all of Rancho Santa Fe.
Rosenblatt said Osuna's "old
roots" were useful to Dixon.

See Dixon on Page -8
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tain borrowers to join the Moonlight
Beach Club in exchange for loans
from Vernon Savings. The borrowers

his Sacramento hotel based on the
promise that Vernon would finance
Gagosian's next five hotels.
When Vernon was closed, Gagosian was left with a $1 million liability, no title to the underlying property
and a now-worthless promise to
finance five more hotels. He is
disputing the $1 million liability.
''They said if you want future
loans, you have to take care of our
delinquent loan," Gagosian said, adding that he regarded the liability as
part of the "cost of doing busine s."
Gagosian earlier started another
chain of 69 hotels based in San Diego,
called the Royal Inns of Amenca
Royal Inns fell into bankruptcy m
the 1970s after Gagosian's departure
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ience because he had ousiness in
Rome and in Dublin, Ireland. Eagen
said he accompanied the bishop because it was his job.
It was during this 1985 trip that the
bishop introduced Dixon to the Pope.
Dixon and his third wife, Dana, gave
the pontiff a $40,000 painting from
Vernon :lV!ngs' collection of Western art. IL was titled, "Night Sentry,"
by El Cajon artist Olaf Wieghorst,
and now hangs in the Vatican Museum, according to the diocesan newspaper, The Southern Cross.
The FSLIC has been attempting to
find several pieces of art missing
from Vernon's collection that apparently were given to borrowers and
lenders, court records show.

Dixon and the developer

Douglas Manchester nearly was
taken advantage of in a complicated
transaction with Dixon's Vernon involving the Hotel Inter-Contmental
and some money-losing Texas condominiums, court records show.
Adding to Manchester's embarrassment is the knowledge that the
Hotel Inter-Cont '1ental now has had
relationships with two bankrupt
lenders - Beverly Hills Savings and
Vernon Savings.
In January 1986, a Vernon Savings
subsidiary bought what is effectively
a 5 percent equity interest in Manchester's troubled hotel for $19.8 million.
In October 1985, the failed Beverly
Hills Savings had agreed to write off
$20 million of an earlier $30 million
loan to the hotel, but required Manchester to $17 million of his own
money into the hotel project. With
the Vernon capital contribution
made less than three months later,
Manchester was able to pull out his
personal equity.
One source close to the investigation into the Beverly Hills Savings'
failure noted that the FSLIC had already had one $20 million loss from
Manchester's loans. and if the Hotel
Intercontinental failed now, the
FSLIC would lose another $19.8 million on Vernon's interest.
"I didn't ruin Beverly Hills Savings
and I didn't ruin Vernon. It's not our
fa.ult that two of our lenders went
bank upt,'' Manchester said, adding
that it has become more difficult to
deal with the FSLIC, which is now
his business partner on two Hotel
Inter-Continental transactions.
Manchester's hotel financing was
supposed to be packaged in a partnership with a number of money-losing Texas condominiums on which
Vernon Savings allegedly had made
phony loans in the past. The deal allegedly was designed by Dixon to
save the previous borrowers from
the responsibihty of repaying the inflated loans and to eliminate the
loans from Vernon's delinquency list,
court records show.
Manchester said he balked at buying the condominiums in February
1986 when Dixon failed to send the
necessary appraisals and ownership
and partnership agreements in order
for Manchester's company, Torrey
Enterprises, to make a judgment on
the properties.
But before the deal was off entirely, Vernon sent $3.3 million to make
interest payments on the condo projects to La ,Jolla Pacific Savings
Bank, which was owned by Manchester at the time. Manchester ordered
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Earl Gagosian
Hotelier burned by Vernon

the money sent back to accounts that tent was a victim of circumstances.
The Texas economy was hit with
Vernon designated, he said.
However, court records show that . problems in both the agricultural
"Torrey Enterprises accounts were and oil sectors when Vernon went
used - whether knowingly or un- down.
knowingly - as way stations in the
However, the federal bank board's
laundering of this money (the $3.3 McDonald said the problems of the
million) from Vernon Savings to illic- Texas economy merely uncovered
it accounts," said Federal Home the alleged fraud.
"Vernon Savings would have failed
Loan Bank Board trial attorney
whether the Texas economy went
Charles McDonald.
Manchester contends it was un- down or not. The delinquency rates
in Vernon's non-Texan loans and its
knowingly.
Texan loans were identical - 96 percent," he said.
Dixon and

the politician

Court records reveal that Dixon
held a $7,238 campaign fundraiser
for Rep. Lowery at his Del Mar
beach house, took Lowery on trips on
the Vernon corporate jet and held
parties for Lowery's benefit on Vernon's yacht, the High Spirits - all of
which were charged to Vernon Savings and Loan, court documents
show.
In each case, Lowery reimbursed
Dixon, who he believed owned the
yacht, aircraft and Del Mar home,
for the amount billed. There 1s no
evidence that Dixon ever repaid Vernon the amount sent to him by
Lowery for use of Vernon's assets.
Lowery aide Haddad said the congressman "was shocked" that all his
expenses were charged to Vernon
Savings, including two $2,000 in-kind·
contributions from Don and Dana
Dixon.
"We are not allowed to take corporate donations. If the corporation is
taking a hit (loss) on this, we may
have to reimburse the corporation or
our defense will be fraud," Haddad
said.

Dixon and the consultant

San Diego thrift consultant Larry
Taggart met Dixon in February 1985,
and Vernon later hired the former
Califorma S&L Commissioner to
lobby on its behalf in Washington,
D.C
Taggart said he believed strongly
that because of the state's disastrous
economy, the Texas thrifts were
under regulatory siege. If the insolvent FSLIC received too much new
capital, it would begin a wholesale
closure of Texas thrifts that might be
able to recover ID time on their own.
So Taggart sought to defeat a proposed $15 billion FSLIC recapitalization bill. Congress recently passed a
$10 billion plan.
Both Taggart and Manchester said
they believed that Dixon to some ex-

Dixon and publisher
John N. Elliott, a former Rancho
Santa Fe publisher who now sits in a
London jail, charged with stealing
111,400 pounds from a British publishing concern, was a "fixture" in
Don Dixon's Del Mar beach house in
1985, according to former Ranch and
Coast magazine publisher Richard D.
Rosenblatt.
And the person who was then Elliott's live-in associate, Jane Anderson Herman, did a number of real
estate deals for Dixon, according to
interviews with Rosenblatt and others.
In fact, through Herman, who later
married Elliott, Dixon offered to exchange Rosenblatt's Rancho Santa
Fe horse farm for a group of condominiums in Texas. Court records
show that they were among the
money-losing condos Vernon was
trying to unload from its delinquency
lists.
Rosenblatt turned the deal down.
Rosenblatt said he got a glimpse
into the life of the Dixons in Del Mar
when he was invited to the political
fundraiser for Lowery on Dec. 7,
1985.

"My wife and I felt very strange
about them. Everything was too lavish, too big. It seemed to us if they
were real they wouldn't be so socially and politically aggressive," Rosenblatt said.
He said the relationship with the
Elliotts also was disturbing to him.

Dixon and the loyal aide

Attached to Dixon was his majordomo. Ernie Osuna, who has been described as "a very loyal, faithful employee" and a descendant of the original Osuna Ranch family, which once
owned all of Rancho Santa Fe.
Rosenblatt said Osuna's "old
roots· were useful to Dixon.

"Osuna was a gentleman's gentleman - someone who was on the
same social level with the owner, but
handles all the financial affairs of
the household," Rosenblatt said.
However, court records show that
even Osuna's salary was paid by Vernon Savings and Loan.
In January, 1985, a checking account was established at Vernon Savings in the name of Ernest A. Osuna,
entitled the Del Mar House account.
A second account was established at
Rancho Santa Fe National Bank with
Dana Dixon as the signatory, according to court records.
It was through those two accounts
that almost $1 million of Vernon Savings' money flowed to pay for the
Dixons' living expenses in Del Mar with Osuna writing most of the
checks to cover household expenses
and Mrs. Dixon paying for furnishings and home improvements. Osuna
could not be reached for comment.
Expenses included groceries,
televisions, stereos, liquor, appliances, repairs, maid and cooking services, mobile telephones, utilities,
pool service, gasoline, cable television, catering and flowers, court
records show.

Dixon and the lender

San Diego's only independently
owned mortgage banking company,
Lenders Corp., also was dragged into
Vernon's affairs when Vernon acquired the company in 1985 Lenders
President Scott Ferguson, who currently owns 50 percent of the company, said Lenders was only a subsidiary of Vernon Savings for less than
six months.
However, court records show that
during that period, Lenders wa used
to transfer $214,000 from Vernon
Savings to an entity owned by Don
Dixon personally for no consideration. Vernon's money then allegedly
was used !licitly to pay for construction on xon's personal residence in
Rancho Santa Fe.
Ferguson said Lenders received a
request to fund the money from its
parent company, "and we funded ."
At the time, Ferguson believed the
Dixon entity - Dondi Associates was another subsidiary of Vernon
Savings.
Ferguson and his partner, James
Shadlaus. bought Lenders back from
Vernon on Jan. 4, 1986, for the same
amount Vernon had paid for it. The
multimillion-dollar Rancho Santa Fe
home was never completed.

Olaf Wieghorst's painting, "Night Sentry," formerly in the
Vernon Savings & Loan collection, is now in the Vatican.

were required to pay Lemons and
Dixon between $77.500 and $155,000
each to join the Club, while Dixon
and Lemons paid only $2,500 each to
join, court records show.

Dixon and the hotelier

Listed among Vernon's delinquent
borrowers is San Diego hotelier Earl
Gagosian's Hotel Properties Inc. of
La Jolla. Gagosian's newest sevenhotel chain, the Continental Inns, was
built with financing from Vernon
Savings.
G"gosian said Hotel Properties is
hsted as a delinquent borrower becau though it made its payments
on time, Vernon fa!led to pay the
other participants on the loan Also.
he said, Vernon made him assume a

$1 million liability on a building near

his Sacramento hotel based on the
promise that Vernon would fmance
Gagosian's next five hotels.
When Vernon was closed, Gagos1an was left with a $1 milbon bab1hty, no title to the unde lying propert~
and a now-worthless promise to
finance five more hotels He is
disputing the $1 million hab1hty.
"They said if you want future
loans, you have to take care of our
delinquent loan," Gagos1an said, adding that he regarded the liability as
part of the "cost of domg busm '
Gagosian earlier started anotncr
chain of 69 hotel~ based m San Diego
called the Royal In of Amenca
Royal Inns fell mto bankrupt ID
the 19i0s after Gago ian's departure.

·Dixon and the old cars

Dixon also used Vernon to bankroll
his mterest in ant•que cars.
In the spring of 1985, he caused
Vernon to acquire Symbolic Cars of
La Jolla Inc. On July 20, 1986, Symbolic conducted an auction of vintage
cars. FSLIC has alleged the auction
primarily benefited Dixon, who personally sold eight cars for $1.8 million - roughly 80 percent of the sales
proceeds from the entire auction.
Symbolic incurred a net loss from
the auction of more than $200,000.

Dixon and the beach club

Dixon and Vernon Chairman
Wood, Lemons Jointly owned a condominium complex in Encinitas
known as the Moonlight Beach Club.
The FSLIC has alleged that Dixon
and Lemon abused their positions of
authority at Vernon by requiring certain borrowers to jom the Moonlight
Beach Club in exchange for loans
from Vernon Savings. The borrowers
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he me •tings convenetl in a conference room in San
Diego City Hall during the last two weeks, the
par tictpants ummoned by r,t;iyor Maureen
O'Connor ,o hammer out a behind-the-scenes
compromi. over how to control urban growth.
On one side of the negollatmg table sat some of the
he vyw 1ghts in the local development industry: A
pr1•mi r land - use attorney with a stable of impressive
ch nt ; th pr 1d •nt of goh th Pa1dec Cons ruction Co.;
the lobbyist for the CqDBI.U\'IJQIJ lnfl11~1ry """'Jf!:et1on, a
tract group that serve~ as a rich source of polit1cai
contributions.
On the oth r. 1de of the table, A Pacific Beach
act1v1st, a Mis 1011 Hills real estate agent and an
rch1t ct with offices 111 Del Mar-leaders of a group
alhng I s If C1t1zen for Limited Growth.
"1 don't know who those people art'. but t:1at doesn't
m Lo reaiiY matter, does 1L?" s 1d K,m K1lk<'nny, the
lohhy1. t." • .. Thesepcopl have power. Very real
power"
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Linda Martin , 4 7, is

Bob Hartman . a

supervisor in a San Diego
Social Security office. was a
charter member of San
Diegans for Managed
Growth and currently
serves on the executive
committee of the local
chapter of the Sierra Club.
he 1s also secretary of the
California Sierra Club.

Unlikely Chok

'l'wo y rs ago. "power" would have been an unhkely
choice of d scnpt1ons for the people who found
th m elves eyeball to eyeball with reprcsent2uves of
the d v lopment industry last week.
Ye they and a handful of other environmen~alists and
slow-growth advocates have emerged as a political
phenomenon. an unstoppable fore for change in
mun1c1pal gov rnment-de pile the lack of financial
r ourc!'s and. oci:11 connections that normally
ompany movers and shakers at City Hall.
Brought to life with the stunmng 1985 victory in
Propo 1t1on A, the slow-growth ballot measure. leaders
of he environmental movement have used the threat of
still another c1t1zens· initiative to outmaneuver the
powerful building industry and convince the City
Council to limit the number of new homes to be built
ove1Pthe n xt LS months.
And Friday, the group won another victory when the
City Council voted to adopt restrictions on what can be
built on hillside . canyons. wetlands and flood plains.

co-chairman of Citizens for
Limited Growth. She moved
to San Diego in 1983. She
wasn't involved in the
strategy of Proposition A
but helped with the effort to
collect petition signatures
and work the phone banks.
In the 1960s, Martin and
her first husband developed
a half-million dollars in
income property in the
Midwest. Martin serves on
the county's Growth
Management Task Force.
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the business manager of the
college business
department at Harcourt
Srace Jovanovich. A San
Diego resident for 22 years,
he chaired the first Rancho
Bernardo Planning Board in
1979. In early 1985,
Kreitze1 joinad San Diegans
for Managed Growth and
eventually became its
chairman. He also serves on
O' Conno• s citizens task
force on growth.

Kathy Giles . 39, was
elected a member of the
Scripps Ranch Community
Planning group last month.
She became an active
member of Citizens tor
Limited Growth after she
discovered the controversial
County Island development
bordered her backyard. She
is an evangelical Christian
Republican and
homemaker.

an attorney who wrote
Proposition A ;:;nd several
other growth-limitation
initiatives tor groups
throughout the county. He
graduated in 197 4 from the
Universit of San Die o Law
Sc ool, where he helped
found the Environmental
Law Society. He was Del
Mar city attorney from
1977 to 1983. Worden is a
member of the Sierra Club
and moved to San Diego in
1970.

Bob Glaser. 33,

operates the La Jolla
Group. a political consulting
firm that specializes in
Democratic candidates and
environmental causes.
Glaser's firm collected
petition signatures and ran
the Proposition A campaign
in 1985.A San Diegan since
t960, Glaser is a
spokesman for the Clean Air
initiativ& and is running for
the 6th District San Diego
City Council seat.

Illustration by
STEVE LOPEZ
Los Angeles Times

Emily Durbin, 54, was
chairwoman of the local
chapter of the Sierra Club in
1984 and 1985, when
Proposition A was written
and passsd. Durbin, a San
Diego resident since 1975,
ped organize the club's
backing of that initiative,
and has since joined
Citizens for Limited Growth
as a private citizen to fight
for added protection for the
city's canyons and
wetlands.

Jim Kelley-Markham,

34, lives in the Mission Hills

area and is an architect with
offices in Del Mar. Long
involved in community
affairs, Kelley-Markham is a
member of Uptown
Planners, and was an
unsuccessful candidate for
City Council and city's
Planning Commission. His
architectural firm does
about a third of its business
designing single-family
homes for developers in La
Jolla and Del Mar.
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Durbin
f
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. •
ormer chairwoman of
the S1err Club; Kelley-Markham
unsuc essful City Council can:
I ate an veteran of many com
' mudmty _b ttles rn the Mission Hill;
an H1l rest area; and Dave
~reltzer, a longtime resident of
ancho ernardo, where o
sl
lion . to
Jolla Valley ra/hi hKre1tzer as chosen to chair fh~
new grou because he did not have
rties with
h he Sierra Cl ub ,aconnec10~ . t at others felt could b
political I bility.
e a
The g up also developed two
ot~er v1 l links, Legal and politica . Alto ney Dwight Wo d
veteran ,environmentali:t e:h a
once serv~d as Del Mar city attor~
n_ey. wou d be the one to draft th
c1Llzens . itiative, which became
known as Proposition A
e
Jo~b G aser, who r~ns the La
Gro P, a political consulting

d~

uIITIX"aTl}'One womeaalio t
th~m. They were a fringe gr~p
an a pain m the ass ... But
sc ,nar10 has changed...
tl'.e
7
h Prop. A was sort of the test c.:re
w ethe_r this amorphous coalitilJI
of environmentalists types couli
put together
ballot measure anl
deliver
..
.da W
: . sa~
orden, author 0•
other rn1t1atives aimed at lim't'
growth in Coronado, River~if!
Redlands,
Corona , and Del M ar
HTh '
ey .ve always known where
the pubhc
opinion lies" W or den
sa·d
b
1 a out members of , the sl
growth . movement. "Wh~~;
changed is that it is organized and
1s focused in an effective way."
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Tom M ullaney, 38, is
co-chairman of Citizens for
Limited Growth. Owner of
Pacific Properties, he is a
M1ss1on Hills real estate
agent. He wasn't involved
in the Proposition A
campaign, but became
active in the latest fight to
limit growth after he read a
call to arms against growth
written by Linda Martin for
the Sierra Club's ·
newsletter. Mullaney has
lived in San Diego since
1979 .
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The
Players

Loo~e-knll Union

The loose-kmt union of activists has ties to
community groups and environmental organizations.
most notably the local chapter of the Sierra Club, which
has 11,000 members.
Th ir personal political views run the gamut from
liberal Democrat to evangelical Christian Republican.
Their occupations include attorney, homemakers.
architect. and a Social S"curity employee. One current
leader was once a developer m the Midwest.
Some of them are veterans of many
community-versus-developer skirmishes or have been
bird-dogging the actions of the City Council for years;
others have just recently begun, bringing to the battle
fresh energy and outrage. ,
Their power, trey say, comes from the fact that the
maJOritY of San Diegans feel the same way they do about
controlling growth-

D avid Kreitzer , 5 7, is

Dwight Worden , 40, is

- .- ,

- - -· - -
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1.nere

~s;dt 1the pleth~ra of federal, state
ball ocal candidates to crowd the
n ot. That way, said Glaser the
ewspapers can dedicate ~ore
space to the initiative campaign
;hrh needs plenty of free publici~
Y o counter any heavy spend.in
by developers.
g
Another Hard Reality

But with that knowledge came
another hard reality
. "Prop_ A was a 'very long and
d1ff1cult effort for a group of volunteers . to go through," said E ·1
Durb1_n .. "I don't know an
wh~ is Jumping up and dow~ an~
aruoous to repeat that. I think that
many of us view it as the tool of last
resort
"
th Yet .it. ~~sn't long after Prop A
. d
th at slow-growth advocates foun
th el'?se! v~s reaching for the club of
e m1t1at1ve again. Although t
ers had express·ed th e1r
- antivo. -
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Thus, the debate became what
!~~uld be done about the stop- go traffic, overcrowded
schools, Inadequate parks and inner-city canyons threatened by
development.
Meanwhile, the character of the
core group began to change, and it
took on some new activists with
fresh enthusiasm for an init1·at·
fight.
!Ve
of them was Linda Martin
Pac1f1c Beach worn n who mo •
here from Hawaii in 1983 B v~
th e M'd
· orn m
I west, Martin's involvement

·-" u, ,cic-wmg uee lo .
people. I am
- vmg
Republican." a very conservative

th With the infusion of new blood
ta;p~~r~~~d~~vocates one~ agai~
initiatives al tod hel9 write two
growth.
me at blunting
The first would h
ly slowed the cit • ave dramaticalrate by ·
. Y 8 general growth
number o}mposmg a limit on the.
built. The l~e~ homes that could be
units th _mi would start at 6 000
e first year drop to 5'000
th e second
' off at 4,000
uni f
an d Ieve!
rom the third year on.
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Ouilding. I'11'?1·t and environmental
protections m recent months.
Land-u1e attorney Paul Peter
s?n a~ds: "The perception of politi c1ans is t~~re is a great groundsweli
of oppos1t1on [to growth] and th'
small but influential and persuasi is
group of environmentalists ha~:
unpr~cedented success in gettin
drastic and far-reaching ordinang
ces passed."
·
And so it should~. say membe
of the group.
rs
"We slapped them in the
and made them wake up "
Glaser.
•
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G -OWTHj Environment3lists Flex Muscles in Showdowns Over Li~its
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The b II is rollmg m our direction, and_ e're going to play with it
for a _w~1I . an? see how far we can
take It, _s id Jim Kelley-Markham,
th~ archit ct from De_! Mar.
. We _h e to a?~lt, t~e p~ndulum swm s, and 1t 1s gomg m the
direction!,; want," said Kelleycan see the ~ntiMarkham
g~owth s llment '.111 ove~ Cal!!orma now• • •The time 1s right.
the develAdded. ilkenny
opment lfdustry: Right now, a
sizable POftiOn of the public [in San
D1egol w nts to slow and ~top
al gives power lo those
growth.
who by beer force of luck or
happenst nee call themselves
leaders o ~hat p_osition. . . . ~y
perso~al pm1on 1s that they ~111
have mfl nee for several years.
The qu st to influence government is f led by a basic distrust of
locally el cted officials, said Kathy
Giles, a cripps Ranch housewife
and one o the newest members of
the slow- rowth group.
"It's an er, frustration," she said.
"I guess ch of us has our stories
about ha ing watched the council
in action i what we consider to be
duplicity and evidence of them
being in l e pocket of the developers."

:ou

!:0!11

Turniof Point
It was e actly this kind of feeling
that galv nized the slow-growth
group in e first place. The turning point as an emotional 5-4 City
Council v le in September, 1984, to
_permit d velopment of La Jolla
Valley, a 5.100-acre project that
inc: :ded a Christian university,
industrial ark and housing.
The vo e outraged environmentalists be9ause the La Jolla Valley
project w,is localed in the city's
ur')an re · rve-52,000 acres, concentrated mainly in San Diego's
northern ier, that were designated
by city olicy as off-limits to
developm nt until 1995.
Spurre on by fears of Los
e sprawl, the Sierra
AngelesClub-bas d activists began holding
meetings o hash out a strategy for
repealing the council's La Jolla
Valley v e, as well as drafting a
citizens i iliative to protect the
urban re rve from future development.
They e entually formed a nonprofit gro P called San Diegans for
Managed rowth, and its 20-member steeri g committee has become
'the nucl
for the slow-growth
moveme now muscling city government.
Still Ac lve
Some f unding members who are
still activ include Bob Hartman, a
Sierra Cl b activist who works in a
local Soc Security office; Emily
former chairwoman of
Durbin,
lhe Sierr Club; Kelley-Markham,
an unsuc essful City Council candidate an veteran of many community b tties in the Mission Hills
, and Hil rest area; and Dave
Kreitzer, a longtime resident of
Rancho ernardo, where opposiJolla Valley ran high.
tion to
Kreitzer as chosen to chair the
new grou because he did not have
lies with he Sierra Club, a connection that others felt could be a
political r bil ity.
The g up also developed two
other vi I links, Legal and political. Atto ney Dwight Worden, a
veteran ,e nvironmentalist who
once servi~d as Del Mar city attorney, wou d be the one to draft the
citizens i itiative, which became
known as Proposition A.
Bob G aser, who runs the La
Jolla Gro p, a political consulting
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Dwight Worden
Author of Prop. A
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firm favoring Democrats and envi:
ronmental issues, would collect
signatures for initiative µ!titians
and help conduct the campagn on a
paltry budget.
Whal San Diegans for Mm-aged
Growth offered voters was Proposition A, a revolutionary measure
requiring a citywide vote for approval for any construction project
proposed for the urban reser e.
56% Majority

deDespite heavy spending
velopers, who outspent the slowgrowth advocates many \Jmes
over, the measure passed with a
56% majority in November, 1 5.
The outcome gave the !Aowgrowth coalition instant credibJity,
said David Lewis, the camplign
consultant hired to fight the intialive.
"Pre-Prop. A, everyone kiew
they were there," Lewis said. "I
don't think anyone worried abo)l
them. They were a fringe gr<l!p
and a pain in the ass .. . But ti.e
scenario has changed."
"Prop. A was sort of the lest ca:e
whether this amorphous coaliti1t1
of environmentalists types coul:l
put together a ballot measure anl
deliver," said Worden, author o·
other initiatives aimed at limitinE
growth in Coronado, Riverside
Redlands, Corona, and Del Mar.
"They've always known where
the public opinion lies," Worden
said about members of the slowgrowth movement. "What's
changed is that it is \lrganized and
is focused in an effective way."
Some of the early activists ha~
become woven into the fabric ct
city government. Sal Giametta, a
member of San Diegans for Maraged Growth, Is now an aide o
O'Connor. Lynn Benn, who servd
on the Torrey Pines communiv

planning group, was recently ap·pointed to the city's Planning commission.
Meanwhile, political consultant
Glaser said the Prop. A campi::ign
helped show slow-growth advocates exactly what they had to do if
they needed to put another citizens
initiative on the ballot.
First off, he said, they know any
initiative must be written to address a single issue, rather than a
whole range of environmental and
growth concerns. They also have
learned that it takes initiative campaigns a "bare minimum" of
$35,000. The trick, said Glaser, is to
find several large donors to supplement the smaller contributions
coming in from Sierra Club members and other environmentalists.
In addition, Glaser said, slowgrowth advocates should aim to put
an initiative on the ballot during
odd-numbered years :when there
isn't the plethora of federal, state
and local candidates to crowd the
ballot. Thal way, said Glaser, the
newspapers can dedicate more
space to the initiative campaign,
which needs plenty of free publicity to counter any heavy spending
by developers.
Another Hard Reality
But with that knowledge came
another hard reality.
"Prop. A was a very long and
diff1cul l effort for a group of volunteers to go through," said Emily
Durbin. "I don't know anybody
who is jumping up and down and
anxious to repeat that. I think that
many of us view it as the tool of last
resort . . . . "
Yet it wasn't long after Prop. A
that slow-growth advocates found
themselves reaching for the club of
the initiative again. Although voters had expressed their anti-

growth sentiment by shutting
down the urban reserve from development. council members continu • approving den e porojects
i r c.he city's suburban and innercity neighborhoods.
f particular concern, said those
mvolved in the Prop, fight, were
the council's decisions to adjust the
boundaries of the urban reserve to
allow for construction of a freeway
and developement of the 385-acres
County Island proJect in Scripps
Ranch without a citywide vote.
Debate Expanded
"It definitely was the recognition
that Prop. A wasn't enough and
there was a need to do something
more," said Benn. "We felt that the
City Council hadn't really responded lo the growing support, the
growing concern for the quality of
life and for limiting growth."
Thus, the debate became what
should be done about the stopand- go traffic, overcrowded
schools, Inadequate parks and inner-city canyons threatened by
development.
Meanwhile, the character of the
core group began to change, and it
took on some new activists with
fresh enthusiasm for an initiative
fight.
One of them was Linda ,iartin, a
Pacific Beach woman who moved
here from Hawaii in 1983. Born in
the Midwest, Martin's involvement

in the slow-growth movement is an
ironic twist because she and her
first husband became small-time
developers by building income
property during the early 1960s.
But Martin said her experience
living in major American cities
caused her concern about the way
San Diego was growing out, and not
up. She also said her penchant for
community organizing drew her
into the Proposition A fight, during
which she served as a foot soldier
by passing out leaflets at shopping
· r;, etitions.
centers and c· c
Other New Faces
Ot er new faces came forward:
om Mullaney, a Mission Hills real
estate agent who became interest, m the slow-growth movement
ai er reading an article by Martin
in the Sierra Club newsletter; Giles,
a rn-again Christian and Scripps
Ranch homemaker who got involved because her backyard is
adJacent to the proposed County
Island project.
"Two years ago, I would have
never thought I would be involved
with the Sierra Club," said Giles.
"But what I've noticed is that
growth development in San Diego
crosses all party lines
"You can't stereotype the people
who are concerned about growth,"
she said. "You c... 't say they're just
a bunch of left-wing tree-loving
people. I am a very conservative
Republican."
With the infusion of new blood,
th core of advocates once again
la ed Worden to helo write two
initiativ es aimed at blunting
growth.
The first would have dramatically slowed the city's general growth.
rate by imposing a limit on the
number of new homes that could be
built. The limit would start at 6 000
units the first year, drop to s:ooo
the second and level off at '4 000
uni from the third year on. '

.

The second would severely restrict development on U•ie city's
wetlands, flood plains and canyens-including all hillsides that
can be viewed from any, of San
Diego's freeways and major streets,
a provision that has the development industry worried.
In May, the activists followed the
Proposition A examplt and formed
yet another nonprofit group called
Citizens for Limited Growth. The
purpose of the reconstituted group,
Martin said, is to push the new
initiatives, which she said were
designed to "break the back" ,of an
economic boom cycle that is drawIng outsiders to San Diego to find
jobs.
"It draws a lot of carpetbaggers,
the pyramid schemes," said M~.
"It adds to this whole go-gOJll~nlality. There's no commitment 1to
the community, no commitment to
the long-term. It is dedicated to U e
quick turnaround, the quick p~·it."
Enjoyed Succeu
So far, the group has enjoyed
success without having to resort to
the ballot.
Publicly and privately, O'Connor
used the threat of the drafted
initiative to convince her colleagues to enact the controversial
Interim Development Ordinance,
despite strong opposition from developers. The compromise measure, which was approved by a 5-4
council vote and is good for 18
months, limits construction of residential units lo 8,000 every 12
months.
And the waiting initiative ...med
at preserving hillsides and wetlands was enough to allow Councilman Mike Gotch to push for a
similar measure durmg the IOO
debate. On Friday, the council put
the finishing touches on the ordinance, which is called the Resource
Protection Overlay Zone.
Before Friday's vote, however,
O'Connor invited Martin, Mullaney
and Kelley-Markham to three private, closed-door negotiating sessions with the development industry heavyweights. The sessions
were held in O'Conno1·'s conference
room and took place over the last
two weeks, during which the sides
made some progress t.ut were unable to forge a compromise over how
much protection should be given to
city hillsides. said Mullaney,

Clout Counts
Kilkenny, the developer lobbyist
who participated in the private
talks, credits the clout of the
slow-growth group for the way the
City Council hurried to adopt the
building limit and environmental
protections m recent months.
Land-use attorney Paul Peterson adds: "The perception of politicians is there is a great groundswell
of opposition [to growth) and this
small but mfluenlial and persuasive
group of environmentalists have
unprecedented success in getting
drastic and far-reaching ordinan,
ces passed."
And so it should be, say members
of the group.
"We slapped them in the face
and made them wake up," said
Glaser.
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Hy Mich I Abr m ', . 1 rr Writer
Th udd n wilhdr wa I of the developer of the SANDER trash-to-energy
plant sh rpen d th debate yest rday over how the city is going to dispose of
its ever-increa Ing stream or garbage.
,
City, st t nd Industry officials continu to claim that trash Incineration Is
th • only vlabl all rn live lo the opening or new landfills.
Rut nvironm nlah ts accuse these officials of gro sly underestimating the
amount of th city's trash that can be recycled.
They al. o . y that th re are bett r
and safer - technologies being
r' veloped for dL po. mg of tra. h th n burning It.
"We're ~o~c d fl r working o n r
th ubJ t for wo ye r that th re
are saler trchnologi and alternativ s availabl for S n DI go," said\
Robert II Minan, U
rsit of S
Qicgoiaw profe .. or who helped
dr fl the~11.Alr !nltiatlve.
Th City ouncil's decl ion to put
Continued from B-1
Environmentalists contend, howMlnan's imliativc on the Nov. 3 bal•
, Mick Gammon, the assistant direc- ever, that state agencies, as well as
lot contributed to the decision
; tor of the city's Resource Manage- the city, have a bias toward massW n
by ign I 'nvironm ntal
, ment and Conservation Program, burn technology and a distrust for
Sy terns Inc. to back out of the n
said San Diego originally decided recycling because it lacks the appeal
Diego Energy Recovery project,
: upon mass-burn technology in 1982, of a technological quick fix.
dubbed SANDER, after an invest; after an exhaustive search for alterMinan said that a study of Los An•
ment of more than two years and
I natives to landfills.
geles' waste stream showed close to
more th n $4 million.
There was no other viable option, 60 percent of it ls made up of vegetaSignal officials also accused
1
he said.
, ble and organic matter that could be
Mayor Maureen O:Connor and the
Some technologies appear to have composted and resold as fertilizer.
council or "sitting on th fence" by
promise, but ii would not be prudent,
Minan also contends that the city
not coming out aggressively against
he said to bet that any one of them did not begin seriously looking at rethe initiative.
, will be available for disposal of the cycling until San Diegans for Clean
If p . ed, the initiative would pre: volume - 2,250 tons per day Air drafted its initiative.
clude construction of trash-to-energy
'which the $306 million SANDER
Meanwhi}e, city officials yeslerplants wiUiiiilJir miles of schools
plant would be designed to incin· day attempted to salvage what they
or h pitals.
•erale.
can from the defunct Signal proposal
Despite Signal's decision, both opThe city has not turned its back on to build and operate SANDER.
pon nts and proponents have
, alternatives to the mass burning of
City Councilwoman Judy McCarty,,
promised to mount vigorou. camtrash, Gammon said. The paperwork chairwoman of the joint city-county
paigns, and th battle is likely to
' is being readied to seek proposals for SANDER board, said through a
hinge over whether wa le-lo-energy
' trash disposal technologies to handle spokesman that she hopes lo convene
technology is a necessary tool for a
200 to 400 tons per day.
the board as soon as possible after
big city's garbage disposal
In addition, the city has entered the council returns from its recess in
John J. Sullivan, Signal's president
' into a $199,000 contract with the non- September to discuss options. .
and chief executive officer, scoffed
• profit Ecology Centre to promote reMcCarty also asked City Manager
at non-burn technologies.
, cycling and a lire-shredding opera- John Lockwood to take a second look
J'I think what you're going to see in
, lion. The latter will reduce the space at
Councilwoman
Abbe
San Diego is that every vendor of
•
taken up by tires in the city's Wolfsheimer's request that the 43·'
alternate technologies will be com: Miramar Landfill, which is expected acre Kearny Mesa site slated for
ing m here wanting to take the City
to reach capacity between 1993 and SANDER be targeted for sale to help
Council to Europe to look at every: 1995.
restore money drained last month
thing from various forms of com, "That doesn't give them a whole from a $4.58 million fund to purchase
po ting, to making pellets, to making
lot of time," said Chris Peck, of the wetlands.
architectural gravel - and none of
California Waste Management
City staff attempted to keep intact
that is going to be able to handle the
Bo.am.=
parts of the Signal proposal, said
quantity of wastes that we are talk-1
"If in fact waste-to-energy is not a Deputy City Manager Coleman Conmg about," Sullivan said.
viable option, they're looking at rad.
City and state officials agree with
, trying to find more landfill space.
Of particular interest:
Sullivan.
: You can only recycle so much of the
• Conrad would like to be able to
See Trash on P~ge B-4 '
: waste stream," Peck said.
transfer to the new vendor a contract
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Tr sh: City debate heats up
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vCampuses
busy even
•
1n
summer
They come from around the world
each summer, young and old, bringing sports gear, scientific equipment,
religious prmc1ples and medical
problems.
They are part of a $3 million industry in San Diego, bringmg thousands
of people to the area's campuses for
summer programs to delve into everything from global security to golf,
from reading a hand of bridge to
reading the mystery of human life.
"We get a Jot of challenges, but
part of the fascmation of this Job is
having to deal with the needs of a
soccer team, church group and a
learned society all at the same
time," said W.G. "Woody" Woodrow,
the conference manl!ger at San
Diego State University.
For example, at UCSD drum majors recently practiced their turns
with the precision of sailboats coming about in a stiff wind. Actoss the
same campus, computer wizards
from universities around the nation
studied the workings of UCSD's super
computer.
At the same time, on the University of San Diego's h1llt p campus, California bankers exchanged greetings
with members of the Chmese Missions Overseas and the Mexico/U.S .
Law Institute as they hurried to their
respective lectures and seminars.
Hardly have the undergraduates
left for their three-month swn01er
break. in fact, tt.an the playing fields,
dormitories, , lassrooms, libraries
and laboratories are flooded with
eager learners immersed in Gestalt
therapy and Chinese philosophy.
It is a business that has quietly
grown until this year, at UCSD alone,
Sl.4 million will be co lected in con-
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signed by Signal and Sao piego Gas
& Electric Co. for the sale of the 62
megawatts of electricity the plant
would produce. The price offered by
SDG&E for the power would allow
the city to have its garbage disposed
of for a bargain $12.80 per too.
Under the SANDER proposal,
electricity sales are an offset to
trash disposal costs. The more the
plant operators receive in electricity
sales, the less they have to charge
the city. Given that, city officials
want to keep intact the contract
signed when energy prices were
higher.
• The state has earmarked $306
million in tax-exempt bonds for
SANDER. Conrad would like to see if
that financing is transferable. Signal's Frank Mazanec said that the
bonds are not transferable from Signal to another vendor. He said that
because of changes in federal tax
laws, the state's bonding authority
has been reduced and it will be harder for the city to obtain the financing.
e In the summer of 1985, Signal
submitted its application for a per•
mlt for SANDER to the Califomja
Energy Commission. To save'""time,
Conrad said be hopes that another
vendor would be able to pick up
where Signal left off, should the initi•
ative fail.
A commission spokesman said that
a new developer will have to resubmit a new application, and that it
will take one to two years to process.
Final commission action on SANDER was expected by April 1988.

Arroyo Grande, CA
(San Luis Obispo Co.)
Five Cities Time
Pre s Recorder
(Cir. 2xW. 15,800)
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See Campuses on P~ge 8-2
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Expert-Opppses System For Regulating Utilities
/)_I'" Ja ,;11

By Mike Hodgson
Assistant News Editor
SAN LUIS OBISPO - The
system for regulating electric utfilties
- in the UniteaS-tates is contributing
to the country's inability to compete
in the international market place, an
expert said this week.
In addition, the system is leading
to higher consumer prices and a
po1ential energy crisis in the 1990s
~at can only be prevented by changmg the rate structure now in use, he
said.
Those are the opinions of Peter
Navarro, a Harvard-trained
economis1 who addressed about 100
business and community leaders at
a luncheon sponsored by Pacific Gas
& Electric Company at the Park
Suile Hotel.
Navarro is a nationally recognized
expert on the utility industry and an
associate professor of economics
now teaching at the University of
San Diegp business school.
His list of credits include 17 artides in academic and trade journals,
more than 40 newspaper articles, a
host of lectures, speeches, and
testimonies, plus two books.
His most recent book is "The
Dimming of America: The Real
Costs of Electric Utility Regulatory
Failure."
''I think the important theme I
want to stress is that we have to
begin thinking about our - yours
ENERGY ADVOCATE - Peter Navarro, considered an expert on
and mine - electric utility industry
the utility industry, told an audience of business and community
being an important player in the in,leaders th is week that electric rates to industry must be lowered to
ternational arena," Navarro said in
make American products internationally competitive. Navarro is
an interview.
,s hown seated before photographs of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear
"In particular, we need to view
7wer Plant.
Photo by Mike Hodgson
the electric industry in a different
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way than we're accustomed to,"
Navarro continued. "We need to
view it as an engine of progress and
~wth, an institution of internattonal competitiveness."
One feature of the regulatory
system that needs to be changed is
the "cross subsidy" of residential
customers by industrial customers,
Navarro said.
Cross subsidizing came about in
th~ ~970s when public utility commissions were Uimer pressure to
allocate fairly significant increases in
rates, Navarro said.
The rate increases, he said, were
the result of fuel price hikes by the
(?rganizatio.n of Petroleum Exportmg Countnes, by interest rates that
~ose
double digits, and by the
unpos1t1on of environmental regulations that increased power plant costs
by IO to 30 percent.
"These regulations were
absolutely necessary because prior to
the '60s we were not really taking
care of our air, but they did raise
costs," Navarro addrrl.

"Unfortunately, a lot of the PUCs
chose to allocate a disproportionate
share (of electric rate increases) to
industrial consumers as a way of
subsidizing residential consumers,"
he continued.
That system has clear political appeal, Navarro said, because citizens
have more voting power than
businesses.
·
"It also fits in with a mentality that
we really have got to change, namely
when it's crunch time, it is business
that has to take the burden,''
Navarro said.

Because businesses are paying
more per unit of electricity, the
prices go up on their products, fewer
products are sold abroad, and the
trade deficit increases - reaching
$180 billion in 1986, Navarro
explained_
Fewer exports also results in
fewer jobs for American workers, he
said.
Another problem is a feature of
the regulatory jYstem called the
Public Utilities Regulatory Policy
Act, which was written in 1978 to
encourage small power producers.
"It was both a blessing and a
curse," Navarro said. ."It was a
blessing because it indeed brought
forth new electrical power suppliers,
but it was a curse because the power
generated actually significantly contributed to the increase in prices."
The price increase resulted
because in some states utilities are
required to buy power from qualified
producers at the same price as if the
utility generated the electricity itself,
rather than letting free market forces
control the price, according to
Navarro.
Another problem, he said, is that
many small co-generation plants use
natural gas, which is too precious to
be used under boilers and sets up the
United States for increasing
vulnerability to another oil crisis.
Navarro said there are three actions needed to resolve the problem.
"The first thing we have to
recognize, as a people, is that we
have to stop looking at utilities, as
we have in the past, as an enemy and
think about them as an engine of progress,'' Navarro said.

Government should move quickly
to eliminate cross subsidies so that
the cost of service to each customer
is based upon the cost that service
imposes on the utilities, Navarro
said.
While rates will go up for consumers, the long run overall cost will
be less, according to Navarro, who
guessed that in California, residential rates would rise about 5 percent.
Competitive bidding should be
used for buying power from small
co-generators, as well. •
Second, he .said, co-generation
businesses who remain hooked into
the utilities power system for backup power sliould ·pay a standby
charge more in line with the service
required .
Lastly, utilities should be given
more freedom to price their product
flexibly, Navarro said.
All of this would give the utilities
the capital and the incentives to build
new large-scale power plants to meet ·
the needs of the 1990s, he added.
These ch:inge~ will come about
only if public opinion is changed by
giving people more information on
the· problem, although he admitted
that electric rates are only part of the
international competition problem.
"Americans are fond of looking
for 'The Answer'," Navarro said.
"In terms of international competition there are about 20 answers.
"One of the 20 is reducing electricity prices that industrial consumers have to pay," Navarro continued. "The point is, there is no one
answer. There are a bunch of
answers, and we have to work on all
of them. This is one."
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Summer a

busy time
Contlnu d from B-1

;.,of;

f ren and living fees.
"It provid plenty or work for lots
of campus people," said Woodrow.
"It provid 12-month contracts for
pcopl "
would oth rwlse w rk
only 10 months, and it gives many
tud nts th ncome they _need l~
c rry 00 for noth r academic ye r.
l
n Diego late and USD, the
m i to break even financially
But at UCSD there is a definite
ffort to make ! profit, according to
conf r n manager Len H~rtman.
"We v, 11 m ke approximately
$500,000 in profit this year, a~d it all
goes to hen fit the academic year
tudents," she said.
. .
T profits are u • d to subs1d1ze
on mpu housing and food co ts so
that lncrea
to students are kept to
a mlmmum, Hartman said.
At USD, Kathi Goldman admits t~
a "fmm y rivalry" between the um•
versili as they
out conference
contracts
.
.. Somellm we lose one to a riv~l
campu or win one from them, but it
1 defm1tely at the friendly level,"
he id, addmg that the campuses
often direct bu m
to one another.
Differ nt campuses have different
confer nee rules.
USU, a Catholic institution, encour g r lig1ous gr~ups of many
The San Diego Union/ Jim Baird
d nominations and faiths. UCSD, a
public mshtution, does not accept reFred Dulles of the University of Michigan The summer instructional program is part of
ligious groups.
.
..
what has become a $3 million industry here.
Al sos , another pu~hc fac1hty, composes a question for a UCSD computer.
r hgiou and non-religious groups
ff Jefferson School of philosophical and San Diego campuses - possibly leadre welcomed equally. "In fact, we
At the same time, he and his sta
scientific knowledge ... (based on) ing many of them to attend h~re
will be welcoming over 1,000 Ortho- must provide for the needs of th e pre-reason, pro-individualist philoso- when they graduate from high
d
dox Jews to the campus next ye~r w~tern Society of MalacologJSts
ks d ea
phers, and the pro-free Oll.1, pro-cap_i- school
who (need to) closely observe the nt• people who collect mo11us an s · talist economists," according to their
Indeed, said Goldman, parents atual commandments of their faith," shells; for 800 participants in the Spetending programs here have ~ecomsaid Woodrow.
cial Olympics; and for a group of pr=~y. a group of 25 Japane~e mended the campuses to their chilFor this particular con!erence, the Jehovah's Witnesses.
nurses took courses in psychiatric dren, as have grandparents commg
campus kitchen and dmmg room
The varied summer programs are nursing, while golf professional Billy for senior programs.
must be tran formed into a comp! •le not simply income-genera~ors _or Casper urged young go)fers_ to
Academic groups often seek out a
ko her environment, right down to make-work projects for umvers1ty their eye on the ball durmg hJS clime. university atmosphere because th_ey
providing the properly prepa~ed staff, campus conference directo s
Administrators say there also may find everything they need on one sit~
wat r for both cooking and washmg say.
·
be long-term benefits, once students _ living accommodations, cafeteridi he , he said
At UCSD recently, 300 delegates attending cheerleader, sports and ac• as , lecture halls and huge library re"We ee thi as a particularly ex- attended the Intellectual Founda- ademic cour es are introduced to the sources.
citing chall nge," Woodrow said.
lions for a Free Society to st:ud~y~•~
•t:he~ - = - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -
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/ Golf / Thom as Bonk

Player Doesn't Come Off Sounding Like a Square in Groove Controversy

•

WI I ,,.:(.'• ., ,ontn>v,c•
y about quare-grooved clubs apparently commg to a boil, at the
v ry 1east go If h as someth'mg new
to argue about.
There is one 1de that strongly
b lieves advancing technology
ought to be given the chance to
improve the game. The other side
l the
contends ~at gol f has had al
technology it needs.
.
Gary Player, a professional smce
1963, comes down squarely on the
d of 111.atus quo.
"I'
t·
"
m v~ry an 1-squ3;e grooves:
h
Id. The next thmg is, you II
find players who are bad putters so
they make the holes three inches
wider. And it'll happen. Then
th y'll put up big fans behind the
tee
Wh o th ball can carry further.
' ·t I
to 'Let' h
ere 81 gong to s p.
s ave
more respect for the game."
Player, who wa In San Clemente
I st w k overseeing the construelion of the Pacific Golf Club a
27-hole
that 1s the first
w t C cours
t
d
ed b h .
es oas course eSJgn . Y 1s
company, said that by looking at
other port&, it's plain to see that
11' nol smart to tJlmper with such
things.
don't make the 100-yard
d "They
h
311 downhill, " he said. " You don ' t
s . them changing the size of the
boxmg rmg. You don't see the
footb llchanging1ts 1ze."
Player thinks that golf needs to
stop changing the game and that
l
square-grooved c ubs 'represent
the b t place to start.

•w, "'

,Um;mtITTg •lwl." "'

said. "Everybody tells you today,
'Oh, all these great young players.'
W e11, th ey' re not t h e grea t pIayers
everybody makes them out to be. I
don't want to sound like I'm knock·
ing the young guys. I just think it's
getting out of proportion with the
equipment. It's a shame. Let the
· 1mp~ov~
·
• h!s mmd,,
·
huma~ bemg
m
a~d. his ~Y, not m h1_s eqUJpment.
Its Just a big commercial deal.
"Ijusthatetoseewhat'shappening in golf," he said. "It really bugs
y
h'
h t t f
me. ou see a guy 1t a s o ou _o
the rough now, and the .b~l hits
over the flag and stops w1thm two
feet. I can't believe what I'm
seeing. And then they say, 'What a
great shot.' Hogwash."
D

It'• already been called "Groove-

gate," but a decision on the use or
prohibition of the controversial
square-grooved clubs on the PGA
Tour isn't anywhere near.
Commissioner Deane Beman,
who initially said that he wanted a
quick ruling by the PGA tour's
policy board, says now that more
tests and tudies are needed, and
it's likely that there will be no
policy by the end of the year.
Beman also said t hat it's possible
that no action will be taken restrlctingtheuseoftheclubs.
"There is fairly uniform agreement from the players that the
square-grooved clubs reduce flye rs
from the fairway and give substan-

tially mo,e eont,o! from the

rough," Beman said. "There is not
such a broad agreement that someth'mg s h ouldbe done a bo ut 1t.
.
"Some feel that we should simply
accept the advances in technology
and go along with it. Many feel we
cannot allow technology to go
h k d"
.
unc
e · Golf Assn. recently
Theec U.S.
ruled;.in effect, that the Ping-Eye 2
square-grooved clubs will be ineli'bl f USGA
tit' b .
gi e. or
compe ion. egmnmg m 1996. The USGA srud that
grooves can be no wider than .035
of an mch at the surface. There also
has to be a flat surface between the
grooves three times greater than
. th th
th
e wid of e grooves.
The Ping-Eye 2 was legal and
approved by the USGA in 1984
.
when it had square grooves, but the
edges were so sharp they often
damaged the cover of the ball. The
ball also spun a lot more. Ping then
beveled the edges, which made the
golf balls last longer and also
.
.
P~bably deer~ spm a little, but
failed to submit the new squaregrooved cl u bs toth e USG A.
The USGA said the grooves are
.031 inches wide and that's legal.
Pi ng me~ures differen t1 Y at ·026
and that 1s also legal. But Dl~:;iurmg at ,026 leaves a space of .C118
between the grooves, and the USGA's measuring at .031 leaves .C113,
which makes it a violation of the
3 • t O· 1 ratio.
·
So, in effect, this big controversy

;, ovo- five oae-lhm,,and, of an

inch.

0
Seven California courses are on
th e liS t of th e lOO greateS t in th e
world, selected in a worldwide
Survey of experts a nd published by
Golf magazine. Pebble Beach is
ranked
No. 3 and
Cypress
Point is
No. 4_Another
Northern
California
course, Olympic Club, the site of
this year's U.S. Open, is rated No.
19.
The highest Southern California
course was the Los Angeles Counk7vi;:~~~s~ 0
_Course, No. '2:l.
8
In order, the magazine
said the

;.t~

P,«to R;ean yoong,tec, be,n,

mixed with corrrmeal, black coffee
and bananas.
Ch.1 Ch''
1s d
. 1eth
. as c h anged . H e
eats steak SIX times a week and
doesn't worry about it a.bit.
"They say steak is bad for you,"
Rodriguez said in a story in the
September issue of Golf Illustrated
•
~o.?
What do the tigers and lions
eat?"
D
Better sign up for your tee times
now. Apparently, there aren't going to be enough golf courses to go
around pretty soon. Research released by the National Golf Foundation said that there are so few
bl'
If
h
pu IC go courses t at the growth
of the game could be affected.
According to Golf Course Management magazine, the NGF coneluded that one new course needs

world's top 10 golf courses are: 1.
Pine Valley in New Jersey, 2.
Muirfield, Scotland, 3. Pebble
Beach, 4. Cypress Point, 5. Augusta
National, 6. Royal Melbourne in
Australia, 7. St. Andrews, Scotland,
8. Ballybunion (Old) ifflreland, 9.
Royal Co. Down (No. 1) in Newcastle, Northern Ireland, 10. Mer-ion-{-EaS t ) m Ardmore, Pa, The other two California courses
are San Francisco, No. 48; <¥1£ PGA
. West (Stadium) inµ Quinta, No.
75.
·
Accor d'mg t O th e ran k'mgs, 55 0 f
the world's top 100 courses are in
~theUnitedStates.

take up the game in the United
States.
Golf participation in the United
States wi'll grow from "'" to
5010
"
"
each year through 2000, 2which
will
create an additional
million to
10
14
milliongolfers,themagazmesaid.

Chi Chi Rodriguez, who is on a
steady diet of victories on the
Senior tour, remembers what he
used to eat when he was a sickly

Golf Note•
Prize money of $100,000 is at stake Sept.
29-30Park,
and Oct.
1-2the
at the
Litchfield
Ariz.,
site Wigwam,
of the 31st
Fall
Championship of the U.S. National Senior

•

to be opened each day until th e
2000 th ere won't be enough
year
courses toormeet
the needs of the
number of new golfers expected to

-

Go>f

A•• _, Uw, 425 ..,,.,.,,_

al and amateur members w(ll compete on
three courses: 1:7ev10us winners in the
over-50
are Tommy
Boll, Art
w~n andassoc1abon
BIiiy caaper.
. . . Greens
at
both the Nicklaus courses under construetion at PGA West will be sodded after ,
Sept. 14. The Resort Course is complet,:Jy
planted 'g'd shoul_d be c{eady for fall
operung. n the Private ourse, ~me oles
are
rough grading 1s left on
threeplanted
holes. and
Because dirt and rock has to
be moved across a canal, small trucks are
the biggest vehicles that can carry dirt
over the bridges. About 15,000 yards of
rock and gravel are being hauled across
the bridges.
The LPGA event being played at Buford, Ga. is offering the highest first-place
prize in LPGA history, $81,500. . . .
Meanwhile, the biggest total purse and
first-place prize money in PGA Tour
history_
be at stake in the Nabisco
Champ1onsh1~s of Golf. The top 30_golfe!'8
m the seasons individual competition will
play in the 72-hole event which is worth
$2 million, $360,000 to the winner....
The Variety Club's 16th annual golf and
tennis tournament will be held Sept. 14 at
Braemar Country Club in Tarzana. The
fund-raiser Will provide college scholarships
for....
underpnv!leged
Angeles
students
The inaugural Los
McLean
Stevenson celebrity tournament is also scheduled for Braemar. The Sept.
event
21 Junior
benefits the Foundation for the
Blind.... The ninth annual Bill Van
Gieson Memorial tournament, to benefit a
number
SanatFernando
Valley Golf
charities,
will
be of
held
the Calabasas
and
Country Club Oct. . The Calabasas Cham5 is sponsoring the
ber of Commerce
event. ... Steve Lau defeated Ran•y
Dr• ke in 37 holes for the club championship at Glendora .Gc.... lohn_S.:ha~a.i,.
er, 21, who
willP,j~.
be -w9.n
a semor
at 'the
11ruxecsity
at sµq
t~e filo!orndo
Golf Ass~. stro~e play championship.
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;Three Years After Big Freshman Class, Team's Still Young
:

::LOJ s-~

: By CH-RfS ELLO

can be sure.
The Toreros should have been
solid in the offensive lme this
season because all five starters
wer expected to return. Now,
because of two of the players are
academic problems, he has only
thr e returning starters up front.
Enc Nasland, a 6-foot 1-inch 245pound tackle, told Fogarty that he
has decided to take off his senior
season to concentrate on his studies. Nasland wants to work on his
studies. so he can attend medical
school.

'

dem1c w r more
1mportan t than
football, so th y
won't h playing thl y ar. I gu ss
y w have academic
you can
th oth r way."
problem.
I
This y ar, the se son will start
!:;cpl. 12, wh n USO trav I~ to Lo
Ang 1 s to play Occidental College.
The Torero ' home opener I Sept.
2 ag mst La V rn .
: A year ago, uso·s sea. on started
with much promise. The t am had a
3-1 record but lo. tits remammg SIJC
game . U 'D later got one more
victory when Azu a Pacific was
fore d to forfeit its game with USO
for using an ineligible player.
GSD's fmal record was 4-6.
' This year, Fogarty is hopmg the
t.eam will be better, but he never

Then. Pat DeBlase, a 6-1 210pound offensive Im man, told Fogarty that he was transfernng to
UCLA because they had an acad mic program more suited to his
field of study.
"The kids we get have to be the
type that are going to worry more
about their academics," Fogarty
said. "They come here to get an
education. All this does 1s make us a
little thinner. We have people who
can come in and replace the guys
who have left, but now our backups
ar weaker."
USD's starters, meanwhile, apP ar to be solid. All of Fogarty's
running backs and receivers from a
year ago return along w;th the
three linemen. Also back are SIJC
starters on defense.
The best of the group is Jeff
Mansukhani, a 5-10 175-pound

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
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Head coach Brian Fogarty
barks out orders to members of the University of San

FOOTBALL FEVER -

By John Nunes

Special to Southern Cron

ALCALA PARK - With fall classes set to resume
Sept. 8, the University of San Diego undergraduate
admissions office reports dramatic increases in the
number of people applying to and inquiring about the
pnvate independent unive rsity.
Undergraduate inqumes for the fall semester reached
some 32,35Q, records show. USD has an estimated
controlled graduate and undergraduate enrollment of
5,500.
"Five or six years ago we had only about 8,000
inquiries," said Warren Muller, director of admissions.
This year's inquiries represent an increase of some 7,000
from 1986, he added.
Substantially more inquiries and more applications are
coming from students outside California, Muller noted .
"We are gaining more of a national reputation."
Enrollment of California residents at USD was down
slightly last year, while out-of-state enrollment continued
to climb, Muller said. He expects the trend to continue.
Muller attributes this trend to USD's "increa~ing
strength in quality academic programs and because more
people are hearing about us through word-of-mouth ...
hearing about what we have to offer and seeing what's
here."
"And I wouldn't igncve the success of the basketball
team," he added.
Last year, the USD basketball team made it to the
NCAA national champions~p tournament, the second
time in the past four years.
As of Aug. 21, freshmen applications for the fall 1987
semester totaled nearly 3,000.
Last fall, about 2,600 freshmen applied to USD .
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Official at some San Diego area
universities and colleges say the new
immigration Jaw requiring employers to verify their workers' residency
talus is at best extra work and at
worst a bureaucratic nightmare.
In a dition to the usual back-t<:
hool paperwork, univers1t~· officials say they now mu t verify the
residency of workers, work-study
students, other tudent workers and
new faculty members.
"It's a real pam." Hilda Ransom,
senior personnel assistant at
Grossmont College in El CaJon, a:d
ye terday.
Quelda Wilson, as 'istant vice
chancellor of personnel at UCSD,
calls the requirement a time-con,;
suming "bureaucratic rughimare,
while Stewart Westdal, student employment coordmator ~t the yniversity of Saa Diego sees 1t as Just.anbut notmmdother form to be do
boggling."
Of the San Diego area universities,
UCSD has the largest student work·
force, with several thou and among
its overall 13,000-person workforce.
There have been no problem· related to the new 1mmtgration law at
an Diego late University, a spokesman said
No ma ·s firin were reported at
area umvers1lles. However, U D dismissed a sports camp coun elor this
summer because she could not produce the nece sary- documentation,
according to Greg Andrews, records
superv1 or at USD's Human Resources Department.
College ofhctals across the cou~try are wrestlmg with the new res1d ncy requirements. lJCSD's 1lso_n
said questions about the new tmm1gration law were raised at a :ecent
meeting of the College and Umvers1
ty Personnel AS! ociation in Boston.
Under the aw, employees hired
after Nov. 6, 1986, mu t prove they
are authortzeJ to work m this country They can how proof of l .S ctHz n hip documents. u h as a dnvcr' license, p port or $ocial Securor employment
1t y card
authorization documents I u d by
the INS. Employers could face financial penalties of up to $10,000 per employee

Photo by Veronica Garcia

Diego's Toreros as they work on blocking sleds. The
team is gearing up for the upcoming football season.

USD
- awaits more students
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wide receiver/kick-returner who
led the Toreros with eight touchdowns last season and was named a
Division III Academic AllArnerican.
Mansukhani caught 49 passes for
811 yards and 7 touchdowns, returned 18 kickoffs for 140 yards and
returned nine punts for 140 yards
and I touchdown, a 59-yarder.
This year, Mansukhani again will
be one of the focal points of the
offense. But Fogarty is hoping the
team will have more balance than
last year. In one game, against La
Verne, the team passed 57 times.
"In the past, I've gone a whole
season and barely passed that
much," Fogarty said. 'Tm hoping
to be more conservative this year;
although with Jeff, I know we have
to open it up some."
The key to USD's offense will be
how well its new quarterback,
Braulio Castillo, a transfer from
San Diego City College, plays.
Castillo is replacing Pat Ducon, who
passed for 1,727 yards and 15
touchdowns last year.
"I think he gives us more options
than last year," Fogarty said. "Pat
was more of a drop-back passer
whereas Braulio can move around
and run better."
Defensively, USO is led by senior
linebacker John Gutsm1edl, the
team's leading tackler a year ago.
He is one of six starters returning/
,£
defense.
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V•Robert Bork and the
/ ~amifications of His

Nominacfo_n..,o ~ ~911stitutional

Law," the ~ ~wyer

y of
Guild of the ~
Sa n Diego sponsors a panel
d1s<.U5Sion on this controversial
topic Included on the panel are
Peter Irons, c1nl-nght, a ttorney
and author of Ju.me ac 'X'ar Jud)
D1Gennaro, civil nghts attorne\
and professor of ccmt1tut1onal
law; and Darnel \X'eber atturnev
and pre,iJenc of the local chapter
of the NAACP. The dbuM1on"
.
scheduled tor Wedne,day,
Sepr,·mber 16, 7:30 p.m ., Fletcher
Hall, USO. Alcala Park, Linda
Vista Ro.d, Linda Vista. Free.

260-8888 .
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Undergraduate applications for 1his fall came to about
3,800, an increase of some 400 over 1986.
Total graduate applications - for the nursing, busine s
and education schools - was estimated at 970, an
increase of about 175 from last fall.
At the School of Law, where fall semester cla ~es began·
on Aug. 24, total enrollment is around 1,100, the same as
last year.
However, the number of first-year daytime law
students increased from 256 last fall to 318 this fall. Night
students are expected to be up only slightly from the 82
first-year students enrolled last fall.
A number of new academic programs will begin at
USD this fall.
The College of Arts and Sciences has added a Master of
Fine Arts in Dramatic Arts. The program, equivalent to a
doctoral degree, is a joint effort of the Old Globe Theatre
whereby a small select group of students will take courses
at USD and perform at the Old Globe.
The School of Business will offer two new graduate
programs I his fall. They are;
• A Master of Science in Taxation. A degree program
designed to meet the demand for accountants with legal
expertise. About one-third of the courses will be taken in
the School of Law Students will concentrate on tax law,
research and theory, and civil tax procedures.
• Venture Management. This is actually a new
elective emphasis within the Master of Business
Administration. It is being offered in response to the
demands of the rapid local growth of high tech and
venture capital industries. The curriculum is designed to
prepare students to manage organizations going through
turbulent times, such as those with high-risk opportunities
and companies with major shifts in production mix .
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SAN DIEGO
FOUNDERS GALLERY (D~sales
Hall, USO): Hours are noon- p.m.
__._,,,,.,.-Monday -Friday.
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i.aw called a 'night!J)are'

SAN DIEGO (~Some San
Diego college offi6'i'a11 say the new
immigration law requiring employers to verify their workers' residency status is a bureaucratic nightmare. "It's a real pain," Hilda
Ransom, senior personnel assistant at Grossmont College in El
Cajon, said Wednesday. Under the
new immigration law, college offi.

ciaJ& must now verify tbe~ si~ncy
of workers, work-studyllli.dimts,
other student workers and new faculty members. No mass firings
were reported at area universities
as a result of the law. But University of San Diego dismisse a sports
camp couii'selor this summer because she couldn't produce the necessary documentation, said Greg
Andrews, records supervisor at
U~D's Human Resources Depart_/
ment.
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Cal in SQSter, 1-0
~

~~?rn

remained undefeated yesterday, defeating visiting Cal, 1-0, in a non-conference
match.
Ju; ior defender Deamon Werner
scored, off a corner kick by Trong
Ngyuen.
USO is 2-0, Cal 1-1.
The Toreros host Pomona-Pitzer
College on Wednesday at 3:30.

Loeal Briefs
USIU soccer - Hector Hernandez had two goals and Jon Sisson
two assists to lead the Gulls past visiting Fresno Pacific, 3-1.
USIU (I ·O) has won 22 straight at
home, dating to October 1985. The
Gulls host Cal State Dominguez Hills
on Tuesday at 3.

Miller to speak - San Diego
State athletic director Fred Miller
will be the featured speaker at the
Hall of Champions' "Sports at
Lunch," Thursday at noon in Balboa
Park.
Miller will discuss the athletic department's accomplishments during
his 21-month tenure and the future of
the athletic program.
The luncheon, open to the public,
will be held in the executive boardroom above the Hall of Champions.
Tickets are $20; proceeds go to the
non-profit sports museum. Reservations (required) are available by c o /
/
ing 234-2544.

I
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TV AT ITS

I

Though it may not be USC-UCLA,
the matchup between {1fil) and host
Occidental of Los Angeiestnaf opens
the season for both schools Saturday
will be as spirited and crisp at its
level as any other college football
played that day. And without most
of the ugly baggage.
Yes, certainly, loans are a
problem at USO. But they are
hardly the sort of "loans" agent
Norby Walters handed over to
collegians with first-round potential
in the NFL draft, thereby blowing
their eligibility.
These are student loans that
athletes - just like everybody else
- must assume to help meet the
cost of USD's $3,920-per-semester
tuition, not to mention room and
board.
Take the case of quarterback
Braulio Castillo, a transfer from San
Diego City College. "I think we kind
of stole him because he was in a
program that didn't win too many
games (the Knights were 1-9 last
year) and he didn't get as many
· looks as he might have," USO coach
Bnan Fogarty said. "But he's an
.
outstanding athlete.
"He was offered some Division II
scholarships, but he wanted to play
in town, and he's an excellent
student. The hardest sell was the
loan, because he had to take one out
for a lot of money. He had to make a
real commitment to private
education. Fortunately, he feels the
school is good enough to benefit him
in the long run, despite the cost."
Like any football coach, Fogarty
must be concerned about grades. In
his case, however, the problem is
often good grades, not bad. The
coach lost two starting offensive
linemen this year to academic
excellence.
"A tackle who started for us for
two years decided he wants to go to
medical school, and his senior year
is very important to him, so no
football," Fogarty said.
"A starting offensive guard
transferred to UCLA. He's a 3.9
(grade-point average) student and he
just decided he needed a different
track in his major. They're doing
things for the right reasons, but it's
tough on us."
Depth also is a problem at
Division III schools. "As it becomes
apparent to a non-scholarship player
that he's not going to play a lot, he
finds other interests, usually in his
junior year, since getting his
education paid for doesn't depend on
football," Fogarty sa ·d.
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esh Start Doesn't Help at USD

:Three Years After Big Freshman Class, Team's Still Young

: .2C1s-t;'
; By fHR/s ELLO

'

: SAN DIEGO-It could have b en
th what-el -ts-newd partm nt.
: Brian F'ogarty, th Univ raity of
DI go'_f1fth- ar lootb 11
S
cpacFi. ,mnounced arli r this week
that c d mic prohlems hav hurt
team•~ chanc s thi season.
h1.
I
: But th1!l wa. about academic
r,rohl 'm!l with diff rent twrnt.
: L t F'ogarty explain,
• "W w r hoping to be a httl
d p r this y r than we're gomg
to be," hes id. "A
'
coup! of our kids
dec1d d that aca d mies wer mor
important than
football. o they
"'{On't b playing th1. y ar. l gu ss
you c,10 say w h ve acad mic
probl ms the oth r way,"
, Th1!l y ar. th season will start
S pt. 12. wh n USO trav ts to Lo
1>ng Jes to play Occ1d ntal College.
Th Tor ros' home op n r 1s Sept.
26 against La V me.
: A y ar ago. U D's se . on start d
wllh much promise. The team had a
3 I record but lo t 1t r maming suc
gam • U D later got one more
's1ctory when Azu a Pac1f1c was
fore d to forf 1t its game with U D
for u ing an 1nehg1bl player.
i;Jso·s fin I record was ~-6.
• This year. Fogarty 1s hoping the
t.c m will b better, but he never

can be sure.
The Toreros should have been
solid in the offensive line this
season because all five starters
were expected to return. Now,
because of two of the players are
academic problems, he has only
thre r turning starters up front.
Eric Nasland. a 6-foot I-inch 245pound tackle, told Fogarty that he
has d cided to take off his senior
season to concentrate on his studies. Nasland wants to work on his
studles, so he can attend medical
school.
Then, Pat DeBlase, a 6-1 210pound offensive lineman, told Fogarty that he was transfemng to
UCLA because they had an academic program more suited to his
field of study.
"The kids we get have to be the
type that are going to worry more
about their academics," Fogarty
said. "They come here to get an
education. All this does 1s make us a
httle thinner. We have people who
can come m and replace the guys
who have left, but now our backups
ar weaker."
USD's starters, meanwhile, appear to be sohd. All of Fogarty's
running backs and receivers from a
year ago return along w,th l~e
three linemen. Also back are sue
starters on defense.
The best of the group is Jeff
Mansukhani, a 5-10 175-pound
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By John Nunes

Sp«ial to Southern Cross

ALCALA PARK - With fall classes set to resume
Sept. 8, the University of San Diego undergraduate
admissions office reports dramatic increases in the
number of people applying to and inquiring about the
private independent university.
Undergraduate inquiries for the fall semester reached
some 32,35Q, records show. USD has an estimated
controlled graduate and undergraduate enrollment of
5,500.
"Five or six years ago we had only about 8 ,000
inquiries," said Warren Muller, director of adm1ss1ons.
This year's inquiries represent an increase of some 7,000
from 1986, he added.
Substantially more inquiries and more applications are
coming from students outside California, Muller noted.
"We are gaining more of a national reputation."
Enrollment of California residents at USD was down
slightly last year, while out-of-state enrollment continued
to climb, Muller said. He expects the trend to continue.
Muller attributes this trend to USD's "increasing
strength in quality academic programs and because more
people are hearing about us through word-of-mouth ...
hearing about what we have to offer and seeing what's
here."
"And I wouldn't ignQre the success of the basketball
team," he added .
Last year, the USD basketball team made it to the
NCAA national champions~p tournament , the second
time in the past four years.
As of Aug. 21, freshmen applications for the fall 1987
semester totaled nearly 3,000.
Last fall, about 2,600 freshmen applied to USD.
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w 'a pai '
fo colleg s
By Joe Gandelman

Slaff 1'.rlt

r

q

Officials at some San Diego area
univers1t1e and college say th e new
immigration Jaw requirin,g e~ployers to verify their workers residency
talus is at best extra work and at
worst a bureaucratic mghtmare.
In a dition to the u ual back-toschool paperwork. umvers1ty official sa) they now must verify the
re idency of workers, work· tudy
students, other student workers and
new faculty members.
"It's a real pam," Hilda Ransom,
senior personnel assistant at
Grossmont College m El CaJon, aid
ye ·terda:,
Quelda Wil on. assi tant vice
chancellor of per onnel at UCSD,
call the requirement a time-con,;
suming "bureaucratic rngbtmare,
while Stewart Westdal, student employment coordinator at the..U~iver~ity of Sao Diego sees 1t as Just anbut not mmdother form to be do
boggli ng"
or the San Diego rea wuversities,
UCSD has the largest student workforce, with several thou and among
its overall 13,()()().per on workforce
There have be n no problems related to the new 1mm1grat1on law at
San Diego State University, a spokesman said.
No ma s firings were reported at
area umvers1t1 ·. However, SD dlSmissed a sports camp coun elor this
. ummer becaus~ she could not produC'e the necessary documentation,
according to Greg And rev. s, records
upervtsor a• USD's Human Resourc DepartmenL
College off1c1als across the cou~try are wrestling with the new res1d ncy requirements UCSD's Yi 1lso_n
1d questions about the new 1mm1grallon law were raised at a recent
meeting of the College and Umvers1ty Personnel AS! ociation in Bo ton.
Under the law employees hired
alter Nov. 6, 1986, must prove they
are authorized to work m this country They can show proof of U.S citidocuments su h as a dnvzen hip
er's license, p port or oclal Securor employm ent
1t y card
authorization documents i ued by
the INS. 1':mployers could face fman•
cial p nalties of up to $10,000 per em
ployec

Photo by Veronica Garcia

Diego's Toreros as they work on blocking sleds. The
team is gearing up for the upcoming football season.

USD awaits more students

San Diego, CA

SDSU joitis
campus list
for fetes J
SI 1£1

Head coach Brian Fogarty
barks out orders to members of the University of San
FOOTBALL FEVER -

(San Diego Co .)
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wide receiver/kick-returner who
led the Toreros with eight touchdowns last season and was named a
Division III Academic AllAmerican.
Mansukhani caught 49 passes for
811 yards and 7 touchdowns. returned 18 kickoffs for 140 yards and
returned nme punts for 140 yards
and 1 touchdown, a 59-yarder.
This year, Mansukhani again will
be one of the focal points of the
offense. But Fogarty is hopmg the
team will have more balance than
last year. In one game, against La
Verne, the team passed 57 times.
"In the past, I've gone a whole
season and barely passed that
much," Fogarty said. 'Tm hoping
to be more conservative this year;
although with Jeff, I know we have
to open it up some."
The key to USD's offense will be
how well its new quarterback,
Braulio Castillo, a transfer from
San Diego City College, plays.
Castillo 1s replacing Pat Ducon, who
passed for 1,7'1:7 yards and 15
touchdowns last year.
"I think he gives us more options
than last year," Fogarty said. "Pat
was more of a drop-back passer
whereas Braulio can move around
and run better."
Defensively, USO is led by senior
linebacker John Gutsm1edl, the
team's leading tackler a year ago.
He is one of six starters returning/
/.
defense.

Undergraduate applications for this fall came to about
3,800, an increase of some 400 over 1986.
Total graduate applications - for the nursing, business
and education schools - was estimated at 970, an
increa~e of about 175 from last fall.
At the School of Law , where fall semester cla ~s began
on Aug. 24, total enrollment is around 1,100, the same as
last year.
However, the number of fir~t-year daytime law
students increased from 256 last fall to 318 this fall. Night
students are expected to be up only slightly from the 82
first-year students enrolled last fall.
A number of new academic programs will begin at
USD this fall.
The College of Ans and Sciences has added a Master of
Fine Arts in Dramatic Arts. The program, equivalent to a
doctoral degree, is a joint effort of the Old Globe Theatre
whereby a small select group of students will take courses
at USD and perform at the Old Globe .
The School of Business will offer two new graduate
programs this fall. They are:
• A Master of Science in Taxation. A degree program
designed to meet the demand for accountants with legal
expenise. About one-1hird of the courses will be taken in
the School of Law Students will concentrate on tax law,
research and theory, and civil tax procedures.
• Venture Management. This is actually a new
elective emphasis within the Master of Business
Administration. It is being offered in response to the
demands of the rapid local growth of high tech and
venture capital industries. The curriculum is designed to
prepare students to manage organizations going through
turbulent times, such as those with high-risk opportunities
and companies with major shifts in production mix . /
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l:>un ·b of your students to play a
bu11ch of our students, and let's sec
what happens.
People such as Barry Switzer and
the entire board of governors at
MU do not believe this, of course,
putting it down to some sort of epic
myth on he order of Beowu/i
Football played by students!
Forget it. Everybody knows football
is played by hired hands who work
for a scholarship over the table and,
too often, a httle something under it
as well.
You want students, go to the
library.
There exists, however, a kingdom
where such idyllic circumstances
actually may be found. It is called
Division III of the NCAA, where
athletic scholarships are unknown
and football practice never takes
precedence over physics labs.
People at these institutions
believe it is possible to play a
perfectly acceptable brand of
football with students and, by golly
they do.
The) may not turn out many NFL
linebac:ters, but they turn out a lot
of doctor and lawyers - which, by
the time both groups turn 35, seems
like not such a bad option.
One such institution exists in our
very midst, as it happens, right up
there on the hill. The University of
San Diego, although Division I in
basketball, plays football at the
very nicely,
Division III level,
too, thank you.
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"Robert Bork and the
Ramifications of His
Nomination oi'!>~9ftstitutional
Law," the ~'-,~ 1::lawyers
Gutld uf th., ~ y of
San Diego sponsors a panel
d1 c.m:Sibn on this contro\'ersial
topic Included on the panel are
Peter Irons, c1vil-nghts attorney
and author of Jusrtc at \l."ar; Judy
D1Gennaro, civil-rrghts anome1·
and professor of con,munonal
'3w; and Daniel 'X'ebtr artvme,
and president of the local chapter
of rhe, 'AACP. The di,cu,,,1.,n"
,
scheduled for 'X'edne,dav,
Septtmber 16, 7·3C p.m., Fletcher
Hall, USD, A kala Park, Linda
Vista Ro6J, Lmda V1>ta. Free
26.:-88g8_

SAN DIEGO ( ~ ~ me San
Diego college offi8'a!J say the new
immigration law requiring employers to verify their workers' residency status is a bureaucratic nightmare. "It's a real pain," Hilda
Ransom, senior personnel assistant at Grossmont College in El
Cajon, said Wednesday. Under the
new immigration law, college offi-
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'Law called a 'nightmare'
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< ~ ~ ~ -SAN DlltGO
FOUNDERS GALLERY (Desa.Jes
Hall, USD), Hours are noon-5 p.m.
.---~~
Monday-Friday.

must now verify th,! esi<!l:ncy
ci
of workers, work-study t'?tdents
other student workers and new fac:
ulty members . No mass firings
were reported at area universities
as a result of the law. But Univ sity of San Diego dismisse a sports
camp counselor this summer because she couldn't produce the necessary documentation, said Greg
Andrews, records supervisor at
US 's Human Resources Department.

.Jlff,m's

--Toreros defeat
Cal in Sj}~_ter, 1-0
~~,i?m

remained undefeated yesterday, defeating visiting Cal, 1-0, in a non-conference
match.
Ju. ior defender Deamon Werner
scored, off a corner kick by Trong
Ngyuen.
USD is 2-0, Cal 1-1.
The Toreros host Pomona-Pitzer
College on Wednesday at 3:30.

LoeaJ Briefs
USIU soccer - Hector Hernandez bad two goals and Jon Sisson
two assists to lead the Gulls past visiting Fresno Pacific, 3-1.
USIU (1-0) has won 22 straight at
home, dating to October 1985. The
Gulls host Cal State Dominguez Hills
on Tuesday at 3.
Miller to speak - San Diego
State athletic director Fred Miller·
will be the featured speaker at the
Hall of Champions' "Sports at
Lunch," Thursday at noon in Balboa
Park.
Miller will discuss the athletic department's accomplishments during
bis 21-month tenure and the future of
the athletic program.
The luncheon, open to the public,
will be held in the executive boardroom above the Hall of Champions.
Tickets are $20; proceeds go to the
non-profit sports museum. Reservations (required) are available by calling 234-2544.
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Three of last year's starters
won't be with Toreros again
By Chris Clarey

Staff Writer

The off-season had a couple of surprises for the Division III University
of San Diego program.
The first was uplifting. Azusa Pacific, a team that beat USQ 49,19,
last season, was forced to forfeit all
its 1986 games because of an eligibility violation.
That improved USD's 1986 record
from 3-7 to 4-6 - hardly cause for
wild celebration, but an ego boost
nonetheless.
The second revelation hasn't done
much for morale. Three of last year's
underclassmen starters elected not
to play this season.
Senior quarterback Pat Dixon, a
two-year starter, got married this
summer and wants to spend time
with his wife. Senior Eric Nasland, a
two-year, 245-pound fixture at right
tackle, plans to de\•ote all hts energies to pre-med studies, and junior
guard Patrick DeBlase has transferred to UCLA.
Sophomore Leroy Hughes, a projected starter on defensive line, also
\:11 not play. He must work outside
of cla. s this fall to afford the high
cost of being a USD student - $3,920
traight tuition per semester
"What's happened thJS year is not
uncommon," said fifth-year Toreros
coach Brian Fogarty. "This year it's
been key players, though.
"We have student-athletes here,
and they have priorities other than
football. Sometimes, when they get
into their J nior and senior years,
their other pr;orities take over.
''What makes it frustrating is that
these are things beyond our program's control. If we had a scholarship situation, we'd have something
to hold people with. It's much easier
when it's not a financial decision as
well."
Despite his personnel losses, Fogarty still has 13 starters coming
back, which tells you how young the
Toreros were in 1986 when they Jost
their last six games after a 3-1 start.
The receivers should be USD's offensive strength. Last year's scoring

mak it look like a pace-age honcycom b, with eight green-gla ed
towers pokmg into the downtown
sky The h tel-office complex is
plann d for the northern side of
Broadway between S ate and Columbia streets.

Nothing nearby even remotely
looks like hapery' project.
Of course, h doesn't 1mmedialely
pring crystals on what he call the
"con ervative, button-down ty~"
h 's hoping to lure mto his bu1ldmg.
Fir t he throw financial figur at
th m. Then h mentions crystals

•
Sandy Shapery at his de ·k, with
paperwork and cry tal rock

•

G\;6

at som where between $15 million
and $50 m1lhon, not becau e they
gave tt to h m b because they
didn't A a teen- ger his parents
made him work for the hip clothing
and greasy kid stuff hi peers sported. lorn and Dad didn't thmk "nice
Jewi h boy " should be dressing like
tough
''So I started hu tling for jobs. I
wa. very mon y-or1ented al a very
early age," he aid
At 15, he wa buymg and selling
car p rt . It wa the beginning of a
Jong career of wh 1mg and dealm
to buymg for Jes and elhng for
much more He calls it "creative financing."
In 1978 he bought the La Jolla
shoppmg center for $1.1 million. He
old it two years later for $2.8 m1lhon, .t h. He then bought 1t back two
yea later, in 1982, for $3.5 milliofl
and says it's now worth $5 million.
Shapery did the same thing with
the 10,000- quare-foot home known
a the Del Mar Castle. He bought the
Spamsh-style residence on a whim m
1978 for $575.000 After spending
nearly that much in repair bills as
well a~ entertaining constant visits
from ''relatives I never knew I had,"
Shapery said, he d cided to sell for $2
million
It wa ·n't that easy. ot many people wanted a home so big, he says, it
took h If an hour to walk from the
bedroom to th kitchen.
"If you had a party with le s than
300 people in the living room, it
looked like no one was there," Shapery said.
In lead, he lea ed the castle and
that tart d more trouble First J.
David Domin lh tried to buy it, and
end d up walking away from $85,000
in non-refundable deposits when his
financial empire collapsed.
Then came the Del Mar sex candal A tantric Yoga group booked the
ra ti for a ncounter s 10n for
coup! , who were promised a ''cosm1c· orga m " All 1t took was for a

local d.~c Jockey to refer to the ses1ons as "sex orgies" and Del Mar
went berserk. Th City Council
called an emergency sessaon. Shapery canceled the event after he got
dozens of angry phone calls. He
laughs about it now.
He then slashed the pnce to $1.5
million and sold the castle in 1984 to
Tony Robbins, best kn ,,..n tor walking through fire as p.trt ut nis human
potential-building busme:.:..
Shapery now livl'S 111 a modest La
Jolla bungalow one ot his four
home~ He's planning to exchange
that for an oceanfront home in La
Jolla as soon as he can.
The developer calls his free-wheeling style "lateral thinking," a phrase
lifted from the latest business jargon.
"I take different areas that appear
to be unconnected and I find connections," he said
Take Japanese yen and crystals,
for example. His downtown skyscraper includes the 497-ruom Bmerald Hotel, owned by a :,ubs1d1ary of
the huge Japanese conglomerate
Tokyu Corp.
"Emerald ... green glass .. . crystals," Shapery said slowly, savoring
the words. "It seems like almost a
mystical connection, almost like it
was fate."
The Japanese got involved after
hapery stayed in Emerald ·s first
U.S. hotel m Anaheim. So impressed
with the staff, he wrote Emerald's
president, Yoshiyu Tanaka, in Hawau. He also enclosed a rendenng of
hi downtown building project.
Tanaka was intrigued. So wa:, Emerald's parent company. Tokyu
Corp., which offered a joint venture
partnership and an mitial investment
of $100 million. That happened only
after a six-man team from Japan
spent two weeks investigating Shapery's background as well as San
Diego's economy and toumt industry, nght down to the annual ramfall.
Shapery knows the crystals have
little to do with the deal, but he 1s
tickled about his partne1 ~- And he's
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vision for his work - and his life

"At fir t people loo a I ttle
but anybody .,,.ho can
surprised
appr c1ate excellence 1s impressed,"
Shapery said.
Shapery's own theta waves run m
overdrive. Durmg a recent interview
he juggled questions in the middle of
a dozen phone calls from investors
and a flurry of documents bemg
shoved under his nose.
He quickly kissed his on, 7-monthold Sage The infant had stopped by
with his mother, Anne Hyatt Shapery, who wa · switching the Rolls
car keys for the Ferrari keys. Meanwhile, a secretary was hoverrng nervously, worried that 12 minutes•
wasn t enough time for Shapery to
catch a plane to Hawaii.
Ignoring her, he eagerly displayed
anoth r proJcct, a remodeling of hi
La Jolla Cove Pl za shopping center.
tw n he freely rattled off hdI
ul has turgid hfe, includmg
b1
car er that bounced from auto
m bamc to lawyer to developer; his
castle, his lawsuit against megalawyer Melvin Belli while he was
a summer-Intern law student in
Belh's office and his stint before the
U.S. Supreme Court only two years
out of law school.
Then there are the numbers he
throws out - his IQ of 156, his algebra test results from sixth grade (he
till has the papers to prove 1t), his
four homes, six cars and millions of
dollars he has accumulated.
He credits his parents with helping
him gather his wealth, which he puts
Please see SHAPERY, C-3
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That developer Sandy Shapery's
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~ - - - - - - - - - - - , tackle Pete Browne (6·1, 230); Jumor
guard Mike Cassady (6-0, 225); and
1987 SCHEDULE
D•t•

Sep.
Sep.

12
19

Opponent

Time

at Occ,dental 7 30 p.m.
at Redlands 7:30 pm.

--------~--.-·~~ -------~------'--Oct 31
Nov. 7 at St Mary"s
Nov 14 Menlo College
Home games in gray.

leader, academic All-American wide
receiver Jeff Mansukhani (49 receplions, 813 yards, and eight touchdowns), i bac f hi enior season.
Six-foot-2, 225-pound senior tight
end Lionel DeMorst, a Kearny High
graduate, never recovered from an
early season knee strain last year
but had a team-I ading 33 catches
for 379 yard in 1985.
Junior Ken Zami,ese (seven receptions, 108 yards), Nill start at the
other receiver spot.
The Torero · offensive success depends on whether 6-1, 195-pound
community-college transfer Braulio
Castillo can fill th~ quarterback gap
left by Dixon loss and whether he can
get the ball to the receivers.
Castillo started fer San Diego City
College (1-9 in 1986) until midseason
lasl year, when he was idled by a
knee injury. He completed 80 of 132
passes for 883 yards and five touchdowns, with five interceptions.
At running back, USD has last
year's top two ground-gainers: 5-9,
170-pound junior tailback Virgil Enriquez (112 carries, 442 yards), a University High product; and 5-10, 200pound 'Sophomore fullback Todd
Jackson (47 carries, 150 yards).
Also playmg will be 5-10, 185pound sophomore tailback Matt
Scholl of Lemon Grove (37 carries, 95
·
yards).
The absence of Nasland and DeBlase will hurt, but three other starting offensive linemen return: senior

26-year-old junior center Mike Childers (5-11, 220). Childers took time off
from college after a foot injury interrupted his football career.
Fogarty is counting on sophomores
Mark Garcia, a 6-1, 235-pounder from
Lakeside, and Jeff Carpenter (5-9,
230) to fill the openings at tackle and
guard.
The linebackers will lead USD's 34 defense.
All four starters return: 6-0, 210pound junior Chuck Royer (118 tackles, three interceptions) and 5-11,
205-pound junior Shawn Rezaian (105
tackles) on the inside; and 6-2, 187pound junior Jeff Merlino (46 tackles,
six sacks) and 6-2, 190-pound sophomore Rob Skinner (30 tackles) on the
outside.
Last season's leading tackler, 5-11,
200-pound senior John Gutsmiedl (131
stops - 45 unassisted) and 5-11, 185
pound junior Bryan Day (61 tackles)
are the only experienced defensive
backs returning.
The other two secondary spots are
up for grabs, although 6-1, 180-pound
enior safety Jim Mead figures to fit
in somewhere.
Defensive line is the big question
mark, Fogarty said.
Senior Erik Peterson (5-11, 215),
who had 58 tackles last season, will
start at one of the three front-line
positions. Transplanted junior linebacker Mark Webber (6-3, 210) and
former offensive lineman David Gilmore (6-3, 220) are preseason favorites at the other two spots.
Kicking, one of Fogarty's main
concerns coming into camp, looks
better than anticipated with the emergence of two solid freshman
punters: John Gillis, who averaged 39
yards per kick at Hoover High School
in Glendale, and Kevin Williamson.
Mark Fenick of San Diego, a former USD soccer player without any
football experience, is the probable
place-kicker.

Tribun<' photos by Jim Baird
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Shapery and a model of the futuristic, crystalline-shaped office-hotel complex be plans to build downtown

/
punchy about his new crystal building, with such features as vents that
let fresh air into the offices and the
water-cooled system that drastically
reduces the need for air conditioning.
He says studies show the resulting
negatively ionized air is better for
humans and can cut down on absenteeis,n (as opposed to positively ionized air recirculated through air condllloumg).
Hes also tickled that he beat out
the Koll Corp., which he says trieo to
horn m on his downtown lot and his
partnership with Tokyu.
"It was a David and Goliath kind
of thing," he said, explaining how he
was able to talk the city into giving
him exclusive rights to the property.

The company is now b ·1Iding its
$200 million mixed-use Koll Center
across the street from Shapery on
Broadway.
The David and Goliath story would
work for Shapery's experience as a
summer law clerk for lawyer Belli.
(He financed his U.n\versity of San
DiITlia;o law studies by restoring and
se mg wrecked Corvettes.) After
writing an article for USD's "Law
Review" on prisoners' nghts lor
Belli, Shapery learned Belli had demanded full credit.
The law student responded by

serving papers - while Belli was
giving a televised press conference
on another case in ar. Diego. A law
dean tried to get Shapery kicked out
of school but couldn't. Instead, Shapery was dismissed from the Law
Review board.
He shrugs now at the injustice.
"It's just a constant matter of educating people. Those people just
needed to learn," he said.
He has learned things, too, he says.
Especially since meeting Anne,
Sage's mother, a year ago. She took
his name although they're not mar-

ried. (Shapery also has a 14-year-old
son, Steve, from his first marriage.)
"Anne has taught me about feelings, which is more important than
anything else I have learned," he
said.
And that brings him back to crystals and the idea of positive thinking.
"I try to act positively in the universe so positive things happen to
me," he said.
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Friday, Sep_tember 18
will sponsor a eminar on "Tax

The Univ rsi!y ot SaA Diego

Reform and Real Estate lnv0stment," by Dan Rivetti, D.B.A. and
assistant profe.., or of finance from 7:30 to 9 a.m at the Manchester
Ex~cutive Conference Center, USD. Fee is $15.

t~e~~i?~ s~UOn~~l~til!••~~!Lid

Kevin Michael Ham while he and
two other teens were driving
through the San Carlos area early in the morning The boy
charged was driving the vehicle.
district attorney's office
petitioned Juvenile Court to have
the boy tried as an adult in Superior Court, where a conviction
could mean a IO-year maximum
sentence in prison.
But McConnell found that the
boy's part in Ham's death was
"minimal."
The teen is charged with six
She set a Sept. 24 court confelonies in connection with two ference, with trial to follow at
pipe bomb explosions in July. least two weeks later.

Ca~los honors student charged in
a pipe bomb explosion that killed
a classmate was. released from
custody after a Judge ruled he
would be tned as a juvenile.
.The 17-year-old, whose name is
withheld because he's a juvenile
left Juvenile Hall on Monday
afte_r Superior Court Judge
Judith McConnell's ruling. He
was expected to resume studies
as a senior at Uni.versity of San
jli~ High School to ay.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
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Toreros may have tight budget, but they don't appear poor on talen t
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'
, ha I !he, "
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half d II r like O

irs That' [)1vuon Ill ."
• Th r '· al ·o the optim1 m tempered,
to b ure with a degr e of caution - that's

The secondary report carries a mixed flainJured, rushed for 442 yards in 112 carries. da.
"The offensive line is one area where we'll vor. Yes, leading tackler/three-year starter
Todd Jack. on gained 150 yards as t:nriquez's
replacement, but has beefed up to 200 have lo stay healthy," said Fogarty. "We John Gutsmiedl (131 tackles from strong
• ,, g o '"~d by th, "n"' . of , oew Po" oo, M, ll &holl g,ioed 9' y"ds (io 37 doo 't h,,e th, depth " "Po'ieore to ,bso,b s,fety) is still ,rn.od. The ill p side • B,i,o
Day (61 tackles) is the only other DB with
qu rt rba k A new, big, strong. gifted quart- carrie. ) as a fill-in for Jackson, but the many injuries here."
The greenest part, next to that new turf, of significant experience. A nickel back in '86,
urpri. e could be Matt Riley, a transfer from
rb l'k make that He' San Diego City Col•
1 transfer Braulio Ca. tillo a 6 foot, 205· Colorado State. His 4.7-second 40-yard time course, is the USO kicking game. Jeff Morri- he's ticketed for free safety now.
Fogarty is hoping junior Jim Mead (six
son, all 5-7, 135 pounds of him, is a freshman.
1men whose nam may find its led the tailbacks.
pound
Both fullbacks, Don Macinnes and Scott Mark Finnick is a refugee from the school's tackles last season) can fill one of the vacatw y mto th 36-poml bold type a few time
Slykas, are sophomores and neither played soccer team. He's never kicked a football in ed cornerback slots.
m th comm months
He noted these keys to enjoying any dra' II · trong, h 's a thrower, a I ader and a much m '86 Macinnes gain d 24 yards to his college competition.
matic jump over last season's 5-5 record the
cornp tllor, noted Fogarty "And he can run rival's 23.
development of Castillo and the secondary,
DEFENSE
The Toreros rere1vmg corp 1s led by Jeff
with the ball We're pr tty eJCc1ted about
The basic approach, says Fogarty, has and a mimmum of injuries.
Mansukhani, a ecoml-team academic Allhaving B auho m our program
The September /October part of the schedII r , th n, IS a ·loser look at th Toreros' American who had 49 receptions for 8ll shifted here, from read-and-react to playing
ule also seems critical. The first two games
yards and seven TDs a year ago. Lionel De- with more abandon and flat-out aggression
1987 pro pectu
"You try to do what you hope will work are on the road, followed by four straight at
Morst, a starter the last 2½ seasons at tight
Ot !<EN 'E
!thou h a t1llo i xpected to replaC'e end, and Ken Zampese, who played consider- bel;t," said the coach ''Our defensive person- home.
A 5-1 or 4-2 result from that stretch would
th gradual d Pat Dixon (1,727 yard , 15 ably but caught only seven passes in '86, also nel are lighter and quicker now, so we're
be a nice cushion, especially when one readjUliting."
), Brendan Murphy, who arc back.
lou hdown pa
The linebacking is deepest in experience. members that the '86 Toreros, after a 3-1
Wide receiver Sam McDermott and light
turn d down a W t Point appointment after
pending year at its prep. chool, may merit end David Nottoli are primary receiver Chuck Royer (118 tackles) and Shawn Rezain start, went 1-5. The last win was a 49-19 loss
backups Of Notloli , Fogarty says. "He's the (105) have the inside edge, but are bemg to Azusa Pacific later reversed because
som playmg time, too.
Th pr nee of lour tailbacks and two best specimen (6-3, 210) on the team and will pushed by 220-pound Parris Sorrianello and Azusa had an eligibility problem .
"I feel we're building a program that repfullback , ult with experience, has Fogarty play somewhere, maybe on the ouL~ide. Frank Love, a freshman from Oklahoma
re•ents the university well,'' said Fogarty,
le •hng "up m the air" about his running David was hurt most of last sea ·on, but he City
On the outside, starters Jeff Merhno and who's 15-24-1 in his four seasons at USO and
b l ' "Y. e le •I comfortable with all of them ran a 4.55 40 (last week).'
The loss of DeBlase and Nasland leaves Rob Skinner return, as do primary backups operates on a $55,000 budget (excluding
11ght now ' h said •·some people ask 1f we
coaches' salaries). "The team's grade-point
r crmtr.d ·ome running backs berau ·e the two-year tarters Pete Browne at tackle and John Gomez and Matt Haniger.
Senior Erik Peterson is the only defensive average last spring was 2.88. These kids are
on we had were . o bad It v. a n't that they Mike Cassady at guard, plus sophomore cenmed to alv.ays be ter Mike Ctiilders. who started as a frosh, as line returnee and Fogarty has penciled in true student-athletes. What we need to add to
w r b-id they JU t
the offensive line nucleus. The holes will be Massachusetts transfer Dave Dunn and the program are the wins
mJured
"Unfortunately, that's how you're judged,
Th tarting tailback figures to be 170- filled from a pool that includes Ray Smith, David Gilmore (moved from offensive guard)
right~ By the wins."
pound J nior V1rg1I Enriquez. who, when not Jeff Carpenter. Mark Gama and Rich Hoso- to align with Peterson.
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~ ew dean appointed
to llSD ~sing school

ALCALA PARK - Dr. Janet A.
Rodgers has been appointed dean of the
Umvers1ty of San Diego Phi_!j.p Y. Hahn
q5'.?
School of !'lursing.
She will ad mi ni ster baccalaureate
master's and doctoral nursing programs a~
tbe school, which has an enrollment of235
D: ·. Rodgers has held facu lty and
ad~m•~t:anv~ positions in nursing at
umversmes m Pennsylvania, Virginia
and New York City. She replaces Dr.
Irene Palmer, founding dean of the
nursing school.

7
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National rankings are like a gltt
of flowers. They're nattering. They
also don't 1 t v ry long.
But for t b Menlo College
women' vol! yball team - which
operu Its season tonight against Oc•
cldental at 7;30 In the first of two
Important home matches In a s
many nights - last season's NCAA
Dlvl on Ill rankings have settled
like a jar of sweet potpourri.
There wa II time when sixthyear Menlo cOIICh Malcolm Taylor
had difficulty scheduling home
matches because of the Atherton
college' ob urlty.
ot anymore.
L I sea on, the Oaks finished
43•8 after lo Ing to Unlv~it),of
SiJ;W.-WJ:.S'O - like Menlo a em er
of th e newly-formed California
Athletic Conference - In the Dlvllon III Western Regionals champion hip match.
More Important, Menlo, which
ha compiled a 66-13 record th
P I two Y ars as n Ind pendent
program, w ranked a the nation's top team for nearly a month.
The Oaks spent most of the eason
amon the nation's top five.
"Menlo I definitely known In DI·
vi lo~. III voll yb II now," Taylor
Id . We ren't goln to sneak up
on anybody th year."
And team like Occidental, La•
Verne (Friday night), Cal State
Stan! lau (at Turlock on Saturday)
n) San franc! o State (Tuesday)
were eager to schedule th Oa~.
"I Just had the coach from Colocall me to confirm
rado Colle
our b In In their tourn m nt
they are
(next month), b cau
Ing It to ttract oth r pro ms,"
Taylor Id,
Taylor d n 't u the rank In
Incentive. But he couldn't hid
hi pride when the Oak w r
rank d No . 1, or th Impact 11
might have If his young squad
again receives a urprlse at the
door.

lo,

•

1 linger
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V Aiie,-!N?--1.aw a 'nightmare' for college'"s

.
SAN Dll:GO (Ap) - Some San D'
the_ new immigration law re u· _rego college officials say
their workers' residency \ •~mg employers to verify
s a us is a bureaucratic
mghtmare.

.
"It's a real pain "Hilda Ransom
tant at Grossmont' College in El C •. semor personnel assisaJon, said We~~csday.
Under the new immi rati
now verify the residenc; of on l~w, college officials must
other student workers and n:o~ er~, work-study students .
No mass firings were re w acu ty members.
result of the law But Un,·vport~d at area umvers_1ties as a
d.
ers1 Y of San D'
·
J.Qgo 1sm1s:ed a
sports camp counselor this
couldn't
she
because
produce the necessary docu~~::t
records supervisor at USD' H on, said Greg Andrews,
s urnan Resources Department.
Quelda Wilson, assistant vie h
UC San Diego called the r e c ancellor of personnel at
eqmrcment "a bureaucratic
nightmare." '
.
But ~tewart Westdal, student
errployment coordmator at
the Umversity of San Dieg
by any
over~helmcd
ess
was
o,
th
said
extra work. She
another
''just
m
;~~i~:g~~filt?,d
nof
but
form to be done,
U!)(.ler the law, employees hired aft g.
6, 1986, must.....-l
prafe they are authorized to work.m teh~1sNov.
country.

(left) and Monique La Veau are •Menlo• College's top two setters. LaVeau Is the
Deina Lancaster
lone semor.
team's
"It wa a great conversation
"We get them on our court first,"
piece," Taylor said. "But II would said 6-foot-1 junior Daisy Pratt, in
be lntere ting to see what would reference to the fact the regionhappen to the newcomers If we got als were lo San Diego last year.
a ranking like at."
"Hopefully, we'll be able to host
For Menlo to reach the top of the the regionals here this time," the
rankings again this year, It will powerful outside hitter said.
have to do be tter again •t San
Like San Diego, Menlo lost standDie o. Menlo took over San Diego's out players and will rely on a shuftop ranking la t year, but the Oaks fled lineup that will include translo t three of tour matches to the fers and Impact freshmen.
Torercis.
Taylor ls looklng to hitters Pratt
The team meet once In confer- and Ann Malke, a 5-11 junior to
nee play - Oct. 17 at Menlo. The add height to a strengthened bl~cknew conference, which Includes lng game. Directing the now will
Coll ge of Notre Dame, UC Santa be setters Deina Lancaster, a 5.5
Cruz, Dominican and cat State San junior from Hawaii, and 5.3 MoniBern11rdlno, hould help develop que La Veau, the team's lone senthe Menlo-San Diego rivalry even ior.
The three new starters are
more.

blocker-hitter Margaret Leong, a 5.
8 transfer from City College of San
Francisco; outside hitter Michelle
Sperl, a freshman from La Quinta
High (which La Veau and Malke
also attended); and junior Talley
Stewart, a 5-9 junior from La Jolla
who came to Menlo after becoming
disenchanted with Miami of Ohio.
Taylor has been impressed with
~ th Y O'Malley, a 5-5 junior defensive specialist from Mills High, and
Cherlyn Neely, a 5-10 freshman hit·
ter from Los Altos High.
"There's no one outstanding
player on this team like we had
laSI year," Taylor ;aid. "But we
could be a better team because of
balance."
call It a mixed bouquet.

-
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Toreros ready to play football again

U

;2.qg5

P ' 'USD, there are no Proposition 48 problems,

no drug ron rover ies, no players taking money
from agents while still playing football.
No. head football coach Brian Fogarty's Toreros play
01V1s1on Ill footba 11. The biggest guy on the team is
offensive hn •man Ray Smith, a 6-foot-2, 255-pound freshman from Chula Vista Most of the guy are 5 11, 190
pound
llow many cholarships are you permitted, Brian,
omcon a ks''
"Not one," Fo arty said. ''Thal'· why in Division III
d pth I always a problem You find that player , by the
tun th y g t to be Juniors and eniors, if they're not
etltng their ('ducation paid for, lo e interest"
But that's · bout the only problem at this level of football that I play d for fun, not dollar· The young men
who play football at USO have to pay th 1r own tuition.
round $4,000 per cme ter, buy their own book· and pay
f r th •ir own hou mg o free ride· at Alcala Park for
f otball Ba etball I Division I at USD, o Hank Egan's
bjlsketh II team re eives the 15 cholarships allotted to
t other D1vi 10n I schools.
Fogarty, now m his fifth s a on as the head coach of
SD, ha. a record of 15-24 1, but 1t ·hould be noted that
have bi-en to DiVl. 10n II opponents.
13 of h1 los
You begm to und rstand how tough 1t is for Fogarty
wlll'n he tells you that recently a young ter, who had
l'D in his program for three years and two weeks, quit
on• day bccau • he wa · close to graduation
" II d c1d d th t job interviews were more important
t~an playing , pcc1al team at U D," Fogarty said. "I
don't blam ·him "

Al o, Fogarty recently lost two offensive linemen, one
to medical school and the other to UCLA. The latter
won't be playing for the Bruins, of course. He went there
toting a 3 9 GPA and chose UCLA because it offered the
kind of courses he needed.
"Those are things beyond my control," Fogirty said.
USO opens the football season this weekend up at Occidental's Patterson Field.

•••

SHRINE COACHES - It's eat ,y, but Washington coach

Ed Zieralski

Colleges

Don James and Michigan State coach George Perles
were named yes~erday to head the East and West teams,
respectively, in the annual East-West Shrine Game at
Palo Alto. This year's game will be played Jan. 16 at
Stanford Stadium. Earlier, San Diego State's Denny Stolz
was named as a coach in the Japan Bowl, another of the
postseason all-star contests. Quarterback Todd Santos
and ·ome other Aztecs likely will join him there.
• • •
NA VY B01\E - The Navy may be famous for its

• • • just

for the fun of it

fighting ability in the water, but when the Midshipmen's
football team lines up this weekend, these Middies will
move like the Army's infantry. Taking a page from the
other Pentagon teams, Army and Air Force, Navy has
adopted the wishbone offense. First-year Navy coach Elliot Uzelac said he based his decision to switch to the
wishbone after eval.uating the talent on the Navy team.
Translation: He didn't have a quarterback who could
throw.

• • •

ALABAMA-PENN STATE-Are we seeing the last of
these annual Alabama-Penn State games? Possibly. This
major intersectional rivalry - 11th-ranked Penn State
plays host to 19th-ranked Alabama on national television
Saturday - may end in 1990. At least that's what Alabama athletic director Steve Sloan said this week. He's
considering other top teams like Oklahoma, UCLA or
USC.
"We have not decided to continue the series," Sloan
said. "But we haven't decided to discontinue the series,
either."
The Crimson Tide has won five of the nine games
between the two. The wins include some classics, like the
1975 and 1978 'Barna wins in the Sugar Bowl. Penn State's
Joe Paterno wants to renew the series, but Sloan, saying
the games diminish both teams chances to be picked for
a major bowl, is leaning to other games. Thing is, what
makes Sloan think playing Oklahoma, UCLA or even
lowly USC is any better than going to Happy Valley in
the fall?

THE WHITES - William White and Terry White once
started together in the Ohio State defensive backfield.
But now, a year after Terry White was booted off the
Ohio State team, they will be on opposite sides of the
field Saturday when the University of West Virginia visits Columbus to play the Buckeyes.
These two with the same last name are really a contrast. The Mountaineers' Terry White said recently in an
interview in the Dayton Daily News that he failed the
first drug test he ever took at Ohio State, testing positive
for marijuana and cocaine. He said he also failed a drug
test shortly before the 1985 Rose Bowl trip and Buckeyes
coach Earle Bruce kicked him off the team.
After those two brushes with drug testing, White was
kicked off the team in 1986 for drinking beer. Now married and the father of two children, Terry White says he's
turned his life around now that he's living in more sedate
West Virginia.
By now you know that the other White, William, is an
honor student at Ohio State, majoring in mechanical engineering. He's the Buckeyes' defensive captain and has
11 career interceptions.

•••

Notre Dame, Oregon
State, Florida, UCLA, Washington, California, Louisiana
State, USC, Oregon and Stanford have the toughest schedules in Division I-A, according to the NCAA. SDSU is
ranked 44th on the list, highest of the nine WAC teams.
TOUGHEST SCHEDULES -

•••
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uying a home or college kids can beat rent

from its eventual sale will help de- sured. The Skemps estimate that to accountant and tax expert Kerry
Kelly's condo would sell for no more McQuade, the 1986 federal tax law
fray the cost of the education
that
was
than its original purchase price be- has wiped out many of the economic
assumption
second
The
When Kelly S e p wa a ophoinof the glut in condos and the advantages of buying rather than
with
cause
associated
benefits
tax
the
more at the University of San Diego
m 1979, she decided to move off cam- come property would accrue to par- speculation that had boosted prices renting. "I personally don't think it's
in the late-1970s when it was pur- worth it," said McQuade.
pus It is a common dec1Sion for stu- ents every April 15
With tuition rising faster •• ~"- - - - - - - - - ~
that
was
assumption
third
The
chased.
housing
dents, according to campus
No. 2 - Tax law has changed housing prices in recent yean
ownership would instill "pride of
officials.
"C
twice since the Skemps' purchase, parents would be expected to
Wh t wa n t o common was that ownership" in one's children.
""
payment
down
for
cash
ready
and
benefits
liberalize
to
1981
in
assumpfirst
these
of
each
However,
r-...
'keml) parents bough t her a con':;
then last year, to reduce them to less
tions entails some risk.
dominium to g10ve into
No. 1 - Appreciation is not as- than they were originally. According See Buying on F-15
"It pain me to wntc a rent
a,
C\2
check " aid her father, William
u
G-,,2
San Diego, CA
, kemp a personal injury attorney m
...
(San Diego Co.)
a..
La Crosse, Wis. "It' money that's
_
L.u
Union
Diego
San
gone a ·oon as you write it and
r::
Cl)
(Cir. D. 217,089)
that 1t. "
(Cir. S. 341,840)
Eight years later, Kelly still occu"15
pie the condo on Friars Road and
now sends her parents $325 a month.
1
"It's a nice feehng to pay rent to
your parents instead of pouring it
d\.lwn the drain," aid Kelly, 2'1 She
hoM.. a real e tate hcen ·e and has
JU/m's P c B I "- 1888
ola time-·hare condomimums m
Escondido for the past five years.
Her younger si ter, Karen, is a
enior ,at USO and lives with her in
the two-bedroom, 950-square-foot
condo.
Hughe~ could have been describing who came from Warsaw 17 years
Staff Water
Further, their brother, Bill, just
ago a "Native of San Diego" T-shirt to
d ·
Tma Mai Nguyen 27 of Mi M
J
J
an is now personal chef to San the ceremonies.
entered the USO Law School and his
came an who during th H, t' Pl ra esa, Diego
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parents h.f\r~ him and his new
Also yesterday, in Santee, kinderoan roe
American yes er ay
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T~e hoopla meant little to to Ki- gartners Melissa Hill and T.J. Edname wmner of a_ citibride, Sarah, buy their own condo on
"When I am citize~, I am protected :~:~~s
Friars Road
~ontest and a trip to yosh1 Christensen, 3, of Oceanside. wards stood on either side of a 2-footby the government of the United Washi~gto
Thro~ghout_ the ceremony he was ei- high, black iron bell and swung it
''I'm a great believer m the value
N '
.
her~
In
beminutes
States,". Phan, 57, said
of r aI P$tate,' the elder Skemp said
fore tak1Dg his oath of citizenship. "I the United S~t g?en, ~ho came to the~ ID the arms of his father, Alvin back and forth.
Th 1
m cl t lephone interview.
can go where I want and enjoy the years ago spok:s from_ iedtnam 5½ CChristensen, a captain in the Marine
e 00-year-old bell pealed loudly
orps, or standing close to him.
. o pay1Dg_ early for
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en •de was weeks old, ChriS en- Oaks Elementary School.
"I exp~rienced difficulties d
for their children. But the officials
Moments earlier, the children
e~o~ sen sai ·
c~t~ens yeSierday d~ri~~ cerei_nonies communist regime where I
gues. ed that very few families actuAs th e youngest new citizen, Ki- dressed in red, white and blue, rC:
a :rt~n Plaza co!nctdmg _with the have any right, neither a right to
ally ever follow through with a pur1 tr1·taut11?onnof the b1centenmal of the have a _job, to practice my religion yoshi was given a flag that had flown !eased balloons of matching color
ceonse
chase.
over the nation's Capitol. Another mto th e steady easterly breeze.
CS
nor to I1ve as a human being"
Parents' interest in buying living·
O
The newly restored bell of the hisJoan Bowes, who heads .the San was presented to Bartolome Abrigo,
. an_ iego Co~nty joined in the naspace for their student-children is
90-year-old Lakeside Presbytetoric
at
who
Philippines,
the
of
formerly
told
Commission
Bicentennial
Diego
:~onw11e 200th birthday party - with
u: ually ba ed on several assumpe re ~ase of balloon~, spe~ial. pro- the new citizens thev "have foi:nd a 71, was the oldest person in the cere- rian Church also rang out, as 40
uon .
members of the Historical Society
grah~s ID sc:~lsC, a children s bill of country where allegiance is asked m;?·
Th fir t i that property will apere was little doubt that Jethro launched balloons and dined on hot
'
ng s1gne m oronado, a musical not coerced"
pr I le in value and that profits
U S. Di~trict Judge Gordon ~lisca, 10, formerly of the Philip- dogs and iced tea. The last major
salu~~n Cthe East County PerformUnive~rt~~~nbd a celebration at Thol!1pson Jr. presided over the cere- pmes, felt like an American. He wore nati?nally observed event for which
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At the Universit · f
of the officially sa~iu!!~D~f;e0~t°ne
Henf
nial schools 200 ch'Jd
Family and K't IC ren romh oly
arson sc ools
1
r::t~~:.through the campus to start

momes. For about two hours, Horton
~laza ~~rk, a favorite spot for soapox mm1sters, was transformed into
a fe_deral courtroom for the natural1zallons
_"Tod~y, of all days, citizenship in

uThe Constitution replaced the absolutism of monarchy " USD p .
res1,
dent A th
~ I d the
.· th u O
~~tgh th ·graders.
. . oms creatmg a
of opportumties. Ever since
1~aitP[o~~=~ :On~ people
with'
menca
or new beginnings "
·

;!1s f~~u;:? tak~~ on a special meanof us, Thompson told the
g
group.
They applauded freedom and
spoke with affection about their
adopted land.
"I have been in here a long time
and I have decided _I believe i~ freedom of the speech, liberty and Justice
for all," aid Zofia Migdalska, 33,

ft~~~:d

:O';f

d
th
the bell t Iled
was e en of World
o
War II, according to Historical Soc1·.
ety members.
Richard Dorsey, an administrator
with the Santee School District, visited the 10 schools in the district this
week dres~ed as George Washington,
accompamed by his secretary, who
was dressed as Martha Washington.
He said he made notP in his skit on
the Constitution of the fact that
women, slaves and Indians were exeluded from the historic document.
" ... 'We the people' didn't always
"mea n every body," Dorsey said.
There were slaves, Indians and
women who did not have the right to
vote or were not recognized as citizens."'

Staff writers Irene Jackson and
Barbara Mo~::s :~s;r~ontributed to
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Toreros ready to play football again ... just for the fun of it

U

I'

;z.q~

.\T llSD, there are no Proposition 48 problems,

no drug controver ics, no player taking money
from gent while till playing football.
No, head football coach Brian Fogarty' · Toreros play
D1v1 ion Ill football. The biggest guy on the team 1s
off nsivc lineman Ray Smith, a 6-foot-2, 255-pound fre~h·
man from Chui Vista Mot of the guys are :HI, 190
pound
How many scholarships are you permitted, Brian,
omcon a ·ks?
"Not on ," Fogarty 1d ''That's why in Division III
d pth I alway a problem. You find that players, by the
tun th y t to be juniors and mor , 1f they're not
g tting thr1r edu ation paid for, Jose mterc t "
But that's about lli only problem at this level of football that i played for fun . not dollar __ The young men
who play football at U, D have to pay their own tuition,
round $4,000 per m ter, buy their own books and pay
I r th ir own hou mg. o free rides at Alcala Park for
I6othall Ba ketball I D1v1sion 1 at USO, so Hank Egan's
b11skcth tll team rec ives the 15 cholarships allotted to
t olh(•r Division 1 schools.
Fogarty, now in his fifth ca on a the head coach of
USD, ha a record of 15-24 1 but it ·hould be noted that
13 of ht I t' have been lo Div1 ion 11 opponents.
You b(•gm to und rstllnd how tough 1t 1s for Fogarty
wh n h t II you that recently a youngster, who had
n m h1 progr,1m for three year· and two weeks, quit
ont• day be cause he was close to graduation.
"He decided that Job interviews were more important
than playing pccial teams at USO," Fogarty said. "I
don't blam him.'

Al o, Fogarty recently lost two offensive linemen, one
to medical school and the other to UCLA. The latter
won't be playing for the Bruins, of course. He went there
toting a 3 9 GPA and chose UCLA because it offered the
kind of courses he needed.
'Those are things beyond my control," Foga\-ty said.
USD opens the football season this weekend up at Occidental's Patterson Field.
• • •
HRINE COACHES-It's ea1,y, but Washington coach

Ed Zierslski

Colleges

Don James and Michigan State coach George Perles
were named yes~rday to head the East and West teams,
respectively, in the annual East-West Shrine Game at
Palo Alto. This year's game will be played Jan. 16 at
Stanford Stadium. Earlier, San Diego State's Denny Stolz
was named as a coach in the Japan Bowl, another of the
postseason all-star contests. Quarterback Todd Santos
and some other Aztecs likely will join him there

• • •
The Navy may be famous for its

AVY BO E -

THE WHITES - William White and Terry White once
fighting ability in the water, but when the Midshipmen's
together in the Ohio State defensive backfield.
started
will
Middies
these
football team lines up this weekend,
a year after Terry White was booted off the
now,
But
move like the Army's infantry. Taking a page from the
team, they will be on opposite sides of the
State
Ohio
other Pentagon teams, Army and Air Force, Navy has
adopted the wishbone offense. First-year Navy coach El- field Saturday when the University of West Virginia visliot Uzelac said he based his decision to switch to the its Columbus to play the Buckeyes.
These two with the same last name are really a conwishbone after eval.uating the talent on the Navy team.
The Mountaineers' Terry White said recently in an
trast.
Translation: He didn't have a quarterback who could
in the Dayton Daily News that he failed the
interview
throw.
first drug test he ever took at Ohio State, testing positive
for marijuana and cocaine. He said he also failed a drug
• • •
test shortly before the 1985 Rose Bowl trip and Buckeyes
ALABAMA-PENN STATE-Are we seemg the last of coach Earle Bruce kicked him off the team.
these annual Alabama-Penn State games? Possibly. This
After those two brushes with drug testing, White was
major iotersectional rivalry - 11th-ranked Penn State
plays host to 19th-ranked Alabama on national television kicked off the team 1n 1986 for drinking beer, Now marSaturday - may end in 1990. At least that's what Ala- ried and the father of two children, Terry White says he's
bama athletic director Steve Sloan said this week. He's turned his life around now that he's living in more sedate
considering other top teams like Oklahoma, UCLA or West Virginia.
By now you know that the other White, William, is an
USC.
"We have not decided to continue the series," Sloan honor student at Ohio State, majoring in mechanical ensaid. "But we haven't decided to discontinue the series, gineering. He's the Buckeyes' defensive captain and has
11 career interceptions.
either."
The Crimson Tide has won five of the nine games
• • •
between the two. The wins include some classics, like tbe
TOUGHEST SCHEDULES - Notre Dame, Oregon
1975 and 1978 'Barna wins in the Sugar Bowl. Penn State's
Joe Paterno wants to renew the series, but Sloan, saying State, Florida, UCLA, Washington, California, Louisiana
the games diminish both teams chances to be picked for State, USC, Oregon and Stanford have the toughest scheda major bowl, is leaning to other games. Thing 1s, what ules in Division I-A, according to the NCAA. SDSU is
makes Sloan think playing Oklahoma, UCLA or even ranked 44th on the list, highest of the nine WAC teams.
lowly USC is any better than going to Happy Valley in
the fall?
• • •
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uying a home or college kids can beat rent

By Roger M. Showl

, tarr Wnt r

•

eptember 13, 1987
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When Kelly e p was a sophomore at the University of San Diego
m 1979. he decided to move off campu It I a common decision for students, according to campus housing
fflctal
Whal wasn't so comm n was that
k mp s parents bought her a condominium to !'llove into.
'It pains me to wnte a rent
ch ck," ·aid her father, William
k mp, a personal inJury attorney in..
LJ Cro . e, Wi . "It's money that's
gone a soon as you write it and
that's 1t "
Eight years later, Kelly still occupie the condo on Friars Road and
now send her parents $325 a month.
"It's a nice feeling to pay rent to
your parents in tead of pouring it
down the drain," aid Kelly, 2~ She
hoM~ a real e tate license and has
olu time-share condommrnms in
Escondido for the past five years.
Her younger sister, Karen, is a
mor l USO and lives with her in
the two-bedroom, 950-square-foot
condo.
Further, their brother, Bill, just
entered the USD Law School and his
parents hllV~ him and his new
bride, Sarah, buy their own condo on
Friar Road.
"I'm a great believer ID the value
of r al state," the elder Skemp said
ID .i t lephone interview.
According to hou Ing officials at
I D l SD and San Diego State University, parents often inquire about
buying rather than renting quarters
for their children But the officials
gues. ed that very few families actually ever follow through with a purcha e.
Parents' mtercst in buying living ·
pace for lheJr student-children is
u ·ually based on several assumpt10ns
Th first i that property will ap•
pr iat in value and that profits

sured. The Skemps estimate that
Kelly's condo would sell for no more
than its original purchase price because of the glut in condos and the
speculation that had boosted prices
in the late-1970s when it was purchased.
No. 2 - Tax law has changed
twice since the Skemps' purchase,
first in 1981 to liberalize benefits and
then last year, to reduce them to less
than they were originally. According

from its eventual sale will help defray the cost of the education.
The second assumption was that
the tax benefits associated with income property would accrue to parents every April 15.
The third assumption was that
ownership would instill "pride of
ownership" in one's children.
However, each of these assumptions entails some risk
No. 1 - Appreciation is not as-

to accountant and tax expert Kerry
McQuade, the 1986 federal tax law
has wiped out many of the economic
advantages of buying rather than
renting. "I personally don't think it's
worth it," said McQuade.
With tuition rising faster than
housing prices in recent years, few
parents would be expected to have
ready cash for down payments that

See Buying on F-15
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San Die c{ans join the party, and some the citizenrY
i ~5

Bv Gina Lubrano

Staff Writer

became an
Kieu. Phan officia
Amencan yesterday
"When I am citize~, I am protected
by the government of the United
States," Phan, 57, said minutes before taking his oath of citizenship. "I
can go where I want and en·o th
JY e
liberty."
Phan, who works with the Boat
People SOS Comm1·ttee, was among

2?~ people who

becai:ne naturali~ed
citizens yesterday d~n?~ ceremomes
at Horton Plaza comc1dmg with the
celebration of the bicentennial of the
..
Constitution.
. San Diego County Jomed in the nat10nw1de 200th birthday party - with
the rel~ase of balloon~, special. programs m sch~ls, a children's bill of
rights ~1gned m Coronado. a musical
~lute m the East County Performmg Arts Center and a celebration at
the University Club
At th U • . ·
e . ~1vers1ty of_ San Diego, one
~ra~he ~fflf1ally san~tloned bicentens,d20KO _cth1Cldren from Holy
Famif
arson schools
I
Y n
r::~!~.through the campus to start
"Th c • .
I . e on shtuhon replaced the abo ut1sm of monarchy," USD PresiU~iJld th e
d_en~ Au th0
nd
; deighth-gra~ers.
oms creatmg a
e
!~nd of opportumtJes. Ever since
i~~• Iiop°if1:aitP1::~~ i3n~ people
o mer1ca
or new beginnings"
·

.

came from Warsaw 17 years ago
Hughe:i could have been describing who
d
Tma Mai Nguyen 27 f Mi M
now personal
esa, Dan1egoisPadres
ra cere
who dur1·ng the H,or t'ono Plaza
K to San
J chef
O
wner oan roe.
.
d .
mo .
T~e hoopla meant little to to Kize~~~s :::a name wmner of a_ citiWashi~gton ~ontest and a tnp to f~shi Christensen, 3, of Oceanside.
ro~ghout the ceremony he was eih
In here~ . N
the United slt g?en, ~- o came to the~ m the arms of his father, Alvin
es rom_ ietnam 5½ Chnstensen, a captain in the Marine
years ago, spo~e of paymg_ dearly for Corps, or standing close to him.
Kiyoshi was born in Hiroshima and
:eendo;;, of Jos_mg 11 relatives on the
by his natural mother
pperess1·onas dur1Dg a flight from op- abandoned
h h
"I experienced difficulties under a :ne~aide was 2 weeks old, Christen•
..
·
communist regime where 1 did not
As the youngest new citizen Ki. ht
have any right neith
have a job to ' f er a ngr . to yoshi was given a flag that had flown
nor to live~ a ~~:a~ti{:t ,~e 1g10n over the nation's Capitol. Another
was presented to Bartolome Abrigo
Joan Bowes who h d g th
formerly of the Philippines who at
Diego Bicente~nial Co ea _s . e
the new citizens thev ;~~:fo~n~ a 71, was the oldest person in the cere.
country where allegiance is asked mony.
T_here was little doubt that Jethro
'
not coerced."
~lisca, 10: formerly of the PhilipU.S. District Jud e Gor
Thompson Jr pres1·ded g th don pmes, felt hke an American. He wore
over e rere.
.
momes. For about two hours Horton
Plaza Park, a favorite s t f~r soa .
box ministers, was tran: rmed inio
a federal courtroom for the naturalizations
."Tod~y, of all days, citizenship in
th1 s country takes on a special meaning for all of us" Thompson told the
'
group
Th~y applauded freedom and
spoke with affection about their
adopted land,
"I have been in here a long time
and I have dec1dt>d I believe ia freedom of the speech, liberty and justice
for all," aid Zofia Migdalska, 33,

b

f

a "Native of San Diego" T-sh1'rt to
the ceremonies.
Also yesterday, in Santee, kindergartners Melissa Hill and T.J. Edwards stood on either side of a 2-foothigh, black iron bell and swung it
back and forth.
Th
e 100-year-old bell pealed loudly
to a chorus of smaller bells rung by
through
kindergarten
the rest of the students
of Carlton
eighth-grade

Oaks Elementary School.
Moments earlier, the children
dressed in red, white and blue, re~
!eased balloons of matching color
mto the steady easterly breeze.
The newly restored bell of the historic 90-year-old Lakeside Presbyte•
rian Church also rang out, as 40
members of the Historical Society
launched balloons and dined on hot
Th 1
dogs and . d t
ice ea. e ast major
nati?nally observed event for which

th
the bell t II d
e end of World
o e wasto Historical
SociWar II, according
t
e y members.
Richard Dorsey, an administrator
with the Santee School District, visited the 10 schools in the district this
week dres~ed as George Washington,
accompamed by his secretary, who
was dressed as Martha Washington.

He said he made nott> in his skit on
the Constitution of the fact that
women, slaves and Indians were exeluded from the historic document
" ... 'We the people' didn't always
~ean everybody," Dorsey said.
There were slaves, Indians and
women who did not have the right to
vote or were not recognized as citizens."'
Staff writers Irene Jackson and

Barbara Moran also contributed to
tbis report.
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'I h11 t rnc n pu l>llc ell(lo! will

hn\ • to [111d 11 "ny to diver 1fy
lht dl'ltvcry of cdut·at1011 so the
dt•(>rl' t•(l
O('IOl'l OllOlll ltll II}
have u chUll(C to succc•c I, atd
Ja(k Hill, dir •ctorof t•urnl'ulurn,

111struct1011 and pupil services for What we'\'e got to do 1s get awa,
the t·ount) llepartrnent of from tlu: wmner -and loser~ ·itI::dt1c·,11to11
uation " he added
"We've got to rccogmzc 1t s a
A San Diego futurist said he
different populat1011 ,incl change doesn't hold out much hope that
1· mo\ ing lri ·t,' 1h11 aid · We re the U.S. l·ducat10n sy. tern will be
havmg to nwet '('lient' needs. al.Jle lo le sen the gap between

rich and poor. And those on the
lower end of the socioeconomic
sc~le will. be "very unhappy,''
said Denms Rohatyn, a philosophy professor at University of
·
~ego
Rohatyn said he foresees a
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society of emotional zombies,
people trying to run away from
their problems, unwilling to solve
them.
A sluggish economy with high
unemployment, coupled with
many people not nurtured by
traditional two-parent families
'
will be to blame. he said.
Most of the low-skilled people
if they're working at all, wlil b~
"making ju t enough to get by "
he said. On top of that, "they wlll
have grown up without (traditional) families, without roots."
Without traditional systems to
teach people how to deal with financial stress, they will go into
what is known as "psychic numbing,'' Rohatyn said. "a way of
blocking out the pain.
"People will use technical surrogates" such as entertainment
systems, video games and other
diversions "to get away from
their problems,'' he said.
~hildren at risk of falling into
this "general malaise" need to be
identified early and given
Rchatyn
attention,
special
recommended. Teachers will be
important in making these identifications. he said, and they
need training and support.
A different kind of stress
stemming from an economic
slowdown may be facing adults
of the new millennium, a local
educator said. That stress will be
one of leisure
"There·s no question that the
w~y technology is going, we are
gomg to look at less than a 40hour week." said Robert Morton
assistant superintendent of th~
San Dieguito Union High School
District

'Common Threads' to·take a «;>ok at major religions

The W~rld Affair c?unfiof San
[?iego will present a panel discus•
s1on, titled "Common Threads of the
MaJor World Religion ," at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesd,ay t the University of San
Die o s Manchester Conf rence Center
Speakers will be wam1 Atmarupananda, Hindu; John Ro enblatt
Je~1sh; the Rev, k10 M1yaji, Bud~
dh1~t. th Rev. Lawrence D. Bausch
Christian, and Anwar Oil I lamic'
Leon Smder will serve as m'octerator ·
The program IS co-sponsored by
the World Religions Study Center
Panel of U.S. International University; the Graduate Program in International Rela hons at .ll. and the Department of Theological and Religious Studies at USO.
air. Coun<;1J at
Call the Wori
/
231-0111 for reservation .
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Court priority: to reduce delay in trials

July 22 for colon cancer, Lucas declared that
be is "feeling well and happy to be back."
Tribune St,;Jff II r1ter
His remarks to bar delegates wrapped up
LO~ ANGELES - Reducmg trial delay will
be the top prionty of the California Supreme the swearing-in of new bar officers, including
Court m the next two years. Chief Justice Mal- incoming President Terry Anderlioi, a San
Mateo lawyer
colm M Lucas say .
Anderlini pledged to solve the dual crises
In I: s first ta e of the Judiciary address
the State Bar - lawyer discipline
besetting
leaderhis
under
that
said
Lucas
terday,
y
ship the court's rule-making Judicial Council and poor public image.
In contrast to his immediate predecessor,
t the followmg priorities. reduced trial
h
d lay more money for the courts, simplifica- Orville "Jack'' Annstrong, Anderlini is not option of procedures and Improved public access. posed to hiring mdependent judges to handle
The goal Luca said in the address to the disciplinary proceedings against lawyers
California Stat Bar' annual meeting, is that accused of violating professional ethics,
On Saturday, Attorney General John Van De
by 1991, 90 percent of civil cases and all criminal case will be disposed of withm a year of Kamp urged the 1,000 delegates meeting at the
Century Plaza to support an $8 increase in
filmg
La t month, the court and its entire staff annual dues to pay the salaries of six full-time
met at a retreat for the first of what Lucas administrative law judges.
Otherwise, Van De Kamp said, the Legislasaid he hopes will be regular sessions to learn
fed up with complaints against lawyers,
ture,
to exped te the workload.
In a reference to the surgery he underwent will force the 106,000-member bar association
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to submit to outside review.
While bar leaders have hammered on the
urgency of refurbishing the tarnished image of
the profession, the delegates from local bar
associations across the state have tackled a
number of important issues during the annual
meeting. Many have said, however, that the
resolutions before the conference lack the excitement of other years.
Emotions surged yesterday morning during
debate on whether a terminally ill patient has
the right to request a physician's aid in dying
by asking the doctor to administer a fatal dose
of medication.
The conference narrowly approved the resolution, which also eliminates criminal penalties for physicians who provide such aid. A
similar measure was defeated last year.
A resolution supporting impeachment proceedings against U.S. Attorney General Edwin
Meese III failed to reach the floor for debate
after the executive committee deemed that it

was beyond the scope of the conference's consideration.
Resolutions adopted by the conference are
ranked in order of importance and sent to the
Legislature to be submitted as bills.
A last-minute attempt to draft a resolution
opposing the nomination of Robert Bork to the
U.S. Supreme Court failed. The executive committee said the sponsor, the San Francisco Bar
Association, did not meet the filing deadline of
noon Friday.
A resolution favoring legislation to curtail
mandatory employee drug testing sharply also sponsored by the San Francisco Bar Association - was adopted.
Anderlini defended the steps the bar has
taken in the last few years to crack down on
lawyer discipline and, in a press conference
following the speech, said he is "sick" of hear·
ing the repe:,ld complaints.
Please see ..,\ URT, A-4
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USO hopes to eliminate mistakes against Redlands
c;-s
I

By Chri Clarey ;; U
Iliff Wrlltr

/

''They both have things they do
USD did indeed have much to be to play the Umversity of Redlands in
well," Fogarty said. "Braulio does a
the Bulldogs' season opener at 7:30.
happy about·
good job of keeping other guys play"We'll try to be a little more diver• Fullback Tod.d Jackson (104
(
d
· h d H,
k" •d F
th'
ff
T d
·
I d
d
yar on 23 carries) e a runmng s1 1e on o ense 1s wee .. sa1 o- mg ar • es a goo runner . 58
attack that netted 237 yards on 51 garty, whose team_ threw Just seven yards on _14 atte_mpts, dIScountmg
Occidental) and an adagamstk' Occidental.
passes
rush
t against
· went'd sacks,
r "We
·t 1
· "d 1· b k
equa e passer
• F res hman m I e me ac er m o ast wee s game 1gurmg we
'·Brendan is more of a finesse playFrank Love had 12 tackles and two run the option until they stopped it.
acks to lead an aggressive defense They never did. We stopped our- er. He passes well but doesn't hurt
that stopped Occidental on all 13 of selves with fumbles, but Occidental people the way Braulio does when he
runs the ball."
never stopped us."
Its third-down situation .
Virgil Enriquez's • knee injury
Despite Castillo's turnover prob• Fre hman punter John Gillis
turned Jn a gutsy performance at !ems, Fogarty said he probably will means Jackson will switch to tailhort top, averagmg 36.4 yards on start ahead of freshman Brendan back. Don Macinnes will start at fulleven punts de pile having to field Murphy, who completed three of five back despite a badly bruised shoulpasses for 31 yards and one touch- der.
four bad naps.
Redlands finished 1-9 in 1986 and is
Tontght, the Torcro · travel north down in the fourth quarter.

need to do if we're to have any kind
of success," Miller said.
tt
t
· d'ff
Th d f
e e ense 1s a I eren ma er.
Three 1985 starters return after a
year away from the school: 6-foot-4
· 1·meman Bart'
257-poun d defens1ve
Gro · ger: · sid r b k RObe t
Sh.1 mnha • _m : te ac ~rt p rt
ree sa e Y a
M ~aOd ra, an
•
c
"They will improve our defense,"
said Miller, who also has four 1:186
defensive starters returning, including senior lineman Paul Sanfillippo,
a second-team All-Southern Califor"We haven't moved the ball con- nia Intercollegiate Athletic Confersistently, and that's something we ence selection last year.

without standout tailback Eric Carlson (1,253 yards), who has a severely
pulled hamstring.
"We watched USO play at Occidental, and we were very impressed," said Redlands coach Ken
,
d ,
Miller. "I on t th ink th eres any
doubt that they're a much improved
th 4 6
team over laSt year (when e ·
3
21
nds
Toreros beat Redla ' · ),"
Miller said an inexperienced line
and the loss of Carlson have
hampered his offense's progress.
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Toreros
shut out
Redlapds
. By Chris c,e--J5
Staff Writer

The. Unjyersity of
REDLANDS
San. Diego. team-got strong~ formances from its defense and from
freshman quarte_rback Brendan Murphy in a convincing 28-0 victory over
Redlands last night.
The defense, led by freshman
cornerback Darryl Jackson's fumble
recovery and three mterceptions,
held Redlands to 123 yards of total
offense.
Murphy, who spht time once again
with junior Braulio Castillo, completed 6-of-9 passes for 86 yards and
two touchdowns.
"We sputtered a bit m the middle
two quarters, Just like last week,"
said USO coach Brian Fogarty. "But
we haven't scored 28 points and shut
somebody out m a long time. It feels
good.
' We are still not throwing as well
as I'd like us to, but we are controlling the line of scrimmage on both
offense and defense, and that's a big
help to any football team. '
Last night's game ·as Redlands'
season opener, and it showed. The
Bulldogs' offense wasn't able to
penetrate l:SD's 20-yard line until
13:37 remained in third quarter,
quarterback Chris Hagle hittmg wide
receiver Fernando Guana from 31
yards to USD's 18. But on the next
play, USD's Jackson stole a Hagle
pass from Bill Brosnan in the end
zone to end the threat.
USO (1-0-1) took the opening
kickoff and drovP 70 yards in five
plays for a touchdown. Castillo hit
tight Fad Lionel DeMorst on a slant
pattern for 55 yards, then ran it in
him. elf from 4 yards to make the
score 6-0.
Soccer player-turned kicker Mark
Fenick missed the extra point.
USO added to its lead m the second
quarter, needing two plays after Jeff
Mansukhani's 12-yard punt return.
Murph), replacing Castillo at
quarterback, threw 34 yards to wide
receiver Ker.Zampese. Then Murphy
pitched to tailback Todd Jackson,
who scored untouched from 15 yards.
Mansukhani threw to Scott Slykas
for a conversion to make it 14-0.
USO put the game out of Redlands'
reach in the fourth quarter, scoring
two touchdowns in just more than a
minute.
The first came on a 5-yard pass
from Murphy to DeMorst that
capped a 16-play, 80-yard drlve. Fen•
ick's kick made the score 21-0.
On Redlands' next possession,
USD's Jackson intercepted H gle on
the Bruins' 31-yard line and ret med
the ball to the 19. Two plays later,
after a 5-yard illegal-procedure penalty against USO, Murphy passed to
Joe Yamane for a 24-yard touchdown. Jim Morrison's extra point
made 1t 28-0.
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Anderlini said he has not ruled ut
Van De Kamp's recommendation
that the bar pay for independent
judges to hear attorney discipline
cases, but would like to "explore all
the alternatives."
He disputed Van De Kamp's
$800,000 price tag, however, suggesting that it might cost the bar as
much as $1.5 million to set up the
special courts.
That money would most likely
come out of bar dues, Anderlini said,
which at $275 a year "are getting to
the upper limits" of what the profession can bear.
On Saturday, ·van De Kamp came
down hard on the bar's recent attempts to beef up its self-policing.
"Disciplme cannot continue in its
presc~t form," said Van De Kamp,
referring to the 448 part-time volunteers who hear attorney discipline
cases.
"But it ~tili bt>longs where it has
always belonged: here in this organization," Van De Kamp added.
He urged he adoption of the recommendations of Robert Fellmeth, a
law professor at the University of
San Diego's Center for Pu6Iicniterest1:aw.

•

LUfas: F~ther waits for justicP, in murder case

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Voice & Viewpoint News
(Cir. W. 13,000)
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withn ti comes to ehgibility for mandatory grade requirements.
sports participation.
But that is only the minimum.
Legislation enacted by the As a parent you owe it to your
·a11onal Collegiate Athletic As- child to insist on an academic
sociation a few years back. eased performance that is on line with
tn minimum academic requiretheir ability. If a child tests out
ments with the thought of elim1- in all cases to be a "C" student,
nat1ng the future shock of Pro- then we know t~at to expect. But
po,1tion 48. Students dtdn't listen. for those "A" "B" youngsters that
High schools across America con- insist on diving below "C" level.
tmued to allow athletes to partic- do us all a favor, break hearts
ipate without a 2.0 CPA in elect- now before they get crushed in
ed core classes.
the end.
Core clase are a selected numThe San Diego Cl F fields 21
ber of semesters required in col- champ1onsh1p sports. The athletes
lege prep math. F nglish. natural that often suffer, are those tn,c,rnce, social ,cience, and ap- \ olved in the so-call~d ·mrnor
pro,ed elect ,e . To put it m ,p0rts." That's why you the parstmplc term,, Math I, 11 111, and ent must demand that your child
ow get, major league academic atIV " not erough anymore
it mu,t b Algebra. Geometl), tention.
1 rig. and Calculus.
!he I 'oice and J'ie11poin1 we/Then there " the test score.
' omes lel/ers from our readen.
You can call 11 what you want, When wming. sign your fi,I/ name.
unfair, d1scnminatol), tak }Our with addre.,, and telephone
choice but face the lact that t st number. Mail to The Judgement
scores arc here to sta) Hoth the Call, I oice and Viei,point, P. 0.
SAT and the ACT are offered at Box 95, San Diego. CA 92//2.
least four times each, ever) year Anonymous letters will 1101 he
It has always baffled me why a puhlirhed.
prospective student-athlete that ,s
active!) re :ruitcd would \\ait until
the l<i!>t offering, which usually is
the mght before the senior prom
to take the standardized test.
I applaud parents. and schools
that strip the athlete of their game
playing until they maintain the

They Kill
For The
Thrill
I ch cl Hrunkcr

D Ho ts Area College in Women'
Volleyball Classic

dm1s\lOO 1, lrcc

•

I Olli local un1vcr,it1e,, who
hctwe n th m di;tribute tl11rty full
hol ~hip every year to clig,blc Jar hips annually . an Diego area
women will h,lltlc 11 out for the player, Jcnmfer H1andt from PaMC11y Champmn h,p." t·or mo,t. trick Henry High, Melissa &
11 w,11 be a un14u experience. Michele Stoke, of Gramte Hilb
w-1th a teinunoloi;y all to itself High. and Kim \\ash,ngton of
On term w all under tand i, Santana H 1gh S hoot are led by
ttonal ( h mp,on," and ,n the Angehca Jackwn, a 5'11· senior
ltrst cn11 final at 4:00 p_n, dcfen- All-Am n an candidate from East
AA Division Ill Ch,1m- St I ouis, lllinoL,.
dmg
p1011 l'CSD will battle the I ady
fhe fr00 pm semi-final w,11 pit
A,tc of San Diego S1a1e
L:SJU again t the host Toreras
I h I dy I rit,on, posted a 42~ lJSI lJ ha, a roster dotted with
m:011J tn 19M6 I hl'Y lcatun: three athlete, from I 01 ngeles Fairloc-.il athl tc,, Jennifer Pl11lgrcw fax, and Banning High 1n Carof I JI J 11,, High. Beth Selby from son Coach Curt D<Jnaldson. with
K arn y High. and Janet Hugh , cxten,1on univcr 111 , w.orld-widl'
of I rancis Parker \\h1lc lJCSD managed to l,tnd X1mena 1'~1ardo
gi,cs no holar hips, SDSIJ lle-dd of Colomb1i1 and Rcnan KornurCoach Rud> u"'ar '""c the cunglu lrom I urkey
full cumphmcnt ol I ,en ,chn
I he lln1verS1ty ol San Diego

J

,s not without homegrown talent

Ruth Bajo of Manan HS. Lisa
Hagen from Granite Hilb, and
La .Jolla High star Jane Sadler
anchor a team that ended a 30
match losing streak dating back
to 1985 in the sea;on opening
road tnp with a victory over the
Un,verrny of Virginia.
The action i intense and fast
moving for the players and spectator alike. There's passing, setting, attacking. blocking. digging
and the infamous "kill.~ But in
the end, a champion w-ill be
crowned at 8:00 pm.
Take ome time to support
thL">c student-athletes a, they battle ii out. and-get the kids to
the game. This is a great game
that has been totally undeveloped
as a city sport. Our girls need to
be exposed to this game. and with
the outstanding programs dis played at USCO, SOSli, USIU. and
lJSD sec for your~lf who will
stand alone at the end of thlS
old-fashioned shoot-out.
The San Diego \\-omen· s Volleyball Classic
4:00 pm UCSD vs SDSU
USIU vs USO
6:00 pm
Championship
8:00 pm

Judgment Call
Contmu<d lrom page

know if my child is on track
relative to the NCAA Core
requirements?

--....
C\l

a..

w

Cf)

THE SOLUTION:
1. MainJain a college prep
cu"iculum.
2. Have an updated GPA/
Test Score sliding
scale posted on your
refrigerator.
3. Meet regularly with your
child's guidance
counselor.
The number., are decreasing. but
you would be shocked to know
how, many athletes. parents,
coaches. counselors. and school'
administrators are without a clue

multiple murder, which could mean solidation motion as "proper," saymg
the death penalty if Lucas is convict- the state Penal Code encourages a
combining of cases under certain cired.
Over the past three years, Lucas cumstances.
Prior court rulings have establishhas had several lawyers, including
one who failed to show up for several ed that the murders in the Lucas
court appearances. ""he defense has case are "signature-type crimes,''
taken numerous iss11es to the 4th Di~- said Deputy District Attorney
trict Court of Appeal - .so~e ~uc- George Clarke. He contended that
cessfully - and contempt bes been each of the crimes Lucas is charged
threatened in a couple of instances. · with are "similar and unique."
In addition to the consolidation
Despite the twists and complexity
of the case, it has taken no longer motion, the defense is contesting the
than the three years most capital reliability of testing methods used on
cases take to get to trial in San Diego dried blood thal the prosecutiqn
wants to use in the trial. Clarke exCounty.
One of the key pretrial motions plained that the testing isolates
pending is the motion filed by the proteins that identify blood more
district attorney's office to consoli- precisely than just by type.
Both the defense and the prosecudate all the charges into one trial.
The defense has argued against this tion said high court rulings have dietactic and claims it is to blame for lated that the admissibility of testing
methods must be determined by a
delays.
"The first case . . could have been trial judge on a case-by-case basis.
Other motions include: a challenge
done by now," said attorney Alex
Landon, one of Lucas' lawyers. Landon said he is not convinced consolidating the trials would save time,
By Lorie Hearn
and, he suggested, "It may very well
Starr Wri1er
end up laking more time.»
"We were in trial (last November),
John Swanke has had nearly three
prepared to pick a jury," said Steven
Feldman, co-counsel for Lucas. His years to fantasize angrily about killclient "has tried to go to trial in this ing his daughter's murderer.
But now he believes that 1f her
case,'' he said.
killer is remorseful, one life should
Combining all of the charges - not be traded for another in Califorwhat Landon called a "bootstrapping nia's gas chamber.
likely would prejudice a
effect"
"I'm a father I'm not a sadist,"
jury and prolong lhe time to chose a Swanke said. ''This m 1s going to
panel, Landon said.
face God someday I hope he doesn't
The possibility of one trial also has go to hell for this."
raised a number of questions about
Swanke's daughter Anne Catherine
admissibility of evidence and about was 22 and an honor student at the
how the trial should proceed, be- University of San Diego when she
cause the 1982 passage of Proposition disappe11Fed Nov. 21!, 1984. Her aban•
8, the so-called Victims Bill of doned car, which had run out of gas,
Rights, changed evidentiary rules. \I found at a La 'Mesa 1nterse<'lion.
Different rules would apply to cases lier body
with throat slashed involving murders before and after was d,:scovered m a remote area of
1982, Landon said.
Sprmg Valley
David All"'n I ucas, a 32-year-old
Deputy District Attorney Daniel T.
Williams, however, defended the con- Casa de Oro tarpet cleaner, is
accused of her murder and the murders of five other women and children m what one of the prosecutors
called San Diego's f1rst "serial murder situation.'
His trial on at least three of the
charges began last November, but it
is expected to he tangled in motions
for months before jury selection can
begin.
Although John Swanke, a philosophy profe~sor at USD, is annoyed at
the delavs in Lucas' case, he aid
time. his· religious convictions and 20
ye·1rs of researching the death penalty have moderated his retaliatory
feeling about punishment.
"My first reaction to the f e of
my daughter was to go get a gun and
kill somebody," he said. "I was emotionally ready to kill anybody who
looked like they were the person."
Swanke worked for the defeat last
year of state Supreme Court Chief
Justice Rose Bird and her two associates, who were accused by opponents of failing to uphold the state's
death penalty law. He was motivated
by the contention that capital punishment should be available for those
.,!.,
- 0tl
Q)
'
....
'O .... >,"'
who have no sorrow for their vic4>.,5~:_::==. Q)
tims.
11
rn ·cu
He still believes that.
,..._0 'O
If an uncaring Lucas is found
., .,
guilty of murdering his daughter
.,
with the special allegations that
bj)e-=
could carry a death sentence, "I am
.s>,"'c,s~
quite prepared to hope he gets the
~., ....
·c.~
death penalty;" Swanke said.
.C)
But if Lucas were found guilty and
,:: 'O C
C "°
was sincerely sorry, he should not die
f~8
in the gas chamber, Swanke said as
·., E ill!
he reflected on the forgiveness
~g:,
taught by the Catholic faith he practices.
"If Lucas made a mistake, or even
a series of mistakes, I'm not willing
to make him suffer more than he is
already ... " he said. "If & person has
done something very foolis~, I don't
want him on the streets to make a
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Continued from B- .;}-'f
11milar mistake; but I'm not willmg
lo become punitive"
Meanwhile, in Superior Court Department 14, a courtroom lined with
tens of thousands of pages of transcripts and boxes overflowing with
more than 400 charts and exhibits,
Lucas sits in a blue sport coat and
open-neck shirt, listening to witnesses and to lawyers debate the merits
of more than 30 pretrial motions.
Prosecutors say all but one of the
motions have been filed by the defense. They are not critical, however,
of Lucas' attorneys and have praise
for Judge Laura Hammes as she
makes her way through a trial
passed on to her earlier this year
when Judge William Kennedy was
forced to disqualify himself.
When talking about the time the
case has taken, all the attorneys involved say Lucas' case is more complicated than most murder cases.
Rather than a single event, Lucas'
case involves six murders and one
a ttempted murder spanning the
years B79 through 1984. Each death
has its own distinct features, although in all cases the victims'
throats were slashed.
In addition to the Swanke murder,
Lucas is charged in the May 4, 1979,
slayings of Suzanne Jacobs, 31, and
her 3-year-old son, Colin; the Dec. 8,
1981, murder of real estate saleswoman Gayle Roberta Garcia, 29;
and the Oct. 23, 1984, slayings rlf
Rhonda Strang, 24, and Amber
Fisher, 3, whom Strang was babysitting in her Lakeside home.
Lucas also is charged with the attempted murder of Seattle resident
Jody Santiago, then 29, who was abducted at knifepoint after she left an
El Cajon restaurant on June 9, 1984.
Santiago testified that Lucas choked
her into unconsciousness. She later
was found alongside a Mount Helix
roadside with her throat slashed.
Finally, the district attorney has
alleged the special circumstance of
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a lour-course
marketing will be the
series running Tuesdays and hursdays through
Nov 12, from 6:30 to 9 p.m. In the M,i·,1che ti:,
Executive Conference """'"'· at the Umve y
f S D1ego , lSC" ,-llflsring the class w1lh San
0
in cooperation with the
an -,
n.IAC10
:-- _.~ University
San Diego Dtrect Marketing Club The first
course of th,;i series will cover the fundamentals
of direct marketing Cost of the 16-sassion
course $437 for JTiembers of the San Diego
Direct Marketing Club and $497 for non-members. The non-member fee includes a membership ,n the club For information or a brochure,
call Charlotte Fajardo at SDSU's College of
Extended Studies, 265-4047, or Kathleen Hare
~UCont1nuing Education, 260-4586 ~.-.....

of the way jury selection is conducted in San Diego, specifically alleging
the underrepresentation of Hispanics, young people and lower-income
people; a challenge of the special circumstance; and an objection to an
alleged destruction of evidence.
Swanke, who said he is writing a
book about bis daughter and about
the trial, is concerned about more
delays and questioned whether the
defense is ready to try the case.
He stressed that Lucas should have
a fair trial, one based on proper procedure and solid evidence by the
prosecution, to protect the rights of
the accused and to spare the victims'
families the pain of high court reversals.
"I want this man, David Lucas, to
have every opportunity to prove that
he had nothing to do with the crime
of which he is accused,'' Swanke said.
" ... I would like to bury the young
woman and let time lake its course."

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)

Voice & Viewpoint News

istance
938, not only received ass was
from St. Rose of l,iJila, shefrom
able to obtain 50 pport
the
throughout the county.
"She had helpers but she Vl'.~s the
core of the operation," s,u cRev. John Blethen, !fhO ofte; aus
c~mpanied Murphy on the ar t~er
trips. "I was amazed that a that
a~e she could continue to do
kmd of thing."
's perYoung said it was r.i:urp hY that
th to
God
in
faith
sonal vision and
enabled her to find the str~ng .
carry on the food distr1but10~
even Weeks before she succumbe
.
to cancer.
"She didn't let obstacles g:1·m
her way. She had a waY of o1n~
things that needed to be done,
Young said. "She left a treme;~
dous example of what one pers t
can do to bring the Jove of G~bl 0
people who need ii in a tangi e
way."
1
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The $all Dieg~ Union/Thomas B. Szalay

f san o;ego visit the colonia 's

raised bY Jenny Murphy.

ended up in Correa's living room
IJeCause there was nowhere else to
go.
So when_ a_~isit?~ who had acsc1 ence soc,al s 1ence, and approved elcctl\es. To put it in
simple terms. Math I, II. I I I. and
IV 1s not nough anymore. Nov,
it must h Algebra. Geometry.
Trig. and Calculu .
·1 hen there is the test score.
You can call it v, hat you v.ant,
unfair. dtscrimr nator), tak your
choice but face the tact that te t
;cores are here to sta). Both the
AT and the ACT are offered at
least four times each. ever} year.
It has alv,ays baffled me why a
prospective student-athlete that is
actively recnntcd would v,ait until
the last offering, which u ually i;
the night before the enior prom
to take the standardi1ed test.
I applaud parents. and school5
that trip the athlete of their game
playing until they maintain the

They Kill
Fo The
Thrill

M1chacl Krunkcr

D Hosts Arca College in Women··
Volley ball Clas ic

-

uni4ue expenencc,
with a tcrmmol , • II to at self
On· term c II unders1and is
" ational ( h,1rnpi n. Mand in the
ftN cmi-final at 400 pmdcf nAA 01v1sion I i'I hamdtng
pion UCSD wrll battle the I ad)
A,tca, of San Diego State.
The Lady Trition, posted 42-6
rccrnd m 1986. h~•y lcaturc three
I al athl tcs, Jennifer Pctttgrew
of I I Joll,1 High. Beth Selby from
Ke rn y H,gh, 11nd Jan I llughc,
of t r nci, f'.1rkcr. Whtie lJCSD
no schol.1rsh1p . DSU !lead
giv
Ccl'I h Rudy Suv.ura ,s,uc, the
lull compltmcnt of lc\~n cho-

lar hrp, annually San Diego area 1s not without homegrown talent.
player, Jennifer Brandt from Pa- Ruth Bajo of Marian H • L1 a
trick Henry High, Meli,sa & Hagen from Granite Hills, and
Michele toh'li of Granite Hill
La .Jolla High tar Jane Sadler
High, and Kim Washington of anchor a team that ended a 30
Santan High School are led by match losing . treak dating back
Angelica Jackson. a 5' I IN ,enior to 1985 in the ~ason opening
All-American candidate from EaM road t np with a victory over the
S1. Louis, lllmoi, .
Univer ity of Virginia
l he 6:00 pm ,emr-final will pit
The acuon is inten e and fast
U. IU against th· host Toreras . moving for the players and specUS IU ha a roster dotted with tator alike There's pa sing, setathlete, from I o Angeles F-air- ting. attacking, blockmg, digging
fax, and Banning High in ar- and the infamous "kill." But in
son. oach urt Donaldson. with the end, a champion will be
exten,1on unrverstti worfd-widi- crowned at 8:00 pm.
managt'tl to land 1mcna Fa1ardo
Take some ttme to upport
of Colombiu and Renan Kornur- the,e student-athlet~ as they batcuoglu from lurk y
tle 1t out. and - get the kids to
1 he t:ni\er,ity of San Diego the game. This is a great game
that has been totally undeveloped
as a city sport. Our girls need to
be exposed to this game. and with
the outstanding programs displayed at USCD. SDSU, U IU, and
USD see for yourself who will
stand alone at the end of thi
old-fashioned hoot-out.
The an Diego "omen· s Volley•
ball Classic
4:00 pm UCSD vs SDS
6:00 pm

8:00 pm

USIU vs USO
Champion ·hip

visitPn

ve 1tf1n°ur/t fliHtll Y,~
minor
~po rts." That's why you the parent must demand that your child
gets major league academic attention.
\ J

The l'oice and Viewpoim welcomes lelters from our readers.
When writing. sign your fall name,
tt ith address and telephone
number. Mail to The Judgement
Call, Voice and Viewpoint, P.O.
Box 95, San Diego. CA 9 2112.
Anonymous fellers will not be
pubhshed.

oysan sue _ ~mmas1n e .
tom, with a mm1ature crane over
head that the operator_uses to Pict
prizes a_nd drop them 1s a chute to
the outside.
The latest electronic versions c
• t·1ck andOSt
25 cen ts an d use a Joys
a
button to operate the crane.
Crane or claw games have bee
outlawed in San Diego under a cit n
ordinance passed i_n the 1950s, a{
cording to deputy city atto ey Al
Geraci, who helped se up yest~~
day's test.
"The ordinance says claw garnes
crane games and digging machin~
are illegal, period," Geraci said.
To further bolster its case, the city
contends that the games also are ille.
gal under the state Penal Cod
Geraci said, which forbids any garne,
in which chance, rather than skill
'
the major factor in winning.
"Ifchance predominates over skill
then it's an illegal slot machine " h'
' e,
said.
Last March, UAI New Jersey Inc C'
a manufacturer of one brand of
crane game, filed a lawsuit against
the ci(y of San Diego in federal court
asking $1 million in damages for the
city's efforts to close down its ma.
chines.
One of of UAl's games, called the
Big Choice, was one of the two tested
yesterday. The other, the Challenge
R, is made by Wedges/Ledges of Re-

Another hazy s
expected as ant
Autumn is just around the corner
but the weather today will be a re'.
peat performance of hazy summer
sunshine and possi hie thunder.
showers in the mountains and des.
erts.
The Pacific hurricane season is
continuing, "and as long as that is the
case we will get some moisture up
here," said Dan Atkin, a forecaster
for the National Weather Service.
Remnants of tr opical storm
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He waits for
justice int~
Lucas trial
But no longer
sees gas chamber
as only answer

By Lorie Hearn

Staff Writer

John Swanke has had nearly three
years to fantasize angrily about killing his daughter's murderer.
But now he believes that if her
killer is remorseful, one life should
not be traded for another in California's gas chamber.
"I'm a father, I'm not a sadist,"
Swanke said. "This mati is going to
face God someday. I hope he doesn't
go to hell for this."
Swanke's daughter Anne Catherine
was 22 and an honor student at the
University of San Diego when she
disappeared Nov. 20, 1984 Her abandoned car, which had run out of gas,
was found at a La Mesa ~ntersP<'tion.
with throat slashed Her bodv
was d1,;covered m a r mote area of
Sprmg Vall y
David All n ucas, a 32-year-old
Casa de Oro carpet cleaner, 1s
accused o her murder and the murders of five other women and children m hat one of the pros cutors
called San Diego's fir~t "serial murder situation."
His trial on at least three of the
charges began last November, but it
1s expected to be tangled in motions
for months before jury selection can
begin.
Although John Swanke, a philoso. phy professor at USD, is annoyed at
the delays in Lucas' case, he said
time his religious convictions and 20
years of researching the death penalty have moderated his retaliatory
feeling about punishment.
"My first reaction to the f t of
my tlaughter was to go get a gun and
kill somebody," he said. "I was emotionally re.ady to kill anybody who
looked like they were the person."
Swanke worked for the defeat last
year of state Supreme Court Chief
Justice Rose Bird and her two associates, who were accused by opponents of failing to uphold the state's
death penalty law. He was motivated
by the contention that capital punishment should be available for those
who have no sorrow for their victims.
He still believes that.
If an uncaring Lucas is found
guilty of murdering his daughter
with the special allegations that
could carry a death sentence, "I am
quite prepared to hope he gets the
death penalty," Swanke said.
But if Lucas were found guilty and
was sincerely sorry, he should not die
in the gas chamber, Swanke said as
he reflected on the forgiveness
taught by the Catholic faith he practices.
"If Lucas made a mistake, or even
a senes of mistakes, I'm not willing
to make him suffer more than he is
already ... " he said. "If ci. µerson has
done something very foolisl-, I don't
want him on the streets to make a
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£Ass: The principles and ti1ch· ues of direct

a lour-course
marketing will be the
series running Tuesdays and hursdays through
Nov 12, from 6:30 to 9 p.m . in the Ma·,1che ru:.
Executive Conference r.M1cv. at the Umve y
of San Diego 1!SC _atfsring the class with San
n· "° c:,~.,., University in cooperatron wrth the
s';n D'iego Direct Marketing Club. The frrst
course of the series will cover the fundamentals
of direct marketing . Cost of the 16-session
course is. $437 for members of the San Diego
Di1ect Marketing Club anel $497 for non-members. The non-member fee includes a membership rn the club. For information or a brochure.
call Charlotte Fa1ardo at SDSU's College of
Extended Studies, 265-4047, or Kathleen Hare
~CTContinuing Education, 26Y:0-4::t,1S.2c811...._.e::._._
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col e ians aiming for political clout
cott-Bla r

Un~1ty of 'an Diego.
The next challenge, he said, is to get the student informed on the issues that affect students
and are handled by the C'ity Council and its agenan example, Danon explained that the City
Coun 11 rec ntly voted 5-2 to restrict the number
of tudents who can hve in a rental property - the
• minidorm" controversy
Danon id only one student official lobbled in
favor of the students' interest, and that effort went
unheeded by the council.
"People sometime forget that we are not only
tudents, we are citizens of San Diego. We have an
interest m the city and it should have an interest
m u ," aid Alina Kulikowski, UC- ·an Diego student I ader.
'In the pa !," Danon said, "government has lJSten d to us with patience but ha rarely heard us. I
thmk that by operating throu h the political pro-

. d
sue
If th tud nt b om mbro11
111 uch thing! a South African pollci and national i. u , they will become divid d and destroy their effcc•
.
ttven as a group, he . aid.
"I have worked with the San D1 go
State studen on political I su and
found them to he v1:ry informed and
.
very r . ponsible.
''I can e this council a an exc1tmg re ource that could help defuse
i uallon that in the past hav compt tely polarized community and tu•
d nt group to the point that they
could not even peak to each other,"
McCarty said.

rhe San U1ego and 1..trossm~m1 ~uyamaca Community College d1 tncts
have mor than 43,000 student , who
are on the verage 30 years old and
hgible voters.
San Diego tale has 35,000 students, mcludmg 30,000 who should be
eligible to vote. UCSD, USO and
l'LNC add another 30,000 potential
tudent voter .
The students e their cooperative
effort a a n w development in liaison between th umversities and colleg that ha not been po sible be·
fore.
"There is no doubt that the UC
people looked on SDSU as ~~con~·
class citizens m the past, said
Danon.
"And both UC and SDSU hardly acknowledged that the comm_umly colleges existed," added Alma K~\Jkowsk1's sister Alice, representing
Mesa College
Now the students say, they are
pooling th ir strengths in recognition
of mutual interdependence.
It is not the first effort at such a
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centers and formed the San Diego
Immigration Law Coalition to coordmate the provision of legal aid to
aliens seeking legalization under
the federal amnesty program.
Krantz, a national leader in corrections issues, also guided the
formation of a blue-ribbon commission that recommended the
scuttling of San Diego County's
beleaguered cruninal defense system for indigents and its replacement with a quasi-public defender
office.
"I believe the law school has Jost
an incredible talent, and one that
has been unselfish in h!S community involvement," said M. James
Lorenz. the former U.S. attorney
who was chairman of the blue-ribbon commission. "He has been a
very strong moving force that has

increased the reputation-not only
locally, but nationally-of that
school."
Krantz said he took pride in his
role in rev1Sing the law school's
curriculum to increase its emphaslS
on clinical skills and legal ethics,
reflecting the evolving nature of
legal practice. Such concerns will
be his locus as he works to complete a book, ambitiously titled,
"The ~lure of the Legal Profession."

Krantz said he was untlecided
what he would do after finishing
the book. University officials,
meanwhile, have not yet announced plans for seeking his re.
placement.
"We feel a real loss that Sheldon
has decided to step down," USD
President Author Hughes said in a
written statement.
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kfast seminars, "Growth
.
'l... J
/.
USO will potlor as one of its br~ab Associate Professor of

am at the Douglas F.
Control Consequences for San Diego, t
Economics Dirk Yandell from 7:JOCa.~ ro USO F·ee is $15. Reg1stra--=
·
Manch ster Executive Conference en e •
tion required.

Air Coyot . A San Diego
executive who commutes regularly
to LA 1s accustomed to sharing
flights with the occasional suspected
alien. But the other night, the
floodgate broke. Late for his plane,
he lined up at American Airlines
behind two Hispanics who paid cash
for 15 tickets each. The executive
had to race to his flight, but he did
beat the two m~panics, who arrived
just in time to lead 40 silent aliens
to their seats. Airborne, our
executive got on the first-class
phone to tip Immigration m LA. The
agent on the other end was resigned.
''We'll do our best," he sighed. But
when the plane landed, no agent was
in sight. And the 40 aliens just
scattered. Unusual scene? Happens
every day, ys Airport Mgr. Bud
McDonald "That's why we went
over a million passengers in
August." And that's only half-funny.
In a "good'' month, according to
McDonald. as many as 15,000
undocumented aliens pass through
Lmdhergh Field. Immigration does
its best, McDonald figures, but the
aliens are winning by sheer force of
numbers. ''The joke," says
McDonald, "is that we'll call INS
and say, 'We've got five illegals at
gate so-and-so.' And the agent says,
'Call us back when you've got 25.'"
Meanwhlle, the coyotes grow ever
more sophisticated. " ow," says
McDonald, "they even carry
beepers."
San Diego Shuffle: The tragedy
of bandleader Woody Herman, ailing
and broke, has brought out the best
in our musicians. At Elks Lodge 168,
from 3 to midnight Sunday, a stream
of entertainers, led by Frankie
Laine and Patti Page, will lend their
talents to benefit the Woody Herman
Trust Fund. (And if you a11t to pretaste the real thing, yci.; co,J!d tune
to KSDS-FM at 10:30 Saturday
morning for Rod Page's 90-minute
/,
remembrance of the great
bandleader.) ... "Like Father, Like
Son," the new Dudley Moore-Kirk
Cameron comedy shot on location
here, open;; tonight in local theaters.
... KFMB Radio, returning to a
format of earlier trmmph, will try
to ease fans' withdrawal pains
Sunday by broadcasting a "Fantasy
Football" game from the parking lot
at SD Stadium. The tailgate party
starts at 10:30; "kick-off" is at noon
And a voice from the Chargers' pa..t
will handle radio color: former
defensive coach Tom Bass.

•••
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By ifM tCHA~HTER, Times Staff Writer
Sheldon Krantz, who led the have grown as well.
University of San Diego's law
"USO is accepting more qualified
scnool to newfound recognition in students and turning out better
six years as dean, announced plans lawyers," said Craig Higgs, a San
th:s week to resign the post.
Diego attorney who serves on the
Krantz, 49, will go on sabbatical law school's board of Visitors. "One
at the end of the current academic or the measures of that is that major
year and formally leave USD at the law firms from throughout the
country are hirmg USD graduates,
end of the 1988-89 term.
"You reach a point in a particular when that was not the case not too
career where you feel it's neces- many years ago."
sary to take the next step in your
Krantz, formerly a law professor
life, and that's just the point I've at Boston University, has heavily
reached," Krantz said Friday. engaged the law school in commu"When I became dean in 1981, I nity affairs. Through the San Diego
don't thmk I ever anticipated doing Law Center, which he helped es1t for this Jong."
tablish in 1981, volunteer lawyer
and arbitration programs were deRecruitment by law firms at the
veloped and spun off as independ23-year-old law school has quadent entities. With his wile, attorney
rupled during Krantz's tenure, according to university statistics, and Carol Hallstrom, he developed a
both applications and class size group of neighborhood mediation
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Christine Guittard, left, and
Fern Murphy at USD tea
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• The U~ersity of Sa~iego Auxiliary
had a membership tea Tues ay in the home
of Carol and Mike Alessio . Claire
McNamara and Alison Tibbitts were chairmen.
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cess, just as the Gray Panthers, the teachers and
other special-interest groups, the university communi,y can get a lot more attention from its elected officials."
The idea of a collegiate council is not new A
similar council has been operating in Los Angeles
for more than a decade and has become a considerable force in city politics, said Danon.
"In fact. (the Los Angeles collegiate council) is
thinking of hiring a full-time paid lobbyist. We are
nowhere near that point, at present." he said.
The San Diego coalition is in its formative stages as the different colleges return for the new
academic year and the respective student-body
governments begm to review the Collegiate Council's const1tut1on and by-laws.
The council is made up of public and private
campuses, both four year and two-year. Those institutions include UCSD. San Diego State UniversiSee Clout on Page 8-5

•••

Tribune photo by Dana Fisher

CEM ER - BACK WITH USIU

Itemized: San Diego State ranks
9th in the nation, and 2nd statewide,
in the percentage of accounting
students who pass the CPA exam
first time out. "Pretty good," notes
Mike Hornung, "for a university that
also ranked 3rd among Playboy's
best party schools." According to the
most-recent figures, 41.3% of SDSU
students who took the test passed.
(UC Santa Barbara was first in the
state at 44.4%.) ... Le Cirque du
Soleil, the ammal-free circus
that's made such a hit at the Los
Angeles Festival, is coming to San
Diego. The, II pitch the big top on
Park Blvd. (opposite Balboa Park)
and hold forth Oct. 2-18, sharing 10%
of ticket grosses with the City.
Seussian: La Jolla's Ted Geisel
- Dr. Seuss to us - missed the
opening of his showing at the Tampa
Museum of Art. But Steve Brezzo,
..1e SD Museum of Art director who
organized the original exhibit here,
carried an unmistakably Seussian
message from Geisel: "Now I wish I
could be there in person to
thank/one Joe and a Joel and three
Jims and a Frank ... How I'd love
to thank you and all of the rest of
your kind-hearted gang/for deciding
my pictures are worthwhile to
hang.''
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Clout Cpllege students are voters,
Contlnu d from B-1

Student leaders aid they are council in San Diego.
There was one such attempt by
determined to deal with the student
voter apathy and to focus their atten- students in 1974, It was a countywide
tion ''We ar d termined to find a effort that failed because there were
way to reg1 ter all potential voters," too many government agencies to
deal with and too many issues to conaid Danon.
McCarty aid he ha tried in the sider, Danon said.
A second effort in 1978 also was
pa t to get . tudent · to register to
and failed for the same
countywide
classes,
for
vote while regist nng
but he said that effort so far hasn't reasons.
"That is the lesson we have
been ·ucc ful.
focus the issues and deal
learned·
''We know (voter registr l n) is
our first major challenge, but we will with one government agency," said
Rapp.
overcome 1t," d Danon.
u , we intend to focus
"On
down to about a half-dozen, and they r ~ - - - ~ - - - -- ..L.:...
will all be concerned with the quality
of tud nt hfe, on such issues as
tr n portahon and hou ing," said
Oanon
• 'tud n ar a Ii pmg political
1ant that could do a lot of good in
the community;' said Kulikowski
Th San Diego and Gros mont/Cuyamaca Community College districts
have more than 43 000 stud nls, who
Los Angeles, CA
are on the verage 30 years old and
(Los Angeles Co)
eligible voters
Times
San Die o talc has 35,000 stu
(San Diego Ed.)
d nts, me udmg 30,000 who should be
(Cir. D 50,010)
(Cir. S 55,573)
ehgible to vote UCSD, USD and
PLNC add another 30,000 potential
tudent vol rs.
SEP 2 6 1987
The tudents see their cooperative
effort a a new development in liaiJltl~rt 11 P. C. B far
on betw n the umver itie and col•
lcge that has not been po ible be''There i no doubt that the UC
people looked on SDSU a secondcla s citizen m the past," said
Danon.
"And both UC and SDSU hardly acknowledged that the commumty col•
leges existed." added Alina Kuhkowski's sister Ahce, representing
Mesa College
Now, the students say, they are
pooling their strengths in recognition
of mutual interdependence.
It is not the fir t effort at such a
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cent~rs and formed the San Diego
Immigration Law Coalition to coordinate the ~rovision of legal aid to
aliens seeking legalization under
the federal amnesty program.
Krantz, a national leader in correction_s issues, also guided the
formation of a blue-ribbon commission that recommended the
scuttling of San Diego County's
beleaguered criminal defense system for_ indigents and its replaceme_nt with a quasi-public defender
office.
"I believe the law school has lost
an incredible talent, and one that
has _been unselfish in his community involvement," said M. James
Lorenz, the former U.S. attorney
who was chairman of the blue-ribbon commission. "He has been a
very strong moving force that has

/Azt cs keep ball rolling in rebuilding year

They now compete in the Nevada-Las Vegas tournament
this weekend.
USO is 3-2-1 after starting out 3-0. The losses were
By Ri,.k Da vis ,,,Zf/~
by Fullerton (5-0) and UNLV (2-1). After
administered
'1ribun • por "r,ter
shutting out Cal 1-0 and putting a 3-1 clamp on Cal State
A nal101 I ranking is long gone, but San Diego State's
Dominguez Hills in the season's first two games, the
men' occ: r team ext nded its winning treak to four
USIU - The Gulls (3~4) saw their losing streak ext.end- defense bas exposed goalkeeper Scott Huckleberry. His
straight la t night by defeating UC Santa Barbara 2-0 in
ed to three games when they dropped a 1-0 decision to goals-against average is 3.00 since - compared to a .96
he ztec Bowl
Santa B rbara had tied o. 1 ranked Fre no State 1-1 Santa Barbara Tuesday at home. Worse yet, the Gulls figure all last season.
,
A year after going 19-¼-1, but being snubbed when
In the se on ope er
NCAA playoff invitations were handed out, the Toreros
• The Aztec · defense ha thrown shutouts in all four of
soccer
College
will have to pick up the tempo for any sort of repeat.
NAIA
over
were
1 wtn , although it shOuld be noted two
schools (Point Loma Nazarene and Chapman). Still, a were unable to score in any of the three losses.
• • •
shutout' a shutout, especially for goal-happy SDSU,
And it doesn't get any easier for USIU. A string of eight
loss to Pomona-Pitzer was the
1-0
Saturday's
UCSD
which wa expected to feature the coring of Kyle Whit- straight road games follows next Wednesday's on-camTheir overall record jumped
season.
the
of
first
Tritons'
temore and Enc Wynalda this fall, while rebuilding its pus match against Loyola Marymount.
over Azusa Pacific yestervictory
1-0
their
after
3-1-2
to
Jon s· oru., a 5-foot-7 senior forward from South Afrib ckline.
'We lo t three cmors from the defense (All-West ca, leads a patchy club-scoring list with nine points (two day at home.
Coa t e ection Steve Boardman, Paul Stumpf and Ted goals, five assists).
"The last two years, we've lost a whole team," said
Wacker)'' noted Aztec publ ist Dave Kuhn. "It appears
Derek Armstrong, who also will direct the U.S.
coach
the
on
out
unfolding
stories
unusual
two
There are
th t ince Chuck Clegg moved Chri Keenan back to Pomerado Road campus.
under-20 national team in the World Youth Cup next
· eper (Boardman's old po ition), it has stabilized
• One is the comeback of Cem Er, a sophomore for- month in Chile. "What we have now are good young
and Turk1Sb national. He is back in the lineup less players with potential."
ward
thmg ."
While Wluttcmor , a 6-foot-3, 190-pound junior, has than a year after suffering a crushed sternum and rupGoalie Greg Stadler (.72 GAA), defender Rod Cramblit
picked up where e I fl off 10 1986 (20 goals, 10 assists, 50 tured atrmm in a penalty-area collision during a game . and forward Buhba Wingate (eight goals in '86) are the
potnt ), Keenan and Wynalda have adjusted
against Cal State Los Angeles. Er, miraculously, is back only seniors and Wingate is yet to return from a knee
Keerian (5-9, 165) tran (erred from soccer tradition- after open-heart surgery, and even has scored two.goals injury suffered in the NCAA Division III playoffs last
rich Indiana to play his senior season for Clegg. Wynalda
season. Those '86 Tritons were NCAA runners-up, losing a
season.
l 1, 165) i ;i freshman from Ventura County's Westlake this• The
other is the switch of English import Gary Fran- 2-0 finale to North Carolina-Greensboro.
High, where he wa CIF South~rn Section Player of the cis from goalkeeper to forward - an unlikely transition
at the Division I level. Francis, because of a fractured
Year.
Commg forward occasionally, Keenan has notched two hand that hasn't healed sufficiently, doesn't have medical
POINT LOMA NAZARENE - What's young? Try 16 llf
goals and two a I t Wynalda erupted for three goals clearance to return to the nets. He's shown sufficient ball 22 roster spots being filled by freshmen. That's coach
la t week against Point Loma to take over the club kills to tart up front, however, and bas netted three Mark Halpert's situation at Point Loma.
coring lead from Whittemore. Wynalda has five goals,
"We had sophomores and juniors who weren't good to
goals.
six a 1sts Whittemore ha five and two.
on the team," explained Halpert, whose club is off to
stay
• • •
The Aztecs, who Jost their preseason status (one poll
a 3-1-1 start after defeating Redlands 1-0 yesterday at
had them r nkcd 11th) with losses to Cal State
USO -:...The Toreros opened a three-game road swing
orthr1dgc and Cal State Fullerton, could regain it by yesterday at Cal State San Bernardino with a 3-3 tie. home.
pulling off a weekend upset on the road. Tomorrow night,

•••

•••
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Air Coyote: A San Diego
exec utive who commutes regularly
t~ LA 1s ~ccustomed to sharing
fhghts with the occasional suspected
alien. But the other night, the
floo~gate broke. Late for his plane,
he 1:ned up at American Airhnes
behmd ~wo Hispanics who paid cash
for 15 tickets each. The executive
had to race to his flight but he did
~eat_the two Hispanics,'who arrived
Just I~ time to lead 40 silent aliens
to their seats. Airborne our
executive got on the fir~t-class
phone to tip Immigration in LA The
~ge~t on the other end was resigned.
Well do our best," he sighed. But
~h~n the plane landed, no agent was
m sight. And the 40 aliens just
scattered. Unusual scene? Happens
every day, says Airport Mgr Bud
McDonald. "That's why we went
over a million passengers in
that's only half-funny.
Aug~~t.
In a good month, according to
McDonald, as many as 15 000
undocument~d aliens pas~ through
~mdbergh Field. Immigration does
its best, McDonald figures but th
ahens are winning by she~r force eof
numbers. "The Joke," says
McDonald, "is that we'll call INS
and say, 'We've got five illegals at
~ate so-and-so.' And the agent says
Call us back when you've got 25 ' ,,'
Meanwhile, the coyotes grow ev~r
more soph1st1cated ", 'ow, " says
McDonald, they even carry
beepers.''

/"
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Tribune photo by Dana Fisher

CEM ER - BACK WITH USIU

lt~mized: San Diego State ranks
~th m the nation, and 2nd statewide
,
m the percentage of accounting
CPA
the
pass
who
students
exam
f t .
ir:s time out. "Pretty good " not
~1ke Hornung, "for a unive~sity ~:at
a so ranked 3rd among Playbo '.s
best party schools." According~o the
most-recent figures 41.3% of SDSU
students who took the test passed
(UC Santa Barbara was first in the
stat~ at 44.4%.) . .. Le Cirque du
Solefl, the animal-free circus trou
~at s made such hit at the Los p
~geles Fesuval, 1s c< ming to San
~1ego. They II pitch tl1P, big top on
ark Blvd. (oppo~ite Balboa Park)
and_hold forth Oct. 2-18, sharin 10%
of ticket grosses with the City. g
- Seussian: La Jolla's Ted Geisel
D~. Seuss _to us - missed the

USO w·11 sp~or as one of its breakfast seminars, "Growth
Control:""Consequences for San Diego," by Associate Professor of
Economics Dirk Yandell from 7:30 a.m to 9 a.m. at the Douglas F.
Manchester Executive Conference Center, USO. Fee is $15. Registra•

required .
__
t.,...t1on

fat.

thou nd words: Tension
betwe n college
administrators and student
.
Jo~rnahsts is o news. But at USD,
....
or1ca Sanchez is
VJSCa c111 to
trying_ to case the headaches. With a
comphrnentary copy of this
semes er's first edition of the Vista
Sanchez sent uni er ity Pres. Auth~r
Hughes a bottle of aspirin.

f San Diego Shuffle: The tragedy
o bandleader Woody Herman aT
~nd broke, has brought out th~
m our musicians. At Elks Lodge 168
from 3 to midnight Sunday, a strea~
of ~ntertamers, led by Frankie
~~me and Patti Page, will lend their
Ta ents to benefit the Woody Herman
rust Fund. (And if you ·aTJt to pretaste the real thing, ycu co11ld tune
to KSDS-FM at 10:30 S;iturday
mornmg for Rod Page's 90-minute
remembrance of the great
~"~.leader.) .. . "Like Father, Like /,
n, the new Dudley Moore-Kirk
Cameron comedy shot on location
here, open:; tonight in local theaters
.
. . . KFMB Ra~io, returning to a
format of earlier triumph will t
to ease fans' withdrawal pains ry
Sunday by broadcasting a "Fantas
F,ootball" ~ame from the parking fot
a. SD Stadium. The tailgate art
Y
. aPt noon
starts
d at .10:30·• "kick-off' 1s
A
a voice from the Chargers' .
will h~ndle radio color: former pa.;t
defensive coach Tom Bass.

they visit the University of San Francisco, which is 8-0
and ranked seventh nationally.
Elsewhere, on the local men's college soccer scene:

P. C. 8
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increased the reputation-not only
locally, but nationally-of that
school."
Krantz said he took pride in his
role . in revising the law school's
cumculum to increase its emphasis
on clu~1cal skills and legal ethics,
reflecting the evolving nature of
legal practice. Such concerns will
be his focus as he works to comP,lete a book, ambitiously titled,
'.l'he t'uture of the Legal Profess1on.11
Krantz said he was umiecided
what he would do after finishing
the book. University officials
meanwhile, have not yet an:
nounced plans for seeking his replacement.
"We feel a real loss that Sheldon
has decided to step down," USD
Pr~s1dent Author Hughes said in a
- - -~
written statement.

I r
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CHACHTER, Times Staff Writer
Sheld~n Krantz, who led the have grown as well.
Umvers1t of San Diego's law
"USD is accepting more qualified
scnool to newfound recognition in students and turning out better
si~ years as dean, announced plans la:,,,yers," said Craig Higgs, a San
th.s week to resign the post.
Diego attorney who serves on the
Krantz. 49, will go on sabbatical law school's board of visitors. "One
at the end of the current academic of the measures of that is that ma)Or
year and formally leave USD at the law firms from throughout the
end of the 1988-89 term.
country are hiring USO graduates
"You reach a point in a particular when that was not the case not~
career where you feel it's neces- many years ago."
sary to take the next step in your
Krantz, formerly a law professor
hfe, and that's just the point I've at Boston University, has heavily
~eached," Krantz said Friday. engaged the law school in commuW~en I became dean in 1981, I nity affairs. Through the San Diego
don t think I ever anticipated doing Law Center, which he helped es1t for this long."
tablish in 1981, volunteer lawyer
Recruitment by law firms at. the and arbitration programs were developed !lnd s~un off as independ23-year-old law school has quadent entitles. With his wife, attorney
rupled dunng Krantz's tenure according to university statistics ' and Carol Hallstrom, he developed a
both applications and class · size group of neighborhood mediation
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K a!!tz to Leave as Dean of USD Law School
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Chrisline Guillard, left, and
Fern Murphy at USO tea

is~,

openmg of hlS showing at the Tampa
Museum of Art. But Steve Brezzo
•.1e SI? Museum of Art director who
orga_mzed the original exhibit here
. '
carried an unmistakably Se uss1an
message from Geisel: ''Now I wish I
could be there in person to
t~ank/one Joe and a Joel and three
J1ms and a Frank .. . How I'd love
to tha~k you and all of the rest of
your ~md-hearted gang/for decidin
g
my pictures are worthwhile to
hang.''

-
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ti by kicking a field goal as time ran
out), with the exception of their last
After m anderm through a drive, didn't threaten. The other two
stretch of m d1ocnty m recent ye rs, times they scored came after turnthe ':so lootball team appears em- overs by us inside our own 20."
McGarry right now is using Jackbark don a spe ial eason this fall
Approarhmg tomorrow night's son and Love - both freshmen - as
e n borne opener agamsl LaV- starters, but not without relief.
"Whal they've done has provided
em the Torcros are 1-0-1. Tran laus with that much more depth," said
lion un ate11.
More than that, they're coming off Fogarty, who's often noted that quality backups are a persistent problem
.1 28-0 troun Ing of Redlands last
nd. I<'ew probably were keep- in Division III college football.
w
That brings up an intriguing issue
ng tr ck, but that result represents
th hrst hutout b, a USO team since on the other side of the line of
cr1mmage at USD. Two quarterRrian Fogarty took over as football
backs, starter Braulio Castillo and
coach five asons go.
reliever Brendan Murphy, have been
Ev n 1''ogarty didn't notice.
"l that n ht?" her ponded when sharing lime without controversy
d out this week. or hard feelings.
th Litt tic wa t
Braulio starts. Brendan comes out
h
to valu t th
' We've gon~ to a more ag- o the bullpen. With either, the ofr ive tyle of defense this year fen e has been putting points on the
nd rt p, id off. We're relying more on scoreboard Straightforward
qu1ckne than ize .. a !anting, maneuvering
"Who's in there depends on what
penetrating type of defen e . . le s
hn of-scrimmage t) pe of reading we feel we'rP trying to accomplish."
~aid Fo arty. ''Murphy's a more funwhat th other team·s play is."
ntal type, a more all-around
d
d by free afcty Bryan Da
u rterback, a better thrower.
bckles) and cornerback D,
"Castillo runs the option better.
J ckson (two interceptions an
forced fumble), USD defensive c r- And he's a strong leader out there.
dinator Kevin McGarry's gi.ng We're getting good contributions
choked off Redlands with 123 yards from both of them."
Murphy, a 6-foot, 178-pound freshof total offense. The Toreros forced
man from Mission Viejo, has comfour turnovers.
Day's day yu hed him into a tie pleted 9-of-14 passes for 117 yards
with linebac er Frank Love for the and three touchdowns. Castillo is
team 1 ad m t· rkles. Each bas 20, only 2-of-6 for 59 yards, but has
five more than trong safety John rushed for 77 yards (not counting
Gu t1medl. a three-year startt>1 who acks totaling 43 yards) and scored
twice. He's the same height as Mur1 d the team with 131 a year ago.
"We've been controlling the line of phy, but 27 pounds heavier.
"We don't have any control over
cnmmage." Fogarty said. "Even
Occ1dcntal (which rallied for a 13-13 the situation and that's OK," said

y Rick D

J

r

Castillo, an Imperial High product
who went to the West Point Preparatory School, then spent two years at
San Diego City College before
transferring to USD. "I came here
because I wanted a chance to play.
I'm getting it."
Murphy, who attended West Point
Prep two years after Castillo, also
sees the situation as a harmonious
one.
"I actually didn't expect as much
playing time as a freshman," Murphy
said. "It's fine that Braulio is the
starter. I have three years left after
this one. My chance for that will
come."
It's ironic that Castillo, not Murpby, was on the throwing end of
USD's longest pass completion of '87.
He caught the Redlands defense
guessing "run" and hit tight end
Lionel DeMorst over the middle for
what became a 5a-yard gain.
"They were really respecting the
option at that point, went for the fake
and I got the ball over the safety,"
said Castillo. "That was a case of my
being in there setting up the pass."
Saturday's 7:30 kickoff opens a potentially opportunistic four-game
homestand for USO. Three straight

• • •

NOTES - The last time a USD
team threw a shutout was 1982 when
Bill Williams was the coach. The euphoria of 32-0 and 40-0 wins in that
season's first two games was
smothered by losses in five of the
next seven.
• Laverne's coach, Roland Ortmayer, has been at the Leopards'
helm for 42 years. He's 0-1 in '87, a
19-14 loss to Occidental last weekend.
• Fogarty is _16-24-2 overall at
USD, but 2-2 in confrontations with
Ortmayer.
• Tailback Todd Jackson, the
Toreros' leading rusher, has averaged 4.5 yards on 37 carries.

Oceanside , CA
(San Diego Co.)
Blade Tribune
(Cir. D. 29 ,089)
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q /"~ cal leave to completing a book, tenBy Cheryl Clark
tatively titled "The Future of the
I7
siarr Writer
Sheldon Krantz, dean of the_!.!ni:_ , Legal Profession," for Oxford Press.
.
versity of San Diego School of Law
_In 1981, he helped establish the San
. '
.11
has announced th t h
the San
with
Center
Law
D!ego
resign
wi
e
a
post.
his
from
Krantz, 49 , who has been dean of Diego County Bar Association. The
center has smce spawned a number
h.
the school since 1981 ill I
t'. w f eh~ve blS of programs that have assisted the
·ob after the
. hb
d"
•t .
comp1e 10n o 1s sa l
batical during the 1988-89 h00 l com!Ilum y, me 1u i_ng ne1g orhood
med1ahon, alternatives to litigation,
sc
year
·th . d the San Diego Volunteer Lawyers
•
. sai·d he ·
He
d th S 0 .
IIllXe
IS 1eavmg w1
1 .
. ao 1ego mm1emotions, but notPd: "It's time for me prog_ram an
gratlon Law Coaht10n.
to move on to other challenges."
USO President Author E. Hughes
For two years, Krantz has chaired
praised Krantz's leadership. "Since the American Bar Association comSheldon has been at USO, he has done mittee on prison and jail problems.
much to improve the law school's
He was recently elected to the
stature both in this community and ABA's Criminal Justice Council for a
nationally. We feel a real loss that three-year term. He is the only CaliSheldon has decided to step down."
fornian currently sitting on that
Sister Sally Furay, provost and ac- body.
ademic vice president, said, "The
law school has made great strides on
a wide variety of fronts under Shel- 1
don's deanship. I personally like
working with him very much and I'm
going to miss him."
USO officials said that under
Krantz, interest in the school is at an
all-time high and that this year's entering class of 403 is the largest since
the school was founded in 1954.
Krantz intends to finish out this
school year, then devote bis sabbati-

r----=--~-~
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ifo ~AP) - Sheldon K
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i~rce
ce~ year:, '!ill
. re' antz, 49, announ d . a ng a one-year
ltcal.
s
ce h1s resignation la
he d formall le
Accordin/to av~ at t~e end of the 1988-8:tt week, saying
erm
umvers1ty stati t'
firms c
dean of thg:~-~!~es ~s quadru:1~~\i~~~~rnent by law
antz became
Krantz, a natio~-il law school in 1981,
·
former Bosto u · l_eader m correcti
mvers1_tf professor, for;:s issues and a
Immigration
legal aid to ali:w Coalt!1on to coordinate the Sa~ !)iego
amnesty progra;s seeking legalization und:r ptrhov1s1on of
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/ USD has QB quandary going into home opener

i '{ S~/

a deceptively iow 34 net yards on 23
(a fter losmg 43 yards on
·
carries
Th University f Sa Diego's foot- sacks).
Fogarty also likes Castillo's leadball team ha a~tte to I esolve.
ership ability. Castillo has looked
~ot a controversy, ju t an issue.
The 1 orero (1-0-1) have two new best . in the first quarter, leading
quart~rhack this sea on - Jumor opemng touchdown drives of 99 yards
Braulio Ca tlllo .ind freshman Bren- agamst Occidental and 79 against.
dan M~q,hy and ~an't quite decide Red~ands, He also seems to enjoy
ho will lead th m 111 tonight'· 7:30 butting helmets with defenders when
home opener a~amst the University he's not carrying the ball.
Weaknes e · He had a poor second
of La Verne \0-1
"I vc b en happy with the way half against Occidental, fumbling
both have he n playing at time ," three times in 10 minutes. He's atoa h Onan Fogarty said. "We're tempted only six passes in 4½ quarllll gomg to go with both of them, ters ~nd. except for a short complebut we haven't decided who will tton light end Lionel DeMorst turned
into a 55-yard gain last week, not one
tart It's mce lo have the choice."
Here's what the coaching staff bas has resembled an accurate spiral.
Castillo seems to be having diffito choo e from:
Ca Ullo &-foot. 205-pound tran _ culty breaking the survival habits he
fer fr m San Diego City College, he
tarted the Toreros' first two games,
then gave way to Murphy in the later
San Di ego, Calif.
tages.
South ern Cro ss
Strength. He's big. mobile and a
(Cir. W. 27,500)
punt hing runner out of the option.
He has two rush1Dg touchdowns, and
SEP 2 5 1987
B Chris Clarey
t

II \lrlter

picked up last year, when S.D. City
ent 1-9.
"He would take off and run with
the ball quicker than I'd like a quarterback to," said SDCC quarterbacks
coach Jim Freitas. "But you couldn't
blame him. He was running for his
life here:•
Murphy: A 6-0, 178-pounder, he ran
the wishbone at New York's West
Point ~rep last year (Castillo played
there ID 1984) after graduating from
~range County's Mission Viejo High
ID 1986.
Strengths: Murphy has passing
ability and poise. He's completed
nine of 14 passes for 117 yards and
three touchdowns (no interceptions)
in ~1/z quarters. On an option pitch
aga1Dst Redlands, he waited until the
entire defense had swallowed his

run-fake before he passed to Todd
.Jackson for a 15-yard touchdown.
Murphy turns 20 next week, so he's
got a maturity edge on most freshman quarterbacks.
Weaknesses: He's not much of a
run~ing t~re~t: and, out of the option,
that s a s1gmflcant deficiency,

•

. USD tailback Virgil Enriquez inJured a knee in the Toreros' 13-13 tie
a~ainst Occidental on Sept. 12 and
will be out three to fi\ e weeks. Full
back Don Macinnes broke his right
hand in USD's 28-0 win over Redlands last Saturday and is out indefinitely ... La Verne lost, 19-14, at Occidental in its opener last week.
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USD law professors
to bold conference

•

Escondido CA

(~n Diego Co.)
Times Advocate
(Cir. D . 32,685)
(Cir. S. 34,568)

,8,~

5(versity of San
_Law p~ofessors a,
Diego will hold a con rence to consider
questions relating to drafting a constitution
for Israel.
Th_ey will meet Sept. 28 and 29 at 9:30
a.m. m thelawschool'sGraceCourtroom.
The conference is free and open to the
public.
Law professors at Tel Aviv University
asked their counterparts at USO to
participate in drafting the constitution.
Israel has been governed without a
constitution since the state was created in
1948.
Conference participants will include
Charle_s Grodin, former state Supreme
CourtJUStlce, andjudge Alex Kozinski of
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.
USD law faculty taking part will be Dean
Sheldon Krantz, Maimon Schwarzchld
conference chairman, Charles Wiggin;
and Bernard Siegan.
A con~ti_tution for Israel could help
prevent c1v1l stnfe, &hwarzchild said. The
political problem of drafting a constitution
1s compounded by the fact that Israel is
made up of people from 70 different
cou n tries, including a large Arab
population, he added.

~/~'•
/
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oc ated Press

E,t. 1888
•

Krantz became dean of the 23year-old law_ school in 198 1,
K!ant~, a national leader in correct10n~ issues and a former Boston Umvei:sity professor, formed
th e
Diego Immigration Law
.
the prov1to coordinate
Coaht1on
.
•
s10n _of !~gal aid to aliens seekin
Sheldon ,legahzat10n under the federal
SAN DIEGO /
program.
Krantz, the driving force behind ~
;te lav:' sch?ol at the l/niversity of
ottn Diego m recent yeiirs;""will res 4?1_1 alter taking a one-year sab
batical leave.
~rantz, 49, announced his resignat10n last week, saying he'd forqially leave at the end of the
A988-89 term.
. _Accordi~g to university statistlc s, recruitment by law firms of
gt'aduates has quadrupled since

bean of USO;;

l~w school ~")
gives notice
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Sheldon Krantz
Time "to move on ... "
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weekends on the road follow before
the Nov. 14 finale at home against
Menlo College.
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U~ law dean Kr ntz to resign

1R88

~reros featuring a new look on defense
1r1hunesports r1t

P.
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ByPAU~ERiP.\RD

San Diego Daily Trans,r/pt Sl,ff Writer

Sheldon Krantz, dean cf University of San Die&2_School o aw for
six years, plans on resigni~ his Job
to pursue other interests.
He will finish out this school
year, then take a year's sabbatical
to complete a book on the legal profession before qmttmg.
"It's just that being dean of a law
school is difficult these days,"
Krantz said yesterday after the
school announced his decision.
"I've reached the point where it
seemed this should be my last year.
So much work goes on outside the
law school - we're in a fundraising
effort now to raise $6 million for a
new law library It's the constant
pressure and confiict of time."
Krantz, 49, was a professor at

GIU

different from that undertaken by
America'• Founding Fathers. In
1786, he noted, a group of nation I
dison,
rs, including Jam
I
took It 'upon I If to conv n. a
nnapo , d , to
ti
tel
o(th
dellbei:-at

(Continued on Pag14AJ .• :.i;'"lit

our careers .. ,
His book, tentatively titled "The
Future of the Legal Profession,"
wili require traveling the country
for interviews of lawyers, clients,
lobbyists and others He said he
will examine the law profession,
what people think of it and how it
should be changed.
Reaction around the local legal
community was unanimous in the
view USD will be losing a major
as,set when Krantz leaves in 1989.
"It's a tremendous loss - he's
done ,so much," commented attar•
ney James Lorenz of Finley, Kumble, Wagner. Heine, Underberg,
Manley, Myerson & Casey.
"He's always conscious of the
needs, and willing to fill in the
void, to be constructive in the
community and create solutions to
problems."
Lorenz serves on the Law Center
Advisory Board, chaired by Craig
Higgs, of Higgs, Fletcher & Mack.
"He's been an extremely effective dean," opined Higgs yester•
day. "What he's accomplished for
the school and the legal community
is remarkable. He has increased
the stature of the school nationally,
and is an integral force in the legal
community."
A colleague, Western University
Law School Dean Hadley Batchelder, noted the average tenure
for a law school dean is only two or
three years.
"I wish him well," said Batchelder. "I'm sorry he's stepping
down, but every once in a while it's
time for a change."
Krantz has led two delegations of
law professors and judges to China,

SEP O 987
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SM man to scale Kilimanjaro
to benefit Children's Hospital
:)_ <

By Jean enahaw
Southcoast New papers Writer

{csber er said he 's looking for
onso~s to pledge a penny for
5
c~er 10 feet of the mountain , or
a ce~t for every 5 feel or a penny
a foot KilimanJaro is 19,340 feet
individual sponsors'
h' h
O
d~gn~tions could be $19 34, $38.68
or 193 40 re pectively . Sponsors
arc al.·o ~lecomc to donate any
amount they wish
"Chlidrcn, has had to turn
away kids irccentlyl,'' he said.
"They didn't have enough room
So they're going to begin a
fund-raising campaign in early
January for a $74 million expansion to add 120 beds."
Raffesberger 1s making the

SAN MARCOS - From the
shadow of the "P" on the hill
b •hind Palomar College to the
nows of Kilimanjaro, Wayne
Raffe berger will walk f<>r those
who cannot.
What's sp cial about his trip is
Raffcsberger, :36, wa
that
striC'ken with polio at age 4. Raffesbcrgcr aid doctors told his
parents he would walk with
crutches or braces for life.
But Raffe b rgcr, with the
help of Children's Hospital in San
Diego, overcame the disease and
now leads a life more acttvc than
most. He will climb to he top of
Kilimanjaro next month as a
benefit for the hospital.
Hi left leg i 3 inche shorter
than the right and he can't run
long distance but he u e no
braces or cane and participates
m nearly every sport that catche hi eye. He bicycles, play
tennis and ki .
truck by polio just after
Jonas Salk developed a vaccine
for the di ease in 1954 and before
immunization were common,
Raffe berger's parents took him
to Children' Ho pita! for treatment Children' was just about a
year old then, Raffe berger said,
making him one of the ho pita!'
first patient·. He went through
month of phy ical therapy and
numerous op ration on his leg
muscles over the year until his
last operation at age 13.
"If it hadn't been for
Children's, I would have had to
move (to a hospital) in LA, away
from my parents," Raffesberger
said "Thi way we didn't have to
uproot the family."
He went on to graduate from
an Diego' Helix High School
and attended Stanford Unlver ity. He graduated from there with
a degree in history and then went
on to earn a law degree at the
University of San Diego. He now
7!wns Coast Tire ancfAutt1motive
in San Marcos, which supplies
tir s for the large truck used by
con truction compamc He and
ht. wife, Kaye, live in Point
Loma.
Although h ' left Children's
for good, he wants to do omething for the youn11 ters there.
He's asking p ople to make
pl dgcs for his climb Raf-

- --

trip on his own - this is not_ an
Hospital
official . . Children's
!und-ra1smg_ event. Raffesberger
1s paying his own way and h~s
sent solicitation letters on ~is
own stationery. He h_opes to raise
$10,000 for the ho_sp1tal. He ~!so
plans to take a hst of all t~ose
who make_ ple~ges by Oct. on
.
the trek with him. .
Raffcsber~er said h_e 1s. by no
means_ an avid mount_am chmber.
He enJors backpacking andh last
year climbed_ t~e Mattter 5
Anyone, he sa~d: m good Ji'~ t d
shape and w1l~i~g lo wit s kan_t
primitive condth?~s ca~ ma e 1 .
----'
to the top of K.ihmanJa~
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Precision Circuits, a manufacturer of printed circuit boards
in Kearny Mesa, will move to San
Marcos in the next two to three
weeks.
Paul McEvoy, who owns the
3-year-old firm with his father
Bill McEvoy, said they are mak~
ing the move "mostly for elbow
room and room for future growth "
but they will hire two or three ne~
employees immediately.
Currently housed in 1,500
square feet, Precision Circuits purchased a 7,680-square-foot industrial building at 870 Rancheros
Drive for $365,000. Steve Rule of
John Burnham and Co. handled
the sale for the manufacturer and
for the sellers, Robert and Eva

Burke, who previously worked
with retailers in Louisiana and
Texas, said he has been very favorably impressed by the work ethic
and positive attitude of his staff
here. Under its flexible staffing
plan, the Oceanside store employs
between 200 to 300.
Owned by Dayton Hudson
Corp. a~d now in its 25th year,
Target will boast 91 stores in the
state by year's end. Saturday it also
op~ned stores in El Cajon and Encm1tas, and a new store in Escondido will open on West Valley
Parkway next month. The first
'.farget store opened in Minnesota
m 1962.

Precision Circuits, which makes
circuit boards for the computer industry and communications industry and for scientific test equipment, does about half of its
business in North County McE'
voy said.

. Calavo Growers of Califorma and workers at its closing Es-

3 area Target stores open

Tar~et! which is adding 73
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Combustion Engineering has
declared a regular quarterly dividend of 25 cents per share, payable
Oct. 30, 1987, to shareholders of
record Oct. 16.

in 1985 and earli r this summer,
and hosted a Chinese delegation
last year m an exchange on legal
reform.
Under his leadership over the
years, the Law Center has initiated
an alternatives to litigation program, community dispute mediation centers, a VoluntE!'er Lawyer
Program involving 600 local attorneys, and the Mexico-US. Law Institute.
Krantz was born in Omaha and
earned his law oegree at University of Nebraska, where he was editor of Law Review .
Between 1962•67 he worked as a
Justice Department trial attorney,
was in private practice, then served as staff attorney for the President's Commission on Law En•
forcement and the Administration
of Justice.
He served three years, to 1970,
as executiv<> director of a governor's justice panel in Massachusetts.
Then he accepted a teaching job at
Boston University law school
He spent 1978 as v1s1ting pro
fessor at Hebrew University's Institute of Criminology in Israel,
and he has been active in Amencan Bar Association committees on
prisons and criminal justice.
USO President Author Hughes
stated that, "Since Sheldon has
been at USD, he has done much to
improve the law school's stature,
both in this community and nationally. We feel a real lo that
Sheldon has decided to step down."
The law school reports enroll
ment at 1,100, with about 150
full-time and 65 part-time facult .
This fall's entering class of 4
students is the largest for the 23year-old law school
Superior Court Judge Richard
Huffman, who has served on the
USO faculty, said Krantz "has
done an enormous amount to improve the image and quality of
USO law school."
La Mesa lawyer Daniel Tobin, a
founder with Krantz of the T,aw
Center - and former law pa ner
•ese
to Attorney General Edwin
- said he didn't expect K1 ntz'
resignation announcement, but
noted the job "demands a ,Teat
deal."
Though there was some s• ggest;on through the legal comn unity
that internal Jaw school pre ,sures
may have played a part in 1' rantz'
decision, the dean dowr >layed
their importance.
"It is always true there Jre differences of opinion m the direction
of a law ,achoo!, or any operation,"
he said. "The issue is Just the
amount of time involved. I can't
imagine doing this for a number of·
years more.
'Tm very pleased that there is a
strong perception the law school
has moved up into the upper tiers
of schools, and it's less than 30
years old. We're definitely on the
map as a good school."

Est. 1888
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11 Tremendous Loss~·
Krantz To Resif[Il As
USDLaw~ fJJJ] Dean

No lmpleTuk
pl
not
But the proc
one. For t i the very lssu s that
most divide Israeli society-the
role of religion. the balance be·
tween national ecurity and civil
liberties, the rights of non-Jewish
m1nonties, the paralysl of a fractionahzed parliament-that the Tel
Aviv professors must address as
they draft the language of a constl•
tuuon.
Each of those topics, and others,
will be di cu ed with the California cholars during the two-day
conference In the USD law school's
Grace Courtroom. The se ion ,
which hegin at 9,30 a.m Jach day,
Ple se ee ISRAEf' Page 10
a1.av•

fat. I 888
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drafters of the proposed constitution. "If we follow th !me s b·
llsh d by B n-Gurlon, 40 y rs Is
enough. It's time to do It"
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stores m e1~ht states this year, including 55 m California, opened in
three former Gemco locations in
the county last Saturday.
"Opening day was busy but
smooth," said Dale Burke, manager of the 104,400-square-foot
store at 2255 El Camino Real in
Oceanside. "There were no lulls at
all during the day."

Seniority plan approved

condido packinghouse have agreed
to a seniority plan for employees
who relocate to the cooperative's
2-ye~r-old plant in Temecula, accord.mg to Roger Sommer, vice
president of human resources
Both sides had been sear~hmg
f~r 3:n eq':'itable way to handle semonty with regard to layoffs and
recalls, which are needed frequently as the size of the avocado crop
fluctuates during the year.
The plan, which was acceptable
to members of the Vista Avocado
Workers Association, according
to Ken. Carroll, former president
of the !n-house union, gives any
Escondido employees hired in Te-

mecula a year of seniority for every
five years worked in Escondido, for
purposes of layoffs and recalls. For
vacations and other benefits, Escondido workers will receive credit
for the entire time worked.
Last week Jerry Smith, a former specialist with the state Em-

ployment DevelopnienC Department who is now with Ag
Producers, conducted out-place-

ment sessions at the Escondido
plant to help workers sharpen their
job 1unting skills and prepare
the · resumes, which Calavo is
ha\ ng typed, Sommer said. The
pla twill close later this month.

T ,c reform update at USO

Nondering how to deal with the
Tax Reform Act of 1986 in the real
estate investment market? Dr,
Dan Rivetti, assista:1t professor
of finance at Univl'rsity of San
Di_ego, will_ cover tnat subject 8
a.m. Friday m the first of the university's annual business update
seminar series.
For information on the eightpart fall semester series call
'
260-4682.
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fllilllly I w tn particular which is
n stab hed part of the Israeli
cene, but at the ame time IS very
troublin to many people "
Orthodox J wis lead r
a y role m blocking a
con titution in the mo
Israel's founding , a or g to
Howard Sachar. a professor at
George Washington University
who two-volume history of modem Israel is con 'dered defimt1ve.
But delays in addressing churchstate i ues have made re olvmg
th m I the more difficult, Sachar
td
"The long r th y put it off. the
the
more comphcated 1t got
power of the religionists grew," he
Id. "They've kept sweeping it
under the rug for all this time, with
lncre singly horrible re ults."

'°""''""" .

laid the groundwork for the convention in Philadelphia one year
la er at which the U.S Constitution
was created.
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SM man to scale Kilimanjaro
to benefit Children's Hospital
:)_ Ci

<

By Jean H1 nahaw
Southcoa t Newspapers Writer

fesbcrger said he's looking for trip ?n his o~n - ~his is not_ an
Hospital
Children s
r to pledge a penny for official
.
sponsolO f et of the mountain . or fund-raising event. Raffesberger
:v;;~t !or :very 5 feet or a penny is paying his own way and h~s
a foot Kilimanjaro is 19,340 feet sent solicitation letters on ~1s
high . o individual sponsors ' own stationery . He h?pes to raise
don~t1ons could be $19.34, $38.68 $10,000 for the ho~p1tal. He also
or $193.40, re pectively. Sponsors plans to take a ltst of all those
arc also wlecome to donate any who malse_ ple?ges by Oct. 5 on
.
the trek with him. .
amount they wish
Raffesber~er said h~ is. by no
" Children' s has had to turn
away kids (recen ly)," he said. means. an avid mount_am climber .
"They didn't have enough room . He enJoys backpacking and last
So they're going .to begin a year chmbed_ t~e Mattterh~rnal·
fund-raising campaign in early Anyone, he sa~d: m good ~hys1c
January for a $74 million expan- shape and willing to w1thstan~
primitive conditi?~s ca~ make 1t
si·on to add 120 bed ,.
~Raffesberger 1s making t h e to th e t op of KilimanJaro

MARCOS - From the
SA
shadow of the " P " on the hill
behind Palomar College to the
snows of Kilimanjaro. Wayn
Raffesbcrger will walk for those
who cannot.
What' special about his trip i
that Raffesberger, 36, was
stricken with polio at age 4. Raffe berger said doctors told his
parents he would walk with
crutches or braces for life .
But Raffesberger, with the
he lp of Children's Hospital In San
Diego, overcame the d1se,ase and
now leads a life more active than
most. He will climb to he top of
Kilimanjaro next month as a
(,
benefit for th hospital.
His left leg is 3 inche shorter
than the right and he can't run
long di tance but he u es no
brace or canes and participates
m nearly every sport that catche hi eye, He bicycles, plays
tenni and skis.
Struck by polio just after
Jonas Salk developed a vaccine
for the di ease in 1954 and before
immunizations were common,
Raffe berger'! parents took him
to Children's Hospital for treatment. Children' was just about a
year old then, Raffe berger said,
making him one of the hospital'
fir t patient . He went through
months of phy ical therapy and
numerous operation on his leg
muscles over the year until his
last operation at age 13.
lt hadn't been for
"If
Children's, I would have had to
move (to a ho pita!) in LA, away
from my parent ," Raffe berger
said. "This way we didn't have to
uproot the family ."
He went on to graduate from
San Diego' Helix High School
and attended Stanford University. He graduated from there with
a degree in history and then went
on to earn a law degree at the
University of San Diego. He now
oWffi-Coast 'l'tre anai utomotlve
in San Marcos, which supplies
tire for the large truck u ed by
coni.truction companies . He and
his wife, K ye, live in Point
Loma
Although he' left Children's
for good, he wants to do omething for the youn ters there.
He's askmg p oplc to make
pledges for his climb. Raf-
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Combustion Engineering has
declared a regular quarterly dividend of 25 cents per share, payable
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record Oct. 16.
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Boston University School of Law
from 1970-81, before joining USO
as dean.
He helped found the San Diego
Law Center, a joint public service
project with the San Diego County
Bar Association, and the bYue nbbon commission that recommended
creation of a private Community
Defenders Service for indigent defense.
Asked his plans one£• the sabbatical is over, Krantz was vague.
"I've had a lot of discussions in
the last few days, with people call
ing me to talk. Not really any offers.
"I can't say what I'll do, al this
point. I want to leave my options
open.'
y He said he hasn't yet decided
whether to remain in San Diego.
Wife Carol Hallstrom is head of
one Law Center program, the Immigration Law Coalition. Krantz
acknowledged that, if he leaves
town, "we will each be looking at
our careers."
His book, tentatively titled "The
Future of the Legal Profession,"
will require traveling the country
for interviews of lawyers, clients,
lobbyists and others. He said he
will examine the Jaw profession,
what people think of it and how it
should be changed
Reaction around the local legal
community was unanimous in the
view USO will be losing a major
asset when Krantz leaves in 1989.
"It's a tremendous loss - he's
done so much," commented attorney James Lorenz of Finley, Kumble, Wagner, Heine, Underberg,
Manley, Myerson & Casey.
"He's always conscious of the
needs, and willing to fill in the
void, to be constructive in the
community and create solutions to
problems."
Lorenz serves on the Law Center
Advisory Board, chaired by Craig
Higgs, of Higgs, Fletcher & Mack.
"He's been an extremely effective dean," opined Higgs yesterday . "What he's accomplished for
the school and the legal community
is remarkable. He has increased
the stature of the school nationally,
and is an integral force in the legal
community."
A colleague, Western University
Law School Dean Hadley Batchelder, noted the average tenure
for a law school dean is only two or
three years.
"I wish him well ," said Batchelder. 'Tm sorry he's stepping
down, but every once in a while it's
time for a change."
Krantz has led two delegations of
law professors and judges to China,

P. C. B

fat .

and hosted a Chinese delegation
last year in an exchange on legal
reform.
Under his leadership over the
years, the Law Center has initiated
an alternatives to litigation program, community dispute mediation centers, a Volunte'er Lawyer
Program involving- 600 local attorneys, and the Mexico-U.S. Law Institute.
Krantz was born m Omaha and
earned his law degree at Umversi
ty of Nebraska, where he was editdr of Law Review.
Between 1962•67 he worked as a
Justice Department tnal attorney,
was in private practice, then serv•
ed as staff attorney for the President's Commission on Law En•
forcement and the Administration
of ,Justice.
He served three years, to 1970,
as executive director of a governor's justice panel in Massachusetts.
Then he accepted a teaching job at
Boston Umversity law school.
He spent 1978 as visiting pro
fessor at Hebrew University's Institute of Criminology in Israel,
and he has been active in Amencan Bar Association committees on
prisonsandcriminaljustice.
USO President Author Hughes
stated that, "Since Sheldon has
been at USO, he has done much to
improve the law school's stature,
both in this community and nationally. We feel a real loss that
Sheldon has decided to step down."
The law school reports enrollment at 1,100, with about 150
full-time and 65 part-time faculty.
This fall 's entermg class of 403
students 1s the largest for the 23year-old law school.
Supenor Court Judge Richard
Huffman, who has served on the
USO faculty, said Krantz "has
done an enormous amount to 1m
prove the image and quality of
USO law school."
La Mesa lawyer D niel Tobin, a
founder with Krantz of the T,aw
Center - and former law pa ner
to Attorney General Edwin r •ese
- said he didn't expect K1 ntz'
resignation announcement, but
noted the job "demands a ,Teat
deal."
Though there was some s• ggest,on through the legal comn unity
that internal law school pre ,Sures
may have played a part in I- rantz'
decision, the dean dowr ,layed
their importance.
"It is always true there J re differences of opinion in the direction
of a law ,achoo!, or any operation,"
he said. "The issue is just the
amount of time involved. I can't
imagine doing this for a number of ·
years more.
'Tm very pleased that there is a
strong perception the law school
has moved up into the upper tiers
of schools, and it's less than 30
years old. We're definitely on
map as a good school ."
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Cir~uits manufacturer
mcfvin9 to San Marcos

Precision Circuits, a manu'.acturer of printed circuit boards
m Kearny Mesa, will move to San
Marcos in the next two to three
weeks.
Paul McEvoy, who owns the
3-year-old firm with his father
~ill McEvoy, said they are ma.k~
mg the move "mostly for elbow
room and room for future growth "
but they will hire two or three ne.;,,.
employees immediately.
Currently housed in 1,500
square feet, Precision Circuits purchased a 7,680-square-foot industrial building at 870 Rancheros
Drive for $365,000. Steve Rule of
John Burnham and Co. handled
the sale for the manufacturer and
for the sellers, Robert and Eva
Raines.
. Pr~cision Circuits, which makes
circuit boards for the computer industry and communications industry and for scientific test equipment, does about half of its
busin~ss in North County, McEvoy said.
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3 area Target stores open
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Tar~et! which is adding 73
stor~s m e1_ght states this year, includmg 55 m California, opened in
three former Gemco locations in
the county last Saturday.
"Opening day was busy but
smooth," said Dale Burke, manager of the 104,400-square-foot
store at 2255 El Camino Real in
Oceanside. "There were no lulls at
all during the day."

_Burke, :,yho previously worked
with retailers in Louisiana and
Texas, said he has been very favorably impressed by the work ethic
and positive attitude of his staff
here. Under its flexible staffing
plan, the Oceanside store employs
between 200 to 300.
Owned by Dayton Hudson
Corp. a~d now in its 25th year,
Target will boast 91 stores in the
state by year's end. Saturday it also
op~ned stores in El Cajon and Encm1tas, and a new store in Escondido will open on West Valley
Parkway next month. The first
'.J'arget store opened in Minnesota
m 1962.

Seniority plan approved

. Calavo Growers of Califorand workers at its closing Escondido ?a~kinghouse have agreed
to a semonty plan for employees
who relocate to the cooperative's
2 -ye~r-old plant in Temecula, accord_mg to Roger Sommer' vice
president of human resources
Both sides had been sear~hmg
f~r 3:n eql!itable way to handle semonty with regard to layoffs and
recalls, which are needed frequently as the size of the avocado crop
fluctuates during the year.
The plan, which was acceptable
to members of the Vista Avocado
Workers Association, according
to Ken. Carroll, former president
of the ~n-house union, gives any
Escondido employees hired in Tenia

By Nancy Schoeffler fr-A Staff Writer
mecula a year of seniority for every
five years worked in Escondido, for
purposes of layoffs and recalls. For
vacations and other benefits Escondido workers will receive c~edit
for the entire time worked.
Last week Jerry Smith, a former specialist with the state Employment Development Department who is now with Ag
Producers, conducted out-placement sessions at the Escondido
plant to help workers sharpen their
job· rnnting skills and prepare
the · resumes, which Calavo is
ha, ;:ig typed, Sommer said. The
p18 l will close later this month.

T K reform update at USO

.Vondering how to deal with the
Tax Reform Act of 1986 in the real
estate investment market? Dr.
Dan Rivetti, assistant professor
of. finance_ at Univf'rsity nf Sun
Jl1ego, will_ cover tnat subject 8
a.m. Friday m the first of the univers_ity's a~nual business update
semmar senes.
For information on the eightpart fall semester series call
'
260-4682.
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PittleJiow
honored
at
tribute
r'tJ'li

Coronado
Navy
R rve Lt. Le lie Pittlekow was
h nored ye terday at California
Women in Government's
"Tribute to Women."
Pittlekow wa one of 12
women including Mayor
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"l'WI ' p C B Esl.
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Maur n O' onnor - who was
a_w ~~ed and ho~ore<l for making
1gmficant contribution to their
v rious field at the sixth annual
vent. l he women are evaluated
on the ba is of their profe sional
accornpli hments, cont ribut ion~
to government and publi ervice,
and d mon tratcd leader hip -=-- - - - - - - - - - ~ ~
qualities.
Nominated by her peers, Pittlekow wa recommended for her
out t ndina performance as Ba
Judge Advocate. Her primary
duty is that of legal adviser to the
comm, nding offic r of the Naval
Amphibiou Base, nd he is
respon ible for ensuring command compliance with federal,
late, local and military law and
regulation .
Pittlekow encourages women
to choo e public ervice a · a
career, citing positive advances
by women in government.
"Twenty ye rs ago, women
~ere a rarity in leader hip posi•
t1ons. but today, they are routine•
ly accept d as leaders. The Navy
actively promotes women and afford ~h m many opportunitie ,"
he aid.
Pittlekow ha won numerous
San Diego, CA
award for her work with the
(San Diego Co.)
avy Legal Service Office, and
San Diego Magazine
was recently admitted to the
(Cir. M. 20,324)
California State Bar. She has
completed her certification in
taxation at the Univc it of San
OCT
Die o S hoof of Law where she
i currently pursuing' her master
of law in taxation. She is a
member of the American Bar
.Jlfltttt ·• P C 8 I I I SU
As ociation and the Military
Liason Committee of the Sa
'Bu_,i nc,, l!pdate Seminars USO _sponsors a
Diego County Bar Association
,en~s of fall brcakfa,1 ,eminars for business pro____ J
;~ss1ona1'. Oct 2 Dirk Ya ndell speaks on
Gro~th Control· Con,equcnces fur Sa n
Diego, Oct 9· Jackie Bro" n speaks on "Strategic Services Mari..ct ,ng_" Oct. l6: Johanna S.
Hunsaker speaks on "Th,• T)pe 'E' Woman: The
San Diego, CA
Effect of Gender on Work and Family Stress_"
(San Diego Co.)
•<:t. JO: Dcnrn, R, Briscoe speaks on "The Rote·
San Diego Home/Garden
of Leadership 111 Organizat1onal Excellence_"
(Cir. M.)
Continental brcakfost at 7.30, seminar at 8 am
Manchester faecutive Conference Center, USO.
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East surpasses West in housing costs

East h~;1~bed from the West
Coast the dubious distinction of
being the nation's most expensive
real estate mlrket, according to results of a survey released earlier
this week.
The average resale price of a
home in the East has ballooned to
$158,800, 17 percent more than the
$136,100 average cost of a western
house, according to brokers surveyed by Strategic Research of
St. Louis for ERA Real Estate's
twice-yearly poll.
Six months ago eastern prices
were about 3 percent lower than in
the West. Nationally, the average
cost of a resale home is $111,200, a
full 43 percent less than the average cost of a house in the East.
The poll also found 59 percent of
brokers in the West said home sellers in their market would forego a
quick sale to receive the highest

possible price for their house. It
takes about 15 weeks to sell a
house in the West, as compared
with 11 weeks in the East and 19
weeks in the South; the national
average is 14 weeks.
And in the West, more so than in
other regions of the country, the
most common circumstance leading to home sales is relocation.
Three-fourths of brokers in the
West mentioned relocation, while
65 percent pointed to "moving up."
Other reasons people sell, according to the poll, include needing a
larger or smaller house (34 percent), marriage, divorce or death
(24 percent), and retirement (3
percent).

Biodegradable blankets

The vegetable crops specialist at
the University of California
Cooperative Extension in Riv-

erside County predicts more vegetable growers will use plastic film
sheets to blanket their crop beds
for better production, now that
self-destructing types are available.
The new sheets degrade at a
controlled rate when exposed to ultraviolet light from the sun, according to Hunter Johnson Jr.
They may also eliminate the disposal problem posed by nondegradable plastic mulches which
must be replaced each crop season.
Plastic film mulches have been
used by California strawberry
growers for many years, Johnson
said, and more recently by vegetable growers. They are used to raise
soil temperature for earlier production, retain moisture, prevent
root rot and control weeds.
The new plastic sheets, made
from carbon an<I hwlrn.,,m fonrl tr,

flake away into very small pieces,
Johnson sa id, and the additives
that control their rate of degradation are also non-polluting.

Random notes

• Through Oct. 15 Marine
Corps West Federal Credit
Union is offering special car loen
rates when a car is financed
through the credit union and purchased through New Cars Inc.,
an automobile brokerage service
with offices next to the credit
union's new Vista office.
• "G,:owth -9.2.!!trol: Consequences foYSiinDiego" is the topic
of a one-hour seminar Friday at 9
a.m. at Univttrsity of Seu DIP.ru,'s Manchester Conference
Center. Dr. Dirk Yandell, associate professor of economics of
USD, will examine the effects of
the most recent olans to severP.lv

By Nancy Schoeffler (T-A Staff Writer , ' ,

restrict development. Call
260-4682.
• North America Tradimpex
Inc. of Melville, N .Y. signed a
three-year, $240,834 lease on a
13, 175-square-foot bicycle distribution and warehouse building'at
1755 Ln Costa Meadows Drive in
San Marcos. Fred Muller and
Hugh Saracino of the Escondido
office of John Burnham & Co.
represented both the lessee and tile
lessor, Fluid Components Inc.,
in the al!reemen t.
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Info: 260-4585 .
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NROTC Dedicates New Headquarters At USO

"/.S~

l he '\ a,afib}.~011,ccr
raining Corps (. ROl C)
uni t ha,dcd1cated the Jack L.
Adam, Midsh1 pman V. ardroom. the centerpiece of its
nc " head4uartc rsa t-t-h,. uni,crsit; of San~._
I

I

I

IH8

UNIVEA~ITY OF SAN DIEGO FOUNDE~\ GALLERY, De

Sale, HJI, University ol San Dieg~S;jn'n,ego; 2604600. Now you can see the photographic essay ol
"Centuries of Archrtecture in Spain," developed in cooperation with the SpanlSh Embassy and Consulate /

Because of su b,ta ntoa l

gro" th. :\RO re mo,cd
aero" campus to the la rger
factlitics. " h1ch were remoddcd before the mo,e took
place duri ng the summer. I he
l\ ROTCbega n fi,e;earsagu
rn San Diego "llh only abou t
20 students. l\o " . some 275
are enrolled in the four-year

San Diego, Calif.
Sou them Cross
(Cir. W. 27 ,500)

Jlflen's

Simply Red to appear at USD
ALCALA PARK - Simply Red,
named by Rolling Stone Maga.zme as one of
the top two British rock bands in 1986, is
scheduled to perform in the- U n ~ of
San l)i~ '
rts Center Oct. 9 at 7
p.m .
The band will be the first major rock
group to perform at USD ince 1973,
when S,eppenwolf taged a concert .

The Danny Wilson rock band will open
the Friday evening concert, sponsored by
USD Associated Students .
Seating, which is all unreserved, will be
limited to 2,000. Admission is $7 for USD
students and S12 for the general public.
Tickets may be purchased at the USD
Student Center box office .
For ticket information, call 260-460~

r-----------:-====-- ~ - -Sa n Diego, Calif.
South ern Cross
(Cir. W. 27 ,500)
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Fou dation honors USD president
SAN ~GO - Uni~rsity of San
Diego Pr sident
uthor Hughes has
receivi-c the Mexican and American
Foundation's 1987 Role Model Award in
·
Edu,,tion .
l'he award was p1t'sented to Hughes
durmg the loundauon 's 16th annual
banquet, "An Evening With the tars,"
hdcl Oct 3 at the Hotel Inter.cmtin nt I
Tony V.ilrncia, foundation president,
·1id Hu ht's w.is selected to receive the
award be au e he has " pearheaded the
umvcr 1ty's program to a 1st all sectors
of tht community."
A USD prt·slcle11t since 1971, Hughes
·rvt•d as the dirt'clor of the American

.
The "ardroom \\ a, dcd1catcd to Adams bccau,e of h"
·•outs ta nd·i ng con Ii nu O u,
support to the Uni,ersttv of
San Diego and the NROl c
mids hipma n batta lion ." ,a,d
Capt. Corneli us F . O"Keefe.

OCT 2 1987
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program

. d
·•
comman mg of11cer and a
p1okssor ot naval scie nce.

l he lour-year program i,
admin1' tCred fro m O"Kcefe\
offtce al US O. but also has
midshi pmen enrolled at Sa n

.
.
.
.
Diego _S tate Umve rs11y, U
San Diego a nd Point Loma
Na1a rene Co llege.

Graduates of the program

arc co rnm i!!l!) ioned a~ either

emign, in the l\ avy or , cco nd
li eutenan ts in the Marine

Cor p,.

Sac red 1-l ea rt 1-l a ll is
located at the north end of the
pati o between Camino and
1-ounders halls_ for more
in formation . please contact
John Nune s at 260-4682.

--

San Diego, Calif.
Southern Cross
(Cir. W. 27,500)

OCT 2 1987
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October 1, 1987
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Cancer Society and Calir0rnia First Bank
since 1984.
He also serves as vice chairmen of the
board of the National Association of
..
Independ~nt . Colleges and U~1ver~1t1es,
an orgamzatton
formed. to bnng issues
. .
and pohc1es to the attention of the federal
government.
In 1982 H ug hes was eIected to a twoyear term as president of the Association
of Independent California Colleges and
Universities, which handles independent

P, C. B
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---iJSn law school dean

dnfiounces resignation

ALCALA PAR~
~ o n Krantz
has announced his intention to resign
from the University of San Diego School
of Law after serving as its dean since
1981.
The resignation will become effective
after completion of his sabbatical during
the 1988-89 academic year.
Since Krantz has been dean ,
recruitment efforts by the legal profession
of USD law graduates has quadrupled,
according to a USD news source. This
year's entering class of 403 students is the
largest in the history of the law school,
founded in 1954.
Krantz helped establish the San Diego
Law Center with the San Diego County
Bar Association.
/

colleges' relations with the state
government m Sacramento.
H h
h
ed a doctorate in
b _ug es das _e3:'""t t'
f om the
us111ess a mm1s ra ,on r
Universit of Iowa, a masters in business
- y from N or th ern C oJo rado
ed ucauon
U mverstty
. an d a b ach e1or of scie
· n ce 1·n
b usmess
d
·
f
E
111· ·
. e ucatton rom astern mo1S
University.
Born in Illinois, he and his wife
Marjorie Ann have four children.

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co)
Times
(San Diego Ed.)
(Cir. D 50,010)
(Cir . S 55,573)

OCT 4 1987
..Alltt11 '•
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ciJsn Gets Third Consecutive 28-0 Win
S A ~ ~ e University of
S"1 Diego defense did it again.
~Third week in a row, USD
posted a 28-0 shutout, this time
against Whittier College Saturday
at USD. The Toreros (3-0-1) defeated Redlands and La Verne the
previous two weeks by the same
score.
Saturday's effort marked the
first time in school history USD has
shut out three consecutive opponents. USD started playing football
m 1956.
USD's defense held Whittier to
131 ~ds in total offense and

forced seven turnovers. The Poets
(2-2) fumbled eight times and USD
recovered five. The Toreros also
got interceptions froro safety John
Gutsmiedl and linebacker Frank
Love.
USO scored a touchdown in each
quarter, the first coming on Braulio
Castillo's 39-yard scoring pass to
Ken Zampese.
Freshman Ty Barksdale, getting
his first extensive playing time of
the season because of an injury to
regular starting running back Todd
Jackson, scored USD's next touchdown on a one -yard run.

Midway through the third quarter, Gutsmiedl intercepted a pass
and returned it to the Whittier
two-yard line. One play later, John
Arens went in from the three and it
was 21-0.
Barksdale, who led all rushers
with 67 yards in 14 carries, scored
the Toreros' final touchdown on a
two-yard run in the fourth quarter.
Castillo completed 8 of 13 passes
for 144 yards. USD had 351 yards of
total offense. Whittier was held to
just 67 yards passing and 64 rushing .

S n Diego, CA
n Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)

San Di ego, Calif.
Southern Cross
(Ci r. W. 27,500 )
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Daugherty was jolly good, and also quite a raconteur
ward "I liked Duffy, too. Why
couldn't we ,win one for him"''

Local college schedules

• • •

PU 'T RECORD - That 89-yard
punt by Unive 1ty of California
punt r u Tabor last week against
U C bro e a 21-year-old Pac-10
·e, former
r ord et by Ernie Za
Cb rg coach and now Rams offen1v coordm tor
Zampese' 85 yard punt agamst
W1 con m in 1956 was the Pac-10
nd rd until Tabor boomed his m
Cal' 31-14 loss.
Zam e, a f rmer CIF player of
the year out of Santa Barbara High,
had an averag of 41.2 yards on 27
1cks that year kicking for use.
Tabor I ad the nation this week
with a 48.4-yard av rage on 27 punts
• • •
LOVE BOAT - Want to pend a
w k m the W tern Canbbean with
lo a co ch Hayden Fry and his
taff? The Hawkeyes are advertising
we k-long cru1 ·e m late February
with th lowi: coaches.

•••

- M re bad new for BYU
k Defensive back Kirk Davi
1d y terday that he may play his
la t gam for the Cougars tomorrow
wh n BYU faces Utah State. Davis, a
6--foot•l, 180-pound junior from San
Jose, learned la t week that he has
Hodgkm' disease. Team physicians,
however, told m he could play
against ew Mexico la t week. He
rntercepted a pa and returned it 30
yard for a touchdown m the
Cougars' 45•25 win.
'I will play Friday, and after that
I don't know," Davis said "I do have
nother opt on - to drop out of
chool nd begin treatments so that I
come back and play next year."
Davts underwent bone-marrow
testing yesterday, and he said if the
t t comes back positive he will have
DUF V II - om folks didn't like to undergo chemotherapy. If it's negth way Florida State coach Bobby ative, he'll need an operation to have
.&wd n u ed th death of Daugherty bis pleen removed.
o motivate hi:; team. F U wide re•
1ver Hon 1ld Lewi aid Bowden
BYU ADD - The Cougars an'PUiied the team together last Friday
yesterday a big improvenounced
night before th game with the Spar.tans nd said ,vtlchigan State will ment in their non-conference schedle. Notre Dame, Penn State, Alahr d up for th1 one. They lost
their Knut Rocko\:." owden added bama, Miami, UCLA and Arizona
to the problem when he said after• State all have been added on a home•

•••

•••

•

32-0 and Claremont-Mudd 40-0.
The 2-0-1 Toreros play Whittier
College this Saturday at 7:30 at USD.

Women

Men

Ocl 2 -

c,....at""""'"
Champman: USO
UCSO

vs.

Loyola Ma,ymount and Oxnard et Morley
and Pomt Loma Nazar .ne
wtn compete n Stantord In lahonat, Chrlauan Hentage at Fr no Pac~ic and California
Field. 4 pm
Ocl 3 - SDSU

Baptoat

Football

Ocl. 3 - sosu t Wyom ng USO II Wnlt-

ller COlfege

Soccer

Oct 2 - USO at St Mary's
Oct. 3 - UCSO at Menlo· Blola at P01nt
Loma Nazar-, 1 p m
Oct 4 - USO at Santa Clara. UCSO at
College of Notre Dame, USIU at Cal State
fuller1on
Oct 7 - C81 State San Bernard no at
UCSO. 7 pm USO at SOSU 7:30 p.m.
Oct. • - P01nt Loma Nazarene at Azusa
Paethc
W1tor polo
Oct. 2 - UCSO at Long Beach State

CroH country
Ocl. 2 - UCSO at Champman: USO vs.
Loyola Ma,ymount and Oxnard at Morley
Field, 4 pm.
Oct. 3 - SOSU and Pooni Loma Nazarene
compete In Stanford lnvitat,onal; CMS•
!Ian Heritage at Fresno Pac fic and Calttornia
Baptist

Soccer

Oct. 3 - USIU at UC Irvine
Oct. I - USIU at UCSO, 1 p.m
Volleyball

OcL 2 - UCSO wl I nost alumnl. 7:30 p.m ,
USO at Santa Clara: Po,nt Loma Nazarene at
f r11no Pac1IIC
Ocl. 3 - Chapman at UCSO 7 30 pm.,
USO al San Franosco: Haw8'1 at sosu. 7:30
p.m.
Oct. I - UCSO at C State San Bernard•·
no, Point Loma Nazarene at Azusa Pacof,c:
Hawaii at SOSU, 7:30 p m
Oct. I - Pomt Loma Nazarene at Mo,ml
St M ry s. SOSU at Texas MM

D DEFENSE - USD coach
and-home basis, The dates for 15
games have been set, but some may Brian Fogarty said this week that his
be moved around for television team's back-to-back 28-0 victories
schedultng. The earliest one will be are a result of a change in defensive
played Sept 10 next season at Miami. philosophy under defensive coordinator Kevin McGarry. "In the past, we
were more of a read team, but now
FROM COTTON TO POLYES-- we're more attack oriented," said
TER BOWL - Things couldn't get Fogarty. He said free safety Bryan
much worse for the Southwest Con- Day from Las Vegas bas been a big
ference. The SMU scandal damaged fact r in the play of the Toreros de•
the entire conference, and games like fense. Day had two interceptions and
the one Arkansas played against two deflections last week. He calls
Miami on ESPN Saturday didn't do the defen~ive plays. The consecutive
much in the way of r&pairs. Final shutouts were the first since the 1982
score. Miami 51, :Arkansas 7. One re- team under coach Bill Williams, now
port said executive director Jim at San Diego High, blanked Redlands
Brock of the Cotton Bowl, which has
the contract with the SWC champion,
was walking around the Arkansas
pr box looking as if he were on a
San Diego, CA
bad flight.
{San Diego Co.)
~well, how would you look if a
San Diego Union
truck ran over you?" Brock snapped
{Cir. D. 217,089)
when asked about the slaughter of
(Cir. S. 341,840)
the Hogs.
Some Miami players were caught
by ESP cameras huddled around a
OCT 3 1987
chalkboard playing tic-tack-toe late
in the game. And then there was this
from Hurricanes defensive back Bennie Blades: "Our coaches said ArkanYlll~,.·· P. C. B ' " 1888
sas wa the best team in the Southwest Conference. After the first play,
all I saw was a bunch of guys who
di n't want to hit If that's the best
the Southwest Conference has to
offer, bring on the Big Ten.''

•••

•••

•••

SOONER ROUTS - It could only
happen in Oklahoma. Jamelle Holieway, the talented quarterback at Ok·
lahoma, said he was misquoted on
television last week when he was pictured saying: "We're going to try to
score 10() points against Tulsa." His
prediction was close: Oklahoma 65,
Tulsa o.

•••

DAPPER DUKE OF EARLE What a sight Ohio State coach Earle
Bruce was before the Buckeyes'
game with LSTJ on national televi•
sion last week. There he was standing in front of his team, white shirt,
tie and a fedora, his jaw clenched in
the fashion of Woody Hayes, arms
crossed. He refused to come out of
the tunnel before LSU to start the
game. CBS cameras stayed with the
scene. one of those typical Big Ten
power moves. Don King, the boxing
premoter, would have been proud.
Over on the other side, LSU coach
Mike Archer wouldn't budge, either.
Later Arcller aid he wasn't trymg to
intimidate the Buckeyes: ''The itinerary I was handed before the game
was that we were to go on the field
after Ohio Stale." But when given
word that Bruce wouldn't budge,
Archer said: "Fine, then we're not
going on." But he added that he finally agreed to run out first when the

officials said they were about to give
his team a penalty. "In fairness, we
weren't going to be intimidated"
Archer said.
What the CBS cameras missed .was
a shoving match during the coin toss
between L.SU captain Eric Andolse
and Ohio State's Erick Kumerow.
And there was more than a little
mystery to the story about Tiger Stadium's field getting an unexpect.ed
drenching from an unscheduled
heavy watering the night before.
Some time after a Friday pep rally
and before the kickoff, the field was
soaked. Nice game.

• • •

CADET PRANK - A couple of
weeks ago, some press-box observers
said some San Diego State boosters
or fans sneaked into Air Force's Falcon Stadium and painted the word
"BEAT" over the Air Force falcon at
midfield Highly unlikely. First, that
is a military academy we're talking
about, not Granite Hills High where
some cowboys from El Capitan can
walk in with a can of paint and do
some damage to the Eagle the night
before a game. Also, if you know anything about the age and temperament of the boosters and fans who
follow the Aztecs on the road, and
there aren't many, you know that
these aren't the kind of people who
might try such a stunt.

(Ed Zieralsk1 s Colleges column a1r.
pears every Thursday in The Tribune.)

P. C. B
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USD_law center

scores victory
for Vietnamese
~t/6

ALCALA PARK -The UniHnity of
San Diego Ccntt'r for Public lnten:st Law
claimed a victory in its quest to assist
more than 30 Vit·tnamcsc refuge, s when
?overnor George Dcukmejian s,gn.-d
Senatt' Bil! 1358 Sept 29.
The bill will enable thl' rt"fLib,-,:cs, who
hold . medtt al degrees from their
hom~land, to oblain liccnsure as
physicians from tht' Slate of California
"The gov rnor's si!{naturc and the
overwhelming hiparusan support of this
bill confinns our rnnt<·ntion that the state
Board of Medical Quality Assurance
(HMQA) has• greg10usly rnistn ated these
r efugees, who havl' salifil'd , ,cry
statu tor, requ1rcrm nt for Ii« 1 s.i re in
California but have b,·cn unfairh denied
thur lin,nse srnc.- .January l 986, ' said
enter attorn<.:y Julianne B ))'Angelo
who helped draft amcndrnl'nls lo the bill'
During the past six months, USD's
Center for l'ubli< lntc1<·st I ,tw obbicd
the legi laturc to support tlu lnll and
publ!she_d an 1rticle in it• quarterly
pubhcauon, California Regulatory Law
Reporter, that charg,·d BMQA wi1h unfair
tr atment of th,· foreign medical school
....,
graduates.
The center also filed a $13 3 million
alleging that BMQA had
lawsui~,
c?m~1ttt:d civil rights and procedural
v10lat1_ons by refusing to issue licenses to
the V1etnameSt", all of whom graduated
from the University of Saigon after the
fall of South Vietnam in 1975.
Spons~rcd by state Senator Ed Royce,
R-Anahe1m, SB 1358 requires BMQA to
create an advisory council c-omposed of
five former faculty members from the
University of Saigon and one BMQA
member by Feb. 1.
The council will evaluate the post· 197 5
Vietnamese arJplicauons and make
licensi?g recommendations to BMQA.
The bill also requires BMQA to hold a
public hearing before 1C·versing a council
recommendation.

stresses team success
U~ safety
q) )

fense.
linebacker Frank Love (2 5).
By Chris Clarey, Staff Wri'.er }.
,
Last wi t
"The lmemen and linebackers are doing their
~trong safety John Gutsm1edl isn't leading the
U~1Vers1t_y of San Di!!~ fo?tball team in tackles jobs, so_ I have nowhere near the number of tac- turning p:r::~n~~~~dc~ac~;~etluat~ t~e1r reo emp asize the
ec1
kles_ I did last year," Gutsmiedl said. "Sure, I liked blitz.
this season, but that's Just fme _with him.
''The change · th t 1 f 1
A 5-foot-10,. 208-pound semor from Fountain havmg all those tackles and looking great, but now
t i_~ 'e s y e o p ay has been helpf I" F
Valley, Gutsm1edl has a few other statistics in it's the way it should be"
'verog:_r y sa~ . 'Whe knew we weren't going to
Six defensive starters· returned from last year's
which to take pride - team statistics.
y ig, an we ave some pretty good athteam
. .
.
USD'
letes. I'm not sure we could have la ed this st le
" ·
. s a~gress1ve, bbtzmg defense has allowed
. The fact that everybody knows what they're with our former teams We wereJt y ·
13 pomts m three games, with consecutive 28-0
quite as quick
victories over Redlands and La Verne. It has held domg ~ow ta~~. some of the pressure off of me," as we are this year." .
"We attack people now " said G t · di "W
opponents to 2.3 yards per rush and pressured ~utsmiedl said. All I have to worry about is mak· le a~
catch them off guard. We' send a lo~
quart~rbacks i_nto a_ weak .420 completion aver- mg th e call and domg mr job."
·t
Alth ough Gutsmiedl is happy to have relin- them and try to get them We're not g P
age, mterceptmg six balls without allowing a
th' omgd o s1
qmshed so~e on-field responsibility, he relishes back and let the offense do
touchdown pass.
some mg an then
.
his leadership role
.
react. We're gomg to go and make them react."
.
,
. .
•'
"L t
More importantly, USD (2-0-1) is undefeated en• • •
were r~ally d1v1ded, • he said. "If
tering tonight's 7:30 home game against Whittier the o~efea~:;'~t
se 1 n . sc?re, it was the offense's fault.
College (2-1).
USD's leading rusher, Todd Jackson (251 yards
If the d~fense d1dn t hold, it was the defense's
USD coach Brian Fogarty calls Gutsmiedl ( r
o~ 50 attempts), is questionable for tonight's game
nounced "Gootsmeedul") his "defensive quarie~ fa~. We vf ~orked _reallb hard _to change that."
back." Gutsmiedl receives the signals from the T on~ o nte seniors, utsm1edl helps lead the with a sprained ankle. If Jackson sits out the
tai_lback will be sophomore John Arens, 'who
o,;;~os :~ pregame "encounter group."
sideline and makes the coverage calls and defen"' ; e '" o e + ~am gets together on Friday and gamed 16 _yards on seven carries with one touchsive adjustments.
e •us. wot. .hmgs out and make sure there are down agamst La Verne. Junior Braulio Castillo
Last season, his second as a full-time starter he
led the team with 131 tackles (45 unassisted). This ~;. ;a~ft 1::mg~between any players," Gutsmie~I w~o came ?ff the bench to lead three touchdow~
e ps. e are much more of a team this dnves agamst La Verne, will start instead of
rea_r bef is third with 21 (seven unassisted), behind ye~;_..
freshman Brendan Murphy at quarterback. Castil.
h
They also are
1umor ree safety Bryan Day (25) and freshman
muc more aggressive on de- lo started USD's first two games.
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2 cJ~irs to
1 .,gin Spain

The San Diego Umon Charles Starr

Choir members rehearse for a two-week
tour of Spain and the Island of Majorca
where they WIii perform at the opening of a

n~ wing of the Serra Museum in .Petra, the
birthplace of Junipero Serra, founder of
California's mission churches.

The All Souls' Episcopal Church
Choir will leave Tuesday with the
choir of Mission San Juan Capistra~o for a two-week tour of Spain
rncludmg the Island of Majorca
where they will sing for the ceremony to open a new wing of the
Serra Museum in Petra, the birthplace of Junipero Serra, founder of
California's mission churches.
Bob Thompson of All Souls and
David Rachuey of San Juan will·
conduct the combined choirs in
concerts at cathedrals and concert
halls in Madrid Toledo, Cordoba,
Granada and in Palma, Majorca.
They will sing a special Mass for
Columbus Day in the Cathedral of
Seville.
Thompson will take a proclamation from the San Diego Historical
Society, which operates the Serra
Museum in Presidio Park, to the
Serra Museum at Petra acknowledging the influence of Serra
and other Franciscan priests from
Majorca on California history.
The choirs will return from
Spain Oct. 20 and will give a homecoming concert at 2:30 p.m. Oct. 25
at the University of San Diego's
Founder's Chapel.

-
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/ C.J. Pusateri, 52, professor, author,

:~~"'Y,~J?i~!~~'~"'~?"'~~,.~ast 10 years

of the University of San Diego for the past 10 years, will be at noon Tuesday in
Founders Chapel at the university. Burial will be in El Camino Memorial Park.
Clairemont Mortuary is in charge. He died yesterday in a hospital.
Dr. Pusateri was born in St. Louis, lived in the county 10 years and also was a
history professor at USO. He received a Ph.D. in American history from St. Louis
University in 1965 and had been chairman of the history department at Loyola
University in New Orleans, an assistant professor at John Caroll University in
Cleveland and a financial reporter and analyst for Dun & Bradstreet.
Within the past three years, he was responsible for obtaining two grants from
the National Endowment for the Humanities. He wrote four books on broadcasting
and business, the most recent "AHistory of American Business," published in 1984.
He was recently commissioned by the Westinghouse Electric Co. to write a book
on the history of the company.
He served on the board of the American Conference of Academic Deans and on
the history committee of the Broadcast Education Association.
Survivors include his wife, Barbara; two sons, Steven of New Orleans, and
David of San Diego; two daughters, Barbara Boyle of Texas and Catherine of
Kansas City, Mo.; his mother, Frances of St. Louis; and two grandchildren. The
family suggested donations to the C. Joseph Pusateri Scholarship Fund at USO.

C. JOSEPH PUSATERI

•
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USD achiev s
hird straig t
shutout, 28-0
By ~ ~ c y , ;1air Wrot~r
Many football coaches pr ach about the 1mportan~ of
con I tency, but Univer ity of San Diego coach ~r1an
Fogarty had no idea his player were such good h tenrs
''l'v never , n anything like it," . aid_ Fogarty, _whose
Torero (3-0-1) got their third con ecutlve 28-0_ 11ctory,
ov Whittier (2-2) b fore 2,710 at Torero tadum las
night
It'. a lucky number," said USO s_tr?ng safety John
Gu rmedl pointing to th o 28 on his ,ersey.
Th co~ might have been a coincidence. but there
wa nothing lucky about the outcom
.
lJ D out m d Whittier m rushing (208-70) and pa. mg
(170-67), and an aggr 1ve Toreros d f nse forced seven
turnover and et a chool record with 1t third straight
hutout.
,
d
Wh1tt1er' olfen e n v r got clo ·er than USD 31-yar
hn
''Th defen played a gr at game ag in, and the off m did what 1t h d to do Fogarty 1d
D c p1lahzed on t o fumbles to take a 14-0 halftime I d.
On Whittier . ccond
10n, quarterback Ramon
.Juar z dropped the b II ft r m1 mg a handoff to ta1l•
hac Gaylan Sweet .in backer Chuck Royer fell on the
b II t Wh1tt1er' · 39 On play later, US D's Braulio Castillo pa. s d to w1d rec 1v r Ken Zampese m the en~
zon for a 39-yard touchdown, and fre hman Jim Mom. on' xtra pomt mad 1t 7-0 with 9·01 left m the first
qu,1rh r
.
Wl11tt1er gave U D another opportunity early m the
cond quarter, when Wm ton Aspinall fumbled Joh~
Gilh punt USD's Mark Cri ci recovered at the Toreros
47
Aft •r eight con ccutive running plays, the Torero~
faced fourth-and-8 at Whittier's 28, but Jeff Ma~sukham
made an outstanding shdmg catch of a low Castillo pass
at the 4-yard line to keep the drive alive. Two pl~ys
later, freshman tailback Ty Barksdale, a Fallbroo~ H!gh
alumnu , dived for a 1-yard touchdown. Mornson · kick
mad the score 14-0.
.
Castillo, who had completed just five passes coming
into the game, completed six of seven passe · for 100
yard m the first half.
.
After squandering two third quarter: coring oppo~tunities, USO capitalized on an interception by Gutsm1e?l
and strong running by Barksdale to take a 28-0 lead in
the fourth quarter.
USO drove 56 yards to Whittier's 16 with the secondhalf kickoff, but the Poets' Roger Brak~ intercepted Castillo (8-of-13 fur 144 yards) at the goal hne.
. . ,
Later in the quarter, _Castillo fumb!e~ a~ Wh1_ttier s 1~
after a hard hit by Aldm Talley. Whithers Reid Mukai
recovered, but three plays later Gutsmiedl made a_ leaping interception at the 10-yard lme in front of tailback
Gaylan Sweet and returned the ball to the 2.
After losing a yard, John Arens took Castil)o's pitch i_n
for a 3-yard touchdown Morrison's extra point made it
21-0 with 25 seconds left in the third quarter.
USD drove 59 yard in 10 plays in the fourth quarter.
Barksdale rushed for 32 yards on the drive, including,/
yard TD run.
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USD Professor Faults
Limits On New Homes
_,..?t'.;55

ByTHO KAMBANBIBERMAN
SaaDiegoDailyTnm.,,riptSwrWri~r

An associate professor of economics at the University of Sa11
Diego said Friday t taX~ntial
bt11Tding caps will only lead to more
expensive homes and higher unemployment.
Dr. Dirk Yandell, who quoted
extensively from a September San
Diego Association of Governments
(SANDAG) Report to support his
contentions, said permit restr1ctions will do nothing to- prevent
people from coming to San Diego
County.
"Building caps wil just mean
that children will stay at home
longer, people will double up in
their units, and people will pay
more to get into a house,'' Yandell

c B

'1 . p
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Yandell suggested that limiting
the amount of industrial growth in
the county might be one way of
limiting immigration, but emphasized that there would be a
heavy price to pay.
"A politician might think twice
about limiting industrial growth,"
Yandell said. "People don't want to
think aboutlosing their Jobs."
SANDAG concluded that if industrial acreage allotments which
are at 280 acres per year were
diminished to 190 acres a they
would be if the "State Fair Share"
scenario were interpreted literally,
between 25,000 and 38,000 jobs in
the county would be lost.
The "National Fair Share"
scenario would be ignificantly
worse SANDAG reported that

~~~M~~----

I ,t

About 30 persons attended .:- - - - - ~ - - - - - }
Yandell's talk on "Growth Contro:
Consequences for San Diego" at
Sa n Diego, CA
UD
(San Diego Co.)
The SANDAG report concluded
Daily T ra nscr irt
that of the e timated 344,000 new
(Cir. D . 7,415
persons added into the San Diego
region between 1980 and 1986,
208,000 can be traced to job-related
OCT 7
migration, 125,000 due to natural
increases, (births minus deaths)
P. C. B F..<r 1888
and 11,000 due to incoming
retirees.
The SANDAG summary aid
employment in the "basic" sectors
which include manufacturing, the
military, the tourism industry, research and development and a1,'l'iParaleg£r(o~ as far away as
culture, can induce population inAnchorage,
Alaska, will be in San
creases of up to 400 pen,ons for
Diego Friday through Sunday for a
every 100 Jobs created.
regional conference - one of four
"Every 100 of these Jobs al o
around
the country this weekend
generate between 100 and 160
for members of the National Fedpositions in sectors that serve the
eration of Paralegal Associations
basic industries and the local popu(NFPAJ.
la ·on,"
re-port- tt i
" ese
A full calendar of educational,
'local serving' industries include
business and social events starts
retailing, construction, medical
with registration at 8:30 a.m. Fricare, education, banking, public
day at the Executive Conference
services and others."
Center of the Kona Kai Club on
The report states that the San
Shelter Island.
Diego region has gained an
Bob Fellmeth, director of the
estimated 175.000 basic and localCenter for Public Intetest Law at
serving jobs since 1980. This inthe University of San Diego, will
crease includes 17,600 l}ew posibe the luncheon spea er Friday.
tions in manufacturing, 14,300
He'll discuss "Licensing for the
new jobs in the visitor industry and
Profession."
3,600 new positions in research
Fellmeth, a graduate of Harvard
a11d development.
Law
School and a former deputy
"Combined, high technology and
district
attorney here, currently is
research industries account for 20
monitoring the discipline activities
percent of the total employment
of the State Bar.
gain, 25 percent of the job-related
On Saturday after lunch, Hermigration and 15 percent of the net
man Gadon, director of executive
population increase,'' the report
programs at the University of Calicontinues. "Tourism accounts for
fornia, San Diego, will speak about
about 11 percent of the new emturning members of a voluntary
ployment, 22 percent of the imamz ion into l ders. Gadon
migration and 13 percent of the
, will be followed at 2 p.m. by Linda
population increase."
Dougherty, who owns a legislative monitoring service in
Sacramento and who will discuss
legislation of interest to
paralegals.
The bulk of the educational programs will be on Friday: They are:
•9 a.m.-noon, Computerized
Litigation
Support by Debbie
.,
Carnegie, a former paralegal at
Luce, Forward, Hamilton &
Scripps who owns Litigation Support Services here.
•1-2:30 p.m., Insurance Bad
Faith Litigation by Gregg Relyea,
an attorney with Higgs, Fletcher &
Mack.
•2:30-4 p.m., Your Role as a
Paraprofess10nal by Julie Denton,
legal administrator with Gray,
Cary, Ames & Frye.
•Client Interviewing Skills by
Lawry Ross, a family law
paralegal with Lightner & Castro.
• 1-4 p.m., Documents in Con1~The Cougars, with the help of
and he scored San Diego's last
seven turnovers, rallied to defeat
touchdown on a two-yard run in
struction Defect Cases by attorneys
the Leopards in a nonconference
the fourth quarter. Ken Zampese
J. Michael Reed of Duke, Gerstel,
game a: La Verne.
scored San Diego's first touchdown
Shearer & Bregante and J oyia
Tra1lmg 9-0 m the second quaron a 39-yard pass from Braulio
Greenfield of Lorber, Grady,
ter, Azusa Pacific 0-3) drove 10
Castillo. Whittier (2-2) managed
Farley
& Volk.
yards for a touchdown after an
only 131 total yards.
Business meetings are scheduled
mterception and added two field
Saturday, as well as a two-hour
goals to take a 13-9 halftime Jead.
CS N orthridge 38, CS Hayward
cruise on Saturday night.
!11 the third quarter, Jay Johnson
27-Albert Fann ran for two
scored his second touchdown on a
Marta azar, president -0f the
touchdowns and Rob Huffman
21-yard run after another interSan Diego Association of Legal
threw for two more to lead the
ception. Johnson finished with 96
Matadors over the Pioneers in a
Assistants which is hosting the
yards m 13 carries.
nonconference game at Hayward.
conference, said that Region 1 (the
La Verne (3-0) quarterback
Fann, who ran for 115 yards in 15
western region) is made up of 9 asMark Brown completed 14 of 36
carries, had touchdown runs of 20
sociations.
passes for 152 yards, with 1 touchand 7 yards, and Huffman threw
In addition to Alaska, paralegals
down and 4 mterceptions, before
touchdown passes of 29 and 30
will be comi from Oregon, Washleaving with an mjury. Azusa Payards to Keith Wright. Lamar
c1f1c quarterback Richard Jimenez
ington and throughout California.
Kirkland led Hayward (0-4) with
didn't fare much better completing
The San Diego organization has
185 yards in 20 carries, including an
3 of 16 passes for 7 vard;
80-yard touchdown run.
about 275 members, but there
•
·
"must be four or five times that
U. San Dieco 28 Whittier O-Ty
Southern Utah State 23, Cal
amount (of paralegals) in San
Bar""Jcsdale ran for 7 yards in and 2
Lutheran 18-Chad Richard threw
Diego County," said Lazar, a
touchdowns in 14 carries to lead
a 63-yard touchdown pass to Scott
litigation paralegal with Higgs,
the Toreros over the Poets in a
Mosher with 45 seconds remaining
nonleague game at San Diego.
Fletcher for the past 2½ years.
as the Thunderbirds beat the
Barksdale's one-yard touchdown
It was one of the first groups to
Kmgsmen in a Western Football
run m the second quarter gave San
Conference game at Thousand
join NFPA, which was founde d
Diego (3-0-1) a 14-0 halftime lead,
Oaks.
about 12 years ago and now has
some 10,000 members.
Cost for the San Diego education
sessions is $70 for members; $80
fi r non-members, with a $10 late
fee for those who register at the

~c .san '.Dkl)o l.lnlon E-9
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Wynalda paces Aztecs' 2-0
s ccer victory over Toreros
By Ric Bucher
1arr Writer

:J-1Cj'~

fluid attack until then, thanks in
large part to the play of their stand•
outjreshman, Trong Ngyuen. But the
US1' forwards could capitalize neither on Ngyuen's through passes nor
on early mistakes by the Aztecs' defense.
"We've got a young team," said
USO coach Seamus McFadden .
"We've only got two seniors. I
thought we had our chances, and I
thmk we outplayed them in the fir. t
half. But once we got behind, we
stopped trying to build our attack.
We panicked a little bit. That will
happen with a young team."
USD is 7-4-1. The win was San
Diego State's third in a row, improving its record to 9-3.
San Diego State goalkeeper Bryan
Finnerty, in only his second start of
the season, finished with five aves
- four in the first half - on 10 shots.
Finnerty, a sophomore, played m
place of senior Felipe Hernandez,
who suffered a broken leg in practice
Tuesday and is out for the season.
Aztecs defenders left Finnerty exposed less than eight minutes into the
match, however, when they let a
cross from Ngyuen on the left wing
go untouched to USO forward Bob

1t•~ impossible to determine
whether San Diego State freshmen,
in general, are more mature than
their University of San Diego counterparts.
However, the SDSU men's soccer
team had one freshman in particular
who was far more composed than
any first-year students the Toreros
had last night in Aztec Bowl.
His name iE Eric Wynalda, and 1t
was h~ goal and assist that led the
Aztecs to a 2-0 win over their crosstown rivals before an estimated
crowd of 200.
Wynalda, recrui ed from West
Lake Village, :cored San Diego
State's first goal in the 24th minute
by outjumping a USD defender to
bloop the ball over goalkeeper Scott
Huckleberry.
"I fell their goalkeeper got caught
in no-man's land," said San Diego
State coach Chuck Clegg. "But how
did Wynalda know he had come off
his (goal) line? Because he looked.
That's the kind of thing you try to
teach at this level, but you never
know if they'll do it under pressure."
The Toreros actually had the more

Welsh, whose shot sailed over the
upper left corner.
..1 was a little upset our defenders
didn't play a little more simply since
we had a new goalkeeper in there,"
Clegg said. 'Our defenders got caught
looking at each other there."
No matter San Diego State dominated the second half, outshooting
the Toreros, 7-3. Wynalda provided
Kyle Whittemore the opportunity for
his sixth goal of the season in the
76th minute. Wynalda pushed the ball
between USD defenders Sterling
Peloso and Ngyuen on the right wing
and, when Ngyuen and Peloso collided, Wynalda ran past them, collected
the ball and crossed it into the middie for Whittemore, who stuck it in
the upper netting from 6 yards.
"The difference between our two
teams are our two forwards, Whittemore and Wynalda," said Clegg.
"What can you say about Wynalda?
He showed tremendous composure
on that second goal, looking up as
soon as he had the ball agam, and
then waiting for Kyle to get into position. You won't see that kind of
play out of a lot of seniors."
/

If You Were An Alaskan Paralegal, Naturally You WouldCome

.

door. Friday's lunch is $25 for
members; $30 for non-members.
Some 20 vendors will be on hand
Friday with information about
copying and reporting services,
docum nt retrieval, software and
office equipment.
Regional conferences have also
been scheduled this weekend in
Minneapolis, Atlanta and Buffalo.
Lazar said that the local conference has been in the works for

- ~ - - -· ·
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by Martin Kruming

months with special assistance
from Marie Dye of Ivac; Michelle
La Montagne of Shenas, Shaw &
Spievak; Kathy Nelson of Higgs,
Fletcher, and Ruth Halton.
"If they (paralegals) can come
from Anchorage they can come
from San Diego," said Lazar.
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!-~A,A,i Yl'lvroniversit?'a of S· n
tb 104, Sacre Itearr
Hmr. part of USO Music Department'i: new facilities): GUitarist
performs works by Narvaez, Bach,
Cordero, Lauro, Hein and Celedon.
10 Romero at 12,15 on Wednesday. _

* * *
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SD Foundars Gallery
Arcliilectiire in Spam.'

urias of
s depicting

histury of Span; Ar !lecture from 7th century through 181n century, on display through
Oct. 17. Hours: noon-5 p.m. Monday-Friday.
Information: 260-4b00, ext. 4261.

._Al[,,i '•
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F lVlllEBSITY QF SAN DIEGO
FOJJ~~ALLERY (Desales
HaGf~ , h "Centuries of Architecture m Spain,'' photographs dep1c_t1-11g the history of Spanish architecture from 7th-Centur
V1s1~oth to 18th-Century Rococ~
contmues through Nov• 17. H ours
are noon- 5 p.m. Monday-Friday.

U~ Intercepts 8 Passes in 35-14 Win
U~ afta B~bara lnter_cepted
eight Redlands pas es, five of
which led to touchdowns, as the
Gauchos routed the Bulldogs,
35-14, m a nonconference game
Saturday at Santa Barbara.
Redlands, which ended Its 11game losmg streak last Saturday,
struggled ag mst Santa Barbara.
Redlands quarterback Chris Hagle
completed only 1 of 11 passes for 17
yards, and h backup, Steve Killebrew, comp e ed 3 of 12 passes for
44 yards Each threw 4 intercepions.
.
Paul Wnght led the Santa Barbara (3-1) offense, completmg 19
-Of 39 passes for. 242 yards and 2
touchdown . Wnght threw a 54ard touchdown pass to Sean Russell and an 8-yard touchdown pass
to Wade Wallace in the second
quarter to give the Gauchos a 28-0
halftime lead.
Rus ell, who caught 5 passes for
80 yards, also recovered a teammate' fumbl in the end zone for a
touchdown to give him 6 touchdowns th
on. R d ands 1-2.

•
,

Azusa Padflr 20, La Verne
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p-Jazz-

._C__puntry

silr~ffED

<University of San
Diego Sports Center
.
w th
L 8Jtnnas1wn1•
, guest Danny Wilson. Concert
at 7 p.m. today.
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Both Literally and Figuratively
7_

SA DIEGO- h Me,acan and American Poundation rolled out th r d carpet
For th 750 gu sts at Saturday's 16th annual
"r.v ning With lh Stars," but many of the
out-of-town rs were amazed by JU. t how
warm a r ·ccption they received.
The day was the hott st of the year and
many at th late-afternoon VIP reception
that launch d the event sighed gratefully
wh n they stroll d lnto the Hotel lnterContm nuil'a air cond1l!ornng,
Golden Door propri tor D borah Szekely, makmg a weekend trip home from
W htngton and her duti s as
pr 1rl ·nt of th Int r - American Poundation dabbed at a SA N
DIEGO
drop or mo1 ture' on her brow COUNTY
nd said, rath r pointedly, - - - "It's cool ,md lov ly m Wa,hmgton," Later,
honored as the MeJOcan and
Szekely w
American Foundation's 1987 rol mod I for
United Statei:-M Jaco relations.
S n Pete Wilson CR-Cahr.), tapped by
the foundat1ontlr'pr ent awards to Woman of th Year Mana El na Bor)a de Leyva,
wife of B<IJ Cahforma Gov. Xicotencatl
Leyva Mortera, and to Man or the Year
James H. Richardson, direct.or of the
Minority Busmcss Development Agency of
the U.S Departm nt of Commerce, took a
w1~ at his hometown'• heat wave.
"I fe l hk the Avon lady who rang the
bell and found it was Tammy Faye Bakker
nswermg the door," said Wilson, to a gust
of laughter that was almost cooling In its
mtensay. The senator al o took time to be
serious, commending Borja de Leyva for
h r efforts on behalf of disadvantaged
children In Baja Cahforrna, and Richardson
for his ai:s1stance to U.S. ,mall busmesses.

Staged as the foundation's principal
annual event and fund-raiser (the gala
netted $200,000). "An Evening With the
Stars" took as its lna.Jor theme the promotion and enhancement of U.S.-Mexican
relations.
General Chairman Salvatore Osio pointed out that the party attracted more than
100 guests from Mexico and said that it is
"the event that encourages the social and
economic integration of San Diego and
T!Juana on a yearly basis." Proceeds will
benefit such foundation proJects as the
monthly California Forum luncheons held
here: the Business Forums held in seven
other Southwest cities, and a multi-ethnic
student mternsh1p program.
The gala probably 1s the most structured
P le • 1e He

rTARS,' Page 6
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C.ntlnued from Page l

onland on-and on and on-began
with the fll'St bites of the veal and
frozen orange souffle ctinner served
in Pavilion Ballroom. The presentation of the Mexican and U.S.
colors was accompanied by the
sirrg'ing of the national anthems,
and followed by an invocation
offered by the Rev. Gilbert Chavez,
auxiliary bishop of the Diocese of
San Diego.
Master or ceremonies was U.S.
Rep. Dunc~er CR-Coronado?; who introduced a video message sent by President Reagan,
who said that every time he returns
home to California, he feels a deep
apprec1a'tlon for the role that Latinos have played in the development of American culture.

P C 8

(,r

Decked out in formal black tie,
boat shoes and tattered beachcomber's pants, May helped his
wife receive the more than 200
guests under a towering palm tree
composed of green and brown
balloons. He'll see plenty of the real
kind of palm at tropical stops along
the 12,000-mile, three-month voy-

duration, and will man the galley,
among other pleasurable duties.
Among those who turned out to
wish the savvy swabbies smooth
sailing were Anne and Abe Ratner ,
Sally and John Thornton, Dottie
and Pat Haggerty, Rita and Joe
Neeper. Traudl and Sandor
St.angle, Fran and Ken Golden,

General Chairman Salvatore Osio pointed out
that the party attracted more than 100 guests
from Mexico and said that it is 'the event that
encourages the social and economic integration
of San Diego and Tijuana on a yearly basis.'
age, which he expects to conclude
in Hawaii shortly before Valentine's Day.
The trip will be aboard a Columbia 50 christened Sagacious, a name
that pays honor to Alhena May by
referring t.o Athena, the Greek
goddess of wisdom. (If all this
sounds rather formal and classical,
consider that May also has a dinghy
named Smart Ath.)
Athena May arranged for sailboat centerpie<:es, put seafood on
the menu and ordered the Benny
· Lagasse combo to play suit.ably
upbeat hornpipes for the suitably
nautical crowd, which favored blue
blazers, white ducks, sailing caps
and other salty gear.
The crowd numbered a second
sailor-with-girl-in-every-port duo
m Sam and Merrilyn Am; Sam has
signed aboard the Sagacious for the

Virginia and Jack Monday, Marian
and Wally Trevor, Very! and Aage
Frederiksen, Jeanne Jones with
Victor Grini~. Kay and Bill Rippee, Mim and Al Sally, Harriet and
Bud Levi. and Georgette and Jack
McGregor.

a

SAN DIEGO-Guests at the first

social event held at the new Omni
Hotel might have expected to find
the gleaming, glittering, shiny,
never-before.used silver chafing
dishes on the buffets brimming
with such gourmet munchies as
pate de fois gras chaud en crouu
and cui.ftts {ITencui/k bordelaiae.

But a quick flick of the lids
instead revealed mowids of hamburgers and masses of hot dogs,
suitable fare for the third annual

San Diego, Ca lif.
Southern Cross
(Cir. W. 27,500)
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its three consecutive v1ctones.
USD fell to 3-1-1. Azusa PaC!!ic,
which began the season with three
. _
losses, improved to 2-3.
The Toreros' defense, a v1ct1m of
some poor punt coverage that 1;mt
Azusa Pacific in good field pos1t1on
for its first two scores, fmally
allowed a long drive m the third
quarter.
After Mark Femck kicked a
32-yard field goal to give USD a
12-10 lead, Azusa Pacific put together a 66-yard, _IO-play dri:ve,
culminating in a SIX-yard scormg
run by Walker with 42 seconds
remaining m the third quarter. Arl t
kicked the extra point to give
Azusa Pacific a 17 -12 lead.
On the 'l'or ros' next possession,
USD quarterback Brendan Murphy
fumbled after being sacked and
Azusa Pacific recovered on the

N DIEGO It wasn't such a
good mght for t eaks.
University of Sao Q)ego's football team, wm er of three s~ra1ght
games, each by 28-0, had its run
come to an end Saturday mght ma
23-18 Io to Azusa Pacific at USD
Stadium
The 'l'oreros streak of 12
quarters ended
straight corel
when Ken Arlt kicked a 37-yard
field goal late ln the first quarter to
g1veAzusaPaC1f1ca3-0lead.
Four minutes mto the second
quarter, the Toreros' 13-quarter
streak without allowing a touchdown ended when Richard Jimenez
completed a touchdown pass to
Rick Reddaway for 14 yards. Arlt
kicked the extra pomt.
USD rallied to go ahead, 12-10,
midway through the third quarter,
•
USD 29.
bu t Azusa Pacific came back with_ a
Four plays later, Walker ran 1t 1_n
b M
from the three, and Azusa Pac1f1c
pair of touchdown runs Y arvm
led, 23-12. Arlt's kicked was 'N1de.
Walker, thereby putting an end to
the Toreros' most Important streak,_ ~ - - - ~ - - - ~ ~ - - - -

. "l. don't understand the things people
~ind immoral," Hucknall said. ''The song
1s about two people who love each other
a~d want to make ~ach other feel good.
It . based on a relationship I was involved Ill. It wasn't me and 10 other women or
one woman and IO men. H's about two
people who care about each other."
Apparently, listeners cared about the
song, It reached the Top 30 on the
Billboard charts, not repeating the suc~es. of last year·s No. 1 Simply Red single
1-foldmg Back The Year , " but signaling
nv,v

"l try not to get too dcpr • ed
bout 1t, ' Hucknall aid ' Thul
do n t olve anything I say
wh t I thmk but I d n t try and
politic I
cve1 ybouy

ci> -~

o.!~0,

n.::>a.1 en
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h~e this. It's really ad. The PMRC obv10usJy doesn't underi;tand the meanings
of the songs they chastize."
The PMRC has put the wrong word out
on "The Right Thing" because of its
But
implications.
sexual
alleged
HucknaU's interpretation of the song is
much more innocent, He should know he
'
wrote it.

tr nom coumry ""''

0

1888
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Hue knall sa1 he hasn f!:n ..
much thought to making his own
mo\ e into the acting world.
"I'm very wary of th1 chche of
the pop tar becoming an actor,"
he laughed "It' almost s bad
a the model beccmmg an actr s Be ides, I don't like the
ideu of other people putting
make-up on my face. It freaks m
out "

P C. B
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USD Volleyball Team
Losesjn .fJ)llr Games

, sand 'x1en

ThTTirl1~s'ify of San Francisco
defeated the UniY-.ersilY_Q_I" San
Di~o, 14-16, 15-8, 17-15, 15--:U, m
aest Coast Athletic Conference
women's volleyball match Thursday night at San Diego.
Kris Mitchell had 14 kills to lead
USO (3-11 overall and 1-3 in
conference). USF is 11-6 and 5-0.
Master's College 3, Point Loma
Nazarene I-Despite 17 kills by
Lisa Vander Feer and 14 by Connie
Navarro, the Crusaders (8-12) lost
in a nonconference match at home.
Master's is 15-8.

,
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ul op invasion arrives ia double bill
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Simpry Red lets .Hucknal/ wail
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Azusa Pacific Prevails, 23-18,
0 Put End to USD's Streaks
B~

£

I

"Back to the Big Ten," a nostalgia
trip for alumni of the Midwest's Big
10 universities given Thursday in
anticipation of the kickoff of the
conference football season.
The event attracted 700 Hawkeyes, Badgers, Gophers, Wolverines, Buckeyes and other gridiron
flora and fauna ( this year, the
committee extended an invitation
to Notre Dame alumni), and benefi ted the National Kidney_Foundation.
School banners hanging from the
ceiling marked convenient meeting
spots for collegiate kin, many of
whom sang or danced along when
the Patrick Henry High School
Marching Patriots played their
school's fight song. Autumn-shaded gourds, pumpkins and applef
spilled across the tables in a panoply of colors that brought a little
mist to the eye of many a former
Midwesterner, and according to a
tradition inaugurated by event
founder Don Mcvay, the stage was
hidden by a clisplay of imported
autumn leaves. (In past years,
these came from the Mc Vay family
farm near Teeumseh, Mich.~ this
time around, party Chairman Renee Paul had them shipped in from
Cincinnati. They looked every bit
as wonderful.)
The committee was composed of
Big 10 alumni and included Floy
Apple (Purdue), Michael Scanlon
(Wisconsin), Craig Boros (Michigan St.ate}, Michael Kissane (Indiana), Dean Parisian (Minnesota),
Craig Somach (Michigan), Kathy
Nolan (Illinois-). Rich Richie.JC
(Ohio State), Bob Rohleder
(Northwestern) and Jon Book./
/
(Iowa).

OCT 1 6 1987

OCT 11 1987
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to the foundation. Party executive
producer Desia Ritson offered the
crowd a Hollywood star as well,
however.
Singer Pia Zadora, backed by a
35-piece orchestra, opened her act
with "For Once in My Life," then
sang and danced her way through a
full Las Vegas-style revue. (One
astute guest noted that Zadora's
closing number, "I Am What I
Am," echoes the opening line of the
ditty sung by Popeye the Sailor.)
Foundation President Tony Valencia and his wife, Gloria, headlined a guest list that included
White House liaison Rudy Beserra;
keynote speaker E.R. Torre, assistant sales manager of the Cadillac
Division of General Motors: David
Lizarraga; Carmen Elias; Jeanne
Brace; Ruth and James Mulvaney;
Craig Noel; Eddie Aladray; Ruth
Jaramillo; Richard and Bristol
Martin Ogner; Mark and Joyce
Battaglia; Jose and Josepina Esquer; Helen Baker; George and
Irene Chandler: Roque de la Fuente
II, and Agua Caliente race track
proprietor Jorge Hank Rhon.

Several Leaders Honored
<The evening continued with a
presentation of a baker's dozen of
role models, honored for their leadership in fields ranging from sports
unnedicine, business and community development Among the honorees were San Diego Padres own•
er Joan Kroc, University of San
LA JOLLA-Dr. Charles May,
Diego President AuthorHughes,
the nautical optometrist who will
Imperial Corp. board Chairman
set sail shortly after Halloween on
Kenneth Thygerson, and Jess
a dream cruise down the Mexican
Aguirre, vice president of
coast and across the Pacific to
ser-Busch. Among award presentTahiti and Hawaii, said that he has
ers were Tijuana Tourism Bureau
his wife, Athena's, full permission
Director Alfonso Bustamante and , to have a girl in every port.
National University President DaThere is, of course, a catch.
vid.Chigos.
May added at the bon voyage
In the eyes of the event commitparty his wife gave him the other
tee, the true stars of "An Evening
day at La Jolla Beach and Tennis
With the Stars" were the many
Club: "Athena told me I could sail
support
who offer sustained
guests
anywhere that she c~>Uld fly to."
•
l..
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consecutive shutout at 7,: , t~mgh~
ac1 ic a

of Christian Okoye, a b;ck who is
253-poundk_run~mfiie Kansas City
now a roo iee ~. d for more than
1
f~~~~:?:~d sc~rr d 2 touchdowns
in Azusa's 49-19 victory over USD

"Well, of course, it has to StoP,

condido, CA
m Diego Co.)
'Ties Advocate

!1~;':'r;g

last sea:_o:lso lost four offensive

;?~:;e:~d~~iJe~~/~:~
awfully well and if we keep it up,
we'll continu~ to be successful." .
USD (3 O 1) has consecutive
Red! ds La
. . .
an •
28-0 victones. over
_
Verne and Whittier•

lin!:in ar:d two defensive linemen
·ust overfrom last season.
"La~t year,. thte~/~.ei~glarty said.
,
powenng aga1ns
"But they've lost some people. We
have to respect them, of course, but
t as big as
,

ICTl 5 19

fir~~~Jr~ci~i{ t~e c~:~~. o~t
over La Verne last Saturday Azusa

:~et:=~e~~eih~elas~o~;:;;;[Lo
-

garty knows it can't last forever.
The Universiw of San Diego
football team 'N1 go for a four th

;~;~ is plays Azusa

ir. D. 32,685)
ir. S. 34,568)

11 '•
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1~1ants new c~op ?f ~ecruits

/
tc·" Sc l!lttareggia
'\_.."\') '-J
• ·_~;:~te ortswroter

Sp

~•<\.N DIEG<) - The ! uccessfu.l,
rffilled ride is over. For the Um·t of San Diego the past four
rsi Y hi<-tory and a new era is
arst :begin.
the~ 1st four seasons, the Toh .• experienced two NCAA
b
•rosr~
nent appearances the est
·
•
>urn•
,c 0 ,j in school history and the
• • sing of San Diego State as the
·C~',t successful basketball college

'1~

•. B~the Toreros embarked on a
ew age when they opened the
987-88 season with their firstoffi-

c1al practice this afternoon at Acala Park. That new age includes an
inexperienced team minus the stalwarts from years past.
Gone are 7-foot center Scott
Thompson, forwards Nils Madden
and Mark Manor and guard Paul
Leonard. These four play~rs accounted for nearly two-thirds of
· Iastseason.
sconng
e oreros•
t hT
• s t .a rte r for
Th e on Iy return~n~
Coach Hank Egan 1s Jumor guard
Danny Means. It is a situation that
has Egan concerned.
"This year can best be described
Please see USO, page 02

Hank Egan

•
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Everling With the Stars' Is Hot 'STARS'~-MexiCan and American Foundation Annual Gala
Both Literally and Figuratively
J

C.ntinued from Page 1

n 1-'ound lion rolled out the red carpet
for th 750 gue ts at
"~;v nmg With th tars," but many of the
out-of-towners w re maz d by just how
warm a r c pllon they r ce1v d.
Th d y was lh hottest of the year and
m ny at the J l -aft rnoon VIP r cepUon
that launch d th ev nt sJghed gratefully
wh n th y troll d In to the Hotel InterContm nt.nl's 1r cond1t1orung.
Gold n Door propri tor D borah Szekely, making a we kend trip home from
W hmgton and her duties as
pr 1d nt of th lnter -Ameri- SAN
can Foundauon, dabb d at a DIEGO
drop of mo1. lur on h r brow COUNTY
nd aa1d, r, th r pointedly, - - - " It' cool and lov ly m Washington." Later,
z kely w s honor d as the MeJOcan and
Am ric n Found lion's 1987 role mod 1 for
Unit d Stat s-Mexico relations.
Sen. P le Wil on (R-Cahf.), tapp d by
the foundat1onln-"pr nt wards to Woman of th Year M ri El na BorJa de Leyva,
w1C of B.va C liforma Gov, XlcotencaU
L yva Mortera, and to Man of the Year
Jumes H. Richardson, direct.Or of the
Minority Business Development Agency of
th U.S Dep rtment of Commerce, took a
w1~ at his hometown'• heat wave.
"I r I like lhe Avon lady who rang the
b II and found ll was Tammy Faye Bakker
answering the door," aid Wilson, to a gust
of l.iughter that was aJmost cooling m It.a
mt n 1ty, The senator also took time to be
r1ous, commending Borja de Leyva for
her efforts on behalf of disadvantaged
children m Biija California, and Richardson
for hi a. $1stance lo U.S. ,mall busine s.
Encinitas, CA
(S n Diego Co.)
Coast DI patch
(Cir. 2xW. 30,846)
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ot,any of the city's annual events.
TH& formal program, which went
onland on-and on and on-began
with the first bites of the veal and
orange souffle dinner served
frozen
Staged as the foundation's principal
annual event and fund-raiser (the gala m· Pavilion Ballroom. The presennetted $200,000), "An Evening With the talion of the Mexican and U.S.
Stars" took as its major theme lhe promo- colors was accompanied by the
tJon and enhancement of U.S.-Me.xican s1Dg1ng of the national anthems,
and ' followed by an invocation
relations.
General Chairman Salvatore Osio point- offered by the Rev. Gilbert Chavez,
auxiliary bishop of the Diocese of
ed out that the party attracted more than San
Diego.
100 guests from Mexico and said that it is
of ceremonies was U.S.
,Master
"the event that encourages the social and
economic integration of San Diego and Rep. Duncl!D,.J::ll.uuer <R-CoronaTijuana on a yearly basis." Proceeds will do"); who introduced a video mesbenefit such foundation projects as the sage sent by President Reagan,
monthly Cahfornia Forum luncheons held who said that every time he returns
here; the Business Forums held in seven home to Califorrna, he feel s a deep
other Southwest cities, and a multi-ethnic appreciation for the role that Latinos have played in the develop'
student internship program.
of American culture.
The gala probably is the most structured ment
I
Several Leaders Honored
Paire 6
Please see
LThe evening continued with a
presentation of a baker's dozen of
role models, honored for their leadership in fields ranging from sports
to ·m edicine, business and community developmenL Among the honorees were San Diego Padres owner Joan Kroc, University of San
Dtego President AuthorHughes,
Imperial Corp. board Cbairman
Kenneth Thygerson, and Jess
Aguirre, vice president of Anheuser-Busch. Among award presenters were Tijuana Tourism Bureau
Director Alfonso Bustamante and. I
Nation,d Unjvers1ty President David. Ch.igos.
In the eyes of the event Committ~. the true stars of "An Evening
With the Stars" were the many
who offer sustaiT?ed support
g#ests
,..

rT~,•

to the foundation. P~y executive
Decked out in formal black tie,
duration, and will man the galley,
producer Desia Ritson offered the
boat shoes and tattered beachamong other pleasurable duties.
crowd a Hollywood star as well,
his
helped
May
comber's pants,
however.
Among those who turned out to
wife receive the more than 200
wish the savvy swabbies smooth
Singer Pia Zadora, backed by a
tree
palm
towering
a
under
guests
sailing were Anne and Abe Ratner,
35-piece orchestra, opened her act
composed of green and brown
Sally and John Thornton, Dottie
with "For Once in My Life," then
balloons. He'll see plenty of the real
and Pat Haggerty, Rita and Joe
sang and danced her way through a
of palm at tropical stops along
kind
Neeper. Traudl and Sandor
full Las Vegas-style revue. (One
the 12,000-mile, three-month voyStangle, Fran and Ken Golden,
astute guest noted that Zadora's
closing number, "I Arn What I
Arn," echoes the opening line of the
ditty sung by Popeye the Sailor.)
Foundation President Tony VaGeneral Chairman Salvatore Osio pointed out
lencia and his wife, Gloria, headthat the party attracted more than 100 guests
lined a guest list that included
White House liaison Rudy Beserra;
from Mexico and said that it is 'the event that
keynote speaker E.R. Torre, assistCadillac
the
of
manager
ant sales
encourages the social and economic integration
Division of General Motors; David
of San Diego and Tijuana on a yearly basis.'
L12arraga; Carmen Elias; Jeanne
Brace; Ruth and James Mulvaney;
Craig Noel; Eddie Aladray; Ruth
Jaramillo; Richard and Bristol
age, which he expects to conclude
Virginia and Jack Monday, Marian
Martin Ogner; Mark and Joyce
Hawaii shortly before Valenin
Battaglia; Jose and Josepina Esand Wally Trevor, Very! and Aage
tine's Day.
quer; Helen Baker; George and
Frederiksen, Jeanne Jones with
The trip will be aboard a Colnm Victor Grinius, Kay and Bill RipIrene Chandler; Roque de la Fuente
bia 50 christened Sagacious, a name
n. and Agua Caliente race track that pays honor to Alhena May by pee, Mim and Al Sally, Harriet and
proprietor Jorge Hank Rhon.
Bud Levi. and Georgette and Jack
referring to Athena, the · Greek
McGregor.
goddess o{ wisdom. m all this
•
sounds rather formal and classical,
LA JOLLA-Dr. Charles May,
consider that May also has a dinghy
the nautical optometrist who will
named Smart Alb.)
SAN DIEGO-Guests at the first
set sail shortly after Halloween on
sailfor
arranged
May
social event held at the new Omni '
Athena
a dream cruise down the Mexican
Hotel might have expected to find
boat centerpieces, put seafood on
coast and across the Pacific to
the gleaming, glittering, shiny,
the menu and ordered the Benny
Tahiti and Hawaii, said that he has ·Lagasse combo to play suit.ably
never-before-used silver chafing
his wife, Alhena's, full permission
dishe1 on the buffets brimming
upbeat hornpipes for the suitably
to have a girl in every porL
with such gourmet munchies as
nautical crowd, which favored blue
There is, of course, a catch.
pate de fois gras chaud m crouu
blazers, white ducks, sailing caps
May added at the bon voyage
and other salty gear.
and euistes ck g,,encuilk bordelai.te.
party his wife gave him the other
second
a
numbered
crowd
The
day at La Jolla Beach and Tennis
But a quick Oick of the lids
sailor-with-girl-in-every-port duo
Club, "Athena told me I could sail
revealed mounds of ham instead
in Sam and Merrilyn Am; Sam has
anywhere that she could fly to."
and. masses of hot dogs,
burgers
signed aboard the Sagacious for the
suitable fare for the third annual

•
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. business expert, dies

Azusa Pacific Prevails, 23-18,
0 Put End to USD's Streaks
its three consecutive v1ctor1es.
USD fell to 3-1-1 Azusa Pacific,
which began the season with three
SAN DIEGO It wasn't uch a
. .
Iosse , improved to 2-3.
night for st eaks.
The Toreros' defense, a v1ct1m of
UnlY.er lty of San QiP.go's footsome poor punt cover~e that_ put
I team. wuu er of three s~a1ghl
gam , e ch by 28-0. had its run Azusa Pacific in good field position
for its first two .scores, fmally
come to a nd Saturday night m a
allowed a long dnve m the th1rd
Pacific at USD
23. 18 1 to Az
quarter.
Stad1
After Mark Fenick kicked a
The Toreros' treak of 12
tra gh corele quarters ended
32 _yard field goal to give USD a
l2-10 lead, Azusa Pacific put towhen Ken Arlt kicked a 37-yard
gether a 66-yard, IO-play drive,
field goal late m the first quarter to
culmmatmg In a SLX-yard sconng
give Azusa Pac1f1c a 3-0 lead.
run by Walker with 42 seconds
Four mmutes mto the econd
quarter, the Toreros' 13-quarter remaining in the third quarter. Arlt
kicked the extra pomt to give
treak without allowmg a touchAzusa Pacific a 17-12 lead.
down ended when Richard Jimenez
On the 'I or ros' next possession,
completed a touchdown pass to
ruck Reddaway for 14 yards. Arlt USO quarter ck Brendan Murphy
d
k d
kicked the extra poml
USD rallied to go ahead, 12-10, fumbled after being sac e an
midway through the third quarter, Azusa Pacific recovered on the
•
USO 29.
but Azusa Pacific came back with a
i~
ran
Walker
later,
plays
Four
M
b
P r of touchdown runs Y arvm
Pac fie
d Az
usa . I
W Iker, thereby putting an end to from the three, an
wa_s _w_1d_e_.~
_·_c_k_ed__
_ ll_'s_ki
the Toreros' most important streak,.~_1_e_d_,2_,_-_12_._Ar

._Aile,,'•
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USD Volleyball Team
Loses jn fJ)llr Games
Th'rurlivfr"sffy of San Francisco
defeated the Univ_ecsi.Ly_Qf San
Di~;°' 14-16, 15-8, 17-15, 15~, in
aest C-oast Athletic Conference
women's volleyball match Thursday night at San Diego.
Kris Mitchell had 14 kills to lead
USO (3-11 overall and 1-3 in
conference). USF 1s J l-6and 5-0.
Master's College 3, Point Loma
Nazarene 1-Despite 17 kills by
Lisa Vander Feer and 14 by Connie
Navarro, the Crusaders (8-12) lost
in a nonconference match at home.
Master's is 15-8.
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"Move On Out" applicable in
more ways than one.
"There' a right-wing ph1lo ophy about winners today,'
Hucknall said. "Working people
are encouraged that they have to
win and that they can't fail. The
cur;ent thinking in England i
that we have to be a nation of
hopkeepers. People I know
were quite prepared to work for
other people, but this became
unacceptable "
Hucknall has been quoted as
aying he and his band had
nothmg to lose, so 1t was ea y
waiting for musical success on
their own term . Ju~t a relevant
1s the fact Hucknall was coming
of age- mu ically as the punk
movement dominated England.
fir t band the Frantic
Hi
Elevator·, had a much rougher
edge than Simply Red, an edge
that has perhaps been tran fer•
red to a more mtellectual and
v rbal . ttmg m Hucknall' current writing,
Hucknall said he ha n't given
much thought to maklng h1 own
mo~ e into the acting world .
" 1'm very w ry of th1 chehe of
the pop tar b ommg an actor,"
h lau h d . "It' alma t a· bad
mix of. x as th' model beccming an ac1llustrated tre . Reside , I don't lik the
nd Women" 1de I of other people putting
• ln[1delity " make up on my face . It freaks m
Fire" nnd out.·•

/
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"Back to the Big Ten," a nostalgia
trip for alumni of the Midwest's Big
10 universities given Thursday in
anticipation of the kickoff of the
conference football season.
The event attracted 700 Hawkeyes, Badgers, Gophers, Wolverines, Buckeyes and other gridiron
flora and fauna (this year, the
committee extended an invitation
to Notre Dame alumni), and benefited the National KjdneI_ Foundation.
School banners hanging from the
ceiling marked convenient meeting
spots for collegiate kin, many ol
whom sang or danced along when
the Patrick Henry High School
Marching Patriots played their
school's fight song. Autumn-shaded gourds, pumpkins and apple~
spilled across the tables in a panoply of colors that brought a little
mist to the eye of many a former
Midwesterner, and according to a
tradition inaugurated by event
founder Don McVay, the stage was
hidden by a display of imported
autumn leaves. (In past years.
these came from the Mc Vay family
farm near Tecumseh, Mich.; this
time around, pai:ty Chairman Renee Paul had them shipped in from
Cincinnati. They looked evei:y bit
as wonderful.)
The committee was composed of
Big 10 alumni and included Floy
Apple (Purdue), Michael Scanlon
(Wisconsin), Craig Boros (Michigan State). Michael Kissane (Indiana) , Dean Parisian (Minnesota).
Craig Somach (Michigan), Kathy
Nolan (Illinois), Rich Richley
( Ohio State). Bob Rohleder
(Northwestern) and Jon Boak./

Escondido, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Times Advocate
(Cir. D. 32,685)
(Cir. S. 34,568)
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of Christian Oko}'.e, a 6-foot 3-mc~.
253-poundk_ run~~n~:~:ns::~i;;
now a roo 1e w,
Chiefs. Okoye ru;,'1 d for more than
l62 yards and scored 2 touchdouwsnJ
49-19 victory over
in
t
I Azusa's
.
as season.
Azusa also lost four offensive
linemen ar.d two defensive linemen
from last season.
"Last year they were just overt said
.. F
'.
.
powering agamst us, agar Y W ·

28-0 victories_ over Redlands, La
1
coming off its
V'l~~~t~~~t
first victory of the season, 20-15
over La Verne last Saturday. Azusa

bu~
at least they're not as big.. as
they've been the last few years.
-CHRIS ELLO

1t
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art knows it can't last forever.
g T6e U_niversitft of San Ojego
f b u t m w1l go for a fourth
t 7.30 tonight
oot a _ea
:;::'t!ivpel1~~t~~a ·Pacific at
USO.
"W 11 0 f course it has to stop
..
k
•
e •
;me~he:~l~t/e~~en=~ pl~;'fr;g
keep it up,
d If
agar Y
f ..
we
awfully well, an
we'll continue to be success u1•
USO (3-0-1) has consecutive

far . I BBB

U~lants new crop of recruits

By ,c_:.. tll Sc ·utareggia

Ti"",::~vocate Sp ortswriter

/
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• <\N DIEG<) - The successful,
fu~filled ride is over. For the Univr ity of San Diego, the past four
y .:~ are hi~-tory and a new era is
e ~out to be~n.
In the r ,.st four seasons, the To11. s hr :J experienced two NCAA
t ~r~n, ment appearances, the best
r,~~0 ,J in school history and the
e ·I· sing of San Diego State as the
successful basketball college
ir. own.
But the Toreros embarked on a
ew age when they opened the
1 987•88 season with their first offi-

n~/,t

cial practice this afternoon at Acala Park. That new age includes an
inexperienced team minus the stalwarts from years past.
Gone are 7-foot center Scott
Thompson, forwards Nils Madden
and Mark Manor and guard Paul
Leonard. These four play~rs accounted for nearly two-thirds of
the Toreros' scoring_ last season.
The only return)n~ st_arter for
Coach Hank Egan 1s Jumor guard
Danny Means. It is a situation that
.
has Egan concerned.
"This year can best be descnbed

Please see USO. page 02

Hank Egan

las
Five years ago, urmg
NFL players strike, the TV networks were desperately trying to
fill the1r Sunday afternoons.
On a whim, CBS aired a game
between USO and Occidental, won
34-20 by Occidental.
Don't expect any more televised Division III games, not with
the NFL replacement teams holding forth. But USD's shutout
streak has caught the eye of
Chargers coach Al Saunders.
A few days ago, at the weekly
sportswriters-sportscasters meeting, Saunders marveled at USD's
·
defense.
"Three shutouts in a row?" s-.:d
Saunders .."No points given up in
three weeks? ... Hey, Brian, can
we borrow your team this Sunday
in Tam~~?'_' _ _ _ _ _ _ __

J

rr

FOG RTY 1 KE' POI 'T
D CO CH BIU
1 n ukbani (I ft to right), David <,1lmor , Mark Garcia listen

USD earns high marks
both on and off field

'Jl'e prid

our £•Ive on doiJlg

well in academics.
That's why the kids
are here; it' not
on/, to play
football.'
- Brian Fogarty
under

hout
on fo seven
y ars In Fogarty four year a
h d coach, the best the Torero
have managed 1. two 5-5 record .
Yet, unlike the wm-or-el e gu1llollne poi. ed over head coaches at
th nation's football factorle , his
JOb wa never m Jeopardy
'No, I would n ver fire a coach
on the ba I of h1 won-lost
record.' aid Cahill 'That's not
what th1 chool 1 all about."
In t ad at th1 Catholic- upport d tn titutlon with a total enrollm nt of 5,400 students, playboo tak a back cat to textbook In football clrcl , USD
Will never be confu d with use
or Oklahoma or, heaven forbid,
~I , another church-spon ·ored
chool wh re offtc1als forgot some
of th I CAA's commandments.
As a U1v1 IOU Ill school. USD
offers no cholarshtps to its ath1 t , only ran loans and other
\\ ork-for-pay programs, of which
half the team players take advantage And because yearly tuition runs $12,500, many top prep
player who nt to attend USO,
can't.
All of h1ch makes Fogarty's
ta k all that more d1ffacult.
When Fogarty 37, came to Alcala Park, h decided to htft the
programs empha t He turned
away from margmal tudents v.ho
were good players but were unlikely to graduate. He sought
trong tudents who w re committed to playmg football, and to
taymg all four years.
"We kn w we would take our
lumps pretty good and we did,'
said Fogarty. "We've been telling
oursclve that this would happen.
ow our plan eems to be workmg well. We have 12 semors who
are the nucleus of our team "
The past three weeks has provided a bonus for Fogarty and his
players.
"We pnde ourselves on doing
well m academics,'' said Fogarty.

not only to play football.'
Not that evcrv member of the
football team is abudding nuclear
scientist, but 15 of the 16 players
eligible to graduate last year
earned degrees. The team's grade
point average last season was 2.9
(on a 4.0 scale).
"I've worked with both kinds of
kids in my career," said Fogarty,
who spent 13 years as a successful
high school coach in La Canada
before moving to USO. "And, believe me, the kind of kid we have
is easier to coach."
The Toreros' leaders include
seniors John Gutsmicdl, a 5-foot-9
defensive back from Fountain
Valley and Jeff Mansukhani, a 510 w·de receiver from San Juan
Capi trano Hardly household
nam
ne player whose name is re
ogmzable to San Diego football
fan i receiver Ken Zampese, son
of I-~rme Zampese. the longltme
former Aztecs and Chargers
coach now with the Rams.
Last week, the 5-foot-6
Zampese, a junior, scored USD's
opening touchdown on a 39-yard
pa from quarterback Braulio
Castillo.
• • •
The t:SD football program has
had its share of hard times
through the year The team
played its first games in 1956, but
ii must have been an inauspic10us
·tart becau e no m -by-game
cores wer ke
For the next four years, USD
faced nondescript foes like the
Umvcrs1ty of Mexico, Chmo Institute, Colorado Western State and
cw Mexico W tern. Then, football was dropped until '69, when it
returned as a club sport.
In 1973, USO went Division III,
and put together a 9-2-1 record,
thus earning its first and only
NCAA playoff berth before a loss
to Whittenburg (Ohio).
The football program has been
touched by scandal only once.
After the '82 season, head coach
Bill William was found to be givmg his players spending money,
some $2,000 in all. out of his own
pocket.
Cahill says he had no choice but
to ask for Williams' resignation.
("Maybe ti's the priest in me,"
said Cahill, ''but he wasn't fired;
he resigned.")
"He saw his players as kids
n eding help," said Cahill. "He
was too big-hearted."
Upon USD's foundmg in 1949,
Bishop Charles F. Buddy unabashedly declared his desire for
the school to become known as
the uNotre Dame of the West," a
noble goal by any standard.
San Diego, CA
''That was bis dream," said (San Diego Co.)
Cahill. "Mine isn't so grandiose in Evening Tribune
athletics. I wouldn't want to be (Cir. D. 123,092)
Notre Dame. There's too much
pressure, too much fund-raising,
too much everything. That's not
my desirP,."
Even a jump uo to Division II OCT 9 1987
holds no appeal far Cahill or the
11
school's administration.
... ', P C. 8 /
If. /l•"
''To be a good Divis1011 II
school, you're talking about 30-36
full rides, and we simply couldn't
afford it," he said. "Besides that,
we are very happy itb VISion
III football."
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recent scrimmage.

USD'

This Season

Torero Free Safety
Tackling Tough
Stains, Opponents
By CHRIS ELLO

-~-~-------J
I.

18~8

SAN DIEGO Its the end of
football practice, and Bnan Day,
the U n ~ au.~o· start
mg free safety, is peelmg off his
sweat soaked, grass stained uniform.
Other players shower, change
clothes and file out of the locker
room into the cool evening. They
are off to study or grab some
dmner.
However, Day stays. Now he
really has to clean
up.
SAN
Meet Bnan Day,
not only USD's
DIEGO
free safety, but alCOUNTY so
resident laundry man
Day gathers a pile of diry practtc urLforms and puts th m m the
washer This matter of cleanmg
everyone's uniforms will take
about four hours.
Which brings up a few questions.
Is this any way to treat a guy
who was a two-time all-state linebacker as a high school player in
evada?
Is this any way to treat a guy
who 1s a Junior and is one of t c
cornerstones of a USD defense that
ha~ shut out three ,lraight opponents?
Is this any way to treat a guy
who is second on the team in
tackles and first on the team with
three interceptions in four games?
"Usually, we have a freshman do
the laundry, and then after a while,
he'll get tired of it and we have to
find someone else," USD Coach
Brian Fogarty said. "But Bnan
actually wanted to do this job."
The Job, which pays $4 an hour, 1s
a necessity for Day, because USD, a
NCAA Division III school, docs not
give football scholarships.
"I took the laundry Job because I
can study while I work," he said.
"My dorm is only a couple of
mmutes away from the laundry
room. So I can study for a while and
then go over and throw some more
clothes into the washer. It's like a
study break."
This summer, like the previous
two summers, Day had a more
glamorous job in his home own of
Las Vegas. His mother, Carol,
works at the Flamingo Hilton
there, and she helped him land a Job
as a lifeguard at the hotel's swimming pool.
"The pool's only four feet deep
all the way ?.round, so there's not
much to do but sit there," Day said.
"I can't complain with that."
Most of the time, though, Day

USD's Bria Day, who ays on a defense that hasn't allowed a
point in 12 quarters, has a message for the next opponent.
doesn't do much sitting.
He has this dream about becommg a rich stockbroker some day.
"I'd definitely like to see how 1t
feels to have a lot of money," he
said.
While he was growing up, with
his three older oiothers and one
older sister in Las egas, his family
never had much money.
He played football for fun and
concentrated on his studies getting
good grades and scoring near 1,100
on his Scholastic Aptitude Test. He
played football well en ugh to
draw the interest of Stanford and
Notre Dame, but because he was
5-feet 11-mches tall and weighed
175 pounds, Division I schools
didn't think he would be big
enough to play linebacker.
Harvey Hyde, the Nev,1da Las
Vegas coach who had been Fogarty's coach at Pasadena C ty College, suggested that Day try USO
or Occidental College in Los Angeles.
Day had never bet'n to San
Diego. He did not visit the campus
until he arrived in town the morning of his first practice in 1985.
"From the first day he got here, I
could tell he was just a real hard

worker, ' Fogarty said. "He didn't
say much but just let his effort do
the talking. He's the same way
today."
As a freshman, Day filled in for
USD at both safety spots, cornerback and some outside linebacker.
This season he got a starting role,
and so far, he has cleaned up,
contributing 29 tackles and three
interceptions.
"Nobody wants to be the one
who breaks down and ends our
scoreless streak," Day said.
The Toreros have not given up a
point in 12 quarters, and the streak
will be tested again Saturday night
when USD plays at home against
Azusa Pacific.
"It has to end sometime, and I
know it won't be the end of the
world," Day said.
There are more important
things. As a business/economics
major, Day 1s more concerned with
maintaining his grade-point average, which 1s 3.8.
"After I get out of school I'm
looking forward to going out and
making money," Day said.
And at a better rate than $4 an
hour.
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Wide receiver takes values
from guys like dad, Joiner

By hri

, larf Writ,r

larey

Zampe e describes him elf in the
same term . "I lack size and speed.
in low, al- but I make up for 1t with bands, the
wcrds are experience of knowing where to be
and scrappine ·• he said. "I'll play
hard until the er.d."
Zampe e has caught just one other
pa th1 ea on - a 35-yarder
agamst Redlands - but his low reception total is due in part to the
Torero ' n w option offen e, which
emphasize· the run (217 attempts)
ov r the pass (54 attempts).
" o t r v rs want their team
to throw the b l," said Zampese. "I
don't care a· long as we're shoving
th hall down their (the opponents')
throats."
Zampese graduated from University of San Otego High m 1984, where
he played football for three ye rs
under Coach Dan Ritter.
'Kenny' a real quiet guy, but he
was always
ry mature," said
Ritter, now 111 his econd year as def n 1ve line coach at Indiana State
University. "It med to me that he
wa fully developed when he was a
ophomore. He had a great knowlKen Zampese (right), a son
dg of the gamt."
Fogarty noticed that precocity
soon after Zampese began attending Rams. The elder Zampese was voted
U D.
the Southern California player of the
"He's an unu ual kid," said Fogar- year as a running back for Santa
ty. "Even when be was a fre hman, Barbara High in 1953 and played tailhe could come mto this office and back at USC in 1955 and 1956.
feel comfortable talkmg football
"The difference between us is that
with the coaches. Mo t kid aren't I know I'm not going anywhere as a
like that, but most kids haven't had player," said the younger Zampese.
on of the best coaches in the country "He had a real shot It's too bad he
sitting m th 1r hvmg room every was stuck behind Jon Arnett (USC's
night."
starling tailback from 1954 through
Zampese is receptive to the inevi- '56).
table comparisons with his father,
"I'd like to be exactly like him if
who is in his first year as offensive possible. The level of respect he's
coordinator for the Los Angeles achieved is amazing. I've seen him at

of former Chargers assistant Ernie Zampese, isn't big or fast, but he's valuable to USD.

clinics. He commands respect because of who be is and what he's
done, not because he's a big, mediatype guy. It's respect earned through
knowledge, which is more impressive than respect earned through
being a big name or a big mouth."
The elder Zampese's move to Los
Angeles has been trying for his son,
who has grown accustomed to continuity after attending high school and
college on the same hill and Ii ving in
the same Del Cerro home for all but
one month of his 20-year existence.
"We've been very lucky," said

Zarnpese. "We haven't moved around
like a lot of football families. My dad
has high goals, but he hasn't sacrificed family life for them. It's hard
not seeing him."

•••

Sophomore tailback John Arens
(neck) is doubtful and leading rusher
Todd Jackson (left ankle) is questionable for tonight's game. If Jackson
can't play, freshman Ty Barksdale
(67 yards and two touchdowns on 17
carries) will start in the backfield
with sophomore fullback Scott
Slykas (125 yards and one touchdown

on 24 carries). Starting tackle Pete
Browne (bruised shoulder) is also
questionable.
Azusa Pacific, 5-2-2 in 1986, was
forced to forfeit all its games because it used an ineligible player.
The Cougars have several local products on their roster, including strong
safety Larry Coffey (Monte Vista)
and linebacker Mark Nichols (San
Marcos). Starting tailback Frank
White (Mount Miguel,, w o rushed
for 123 yards and a touchdown on 29
carries in a 24-14 loss to Humboldt
State, is out with an injured toe;,..-1
/.
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points falter in loss to Azusa Pacific
ByChr
I

I riter

'I he keys to the University of San
Diego's football success this season
h ve been a dominating defense and
o 1. tent running g me.
La t night, the Toreros had troubles in both departments as they lost
their first game, 23-18, to Azusa Paci 1c in front of 3,165 at Torero Stadium.
The USO defense, which had shut
out three consecutive opponents entering the game, gave up 16 first

{Bal

P1J

downs and three tou:hdowns.
On offense, USD tould only manage 113 yards rushin, (well below its
season average of 19i yards) against
a big defensive line.
''They were problbly the most
physical team we1e played this
year," said USO coad! Brian Fogarty, whose team is 3-I~.
Two second-half touchdowm by
Azusa Pacific tailbatk Marvin Walker. a product of El Centro's Central
High, provided the rrargin of victory
for the Cougars (2-3 who defeated

USD for the seventh consecutive
time.
Walker's first touchdown, a 6-yard
run off.tackle, helped the Cougars to
a 17-12 lead with 42 seconds remaining in the third quarter after kicker
Ken Arlt's extra point. His run
capped a 10-play, 4½-minute drive
that began on Azusa's 34-yard line.
Walker's second touchdown was
set up by Tim Brown's recovery of
quarterback Brendan Murphy's fumble at the Toreros' 29.
A pass interference call against

strong safety John Gutsmiedl on the
Cougars' second play gave the
Cougars a first-down on the 15. Four
plays later, Walker, who had 47 yard,
on 11 carries, scored on a 3-yard run.
Arlt missed the extra point to keep
the score at 23-12 with 11:25 left in
the fourth quarter.
Azusa Pacific ended the USD defense's unscored-upon streak at 12
quarters, as Arlt kicked a 37-yard
field goal with 1:19 to go in the first
q11arter to give the Cougars a 3-0
lead. The field goal was set up by a

short, 23-yard punt by USD's John
Gillis that gave the Cougars possession at USD's 41.
Azusa Pacific improved its lead
early in the second quarter, capitalizmg on a 47-yard punt return by Ray
Jones that gave the Cougars the ball
at USD's 25.
Three plays later, Cougars tight
end Rick Reddaway sneaked behind
safety Bryan Day after an excellent
play-action fake by quarterback
Richard Jimenez and caught
Jimenez's 14-yard pass for a touch-

down. Arlt's extra point made Ui
score 10-0 with 11:41 to play in
half.
USD quarterback Braulio Castil
started the game, but after failing to
complete a pass in four attempts,
freshman Murphy replaced him after
Reddaway's touchdown.
The move paid off as Murphy
scrambled to his right and hit freshman wide receiver Ken Jones for a
38-yard touchdown with 7:26 left ih
the half.
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8 Unlverf/lY of San Diego Tneatre Arts Department
w 11 1 present O r Town by Thornton Wilder 8 Pm,
October 15 16 11 ,n Camino Theater A 2 pm mat1r1ee
1 set tor Sunday October 18 Adm, s,on 1s $4 for the

g
,r,11 public $3 tor en,ots m1l1tary and swdents
lrom other co logo anrl 2 tor USO students and child
n , 2 a.-,d imde Tickets w111 be sold at the door for
mo
nlorma11on contac• Pamela Connolly at 260·
4
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DROP SHOT - Angel Lopez
head pro at San Diego Tenni & Rae•
quet Club, 1 among some 40 bache
!ors put on the auction block to ~nef1t March of Dimes The event 1s set
for Nov 12 at the downtown 0mm
Hotel
• San Diego's Beginning and inter•
mediate young ters are urged to
enter the Junior Satellite Touma
ment ·
d Gro mont, startmg Nov. 7-8, pon ored by the S.D
Tcnm. Patrons For information, call
Rob MarKay at 260-4600.
• U,il.l will host $35-per-person
doub es c 1mc for the area's top juniors Nov. 15. For information call Ed
Collins at 260-4803.
• The Volvo Tennis-Collegiate
Men' Champion hips are set for Oct.
29 Nov. 1 at UCLA. Top seed is Pepperdine·s Andrew Sznaider,

(John Freeman's Tennis column
appears every other Tuesday in The
Tribune.)
;;
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Burma Airways Friendship Fokker
27 plane in less than four months, and
the worst air disaster in this Southeast Asian nation smce 1978.
mong the 14 Americans on board
were Reeve J. Jacques, an attorney
from La Jolla, and his wife, Carolyn,
who friends said had been on a pleasure trip with one of their three
daughters.
Jacques, 45, was an attorney with
the San Diego law firm of Mcinnis,
Fitzgerald, Ree , Sharkey & Mcln•
tyre, while Mrs. Jacques taught at
the Evan School m La Jolla.
Their daughter Jennifer, 18, bad
begun the trip with her parents but
returned to the United States after
visiting Hong Kong, the initial stop
on an itinerary that also included
slops in Tibet, Bangkok and Burma.
An official passenger list said 36 of
the victims were foreigners - the 14
Americans, seven w1ss, five Britons,
four Australians, three West Germans, two French and one Thai. Nine
LA JOLLA COUPLE KILLED IN BURMA AIR CRASH
Burmese passengers and four crew
Reeve Jacques was a lawyer; his wife, Carolyn, a teacher
members also died
The victims included the parents
of an administrative attache at the Jacques' law firlll, said today that
The plane in which they were
Australian Embassy in Rangoon, the couple enjoyed traveling and had
killed was on a two-hour, regularly
ource aid.
left San Diego about three weeks ago scheduled flight from the national
Several of the American victims on their latest trip Jacques had been capital of Rangoon, about 300 miles
were part of a tour arranged by a with the firm for 15 years, and had south of
Pagan in central Burma.
San Franc1 co travel agent, who also been a partner since 1976.
Pagan, with a population of about
was killed, relatives said.
Mclntrye described him as a first- 5,000, occupies 40 square miles of
Edith Daile-Fe te of Kentfield. rate lawyer "with a phenomenal
mo tly flat terrain on the east bank
Calif., had been a travel agent for memory" to whom the other attorof Burma's major artery, the Irmore than 30 years before starting neys turned for advice.
rawaddy River.
her own agency, Cosmopolitan TravBefore joining the firm, Jacques
Pagan's kings and governors ruled
el, about 20 year ago. One of the worked in the criminal division of from 1044
to 1369 and built thousands
agency's employees, Juhe Ann But- the San Diego city attorney's office.
of
Buddhist
shrines and temples. The
ler, 45, of Calistoga, was among the A Navy veteran, he also had lectured
buildings make Pagan an archaeovictims.
for the Continuing Education of the logical treasure, a holy place for pilJacques, a graduate of Stanford Bar, the San Diego Inn of Court and
grims and a top tourist attraction.
University and the Univ i
of the county Bar Association. ln 1978Because of poor roads, however,
Southern Califorma Law Schoo , ha
80, he taught trial techniques as an tourists can reach the city only by
been involved in several prominent adjunct professor at the University air or river
boat.
trials, including ones in which he de- of San Die o Law School.
Authorities have not said what
fended fellow attorneys accused of . acques taught nglish and caused the June 21 Butma Airways
malpractice.
social studies, and also taught Amer- crash, which killed all 45 Burmese on
In 1985, he defended the Sunshine ican history to sixth-graders, whom
board. The plane slammed into a
Little League of East San Diego in a she took each year on a study trip to
mountain minutes after takeoff from
suit filed by a parent seeking to in- Washington, D.C.
Heho, about 280 miles northeast of
clude boys in the all-girl league.
All three Jacques daughters Rangoon.
Superior Court Judge Alfred Lord Jennifer, Julie, 16, and Alison, 14 In Burma's worst air disaster in
igned an order barring Little attended the school, and Gale Baer,
League officials from enforcing a the Evans School headmistress, said recent years, a Burma Airways
ban on coeducational teams, but lim- Mrs. Jacques had been associated plane crashed five miles from Rangoon airport on March 25, 1978.
'ted the order to the one league for with the school for 11 years.
Twenty-three foreigners were among
just that season.
Both Jacques were strong support•
Jacques successfully persuaded ers of The Bishop·s School in La the 48 dead.
lhe judge not to extend the order Jolla, and Mcintrye said Mrs.
That also was a Friendship Fokker
,tatew1de.
Jacques was very active in the Girl 27, a Dutch-made medium-range airJames A. Mclntrye, a partner in Scouts as well.
craf
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p~?,:J~1?.~JD1sicians'_Cases Will Be Reviewed

Vietnam whose medical school records haven't been released by the
Vietnamese government will have
their cases reviewed by a sixmember advisory council thanks to
the passage of S.B. 1358. Signed by
the governor Sept. 29, the law is
designed to force the st~ Board
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by Libby Brydolf
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SD Tries to Keep
Another Streak
,;ty-,.s---5

-

SAfli DIEGO-The University of
San Diego football team, its str~ak
of7:hree strnight shutouts havmg
ended in a 23-18 loss to Azusa
Pacific last Saturday, will try t_o
extend a different streak when 1t
plays host to Pomona-Pitzer at 7:30
tonight.
The Toreros (3-1-1) have _not
lost to Pomona since 1971. Smee
then, USD has a 14-0-1 record
against the Sagehens. USD won
last year, 42-16.
Pomona-Pitzer (1-3) comes into
tonight's game with a three-game
losing streak. The Sagehens have
scored seven touchdowns this season, and quarterback Ed Irick has
passed for five of the~- Irick
averages 232 yards passing per
game.
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that hasn't sto ped
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rom 1rms
o a o oCalifornia
here
Three aSouthern
real ·estate firms have come to the
•
support of the San Diego Operas
y
E
bl
oung
nsem
e.
The Koll
Company
one of the
West Coast's la rgel!t 'real estate
developme nt a cq~isition and

1 1987
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of MedicaJ Quality Assurance to
consider the special case of these
physicians who have generally
been unable to obtain licenses in
the state. The council must be
created by BMQA by Feb. 1. It wjll
be composed ·of five former professors from the University of
Saigon and one BMQA member .
BMQA has come under fire from a
number of groups, includine; USP
Center for Public Interest Law,
which this year filed a $13.3 million lawsuit against BMQA fqr its
refusal to grant licenses to these
physicians. The suit is still pending.

~~~w,e

property managei;nent firms based
in Newport Beach, IS sponsoring
,
three performances of th e opera s
educational outreach progran:i, ~II
for its employees and tenants m its
office buildings in downtown San
Diego and Carlsbad. Its three
downtown properties are the Cen•
tral Savings Tower, JYells Fargo
Bank building and First Interstate
Plaza . Koll Center San Diego is the
mi xed-used office-hotel-residential-relail complex planned for a
three-b lock area bounded by
Broadway, Kettner, E and State
streets beginning construction in
January. Koll is the largest downtown San Diego developer to date
with $1.2 million square feet of
space.

,!~=~! ~~S~~,!~rre~,!?. ~UP,h~~~

C ktail Hour" with special hors
d' :uvres from 7 to 8·30 pm.
•
-·
'
" Dinner at Eight" offering
a fivecourse gourmet dinner naturally at
8 and the "As You Like It"
•
Cabaret
following dinner a nd
featuring perfor mers from the
• last r,tve years. Among
Playhouses
these guest artists wi ll be Roger
C b
Miller and t he Ca d"ll
I ac ow oys as
well as cast metnbers from the Nat
, Add e rl ey- P lay house mu s ical ,

for mal discussion of the play will
be held between audie nce members
r
and O'Brien,
Metca 1,e an d th e cas t .
T hat's no t all : a we s t ern
barbecue dinner will be served to
.
- me
- 1u ded m
attendees. 0 mner
1s
the $15 admission charge.
• * *
US~
T ' ster Arts Departmen presen t s Thom to n W"lder's
t
"Our Town" tonight, tomorrow
night and Sunday at 2 p.m. in

:==;::======================
==
ArtF.acts
,.._.,....,,~

by Priscilla Lister Schupp

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - :
" Shout Up A Morning_"
Camino Theater on campus. AdTickets which will benefit the
mi ssion is $4 general.
Playhouse are $100 for "The
* * *
Cocktail Hour" only, $250 for all
Solana Beach's North Coast
three acts, and $500 for all three
Repertory Theatre celebrates its
acts, seat1·ng at a celebri ty· tabl e
fifth birthday tonight al the Lomas
and reserved seats at the Cabaret.
Santa Fe Country ' Club. Tickets
Meanwhile, Playhouse Artistic
are $30 a nd $75 for. patrons; those
Director Des McAnuff has taken
purchasing patron tickets will be
his "Silent Edward," a one-act
invited to the gal a openi ng of the
musical for which he wrote the
new theater.
book, music and lyrics, on a tour of
The new theater opens Jan. 1,
San Diego schools. Community
located across Lomas Santa Fe
organizations and businesses who
Plaza from its present location. It
also wish to schedule a perforwill feature a larger stage, new
mance are invited to contact , wider seals and other improveStephen Gray at t he Play~~us~- _.
ments.

.

Mon

day in a lecture at Horton Plaza's
Lyceum presented by UCSD Ext
·
·
e ns1on tn
c?operat ion wit h
Bal bo a Pa~k s Museum of
Photographic Arts.
K now n •for
_ his
, work in" se . quences, Michals conc~pt of rea lf1ty" mcludes
arena
.
,, "the
. entire
d.
h . o
experiences, me 1u mg P _ys'.ca1
impress
_ ions , ddreams
h • ".anx1et1es
. "bl ,:
lon~lt ness Han ~t er mv1~1 t~
rea ,ltt1_es .. is styk eth,s ts urreas •1.sd1tco,

USD's defense has nine interceptions but had only one in last
week's loss to Azusa.
-CHRIS ELLO

res emotionally
u 1ng 1n worcharged,"
s a are
a
be
humorous
d
t"
an provoca 1ve.
The lecture is sponsored by The
Hahn Company and Lenders
Corp Admi ss ion is $6 general.
·
* * *
The Kidzartz Festival takes
· B lb p k f
place tomorrow m a oa ar o ferin g hands-on, close-up experiences for children with several
d · I
hundred performing an v1sua arlists.
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USD Continues Its Domination
of Pomona-Pitzer in 42-6 Win

1

S~~I~~he University of,
, go continued its mastery
~""e""rc-noi'i!ciiia-Pitzer with a 42-6
football victory at USO Saturday
mght.
The Toreros ( 4-1-1) are 15-0-1
against Pomona-Pitzer since 1971,
which is the last time they lost to
Pomona-Pitzer.
USD raced to a 14-0 lead after
one quarter, led 28-0 at halftime
and 42-6 after three quarters. Tailback Ty Barksdale gained 101
yards in 20 carries. Fullback Don
Maclnnes scored on a 16-yard run

in the first quarter and one-yard
run in the third quarter. Quarter back Braulio Castillo scored on a
two-yard run, and quarterback
Brendan Murphy scored on a fiveyard run. Ken Zampese ran the
second- half kickoff back 78 yards
for a touchdown.
The USO defense limited Pomona-Pitzer (1- 4) to a net total of
one-yard rushing and 146 yards
overall. Free safety Bryan Day and
cornerbacks Daryl Jackson and
Scott Bradley had interceptions.

Siifl D go, Calif

Union
(Circ. D 217,324)
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e concerned with Pomona-Pitzer passing attack
be t teams,' said Pomona-Pitzer
tr ak, 23 18
Clarence Thomas. "They're
coach
' big k y for u IS going lo be our
ability to regain control of th hne of playing good. strong defense. Looking at it on paper, they·re better than
crimmag ,' 1d ~·ogarty.
Th t goal hould be well within we are"
On paper, the Toreros' offensive
reach again t the a h n who
trength is the run. They've netted
have lo t thr straight after defeat•
ing Colorado College, 34• 7. lfwo of 178.8 yards per game, and PomonaPomona-Pitzer' loss came again t P1tzer' · defen e has given up an avruve 1ty of Redlands (30.27) erage of 214 yards
th
On paper, Pomona-Pitzer's offenand the University of La Verne (41-6).
U D d f at d both tno e teams by sive trength is the pass (232 yards
per game), but USD's defense has
cor of 28•0.
• Th, is one of Coach Fogarty's held oppo mg quarterbacks to a .403

Irick, who played tailback last
completion percentage and 87.2
has completed 70 of 128 passes
year,
yards per game.
Despite the evidence. Fogarty's for 929 vards and five touchdowns
with nine interceptions. He is also
optimism remains guarded.
"Traditionally, they're not a real very mobile, with 101 net rushing
strong team (38-56-3 over the past 11 yards, despite losing 113 yards on
sea on~)," he said. "But they always sacks.
Daley finished fifth in receptions
have a few individuals that make
them scary. This year is no excep- in NCAA Division III last season with
61. This year he has 23 catches for
tion."
Fogarty's primary concerns are 5· 449 yards and one TD.
"Those two guys make them a
foot-11, 205-pound senior quarterback
Ed Irick and 6-0, 180-pound junior threat," said Fogarty. "There's always a chance they can combine for
wide receiver Dan Daley.

a big play."
Another Fogarty concern is the
health of his offensive unit Leading
rusher Todd Jackson, who resprained his left ankle in last week's
loss to Azusa Pacific, will mi. s his
second game this season, although
sophomore tailback John ~rens is
back from a n ck injury.
Other starters listed as questionable are guard Mike Cas ady (knee),
tackle Pete Browne (shoulder) and
quarterback Braulio Castillo (shoulder).
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ead UCSD over UC-Santa Cruz
l,oeal Briefs
Andy Strandberg scored for the
Crusaders.
Host UCSD
swept both divisions of a meet with
USQ. The men won, 4·20, but USD's
Willie uarino posted the 27:17 winning time for the 5-mile course. Merril Hora finished second in 17:28 for
UCSD, which had five of the top six
finishers. UCSD's Sabrina Jensen
was the medalist in 19:32 on the
5,000-meter women's course. UCSD's
Cross country -

Pomt Loma NaMore soccer
zarene (HI 1) lost 1 third straight
Golden State Athletic Conference
game, 3 l, to v1 Jtmg Cal Lutheran.

women won, 18-43 . . Mark Clayton
was the best SDSU finisher, placing
,bird in 24:07 :it the 5-mile Cal Poly
San Luis Ohi:po Invitational. SDS
was ninth in team standings behind
fir t-place UCLA . . Dems Kiely finished second in 24:55 and Tom Matson followed in third at 25:02 for
Point Loma Nazarene at the Golden
State Athletic Conference meet at
Irwindale. Eva Lindblad was the best
PLNC woman finisher in fifth place
with a 18:36. Westmont won both divisions of team competition; PLNC
was second in the women's and
fourth in the men's division.
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U_SD strikes quick in 42-6 w·n
_;z_qsS°

By Chris Clarey

Staff Wri~r

University of San Diego football
coach B ian Fogarty began substituting freely with two minutes remaining in the first quarter of last night's
42-6 victory over Pomona-Pitzer.
Obviously, the outcome was never
in doubt after the Toreros (4-1-1)
scored on their first two possessions
before 1,142 at Torero Stadium.
'All you can do is heap praise on
the job Brian Fogarty has done," said
Pomona-Pitzer coach Clarence
Thomas, whose team is 1-4. "They
are really an improved team. We
knew it was going to be tough defensively for us to stop them."
Unfortunately for Thomas and the
Sagehens, knowledge did not translate into effective performance.
USD's freshman tailback, Ty Barksdale, (101 yards on 20 carries) led an
offense that got 15 first downs (13 in
the first half) and 310 total yards.
Two third-quarter touchdowns

gave the Toreros a 42-0 lead.
Ken Zampese returned the secondhalf kickoff 78 yards for a touchdown
to give the Toreros a 35-0 lead after
Mark Fenick's extra point.
Six minutes later, fullback Don
Macinnes had 1-yard touchdown run.
The Sagehens' score came on a 10yard pass from Ed Irick (9-of-28 for
132 yards with two interceptions) to
Dan Daley with 6:28 remaining in the
third quarter. Daley had seven
catch es for 75 yards.
USD completely dominated the
first half, taking a 28-0 lead.
Pomona-Pitzer didn't make a first
down until the second-to-last play of
the half. Irick, who entered the game
with 70 completions in 128 attempts
for 929 yards, completed one of nine
passes for 26 yards with one interception.
Zampese returned Jeff Berger's
short punt 17 yards to the Sagehens'
39 to give USD excellent field position on its first possession.

Six plays and 2:52 later, Macinnes,
wearing a cast to protect his broken
left wrist, scored from 14 yards. Fenick's extra point made it 7-0.
USD drove 50 yards in four plays
on its next possession after Jeff Mansukhani's 21-yard punt return.
On second-and-7 at the Sagehens'
21, wide-open Mansukhani caught
Brendan Murphy's pass in the end
zone. Fenick's kick made the score
14-0 with 8:04 remaining in the first
quarter.
Strong safety Bryan Day's inter- !•
ception and 11-yard return set up the I'.
Toreros' third touchdown as they
drove 43 yards in six plays. Murphy
ran it m from 5 yards with 13:44 left
in the half to make it 21-0 with Jim
Morrison's extra point.
USD padded its lead with a 43yard, 11-play drive, all on the ground.
Quarterback Braulio Castillo, who
replaced Murphy midway through
the sec nd quarter, ran it in himself
from 3 yards. Fenick's extra point
made it 28-11.
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TITUTION: A SOCIAL PORTRAIT" Dr
Steven Schoenherr speaks at 7 p m. Monday at the
University of San Diego Manchester Conference
enter Information: 26o-4682.
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Variety of activities highlight Women's Opportunity Week
wtmin'?_ ~)pportuntty Weck
today through Oct 24 will hl•
seminars
with
ob rvcd
throughout II Diego nd North
County
III R •covcry or
" ind rell
Whatev •r Happ n d to Prince
Ch rrnm " 1 a s minar offered
by an D1 10 th rap1 t Sheila
l<'rank from 7 to IJ p m , Tue day,
Oct. 20 11t cmln r by th Bay,
ulv1rn W y In tarrna
1936
ult A
Viii
mm r will focu on th
Th
"r • I tr e women Lace today
- economi , exual nd ocial"
Adm1 ion ls .'i. For further m
formallo1 , call 283-0283.
'l'r va R udhulter, MA, will

present a seminar on "How to
Solve Problems and Make Deciion " from lO to II :30 a.rn ,
Saturday, Oct. 24.
The seminar will be held at
1020 Second St., suite A, Encinita . Cost is $4. To register,
call 944-1741.
Palomar College will obser_ve
Women'. Opportunity Week with
a variety of free activities. A film
ene is scheduled from noon to
l p rn. in the Board Room, next to
the Student Service. Center.
"Union Maid " will be shown
Monday; "When I Say 'o I Feel
Guilty" will be shown Tuesday;
Own
Your
Pack
"You
Parachute" will be ·hown Wed-

·
nesday.
"Female Identity A Look Inward Through Art" is the title of
by
a workshop presented
counselors Maria Miller and
Ellen Speert Monday from 7 to 9
p.m in the counseling office of
the Student Services Center.
Free . career testin~ and
counseling will be provided at
North County Fair in Escondido
Wednesday from 11 to 3. Repre•
sentatives from Palomar, SDSU,
USIU and Miramar College will
participat".
A seminar on "Self-Esteem:
Don't Leave Horne Without It"
will be presented Thursday from
noon to 1 in the Student Services

Center counseling office.
is
workshop
final
The
"Leadership Skills for Volun•
teers'' fron noon to I p.rn. in the
Board Room.
For information on events, call
Rebecca Kvederis, 744-1150 or
727-7529, ext. 2353.
Disabled Women'~ Op~ortun~ty
Week, held m conJunction with
Women's Opportunity Week, will
be observe d at p a Iomar co11ege
with a seminar; "Disabled
Women in the Workforce," from 7
to 9 p.m., Wednesday in the
Board Room next to the Student
Services Building.
According to Ruth Tait of Disa bled Students Programs and

Service, "The seminar features
women who have tackled the
challenges of their disabilities
and won a place in the work
force."
The seminar site is wheelchair
· accessible, and interpretation for
hearing impaired individuals will
be provided.
To pre-regiS ter for th e semiinformaadditional events
nar, and
in
aboutforadditional
tion

San Diego for disabled women,
call Ru th Tait at 744·1150 , ext.
2659 , or Lisa Rini 236-6685
(voice/TDD).
Female attorneys from the law
firm Jennings, Engstrand &

Henrikson will discuss the openthey have
portunities
counter.ed in the legal field in
"Are You a Lawyer Too,
Honey?" set for Tuesday from
12: 15 p.m. to 1 :30 p.m. in the
Fl~tche~ Reception H~ll at the
llmvers,ty of San Diego Law
Sch~~- Admiss1~n _1s fi'ee ~nd
participants are mv1ted to brmg
a bag lunch. Reservations are
not require d .
The seminar, aimed at aspiring
attorneys, will also address the
issues of how to combine a law
career with family life and the
realities - good and bad _ of
practicing law. For information,
call 291-0840.

-
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Egan not rebuilding but simply reloading with younger players
a

campaigns at USD, it may require his finest
• • fThehbulk of the remaining roster consists of
burn.
six res men.
The memories of that special eason may not coaching job ever Consider:
"I understand the limitations we have as far
• Outside of returning starting guard Danny
be gone, b t most of the headline playe are.
Four-fifths of the starting lineup has departed, Means, no other player has started a game for as the inexperience," said Egan. "But _I'm looking forward to the season. The best thmg about
mcludmg 7-foot center Scott Thompson, the the Toreros.
• The other four players Egan tentatively h~s sports is this: When you win, you get a chance to
WCAC's 1987 Player of the Year.
So around Alcala Park, where basketball penciled into the starting lineup - guard Craig prove it again. When you lose, you get to try
practice tipped off last Thursday, the buzzword Cottrell, forwards Steve Haupt and Marty again. r always look for the next challenge.''
If Egan meets the challenge presently staring
"rebulldmg ' The word, though. has yet to Munn, and center Jim Pelton - averaged a
him in the face, Means most likely will have
combined 11 -3 points last season.
.
,
creep mto Egan's vocabul ry.
IA, A
t A. - f
• Two of those prospective starters are not
"Rebuilding says to me, 'Here, Im gomg to
th e cataIys · Jumor rom
nge1es,
been
workinJ·ury
disk
a
c1·ng. Pelton suffer--'
1
pract·
't
l
h
Means started all 30 of USD's game; last sea""
establish before the season starts w Y can
t
amm
t
His
ts
. ht
wm,' " said Egan. "I don't want to establish any ing construction last summer. Munn took an
es a1a
e
.
.
pom
e1g
ring practice Friday and son,daveraging
du
Cheek
the
to
elbow
elected h1·m captam
h
reason why e can't win."
·
s
ave
Y
rea
to undergo surgery today. He's expected
HANK EGAN
Please see TOREROS: C-3, Col. 1
.
A plend1d attitude. But if Egan ·I to recor d wa•
_ i_n_. - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - . - - ~ - ~
~ c-er_ta
_ . _P_el-to_n~•s_s_ta_t_us_ is_un
_ ks
_ so_n_ in- as_ m_a_n_y__b_ac~k~i-n_t_wo_w_ee
ng~ sea
__
~ :::: :: =-===~=~==~ ~ ~ -h_ f_o~ur_th__tr_a~ig~h-t _w~i-nm

'-~~~~__J
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posium tackling changes
in att·tude on China missionarie s

•

aid was given the tamp of approval
by the governm nt, which also is
e mis 10nar- partially underwritmg Xu's tu1t1on
co ts here.
"Right now tht> government feels
many Chinese in llectuals are interted in Chnshan1ty,'' said Xu, adding that the revival of intere t in the
mi ionaries 1s part of the overall d fort "to attract foreign visitors and
oversea~ investments "
Yung-chen Chiang. an assistant
professor of history at USD, will give
a talk on the training of social scienh ·ts before the revoluhon at Yenchmg University a missionary college
founded by the Rockefeller Foundation m 1898, later taken over by the
communists an renamed Beijing
Umve 1ty.
During the half-century that
Yenchmg Houris ed, Chiang said, the
chool unabashedly pursued its goal
of reforming Chinese society and
gu1dmg the nation's development.
Alter the communists won in 1949,
the government tried to purge every
element of Western thought and influence from society. It became fashionable for scholars - even in the
United States - to criticize Yenching and the other Christian schools
for imposing an alien ideology on the
nation while exploiting China economically After the revolution, the
missionary school were closed,
amalgamated or renamed, and only
within recent years have alumnae
associations started to form.
"The general tenor was that American missionaries were agents of
American imperialism and spreadmg bourgeois ideas under the cloak
of religion," noted the 78-year-old
Durdin.
Chiang, a Harvard graduate from
Taiwan, advocates a more balanced
view of Yenchlng·s contributions.
Far from taking a condescending attitude toward the Chinese, he said,
Yenching-trained social scientists
journeyed to the countryside to study
the peasantry. This was in triking

contrast, he said, to the scholars
trained in Chinese universities who
stayed within their ivory towers in
the comfortable coastal cities.
The United States International
University-sponsored symposium
was organized by Patricia ·ells, a
h1stury instructor at San Diego State
University, to acknowledge tht ~h1ft
that has taken place on both sides of
the Pacific on this touchy issut!
Today the role of the missionaries
is seen as more complex. While the
missionaries have always had their
defenders - Neils mentioned their
opposition to infanticide, the importation of opium and foot binding critics have backed away from the
simplistic view that the foreigners
were insensitive to China's traditional beliefs and smug in their mission
of bringing Christianuy to the ·pagans."
"There's some truth m both," Neils
said. ,ufhey did do some good. They
are seen as less harmful, 1f not good.
By the time they came back to the
United States, they appreciated Chinese values, genuinely loved the Chinese and tried to promote ChineseAmencan relations."
The impact the returning m1ss10naries had on the development of
American foreign policy toward
China 1s another focus of the conference. One example of the overlap between the private educator~ and public policy makers was Dr. John
Leigh ton Stuart, a president of
Yenching Umversity who later became U. . ambassador to Chma in
the critical post-World War II years.
The links persist today: J Stapleton Roy, the leading State Department expert on China who recently
testified before Congress on the unrest in Tibet, was born m China to
missionary parents. So was Democratic presidential candidate Paul
Simon, who has said he will appoint
an Asian-American to a key Cabinet
post.
Other topics that will be discussed
are missionaries who tried to combine Confucianism and Christianity
and American missionary efforts in
China today. The lectures began at 2
p.m. today and continue through tomorrow afternoon at the Manchester
Center of the university.
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Streaking Toreros take act on the road
came to an end against Menlo
USD coach Brian.Fogarty continues to alternate Braulio Castillo and
Brendan Murphy at quarterback.

By Rick

TribuneSportswriter

Clairo>rnont-Mudd-Scripps College,
ranked 12th nationally before losing
to Menlo College 13-9 last weekend,
plays host to aspiring USD in a Division III football game tomorrow at
1:30 p.m.
The Toreros, who are taking aim
at their best season since a 9-1 mark
m 1981, are coming off a 42-6 rout of
Pomona Pitzer at home last Saturday. Led by Ty Barksdale's 101 yards
rushing and two touchdown runs by
Don Maclnnes, USD gained 310 yards
on Lhe ground against the outmanned
·
visitors.
Tomorrow's game, however, opens
a stretch that will have the Toreros
(4-1-1) on the road three straight
weekends. They're 1-0-1 away from
home in 1987, tying Occidental 13-13
in the season opener, then defeating
Redlands 28-0 a week later.
The Stags (3-2), meanwhile, were
dropped from the Division III top 20
as a three-game winning streak

295 yards and three TDs.
"Braulio seems to have an edge
when 1t comes to the intangibles,"
said Fogarty. "He gets the job done.

~Braulio (Castillo)
seems to have an
edge when it comes
to the intangibles.
He gets the job
done. He moves the
team.'
- Brian Fogarty
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~huts Out
!/i;~hl Mmmount

Vince ~ h~ s~ed two goals
to lead the Uni.1£Crsjty a[ San Diego
to a 5-0 victory over Loyola Marymount in a West Coast Athletic
Conference soccer match Saturday
at San Diego.
James Kyle, Bob Welsh and
Steve Herman added goals for USD
(10-4-2 overall. 3-1 in conference
play). Loyola Marymount is 3-10-2
and0-3.
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SD Defeats Claremont-Mudd 23-7
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USD to host graduate
school day for students
ALCALA PARK - The ~ t y of
San Diego will host a graduate school day
N bv . 4 !or students seeking information
on graduate degree programs in 40
colleges and universities _!.!!roughout
.;2f57
California.

E<t . 1888
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Fresh!fian quarterback Brendan
Murphy completed IO of 17 passes
141 yards and l ouchdown to
e the Unlversity of San Diego's
f tball team Co a ZS- 7 victory over
Claremont-Mudd Saturday afternoon at Claremont.
On ~e first play of the game,
Murphy s pass to wide receiver Jeff
Mansukhani went 72 yards for a
touchdown The Toreros (5-1-1)
added to the lead when Ty Barksdale scored on a 4-yard run late in
the first quaiter Mark Fenick
kicked extra p t.: on both touchdowns for USD, hich had a 14-10

halftime lead.

He moves the team."
Castillo is a junior, having transferred from San Diego City College,
while Murphy is a freshman.

San Diego, Calf.
Unio.,
(C1rc D 2.l?,324)
,)
1C1rc. S. 33<),

Castillo has been in on more plays
(101-77), but has only one more yard
in total offense (450-449).
Murphy has had more success
passing than Castillo, completing 25of-50 attempts for 384 yards and five
touchdowns. Castillo is 17-of-36 for

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co)
Times
(San Diego Ed.)
(Cir. D 50,010)
(Cir. S 55,573)

San Diego, Calif.
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"He's a kid who plays best in the
big games," said Egan, recalling
Means' team-high 18 points against
Auburn. "He likes to compete."
Means has a nice combination: He
plays good one-on-one defense and
can shoot the ball. He hit a team-high
85 percent of his free throws last season and hit 47 percent of his threepoint attempts.
Cottrell, the other tentative starter
at guard, is a 6-5 sophomore out of
Tempe, Ariz., who averaged 3.2
points last year.
"He's a gifted kid," said Egan. "He
runs; he jumps well; he handles the
ball pretty good. But h 's young and
he needs to get his intensity up to
where it needs to be at the Division I
level."
Haupt, the one-time San Diego-CIF
Section Playe1 of the Year from
Mira Mesa High, has recovered from
a back injury that threatened the 6-5
forward's career last season. He
scored 12 points in 14 games.
"Mike Haupt is a warrior," said
Egan. "He gets the maximum out of
his body."
The other forward, Munn, is one of
the more improved Toreros. A 6-6
senior from Salinas, Munn averaged
3.4 points last season.
"Marty Munn is a scorer," said
Egan. "He's one of those guys who's
always thinking how he can get the
ball in the basket. He surprised us
this year in that he made himself a
much better athlete. He got himself
in tremendous shape."
Pelton, a 6-9, 230-pounder, faces
the unenviable task of replacing
Thompson. While th~ University of
Kansas transfer may not dominate
mside like Thompson, he does run the
floor well.
Because the Toreros won't be as
big across the front line this winter,
Egan says the team will play a more
up-tempo style. Nonetheless, don't
ex~ct a UNLV remake.

'

Claremont-Mudd (3-3) scored
on a 15-yard run by tailback Chris
Dabrow, the leading rusher in
NCAA Division III. Dabrow had 70
yards in 9 carries in Claremont~udd's 90-yard scoring drive. He
fm1shed with 137 yards m 27
Carries.
USD increased its lead to 17. 7 on
a 27 -yard field goal by Fenick.
Todd Jackson added a 57-yard
touchdown run with less than two
mmutes remaining in the gam<>.
Fem ck nussed the extra• J?om t kick.
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China
"')-C\ '5~
• •
m1ss1ona y
effects told
By Rita Gillmon

Staff Writer

Work of American missionaries in
China led to the creation of a secular
women's liberation movement and
ultimately to socialist and communist movements in what had been a
traditional and conservative culture,
a scholar from Fuller Theological
Seminary said yesterday.
Samuel H. Chao, a China specialist
at Fuller, spoke at a conference of
China scholars being held throw;h
today at the Manchester ConferPnCP
Center on the University 01 an
--:,
Die~.
Tilled "The Impact of American
Missionaries on U.S. Attitudes and
Policies Toward China," the sessions
are sponsored by the Asia Pacific
Rim Institute of U.S. International
University and· were arranged by Patricia Neils, professor of Asian and
American studies.
Institute director Leon Sinder said
it is the first time a large number of
Chma scholars (from 65 universities)
have gathered t(, exchange their
ideas on this subject.
"Missionaries or their children
have been the greatest projectors of
the images of China to Americans,"
Sinder said. "They had a disproportionate impact on the way we see
China."
Sinder said U.S. government officials got their view of China from
merchants and church people whose
ideas were colored by their particular interests. "They didn't consult
scholars," he said. "China had Confucianism, the Tao and Buddhism, but
the Christian was assured he was
,.___.~b_r_inging a better way."
~--~•---J
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on-Lawyer
olices Bar
n· cipline

i;uur ol the p hl1c member~ arc ap•
pointed hv th gov rn r and t\l.0 h) the
Le•i laturc.
Board m mhcrs crvc without pay, alth 1ugh 1hcy ,ire rc1mhurscd for travel expen cs. Publtc 111emhcrs Lan collect 50 a
da) for c ch day th ) work !l(lt to exec d 500 a month.
Th appomtm nt came a .t complete
surpri,e, Olivarria said. Despite heavy
cntic1 m directed ut the Bar over the
year by public orri ials, pmatc ind1v1d
and cititcn group ,
ual , the pre
Oltv,m1a s;iid he h no regrcb about ac
~cptm , th · Job
" really cnJO) th work," he said,
addtn!! that he wa plca~cd to find that

or

nd

1984
h 1d ,trong

Oltvurrm
for

SEE OLIVARRIA, PAGE 7
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monitor to review and recommend
change in the State Bar's disciplinary
system. Fellmeth released his first report
in May, a scathing indictment of the
Bar's failure to regulate the legal profession.
Olivarria criticized some of the
report's conclusions as "hasty and superficial," a charge Fellmeth vehemently

'I think Olivarria is going
to be a good chairman.
He listens well and he's
got common sen e and he
has a consumer
perspective.'
-Robert C. Fellmeth, director of the

Center for Public Interest Law

denied.
"There are con lusions that are tentative, but they're labeled as such,"
Fellmeth said. "The report was very
thoroughly put together. It's prehmmary,
but based on detailed empirical research
of the kmd the Bar's not able to do."
He described the report as "the most
in-depth, empirically based study of the
discipline system that's ever been done."
Fellmeth and his taff read through Bar
files, tracked cases and interviewed most
of the people who do the actual work of
investigating and trying cases, a opposed
to the policy-makers, he said.
"There's a great deal more work to be
done," he said. "The recommendations
are tentative, but they go to very basic
structural issues."
Fellmeth's next report is due to be
released Nov. I . Fellmeth said it will mclude eight to 10 very specific rulechange proposals for the board to consider.
"A~ we go along and learn more and
more, our reports will get more
specific," he said.
"I don't thin I, we 're really that far
apa, on what v..e want to accomplish,"
Olivarria said. "It's just a matter of how
we get there."
He castigated the Fellmeth report for
failing to acknowledge the Bar's effort to

improve 1ts systems, noting that the Bar
establi bed a separate Office of lnvcstigallons last year and •·professionalized'' the
office of tnal counsel.
Olivarria may represents a trend to fill
the disciplinary system ranks with experienced law enforcement officials. James
Bascue, who was appointed head trial
counsel last May, is on loan from the
Los Angeles county district attorney's office, where he served as ch ief deputy
D.A.
Kenneth J. O'Brien, director of the investigations office, is a former deputy
chief of the San Diego Police Department. O'Brien in turn hired a team of in•
vestigators with police backgrounds.
Almost everyone involved in the disciplinary system agrees there have been
problems in the past.
''Discipline didn't really receive the attention from the Board of Governors that
it should have 10 years ago when the
number of attorneys was growing al a
rapid pace," Olivarria said. By the time
the board realized there was a problem
with inadequate discipline of attorneys,
he said, "it was already too far gone for
them to deal with on a short-term basis."
Most reform advocates are taking a
"wait-and-see" attitude abou~ romised
<3 S
reforms, he said.
But at least one perennia critic re
mains pessimistic. ·•1 don't see [the
Board of Governors] as being really that
well-intentioned," said Richard Annottco, a maverick board member from
Los Angeles who was appointed by
President Pro Tern of the Senate David
Roberti, D-Los Angeles "They have
their stated agendas and their hidden
agendas. They're doing a tap dance."
Annotico, who is not a lawyer,
characterized the Bar's disciplinary system as "circumvented, circuitous, complex and convoluted," he said. "The ~ystem from top to bottom needs substantial
overhaul. It's more costly, slower and far
more sec re ti ve than it need be. "
Fellmeth disagreed.
"There has been a very unusual and
unexpected po~itive re~pon e from people
like Mr. Olivarria and people on the
board and upper staff," he said. "l ~ee
nothing but good faith m front of me."
"We've made significant progress, but
we've still got a long way to go,"
Olivarria said.

•
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T ust deed: Mexican laws murky, seminar told
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Continued from Page C- 1 1\_
for perhaps as long as five years, to
give foreigners more time to look for
buyers.
But he pointed out that eight Mexi•
can_ f der_al gover:nment ~ecretariats
- mcludrng foreign affairs and defense - have a say in foreign inv .
ment in the restricted areas, and that
it would be extremely difficult to obtam a consensus on the issue.
Indeed, Vargas said, while some of
the secretariats want to encourage
trust deeds as a means of promoting
hard-currency investment in Mexico,
other ecretariats would like to
discourage their use
Vargas said the future of the trust
deeds would likely be decided by
Carlos Salinas de Gortari, presidential candidate of the ruling Institutional Revolutional Party - and all
but certain winner - in general elections next July.
Zack Cha; et, a Mexico-born lawer now practicing in San Diego, said

By Arthur <.olden
s1arr \\rit

Bar officials have "very linle bleedingheart attitude" toward unethical at·
lorneys.
The Stale Bar is charged with investigallng and, where appropriate,
di ciplining California attorneys accu ed
of incompetence or unethical behavior. In
recent years, the Bar has been the focus
of a barrage of criticism about laxity in
attorney discipline, and the state
Legislature responded with a series of
reform measures.
The Bar allocated $ 17. 9 million, about
two-thirds of the Bar's $25.1-million
budget for 1988, to the disciplinary system. Some Bar groups, such as the
Commiuee of Bar Examiner , have separate budgets.
Olivarria was assigned to chair the discipline committee by Bar president P.
Terry Anderlini. The committee advises
the board on procedures to be followed in
d1sciplmary matters. It operates in conjunction with the State Bar Court.
"I think it's an excellent appomtment," said Herbert Rosenthal, the State
Bar executive director. "He's a very able
guy. 1t might be reassuring to the public
to have a non-lawyer as chair ·'
Olivarria 's appointment has been endorsed by Bar crillcs, as well as its supporters.
"I ve known Gil personally for a good
many year , and he's been active in Riverside County in civic affairs and politics," said Sen. Robert Presley, D-Riverside. "I wa pleased when the governor
named him to the Board of Governors
and I've talked with him on more than
one occasion about the Bar's discipline
problems. This would be a good
challenge for him, and I think he'll do an
equitable job both for clients and for attorneys in improving the discipline system."
Presley sponsored several major bills
in the Legislature last year to improve the
discipline system.
"I think Olivarria is going to be a
good chairman,•' said Robert C.
Fellmeth, a Uni~er.l!!Y of San Diego law
profe sor and dtrector of the Center lor
Public Intere t Law. "He listens well and
he's got common sense and he has a consumer perspective."
California Attorney General John Yan
de Kamp appointed Fellmelh as bar

r

the ~aw prohibiting for~ig~ers from
ownmg land near M~xtco s borders
and coasts was "archaic." But he said
the law wo_uld be hard ~o change
cause foreign ownershi~ o! land m
Mexico was s~ch a vola_tile issue. .
However chayet said, the MeXI-

can government seems to be flexible
on trust deeds when it comes to
major developments for tourism.
Chayet told of several trust deeds
t~at had many years to run. The fore1gners who held those trust deeds
were allowed to renew them for 30-

year terms, he said, because the
property was to be used for construetion of multimillion-dollar hotels.
The Mexican government will
probably rule on trust deed questions
"on a case-by-case basis," Chayet
said.
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, .....SEMINAR: Dr Dennis Briscoe. a professor of
management and personnel at the University of
S ~ . will speak on the role of leadersnip in
organizational excellence starting at B a.m . at
USD's Manchester Conference Center. The
sess,on fee s $15. A continental breakfast will
begin at 7:30 a.m. For more i'2f$1Tlat1on call
/
""?.y,;~
J hn Nunes at 260-4682.
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, Some help from above gives USO 23-7 win over Claremont
By C~

. 1arr Writer

~ey

CLAREMONT - u~~~~sity of
dtlfafor
S n Diego defensive
Kevin MCClm'Y started yelling at the
official early in the fourth quarter
of yesterday's 23-7 victory over
Claremont• udd-Scripps (CMS).
McGarry, perched 50 feet above
Stag ' Field m an observation tower,
had counted 12 defenders on the field
as USO punter John Gillis prepared
to kick.
McGarry's lung power paid off as

the referees threw a late flag and hit
CMS with a 15-yard penalty that
gave USO a first down on the CMS
26-yard line.
Seven plays later, Mark Fenick's
27-yard field goal made the score 17•
7, USD, with approximately nine
minutes remaining (the stadium
clock ceased to ~unct)on m the first
quarter so ?fftc1al time was kept
only on the field).
'·That (the penalty) was a big
play," said USD coach Brian Fogarty, whose team (5-1-1) is going for an

NCAA Division III playoff bid.
Very big. It forced the Stags (3-3}
to abandon what they do best - run.
"Our game is ball control," said
CMS coach John Zinda. "That field
goal took us out of our game."
Forced to pass, the CMS offense
sputtered.
USD's Erik Peterson sacked Mike
Pembroke for 6 yards on a thirddown play deep in Stag territory to
force a punt with approximately
eight minutes remaining.
CMS got the ball back at midfield

"~his is the biggest g~.me_ we've p!ay _a full game. "We'd been r,1anafter a punt. But, four plays lat~r,
Pembroke (6-of-19 for 57 yards with had_ m my_ four yea:s here, said USD mng 1t (that play) all week_ long. .
The Toreros _scored_a~am on their
three interceptions) threw the ball semor wide receiver Jeff Mansusecond possess~on, dnvmg 62 yards
behind receiver Tim Bray, a_nd fresh- khanL
USD scored on its first play from m four plays with Bar_ksd~l~ (13 carman defensive back Chris Kmg made
a leaping interception at USD's :l8· scrimmage, as freshman quarter- ries for 46 ~ar~s) r~mng it m.from 4
That gave the Toreros the ball with back Brendan Murphy faked to yards. Femck s kick made it 14-0.
The Stags scored in the third quarBarksdale and hit Mansukhani with a
four minutes remaining.
ter.
After four Ty Barksdale runs, 72-yard pass.
Tailback Chris Dabrow, the lead"We'd seen on film that their corTodd Jackson (nine carries for 84
yards) broke through the middle for ner was sneaking up ana biting on ing rusher in Division III entering
a 57-yard touchdown to put the game the run fake," said Murphy, who the game with a 152.2 average,
out of reach, 23-7. Fenick missed the completed 10 of 17 for 141 yards and rushed nine times for 70 yards on the
became the first USD quarterback to drive, scoring on a 15-yard run.
conversion.
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/Loe I add depth
to orero ranks ·
lhat

Fre hrnun BrL·ndan Murphy, 11
Honcho Snnla Fe re 1denl, 1s
• •1nl{ 11 grent <I ·111 of action at
quurtnb 1ck 011 the v11r~1tv quad
and h , , b, 11(1 l futur , h1 coach
Hid,
ln dd,tion to MUI ph), freshm 111 qu ,rter back F.d<l,e ( 011111., .,
C' rl h <l II 11{h • h ,1 gr,,duate,
11ndoffi•11 1vcl11wnu11 d,,mFoxx
I, ,111 D1egu1lo H,Kh Sdrnoll and
Dnv,d K111, !('url hadl might bt•
kev p ·rform(•1 111 the futur · for
the 'l orero .

expecl h,rn to be an
out l11nd111g qu,11 lei h.,ck for us 111
the next fl•W vea,· ," fogarlv
ofiL·n·d ")fr' intellil{enl He' a

LOCALS
HELP USO

good leader. lie run the option
well, which we do !at IJSD1. He's
an ,1dL•quatc thrower He's not a
great pa er, but he's good
enough.
"He' JU t a good all-around
athlete. Ho'. good fo1· the offense
that we're running and he fit in
Vl•ry well"
Murphy has compiled some
impre. 1ve tall tics on the
eason The underclassman has
completed 25 of 50 a s attempts
for :384 yard fi v touchdown ·
and t vo interc •pt1on .
As,, ru. hPr, Murph) has netted
6:; yur<l in 27 carTie with one
TD Saturday, aga n. t Pomona•
Pitzer 1urph) con1plet<>d five of
six pass attempts or 79 yards,
mcludrng a 21-yard coring ,trike
to ,JeIT Mansukham
He a !so ru hed f r 37 yards on
five tries la ·par klmg 7 4-yar·d
av r.ige>, nd one touchdown, a
5-y rd jaunt Saturd,1y
Murphy , who pl<1yed on the
Pornt b I f'hall team,
rength a a
recent postpr,,cllc(• in ten 1ew "Being able to
st, y in the pockl'l
"[ would like to rmprove on m,•
release," he. aid." huve a tendenC) to drop my urm Mv. peed and
strength - l real!\ worked hard
m the off~ euson on both of those. I
never erioush Ht the weight
room untrl Ju~t year··
Murphy mentioned that he
See TOREROS•Page 02

Four local athletes
might be a big part of the
Urnversuy...o!--San..D 1ego
football team in the next
couple of years. Top right,
freshman quarterback
Brendan Murphy has
played a key role in the
Toreros' success thi s
season. USO has won
four and tied one tn six
games. Bottom from left
to right, Eddie Collins.
Dave King, Adam Foxx
and Murphy ha ve
provided depth for the
club and made an excel·
lent impression on coach
Brian Fogarty.

rJREROS/Locals found they like the school
continued

it;, p ;ioi'

because he wanted
cl •cted
to he close to home and knew he
would have an opportunity to
pl y.
At . !is ion Viejo High School,
Murphy played in a CIF-Southern
Section championship encounter
He s,11cl hrs future goals are to
play h1 be:;t und ·limrnate
mental error~. and for the team to
win its r ma111ing game . ''I don't
lik lo rng at all," Murphy said.
Collins, Carl. bad reHident, is
the QB on the USD scout team. He
played a variety of po~itions for
Carl bud High School lust year,
includ111g receiver, quarterback
and d fen we back.
In tru1ning camp, 'ollins
(5-foot-11, 155-poundsl wa slated
to play as a defensive hack but
when the Turcro nPeded ,-;rgnalcaller the · turnt·d to the cxLancer, who ran the option for
Carl bad.
"H 's a great kid. his coach
said. "He's got an outstanding
attitude and you'll ah,ays find a
place for those guvs to play "
Collins was recruited by USD
and the Unrvers,tv of Redlands.
H1~ main reason for choosing
l:SD were he wanted to stny close
to home and he liked the school.
cond for me," he
··football wa
noted
Collins explained the differences of the game from the hrgh
chool to collegiatP levels. '"The
pe<>d of the game Ir much higher
on thi level). The s1z • of the pl.1ylot bigger"
er
H is ·etting hi ight~ on earning a starting defensive-back position by his Junior campaign.

He mentioned that his proude t
moment a a member of the
Lancer football team came
against Vista in his freshman
year. Collins, playing wide receiver, caught the winmng touchdown
pass on the last play of the game
again 't the Panther .
Foxx, who transferred to San
Dieguito in his semor year al o
ha a first-rate attitude, hi coach
indicated. The 5-foot-7, 194-pound
fre hman from Cardiff plays on
the offensive line on the scout
quad .
"He's given everything that
we've asked of him," Fogarty
noted. "He's a guy that'll play
down the road. We don't anticipate him starting this year. He
needs to get a little bit stronger.
He's got a lot of time to do that and
he knows it.''
Foxx talked about his reasons
for coming to USD
"I liked the coacl-ies. They really
seemed like they have a nice,
personal program. I liked the
players when I met them back in
April. I know I'm a freshman, but
they didn't make me feel insignificant. o far, I'm really happy.
"It's a really good team. It
reminds me a Jot of San Dieguito.
la ·t year' team. We didn't work
a individuals, we worked as a
team and that' the way it is
here."
Foxx's chief asset is determination, he . aid.
"I don't have a lot of size. I don't
have a lot of speed. I've just got to
keep working at ,t. Nothing 1s
given to me. I can't rely on any
natural abilities."
Kmg, a sophomore and a Carlsbad re ident, moved from wide
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Sinatra, Minnelli may
net $500,000 for SD U
y Brian-ziown

taff Writer

Two J anuary concerts featurmg
Frank Sinatra and Liza Minnelli are
expected to raise $500,000 for the San
Diego State athletic department.
Details of the concerts are to be
announced at a news conference
today. It is known they will be held
at the Sports Arena during Super
Bowl week, on Friday, Jan. 29, and
Saturday, the 30th. The Super Bowl is
Sunday, Jan. 31.
Ticket prices are expected to
range from $50 to Jl50. SDSU's share
w11l likely be used for the expansion
of the athletic department's offices, a
plan that also includes the building of
a Hall of Fame.
SDSU alumnus Dennis Wise made
a $500,0'JO contribution to the athletic
department in March for the expansion, with the provision that the department raise another $750,000 by
early next year.
•

•

•

USP basketball coach Hank Egan

and his counterpart at SDSU, Jim
Brandenburg, talked about their upcoming seasons at a luncheon of
local sports media yesterday. Neither team is expected to be a contender this season in its conference.

"I don't want to call it a rebuilding.
year," Egan said. "I don't think it's
fair to the kids to say we're starting
from scratch. Our goal is to win.
That's what it's about. The kids are
not just there for the experience."
Brandenburg, the next speaker,
quickly made it clear he is taking a
different approach.
"This isn't a rebuilding year," he
said. "This is a major, major construction year."
• • •
Egan made it known he is keeping
things in perspective. Although he is
coachmg a tear.1 tha Jo t four of five
starters, "It's not so bad," he said. "I
could have been a broker."

•••

The SDSU football team is likely to
be without defensive end Mike
Hooper (turf toe) for Saturday's
game at Hawaii. Halfback Tommy
Booker, VI ho has been out for three
weeks w1tl a sprained ankle, may be
available for the Nov. 7 game at
BYU . The SDSU cross-country
team is host for the Western Athletic
Conference championships Saturday
at IO a.m. at Balboa Park's Morley
Field. The Aztecs, ranked 13th nationally, have a good chance to take
their first conference title.

' - - - - - - ~ - ~ -~
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receiver to the offensive line last
year and has "made a Jot ofprogres," in the words of his coach.
Presently, the 6-foot-l,
220-pound King is the No. 1 backup on the offensive line on the
Torero varsity unit. He plays both
guard and tackle. Fogarty said
that King might be challenging
for a starting spot next year.
•·1 worked out this summer and I
got pretty strong," King said. "I've
worked on my speed and agility
with our weight coach here and
I'm Ju t working on getting stronger. We have a really good weight
coach (Wayne Jacobs) up here,
and he's helped me out a lot."
King stressed that USD is a
"great place to get an education.
The football program, when I
came here, was in a rebuilding
process and I thought I could fit in
really well with that."
"Right now. the} 're our depth,"
the coach said of Collins. Foxx and
King. ''Without them lrE:serves),
unless you're just one .,f the luckiest teams in the world. you don't
win many games. You need guys
that are backups. If everybody
had to be a st..i.1ic1. you wouldn't
have a very good football teams.
"They·ve worked hard and it
t the fact that they are backups>
ha n't affected their work habits.
They're all guys that possibly will
have the opportunity in the next
few years."
With its 42-6 triumph over
Pomona-Pitzer Saturday, USD's
·won-lost-tied record is 4-1-1 on the
year. The Toreros will play at
Claremont-McKenna 8aturday at
1:30 p.m. USD's next and final
home game will be Nov. 14
against Menlo College at 1:30
p.m.

/
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pon1or,,a seminar, "The Role of Leadership in Organizational Excellence, by Dr. Dennts Briscoe at 7:30 a.m. at the Ma
chester Conference Center. Cost 1s $15. Reservations required O...'S'Jf

Please send news of upcoming events to Business Ca/enda' f The
'/
Tnbune, Financial Seclion, P.O Box 191 San Diego 92112.
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srm post eas n hopes hinge on victory at Claremont
nents, and. at thts time, C,aremont•
Mudd-Scripps s th best of those oppon n W d n t play M nlo College
(ranked 15th nallonally) until the last
game of the ea ·on "
Today's game pits strength agam t
strength It will be U D s defense,
which h allowed 72 ru hmg yards
r gam . agamst the g. ' 5-footing back
10, 205-pound nior
ChrJ D brow, who is the leading
h a 152 2ru h r in Div ion lII
yard ave age Dabrow bas scored
i ht touchdown .
"He 1s an outstanding D1vl ion Ill
running back," Fogarty said 'He
very seldom goes down with the first
hit. He's not blinding fa t but 1f he
break one, not many people arc
gomg to catch him. '
D brow et a school record la t
year with 1,237 yards ru ing to help
the tags to an 8-1 r cord and a No.
19 ranking In la t seasons 13-9 victory ov r USD, he rushed for 150 yard
.iud one touchdown on 35 carries
CMS 1 o ha a fine running quarterback n sophomore Mike Pem-

John Arens (neck) have all missed
games. Tonight, all four are finally
healthy enough to play Tackle Pete
Browne (shoulder) and guard Mike
Cassady (knee) also are back after
missing last week's game against Pomona-Pitzer.
Freshman quarterback Brendan

broke, who is second in the Southern ''We'll see what a wounded Stag
California Intercollegiate Athletic plays like."
Fogarty can sympathize. USD has
Conference (behind Dabrow) with a
had injury problems hi:. vear, par76-yard average.
"A problem a lot or people have ticularly at running back: Virgil Enagainst Claremont 1s that th v con- riquez (strained left-knee ligaments),
Todd Jackson (sprained I rt ar.kle),
centrate so hard on stopping Dabro
that -they forget about the quarter- Don Macinnes (broken hand) and
back, said Occidental coach Dale _--,:::
W1dolff, who e team tied USO, 13-13,
and lo t to CMS, 33-30. "He (Pembroke) can hurt you running the
ball.'
Pembroke has had a disappointing
year passing, however. He has six interception and hasn't thrown a
touchdown pass. despite completing
36 of 72 attemi)ts.
The pas ing game i n't the Stags'
only concern They lost two starting
- 6-3, 220-pound
defens1 ve tac
Bryan Sparling and 6-2, 220-pound
Paul ealt - to season-ending knee
JnJun s against Menlo Starting hnebackers Steve Pratt (knee) and Rory
W1l on are questionable.
' They're calling us the wounded
Stag ," said CMS coach John Zinda.

Murphy (25 completions in 50 attempts for 384 yards, five touchdowns, two interceptions) will start
ahead of jumor Braulio Castillo (17of-36, 295 yards, three touchdown ,
one interception). Castillo did not
throw in practice until Wednesday
because of a bruised right shoulder.

,I
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Synagog
ad ss by, ~
bis op a 1st

sh~p: Addre s at synagogue i a first

nue~l~.
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anctua ·y was hushed a rain fell
outside and the bishop shared his
words of peace.
"My brothers and sisters, tonight
e celebrate our relationship with
one another and proudly proclaim
hat m this small corner of the world,
Jews and Catholics do care," Maher
said.
"We in San Diego have been
blessed by an open-mindedness and
good working relationship between
our two commumties ich have enabled us .. . to look beyond much of
what causes the division among
God's people and labor together to
enrich the life of Guel in society."
Earlier, in a brief meeting with the
press, Maher and Rabbi Aaron Gold,
San

Diego,

•

•

My brothers and sisters, tonight we celebrate our
relationship ith one another and proudly proclaim that
in this small corner of the world, Jews and Catholics do
care.,
-

Most Rev. Leo T. Maher

------------------------spiritual leader of Tifereth Israel,
stressed the theme of working together.
"We are sharing because we are
caring," Gold s.:.id. "We care about
continuing our dialogue and we care
about continuing the educational process of building for the future."
The bishop's visit capped a year of
educational seminars, meetings and
programs in both religious communities.
The service last night ended with

those in the audience linking arms,
singing and swaying to the hymn
"Let There be Peace on Earth."
J.J. Perle of Pacific Beach said
she was very impressed by the event
and by the bishop.
"It made me feel just wonderful,
very loving. I'm very glad I braved
the elements to come out tonight,"
she said.
"It's very important for people to
hear the bishop's message because
we all have to live together," said

Morry Klem.
Added CIVI Merdinger· "This was
the first time we've seen the two
rommunities coming together
Let's hope we keep 1t up. ·
To symbolize th!' coming together
of the two commun,t <'S Mal,er aud
Gold exchanged gifts. To Gold,
Maher µl'esented an emblem he
received at a meeting with Pope
John Paul II during his recent trip to
Los Angeles; to Maher, Gold offered
a k1ddush cup. which is used in a
blessing of wine.
''Our mutual collaburation in so
many ways all attest to t I fa :t that
Jews and Christians can , c d J work
together for the benefit J e human
family," Maher said.
"We are obliged to 1 H·ogrize God
in all people and do our hf st to serve
him by serving one a•1<,tn.!r '

•
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/ SANTA BARBARA .EXT FOR
ONCE DEFEATED TOREROS:
The San Diego Union IJerry McClard

Rabbi Aaron Gold and Bishop Leo Maher participate in a
candle lighting ceremony last night dur·ng Maher's unprecedented visit to thf? Tifereth Israel Syna ogue.

t=========-=,,,----==---=:-.:::::-==:::t:::
Se B11hop on Page 8-6

gains;::z.._;~neots, USD
a;;ra draw some
and 5 ~
interesting notes. Take \aS t Saturday's ·ictory mer Claremont·
Mudd b, t score of 23-7. UCSB
onlv beat them by 1. Then there
·on by
1s Pomona-Pit?er, USD
36, Santa Barbara by 55-. Azusa
Pacific beat the homeboys by S,
while the Gauchos won 34-7 over
the same team Tl:ien. U~SB
loses its only game to Wh1tt1er
by 7 "hile USD shuts out the
same by 2 . ch is Di ision lll
Football whe e your quarterback
could just a, easily miss a r~ad
trip to study for an upcoming
exam than lead you to victory.
The bottom line is, UCSB is the
only thing kt>eping t.:SD_ fro?1
the nat10nl ra nl..ings. A wm will
go a long way to insure a spot in
the po,t-season tournament.

MORE TOREROS: Basketball
season begins Friday at 7:30 p.m.
as Athletes in Action invade the
University of San Diego. Hank
Egan wiil look to continue the
tradition of excellence established
last season when his Toreros
ended with a 24-6 record, the

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)
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"MalntaininQ Freedom •• • Se~ior

Quayhagen and Evelyn erM
Citizen, d a~entation panel for Senior Outmann ~!l<:~d 7 P m. Nov. 5, unversIty Cen•
. i g Room Admission Is free
reach
·
tar Faculty 0 mm
ln1ormatIon. 260-4600 ext. 4435.
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Barksdale
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ark§<jale gives USD immediate help at running back
By JOHN MAFFEI
Staff Writer
SAN DIEGO - It started the
first week o.f fall practice.
First, one running back went
down with an injury, then
another was lost in the first
game, another in the third and
yet another the next game. Finally, through attrition, it was
Ty Bark:sdale's turn to carry
the .football at the Universit of
•
San Die_go.
-afven the chance, the 5165-pound freshman
foot-8,
from Fallbrook High has shined . After playing just seven
downs in the first three contests, he started his first game
against
ago
weeks
two
Pomona-Pitzer, carrying 20
times for 101 yards . He started

TY BARKSDALE

(Cl
(Crr

c

against
last week
again
Claremont-Mudd, gaining 47
yards on 13 carries and scoring
a key TD. The Toreros, now 51-1, won both games and are
squarely in the thick of the
NCAA Division III playoff race
with a key contest at powerful
UC Santa Barbara on Saturday.
There are 210 Division III
schools with only ,16 - four
from each o.f four regions going to the playoffs.
And while the other runners
are regaining their health,
Barksdale - who now has 229
yards and three TDs on 55 carries - still figures big in USD's
plans .
"I really didn't know how
much Ty would contribute as a
freshman," said USO coach
Brian Fogarty. "But ilfjuries,

•

San D ego Calif.
union
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By Chri · Clarey

San Diego, Calil.
Union
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Toreros are
hoping Love
co quers all
taff Wriler

See Barksdale. PagelC-3
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Division Ill football, but Division
I ba:seball.
"USO 1s just perfect for me,"
Barksdale said. "I love it here .
The football is just nght. There
were some questions in my mind
about stepping up a level and being able to play and I was kind of
discouraged at first. But I tried
to stick with it, worked hard in
practice and finally got my shot.''
Though Fogarty doesn't name
his starter until the day of the
game, the coach hinted the job
might belong to Barksdale.
"Ty got his opportunity, and
he's not going lo let the other
guys get it back," Fogarty said.
"We've got to win our next three
games - and they're all going to
be tough - to get to the playoffs.
Ty's started the last two, done
well and we've won 'cm both."
ome,
bothers
it
While
Barksdale doesn't mind the
mystery surrounding the starting
assignments.
"It's a guessing game," he

and his performance, have
pushed him to the front. He's
adapted well to college football. He was never intimidated
and more importantly, never
complained. He's tough, quick,
well put together and has a
natural maturity. Plus, he
doesn't let defenders get a full
shot at him. No body ever hits
him flush Defenders only get
part of him .
"It's hard to find kids like Ty
because they all have their
sights set high. They either go
to a JC or walk on at a Division
I program."
Those thoughts never really
crossed Barksdale's mind. An
outstanding student, he was
academan
for
looking
ic-oriented school that played

•

Fro

said, "but it sure keeps you
working. Everyone gets a lot of
practice time here, even the guys
who aren't playing, So we're all
ready if the coach needs us. All
the practice time helped me .
Physically, the football was
expected.
I
what
about
Everyone's bigP.er. nd stronger,
but I'm bigger nd . tronger than
I was in high school.
"But the defenses we face are
a lot different than in high
school. At Fallbrook, the idea
was to get the defense spread
out, open some holes . Thmgs are
more closed in here. It's quite a
change."
Barksdale is contemplating
not playing
another change
ba:seball, a sport in which he excelled at Fallbrook.
"I've got a hard dec1s1on to
make," he said . "I could just •
stick with football. I don't know.
The studies here are real tough
and you're really pressed for
time I really rlon't know what
I'm going to do."
Two weeks ago, Brian Fogarty
didn't know what Barksdale
could do . He doc· now , though,
and he likes what he's seen. /'.'.'.j
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on judgeship
for Siegan~
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A curious thing has played a part in e Univer 1t of
fen 1Ve success this season.
ootball t m'
n Di
. , o the kind that inspires sonnets or moves
mountam , but the kind that inspires apprehension and
moves offensive linemen.
Frank Love, a 6-foot-l, 215-pound freshman inside
linebacker, leads USO (5-1-1) in sacks with 5½ and ranks
third in tackle with 46, entering today's 1 p.m. game at
UC- anta Barbara (&-1).
USO ha allowed 176 yards per game, second among
211 Division III school· in total defense. Love, an honorable mention all-state linebacker al Oklahoma City's
High School, has been a major factor.
Bishop McGuin
"Frank's really mtense," aid Toreros defensive coordinator Kevin )tcGarry, no mellow guy himself. "When
he put th pads on m our first scrimmage, we knew that
he'd tum out to be a player for us. He's good fundamentally, nd be c n run faster than some of our f nsive
backs (4.7 seconds for 40 yards)."
That Love is starting at all is a testimony to his ability. Entering training camp, the inside-linebacker position were con idered one of USD's defensive strengths,
with returning ·tarters Chuck Royer and Shawn Rezaian.
"I wa very surprised," Love said. "I thought I'd play
my first year here, but I d1dn t dream of starting."
Tom Ward, Love's high school coach, was less
surprised. Love had 212 tackles in 14 games last year in
helping Bishop McGuinnes., (11-3) reach the state 3A
division semifinals.
"He wa just a dominant player for us - a very
intimidating type of kid," Ward said by telephone. "He's
not a dirty player. He didn't talk a lot, but he was almost
animali tic in his ferocity. He's a great kid. but some of
us have that inside us - that little inner part that you
couldn't have on the street, because you'd get locked up.
He's very good at channeling that on the field."
At one point, Love was a little too good at it.
With Bishop McGuiness leading, 14-0, in the first quarter of a game la t year, Love drew a personal foul after
a sack.
Ward chuckled as he described the situation: "I asked
the referee what Frank said to get the penalty The ref
said, 'Nothing.' Then I asked him what Frank did. The ref
said. 'Nothing' Well then, I asked, 'Why'd you give him
the penalty?' And the ref said it was because his presence on the field was intimidating the other team. I just
hook my head. What can you say to that?"
Love overslept last week and missed the team bus to
the game at Claremont, arriving by borrowed car 15
minutes before kickoff. For the first time this season, he
didn't start - but did play enough to make five tackles.
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WA':lHINGTON -The Senate Judiciary Committee. expects to h?ld a
hearing next month on Pres1d~nt
Reagan's long-pending controversial
nomination of University of San
Di~,gn )aw professor Bernard S~ega?
to be a judge on the 9th U.S. Circlllt
Court of Appeals.
No date has been set, but the hearing J>robab!Y will begin before Nov.
17, committee spokeswoman Jane
Berman said.
Siegan, 63, was nominated by Mr.
Reagan on Jan. 30 for a vacancy on
the appeals court, but opposition to
Siegan's judicial theories of economic rights prompted the liberal Democrats who control the committee to
delay a hearing.
Committee action on Siegan was
delayed further when Mr. Reagan
nominated Appeals Court Judge Robert H. Bork to the Supreme Court on
July 1. The committee focused a!most exclusively on the Bork noIIDnation until his defeat in the full Senate last week.
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~uarino second in WCAC cross country
USD's
,;t_'-f~

Willie Guarino of USO finished the
lOK Crystal Springs course in 33:31
for second place in the West Coast
Athletic Conference cross country
championsh ps yesterday in Beloat
Mark Webber won in 33:09 to lead
Portland to its ninth straight WCAC
en's title, and the Portland women
also won. The USO men were third,
the women fourth.

San Diego, Calif
Union
(Crrc. D 2 I 7 324)
(Circ. S. 339, 788)
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USO .beats
Gauchos
the mud
in,!Z.fls§
Special to The Union

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.}
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)
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--:-"Maintaining Freedom as a Senior

Citizen" will be presented by Dr.
~ary Quayhagen, University .of San
D~fessor of nui-smg, and Evel~n. Hermann of the San Diego Senior
Citizens Office at 7 p.m. Thursday at
~he University Center, Faculty Dinm_g Room, at the University of San
Diego. For more informatjan call
26~4600, ext. 4435. ;;...ff 5':> ' /

SANTA BARBARA - The University of San Diego wasted no time in
putting to use its defense, which is
second-best among NCAA Division
III schools, yesterday afternoon
against UC Santa Barbara at muddy
Harder Stadium
Before 1,031, the Gauchos were
forced to punt alter their first three
plays, and on its first series USO took
a 7-0 lead that would hold for the rest
of the game.
The Toreros (6-1-1) didn't allow the
Gaucho (6-2) past their 20-yard line
for their fourth shutout of the year.
"We knew we would be in trouble
with the muddy field," said USO
coach Brian Fogarty.
After Jeff Mansukhani's I-yard
punt return, Todd Jackson ran 3
yards and caught a I-yard pass.
Quarterback Brendan Murphy (14
carries, 71 yards) ran 15 yards to the
27, Jackson had a 2-yard run and
Murphy carried the ball to the 17.
Murphy threw an incomplete pass,
......--:::::::
then ran for the TD.

~--....
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• g the costs and monetary
f
, USD will present .a framt_eworlk7·o3rO~emas~~he anchester C911ference
"\ ... -::;
· ·
benefits of health promo 10n a •
,
,
Center, USO. Cost is $15. Registration requested. C)--

Helen Edison at Noel salute
conversation a Walter Trevor look on

1,400 join in tribute to Globe's Noel
Los Angeles CA
( Los Angeles Co J
Times
(San Diego Ed.)
(Cir. D 50,010)
(Cir . S 55,573)

n
Wilson got a laugh with his mock
grudge comment that 1t "must be
wond rful !ling up in the mornmg and gomg to work knowing
you're g1v11g p ople pleasure."
Changing p.1ce, he mentioned the
"ennobling s t1 faction" Noel must
r I "havm made a difference, a
remarkabl difference" in the lives
of n Di n . "We could a k for
nothing more," said Wilson, "than
life to 1mlia " Noel'.s art.
Taking the microphone, the puck1Sh oel .-;ald that "one of the secrets" of h1 succ , is that he has
been "one or the weakest leaders
the arts have ever had:' The audience erupted in laughter, but he
deadpanned his way through thankyous, saying his career was knit
with the good fortune of having superb staff and supporters.
Special a knowledgement went
to ''the strong women" that have
stood behind "a weak man" over
the years. He said the "Ds'' alone
were repres ntallve of an alphabet
of help - "Delza (Martin), Deborah
(Szekely), Danah (Fayman), two
Darlenes (Davies and Shiley) and
Dixie (Unruh)."
He ummed up his reason for
being on the tage Friday night by
plugging member hip in the Old

Journal
(Cir. W. 7,500)
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Globe then left them laughing by
admonishing that "as members,
you should not ask what your arts'
organization can do for you, but
rather what you can do for your
arts' organization." Pause .. . "Sen·
ator Biden gave me that remark."
The evening started with a pri•
vate cocktail reception in the
Sheraton's penthouse for upperlevel Old Globe members. It ended
with a dinner for the same members and champagne toasts by Sister Sally, Bob Hays, Bob McGlade,
Darlene Shiley, Bill Eaton, Jim
Mulvaney, Dolly Poet, Jonathon
McMurtry, Tom Corcoran, Delza
Martin, Jack O'Brien, Tom Hall

/
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and Michael Byers. O'Brien and
Hall gave Noel a memory book.
Guests included Helen and Bob
Albritton, Joan and Irwin Jacobs,
Martha and George Gafford, Leslie
Fox, Bobbie and Blaine Quick,
Claire Tavares, Betty Jo and Hal
Williams, Audrey Geisel, Mary and
Dallas Clark, Helen Edison, Ellen
and Roger Revelle, Luba Johnston,
Marian and Walter Trevor, Hal Stephens, Jane Guymon, Katy and
Mike Dessent, Marge O'Donnell,
Gloria and Ed Self, Kathy Guymon,
Mary Wayne, Gloria Melville and
daughter Heather Melville, Merie
and Glenn Bish, Linda Smith, and
Katherine and Paul Black.

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co)
Times
(San Diego Ed.l
(Cir. D 50,010)
(Cir. S 55,573)
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National Lawyers Guild 50th
(ru~fq!;{ni»io, former California
Supremt CourtJu,,ti<:e b featured speaker
.11 the ';0th Anni\ er;an celehration for
the .11ion.1I 1.1 crs ·( ,uild . lht.: progr,1111 folhmcd b, .1 wine and <.:heese
n.Tt·ption \\ 111 l~e :n the l nht:rsil\
<enter, l nn-er;it, of San Diego (l SD) on
Sunda} , member 8 , 1 P\I f'ht '1.G
gulden .inni\ er,an ,, ill pay trilmtl' to lo
c.11 to under, of I.(, 'le. d Burner Jud}
D1( ,cnnaro l~>u Kau ,\le. L111don
Luther (,lHJd\\ 111 , laq llanq , John
Poncr • tnd John Stephens rhc event
honormg peoples' struggle,. includes a
, idt·o histor) of , L<,, music and an
h1storirnl photo cxhihll on the group.
Supporter., arc cm:ouragcd to send a mess.1ge ot <.:ongrJtulations or ,olidarity to
he prc,cmcd l\lai l or l 111 in your mess,1ge 11(,8 l nion St. , suite 10 I, San D ie
go 9ll0 1, 1;; 1~0 1
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u
Lnlver,ity of San D
lego law professor nomina[eif"fo
appellate court r. a seat on the federal
Senate Judiciary~ appear before the
mation hearing Th om:;uttee for a con!iral spokesman said.'W¾ ay • 3..>0ngress10n _
The heanng wurm!'r6 ( .
k, the first movement on Bernard S
the U.S. 9th Circ~~gan s nomination to
Court of Appeals
smce President R
scholar's name to ;agan sent the legal
ruapitoJ .Hill m
ary.

'
Sielrui~~did the lengthy debai8cy had been stalled by
e over Robert H Bork
,
R
v::a~at"s:at ~~c~~:sf~1J11t nomin~e for~
Congressional sour~e~ :;e~e Court.
ieganwhose nomination has d
cr1ticism from liberals-::n VJg_orous
forced to wait while th S Y agam be
Reagan 's newest highe enate considers
court appomtee •
Douglas H. c·ms b urg.
.
Ed Baxter, an aide to S
. en. Dennis
DeConcini <D-Ari
zona), said Thursday's
heann m

:r:ia~n~fn~~t~I~~~

to resolve
!)lllesti!ns
cy and that addit' 1 g s cand1dawna hearings may be
scheduJed.

~ ~ - - Ll
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Darlene Shiley greeting Old Globe's Craig Noel
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Toreros Get an Early Score,
Hold On for a 7-0 Victory
Th~ ~of San Diego
football t ~ scored on its first
possession and then let a stmgy
defense an_d muddy field conditions
take over ma 7-0 v,ctory over UC
Santa Barbara Saturday afternoon
at Goleta.
USO quarterback Brendan Murphy capped a 46-yard drive with a
1_7-yard scormg run early m the
frrst quarter as the Toreros won
therr third consecutive game and
improved to 6-1-1. Santa Barbara,
which entered the game with a
fou r-game winning streak
'
dropped to 6-2.
Santa Barbara's 1ast drive ended
when quarterback Paul Wright's
pass into the end zone was knocked
away by USO freshman cornerback
Chris King (two interceptions)
with two seconds left. On the drive,
which began on Santa Barbara's
10-yard line with 1:15 to play in the
game, Wright completed four con-

secutive passes to advance his team
to the USO 31.
" We knew we would have trouhie with the muddy field," said
Brian Fogarty, USD coach. "We
were fortunate we scored early
before the field got too bad."
It rained throughout the first
quarter and for much of the fourth
quarter as both teams had trouble
moving the football.
Santa Barbara turned the ball
over SIX times, three on . mtercept10ns, and never drove ms1de the
. .
USD 20.
The Toreros were hm1ted to 134
yards in total offense, with Murphy
gammg 71 of those yards on quarterback keepers.
"The offense did Just enough,"
Fogarty said.
The USD defense did the rest.
The shutout was USD's fourth of
the season.

Roseville, CA
(Placer Co.)
Press-Tribune
(Cir. SxW. 12,788)
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State bar better,
still inadequate?

San Francisco

~91$-5

discipline system
The State
for lawyers 1s improving but
remains badly backlogged ar:d
unable to handle complex cases
agamst lawyers, according to a
state monitor's report.
" Notwithstanding the efforts
that have been made, the statisti~al ou~pul of the system, the
mvest1galive efficacy, prosecutorial thoroughness, and the State
Bar <::ourt's adjudication process
remam well below acceptable
levels," said the report by Robert
F~llmeth, a Univei;.sity of San
Die~ law professor appointed as
monitor by Attorney General
John Van de Kamp.
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ivision III play offs ot

/ T t;!fOS have chance for a
By Chris clarey
siarr Wrller
San Diego State isn't bowl-bound,
but that does not necessarily mean
there won't be a local university involved in postseason play.
With two game remaining USD
(6- • ) h s a chance to qualify for the
Division Ill NCAA playoffs for the
irst time ince 1973.
Only 16 of 211 D1vi ion III teams
receive invitations to the playoffs four from each of the nation's four
regions. The representatives will be
chosen by the CAA s Division II1
Football Committee on ov. 15. That
committee will act on recommendations made by the four regional adv1sory committees, which rank schools
in their region weekly.

After Saturday's 7-0 defeat of UC
Santa Barbara (6-2) the Toreros are
ranked sixth in the West Region.
They are behind Gustavus Adolphus
College (7-0) of St. Peter, Minn.; Central College (6-1) of Pella, Iowa;
enlo College (5-2) of Atherton,
Calif.; the University of Wisconsin at
Whitewater (5-2-1) and Luther College (7-0) of Decorah, Iowa.
Luther College and Central College play on Saturday. The loser will
more than likely drop out of the top
six.
USD travels to Moraga to play Division II St. Mary's College on Saturday, then hosts Menlo in its final regular-season game Nov. 14.
''The St. Mary's game isn't going to
have an effect as I see it," said Clare-

mont College athletic director John
Zinda, a member of the six-man West
Region Advisory Committee. "St.
Mary's is a Division II school USD
bas to beat Menlo to go."
USD coach Brian Fogarty is wary
of an early celebratio.:J.
"Both the games that we have to
play are going to be tough ball
games," he said. "I talked to Zinda
last week, but I don't like to get anybody thinking that anything is set."
Menlo, ranked 14th in the nation,
has lost to St. Mary's and Sonoma
State (both Division II schools). It
plays Azusa-Pacific, the only team to
beat USO, on Saturday.
"Menlo has to beat Azusa," Zinda
said. "If Azusa-Pacific beats Menlo
and USD loses to St. Mary's, then

Menlo turns around and beats USD, I
don't know what that does. I don't
know what that says about how tough
we are on the West Coast. That
would give both our top teams three
losses."
Last year, no California teams
were invited to the playoffs. Zinda's
Claremont team did not receive a bid
despite its 8-1 record.
"Two years ago, Occidental beat
St. John's (of Collegeville, Minn.) in
the first round of the playoffs at
home," said Zinda. "Then, they went
back East and got beat, 72-0, in a
snowstorm. That didn't help us out.
That 72-0 score stuck in a lot of peopie's minds as an example of how
tough we were out here."
The percentages are also unfavor-

able. The West Region extends from
Wisconsin to the West Coast and includes 51 schools from 22 state .
"It's always a political thing to a
certain extent," said Zinda. "Since
we're so far away from each other
and we don't play intersectional
games, it can be kind of a guessing
game to find out who is tough."
USD's only national playoff appearance was in 1973, when it lost to
Wittenberg of Ohio, 21-14, in the first
round.
In 1981, the Toreros were ranked
in the top 10 nationally most of the
season and finished 9-1 but were not
invited because tran.-fer quarterbacks Steve Loomis and Eric weet
were ruled ineligible for postseason
play.

Fogarty took over as coach in 1983.
This year's team will be the first in
his five seasons to finish with a winning record. The key has been an aggressive, injury-free defense. Entering s~turday's game against UC
Santa llarbara, the Toreros were
ranked second in total defense (a 176•
yard average), second in scoring defense (a 7.0 average) and sixth in
passing defense (a 90.9-yard aver•
age).
Santa Barbara came inlo the game
with a four-game winning streak, averaging 28.4 points and 404.7 yards.
USO scored on its opening possession
and did not allow Santa Barbara to
penetrate inside its 20-yard line.
Freshman cornerback Chris King
had two interceptions. _ /
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Iaiqwill star USD 's new masters

•
)

ack in January, mversity of
San Die O off1c1als an fd
re ad rs held a
Glo
pr conf rence to announce an unual n ·w undertaking: an advanced
m t r of fine art. in dramatic arl!i
progr m that would marry the univ r ity' cad mic. trengths with
th Old Globe' practtc I resources
and per onnel.
The on~y oth r chools known to
off r 1m1lar program we Harvard, y I ' t I.oui • W b ter ColJege, Florida State and Alabama
unlve 111 . Old Globe execullve
producer Craig oel. originator of
the idea, noted th t "a lot of people
will be watching our progress."
In ptember, after eight young
a tor and actr e were selected
from 95 nationwide applicants, the
began. Taught by both
first cl
Globe and USO instructors, the subJe<'t ranged from th academic ngors of th atf'r ht rature to the
practical requirements of voice !esso
Now comes a chance to cc what
fruit thi alltance has borne. From
Nov 18 t 21 the USD Sacred Heart
Hall Performing Art! Center will
stage "Scenes from American Life"
'
a play by AR Gurn y Jr. that
traces America social development
between the 19. · and the 1970s The
product1on will be directed by Old
Globe 0<'1ate director David
McClendon. and 1t will star the first
USD ma ter of frne arts cl ss, now
d1min1Shed from eight to seven.
They are Matt Edward Mark
Guin, Sterling Macer, Barry Mann
Richard Ortega, Deborah Pearl and
Elizabeth Soukup. Dana Case and
Victoria Endremoda are also in the

C

t.

Tickets to •·Scenes from American
Life" are available from the USO
llc~et office (260-8888) or at the door.
Pric are $4 for the public and $3
for tudents and seniors.
The Arts and the Ballot: It
may not put th arl~ at the top of
the cro~d d local pohllcal agenda,
but pubhc radio station KPBS-FM
(89 5) i. makmg an effort to raise the

On the Arts

------------

Christopher Reynolds

----~---~_;; ....;:,:_
·ubject before the Nov. 3 election.
The station'· "San Diego On Air"
program, which runs today from 4
to 4 30 p.m., will d vote its last 15
minutes to a City Council candidat , dISCussion of city governm nt's role in the arts
Unfortunately, the station was
able to gather JU t three candidates
for the taped discu ion - Bob
Filner from District 8, the Rev.
George Stevens from Distnct 4 and
Byron Wear from Di trict 2
One topic of discu ·ion: hould the
c!ty continue to r ly on the Combined Arts and Education Council of
San Diego County (COMBO) as a
central arts organization, or should
it create an arts commission to take
over' The general con ensus: Create
a commission. (The City Council's
Cultural Arts Task Force, meanwhile, continues to mull that very
question.)
On Board: The La Jolla Museum
of Contemporary Art has added five
new board members and elected
new officers. New additions to the
board of trustees, which now numbers 25, are Lela G. Axline, Carol
Randolph Caplan, Carolyn P. Farris,
Robert V. Lankford and Joseph J.
Lipper. The board's officers are Sue
K. Edwards, who was elected president for a second one-year term;
Carolyn P. Farris, vice president·
James S. DeSilva, secretary; Arn~ld
LaGuardia, treasurer.
On Board, Part Two: The Museum of Man in Balboa Park has new
offic~rs They are Barbara Malone,
president; Donald Tartre, vice president; Steve Wall, vice president;
Richard D. Huffman, treasurer;
Helen Monroe, ecretary.
The museum concentrates on development of human culture from
early to modern man, emphasizing
the American Southwest and Latin
America bu oft n i-anging farther

BLADE TRIBUNE

lme of Jan. 15, 1988. The idea is for a
afield. On Monday, ov. 9, for inmaster-apprentice team to work tostance, the museum bas scheduled
pho~ograpber Bill Bloomhuff to offer gether for up to a year, supported by
grants that range from $1,500 to
a ~hde show on a visit to remote
$2,500.
Central Asian provinces.
For the record, the arts council
.
.
Folk Search: !he Cahforn!a Arts defines folk art as "a communitybased expression in craft. music,
Counc1l. the states foremost disdance, ritual, etc., which is shared
nser of ~rant money, has a new
wit~in ethnic, family, occupational,
program au1:ed at preserving folk
regional or religious groups."
arts by te~ming up experts and apApplications are available from
.
prenhces m folk a_rts.
the California Arts Council 1901
Mast~r-apprent1ce grant apphcaBroadway, Suite A, Sacra~ento, CA
t10ns will be_ available a_bout the
9581 8.2492 _
middle of this month, with a dead-
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dan Murphy paced the yruv~rsity
of San Diego football team to a 7-0
win overlro'st UC-Santa Barbara
Saturday
The freshman quarterback
cored t e game'. only touchdown
on a 17-y irdjaunt on the Toreros'
first possession of the game. On
the afternoon, Murphy totaled 71
·ards in 14 rushing attempts, for a
5.1-yard average.
Murphy, who is starting despite
the fact that he is in his initial
campaign of Division III football,
gained all but 23 yards of his
club's 94 yards rushing in the
contest. On the year, the Rancho
resident has netted 154 vards
rushing in 51 tries with twd TDs.
As a passer Saturday, Murphy
completed four of 10 attempts for

Jll/rn. ••
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His season passing statistics are
39 for 77 (50.6 completion percentage} with six touchdowns, four
interceptions and 562 yards.
He is USD's ranking offensive
performer with an average of 89.5
yards of total offense per encounter. The underclassman has
amassed 716 yards with eight sixpointers on the season.
USO raised its won-lost-tied
record to 5-1-1 with the crucial
triumph Saturday. The Toreros
will play their third consecutive
road game against St. Mary's
College Saturday at 1 p.m. The
locals will conclude the regular
season at home against Menlo
College Nov. 14 at 1:30 p.m. m
their homecoming contest.
- Brad Sondak
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SAN FRANCISCO CAP)
Statf' Bar discipline system for
lawyers is improving but re
mams badly backlogged and
unable to handle complex cases
against lawyers , according to a
state monitor•s·report.
"Notwithstanding the efforts
that have been made, the
statistical output of the system,
the investigative efficacy, prosecutorial thoroughness, and the
State Bar Court's adjudication
process remain well below acceptable levels," said the report
by Robert Fellmeth, a llnivP.rsity
of San Diego law profdCol' ap '
ttorney
pomted as monitor h
General John Van de Kamp.
are
The bar's investiga o
seriously overworked, and the
bar has refused to seek a dues
increase to hire professional
judges, instead clinging to a
system of volunteers and parttime paid judges, according to
the report issued Monday.
The report was toned down
from the June study in which
the
charged
Fellmet.h
disciplinary system was protec
tionist, closed to the public and a
subject of ridicule among
lawyers.
But bar President Terry
)
Anderlini on Monday called the
bar "the toughest and most pro
fessionally run discipline system
in the state if not in the countr~"
for any profession. Anderlini is a
San Mateo lawyer.
He said Fellmeth's proposals
would add $100 to the current bar
dues of $275 a yea,· for lawyers
with three years' experience or
more; other expected increases
would bring the total to $417 .
.
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said improving
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Loyola choice to win WCAC; Toreros picked 7th
By Mark Zeigler
Slaff Writer

;;zo/5S

LOS ANGELES ·- The world of
West Coast Athletic Conference
men's basketball could be a topsyturvy one this season.
That's the word in a preseason
media poll, announced yesterday at
the WCAC's media day. Loyola Marymount University, last last season,
is the favorite. The University of San
Di1:_ o, the defending gntrr:season
champion, 1s picked seventh among
the eight teams.
The poll, in fact, predicts a finish
in almost exactly inverse order from

last season's. Pepperdine (seventh
last season) is picked second, Santa
Clara (tied for fourth) third, San
Francisco (tied for fourth) fourth, St.
Mary's (third) fifth and Gonzaga (second) sixth. The only variation is Portland, which finished in the three-way
tie for fourth and is predicted to be
last this season.
There is some method to the apparent madness. LMU (12-16, 4-10 in
'86-87) gains three transfers - senior
guard Corey Gaines (UCLA), sophomore guard Bo Kimble (USC) and
sophomore forward Hank Gathers
(USC) - who sat out the required

year. All are considered "impact"
players (although Kimble's broken
kneecap won't heal for another
month) and team with All-WCAC forward Mike Yoest, the conference's
leading returning scorer (19.3 points
per game).
At Pepperdine (12-18, 5-9), sophomore forward Tom Lewis, another
USC transfer, also regains eligibility.
USD (24-6, 13-1) lost four starters
to graduation, among them 7-foot
conference MVP Scott Thompson.
Making matters worse, both seniors
on the 1987-88 squad - center Jim
Pelton and swingman Marty Munn -

are hurt.
Toreros coach Hank Egan had this
to say of the predicted seventh-place
finish: "I never know if those (preseason polls) are right. And I don't
care."
The WCAC will conclude the season and decide its Jone automatic
berth into the NCAA Tournament
with its own tournament on March 57. It moves south from San Francisco
to Santa Clara, which won last season's inaugural tournament.
Conference commissioner Michael
Gilleran said there is a "99 percent"
chance that ESPN will televise the

final. He also indicated that after 1t,
he will poll the conference's players
to see if the postseason event should
continue.
Pepperdine coach Jim Barrick
thinks it should not. "I would be in
favor of opening up the NCAA tournament to every team in the nation,
instead of us killing each other off in
our own tournament."
USO opens the preseason first,
with a home exhibition Friday night
against Athletes in Action. Santa
Clara hosts San Diego-based AIA on
Monday. USD plays its first non-con_-,
ference contest Nov. 27 at Rice.

----

Cu tivating a ew Generation of Hamlets
Ely HIL
San Die

Escondido. CA

(San Diego Co.)

Times Advocate
(Cir. D. 32,685)
(Cir. S. 34,568 )

RD H~RPER.
Count i rla Writer
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Close
to Home

Instructor Randi McKenzie, center, teaches the art of _ten_cing to
Mann of Florida and Elizllbeth Soukup of lll~nois: ~oth
Ba
stuZnts in the new master of fine arts program being Jointly
sponsored by University of San Di,ego and the Old Globe Theatre.
th [televl 10n) ndustry that
th y'v opted t.o stay in the industry. Or they are temf1ed that they
c n't cut 1t In the theater," he said.
"W ·r having increasing difficulty in finding the talent" to play
hakespeare, sald David Hay, the
pro ram's director, who has a doctorate in English and is an a ocinte

in

By Nancy Schlesinger ff A Staff

director for the Globe. He has put
together a staff of instructors from
the Globe and the university.
Not surprisingly, most of. the
students want to work in television
and films, but they agree about the
1mportance of classical theater.
"Their idea is that a good claSSI ·

Writer

D
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FILM: Special Scrrenings. Page S.
San Diego Movie Guide. Page 6.
MUSIC: ew York New Music Ensemble
reviewed by John Henken. Page 7.
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Singer Holly Near is ihedding some sterfotypes,
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DU ATE: Working to Cultivate a New Generation of Hamlets
Another key player in developint llectual background" of Ameriing the master of fine arts program
can actors.
c I b ckgro nd wlll allow you to
was Sister Sally Furay, USO aca"If an actor is playing an Egypr 1n nny medium," said gradudemic vice president and provost.
t1an or a Greek, he'd better know
t &tudent Matth w Edwards. EdNoel approached the school with
omethmg about what society and
• who gr duated from Humw
the ;,-:lea seven years ago. But the
what polil!cs created that man,"
boldt State Umver ity m Arcata
Glo~ and USO soon found themoel said.
I t y r, Id, "If you can handle
selves involved in fund-raising
Taught by members of the umhak p arc, you can handle anyproiects. The Globe had to raise
vers1ty's English department, the
thm "
money to rebuild its theater after
classes provide the students with
n 100 ctors applied for
Mor
an arson fire, and USO embarked
information about specific periods
th progr m nd tned out at one of
on a building program of its own.
of history.
v ud1Uo h Id in In ew York,
Furay, who was asked to JQin the
'"The pomt of these courses 1s to
n Francisco, Los Anhie go,
Old Globe board of directors, was
take a play the students will be
I s and San Diego. Only eight
still skeptical about the program.
working on and put it in the context
v re lect d Eight more will be
"My first question was Why are
of the time m which 1t was writdd d for ch ucc 1ve class.
you coming to USO?" she said.
ten," said Bart Thurber, English
pportumty to work in a
Th
''USO doesn't even have an underDepartment chairman.
major r glonal theater was a strong
graduate major in drama." Noel
For a play the students will
tracUon, Edwards and others
told her he wanted something
perform by George Bernard Shaw,
aid. s part of the program, the
different from other programs, and
Thurber will teach a course that
tucl nts wall appear in minor roles
he didn't want to knock heads with
"will look at Shaw, Oscar Wilde,
durmg th Globe's summer season,
a faculty that might have its own
Chekhov, Fabian socialism and
members of th Young Globe
ideas about how a program should
what 1910 looked like, what people
Company. They al o have their
had for breakfast in the morn::in:.:'g".'_~"_ r = - - - - - - -~ - - - U D tuition fully paid and receive a
st1pend for living expenses, Hay . - - - - - - - 1d,
San Diego, CA
Because of the way the master's
(San Diego Co.)
program IS set up, the students can
Voice & Viewpoint News
earn credit toward membership in
(Cir. W. 13,000)
Actors Equity, the professional actor 'union.
Elizabeth Soukup, 31, of Chicago,
Ill .. auditioned after a friend t.old
h r about the program Now she
pends her day and nights in
NOV
h, movement,
vole ,
cla
nging and retai chi, fencing,
hears ng for a production of A.R.
,.JU/~,i 's P c B / ,, ,sx.,
Gurney Jr' "Scenes From American Life."
Th graduate students will perform the Gurney play Nov. 18-21 at
Sa red Heart Hall at USO.
Anoth r distinguishing element
m th curriculum is a series of
called "text in context,"
cl
d tgn,..d to "fill out the general

Conttnued from Pag 1

be run.
A year and a half ago, Furay was .,.
the incoming president of the
Globe's board of directors. The
major building programs were
winding down.
"I've been asked if it [her involvement in both institutions]
isn't a conflict of interests," Furay
said. "The university was extremely interested for two reasons. In
long-range plans it's expanding its
graduate programs. Secondly, it
was an extraordinary opportunity
to bring in a program at a very high
level of excellence from the start.
"It's not a conflict of interests but
a convergence of interests."
Or as project director Hay put it:
"Part of the reason for doing this
program is that we will have a
'Hamlet,' a 'Macbeth,' a 'Cleopatra'
down the road. We're committed to
making sure the tradition goes on."

Danny Means wi ll lead US O In a free exhibition game
tomorrow night against Athletes in Action.

USD, SDSU, and USIU Tip-off this week
O n Friday, Nove mber 6th ,
USD Hgd Coach Hank Egan
will begi n his fourth season
against the San Diego-based Athletes in Action. Gametime is 7:30
p.m. at the USO Sports fenter.
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raw Us a Map - Not long
ago, Fifth District Super~isor John MacDonald mentioned that he didn't want the
county to grant a Chicago based
company a social ~ervices contract
because the firm's representative
didn't know where an Marco
was.
Some members of the local me• f rs ranPd
. and o er
him about that.
But MacDonald's people didn't
get mad. They got even.
There arrived in the mail recently an ever-so-slightly acidic press
relea e from MacDonald's office
addressed to "Interested Parties"
and igned "Fifth District Staff."
"We are enormously gratified by
the sudden and, we must say, surprising interest in • orth County
geography being shown by board
staff members and the press," it
states.
What follows is a detailed set of
directions from San Diego to San
Marcos, which specifies taking
"Hwy. 78 west (this is extremely
important because if you head east
you will eventually find yourself
passing through that no man's
land known as District 2).
"Those of you who need remedial lessons ... are welcome to contact District 5 staff ... "
Hey, we can take it. All's fair in
love and media relations.
Allan
Author, Author Bloom, the University of Chicago
philosophy prof who has himself a
non-fiction best-seller in "The
C o"in1t of the Aznerican Mind," iij
ue in San Diego on ov. 12 as he
keynote speaker at the USD
School of Education's Ethics and
Leadership Conference.
According to Bloom's gloomy
treatise, today's higher education
has "failed democracy and "impoverished" the souls of students.
One of the two respondents to
Bloom's speech will be Escondido's
Rick Henrickson, who should
know firsthand whether or not
Bloom is on target.
Rick, currently the development
director at Redwood Terrace retirement home, is also a doctoral
candidate at USD's School of Education.
For more information on the
conference, which is open to the
public, call 260-4538.

The State We're In -

If it's
the first week of November, then it
must be time for the pick of the litter from KSDO's October telepoll
results.
Among last month's gems:
• 73 percent of us think it's OK
to use physical punishment in our
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MacDonald
gets a chart
and a chuckle

Please see GRADUATE, Page 3

By Michael Bru nker
With a little more than two
weeks of practice under their belt,
San Diego's three Division I college basketball progra ms will begin wi th exhibi tio n play th is
week.

c,

Please see Close, pat e C2

Tip-off~ weeK

Conunued from page "14~

Admission is free to the pubhc.
The Toreros are coming off of
their best season ever in eight
years of Di,ision I compcution.
However. Egan v.ill be forced to
replace six seniors that combined
scored 75o/c of the points, grabbed 70% of the rebounds. and
finished with a 24-6 record earning them a 13-1 WCAC mark
and a trip to the NCAA tournament. Egan will be led by the
lone returning starter. Danny
Means. a junior guard with the
potential to score in bunches.
On Tuesday. November 10th.
new Aztec Head Coach Jim Brandenburg. will unveil his version
of San Diego State baske•ball at
tlie Sports Arena against the Soviet Olympic Team. Tip-off is
7::50 p.m .• ticket prices are S 10
a d S7 for adults. and S5 and
S3.50 for youth. seniors. and
.
military.
State returns four slarters, including Gerald Murray. Juan Espinoza. and Rodney Hawkins.
Last years leading scorer Tony
Ross. returns for his sophomore
year, and with exciting Brandenburg recruits including 6'10#

tov.er of power Mitch McMullen, expect the Aztecs to return
to the championship form of
1985 when former coach David
"Smokey" Gaines led the Aztecs
to the WAC tournament championship. and a visit to the
NCAA tournament.
Completing the circuit on Saturday, November 14th. USI U
will embark on their greatest season ever as they entertain the Brisbane Australia Bullets at Grossmont College. The game will begin at 7:30 p.m .. ticket prices are
$5 for adults, $3 for seniors,
youth, military. and other students, and $1 for USIL students.
Third year Head Coach Gary
Zan:cky, expects his squad to be
the "Best Division I team m San
Diego." Now before you accuse
Zarecky of blasphemy, keep in
mind he is coming off the finest
recruiting efforts in the history of
USIU. Add to it that he is lead
senior trio of sharp-shooter Russ
Heike, power-forward Dexter Magee. and captain Charles Redding who boasts a 44 inch vertical
leap. and Zarecky may be able
to catch-up with both USD and
State who are both u nprovcn
commodities.
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public schools.
• 61 percent of us aren't worried
about the stock market's record
tumble (we all got out just in time,
don'tcha know).
• 60 percent of us admit we've
rented an X-rated video before.

The Shirt Off His Back -

It's enough to make a vice principal yearn for the good old days,
when smoking in the boys' room
was about as wild as things got.
While a number of local high
school campuses are currently embroiled in a student vs. administration battle over the kids' right to
wear T-shirts advertising various
beer brands, a new twist has
emerged at Vista High.

One senior recently created a
first amendment furor when he
wore a T-shirt that pictured a Trojan condom package on the back
below the phrase "To Serve And
Protect."
After being told by administrators and teachers on two different
occasions that the shirt was offensive and disruptive, the young man
is reportedly gathering signatures
on a petition that demands free
speech rights for students.

Auto Focus - The fellow in
the compact pickup truck heading
south on I-15 near RB would seem
to driving a thin line.
On the back of the truck was one
of those yellow signs saying "Jesus
on Board."
And hanging from the rear view
mirror was a Playboy bunny air
freshener.
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gLaw School Enrollment May Be History
11
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down feeling about the lav, "
Hobert B. McKay, former dean
of Nev, York UniverHity Law
School, cham·d lht• Long Range

artin Kruming
Pl.mmng Committee for the
l"lion of Lcg,,l Educat10n
dm1 10n to the Bar
One of hi explanations i~
"thne is faith that the law
good thing to do "
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McKay, who now teaches at
YU, said that the top law schools
m the country didn't appear to suffer even though they may have
dipped down to their S('Cond tier of
applicants.
In the early '80 . applicants may
h vo ·hied away becaw·e of the
overcrov,d,n in the job market
nd the "very heavy" expenses of
gomg to law ·chool, said McKay.
That may ha\e been relieved because of mergers and acquisitions
of law firms, and the guaranteed
federal student loan increase from
5,000 to 7,500 which took effect
Cµt-out
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Law Scliool Enrollment; Helen Rowe's History1Contmued from Page_~)~

from In t year's 2,189. ;er/5':7
In 1983-84, applicants numbered
2,:.156, dipping to 2,197 in 1984-85
and decreasing again in 1985-86 to
2,136.
Cal Western's applications
dechn d sharply from 2.046 in
19 1 2 to 1,194 in 1986-87. This
fall they ros dramatically to
2, 5.
Judy ( ohrs, director of development, credits the rise to Dean
Michael Dissent, an expanded
curriculum nd Dissent"s video used a. ll recru,tmg device.
At Western State, Dean Hadley
Batchelder partial!; attribut d
the national d cline to "so many
lawyers" and not enough jobs, ad•
dmL~ ·ions statistic
ding that
'"tend to be omewhat cyclical."
Enrollment at WSU dropped
from 239 1n 1984-85 to 233 Ill
1985-86, 0 m 1986-87 and 3 thi ·
fall - caus d primaril} by .the
school's rejected applicatio for
ABA accreditation.
'•We were obliged by the rules tO
accept only ~rsons who could go to
ABA .chools. But we couldn't
assure them that they"ll go to an
ABA school." Batchelder felt th "
state of limbo contributed to the
sharp decrease .
"We're still suffering the effects
of the aborted effort," he said.
Law schools weren't the onl)
profe -~ional school- that found
their applications down during the
early 1980s. So did medical. dental,
MBA and Ph.D. programs, said one
educator, who added that la t
month's LSAT test is a "good in
dicator of a bumper crop."
Christensen, however, is
cautious.
"The preliminary signs are for a
big incre. se," he said, but it was
also the latest time that the test
was given in the fall.

• • •

Attorneys are traditionally m
the business of setting the record
straight but not when it comes to
recording the history of their own
profession.
Enter Bar historian Helen
Ro we and the newly formed Bar
he San
-,,-,u,r . Cummittee
Diego County Bar Association. If
you"ve got a good bit of barrister
history, Rowe wants to hear from
you .
"One of the unexpected things of
being the Bar i!,'torian is people
committed it all to
th· nk r
memory,' Rowe said. "It occurred
to me what we needed was not a
single historian but a Bar history
committee to preserve our history.''

-

last January. Also, private loan
sources are increasing.
At San Diego law schools ap•
plications varied.
According to admissions secretary Karen Richeson a ~ h b
fall 2,450 students ~lied for the
full-time program, up 12 percent

Rowe has an answer for skeptics
who think San Diego doesn't have
a legal history worth documenting.
Clara Shortridge Foltz, for example, was California's first female
attorney, serving in San Diego
from 1887 to 1888.
Rowe, herself, has an interesting
hi tory, which includes serving on
a dozen legal committees, boards
and local civic associations. She is
an author, lecturer and a member
of the Rowe, McEwen, Konold &
Rowe law firm
She has been honored as the
1987 State Bar Association Woman
Business Advocate of the Year and
a Venture Magazine 1987 Entrepreneur of the Year finalist and
is listed in "Who's Wn~, in American Law."
Rowe spends 15 hours 88.Ch week
on legal volunteer work , 15 hours
each week on community service
and still maintains a full-time occupation in business transaction
law, which requires a staggered
schedule.
"I work evenings and
weekends," she said.
The San Diego County Bar's

current collection of historical information is housed in Rowe's office, although she has been negoti•
ating with the San Diego Histori•
cal Society to earmark pace in its
archives. he said preservation of
the material requires skills that
only an archivist can provide.
"I enJoy history. I love looking at
our roots,'' Rowe said. "I'm ag
gre sive about the opportunity to
keep our history intact."
One of the committee's goals is to
pn,serve written history of the profe,s10n . Some special entries include the original 1862 Mexican
manuscnpt. of Juan Bandini,
detailing legal transactions and
other statistical mformation of San
Diego and Upper California. The
manu. cripts were found in the
Mexican National Archives in
Mexico City and are being
translated by Jorge A. Vargas,
director of the Mexico-United
States Law Inslltute of U D's
School of Law.
Other written entries include
books by San Diego legal historian,, Leland Stanford and Jeff
Stickney, the writings of historian
Elizabeth MacPhail, works from
the Daily Transcript, and back
issues of Dicta, the county Bar's
monthly publication.
The second g()al is to create living history for future reference in
the form of taped and transcribed
interviews. Already formed are interviews with Jeff Stickney and
former Fourth District Court of
Appeal Justice Gerald Brown.
A third goal is to protect tangible
symbols of the legal profession like
the old Federal Courthouse in
downtown San Diego.
·•1 have enough material to write
about 20 books," Rowe said. "One
person as Bar historian is not going
to be able to do the job."
The committee, numbering 25
and growing, is still looking for
new members and more information on legal history.
Rowe, Bar historian since 1985,
will only be around until December
when incoming Bar President Ned
Huntington will pick a new one.
-Andrew Kleske

torneys wi II discuss euthanasia,
AIDS and surrogate parenting at a
seminar at Cal Western Law
School on Nov. 14 from 8:15 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Call Donna Slaton for
more information.

• .. *

Doing Business in Mexico will be
the subject of a seminar at the
San Diego Law
Universi~
School on Nov-;74 from 8 a.m. to
12:30p.m.
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Cler air group wins
tras -to-energy fight
:?._(pl,

Hy RODERICK PRESSLY

Light Staff Writer
A decade-long strug.gle over rhe
direction of San Diego's waste
management was decided . by a
sound margin of more than
20,000 votes in Tuesdav's
·
municipa l elections.
The change was heralded in by
a tightly knit group of supporters
of the Clean .( \ir Initiative, Proposition H , led by San Diegans
for Clean Air, the organization
that wr,ote the measure. Proposition H was approved by 9 ,998
voters, compared to 75,738 who
voted against it.
Also in Tuesday's balloting,
San Diegans approved a
transportation improvement
measure, rejected two bond
issues intended lo improve and
preserve Mission Bay Park and
Balboa Park and voted to change
back the name of Martin Luther
King ·way to Market Street. Ap-

proximately 37 percent of the
city's registered voters went to
the polls.
The battle lines seen in Proposition H originally were drawn
over the San Diego Ei,ergy
Recover Project (SANDER) and
pitted grass-roots env!f6nmentalists against Wheelabrator Inc.
(formerly Signal Inc.).
Wheelabrator had proposed a
t r a s ~ plant to be built
at a 43-acre sitel"nKearnyMesa.
However, opponents of the project dogged the city manager's of•
fice and made their concerns over
pollution and toxic byproducts
heard throughout the city.
"This (Proposition H) will
have a national impact," said
Jack Minnon, a Ul_li.Y~~
Diego law professor and coauthor ottlie measure. "I am in
New Y0ck
to"ch w;(h people

f

Please see ELE TION, AlO

ELE TJON (o'-J

/tion A, won the approval of
175,590 voters, with 154,816
Co::::-n-t:-in_u_e_d:-fr_o_m_A_l_trA-ilQ~lk'....::_ v~ting against it.
an d Connecticut very interested
in the outcome.,.
pas..ing.. of
Minnon vi ws t
the proposition as the passing of
mass burn as an alternative to
waste management.
"I see this as an end to mass
burn for the city," he said.
"Mass burn as an industry is in
trouble." He alsp said he is looking forward to the new council
committing itself to alternatives
to incineration, since all four
newly elected councilmembers
endorsed Proposition H prior to
the election.
As it stands now, no incinerator burning more than 500
tons of waste per day can be
developed within a 3-mile radius
of hospitals, elementary schools
nursing homes and day-car;
facilities. The SANDER lant
would have burnea 2 250 t P
ons O
'
trash per day.
Opponents of Proposition H.
said the initiative eliminates mass
burn technology as an alternative
for the city. The plants allowed
under the new guidelines are not
economically feasible, according
to Frank Mazanec, regional
director for Wheelabrator.
Mazanec also said the city
eventually will come full circle
and find incineration as the only
answer to the mounting refuse
problem, but by that time, the
price tag will have tripled.
Voters decided on eight other
propositions besides Proposition
H. The only countywide
measure, the Transportation Improvement Program, or Proposi-

r

-

Approval of Proposition A
means the county sales tax will increase from 6 percent to 6.5 percent. The hike will pay for a
$2.25 billion, 20-year program
designed to improve the region's
highways, public transit and local
streets and roads.
Among the improvements set
out in Proposition A are plans to
run trolley lines from Old Town
north _to Del Mar and east . to
Santee, construct a commuter
light rail line connecting
downtown San Diego and Oceanside and extend of State Route 52
east to Santee.
Results in the seven other city
propositions follow:
• Proposition F : San Diego
voters reversed the efforts of city
~a1;rs i._? honor Dr. Martin
u . er mg Jr. by reverting a
6-m_ile downtown thoroughfare
to it~ former name of Market
Street. The vote stood at 107,292
to 71,621 to erase the name of the
slain civil rights leader from the
street signs.
• Proposition E: Voters narrowly defeated the measure
which would have waived
four years the Gann limit on how
much tax money the city can ·
spend, allowing the city to spend
all the taJ(eS it raised on various
projects, including police and fire
protection. Some 82,608 people
voted .:gainst the waiver, compared to 82,098 who approved it.
• Propositions B and C: The
two bond issues aimed at preserving and improving Mission Bay
Park and Balboa Park both gained majority support, but they

fo;

needed two-thirds approval to
pass. Proposition B, which
garnered J06,563 favorable votes
(59 _percent) compared to 74,209
agamst, would have allowed the
city to raise $93 million through
the sale of bonds to improve and
add to the facilities in Balboa
Park and Mission Bay Park. Proposition C, a $73 million
measure, would have done
likewise, but it gained ~upport
from only 61 percent, with
109,797 voting in favor and
69,452 opposed.
• Proposition G: Voters overwhelmingly approved restricting
the use of Mission Beach Park
whic~ is owned by the city, t~
pub!1c park purposes, excluding
re_ta1! and commercial uses except
w1~h1? the rehabilitated Plunge
bu1ldmg. Where economically
feasible, the city would also
preserve and restore the Roller
Rink building and the Roller
Coaster. Some 115,567 favored
the initiative, compared to 58,223
opposed.
Propo~ition D : San Diego
_residents voted 135,633 to 34,315
to restrict all land and water
leases in Mission Bay Park to 25
percent of the total land area, or
6. 5 percent of the total dedicated
water area. The voters could
authorize · an exemption with a
two-thirds vote in a future
election.
• Proposition J: By a vote of
130,651 to 39,077, San Diegans
di1 ected the city not to amend the
Progress Guide and General Plan
to shift some 5,100 acres known
as La Jolla Valley from the
"future urbanized" designation
to the "planned urbanizing"
designation.

------------------------
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It wo1i.l,,I only seem appropm,tc,
that the day ,,ftcr I lallowecn a
team clad with orange helmets
would invade the tadium. But,
it w,1, all pumpkm for the Browns
as on~c again the Chargers came
f1 om bclund in drnmatic fashion
to pull out a 27-24 overtime
victory extending their win streak
to MX a they stand alone atop
the rC Western division.
1 hi. win wa indeed a team
effort I wo forced turnovers by
( htp 8,1nks, some lancy d,111c1ng
by I i<rncl James, Curtis Adam ,
I tm Spencer, and Gary Ander on:
even Kellen Win low appeared to
be rega1111ng hi old form as he
pulled in som in rcdible re cption . It all came down to the
la t live mrnut · with the Chargers
d wn by 3 points. 1 he defense
•
•
r
fore d the Browns to punt, then
Dan Fouts led the team 44 yards
on seven plays until an incom •
plctc pa on third nd two led
to a 20 yard field goal by Vince
Abbott.
With 1:41 remaining, the defense
~tarted the cries hke they didn't
leveland marched 37
care as
yards to the h rger 41 yardlinc.

8

Chargers retain their top spot in the AFC West behind the
wizardry of quarterback Dan Fouts.
Then it happened again, the crowd
turned up the decibels and the
Browns mi~cucd on four straight
plays, punted, and here we are in
overtime. Browns with the toss,
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but that's line because the defens; f
is hot.
Sure enough, on second down
Kosar drops back and Charger
DB Venice Glenn intercepts a pass
intended for former Aztec star
receiver. Webster Slaughter. Coach
Al Saunders runs the ball to the
center of the field and Abbott
returns to pull the curtains on
one of the most exciting Charger
games ever. Sunday, the streak
will travel to Indianapolis against
the surpri ing Colts and their new
mule, Eric Dickerson.
SANTOS WATCH-211 YARDS
WITH THREE GAMES TO GO:
I It was a long way to go to win a
game, but win they did as SDSU
claimed it's second WAC victory
outlasting Hawaii 29-21. As usual
lodd Santos continued his assault
CAA career pass ing
or. the
mark. Completing 29 of 40 attempts for 373 yards, Todd only
needs 211 to re-write the record
book. Some observers fancy the
thought of Santos reaching 11,000
ya rds, he has I0.413 to date.
TOREROS REMAIN IN THE
HUNT: After hanging on to a 70 lead in a mud bowl called
Harder Stadium on the campus
of UCSB, the USO football team
national
is still in contention
. rankings and a trip to the Div-

l

her Student Loan Rules Planned

yards
quarterback Todd Santos needs only
over the remaining three games to become the all-time
NCAA career passing leader.

t1pagc Al5 ·

ision III nationll ~ipnship.
Next on the slate'il's~ Marys
College on the road Saturday.
HIGH SCHOOL GAME OF
THE WEEK: Friday at 2:30 p.m ..
San Diego Morse will entcrtair.
San Diego Point Loma in what
should be the City Eastern League
3A Championship.
ICECAPAD~ AT1HESPOR1S
ARENA: When you talk about
a major merger, the Ice Capadcs
lmding the duo of Jane Torvill
and Cbristopher Dean is like
General Motors combining forces
with Ford Motor Company. Last
year, Torvill & Dean sold-out
arenas world-wide with a program
that featured them and their troupe.
Don't miss the action this weekend al the Sports Arena.
RUNNERS-TIIlS IS THE BIG
ONE: The San Diego Marathon
Weekend has finally arrived. Formerly known as the Mission_ Bay
Mara thon and the Heart of San
Diego M a ratho n. The Sa n D iego
Marathon will featu re a number
of acti vit ies t o satisfy the runner
of all le\ els. Fo r details call 298-

....__..._..____

Many schools
could be ineligible
for U.S. aid.

From th hall or
Montezuma to the Top O'
The Cove: Re taurateur and
ex-Marine Ron Zappardino is
inviting all tormer Marines to
a party for the fighting
leathernecks; it's the Corps
212th birthday. The Tuesday
fete will be the eighth annual
Zappardino-hosted event, but
the first time it's been held in
La Jolla. The Marine Corps
buglers will be there to add a
little brass to the occasion and
the festivities will peak at
12:30 a.m. when the assembl
ed ranks sing the Marine
Corps Hymn. More than JOO
former Marines came to attention for last year's party, said
Zappardino, and this year the
event should be just as
p ul
Gratitude or re,enge: M .
Larry Lawrence will be the
victim of a roast to benefit the
local branch of Jewish Community Centers at 7 p.m .
Nov. 24 at the grand ballroom
of the new Omni Hotel.
Robert Caplan, Al Hutler
'
Murray Galinson, Bill
Kolender, Larry Remer and
Richard Silbe rman are honing
their pointed quips for the opportunity. Jerry G. Bishop of
"Sun-Up San Diego" will
preside as master of
ceremonies and a surprise
comedian is promised by Steve
Wilson, owner of SamSons
Restaurant, who initiated this
"honor." Reservations for
cocktails and dinner for $75
per person can be made by
calling Marsha Alex Lubick at
457-3030.

4114.

THE SUPREME COURT IS IN
SESSIO : Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday The Supreme Court will
be in session at the Show of
Shows, being held at Jack Murphy
Stadium. Over 500,000 feet of
exhibits will be on display. The
Supreme Court will be located in
the He.alth & Fitness Show. Free
clinics, and demonstrations will
be given with sign-ups for the
Pepsi/ BA Hotshot Competition
along with upcoming Instructional
Seminars available. Call 265-9185.
SA DIEGO SECTION CIF
PLAYOFFS BEGIN: Kendall
Webb, commissioner of the San
Diego Section CIF embarks on a
hectic week as playoffs begin in
Team Tennis, Volleyball, and Field
Ho:ckey on Wednesday. For more
/" details, call Jan Jessop at 292-8165.
TAKE FIVE: Tree tickets are
available for low-income youth to
participate in the Voice & Viewpoint "Take-Five" program. Willing adults will be provided admission for themselves and five youth
that would otherwise not he able
to afford the opportunity. Upcoming dates include: November
14th-Aztec FootbaD vs Colorado
State, USO Football vs Menlo
November 21st-Aztec Footbati
vs New Mexico. Call 265-9185
for details. CHECK IT OUT:
,Local _sporting events for thy
/
upcoming week:

SP<"t 1a110The New v, nt Times
Educauon Department would spend
~bout $1.6 billion on paymems toward
. WASHINGTON, No . 4 - Calling the
defaulted loans during the present fisr,1te of default on student loans mtoler•
cal year, the third most costly program
.ible, Secretary of Educa11on Wilham J.
m ltS budget.
B ·nnetl said today that he planned to
Before his news conference this
draw Smct new guidelines that could 1
mornrng, Mr. Bennett told reporters
m:ike hundreds of schools mehg,ble tor
schools could help remedy the problem
FEederal student a,d.
with "better counseling of students
Beginning in 1990, colleges, universrover
rates
default
with
Institutions
tie and Other educi1t1onal inst1tutrons 20 percent include such h1stoncally when they come m. reminding students
they have thrs obligations and tracking
would b. d1squalif1ed from receiving
universmes as Cheyney State students
Fed ral educauon grants and loans ,r black
after they graduate."
Morgan State
Mr. Bennett's announcement drew
rhe1r default rate m the Federal Guar- College m Pennsylvania,
UniHoward
Maryland,
in
UmversJty
cr1t1c1sm today from some higher
nte d Student Loan program exin Washington and Morehouse education officials and representatives
~e d d 20 percent. If that standard versity
Georgia.
m
College
were applied now, 32 percent or the inUnder the Guaranteed Student Loan of schoo_ls wrth predominantly minority
s11tuuons in the loan program would be
students cari take or . low-rncome student bodies. They
disquahf1ed, according to statistics re- program, eligJble
loans that are guaranteed said students with lowest incomes are
le sed by the Education Department low-interest
by the G.o vernment from banks or lend- th e moS t hkely to default on thei r loan
today ..
payments and contended that barring
mg msmut1ons Th
Most of the m1stu11ons wrth high de· ey are required to schools th_ey trad1t1onally attend from
iault rates are beauty schools other leave
paying the loans back after they stud ent aid programs would only debegin school.
trade ms,tut1ons or mner-cny, t~o-year
The mst1tut1ons they attend are not pnve low-mcome and minonty stucommunity colleges. Most rour-year mvolved
A,socoa1od Pms
m the repayment scheme. dents of educational opportunities.
colleges nd univers1t1es have default Nevertheless, a number of calls have
Secretary of Education William J.
Rate'TooHigh'forSome
B
rates w,ell under 20 percent. Columbia been made in recent months for insutuennett announcing new guideCollege s rate, for example was 3.3 t1ons
Jerry w. Miller, president of the As- lines on payment of student Joans.
to take a greater responsrblhty in
'
p ·re nt.
seemg that their students repay their sociatmn of Independent Colleges a n d r - - - - - - - - - - - - - Schools, an organ1za11on of private
Joans.
214 In New York Above 20%
trade and proless1onal schools, said the
Among those that would be d,squall20 percent default rate would be nearly faults._ But he said, "We have a probA Costly Program
th
flcd with rates exc edmg 20 percent
lem Wllh e idea of penalizing current
The default rate 1s based on the per- impossible for a number or inslluuons st
v r I un1ts of the City Un1verslly centage of students who were sched- to meet.
ir
udems for somerhrng forme r stuof NPw York, 1nclud1ng the John Jay uled to begin repaying their loans in fis•
insmucions
for penalizing
did and
c harles B. Saunders Jr., the senior dents
stuon high-risk
a chance
that take
d
Coll ge or Criminal Justice, Kmgsbor- cal
year 1985 an had failed to do so by vice president of the American Council dents."
ough Community College, York Coll ge
Under that oInt Ed ucauo,,n. wh ,ch laS t week sent a . Mr. Saunders of the. American Coun19 6. insmuuons
hscalofyear
the end of 2.190
~nd Bronx Community College and definlllon,
the 7,295
two br nches or Long Island uni~ersr- m the lo n program had default rates det ;r t~ co ~ge and university pres1- c1l on Educauon said it was difficult to
ty · the Brooklyn Center nd Connolly exceeding 20 percent, with 500 above 50 t;n st l roug out the country asking guess whether the proposed sanctions
em o rncrease the;r efforts to insu re Mr. Bennett outlined today would actuCollege ln II, 214 or the 586 New York P rcent.
k
that former students pay their loans II
State in t1tut1ons p,irt1c1paung m the
conference lo announce applauded the Educauon Depart'. a y ta e effect, noting that by the time
news
a
At
pro r m h· ve student d f ult rates the sanctions, Mr. Bennett said the
they are scheduled to be imposed a new
, If
ubov 20 p re nt.
s=t~o~cr~a~c~k==do~w~n~o:n==de:•:A:d:m~m:1:st~r:a:ti:on::w:il:I:be::in~o:f:fi:c:e·= ~ ~
==
--=======~==-~::==::==:: : : : : ::~~========~==m=e=n=t=s=e=ort

Promoting fun philosophy:
The Children's Museum of
San Diego received a boost to
its goal of teaching children
that learning can be fun with
a donation from its new corporate member, Pacific Scene
Inc., a San Diego community
development firm. The
museum in La Jolla Village
Square is a private, non-profit
organization that offers
hands-on exhibits and classes
for children.
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ARI G about it:
Just when it looked
like the nomination
of La J ollan Bernard Siegan
to the U.S. Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals was going
to make it to a confirmation
hearing, things fell apart. The
Senate Judiciary Committee
had agreed to set a date,
perhaps as early as next
month, but it looks like the
latest wrangle over the eleva•
tion of Douglas Ginsburg to
the U.S. Supremr Court will
take precedence. Siegan, a
popular professor at the
University..Qi.San.Diego
School of Law, was
nominate more than JO mon•
ths ago to the Ninth Circuit
which has jurisdiction over '
federal appellate ca es in
California, eight other
Western states, Guam and the
Northern Mariana Islands.

fat. 1818

FILM

Spiriruality and the Cinema, thtS
eight-week sene, of feature-length
films exammts ideas of rehg1on and
sp1ntu ali t-.: fr..nn vario u~ points of

view , The fi fth film tn the sene
, 'aa:ann (1957 , 1> o ne f the f1I,,;,
made ~y Luis Bunud in ~ ex1co . It
screen, Fnday, November 6, 7 pm ,
Salomon Lecture Room OeSale,
1-!all U~6.Jca la Park . LmJ a
\, i,ta Road, LmJa Vista. rec.
260-8888. Pa rking I na,I le
behind lmmacul ara Churc h , aero,
th rr«t !rum crra Hall and n<X!
1, the la,- sch0< I

Faculty's winning ways:
Mathematician Al Manaster,
sociologist Tim McDaniel and
bioenginee Yuan-Cheng Fung
recently were named winners
of UC San Diego's Chancellor
Associates Awards. Manaster
won the Outstanding Community Service Award for
"~is leadershp role in working
with secondary schools in the
design and implementation of
the Mathematics Diagnostic
Testing Project," which
teachers use to measure
students' abilities in algebra.
Fung was named outstanding
researcher and McDaniel won
the award for outstanding
teaching.

-
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ieg~n's Confirmation Hearing Opens

USF favored

By

ER~LititTB'LAu,Times

taff Writer

WASHI GTO - Aft e r mnc
months of delays, the confirmation
proce for Umverslty of San Di go
law professor Bernard Sicgan f1ally opened Thursday, with the
nominee for th U. . 9th Circuit
Court of Appe Is pledging that as a
1udg he woul be gUided by legal
preced nt, not by his own conservatism.
"I'm not there (on the appea
court) to tell the world how it
hould run . . I wouldn't dream
of imposmg my will ov r tha of the
upreme Court, Slegan said under
on g from Sen. Denni
harp qu
DeConclni (D-Ar .)
an posi The profc r's hbc
tions on such quc. o .s as the
government's power o regulate

commerce have drawn the rre of
some liberal critics and in part have
stalled his nomination smce February.
He was the fir t Judicial nominee
to ndergo intense crutlny by a
newly formed task force of Democratic enators. And hi cntics,
explaining their delaying of the
proceedmgs, say that his controversial views have made S1cgan
deserving of a long, careful look
ore the hearings began.
DcConcini and Republican Sen.
Gordon J. Humphrey of New
ampshire expressed regret to S1e gan for what Humphrey called "an
unconscionable (and) mdecent" delay m the proceedings. And Siegan
said that he hopes that the process

can end "in short order."

But even after questionmg the
professor for more than 80 mmutes-two earlier nomine to the
Circuit Court breezed through the
process Thursday m half an
hour-Senate Judiciary Com11Uttee
members said that he may be called
back at a later time.
One staff member called that
prospect likely and said that Siegan's nomination may be slowed
fto-ther by demands on the committee from the confirmation proceedings for Supreme Court nominee Douglas H. Ginsburg.
Voicing hi own concerns over
many of Siegan's legal po!<1tions,
DeConciru said "the committee will
give him very careful consider -
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wouldn't interfere with rulings
f[,

<

hould pay more att nhon to abuses
of economic liberties that sometimes
r ult.
But he said ht thinking on these
nd other issues "i totally irreleant" becau e he would be forced to
follow precedent set by the Supreme
Court not his own political philos•
ophy or beliefs.
The committee had planned to
con 1der S1egan's nomination July 21,
but postponed hearings when the battie over Bork erupted. The hearing
esterday was scheduled after DeConcim, a colleague of Siegan's on
the National Bicentennial Commis10n on the Constitution, offered to

Ju st

Pete Smith, a spokesman for Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph
R. Biden Jr., D-DeL said Monday
that the committee would probably
hold more hearings on Siegan.
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11, 24 teams will be
In
selected, two from e ch of th
cl ht r gton and eight wild -card
hole . ln the Far West Region
one of the bid goe automatical'
ly ro the ch m pion of the PCAA
(which Nevada Las Vegas leads)
n Ulego State, ranked eighth In
the n,lllon, I No 1 In the we t.
USF Is ranked ~econd In the west
and 11th nationally and UCLA Is
third In the west and tied for
17th ( Ith Conneticut) national
ly
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Tiaei!e~~?Donald had 19 kills to lead the University of Portland women's volleyball
team to a West Coast Athletic:
Conference victory at the Uruyer.,.
si.tY of an Diego Thursday night.
Jody Conner led USO (4-15
overall, 2-6 in the WCAC) with 17
kills. Portland is 8-14 and 5-4.
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~IVER.5JTY OE SAN DIEGO
FO.V~E~~LERY (Desales
H ~ ~S'Centuries of Architecture in Spain," photographs depicting the history of Spanish architecture from 7th-Century
Visigoth to 18th-Century Rococo
continues through Nov. 17. Hours
are noon-5 p.m. Monday-Friday.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.}
Evening Tribune
(Cir, D. 123,092)
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National news

urns on the law and the Supreme Reagan nominated Robert H. Bork to
.
co ~rt r oo m work .
By Mark~gan
the Supreme Court. The Senate reMost of t~em - m_ fact,_ all of Court.
Copley News Service
jected Bork last month after a long
constiof
professor
63-year-old
r~al
~•t~
co~ect1on
m
were
them
WASHINGTON - ..J.lnwrsity of
and bitter battle.
atestate
real
former
Jaw,
tut10nal
said.
DeConcm1
development,
es~te
San Diego law professor7Jernard
Siegan's critics say he would use
S1egan responded that . he. has torney and author of two books on
Siegan told the Senate J1.'diciary
bench to promote his belief that
the
was
Siegan
Court,
Supreme
the
constitutional
and
federal
on
~orked
Committee yesterday hat he would
property rights should receive more
not Jet his libertarian \·ic\"S guide his ISSU~ as a professor an~ as the or- thought to be the most controversial
decisions as a jt..dge on the 9th U... gamzer of many academic symposi- nominee before the committee until protection by the courts.
Circuit Court of Appeals
During the ~ommittee's first h aring on Siegan si nce he was nominated nine months ago to the 9th Circuit by President Reagan, Siegan
made a distinction between the ideas
he has propounded in his books and
what he would do on the appeals
court.
"I'm going to look at the facts put
before me and try to decide how the
Supreme Court would hold," he said.
"Whether I like the Supreme Court's
decisions or don't like them is irrelevant."
Los Angeles, CA
Under questioning by Sen. Dennis
\Los Angeles Col
DeConcini, D-Ariz., Siegan said be
Times
\San Diego Ed .)
believed the fundamental rights pro\Cir . D 50,0lO)
tected by the Constitution include the
(Cir . S 55 ,573\
right of privacy.
He praised the Supreme Court's
landmark desegregation ruling in
Brown vs. the Board of Education
but criticized the court's reasoning i~
Eu I 888
the case.
"It is inconceiva ble to me that any
other judgment could have been
made," Siegan said of the 1954 decision outlawing segregation in public
schools. "Society is enormously indebted to that judgment. I just disacan start," Egan said.
~gan, the
University of San pForward Ma t M
1,ero asketball
coach, can wait
gree with how it got there."
mmutes his chin last w~fk aidnnhafract_u red
before tonight's
Siegan said the court could have
s mJssed
against Athlete I xh1b1_tion game some practice t .
declared school segregation unconCenter Jim
mAhisdstartlng l~eu~_Act1on to turn Pelton has been
stitutional by finding that a black
ered by a bad
back Both
n he said h '11
child's "constitutional right to travthat Jong before \e ~robab!y n~ed if th~y can~~i~~Jebto .P!ay, and
el" was violated by segregating chilToreros will ta th cc1des which Mike Haupt and C . e JOmed by
dren in separate schools.
ra1g Cottrell in
7:30 tipoff in th~eUSDe fsloor for the the starting Jin
eup.if
Egan said that
ports Center.
.h
Instead, the court applied the 14th
Amendment's equal-protection
er Munn
starts • Ke~e1t
nor Peltonpoint
DtaenrnfyroMmealnasst. the on, Jy return1·ng freshman
a
vm_Means,
Star
c)ause and decided, according to
guard, will Join his
brother Da
years 24-6 team
is a sure start
S1egan, that it had "a right to moniAIA '. nny, _m the backcourt.
that, Egan suiir guard, but aft~;
tor the administration and manageL off a I 11-76
as some decisions victory
to ;rf'#.e.
ment of the schools."
m which forward o~a Nkazarene
e have some kids ·th
ac Jones
w1 some scored 18 points
inJuries and we'll
DeConcini, who said he has not dewho c~ play befo need to find out beaten USD the la.stAt IA ( 3-0) has
cided whether to support Siegan said
wo years.
re we know who
he found it "troubling" that Siegan
-CHRIS ELLO .
had so little trial experience in the
federal courts.
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v'us ;5S'siegan faces panel mulling judge nomination
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AIA proves a bit too much for Toreros to handle
ors, had 12 point .
For the Tore os, Marty Muon. a 6foot-6 senior, ha! 19 points, seven rebounds and f1ve assists. Brothers
Danny and Kel io Means had 21 and
11 points, re pectively.
The game erved as a good earlyeason test for USD coach Hauk
Egan, who is searchmg for a few
good replacements. The Toreros
graduated four of last season's starting five, includ1 g 7-foot center Scott
Thomp on the WCAC's Player of the
Year in 198&-87.
The Torero open the regular season Nov 27 at Rice University. Their
home opener 1s ~heduled for Nov. 30
again t UC n Barbara.

• •

UCSD SOCCER - The UCSD
en's soccer team, behind three
goal by Scott Rommel, routed St.

Thomas College (Minn.) 5-0 yester•
day at UCSD to advance to today's
championship game in the NCAA Division III West Regionals. The Tritons (13-5-2) were to meet <;al State
San Bernardino (13-2-3), a l_. winner
over La Verne.
The two teams met in tlie regular
season, San Bernardino wgming 2-1

doctrine of judicial restraint, once
wrote that the Supreme Court has
often shown a disregard for the
intent of the Constitution's Founding Fathers.
Siegan, again stressing that he
was then speaking "as a scholar,"
said of the court: "I don't think it's
always done what it should have
done." Dul under questioning by
DeConcim, he said: "The Supreme
Court, on the whole, has been a
marvelous institution" and he
pledged to adhere to its decisions.
Questioned by a supportive Sen.
Gordon J. Humphrey (R-N.H.),
Siegan also clarified his position on
the 1954 Brown vs. Board of Education decis10n, the landmark
school desegregation case that he
had been quoted as saying he
opposed.
"I fully agree with the judgment," he said, but "the reasorung
is where l differ."

NOV6 1987

chair the session.

"This is a very controversial nomi•
nee;· be said.
DeConciru and Sen. Gordon Humphrey, R-N.H. were the only committee membe to sit in on most of
the hearing. DeConcini told Siegan at
the end of the session that he had
enough information to make a decision on his nomination. He said he
did not know whether any further
hearings would be scheduled.

scholarly viewpoints in his extensive writings and research and the
way In which he would act as a
federal Judge.
As a scholar, Siegan said he finds
difficulty with the Supreme Court's
incorporation of the establishment
clause withm the 14th Amendment.
But as a U.S. circuit judge, he said,
"I'd be laughed off the block if 1
were to say otherwise.
"What I think on a subject is
really irrelevant," he said. "The
sole question . . . is what the
Supreme Court has said ma particular situation."
But DcConclm, whose questioning dominated the hearing, maintained that Siegan's personal opinions are indeed relevant to his
nomination as a federal Judge. DeConcini also wanted to know why
Siegan, a former colleague of Atty.
Gen. F..dwin Meese Ill and an
advocate of the "original intent"

San Diego, CA
{San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)

0).,rt: Siegan says own views
Continued from A-23

aton."
DeConcini, who volunteered to
chair the Siegan confirmation
h earings to speed along the stalled
process, took the nominee on a
hard, lengthy line of questioning
about Siegan's positions on the
scope of equal protection under the
14th Amendment, the government's power to intrude on individual property and economic rights
and respect for judicial precedent.
Many of Siegan's libertarian positions, which come largely out of
the economic influences of his
University of Chicago law background, "trouble me," DeConcmi
srud. The senator found Siegan's
assertion that education is a "political nght" -not a natural, funda mental nght-to be a "very violent
statement," DeConcini aid.
But Siegan suggested that DeConc1ru failed to recognize the
distinction between the professor's

~~e:~r:: ~r

He pointed to a list of 10 cases
Siegan submitted to the committee
as examples of his most important

in overtime as UCSD failed to hold a
1-0 lead early in the OT.
Besides Rommel's first-half hat
trick yesterday, Pieter Koopman and
~ubba Wingate had single goals, both
m the final two minutes. Greg
Stadler and Brian Siljander combined for the shutout in goal.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)

San Diego, CA
{San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)
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I sena o s he'd try to think like high court

BA
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HINGTON - u ~ of
r Bernard
Die o w prof
n y terdaJ told the Senate
be would not
ry "" mm1tt
h rt rtan views guide lus dea J dg on the 9th U S. C1rt ourt of Appeal .
Dunng the committee's fi t bearmg on S1 gan smce he was nominated rune mont ago to the 9th ir•
cuit by President Reagan, iegan
d1 trnction between the
mad
often-controvcrs1al ideas he bas propound d m ht books and what he
would do on the appeal court.
"l m gomg to look at th facts put
befor me and try to decide how the
Ii

Supreme Court would hold," he said.
"Whether I like the Supreme Court's
deCISI0OS or don't like them IS irrelevanL"
t:nder questioning by Sen. Dennis
DeConc1m, D-Ariz., Siegan said be
believed the fundamental rights protected by the Constitution tnelude the
ri!{ht of pnvacy
He praised the Supreme Court's
desegregation ruling m
landma
Brown vs. the Board of Education,
but crittctzed the court's reasomng ID
the case.
''It is inconce1vab!P. to me that any
other Judgment could have been
mad ," i gan said of the 1954 decision outlawing segregation in public
schools. ''Society IS enormously in-

LockJ,ood:c,<'
Aztec ,' rJaa

10 cases Siegan submitted to the
committee as examples of his most
important courtroom work.
"Most of them - ID fact all of
them - were in connection with real
estate development,'' be said.
Siegan responded that he has
worked on federal and constitutional
ues as a professor and as the organizer of many academic symposiums on the law and the Supreme
CourL
A 63-year-old professor of constitutional law, former real estate attorney and author of two books on
the Supreme Court, Siegan was
thought to be the most controversial
nominee before the committee until
President Reagan nominated Robert

H. Bork to the Supreme Court The
Senate rejected Bork la t month
after a long and bitter battle
Siegan's critics say he would use
the bench to promote his belief that
property rights should receive more
protection by the courts. In his books,
Siegan bas argued that the Supreme
Court should give more than mim•
ma! scrutiny to laws that impmge on
property rights and economic liberties.

During yesterday's hearing, Siegan
said the government has the right to
regulate business and the relationship of an employer to his workers,
but added that the Supreme Court
See Court on Page A-24

Bernard Siegan
Controversial ideas

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Business
Journal
(Cir. W. 7,500)

jin., e --plained
Continued from D-1

and it's not the oy, ner
Soclters players, u to Bell's
c yr in, already have noticed
chan
"It's not like 1t u ed to be when
Bobby wa here," 1d one. Too bad
they didn't appr c1ate him then ..
If I wcr San Diego State, I no
long.-r would permit me to attend an
Aztc road gamC'
ot that I'm a JIDX or an}'lhmg,
but I hav not seen th1 t arn WID an
away gam ,,cc 1 wh n the
ztecs be t Alr Force, 13-10 durmg
the first Falcons e penment with
the wi hbon .
That, mcid ntally, is also the last
time San Diego Stale beat Air
Force
Smee then, I am 0-10 as
traveler The ztccs avC' been
outscor by 308-111 1 base games.
I e under
I have .,,, atcbed th
three coacbe in five t tc and one
foreign country (the 19 1 M1rag
Bowl rn Tokyo)
That 21-16 loss to Air Force ID the
Far Ea t (the Aztecs led at the half,
16-0) wa one of only two that have
come by I than a touchdown.
The other was a 19-16 loss ID 1984
to a very good Oklahoma State team
that featured Leslie O' cal, Rusty
Hilger and Thurman Thomas as a
freshman. Chris Hardy had a clear
path to the flag for the winning
touchdown m the f1Dal minute of
that game. cut upfield instead, was
hit and fumbled at the goal line.
Is it me, do you suppose? Or do
the Aztecs JU t not play well rn
important road game ?

debted to that judgment I just disagree with how it got there."
Siegan said the court could have
declared school segregation unconstitutional by finding that a black
child's "constitutional right to travel" was violated by segregating chil•
dren in eparate schools.
Instead the court applied the 14th
Amendment's equal-protection
clause and decided, according to
Siegan, that it had "a right to monitor the admimstration and management of the schools."'
DeConc1Di. who said he has not decided whether to support Siegan, said
he found it "troubling" that S1egan
had so httle trial experience in the
federal courts. He pointed to a list of
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ECTURE: Darnel Sheehar ch1e1 counsel for
the Christie Institute. Will speak about his organi•
zalion·s S20 rrul!Jon lawsu,t against the Pres1•
dent Ronald Reagan and his administration at 7
30 pm. "' Camino Theater at lhe Universia of
San Diego The group 1s concerneo aboul enlral Intelligence Association operations. A $21ee
Will be charged For more 1nf~~all John
Nunes at 260-4682 - -~ ~ _ ,,,,,.,-
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/Local ~eaction to use of
marijuana by Ginsburg
Univ.ers1ty of S; n Die o defensive coord.:nator Ke\ 1
McGarr~ fitfully this s son, v· ions of blrwn
coverage and 60 yard completto dancrng m his head.
For now, though, there's no reason to h:1e unC:~r tt
covers. Entering toda, s 1 p.m. game at St Mary's Co •
lege of Atherton, starting cornerbacks Darr}' 1 Jackso
and Christoph r King have far surpassed t1'e1r criach
expectations and USD (6-1-1) is ranked fi t m 5Corng
defense in Di vISion III.
Both Jackson and King are freshmen Jackson, a starter since preseason, bas three mtercept1ons nd lS f f.h o
the team with 45 tackles. King, who moved mto the tart
ing lineup in game four agamst Whittier has intercepted
three passes and deflected eighL e1t er ad pla:;ec
cornerback before this season
"It's really nuts and don·t th1Dk my stomach l>~ n't
been giving me problems," said McGarry " e went 1 to
the season thinking we were gomg to be stron at a lot of
areas defensively, especially linebacker and safety But
overall, we thought the ~ondacy ,.;
weakest spot, liecause we knew we re gom tc, ha e
two new starters Darryl and Chns have really kn a
pleasant surprise."
McGarry ts not the only one breathing a sigh of relief.
"I have to be honest," said Jackson, who took tu 'lS
playing quarterback, tight end, wide receiver and linebacker at Gardena-Serra High School in Gardena. The
first time I played, more or less, I was seared. I didn't
know what to expect. 111 remember that feel1Dg hr t
rest of my life."
King, a free safety at Jesuit High School in ~aC'r an ,.
to can empathize.
"Every game I've been nervou , he said. · lt tart d
off because I just wasn t sure. I knew I d been taught how
to do 1t. I just had never played before and it was scary.
Scary? Maybe so. Disastrous? • ot even close
lther Jackson nor King bas been beaten d e all
season as USO l>as held oppcnents to two passmg touchdowns and a 104.6-yard passing average( 2th in D1v1 100
III).

"The last time I tarted two freshman cc nerbac
wa In 1984." said McGarry. "Its never good becau c
they're always going to make the mistakes that f,-e~hm
make. We've been real fortunate this year that th~e gu
haven't made those ktnd of mistakes '
To 1be fair, they've had some help
·so-s strong pass rush (20 sac , 48 quart rba k h
rt ), led by linebackers Frank Love (6½, sa s Md Jeff
1vers to
Merlmo (4 sacks), has made it difficult for
run long routes.

overs the spectrum
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la of semor strong
e cepbons, 54 tackles)
0 tackles, five. :ntertl1e pres5ure on their
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While President Reagan's nomination of Judge Douglas H. Ginsburg to
the Supreme Court appeared in danger yesterday, reaction in San Diego
to the judge's admission that he had
used marijuana ranged from indifference to serious concern.
"If the person has taken marijuana
years ago and it can be demonstrated that he's not now addicted to
drugs, then that shouldn't automatically disqualify him," said Michael
Dessent, dean of the California Western School of Law.
"I don't know what 'the '70s' is,"
Dessent said, referring to Ginsburg's
admission that he smoked marijuana
a few tunes in lhe 1970s, "but the
farther away it gets, the less significant it becomes."
Sheldon Krantz, dean oj the University of San Diego's school of
concurred that past marijuana us~
shouldn't disqualify Ginsburg.
Krantz added that the focus on
Ginsburg's drug use was an unfortunate diversion. "The real issue is
whether Judge Ginsburg has the
quahfications, experience and talent
to be a member of the Supreme
Court."
Katharine Rosenberry, a professor
of law at Cal Western agreed. "I
would be more interested in knowing
more about his judicial opinions than
about the marijuana," she said.
One of her colleagues at Cal Western, William Lynch, said smoking
marijuana wasn't particularly serious at the time Ginsburg did it.
"On the other hand, I find a little
inconsistency bttween putting him
forward as a law-and-order judge,"
he said, and then finding out later
that he broke the law.

R,p. Jm> &le,, 0-&m Diego, said,
"The question is, is he still using
<tugs?"

"Any (present) dependency on
<tugs or alcohol ... would disqualify
1im from the Supreme Court," he
aided. "If I were a senator on the
.bdiciary Committee having to vote
the issue, I think it opens a door
fr a line of quts,i( ning that has to
1:e pursued."
Sen. Pete Wilson was traveling
from Washington to San Jose and
rould not be reached for comment.
But his deputy director of public affairs, Bob Hudson, said Wilson "has
grave concerns" about Ginsburg's
revelation.
Former Mayor Roger Hedgecock
&id Ginsburg was a hot topic on his
rndio talk show yesterday. Many of
lis listeners' comments, Hedgecock
mid, were critical of the nominee's
l.festyle.
"We did a tele-poll - which admittedly isn't scientific - where people
aill one number to vote in favor of
Ginsburg and another to vote against
liln," Hedgecock sc1id. "The result
\'!as 58 percent supporting him and
·
4J against.
"Judging from that and the negat1ve comments of people, I'd say
tlere are a significant number of
p«>ple in this community who are
cmcerned about Ginsburg's ability to
hold the law.
"And the news about his wife doing
a:iortions - there is tremendous
u1ease about this nominee. And
~e•re talking about a fairly conservative, pro-Reagan audience."
A poll taken by the Union a year
ago found that almost two-thirds of
San Diegans believed drug users
skould get mandatory jail time. It
a:so found that nearly 80 percent
were against legalizing marijua/
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Supreme Court would hold," he sai,
•·wheth r I like the Supreme Court
dec1s1ons or don't like them is irrel,
vanL
Under questioning by Sen. Denn
DeConcmi, D-Ariz., Siegan said t
believed the fundamental rights pr,
tected by the Conslitut1on mclude tt
right of privacy.
He praised the Supreme Court
landmark desegregation ruling
Brown vs. the Board of Educalio
but criticized the court's reasoning
the case.
"lt 1s inconceivable to me that ar
other Judgment could have beE
made," 1egan said of Che 1%4 dee
ion outlawing egregation m publ
schools. "Society is enormously i
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Court: Siegan says own views
wouldn't interfere with rulings
Pete Smith, a spokesman for Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph
R. Biden Jr., D-Del., said Monday
that the committee would probably
bold more hearings on Siegan.
"This is a very controversial nominee," he said.
DeConcini and Sen. Gordon Humphrey, R-N.H., were the only committee members to sit in on most of
the hearing. DeConcini told Siegan at
the end of the session that he had
enough information to make a decision on his nomination. He said be
did not know whether any further
hearings would be scheduled.

should pay more attention to abuses
of economic liberties that sometimes
result.
But he said his thinking on these
and other issues "is totally irrelevant" because be would be forced to
follow precedent set by the Supreme
Court - not his own political philosophy or beliefs.
The committee had planned to
consider Siegan's nomination July 21,
but postponed hearings when the battle over Bork erupted. The bearing
yesterday was scheduled after DeConcini, a colleague of Siegan's on
the National Bicentennial Commision on the Constitution, offered to
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nd 1t' not the own r
Sock rs players, us d to Bell's
ca y rem, already hav noticed
changes.
d to be when
'"It'. not like 1t
Bobby wa here," aid one. Too bad
they didn"t appreciate him then . . .
If I wer an Diego State, I no
longer would permit me to attend an
Aztecs road game
ot th it I'm a jmx or anything,
but I have not en th1 t =1m win an
away game smcc 1980 when the
ztecs beat Air Force, 13 10, during
the fi.rst Falcons expc iment with
the wi hbon
That, incidentally, is al o the last
time San Diego State beat Air
For(.'C.
Since then, 1 am 0-10 as a
traveler. The Aztecs ha ·e been
outscon:d by 308-111 1 t. e games.
under
I have watched thf
three coaches in five tates and one
foreign country (the 19 1 Mirage
Bowl in Tokyo).
That 21-16 loss to Air Force m the
Far East (the Aztec led at the half,
16-0) was one of only two that have
come by l than a touchdown.
The other was a 19-16 loss m 1984
to a very good Oklahoma State team
that featured Le ·he O' eal, Rusty
Hilger and Thurman Thomas as a
freshman. Chris Hardy had a clear
path to the flag for the winning
touchdown m the final mmute of
that game, cul upfield tnstead, was
hit and fumbled at the goal line.
Is it me, do you uppose? Or do
the Aztecs ju t not play well m
important road game '

chair the session.
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ECTURE: Daniel Sheehan chief counsel for
the Christie Institute. w II speak about his organization' s $20 milhon lawsuit against the President Ronald Reagan and his adm1nostrat,on at 7
30 p.m in Camino Theater at the Universit of
S;in Diego. The group is concerned a cul entral Intelligence Association operations A $2 fee
will be charged For more infer at,on all J ~
,,,Nunes at 260-4682 .~ _ _ __,

San Diego, Calif .

Union
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USD c r. . ~r
cUfthe"Poi t

By Chris Clarey, Sta!! r,ter
Univ_ersitY of &.n Die o defensive coordinator Kern·
s ep fitfully this season, visions of blown
McGarr
coverage and 60 yard completions dancing m his head.
For now, thoug there's no reason to hide under the
covers. Entering todays 1 p.m game at t. Mary's Cc •
lege of Atherton. starting cornerbacks Darryl Jackso
and Christopher King have far surpassed their coach
expectations and USD (6-1-1) is ranked first in <,coring
defense in Division III.
Both Jackson and King are freshmen Ja kson, a starter since preseason, has three interceptions ~d 1S fifth o
the team with 45 tackles. King, who moved mto the starting lineup in game four against Whittier, has intercepted
three passes and deflected eight. 'either had played
cornerback before this season
"It's really nuts and don't think m} stomach h n't
been giving me problems," said lldcGarry. "\\ e went irto
the season thinking we were going to be strong at a lot of
areas defensively, especially linebacker and safe y But,
o·
I
overall, we thought. the secondary
weakest spot, liecause we knew we were going to have
two new starters Darryl and Cbns have really been a
pleasant surprise "
McGarry 1s not the only one breathing a sigh of relief.
"I have to be honest," said Jackson, who took tu
playing quarterback. tight end, wide receiver and linebacker at Gardena-Serra High School in Gardena. The
first time I played. more or less, I was scared. I didn't
know what to expect. I'll remember that feeling for t
r t of my life,"
King, a free safely at Jesuit High School in ~acr&m nto, can empathize.
'Every game I've been nervou ,' he satd. "1t started
off because I just wasn·t sure. I knew I'd been taught how
to do it. I just had never played before and it WB.! scary.'
Scary? Maybe so. Disastrous? Not even close
·either Jackson nor King has been beaten deep all
season as USD has held opponents to two passing touchdowns and a 104.6-yard pa ing average.(12th in DlVI 10n
III).

10A7

"The last time I started two freshman cornerbacks
was in 1984," said McGarry. ''It's never good because
they're always going to make the m1Stakes tha freshni n
make. We've been real fortunate tblS year that these g
haven't made those kind of mi takes.'
!fo be fair, they've had some help
D's strong pass rush (20 sa s 48 quarterba bur
ri }, led by linebackers Frank Love (51,\ sac s M d Jeff
1vers to
Merl no (4 sacks), has made 1t difficult for
run long routes.

/1 Loca reaction to use of
marijuana b Ginsburg
overs the s ctrum
By Staff Writen

mon Thomas B. Szalay

rnerbacks Darryl
her King.

c

t

play of senior strong
e ceptions, 54 tackles)
Otackles, five. interthe pressure on their

,
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While President Reara:'s nomination of Judge Douglas H. Ginsburg to
the Supreme Court appeared in danger yesterday, reaction in San Diego
to the judge's admission that he had
used marijuana ranged from indifference to serious concern.
"If the person has taken marijuana
years ago and it can be demonstrated that he's not now addicted to
drugs, then that shouldn't automatically disqualify him," said Michael
Dessent, dean of the California Western School of Law.
"I don't know what 'the '70s' is,"
Dessent said, referring to Ginsburg's
admission that he smoked marijuana
a few times iir'the 1970s, ' but the
farther away it gets, the less significant it becomes."
Sheldon Krantz, dean o.f the Univ~ity of San Diego's school of ~.
concurred that past marijuana use
shouldn't disqualify Ginsburg.
Krantz added that the focus on
Ginsburg's drug use was an unfortunate diversion. "The real issue is
whether Judge Ginsburg has the
qualifications, experience and talent
to be a member of the Supreme
Court."
Katharine Rosenberry, a professor
of law at Cal Western agreed. "I
would be more interested in knowing
more about bis judicial opinions than
about the marijuana," she said.
One of her colleagues at Cal Western, William Lynch, said smoking
marijuana wasn't particularly serious at the time Ginsburg did it.
"On the other hand, I find a little
inconsistency between putting him
forward as a law-and-order judge,"
be said, and then finding out later
that he broke the law.

Rep. Jim Bates, D-San Diego, said,
"The question is, is be still using
clugs?"
"Any (present) dependency on
clugs or alcohol . . . would disqualify
ltm from the Supreme Court," he
aided. "If I were a senator on the
.bdiciary Committee having to vote
01 the issue, I think it opens a door
fr a line of qut stioning that has to
l:e pursued."
Sen. Pete Wilson was traveling
from Washington to San Jose and
could not be reached for comment.
But his deputy director of public affairs, Bob Hudson, said Wilson "has
grave concerns" about Ginsburg's
revelation.
Former Mayor Roger Hedgecock
siid Ginsburg was a hot topic on his
radio talk show yesterday. Many of
tis listeners' comments, Hedgecock
siid, were critical of the nominee's
lifestyle.
"We did a tele-poll - which admittedly isn't scientific - where people
call one number to vote in favor of
Ginsburg and another to vote against
ll!n," Hedgecock siiid. "The result
\1'as 58 percent supporting him and
41 against.
"Judging from that and the negative comments of people, I'd say
· tlere are a significant number of
p«>ple in this community who are
concerned about Ginsburg's ability to
uphold the law.
"And the news about bis wife doing
abortions - there is tremendous
th1ease about this nominee. And
we're talking about a fairly conservative, pro-Reagan audience."
A poll taken by the Union a year
ago found that almost two-thirds of
San Diegans believed drug users
slould get mandatory jail time. It
a.so found that nearly 80 percent
were against legalizing marijua/

---
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viJSD Falls Behind Early, Loses, 34-7
~1c:::<

The UnjyecsiY at San Diego fell
behind by 20 points i ~ e first
quarter and las. to St. Marys, 34-7,
Saturday in a 1onconference football game at M,raga, Calif.
Alex Bauer tticked field goals of
25 and 42 yarls to give St. Mary's
(7-2) a6-0le1d.
James Javer scored on a twoyard run ard Bobby Crame returned a pass mterception eight
yards for another
SAN
Bauer
score.
DIEGO
kicked the extra
COUNTY points
and St.
Mary's, an .'lCAA Division Il team,

Clar<ly and Robbie Gr1 by ail
pl y ·<l m or roles lu th Dons'
r turn tor pect bWty.
~dom enjoy d
Brov Ill h.i
the huury 0£ coachJng eip r1
nc d pl ye s durtn his tenure
on the Hilltop.
"I t rt d th! p gram with a
bunch of rodles," he aid. "Thi
i th flrst ume I feel that at least
we hav a le m ••
S KS CONSISTENCY
bould
All th i xpert nc
oth r
provide BrovelU with
plec th I w s mis Ing from the
Don ' puzzle la t
I t ncy
very
"Last ason w

led, 20-0.
USD (6-2-1). an NCAA Division
III team, scored with 38 seconds
leftin the first quarter on a 50-yard
touchdown pass from freshman
quarterback Brendan Murphy to
Sam McDermott.
SL Mary's added two touchdowns in the second half on a
six-yard run by quarterback Tim
Rosencranz and five-yard touchdown pass from Rosencranz to
Bennie Taylor. Bauer kicked both
extra points.
St. Mary's had 374 yards total
offense; USD was held to 142 yards.
Rosencranz completed 14 of 29

passes for 183 yards, and tight end
Jon Braff had 7 catches for 126
yards.
Murphy, who was sacked 5
times, was 5 for 15 for 80 yards, and
Virgil Enriquez had 11 carries for
33 yards to lead USD.
Linebacker Bryan Day had 18
tackles, including 8 solo, to lead
USD.
The Toreros play host to Menlo
College next Saturday with a poss~ble playoff berth at stake. Menlo IS
ranked No. 4 in the West and USD
1s No. 6. Four teams will qualify
from the West region for the
16-team Division III playoffs.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. o. 123,092)
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vSt. Mary's too strong
for USO defense, 34-7
Specia~r1e5u£

MORAGA - The Uni.yersity__of San
Diego, ranked first in scoring defense
-among NCAA Division Ill schools, allowed St. Mary's 374 yards yesterday
in a 34-7 loss.
St. Mary's (7•2), a Division II team,
moved out to a 20-0 lead.
Alex Bauer made a 25-yard field
goal, starting the scoring for the
Gaels. Then he made a 42-yarder.
James Javier scored on a 2-yard r un.
Then linebacker Bobby Crume in•
tercepted a pass from Toreros quarterback Brendan Murphy that deflected off the hands of wide receiver Pat
Hefler and ran it 8 yards for a touchdown.
The Toreros (6-2-1) were able to
score before the half, and closed to
20-7 when Murphy threw to Samm

McDermott for a 50-yard ouchdown
pass.
The second half was no different.
Gaels quarterback Tim Rosenkrantz,
who was 14 of 29 for 183 yards and
one interception, ran in from 6 yards.
That made it 27-7, just after the start
of the third quarter.
USD coach Briln Fogarty said,
''We knew we wrr beat today and
still, they rubbed out noses a little by
throwing d p."
Bennie Taylor to 1k a 5-yard pass
from Rosenkrantz m for the la t
score of th ~ame, late in the fourth,
quarter.
Murphy, who fin ished 5 of 15 for 80
yards and two interceptions, said,
"They got tougher as the game wore

on."

USD had 142 yards of total offense.

1~88

Agencies discover USD law-student watchdogs can bite
o tph Thesken

bu e Edu ton Wnter

d--'1 511

t LL B ·o of Umv~cl n D1eg law t •
en eav the classroom each s m er and v
tur forth to ge~pract1cal first-hand exper1
n
la b attendrng the meetmgs of state agenc
interest groups.
exerC1Se.
Th re·s a bonus for the pubhc ·
m the meetmgs, the students form an unofficJ.al
watchdog group keeping tabs on agencies often ov
neglected or free of public scrutiny
lo one noted instance a second-year la student too on
San Diego Gas Electric Co. at the Public Utilities C mm, hcanngs a d won a significant VIcto
a typical of th 40 students who mtern year! m
H
USD s Center for Publ' c Interest Law, which assigns th rr to
cover on a regular basis the meetings of 25 J>"Jbhc-m rest
age. c.ies and 60 Califorrua regulatory agencies
"Th e agencie are very important, ev n though th public knows little about them, ' said cente director Robert
Fellmeth, a formnr San iego assistant di trict attorney

touche the lives of people in
Whal they do or don
agencies
re mad by th
this tate Cntical dec1
m t
hats gomg on (a th
Th public has no 1
Y u would ha, to be an expert mt e par cul r ar as
h t
o kno
w th board o three or ou n on

Sham to cov r PUC hearings, where SDG&E rat ncreas
w r routmely reviewed and usually approved.
told F llmeth that the PUC was heanng only one
ha
while the rights of the
t of the utility company
1d
wer rarely addressed. He wanted to change the

, .
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Jim Brovelll hope• to enjoy more vlctort

on the HIiitop this season.

Ro race expect-.,.__
• WCAC, from Page Bl

use a little seasoning, BrovelU

d.

Sophomore guard Kevin Ellis,

senior forward Pat Giusti and

NO\J 8
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• The St. Mary's Gaels' bead
coach Lynn Nance sald of the
fifth place prediction, "That's
pretty much where we are right
now." Also, guard Sly Hunter (of
Lowell High School) broke his
ankle in a pickup basketball
game and will be placed on medical redshlrt.
• The Gonzaga Bulldogs hope
experience makes up for heavy
losses in the frontcourt.

senior guard Keith Jackson
round out the roster.
Brovelll said a tough nonconference schedule should
adequately prepare the Dons for
league play. He added that the
opener against Southwest
Missouri State might be the
SAN DIEGO DECIMATED
Don's toughest game of the
• The University of San Diego
se on.
from
.P'~- ;Torer Jost fo
shed
ast year s team that
24-6 and 13-1 in league play.
Hardest to fill will be the hightops of center Scott Thompson,
last season's WCAC player of the
AQUICKLOOK
year. To make matters worse, the
As for rest of the WCAC, the
only two seniors on this year's
Bib teal quote, ''He who Is first
team - center Jim Pelton and
shall be last, and he who ls last
swingman Marty Munn - have
hall be first " might apply.
missed most of the preseason
Here's a look t each team in the
practices with injuries.
order of their predicted finish:
• The University of Portland
• The Loyola Marymount Llons
Pilots have a new head coach,
finished in WCAC cellar last
former Portland Trailblazer
y r. Prognosticators have
Larry Steele. It's too bad Steele
reserved the penthouse for them
can't suit up and strengthen his
this se son. Back are Miki: Yoest
team' weak backcourt.
and Mark Armstrong, the
8-TEAM PLAYOFF
league' top scorer and reAll ls not lost if your favorite
bound n respectively last
team finishes in last place. All
season. Guards Bo Kimble and eight WCAC teams will play in
Corey · Ines and forward Hank
the WCAC Port-Season TournaGathe :... all former starters at
ment at Santa Clara's Toso pavilPacific JO Conference school .,...
ion. Last season, four teams
are ell ble after sitting out last
competed in the tournament.
year.
WCAC commlbsioner Michael
Gllleran admitted that the
MIDDLEBROOKS RETURNS
league ls still tinkering with
• The Pcpperdlne Waves have
post-season match-ups.
four tarters returning, in"We don't know what the
cluding senior forward Levy
perfect format ls," he said.
Middl brooks (of St. Ignatius), a
USF's Brovelll also suggested
1hr year starter and an all·
some changes for the tournaWCAC pick la t year.
ment . "It would be ideal If It was
• 'I he San ta Clara Bronco won
held t a neutral site," he said.
the WCAC Po ·t Sea on Touma
"that makes ltfalr for everyone."
m nt I t year and dvanced to
A final word for Dick Vitale
the NCAA Tournament. Four
• Commissioner Gilleran
fans
lettermen
and nine
Uni r
Is "99.9 per cent sure"
he
aid
r tum from that te Ql•
that the championship game of
• the Univ rsity of San Fran
the WCAC Tournament will be
cl co Dons hope CQJl I t nt pl y
broadcast on ESPN, the all·s~rts
o la t ea on'
pr v nts a re
cable television network. l_
fourth pl ce lnlsh.
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Play Writing-Local poet and l)lavwriQht

Hal -'lexand• will leart a . six-week
_..,......., on beg nning play wntmg lfom
w ·t-· Bookstore
w.... H._
. $4S
7-10 p.m. Tuesdavs at n
.
&. Haven. 334 1 Adams Ave. Cost ,s
To reg ster, call the boOkstore.

STUDENTS LEARN TO MONITOR GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
Robert Fellmuth, director of USD's Center for Public Interest Law, instructs class
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1/E:_lc~ ?ee~:ture on ethics

in today's
sor.,etv wtll be conducted by Lee Shapiro, a
tnal attorney and judge, at 8 p.m.
for
Th~rsd•v in Salomon Lecture f'•!W lo er~
t II tf liai::1 Diego. The twerhour talk,
followed by a reception, is sponsored by
the SD law School Student Speakers
Bu u.

Oceanside, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Blad e Tribune
(Ci r. D. 29,089)
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USO homeg:Jming held
All Un~e!:iitj'. of
San Diego alumni are mvited to
etum rn campus for a gala
homecoming weekend, Nov. 13-15.
Hom~coming activities include
scramble golf tournament, threemile and five-mile fun runs,
homecoming football game, dinner-dance and c.hampagne brunch.
For fu rther information, call
Joan Murry at 260-4819.

UCAN regularly battled SDG&E's
rate-increase requests in the PUC
hearings and succeeded in saving San
Diego ratepayers about $150 million
in potential rate hikes, Shames estimated.
He noted that the U.S. Supreme
Court in 1986 ruled that the inserts
were a violation of the utility company's First Amendment rights and
were discontinued. But UCAN's
membership has grown to 75,000 and
continues to be a force in consumer
advocacy, Shames said.
Fellmeth said he and the law students found a number of the agencies
they monitored should be eliminated
because they are either ineffective or
unnecessary.
"Of the 85 agencies we monitor, I
once made a list of 15 which should
be dissolved," he said. "But it is virtually impossible to dissolve them,
because many are funded by the industries they oversee and they protect their own.
"We did succeed in abolishing one,
the Board of Fabric Care, which licenses dry cleaners. In 10 years the
agency had disciplined only one per•
son."
Students at the center take
Fellmeth's course, "California Administrative Laws and Practices," in
conjunction with their agency assignments.
Most students are assigned three

different agencies in their second
year at the center. They usually have
one large one, such as the California
Bar or the California Board of Medical Quality Assurance, and two
smaller agencies.
They pick up agendas of the meetings in advance, so they are wellinformed on the i$SUes. They get a
modest travel budget from the center to attend meetings, usually for
one day, in Sacramento and other
California cities.
The students are responsible for
writing quarterly reports on their
particular agencies, and these are
published in the center's California
Regulatory Law Reporter.
Kate Turnbull, a third-year student, and her classmate, Jenni
Baines, are helping the center prepare a class-action suit against the
Califorma Board of Medical Quality
Assurance, charging it violated the
civil rights of foreign medical students.
Turnbull, who attended the board
meetings last year, contends the
board is discriminating against such
students by delaying the issuance of
their licenses, and at the same time
favoring graduates of American
medical schools. The board has denied this claim.
To illustrate the variety of experiences, Turnbull said she also monitored hearings of a little-known
board that licenses physicians' assist-

ants.
"At those meetings, I was usually
the only one in the audience," she
said. "The board got to know me and
listened to what I had to say."
J.l§D law students interviewed
abouf1Tie center agreed that covering the hearings has been helpful to
their careers.
"The advantage is that I'm getting
actual experience at the meetings,
rather than theory in the classroom,"
Karen Gleason Huss, said.
"I came to USD law school because of the center. I knew about it
because I. used its resources when I
was getting my master's in public
administration at San Diego State
University.
"I decided I wanted to come here
(USD) to combine my public administration degree with a law degree.
The center was the perfect way to
go."
Fellmeth and his assistant, Julie
D'Angelo, are proud of the reception
the center's Journal is getting in both
legal and legislative circles.
"One of the biggest things for us is
that the Journal is beginning to be
cited in court decisions," Fellmeth
said. "It also is being used in Sacramento among legislators and state
officials.
"We have about 1,000 subscribers,
including lawmakers, law libraries,
trade unions and lawyers."
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Qp,mpeting Thr9ugh Education)_,

By E. THOMAS COLEMAN
Am rlca's fair
h re ol lnt rnatlonal trade Involve mor than dutl , tariffs and
d b t ov r the m rlts of protectlonl m Th s st ps may provide
n
ary hort-t rm reli f to the
U.S trad d flc1t, but tmtll we
dopt Ion •t rm so lutions, we wlll
on ly b owing the s eds for Iuture
d fitlts nd tr d wars.
Sin
World War 11, n w t chnology ha been responsible for
n arly half of all the world" pro-'
ducllvity Increases The United
St te. h be n th 1 ad r In international t chnologlcal advances
r nging from th d velopment of
the comput r chip to remarkable
chi v m nts in blom dical rearch. We accompll h d this by
tr lnlng nd d v loping th world's
best clentl ts a nd graduate rearch I boratorles. With those
winning cards In h nd, the Unit d
St t s wa ab! to trade In global
m rk
from an Indisputable positlon of tr ngth nd unsurp ssed
productivity.
But n r ce nt years, foreign'
competitors h ve mad giant Inroad In what was one America's
tick t to contlnu d prosperity for
th lutur · high t chnology.
In 1081, we exported $59.6 blllion
In hlgh-t ch product , while Im, porting $31 billion worth of these
ood . y 1986, howev r, U.S. highR capturing

tech exports grew by only 14.7% to
$68.4 billion while imports more
than doubled to $64.8 billion. In
fact, the U.S. share of world market for high-tech goods declined in
seven of 10 sectors during 1986.
Even domestic semiconductor
m nuf cturers have been sharply
stung by foreign competition. U.S.
semiconductor firms have lost collcctlvely half a billion dollars in
the past two years. Over the past
!iv years, these one-time "growth
companies" have been forced to Jay
off 65,000 workers.
The United States will continue
to lose its hold on this critical market until we stop exporting the intellectual talent necessary to conduct the scientific, mathematical,
computer and engineering research
for tomorrow's industries.
According to annual surveys by
the National Science Foundation,
U.S. students are falling behind
their foreign counterparts in these
critical fields of study. In fact,
while the number of U.S. math and
science graduate students has decllned steadily during the 1980s, the
number of foreign students pursuing advanced degrees in these
fields at U.S. u'niversilies has
climbed dramatically.
In engine'e ring, mathematics
and computer sciences, more than
40% of graduate school enrollment
ls comprised of foreign students.

While non-Americans have ac- Needs Graduate FelloWihip pro!.
counted for nearly two-thirds of the gram to provide stipend~ for tal:
growth in graduate science and en- ented students pursuing tleir doc- ·
gineering enrollment in U.S. uni- , torates in the disciplines wiere we
versities over the past two years, as a nation, have the g1ea~t need::
enrollment of U.S. students in ' U\'e · ,mathematics , biologr, physics, ,
sciences bas declined or increaseJ,l . chemistry, engineering, geoset- .'
only slightly. Last year the num~er-•i. ences, computer scienc and forof U.S. students enrolled in the S'ci- · eign languages. The Ho e of Rep•
ences increased only 2%, while the ' rbentatives' recent p ss)ge of
number of foreign students in- legislation to fund this llowsliip ·
creased 10%. Since 1980, foreign program is an importan slep ~o- .
students have received more than ward increasing U.S. co petitive- .
50% of all engineering Ph.D.s ness through education.
·. ·
awarded from our universities.
As the 20 th century co
t ·.
One vita! factor contributing to clos~. the world is clearly sov~n: .
the decreas)ng number of U.S. st~- toward an increasingly tee ologi-.'
den1:5 pursuing gr~duate degrees 1s cal future where 50 % of aµflla"'1~ 1_
the increasmgly high_cost of grad~- facturing positions will requirJ .'
ate ~ducahon at a time federal fl- highly skilled engineers anc techni~anc1al support for advanced stud- cians. Unless we begin todey train:•'
1es has bee~ reduced. In short, a ing Americans for those )lbs, we::,
large maJority of U.S. st~dent's, al- may have a shortage of as nany as'.
ready overburdened with ?ebts 15 m 'll'o scient·sts, entneers,'
from underg raduate study, sunply skilled mechanics and semi-skilled•'
cannot afford graduate study and workers.
are bypassing it for immediate emGraduate education is oneof the '"
pl~yment. ,
. ,
.
most potent resources we ha,e for '
. To retain ~men~a s lead m the restoring our nation's comp1titive,.,
highly competitive fields of science position. Funding programs t, sup- .
and t~chnology and to close the port graduate education has I cost, :·
widenmg gap ~etween the num~r but not ,supporting them cotild be
of U.S. and foreign students earmng catastrophic.
advanced degrees m related fields - - - - - - - - - - - - of study, the United States must E. Thomas Coleman, R-~q, ii; the:,
affirm its commitment to graduate ranking Republican on t i; ~ouse
Subcommittee on Posts c!ondary
research and education.
In 1985 I developed the National _Education.
'
, /

Full erton , CA
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With the ongoing tension between the
city and fraternities at Cal_State EY!;lerton, you would think tniifollier
Greek fraternities would be a little hesitant to establish new chapters on campus. However, that doesn't appear to be
th
. e case.
. "
•
Pi Kappa Phi fraternity IS co1oruztati
ing" at CSF. A national represen
ye
from that Greek organization is recruitlng members, called foun ding fa' thers, for its first cla~s at the
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C~~c~poi nts are powerfu 1. ·
vy~f)Ori against run ken driving
£ ahforma

treet and highways should be safer this

ha appr vcd the u c of police roadblocks to check for
uspectcd drunken drivers.
lo a 4-3 dcc1 ion. the court last week rejected argument that stopping a motori tat a sobriety checkpoint
i an uncon tituuonal invasion of privacy. Any intrus,on of a motorist's privacy, ,wrote Ju st ice Marcus
Kaufman, "i easily outweighed a nd juS tified by th e
magnitude of the drunken-driving menace and the
potential for deterrence."
And, a ,f to under core that point, on the day the
court handed clown its decision, a new federal study reported a nationwide increa c in traffic deaths due to
drunken driving ,
De pite the highway carnage cau ed by drunken
dnvers. the California Legislature consistently has
killed bills authorizing sobriety checkpoints. But in
1984, Attorney General John Van de Kamp ruled that
uch checkpoints were permitted under laws regulating
driver conduct and prohibiting drunken driving. When
the CHP and other police agencies began using road-

blocks to check for drunken drivers, their authority
was challenged in the courts.
•
In last week's decision, the Supreme Court ruled
that the establishment of sobriety checkpoints is a regulatory action, comparable to the use of airport metal
detectors, immigration checkpoints or highway safety
inspections. The court majority agreed with Van de
Kamp that the power to use the roadblocks is " implicit
in Jaw enforcement' s statutory authority to enforce
criminal laws generally and traffic laws specifically."
The court also set reasonable guidelines for lawenforcement agencies to follow in setting up checkpoints. To meet its standards, the checkpoints must be
publicized in advance, supervised by high-level personnel, based on neutral criteria (such as stopping every fifth driver), placed at reasonable locations and resuit in minimal delays for drivers.
Sobriety checkpoints can be a powerful weapon in
the war against drunken driving. We're glad the Supreme Court has put that weapon back in the hands of
Califomialaw enforcement.

State Bar Association needs
to clean up its act quickly
Robert Fellmcth was appointed last January
W hen
by. tate Attorney General John Van de Kamp to

scrutinize the California State Bar's haphazard system
of d1sc1plinm~ unscrupulous lawyers, he promised to
call the as ociation to a strict accounting. And he has
kept his word.
Five months ago, Fcllmeth, a professor law at the
University of San Diego, produced a preliminary report c1 mg~ tcgat prol'l:ssion's inability to police its
rank . Hi second evaluation, released last Monday,
conclude. that even though the state bar has made
~me progress in going after the bad guys in its ranks
1t. till has a long way to go before California will have
"a minimally acceptable di ciplin~ system."
One of Fellmeth' better recommendations is that
additional investigators be hired to tackle the backlog
~f more than 2,500 case that warrant prompt attention . He would al o give the office of trial counsel the
resources to handle special ca es·, .s~cti 'as referrals
from pro ecutor of attorneys convicted of crimes.
And he would empower a panel of salaried administrative law Judge to cut through the red tape that al!ows dishonc_st and unethical attorneys to prey upon
innocent v,cums.
The Fellmeth report drew an expected broadside
from Bar President Terry Anderlini, who insists his organ1zat1on is cleaning up its own house. He maintains
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C holiday season now that the state Supreme Court
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(Los Angeles Co.)
Los Angeles Times
(Cir. D. 1,076,466)
(Cir. s. 1,346,343)
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1hat 107 errant attorneys were either disbarred or persuaded to resign last year. He even goes so far as to
suggest that the state bar has "the toughest" discipline
system of any state agency.
·
Anderlini fail~ to mention, however, that an average
of 8,000 comp!arnts are ,received annually by the state
~ar ,. or approx1_mately one for every 10 lawye"rS practicing m California. Consider, for example, the disabled
World War 11 veteran from Imperial Beach who hired
an attorney last year to help him defend his home and
posses~ions against a former live-in girlfriend. After
collecting more than $3;000 in fees from the man, his
attorney demanded another $2,100 in cash. When his
client could not come ur, with the money, the case was
dropped .
,
Such outrages support Fellmeth's charge that the
bar's discipline system is "inconsistent, unpredictable
and unacceptable." Indeed, these problems nearly
pr?n:ipted ,the Legislature last year to h~ve a comm1ss1on reheve the state bar of its responsitii1ity to handle allegations of attorney misconduct. Instead, the
lawn:iakers gave_ the association two years to put its discredited house m order under the oversight 'of a stateappointed monitor.
Given its te nuous situation , the state bar should follow Fellmeth's recommendations rather than ca~
about his findings ,

university. But why now?
,..
City Council passed an ordinance in
December 1985 requiring all fraterni-,
ties and sororities to obtain use permits
by Jan 2. To date, all sororities have
those pennits. Yet, Delta Chi has been
the only fraternity to apply,
According to the ordinance, fraternities that fail to obtain those permits by
the deadline will be declared public
n'";Mnces, mearun
· g that their. h_ouses
-•
must be disco ntinued for fraterruty usage and vacated within six months or
by the end Of the semester, whichever
!slater.

--~:..:,..1.
_
By Marla Capria
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New frat seeks chapt8r·

San Die go, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
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Journal
(Cir, W. 7,500)
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ter of Fine Arts program jointly offered by the Old Globe and
USO takes to the stage at 8 p.rn.
WedT!esiTiiy through Saturday, at
the new Performing Arts Center in
Sacred Heart Hall on the USD
campus. "Scenes from American
Life" by A.R. Gurney Jr., a "theatrical mosaic interwoven with humorous and dramatic vignettes," is
the playwnght's tribute to
America's social development between the 1930s and '70s, and will
be performed by the first seven
MF A candidates in the professional training program. Old Globe
Associate Director David McClendon directs. Tickets are $4 general. /_
.M

c e

p
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Distinctive steeYdrum rhythm
blending folk, jazz, Brazilian, Afro-Caribbean, funk and original
compositions by Andy Narell and
his band, the Spirit of Pan. With
acoustic grand prano, guitar and
bass. Sunday 8 p.m. Mandeville
Auditorium, Umversity or San Diego, Muir College Dnve,La Jolla
(619) 534-6467 or TicketMaster.
From Los Angeles, take Interstate
5 to La Jolla Village Drive exit to
North Torrey Pines Road and turn
right. General admission $H; sen- .J
iors 55 and over $12; students $8./

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
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Tt JIIUlel:Sity of San Diego will
offer t lecture "Tire' Shadow Governm , t: The Men Behind the
I~an,t ntra~ate/ Cocaine Connection, Jy Dame! Sheehan, chief counsel for the Ch~istic Institute, at 7:30
p.m. Saturday !n the Camino Theater
o~ the u~1vers1ty in Alcala Park off
Lrnda y1sta Road. Cost is $2. F~ information, call 277-0991. ;;;2f£5?...,,........

Attorney to SQea.k/

· The attorney ;/; the ~
stic
Institute, a nonprofit public policy
center in Washington that is suing
top officials of the Reagan Admin 1Stration, will lecture Saturday at
the University of Sap Diego ..
Daniel Sheehan's talk at USD's
Camino Theatre begins at 7,30 p.m.
and follows a 0:30 p.m. reception
given by USD Dean Sh eldon
Krantz. The speech, sponsored by
Krantz and several campus and
community groups, is open to the
public. Cost is $2.
In May, 1986. the Christie Institute filed a lawsuit in !diam1 federal
court against 29 people, including
government officials, leaders of the
Nicaraguan Contras and CIA oper atives. The suit charges that the
defendants are a "secret team"
engaged in terrorism, political assassinations and drug trafficking .

·

But it doesn't seem to discourage Pi
Kappa Phi's Western Expansion Rep_resentative Paul Green, who did the
recruiting at CSF, . : .
.
"This is one of the most concentrated
areas of alumni," said Green. "And
CSF's enrollment is shooting through
the roof. Therefore, the opportunity to
recruit members is incredible.
"There's a need for another fraternity here," he said. " The city troubles
are over housing, but that d oesn't e ft f
ha te
feet us. Over 25 percen o are c p rs
are at commuter schools."
J.
. ·
Pleasu. . GREEK/./ 98

6

ConJlr.llt{~~ont
p~a'J'lifl,.~hl began in
Charleston, S.C., on Dec. 12,
1904. Presently there are 110 established chapters and 15' eol(}nles at coUegesiand universities
throughout the United States.
There are three chapters in California at Qll State~nto,
UCSanDiegoarullJCBerkeley. '
Green said there is support for \
the fraternity coming from the
school's administration, student \
services and other Greeks on
campus. "That's all we need ., . and,
we could ever
want.
.
"It ls unfo unate that they are 1
· having this problem with the 1
city, but that ls not stopping us,"
said Green. Pl Kappa Phi has 25
members as founding fathers for '
its first class at CSF.
,,
'It will become the 11th fraternity on campus. Although no speclflc charter date could be given,
Green said it could take anywhere between 6-18 months.
, Before the colony establishes
itself as'a chapter, Green said it
must demonstrate leadership,
be able to recruit lts own mem- ..
· bers become financially sound,
mlx 'and work well with alumni
and obey a good conduct code
with the university and city,
"The 'Animal House' stigmatism is hurting the fraternities,"
sald Green. "I've been around a
lot of campuses and most frats ,
don't do those pranks. People
fail to see the needy organizations and causes that benefit
from all Greeks."
Pl Kappa Phi has raised more
than a half million dollars for a
national philanthropy that the
fraternityJ _o unded called PUSH
(Play Units· for the Severely
Handicapped). It was develo~
because of the need for eq111pment in multiple retardation facilities, Green said.
Pi Kappa Phi also sponsors
,sexual' and drug abuse posters :that have won them acclaim in
,. Time, Newsweek, Sports IDustrated and U,S, News and World

!
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~ ~O~dM~~ICAN LIFE'; The UnJYersitv
Arts prog,am presents thi~RTh~atre Master of Fine
P m Wednesday at the new p f urney Jr play at 8
• campus lnformat,on 260 _888:_' orm,ng Arts Center on

'

•..,.

I

,

The fraternity also stresses
·scholarship by encouraging undergraduates to meet graduation goals and to reward their
successes In the classroom. According to Green, this is not just
unique to Pi Kappa Phi. Most
fraternities and sororities have
rules and regulations governing
scholarship and behavior.
"Any behavior that deviates
from those guidelines just will
not be tolerated," Green said.
\ "You just rarely see and public relations that is positive and
helps Greeks," he said. "We
really do good Urings."
Along with CSF, Pi Kappi,t Phi
also ls establishing colonies at
Cal State N orthridge and UC Davis In the spring and possibly at
Calstate.Saa Bernardi.no, Loyola-Marymount and the Q_nive~-

tt_of sun DtMo,

•

•
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d Stat R. Rumor about theproi:ram h d
drnwn pplicant.8 vcn be for the uni verity 111,d th al r company formally announ d it last. year.
Craig Noel, executive produl:er at Old
Globe, aid th respon~e Lhen nnd later
w much greater than unticipat d. "The
chances of being lectcd wereabout the
11111c aR for wim,ing the California Iott ry,"h eaid.
Those cho n - M tt Edward , Mark
Cum, St rling M cer, B rry Mann, Richard Ort ga, Debor h Pe rl and Elizab th
'oukop - b g n graduate tudy in eptember. Th •y do cln Rroom work at USO
nd pr cticnl training at Old Globe.

r
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tinez has been 11.dlWQ.CSS.illtant director of publlc rel tions, director of
community program in the,Univr:.
1ty of San Diego oublic relations ertm lit13efore Toimng USD, Marcretary for San
tinez wa pre
Di go Councilwoman Celia Ballesteros and a reporter for KSDO radio. -

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D, 123,092)
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"The Constitution:
Intellectual Climate," part
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Talk to examine
growth ~ntroJs
;;l.':lH Control
"G rowt

Consequences for an Diego," is the
topic at the University of an
Di~Inv1 1ble- 'niversrtv, a
fl'G!, public program set for 7 p.m.
Tue day at the La Co -ta branch
library.
Dr. Dirk Yandell, USO associate professor of economics, will
c n Ii c the hour-long ses ion. He
wul examine the effects of the
most rC'ccnt plans to restrict
developm~nt.
Yandl'll Wall a principal
re relier for the U D Forum or.
growth control stage~ay at
the Lvceum Theatre He is editor
of ·· an Diego's Future Directions," a pec1al publication copublished by USD and Coplev
Pres8. Copies of the 17-page booklet, ba. ed on the findings of the
SD Forum, will be available
lnvi ·ible University is a
community outreach program in
which member· of the USO faculty pre ·ent college-level eminars
on timely topics.

Professor Bart Thurder, will take
place Nov. 17, 4-6 p.m., in
Manchester Conference Center
Cost Is $4. For details, call

2

~:~es from American Life,''
lhe fall production of the Master
of Fine Arts in Drama
Department, will be siaged Nov.
18-21 at 8 p.m. in Sacred Heart
Hall Performing Arts Center. For
more, cal I 280-4524.

j

for
Christian Ministries Course, will
be held Nov. 20-21 and Dec. 4-5 in
Serra Hall.room 204. Hours are
7-9:30 p.m. Friday; 9:30 a.m.-3:30
p.m. Saturday. Presenler is
Father Richard Gula. Cost is $35.
For more, call 260-4784.
seminar, will take place Nov. 22 at
7:30 a.m. in Manchester
Conference Cenler. Cost Is $15.
Presenter Is Dr. Gary Whitney. For
information, call 260-4585.
The USO Symphony Orchesira
wlll give a fall concert Nov. 22 In
Camino Hall at 4 p.m. Cost Is $2.

For details, call 260-4600 ext. 4427. '.'.('i
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The Iran-Contra scandal will
el Sheehan,
be explored ,Jii

chief counsel for the Christie In
stitute, at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in
the ~ i n o Th atre. The
picky Washington, D.C , institute
has sued top Reagan and CIA of.
ficials over allegedly illegal actsL
- - -• . *

San Diego, CA
(San Diego_ Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)
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tage to circumstance
But that d~nds apparently ination appears to be hostage to
upon the Pre ·ident's third try for the Reagan administration's bunth Supreme Court, and just how gles and problems. If Judge Kencontroversial Judge Anthony nedy's selection becomes as conKennedy will be. Originally, Judi- troversial as the first two, the
ciary Committee staff members San Diegan's nomination is likely
tentatively scheduled next to be postponed yet again But
Wednesday for a econd hearing even a speedy confirmation will
for Mr. Siega That meetmg has not guarantee a fair hearing for
been canceled and no replace- Mr. Siegan. With talk in the air
ment date set however, a plan- about ending consideration of
ning now 1s under way for the judicial nominations by next May
, na
nn
in deference to the presidential
As one might gues Mr. Siegan elections, Mr Siegan could be
has become th re erve whipping stalled off the bench. And that
horse for D mocrat on the Judi- may well be the intent of Senate
pr me Court nomination of ciary Committee. Until they be- Democrats.
Judg Dougla · Ginsburg, Mr. came preoccupied with keeping
Professor Siegan's superb
Siegan' heanng was notable in Judge Robert H. Bork off the Sucredentials and his unusual quali- "'
that only two enators were pres- preme Court Ir. S1egan was
fications to sit on the federal
ent for most of the time. And their number-one target, in part
bench strongly recommend his
while two other lower-court nom- because he is a former USQ..colconfirmation. Democrats who
mee were given speedy and per- league of
ttorney General seek to thwart the President's
functory sessions, the U.sD..pro- Edwin Meese and
well-known constitutional right to appoint
fe sor wa subj cted to a lengthy as a stnct ronstructiomst and
judges ought to consider where
gnlhng and told he probably will cnt1c of Judi al activism.
their outrageous tactics could
be ca II d back.
Unfortunately, the Siegan nom- lead In the future.
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Playoffs are on the line for Toreros
By R ~

with an unbalanced line. They come
right at you and that could be tough
_Win, lose or dr~w tomorrow, this on our defense because we're on the
will have been Brian Fogarty·s most light side," said Fogarty. "Still, the
key is our defense as it has been all
successful football season at USO.
Lose? Draw? Forget 'rt. Thats tne year."
The leaders on that si e of the ball
consolation prize for the Toreros
agai?5t Menlo College (1 p.m., USD are free safety Bryan Day (29 tackles, 49 assists), linebacker Frank
Sta~mm).
Bigger m.. rbles than Fogarty's Love (22-45) and strong safety John
best season at Alcala Park are at Gutsmiedl (27-38).
On offense, Fogarty said he exstake. A win befor.e a homecoming
crowd would deliver, in the coach's pects to start fre hman Brendan
words, •·~n. ~utstanding chance at a Murphy at quarterbac~, partly because he's performed w II lately a12d
(NCAA D1v1S1on III) playoff spot."
"Nothing's automatic and noth- partly because last week's starter,
ing's official about what the winner ~rauho Castillo, has been pre$sed
(of tomorrow's game) will get," Fo- mto ba~kup duty at fullback.
lnJur1es there have rubbed out Don
garty said. "I do know if we lose
' Maclnnes_ (~ee surgery) and Scott
we're not going anywhere."
Slykas (llb1a stress f act e) and
The USO-Menlo matchup could be slowed Todd Jackson (two sprained
a. doozy. The Toreros arrive 6-2-1 ankles).
"Braulio's still learning the posi~1th both losses coming against Divisrnn II o~ponents (Azusa Pacific and tion, but he played half the St. Mary's
St. ~ary s). Menlo,_ a two-year com- game Saturday at fullback," said Fomumty college u_n~ll. 1986, IS 6-2, also garty. "He's big enough (Hoot, 205
havm~ lost to Dms1on II teams (St. pounds) and he's a great cqmpetitor."
Asked if Menlo's preferred defenM?.ry s and Sonoma St.ate).
They run a real physical offense sive alignment, an eiglit-man front,
Tribune Sport.swnle,

may have USD's passing game on the
spot, Fogarty replied, "Probably so."
"We've been most effective running play-action anyway," he said.
"The last four or five games. we've
been quite successful at it."
Murphy has completed 44-of- 92
pass ttempts for 642 yards and
seven touchdowns. Castillo, who's
dem?nstrated better leadership, according to Fogarty, is 17-of-38 for 295
yards and three TDs. He's also
rushed for three TDs, to one for Murphy.
The top Torero receiver is senior
tight end Lionel DeMorst with 15
catches for 189 yards and a TD. "He's
blocked w~JI a_nd been as much a key
as anyone, said Fogarty.
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3 guard about to sta~t h sophomore
score and defend down s.de.
a
eason at Mesa (Artz.) College
a shooter.
'Camilo is a gun
chool that over the pa t veral eaHe' one of the best shooters I've
sons has upphed USO 1th uch
ever seen, with excellent range, and
player as Pete Murphy and Mark
we ve had some excellent shocters
M nor.
here
good
ome
by
recruited
''All were
schools,' Egan aid. 'What we had fit
'Lewi 1s mobile and growing. He
them pretty well. We re happy a ·
is the best m hls conference in the
for
well
pretty
out
worked
It
heck.
high hurdles.
u Each brings lot of potential "
men ts of aII
Egan offered a
four recruits
''YI oods is a good athJet
strong 215 pound ," Eg11n
a good long-range hoot

Imperial Beach, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Imperial Star
Beach News
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Unive~&efsan Diego quarterback Brenctun Murphy, a
Rancho Santa l!'e resident, had a
rough day against Division II foe
St. Mary's on Saturday. 'C:h
Toreros suffered a 34-7 drubbing
at the hands of their hosts, _and
Murphy tossed tw" interceptions
on the afternoon. ·
The frc hman signal ca ller
c<Jmpletc>d five of 15 pasH attempts
for 80 yards and one touchdown, a
50-yard stri kc to Sarn McDermott.
Tht• locals scored ti rir only TD
with 38 seconds rcmainmg- on the
fir t-quart"r clock. USD marched
72 yards in five plays for th score.
On the season, Murphy has
comp! •t <l 44 of 92 pass attempts
l-17.8 comp! tion percentage) for
642 yards and st>V<'n touchdowns
with six int<>rceplions. He leads
the club in total offense at 87.8
,
yards pt•r game.
Tht• loss dropped the Toreros
won-lost mark to 6-2-1. USO, t~c
sixth-ranked Division lll squad m
the West region, will host No. 3
rated Menlo in its final regularseason encounter Saturday at
1:30 p.m.
With a win in its homecoming
game Saturday, USD could secure
a playoff spot in the NCAA
nationa l semifinals. The last time
the Toreros advanced to the playoffs was 1973. The team will learn
ifit has gained a postseuson berth
on Sunday.
_ Brad Sondak

/
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USD's Murphy
struggles
in defeat
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"Theology of Christian
Conversion," an lnstltuie

"Managing Engineers and
Scientists," an update breakfast

P. C. B

~ASKETBALL BENEFIT_ The
P:1ests vs. Police basketball classic
will be played Nov. 21 at 7:30 p.m in
th_e USO 81!!!, On the police's team
will Deformer Charger Willie Bu.
chano~, .a member of the San Die 0
Orgamzmg Project, which will ben!.
fit ~rom the game. The Organizing
Pro1ect IS a group of community and
church or~anizations helping to im~rov~ their neighborhoods. Admission JS $5 for adults, $2 for seniors
students and children. Childre~
under 5 years of age will be admitted
/

"The Word, the Book and the
Computer,'' a lecture by English

I

--- . . .

Jlll~"·.

The

of the
bicentennial lecture series, will be
held Nov. 17 al 7 p.m. ,n
Manchester Conference Center.
No fee. For more, call 260-4600
ext. 4435.

n Diego, Ca lif
Unio1
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USD's Dan Mattera
won two matc1ies'yesterday at the
Rolex Southern Califorma tournam nt at UC Irvine. Mattera defeated
UCI's Mike Cadigan 6-4, 7•5 and UC
Santa Barbara's Scott Morse 7.6. 1.6,
7-6. M~ttera meets USC's Robert Bierens m today's quarterfinal,~')~
/ Tennis -

Jl/leri 's
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"Scenes . ; ~ ')A~erican

Life" -a theatrical mosaic in-

I " · I 888

Regional Tennis Tourna_m_e_n_t_ _ _ _ __

Mattep- to Play Black for Title
~ ; a sophomore from
Dan~
the wrsity of San Diego, up~et
No. 4 seeded 'Irevor Kronemann
of UC Irvine, 6-4, 6-2, m the
emifinals of the Rolex/lTCA
Southern California region~! tenms
tournament Saturday at Irvme.
In todays final at 10:30 a.m.,
Mattera will play No. 2-seeded
Byron Black of USC. Black, a
freshman from z1m abwe, defeat•
ed Doug Sachs of Arizona State,
7 . 6, 6.2, in the other sem1fmal
match.

Black defeated t~~~;:1~a~~e~:
Olyphant, 6-4, 6- 2' b t bCLA's
finals,. and Matt~-~ ea
·
Bob B1erens, 6-4,
-LISA DILLMAN

terwoven with humorous and
dramatic vignettes by A. R.
Gurney Jr. will be performed
at 8 p.m. Wednesday through
Saturday at the new Performing Arts Center in Sacred
Heart Hall on University of

-

San Pieio campus:JZ.. T)l~~
part of the recently estl~lish~
Master of Fine Arts program
jointly offered by Old Globe
Theatre and USD. Gurney's
tribute to America's social
development between the
1930s and 1970s will be performed by seven MF A candidates enrolled in the professional training program and
two members of the Young
Globe Company. Old Globe
associate director David, McCLendon will direct. Tickets
at $4 for general public and $3
!nior citizens
for students r
are availa I weekdays at USD
ticket office, 260,-888, or at
the door each evening of t~
/
performances.
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pays for layoff bid

:1955

By Richard Weiner

Times Tribune staff

'I thmk San Diego does a lot of
great thing , but talentwl!e Menlo is
a better football team," said Zmda,
who e team has lost to both. They
have a lot of experience (18 seruors),
and they are a very physical ballclub ''
trength i defense. The
USO'
team i ranked seventh nationally m
scoring defense (9 2-pomt average)
and mnth m total defense (205 S.yard
average) Junior free safety Bryan
Day lead the team with five mtercept10ns and 78 tackles (29 ulldSS1sted).

o, C.iill.

Union

(Ow D 217, 24)
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The San Otego Union Thomas B. Szalay

Menlo def nders wrap up USD's Virgil Enriquez on way to securing a playoff berth.
sid lin Fr hman cornerback Chris
pht-second late, and
King turned
Torsiello mad the catch for the first
down at th 3.
Thre play later, on third-and-14,
To Jello made a leaping 17-yard
catch m front of Gutsm1edl to give
Menlo a first down at L'SD's 44 with
I 25 remalnmg Time ran out two
plays lat r
'We were afraid, because the two
ouchdown.s U D had scored were
r I fa t, a d ,Montano, who compl t II of 16 p es for 1 l yards
with on Interception, "We knew we
ne ·d d to get those two first downs
to k p th b 11 away from them, My

roommate came down with a couple
great catches."
The :;core was tied at 7 unlll midway through the third quarter, when
Menlo'~ Pedro Rivera blocked John
Gillis' punt after Gillis bobbled the
snap Torsiello picked up the loose
ball and ran 23 yards for a touchdown. Eric Sweet's extra point made
it 14-7, Menlo, with 6:41 left in the
third quarter.
'"When you're in a close ball game,
all aspects are going to be the difference," said USO coach Brian Fogarty, who finished with his best record
in five sea ons. "We just had a darn

-

Menlo
nears
playoffs
Oaks beat San Diego,
await word from NCAA

catches, three touchdowns) lead the
offense. Cbn Par , a S-foot-8, 200pound Junior linebacker, is the
team's leading tackler with 50.

San D1
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special-teams breakdown. That really hurt us."
Menlo increased its lead with a 62yard, 17-play scoring drive that used
nine minutes and 39 seconds of the
fourth quarter. Sweet's 23-yard field
goal made it 17-7 with 4:32 to play.
USO, which had driven 65 yards in
1:41 just before the half to tie the
game on Murphy's I-yard run, needed 44 seconds to move two points behind. Mansukhani returned Sweet's
kickoff •39 yards to midfield, then
caught two consecutive long passes
from Murphy - the second for a
touchdown.

SAN DIEGO - John Covarru•
bias, Frank Morones and Joe Tor- slello all commented about the
feeling. The feeling a team gets
when breaks are going Its way,
when a once-fearsome opponents
suddenly looks ordinary, when not
even the otj:er team's momentum
can take away a victory.
The Menlo College football team
rode that feeling to perhaps the
most Important victory in the history of the tiny Atherton colleg~
Saturday. Combining a bulldozing.
time-consuming offense with a relentless defense and that ever-present feeling of destiny, the Oaks
probably clinched their first post.
season berth with a 17-15 victory
over University ot San Diego.
Menlo ended Its regular season
with a 7-2 record and improved its
chances ot receiving an invitation
to the NCAA Division Ill playoffs
by finishing undefeated against Division III teams.
Menlo coach Ray Solari, whose
team is ranked No. 16 In the nation
and fourth in the Western Region,
said an NCAA otrlclal had "practl•
cally assured me a playoff spot if
we won." Four teams from the
Western Region qualify for the
playoffs, which begin next week.
It will be difficult tor the selection committee to ignore Menlo
atter the Oaks handed No. 20 San
Diego (6-3-1) its first loss to a Division m opponent.
Pairings for the playoffs, which
lead to the Alonzo Stagg Bowl OD
Dec. 12 in Phenix City, Ala., will be
announced today.
Menlo, spoiling a festive day for
a partisan, standing-room-only
crowd of 4,000 at Torero Stadium,
held the ball almost 20 minutes
more than San Diego and made 20
first downs to the Toreros' IO.
The Menlo offense, disguising to
near perfection .a repertoire o#
only eight offensive plays, fmlshed
with 325 yards. The defe e held
n I oto 15
e lu t ad a eel abou
today," sold tight end Covarrub ,
ho had four key receptions for 72
yards, helping Menlo quarterback
Jerold Montano to a 18-of-27, 216yard performance. "It didn't matter if they scored. We just felt like
we would do It."
Defensive lineman Morones said
that, "for some reason, the guy in
front ot me, who was really tough
last year, Just didn't seem as
strong."
Every Menlo defensive starter
made an outstanding play. The
Oaks started the game with the
first of five sacks and continued to
harrass San Diego by substituting
Its roverback throughout.
Wide receiver Torsiello caught
six passes for 65 yards, but his stallstl cs hide how crucial those
catches were. Especially one.
Menlo, which was tied 7-7 at
halftime, had a 17-7 lead before
San Diego scored on a three-play
drive with 3:51 left in the fourth
quarter. With the Oaks nursing a
two-point lead and less than two
minutes to play, Torsiello caught a
third-and-15 pass from Montano for
a crucial first down that iced the
game.
Torsiello could barely speak
after the emotional celebration
that took place as time expired. It
looked as though Menlo had won a
world championship, with players
Jumping on top of each other and
whooping ii up with the thought
that the victory probably assured
the school's first senior class one
more game.
"Yeah, this was The Game ... we
had that feeling," said Torsiello,
who recovered a blocked punt in
the end zone quarter that put
Menlo a head, 14-7, in the third
quarter.
There really were no stars tor
Menlo, Just a collective team effort.
Montano, who scored the first
Menlo touchdown In the second
quarter, made Just one poor pass,
While Tyrone Gates, Doug Patterson and James Urick ran well behind an Inspired offensive line.
Kicker Eric Sweet, who had his
first field goal attempt blocked,
punched In a 23-yarder from an
odd angle In the final quarter in
what proved to be the game-winning score.
And the defense seemed to hit
harder as the game progressed,
With Eddy Madsen, Tyrious Gates,
Dan McHone, Chris Parks, Lou
Schroeder and Rick and Pedro Ri·,era (no relation) leading the way.

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co)
Times

(San Diego Ed.)
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UCSD Volleyball Team
the Regional Final
Wins
.&,.q_:>By RICK HAZELTINE

Kim Ensley led San Bernardino
with 10 kills.

SAN DIEGO-There are five
banners hanging in UC San Diego's
D
Triton Pav1hon marking the three
nine kills and
had
Lori Rodman
NCAA Div1s10n III national chameight digs to lead Loyola Mary
pwnships and two second-place
mount to a 15-11, 15-11, 15-5 West
finishes of the women's volleyball
Coast Athletic Conference victory
team.
over the University of San Diego at
"Repeating," said Janet Hughes,
the USD Sports Center.
UCSD's All Amencan middle
Judy Conners and Kris Mitchell
blocker, pointing to the rows of
each had seven kills for USO ( 5-18,
banners. "It's all we've been shoot3-8). Loyola Marymount is 14-15
ing for this season."
and8-4.
to
Top.ranked UCSD is trying
become the first team to win
consecutive Division III volleyball
BASKETBALL
championships. The Tritons (29-4)
Steve Smith scored 25 points and
moved a step closer to their goal by
Rus He1cke added 22 to lead United
sweeping eighth-ranked Cai State
States International University to a
San Bernardino, 15-7, 15-11, 15-11,
90-88 victory in an exhibition game
m the final of the West Regional
against Australia's Brisbane BulSaturday night at Triton Pavilion.
lets at Grossmont College.
The victory advances the Tritons
USIU's Josh Buell hit a IO-footer
to the semifinals of the national
with 2,48 remaining in the game,
championship tournament where
giving the Gulls their first lead,
they will meet fourth- ranked llli85-84. This was Brisbane's first loss
no1s- Benedictine ( 42-2). Secondranked Juaniata (53-3) of Hunon its 12-game North American
tour. The Bullets are 7 -1.
tingdon, Pa., plays third-ranked
Elmhurst (38-8) of lllmois m tne
D
other temifinal. The championship
round site will be announced today.
Zach Jones scored 19 points to
lead the Athletes in Action basketCal tate San Bernardino (37-8)
reached the regional final with a
ball team to a 78-74 victory over
five-game upset of fifth-ranked
Marquette in Milwaukee. AIA is
11-0.
Coloraao College Friday night. But
the Coyotes could not muster
enough offense, losing for the
TENNIS
fourth time this season to the
Tnton.
Dan Mattera, who alternated beCal State San Bernardino's only
t ween fifth and sixth singles last
challenge came in the second game
year for the Universjty of San
With UCSD leading, 7-6. The CoyoDiego, wjll play USC freshman
tes scored four straight points to
Byron Black' of Zimbabwe in at
take a 10-7 lead. San Bernardino
10,30 a.m. today in the final of the
led 11-9 after a kill by Lissa
RoleX/ITCA Southern California
McDonald.
regional tournament at UC Irvine.
Bull then UCSD turned to its
Mattera defeated No. 5-seeded
leadet -Hughes and outside hitter
Bob Bierens of UCLA, 6-4, 6-3, in
Lori Luhnow.
the quarterfinals, and followed
Hughes and Luhnow combined
with a 6-4, 6-2 semifinal victory
to score all of the Tr1tons' next six
over No. 4 Trevor Kronemann of
points to give UCSD the game,
UC Irvine. Bierens is ranked No. 42.
15-11 ~and a commanding 2-0 lead
Kronemann is 33rd.
mgart1es.
Dave Stewart and Scott Patridge
Wit}I the Coyotes leading 11-9,
of the University of San Diego meet
Luhnow scored a side out on a cross
Arizona State's Brian Gyetko and
court ill. UCSD then scored on a
Mike Holten in a doubles semifinal
dink lty Luhnow and a block by
today.
Hugh s to tie the game. Jennifer
Wellnaan gave San Diego the lead
CROSS-COUNTRY
with all ace and the Tritons closed
out t game on a kill by Hughes,
UC San Diego's Tom Zois qualiwho t en teamed with Luhnow to
fied for the NCAA national meet
e final point on a block.
with his time of 26:57 over a
tate San Bernardino did not
course at the NCAA
five-mile
in the final game as UCSD
Division III Western Regionals at
rolled o a 13-4 lead. The Coyotes
the College of Norte Dame in
pulle to within 14-11, but kills by
Belmont, Calif.
Diana hntworth gave the Tritons
UCSD's Denise McFayden cova side ut and match point.
the 5,000-meter women 's
ered
Hughes led all players with 14
course m 18,04 to qualify for the
kills. She also had three service
national meet. Also qualifying, was
aces and five blocks. Luhnow addUCSD's Sabrina Jensen with an
ed fur service aces and four blocks.
18:44.
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Regional Tennis Tournament at UC Irvine

USD's Mattera Surprises Even Himself by Advancing to Singles Final
aC.
B y L I ~Times
pecial to Tht

Th only problem about coming
out or nowher Is what you do
once you g t somewhere.
Or, mor specir,cally, what
happ n fler people start expect•
mg sornethlng'
Which I exactly the situation
Dan M 1ttera envisions, and
dr ads, after back-to-back victories over nationally ranked collegiate tenm players Saturday in
th Roi x/lTCA Southern Cahfornia regional tournament at UC
Irvine.
Mattera, who alternated be-

tween fifth and sixth singles last
year for the Uruversjty of San
Diego. will play USC freshman
Byron Black in today's final at
10,30 a.m.
Mattera defeated No. 5-seeded
Bob Bierens of UCLA, 6-4, 6-3, in
the quarterfinals, and followed
with a 6-4, 6-2 semifinal victory
over No. 4 Trevor Kronemann of
UC
2 KIrvine. Bierens is ranked No.
4 ; ronemann is 33rd.
Mattera? He's more worried
about where he's going to be
ranked on his own team.
"Oh, no," he said, laughing,
when asked whether he would

(San Diego Co.)

Daily Transcrirt
(Cir. D. 7,415
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f O a, "' ·;inor; , ~even employees
0 r O t'I
a r. 1 n g tech n ! cal
ach1ev('mt•11lt1 with an award named for Rubert O Young, one of the
•
n tion's leading aerospace innovntors.
In a ccrtmony conducted in San
Diego, Young's widuw, Ann, and
G orge Lei z, Aerojet's president,
presented awards to Elliot ,Kauf.

She was recogmzed for her involvement with the Scripps Ranch
Civic Association
•

*

National Telephone Services

1nc., a Washington, D.C.-based

telecommunications firm, has
opened an office in San, Diego. The
company offers operator-assisted
long distance telephone service ta
hospitals, hotels and universities.

M;;: Business Matters
W ~· by Robert Scally

man and Jim Cook, Aerojet Ordnance Co., Tustin: nnd two teams
from AeroJet Tech Systems Co.,
Sacramento consisting of Bob
Schindler, Ross Hewitt and
haw Finato, and Rory Davis
and Curtis Johnson,
The Robert B. Young Technical
Innovation Award was established
by Aerojet in 1983 to recognize
outstanding technical innovations
by employees in safety and environment, manufacturing and
quality control of products and
serviceir.
Young was involved in developing new propulsion systems for
mi sites in thL· 1950s and helped
develop the baturn rocket used to
land men on the moon. Young died
m 1979 and W8;S Aerojet's vice president of engineering.
Kaufman and Cook were
honoretl for an &dvanced diecasting
process that enables Aerojet Ordnance Co. to produce high quality
components quickly and efficiently
with the critical high tolerances
required.
Schindler, Huwitt and Finato
were awarded for designing a light,
compact new rocket engine that
has applications on several Strategic Defense Initiative programs.
Davis anil Johnson won honors
for a computer program that can
simulate and test rocket hardware
before it is actually built. The same
program can be used to
troubleshoot existing systems.
•, * •

NTS provides a 15 percent commission on each operator-assisted
long distance call made by patients, hotel guests or students.
• • *
r ident Ben Cherski
is the new regional manager for
Torrance-based Superior Resources, Inc,

• • •

Kathy Van Vechten, formerly
Kathy Piszkin, is the Maui InterContinental Wailea Hotel's new
director of ·marketing. She was
director of sales at the former Hotel
Inter-Continental San Diego and
was director of convention sales for
the San Diego Convention and
Visitors Bureau prior to moving to
Maui.

• • •
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Menlo -

By Richard Welner
Times Tribune staH

American First Savings Bank will
be San Diego State Univer;ity's
· ·
·
C0 II
_ ege of Business Admm,stra tion in-house executive tomorrow.
Th
e executive in residence program brings top executives to
d
,
campus ,or a ay to share their
I d
k
now e ge.

and Zot Ba~ \

- £'
"\iq :;>..:::,

c,1,;.

The Zot Bat made Its television
debut Sunday night.
Because Menlo College's football
team Sunday received an NCAA
D!Vlslon III playoff berth - and
because KRON-TV this year has
become "The Official Menlo Station" - Menlo coach Ray Solari
was asked to be on the station's
weekend segment, "Sports Final."
Solari has a reputation for doing
things out of the ordinary. So while
his players were at the Atherton

* * •

E. Robert Peters Jr. is the new
president and chief executive officer ofSermed Inc.
•

P.

* *

Tom Wheeler, founder and president. of DA Plus, a computer design automation firm, will discuss
"The Mythical Magical Mys~rious
World of Computing," Nov. 23 at
the Chamber of Commerce's North
City Forum at the La Jolla Marriott beginning at 11 :30 a.m.

MENLO

•

i football playoffs

campus thinking of Menlo's first
post-season opponent - Central
Iowa - Solari decided to show his
television audience an object symbolic of bis coaching style.
Enler Zot Bat No. 2 - a large,
red, plastic baseball bat Solari uses
"In jest, sort or• In a pregame rltu•
al. Each player lines up to be hit In
the stomach with the bat.
"Zot Is a philosophy," said Solari,
whose team ended Its regular season with a 17-15 victory over San
D~goa on Saturday. The victory
earne Menlo, 7-2 and ranked No.

* * •

etwork of San Diego
The
County meets Tuesday from 7-8:30a.m. at Reuben's Restaurant, 5455
Grossmont Center Dr. in La Mesa.
The Nov. 24 speaker is Becki
Lamont-Etess who will discuss
"B_u ilding personal power & professional impact through visualization." Fee is $8.
• • *
The Personnel Management
Association will meet this Wednesday at the San Diego Princess
al 5:30 p.m. Call Cathy Francis at
748-6857 for more information.
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sponsor a seminar, "Managing Scientists and Engineers," from 8 a.m . to 9 a.m. at the Manchester Conference Center
Cf
~Q._Fee is $15. Registration r~quired.
Please send news of upcommg events two weeks ·m advance to
Business Calendar, The Tribune, Financial Section, P.O. Box 191 San
Diego 92112.

* * *

on playing, so here I am. I'm glad."
After all, there are trade-offs for
t:?'"Iv thought about what 1t might
paying your own way.
ave been lik to go to a Division I
"You don't have as much pressure
chool," h aid •·th re were
perform," Day said. "You·re not
to
offered
who
schools
btggcr
ral
cv
on scholarship. You know everyone
a chance to walk on and maybe
out here wants to play, because
ea rn a cholar hip. '
there's no other reason to be here.
"I think that makes it better.
But Man,ukhani opted for USD, a
These guys want to play football."
t'r deci ion, not
3,290-pcr- ci
Thev want to win, too, which is
including room, board and books.
· Toreros were no happier
why the
"Thi Just seemed hke a place
than any other losing team in
"Some bigger schools were
where I might play and get a good
America yesterday.
interested in me, but they came and
med
education," he said "It
But the pain will pass, ~ventually.
saw my size and decided I wasn't
the
appealing I've never re et
big enough," said Day who is 5-foot- A good education and good friends
d cis1on.
:. ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ ~
a =-----~l=l~an.u..1J1a.PUWJds. "I wanted to goQ __lwd:ilL!,l_!!n~ot~-w-=
Day, a Junior safety,_,.:..:

1

San Diego, Calif.
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ijSD .S.YMPHONY ORCHESTRA -

The
group will perform Mozart's Symphony
No. 40, Lalo's "L' Rlo D'ys" Overture,
Ovorak'S Noon-Witch Symphonic
Poem and Pergolesi's Concerto Grosso at 4 p.m. next Sund_!!)',Al l,J§.D's
<>Cf,55'
Camino Hall.

•

everywhere for the Toreros on
defen ·e yesterday as he has been
'
most of the season. The team's
leading tackler also intercepted a
pa s (his sixth). forced a fumble (his
third) and blocked a field-goal
attempt
·
ost impressive, however, is the
fact that Day seems likely to join
Mansukhani as an Academic AllAmerican.

Pl ase see ~ - 7

used to use that broke."

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)

"Is the Criminal Justice Syslem
Thomas Temporaries has
Arrestt>d?" is the topic of a
Being
opened a third San Diego County
Chamber of Commerce Focal
office in Mission Valley.
Point this Friday from noon to 1
• • *
p.m. at the Union Bank Building.
Gateway Computer has added
* • *
Sheren Spence as staff legal
"Managing Scientists and
specialist.
Engineers" is the title of an 8 a.ni.
• •
seminar this Friday at the U niverHelix Electric Inc. has moved · sity of San Diego Manchester Conto new offices at 8260 Camino Sanference Center. Gary Whitney,
ta Fe, San Diego.
USD professor of management,
* * *
will present the hour-long session.
Fee is $15. For more information
James C. Schmidt, president
at:...-_..call John Nunes at USD.
and managing officer of 2!:..:e;;;..;

ood: Football as it should be

16 In the nation, Its NCAA berth
against sixth-ranked Central Iowa
(9-1), which ls host for Its third
stralF,ht Western Regional opener.
"tr you are rebuilding your character, you are Into Zotism,'' said
Solari, who roams pregame warmups to find his special Zot of the
Game - a chosen player worthy of
such an honor. "It symbolizes a
quick, short, aggressive style."
A layer gave Solari Zot Bat No.
l ("It finally was retired because of
old age and deterioration") more

niflcance" In Newton, Iowa - population 10,000.
Zot Bat No. 2 has bold letters
"There are only 10,000 people
proclaiming "Over lO 000 hits."
there, so you know they'll all be at
'
n <',.,,
So maybe• It's not a coincidence the game," Solari said.
Continued from B-1
)...7.::>~
than 10 years ago "because I need- that Menlo plays what Solari deSo will Zot Bat No. 2.
ed a substitute for the clipboard I scribes as "a game of historical slg-

Sacramento, CA
(Sacramento Co.)
Recorder
(Cir. SxW. 2,150)

./

Mission Valley, CA
(San Diego Co)
San Diego Weekly News
(Cir. 2XM 20,000)

(!)(j

Amerlin<I, of Chapman, 4 .s, 7-6. 7-5, m
a doubl"s quartPrfmal. MPlv,lle-Jensen
w,11 play Arizona Stat, 's Dour Sa<ha and
Dan !lhrtlnr, and Arizona Stat 's Brian
8nd Miko Hollen meei Dave
Gy~iko
Patrid1e of thP Un,
Stewart and S<oll
vPrs11y of San Diego

(Cir. D. 60,288)
(Cir. S. 60,011)

, , !,'.-Jt~~!~!-~.i!es Seven For Innovation

Continued from H-1 ...,,

Tennla Nolu
S<otl Melville and Murphy Jensen of
!ISC fought off two match pomta in the
th ' rd set bdore defeating th e No. 4 - seeded team of Milea Walker and Olivier

Tribune

ov 1 6 1987
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who lo t, 7-6, 6-2, to Black in the
sem1fmals, left no doubt about his
feelings on the final, saying,
"I've sem hoth play, and Mattera isn't that tough mentally or
physically on the court. Byron
Black Ju. t has too many shots,"

Palo Alto, CA
(Santa Clara Co.)
Peninsula Times

San Diego, CA

Jl/lni~

Junior ten ms. For example, I beat
Murphy Jensen (of USC] m a
college tournament at UCLA and
he was one of the best Juniors in
the country. I never would have
been able to beat him In juniors. If
you're not seeded m Junior tournaments, it's hke you're not even
acknowledged"
Against Black, Mattera hopes
he won't
·• approach the final with a
satisfied feeling, a feeling that he
has accpmplished enough already.
The a. 2-secded Black, however,
is a strong favorite. Black hasn't
lost a set m five matches.
Arizona State's Doug Sachs,

nals.
"After this match (against Kronemann], I was so dazed," Mattera
said. ''The problem with doing so
well here 1s now everyone wants
to beat you. I have more confidence when l play on the team,
but as an individual, it's very
hm1ted.'
Mattera's enjoyment of tennis
took a temporary leave of absence
when he spent the summer playing national junior events, mclud1.ig the biggest one of the season,
at Kalamazoo, Mich.
"I did awful," said Mattera, who
is from Torrance "I just can't play

now play No 1 or No. 2 singles for
USD. "I don't think so. I don't
kn,w if I'll even be in the top
three."
To say that Mattera never expeeled to reach the final here
would be putting it lightly.
He downplayed the achievement, saying that everything that
could happen right has happened
for him. Mattera, a sophomore,
pomted out that the first-round
default of top-seeded John Carra~
of USC opened his section of the
draw, and that Kronemann was
vi.sibly tired from long matches
before they played in the sem1f1-

NOV 181987
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Scern,s from American llf.

Performing Arts Center in USO~ Sat the new
Hall through November 21 _lnfori...

Escondido CA
(~n Diego Co.)

Times Advocate
(Cir. D. 32,685 l
(Cir. S. 34,568)
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Senau Presiden1 Pro Tem David
Roberti a11nounced the following appointments to the Senate Commission on Corporate G~~erl'lllnce, Sharehol<kr Righls
am:l Sec~ransac1io11S:
Friedman of San Diego,
•H_~
a professor at the University o(
who
~an .Diego and who recently wrote the
Califom 13 Corporate Practice Guide.•
•Jo~n ~ackey of Kentfield, who is
managmg director of San Francisco-hag4
~ en~ F. Swift & Co. He -also is legis~a_tJve director of the Cal ifomia SecuntJes Industry Association.
•William Lerach of San Diego,
who is a parmer in the law finn of
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The National AssocTation ol"Inv tors will meet for an investors
1vorkshop from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m:
aturday at the Unixersity of San
[)iego, Se.ua Hall, San Diego. Beth
Campbell will present a basic stock
selection guide and Harry Labore
will present a workshop on the accinmting procedure iit an investnjcnt club. The cost is $8. For more
in?ormation, call Russ Novak at
27:1-5778 or Jacqueline Marazzi at
_/
480-0155.
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Foc\ls urged on
ho\v U.S. relates
to immigrants
'We are a self-renewing
society because of the
immigrants that we take in
here. I think this society
needs people who come
here, who struggle, who are
alwa.r trying to make it to
the top.'
- Gary Rubin

:tall Wriltr

l'ubhc poltc1t.'S that deal with 1mmigrahon hould focu not only on
who and how many people should be
allow d mto this country, but also on
how mencan., relate to immigrants
already here
That' the lhmkmg, at I . t, of
G ry Rut: n, director of programs for
the mencan Jewish Committee.
'W are a elf-renewing society
becau e of the immigrants that we •·successful Models for Intergroup
tak m here," Rubin said ye ·terday Relations voted to ask the City
at a conference on acculturation of Cou c1l to estabhsh a San Diego
n w 1mm1granl~. "I think this ociely Hum n Hel<1tion~ Commission to betpeople who come here, who ter address immigrant and refugee
t gle, who are always trymg to con erns
lo the keynote sp~ecb. Rubin said
mak 1t to the top "
"They strengthen u:s and strength- pub) c d1scuss1on on immigration
en our vitality becau e they bring vi- pohc-y tend o focus on who and how
many should be allowed m the countahty here, ' h said
The daylong conference, "Bridge try, but discussions must also focus
to the Past, Lmk to the Future: The on those 1mm1grants already here
Changing Face of San Diego," was and how society relates to them.
He talked about prejudices and
ponsor d by the San Diego chapter
f the American Jewi h Committee stereotypes that immigrant groups
and was held at the University of San harbor toward other minority groups
m this country, and challenged the
Die
Norman L Hahn, pre ·1dent of the widely held belief that immigrants,
committee's San Diego chapter, said particularly Hispanics, do not want
th aim of the conference was to to learn Engli h
America is a "terribly languagebegin to et ome priorities for dealmg with immigration and its short- poor country," Rubin said.
Rubm urged the conference's ap· nd long-term effects in San Diego.
The conference mcluded a series proximately 75 participants to reof wor bops that dealt with such member three things when dealing
topics as language policy and immi- with issues of immigration:
"Never forget the personal dimenrants; the impact of the Immigration Reform Act of 198b, and imm1- sions of the immigration issue. Secgrants and law enforcement, bus1- ond, be very honest about identifying
the problems and very tough about
ness, politics, education and health
Among the workshop panelists devising policy solutions toward
were Bill Kolender, San Diego chief them.
"But third, never forget the beneo( police; William E. el on, chairman of the board of the San Diego fits that we gain through immigraChamber of Commerce; and Gloria lion. Never forget the benefits to the
Carranza, commissioner of the San nation and for places like San Diego.
Diego County Human Relations Never forget the benefits because, in
the end, that's the important frameC mm1ssion.
Participants m one wor_k_sb_o_p_, _ work for discussing immigration./

cisions involving land-use actions are based
on compromise. Economic forces favormg
growth and development strongly mfluence
the legislative process of compromise. As a
result, many legislatively determined landuse actions result in loss or trade-off of a
finite and dwindling resource-land. Conservation activists often respond to these legislative compromises by seeking to limit or to
change them by an initiative.
In 1985, for example, Proposition A was a
reaction to the City Council's pro-growth polBy John H. Minan
SAN DIEGO icies. Passage of Proposition A requires that
9.c;! {
he aftermaffi of any election provides land shifts from "future urbanizing" areas to
opportunity for reflection. Two ques- "planned urbanizing" areas be approved by a
lions related to my area of interest, majority vote of the people, not by our elected officials. In the final analysis, propositions
land use, emerge from this year's election:
Why have citizen initiatives to affect land- of this type effectively limit the range of
use policies become so popular? What are legislative discretion to promote pro-growth
policies.
the implications of this phenomenon?
Local revenue needs, that are more easily
Mo t of the day-to-day dec1Sions affecting
land use and development still are made by met by pro-development policies, also seem
our elected officials on the City Council or to influence lawmakers to support growth
Cocnty Board of Supervisors. This, of course, and development Those citizens concerned
is the t aditional channel for making such with land and resource conservation see the
leg1sli live decisions. Nevertheless, citizen ballot box as an alternative means of making
groups increasingly are turning to the initia- their case to the public.
Planning and management of growth tends
live process to affect and implement important land-use decisions. There is every reason to attract initiative action for another reato believe that the use of the ballot box to son. The process of land-use decision-making
tnfluence land-use policy goals will continue. often is protracted and complex. As a result,
Both the California Constitution and the citizens frequently are unaware of the imSan Diego Ci~y Charter protect .the citizen's pact of a project or plan until later stages of
I.DllWH~1...p1;~" the process. At this point, basic choices and
ou
cess. This fundamental right has been ~ecisions will have been made through tradizealously guarded by the courts. Yet, legal bona! channels of government that are difficult to reverse The initiative can be used to
reopen debate and reverse these commit•
TRIBUNE TOWN HALL
ments.
The problem of adequate public participaexercise of this right is not without general
tion early in the process was evident in the
limit.
Administrative decisions directly affect- Proposition H experience, which passed on
ing only a few individuals, such as subdivi- Nov. 3. The city had worked on the impendsion approvals or use-permits, are generally ing landfill shortage about 10 years. During
beyond the legal reach of the initiative. Simi- this period, they became more committed to
larly, matters outside the discretion of the mass-burn incineration as the solution to San
City Council or Board of Supervisors are not Diego's garbage problem. Acceptability of
this commitment by the public was never
subject to power of initiative.
With these general limitations to one side, seriously considered by the city because of
the fundamental legal principle is that any insufficient public participation in early
legislative land-use matter can be enacted stages of the process.
There are several implications associated
directly by the people through the initiative
process.
with increased use of initiatives in the conWhy then has the initiative become so pop- text of land-use decision-making. First, beular with citizen groups? Although initiative cause citizen initiatives increasingly conflict
sponsors are nearly always committed to with powerful pro-growth and pro-developseeing the initiative passed by the electorate, ment forces, increased litigation on validity
the initiative also can be used in a more of specific initiatives can be predicted.
limited or strategic sense. Because ballotThe second implication of increased use of
measure campaigns tend to foster extensive initiatives relates to how and by whom
citizen interest and participation, initiative major land-use decisions are made. Citizensponsors can use the process to capture the sponsored initiatives limit discretion of
attention of lawmakers.
elected officials. Desirability of this may dePerhaps a more fundamental reason for pend in lar.ge part nn one's perspective and
initiative popularity IS the perception that viewpoint. Nevertheless, initiatives are conthe traditional legislative decision-making sistent with California's system of direct deprocess has failed.
mocracy. Indeed, a citizen group is now in
Land-use matters tend to attract measures the process of gathering signatures to place
for a variety of reasons. Most legislative de- a limited-growth and open-space initiative
on the 1988 ballot. This is direct communicaJohn H. Minan is a professor of Jaw at the tion with the general public.
Univ[!JitX. of San D!fgo.
•
We can expect a lot more.
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osed initiative would cut insurance rates 15%

8) Micha I molen , ·,

ff Writer

The liability compromise basically reduced product liability, made it more difficult to collect punitive damages, and increased attorney medical malpractice fees.
Under that compromise, the California Trial
Lawyer A ociation (CTLA) agreed not to
seek insurance reforms, and the insurance
industry vowed not to pursue limits on attorney fees But they held the right to defend
them elve - even if it means going after
each other - 1f either were targeted in an
initiative by an outside group.
"We till retain the right to do whatever
needs to be done to protect our interests even if that means an initiative," said
George Tye, executive manager of the Association of California Insurance Companies.
Even though Access to Justice has worked
closely with the trial lawyers in the past,
Tye aid, he did not believe the CTLA would
back the group this time and held out hope

that the truce wllh the insurance industry
could be upheld.
If approved by voters, the proposed ballot
measure would roll back insurance rates to
1987 levels and then reduce them by 15 percent. According to proponents, that would
prevent rates from being jacked up between
now and the election to offset the cuts.
The new rates could not be increased except under special circumstances - until
after an insurance commissioner was elected in November 1990. The elected position,
required by the initiative, would have more
authority than the currently appointed insurance commissioner.
The new commissioner would hold public
hearings for most insurance rate mcreases,
and require public disclosure of insurance
industry finances - regulation that does not
now exist in California.

Automobile insurance rates would no
longer be based on ZIP code, but on a driver's safety record and number of miles driven. Backers of the initiative said the current
system unfairly punishes drivers who live in
urban areas and forces good drivers to subsidize bad ones.
Finally, the insurance companies no longer would be exempt from state anti-trust
laws, which prevent other industries from
sharing price-setting information and making collective business decisions.
Harvey Rosenfield, leader of Access to
Justice, said that insurance reform efforts in
the Legislature have continually failed and
that a recent compromise among the insurance industry, lawyers and some consumer
groups falls short.
"I think it is a delusion that the Legislature, given the power of the insurance companies, can accomplish what needs to be

done," he said at a Capitol news conference.
Tye said the measure would sharply limit
the availability of insurance and would force
some insurers to withdraw from California.
Rosenfield said his proposal is broader
than the two other insurance reform initiatives, which primarily focus on automobile
insurance.
Rosenfield said many organizations are on
the verge of backing his measure, but that he
could not yet name them. He added that Con
sumers Union helped draft the initiative.
Joining Rosenfield were James Wheaton
director of the Northern California office of
the Center for Public Interest Law, which is
based at the University of San Diego; George
Dean, president of the Sacramento Urban
League; and political consultant Bill
Zimmerman, who will orgamze the signature-gathering.
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"Managing Engineers and
Scientists," an update breakfast
seminar, wlll take place Nov. 22
at 7·30 a.m. in Manchester
Conference Center. Cost Is $15.
Presenter is Dr. Gary Whitney.
For Information, call 260-4585.
The USO Symphony Orchestra
will give a fall concert Nov. 22 In
Camino Hall at 4 p.m. Cost Is $2.
For details, call 260-4600 ext.
4427.
"Spirit's Call: Women's
Reapona • ," an Institute for
Christian Ministries course, will
take place Dec. 2 from 6:30.9:30
p.m. In Solomon Lecture Hall.
Cost Is $5 by Nov. 23; $6 at the
door. Presenter is Sister
Rosemary Rader. For Information,
/
call 260-4784.

•
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"Theology of Christian
Conversion," an Institute for
Christian Ministries Course, will
be held Nov. 20-21 and Dec. 4-5 in
Serra Hall.room 204. Hours are
7-9·30 p.m. Friday; 9:30 a.m.-3:30
p.m Saturday Presenter Is
Father Richard Gula. Cost Is $35.
For more, call 260-4784.
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"Scenes from A'fiierlcan Life,''
the fall production of the Master
of Fine Arts In Drama
Department, will be staged Nov.
18-21 at 8 p.m. In Sacred Heart
Hall Performing Arts Center. For
more, call 260-4524.
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Confere nee here aims at setting up
priorities for dealing with new arrivals
By nbaron Griffin
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Initiatives
reflect voice
of the public
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Life In Jhe city: T e c were
champ gn toa Wedne day night
eel brate the openmg of " cenes
from American Life," a first joint
production of USD and the Old
Globe. And then panic. The
celebrants, including Craig Noel,
Jack O'Brien and USD Pres. Author
Hughes, found themselves locked
inside the campus theater complex.
But Hughes was the hero. He
managed to steer the group through
a maze of back hallways that
emptied into a security station, set
up to guard the girls' dormitories.
. San Diego city firefighters tried
this week to draft Dan Fouts to be
honorary race director and hand out
awards at their "Super 10 K Run" on
Super Bowl Sunday. Fouts
gracefully begged off. He expects to
be busy with his teammates that day
earning his own award. . . Bob
Petrich, one of the heroes of the old
AFL Chargers, is to be released
today from Grossmont Hospital
after a two-week stay. Petrich
suffered a severe staph infection
after surgery on an old football
knee .
Itemized: Assemblywoman Sunny
:vt:ojonnier, who left a hospital bed
after major surgery early this year
to cast a key vote on the Otay Mesa
prison, just received the pay-back.
The California Correctional Peace
Officers Assn. honored Mojonnier
with its first American Eagle
Award, to an individual who "soars
above. the rest." ... The major hotels
may be booked, but the county isn't
sold out for Super Bowl. The Con Vis
Bureau says 3,872 rooms, out of
35,000 in San Diego and Tijuana, are
still available during the big week.
... Tennessee Sen. Al Gore brings
his presidential quest to the La Jolla
Marriott Monday. A cheap ticket, as
would-be presidents go. Gore's
speech, to the Executive Breakfast
Club, is open to the public for $10.
Two for one: Golden State
Report makes Pete Wilson a

favorite to retain bis U.S. Senate
seat next year. But then it conjures
an intriguing scenario: Gov.
Deukmejian is the GOP nominee for
vice-president; Lt. Gov. Leo
McCarthy is the Democratic
ominee fo~ Senate; the Repubhca
iii the Wmte House; McCarthy
defeats Wilson. And then McCarthy
,.bas his choice of being Governor of
.Ir
California or Senator from
/_J
California.
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Ver bn: U.S. pledges $1.3 billion to prop up Texas S&L
SS

Continued from A· 1
only by the $4.5 billion bailout in 1984
of Continental Illinois Bank & Trust
of Chicago by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp., a separate agency
that insures commercial banks.
Vernon's 10 offices will be closed
today and will reopen Monday under
the new Montfort name, honoring the
same rates and terms on all certificates of deposit. Depos1ters with less
than $100,000 n the in titution ill
have immediate acce :, to their
money Monday Depositers with
more than that must apply for acce
m writing.
Gravlee said a :.mall number of
deposits were above the msurance
hmit, but she said the bank board

Angeles, CA
Ang les Co)
Times
(San D1 go Ed.I
(Cir. D 50,010)
(Cir. 55,573)
Los
(Lo

could not yet put a dollar limit on the
amount.
The bank board closed the inshtuhon because it was hopelessly insolvent and its problems were getting
worse, said board chairman M.
Danny Wall He said the agency has
no immediate plans to close any
other large problem thrifts in Texas.
Vernon's net worth had sunk to a
negative $716.86 million by Sept. 30
and that was proJected to top $1 billion by next year. At the end of September, it had assets of $1.17 bilhon
and deposits of $1.4 billion.
"The damage done to Vernon by
the management before March of
this year was irreparable," Wall said
in a statement. The current manage-

ment, appointed by the bank board now worthless.
March 20, inherited a portfolio in
For the next lwo years the 48which 96 percent of the loans were year-old Dixon wined dined and
not paying.
wooed San Diego's influential at the
Under the direction of Dixon, who exp nse, according to court docuacquired Vernon 1n January 1982, the meats, of Vernon Savings in order to
institution increased its assets ten- win friends and political rnfluence
fold by making large, speculative de- and unload some of Vernon's prubvelopment and con !ruction loans, lems on unsuspecting San Diego bus1ac rding to the bank board.
nes men.
FSLIC filed suit in April for $100
Among tho e wooed w re: the
million against Dixon and other for- Roman Catholic Bishop of San Diego
mer officers, charging fraud and Leo T. Maher, who was entertained
other breaches of the officers' duties. •in Paris, London and Rome at VerDixon smoothed his way into non's expense m 1985; San Diego deprominent San Diego area business, veloper Doug Manchester, who acpolitical and religious circles with a cepted a free nde to New York in a
$3 million stock gift to thtl!:nive1¥s Vernon Savings plane and narrowly
of San Diego in 1984 - a gift tha is escaped a bad deal involving some

money-losing Texas condominiums
owned by Vernon Savings, and Rep.
Bill Lowery, R-San Diego, for whom
Dixon held political fund raisers and
parties charged to Vernon Savings'
expen. e, while Lowery innocently
reimbursed Dixon - not the ailing
thrift.
Dixon hved in a $2 million beach
house m Del Mar during that time,
and chalked up $1 million in per onal
living expenses and charged it to
Vernon Savings, court records show
In addition, court records show
that in 1985 San Diego-based Lenders
Corp. - then a Vernon subsidiary was used to transfer $214,000 from
Vernon Savings to illicitly pay for
construction on Dixon's personal res-

idencc in Rancho Santa re.
Montfort will be run by the SaJlle
management installed by regulators
upon Dixon's ouster in March when
Vernon was converted from a stale
charter to a federal charter.
Tom B. Scott Jr., president of Umfirst Bank for Savings of Jackson,
Miss., will serve as chairman pf
Montfort.
Vernon 1s the 16th association to be
liquidated by the bank board so far
this year, the second in Texas. Ttle
board liquidated 21 institutions last
year, and Wall this month predicted
that 33 liquidations would occur this
year and more than 50 next year.
Contributing to this article was
Staff Writer Susan Burkhardt
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THE PEACE WATCH

Sheeha n speaks out at USO forum

BASKETBALL

by Jim Jacobson

Kevm Rembert,µ 6-fool 4-inch,
200-pound senior forward at ater
D 1 High School h signed a letter
n
• •
te o late
on a basketball
o arsh1p next
fall, SD 'U Coach Jim Brandenburg
said.
"He 1st.he kmd or player we need
to bu,ld a ohd progr m." Brandenburg 1d. "He can eome m here
and help us."
Remb rt. who averaged 11 9
pomt. and 7.3 rebounds for Mater
De1 last eason. said he elected
SDSU ov r Cal State Long Beach
and San Jose late
Rembert was the second player
to commit to 'DSU In the early
1gn ng ~r1od that ended Wednesday. The Aztecs signed lex Sund,
a 6-8 forward from Golden (Colo.)
High School last week.

,215<

D
Athletes m Action suffered its
third tra1ght defea lo mg to the
Umver it · of Oklahoma, 126-91, in
an exhibition game at the Lloyd
Noble Arena in. orman. Okla
Harvey Grant's 26 points led six
Oklahoma player m double figures. Grant wa 12 of 16 from the
field m Oklahoma' rst exh bttion
game of the .ea. on.
Lorenw Romar led AIA (12-3)
with 20pomts.
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4s0 SY.MPHONY ORCHESTRA -

The
group will perform Mozart's Symphony
No 49, Lalo's "L'Aio D'ys' Overture
Dvorak's Noon-Witch Symphonic
·
Poem and Pergolesl's Concerto Grosso at 4 p m. today In Camino Hall at
Unlvers,ty of Sa Diego
'65"

"<

Daniel Sheehan, General Counsel
of management sty le by the President ,
for the Christie Institute (a \X'ashington.
combined with the excessive zeal of
D.C. public interest , public policy law
Oli\'er North and John Poindexter. The
center) poke to a standing room crowd
chair of that commh~ion, John Tower.
of O\'er 1,000 at CSD' Camino Theatre
was campaign manager in Texas for Reaon. 'o\'ember l~ I'he event was spongan . He wenr on television ro declare
sored by the L'SD School of Law, campu~
that the U.S. ship of state had run
student organizations and several local
aground. As everyone knows , when a
community groups. Christie has filed a
ship runs aground, the captain has to
suit in Miami federal CQUrt .against 29
ultimate!) be held responsible. They arc
defendants connected with the Reagan
tr) ing to tell you now that the problem
administration and the Contras. charging
has been solved. The charter of special
them with running a "shadow" l '.S. forprosecutor \X'a hh, as drafted by Ed
eign policy, conducting drug trafficking
.'\kese, is limited to the narrow question
10 support the Contras, assassinating
of diversion of profits to rhe Contras
political enemies, waging secret wars,
from missile sales to Iran-a violation of
toppling foreign governments, and subthe Boland Amendment. They don't
verting the .S. Con titution Thedefenwant the other issues discussed .
dams include former \fajor Generd~l~,--~,..."The President knew all about the raisJohn
1
n Richaro S"ecord . Conmg of the 3 1 million dollars that went
tra leader Alolfo Calero. bu. ines. man
to the Contras from Saudi Arabia and
Albert Hakkim, CIA agent John Hull, and
other sources. He called (those who had
former CIA operatives Theodore Shacksent money) them into the Rose Garden
Icy and Thomas Clines.
and thanked them. He gave interviews to
Sheehan said that evidence uncovered
Contra contributors often thousand dolby the Christie in\'estigation absolutely
laf!i or more into the Oval Office. You say
implicates Ronald Reagan and top offito yourself why didn't the committee ask
:ials in the administration (including
rougher questions? Of the 26 men who
George Bush, Edwin ..\1eese, and Defense
were appointed by the two political parSecretary Frank Carlucci) and that the
ties to sit on the select committee twopublic needs to pressure Congress to
thirds of those men had voted f~r full
initiate impeachment proceedings (Repmilitary aid to the Contras. The hearings
resentative Henry Gonzales, a democrat
were an embarassment. We know that
from San Antonio, Texas, has introduced
this affair is a cancer deep in the Amerian impeachment bill, H .R. 111). The
can body politic, and it is one that will
Christie case has received less than token
not go away. These renegades-these
coverage by the "mainstream" news
midnight soldiers of the national securmedia, even though Congressional comit} state-these are the men who will
mittee investigations have utilized Chrisde troy our constitution. They estabtic evidence and witnesses in their
lished alliances with opium and cocaine
inquiries. Miami U.S. District court has
smugglers. Thq do not belie\e in the
granted Christie broad legal authorit)' to
American people. We're just going to say
subpoena witnes es and obtain evidence
··no·· co them.
under a tough 1970s anti-organized
·'1t is important that you understand
crime federal statute known as the Rackthat the agenda of the leadership of the
eteer Jnfluenccd and Corrupt OrganizaRepublican and Democratic parties is to
tions Act (R ICO)
completely ignore the basic issues. In the
Addressing the 2; year-long activity of
debates going on with presidential canthe 29 la\vsuit defendants known as the
didates. they don't sav a word about this
"secret team," Sheehan said, " Congress
scandal-never ralk ~bout the corn.titudocs not want to talk about the secret
tional defiance of the President-who
team They want to pretend that it is a
we hired to see to it the laws were fully
temporary, ad hoc group that was set up
and faithfully enforced. What Reagan has
by Oliver North. The Tower Commisallowed to happen is a public breech of
sion report tells you that it is nothing
his oath of office, which is an impeachmore seriow, than a certain inadequacy
able offense ~· hen Ed Meese: calh the

l .S. ttorney in the Southern District in
Florida and instructs him not 10 go forward with the investigation of the Contr.1
wc::1p ns and narcotics smuggling, that
is an obstruction of justice-a criminal
offen c. Impeach. That is the word that
should be on the lips of every Amc:rican
and we must not allow thb man to simply
le:n eoffict' in a normal term. He has pc:rformcd an absolute and total outrage
agaimt the Amc:rican public and our
Constitution. He has to be rc:moved
from office.''
For more information on who to\\ rite
in Cc,,,ngress to stop Contra aid, to
\"igorously pun,ue the Conrrascam itwestigations, or for information on the:
c:ampaign to impeach Reagan, contact
the Christie Institute, (202) 797- 8106;
132• i\. Capitol St
W, Washington,
D.C 20002. Local groups involved in
the campaign to stop Contra aid in-

elude: Friends of Nicaraguan Culture :
6;0, and Ccmral America Information Center: 583-292;.
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PRISONERS FOR PEACE DAY: Dec. l
You can take part in international support
for imprisoned war resisters Tuesday,
Decc:mber 1. War Resisters League International asks that you send cards or lettc:cs of solidarity to those political
prisonen,. The: messages of support serve
as warnings to prison and government
officials that the war resisters are not isolated from worldwide: public opinion.
The Prisoners of Peace Honor Roll this
year has been expanded beyond those
who are conscientious objectors to
include people imprisoned for non violent action against war prc:par.1.tions.
To obtain a list of prisonc:rs and background information, contact the Peace
Rc:sourcc Center: 265-0730. Remember
the Prisoners of Peace on December L
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Loyola Women Defeat San Diego

~~Marymount women's volleyball team closed out its
conference schedule Saturday night with an easy 54-minute sweep
of the Untrersity of Sar Diego to clinch second place in the West
Coast Athletic Conference.
The 15-4, 15-7, 15-4 victory raised the Lions' record to 17-15.
They finished 10-4 in the WCAC. San Diego fell lo 6-20 and 4·10.
The Lions won their last six conference matches without losing a
game and have won seven straight overall. Leslie Wohlford led the
attack with 14 kills and Lori Rodman had 13. San Diego had a
hitting percentage of .029.
Loyola completes the season with non-conference matches
Monday at UC Santa Barbara and Tuesday at home against Fresno
State.
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He's ready to dive in to a~tion
(JSD 's Pelton has some big shoes to
lurnt for Jim

team two years ago
Pelton fmst et down m Kan s following graduation from Palo
Verdes lhgh m 1983, f1gurmg to

Knight saJs
he '.i; sorry - D-8
make regular Fmal Four appearances with th Jayhawks. But Pellon
soon learn d he wouldn't be playmg
m th Fmal Four or with the Jayhawks for that matter
An an le mJury prevented Pelton
from playing a a fr man, so he
red h1rt d He was healthy the following eason but his playing time
wasn t T at' becau e he wa playmg behind a fellow named Danny
anning, he \ 1zard of Ahs.'
"He (Kansas coach Larry Brown)

fi'J]

at center

told me Danny s going to be here for
four year and he's going to be playing,'' said Pelton. "They said I would
be playing a reserve role at the most
because he can e m at my po 1t10n.
·I still thought about staying But
there for bout a month of games it
didn't matter 1f we got blown out or
ting omebody by 30, I
we were
still wasn t getting into the gam s It
kind of struck home that I wasn't
going to get to play, and I didn't ·ant
to sit on the bench for four years
"PlJs, was way out in Ka ns ."
Pelton clicked his heels three
tunes and wasn't in Kansas anymore
He made arrangements to tran fer
to USD and arrived at Alcala Park
between semesters during the 198485 school year
Pelton' problems multiplied with
Pleu~e see TOREROS: D-4, C-01. 1
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Program and the San Diego Volunteer Law Project. In
Friends and admirers say he will have his pick of job the past year the center has concentrated on immigraoffers after his sabbatical next year, including the chance tion reform.
Kranz tirelessly preaches that lawyers have a greater
to stay on at USD as a tenured law professor and teach in
responsibility to society than going to work for large law
bis specialty area, criminal law.
Kranz is noncommittal about his plans, but already a firms and earning huge salaries.
Instead of rushing into court as adversaries, he says,
former San Diego colleague, Mike Navin, now dean of
Die inson Law School in Carlisle, Pa., has offered him a attorneys shoulo spend time in their offices getting to
know their clients and working out alternative solution
visiting professorship.
"He's an amazingly good teacher. If I could only get to litigation.
A law student's leaden diet of property and tax law
him here for a year," Navin said of the tousled-hair,
must be leavened with courses in ethics and human valyouthful-looking man some students call "Boy Dean."
By today's tandards for law school deans, Kranz has u , he says. And in the end, Kranz suggests, the lawyer
will suffer by ignoring the human side of legal tangles.
survived the withering pressures that accompany tlie JO
"There is a lack-of-gratification problem emerging
about twice as long as most of his contemporaries.
"The average service of a dean is slightly over three after 15 years of hedonism. Something is missing in the
years.'' said Richard Huber, a Boston College law profes- practice. We're beginning to see a new indication of stusor and president-elect of the Association of American dent interest in public service," said Kranz, whose 23Law Schools.
year-old son, Stuart, a graduate of Boalt Hall School of
The problem stems from the difficulty of leading a Law at the University of California at Berkeley, spent
group of professionals who describe themselves as basi- last summer working in Boston for Massachu. etts Gov.
cally ungovernable prima donnas.
Michael Dukakis' campaign
"These are people who love to talk, are never chalThough interviews with students uggest that most still
lenged, wish to score points and like to show off," said seek the high salaries and prestige of corporate practices
University of San Diego law professor Robert Fellmeth, if f no other reason than to pay off ma ive debts,
a strong Kranz supporter.
Kranz says he detects a new wave of idealism on the law
Kranz has his critics, but ironically the complaint most schooi campus. He concedes it might be wishful thinking
often heard i.s that he is "too nice a guy" or that he lets on his part.
his sympatlues - either for students or for a cause With an idealism undiminished by the pa sage of 21/z
interfere with the cold objectivity required of an execu• decades, Kranz is part of the generation of young attorlive.
neys inspired by John F. Kennedy's vision of a New
"It's the old problem of a Jimmy Carter vs. a Lyndon Fro11her.
Johnson," said Fellmeth, director of USD's Center for
In 1962, fresh out of the University of Nebraska law
Public Interest Law. "Who do you want? Someone with school, Kranz went to Miami to work as a trial attorney
questionable policies who's a real S.0.B? Or do you want in the organized-crime and racketeering section of the
a Jimmy Carter who is not as effective in implementing U.S. Justice Department.
policy because he's too nice a guy, too humane'"
That launched a lifelong interest in criminal justice,
One area in which faculty members say a Jack of corrections and prisoners' rights. A nationally recogmzed
leadership hurt the school involved not moving ahead on expert, Kranz wrote a textbook on corrections and pris•
desperately needed curriculum reform. Kranz agrees.
oners' rights widely used in law school classrooms.
urriculum reform sounds, the content of law
drY
n the late 1970s, while a law professor at Boston Unischool courses has a direct bearing on how well students versi y, the crusading Kranz honed in on his own profes•
do on the California Statt-Bar e •jnation. Among Cali- sion.
fornia's 16 American Bar A 1ation-accredited law
''Students were frustrated by the end of their second
schools, USO ranks about in the middle m the pass rate. and third year of learning doctrine at a superficial level,"
much to the disappointment of faculty, administrators Kranz said. "There was no progression. School was narand students.
rowing, not broadening. When they entered. they were
"If I had to replay the last six or seven years, I would
excited and full of ideas. By the end, all the ideas were
have allocated more time to pushing reforms internally. put in little boxes."
I did operate on the idea of wanting to reach a conThose years were also a personal watershed. Divorced
sensus," said Kranz, seated in his More Hall office domi- from his first wife, Kranz found himself alone for the
nated by a Ben Shahn poster that says: "You have not first time in his adult life, unable to meet people and
converted a man because you have silenced him."
miserable.
Kranz continued, "Today, I would be more aggressive,
One perceptive law student who noticed was
though there are others who would say I pushed too Hallstrom,
separated and struggling through law school
hard."
child. Their views were complementary.
small
a
with
But Sister Sally Furay, university provost and a Kranz
been forged in the early 1960s working
had
politics
Her
admirer, dismissed the idea that he should have conduct- with a civil rights group, the Student Non-Violent Coordied faculty meetings in a more authoritarian fashion.
in the South.
"I hear some say he should have been more autocratic, nating Committee,
Today they live in Mission Hills with Hallstrom's high
and others say that would have been a disaster," said
Furay, adding that Kranz has "more than lived up to the school-age son, Christo. Kranz remains very close to his
expectations" of the dean-search committee which lured three children, Shari, Stuart, and Stefanie, from his first
him to San Diego from Boston in 1980 after a national marriage. While Hallstrom and Kranz share similar
search to replace Donald Weckstein, now a tenured law views, their public personae are as different as night and
day.
professor.
Nearly everyone agrees that Kranz improved the facKranz keeps partisan politics out of the office. In his
ulty by a number of excellent hires, including tax law oxford shirts, conservative silk ties and horn-rimmed
specialist Karla Simon, international law expert Maimon glasses, he uts a conservative figure on a campus distinSchwarzschild and Christopher Wonnell, a proponent of guished by the number of sun-bleached students who
free-market "law and economics," a conservative cost- wear surfer shorts to class.
benefit approach to the law.
Hallstrom agrees she is the more outspoken of the two.
To the dismay of second- and third-year students who Hanging in her office is a large photograph of Ronald
grumble about no parking spaces and a crowded library, Reagan with a red slash mark through the middle.
this year's entering class of 403, an increase of 55 over
"Maybe that's because I'm from Brooklyn and he's
last year, is the largest in the history of the law school, a from Nebraska," she cracked.
fact that Kranz attributed to the school's growing nationBut Kranz's commitment to social reform has left an
al reputation since it was founded in 1954.
Employers also have discovered USO. The number of indelible stamp on his administration, according to colon-campus recruiters interested in third-year students leagues and students. Faculty members say, not always
approvingly, that he bends over backward to be fair to
has quadrupled since 1981.
Kranz does not take credit for all those changes, saying students. Some would have liked him to take a harder
that be built on strong foundations laid down by his line at times.
That characteristic compassion for the underdog, howpredecessors in the 1970s. But one legacy that is distinctis admired by many students, including Erick Soever,
1980
in
up
set
Center,
Law
Diego
San
the
is
ly his own
with money from the San Diego County Bar Association. lares, p{esident of La Raza Law Students Association,
Physically, the center consists of four cramped rooms who said Kranz helped the Hispanic student organization
in a building next to the Jaw school. Spiritually, it is a obtain many of its goals.
"He's a very complex, interesting person," said formt.
kmd of legal nursery where Kranz and his attorney wife,
professor Navin. ·'He's a funny combination of a
law
ideas.
progressive
nurture
Hallstrom,
Rogoff
Carol
Two projects germinated at the center and successful- dogmatie liberal and a thoughtful lawyer. Personally,
ly transplanted downtown are the Community Mediation he's one f the best people I ever met."
Continued From Page 1
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year. It's not really like that this
f
orero . how ver He discovered

"Unfortunately, 1t didn't work out as
well as I predicted "
th
Said USO coach Hank Egan: "He
that h w s comp ting with not on
but three players - center Scott came here and played the same posiThompson and forward. Nil. Mad- tion behind kids that were experidl'n and • teve Krallman - for court enc d with thi school and my syst m and one another He ended up
tim
Gue s who bid d hi. tim ndmg not getting a whole lot of playmg exp('ritnce. It' one of tho~e things in
the pme
''I wa thmkmg lher ' three guy I lif that happens."
Pelton played m just even games
can fit in weJI with and we can get a
sophomore year (h wasn't eligi·
h1
Pelton.
said
good rotation gomg,"
r un1,n11,,,J frum /~]

•Torero

that 1t has arrived. he's hoping to
hine
"It' been a battle getting through
the pa t couple of years," said Pelton. "It' been sort of a survival test."
Jim Pelton i a urvivor. So if
things don't work out this season,
don't expect him to go Jump off a
chff.
Jump out of an airplane, maybe.
"I'll probably pick up sky-diving
again after the season," he said "It's

ble until late in the season because of
his transfer), scoring 30 points in 29
mmutes. He played in 12 games last
season, scoring 33 points m 79 minutes.
Now, Pelton's counting the minutes before his first start since high
school. He will be USD's starling center when the Toreros open the 198788 season Friday night in Houston
against Rice.
''I haven't seen playing time like

pretty exhilarating."

•••

OTES - Egan said his starters
for Friday's opener will be Pelton at
center, senior Marty Munn and junior Mike Haupt at forward and jumor
Danny Means and sophomore Craig
Cottrell at guard.
"They've been in the program and
loyalty is a two-way street," said
Egan. "But it's not theirs ensured and
they can be beaten out. The new

I'm hoping to see in a long time," he son. However, he's prepared to fend
said. "It's kind of a scary feeling. I off questions comparing him with
feel like I've been out of basketball. Thompson, who was the WCAC's
I've been practicing and doing that, Most Valuable Player last season.
"I've been trying to put Scott bebut I don't have game experience.
"I haven't really been in the spot- hind me," he said. "I don't want to try
light. It's going to be ~bvious now if I to live up to him. I just want to try to
screw up. Ifs not just going to be in a play like I am able to. There's no
way I'm expecting to fill Scott's
practice situation."
There's a question as to liow well shoes.
"It seemed like we based a lot of
Pelton will perform against power
offense around the center last
the
seathis
centers
taller
forwards and

players are closmg the gap."
Means is the on! y returning starter
from last season's 24-6 NCAA Tournament team. He started all 30
games along with Thompson, Ma~
den, Mark Manor and Paul Leonard.
• Freshman guard Bob Coady is no
longer with the team. Coady
redshirted last season after undergoing open heart surgery. He had surgery for a deviated septum earlier
this year, putting him behind in

.
preseason conditioning.
Coady, a business major who attended Anaheim Servite High, is continuing his education at USO.
• The Toreros signed four players
to national letters of intent during
the NCAA's Nov. 11-18 fall signing
period.
Anthony Thomas, a 6-3 sophomore
guard at Mesa (Ariz.) College, signed
after averaging eight points and five
rebounds for Mesa's 30-6 team last

year. It's a little less structured and
allows for a little more creativity
from the other guys. I'm not a prolific scorer. Scott was expected to
score, but my role is going to be a lot
more rebounding and getting it out to
the guys on the break. That's not to
say I'm not going to shoot the ball."
Egan isn't expecting Thompsonlike things out of Pelton either, sayPlea.se ~ee TOREROS:

11}

ol. 1

season. Mesa has been a recruiting
hotbed for the Toreros, who discovered forwards Manor, who started
for USO last season, and Pete Murphy, a starter on the 1985-86 team, at
the school.
Alan Lewis, a 6-8 forward at
Fullerton High, Carlos Carrillo, a 6-6
forward at Rosemead Bosco Tech,
and Kelvin Woods, a 6-5 swingman at
Pomona Damian High, are the other
/
signees.
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Phyllis Parrish

Designers open holiday season,
t e Bennett Wrights.
·red the opening night gala of
" elebrate the Holidays 1987," whose general
chair i Kay Porter . In its sixth year, this presentation of Christmas vignettes of the well-known by
local designers included those sponsored by Muriel
and Javier E obar, Consul General of Mexico, by
La Jollan Lucy Huddell, one for Linda Smith by
Caroline Murray and the Victorian Christmas tree
ornaments of the Smithsonian Institution sponsored by Karen Sickels. Richard Kaleh designed for
the Lawrence Cushmans, and John Baylin, artist

and caterer, designed tor Suzanne and Todd Figi.
John al o catered both parties. For the Thornton
reception: moked salmon on pumpernickel,
John's signature jicama and carrots as flower
petals, endive with cheese and caviar, and carpaccio. Food stations among the vignettes included
ro t lamb, tir-fry veggies served in smart red and
white Chinese take-out food containers with a
choice of chopsticks or black forks, and an enormous bowl of English trifle with petite Christmas
cookies.
Admiring it all: Jane and Frank Rice, Betty and
Jack Davis, Patti Field, Bob Faust, Randy Taylor,
Doris and Mack Lovett, Sara Jane and Tom
Sayers, Tommi and Bob Adelizzi, Iv • ilyn and Kim
Fletcher, Sue Raffee, Marianne .;Donald and
_,.,
Adrian Jaffer.
San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir D. 123,092)
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hat collective yawn you just
heard can mean only one
thmg. It's time for college
basketball again
In other parts of our country, this
1S a signal for people to dress up
funn ,, paint their laces and jam
themselves into storied arenas JUSt
to watch practice.
In San Diego. 11 is a ignal to
chec the tele\ i ion 11 tings and ee
ii ther s good movie on
a pectator port in San Diego,
college basketball historically ranks
somewhere between a grumon run
and frisbee
Coming from t Midwest, I never
have understood this. But then, there
are a Io of things I don t understand
- such as how "The Equalizer"
alwavs fmds a parking place.
Though college basketball teams
m this city may not be natio~al
powers. they have played quite a
le .
Though they don't always win,
they don't always Jose, either. Both
San Diego Stale and the ~~iv~ity
of San D~o have won e1 er their
conference championship or
conference tournament m this
decade, and we are talking about
very good bask tball conferences
here
Jim Brandenburg, the new Aztecs
coach aid he believes the Western
Athletic Conference could have four
top-20 teams t · season - and he
should know, because he left one of
them in Wvommg to come here.
As if to i.nJ rscore Brandenburg's
contention. ·ew Mexico whipped
defending Pac-10 .. hampion UCLA in
mg round of pre«'1lson NIT
play. The Lobos ·ill have all they
can do to stay with Wyommg,
Texa"-El Paso and BY m the WAC,
however. The confere ce is that
g_ood..______,-~- - -

Each of those team w1I ppear
·n San Diego this sea on, b~l don't
ther to purchase your tlC'l,cts
head of time. You'll be able to do
Just as well on gam day.
Sure it takes two to tango, and
Brand~nburg laces a ma, ive
reconstruction pro1ect on the mesa
with a program that went 5-25 last
ea on But even when the Aztecs
were wmning a lot and playmg
teams such as DePaul and Virginia
tough, they didn't come close to
.
filling the Sports Arena.
Now .. well, Brandenburg aid
•we know that we're a mediocre
basketball team right now."
USO i commg off a West Coa t
A etic Conference r gular-. ea on
championship and a trong NCAA
Tournament showing against
Auburn (one-pomt lo ), but the
Toreros have graduated four of five
starters _ including big man Scott
ThoJY1oson.
•·v, e need a Jot of coming
together," USD coach Hank Egan
id.

t b, poin , the most intnguing
act m town may belong to the third
Division 1 entry, former punchrng
bag USIU O team has made more
progress lately than the Gulls, but
then the Gulls had a Jot of·progress
to make.
Gary zarecky, who constructed a
high-school dynasty at Sweetwater,
has gone 19-37 m two sea ons at
IU, not bad considering the team
won exactly one game the season
before Zarecky arrived.
The Gulls scored a major
breakthrough last season by
defeating San Diego State, an
outcom that caused Smokey Gaines
to begin ondering his eventual
resigna lion
"I don't think people are laughing
at us anymore," Zarecky said. " ow
we have to go out and gain respect
from everyone."
If nothing else, you have to
respect Zarecky's 1magin~Uve
recruiting. Not many D1v1S1on I
teams list a starter from South
Dakota and feature two players
from Yugoslavia. This, truly, is
United States International
Universitv.
You also have to admire
Zarecky's candor. Most coaches,

See Lockwood on Pa/e C-5

!Locktood: N 9
hurry to buy
those ticketsf

Continued from C-1
while discussing their team's
prospects. will tell you how much
the kids have to improve. Zarecky
will tell you how much the coach
has to improve.
"For us to play .500 or better, I'm
going to have to mature as a coach,"
he said.
"When I watch San Diego State
and USO play this year, I think we
have equal talent and maybe a little
more depth. But you still have to go
against Hank Egan and Jim
Brandenburg. I've only been at this
level two years, and I've really got
to improve.
"Ifs when you get down to equal
talent that coaching really kicks in.
I've got to learn to play chess better
at this level. Here, every move you
make is answered. These guys have
families to feed, and they do their
·
homework.
"So a lot of it depends on how well
I do. Our kids think they're going to
win 20 games."
The Gulls' quest to reach that
goal, as well as Brandenburg's
attempt to rebuild from scratch and
Egan's bid to keep a good thing
going with mostly new players,
should prove interesting.
At least to me. But what do I .. /
/ ...
know?
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/ New dean at USD sees nursing sliortage complicated by aging population
By Jofe1ji~;ken

Tribune Education Writer

The nursing shortage predicted by
the year 2000 will be particularly
acute because of our rapidly aging
society, says _USD's new nursing
school dean, who oHereoiier bluepnnt for staving off a medical crisis.
Janet Rodgers who came to the
University of San Diego last summer
from Lycoming College in Williamsport, Pa, said the shortage can be
alleviated by taking a number of
step now, before it becomes critical.
The plan, which she outlined during a recent mterview at her office,

"First of all," she said, "we need to
involves upgrading nursing education, increasing salaries, improving standardize the basic preparation for
working conditions and getting more nursing education, to make a bacfederal funding for nursing pro- calaureate degree the minimal entry
level for a registered nurse.
grams.
"Many nurses (now in practice)
"By the turn of the century more
than 13 percent of the population will passed their state board and got dibe 65 and over," Rodgers said. "This plomas as registered nurses, but
is particularly true here in San didn't get their bachelor degrees."
The salary structure for nurses
Diego. So, many more nurses are
needed to help them in prevention must be improved to encourage
more people to enter the field, she
and maintenance health care.''
According to a recent report by said.
Rodgers, 52, is understandably
the U.S. Bureau of Labor, there will
be 612,000 more vacancies in nursing sympathetic to the plight of nurses.
She began her career as a registered
posts in 2000 than there are now.

nurse and was head nurse at New
York State Psychiatric Institute in
New York City before she went into
teaching and administration.
"Registered nurses with a bacheIor degree are started out at about
the same level as other college graduates," Rodgers noted.
"But the problem is that at the end
of seven years, salaries for nurses
average only about $7,~ more ~han
the beginning pay, while other Jobs
have a good deal higher salary bikes.
This inequity must be corrected.
"Also, there is a ~eed to offer substantial differences m wages for eve-

College basketball 1987 -88
practice, 'Where do you want me
son
Otherwise the difficulties he had today, coach?' It's become kind of a
as a freshman at San Diego State fun thing with us."
Said Haupt, the 1984 San Diego
(where he averaged two pomts a
game) might have forever oured CIF Player of the Year when he left
Mira Mesa High: "I love moving
him on the game.
"Those things were tough; I around. It's like I'm back in high
learned from them " he aid. "I school again; like I'm an all-around
eren't like a situat10n player. If I only play the point, I get
m an,
wher I couldn't make a hous pay- bored. Same thing with playing forment, or I had four kids at home. But ward or the po t."
Haupt, who holds a 3.3 GPA in
I think I'll b able to handle omething like that better becau e of what business administration, is a Junior
in athletic eligibility and a senior in
I've gone through."
Coach Hank F.gan de cribes Haupt academics. He was awarded an
a hi "utility infielder." At 6-5, 215 added year m scholarship funds, alpound , Haupt ha value both outside lowing him to play next year as a
nd und me lb, nd hi· rol may graduate student.
"Michael represents what we
Itch from ame to game as the
tand for here," said Egan. "He's a
a on moves mto WCA
Torcr
student first, then an athlete. He does
play.
"He docsn t care about ht own a good job in the classroom, and he's
:.. . ._r_~so_n_o_f_f _th_e_fl_o_o_r._P_L_us~•~h-e'_s_
L _____________t_a_ts_,"_._a_id_E_,g_a_n~• H_e_•1_1_sa_y_t_o_m_e_ a_t _ a_n_ic_e_pe

got talent and he helps us win."
The Toreros probably will fall
short of last season's 24-6 record, the
best in school history. Too much inexperience probably will prevent
even a push toward a second straight
West Coast Athletic Conference title
and subsequent NCAA playoff berth.
Last June, the Toreros lost 62-61 to
Auburn in the first round of the
NCAAs.
A disappointment, yes, but not a
disaster, according to Haupt.
Winning never will become his allconsuming desire, of greater importance than getting A's or coaching
kids or spending time with his family
or pursuing his Christian faith.
"I hate losing as much as anyone. I
mean, I really, really want to win,"
he said. "But there's so much pressure, so much stress. Every day you
h_a_v_e_t_o..:g:_o_ou_t~a_n_d_t_r::,_y_t~o..:p_r_ov_e_ to_

yourself that you belong on the floor
along with the other 14 guys on the
team.
"I know my (playing) career is
limited. I've only got two more years
left here and then it's over. I have no
desire to go over to Europe and play.
I think I've been fulfilled here."
During the summer months, Haupt
is in charge of youth recreation
leagues in Mira Mesa. What he sees
often disturbs him.
"I like working with kids, but I see
too many kids who get that competitive fire going a little too early," said
Haupt. "There's nothing wrong with
being competitive, but too many
adults put presssure on their kids to
win.
"I try to tell the kids that it's not
that big a deal if you lose a game.
When you're 10 years old, you don't
;,_, that winning is evta;,.ught
be;....;.;
_;n.;..e.;..ed::...-to;...,;.

erything. That's why so many kids
get burned out. . . And that's probably why I got burned out for a while."
Solid as it is, the Toreros program
never will be confused with the programs at Kentucky, Louisville or Indiana. But Haupt feels blessed to
have played at USD.
Haupt says he will leave Alcala
Park with a lifetime's worth of memories.
"It's like Coach Egan told us last
year at the NCAAs," he said. "He
said: 'Some day, when you're 30, 35
years old, you're gonna be sitting behind a desl< somewhere, wondering ii
you've ever done anything exciting in
your life. And I want you guys to
think back to right now ... and realize that you've done something pretty special.' "

ning, night and weekend _work for
nurses. At .P'.esent, the differences
are very mi~imal. We are abo~t the
only professional group that is e~pected to work on a 24-h~ur .~as1s
w1t~out any real co,m~ensahon.
Smee there is a d1m1mshmg pool of
nurses, the_ feder~l governm~nt
should ~tep m and mcrease. fundmg
for nu~mg progi:a,ms, she said. .
Hospital conditions under wh1c_h
nurses work need to be 1mp~ol(ed if
more people are t_o be drawn mto the
,.
pr~less10n, she said._
. N~rses ,are carmg people, she
said. They re concerned about help-

ing patients who are_ in pain. W~at
bothers nurses :'1°st 15 when th ey re
faced w1th bemg acc?untabl~ for
large numbers of pat:ents wit_h a
short staff. ~ften, they re not given
enough help. . .
Rodgers a)s? is ~1sturbed about t~e
lack of participation nurses have m
.
.
m~nagement roles.
~e have to substantially _increase
the mpu~ of ~.urses !~to pohcy-makm~, dec1Sions, she said.
They make up the ~argest number
of healt_h-care professionals, yet ho~
many sit ~n the boards of hospitals.
Very few.
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Toreros open season at R·ce
,, ~ USD seeks post-Thanksgiving feast of Owls, not fowls

By MKenney

The remainder of the team's 13man lineup consists of six fresh•
men, one sophomore and one junior. The players who could make
the most immediate impact are
freshman guard Kelvin Means and
junior guard ~rem Leonard, who
played at Mount San Antonio Junior College last season.
Youth wil be served.
"It's a very young group and
what it is in addition to being
young, is that \\-e're changing some
-----'-------

Rice provides an immediate
challenge. Although Egan won't be
The year after begms for the
putting any early pressure on the
~D b a ~ team tonight in
Toreros, the Owls won't be so unHousfonwhen the Toreros open
derstanding.
th':!ir 1987-88 season against Rice.
"Rice is a team that presses full•
USD completed the best year in
court for 40 minutes," said Egan,
the school's history last season
adding facetiously, "That's just
with a 62-61 loss to Auburn in the
what you're looking for when
first round of the , 'CAA Tournayou're taking a young team in
ment. J\mon
e Toreros' accomthere."
pi hments were a 24-6 record, a
The Owls were only 8-19 last
WCAC regular- eason title and a
season, although the Toreros man14-game winning streak. The
aged Just a 48-47 win at the USO
Toreros also led the nation in field
Sports Center Rice has some gaps
goal percentage defense (40.1).
'We don't have the
to fill as well this season.
"All our teams in the future will
same amouat of size and
Rice forward Greg Hines has
now be compared to this team bepower'
graduated, taking 29 percent of the
cause of how hard they worked and
_ Hank Egan
offense (18.2 ppg) with him. Also
becau e of what they accom- _______________ departed is guard Mike Cooper (5.5
plc·bed," said USO coach Hank
ppg), who exchanged his high tops
Egan.
things because of the new people," for cleats. He's playing for the
The biggest challenge for the said Egan. "But we're also chang- Owls baseball team this season.
Toreros is replacing four senior ing some things because the new
Junior center Andy Gilchrist
starters - center Scott Thompson, people are not like the old people. (10.4 ppg, 7.0 rebounds), sophomore
forwards Nils Madden and Marie We don't have the same amount of guard D'Wayne Tanner (5.2 ppg)
Manor and guard Paul Leon:ird - size and power, so we're going to and senior swingman Mike Girardi
who, along with Danny t lean.,, have to play the gam a little d1f- (6.4 ppg) will attempt to compenstarted all 30 of the team'., games ferent."
satl' for the loss of Hines ar,~ r ,olast eason.
Egan anticipates some growing per.
Means, a junior, will start m the pains.
One other replaCPl"~nt for Rice
bac court against Rice along with
"There's going to be some slip- is Scott Thompson, who has resophomore Craig Cottrell. Junior page in execution because of the placed Tommy Suitts as the Owls
Mike Haupt and senior Marty newness of the program fitting coach. This is the first head coachMunn will be the starting forwards people together," he said. "I expect mg job for Thompson, 33, who
and senior Jim Pelton the center. some of that to happen. What I spent four years as an assistant to
Means averaged 8.0 points a game want us to establish is that we will Digger Phelps at Notre Dame and
last seaJon. The other four com- compete, no matter how tnings are had spent the past seven years as
bined to average 10.3 points a going, and that we ar., enthusiastic an assistant to Lute Olson at Iowa
game.
about what we are doing."
and Arizona.
Tribune Sportswriter

Tb

an Otego Union/John G1bbi

M rty Munn will be counted on to 'get the ball in the basket,' says Coach Hank Egan,

,

Egan aces question marks
"ll DI no longer a t am learning
1d ''It I a team
that
n't ·ant to I "
Egan enters th
n with only
two hoot
upon Y. horn h can
count On , senior wmg forward
y Munn, will
t rting for the
first time. The other, Junior Danny
M
• will be asked to quarterback
th team from point guard, a shift
that will lightly restrict hi shoot•
mg opportumh .
Th other arters - sophomore
guard Craig Cottrell, Junior forward
Mike Haupt and senior center Jim
P lton - had a combined 293 minutes playing time and 86 points last
ea on Egan id Pelton i being
challenged by fr hman Keith Colvin, a po 1ble starter tonight at
R1 ·e 10 the opener.
Th key player may be Haupt, a 6foot-5, 2l~pounder who wa the
CII<'-San Diego Section 3 player of
the year m 1983-84 while at Mira
esa High. Haupt began hi collegi•
ale career at San Dwgo State,
tran errmg to USD after his fresh•
m n sea on (1984-85).
"He's a player," Egan aid ''His
real ability I in tu understanding
of the game. he majority of basketball is played without the ball. If he
. cor , it's off h1 work and not a
great hooting ability. Haupt plays
good defen e ... really good defense
all the time, and good inside work
under the boards. His contribution is
s1gmficant. Our club would be fine if
we could get everyone to emulate
the play of Haupt"
Defense i very important to
Egan. Last a on, the Toreros led
t 1•
• fi d-goal
rcenia
d f n e (4 .t).
Offen ively, Egan i counting
largely on Munn and Means. Egan
aid he sees the 6-foot-6 Munn following ID th footste~ of former
Torero · Peter Murphy and Manor,
both deadly outside shooters.
(Manor tut 32 percent of his threepoint hots las sea on). ~unn, a
community-college transfer, spent
his first ason with USO as a

ho to win,' Egan

backup at the hooting-forward spot,

as had Murphy and Manor.

"Marty handles the ball and
drive better than Murphy and
Manor" '
· ' very t~m
needs a one guy who tllinks about
how to get the ball ID the basket."
1ean 6-1) .is the top r turnee. He
averaged 8.0 pornt • last season, shot
47 percent from three-point range
and was second to point guard Leonard in a ·i ts. But he is being moved
into Leonard's lead rship slot.
"Last year D;rnny had the luxury
of playing off a good point guard,"
Egan said. "Now he's the point
guard. He is in charge. It will place
more d mands on him.''
To ea e some of the pressure on
Mean , Haupt will bring the ball upcourt.
Cottrell (6-6) will start at off
guard although Egan said he is hopmg Cottrell will be pressured by two
players with brotherly knowledge of
USD's ·ystem, community-college
transfer Efram Leonard and freshman Kelvin Means.
Up front. the key is the 6-9, 230pound Pelton, who started his career behind Danny Manning at Kan•
as, then waited behind Thompson,
Madden and Krallman at USD. He
has played only 105 minutes in two
ea on.
"All of us are products of happenstance," Egan said. "Pelton's talents
were in !me here with three players
who had experience and played together. He is a good athlete, but not
the Inside power player Thompson
(15.9 points, 7.4 rebounds) was. But
Pelton runs and Jumps better, and
wc'l pr bahly oot more from the
outside."
And run more pressure defense.
"We'll be more mobile with Pelton," Egan aid. •·on defense, that
means more pressure; on offense, a
lot more movement. We don't have
the size and in ide firepower we had
last year, but we're probably more
mobile and have the ability to pressure more on defense."
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'School districts
urged to raise
d-(7')

teacher stan ards :.
By A. Dahleen Glanton

. • Revamping teachers' compensa-•
\ion systems. The report determined.
School districts must raise the that teachers' pay must be increased•
standards for teachers and make by at least 50 percen• to make it
them more accountable for educat- c_omparable to some other profes-.
ing _students, the director of the Car- SIOns.
•
negie Forum on Education and the
• Restructuring the schools to·
Economy told county educators.
make teacbLg more effective and
Marc Tucker, executive director of rewarding. Teachers must have a
the Carnegie forum, led a seminar stronger voice in how services are
th.15 week at the University oU!_n delivered to the students, be given
D1eg_o for !Jfficials of the San Diego more autonomy. and be held acUnified School District and the coun- countable for educating students.
ty Office of Education about reforms
• Encouraging the community to
:e!ed to im rove education in pu~ set goals for school performance.
Mob1lizm
mHJ~
"If we continue as we are today" source to prepare minority youngT~cker said Monday, "school di~- sters for teaching careers.
tr!cts_ will lower standards, states
To~ Payzant, superintendent of·
will _issue temporary licenses and
S~n Diego city schools, said the dis-;
growing numbers of teachers wlll
tnct endorses the Carnegie report al- te~,ch out of (their) subject.
most word for word He pointed out
· The best teachers now in the
that teachers as well as administra-.
schools "'.ill be increasingly dispirit- tors must change their attitude to.
ed and will eave in increasmg num- make 1t work.
•
bers, ~nd the more academically ac"I don't think tbchers realize
comphs~ed students entering college
what the report IS talking about in
will avoid teaching."
The Carnegie Forum on Education terms of accountability. That means
and th~ Economy, a program of the when the buck is n, it's not passed
Carne ie Corp. of New York, issued a back to me or the board of educatiorr.
to_ take the responsibility" Payzant
report last year outlining the re- said
'
form that school districts must imThe distnct addressed many of
P1;,ment to be more competitive.
A Nation Prepared· Teachers for these rl'forms in a Schools of the Futur~ report issued last year Monthe 21st Ce tury' suggested:
d_ay
s seminar was the first in a se• Raisipg the standards for teache_rs and strengthening their educa- ries about how the distnct can best
implement thl'm.
tional preparation. This would inPat Oyeshiku, a Morse T;gh School
clude a_bolishing the undergraduate
teacher, said she agreed with the redeg_ree m education and, instead, re- forms
cru1tmg those with degrees in the
"I say take the power because (1t
arts or sciences. Those students then
wo~ld be required to get a graduate, ~eans teachers) have more influence
cbmcal degree that would replace ).n the classroom," Oyeshiku said.
But when we say we need more
st~dent teachmg with apprenticemoney, ... we have to realize that we
ships.
have to be more accountable."
Staff Writer

,,
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ou needn't be versed m the
We tern Athletic
Conferen e, or even a
college ba.ketblll junkie, to realize
what Jim Br andcnburg left behind
m Wyoming wh n he came to San
Diego State last pring,
ln all likelihood, though, he will b
reminded every day of a sea on that
eegins tonight_ when the Aztecs play
Mnsas State m the Sun-Met Cla ·sic
in Fresno
We re n t just talking climate
here, ei 1 1Gr !though it must be
reassu ng for Brand nburg to know
he ca e1 foot outside Pete n
G m on any rught and not run the
n k o! getting hit by a snowplow.
or 1s rt neces anly the team
Brandenburg coaches within the
gym, although. heaven knows this
wouldn't seem the best seaso~ to be
the newest ex-coach at Wyoming, let
alone the newest new coach at San
Diego State. Brandenburg, poor
chap, 1s both.
"I don't know,'' Brandenburg said
with a chuckle. "If you read Sports
l/lustn,ted, I left Wyoming because I
c-ouldn't stand the pressure."
The very cover of that magazine
serves as a reminder to
Brandenburg. Adorning the front of
the 1987-88 college basketball issue
Is a photo of forward Fennis Dembo
bedecked_in real cowboy gear, with
a k1, y1. yrppee bloomin' A. If
basketball gave a Hei man, it might
JU t be handed over to Dembo right
now. And everybody is back in
La.ramie from a team Brandenburg
guided to the NCAA West Regional
semifinals last season. Everybody
but Rrandenburg. that is
Consequently, nobodv would be
urprised 1f the WAC finally got
hack fo the Fmal Four, but with
Benny Del'S as the 'Pokes couch.
Prepare for a season of hearing
about Wyoming, then.
To be sure, the wlld, wild West ·
Laramie · bound to be even wilde
h1 mter
'I how you what kind of peopl
they have m Wyoming,
id U D
coach Hank Egan, who lilied ro 1'mfke
annual trips to Laramie by sled-dog
team from the Air Force Academy.
"After playing there once, (former
BYU coach) Frank Arnold called
them despicable. Those people went
out and had T-shirts made up. The
T-shrrts aid, 'We are despicable.'"
And that, as much as anything,
may be what Brandenburg
ultimately misses. Passion.
Out here, of course, we are
different. Bless us. We are, like, so
eh11led out.
Our boredom threshold is only as
as high as the sand underfoot. Unlike
so many hoop-heads in the East and
Midwest, we don't go indoors to
escape the outdoors. We do the
opposit~, unless of course, you've got
something worth staying inside for
Wyoming fans tend to hate
everything except Wyoming. We're
not predisposed to dislike anything,
save perhaps bad Mexican food, a
d~ck hook and the nasty things salt
a1r can do to a car's paint job.
But we can be had. Oh, we get
worked up for a World Series when
the Padres win the National League
pennant. Every single time. Visits
by the Raiders tend to get the local
corpuscles pumping, too.
Basketball? What do we know
from hoops? We actually let Donald
Sterling inside our city limits
without a leash. USD's been in the
NCAA tourney twooltiie past four
se_asons, including last year, and it
still is forced to play in a gym that
could double as a racquetball court.
For his part, Brandenburg
remembers the night 10,000 people
were m the Sports Arena to see the
Aztecs play Wyommg. But that was
three seasons ago and,
understandably, most of those 10,000
never bothered to come back.
Wyoming won, incidentally.
Thus raising another point. It's
sadly fitting that the Aztecs are
openin elsewhere tonight. Might as
well g t it used to it f st. e, you
can ex pect the Aztecs O be met by
some senous brutality out there on
the road this season. As if the
embarrassing antics of Gerald
See Jenkins on Pt ge D-2
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takes Toreros
Egan
';)-Cf 5'(
for road test at Rice

f.,r. 1111
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By Mark Zeigler
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USD suffers OT
road Joss to Rice
By Th<

ener in OT
•·we played hard and we didn't
q it Th t was the best part. I
thought we were going to win it when
we took 1t to overtime," Egan said
fter trailing 6-1 early, Rice came
back to move ahead 26-21. USD tied
ore at 26-26 with 4·33 lef Jn the
t
half, but Ronald Robertson's 10
1
m in the final four minutes of the
half gave the Owl a 38-30 halftime
L_
~d

.<somtcd

o

?;ff,,55'

TO. - Dave Mlachnik's even points m overtime led Rice to a 97-90 victory over U§.l2.Jastyight in the season opener forliotn teams.
Rice, a member of the SWC, led by
as much as 13 in the second half before USD's Danny Means scored
eight points in t~e fmal minute of
regulation play, mcludmg a threepointer with four seconds left that
tied the score 82-all and sent the
game into overtime.
Mlachnick hit a pair of free throws
to give Rice an 84-82 lead. A threepointer by Mlachnick put Rice ahead
89-86, and his 10-footer_ with 1:16 left
gave Rice a 91-90 lead 1t never lost.
Mlachnik led the Owls with 19
points. and Marty Munn scored a
game-high 30 points for San _Diego.
After trailing 6-1 early, Rice came
back to move ahead 26-21. San Diego
tied the score al 26-26 with 4:33 left in
the first half, but Ronald Robertson's
1o points in the final four minutes of
the half gave the Owls a 38-30 halftime lead.
Munn. a 6-6 enior, bi~ o H of his
26 field-goal attempt , mcl ding two

University of SaJ!.Diego's greenas-springr'iie!rSoasketball team
opens tonight (5:30 PST) at Rice University in Houston. Coach Hank Egan
wouldn't want it any other way
'.'I like openmg on the road,• he
said.
What?
''Because you get away," explained
Egan, whose team opens awav f m
the USO Sports Center f()r the third
straight season. "It's just ou and the
ballclub. You go into a trange environment. It's a tough scene. It ere
ates .a lot of pressure It's a good
bondmg for the team. It brln thern
together ... Everything w:11 he tested right away."
_&~ially the part about pressure.
Rice 1s an agile, experienced team
with a new coach who likes to use all
kinds of presses all the time. And
four of the five Toreros starters
haven't started since high school.
The lone starter Egan has back
from last sea on' 24-6 team is 6-footl ball-handler Dann1 Means (8.0
younger
points per game), wh
a 6-0 freshman
brother Kelvlll
guard. Sophomore Craig Cottrell (6-5)

will ·tart at the other guard, 6-5 junior Mike Haupt and 6-6 senior Marty
Munn at the forwards. The center
will be 6-9 senior Jim Pelton, 6-8
freshman Keith Colvin or 6-9 red hirt
freshman Dondi Bell
Egan said Colvin, who averaged
18:3 pomts and 12.2 rebound at Chico
High, has the in ide track: "He's just
beating everyone out nght now H~'s
playing the most mistake-free of the
three."
Rice (8-19) returns 13 lettermen.
includmg four starters. Among the
returning starters are 6-8 center
Andy Gilchrist (10.l ppg), 6-6 seruor
forward Mike Girardi (6.4) and 5-9
sophomore guard D-Wayne Tanner
(5.2).
The teams' only previous meeting
was last December in San Diego.
U D won, 48--47
Some coaches with players without many collegiate minutes would
approach the opener as an opportumty to play everyone, to get inexperienced players experience. Egan isn't
among them.
'Tm going for the win," he said. "I
don't know how to play people just
for the sake of playing them."
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Cont1nu d from D-1

Paso. They're not too fond of me in
Provo, either. Or Fort Collins."
He paused, honestly trying to
think of an exception, someplace
where a pa t Brandenburg team
hadn't don something that might
require a payback. He thought some
more
"I'm not ure I'm a real popular
man any here In the WAC, or
anywhere e ," he 1d. 'Exeept
maybe Laramie"
Thmk again, Jim.
"And," he added, "I'm not sure I'm
popular there anymore."
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will be lookmg for its first victory
tonight when ii faces UC-Santa Barbara in its home opener at 7:30.
The Toreros (0-1) lost their opener,
97-90 in overtime to Rice Friday.
The young Toreros were led y
senior forward Marty Munn's 30
points. Guards Danny Means {13),
U2l and 6-foot-8
E m Leo
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Yen if]§~· It'll be payback time
arduh~ WAC for Aztec coach
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l/Toreros go for first win at home tonight
Tribune Staff Report

';).....'{'

SAN DIEGO-Hank Egan, the
University of San Diego basketball
coach, says ne always hkes h1
team to open the season on the
road. That way, he can get an idea
of hpw the players respond m
fam1har 1mrroundings.
Tonight, in its 1987-88 s ason
opener USD will open against Rice
University at 6,30 (P Tl at Hausto It' ihe first time USD has ver
played at R1re.
It' also the fir t lime that th1
particular USD team will play
together anywhere. With only on
on'
starter return ng from la
24-6 team, the Toreros have a
different look.
"I'm really not ~ure what kind of
team we'll have th cason," Egan
said "I'm a believer that the team
creates 118 own kind of character as
along. It's certainly too
it g
early to tell what thi team will b
like,"
On thing's for sure, the Torero
will be smaller than last year. wh n
7-footer Scott Thompson and 6-9
forward Nils Madden wer the
leading-scorers.
Jim Pelton, at 6-9, is USD's
startmg center and Marty Munn, a
shootmg forward, 1s the team's next

Cottrell,
tall t pla)'er t G·G Cr
a 6-5 guard, and M1k Haupt, a 6-5
forward, will Join I) nny Mean. , the
only returning starter, in tonight's
starting lineup.
USD opened last season with a
G0-57 victory at Utah und went on
to win thl' Wr. t oa t Athletic
Conference r gular season championship. USO heat !lice 48 47, at
home last season.
The Owls, from the outhwest
Conference, return rour start r
from last season's 8-19 team, m
cludmg 6 8 Junior center Andy
Gilchrist who averaged 10.8 points

.pergam

Rice also has a new coach-Scott
'l'homp on, who took ovr.r ,;1t mid
s a on last year for Tommy Suitts.
CHRIS ELLO

Calendar / San Diego
• I door Soctc-r
7:3.\ p.m.- orkcr v . W1ch1ta,
San D1 go Sports Arer a
• Grey ound Racing
• 2:30 and 7:45 p.m.-Agua Cal
1ente
• Jal Alai
8 p.m.-1'1iuana Fron ton

San Diego, CA
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at San Diego's National Univer;ity have
been opening their mailboxes to find preapj roved Visa credit card applications
awai 1in~ 1hci1 signatures.
Instead of bearing the> name of some
strange bank in South Dakota, these cards
display familiar gold and blue colors and a
name close to home: National University.
Schools such as National, San Diego
State University and the University of California, San Diego are taking part in one
of the hottest financial marketing games
in years: affinity credit cards. Affinity
programs boost the credit-card portfolios
of banks and savings institutions, which
issue and sen ,ice the credit cards bearing
the organizations' names. In return, the
banks give the sponsori ng organizations a
cut.
The idea, about three years old, is just
beginning lo catch on in San Diego . Some
observers say that affinity credit cards
may one day make up 60 percent of the
credit card market.
Imperial Savings Association this
month started n;arketing to National's list
of 150,000 students. lmperial's first affinity program began in June with a mailing
to the 25,000 brokers and associates of the
national realty firm, Ele~ealty
Associates. As part of an ongoing marketing effort, the ERA card also will be
offered to ERA customers.
Affinity cards are offered only to the
members of a particular organization,
with incentives such as ,ow interest rates
and no annual fee. M.:mbers then are
encouraged to use the cards because they
help raise money for the organization .

semor center J 1m Pelton and freshmln center Dondi Bell, both 6-9.
In rebounding, USD grabbed 48 to
Rice's 44. The Toreros' Munn and
Kehvn Colvin, a 6-8 freshman , were
credited with eight rebounds each.
Said USD coach Hank Egan: ''We
executed terribly and they played an
excellent press." However, Egan said
he was pleased with his team's inten_e play.
"We played hard. and we didn'
quit," he said. "That was the best
part. I thought we were going to win
it when we took 1t to overtime."

t ' 'ZN§
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By RANDALL PATNODE
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In the past few v.cek;, students enrolled
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"Splrll't Call: Women'•
n Inst tute for
Chris n M,nl tries course, will
1 e place Dec. 2 from 6:30-9:30
p m In lomon Lecture Hall
Coat Is S6 al the door Presenter
1 51st r Rosemary Rad r For
information, call 260-4784
A dramatic workshop will be
performed In costume Dec. 4·5 at
e p.m In Sacred Heart Hall.
Scenes from six operas
performed In English will be
st ged. For more, call 260-4682.
H•ndel's "The Messiah," part
one, wlll be presented by the
USO Community Choir Dec 11 at
a p.m in Founders Chapel .
Director will be Father Nicolas
Reveles Cost Is $5 general, $3
atudents S2 children For more,
call 260 4800 ext. 4456 or

O_p~nsSeasonAgai stRice

for tailor-made credit cards

*Tore os-- - - cont,nueJ From C-Jt}.
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1 Loca schools sl1ow affinity

Please see TOREROS: C-6, ol. 5

from three-pomt range. In all, the
Torero · hit on six three-points, compared with Rice's eight.
However, starting guard Michael
Haupt, formerly of Mira Mesa High,
had limited success, scoring only
four points after takmg one shot
from the field.
However, the Toreros missed the
inside scoring punch and key rebounds that 7-foot center Scott
Thompson provided the previous
four seasons before graduating.
Their tallest two players are now

P. C. B
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The USO men's basketball team
ill play UC Santa Barbara tonight
al 7:30 in the Toreros' home opener
at the USD Sports Center.
USO opened the season Friday
mght in Houston with a 97-90 loss to
Rice. Senior forward Marty Munn
led the Toreros with 30 points in the
game. Junior guard Danny Means
added 13 and reserve guard Efrem

Leonard had 12.
u~p ,defeated UCSB 77-71 in last
years meeting in Santa Barbara. Tonight's game figures to be a bigger
challenge for the Toreros since they
return just one starter from last
year's 24-6 team. In addition, the
Gauchos opened the season Friday
night in Santa Barbara with a 67-64
win over WCAC Tournament cbampion Santa Clara.

were the other Toreros to score in
double figures.
The Gauchos (l-0) beat Santa
Clara, 67-64, in Santa Barbara Friday.
Last year, the Toreros beat the
Gauchos, 77-71 , in Santa Barbara.

Take the sales literature for National's
Tomorrow Card, offered through the
alumni association: "Just think - by
going about your daily business, you help
support the university that has helped you
·
get ahead."
In National's case, .25 percetn of sales
on the Tor.,'.lrrow Card go toward the
university's scholarship program. It's too
early to tell how much that adds up to,
said Alumni Association President Herbert Day.
"Anything helps," Day said. "We have
a developing program and this will supplement it."
Affinity cards also supplement the sagging credit-card marketing responses
banks have been experiencing lately. Responses range from I percent to 3 percent
of the total mailing on regular credit
cards, said Imp~rial's Kathy Basch, senior
vice president of bank card operations.
Affinity mailing lists yield 5 percent to 10
percent responses.
Affinity lists also save the banks money,
s1'ftce they usually get them for free·as part
of the deal with ·the organization. To
acquire the lists through a broker can cost
between $5 and $200 per thousand, Basch
said.
' Affinity groups also tend to use their
cards more, Basch said. Traditional bankcard users average about four transactions
a month, Basch said, compared with fourand-a-half to five transaction a month for
.
affinity group users.
"The rates and fees are better on affinity cards, and that drives up the usage,"
Basch said.
National's card carries a 17.8 percenr.
interest rate' and no annual fee. lmperial's
standard no-fee Visa - about 250,000 arc
in circulation - charges 19.8 percent
interest.
The deals between banks and affinity

groups vary widely. Some groups get paid
on a per-transaction basis, while others
take a percentage of sales· on the card or
get a fee for each card accepted into the
program.
Affinity programs are so hot that all
kinds of groups are jumping on the bandwagon. San Diego State University went
plastic in July, and the University of California, San Diego did this summer. The
University of San Diego is considering an
affinity program.
Evenr groups such as the March of
Dimes and Vietnam veterans, want in on
the action. Basc)1 said she recently turned
down an affinity card proposal from a
water district. The Sierra Club has issued .
26,000 cards to its 430,000 members, raising $250,000 since beginning its program a
year ago.
But unless the groups arc willing to
actively support the program, they may be
disappointed, Basch said.
"The impression is that this gives a lot
of cash back to the groups. But there has
to be ongoing support," she said.
SDSU is planning to market its affinity
card well beyond the scope of the university; it plans to make point-of-purchase
arrangements with local vendors, said
Rich Talmo, director of the alumni association. The issuing bank, First Interstate
Bank in Los Angeles, will pick up most of
the marketing cost, he said.
SDSU's initial mailing to 70,000 alumni
in July yielded 1,600 cardholders.
This month, the university received its
first royalty check - $15,000- about on
target with expectations, Talmo said. First
Interstate pays SDSU a fee on sales
through the card and a fee for each card
·
issued.
"It's a- passive way of raising funds,"
Talmo said. "People feel close to the uni•versity."
the
of
picture
a
The SDSU card, bearing
university's photogenic bell tower, carries ·.
a fixed interest rate of 19 percent or a vari- -·
able rate. Like most other cards, it offers
travel benefits and some form of check
writing.
Talmo said SDSU differs from other,
institutions, however, because 60 percent .
of its alumni stay in San Diego. "It
behooves us to do as much marketing as
possible," he said.
Basch wouldn't say how much income
Imperial expects to get from its affinity
program, l!lthough it's expected to remain
less than ,5 percent of lmperial's credit
card portfolio.
While eastern banks dominate the affinity card market, G,~ American First
Savings Bank may be jomin-g-tmperial in
the chase. A Greal American spokesman
said the instilution is considering a program of its own.
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Backing Means for the hosts was
Munn. who scored 11 of bis 14 points
in the second half, and Haupt, who
had 15 points and eight rebounds, in
addition to playing tough inside.
Freshman center Keith Colvin added
nme points but fouled out in just 15
minutes of court time.
DeHart led UCSB with 22 points,
and guard Brian Johnson scored 11.
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DeHart cored 22 points to lead
UC-Santa Barbara to a 72-67
nonconference college basketball victory against the University of San Diego on Monday
night,
Santa Barbara saw its lead
shrink to 67-64 with 24 seconds
left in the game, but three free
throws sunk with 16 seconds to
go gave Santa Barbara a 70-64
lead.

1/-S /',if(-vT~nd

l'Gi\. w hv1d He
jumped off th bench,
. tomped those loafers, put a
cratch in that sparkling USD S ~
Center floor and tarted cFeammg
uy 10 the black-and-white
at th
triped h1rt
"That' NOT an intentional
FOUL," pleaded 1-~gan "The guy's
P for
going for th BALL H
th BALL.'"
1J

le.ft, th y would have asked
"Why' Hank makin 11 th fu ., He
trymg to tay within 30'"
In that plea. -erase-the-tape first
half th G uchos played Name That
Score. They were up by 14 at mterm1 10n and once led by 17.
But here it was, 17 econds to play
nd Egan's Toreros had scrapped to
within three and the ref wanted to
end the comeback story by whistling
Jim Pelton for an mt ntional foul.
UCSB's Brian haw hit one of the
two fr throws, making it Gauchos
68, Toreros 64. Awarded the ball
again bccau of the intentional foul

Plea e ~ee TORERO · C-3, Col. 1

d cided it was time to play," said
DcHart, the PC A' fr hman of the
year la t ason
Still, the gritty Torercis didn't fold
They battled back to three on two
occa 10n until THE CALL.
Said I-;gan "I think it was a foul,
but I think he was trying to block
that pa from gomg downcourt."
Said Pelton: "I don't thmk I des rved the blatant call. The idea was
to nd him to th free throw line.
But the ref emed to feel it was
blatant. I w just going for the ball."
kcd if he thought it were an intentional foul, Shaw, the fouled party
said," ot really. He wa aggressively going for the ball."
Oh well. But the important thing,
as far as the Torer are concerned
1 tha the ·n,-.-~- ~ut of heir hrsth If fog. How bad wa it? Try 10
tumov rs. Try 7-of-22 from the field.
' It was a terrible start," said
Egan, who ha a way of gettmg to the
point ''We play d the second half
hke a basketball team and the first
half like five md1vidual
''I hop we learn d omething
from lt becau e I think we have a
Jong way to go before w are a good
ba k tball t am W have to learn
ho to play wttb th intensity that's
required at th1 1 veL You have to
le rn to u e the ystem, whatever the
ystcm m y be, to get your production rather th n go off on your own
and i.;et your production"
In the : ring department, junior
guard Danny Me n I d the Toreros
with 17. He was 3-for-3 on threepomters Mike Haupt scored 15 and
pull d down a game-high e1ghl rebound . Marty unn scored 14.
II thm con 1d red, USD's head
co ch took th · lo w 11
E n f1v mmut alter the game,
1 aning m o th r er • bower:
''I'll lay you 10-to-on odds it wa n't
an mt ntional foul. C'mon, let's look
at the tape '
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Gauchos sharpshooter DeHart
takes~ heart out of Toreros
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WORKSHOP" The ~nlV.filSlt1°
"WINTER '87
I be Friday and Satur ay night
of Saf}j)iego
a~·s Sacred H~ rt Hal Information: 260-4682. L

USD's Keith Colvin (in white) looks for his shot against the
defense of John Westbeld.
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Carlton Davenport, with six
points total, scored on a layup
at the buzzer to give Santa Barbara the lead for good. Santa

. ___,.,-

- - - - ";2XG'"j

Barbara's Brian Johnson added
11.
USD, 0-2 overall, was led by
Danny Means with 17 points,
while ,Mike Haupt added 15 and
Marty Munn 14.
The Gauchos, 2-0 overall,
never trailed after leading 6-5 at
15:23 of the first half. They led
39-25 at halftime.
USD center Jim Pelton
fouled Brian Shaw and Shaw
missed the first free throw but
scored on the second.
Seconds later, Pelton fouled
John Westbeld, who sank both
free-throw baskets, then Pelton
fouled out of the game .

Los Angeles, CA
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A dramatic workshop will be
performed in costume Dec. 4-5 at
8 p.m. in Sacred Heart Hall.
Scenes from six operas
performed in English will be
staged. For more, call 260-4682.
An alumni Mass will be
celebrated Dec. 8 at 7:30 p.m. in
Founders Chapel. Reception
follows; the Bishop Buddy Award
will be presented. For more, call

•

2&-4808.

CJ

Asoncert featuring music for
gu,t~r and synthesizer will be
held in Sacred Heart Hall, room
104, Dec. 9 at 12:15 p.m. For
details, call 260-4600 ext. 4486.
Handel's "The Messiah," part
one, will be presented by the
USD Community Choir Dec. 11 at
8 p.m . in Founders Chapel.
Director will be Father Nicolas
Reveles. Cost Is $5 general, $3
students, $2 children. For more,
call 260-4600 ext. 4456 or
260-4682.
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Aztec Women Run Down USD

I

In Sa_n Diego Debut, Perry Has 32 for SDSU, 85-61
.Wg,-5

ByCII°RISDELUCA
_SAN DIE?O-Chana Perr}, San
Diego States highly touted Junior
forward, made her San Diego debut
Tuesday night and said she 1s
quickly making the transition to
the Aztecs' fast-paced style.
The UmverfilY at San Diego
never could, as the Aztecs won
85-61, m a nor,-:onference game at
the USD Sports Center.
It was the home opener for USO
0-2). The Aztecs improved to 2-1.
Perry sat out last season as a
redshirt after she transferred to
SOSU from Northeast Lou1s1ana
University two years ago. She said
the time off turned into a valuable
education.
"The biggest difference i that
my old team was not as fast,'" Perry
said. "We ran only when we had
the opportunity. It wasn't forced to
where we pushed the ball all of the
time."
Perry had her best game r:J the
season Tuesday night, scoring a
game-high 32 pomts with 13 rebounds.
Most of her points came from
under the basket on passes from

•

.
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Fo, "he Times

USO s Can~1da Echeverria (left) and SDSU's Sheri Edmonds fight
for possession of the ball Tuesday night at USD Sports Center.

.
forward Jessica Haynes, who added
26pomts.
Aztec Coach Earnest Riggins
said he hoped Perr} would have
received even more feeds underneath.
"I thought we should have
passed more to her," Riggins said.
"We were a httle timid, and I don't
think we were blocking out well."
There's no reason why the Aztecs should have appeared timid.
With Perry (6-5), Brooke Meadows (6-4) and Connie Waikle
( 6 9) on the floor most of the
game, the Aztecs towered above
the Toreras, whose tallest player is
6-2 Christi English.
But the Aztecs were outrebounded in the first half, 20-19.
SDSU improved in the second half
'
31-1~
"Height has nothing to do with
rebounding," Perry said. "We
weren't boxing them out lin the
first half]. We made better contact
in the second half."
For much of the game, SDSU had
a 10-point lead. The Aztecs had a
chance to take a 13-point lead early
in the second_ half when Perry
scored SIX straight points, but she

miss_ed three foul shots during the
scormg spree.
"I know I'm going to be fouled a
lot this year," she said. "I should be
shooting around 90% !from the
free throw line]."
Tuesday, she shot 44% ( 4 of9).
. USD led on_ly twice in the openmg half, takmg its biggest lead,
10-7, after Candida Echeverria
sank a 12-footer 5,14 into the game.
From there, the Aztecs took
control. SDSU built its biggest lead
of the first half, 31-19, when Perry
scored on a Haynes pass in the
middle of the key with 3:20 to play.
But USD steadily trimmed the
lead, mostly behind the play of
freshman forward Molly Hunter
who scored five straight point~
after entering the game with a
mmute to play in the first half.
Hunter made 3 of 4 free throws in
the one-minute span to cut SDS U's
lead to 33-28.
USO made a run late m the game
cuttm? the lead to 60-53 on Eche~
v~ma s 30-foot jumper. But SDSU
picked up the pace and quickly
outd1sta_nced the Toreras in the
fmal mmutes on a series of fast
breaks.
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Ill

econd half, UC San Diego ralhed to
beat Colorado College, 91-82. m the
first round of the Lee Fulmer
Memonal tournament at the University of Redlands
UCSO (2-3) traded, 43-40, at
halftime but controlled the second
half, leading by as many as 20
points. Colorado College narrowed
the deficit with four straight
three-pointers in the final minute.
Kevtl'! Stewart Tiad 16 points and
Andy Wagstaff added 15 points and
9 rebounds to lelld UCSD. The
Tritons meet Redlands tonight at 7
m the econd round of the eightteam tournament.

Solana Beach CA
(San Diego c~.)
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Mark Kraatz scored 25 pomts and
John Burkhardt added 17 to lead
Christian Heritage College to a
121-79 victory over West Coast
Christian m the first round of the
Azusa Pac1f1c tour ament.

MEN'S TENNIS

0
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KC council at USO
to hold art a tion

'
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97 .90

"Right now, web gin b playmg
like hunch of nd1v1dua1 th n w ,
dec1d to get back mt~ the gam~
d ·w
aft r we're lo 11'1 · Eg
have come close both"tia~: ..~mese
·
"
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Cal Po y Pomona 68, USQ.__60 -

Center 1k1 Bracken scored 24 and
teammate Arrhine Edmonds 23 to
lead the Broncos (4-1) past the
Toreras at USD.
USO (1-3) shot just 28 percent (8for-28) from the field in the first half.
falling behind, 33-21. Guard Candida
Echeverria led the Toreras ·with 16
points, and for ard Karen Skemp
had 12 points and 11 reboundi1-"f':>S-
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red Benedetti
meriiliers'Steve Ba
ss1cal solo's by
present concert of j
Billy Taylor, Augustin Barrios and Chick
Corea, as well as original compositions by
Baker and Benedetti, 12: 15 p.m. Dec. 9,
Sacred Heart Hall Admission ,s free.
- - - -~ "~

The Umv~rsity of_.San Di '.:l. o still
will be looki'iig'Ior'i{s first basketball
win of lhe season tonight when the
Toreros host Montana at 7:30 in the
USD Sports Center.
•·We're still a long way from bemg
a Division I team," USD coach Hank
Egan said after his young Toreros
fell to 0-2 and had a 17-game home
winning streak snapped in a 72-67
loss to UC-Santa Barbara on Monday
night.
Montana is led by 6-foot-9 junior
forward Wayne Trinkle. Wing forward Marty Munn has scored 44
p< ints in USD's first two games, and
point guard Danny Means is aver1/
ing 15 points a game.
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/'10r~ opera workahop dlrecte~b~
Wilham Eichorn, featuring seen
r- •
from "The Magic Flute," "The
rlage of Figaro," "Carmen" and others, will be held today and tomorrow
at p.m. In Sacred Heart Hall at the
Univ~ of San Diego. For more
Information call 260-4600, Ext. 4425
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•
Arts
USD' ~II presenl "Wfoter '87" in
. s acred Heart Hall at 8
p.m.
t?mght and tomorrow
f. cenes from
six operas Will be
ing Mozart's "Mpe~ ormed, includ"Marriage of F' ag1~ Flute" and
l~o/
260-4682.
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Gamble o New Starters
USD, 61-56
for
Off
Pays
~&r·
By MARC APPLEMAN,
Times Sr.a// Writer

SA~ DIEGO-Snee Umverstty
of San Diego Coacb llani,; Egan
c:"a:ms he 1s ner,ous about he
nknown, he must have been really nervous btfore Friday's game
agamst Montana.
Egan s ted three freshmen
center K uh Colvm making h1~
third collegiate star nd forward
nd g ard Rand
John 8ayer
Thompson mak Pg th"tr firSt
'Tbey ear d 1t th1 v. ee m
pracure Ega smd · You give the
people ho havf' been v.ith u •he
longest the first shot, but then 1t s
up for grabs. It was a gamble'
The gamble p!uu off as USD
defeated prev10usly und fe cd
Montana, 61-56, m front of 1, 33
fans at the por C tcr for 1
f t win of the e 01 after tv.
defeats.
.
And the heroe. were
Colvm, 18, had a team high 15
points and 7 rebounds and put the
L
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Collao - lu1ic lacully
~ O - Gro 1 1 m

Toreros face Montan
in search of first wi
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Center at 7:30.
·
Guard Danny Mean ( 15
per game) 1s the only star;ei?:~~
last sra on. The frc~hman , artcrs
are forward Ke1lh Colvin a1 d John
ayer.
F.gan points to his tl'am's lack of
conllnu1ty a the b1gge t tumblmg
block m its two lo scs to dat I
· n
· ·
th
e s ason opem r, USO rallu•d
from a 13-pomt dcf1nt to catch
Rice befor<' Jo mg in overt rne

llf8x

tion . 235-8255
The ,m h5. m Dccemb_er - - - - - - - - - - THE FIR T PRE BYTERnaturally Chn tmas music
IA.· CHURCH i the . ite for
.....- --.....- .
Howcvcr, a few non- easonal
Choir's
We tmmster
the
event are spnngmg up as
"Feast of Lights.·• Dec. 13 and
well
14, at 320 Date Street in San
STEPHE:-1 BUR. ·s will be
Diego Call 232-7513
p rforming the trurnpet o om
THE LA JOLLA CHA'.\IBER
Hummel' E lajor Trumpet
SOCIETY'S
MUSIC
Concerto with the San Diego
BRA. "DE, 'BURGCONCER!O
...,.....,.,.,
ymphony on Frida; and
necessarily
not
v. lule
aturda) at . ymphony Hall
Chri. tmas music has become
Burn pPrformed here rt'centa holiday tradition This 1s the
ly with the Mo cow \'irtuosi,
ninth year for this perforby
conducted
be
and \\ ill
mance, at v. hich the complete
more mformat on.
1 rael · Yoav Talm1
Brandenburg Concertos by
CIVIC
THE LA JOLL
TIii: AN DIEGO YOUTH
J s. Bach are performed m the
'l\'ERSI y is also pre .
Y:\-lPHO. Y will be performImmaculata Churc~ at the
entmg a ing-a-long, but 1t s
ing ii Fall Concert on Dec ~9,
Uni\'ersitv of San Diego The
decidedlv different. The •) m
at the College Avenue Baptl. t
Los Angeles Chamber _Or"Messiah
phony· · annual
Church, 4747 College . Ave.
chestra will be performing,
Sing-a long" will be performed
Adm1 sion 1s free. For mforNicholas
by
conducted
at ·t James b) the ea 743
mation, call 298-6377 or 233~O. Call
Dec
on
:\lcGegan,
Dec.
on
Prospect m La Jolla
.
3232
event
this
as
tickets.
for
soon
Tickets
p.m
and
m
p
at
Chri mas music can . be
4
1
12
is usually sold out (459-3724).
arc 6 _ You may bnng your
heard virtually at any time
Jn other LJCMS news. the
or huy on at the
during the month. Thi · is Y
O ·n scor
scheduled concert by pianist
no mcru a. complete hstmg.
Claudio Arrau. cancelled this
, • TCRACKER
d~~iE
• ot only is it not complete, but
week because of illness has
popular.
always
BALLET
add
certainly more arc being
1
been rescheduled tor Feb, 14.
nnd can be seen and ht ard
ed dail).
Tickets for this week's date
many time. tlus month 1 he
A VICTORI N CHRISTMAS
will be honored then There
, ·orth Coast Ballet Academy
CELEBRATIO. ·, at \ ilia
are still tickets available.
will be performing at the
Montezuma, 1925 K Street. m
PAST
LOOKING
Art
Cultural
Carlsbad
contrnues
Diego ,
San
DEGJ..::\-1BER, at an outstanCenter. There will be tv.o perthroughout the month. (?n
dmg way to begin the. new
formances, Dec 12 at ; p.m.
Sunday the P_erfect Cu_rc will
vear. a Strauss concert will be
and Dec. 13 at 4 p.m. For more
perform Engh h, Scottish and
performed in the Versailles
The
1-1832.
4
call
information
l~:
De~.
On
Welsh ballads
Room of the Westgate Hotel
Cahforma Ballet Company
"The Old Glove '.fadngals
on Jan. I.
East
the
at
performing
be
will
Eli~abethan
in
will perform
To include your organizaArts
Performing
County
costumes. For more mformation·s concerts in this column,
Center, and at the Civic_ Thetion, call 239 2211
send information as early as
ater in San Diego For mforTHE 'AN DIEGO SYMpossible but at least one
mation call 560 5676.
PHONY will have it:, first
month 'ahead. to. Classical
"Sup ,r Pops" concert on Dec.
Notes, 13711th Street, Del ~ar,
S '\t HI"JTO. '• the e\ er11 and 12, [~aturmg '.\htch
C.' 92014. Also please continue
in~er/
folk .
popular
:M iller m "Holiday Pop. Spec"
entertainer will mg ho 1day
S
t
vour releases to
sending
mg-a•
mas
taeular,'' a ...,un,
1
P.0 Box 90. OceanPremier.
nthe
folk song on Dec. 12 at
long This is to be a family
side. Ca .. 92054.
ternatinoal Gallery. 6433 G
event, with children' ticket
Street m San Diego. Admtssion
half priced. Call 699-4205 for
11\.l D
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A ~c?cL.rfank Egan, the
Umversitf of San Diego men's
ba..<'ltctoal coach, walks onto the
court every day, hopmg 1t will b •
e day h1. group of young players
Jellsmtoa cam.
He h'.19 seen glimpses of a team
effort m both of the Torcros'
games, but 1t hasn't b en enough to
satisfy him.
"W ,
ere young, really young,"
E
gan said of his team, which
features two freshman starters.
"We're m a po 1t1on where we arc
r lly trymg to come together as a
basketball te!m and we haven't
done that yet.
onight, USD (0-2) geL~ nothcr
chance when 1t meets the Umversty of Montana (3-0) in a nonconference game in the USD Sport

Top-seed Scott Patridge OIJ,ii.:,,..'--+f
had to play three sets to defeat
teammate Rick Mathe!lon Thursday to move into the sem1fmals of
the San Diego All College tennis
tournament at USO.
Patridge won, 6-3, 2-6, 6-3. He
will play No. 5 Russell M yers of
San Diego State, who beat No. 4
Dan Matera of USD, 6-4, 7-6.
The other semifinal will be between two USO players, David
Stewart and Mark Farren. Stewart
beat Woody Yocom of SDSU, 7-5,
6-7, 6-4, and Farren defeated
teammate J.R. Edwards, 2-6, 7-5,
7-5.
Semifinal matches begin today at
1 p.m. at USO.

1·

San Diego State' m n' ha ketball
team will be going for its third
straight victory tomorrow night
when the Aztecs visit host Arizona
State m the first round of the Kactlll
Klass1c . Game time IS appro1irnately 8:15. There 1s no radio broadcast.
ASU (2-0) has defeated Texas Tech
83"8 and Northern ArJZ na 79-75.
The Aztecs (2·1) knoc ed off orthem Arizona 78 73 last Saturday in
the co lation round of the un Met
Cl ic.
In other news, Jon Ba m, a 6-8,
220-pound sophomore forward, has
ided to quit the team and transfer
to nolher schoo~ according to Az•
coach Jim Brand nburg B kin
l
veraged 1.3 points and H rebounds
1 games as a reserv last sea on.

Fsr
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gan Hopes USD Can Get Its Act
Togeth I_ Tonight Aga ·n t Montana

Christian Hentage (2-2) had a
54-32 lead at halftime. We t Coast
Christian is 3-4.

, ,,Sing,!'ith seasonal

•••
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USO FINE ARTS DEPAR'J
MENT ( USD Sacred Heart Hal,)
H1ghJ1ghts from operas by Mozart.
Bizet, Pure ll and Poulenc at 8 P m
_;_-:~.~a_:~:d :aturday.
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Toreros ahead to stay Yihen he hit
two free throws with 2J6 remaining to break a 52-52 tie.
"At the start of the> season, I
thought I'd b down on the bench
hke one of the regular frc hmen
wa tmg my turn to play," said
Colvin, from Chico High
Thompson 18, had ·cored just
w,> po nts in 21 minu es commg
1'1to Friday's game l e had stx
points, including two free throws
that gave USD a 56-52 l ad with 32
seconds to play. Thomp on swl a
pa hv '1 ny R cd and was fouled
while drlVIPg t h basket
Sayers, 19, scored all 1ght of his
pomts when he hit four of 1x shots
from lhe field m the fir t half. USD
lcd31-23atthemterm 1 10n.
Instead of playing n vou Jy at
th start, the USD freshmen came
out play1r" ~J t th wa the have
fire.
been pracuc ng tr we
The trio scored ei t of the
Toreros' first 12 pomts. They shot 9
first half,
of 12 from the field in
and 6
combmed for 20 po1Q

On

rebounds and USD outscored Montana 24-12 when they were on the
floor.
"When you're so pumped up, you
go, go, go," said junior guard Mike
Haupt, who had six points and a
game-high nine rebounds.
USO guard Danny Means scored
12 points, including two threepomt shots in the second half.
Forward Marty Munn, the leading
scorer rommg mto the game, did
not start and scored Just six points.
In USO's two previous losses, it
fell behmd by 8 and 14 poinL5 at
halftime and almost came back. On
Friday, USD led by eight at the
half, but allowed Montana to get
back into the game.
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Perw traight Shooting Leads SDSU

o St.a e forward h
n~
P rry had b r strugglmg at tn
free throw line, shooting 55% be•
fore Friday's g me again.st Purdue.
But it was Perry's eight straight
n the ma\ thr e
thro
fr
e Aztecs
help d
m tes
80-74, fo third place
beat Pur
rs women basketball
m th
tournament al Boulder, Colo
~- w

d 3().

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co .)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)

and 16

re un ~- made 10 of 12 sholS from
th hne SD U Brooke 1eadows
added 14 points and 9 r<'bounds
-2) w r playing
The Aztec.s
c Hayne
without start r J
who aggrava d a
Thursday.
Purdue 1S 3-2

•
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Toreros aim to get even (2-2)

,,!!,~}.~t r"~~et Sound tonight
~ i l l try to improve its record to 2-2 tonight when the Toreros host
Center.
Div 15 ion I school Pugel Sound. Game time is 7:30 at the
After openmg the season with back-to-back wins, ~uget Soumi has lost
three str;,1ght The third loss was a 64-60 tback at Boise State on Saturday.
The Loggers are led by center Jay Brewer, who was averaging 20.7 points
and 8.7 rebounds going into the Boise State game.
USO coach Hank Egan started thrP,e freshmen in Fr day's 61-56 victory
over the Umversity of Montana - center Keith Colvin, forward John Sayers
and guard Randy Thompson - and he indicated he'll go with the same lineup
.
tonight.
Joining the three freshmen in the starting lineup will be forward Mike
.
.
Haupt and guard Danny Means.
Senior Marty Munn, now coming off the bench, leads the Toreros m scoring,
averaging 16.6 points. He scored only six ints against Montana and was l·
of-6 from the field.
.
Means is averaging 12 points a game am! Colvin 11.3.
The Torero hit the road for three straig t games - although one 1s Dec. 19
against San Diego State at the Sports ~rtna - and donl return to Alcala
Park until Dec. 28 against Brown.

G tting som

Cr

air t1m . USD sophomore

Cottr 11 (24) g t

plenty of height to

The San Dlt'go l nlon Rom Galgano

snare this rebound, as the Toreros beat Mon- t . /"""'\. · _
--...----"-./ .
'--"'"
tana, 61-56 Story, C-2

Fleshman trio hel s
s<
Colvin. 6-7 forward John ayer· and
6·6 guard Rand Thompson - as
much a th chedule.
fter la t night, USO had only one
more home g me before a tough
three-garnc road tnp (Boise State,
n D1 o tate Fullerton State). Another los could ave triggered an 0.7
tart
Now the Toreros re 1-2 and the
bnght futur E n s for his young
far off in the distance
team 1. n't
not that thil club is over the hump.
Paced by the thr fr ·hmen, who
cored 10 of the first 14 points. USO
Jump d to a 1 -3 lead alter six mmutes. From th t moment on, Montana
(3-1) battled b ck and pulled even at
52, with 3:42 to play when 6-9, 250·

Bv Bill Center
1·,11 Wro r

SD b at Montana for first win
succe ·.
Colvm had 15 pomts and seven rebounds Sayers, the eldest of the trio
at 19. had eight points. Thompson had
six point , four assists and that one
big steal. Among them, the freshmen
Y.ere 11-of-19 from the floor and 7-of·
9 from the line.
Egan's lo ' for starting the three
freshmen w simple
"They ea e<I it this week in practice," he sai "I've always operated
under the id that the people who
have been wi 1 you get the first shot.
After that it' open for grabs. You
earn it, you got it."
But nothing about thi team i
etched in stone. The starting lineup
could change frequently, although

pound center Wayne Tinkle scored
on a 5-foot ba eline jumper.
Young. inexperienced teams typi•
cally fold at such tunes. USO ju t
went to the foul line
Colvm who has started smce the
opener, hit two free throws after
being fouled while going for a rebound basket with 2:16 to go.
Then Thomp on stole a pass, was
fouled and sank two free throws with
32 seconds to play
After Tinkle to~~ed home his 22nd
and final point to halve the deficit,
liSD forward Mike Haupt hit thr of
four free throws oo two intentional
fouls to clinch the game.
USD had its first win and the three
fre hmen had their first real taste of

Egan admitted he probably will cerned because we had lost two
come back with last night's lineup straight and we had to turn back
Montana's run."
against Puget Sound on Monday.
"I wasn't nervous with them play•
"If I'm successful with something,
said Haupt, who, with point
ing,"
I'll abuse it," he said, "but nobody has
established him elf yet. we·re learn- guard Danny Means, was the only expenenced USO player on the floor at
mg and earning."
tip-off
the
There remain a number of questions, however.
"l m sure they (USD's freshmen)
"I'm nervous about the unknown, were nervous. But nerves can pump
and there are a lot of unknowns you up. Tltey did a good job."
about this club," Egan said.
"I thought I'd he on the bench this
They all seemed to surface in the
waiting my turn,'' said Colseason,
vetera
second half, when Montana,
an team that went 18-11 last season, vin. "There doesn't seem to be a lot
made a strong run at the young of difference on this team in talent.
All I've done 1s worked hard."
Toreros.
Last night, the work produced re"It's a game of shoves." Egan said.
''You've got to shove back. I was con- sults.

,.,.,,,
Jlf~'•
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La J ollan as 'Woman of the Year'
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On Sunday, Dec 1.,, lirce band~, -p~ce Museum Balboa Park $75
"Th~ M~r Deis,"' The Half-Notes" ~er person. cai1 Mary Muelle'r, 233and 'Lil Elmo and the Cosmos" are 8797.
Globe Guilders. Black-tie opendonating their music for a dance to
ing night celebration before 8 p.m .
curtain of "Holiday" Thursday at
__ ..__
the Old Globe Theatre. No-host
benefit UCSD Medical Center pedia• cocktails, 5:15 p.m., dinner, 6:15
tric programs. (The hand member
p.m., Pavilion Ballroom, U.S. Grant
Hotel. $27.50 per person. Call 449toured the medical facility to see
the wor there The
r
and
Sh r t n H rbor I land, Champagne
B llroom ha been donated for the
dance from 8 p m. to midnight Tickts re $20 m advance, $25 at the
door Corporate tables are $1 000, m·
cluain a VIP reception Coll 581·
1650

7516.

Uniyersity...ol Sao DilUl.,o Auxiliary. "Christmas Past and Present,"

.

SPINDRIFT$
St. V cent de Paul C nter.

Party honor ng Roar Adm Bruce
Boland w II rai e money for Chrlstm dlnn r for the hom ess, hosted cocktails d hor d'oeuvres,
5:30 to 8 p.m., Wednesday, Aero-

Thursday, social hour, 10:30 a.m.
followed by luncheon and fur presentation by Revillon of Saks Fifth
Avenue, Omni San Diego Hotel,
$25. Call 276-2631.

Social Service Auxiliary of San
Diego. Christmas luncheon with en-

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)

Los Angeles Times
(Cir. D. 1,076,466)
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MEN S TENNISe?q5""~

U ~ San D1ego·s Scott
Patridge. the lop seed. defeated
teammate and third-seeded David
Stewart 6-0. 7•6 in the fma, of the
San Diego All-College Tournoment at
USO
Russell Meyers and Juho Noriega
of San Diego State will play Stewart
and Patridge ir the dol bles final
Monday at 2:30 p.m

tertainment by the Brazzinia Group
and Christmas Money Tree for
work of Sisters of Social Service.
Social hour, 11 a.m, Thursday,
Bahia Hotel, $18. Call chairwoman
Lynn Kinder, 454-0231.
Charter 100. Sparkling Ball '87 is
Sunday, Dec. 13. Reception, 6:30
p.m., dinner and dancing afterward, Sheraton Grand Hotel, $60

per person. Call 279-8722.

Daughters of the British Empire.

The Bond Street Chapter will offer
cucumber sandwiches. scones.
shortbread and more at the Christmas Tea and Fashion Show (by
Beryl's Fashions) next Sunday, 2 to
5 p.m., The Springs, 8070 Orange
·A>1e:;•C.-lrMesa, $7.50, call 447
8331.
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Toreros aim to get even (2-2)

,!!!}!.1:t

Sound tonight

~ i l l try to improve its record lo 2-_2 tonight when the Toreros host
Division Il chool Pugel Sound. Game tlme 1s 7:30 al the US~rts Center.
After opening the season with back-to-back win , Pugel Soui'ld has lost
three straight The third loss was a 64-60 setback at Boise State on Saturday.
The Loggers are led by center Jay Bre er, who wa averaging 20.7 points
and 8.7 rebounds gomg into the Boi e State game.
USO coach Hank Egan started three fr hmen in Friday's 61•56 victory
over the University of Montana center Keith Colvin. forward John Sayers
and guard Randy Thompson - and he indicated he II go with the same lmeup
.

Joining the three freshmen in the starting lmeup will be forward Mike
.
.
Haupt and guard Danny Means.
Senior Marty Munn, now coming off the bench, lead the Toreros m scoring,
averaging 16.6 points. He scored only six points against Montana and was 1·
of-6 from the field.
Means is averagmg 12 points a game a!ll Colvin 113.
The Torero hit th road for three straig t games - although one 1s Dec. 19
agamst San Diego State at the Sport.~ Artna - and don t return to Alcala
Park until Dec. 28 against Brown.

Getting som a,r
Cottr II (24)
Cr

: USO sophomore
pl nty of h lght to

Freshman trio hel s
By 81II Center
1 r "r trr

C.,<
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Colvm, 6-7 forward John Sayer and
6-6 guard Randy Thomp on - as
much a the chedule
fter last nigh~ U U had only one
mor horn g 1e lx!fore a tough
thre -gam ro d tnp (Boise State,
n D1 o tat , Fullerton State) An•
other lo s could ave triggered an 0-7
art.
• ow the Torero
for hi young
bright future E n
far off in the distance
team I n't
not that tbts club 1s over the hump.
Paced by the thre fr hmen who
cored 10 of thr first 14 pomts, USD
jumped to a 1 3 lead after six mmutes From th t moment on. Montana
(3·1) battled b ck and pulled even at
52 with 3:42 to play when 6-9, 250-

SD b at Montana for first win

pound center Wayne Tinkle scored succe .
Colvm had 15 points and seven reon a 5-foot baseline jumper.
Young. inexperienced teams typi· bounds Sayers the eldest of the tno
cally fold at ·uch times. USD ju t at 19 had eight points. Thompson had
six pomt , four assists and that one
went to the foul line
Colvm, who has started ince the big teal. Among them, the freshmen
o ner, hit two free throws after \\ere 11-of-19 from the floor and 7-ofbeing fouled while going fo r a re- 9 from the · e.
for starting the three
Egan's I
bound basket with 2:16 to go.
simple
w
freshmen
was
pass,
a
Then Thompson stole
1t this week in prac'They ea
fouled and sank two free throws with
tice," he sa1 "I've always operated
32 econds to play
After Tinkle to ed home his 22nd under the 1d • that the people who
and final point to halve the deficit, have been wi I you get the first shot.
U D fornard Mike Haupt hit thr of After that if open for grabs. You
four free throw on two intentional earn 1t, you got it ··
But nothing about this team i
fouls to chnch the game
U D had it first win and the three etched rn stone. The starting lineup
freshmen had their first real taste of could change frequently although

Egan admitted he probably will
come back with last night's lineup
against Puget Sound on londay
"If I'm successful with something,
I'll abuse it," he said, "but nobodv has
e tabhshed himself yet. We're learning and earning."
There remain a number of questions, however
"I'm nervous about the unknown,
and there are a lot of unknowns
about this club,'' Egan said
Thev all seemed to surface in the
second half, when Montana, a veter•
an team that went 18-11 last eason,
made a strong run at the young
Toreros.
"It's a game of shovei;," Egan said
"You've got to shove back. I was con-

cerned because we had lost two
straight and we had to turn back
Montana's run."
"I wasn't ner ·ous wi h them playing," said Haupt, who, with point
guard Danny Means was the only experienced U D player on the floor at
the tip-off
"Im sure they (USD's freshmen)
were nervous. But nerves can pump
you up. T ey did a good job."

·•r thought I'd be on the bench this
season, waiting my turn,'' said Colvin. ''There doesn't seem to be a lot
of difference on this team in talent.
All I've done is worked hard.''
Last night. the work produced results.

1987
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On unday Der "• hree bands, -p~ce Museum Balboa Park $75
The,~~r Deis," "The Half- otes" ;er person. Call Mary Muelle~. 233and Lil Elmo and the Cosmos" are 8797.
Globe Guilders. Black-tie opendonatmg their musk for a dance to
Ing night celebration before 8 p.m.
curtain of "Holiday" Thursday at
the Old Globe Theatre. No-host
lx!n ht UCSD Med1ca1 Center pedia- cocktails, 5:15 p.m., dinner, 6:15
tric pro rams. (The band members
p.m., Pavilion Ballroom, U S. Grant
toured the medical facility to see
Hotel, $27.50 per person. Call 449ut the work th re The
r
and
Sh t n Harbo I land, Champagne
B.lllroom, ha been donated for the
dance from 8 pm to midnight. Tickets are $20 in advance, $25 at the
door Corporate tables are 1,000, inclu n a VIP reception. can 581
1650

SPINDRIFTS
St. Vincent de Paul Center.

Party hanormg R r Adm Bruce
Boland wil re, money for Christm dinner tor th homeless, hostd cocktails d hor d o uvres,
5 30 to B p.m., Wednesday, Aero-

7516.
Uniyer•ilx o1 Sao Piwto Auxili•
ary. "Christmas Past and Present,'
Thursday, social hour, 10:30 a.m.

followed by luncheon and fur presentation by Revillon of Saks Fifth
Avenue, Omni San Diego Hotel,
$25. Call 276-2631.

Social Service Auxiliary of San
Diego. Christmas luncheon with en-
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(Los Angeles Co.)
Los Angeles Times
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MEN STENN1so2qs:-.S::
San Diego s Scott
U~
Patridge, t'le Tcip seed , defeated
teammate and third seeded David
Stewart 6-0 7-6 n the final of the
San Diego All College Tournament at
USO
Russell Meyers and Julio Norieg.:r
of San Diego State will play Stewart
and Patridge 1n the dol bles final
Monday at 2 30 p m

tertainment by the Brazzinia Group
and Christmas Money Tree for
work of Sisters of Social Service.
Social hour. 11 a.m, Thursday,
Bahia Hotel. $18. Call chairwoman
Lynn Kinder, 454-0231.
Charter 100. Sparkling Ball '87 is
Sunday, Dec. 13. Reception. 6:30
p.m., dinner and dancing afterward, Sheraton Grand Hotel, $60

per person. Call 279-8722.

Daughters of the British Empire.

The Bond Street Chapter will offer
cucumber sandwiches, scones,
shortbread and more at the Christmas Tea and Fashion Show (by
Beryl's Fashions) next Sunday, 2 to
5 p.m., The Springs, 8070 Orange
Ave.~ irMesa, $7.50, call 4478331.
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he looking for an 1rrv'frse Grecian
Formula 44 reaction? How to go
completely gray m 40 minutes?
"It was a gamble," said Egan, ''But
they earned it this week in pracllce "
And off their performances last
night, expect the freshmen to be in
the starting lineup again Monday
when thP To eros play host to Cal
Poly Pomona.
"If I'm successful al something,
I've been known to abuse it," said
Egan.
All three freshmen made signifi cant contribulions Colvin, the
Torero ' 6-foot-8 center out of Chico
High, led the winner· with 15 points.
Sayers, a 6-7 forward out of Ballarmine High, scored eight. And Thompson, a 6 6 guard out of Don Lugo High
in Chino, scored six.
Keep In mind we're talking first•
year freshmen. The kind that went to
proms six months ago; not the
rcdshirt vari ty.
Even more impressive, the fresh•
men made the plays come crunch
time. After 1 ading 14-3, USU gradually allowed the Grizzl1 back mto
the game With 3:42 to play, Montana
tied the game 52-52.
Then the Torero worked the ball
m:1de to Colvin , who was fouled. He
buried two free throws.
"All of that is memory reflex,"
aid Colvin abiiut hitting the pr .. ure
free throw . . ' I rely on that, I don't
rely on emoti ."
Then came the capper. With 40
·rcond lo play, Thompson picked off
an errant pas , then was fouled while
attempting a layup. He made both
free throws with 32 econds lo play.
End of gam
For Colvm this startmg status is
becoming commonplace. But that

s n

Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
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Toreros get fresh start
gan goes with kids

FLOORI G IT -Toreros' guard Michael Haupt, left, can't keep his feet as he Irie to top Montana'

doesn't exempt him from the team's
sharp needle.
When a visitor mentioned that Col
vin·s aggr ·ssivcness is atypical of
freshmen. junior Mike Haupt said,
"Thank goodness. ' ·
But down the corridor, assistant
coach Charlie KatsiafiC'as chipped in,
"You don't see him everyday in practice."
Colvin did make one freshman
mistake.
With 4:20 to play and the Toreros
only up by two, Colvin went up for an
apparent slam dunk. And missed.
Asked if he were trying to lam,
Colvin smiled and said, "No comment." Then he added, "My legs went
dead on m""
As for Sayers and Thompson, de·p1te practicing with the first team
since Tuesday, they weren't JOO-percent, phone-home-and•tell-the•folks,
certain starters.
"I was wondering if the coaches
weren't ju t psyc-hing up the other
starters," said Thompson
Not until 30 minutes before game
time did they know for sure. Even
then, Egan didn't tell them. Instead,
he brought the players in for some
last-minute instruction, then pointed
to a chalkboard, lo the defensive
matchups for the starters.
As they left the locker room,
Thompson said to Sayer , "C'mon,
let's have a good game and win this
one. I'm tired of losing."
Unlike last year when Egan used
the same startmg lineup for all 30
games, he 1 n't etching this one in
stone.
"If you earn it, you got it," said
Egan.
In the meantime, the future looks
bright, except that it seems to be
blending with the present.

Tnbune photo by Rom Galgano
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Public Interest law Center Keeps Regul
By JENIFER WARRE

ry Agencies on Their Toes

, Times taff Writtr
According to Fellmeth, a former deputy
d1stncl attorney rn San Diego, the program's
goal I two-fold.
"I wanted first of all to give students some
m-deplh traimng in a particular area, wbich is
omething they rarely get in law school" the
bearded professor and veteran consum
advocate said.

'The brunt of our economy is
regulated by all these
powerful little boards, bu the
fact is, most people-like
95%-have no idea that these
things even exist.'

Robert F.nm.th
USD's Center for Pubhc lnte11st Law

ught
But just as importantly, Fellm t
use the program to focus a spotltght on the
state's network of regulatory agencies, which
are armed with the authority to make crucial
dec1s1ons but have histoncally been free of
public scrutiny.
"The brunt of our economy is regulated by
all these powerful htlle boards, but the fact is,
most people-like 95%-have no idea that
the e things even eXJst," Felimeth said
"Before we started keeping an eye on them,
everything was done behmd closed doors,
without visib11ily, without exposure. We've
tried to give the public a voice in the process."
Felimeth believes that many of the
agencies-like Moot's Board of Fabric
Care-are all but useless and could be
abolished with no harm to the consumer. He
contends that many of the various regulatory
bodies-supposedly formed to safeguard the
quality of a given profession and remedy the
misdeeds of its members-actually benefit
and protect the industries they ostensibly
regulate
'Cartel System'

"These industries want regulation because
they can control competition and avoi the
marketplace," Fellmeth said "The boards
become a rt of cartel system. They are
dommated by members of the trade they are
et up to regulate. They are funded by
industry dues. So you get a very uncritical
per pective that does not serve the public at
all."
The law students, Fellmeth ays, can help
alter that posture through the one-two punch
provided by their presence at the boards'
mcetmgs-where they are frequently the

LAW:''Center Keeps Watch
Watchdog Agencies
Over
.,.).{,, <;s'

only pubhc members in the audience-and
their writings in the center's thick journal,
called the California Regulatory Law
Reporter.
Anchored by the reputation of Fellmeth, a
former "Nader's Raider" who was appointed
by the attorney general in January to analyze
the State Bar's discipline procedures, the
program appears to have made qui le a few
waves during its short life.
Most recently, two students' monitoring of
the BoardJ!f edical Quality Asiurance
stTrred criticism of the board's treatment of
foreign medical school graduates, who some
say have been unfairly denied licenses to
practice medicine in California. The board,
orgamzed to protect consumers from
negligent and incompetent physicians, has
been charged with employing a double
standard in evaluating medical school
education in a deliberate effort lo prevent the
licensure of foreign graduates.
nts work. and subsequent
research and lobbying by center attorneys,
caught the ear of the state Senate Committee
on Business and Professions, which last year
issued a formal "accusation" of misconduct
against the medical board and held hearings
looking into the board's activities.

Partial Victory

In September, the center claimed a partial
victory when Gov. George Deukmejian signed
a bill requiring Che medical board to establish
an advisory council to evaluate the
applications from post-1975 Vietnamese
graduates, who have had the most trouble
winning licensure in the state.
Meanwhile, the center has filed a
$13.3-milhon class-action suit against the
medical quality assurance board, alleging
numerous civil rights and procedural
violations in its refusal to issue licenses to the
Vietnamese graduates.
"The center has had a highly influential
role lo play on this issue and we have been
very interested in what they have had lo say,"
said Steven English, senior consultant to the
committee on business and professions. ''The
fihng of the lawsuit was a really significant
action . . . I think their approach is sincere
and many of their criticisms of these agencies
are valid."
Julie Cardenas, a 1987 graduate of the
program, was at the forefront of a campaign
aimed at compelling the ~artment

I
Please see LA.W, Page 17

Conti'uuld from Page 17

onltor
In an episode with marked impact on the local front. a student's
monitoring of the mighty Public
Utilities Commission laid t he
groundwork for the creation of the
Utility CcnSYmetG Aet.:.in Netwerlr(UCAN), which has been a leader
in voicing the pub! c mtere t at
SDG&E rate hearmg< The student
was Michael Shame. now executive director of UCA
"I'll ne•,er forget my first meetmg," Shames said, recalling the
1981 experience. "I sat in the back
row becat se I was embarrasied to
be up tront. There was hardly
:myone else there. The commissioners all spoke a foreign language-something that sounded
like a combmallon of Portuguese
and Samoan-and I thought I'd
never understand it."
Before long, however, Shames
began to catch on. And he soon
realized that the PUC was routmety approving DG&E rate 'nc..-eases, largely because no one was
making convincing arguments in
opposition.
"There were angry ratepayers,
but no one with the techmcal
background necessary to sway the
commissioners," Shames recalled.
So Shames and the law center
filed a petition askmg the PUC for
the right to place mserts m utility
bill envelopes to pre ent the con sumer's side. After a year of hearings, the commissioners agreed to
allow a new utihly watchdog group
to seek members and contributions
through the SDG&E b1lhngs . .
UCAN was horn and has proven to
be a dogged mtervenor in rate
hearings before the PUC, savmg
San Diego ratepayers millions of
dollars in potential increases over
the years
"By the end of our first year we
had 60 000 members and a budget
of $330,000. IL was clear we were
onto something," 'hames said. "If
not for the cent , , one of this
would have been po. ~1t- '

Still, Erbin added that the program needs a bigger presence in
Sacrame nto . "There's room for
maturation," he said.

Utility

Smaller Agencies, Too

Aside from these maJor battles,
the center's students have tangled
with smaller agencies a.~ well.
There have been run-ins with the
Board of Osteopathic Exam ners
•
and the BQard of Chiroprac•~
welf as an ongoing
,.miners,
~ • t . h th,. Contr~tors State
License Board, whlchas drawn
USD's w!'a'Th because of its backlog
of 14,000 consumer complaints.
Another doz_en or so agencies
should simply be eliminated, Fell•
meth and his colleagues believe.
"You may have noticed that
there hasn't been a crisis in dry
cleaning smce the Board of Fabric
Care WllS k1lled," Fellmeth said.
r<!3lly need a .ooard of
··so do
Land c p Architects? Do we need
a Board of Barber Exam ners and a
Board or Cosmetology?"
At least one tcgis! tor and the

Reaction Varied
AF, for the center's targets, calls
to a s. TpL.ig of agencies elicited a
variety of responses-from impartiality to resentment.
At the Board of Barber Examiners, executiv director Lorna P.
Hill had a rather ho-hum attitude,
observmg only that the student
monitors "seem to ask a lot of
questions at times when things
seem to be the busiest around
here." Hill was surpnsed to learn
the students view themselves as
watchdogs, "Who are they wa c ing? What's their constituency?
Where do they get their mandate?"
she wondered.
Over at the Board of Osteopathic
Examiners, awareness was somewhat higher. Executive Director
Linda Bergmann said, "We all
know when they're there, but they
make absolutely no contribution
whatsoever, so we don't pay much
attention."
But Ken Wagstaff, executive director of the Board of Medical
Quality Assurance, is somewhat
more attuned. After all, the center
has filed a lawsuit against his
agency.
"I think there are two centersthe one that reports on what we do
and the one that brought this
litigation," Wagstaff said. "The
first one seems to be helping people
follow what's going on with the
various regulatory agencies. The
other has chosen to accuse us of
conspiracies and attack the policies
and procedures of this board, and
that's been rather upsetting to me."
In addition _to its watchdog role,
lhe center's program provides students with invaluable practical experience often missing from a traeducation
legal
ditional
oartic1pants say.
"You get an actual picture oj
vhat hese agencies do, which i
1mething you really don't under
and 'Unless you deal with it," said

'Th y've made a terrific
contribution. These
boards are now aware
they are being watched
and there's been a
better following of
procedure, like the
noticing of public
hearings, in general.
The agencies realize
this thorn in their side
is not going to go
away.'

Harry Snyder

Consumers Union

Sharon Kalemkiariana secondyear student who monitors the
C<}Iifornia Energy Commission and
the Department of Insurance.
Kate Turnbull, who is in her
third year of law school and has
worked on the lawsuit against the
Board of Medical Qualily Assurance, agreed.
"Before I got into this, I thought
public interest law was working for
the,Sierra Club or something," she
said. "Without this experience, I
would never have understood the
power of these agencies and the
fact that they are not accountable
and can be very dangerous if
they're not watched."
Fellmeth 1s clearly proud of the
program, his students' accomplish. ments and the growing reputation
of the Reporter. And he is constantly thinking of new ways to
make a mark on the regulatory law
. process. His next goal? To set up an
institute on the legal rights associated with open meetings.
"Im pleased with the impact
we've made, but it's only significant because things were so bad
before," Fellmeth said. "We've
come a 10J1g way, but in reality,
we're only 10% of the way there."

-~----~-----~---~ --/2
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Woltman heads bond firm
\(o1ti%ra

been elected pre 1dent of Spelman & Co., pec1alists
ll1chard
m mum 1pal and government bond .
Wollman h 33 y ars of experience m commercial and investment banking Hew on of three founder of First Affil·
lat d S urlt1 Inc. where be was executive
v1c p 1d nt and director Over the. pa t
thr years, Wollman wa also responsible for
ynd1cating real e tale transactions involvmg
llx·al apartment and commercial properties.
gr du, te of Indiana University, Woltman
n a La Jolla re ident for 30 years. He 1s
ha
a tru t of University of San Diego.
nderson lias been named division
G
m nager for 7-EI v n tor m San Diego and
nderson, who began his caImperial counti
r r with 7 El v n m 1975 as a held representat1v will be r ponstble for the oper lion of
210 tor Anderson served a an ir Force
admm traliv offtc r and r ceived a bache•
admimstralton from
lor's d r m bu in
th University of Mmn ota al Duluth
RICHARD WOLTMA
Barney & Barn y ha named driana Bu ot
ystems manager of I Delphi Starnct computthe hrm 10 1985 with 10 years experience m the
r yst m Busol J
try
md
insurance
Roger nnott has be n named general manager of arket Development
r vie pre;tdcnt research d1r orfor Burson1
Inc nnott v...s r
Mar teller Public Relations in Chicago.
Dynatr El troni Inc ha appointed Lorrie Davis marketmg commumcatlon manager. D vts will be responsible for trade shows public lations and
adv rUsmg
ric G r ha b n named director of marketing for Personal Computer
Products Inc Ga r will oversee the firm's advertising, cu tomer relations
and product support
Associates Fmanc1al Semc Co. Inc has named Martin Rodriguez manag r of 1t El CaJon branch. Rodnguez joined the company m 1985 as a
fmanCJal representative. Al o, D ane John on has been named manager of its
Cla1remont esa branch. Johnson JOmed the firm m 1977 a a service representatlv
Pbihp Ry ha been promoted to assistant vtce president of lending at the
Bank of Del Mar Ryan. who 1010ed the bank in 1986, will oversee commercial
and 1nstallm nt lendmg.
Stewart Title of an Diego has elected Mary Ellen Munyon vice president
of b m developm nt and historic preservahon. Munyon is a member of
the bo rd of directors of the an Diego Hi torical Society and Gaslamp
Quarter Foundation
Gerald Gibney ha Joined Nolte and , sSOCJates as engineering manager for
transportation rv1ces. Gibney, a registered engineer in six tales, has more
than IS years experience m transportatton management and 18 years experince in cMl eng1 ccrmg.
Torrey Pmes Equitv Corp. has appointed FAward Martin its vice
pr idcnt/senior real estate loan officer. Martin previously worked 11 years
in real estate lendmg with Flagship Federal.
Pl a
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t C 11ln , is the Mu cum of Photogr pblc Art ' exhibit at Cele•
br te the Holiday . But through a
camera, it appea upright.
vi
One 5-year-old was baffled:
" tom, what' up ide down - the
tr or me?"
CITY CE E : Big guns from
FL, ABC and CBS huddled
th
with our Super Bowl Ta k Force
t Star of the Sea Room on Friday.... Jack Reber saw the ulti•
mate threat on the bumper of an
older Oldsmobile: WARNING - I
PROTECTED BY A PIT BULL
WITH AIDS .... Lorimar Telepic~
ture has igned La Jolla literary
agent Linda Che ter to find manu cripts for new movie . She's in
good company. The only other literary agent under contract to
Lorimar: Swifty Lazar. , •.
There' no COMBO auction this
year. In tead, 7,000 upporters
are reviewing a mo t unusual gift
ntil Dec. 15, COMBO
c talog
bids on item rangin
will t
from a grand piano to a pet latrine rvice. . . . Deputy Mayor
Glori McColl has restored an old
p rk that Ed Strulk ma banned:
for council offices - 10
coff
c nts a cup.
ECOND CHANCE : Bu ine •
woman Ch ryl John on and John
oke man,
D
un , th
r d cover d eac other at their
0

Crawford HI h 20th reunion last

mmer. They elop d on Satnr•.•. tockbroker Dick Vance
r vives n old maxim a warnIng for Congre , a It waver on
onoml reforms: "If all el e
fall , do the right thing."
BICOA TAL: B tty Baker's
gr ndl on, in school m New York
City, ha be n in the thick of
Am nca' Cup gossip. He wrote
h r that he'd b n trying ''to tick
up for the n Diego Y cht Club.
rumor in our cla
But th lat
th worst. I your club really
gom to mak that lady mayor of
n Otego its honorary commodore?"

All on DaRo a
JI Morgan col
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iianjlgement shift
diiJ at Rohr as
growth here ending
By Carl Larsen
Tribune

JStant Financial Editor

Strained by the largest expansion in its history _and a record $1.5 billi_on
backlog of orders, Rohr Industries will be faced m_ the commg year with
establishing a management team to lead the burgeomng aerospace company
into the 1990s.
While the cast in the certain management succession remains unclear, the
company, which employs 11,000
workers at plants in the United
States and France, is writing the
fm I chapter on expansion at its
Chula Vista headquarters, said Rohr
Chairman Harry W. Todd.
A new customer support facility,
adjacent to Rohr's 'main plant at the
foot of H Street in Chula Vista, could
be the last new facility to be built
here by Rohr, Todd said.
The 75,000-square foot building is
lated for occupancy by spring.
A number of factors make expansion here impossible, Todd said.
He aid the overall cost of doing
business in San Diego has become too
high for the company, which
manufactures components used on
virtually all commercial jetliners
and m military and space applications
HARRY W. TODD
He pointed to high housing costs
To give up some duties
and to a lack of available land to
expand near its present operation,
Todd was careful to say that labor
where development must be apnot entirely to blame for Rohr's
is
proved by the San Diego Unified Port
qecision to expand production away
Commission.
And high labor costs have become from its two main California plants,
a source of concern for the company. at Riverside and at its Chula Vista
In recent years, Rohr has devel- headquarters.
"You can't lay it all at labor's
oped new manufacturing activities in
he said. "There are many
door,"
Alabama and is shifting other activitie · to states with lower labor costs. other factors." He identified land and
La t February, the company was utility costs.
He said the company is not considhit by a two-week strike by 4,600
ering moving its headquarters.
union machinists.
"We'll alway be here," he said,
By May, Rohr will have opened
two new final assembly plants in Ar- "b11t we've reach~_t position of maPlease see ROHi_'A-23, Co/.1
·
kansa .

Est 1111

USD__:s free throws

f

'emor rJrward
SA, DIEGO
.\larty .\fonn ,;cured 18 point and
grabbed ix rebound n an Diego
defeated Puget Sound 71-66 Monday night in noncunterence ba ketball action at tht• l SD Sports Center.
The Turreru~ rallied from a
33-31 deficit at the half tu move
ahead 56-54 with :05 remaining
and never relinqui hed the lead,
scoring the final 10 point5 from the
free-throw line.
Danny Mean added 13 point·
and four assists, while \1ike Haupt
grabbed seven rebounds fur San
Diego, which ha won two in a row
to ral.!:e its record lo 2-3.

National City, CA
(San Diego Co)
Star News
(Cir. 2xW. 3,336)
(Cir. S . 3,301)
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r 'The Univ rsity of San Diego
Community Cho1r and the USD
orchestra will perform Handel's
Messiah, 8 p.m., at the USD
Founder Chapel. Tickets are $5,
$3 for students and $2 for
children under 12. Fo( more information call 260-4600, ext.
/
4456. ?,qi:; -

Imperial Beach, CA

(San Diego Co.)

Imperial Star
Beach News
(Cir. 2 x W. 2,730)
(Cir. S. 2,568)
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Fornev with 23 point· aud Maurice
Selvin with 11 as the Logger 'rl'
cord ~lipped to 2-4
SO Ire. hman center Keith
Colvin, who began the ni ht with
an 11.a scoring averag , pram~d
his right ankle just six minute m
lo the game He had air ad· cored
five pomt at the timt•.
La,te in the game, Puget
used a rugged fulleourt pre
"I can't smile," aid U l) Couch
Hank !-:gun. "I thought our reat
.
lion to the pres wa a m
general breukdow n There wo
lack of organizat10n with a lot ot
gu) gomg olo

Escondido, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Times Advocate
(Cir. D. 32,685)
(Cir. S. 34,568)
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The University of._San_Di.ego..
Community Choir and the USD
orchestra will perform Handel's
Messiah, 8 p.m., at the USD
Founders Chapel. Tickets are $5,
$3 for students and $2 for
children under 12. For more information call .260-4600, ext.
j.. .4456
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he 'Messiah' •)-q '{'

The La ,Jolla Civic/Univer ity, vm
phony Association pre>.ent their annual
"Messiah" Sing-Along. Singer, of all levels are encouraged to parti<'ipate. Accompaniment will be provided by the La Jolla
Civic/Univer5ity Symphony Orchestra,
organ and harpsichord.
Singers may bring their own "Messiah"
scores, or purchase them at the dour.
When: I p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Where: St .. James-by-the-Sea F,pisropal Church, 743 Prospect St., La Jolla.
Cost: $6 general admis ion, $4 for enior citiwns llnd students.
Phone: To reserve tickets, call
!)~4-4637; tickets also available at the
dour.
· go Community
Universit ofS
Choir. compo~e ofstudi-nb, faculty,
staff and alumni, will present Handel's
clas:;ic work, The Messiah, Part I, al USD
Founders Chapel. The l SD Orchestra
w1ll accompany the choir.
When: 8 p.m. Friday.
Where: Founders Hall, LSD, Alcala
Park, San Diego.
Cost: $5 genera, admission, $3 stu
dents, $2 children under 12.
Phone: 260-4600, ext. 4456, or ,John
unes at 260-46 2.
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turity." ·
Todd, 65, who holds the three titles
of company chairman, president and
chief executive officer, said he will
give up duties of president and chief
executive officer next year.
"We are moving deliberately in
that direction," Todd told shareholders at the company·s annual meeting
Saturday at the University of San
Diego. HLJaid it was a move he welcome<l
After the meeting, Todd told reporters that Rohr would name a
president "within a year. Not tomorrow," he said, '·but before the next
annual meeting."
In the last year, the company has
announced steps that would seem to
indicate a path of management succession.
In June, G. "Don" Sim, 63, wa
elected a director of the company
and vice chairman.
Sim, a former RAF pilot, has been
with Rohr since 1975 and is the company's top specialist on marketing
and new aerospace technology.
Analysts say Sim would most likely be the man to replace Todd if
Todd should suddenly step aside.
However, Sim's age would seem to
make his a short presence if he were
to move into the company's chairman seat.
Two contenders appear to be vying
for the post of company president.
One is Robert H. Goldsmith, Rohr's
senior operations executive.
Goldsmith, 57, came to Rohr in
1984. He formerly was vice chairman
and chief operating officer of Precision Forge Co. of Oxnard, Calif, and
for many years was a General Electric executive.
Goldsmith on Saturday won election to the Rohr board of directors,
and along with Todd and Sim is one

G. "DON"SIM
Rohr vice chairman

of three company executives on the
10-man board.
John W. Sandford, 53, who appears
to be on a fast management track, is
the other candidate for the company
presidency.
Sandford is senior vice president
of programs and technology.
He joined Rohr last year after
after holding executive posts at Fairchild Industries Inc., where he was a
corporate vice president and president of its Fairchild Republic Co. division. Prior to that, he was president and chief executive officer of
DeHaviland Aircraft of Canada and
held posts at Rockwell International.
It was Sim and Goldsmith who
shared the podiwn with Todd at Saturday's annual meeting.
Sim, after the session, said the
company was taking "progressive
steps" in creating a new top management team.
He said Rohr's recent growth,
which resulted in 2,500 new employees being hired last year, and the adof senior man::u?ement
vancing a

ROBERT W. GOLDSMITH
Heads operations
had forced the company to plan for
changes in the executive suite of offices.
"We do need to recognize the
growth and recogmze the ages of
senior executives," Sim said.
In addition, Rohr next year will
need to find a replacement for P.E.
Brunton, the company's top financial
officer, who has been with Rohr since
1976.
Brunton will retire next month,
Todd said. A successor has yet to be
announced by the company.
In his presentation to shareholders, Goldsmith said Rohr has boosted
employment in the past year by
nearly 30 percent.
Last year, Rohr reported record
sales of $663 million while earning
slid to $26.9 million from $47.3 million for fiscal 1986.
Per-share income dropped to $1.53
last year from $2.70 a year earlier.
Net income was $7.1 million for
the quarter versus $87 million last
/
year
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/ Take your pick from this large grab bag of holiday happenings

It's Chi : t:1i~ and you're buried under 40 ton of wrapping paper,
fruitcake and th~ sticky bows ~hat
clmg to everythmg but the gifts.
Does thi mean you shouldn't do fun
thing ? O'. We've got a whole lineup
of activities, sea onal and not-serseasonal, to help you have a good time
thi Christmas.
TRA-LA-LA: Come hear the Old
Glo~e. Madrig~I Singers perform
traditional Christmas carols from 2
to 4 p.m. Sunday at Villa Montezuma,
the Htstorical Society's historic Victorian home at 1925 K Sl Cost is $2.
Christmas mu~1c and candlelight is
t~e fa~e offered by the Grossmont
Smfoma at 7:~ p.m. Sunday ~nd
on day at Ftrst Presbyteri~n
Church, 320 Date St. Child care will
be ~'.fered. W~at's Cbr~tmas without
the Mess1 h ? ~he Umvers1t,r
ego C mmun1ty Ch
art 1 of th_e ch?ral mastec•
for
piece at 8 p.m. Friday m the Founders Chapel. Cost is $5 general admission, $3 for students and $2 for
children under 12. Hallelujah' If
!hat' ~ot..en?ugh for you, join in on a
Messiah Sm&-Along at 1 and 4 p.m.
Sat_urday al L James-by-the-Sea
Episcopal Church, 743 Prospect St m
La Jolla. Mu ic wtll be led by the La
Jolla Civic/University Symphony
and Chorus Bring your own score or
buy ,one at the door. The _San Diego
Mens Choru presents its annual
,---~----_J "'Tis the Season" concert at 8 p_.m.
:. 19 and 7 _p.m. Dec. 20 at F1~t
ted M~thod1st Church, 2111 CamiSan Diego, CA
de! Rio South. can 296-7829 for
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. 0. 123,092)
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ticket information Don't forget popular local folk singer Sam Hinton,
who'll sing Christmas folk songs
from around the world at 11 a.m. Saturday at International Gallery, 643 G
St. Call 235-8255 for reservations.
He'll be singing again at 11 a.m. Dec.
19 in Enclnitas at La Paloma Theater at First and D streets ID Encinitas. For tickets call 436-4030. MandoJin mui;1c _plucks the strings of your
soul. Thats what the 35 members of
the San Diego Mandolin Orchestra
lie 1eve. They're g1 mg their monthly
free concert at 1 p.m. Sunday in Squibob Square in Old Town.
ll~KKAH HOLIDAY: Celebrate the first day of Hanukkah and
the second Hanu~ah c~ndle In a
concert by Robboy s Jewish Orchestra at 7 ~0 p.m. -~· 16 at La Paloma
Theater in Enc1nJtas. For tic ets call
43li-4Ulsu.-='-~

FOR KID Show your ltl there's
more to Cbri tmas than mega- h1zbang-pow gadgets and sticky candy
canes. Dancing marionettes and pup~ts are just ome of the treats for
kids during the Puppet Lady's annual
,Merry Christmas Show at Marie
Hitchcock Puppet Theater in Balboa
Park. The marionettes perform
through December at 10:30 a.m. Fridays, and at 11 a.m., 1 and 2:30 p.m.
Saturdays and Sundays. After Christmas, the McKay Puppets do their
thing in "The Gingerbread Man'' at
11 a.m., 1 and 2:30 p.m. Dec. 26 to 30
For ticket information call 466-7128.
"The Wizard of Oz" is right for every
season. Bring the kids to the show at

--:,:::::.:,-:._-:._-:._-:._-:._-:._:_~-:,:,:-. ceeds benefit health and agricultural
projects in El Salvador. Call 285-1416
for reservations. Help the nonprofit
Vista Hill Foundation treat those
with alcohol and drug problems by
joining in the "Candles of Hope" '
candlelight proc.-es ion at 7 p.lT\. Frinter court area of
day in the
Grossmont Shopping Center in La
Mesa. There'll be carols and local c lebrities, such as former San Diego
SCENE AHEAD
. .• • • • • • • • • • - - ' Charger Rolf Benirschke. A $20 donation buys a candle. Call !>63-1770 for
9 a.m. or noon Thursday or at 7 p.m. more information.
NEIGHBORHOOD CELEBRAFriday. The North County Christian
Youth Theater is presenting the show TIONS: Some of the best holiday
at the old TGY store in Escondido hoopla is in San Diego's neighborVillage Mall in Escondido. Call 743- hoods. Hillcrest is throwing its bash
7392 for tickets. Kids of all ages are from 6 to 9 p.m. Thursday with choirs
invited to hear Christmas and singing Cbri tmas and anukkah
Hanukkah stori a 7:30 p.m. Thurs- m ic, food a toy dri e nd anta ID
h is
a · ' Coffee a vintage r tte. Pacific
day at Drow
ntennial with a
o- celebrating i
, 89 n1ve ity Ave. Th
rytellers of San Diego will present Christmas parade at noon Saturday
stones for a winter's night. Santa that will wind down Garnet Avenue
will pose for photos from 11 a.m to 2 from Haines Street to Ba ard treet.
p.m Dec. 19 at the Hotel del Corona- Downtown is timing i parade at
do. ''Santa on the and" 1Dclud a noon Dec. 29 the day before the Sea
World Holid~y Bowl. The downtown
puppet show, hot dogs and Christ
parade will go from Broadway and
cookies for sale.
CHRISTMAS WITH A l~AGE: Eighth Avenue west to India Street.
Christmas is a time for giving and Bands from around the United States
for thinking about those who have and Canada will compete and
Jess. Mireya Lucero of El Salvador there'll be fun afterwards at S~aport
will present a program about peace Village. Call 234-0331 for more mforin her country at 7 p.m. Friday at the mation. Chula Vista again has turned
fourth annual Holiday Dinner for the two streets into Candy Cane Lane
People of El Salvador. The benefit with its traditionally vast array of
takes place at the First United Meth- Christmas yard art. To do some free
odist Church and includes dinner, viewing Dec. 19 through Jan. 3 take
slides and child care. Cost is $10. Pro- Interstates 5 or 805 south, exit at E

~=========~=

Street and folio Fig or Guava avenues south. Remember to bring your
sungla es; th lights might blind
you1 What's a San Diego Christmas
without boat lights? Oceanside will
toot its horn in its Harbor Parade of
Lights at 7 p.m Dec 19 Call 727-0611
for information. The Mission Bay Parade of Lights is scheduled for the
same time, same night. There's free
viewing from beaches around the
bay. Call 488-0501 for more informalion. The biggie is the San Diego Bay
Parade of Lights, with Navy ships
and the Star of India all decked out
beginning at 6 p.m. Dec. 20. The parade starts at Shelter Island, winds
past Harbor Island and ends at
Seaport Village. Call 224-8211 to find
out more.
HOLIDAY B EA : If you'd like a
break from the hohday, San Diego
kai i · holding an open house from 3
to 5 p.m. Saturday at 2527¼ Un1Ver•
1ty Ave. The free open house includes food and demonstrations and
films of the art of Atkido. The event
is open to the public. If holiday drinking is making a bad problem worse,
the North County Psychological
Group will present a free workshop
that might help. "Managing Problem
Drinking" is set for 10 to 11 a.m. Saturday with an optional discussion
afterwards. Psychologist Brian
Storrs will lead the program in Suite
102 at 9606 Tierra Grande St. Call
695-2237 for reservations.

- Sarah Pattee
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)ff;;;;~t ha;;;"';Jfh'· Toreros' victory over Division II team
1
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By Don f'.orcross
Tribune Sportswriter

Upon confirming Division II Puget Sound
Hank
for his 1987-88 schedule
Egan hung up the phone and said, "That was
a mistake."
Gettmg his players to have the same respect ft 1 th Loggers v s a different story.
"Yll ar a team·s Division II and you
kind of r i your eyebrows and ~mile a J'ttle
bit." said USD senior center Jim Pelton.
Seven minutes and nine seconds mto last
night's game against Puget Sound, the smiles
had been wiped off the Toreros' faces.
Freshman center Keith Colvin had left
with a sprained ankle. And Pelton departed
with a bloody nose, courtesy of a stray
elbow.

"I saw the elbow coming and didn't see
anything after that," said Pelton. "It wasn't

right across the bridge. A little lower. Kind
of on the mushy part."
The Loggers put up as good a fight on the
scoreboard as they did in the ring. The visitors led b_ four points in the first half and
had the game tied as late as 11:15 into the
second half. But thanks to some accurate
free throw shooting down t e stretch, the
Toreros pulled away for a 71-66 victory before an estimated 900 fans at the USD Sports
Center. ·
The Toreros improved to 2-2 and Puget
Sound dropped its fourth straight, falling to
2-4.
USD's l,1gg . roblem was handling
Puget Sound's press, which forced 15 turn-

overs. Asked how be thought his team re- point because of foul trouble.
"It was an unfairly called game in the
sponded to the pressure, Egan said, "It was a
second half," said Zech. "The refs took
mess."
When USD baseball coach John Cunning- Brewer right out of the game."
The Toreros, who trailed 33-31 at the half,
ham told him to smile, that he'd won the
game, Egan replied, •1 canl smile, 'cause averted the upset thanks to excellent secondhalf play by Marty Munn, Danny Means and
that's exactly what it was.
"We lacked organization. You've got to do Pelton. The 6-6 Munn, who normally camps
things the way you do in practice. We had a out at the three-point line, went inside and
whole bunch of guys going solo. Nobody scored 11 points in the second half. He finknew where anybody else was. And they're ished the game with 18.
Means, the Toreros point guard and only
(Puget Sound) so darn well-coached, l felt
returning starter, hit 7-of-8 free throws and
like somebody was at my throat."
Puget Sound coach Don Zech felt some- finished with 13 points. Coming into the
body was at his throat, too ... the refs. Zech's game he was 5-of-9 from the line. Pelton took
6-9 senior center, '1'ay Brewer, who came into up the slack from Colvin's absence and
the game averaging 20.3 points and 8.8 re- scored all eight of his points in the second
bounds, played 10 minutes and didn't score a half.

Trainer Carolyn Greer said Colvin, who
sprained his right ankle, was doubtful for
Saturday's game at Boise State, but that he
would probably play the following Saturday
agamst San Diego Stat~.
For Egan, the bo m line w s he wasn't
happy.
"We looked li)f.e a Chinese fire drill, and
I'm at fault for oot preparing the kids," said
the head coac .
Coaches aptl players agreed a blowout win
would be mce for a change. (The Toreros'
other victory was also by five points.)
"It's re 1 stressful for us as Well as coach,"
said Munn.
They might get used to it, though.
Said Means, "I don't think any, games are
going to.be easy with fhis team."

San Diego, CA
(San Diego C~ .)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217 ,089)
(Cir. S . 341 ,840)
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the 58th - was truly a
candlelight ball.
Five hundred and twenty candles
ickered on tables 1n the ballroom
at the La Jolla Marriott, where 520
partygoers gathered for a massive
infusion of the holiday spirit
The celebration was staged by the
uxiliary of Scripps Memorial Hospita), La Jolla, with profits ear(narked for the Trauma Center
Chairwoman Kay Ta,lor Hopkins
and her husband Dr. Bruce Ho k"
1
•tood at the head of the "•rarr1·optt'sns,
mirrored escalators to greet a
lack-tie crowd that included Rita
nd Dick Atkinson the Vincent Ben,
StPads, Drs. Sarita and Brent EastJllan the Ron Carlsons, Nancy
Whitcomb and Joe Jessop Jr., Valerie and Carl Lempke, and the Doug
Manchesters
·
Eileen and Howard Bugbee were
lhere (she was co-chairwoman),
lllong with Linda and Dr. Jeffrey
Rutgard. Marianne McDonald and
pr, Adrian Jaffer, Joyce and Dr.
ichard Tullis Marcia and Dr Joh
rombold Gingie and the Rev· Ga n
t1nstead.' Eva Hough and Saliy a rdy
n
,
John Thornton.
of
ds
Sou
h1·s
and
·n
L Mall

from 250 _of SiS ter Virg1ma s admir1 - - - - - - - - ers. And 1t.e_arned ~lose to $30,000
for her ~aitian project. .
~~~-:.?/!
Ph~llts and f ohn Parrish, the
party s co-chalfillen, decoyed the
tJ•
gueS t of honor to th e Marriott.
On hand to shout "Surprise!" were
_..._.-..:..________
Ce_Ieste a nd Gene Trepte, Nancy and
Skip Starkey, the Ross Tharps, Cathe
Music, the Crusader Bell Choir and
Burnham and Clm_ton Walters, Judy
the Evans School Ensemble contriban? Dr. John Comito, the Philip
uted yuletide airs to the festive
Cnppens, Jay a nd A~ th ony Ght0, Lu
night.
a nd Ray Harmon, Rita a nd Joe
Neeper, !he Paul EngSlra nds ' Kim
and Ma n Iyn Fl etcher an d Ma rlena
yesterday and
out
went
b
~ught wate_rproof mascara," and Jeff Brown
·
Linda Alessio confided. "I'll
Jeff produced a spellbind ing prob bl
t v· · · '
s·
Id
t
that
gram
pro a y throw it away after this,
is er irgima s
. .0
but l knew I needed it for tonight!"
story m sl!des and song. Tom Burke,
Linda and Frank Alessio were
Hoang Tamg and Betsy Manchester
chairmen of a surprise salute to Sissh~kMie. b~1efly, a~d Gene_ Regard and
ter Virginia McMonagle the Sacred
is ss1on Choir supplied the music
,
.
fro "Y L. ht U O
Heart nun who will soon leaveUSD
p ur Lives"
m ou ig
towork with a hospice and orphan:-' ~,o the Sacred Hea~; alma mater and
age in Haiti.
Joy to the W~rld.
(Sister Virginia's sister is a Sister
Applaudmg it all were Monsignor
of the Sacred Heart, too, and their
brother is a Jesuit Brother. Both Sis- I. Brent Eagen, Anne Evans, Steve
Garvey, Marge Hughes (Art was out
t M
of town), Tm~ and Joe Cutri, the
er arguerite and Brother George
Charles Melv1lles, Dr. Anita FiMcMonagle were part of the
gueredo an_ d_ Dr. w1·111·am Doyle, the
package.)
surprise
Th
Mulv1h1lls, Monsignor Patr1·c
Dan
Jolla
La
the
at
dance
dinner
e
t ·
h
Ma · tt
tribute
- - Fox, Mary Jo and Leo w e, Dori's
-.,- _ was a eart- ug~ng
_ _ mo

Burl
,.a..,..~ S ff

'I

and Peter Hughes, Pat and Edward
Keating, the Jim Mulvaneys (he was
master of ceremonies), and Sharon
LeeMaster.
.Sharon pointed out that "Sister
V1rg1ma was my eighth-grade teacher at Forest Ridge in Seattle. She
was only 10 years older than the
girls she taught, and she told me
later she lived in fear we'd figure
that out."
uncbing at Neiman-Marcus:
Sue Teasdel and Nancy Bellman ... Dorothy and Worley
Stewart ... Brenda Mason Carter
and her mother, Pricey Hollar ...
Liz McCullah with her daughter,
Lisa El-Khoury, and grandson, Nicholas, who will be 1 year old Dec.
22.
Dining at Vic's in La Jolla: Gerri
k
and D A1 F
r. an egars Y with his
mother, Edna Finkelstein, in town
from Palm Beach to celebrate her
80th birthday . . . Joan and Irwin
Jacobs with Elene and Herb Solomon, sampling the after-dinner jazz.
Lunching at Al Rawsha on El
Cajon Boulevard: Channel 5l's Stanley Siegel and Debbie Lechner saThe San Diego Union/Bill Romero
voring the Arabic fare. "I'm a 'coff s_hop swinger," Stanley said. "l
Candlelight Ball chairwoman Kay Taylor Hopkins greets
Jike I t cheap, and I like it good."
guests.
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be pull«
9 5 5' '([;
in State Bar disci'
By Sally

Dol?i:J ·

Staf/ Writer
In efforts fo overhaul the

State Bar discipline system
the Board of Governors, following a special meeting, has
proposed that California
replace volunteer referees
with paid professional
judge to hear discipline
1 cases. According to Presid ent T e rry Anderlini, California would be the firs t
sta te in the nation to a dopt
s uc h c h an ges - and so, he
ha call ed th em "ldt ..:,n ark"
, pro posals.
The board will formall y
c01,src;1er e pr oposals a t its
next scheduled Board of
Governors meeting at 9 a.m.,
S a tu rd ay, Dec. 12 at the
bar's San Fr ancisco o ffices,
555 Fr anklin St.
"Landmark" proposals or
not th er e are som e who
would argue that the Sta te
Bar o f Cal ifornia h as b een
tooresistant and too slow in
overhau lin g the discipline
system.
"The current failure (of
the system) ... is extreme,"
said State. Bar Discipline
Monitor Rob ert Fellmeth in
a progress report to Attorney Gen_fral_John Van de
Kamp.
Fellmeth, a professor
from University of San
D~go Center for Public

Interest Law, w,. , . _____ _
by Van de Kamp to review
the attorney discipline syste m. He issuec. one report in
June and another the first
week of Nove mber.
Fellmeth said, in his latest
r eport, that the volunteers
are "minima lly trained" lawyers who make decisions "in
a fragmented and uncoordinated manner."
Because of I f1is, investigators remain . . J sw a mped
with workload
at three
times the manageable level,
and the complaint backlog,
sa id Fellmelh, ha n'
oved in 10 months.

In addition, Fellmeth
charged that the Office of
Trial Counsel is "effectively
without investigative
resources and the discipline
system is wholly incapable
of ·handling a - complex
serious case against a practicing atomey."
While the Board is now
c onsenting· that there is
r oom for improvem ent in
th e discipline system, Ande rlini still insists the California
discipline system is topn otch.
"While our present system
is th e toug h est syste m in the
state a nd the m ost professional of any attorney discip line in the n ation, there was

. Statej a
Continued from page I

ore os escape

one-half cas eload together they s hould make
ur an Execu tive Committee
o the State Bar Court.
~nlike the b ar, Fellmeth
said ihe j udges should not be
appoin ted by the Board of
Go~~rnor,;, but by elected
officials· or appoin t ees of
elected o fficials.
"In keepjng with our long-

uget Sound

aid last night, J t al er h
hun on ...,ith a uc·c 1
there ;ire throw all r with ring be
Sound' lulkourt pr
' Puget Sound
(Don Zech 1s m h
Logg rs' ro~ch)
somPone h d u · by the t roat all
night W cou ldn't even f ure out
what delen e they wer run ng, they
w nt back and forth b t ecn the
man-to-man and wne o we "
Actually, neither t am played the
gam it had plann d b cause the
t.Jrtmg centers on both 1d played
fewer than 10 mmutc
The Loggers· 6-foot-9 Jay Brewer
th ' leading P~et Sound S<'or r with

a 20 6 average, had two fouls in as

many minutes m the fir t half and
played I than even minutes m the
econd h"lf before drawing his fourth
personal, throwing a tantrum and exiling for all but a on -rrunute cameo
late in the game. He failed to ·core
USO' 6-8 Keith Colvm - a freshman who entered th game with better numbers /11.3 points and 5.7 rebounds) at this stage of h1S career
than Scott Thompson had as a freshman quickly scored five points as
USO sprinted to a 10-4 lead.
But he spramed his right ankle
chasing a long rebound just 6tz mm-

!?,~~~r=

See Toreros on Page E-3 /
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i.:tes into t he game and spent the rest
of the night on ice.
USO (2-3) played most of the first
half without a pivot after Jim Pelton
suffer d a bloodied nose during his
first minute of action.
Pelton returned in the second half,
however, and paced what charge the
Torcros were able to make, along
with point guard Danny Me.. ris and
wing forward Marty Munn.
Do n by two at intermission, the
Toreros exchanged baskets with the
Loggers for the first 11 minutes of
the second half before a three-point
Munn shot and two free throws by

and is room for improvement," Anderlini sai c ··1 a
prepared statement is sued
by the State Bar on Nov. 24.
He claims that the Bar'
discipline system works a:.
well as that of any oth er
age ncy or profession in the
state that licenses and disci plines its own members.
Fe llmeth said the compe nsated r eferee system is a
improvement, but s ti
doesn't face up to b asic d cl
ciencies. The current systc·
includes 50 to 80 rctin t
ju dges and attorneys.
"ijeea,= o f th e in ufi
cient $150 per day compensation available unde r the
current system and t he
unavailability of r e tired
judges, most of the cases are
goin9. to compensated referees, ' Fellmeth explained in
his report.
He also said judges arc not
enthusiastic about serving
because th ey are ofte n unf amiliar with administrative
h e arings and can m a k e
more money - up to I0
times as much - as dispute
resolution judges.
En'the report F ellmeth s uggests that judges b e hired a t
a cost of $700,000 or about
$7 per attorney in the sta te.
There should b e six j udges,
and a seventh could carry a
,/\...-I"-.

________

DEC 11 1987
,Jlllfrt s P. c. B '" 1888
The unvier;tty ;j S;n Diego Com•
1

_ '!.!_SD _

munity °thoir present Handel's classic work,
'"The Messiah Part I," d1recled by Father NIC•
olas Reveles Solo sis include soprano Carrie
Lamb, 8110 Dian Ward. tenor William Eichorn
and ban1one W,I \lam Nolan. 8 p.m. Dec. 11,
USO Founders Chapel. Mmission; general.
$5; students. $3; children under 1~,SJ.)lllormatoon 260-4600, ext. 44 56.

,,Z'1b0

San Diego, CA
(Sa n Diego Co.)
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(Cir. D. 217 089)
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- Dennis Briscoe

Committee. That is a bureaucratic
term for a group of liberal-minded
profe · o bent on attacking student
apathy.
Graying now, and perhaps less
trident, the activists are well aware
that this 1s not Berkeley or Ann

Arbor. Theirs is a conservative campus in a conservative city.
"Maybe there's a need to educate
not only USO but also S.D.," said
Briscoe, laughing.
Briscoe, who three years ago
helped start the local chapter of Be-

87
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consists of 445 vol unteers
who h ear cases on th e average of o ne each three to five
months, has been criticized
for its "inconsistent
findings. "
Fellmeth suggests that
paid judges will have the
training necessarytorender
consistent decisions, netting
a d isci plin e sys te m tha t
doesn 't h ave suc h a large
backlog and p rosec ut es
thoroughly.
-4 The State Bar Board of
Governors, at its special
m eeting, not only d ecided to
suppo rt the proposa l of pa ying the j u dges, but a lso to
_!.eplace the present Review

Departm ent with a,p independent, three-judgt! appellate panel.
The Board, during its
evaluation of how best to
i mprove the system ,
received wid espread s upport for professionali zing
the discipline ajud icatory
process from bar staff and
ma ny volunteer judges. "This
co n se n s u s cam e not
b c a1:1~c o f o utside pr essure
b t from a general agre emen t that th ese changes
w re necessa ry for im pro ving th e system," th e statem ent r ea ds.
Anderli ni said, "We (the
Board) w ill be seeking

yond War, a peace group, said that,
unlike the battles for free speech
waged by '60s students against inflexible university administrations,
the Social Issues Committee has the
blessing of USD's powers that be.
"Four years ago," he said, ''Sister
Furay (USO vice president and provost) and I were sitting around talking about peace issues and wondered
what we could do on campus. For
some time, she'd had the idea to
form this committee, so she decided
to ask the deans to solicit volunteers.
"So we're some real radical
group." he said with a sudden laugh.
"We don't even have to buck the administration."
Anderson, who travels often to
Central and South America studying
economic development in struggling
nations, defined the committee's
purpose as findi ng ways to get students more interested in the world
"so they will take a stance, get involved"
The Social Issues Committee is

;::::::::{::,::·

a pproval from the state
legislature to increase th e
active m e m ber d u es for lawy ers. Fe llme th a n ticipates
that th is could m ean a $30/
$ 100 per annum increase
b ut I d o n 't know if he'~
r ight."
"I think m ost of us (those
who practice law in California ) agree that the p tice is
worth paying in ex change
for a syste m, we a atorneys,
ca n be proud of and o n e in
w hic h th e r,ubli c w ili h ave
confid ence."
Cu rrently, active m em ber
dues in the S ta te Bar Associa tion are $275 per y ear
Anderlini said .
(J.7
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even, although the Loggers did make
it interesting.
After a rebound basket by Munn
shot USO to a 62-56 lead, Puget
Sound·s Scott Reid halved the deficit
with a three-pointer and the Loggers
then forced usn into consecutive
turn vers against the press.
Means hit two free throws to in-·
crease the margin to 64--61, but Reid
stripped Munn of a rebound at the
other end and hit a short banker to
make it 64-63.
At that point, USO started going to
the foul line on each possession. Mike
Haupt hit two, Means three out of
four and Pelton two to swell the

thought our reaction to the press was
a mess . . . a general breakdown.
There was a lack of organization . . .
a lot of guys going solo."
Pugel Sound is 2-4, but the loss was
the second straight narrow defeat to
a Division I university. Boise State USD's next opponent Saturday in
Idaho - defeated the Loggers, 64-60,
Saturday.
Munn paced USO with 18 points.
Means had 13 and Haupt had nine
points and seven rebounds. Freshmen John Sayers and Randy Thomp-son and Pelton all had eight.
Forward Jack Forney paced Puget
Sound with 23 points and eight re-

: ~: ;~·~~:~'/
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Handel's "The Messiah," part
one, will be presented by the
USO Commun ity Choir Dec. 11 at
8 p.m. in Fou nders Chapel.
Director will be Father Nicolas
Reveles. Cost is $5 general, $3
students, $2 chlldren. For more,
call 260-4600 ext. 4456 or
260-4682.

00

' What we're trying to do ts keep the
fla,ne of '60s social activism alive. , ,

1

'MESSIAH' - The Univer.slt:i.Qflifa
Diego Community Ch0Trwtt1 pre
ParrT"of Handel's maslerpiec~
y .m. today In US D's Founders ehap~

standing tradition o f maint ~i i~g t he a ttorney
d1Sc11 lme sys tem within the
judicial branch of government,thebar w illnominate
and the California Supreme
Court will confirm all the
j udges to serve on th e trial
an d a pp e ll a te court s ,"
And erlini said in th e prepared statement.
And e rlin i said th at t he current discipline s ·stem, that
-,

'" i~ts so; ·~~;d;'of the~:.;,60;~;f US'i)"='"~~::.~~·
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1scip ine system changes

I

e basket by John Sayers (42).

volunteert
system

1M8

......-oso"
gtiapel Choir s~n at the
Sunday 11 a.m.

ounders
Hall at USD. Fat~IC olas
Reveles directs the choir; Father
Dennis Krouse directs the I i ~

-
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Retired Del Mar judge becomes the latest to go Hollywopd
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Lights, camera, verdict!
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By Cynthia Bresnan <'\~ _ .~
Staff Writer

•
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any people consider it enough of an achiev •
menttoworkalong,illustriouscareer,ra1se
a family and usher in grandchildren, and
retire at last to bask in long-awaited 1<>1 ure
in the Sun Belt.
Some nught dabble m a little volunt..: 1 ork or pursue
others to catch up on reading, travehn or
elusive hobb1
sociahzing with fellow retirees.
It 1s the rare individual who, finally havmg shed the yoke
of employment, follows a dream and begm a second care r
doing what he would have done 50 years ago -1fhe hadn't
been forced to get a real job.
The Hon. Louis M. Welsh has "been d1 co, red " g ne
Hollywood- become a star. Welsh plays hims lf on th new
daytime television program "Supe r Court," and he
admits feeling a little foolish about fi mg hf. so exc1h g
But, he just can't help it.

•

rlrfly-Y Iha.la 70 Gro ~Ont
ROCO FERE CE
twat r 56, Ca tie Park
4s-ca ti Park led 19-12. at the
w

e'ld of the first p nod, but Swcetwat r (2 6) outscored Castle Park
(1 4). 27-12, In the econd and
third p rlod . Ca tic Park's Andy
Zal nc no led all cor rs with 14
points

The son of a vaudevillian, Judge Welsh became fasc1 ted
ool,
with show business at the age of 16 and acted m high
college and summer stock productions. His mother d1 ur
aged him from following m her footsteps, how ver, and he
graduated from Northwestern University School of w m
his native Chicago after active serv1ce in the Navy d ring
World War II.
Judge Wei h became enamored ofCahforn1a dunng: avy
trammg m San ranClsco, and he quickly accepted a'- offer
from the law partment of the Atchison Topeka and anta
Fe Ra1lwa ( m Los Angeles
this time
In 1951 he agam became enamored
beautiful British 1mm1grant. Patricia F1sher-Sm1th
blmd date for an evemng and the couple went with fri
the Del Mar Club m Santa Monica.
During the evenmg, a bottle of champagne was r filed,
isher-Smith, "If you wm, we'll keep 1t
d he said
edding." She won,of course, and the bottlewasthefi tone

L
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Judge Louis and Pat Welsh enjoy a stroll on their favorite Del Mar beach.

JUDGE/Welsh presides over Hollywood

He believed busing was superficial - temporary desegregation
opened at their wedding six weeks at best - and that better educalater.
tion would give students a permaNow, after 36 years, the judge nent way out of the ghetlo.
says being with her is still his
However, school administrators
favorite pastime.
resented being told how to teach,
Another of Welsh's pleasures is says Welsh, "and I now freely
a daily walk, often with Pat, along admit I was a fool rusbing in
the ocean, which he can see from
his home on a Del Mar hillside.
,,I'm glad I'm not
The home was designed by John
Lloyd Wright, son of the famous
a judge (anymore); it
architect, Frank Lloyd Wright.
was beginning to
John Wright was married to
wear on me. I looked
Judge Welsh's mother.
in the mirror ne
Pat Welsh is a writer, performer, and gardener. She served as
morning and s; Id,
San Diego Home and Garden
'Would you like tc try
magazine's first garden editor and
a case before ye u?'
was resident gardener for Channel 39 for five years. In 1986 she
And I answered 'no.' I
received an Emmy as outstanding
was beginning to get
news performer, and is currently
crotchety.,,
considering other television
offers.
Louis W~lsh
· For Judge Welsh, the law has
judge ~nd
Retired
been both hobby and career .
star of ·suoenor Cqurt'
Shortly after his marriage, he
found the Los Angeles firm of
Welsh , Cummins and White. As a
trial lawyer, he handled personal where angels fear to tread But I
injury, malpractice , property studied programs working in
rights, patents and maritime law other areas, implemented one in
cases. He was admitted to practice San Diego, and the grade-point
before the Illinois, California and averagerose." Theprogramisstill
used throughout the school
United States supreme courts.
In 1964 he moved his practice to system, he adds.
After the artificiality ofslopgap
San Diego in order to be closer to
home, and in 1971 was appointed measures in the desegregation
to the bench by then-Gov. Reagan. case, the judge's love affai, with
"I loved being a judge," he says the legal institution wore thin. He
became further disillusioned with
often and with vigor.
During his years on the bench, the growing liberal applicalion of
Welsh served as visiting professor the law.
"I still love the law in theory,"
at the U.vU'.etsity of San DiegQ
Law School. Upon his retirement he says, "but I complain about
from the bench in 1983, he was how the system operates."
For instance, people who 'preak
named Distinguished Fellow of
the law can rnanipulat, the
the Law Center.
In 1974 he found the San Diego system by various delaying tactics
Inn of Court, a school of advocacy meant to assure that innocent
fashioned after the ancient Brit- people are protected, he say$, and
ish Inns of Court in London. The judges chosen for political re~sons
six-week program teaches trial rather than wisdom are allowing
techniques in evening sessions, lawyers to manipulate the
followed by practical application safeguards.
'Tm glad I'm not a judge; it was
in mock courts presided over by
lawyers on Saturdays. The pro- beginning to wear on me. I looked
gram has more than 1,400 gradu- in the mirror one morning and
ates and has been duplicated said, 'Would you like to try a case
throughout the country. The before you?' And l answered ·no.' I
graduate program, called Ameri- was beginning to get crotchety.''
Judge Welsh retired in 1983,
can Inn of Court, named its San
five years early. The dust had
Diego branch after him.
The judge is best known in San hardly settled, however, before he
' Diego for his innovative approach became involved with "Altnnato school desegregation. Begin- tives to Litigation" at the San
ning in 1973, Welsh advocated Diego School of Law. The successbusing on a voluntary basis only, ful program is a group of retired
combined with efforts to raise the judges who consider matters
grade-point average of minority brought before them by lawyers
students by using a specially and clients and resolve through
developed step-by-step method. settlement, agreement, or binding
Continued from page A1
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r
• Did you ay d1scour
discord Bnscoe wondered
Discour e discord and ev
discomfort for the establis ment ,
JU t part of the cumculum or hould
be. accord ng to the committee
·
members
It really I part of the education
Bn coe said 'Part of liberal arts ID
the 20th century ll to figure out the
relationship of throry to action And
this 1s a way to deal \\ 1th that diffi
cult relationship. We don't want to
simply be an 1vor) tower \lie want to
be part of the \\ orld.
It may be more wish than reality
even Drman admits that the '60
were the exception to the ru e ti.lat
youth movements are rare ID Amen
can history Bui the committee
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awaii beats Toreras;
lose by 7
USIUf:{ women
5' 'J
i)...
The USP worn n s liasketball team

e.

whittL a 22-point dcf1c1t to seven
with four minutes left, but Hawaii
responded with a 14-2 run and won,
/
84-65 ye terday in Honolulu.
Jane G1lpm had a game-high 19
points for the Toreras (l-6}, and
Karen S emp had 18 points and 10
rebound .
Hawau (4 3/ was Jed by Judy Mosley' 18 pomts and 15 rebounds;
Bar er al o had 18 points.
I h
•.t.•~-...:.uO'«.tll;JIU'.[~down, 32-19 at
halftime.
Wendy Anae
omen
USIU
scored 16 and Amy Torczon 13 to
lead Cal State-Fullerton to a 68-61
come-from-~hind victory over th
Gulls at the Jewish Commumty Cen
ter in La Jolla
Jenmfcr Latta hit an 8-foot jumpe
with 2:39 remaimng to give the Ti
tan (4-2} th tr fir t lead l SI led
38-26, at halftime
Fiona Murray Jed the Gulls (2-2
with 16 points, and Sonya Carte
added 15 Yvonne Sanchez added l
for USIU, which ho ·ts Montana on
Monday.

l,oeal Briefs

----

arbitration.
The project especially appealed
to the judge's need to "cut through
red tape, get to the issue, and
avoid the mish-mash of delaying
tactics," he says, as well as to his
enjoyment of civil law. He settled
down to revel in this new phase_of
litigatiion.
It was after 4½ years in his new
role that opportunity once again
presented itself, this time bathed
in the glow of limelight.
A letter arrived in the mail from
a colleague and friend, Joseph
Wapner of "The People's Court,"
suggesting he contact Ralph
Edwards/Stu Billett Productions
about the television show.
"I'll never forget that day," he
reminisces. "Pat and I were just
about to take a walk on the beach
when we got the mail. I must
confess after seeing Joe's show
and Bill Keane's "Divorce Court,"
I used to think, if I'd stayed in
L.A., maybe I'd have gotten it.
Now I floated 10 feet off the
ground ."
On indefinite leave from Alternatives to Litigation, Welsh is
truly enjoying show biz.
"I'm having fun," he says. "I'm
having a ball. "
The rest of the characters on the
show are actors, with acting backgrounds, while Welsh now is an
actor with a legal background, as
he puts it. Around Del Mar he can
be seen wearing a gray felt jacket
embossed in red with the name of
the show, "Superior Court."
On rare occasions, an opinion is
untenable to him, as in one case
under appeal which he found
" absolutely idiotic." In that
instance, he renders the verdict as
written, then films a separate
disclaimer in chambers explaining why he personally wouldn't
have made that determination.
It is that flexibility, as well as
attention to detail, that prompts
Welsh to extol the production
company's praises . "They're
wonderful to me," he says. "They
express so much love and
kindness."
He spends Sundays previewing
and correcting the following
week's scripts, and writes his decision on the cases. Although the
verdicts have been reached, he
recasts them in language that
suits him for the dramatizations.
On Thursday, Weleh takes the
train from Del Mar to L.A. to
make his 9 a.m. call Friday morning. He then tapes a week's worth
of shows until 6 in the evening.
Then he's driven home in a
chauffered limousine - as he
says, "All the way from Hollywood.
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tudents learn by onitoring Other Panels

Law
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~ool's rogram Serves as ·unofficial Watchdog Agency

R E~ , ?ime ; ta!! Wnter

ical school education in a deliberate
effort to prevent the licensing of
foreign graduates.
The students' work, and subsequent resea rch and lobbying by
center attorneys, caught the ear of
the state Senate Committee on
Bu ness and Professions, which
last year Issued a formal "accusat1on" of misconduct against the
medical board and held hearings
looking into the'board's activities.
In September, the center claimed
a partial victory when Gov. George

the med 1 bo d to establish an
1
ar to evaluate t h e
ad"1sory
council
. t· ca
I
app 1ca ':,ns from post-l 97 5 v,et~mese 6 raduates who have had
t e moSt tr bl w'1· ning licenses
n the stat( ._ou e n
.
Meanwh
Sl3 3-milhile, the center has filed _a
ng · st the on class-action suit
medical quality assuram
anche boardd, 2 d\e<>ing numerous civil
•
.
.
rig ts an pr 0 •
its refusal to ·ocedural violations
t
,ssue licenses to e
v· t
ie namese gr aduates.
"The cente. , has had a highly

t

a single commissioner, who w1 leis
considerable power m the hccnsmg
and we have been very intereSle
saidt
in what they have had to say,"\ta
of agents and brokers.
Last year, pressure from the
Stever Enghsh, semor consu n
nd
center and others prompted the
a
to the committee on business
creat1·on of a Consumer Advi ory
professions. "The filing of th e lawBoard allowing for pubhc input into
·
suit was a reaJI Y s,·gnif1cant action
the department's procedures. But
· · · 1 th mk th eir approach ,s
when Cardenas attempted to atsincere and many of th e,~ c~it,cisms
tend its first meeting, he wa
of th ese agencies are vahd.
\ t 00 k
Julie Cardenas, a 1987 graduate
up
barred. The center eager Y
of the program was at the forefront
the challenge, filing a suit to fore e
•
the department to open the me th D art
.
of a campaign
mgs. and a settlement ult1mat ly
aimed at compelling t e ep achieved that go~Cardenas lat,•r
ment of Insurance to hold open
HDOG, Pa e 7
Please see w
meetings. Unlike most regulatory
d

_n70•;~rc1IiS<JG:'"'~;;;~~es Monitored
m

gn-e_d_a_b_il~l ~re_q_u_in-·n_g__
D-eu~k_m_e_J•-an~ si~
- - - - -- - -- - - - -

Conllnued from Page 6

was named chairwoman of the
board.
"That was just another example
of all these mini-battles we've been
forced to fight to open up the state
regulatory process even the slightest bit," Fellmeth said. "These
bureaucracies have been maintaining th status quo for years and
when someone comes along and
challenges them, you get real drama."

Utility Monitor

In an episode with marked impact on the local front, a student's
monitoring of the mighty Public
Utilities Commiss10n laid the
groundwork for the creation of the
Utility Consumers Action Network
(UCAN), which has been a leader
m voicing the public interest at
SDG&E rate hearinl(s. The student
was Michael Shames, now execu.
. ec ofU
"I'll never forget my first meeting,'' Shames said, recalling the
1981 experience. "I sat in the back
row because I was embarrassed to
be up front. There was hardly
anyone else there. The commissioners all spoke a foreign language-something that sounded
like a combination of Portuguese
and Samoan-and I thought I'd
never understand it."
Before long, however, Shames
began to catch on. And he soon
realized that the PUC was routinely approving SDG&E rate increases, largely because no one was
making convmcmg arguments in
opposition. .
"There were angry ratepayers,
but no one with the technical
background necessary to sway the
commissioners," Shames recalled.
So Shame and the law center
filed a petition asking the PUC for
the right V> place inserts in utility
bill enve.opes to present the consumer's side. After a year of hearings, the commissioners agreed to
allow a new utility watchdog group
to seek members and contributions
through the SDG&E billings.
UCAN was born and has proven to
be a dogged intervenor in rate
hearings before the PUC, saving
San Diego ratepayers millions of
dollars m potential increases over
the years.
"By the end of our ftrSt year we
had 60,000 members and a budget
of $330,000. It was clear we were
onto something,'' Shames said. "If
not for the center, none of this
would have been possible."
Aside from these major battles,
the center's students have tangled
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or res Lo.n , .e-CJ)espite Jane
Gilpin's 22 porfffs';'v\siting U§D (1-5)
lost to a'oloaii, 58- 5, in women'slionled, 41cooference play. The To
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with smaller agencies as well.
There have been run-ms with the
Board of Osteopathic Examiners
and the Board of Chiropractic Examiners, as well as an ongoing
tussle with the Contractors State
License Board, which has drawn
USD's wrath because of its backlog
of 14,000 consumer complaints.
Another dozen or so agencies
should simply be eliminated, Fellmeth and his colleagues believe.
"You may have noticed that
there hasn't been a crisis in dry
cleaning since the Board of Fabric
Care was killed," Fellmeth said.
"So do we really need a Board of
Landscape Architects? Do we need
a Board of Barber Exammers and a
Board of Cosmetology?"
At least one legislator and the
vst share FeUstate legi.slativP
meth's view. Sen. :Janie! Boatwright (D-Contra Costa) has introduced leg .station that wo Id
lish five agencies, and the legislative ana:t st last year issued a
report hsting about a half-dozen
boards that could be eliminated
without sacrificing public protection.
'Out of the Wlldtrnesa'

Veteran consumer groups have
high praise for the center and its
achievements. Harry Snyder, West
Coast regional director for the
Consumers Union, said Fellmeth
and his students have "brought us
out of the wilderness in terms of
what we did about the regulatory
process in California."
"They've made a terrific contribution," Snyder said. "These
boards are now aware they are
being watched and there's been a
better following ex procedure, like
the noticing of public hearings, in
general. The agencies realize this
thorn m their side is not gomg to go
away."

Gene Erbin, legal counsel to the
state Senate Judiciary Subcommittee, said the center "filled a big
void" in the state regulatory arena
by "creating a combative attitude
and providing some public advocacy where there was very little
before."
Erbin, who once served as a
lobbyist for the center, said its
Journal, the Reix>rter, "is read in
legislative offices here and is even
cited by courts in some cases.
People have introduced legislation
ba-,ed on what they read in the
Reporter."
Still, Erbin added that the program needs a bigger presence m
Sacramento. "There's room for
maturation," he said.

As for the center's targets, calls
to a sampling of agencies elicited a
variety of responses-from impartiality to resentment.
At the Board of Barber Examiners, executive director Lorna P.
Hill had a rather ho-hum attitude,
observing only that the student
monitors "seem to ask a lot of
questions at times when things
seem to be the busiest around
here." Hill was surprised to learn
the students view themselves as
watchdogs: "Who are they watching? What's their constituency?
Where do they get their mandate?"
she wondered.
'No Contribution'

Over at the Board of Osteopathic
Examiners, awareness was somewhat higher. Executive Director
Linda Bergmann said, "We all
know when they're there, but they
make absolutely no contribution
whatsoever, so we don't pay much
attention."
But Ken Wagstaff, executive director of the Board of Medical
Quality Assurance, is somewhat
more attuned. After all, the center
has flied a lawsmt against his
agency.
•·1 think there are two centersthe one that reports on what we do
and the one that brought this
litigation," Wagstaff said. "The
first one seems to be helping people
follow what's going on with the
various regulatory agencies. The
other has chosen to accuse us of
conspiracies and attack the policies
and procedures of this board, and
that's been rather upsetting to me."
Fellmeth is clearly proud of the
program, his students' accomplishments and the growing reputation
of the Reporter. And he is constantly thinking of new ways to
make a mark on the regulatory law
process. His next goal? To set up an
institute on the legal rights associated with open meetings.
"I'm pleased with the impact
we've made, but it's only significant because things were so bad
before," Fellmeth said. "We've
come a long way, but in reality,
we're only 10% of the way there."
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os trample Toreros, 70-54
The Toreros (2-3) hit better than 50
percent of their hots, but they only
manag d to get 41 attempts up
against a hounding defense.
•·we know how to play, but we
d1m't know anything :ibout competing," said Egan h e team commitm the face of overted 20 turno
pl ym defense. 'We couldn't prepare r people for playing against
that kf!d of mtens1ty
Thidgs appeared to get worse for
the T eros early in the second half,
when reshman center Keith Colvin,
who minutes had been few because
of an nkle inJury, left with an aggravat101 of the spram.
Bu then his sub, Jim Pelton, laid
on 1p off an inbounds play, then
spun for a layup and Marty Munn

-

-.,

...........

pulled up to hit a basket off the
break, then sank a three-pointer.
Over about five minutes, Boise
State's 23-point lead had been cut to
59-44 But that was about all there
was for drama.
Boise State forward Arnell Jones,
who powered his way inside for 20
points and seven rebounds, righted
his team with a six-point run, and the
outcome was clinched.
"That team 1s going to beat some
people, and they're going to suprise
some people this season," said Boise
State coach Bobby Dye. "And they're
probably not going to play as well as
they should some nights, too. That
goes along with it."
Los Angeles product Wilson Foster, a redshirt transfer, capitalized

on his quickness to drive the baseline
for 19 points, with nine-for-10 shooting. Junior guard Chris Childs, AllBig Sky Conference last season, contributed 15 points and seven assists.
While Calvin's rehabilitation was
set back, San Diego did get a meaningful contribution from one freshman. Forward John Sayers hit seven
of nine shots and scored 15 points,
though he committed nine turnovers.
Guard Danny Means contributed 12
points, and Munn came off the bench
in the second half to score 10.
Egan and the Toreros are idle for
the next six days, the better to prepare for their annual showdown with
crosstown rival San Diego State, Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at the Sports
Arena.

--------------

--- .....

USD coach Hank Egan:
'We know how to play,
but we don't know
anything about competing.
1,
We couldn't prepare our
a
people for playing against
/s
that kind of intensity.'
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opp
/ Torer s now ffi us t face a tougher
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steals l~t
s1 ts. He averaged
vear econd ID the nation among 1t rter from last year
h I
22 8 and advanced to , ,
r turn three
vision Is~ oomo\e of a scoring thre~t.
- h 11
team that v. en
game ID
. t
Means 1s .
·
the ('ond round of t e
USD com m 2-2. t ning start- He's averaging 1~.8 pomt s ~ore than
addition to dealmg ou
J
Bois, talc' three re ur
Munn leads
6-loot-6 forw ard Arnell ones three a ists.
g 17
Senior forward Marty
d Chris Child and Doug
er r
ta~~a~oncs and Childs are averag- the Toreros in scoring, averagm
. ts
t game
po~e1th Colvin, .usdo~is 6;!k~~a~~nn~
1Dg l~t~~ndir!ct. t~e lr~~co
d ade
Id center who sprame
t po1Dt guard an
day night against Puget Soun , m
against llSO's Danny Means shou
h Charlie Kat·
t a the trip to ~daho.
be n cxc llent one.
USO assistant coac
italo i scor1Dg only 3.8 po1D _
gam but he's bandmg out 4.5 a
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he'd be on all the All•A~erica lists
When the basketball tea_ms ~f
with the top 10 players m the naSan Diego State and the Umversition."
tx of San Diego meet Saturday at
Coaching stress : The next
ihe San Diego Sports Arena~ t~ere
you think you'd like to be a
time
will be the usual talk of the nv~l.
coach, think again.
ry~ between the two sch_ools, city
Caroln~n
North
of
case
the
Take
bragging rights and_the_hke . .
State Coach Jim Valvano and_ his
One simple questwn immediatecounterpart at North Carohna,
ly pops to mind when such talk
Dean Smith. Valvano has bee_n
.
arises: What rivalry?
joking about his popcorn and ciThe SDSU-USD game 1s not a
gars diet during the offseason t hat
r,valry because it has failed to c~phelped him lose 25 pounds.
ture the imagination of the city.
According to an N .C. State
How can it when the Aztecs hold a
spokesman, it was more t han a
15 _7 edge in games? The Aztecs
laughing matter. Valva~o was told
won six in a row from 1979•84 be•
to lose the weight by his doctors .
fore USD finally snapped the
Olson has been the story of the cur- The reason? A checkup revea)ed
string in 1985.
Former San Diego State Coach rent season. The Wildcats moved many of the clasbic early warmng
Smokey Gaines once said , "A rival- up to the No. 2 spot m the country signs of potential hea rt t rouble ry? Take a look out ther_e , and this week behind top -rated Ken- work -related stress, too much
weight and high blood cholesterol.
there's 1,800 people. That amt no tucky .
Meanwhile, Smith had been
the
for
ons
rea
big
the
of
One
.
rivalry."
Another reason the game 18 not Wildcats' success has been the play troubled by nosebleeds. T he cause
a rivalry is that too many _people of forward Sean Elliott. The. 6- was his previous two- pack-a-day
view it as a lopsided marriage. It foot-8 junior has drawn pra1se smoking habit.
has traditionally been seen a~ poo!, from around the country.
Local update: Former Poway
"All I can say, I hope the Bulls High School volleyball standout
D trying to beat its big
littlt
brotlier, an iego State, and rare - draft him when he is ready to leave Deanne Anastas was named to t he
y opinion, _he's West Coast Athletk Conference
hool b . . ·
ly succeeding. Even hen the Toas a first-class NBA player nght all-freshman team Monday.
reros h ave beaten the Aztecs
now" said Chicago's Michael Jorthey have the past two sea; on: Anastas, a former CIF Player 9£
they don't get much credit s1~ce dan• the NBA's leading 11corer last the Year was selec!Rd after a sohd
the Aztecs have been n h?rn~le sea~on. Jordan ran a basketball season ~t the University of San
team the last two years, wmnmg camp in North Carolina which El· Francisco. Anastas played on three
.
liott attended last summer.
.
just 15 games.
SA CIF champions hip teams at
"I played against him. He drives
USD Coach Hank Egan ?as it
Poway. She was voted the CIF
right when he said, "It's a rivalry with great intensity, can score Player of the Year in t he 1985-86
that has to be developed and nur- from inside or outside, and ha~ de- season, and twice was selected to
termination I haven't seen m a
tured.''
the All-CIF team.
Part of that process means de- young player in a long time," J or• Michelle Greaves, fo rmerly o
.
veloping quality program~ at both dan added.
Elliott, an All-Pac 10 selection San Pasqual High School, was
schools. That in turn will create
the potential for better basketb_all last season , has also drawn the named to the Division III
from both sides of town, and with praise of a man who just loves to All-America volley ball secoi:id
team recently. Greaves, a 5-8 hitgush over talented players.
1L more interest.
"Mr. Elliott, I will s_ing" yo1;1r ter/setter, helped Elmh_urst (Ill.)
Under Egan, the _Tor~ros are
h eaded in the right direction. Two praises all over the natwn said College place secon~ nationally a~
consecutive NCAA playoff appear - ESPN color commentator Dick Vi- ter losing to UCSD m the championship game recently•
a nces the past two seasons help tale.
b A .
After Syracuse wai; upset Y n
. .
create credibility.
The senior was also na1;1~d. to
For San Diego State, the hmng zona in the Great Alaska Shootout the District Five College Div1s1on
of Jim Brandenburg appears to be championship game, . S~rac~se All -Academic volleyball team,
a smart move. He is not only a Conch Jim Boeheim said, Elhott Greaves compiled a 3.~ 4 _gra1e
smart, no-nonsense type of coach , was the key. We cou,dn't cover hi;11 point average while maJormg i_n
but the 52-year-old Brandenburg with one man and when we did pre-physical therapy and athletic
knows how to build a top-notch help with him, he', such a good training.
program as witnessed by the suc- passer that he always found the
Notable quotes: Maryland
ce of Wyoming, his former place open man."
The last word on Elliot goes to freshman Brian Williams on ~e•
of employment.
B ut until both school~ reac:1 the man who always gets the last cently wearing a hockey goahe·
that higher level. talk of a rivalry 1s word - Vitale. "He·s a mini-Mag- type mask to protect a broken
ic. He's unselfish . . guaranteed ~o nose: "I felt like Jason," the mur.
nothing more than talk.
The talk of the town: The nse be a first-round choice .... If this derous ghoul in the "Friday the
of Arizona basketball under Lute kid got more expos re nationally, 13th" movies .

College
Notes
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oise State's 70.3% From Floor
Too Ho~or USD (51%), 70-54

Los Ang les, CA
(Los Ang les Col
Times
(S n Diego Ed .)

u

Junior fo rward W1!. on Foster
ed 13 of hi 19 pomts m the first
hall and was 9 of IO fro m the field
for t he game. Forward Arnell
Jones led all scorer. with 20 points,
and guard Chns Chllds had 15
points and 7 n s1sts for BoISe State.
USO was the first team to shoot
better than 40% thIS a. on against
Boise State. Freshman John Sayers
I d the Toreros with 15 pom
Danny feans scored 12 and Mar ty
un added 10.
· I like the Bo1 e State team.'
U. D Coach Hank Egan sad. "The)
don't m e many mistakes and
th ey pl ay with a great deal of
intensity. We played hard, but we
didn't play as hard as Boise State
did."
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Is Off
to Merry Start
- - - -..FL=--~ ~- SAN DIECO-'T1s lhe s a on, all righl,
and with a veng ance, a anyone who has
venlurcd even the most tentative of toes
onto the social circuit reccr,tly knows only
too well.
Chri.,tma trees have sprung up like
weeds in b, Urooms around the county , to
the pomt that one fror. turning green at
the • 1ght of another lavishly decoraled
pine. Carol r~ have b n m
full voice, aggre s1ve po111sct-

N
IEGO
off II tnce fl r,o r~. mt tlNO(' has D
COUNTY
t 1J

l1av1: JU~ ;,;u d 11: ... ,.,. ~,,

made for s0111' merry rn eN ings and, all mall, Jl's b n quite a season.
The Can<llchght Ball , the annual tradi tion that formerl y mtroduced the holidays
but has t, en beaten out of the gate in
recent ye.irs by several newer fund - rais er , noneth less serv d to make lhc arrival
of the ca on offiu I lhe nther night when
it bathed 520 Scri_eps M E30r1al Hospita: - La
Jolla supporters m the cheery glow of an
equal number of candl ~Given Dec. 5 in lhc ballroom of the La
lolla Marriott, "~'etc de la Lum1cre·
("r ,. .. t or th Light") Infused its guests
with o tie or,al 101e de v11,re whllf' i a1smg
more tl,an $/'.0,000 for lhe hospital's Trau ma Center, cho~ n by the ball -sponsorin_g
Scripps Memorial Aux1l1, ry as this year s
beneficiary. The guest list number d many
who have made th ball a regular entry on
their Decemb r h dule. for half or more
of it~ 58 years and included others who
r"p ated roles th y have played, among
thrm chairman Kay Hopkm~. who also
ch 1r d the HJ81 C ndlelight Dall.
Lot1 or Warm Feelin,t1

"I've alway felt that th Candlelight
Ball 1s a r al comm unity ball that genrra,cs
lolll or warm feelings," said Hopkins, who
noted tha t the Candlelight is the second
old al. ocial trad1t1on m the county, s upcr (!d d only by the annual Charity Ball
,.. given for the b ncf1t of Chlldr n's llosp1tal
and Heal th C nter.
"J think tl' the mo t el gant h<11l San
n1 go h to offer,'' added Hf_rik1m · co Pio

\t

•
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soc1JEIT~Season Off t~ a Merry Start

Continued from Page 1

chairman, Eileen Bugbee.
Arriving guests were flung into the holiday spirit
well before they hit the ballroom; the Crusader Bell
Choir manufactured echoes in the Marriott lobby when
it rang out carefully harmonized carols that cheered
the party -goers as they headed upstairs.
More music waited in the ballroom-which, thanks
to the almost exclusive use of candlelight, had a golden
glow, as 1f it had been basted with melted butterwhere the robed Evans School Ensemble sang to an
audience that included more than a few parents. The
music continued after the dinner of squab salad, veal
tenderloin and chocolate Bavarian cream when Lew
Malin and his Sounds of Music invited the guests onto
the dance floor.
The guest list included Auxiliary President Gingie
Hunstead and her husband, the Rev. Gary Hunstead;
hospital President Brent Eastman and his wife, Sarita;
Scripps Memorial benefactor Marianne cDonald with
Adnan Jaffer. Frances Burgar with RandaJJ Phillips;
Georg Borthwick with Tom Fleming; Jeanne Jones
with Scripps Memorial Foundation director James
Bowers: Barbara and Martin Fricke; Connie and
Vincent Galluzzi; Carol and Harold Shively; Kris and
William Halsey; Eva Hough; and Gail and Chuck
Conners.
D

RANCHO BERNARDO-Described by its organizers as the Escondido soiree of the year, the annual
Christmas Tree Lane has become such a hit that it has
evolved mto a trio of events spread over two days.
This year, a total of some 1,000 guests attended
either the Dec. 4 brunch fashion show, the luncheon
that followed the same day, or the Dec. 5 gala dinner
dance. All three were held in the Bernardo Ballroom at
the Rancho Bernardo Inn, and because of a wedding
reception given between the Friday luncheon and the
Saturday gala, Il meant that the committee had to
mount the intricate decorations l wice.
Given for the benefit of the Boys and Girls Club of
Escondido and themed "Heavenly Holidays," Christ-

mas Tree Lane netted some $40,000, much of it from
raffle tickets sold on the 14 extravagantly decorated··
trees that lined the walkway to the ballroom and gave
the event its name. All the trees also sheltered heaps of
gifts, which along with the trees would be delivered to
winners' homes the morning after the party.
Grand and Traditional

Underwritten by Escondido businesses and individuals and designed by some of North County's top
decorators, the trees ranged from the grand to the
traditional to the clever; in th!! latter category
would- be decorator Kathleen Horwath's "Chile Colorado," which decked a pudgy spruce with chile
pepper-shaped bulbs and bouquets of brightly colored
Indian corn. But the most popular, as always, was the
tree called "All is Calm, All is Bright," since a package
bearing $1,000 in cash sat at its base.
The event was co -chaired by Ruth Mangrum and
the aptly named Susie Snow, who spent a last minute in
the gilded angel cen·
·g
the ballroom
terpieces just before the doors were th rown open to the
gala guests.
"When a group of people decide to come together for
a good cause, the event becomes beautiful," Mangrum
said. "Thal is what has happened with Christmas Tree
Lane."
Included on the committee were Christal Carter,
Maryann Eagleson, Janace Miller, Mel Carrillo, Diana
Morris, Diana Golec, Lorna Olson, Judy Seale, Fran
Hancock, Dee Dee Just, Jean Stenstrom, Sheri Murphy
and Cindy Cargill.

D
SAN DIEGO-The Christmas cavalcade continued
Dec. 6 with the 13th annual Christmas Tree Dansant,
given by the Assistance League of San Diego County in
the La Jolla Marriott ballroom for the benefit of the
organization's several philanthropies.
Always plan ned to be low-key but jolly ( the group
broke with tradition this year by desig ating the dress
black tie-optional; it has always bee informal) , the
Please se~ S
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SOCI~ff-Season Off to a Merry Start
Continued from Pase 32

Christmas Tree Dansant offers its guests the chance to
bid on trees, wreaths and baskets designed by its
membership as a pr~ude to an evening of dinner and
dancing.
This year, the tree selection included the improbably
,1arned, but cleverly executed, "Incredible Inedibles"
pine contributed by the league's provisional members,
as ''"'II asp, ,vhlte-and-rcd fantasy named "Strawb::r•
rics in the Snow." The themes of both these trees
s,.rved to sharpen appetites for the dinner of roast
sirloin and hazelnut Bavarian cream.
Pat Tapp chaired the gala, and the committee
incl uded Rita Sprague, Jeanne Lockwood, Joan
Broughton, Carol Dickinson, Mary Ann Blair, Carolyn
Waggoner. Norma Hayes, Mary Jane Bennett, Dorothy
Lord and Jinx Pitrofsky.
Among the guests were Chuck and Ti mmy Blake,
lwyn and Ann Graves, Griff and Barbara Hayes, Ed
and Fritz1 Johns, Dick and Barbara Sewall, Ron and
June J<:eiber, Roger and Arlrne Miller, Daryl and
Vickie Milsap and Peter and Sandy McCreight.
D

The University-.,.Qf San Diego student scholarship
fu nd benefited from °TJi'iirsaay's "Christmas Past and
Present," given by the university auxiliary for some
200 guests in the ballroom of the Omni San Diego
Hotel.
This luncheon actually a voided Christmas trees in its

Esr IBU

/Azt~s-Toreros clash falls
f8r'~hort of a true rivalry

..

·ct Colvin "will be able to
didn't say if Colt°t:t~fi
~!!,1r:t
st;rt. The freshm~n has st~~s far.
f th Toreros games
fouUrSoD a:d Boise State have onde
t Puget Soun .
common op~on~~he Loggers 64-60
Boise State eUaSD beat Puget Sound
last Saturday.
with Boise
.
71-66 on Monday.
USO split two meetmforeros beat
54.
State last ea on. The
th e~~:~~t:irvzni:~t
at
the Broncdos IDped
52, then rop
Boise State, 71-56.

Los Angeles, CA
( Los Angeles Co)
)
Times
lSan Diego Ed .
(Cir. o 50 ,~j~?
(Cir. S 55 ,

Th ~fi~1ty of San Diego hit
51 o o,rnnnmie-'fr'""'-thc-field but
still lo t to h ot- hooting BoISc
Uite, 70-54, S turday ma nonconference m n's basketball game in
front of 6.804 nt Bo , Ida.
ta e (5 0) shot 70.3%
Bot
from the floor, and rts pressu re
d fen e produced 22 USD turnov~rs.
Ber e tat I d, 44-26, at the hal f
on 16-of-20 hooting from the floor
nd 7-of-10 shootmg from the line.
The Broncos wcr 26 of 37 from the
field for th game
Th Bron os held therr biggest
1 d, 56-33 with 13 35 left m the
gam . USD (2 3) pulled to w1th m
Gl-47 on n three-point shot by
arty Munn with 6,30 remammg.

P. C. 8

decor, opting instead fo r centerpieces of Raggedy Ann
a nd Andy dolls, the popular toys that were introduced
to the public 55 years ago, although they seem much
older than that.
The holiday theme was present, though, in the form
of live and silent auctions that offered guests the
chance to buy some rather special gifts for loved
ones-or for themselves. Top-featured items were a
Boehm porcelai n Nativ ity scene, a pair of press box
tickets to the Dec. 20 Chargers-Colts game, and a
reservation for one of the acclaimed Great Chefs
cooking seminars given at the Robert Mondavi Winery
in Oakville.
Luncheon chairman Jane Pentelei-Molnar said that
the luncheon replaced, fo r this year only, the popular
USO fashion show that normally attracts about 700
guests. The show had to be canceled when the
department store that formerly su pplied the fashions
discontinued its arrangement with the auxiliary.
However, the ladies did not have to go without
models and fashion-the ReviJlon fur salon from Saks
F ifth Avenue showed a line of furs just right for the
current season, including an extravagant lynx wrap
that surely was mentioned to numerous husbands over
the family dinner table that evening.
The attendance included auxiliary President Fern
Murphy, Lee Maturo, Mildred Cody, Carol Alessio,
Alison Tibbitts, Pam Palisoul, Theresa Cluck, Marge
Hughes, Betty Hubbard, Gloria Melville, Linda Alessio,
Rita Neeper and Doris Hughes.
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State Bar OKs
disciplinary
Policy:)...0\changes
5 s""-

DEC 1 '3 1987

m·

SAN FRANCISCO (AP ) State Bar leader h av
e
proved major chan~e~ lil
much-criticized discipline system for lawyers, includin& the
hiring of full-time professional
judges to replace volwiteers .
At a meeting Saturday, the
bar's Board of Governors endorsed key proposals by Robert
Felhneth, a Universit.l'.--of_ San
Diego law professor appolllted
by ~ orney General John Van
de Kamp as a monitor of the
discipline system under a recent
.ti
state law.
Felhneth has issued two en ·
cal reports of the system ~ut
said it could be greatly. unproved by hiring profess1?nal
JUd~es. He said. there was little
trautlng , no unifo~ standard:S
and a lack of cons1Stent decivolsion-making among the
W1teer lawyers who now Judge
most cases of lawyer nusconduct along with a smaller
roup of retired judges and
ere erees.
Some bar leaders, including
President Terry Anderlini of
San Mateo, at frrst r esisted the
change, saying it would force a
prohibitive cost in lawyer dues.
But Van de Kamp and other
critics of the bar indicated they
would go to the Le~islature if
the bar didn't act on its own.
The board tentatively agreed
at a retreat last month to order
the hiring of full-time administrative law jud~es, and made
the decision official Saturday.
Adopting another Fellmeth
recommendation , the board
voted to replace the volW1teers
on the State Bar Court's Review
Department, its appellate
branch, with salaried Judges to
be appointed by the sta e Supreme Court.
The board did not put • cost
on the changes. But in a related
action, the board appr9v~d _an
additional $554,000 for discipline
staff for the first three months
of 1988 to attack the persistent
backlog of cases.
The money will eventually
come from cutting other bar
proa:rams or from asking the
Legislature to mcrease dues
from the state's 110,000 lawYers,
who currently pay up to $27,
/ j
year in dues. •
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO FOUNDERS GALLERY (Desales Hall, USO) :

Contemporary paintings by Clint Stoddard.
Show runs through Jan. 15. Hours are
noon- 5 p.m. Monday-Friday.
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Atherton is named
chief
Ci y (:oJ!ege
5

By Michael Scott- 1Jr ')
Staff Writer
Jeanne Atherton has been selected
as the new president of San Diego
City College, the board of trustees
has announced.
Atherton, 51, is the first women
ever to head any of the district's
three community college campuses.
She has been employed with the local
district since 1973 and is currently
the director of rnstractional student
services at the City College campus.
She will-take over ,ne est ency
of the 14,000•student campus Jan. 4,
replacmg Robert Arnold, who has
been interim prestdent since the retirement of Allen Repashy last J anuary.
Atherton will receive a salary of
$67,272. The range for the position
currently goes from $58,116 to $70,632
a year.

Trustee chairman Gene French described Atherton as the "overwhelmi~g choice of the city college facultf' Almost 100 of the 151 full time
faculty members at the campus
s gned a petition urging the trustees
t select her.
City College history instructor
Ternot MacRenato described Atherton as •·a faculty-oriented administrator who is creative and open to
new ideas."
The trustees had conducted a natr:mwfde search for a new president.
Commented French: "It is encouraging to see that from our own ranks
we have strong, qualified leadership.
S e is the right person at the right
time for the right college."

"I am delighted with the appointment, and I thank the trustees," said
yesterday.

Atherton joined the district as
dean of instructional resources at
Mesa College in 1973 and transfered
to Miramar College as dean of arts
and sciences in 1980. She took over as
director of instructional and student
services at City College in 1984.

''I am sure that the faculty will
join me in first working toward
tighter educational plans for students to help them better structure
their college courses toward specific
career goals," she added.

She has a doctorate in education
from the Universit 1Jf Sap Die o, a
master of arts in commt1')ications
from New York University and a
bachelor of science in education
from State University of New York.

/
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Young Toreros' latest exam arrives tomorrow against Aztecs

Y Don orcro s

Tr,bu

,,,.,ast
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It' big- am w k at USD, a bJE

a It el during the pr

ason any-

way, which m ans the annual date

S,111 Diego , CA
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w1th 'an D1 go St t .
why ar the Torer , who ar 23 r.d tru ling to fm<l th proper
cli m1 try, only practicing one hour a
d y all w k mst ad of th u u I
two'
Fm I .
"I've got th lngg t fin I in the
orld • aid cent r .Jtm Pelton earhr in ht> w k, haking hts h d
Th la ·,
"R1om d1cal eth
And th t, ri ht th re, tells you all
y u n d to know ,1b ut D ketb II, where th t rm tud nt-athletc
1Sn t m1 nomer
th I , th1 i a big game for
th Torcros, isn't 1t' Depend upon
who you I k

Surely it's big to ike Haupt, the
Toreros' 6-foot-5 forward. Come tomorrow night, when the teams tip oU
at 730 at the Sports Arena, Haupt
will becom the first player ever to
play for both teams.
A· a fr hman m 1984, Haupt came
off th an Diego State bench, scored
four point down the stretch and igmtcd a 7-53 victory over the
Toreros.
Haupt was still a student at SDSU
the next fall, but he had decided to
tran fer to USO. He remember drivmg in h" car, turning on the game
and feelm good when he heard the
Torero w re up by 15. USD wound
up winning by 17, Its first win over
th Azle mcc 1976
Th Tor ros won last year by 16,
but Haup sat on the USD bench 1n
street clothe while recovermg from
a back inJury. ow he finally gets to
play again In thi rivalry, so he's ex-

I 131

ore evates
co ty judges
upe ·or Court

cited, isn't he?
"It's a game you want to win because it's the San Diego title," said
Haupt "But I thmk for us, right now,
every game is a big game. I think the
media plays (the game) up more than
1t is."
Haupt explains that there's no one
left on San Diego State's team from
when he played there. And there's no
one on USD that he played against.
So except for wanting to get the
Toreros headed in the right direction,
no, the game isn't that special to him
Point guard Danny Means, who
has never lot to the Aztecs, says,
"It's definitely not Just another
game." But then he oftens his
stance, noting that the Toreros are
coming off a 16-point lo to Boise
State and adds, "But no matter who
it is, we just need a win. It just so
happens this is our cross-town rival."
But isn't this game big for an -

body? Isn't there bad blood anywhere?
Turns out there is.
Last spring, USD senior Marty
Munn went down to South Mission
Beach looking for a basketball game.
He bumped into one of the Aztecs,
who played on last year's team and
who's back again this year. Munn
won't say who the player is.
Anyway, Munn asked the certain
player how the Aztecs would be this
year. And according to Munn, the guy
gave him the cold sho·,lder.
"He acted like he didn't want to
give me the time of day, so I don't
have much respect for this certain
person," said Munn ''He was playing
with shades on. He thought he was
real cool."
Upon hearing Munn, USD's players
broke out laughing.
"You can cut all my stuff out," said
Haupt. "You've got what you're look-

ing for."
Munn, USD's leading scorer (15.6
points), wasn't finished.
"I definitely want to get even with
him during the game.'
If Munn can transfer that emotion
to his teammates and get them to
play with enthusiasm tomorrow
night, USD coach Hank Egan will be
ecstatic. After losing four starters
from last year's 24-6 team, Egan expeeled the Toreros to struggle in the
early going this year, and they have.
Even their two wins, at home against
Montana and Puget Sound, were only
by five point! But Egan expected t~,e
team to play with enthusiasm, an•
thus far he doesn't feel it has.
Egan blames him elf.
_
"I think I made the assumption
that we had built a tradillon of effort
here that would carry over," he said.
"And I thought that would be conta-

g1ous. I think with so much new, that
was a bad assumption on my part.
And what I'm trying to do is get
more involved."
So when the Toreros were practicing this week, Egan wasn't coaching
from the sidelines, he was right on
the court. And when he was unhappy
with someone not setting a solid
screen, he let him know about it.
Loudly. And when someone set a
solid screen he clapped his hands and
praised them.
"With a young team, what they
h-!eded was direction,'' Egan said.
Now they're getting pretty explicit
direction of what's arl'eplable and
what's not."
But will the Toreros respond with
an emollonal effort?
"If we don't,' Means said, "coach
will kill us."
If not the Aztecs.

/i
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. ere are_ a ton of krds who can play, but the first
thrng we do rs get their high school transcripts'

- Hank Egan (right)

Egan's juggling act at .USD:
grades, ability and charact~r

A

those who were paying
morning for a seminar on recruitattention will recall, the
mg
- USD style. Having served at
USD men's ba ketball
the Air Force Academy for 18 seateam last year won 24 games, its
sons, Egan long has been c:onver:-onfer~nce chamP,ionship and an
sant with schools that have the aumv1tahon to the NCAA Tournament where the Toreros came
within a single field goal of
unseating mighty Auburn.
That was last year. In the interim, six of the eight top players
from that varsity have vanished
into the world of commerce leaving a hole approximately the size
of Manchuria. The cupboard is not
exactly bare, but the replacements represent a huge helping of
nexperience which is reflected in
the 2-3 record as USD prepares for
dacity to insist their athletes be
aturday's annual dance with S'an
able to read and write.
Diego State.
"I thought we o be able to reach
ln attempting to I rn how one
a lot of people here we couldn't at
effects such extensive repairs, we
the Academy," .he ays. ·'but that
Joined coach Hank Egan yesterda
hasn"t been true. The entrance re-

Attecs: Host USD
at Kr'erla tonight

S.1n Diego, CA
(San Diego Co .)
San Diego Union
C1r . D. 21 7,089)
Cir. S. 34 1,840)
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Azt cs, T oreros
new rivalry c;<

Continued from E-1

"Part of our problem has been
rushing things; a lot of it 1s that we
~ - 3 ) most recently played aren't familiar with each other yet,"
!!! Boise State, losmg, 70-54, in Idaho ~aid junior forward Mike Haupt. •·we
la t Saturday in a game Egan found have a chance to be a good team if
particularly disturbing.
we can get playmg be t r together."
Egan shuffled his starting lineup
With 6-foot-8 freshman center
after a 0-2 start and went with three Keith Colvin nursing an ar.kle injury,
freshmen. The change produced two the Toreros· tonight will start two
victories, then the Boise loss.
freshmen, 6-i John Sayers and 6-6
Egan watched SDSU play USIU, Randy Thomprnn.
and comparing that performance
USD i led in scoring by junior
with his team's effort against Boise gu:fr'aI)anny Means, who has averState was not encouraging.
aged 13.4 points. Haupt is averaging
"This (SDSU) 1s a game we view as 7.6 points and a team-leading 6.2 revery import aat~ and l wish at thi
bounds
moment we were m better shape,"
SDSlJ has four tarters scormg in
Egan said. "Right now the kids at double figures, led by sophomore
San Diego State are playing better guard Tony Ros (19.3J.
together and playing harder than we · Against USIU, Ross scored 27 and
do.
Junior point guard Bryan Williams. a
"That's the mo t d1 appomtmg community-college transfer, had his
part of our e on I had the feeling best night as an Aztec with 22 pomts
going m that with a lot of new people and eight assists.
we would be di jointed for a while
The Aztecs were 10-for-14 from
But the effort and the enthu iasm three-pomt range against USIU and
that you would expect - e ·pecially shot a sea on-high 56.9 percent from
when you're deal111g with young peo- the field.
pie - i not vhat it hould be
Brandenburg i more reserved
I hope th t this game. which I than Egan in his asse ment of the
take very seriously, will give u
Aztec·' performance agamst USIU.
ome kind of incentive to get this
• I think Hank's crying wolf," Branthm going and on the right track
denburg said. I don't thmk he's in
"I don't think we can continue to awe of our program or our team.
play good-quality people - and the We're right m the middle of trying to
San Diego State program is tartmg make ourselvc a lot better than we
to evolve mto a quality program as are. W 've got several area where
evidenced by th ir perfor ance we need to improve.
against USIU - unle s we go af er 1t
•·1 know Hank Egan; 1 know what
with ome enthusiasm. '
kmd of a coach he, , and I cant help
ll O ha been clo e to its five op- bu think a lot of t positive of his
ponent m hootmg and rebounding
teams from the last couple years will
But II has committed 86 turnover
rub off on lh1s team during the
an a ver,1ge,.__"'
of'--'l'--'7"".
- 2.:...
. -~--~_......:co::.:u::.r:s::.:e::..:o::_f__.l:,::
: he~s::_:e:as:o".'.n:_
-' _ __

•Cushman.,..,---..:..___ __

quirements are considerably
<'<1nlmued From E-1
coaching. Ym've been accustomed to
above NCAA standards, and anyknow the size of your gym, how often operat!ng a: a certain level of effione we recruit has to perform acayou're on TV, what tournaments ciency and suddenly it's not there
demically during the time he's on
you·11 be playing in and do we go to anymore. Trat's hard to swallow. On
campus.
Hawaii.
the other ha'Jd, these kids are being
"There are a ton of kids who can
"We sometimes get eliminated be- bombarded ty comparisons, which is
play, b~t the first thing we do is
cause of those factors. But we have not fair to th~m."
get their high school transcripts.
w ;id,lress the issues before we spend
The problt\n is complicated by the
That way, we can eliminate a
ct lot of money. The budget here is
fact that su ss tends to breed amlarge number right m our office.
not endless."
bition, a con ming trait that quickly
"'There are factors other than
Hank smiled. The budget probably
intelligence involved. Not everywouldn't pay for the paper clips at, spreads to thfl counting house. Asked
what defeatir Auburn would have
body who is bright is a good persay, Auburn.
meant to his program, Egan says
son. Some bright people make
His talent pool has been further "We'd be a hecl: of a lot ncher."
'
bombs and blow up thmgs. There
reduced by a new restriction. WhereA
second-round
game,
in
fact,
h~ to be a sense of morality along
by junior college students once qualiwould have deposited another
with everything else."
fied for enrollment with 48 hours of $200,000
in the USD treasury. MoreFrom those eventually contactover,
the
Toreros' next opponent
ed, Egan hears the same questions
would have been eventual national
that might be a.ked at say Auchampion, lridiana, meaning a coastburn. "All of them kn~w ~e ve
'Once you win,
to-coast
appearance on TV. The
been to the NCAA playoffs,'' he
value of that in down-the-line name
the expectation
says. '·Beyond that, they want to
recognition is beyond simple calculaPlease see CUSHMAN: E-f, Col. J
level changes
tion.
"With last year's ballclub, we
considerably, and I
could have played the Auburns every
sense that around
night," Ega_n says. "The question is,
can we do 1t year after year. That's
here'
what we have to find out.
-Hank Egan
"Once you win, the expectation
level changes considerably, and I
sense that around here. That's OK.
When you get down to it, a coach's
job is to win bas
11 games and if
credit, now it must be 48 hours of you
can't
do
it,
you
can
have a reatransferable credit "That ha~ elimisonable
expectation
of
doing
somenated a lot of transfers." Egan points thing else.
out.
"It seems like I spent a lifetime at
Beginning the latest recruiting
the
Academy making excuses for not
season with a list of 700 names, Hank
and his staff cventuaUy identified 24 winning, and' I find that hard. There
that would be acceptable at USD. may be reasons why you can't win,
After going into the 24 homes, they but that has to be your goal or you
invited 12 to visit campus. They shouldn't be into it in the first place."
There often are reasons beyond the
signed four. Egan says it's his best
control of the coach. Egan recalled a
group yet.
The common conception is that a trip when his Air Force team was
required to play ill Hawaii on Thursyoung man who is superior academi- day
night and then at noontime Satcally should be a dream when it
urday in El Paso against league
comes to learning athletic X's and power
UTEP.
O's. The fact 1s, classroom intelli"We're
down 40-11 at halftime" he
gence does not always transfer into
says,
"and
everybody wanted to
basketball savvy.
know what the problem was. I guess
"I once had a kid who was 4.0 in I didn't explain it well, because I
mathematics," Hank was saymg yes- soon
had a new job.
terday, "but we couldn't get him to
"My
problem now is I don't know
zone press. He said the technique where we
sit. We have some good
didn't compute, that it wasn't feasiyoung talent, but I have no way of
ble."
knowing what it will look like in four
The solution?
years."
"I benched him," Egan replied,
To test its mettle, Egan will be
"and an amazing thing happened.
upgrading
the schedule to include apThe longer he sat, the more feasible
pearances at such places as the Lapit became."
chick tournament in New York City
Now, however, it is the year after and
the Indiana Classic in Bloomingthe big year, !ind there is this new ton, Ind.
challenge. "The inexperience is my
call," Hank Egan admits. "I chose to _ Contrary to widespread opinion, he
play the same lineup for 30 games 1s pleased by San Diego State's commitment to upgrading that basketlast winter.
"Those guys were so seasoned that ball program. "Nothing but better
when we went on the road, they happens to us if State gets better,"
didn't even hear the other team's Hank Egan says. "The good kids have
been leaving the city. If there's sucband. They just played. With the ex- cess
it will be easier to keep
ception of UNL V, we won more road themlocally,
m town.
games than anybody west of the Mis"It's like the restaurant business.
sissippi.
"Now we're balancing the ledger, If you want to start one, the best
place to put it is next to a good resand it's a hard change of pace in taurant."
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winning tho.

are pl ymg better tor,ether. and
the) 're playing harder than we do.
"That' the mo~t disappointing
part of our ea on. I had the feeling
gomg m that we wo 1l<l have a few
problem execution wi e. The ef
fort and the enthusia m is not
where it should be. I hope that thi.
ame .. \\111 give u some kind of
mpmtive to get th thing going
ncl get on the nght track "
'I he Torcro (2-'l attempted to
nght themselve a ler droppmg
their first two rram of the season.
Egan m ertcd 6 fo t 8 fre hman
center Keith Coh m mto the
tarting hneup m th econcl game
OTJ then put two more
of the
, 7 forward John
Ire hman
ard Randy
ayer and 6-6
nto tarting role
Thomp on
th next g me
l O th n w n wo tra1ght

e

ua'1lle

Continued from page 61
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EC 2 0 t 87

~trounces the Aztecs, 76-53
Pl - Semor
DIEG~
en r Jun Pelton had a car ·cl'ht h 20 point and the University
n D1 o Toreros held San
ol
D1e _o tat<> to ju t two points
during a nm minute stretch in
th hr t half m beating the
zl c , for
t dthird hstraight
. sthe
3 a ur ay mg t.
year, 7ti- 5·,
Efrem Leonard and 1artv
Munn• added 15 point ap1ere
th 'l'or ro , 3 ...
Bryan W1lllams
point and T n> Ro
Altec . 3San D1 go h:id won JU 1 ,v o
th 21> rn etin~. In the enes be.~
fore t:irting the current string .

for

an Diego State led 15-14 \ 1th
12:25 to go in the fir. t half, before the Torero took control
tunn
with a 12-point streak
scored the last eight m the run
including a pair of 3-point hot
San Diego expand rl its lead to
·
left. and
3:·1 17 wit h t h ree mrnute.
was up 11 2 t t, l •11ne
Pelton, a rc~erve Ul t1l thi
yt'ar, ~cored 12 point an the first
haU ncludln 8-of from the
li'le
p , 1ous career high wa.
111 pornt m a g:ime la. t year.
·an Die o State shot ju t 31
percent In he first half /

games. But after getting hlown out
by Boi e State 70-54 last aturda
Egan remains concerned abou hl
team.
be
"\Ve have some game to
fore we ~tart conference pin), but
now is the time to get thing
rolling," he said.
It would eem with both coache
talking about impro~ing thtlr r
spect1ve team , tonight' "rivulrv"
game would be th p rfoct time to
fltart. After all. the comp tlhve
juice should he flo..., mg 'I hrow m
the fart that the Torcro hav
beaten the Azters mrluding la t
~ason's convincing 83 67 deci 10n
two trnight game .
"We hould be re dy Br rnden
burg aid. 'If you can't be ready for
th1 game vou 'fn't get r ady for
Please see GaJe page B2

_,,,.,-

cast the rest of an Diego State's
games.

...

Ma~ty M~nn, a 6-6 forwardany of them."
guard 1s leading the Toreros with a
fut w~at of the so called rival- 15.6 scormg average. Junior guard
ry• Does 1t even exist, given the fan Danny Means, the only starter left
apathy that has been displayed from USD's NCAA playoff team of
ye~r after yel:r for this game?
la~t season, is averaging 13.4
I thu~k this series in town is ex- points.
trem~ly important." Egan said "It
S~phomore guard Tony Ross
is a rivalry that needs to be de~el- c~ntmues to lead San Diego State
for
good
It's
nurtured.
and
oped
with a 19.3 scoring average. Backcollege ba_ ketball here. It's a game court mate Bryan Williams is next
that we view as very important."
at 14.3.
. Brandenbu~g sounded no less
As_ incredible as it seems, Ros~
in~ense regarding the intracity af- who _is 27 of 51 (49 percent) from
fair.
3-pomt territory, ib shooting better
"As far as cross-town rivals are fr~m that range than he is on '..i.imvery
is
game
this
concerned,
point shots, where he is only I 2 of
portant.to ~ur program," Branden- 27 (44 percent).
bhrg said. Both programs are in
t city and it l.Jecomes a matter of
. tJ D figures to start 6-9 senior
pnde. I think this could be good for Jim
Pelton at center in place of
co!leg~ ba ketball in the city. I fres~man Colvin, who is nursing
thmk it can be a hard-fought rival- ~prained ~nkle, which he reinjured8
ry, but I think it can be a good
• i~ the Boise State game. Colvin is
healthy rivalry "
hsted as questionable.
For the AztE·c , jumor college
Game time is 7:30 p.m with transfer ~itch McMullen i expecKF!"fB-AM (76~) broadcasting the ted ~ack m the starting lineup, reaction. Ted Leitner will call the placmg Sam Johnson. The 6-11
play-by-play.
McMullen started the first four
It is the first regular-season games of the season before being
ga_me the station has broadcast benched against Tulsa two games
t? 1s ·eeson. After doing the exhibi- ago.
l!o~ game again t the Soviet Union
. Ironically, the junior center had
nat10nal team in _ ovember the his best outing while coming off
stat!on di~ not broadcast th~ Azth~ bench against USIU with l8
tecs firs~ six r~gular-season games pomts and nine rebounds.
because it was ma key ratings peri?d that helps determine advertisTonight's game marks the secmg rates.
ond game of a six-game San Diego
KFMB is scheduled to broad- State homestand.
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Toreros:
Defeat
Aztecs
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7. Th Torer al
before, 81-64.
But in the openmg minutes last
night, a closer game seemed to be in
store. The Aztecs (3-4/ led after eight
minutes, 15--14, but that was the last
lead for them
At that point, USD scored 12
straight, including two three-pointers
and a layup from its leading scorer,
Marty 'lunn (15.6 average going into
the game, although he has started
Just two game ).
Mitch McMullen stopped the run
with a &-foot turnaruund bank shot.
but USD scored v ·n more in a row
making it 33-17
After halftime, the Toreros went
on an 11-1 run to make the score 5227.
"It was a great halftime speech I
'
guess,"B randenburg said.
More interesting than the game
were the courtside con versa hons of
Brandenburg and Egan. two of the
be t referee-ba1ters around.
'You're cavmg in to him alread, "
Egan screamed after one of the
fi--'>l=. -.....
r .
·
Western
cia c~ ed a foul on USD's Danny
Means m the openmg minutes.
Shortly afterward, Brandenburg
was off the bench, complaining that
hi team was bemg held defensively.
A foul came soon after, as did
Egan up the court.
Who's calling th,s game?" he
a ked. "Why don't you just give him a Aztecs guard Bryan Williams, all 5 fee~he1~n.Diego Union H~ward_ L1p,n
whistle. Give him a whistle down trouble against 6-9 USO center Jim Pe,lton .inches of him, IS m
there."
Still in the first half, McMullen 'We d.d not get rnto the offensive
Bryan Wilhams scored a teamw~s called for his second personal area with our perimeter people.
h" h
ig 13 for the Aztecs, who shot just
"When yol.i don't (penetrate). i't's
, with USD leading, 30-17
34.1 percent and were out-rebounded
h
What in the hell 1s that?" Bran'
uc a long pa. s gu_ in the third 42-19.
denburg called out at referee Manny row of the tudenl section can pick it
USO shot 52.1 percent. More reRaynoso. •·come on. Manny, protect off"
l thmk what happened was a markably, the Toreros were 4-of-7
the WAC, will you?"
Brandenburg wlts not unreali lie bunch of angry Torer05 came after (all in the first half) for 57.1 percent
from outside the three-point line.
us and handed u our unch
enough, however fo say the refer
LaS t night, Egan replaced freshbe
aid
he
calm
was
He
outfmal
the
1th
v.
do
to
anything
had
man Randy Thompson in the starting
one th,ng I Ye I arned in basketb
come
lineup with junior-college transfer
' I think our mexpenence is what
Efrem Leonard. who scored a cahave to have the ability to
we're trying to overcome, he aid - - - ~ - - - - - -_.__ _..:.ree
15"-._ _ _ _ _ _ __
•high,,_.,,
= r..,:::.
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s_;6f§S1noza aims
:r Olympics
Aztecs set to battle Toreros

By d Zieralsk1

S

tcr
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.
tlus yea, with the pro~:p:~~~/~as~!stm:a !8, f~eling m?re motivated
n exico s Olympic Team wait, mg for him next summer
E ptnoza, an alumnus of Helix igh and G_ro smont College who played on
Mex1cos National Team this past
summer, knows that if he works
hard, ther <' might be a place for him
on the Olympic team next year
·
That's Seoul, brother.
"Tht'rc s a future in Mexico for me
a~ far as po 1bly going to the Olym
pies and playing ·om professional
basketball in the summer " said
re from
Esp1~oza, whose paren
lexico .. "After the national tournament this summer in Juarez, they'll
take all-stars from every team and
the~ go practice for a while and pick
their Olympic team."
Espin?za has overcome a slow
start thi season and loor.s to tie a
force for SDSU coach Jif\) Brandenburg. The Aztecs (3-3) play crosstown nv· 1 lJ.SD (Wl tonight at the
Sports Arena at 7:35 (KFMB-7so).
T~e 6:foot-8, 210-pound senior
JUAN ESPINOZA
star. d m the Aztecs' first four
He'~ playing well after slow start
garn, then was benched with two
Tulsa m the consolation game of the K ote~ star_ters wh~n the team played
ac us lassie at Arizona State. Espinoza h rdly played in that game
.
,,
t be
go
''! knew he (Brandenburg) ~as
body oes through that. I didn't tak1;,t fn t;ch me, Espinoza sa!d, "Everyagamst me Even if r don't start the rest of thee wro1gt~lay b} saymg he was
r year! s. I know that I'm going
to come off the bench and contribute S
man so that I can see what's going ometh1mes wish I could be the sixth
n on e court and then come off the
bench '

f

Espino1.a igned with SDSU rior t h'
He averaged 18.2 points and 8 rcb O rJss sophomore year with Grossmont.
rebounds a a sophomore and ~as s oun as a freshman, 15.1 poirtts and 8.5
Plea ,. see SDSU-USD: C-6, Col. 1 elected first-team All-Pacific Coast Con-

~~~~-v1°

ference both year2'1s a senior at
Helix, ht: was good enough to aver:age 20 points and 11.5 rebounds a
game and be named Grossmont
League's Player of the Year. He also
earned first-team SDCIF honors.
• He looked like such a force to former Aztecs assistant coach Michael
• Brunker, now a sports columnist for
a local weekly newspaper, that
Brunker once described Espinoza as
a. "Mexican Larry Bird."
But like many of the Aztecs last
year, Espinoza had a disappointing
season. He started 20 of 29 games
and averaged just 7.2 points and 4.2
ebounds.
When Brandenburg and his assistants watched him early, they felt he
had tools, but they wondered about
his desire.
"I started slowly," Espinoza said.
"It seems every year I start slow, but
then I start picking it up and getting
m the flow. The reason I got benched
"'.as mostly rebounding reasons. I
p!Cked it up a lot in the last game
and now I want to take it from
lhere."
:The sight of Espinoza fighting for
a rebound pleases the Aztecs coaches
-to no end. In fact, in the last game
against usru, Espinoza was as animated as he's been all season. He
was re!>Du~ding, passing and hitting
some mce Jumpers on the move. With
his new flat-top haircut and mustache, he even looks like a different
player this year. He can look menacing. The coaches would just like him
to back the look with some action. He
says he even feels like a different
player.
"It's more structured on the court
this year," Espinoza said. "Last year
it was more free lance, and we didn't
, really know what the next person
was going to do on the floor. This
year, we know wl!o Is going to fioot
it.
"Last year, I played down low a lot·
and I wasn't used to that. I always
tPlayed s~all forward or guard. As
far as bemg a post player like last
:>'ear was a big change."
Brandenburg has asked Espinoza
to handle different roles, mostly
small forward, or what the coaches
.call the three-man. In that role, however, _Espinoza finds himself not just
'handling the ball more, but crashing
,
-to~ard the basket fo~ rebounds.
. I felt he pl~yed hts be~t rebound1ng gaf!le agamst US~U, ~randen- ·
burg said of ~he game m which Espin~a h~uled m seven rebounds, doubhng his se~son output. "I thin~ that
Juan has kmd of addressed himself

as to what his role is and what he
thinks he can do to help this team. I
t~mk he has things in bett .r perspective now, maybe better now than at
any time d~ring .this year. I w~ very
pleased with his play_ in the last
game."
Brandenburg has told Espinoza
Galdin Rogers and Rodney Hawkin~
to be ready to play out on the wing
"We don't really have a true thr~man, so those guys have to move
toward being a three-type skill player," Brandenburl! said
Espinoza, who turnei down scholarship offers from Cal State Fullerton and New Mexico State to play for
!the Aztecs, saici he regretted the decision at times last year during an
embarrassing 5-25 season. But along
with the coaching change has come
'llew direction and opt1mlstn.
"I've been through a lot of changes
here," he said. "You come from a JC
and you have to make a transition
right away if you want to play. Then
all of a sudden you have one coach
and next year you have another
coach. But I'm happy with it so far.
We don't have a lot of the personality
conflicts of last year. There aren't a
lot of the hassles of people quitting
and coming back. There isn't any
type of bickering.
"Brandenburg told us he was going
to make us hate him, but afterward
he said we'd like him because he'll
get the most out of us. He said we
won'~ c~me back to him later and say
he d1dn t push us or didn't make us
work to be the best players we can
be.
"He said, 'It's all up to you if you
want to be the best player or not.' "
. Espinoza has turned the corner, so
1t see~s, and he's hoping the hard
work will lead to the Olympics and a
shot at pro basketball in Mexico.
Ton_ight, though, he's playing for
-braggmg Tights in this town.

•••

NOTES - It turns out walk-on

guard William Dixion, over from the
Aztecs football team, is a redshirt
freshman. The football media guide
lists him as a junior.
He said he thinks the sports information department mistakenly read
his name, which is "William Dixion
Jr.," and listed him as a junior in
eligibility. "I'm a junior at home, but
not here in school," Dixion said .
• In tonight's city championship
game for the Mayor's Trophy, it's interesting that Espinoza (Helix High)
of SDSU and Mike Haupt (Mira Mesa
High) and D,mdi Bell (Crawford
High) of USD are the only San
Diegans on the rosters.
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No Contest Again:
USD Controls Early,
Routs SDSU, 76-53
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c ring
Deaoons overwhelm
West Coast Christian

USO' s J,m Pelton goes up over everybody to tip in 2 of his 20 points during first half Saturday night.

SAN DIEGO-So much for a
rivalry. These games have become
routs.
The Umvers1ty of Sall...l)s
defeated~an Diego State by 16 and
17 points the past two years. And
those games were close compared
to USD's 76-53 rout of the Aztecs in
front of 2,725 fans at the San Diego
Sports Arena Saturday mght.
"No doubt we're the better team
between the two since we beat
them by so much," said USD senior
forward Marty unn, who came off
the bench to score 15 points.
SDSU Coach Jim Brandenburg
said, "They came after us and
handed us our lunch .... We didn't
execute. We didn't play defense
f
well. We broke do n In
discipline, dicl'n't have the tough ness, didn't have the rebounding."
That just about sums it up.
USD led. 41-26, at halftime. The
Toreros outscored SDSU, 14-3, in
the first 4 minutes, 23 seconds of
the second half, and after that, the
the margin was never less than 18.
"We played against a bunch of
angry Toreros," Brandenburg aid.
"I really don't think we came ready
to play. I'll take responsibility for
not getting them ready to play."
USD (3-3) outshot the Aztecs
(3-4) by 52%-34%, oulrebounded
them, 42-19, and had a 17-9 advantage in assists.
The Toreros took control when
they outscored the Aztecs, 19-2,
during a stretch of 8:36 in the first
half to turn a 15-14 deficit into a
33-17 lead with 3:17 to play.
During USD's barrage, Munn had
eight points, including two consecutive three-point Jumpers.
SDSU made only 1 of 15 shots
during the USO stretch. Their lone
points came on a field goal by Mitch
McMullen.
"It kind of busted early," USO
Coach Hank Egan said. "We got

Bryan Wilh
n Tony Ro
4)

_ cMullen, 20-9, nd outrebounded
him, 7-0. That's right, McMullen
had zero rebounds in 24 minutes.
Efrem Leonard, a junior-college
transfer from Mt. San Antonio in
Pomona. had a career-high 15
points in his first college start.
Munn had 15, and Danny Means
adde<l 11.
Egan said he started Pelton and
Leonard because they played well
in practice this week and he is still
undecided on a set starting lineup.
The action on the court was often
calm compared to the nonstop
working of the officials by Egan
and Brandenburg.
Brandenburg was screaming at
the official · from the start, which
prompted Egan to yell out, "Who's
callmg this game? Why don't you
give him a whistle?"

Escondido, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Times Advocate
(Cir. D. 32,685)
(Cir. S. 34,568)
Montana 82,

ant• Clara 74:

red 23
ard Tony Recd
point nd grabb d ven rebounds
to
r1zzJ1
tQ lead th
non onferencc victory over the

Junior

with 18
Wnync Tinkle C1m h
tcGowan had 14
nd Hood h d 10 for Montan .

pomt , whil K.C

pp1ah and forward Roland
the Bronco with 13
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Toreros
d molish
Aztecs
'}

It took him a
• A DlF.GO
d c de, but Hank Egan finallv beat
J 1m Hrnndenburg on the court.
\\ bile Eg n, now the coach at
the niver itv of n Diego, wa at
1-9 re<·ord
Air Force e omp1
gain t Brandenburg coached
team at Montnn and \\ yoming.
'l hP only "victor.i," came when
Mont na had to forfeit it 1977
win for u mg an ineligil,le player.
Br nd nLurg 1s no"' the head
conC"h rit Sun Diego State nnd a
wh 1le qumtet of ineligible players
prob bly \\ouldn't h ve helped him
• a turd I)' night again t Egan 1 o-

'It kind of busted
early. Wegot
control, and we
could cor:trol the
tempo of the game.'
-Hank Egan

control, and we could control the
tempo of the game."
The second half started the way
the first ended-with USO m control. The Toreros hit their first four
field-goal attempts and the Aztecs
didn't get off their first official field
goal attempt until 3,20 had elapsed.
USD finished with four players in
double figures, while guard Bryan
Williams scored 13 and Tony Ross
had 11 for the Aztec~.
Pelton had a career-high 20
points and 7 rebounds in his second
start of the season. Actually, P •!ton
had a career-high 12 point. in the
first half alone. Pelton oulsco ed

but you don't like to play pur
USO made 18 of 21 frte throws,
friends."
while SDSU made 21 f 32 free
Pause.
throws.
"I've struggled against him so
Egan is now 3-1 agai.st SDSU.
Ion~. " Egan said, ''I'm glad for the
He also picked up h!S first on-court
win."
victory over a Bran enburg
With about five minutes to play
coached team.
in Saturday's game, the public
Brandenburg, who previously
address announcer gave the Wyocoached at Montana and Wyoming,
ming score, Wyoming 87, Nebraska
held a 9-1 edge over &:an, who
58.
was at Air Force before coming to
That's the nationally ranked
USO. But that lone victory came
Wyoming team that Brandenburg
when Montana beat Air Force,
left after last season. The Aztecs
on but
65-59, m the 1976-77
were trailing USO by 20 points at
then forfeited for using an ineligithe time.
ble player. At Wyoming, Branden"I think our inexperience in what
burg was 9-0 against Egan.
we're trying to accomplish really
"I have mixed emotions," Egan
showed," Brandenburg said. "We
said. "I don't mean that to be
need to go back to the drawmg
ridiculous. I have a lot of respect for
board."
Jim. You like to play your friends,
,..-__- _- _- _- _- ~-_- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- ~- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- ~-_- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- ~-_- ~-_- _- - ~~~:~::::~_,
,

TorJros

Continued from page -;J.,
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San Diego State fell to 3-4.
The Toreros were superior in every phase of.the game, from shooting to rebounding to defense.
"They came after us and handed
u our lunch," Brandenburg said.
llSD shot 52 percent from the
held to 31 percent for SDSU and
•he Toreros outrebounded th~ Aztecs 42-19. SDSU center Mitch
McMullen and forward Juan Espinoza 1;1layed a total of 47 minutes
and did not get a single rebound
between them.
"We went in there like a faintheart," Brandenburg said of his
team's rebounding. "That was the
difference in the ballgame."
The Toreros had four players
s~ore in double figures, topped by
Jim Pelton, who had a career-high
20. Guards Marty Munn and Efrem Leonard - a JC transfer making his first start at USO - added
15 points each, and guard Danny
Means scored 11.
Guards Bryan Williams and
Tony Ross led the Aztecs with 13
and 1 I points, respectively. But
Hoss, who entered the game aver~ging 19 points per contest, made
Jus~ 3 of 11, field goal attempts
against liSD · zone. Espinoza and
the ot~er starting forward, Rodney
Hawkins, combined to hit:. of 11
shots.
"You have lo give USD credit.,
Brandenburg ,aid. ''They played
ery ~ell. They played hard, aggressive defense, went to the
boards well and shot the ball well.
"[n every one of those areas
where they excelled, we didn't ex-

eel. It was kind of like a nightmare
come t,ue.
"I really don't think we came
ready to play," Brandenburg added.
The Aztecs were in Saturday's
game for all of 7½ minutes at
whicn point the Toreros scored l:!
straight points and 19 of the next
21. With 3:17 to go in the half
'
USDled33-17.
.. ,"It busted early,'' Egan said,
I ve been on the other side of it
and you know why it busts one way
or the other."
The Toreros' halftime advantage was 41-26, but if the Aztecs
had any hopes of getting back into
the game, they were short lived.
usq opened the second half by
scormg 14 of the first 17 points to
ta~e a 55-29 lead with 15:37 left.
It ~as a great halftime ,;peech, I
guess, Brandenburg said.
Other than the halftime show
which featured a quartet of slam~
dunking gymnasts, the sideline anti_cs of Egan and Brandenburg provided the most entertainment.
Brande~burg and his staff, upset
ove~ USO s aggressive defensive
la~tics, spent much of the opening
m•_?~tes of the game yelling at the
officials.
"Hands, hands. Get the hands
off," they yelled.
Egan, of course, thought Brandenburg was exerting undue influence 0;11 the officials. When a handcheckmlf foul was called against
on~ of his players, the USD coach
pointed to Brandenburg and said
to an official, "Who's calling this
game? Why don't you just give him
the whistle?"
The Toreros probably would
have won anyway.
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n 6iego men' team
tough defense and excellent
!
o shooting to beat Red·
70-63. in non-conference play
1 t m ht in Redlan ·
Th T tons 5 3) I d 33-15 at half·
e Br: they shot 27 perc;nt from
t1m . u .
nd hall allowing
the held m the eco b ck ' Redlands
the Bulldogs to come a .
tr I d 63-60 with on minute re:a\ning but ·was forced to toul for
poss ion
CSD was 27-ol 38 from the Ire
UC

t:d '

-------±----l,ot"al Colleges
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line·, Redlands wa 12-of-18.

women
Non-Conference
USO 86 Seattle Pacific 74 -

"'arnclniiilai1
a ,}cheverri had 21 points
\,•
.,
and ix assists to lead the Torera~ at
the USD Sports Cen r Monte V_1sta
alumna Paula Ma ·ari (13 po~nts.
four ass1Sts), Jane Gilpin (12 pomts)
and Christi English. (10 pomts, mne
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SD holds off Redlands, 70-63
;:di.
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rebounds) also played well (or the
Toreras (2-6).
2
Lon Robinette scored
Lmda Johnson 14 for Seattle ac1r
(6-3). USD hosts ' orthwestern omght at 7:30.
Holiday Classic
D.
USIU 86, Nicholls St. 72 - a1sy
Mendes scored 29 and Sonya Car~er
17 to lead the Gulls to the consolation
h L d , Colone .
championship overt e _a )
fromt ;t:eo:oau~~vLa., m a tourna
men
•

Echeverria eads USD Women
ttle Pacific

!~"~£t~.v~~

i

-

points and 6 assists to lead the
Umversjty of San Diego women's
basketball team to an 86-74 nonconference victory over Seattle
Pacific Umvers1ty Saturday night
at the USD Sports Center.
USD, which never trailed, forced
19 turnovers. The Toreras (2-6)
were 16 of 1 (88.9% ) from thP
free-throw lin<'.
Lori Robinette led Seattle Pac1f1c
(6-3) with 20 pomts.
USD plays Northwestern Umvers1ty tonight at 7:30 at the USO
Sports Center

HOCKEY
Brent Mow<'ry had a goal and
two ass1 ts to lead United States
I ternational Un \ers1ty to a 7-2
nonconfercnce v ctory over Dartmouth College t, the San Diego Ice
Arena
Matt Shaw scored the winning
goal on a slap shot from the blue
Jme with 1,02 rema1mng in the first
period.
Dave Nash added a goal and an
ss1st for USIU (8-10). Dartmouth
3-5
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:Q tenders 5 0-page ·mpact eport on burial grounds project
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"From a legal point of view, we
to certain modifications m t e plans
Board
and
the
City
Council
approved
ha
e no such conditions attached" to
When the 8,03 square-foot, onethat would mitigate the impact on
mg yesterday The
1
an
eai;her
application
for
the
project.
a
building
permit, Worley said. "But
report I to
considered by the story proJect was presen ed before But the mission did not build the ball the archaeological site. The m1ss1on I think, probably as
a matter of pruthe
city'
Historic
Site
Board
in
1985
bad
agreed
to
the
modifications
in
city's HI toric te Board on Jan. 27.
at the time, and returned in 1985 with the earlier review, but they are not dence, the mission will undoubtedly
board
members
and
the
city
ccunci¼
One of the st kier is ·ues being exsome change~ to the plan that rechoose to go along with the idea."
amin d I whe er the 1te picked for delayed approval of a buildmg per- quired another review. That time, enforceable now.
mit
for
the
maximum
period
of
360
the pan h ball s actually an ancient
more questions were raised about - - - - - -- -- - - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ -__,.c___
Indr.an burial ound, a Lo Angeles days. But Donald R. Worley, attorney tbe impact on the ruins, which led to
for
the
mission,
ays
that
tbe
period
ht torian o an euerburg claims.
speeding up the writing of the USD
' It must b stated unequivocally having expired, the city can do nothreport.
that the India burial site is not with- ing more to prevent tbe issuance of a
''l simply did this so Mon ignor
building permit.
10 any area sllited for building d1 turEagen could move ahead" with the
I
believe
we
are
entitled
to
a
bance by tbe tholic Church at this
construction. Brandes said m n intime, and tha the area ha · been suf- building permit" Worley said. terview. "My intent is to put 1t into a
'·There
no
hing
lurtheF
the
city
can
l1ciently re led on . a an area of
real boo format when I have time."
b1stoncal and archaeolog1cal impor- do, and they are rcqmred hy law to
Ron May, staff archaeologist for
i ue the permit."
tance," tat the report.
the county, says that be - acting as
The
final
architect's
plans
have
0 p
of the estimated
: for ap- a private individual - and others
$800,000 co ruction project were been subm ed to the
w
scrullmzm the r~port to
not surprise by tbe conclu ion, how- proval. but the diocese has not ye make sure 1t represents high-quality
formally
asked
for
its
buildmg
perever, and pointed to the comment in
research "and not just a laundry list
th report' mtroductioo tnat indi- mit
But according to Ron Buckley, sec- of what's been found ."
cates the r ' rchers' support for the
"I'm sure the people on the other
retary to the city's Historic Site
proJect.
side fear we're going to turn this into
DEC 21 1~87
Board.
said:
'"They
do
not
have
a
• There I o justification for seeka mud-slinging match; that's not our
building
permit
.
.
.
(and)
we
do
not
mg lo dela construction of a buildintent," said May, who has been acmg that w1l enc\o e the quadrangle believe they're entitled to a permit." tive in the group trying to block conInstead,
the
city's
Plarming
DeJll~tt '• P, C. B Est. 1888
and provide meeting space with
struction, tbe Committee for the
room:· !or
patron . ' wrote Ray- partment has decided to recommend Preservation of Mission San Diego de
mond S. B ndes, histonan, dean of imposing a conditional use permit on
Alcala.
the USD g duate chool and one of the mission, according to planner n"We never felt the previous procegeles
Leira.
This
move
could
o
n
the chief a tho of the report.
dure of government review) was
the
proJect
up
to
another
discretionBrande· \so complamed in the mdone properly. We would like to see
troduction bout 'a transparent and ary review
0
"I think people over there 'are them (the city plal!.ning department)
center Tim Pelton had aem?r
~ryan Williams scored 13
poorly or
trated move by n md•·
truggling to !ind a way to imp(!',ie a start from scratch with another envireer-high 2 points and ch. points and Tony Ross 11 fur the
v1dual or group who wish to preronmental
impact
report,"
said
RayUnn e · i v of Sa D"
t e Aztecs, 3-4.
vent a pr eel tio matter the cost, no permit on us," said Worley.
mond Starr, history professor at San
Complicating
this
history
is
Diego
tbe
Toreros
held
S~~goD"San
2 USD had won just five of the
matter t e effect upon a larger
fact that, in 1980, the Historic ite Diego State University.
S!ate to just two points duri~ego
O meetrngs in the series before
group whc need what is planned."
Buckley said that his main concern
nme:mi nute stretch i~ the f~ a start mg the current string.
is to make sure that, if the construcbeati_ng the Aztecs for ~hs! wi~l~~ 2 -~~ego State led 15-14
tion proceeds, tbe diocese will agree
straight )-car
76 53 b f
. to go rn the first half
aturda. 1 ight
'
·
ore the Toreros took controi
v.1th a 12-point .,treak. Munn
~cored_ the last eight in the run
Efrem
Leonard
and
~1
d
Marty
mcludmg
a pair of3 ·p om
. t shots '
US
• unn a ded 15 points apiece
D _expanded its lead t;J
fur the Toreros, 3-3.
33-17 with three minutes left
'
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After tmkenng with his
starting lineup all season,
Uni.l<:C:rsl.J~.o!.-S;an._Diego
Coach Hank Egan figures
h may have found one that
will work. 1 hat combination will bi> test d when the
Tor ros play Cal State Fullerton m Tit, n Gym at 7:35
tonight
Egan started 'iard Efrcrr, I eonard for the first
time against ~an Diego
State Saturday. Leonard
re ponded by ·coring 15
points. That helped USO
(3-3) win its biggest game
of this ea on. 76- 3
• e a a hard time
mot1vatmg him at practice,"
Egan said of L onard. "But
he sat for a few games and
he got motivated."
Jim Pelton, a 6-foot 9inch forward, had 20 pOll)IS
and 7 rebounds in that game
and was named the West
Coast Athletic Conference
player of the week.
'
Fullerton (2-4) will
probably play without pomt
guard Eugene Jackson for
the second straight game.
Marlon Vaughn, who scored
14 points in his first career
start in the Titans' 81-70
loss to Pepperdine Monday,
is expected to replace him.
The Titan have been led
by Richard Morton, ·who
has averaged 25.7 points,
and Henry Turner, who has
scored more than 20 points
in each of the last two
games after missing two
games with an ankle injury.
The Toreros defeated the
teams' only common opponent, Montana. Fullerton
Jost to Montana in its season
opener.
-STEVE BEATTY

~'"S~ ~~~s back Aztecs by 76- 53

h~':Jn

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)

1

ant as up 41-26 at halftime.
e t_o n' a reserve until this
year, ~cored 12 points in the f t
~alf, including 8-of-8 from t1rhs
l me.
e
His
previous
career
h1·
«f
10 ·
•
,., 1 was
pomts m a game last year
.
San D"
. iego ,slate shot just· 31
percent m the first half
. Pelton, who had a g·ame-high
se~en _rebounds, scored f
pc>1nts m an 11-1 run ear1/¥i
the second half that pushed th
Toreros to a 52-27 lead.
e
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their children, and it ad rrsses tbe realities of economics
- meeting_ the rising costs of going to a university,"
Payzant said.
San Diego State University Vice President Albert
Job_nson, after listening to a summary of the recommendatwns, commented, "They are all good ideas, but there
isn't anything new. Their recommendations are what everybody has been saying for years.
"My own view is that we should be making sure that
students wbo enter university are ready to do university
work, and we should strengthen undergraduate education. II we do both these, then all other things (recom- •
mended in the report) would fall into place.

P. C. 8
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• ~ i mon a 6lool-9 senior cent
men;s basnew

ketbal! team, was c osen West Coast
Athletic Conference player of the
w~ek after getting career highs in
fomts (120) and .rebounds (7) in the
or ros 76-53 wm against San Diego
tate ... The university will honor
b~seball coach John Cunningham for
his_ 25 years of service with a dinner
Friday, Jan. 22, in the University
Center at 6:30 p.m. Kansas Cit Ro .
als manager John Wathan a furm!r
USD All-~merican, will 'be guest
spea~er. Ticket prices begin at $25
For mformation, call 260-4600 e t.
2845.
• X.
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Aztecs on the
rebound after
big USDJoss

au

1:,1 1

Turner leads
Fullerton St.
over Toreros

By Ed Zieral ki

F

Tribune Sportswriter

1'?)

OLLOWL G San Diego
State's big loss to USO on Saturday, Aztecs basketball
coaches were furious ;ibout the Jack
of rebounding by their big uys.
It was a chin-scratcher, all right,
but what could be done? It was like
that TV commercial, the one where a
sw1!11mer, a rower or some person
takmg_ a shower gels inspired and
sa. ''What 1f ...."
In this ca e, the ~what tf' man was
Aztecs forward Rodney Hawkins.
"Hey," Hawkin. told the coaches
"i(I have to go out and guard a guy
rimeter, then I can't get
on th
rebound becau ·e I'm in
ba k
the poorest rebounding percentage
area and too far awa from the bas·
ket."
Head coach Jim Brandenburg
looked at his a 1Stants and said
·
"Hey, this guy's right."
Back in late summer, Brandenburg said there would be a signal
when his basketball system was takmg_hold. ~e said players ould begin
seemg lhmgs and making ggestions. "Good coaches accept feedback from their players," he said
Here 1t was the , inter olstl<'e
and. finally, on the yE'a1 shortest
day the hght went on.
Brand~n~urg made a change, not
Just m his lmeup, but in his strategy.
Rather an have Hawkins. his defen ve ac , guard the other team ·s
be t shocter, he a. signed forward
Caldin Rl gus to Jim Barton the
Dartmou h s ·ing man who entered
la t night's game with a 29-pomt average and a total of 65 points in his

- Henry Turner
1'' 'LLERTO
s~ored a career-high 33 points la t
night, 22 m th fir t half, to lead Cal
State-Fullerton to a 71-59 college
ba ketball victory ov r USO.

---

~1orton, averaging 25 points,
cored 17 m the cond half and fin1 hed with 22 Danny Mean scored 13
for U D.
The Toreros are at home Monday
against Brown at 7:30 p.m.

San Diego, CA
(S n Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D. 123,092)
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DSU'S ROD, EY HAWKINS REBOUNDS OVER EUGE E SIMS

Please see AZTECS: D-7, of. I

US]} gets a Titan thrashing
Even Hau laughed. Of course, blaming
Haupt for T ner's outburst would be like
blaming a ctrtam quarterback for a cer•
lain team' five-game lo ing streak. Others har d in the blame
We play team defen e," aid Means
' And we didn't help out much."
But the main reason USD's record
dropped to .\-4 - the same as Cal State
wa because the ho ts took
Fullerton
advantage f their excellent quickness.
Playing Jn aggressive man-for-man defense and pr ·ing much of the game, Cal
State Fullerton forced a season-high 23
USO turnover·.
"That team was just really explosive,"
1d Meaas. "It could run off 10 straight
point like that."
And that's about what happened midway throngh the ·econd half After trailing
by mne at the half (33-24) and seeing Cal
tale F lerton !retch th lead to 12, the
Toreros staged a mini-comeback, cutting
th lead to five (47-42) with 10:16 to play.
Plea e TOREROS: C-2, I. 4

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co)
Times
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ROD rEY HAWKI 'S GOES FOR THE BLOCK
Rhode Island' Mergin Sina pots up a shot
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~ll~ ), ontemporary paintnt man-for-man for
Egan. "We
cholog1cal rea ns. I wanted to
tay aggr slve
Th trategy seemed to pay off.
The Torerc,s made their run to cut
the def1c1I to f1 ve And, even after the
lead swelled to 17 late in the game,
the Toreros chipped it back down to
12.
For comparisons, Cal State Fuller
ton beat USO' West Coast Athletic
Conference rival. the University of
Portland, by 19, and a respectable
Utah team by 24.
"We hun m and competed at a
tlme wh n w could have packed it
m" 1d Egan.
onethel , when the season's
over, the mehtal image of this one
will be of Turner's performance. Hi
prev1ou career high was 26; he had
that w1tlr13-43 ltll to play.
o of bis damage came inside
whe c he used hi excellent leaping
ability. But e a o hll some jumper
from h oat id , Including his only
thr e-polnt alt mpt

ings by Clint Stoddard. Show runs
through Jan. 15. Hour~ are noon-5
p.m. Monday-Friday.

"I was really impressed by the
guy," said eans. "He did httle bit
of everything. We happened to get
~im on one of those nights when he
couldn't miss."

Said Haupt, "One time I thought I
had him. and he did this little stutterstep. I don't usually lose somebody
completely on defense, but he shook
one ,;ay, went the other and there
was five feet between me and him.
That's when he hit the three-pointer."
The crowd's favorite Turner production came on a breakaway dunk.
Coming from the right side of the
basket at a 45-degree angle, he
turned, put his back to the basket and
reverse-slammed
''Did you see bow high he got up?''
said ean~ "Best slam I've seen in a
while."
The Torero , meanwhile, will try
to get back up to .500 Monday when
they return to the ports Center for
the first time in three weeks to face
Brown.

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
Los Angeles Times
(Cir. D. 1,076,466)
(Cir. S. 1,346,343)
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'For one of the few
times this season,
defensively and
offensively, we really
played with purpose'
- Jim Brandenburg
As recently as Saturday, Brandenburg was saying almost the same
thing after USO whipped the Aztecs.
"The difference was we came out
with an intensity we didn't have Saturday night," Brandenburg said. "We
made some things happen. Our guys
were communicating. We knew
where the shooters were. And for one
of the few times this season, defensively and offensively, we really
played with purpose. That's the key
to the team game - play with a
team approach and ,play with purpo .
• Axt t control early with
nd Johnson clnpp, Haw
Ro
mg in ior a 9-0 ru to start the game
SDSU stretched the lead to 45-23 at
the half and that was it.
Dartmouth, which is favored to
win the Ivy League, was on the final
day of a nearly tw?-week trip, and it
was playing back-to-back game
after arriving from Hawaii on Satur•
day.
"That's a good basketball te~m,"
Brandenburg said. "With the trip to
Hawaii and the game Sunday night (a
win over USIU), that's maybe just a
little bit too much road."
Cormier agreed, saying. "We
ended up not shooting well early and
not getting any second sh?ts because
they did such a good JOb on the
boards."
In the Aztecs locker room, some of
the players were kidding Rogers.
"People don't believe it, but Caldin
Rogers is a pretty good defens1 ve
player," said Johnson, loud enough
for Rogers to hear.
Said Rogers: "I knew I got to him
(Barton) early because the first time
he shot, I got a piece of the ball.
After that, I could see in his eyes that
he really didn't want to shoot. Coach
told me he was putting me up to a
challenge, and I had nothing to do but
get better."
Next up for SDSU is a match tomorrow night at 7:30 against Rhode
Island (f>-1) at the Sports Arena.
"Rhode Island is an excellent
team" Brandenburg said. "They're a'
top 25 team on some polls. It's a top
20 basketball program. They have
maybe the best guard combination in
the U.S. (Carlton Owens, 27 points per
game, and Tom Garrick, 17). They
beat Virginia at Virginia. They beat
Providence, an NCAA Final Four
team.
"We have a real, real challenge on
our hands, but this is what we want.
We want to play good people. We
want to respect them, but we don't
want to cower in front of them. And
we can't be afraid to get measured.
Let's test ourselves and let's find out
what is inside us."
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~!l~~.~~~"Try to Remain Unbeaten at Home

the road but unbeaten at home
plays host to the Universjty of Sa~
Dtego tonight l1i a nonconference
g'linwat 7,30 m Titan Gym.
San Diego (3-3) 1s coming off a
76-53 victory over rival San Diego
State, turday The Titans (2-4)

Pepperd mc, 81 ·70, Monday

F 1
n hamu lerton, which h
pered by lrlJtm and illness will
probably be wi th out point
Eugene Jackson for the second
straight game. Marlon Vaughn is
expected to start in his place.

_:::~~:::'"-:":~""""=----------~--

guard

a,:;;S

last two games. ;7-- ·v
As a result, the Aztecs romped to
an 86-59 victory over Dartmouth (4-2)
at the Sports Arena before 1,760 fans.
SDSU is now 4-4.
"We asked Caldin Rogers to accept
the challenge, and. he met the task,"
Brandenburg said. "He played with
the kind of intensity you have to have
to guard a good shooter."
Rogers, with occasional relief
stmts by Hawkins and Juan Espinoza, held Barton to 17 points. But Rogers got Barton's attention.
"He blocked my first shot, so mentally that affected me a little bit,"
Barton said. "He did a really good
Job. The guy just has really long
arms, and I'm not used to seeing
that."
With Rogers playing like Hawkins,
Hawkins played like supershooter
Tony Ross and responded to his new
role by pumping in a career-high 23
points. And he led all board men with
13 rebounds. But the craziest thmg
was Ross imitated Hawkins by getting seven rebound .
"Caldin made the adjustment, and
that allowed me to go down low and
gel some boards," Hawkins said. "We
need that It was a challenge for him,
and he came through and played."
SDSU's inside gam worked well,
Hawwith the Aztecs' Big Five
kins, Rogers (11 points), Sam Johnson
(11 points), Espinoza (10 points) and
all
Mitch McMullen (10 points)
sconng m double figure .. Ro had 10
points. Bryan William had eight
poinL~ and seven assists. The Aztecs
outrebound d the smaller and less
athletic Ivy Leaguers 53-28. They eagled thlS Big Green.
"They just outmanned us on the
boards,'' Dartmouth coach Paul Cormier said. "It was like men against
boys in the first half."

The Til.an$ have been Jed by
guard Richard Morton, who averages 25.7 points per game, and
forward Henry Turner, who averages 14.
Marty Munn, a forward wh
averages 15.5 points and Danny
Means, a guard with a 13-point
average, have led the Toreros.

•••

NOTES - After missing his first
free throw of the season, Ross now
has made 23 straight and is just 10
away from the Aztecs record held by
Joel Kramer (1977-78). Ross was 2for-2 from the line last night.
• Walk-on guard William Dixion, a
cornerback from the football team,
saw two minutes of playing time last
night.
• Former San Diego High baseball
coach Fred Carbone, now a West
Coast basketball official, worked the
game last night.

•
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Students find
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Lucy Soltau offers a
handshake to httle Francisco Lopez Lepez.

to these luds many of whom
come from large families that
make their living scavenging
in the local dump because
the children have gr at trouble
developing self-esteem
''They're not used to attention
and some will grab on and not
let go when 1t s time to leave,"
said David George, direc or of
Los inos. a San Ysidro charity
that coordinates some of the
USD volunteer projects
'Bui becau " lhese USD tudents keep coming back, the
kids here I arn that people will
return. that they do care."
Projects m Mexico, ke the
·· I
of~,___,<!1
n t
p!lp<)r-. to
part of an amb1 ous o
some of Tijuana's poorest chi!uprogram at D, whe
dren.
dents played real hfe Santas by
"Our main purpose is to give
donating more than 80,000 hours
them attent10n,' said Paul Winthis year in community service.
ter, as the familiar schoolhouse
Nearlv 1,000 of USD's 3,000
aroma of peanut butter and
students helped thousands of
jelly filled the air. "And it goes
people in San Diego and in
both ways. The volunteers can
Mexico since the Catholic unicertainly use the affection and
versity embarked 18 months
aUention, too."
ago on a program that is fast
There is no school bell, of
becoming a model for Califorcourse, but the four or five
nia colleges.
youngsters inside when Winter
··The reason for USD's rapid
and hi USD crew arrived to
success is that they have a
b~in Saturda ' school grew to
r than 30 within a bait-hour.
ndividual attention is vital

Th San Dl u l'nion
kovm nd
Jam

leering on both th !teal and nationa1
levels, has wntte, two books on
managing vol ntetr programs and
ha two da ghten who are Peace
Corps veteran
A comm1ttE'e of /acuity members
at USD, who are d ermined to counter apathy in todafs college student
with community action programs,
said Rauner I perectly suited to the
task.
"The difference in ordinary program and dynamc ones is getting
students to reali2! that this can be
the most excitmgpart of their experience at the niversity," said
Rauner, who qm ly warms to the
topic and sound ea football coach
firing up the troos at halfttme.
"It's like witt Special Olympics
last year Peopll ould come up to
me afterward ad say, 'Gee, I wish
I'd known abou 1t. Well, we had
posters pla tere all over, but they
didn't connect utll people who had
participated tah..'<l later about how
great th expcnnce was.''
Bartel said 'lllunteermg "puts a
whole n w cor on your life You
realize there's whole other world
and you don t hv to wait unt!l yot
gr duate to ha~ an impact on 1t'
"rh1 1 a riv te expensive
ork
chool and m peopl her
nd worr) onl about graduahon
I very caught up
B rt I a d
es ht th1 doesn't take
in our
anything av. ay from your choolwork, 11 j ·t d so much to your
life

-
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second . when he left. Ile is an outstanDiego~s
;-Brandenburg concert, presented ding musician, of course, but also
this time by the Lo~eles important arc his leadership caCha~ c hestra , under the pabilitics.
Others making return appeardirection of Nicholas McGegan ,
consisted this time of the entire ances were Allan Vogel on oboe,
concertos, performed in the set- Susan Gre nberg on flute and
ting of the Immaculata Chapel at David Shifrin on larine~. Vogel
and Greenberg were particularly
the Univ<:_rsjty of San Diego.
This 1s th e epitome of impressive.
The Brandenburg Coucertos
Christmas program s. The s tting
was superb and the musicians make use of many solo combinawere clearly among the world 's lions. The concerta nte, a "rifinest Add to that the fact pieno " section - consisting of
McGegan is a superb baroque various other combinations conductor.
Among the pe1formers were1
several that are familiar to Sart
Diego audiences. Most familiar
was Andres Cardenes, San
Diego' s ex-concertmaster. It 's
clear when listening to this man
new York, y
play that the symphony lost a lot

By ~1ark Sauer

IJUANA - Morning
sunlight leaked through
window openings and
gaps ,n the patchwork that
passed for roof and walls. The
Mexican children athered in
o finger-paint,
or ma e era on drawings or
glue colorful sparkle on scrap
paper.
The dirt floor of the tworoom hut was remarkably dry,
cons1derrng an inch of winddriven ram had fallen the night
before, and the kids in this
squatters' village (called El
Tecolote) were happ!ly engaged. Some of them hummed
along to the panish Chris mas
carols emanating from a plastic, battery-run record player rn
the corner.
"I'd much rather be here than
domg whatever I'd be doing on
the weekend back on campus,"
said Tracy Williamson, smiling
at the &-year-old girl who clung
to her waist. "In fact, this
· ems so much more important
than anything else I do."
Williamson was one of five
udent volunteers from the
Umversily of an Diego who
found time on that recent Saturday, between studying for
and finishin term

Solana Beach, CA
(San Diego Co.)
The Citizen
(Cir. W. 20,000)

ness admini tration major Ron Bone,
who is the first to admit tha, Ns ilk
aren't generally considered the vol
unteer type.
"Working in the business world, I
believe, is a noble way to earn a living," Bone said. "But that doesn't
mean you can't use your administrative skills to help out your fellow
man."
Bone and a group of fellow students used their manual-labor skills
one weekend this year to renovate
and paint buildings at the Viejas Indian Reservation in East County.
"We try not to make this into an
exercise in do-gooding, hke, 'Look at
us, look ,, hal , e' e done,'·· Bone
said ... W1fr t1 kr.uc and the idea is
to learn
"At night
bers of the
a
!_tal.J.ut1'd;~iB111S'-live
on on at has happened to hem in t 1s country. The
idea is to raise octal cor sciousness."
It 1s no uncommc,n for USD students to beg off t e volunteer movement, claiming hat with part-time
jobs and school they have no time
left. About thrn Rauner and Bartel
d trot out Lesley
nod knowingl_
Clement
lnrd-~ e;ir law student,
She 1s 2f.
preside'!t o' he Student Bar Associalion anr a tu r rn her spare time.
"[ work t an a ult-literacy pro'oil ge, helping peogram at Me
pie who need rem rl al work in read1ng and math." Clement said. "My
student is 19 and dropped out of
·chool in the 11th grade Now he's
very motivated and his learning has
increased tremendously.
"At our last session, he told me
that I shouldn't become a lawyer, I
should become a teacher. That sort
of thing 1s very gratifying."
Clement, who has succeeded in reeruitmg several other law students
mto volunteering and in gettmg up-.
port for the program from the LSD
out of
i ,,,~, .., .. L,
op s e helps
it an
"My friends always ask, 'How can
you be volunteering when you're in
school full time and president of the
bar association? And I try to tell
them how fu lfilling it is," she said.
'It's really not that much time a,bout 90 mmute (w1ce a week. But
fhe fhing 1s you bave to make time
for what's really imp >rtant m hfe.''
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hoo in
At Sherman Elemen r
Logan Heights, where 9-year-o d
Carlos Martinez IS struggling with
English and arithmetic, USD students are addmg to the lives of many
kids from Spanish-speaking families.
Carlos' teacher, Mana Cazares,
said Carlos and others m his class
are making great strides thanks to
tutormg from college students.
"This is called a 'combination
class.' We have fourth-, fifth- and
sixth-graders here," Cazares said "A
few of them need individual instruclion and would fall way behind without 1t. These tutors make such a difference."
Wi h contm ued progress, Carlos
should be up to speed and jorn the
mainstream school population in two
years - about the time Kathy DiTomaso will be graduating from USD
and lookmg for her first job.
A junior maioring in business and
psychology, DiTomaso coordinates
the university's crew of tutors at five
Southeast San Diego elementary
schools (two of which are private).
•·coming into the r lives as we do
e re
tio
gives these I
often deprived of at borne," DiTomaso said. "Besides 1t s the biggest ego
trip - you walk mto the classroom
they scream your name
1 do it bee u e I love children
m Of our tutor do. We wouldn t
tay m 1t I w weren t getting a lot
of satisfaction from 1t ourselves.
One of Uiose dray, ing immense sati faction from volunteering is busi-

San Diego, CA
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USD hopes to Brown-bag it
~9_ t;

Tribune stall report

U~lays its firsr home game in
tlfi'ee weeks tonight when the
Toreros host Brown. Game time is
7:30.
3-4. Brown, which hasn't
USD
playea since Dec. 10, is 3-2.
Brown's victories have been
against New Hampshire, Texas and
Bryant College (97-78), the Bruins'
last opponent.
Brown's losses have been to Stanford (90-78) and Providence (104-90)
The Bruins are led by 6-foot-5 for:
ward Marcus Thompson and 6-7 center Anthony Katsaros, who are averagi~g 19.8 and 11 points per game.
Sixth man Marty Munn is leading
the Toreros is scoring (15.6) and is

their top three-point shooter (17-of40, 43 percent). He was 4-for-4 on
three-pointers in the Toreros' 71.59
loss to Fullerton State last Wednesday.

Point guard Danny Means is the
only other USD plaver·averaging in
double figures (13.0),
The Toreros are opening a fourgame, nine-day home stand. After
~rown, th~ Toreros play the University of Missouri at Kansas City on
Wednesday, USIU on Saturday and
Texas-Arlington a week from tomorrow.
USO will open West Coast Athletic
Conference play Jan. 15 at Loyola
Marymount.

and a contmuo, often. the lower
strings, ~r harpsichord.
In_all six of the concertos, each
sectio n wa_s perfect. The balan_ce
never wa1vered. Th~ solo m struments always dommat~d,_but
never drowned out the !1p1eno
.
groups, . ,
~cGega n s ~ond~ctmg was
brisk and shar p, m the true
baroque_ n:ianner. He encourag~d
the mus1c1ans to perf~rm at their
peak, a_nd they fulfilled every
.
one of lus de mands. .
- Lmda Castile
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/ Jury on Toreros will remain out for a while
ollnion E-3

Don
I rrhu,,e Sports1,;riter

Dzo

t

It's an airline commercial, one you've probably
,
seen during football season.
The football coach is giving his team the going
over at halftime. The blocking's been horrible and
the tackling's been worse.
"But coach," chips in a muddied lineman.
"We're winning 21-0
The coach gets that how-dare-you look on his
face and replie ·, "Once you guys become satisfied
'
it's all over."
Fast forward to USO ~oagl! Hank Egan's
thoughts after last night s 74-54 victory over
Brown at the USO Sports Center. Egan is unsatisfied with the way hi team attacked Brown's
press. He thought his club's first-half defense was
oft. He exploded at Danny Means for taking a 12foot Jumper that Egan thought was a bad shot.
But coach, you won by 20. And you held a team
that was averaging 86 points to 54. And you outrebounded them by 17.
"I guess I'm a lot hke the coach in that commercial," said Egan.
And just as that fictional coach allow himself a
smile as the team's flying away, so did Egan turn
the corners of his mouth upward when as essing
last night's game.

throw w,th 14 41 left They
r anoth r f1 Id goal until
1tm re's three-pointer with

"Most of the time," said Egan, "we played pretty efficient basketball."
Particularly at the tart of the second half,
which USO began leadmg 35-30. The Toreros 4-4)
came out in a 2-3 zone and the Ivy Leaguers found
it a lot more difficult to read than their textbooks.
Brown went five minutes and 19 seconds without scormg. Counting a :09 drought at the end of
the first half, the Bruins went 7:53 without hitting
a field goal. By the time Dick Whitmore ended the
streak with a three-pointer, USD's lead had
swelled to 11 points, 45-34. That's the close t the
vi itors would get the rest of the way.
Why the zone defense from a coach who endorses man-to-man as vociferously as Bobby
Knight1
"We used zone on inbounds plays and they didn't
score so we stuck with it," . aid Egan.
A for why 11 worked sixth-man Marty Munn
provided the rationale.
"We all know if we're not hustling, we're going
to sit,' said . 1unn, who led all scorers with 22.
Three other USD players scored in double figures Center Jim Pelton had 11 and guard Efrem
Leonard and Means scored 10. Marcus Thompson,
a 6-5 Junior forward, led Brown with 18.
Brown (3-3) played last night for the first time
in 18 days. a fact that was apparent in the team's

shooting. The Bruins shot 39 percent from the
field, 33 percent from three-point range and 53
percent from the line.
The Toreros, in other words, didn't beat Georgetown. Then again the schedule doesn't get much
tougher during the rest of the four-game homestand.
Next up is the University of Missouri at Kansas
City tomorrow night. The Kangaroos - if they
?on'l ~~ve some leapers it's a shame - are playmg Dms1on I basketball for the first time. Then
there's a date Saturday with USIU - which lost to
San Diego State by 35, which lost to the Torero by
23 - followed by Texas-Arlington.
In other words, eight games into the season it's
difficult to get a read on USO and the next three
game may not be much help.
"I don't know how we're going to come out
every night. That's the scariest feeling," said forward Mike Haupt. "Part of it's that we're a young
team, but I don't know who's going to be on and
who's gomg to be off.
"I think I'll feel a lot better when I know we're
gomg to come out and play hard every time."
And while there may 362 shopping days until
Christmas, there's only 17 before USD's conferL..._
ence opener

-

--------~
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oreros hope
to hop over
angaroos
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U D' r building basketball team
h a chance to go above the 500
mark f r the first time this season
when the Toreros host the University
of Mi oun at Kansas City tonight.
Game time is 7 30 at the USO Sports
Center
The Torcros come into the game 44. UM-KC 1s 1-3. The Kangaroos are
playmg at the Division I level for the
first time in the school's history after
prev10 ly pla) ing at the NAIA level.
T e school did not field a team last
season whil making the transition to
DiVISIOl I

After the Toreros tonight, UM-KC
plays US! tomorrcw night. Then,
it's on to the UAB Classic in Bir·
mmgham Ala., for games Saturday
and Sund y. The Kangaroos wrap up
the stretch agamst Alcorn on Monday
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n's 17 points
p/rk QSD victory

Re er e forward Marty Munn
The Toreros won the game at the
scored 17 points and grabbed eight
line, making 28 of 40 free throws.
foul
rebo_unds last night to lead the UniKangaroos made only six of 11.
The
versity of San Diego to a 69-60 basCity bad 29 fouls to
Missoun-Kansas
k~tball victory over Missouri-Kan as only 13 for USO.
City at the,_USD Sports Center.
John Sayers had i6 points and a
The Toreros outrebounded the
game-high 10 rebounds for l'.1e
Kangaroos, 46-28.
T
oreros, who improved their record
to 5-4. Danny Means added 13 points
The first half was close throughfor USD.
out. San Diego led, 26-23, at halftime,
and stayed on top the rest of the way .
.Jay Boster led Missouri-Kansas
City (1-4) with 13 points. Anthony
The Toreros led by just fl ve 61-56
Crompton and Mark Oliver added 12 with _a little over three minutes re~
apiece. Oliver also had nine rebounds m~mmg, b~t scored the next four
for the Kangaroos.
pomts to clmch the victory.

••

UM-KC is coached by Lee Hunt.
who coached at Ole Miss the previou four seasons. The Kangaroos are
d by 6-foot-5 Junior forward Baxter
Russell, who's averaging 12.8 points.
He's the only player averaging in
double figures, although three players are averaging 9.8 points.
The Toreros continue to be led in
scoring by senior sixth-man Marty
Munn, who's averaging 16.4 points.

San Diego, CA
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./T~r;ros bomb Kangaroos as Sayers finds target this time
over M1 ouri-Kansas City before 522
at the USO Sports Center. The
Toreros are now 5-4 their first winning record of tbe season. UMKC,
which i playmg Div1S1on I basketba 1 for the first time, fell to 1-4. The
Kan aroos face USIU tonight at 6:30
at Southv. e tern College.
Back to la t rug t's star of the
game, who came 1n averagmg 5 5
point and 2.5 rebounds. To what did
Sayers attnbute the urnaround?
Part of 1t was nerves His dad and
s1 ter were at Monday's game.
"I tned too hard. id Sayers, who
h s tarted 1x gam
Then, Tu day at practic he consulted h1 hoolmg mentor, walk-on
Ian Trafton
"H1 hot wa a little flat," said
alton.' ot enough re
While Trafton may not leave the
U D bench bricklayers around the
world should con ult him for shoot-

ing tips.
Sayers, who gets most of his points
from the outside, hit his first two
shots three minutes into the game,
and finished 4-of-6 from the field and
7-of-8 from the line. It was four
straight free throws by Sayers that
broke a 20-20 tie late in the first half
and gave USO a lead 1t would never
relinquish.
How hot was he? He took his first
three-pomt shot of the season and
buried it.
"Amazing," he said. "I didn't even
look at my feet. I think that's why I
made It."
As for hi· part in Sayers· turnaround, USO coach Hank Egan left the
freshman alone.
"I didn't say anything to him," said
Egan. "If I knew what to tell a guy
when he was O-for-5 (actually O-foret ng. think you
8), I'd say
have to come back the next day in

practice and go hard."
Sayers was hardly a one-man team
last night. Sixth-man Marty Munn
scored a game-high 17. Danny Means
scored 13. Another freshman. Randy
Thompson, hit four free throws come
crunch time alter UMKC cut a 16pomt USO lead to five, 61-56, with
3:19 to play.
Then there was Mike Haupt, who
was excellent down the stretch.
Haupt pulled down an offensive rebound with two minutes to play and
USD up by seven, hit two free throws
at 1:45, then stole a pass on the visitors' next trip down. That all but iced
it.
'A coach's kind of player is people
who help you win, whether it be by
shooting the ball in the basket or
whatever." said Egan. "Michael does
a lot of things to help this team win."
Nonetheless, the gentleman conducting the postgame interview was

Sayers, who was wondering if he'd be
out of the starting lineup after Monday's performance.
"Because the lineup has changed
so much, I thought maybe I wouldn't
be starting," said Sayers. "I guess
Coach Egan had some confidence in
me."
UMKC coach Lee Hunt didn't have
much confidence in the officiating.

The Kangaroos didn't attempt their
first free throw until seven minut
and 34 seconds into the second half.
"That's real strange," said Hunt. "I
don·t know where those refs were
from, b)lt I don't feel we had fa1r
competition in this game '
USD wound up 28-of-40 from the
line. The visitors wPre 6-of-11.
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a new city
to
Egan' Brandenburg bring old· ·rivalry
· · ·

•

He's done an outstanding job at_the Umvers1By Ed Z1eralski
ty of San Diego. He's a sohd b~ket~f~
Tnbuae Sport,wnt r
coach, and I have great respect for is a I I
.
ty to coach.''
co \CHI. G rivalry that was born m
61 29
the Rockies moves to the beach SatIn his fourth season at USD, Egan is ·
urday night when USD coach Hank
overall and 2-3 this season In 17 years_ of
Egan matches chalkboards with San Diego th~~tit~ Brandenburg's domination in coaching, Egan_ is 209-2~4, that record bemg
State coach Jim Brandenburg m the annual
ames between the two, the veteran coaches more a reflection of his_ 13 years coaching
cro' ·-town basketball battle at the Sports ghave formed a mutual respect.
undersized players at Air Force, not to be
.
Arena
t
.
Said Egan: "I thmk that he's Just ~bsolute- mistaken for Air Jordan_.
On different benche · in different cities, Jv one of the greatest coaches Ive ever
ad
Brandenburg is 3-3 m his -f~l:it
these two have met 11 times, and Branden- ~n."
ea
SDSU. In 12 seasons as a D1v1s1on
burg owns a 10-1 edge. Egan's lone wrn wa_ a
And Brandenburg· "I've always admired coach. he owns a 218-116 record.
re ult of Brandenburg's Montana team u mg
Egan - whose Toreros have won two
Hank Egan and every team he's coac hed.
an ineligible player in 1976-77.
After Brandenburg moved on to Wyoming.
with Egan still at Air Force, the Cowboys
. t th F Jco s
won 10 straight agams e a n .
Does the record bother Egan?
"Sure it does," he said "But the facts are

A

Yt~

n 811 d'
straight ai~amf;s~h~e~!~~s_'_m~~d~nft aclear
6\ sto:par~ved at USD that a good showing
as ·,m rtant
'!' e~ e_
. .
po_
m this rivalry w
1
"I think this series m town IS_ extreme Y
important," Egan said. "It is a rivalry t~~t
needs to be developed and nurture~, and its
good for college basketball here;, Its a game
that we view as very important.
Brandenburg served his notice about
s-town rivalries last week with a 103-68
hat beat SDSU 87-81 a
cros
rout of USIU, a team t
year ago.
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Aft ~~"245 Years , Handel's 'Messiah" Is
Still A 'Highlight of the Holiday Season
aid that H ndel was
spiritually involved in
c0mpo Ing o! "Messiah"

It l
th
th

n

In

ny

oth

r work.

tow point In hi <..-areer,
t
he wa glv n the Ubretto. To
avoid brooding over hls d ·
p r t tlnanctnl and physical
condition, he bei n to work
ttlng the
In marathon style,
w rd to music.
In 24 day his compo ltion
wa compl t .
"M'-'11Si h" waa n rs t perro rm at a charity concert In
Dublin, Ir land In 1742 and
wa d med a great ·ucces .
Performances In the San
DI go ar{'a this y ar Include:
Dec mber 11
The University ot an Diego
Communlty Cholr will per-

torm

••

"M ·

lah,

Part

Soloists include soprano Carrie Lamb, tenor William Eich•
orn a n d baritone Wllllam
Nolan. Fr. NiC'holas Reveles
will conduct.
The pertormance will be at
8 p.m. in the Founders Chapel
at USO.

Contmu<:d rrom E·l

THE

The coaches faced different team
moods when they took over at their
respective schools. There were reminders of Jim Brovelli's teams for
Egan m 1984. People wanted to remember There are very few reminders of Smokey Gaines' team for
Brandenburg. People want to forget.
And, to his credit, Brandenburg
hasn't criticized bis predecessor.
Egan tired quickly of hearing that
he was winning with Brovelh-~ecnuted players. He's quick to pornt
out that three of the five starters on
last year's West Coast Athletic Co~ference championship club were h!S
players. He br~tlf;i when it's suggested that this 1s his first USO t~am
that doesn't include one Brovelll-recruited player.
"Do you think that if we had lost
all those games with Scott Thompson
that it would have been Jim Brovel•
li's team?" Egan asked. "You betcha.
It would have been my team. Those
guys were with me a lot longer than
they were with anybody else. Everybody writes up all the time that the
talent was here when we got here.
But we brought in some."

LA
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The cost ls $5 general adml ion. $3 students, and $2
children under 12.
A phone: 260-4000, ext. 4456.

As time wind down durmg the
' holiday . season. the entertainment scene heats up.
The • orth Coast Symphon)
Orchestra will perform ":\tu ic
for the Season" at 7 30 p.m Fn• day at the Carbbad Commumty
Cultural Arts Center
Al the l mver ity of San Diego,
the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra \\ ill perform Bach'·
complete Brandenburg Concerto on Sunday And for those who
want to make the drive to the
Orange Count) Performing Arts
Center m Costa Mesa, singer
Shirley Jones perform. Friday
and Saturday night, while a
"Family Christmas Concert" is
performed Saturday morning
and the "Messiah" 1s performed
Saturday mght

1."
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F'lNDER

Santa a on ·oirees announced a
" ew York, New York," show-time
th m that promises to transform
th etting into a glitzy nightclub.
H first party tomorrow mght will
be for many friends in this area
Gu ts on Saturday will include
m mber of the San Diego Bachelor
Club and their gue ts.
Hi. gu ts will pa through a decorative tunnel to the secluded tropical mghtclub graced with palm trees.
n uptown Jazz band will play for
dancing on an imported dance floor
mstalled over the swimming pool. In•
v1tation encourage: '·Grand or not so
Grand lhre."
Lahn fashion will be worn tomorrow mght at the colorful Feliz Na vi-

EILEEN
JACKSON
SOCIETY

dad fiesta to be given by the Latin
American Arts Committee of San
Diego Museum of Art in the Point
Loma home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
M Golden (Connie). Mrs. John Warburton (Marian) of Del Cerro, who is

fiesta chairman, will be joined by her
husband on a spring trip to Spain,
Portugal and Africa.
Dr. and Mrs. Theodore G. Lambron
(Bess) of Alvarado Estates, added to
the pleasure of their party guests
Dec. 5 when they announced the engagement of their daughter, Mary
Ellen, to Mark Yancey, son of Mrs.
Robert Fleck (Colleen) and Dr. William A. Yancey of Point Loma. A
spring wedding is planned. Miss
Lambron graduated from the University of San Diego and her fiance
studied at USCD and San Diego State
University.
Holiday shopping always poses
problems, but some shoppers solve
them in fun ways. Mr. and Mrs. M.

Keith Hollenbeck (Jean Rohr) of Pacific Beach, who will celebrate their
silver anniversary in February, have
12 grandchildren between them.
Since their joint family is large,
shopping has become a tinsel-time
task. To solve this Santa season situation, the Hollenbecks hold a preChristmas drawing. Each couple in
the family draws one name, indicating the person to be rewarded with a
special gift.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Morris
(Isabel), who make their home at the
Meridian downtown, also have a
large joint family. They follow, with
some variation, the same gift exchange format favored by the HolPlease see JACKSON: D-2, Col. 1

*Jackson---- --------------- ---guests at a similar seated supper tonight. Their Christmas decor, deigned to please children, also enchants adults. Their handsome mante I is hung with needlepoint
Christmas stockings made hy Mrs.
Gonzalez.
By January their joint, growing
family will include 17 grandchildren.
Th y have 12 adult children between
them. Under their lofty Christmas
tree hung with toys, is a red wagon
filled with teddy bears and an anltqu children's rocking chair holding
rag doll
Mr Jan Irons Guymon of Point
Loma, also a thoughtful hostess,
chose a setting for her pre-holiday
party that provided comfortable
seating during cocktail hour as well
a durmg dinner for her 140 guests.
The etting was the Commissioned
Officers Club, North Island During
cocktail hour, music wa p ovided by
the lively Dixie Dudes, a group compos .d of amateur musicians with
professional skill. Another orchestra
played for dancing during the seated
dmner.
Among the home-again residents
at the party were Mr. and Mrs.
Jam B Wiesler (Mary Jane), form r San Diegans whoiave been hv10 m H1llsborough, Calif., for everI year . They ar now established
here agam and hve in Point Loma.
One party gu l, M . Alice Zukor,
wa the artist/florist who designed
the table decor - colorful tiered

flower arrangements lighted by votive candles.
Some hosts do their holiday entertaining early to ease the social push
at the height of the season. Mr. and
Mrs. J.W. (Lon) Scudder Jr. (Margaret) of La Mesa hosted a luncheon for
family members and friends Dec. 12
in the Palm Grill of the Viscount
Hotel on Harbor Island Drive.
Among their guests was Mrs. Scudder's cousin, Miss Nona Korfhage of
Tucson, Ariz.
This season, Mr. Scudder attended
his 50th class reunion of San Diego
High School, where he was a member
of the varsity baseball team, a role
he later had at the University of California at Berkeley.
San Diego's annual Parade of
Lights (a festive procession of decorated and lighted boats on the bay)
always inspires shore celebrations.
Mr. and Mrs Walter Smyk (Mary),
who recently returned from a motor
trip through Italy, will spend Christmas at their Meridian condominium
downtown, which will offer them and
their guests an impressive view of
the Parade of Lights Sunday. Mr.
Smyk is president of Meridian Company, Ltd. which built the Meridian.
Mrs. Smyk's mother, Mrs. Amos
Frohrip (Edna) of Minneapolis, enjoyed her first visit to the Meridian
on Thanksgiving. She was accompa•
nied by Mrs. Smyk's niece, iss Lyn
Frohrip.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Rippo (Elea-

shape," Egan said. "I watched San
Diego State play USIU, and I was
really impressed. I thin the kids at
SDSU are playing better together,
and they're playing harder than we
do. That's the most disappointing
part of our season. I had th~ ~~ling
going in that we would be d1s1omted
and that we would have a few problems execution-wise. The effort and

Both coaches are concerned abo~t
the same things as they enter this
game. They have young players,
many of whom are struggling to adjust to Division I life. For Egan's
team the game comes at semester
break. For Brandenburg's bunch, it's
final exams.
"I wish that we were in better

r decorated with holiday-mood parties

nor) of Mission Hills have hosted a
holiday party in their home during
the Parade of Lights for more than
20 years. The bay festival can be
·seen from their house. Their party
Sunday will celebrate the 21st birthday of the Hippos' grandson, Anthony
John Rippo Jr. of Point Loma, who
was born Dec. 21. His father, Dr. Anthony John Hippo of Rancho Santa
Fe celebrates his birthday Wednesday. The John H. Rippos' daughter,
Bonnie, of San Antonio, Texas, timed
her Christmas visit to be here for the
Parade of Lights.
Members of the Single Gourmet
Club of San Diego, founded by Mrs.
Shirl Stoller, who lives at the Meridian, will watch the Parade of Lights
from Papagayo's Seafood Restaurant, Seaport Village.
Five county women conditioned
themselves for busy urban holiday
routines by escaping on mules over
mountains and mission trails in Baja
California. Their eight-day, rigorous
ride was from San Ignacio, Baja California, celebrated for its 1725 Mission, to Mulege near Concepcion Bay.
It was so rewarding that they plan to
mount the mules again next year for
a ride from Mulege to Loreto, Baja's
first capital, founded in 1697 as the
first Spanish settlement in California.
On the recent, rugged trip were
Mrs, Charles Bieler (Judy Goodwin)
of Mi sion Hills, Mrs. Thomas R.
Please. see JACKSON: D-5, Col. 1

--~

Now the city championship is at stake. and
a wm over USD will return the title to Montezuma Mesa after a two-year stay at Alcala
Park.
"As far as cross-town rivals are concerned this game is very important to our
progra~." Brandenburg said "Both programs are in the city and it becomes a matter of pride. I think this could be good for
college basketball in the city. I _th1~k ~t can
be a hard-fought rivalry, but I think_ it can be
a good. healthy rivalry, and not a sick nvalry"
PJ~ase see COACHES: E-7, Col. 1
----~---'

right in the middle of trying to get a
lot better than what we are," Brandenburg said. "We've made some
strides, but we have a long way to
go."
Egan has seen the improvement
already.
"I think the job he's done has been
miraculous," Egan said.

*Jackson
Continued From D-2

• • •

NOTES - Starting forward Mike
Haupt of USD has seen this rivalry
'I think that he (Jim
from both sides. The Toreros lost by
Brandenburg) is just
four points (57-53} in Egan's first seaabsolutely one of the
son when Haupt had a steal and two
free throws down the stretch to help
greatest coaches I've
San Diego State. Haupt later transever seen'
ferred to USD.
-Hank Egan
• It was reported here recently
that SDSU forward Sam Johnson is
Sam is 21.
the enthusiasm is not where it should 23.•Big
has sold 1,588 basketball
SDSU
be. I hope that this game -_because I
according to ticket
tickets,
season
take it very seriously - will give us
Larsen. She said
Vickie
manager
some kind of incentive to get th!S
thing going and get on the right there has been early ticket buying
for the Rhode Island game, the Holitrack."
Brandenburg is fighting tw_o day Bowl Classic and the Wyoming
fronts. He is trying to install h!S game. She said the Nav~ purchased
for the
brand of basketball; and, at the same 1,200 a night (at half-price)
500
taken
has
State
Fresno
Classic.
time, he's trying to get to know an
tickets. "I think we could see 3,000 in
entire new team.
And though there are just four there a night for the Classic," Larsen
players (three stai:t~rs and a return- said.
• SDSU welcomed three walk-on
ing redshirt) remamm~ from the p_rethis week. One is cornerback
guards
vious program, he fights a daily,
sometimes hourly, battle to keep William Dixion (5-11, 175 pounds),
them from regressing to the sad over from the Aztecs football team.
tam that last season lost 25 of 30 Dixion is eligible to play right now.
The other two won't be eligible until
ballgames.
"We're a basketball team that is next semester.

Clotfelter (Leith Ramsey) of Rancho
Santa Fe, Mrs. Nelson E. Smith (Liz
Ramsey) of La Jolla, Mrs. Wes Harker (Mary) of Point Loma and Mrs.
Maurice Kaplan (Charmaine) of Rancho Santa Fe: They were joined by
two friends from Santa Fe, N.M.
Mrs. Bieler and her husband, who
is di1 ector of development at the San
Diego Zoo, were joined during the
Thanksgiving holidays at their Corte
Madera vacation house by Mrs.
Ewart Goodwin (Beatriz) of Mission
Hills, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sawday
Mrs. Robert M. Golden (Connie)
(Ruth) of Julian and Mr. and Mrs.
hosts the Feliz Navidad fiesta toRobert Shanks of Brawley.
morrow.
The Bielers will entertain family
members Christmas Eve at their
Mr. and Mrs. Adelizzi's daughters
Mission Hills house and will dine on
Judy, a sophomore at USC, and
Christmas at the Westgate Hotel
with Mrs. Goodwin; Ellen Bee Dunne Mary Lee Adelizzi, financial analyst
of Beverly Hills; Dominick Dunne, in New York City - and the Adelauthor, of New York City; and Griffin izzis' son, Jimmy, a Francis Pa:ker
School student, will be at ·the birthDunne of New York City.
day celebration. Mrs. Adelizzi's
who
Stewart,
son,
Bielers'
The
graduated from Stanford University mother, Mrs. Henry Hansen (Mary
in June, is now employed here. The Edith Lane), formerly of San Diego,
Bielers' daughter Beatrice will re- and her husband, Mr. Hansen, will
turn for Christmas from Gettysburg spend Christmas at the Adelizzi
College in Pennsylvania. The Bielers' home here. The Hansens live in Sedoyoungest child, Christine, attends na, Ariz.
Mrs. William Maher (Joan) will
junior high school in San Diego.
her family members together
bring
Dr. and Mrs. Guy E. Maggio (Aquiin her. San Diego home.
Christmas
celebrating
lyn) of La. Joli started
includes: Mrs. Maher's
family
The
the season early. They hosted a sizA. Love, presiMalcolm
Dr.
parents,
able dinner party at San Diego CounUniversity
State
Diego
San
of
dent
try Club in Chula Vista on St. Nichoof
(Maude}
Love
Mrs.
and
(1952-71)
las' Day, Dec. 6. St. Nicholas, one of
the most popular saints in Christen- San Diego; Mr. and Mrs. Hale Mayer
(Lynne) of San Diego; Mr. and Mrs.
dom, is the original Santa Claus.
The party evoked·the colorful holi- Donald Kline (Marcy) of Tucson; and
day mood, even in party invitations, the Klines' son, Kyle, who was 1 year
which were bordered with red and old Nov. 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Hale Maher will celegreen holly decorations. On
their second wedding anniverbrate
Thanksgiving the Maggios celebrated in Palo Alto with their son-in-law sary Dec. 28. Hale Maher is teaching
and daughter, Mr. and M:5. Stephen at Alexander Graham Bell Junior
Rudolph (Mary Beth) and the Ru- High School.
Dr. Authur Hughes, president of
dolphs' daughter, Lynn, who was
born last Easter Sunday. The Mag- University of San Diego, and Mrs.
gios, who have lived here since 1939, Hughes (Marge), who returned this
will celebrate Christmas here with autumn from a trip to Australia and
other members of their immediate New Zealand, will be joined Christfamily: Mr. and Mrs. A.T. Colonelli mas by members of 'their immediate
(Carolyn) of Fletcher Hills; Mr. and family: Susan Hughes, a student at
Mrs. John Maggio (Susan) of Point San Domenico School, Marin County;
and Mr. and Mrs. Greg Hughes
Loma; and Barbara Maggio.
December will be rich in celebra- (Kelly); Tim Hughes; and Mr. and
tions for Mr. and· Mrs. Robert F Mrs. John Hughes (Julie}, all of San
Adelizzi (Tommie Lane) of Point Diego.
Jack H. Morse, national president
Loma. They will observe their 28th
wedding anniversary Dec. 22 here of the Navy· League of the United
and will leave the next day for Drex- States, and Mrs. Morse (Jeanie) of La
el Hill, Pa., where on Christmas they Jolla rarely are at home base due to
will celebrate the 80th birthday of Mr. Morse's Navy League commitMr. Adelizzi's mother, Mrs. A. Fred· ments. However, they plan to be here
erick Adelizzi (Natalee). The party for Christmas with their sons and
will be in the home of Robert F. daughters-in-law: Mr. and Mrs.
Adelizzi's brother-in-law and sister, David Morse (Denise) of Davis, Calif.;
Dr. and Mrs. Jay Desjardins and Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Morse (Rebecca) and children of Hollywood.
(Norma).

The Jack Morses were in New
York in mid-November for events relating to the New York Council of
Navy League. On Dec. 9 they attended in Washington, D.C., the benefit
ball for the United Service Organizations as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Morris Wax of San Diego. Their schedule
will involve trips overseas in the new
year.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar A. Luce Jr.
(Barbara) rented a house at Quinta
resort in Palm Desert for a relaxed
Thanksgiving reunion of their family,
which plans to gather again Christmas. Their reunion included: Mrs.
Luce's brother and sister-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Remy (Kadee) of
Palos Verdes; Mrs. Luce's brother-inlaw and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Supple (Shirley) of Arcadia; and Mrs.
Thomas Remy (Ruth) of Pasadena,
mother of Mrs. Luce.
The Luces' immediate family includes: Mr. and Mrs. Steve Jubb
(Connie) and children, Lucas and
Sonya of Oakland; Mr. and Mrs.
George Howard (Jenny Luce) of Solana Beach; Miss Debi Luce of Redwood City; and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Cameron Luce (Anne Reynolds) of
San Carlos and children, Edgar Luce
IV and Thomas.
Mrs. Edythe H. Scripps of La Jolla,
who has been enjoying a pre-holiday
visit from Mrs. John Burress (Mary
Hotz) of Dunwoody Crossing, Atlanta,
formerly of San Diego, will be with
her son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles S. Evans Jr. (Victoria)
and their son, Douglas, on Christmas.
Despite involved party schedules
many holiday celebrators find time
to enjoy cultural attractions and parties related to them. Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Windle (Janet) of La Jolla hosted a post-concert reception in their
home Nov. 21, following the second
concert in La Jolla Chamber Music
Society's Sherwood Audi~orium series. The Windles' family Thanksgiving reunion included Mr. Windle's
brother-in-law and sister, Dr. and
Mrs. Karl Wedemeyer (Nancy) of
Sherman Oaks, who will host the
family Christmas celebration. This
"splitting the work" format is traditional in the Windle/Wedemeyer
families during the holidays.
Joyce Waters of La Jolla also is
balancing personal holiday plans and
community commitments. She is
chairman of "Holiday Gift of Music"
to be offered Dec. 20 when La Jolla
Chamber Music Society presents the
Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra in
Immaculata Church, Uftiversity of
San Die_go, at 7 p.m.
Holidays approach and, predictably, yuletide preparation worries
will vanish as wishful dreams come
true.
The Weekend

eclion runs

each Friday in The Tribune.
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ayor's Tr phy Game: Coaching, Crosstown Rivalries Renewed
an

b rg

'You can tell a Hank
Egan-coached team.
They play hard, they
play good defense,
rebound well, have
physical courage and
mental toughness. I
have great admiration
for his ability.'

Egan on
Brandenburg

I

NEW
FIND•R

Ang

Jim Brandenburg (right), with Athletic Director Fred Miller.

F re committed Just eight turnovers but made only 8 of 42 shots
from th ra~ld for l!J % m th game
Eg n remember the lo s Brann! urg r memb rs the noi
o one co Id hear the whis1 .. Brandenburg said. "Th re
Must have been five or six whistles
ha nobody heard,"
Although Brandenburg holds a
1g dge over Egan, they are equal

UlUI.A
V[ STA
STAR

'His teams are very,
very sound. They play
hard. They play good
zone defense. He has
played a lot of
different ways and
adjusts his personnel
very well. He's a
damn good coach.·

m their re peel and prai e for one
another.
"You can tell a Hank Egancoached team," Brandenburg said.
They play hard. they play good
defen e rrbound well, h ve physical courage and menLa, to 1ghness
I have great adm1rat1on for his
coaching ab1hty ·
ay Egan about Brandenburg,
'Hi teams are very, very und.

They play hard. They play good
wne defense. He has played a lot of
different ways and adiusts his personnel very well. He's a damn good
coach."
La t season. Egan and Brandenburg had teams in the NCAA
tournament. This year, both are
rcbu1ldmg and have struggled. But
when you a k them about each
other's teams. they speak in glow-

mg terms.
''They're a good team," Brandenburg said. "They have goodlooking fre hmen who will do
nothing bul get helter. They're
playing well for this time of year"
USD is 2-3 and 1s cc.ming off a
70 54 loss at Boise State Saturoay.
ball"San Diego State is a g
club with the potential to be better," Egan said. "They have a httle
bit of everything. Right now they
play with much more intep 1ty
than we do."
SDSU 1s 3-3 and 1s commg s,ff a
103-68 victory over Unit d Stat s
lntcrnat1onal Dec 10. That ame
avenged a loss w USJU last y ar
Now Brandenburg will try to revcr c two con ecut1v loss.I) to
USD (83-67 and 81 64). SDSU
lead Lhe series, 15-7.
For Egan, 2-1 agam t ~"D U,
v1ctone over the Aztecs were
"extra spc<'1al "
For Brandenburg, it I the fir t
game again t SDSU's main cross
town rival.
"Anytime you have anoth r D1
v1. 10n I program in your to n.
players and coaches want to do
well," Brandenburg said. 'H's a
friendly, healthy rivalry"
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Music

ans o! former San Diego Symphony concertmaster Andres Cardenes can hear him
F
Sunday evening m the Los Angeles ihar:;bcr

0 chestra's performance of all SIX ran en.
burg Concertos by J .S. Bach.
The La JoU Chamber Music Society, sponsor of this annual event at the Umvers1_ty or
San Diego's I aculata Chapel, learned Just a
week before e concert that Cardenes would
Id
be concertmas for the performance
Amid rumo that Sunday's concer_t wou
be the last time he L.A. Chamber brmgs the
complete Brandenburg cycle to San Diego as a
re-Christmas offering, the society manage~ent has vowed to use. all of its negotiating
,
skills w maintain tlilS hohday trad1t1on.
The conducwr for the sold-out concert will
be Briton Nicholas McGegan, noted Baroq~e
specialist whoe;e work with the Boston Ear Y
Music Society has estabh hcd h1 reputation m

this country.

-KENNETH HERMAN

87

eadcr, hip qualities

.

lil
The Bi hop Charles Francis
uddy ward b pre ented anu a 11 y to per ons Y.ho
emonstrate high qualt11e of
adership, initiative and self1diance in their daily lives, Can<lidates are selected by a panel of
alum•ni and faculty members.
Pre ently on the adjunct faculty for the university, Bixby super1ses student teachers and 1s
~orkmg towards her doctorate m
educational leadership.
Bixby has been involved in
education for 18 years, having
taught for Sweetwater Union
High School District and St. Rose
of Lima chool. She also is a
isit1ng in tructor at
outhwes1ern College. She
d a principal of St.
r
Charles School in Imperial Beach
in June to pursue full-time study.
Bixby and her husband, John,
repre ented the Dioce e of San
Diego in September for the visit
of Pope Paul 11 lO San Francisco.
She is currently executive board
member of the Diocesan Pastoral
Council. The Bixbys are actively
involved in activities at St. Rose
ol Lima Roman Catholic
Church.
She was awarded papal
recognition for outstanding serice to her church through education in February 1986. In June
1987, sh was honored by county
upervi or Bnan Bilbray for service to youth and community
through education.
She also served on a delegation
Plea~e ec eighbor: A-2
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e.:umc1~1cal leaders and
educators in June, ~haring her ex~rti~-! 1n tlw areas of ccor.omics,
!11w itml c,iuc::tinn with le.1oer~ in
5acramento, lescilying bettire the
f\ , ,emby Way~ and ~cans Cornn ;ucc in ~upport of educational
b;J:,.
!'ht 1r.orhcr of three chi1drm
,v111 , ;,, , JJuy, lj a,,.1
1.

•

,JS7

t

fiffany-Marie, 8 - Bi.ll.by is a
member of Imperial Beach Optimists and National Conference
()f Christians and J cws.
llixby praised the people who
have aided her in her professional
achievements, saying, "l have
had the opportunity to work with
man)' wonderful people students, parents, leachers, community kauers and, of course,
three pastors who have each
shared a little of !heir wisdom
with me. They strongly influenced my work."
She said the greatest inspiration has come from her family
and friends. Her advise to others
is, "Never be afraid to take a
risk. If you know what it is (that)
must be don~ then do it."

2 p.m. - "Christmas
Carol," San Dieguito

Playhouse, La Paloma
Theatre (closing performance).

4 p.m. - Chancel Choir
and Laa Campana•
dal C mino handbell

choir, First Presbyterian Church, Oceanside.
- St. Brigid Youth
Choir and handball
ringers, "Hanging of
the Graen•," Saint

!3rigid's Church.

5:30 p.m. - Evening

aboard Marietta sternwheeler, in San Diego
Parade of Light•, San
Diego Harbor Excuri ,Ssn Diego
6 p.m. - Rhythm 'n'
blues with Kats Caravan, Bella Via, Cardiffby-the-Sea.
7 p.m, - Los Angeles
Chamber Orchestra,
Brandenburg Concertos, La Jolla Chamber

- - - - - ---

Music Society, USO.

THE
TRIBUNE
NEWS

a p.m. -

"Holiday Star
Follies," family caba-

ret illusion show, Eagles Aerie.
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Will LACO's Brandenburgs get the gate?

By Valene Scher

Tribune itusic Dance Cntic

USD Women Lose
to Northwestern
SAN DIEGO-The Northwestern University women's basketball
team took advantage of 21 turnovers by the Umvers1ty of San
Diego to pull out a 60-56 noi:iconference victory Sunday rught m the
USD Sports Center
Carrie Lawless led_ Northwestern (4-3) with 13 pomts. Ca_nd1da
Echeverria led USD (2-7) with 16
points.

Could it be that the Los Angeles
Chamber Orchestra's sold-out performance last night of Bach's Brande,1burg Concertos was the last of its
kind in San Diego?
It could.
Though LACO's presentation of tne
complete set of Brandenburgs has
become a cherished tradition, new
management 1s reportedly reconsidering priorities.
"The orchestra is in the process of
reviewing repertoire for next year,"
said Helen-Maria Erawan of the
sponsoring La Jolla Chamber Music
Society. "We're doing all we can to
make certain the tradition continues,
but nothing has been decided.'"
Five of the last nine presentations
have been at the University of San
Diego's beautihlly ornate Immaculata. To lose the event now would be
particularly sad since LACO's niche
has been seriously eroded by the loss
of its base at the East County Per-

forming Arts Center.
The San Diego Symphony may try
to fill the musical gap. Not an easy
task, judging by the recent rendition
at Symphony Hall.
Yesterday, LACO and the Chamber Music Society encountered yet
another problem. Last-minute difficulties with fire ordinances made it
necessary to alter seatmg plans.
That, in turn, caused considerable
bewilderment and a late start for the
concert.
Ah, well. The Immaculata looked
lovely with luminana out front and
poinsettias and Christmas bows inside. Brandenburg veterans brought
a variety of padding for the pews,
though few cushions were as un-churchy as my red plastic one from the
Del Mar racetrack.
The evening's conductor was Nicholas McGegan, a bespectacled
English specialist in baroque music
who proved to be cheerfully authoritative. No mere timekeeper, he.
His movement reflected clarity

and purpose, as well as a keen involvement in the music's contrapuntal complexities. Though the orchestra used modern instruments, McGegan ensured that string vibratos and
bowings respected 18th-century performance practice, and that the
LACO favored leaner, drier and
rounder tones.
One suspected the results would
have been even more impressive
with additional rehearsal. Yet if precision was sometimes sacrificed,
phrasing rarely was. The two-note
phrases in the slow movement of the
Concerto No. 4, BWV 1049, carried

uncommon force.
Tempos for Allegros could be excitingly brisk, as in the opening and
closing movements of the Concerto
No. 3, BWV 1048, or the Concerto No.
5, BWV 1050, featuring former San
Diego Symphony concertmaster Andres Cardenes, flutist David Shostac
and Patricia Mabee, the capable
harpsichordist.
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Junior Still Adjusting
to Onaccustomed Role

USD Loo ing
•
for a Lea er 1n

Danny Means

ANS

Danny Means 1s overshadowed by the wingspan of SDSU's Gerald Murray in last season's game.
i

I

'Right now, I'm no being as aggressive and loose out there on
the court. I guess, at the beginning of this season, I've been
thinking that I can't really make any mistakes because I'm the
guy very body is looking to. What I should be thinking about
is just going out there and doing what I can do. Then,
everything else will all in place.'
-DANNY MEANS

"For a while. I wasn't ure what I
was gomg to do," Means said
Egan was driving back to San
Diego with assistant coach Rick
choenlem "\I. hen he heard about
Goo111an's s1tuat1on, and he thought
Means might still be available.
The two coaches stopped at a
restaurant tn San Juan Capistrano.

and Schoenlein called Means to
offer him a scholarship.
"He's been a very solid player for
," Egan said. "He plays excellent
defense and a lot of tunes, that gets
overlooked. When we've needed
him most, he's come through for
us.'
And, now. they really need him.

Los Angeles, CA
( Los Angeles Co)
Times
(San Diego Ed.)
(Cir. D 50,010)
(Cir . S 55,573)
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USDHa So e T ouble but Makes Point

beat a ,team hke USO, and until we
d~.. we re not going to be able to do
it, Zarecky said.
US!U took a one-pomt lead on a
three-point shot by Rade Milutinov1c with 17,09 left but didn't
· core another basket until the 9. 47
·
mark.
USIU's leading scorer Russ
He1cke, didn't take a shot' during
the drought, as he was effectively
removed from the USIU attack by
UtD's Danny Means.
eonard. scored on a driving
layin and hit a three-pointer during
a 13 · 1 USD run that decided the
outcome.

Efrem ~ona d Emerges Wit 24 Points in 80-71 Victory Over USIU
.S-5

ByCHRI ELLO

'I Ill",
'lR l ~IINE

DEC

a nd took a 54-43 lead with 9.-47
·
remaining.
USO Coach Hank Egan talked
po illvely, even though h1s team
suffered through some rough penods along the way
"We're coming clo er to ach1evtg wh~t we want, but it's not easy
or us, Egan said. "I looked out
there and saw us with three freshmen in the game at the same time
during. a criucal stretch. That
makes it tough for us to get an
identity, but I think it's going to be
a fight all season."
One thing USO had to fight for
Saturday was a basket in ide. Center Jim Pelton made Just 1 of 9 shots

SA DIEGO-Amid the rubble
of 16 turnovers, 39% shooting and a
noneXJstent insu.Je game, the..Ilniver:;uy of San Diego may have
fou,nd a point guard Saturday night.
Elrern Leonard, who started the
P t fl', t game . came through with
f cason high 24 points and led the
l orero to their third con ecut1ve
victory, 80-71, over U.S. Internat!onal before 1,131 fans at the USD
Sports Center.
The victory gave USO its third
consecutive so-called city champ1onsh1p-1t has beaten USIU and
San Diego State the past three
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and didn't get much help. Haupt, a
starter, was O for 4, and backup
center Keith Colvin mis ed his only
two shots.
Luckily, Leonard was having his
best game with the team. A junior
college transfer from Mt. San Antonio College in Pomona, Leonard
made 9 of 13 shots, two from
three-point range, and kept USO
close while it struggled early in the
first half.
'Tm getting more confident all
th e time," Leonard said
USIU Coach Gary Za~ecky said it
was his team's lack of confidence
that caused defeat.
"We JU t don't believe we can

USIU pulled within 65-58 with

3,44 left, but He1cke was called for

fouling Marty Munn and compounded lhs problem by drawing a
technical foul. Munn hit two free
throws and the technical, and then
Munn made a three-pointer to
· make 1t 71-58 with 3,06 to go.
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niversity of the Third
Age" i a three-week lecture and
ph\sical fitness series sponsored
b\ the Office of Continuing Educatwn from 8 to 11:45 a.m. Monday
thwugh Jan . ~1 at the Manchester
Conference enter of the Univ.ersit ' l ' an..Qlego. The $5!i series has
bee11 de~igned fur seniors. For
more information, call Stephanie
Peratt at 260-1586. ;;) 9 ',')

uses size
to bur}' BC
,9-Cf6"'?

By The Assodated Press
The iirst half play-by play
read hke a text book on bask1>tbc:..l play down low .
• eikaly slam jam .. . Seikaly
, cy oop ... Coleman monst<•r
jam ... Thompson two-handed
stuff off steal ... Hughes spectacular jam.
Seventh-ranked Syracuse exploited a whopping height advantage and its overall speed
TuP<<lay night in building a 40-18
halftime lead and cruising to an
80-67 Big East victory over
Boston College. It was the only
game involving a ranked team.
Rony Seikaly , a 6-foot-10
senior, and Derrick Coleman, a

Escondido, CA
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Ke\'in 'mith, a junior at C D, work· in the record office or the Krater Law School, one or bis two jobs.

Schoo work

Tribune photo bJ T,,mmr L L1ungblad

it's just one more job

An increasing number of college students in San
Diego arc taking jobs whenever they can
can and for a variety of reasons.
Some have no other rccour e for obtaining
money to cover rising tuition and hvmg
costs Others are ~ligible to borrow money
through r deral or tale student-loan programs, but th y choose to work to avoid
going into debt.
And 1111 others take Jobs to gain experience in a profe sion they plan to pursue
after graduating
!though ome local college tudents and
ndmmi trators ay working often tends to interfere .t'i choolwork Thomas Day, pre ident of DSl said, "l thmk it depend. on the
tud nt
"The k y thmg 1s that the student'1ias to
have a reah tic sen of his study habits and
ability to carry a tudy load. My advice 1s to
put chool\\ ork first and pace yourself accordingly ' aid Day, who e nme children all

worked or are working while attending college
"The worst thmg you can do is work so
much that it affects your schoolwork.'' Day
added. However, regarding hi children, he
said, "l don't think working has had much
impact on their studies" or the time it has
taken them to graduate.
A new University of California study found
that working while going to school is a main
reason students take more than four years to
graduate. The study was ordered by the
state Legislature to find out why so many
students take longer than the standard four
earn a bachelor's degree. The Calira'a
forma State Umversity system's study still is
under way.
Nearly 40 percent of the students at the
University of San Diego ..york part time at a
job either on or off the campus, according to

Rose Craig. an assistant in the university's
student employment office.
"This year compared to last year, more
students are looking for jobs, because tuition
has gone up" by 8 percent, Craig noted.
Even so, the percentage of employed students at San Diego State University and
UCSD is much higher tnan at USO. At SDSU,
roughly 75 percent of the students work either part or full time, while at UCSD, 60-70
percent "probably work in some capacity,"
said Phyllis Walker, assistant director of the
school's career services center.
''Housing costs are going up,'' Walker said.
"The majority of the students we talk to
have to pay higher rents and need the money
(from a job) to stay in school."
UCSD officials calculate that it costs the
typical student who is living away from
home $8,300 to attend school for three academic quarters - 2 figure that includes tuition and other school expenses, housing and
a modest budget for personal entertainment.
A typical student at SDSU pays roughly
$6.000 a year for the equivalent expenses,
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6-9 sophomore, scored 19 points

apiece and controlled the boards
in leadmg the Orangemen, 11-2,
to their ninth consecutive victory
in their Big East Conference
opener.
Steve Thompson had 1!i points
and reserve Keith Hughes 10 as
Syracuse struck back in its conference debut after BC took its
only lead, 7-6, with the game just
over four minutes old.
The Orangemen went on a 13-2
run after a dunk by Seikaly
"We ran into a certified buzz.
saw in the first half," BC coach
Jim O'Brien said. "They clearly
showed they had the advantage
on the boards We worked on
blocking out for rebounds in
practice, but we were just overmatched."
Syracuse built its lead to as
much as 74-41 with six minutes to
play.

j

West roundup
The score was tied 34-34 at halftime, but the Toreros outscored
USIU 17-8 to begin the second half
and stayed comfortably ahead the
rest of the way.
U~D's _y_ictory was its second
over a-S-an Diego school this year
the Toreros beat San Diego
State two weeks ago - and thus
claimed the unofficial city championship.
Marty Munn had 16 points and
John Sayers added 14 for San Diego, 6-4. Russ Heicke had 22 points
for USIU, 6-10, and Rade Miluti__
novic had 13.
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Please see WORK: E-3, Col. 1

said Immuno-Dvnamics will soon vation for a lot of students who are
give her a chance to work in market- looking for jobs. They want an extra
ing, particularly valuable work expe• foot in the door.''
Some students who take jobs often
nence because she plans to earn a
master's degree in business adminis- find it problematic to find time for
both work and studies, though. Mortration.
"Once I graduate from graduate ales said she is good at organizing
chool, I'll have marketing experi- her time and always finds time to
ence and an MBA, and I'll be able to study, but conceded that "if I didn t
get a better (career) position," she have to work, I'd be able to take
more units" each semester. Partly
pointed out.
Many students at USD also look because she has had to work to pay
for jobs that are oriented toward for her education, it will take her six
their career interests, according to years to graduate, she said.
Morale. and Zimmerman said that
Craig.
"They want something that will havmg a flexible work schedule
help them get a Job once they gradu- helps. "Fortunately, the office I work
ate," she said. "That's one big moll- for is really flexible," said Moral~

College basketball

Efrem Leonard scored 24 points
to lead the University of San Diego
to an 80- 71 basketball victory over
U.S. International University Saturday night.

*Wo rk-- ----- ----- ----- ----- --:-- ----- ----- --hour. Alt ough she has obtained
4,300 in federal and state grants for
h r education this year, she said she
needs the additional money from her
job to pay for tuition and books.
"I don't get any (financial) help
from my parents," 1orales said.
Zimmerman likewise receives no
financial help from her parents and
said he works about 20 hours a week
when classes are in se sion. She already has borrowed $6,000 during her
four years n college and is working
no\\ partly to avoid borrowing more.
But even though her job as a lab
techm ·ian pays $8 an hour, her salary I n ,t enough to cover all her expen ·e:;, 'and for the fall quarter she
u antecd student loan of
took out
bout 800 o aki: end m et
Somel!m you have to work and
g t a loan he aid
Still Zimmerman said her job pro\ Id her with more than money. She
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"When I'm preparing for a test and
need a day off, I can get it."
Kevin Smith, a 20-year-old Junior
who is majoring in speech communications at USD, said his two jobs
"have helped me become a better
person. I've learned how to deal with
a variety of people"
Smith works 10 to 16 hours a week
in the Wild Animal Park's food service department and an additional
eight to 12 hours a week doing clerical work m USD's law office.
Day agreed that jobs do give most
students an increased sense of responsibility.
After all, he pointed out, "You
can't be late for work."
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U~ beats Weber St.
pecial to The Union ~ --<..7:::r::.

to within 34-25 two minutes into the
OGDEN, Utah - The Unjyersitv of second half, but that was the closest
San Diego [(llJted Weber State 66-44 Weber State would come.
Sayers finished with a team-high
last night in non-conference ~olleg~
14 points, and Marty Munn scored 13.
basketball.
Despite losing starting center Jim Craig Cotreel scored 11 and Keith
P1;1ton to_ a sprained ankle just three Colvm 10 for USO. Mike Haupt had
mmutes mto the game the Toreros nine rebounds.
The Toreros, playing without
(S-5) built a 10-4 lead' behind eight
pomts from 6-foot-7 freshman John starting guard Efrem Leonard
(ankle), begin West Coast Athletic
Sayers,
USO led at halftime, 27-19, after Conference action Friday at Loyola
ho~dmg the Wildcats (2-11) to .seven Marymount (10-3) and Saturday at
Pepperdine (8-5). Both games are 7:30
pomts m the first 12 minutes.
We~r State's Fred Rollin made an ~.m. Leonard and Pelton are ques__t_io_n_a_bl_e_fo_r_F_riday's game.
_i_ld_c_ats
8-foot Jumper to bring_ th_e_W
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Foxes returning
to guard henhouse
NEAGRAPHIC

fornla "
Purely advisory panels, designed
to garner the expertise of prof 1onals Ill a given field uch as toxic
wa le, 1s not what's at issue.
Rather, Fellmeth points to a
erle of bills llltroduced in recent
years that either reduce public
membership on regulatory panels
or ncrease the number of industry
m mbers - thereby eroding the
clout of the public members who
remain.
Ince 1983, Gov Deukmejian
signed Into law bills tilting toward
profe 1onals the membership of
th Board of Dental Ex11miners
(twice), Board of ccountancy,
Structural Pest Control Board,
Board of Landscape Architects, Burca u of Home Furnishings and
Board of Architectural Examiners
In the last case, the governor's
signature on SB 790 by Sen John
Seymour, R-Anaheim, wiped out
the public majority. ow !1Ve archi·
t ctural Industry members will sit
along with five public members at
least theoretically giving the mdu ·.
try the power to checkmate any

move disliked by the professionals.
Nine additional bills that would
undercut public representation
were introduced and failed All but
one had Democratic authors Fellmeth 's article suggests the trend
running against public members is
non-partisan.
He does say the problem is "ex·
cerbated by the habit of some
governors, including current Gov.
Deukmejian, to appoint as public
members people with strong industry or profit-stake ties, either in
their past career or in their present
indirect connections "
Fellmeth, in an interview, noted
that following his own appointment
to the Slate Athletic Comm ssion
which regulates boxing matches:
Deukmejian appointed both a referee and a fight promoter to the
panel. Thal, he feels, raises the
chances of featherbedding and con·
flict of inter t at the expense of
the pubhc and sound regulation
The consequences for the public
can he real, Fellmeth said He cites
the example of the • ·ew Motor
Vehicle Board, a panel desil(lled to

regulate motor vehicle dealership
While ostensibly holding a majority of public members, he said, the
panel is dominated by dealers, who
have put in place tough rules res trictlng the esta h hment of new
dealer franchises. In effect, says
Fellmeth, the dealers are using a
state agency to literally drive away
competition and reduce the opportunity for consumers to engage in
price-shopping.
There are signs of some resistance to such regulatory schemes.
The Legislature last year abolished
one of the panels, the Board of
Fabric Care, which regulated dry
cleaners.
Sen. Daniel Boatwright, D-Contra
Costa, has introduced a new bill to
wipe out six more boards, governmg auctioneers, geologists, land•
scape arcl,itects, cemetery operators, lax preparers and guide dog
trainers While collectively ronsu1!1ing more than $1 millton, Boatwright observed, most of them have
undertaken little or no disciplinary
actions against the industries they
are supposed to regulate.
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Torero1.have tougher road to NCAAs

1987

By Kirk K e ~

I

Trtb,me Sportswriter

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)

The contest was sponsored by the
\\orld Affair. Council or San Diego
and The San Diego Union It began m
October, hortly after the U.S -Soviet
umrrut meeting in ReykJav1 Iceland.

Evening Tribune
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T WAS all so sunple for the

USO bjSl(etball team three
years ago.
. Three years ago, the Toreros
sunply on the Wes~ Coa~t Athlet(c
Conference champion hip. Their
reward was an invitation to the
_
NC¥ Tournament. .
Its not qlllt~ so sunple th1S season. If {!SO_wms the WCAC, as ex•
~ted, 1t will be rew~rded with strike up the Toreros band - another home_ game.
Some pnze. What's the secondplace team get? Third place?
Fourth: The fact IS, each of the conferen_ce s top four teams is rewa~dwith a home game for fmishmg
m th~ upper half of the conference
standings. ;ne WCAC, you see, has
sold out. Its gone to the conference
tournament format to determine its

a tomabc qual ier for the NCAA night.
"If you want to know if I have
playoff
Th top four regular-season fin- gone to bed thinking, 'Just my luck,'
1Shers will host he bottom four in you bet I have," he said.
USO (19-4 overall) has compiled
the first round Feb. 28. The winners
advance to the semifinals March 6 a 9-1 conference record. The
_ _ _ __.:.,______ league-leading Toreros have already clinched one of the conferMiners beat Aztecs, ence's top four spots and the
home game reward - entering tomght's game at 7:30 against St.
Page B-8
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Mary's (5-5, 14-10) at the USO
Sports Center. The Toreros are just
at USF. Those winners will play for two games away from clinching the
the tournament championship and conference title.
But for the first time in the conthe NCAA bid the following night at
ference's 36-year history that's not
the same s1l
USO coach Hank Egan knows all good enough. As much as the timing
about the change in procedures. He of the tournament bothers Egan, he
has ever smce the plan was ap- can understand the reasoning beproved m September 1985 by the hind it.
"Postseason play ha~ the opporpresidents of the conference's eight
schools. Still, that hasn't made it tunity to do several thi~ for you"
'
any easier for Egan to . leep at Please see TORERO', B-8

'We've already pro~·en
we can do it. Now w
have to go out and do it

again'

*USD-r-~- ------------ ---~o/?

son. Yezbak en(ered the game with a team-leading
22.3 average, but missed his first 11 shots from the
floor He fm~hed with eight points on 4-for-23
shooting. missing double figures for the first time
in 51 games at USIU
"It was difficu1t," Yezbak said. "My shot felt
h e 1t was there. I don't have any excuses. I Just
didn't hit it.
I don't know what we could have done to
change anything. They could have done basicallv
anything they wanted We can't get 1t inside on
them. They're big. so we have to shoot outside and
they know that. They're out extended on you, and
there's really not much you can do. You just can't
hang with a USO. They're too good."

'I've been on the
side of some 30-pointplu losse '
ank Egan

USO turned an early 12-1 lead into a 45-8 advantage with a 27-2 spree that enabled Egan to empty
his bench. Reserves like sophomore forward Charlie Wickstrand, freshman swingman Craig Cottrell
and junior center Jim Pelton took advantage of
the opportunity for extended floor time.
Wickstrand. who scored nine points in the season's first 22 games, tallied 14 last night. including
a three-pointer that made it 100-48 with 5:12 remaining. Cottrell added 14 and Pelton had 10 as
the Toreros' bench outscored the starters 58-55.
'·That was important for us to play the other
guys,'' Egan said. "It's important because you
don't know when you're going to need somebody
down the stretch. and it's important for next
year."
Said Wickstrand· "This year we've been getting
up a lot early, and then the other team comes back
the econd half and we don't wm by that much so
we haven't really gotten a chance to play.
"Whenever we get up early in a game, we always get a little excited on the bench, and then
when Coach Egan starts walking down the bench I
start sticking my head out. We love to get in there,
and we don't care who it's against. We don't care if
we're up by 30, or down by 30. When we get a few
minutes it's really nice."
Egan feels much lietter when the Toreros are up
by 30.
I've been on the ide of ome 30-point-plus l
es," said Egan, adding. 'One of the comments I
made on the bench is if I had known 1t was going
to be hke this, I wouldn't have had a stomach ache
for two days."

*Toreros-i------- -------------weighs on Egan's mind. If Toreros
ContJnued From B-1

Egan said. "It can generate revenue,
generate exposure through television
and create another spot in the NCAA
playoffs. If it does those things, it's of
value. If it doesn't do any of those
things, then it's not worth it."
To the seven teams who have
looked up at the Toreros in the stand·
ings all season, it appears \H:ll worth
it.
"For our league I think it will increase interest," WCAC commissioner Michael Gilleran said. "Specifically, at the schools other than San
Diego at this point in the season. I've
received calls from people in other
cities saying, 'This is great.' In other
years it's been: 'Case closed. We're
out of it. San Diego's the champion.
We might as well cancel our games.'
This way you may not be playing for
first place, but you're playing for
seeding. You're playing for a spot
You're playing for momentum.
"Obviously, if you're winmng the
regular season, you're not going to
like it. That's an obvious given with
any tournament format. The question
usually comes down to is the happiness of seven preferable to the
unhappiness of one? Most league's
have overwhelmingly answered,
'Yes."'
Pepperdine coach Jim Harrick is
happy. His team struggled e::rlier in
the season, but appears to be coming
together with the first round of the
tournament on the horizon. Harrick's
mood would have been decidedly different if the tournament was in place
two years ago. The Waves have won
the conference title the past two seasons.

were to win their remaining games
but lose in the tournament finals they
Overall would have no guarantee of a tournaConference
WLPctWLPct ment berth despite a 25-5 record.
9 1 .900 19 4 .826
San Diego
"It comes down to this deal,'' Egan
7 3 .700 16 7 .695 said. "Everybody says the pressure is
Gonzaga
5 5 .500 13 10 .565 on us because we're going to win the
Portland
5 5 .500 14 10 .583 league. The pressure is going to be on
St. Mary's
4 6 .400 14 9 .609 everybody. You've got to produce at
San Francisco
4 6 .400 13 11 .542 that time. We've already proven we
Santa Clara
4 6 .400 9 14 .391 can do it. Now we have to go out and
Pepperdine
2 8 .200 10 13 .434
Loyola, Calif.
do it again.''
Another test of strength in other
NOTE: The WCAC will hold its first
conference tournament this year with the words. That could be just what the
top four teams hosting first-round games WCAC needs, according to Gilleran.
Feb. 28. The winners advance to the semi• WCAC teams are 1-6 in their last
finals March 6 at USF. The championship seven NCAA Tournament appear•
game will be played March 7 at USF with ances. Maybe this will make them
the winner gaining the WCAC's automatic tournament tough.
"One school of thought has it that
bid to the NCAA playoffs.
because on a couple of occasions our
teams have clinched early, they
haven't sustained a high level of play
they've clinched," Gilleran said.
after
'Tm certainly for going along and
trying it," Harrick said. 'Tm still a "They play out the string, then they
conference champion guy because a wait and thev go and lose. I've been
conference championship has to told that it's .~r better to have those
mean something. But a team like people perform at a top level and
ourselves, we've really struggled, but risk getting beat.
"At least you know that whoever
we're playing some pretty good ball
send from your tournament is
you
now. Maybe we can get it done. I
think the conference champion could the team playing best at the
get beat in the tournament. It's moment."
Seems simple enough.
called March Madness. Anything can
Egan had another idea, which
happen."
eliminate the regular season
would
Then Barrick pointed out the pri•
mary drawback of the tournament, altogether
"(Oklahoma City coach) Abe Lemsaying: "If our conference champion
and tournament champion aren't the ons has a great idea," he said. "What
same, there's a chance we'll only you do is rank the teams from 1 to
have one representative in the NCAA 284 and split them up and then pllfy.
As soon as you los you're out. ...
playoffs."
That last thought is exactly what And then you go recruiting.''
West Coast Athletic Conference
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